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Preface
The possibility to solve certain problems and the quality of a solution obtained for a specific task
depend essentially on appropriate modelling of the task in question. In many fields of application
this leads to the necessity to model the dynamic and static properties of a system to be constructed,
to be improved or to be influenced, but also all relevant background information connected with this
task. Normally, it will not be possible to carry out all this modelling as requested - partly because
not all information is available and partly because the resulting model of the respective task would
be of size which can not be handled by men or computers. Hence, it is always the decision of the
modeller what is to be included in the model and whether a model of the complete task is to be
created or e.g 'only' a model of the dynamic behaviour of the system to be investigated or to be
influenced.
Moreover, in some cases, the system under investigation and its behaviour are understood rather well.
In such cases an appropriate model of the system's behaviour will assist in finding a good solution of
the problem to be solved. In other situations a model of the system's behaviour is primarily intended
to help for a better understanding of what is going on in the system. Examples for the first case
are many types of design problems connected typically with engineering sytems , such as controller
design, design of a production line etc. whereas the request for an improved understanding is often
found in connections with non-engineering systems such as biological or medical systems, economic
or environmental systems and their control etc.
There is a rather wide consensus that mathematical modelling i. e. abstraction and formalization,
is of intrinsic importance. Moreover, most engineers and scientists know quite well that appropriate
modelling is far from being easy and that-the quality of a design depends strongly on the quality of
the model. One of the most important challenges connected with proper modelling is the request to
model indeed the given task i. e. all relevant information, restrictions, demands, goals etc. In control
engineering not only a model of the plant and constraints on relevant physical variables must be put
in a mathematical form but also other requests such as that the resulting mathemat ical control law
must allow for implementation by means of a certain type of equipment etc.
By now, considerations such as these are accepted in general and especially by those involved
in the solution of problems by using computers what means by using - directly or indirectly mathematical methods, no matter whether these persons work at a scientific institution or in an
industrial environment.
However, the area of application determines to a certain extent the knowledge of basic modelling principles, preferences for modelling approaches, for methods for model simplification or for parameter
estimation etc. Moreover, many things are discovered repeatedly. Therefore, a conference having
mathematical modelling as its focus will allow for a fruitful and stimulating exchange of ideas. Consequently, the third IMACS Symposium on Mathematical Modelling (3rd MATHMOD) is devoted
to the mathematical (or formal) modelling of all type of systems no matter whether the system is

* dynamic or static
* deterministic or stochastic
• continuous or discrete
• lumped parameter or distributed parameter
* linear or nonlinear
* or of any other nature.
Thus, a wide variety of formal models is to be discussed and the term " mathematical model" includes
classical models such as differential or difference equations, Markov processes, ARMA models as well
as more special or more recent approaches such as Bond graphs, Petri nets, fuzzy m odels or neural
nets.
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The written version of the oontributions to 3rd MATHMOD Vienna are collected in these Proceedings
starting with the manuscripts of the invited lectures. The first survey to be presented is concerned
with a problem of great actuality, i.e. with the question of how to development of intuition. This talk
was motivated by the observation that skeHed engineers often use their intuition to solve dynamic
problems e.g. by modifying components of a system. On the other hand, we live in an era of
big simulation programs based on a variety of submodels and understanding of the assumptions
inherent throughout the system is impossible and consequently, simulation often becomes d ifficult
or the suggested solution is not of the desired quality. Hence, development of intuition is more
important than ever and the author discusses how Bond graphs can serve as tools to develop a
better physical understanding.
Interconnected dynamical systems are also one of 1the main issues of the second plenary lecture which
has a:s aim to introduce some of the main features of the behavioral approach as a mathematical
language for discussing mathematical models. Here, a model is viewed as an exclusion law, and the
behavior of the model is that subset of outcomes of the systems that the model declares possible.
Some results about elimination are formulated in the .c ontext of systems described by linear ordinary
and partial ·differential differential equations and important concepts such as controllability and
observability are discussed in this setting.
The third survey is concerned with the inverse simulation approach i.e. with models which allow
determination of the time history of 'inputs' needed to achieve a specific time history for a selected
set of 'outputs'. Methods and algorithms are reviewed, which the author believes to have wide applicability aero.SS a number of fields and which have received attention in variousfields of application .
Moreover, the potential of this approach for the irnpor,t ant external validation of a simulation model
is emphasized.
Computer algebra systems become more and more important for solving real-life problems by using
modelling and simulation. Nowadays, their power allows to handle very complex (nonlinear) systems
analytically i.e. symbollically so :t hat solutions may be gained wi,t hout time-consuming.calculations
in other domains (e.g. time domain) . This holds also for the determination of optimal parameters
in distributed parameter models, what is also shown in this forth survey.
The last surveys highlights the influence of the modelling goal on the resulting model's complexity.
This lecture emphasizes the particularties of models for fault detection and isolation (FDI) in contrast
to models used for control. Of special interest is the question of complexity of the model, which, of
course, depends basically on the given situation. However, it is shown that FOi-models - contrary
to widespread opinions - may be even less complex and precise because they can restrict to only
those parts of the system in which the faults oocur and to 'those phenomena that carry information
of the faults of interest. This is.sue is discussed in terms of different model-based FDI approaches analytical, knowledge-based and data-based.
Then. follow groups of papers which were contributed upon invitation of a session organizer and,
contributed papers select-ed for presentation after a reviewing process which was based on extended
abstracts. All these contributions were colleted and arranged in sessions according to their main
thematic point. Such a grouping is by no means easy because many contributions address several
different aspects in a balanced manner. Ther·efore, the arrangement chosen for this volume follows
rather closely the one of 1the conference where also time limitations had to be observed.
The editors wish to ex:press their sincere thanks to all who have assisted them by making the idea
of this symposium known within the scientific community or by acting as sponsor or cosponsor , who
have assisted them in the reviewing process and have done a good job by putting together special
sessions devoted to one main theme. Last but not least the editors thank Creditanstalt-Bankverein
for their generous support for the production of these Proceedings .
Vienna , January 2000

LTroch, F. Breitenecker
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Retaining Analog In.tuitio.n .i n .a Digital World with Bond Graphs
Dean Karnopp
Dept. of Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering
The University of California
Davis, CA 95616, USA
dckamopp@ucdavis.edu
Abstract. Although dig·ital computers have supplanted analog computers for the simulation of physical
systems, and digital signal processors have largely replaced analog devices in control systems, most
engin·eers still think about mechatronic systems in analog terms. Skilled circuit designers and many others
can use their inruition to solve dynamic problems by modifying components or inserting new elements into
a system. This inruition is based not only on experience with physical systems, but also on simulation of
continuous signal mathematical models.
Digital computers allow the construction of extremely complex mathematical models by the
combination of a variety of submodels, but it often happens that an intuitive understanding of the
assumptions inherent throughout the system is nearly impossible, so that if the simulation is difficult or the
predicted performance is poor, the remedy is far from obvious. Bond graph based models allow a system
·analyst to think in physical terms about system components and to appreciate the mathematical and
computational aspects of changes in subsystem elements or parameters. Bond graph processors and
pro.grams containing libraries of submodels m~e the process of translation from a physically based model,
to a mathematical model, and then to a computational simnlation scheme nearly automatic. In this way, the
system designer's intuition ·can be brought to bear in solving dynamic problems in rnechatronic systems .

.Introduction.
To those who have come of age in an ·era of ever increasing digital computer power, at an ever
decl'easing cost, it may seem surprising that complex dynamic systems were successfully designed in the
past using only limited analytical methods and primitive computational aids. It is a testament to the power
·Of ,the human being to discern patterns, and to develop intuition about complex system behavior, that many
successes were achieved albeit not without a .number of sometimes spectacular failures. It certainly cannot
be denied that modem digital hardware now allows v·ery sophisticated control of dynamic systems, but the
attempt to mathematically model and s imulate ev,e r more complex systems in the digital domain is not as
straight forward and rapid as desired. In some cases, it is clear that human intuition gained by experience
with physical systems and with simple models in the form of circuit diagrams, mechanical schematic
diagrams, or even analog comput•ers ·cannot be easily utilized in modifying a simulation model once it has
been rendered into digital fonn. An engineer who might successfully tinker with a physical prototype
system to improve its behavior is often baffled by a computer model, which predicts unsatisfactory
performance. The purpose of this paper is to point out aspects of bond graph modeling, which allow an
engin·eer to think about a dynamic sysl}em in physical .and analog terms, even if the system will be
simulated and ·its controller will be realized in purely digital form. In this way, human intuition about
physical systems may be applied to the construction of a reasonable system model and physical
modifications to components to improve performance can be readily transferred to the computational
model.

Megamodel Projects.
With the increase in comp11ter capability there naturalily arises the desire to construct larger, more
accurate models of complex multi-domain systems. An example, is the TOOLSYS project involving
automobile manufacturers and suppliers, [ 1J. The idea is to create simulation models by combining
submodels independently developed using a variety of tools and proprietary languages each tailored to
specific types of components.. figure l taken from Ref. [I] shows an example system involving
COMPAMM, a multi-body mechanics program (2]. AMESim, a language for hydraulic systems, (3J and
ADVance-MS, for electrical systems, (4] all coordinated by VHDL-AMS, a new standard also called IEEE
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the integrated TOOLSYS environment
l 076.1, which can represent discrete and continuous time systems, Since submodels may be developed by
separate, competing organizations, the submodels may be provided only in compiled fonn to disguise
parameter values and other details of proprietary subsystems. The idea of complete system models capable
of validating the performance of complex multi-domain digitally controlled systems is attractive, but the
problems of coordinating disparate subsystem models in a variety of digital languages is fonnidable and an
intuitive understanding of the behavior of the entire system will certainly be nearly impossible. Thus, if
problems arise, it wiU be hard for anyone to bring dynamic system experience to bear in solving the
problems,
In the following, we discuss the more modest goal of using bond graphs as a basis for creating multidomain models, with a clear connection to physical and analog concepts. The mathematical models may
ultimately be simulated digitaUy and the actual system will almost certainly be controlled by digital
hardware, but the connection to the physical world will be maintained.

Bond Graphs, Circuits, and Schematics.
A universal step in the design of any physical system is a graphical representation of components and
their connections. At the simplest level, electrical circuits and mechanical or hydraulic schematic diagrams
essentially represent a model of a proposed system and with experience engineers can often say quite a bit
about the dynamics of the system just by looking at these abstract diagrams.
Bond graphs [5] are in one sense gene~alizations of this type ofdiagram. Indeed, the standard procedure
for ruming an electric ·circuit into a bond graph starts by reproducing the circuit topology exactly with
nodes represented by 0-jwictions and the cifcuit e.l ements strung between the nodes on I ·junctions.
Hydraulic circuits can be handled similarly, while schemat~c dia~rams for mechanical systems, which are
less obviously circuit-like, are also readily conv·e rted 1to bond graph form. For multi-domain systems, the
diagrams are often less satisfactory than a corresponding bond graph. For example, Fig. 2 shows a
somewhat old fashioned schematic diagram and an equivalent circuit for a de motor [6). The circuit is
nondynamic and the mechanical port ,is represented only by the back voltage E.. The bond graph on the
other hand can be augmented to include dynamic effects related to inductance, mechanical inertia and
friction and ·c an indkate that the flux in the field is related to the two circuits lr and I•.
The bond graph, in its non causal form, represents a physically based model. It is capable of generating
multiple sets of equations depending upon ·the causality assumed at the electrical and mechanical ports, and
upon the modelers assumptions about the presence or absence of certain elements in the graph [7].
Bond graphs also provide circuit-like depictions of far more complex systems for which no simple
schematic diagram is known. Figure 3, for example, shows a model of a long flexible bar moving through
large angles and simultaneously vibrating. The bond graph represents the structure of the model equations,
which include three rigid body nodes and two bending nodes [S]. Using this type o f bond graph, an
approach to modeling complex mechanical systems is rendered understandable to anyone with some
background in vibrations.
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Bond Graphs and Block Diagrams.
Once causality has been applied to a bond graph it becomes equivalent to a condensed version of a
detailed block diagram, i.e., all input-output signals have been detennined throughout the system. Many
control engineers understand block diagrams better than sets of equations so this feature of bond graphs can
help th.e m to understand a model. As the example in Fig. 4 shows, the block diagram derived from a bond
graph makes plain the back and forth reaction effects so typical of physical systems as contrasted to the
one-way infonnation transfer often encountered in control systems.
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Figure 5 ·shows a simple analog computer designed by the author more than 35 years ago for use in
hardware-in-the-loop testing of digital steam turbine speed controllers. In this case, the block diagram
model of the plant is obvious from the faceplate and the setting of parameters was equally clear. In those
simpler days, intuition about dynamic systems was often based on block diagrams and analog computers.
To some extent bond graphs extend this experien,ce to far more complex system models.

Bond Graph Causality and Model Consistency.
Bond graph models of components are fundamentally non causal, meaning that any external port, either
an effort variable or a flow variable may serv·e as an input and the model will respond with the
complementary power variable. In principle, this means that the model may produce a variety of state
equations depending upon how it interacts with the remainder of the system [7). Most attempts to produce
libraries of predetermined component models do not have this flexibility. Figure 6, for example, represents
an "encrypted •template" for a de motor from the Saber Automotive Template library [9]. This model
assumes that a voltage is applied to the terminals p and m and the output variable is the speed w . The bond
graph shows the model with the assumed causality and the parameters. If the motor is driving a load, there
also should be a load itorque as an input, and the cu.rrent should be an extra output. With an input-output
type of subsystem representation, it is easy to be seduced by the idea that there is a simple dynamic relation
between voltage and speed, but this really is incomplete, neglecting possible back effects associated with
current draw and load torque.
The intelligent use of causal models such as those in Saber \Vill often produce useful system models.
However, there is the danger that back effects physically present may inadvertently neglected or that
models will be assembled which cannot function without some kind of trick. Two motors as represented in
Fig. 6 cannot be geared together without including some compliance between them even if the mechanical
coupling is extremely st.iff. This could lead to the construction of a numerically stiff model for a system,
wh.ich could be much more intelligently modeled if the problem were better understood. One of the most
important uses of bond graph causality is to investigate and solve such problems before a simulation is
attempted.
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Bond Graphs and Component Icons.
. It has long been appreciated that the attempt to make a bond graph model of a component is particularly
useful way to study the physics of the system and to appreciate how the component will interact with other
parts of a system. However, there has been a re1luctance to us·e bond graphs for complex systems in
industry. The idea is that many engineers cannot be expected to deal with a complex system involving
several energy domains if they have not had a thorough education in bond graph modeling. (For those
specializing in physical system modeling, the existence of bond graph processors such as CAMP-G [10)
allows an. easy 1transition from .an overan bond graph model to input code for any of a number of simulation
programs.)
A possible solution to this problem is to create a library of bond graph models rather than input-output
models and to represent them as icons similar to·those used in engineering practice. This procedure has
been carried out for hydraulic and mechanical systems in AMESim [3) [I I). Figure 7 shows a typical
element which is represented by an icon on a ·computer screen, b11t which is based on a bond graph
submodel. If complex systems are created using the icons, the user can go back to individual parts of the
system to see the bond graph of the elements and to consider physical changes in the system to improve
performance. The intuitive ide.a:s experienced hydraulic engineers might have about adding components or
modifying existing •components can thus be readily implemented in the model. Furthermore, a systems
analyst can appreciate the mathematical implications of these changes by considering the bond graphs of
the affected parts.
In fact, AMESim is a part of the TOOLSIS project mentioned previously and there is little doubt that a
bond graph based icon system ·could also be developed for electrical and electromechanical components.
For some types of systems at least, this procedure might have a better chance of success than the attempt to
combine a series of models developed using very different modeling approaches and languages. Beyond an
extention Ito more types of elements and to new energy domains, there is still work to be done in allowing
flexibility in causality. Note that in Fig. 7, the bond graph is given with fixed port causality. This will limit
which icons can be successfully joined. 011e could imagine the imposition of causality only after the
system was completed although this would require the system modeler to handle algebraic loops and
derivative causality in some manner if they happened to arise. (Such problems must be addressed by any
modeling technique. They are not unique .to bond graph methods.)
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Fig. 7 Model of fud injection delivery valve in AIMSim
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Conclusions.
It is not an easy task to automate the modeling and simulation of multi-domain dynamic systems without
losing the intuitive feeling that experienced engineers ha"ve for physical systems. Despite the criticism that
bond graphs seem too abstract to beginners, they have the potential to keep the physical basis of the model
in the forefront, and by the use of bond graph-based icons, complex systems can be described in an
energetically correct manner even by non-specialists. By focusing on physics rather than on digital models,
engineers can make good use of their experience and intuition.
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Abstract. The behavioral approach provides a mathematical language for the modeling of systems,
particularly dynamical systems. An introduction to behaviors is given, with emphasis to interconnected
systems. This is viewed as consisting of modules, combined with an interconnection architecture. The
latter is formalized as a graph with leaves. The elimination theorem is discussed. This allows to obtain
behavioral equations involving only manifest variables, starting from models that contain also latent
variables. Subsequently, the notions of controllability a.nd observability are cast in this setting.

1

Introduction

The purpose of this presentation is to outline the basics of a mathematical language for the modeling,
analysis, and the synthesis of dynamical systems. The framework that we will present considers the
behavior of a system as the main object of study. This paradigm differs in an essential way from the
input/output paradigm which has dominated the development of the field of systems a.nd control in the
20-th century. This paradigm-shift calls for a reconsideration of many of the basic concepts, of the model
classes, of the problem formulations, and of the algorithms in the field .
It is impossible to do justice to all these aspects in the span of a one hour presentation. We will
therefore concentrate of a few main themes:
• The basic motivation, in the context of modeling, of the conceptual framework that is used.
• The role of latent variables as they emerge from modeling interconnected systems.
• A discussion of system representations, mainly in the context of systems described by differential
equations.
• The notions of controllability and observability in this new setting.
• T he formulation of control questions and issues of implementation and design.
This article sketches a mathematical framework that allows to discuss systems in int eraction with
their environment. However, it is not the purpose to develop mathematical ideas for their own sake. To
the contrary, we will downplay mathematical issues throughout. The main aim is to convince the reader
that the behavioral framework is a cogent systems theoretic setting that properly deals with physical
systems and that approaches modeling as an essential motivation for choosing appropriate concepts.
The behavioral approach is discussed, including tlhe mathematical technicalities, in the recent textbook [l) . A very early reference that contain some of the (immature) ideas is [2). The three part paper
[3] provides the first detailed presentation of the behavior framework. It has been further elaborated
in [4] and in [5j. This latter reference contains a comprehensive overview. In [6], control is discussed
from this perspective. Finally, we mention the article [7) where many of these results are generalized to
partial differential equations. Informal expositions of the behavioral approach can be found in (8).

2

The behavior

The framework that we use for discussing mathematical models views a model as follows. Assume
that we have a phenomenon (that is, a set of outcomes) that we try to model. Nature (that is, the reality
that governs this phenomenon) .can produce certain outcomes. The totality of these possible outcomes
(before we have modeled the phenomenon) forms a set U, called the universum. A mathematical model
restricts the outcomes that a model declares possible to a subset 11' of U; 11' is called the behavior of the
model. We often refer to (U, !B) as a mathematical model.
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In the study of dynamical systems we are, more specifically, interested in situations where the outcomes of the phenomena are signals, i.e. , maps with independent variables (time, or space, or time and
space) and dependent variables (the space where the signals take on their values). In this case the universum is therefore the space of all maps from the set of independent variables to the set of dependent
variables. It is hence convenient to distinguish these sets explicitly in the notation: 'JI' (suggesting 'time')
for the set of independent, and W for the set of dependent variables. Whence we define a dynamical system as a triple :E = (W, T, IB) with IB, the behavior, a subset of
(WT is the standard mathematical
notation for the set of all maps from 'JI' to W).
We give a couple of examples. In the first and third 'JI' is time only, while in the second example,
Maxwell's equations, 1' involves time and space.

wr,

-

1. Newton's second law imposes a restriction that relates the position if of a point mass and the force
~
F acting on it. This relation is F = m~if,
with m the mass. This is a dynamical system with

-

1' = IR, W = IR3 x IR (typical elements of IB are w = (q,F) : lit -+ IR3 x IR3) and behavior !B
consisting of all maps t E IR t-t (q, F)(t) E .JR3 x R3 that satisfy F = mf:,.if. We will not specify
the precise sense of what it means that a function satisfies a differential equation.
3

2. Maxwell 's equations provide a typical example of a distributed dynamical system with many independent variables. They describe the possible realizations of the fields E : IR x IR3 -+ IR3 , B :
lR x JR3 -+ JR3 ,J: lR x !R3 -+ !R3 , and p: .JR. x JR'.3 -+ lll Maxwell's equations are
1

v. E

- p,
to

aE = --B
at '
"V • jj = 0,

v

x

c2 "V x

B

=

a8t '

-i j-+ - E
to

with to the dielectric constant of the medium and C2 the speed of light in the medium. This defines
the system {IR x !R3 , JR3 x !R3 x IR3 x lR, !B), with !B the set of all fields (E, B, p) : lR x JR3 -+
!R3 x JR3 x JR3 x IR that satisfy Maxwell's equations.

J,

3. Kepler's laws describe the possible motions of the planets in the solar system. This defines a
dynamical system with 1' = lR, W = IR3 , and !B the set of maps w : lR -+ R.3 that satisfy Kepler's
laws: the paths w must be ellipses in IR3 with the sun (assumed in fixed position, say the origin of
JR3 ) in one of the foci; the radius vector from the sun to the planet must sweep out equal areas in
equal time, and the ratio of the period of revolution around the ellipse to the major axis must be
the same for all w's in !B.
These examples fit perfectly our notion of a dynamical system as a triple :E = (11', W, !B) with !B <; W1.
Of course, the first two examples could be thought of as input/output systems. This already requires
some goodwill in the case of Newton's second law in order to aVloid :a debate of causality in mechanics.
But it is inappropriate to force Maxwell's equations (where there are also free variables in the system:
the number of equations , 8, being strictly less than the number of variables, 10) into an input/output
setting.
First principles laws in physics always state that some outcomes ca.n happen (those satisfying the
model equations) while others cannot happen (those violating the model equations). This is a far distance
from specifying a system as being driven by free inputs which together with an initial state (whatever
that is meant to be) specifies the other variables, the outputs. The behavioral framework treats a model
for what it is: .a n exclusion law.

3

Interconnections and latent variables

Systems, especially engineering systems, usually consist of interconnections of subsystems. This
feature is crucial in both modeling and design. The aim of this section is to formalize interconnections
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and to analyze the model structures that emerge from it. We assume throughout finiteness, i.e., we
assume that we interconnect a finite number of systems, each with a finite number of terminals, etc.
The building blocks of an interconnected system ar,e systems with terminals. Each of these terminals
carries variables from a universum , and the laws that governs the system are expressed by a behavior that
relates these variables. Formally, a system ~ with T terminals has a behavior !B C U = U1 x U2 x · · · x UT .
If (u 1, u 2, · · · , UT) E !B, then we think of Uk E Uk as the variables realized at the k-th terminal.
As an example, consider an electrical component. We view this as an device that can interact with
its environment through wires. These wires a:re the terminals. With each terminal we associate two real
variables, the potential V and the current I (agr,eed to be positive when electrical current flows into the
device). The laws of the device specify the behavior which will thus be a subset !B of the universum
IR2 x R2 x · · · x JR2 = (JR2 )T, where T denotes the number of terminal wires. Usually, the behavior !B will
have to satisfy certain restrictions in order for it to qualify as the behavior of an electrical device. For
example, KircMoJJ 's current law and Kirchhoff 's voltage law. These can be expressed as stating that
((Vi,Ii), · · · , CVTJT)) E !B must imply Ii + I2 +·· · +IT= 0 and ((Vi +a, I1), · · · , (VT+ a,IT)) E !B
for all a E Ill There may be other requirements, as passivity, etc., but these will not concern us here.
For a thermal terminal, the terminal variables a.re the heat flow and the temperature. For a mechanical
system, the terminal variables are position, and attitude, force and momentum (but it is much more
involved to formalize interconnection in this case).
An interconnected system is specified by these subsystems, its building blocks, and by an interconnection architectures. The notion of a graph with leaves appears to be the appropriate concept for
formalizing an interconnection architecture.
A graph with leaves is defined by 3 (disjoint) sets (N, lE, L), and two maps (e, £); e : lE ~ Ni , (N-2
denotes the set of unordered pairs {n', n"} with n', n" E N) and l : L ~ N. The set of N consists of the
nodes, E of the edges, L of the leaves; if e(a) = {n', n"}, then the edge a connects the nodes n' and n";
if t([J) = n, then the leave f3 is attached to the node n.
In associating a graph with leaves with an interconnection architecture, the nodes correspond to
subsystems with terminals. These are the building blocks that are being connected. Edges that are
connected to specific node and leaves that are attached to it, correspond to the terminals of the subsystem
in that node. An edge signifies that the corresponding terminal of one subsystem is connected to the
corresponding terminal of another (or in the case of a loop, that two terminals of the same system are
connected). The leaves signify that the attached terminal is not connected and that it therefore serves
as a terminal for the interconnected system.
It is assumed that by interconnecting two terminals by means of an edge, one imposes a restriction on
the variabies associated with these terminals. For example, if terminal t 1 with variables Ut 1 is connected
by an edge with terminal t 2 with variables ut2 , we assume that a restriction is imposed on the pair
( Utp utJ. For instance, if t1 and t2 are both electrical terminals, this restriction is Vt 1 = \.'t 2 , It,+ It 2 = 0.
If they are thermal terminals, this restriction is Qt 1 + Qt2 = 0 (the heat flows are opposite) and Tt 1 = Tt 2
(the temperatures are equal). Similar, but more complex, interconnection constraints can be formulated
for mechanical connections, etc.
In an interconnection architecture there will usually also be the constraint that edges can only connect
terminals that are of the same type (both electrical, both thermal, both mechanical, etc.). Also, a typical
system that serves as a building block will have terminals of different type (a motor has electrical and
mechanical terminals). However, we do not pursue these ideas here.
The behavior defined by an interconnected system is specified as follows. Its universum equals
lU == l[Jt, x · · · x Vt" , where L = (£ 1 , · • · , ii) is the set of leaves. The behavior is specified by the behavior
of system in the nodes and by the edges. The variables on the terminals connected to a node and the
leaves attached to it, must satisfy the laws of the subsystem associated with that node. The variables
on the terminals of an edge must satisfy also the interconnection law resulting from the connection.
The resulting behavior !B C llJt 1 x · · · x Utt. of the interconnected system is therefore specified in
terms of the behaviors !Bn 1 , • • • , !Bn,.,. of the system in the nodes, and the interconnection constraints.
The important thing is that the specification of !B involves not only the variables on the leaves, but also
those on the edges.
This presence of auxiliary variables in a model is basically an invariant of a first principles modeling
procedure: in such a model there will essentially always be auxiliary variables involved in order to specify
the laws of the system. It is therefore important to incorporate these auxiliary variables ab initio in a
modeling framework. This leads to the notion of a model with manifest variables (the variables that
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a model aims at) and latent variables (variables that have been introduced in the modeling process).
Hence, a mathematical model with latent variables is defined as a triple (U, JL, !Brun) with 1V the universum
of manifest variables, n.. the universum of latent variables, and !Bru11 <; U x IL the full behavior. It induces
the manifest systems (U, ~), with~= {u E Uj3( E lL such that (u, £) E !Btuu}.
A dynamical system with latent variables is defined completely analogously as ('lr, W, IL, 23ruu) with
~full <; (W x JL)T. The notion of a dynamical system with latent variables is the natural end-point of a
modeling process and hence a very natural starting point for the analysis and synthesis of systems. We
shall see that latent variables also enter very forcefully in representation questions.
Interconnected systems provide the prime example of the usefulness of behaviors and the inadequacy
of input/output thinking. Even if our system, after interconnection, allows for a natural input/ output
representation, this is unlikely be the case of the subsystem and of the interconnection architecture.
If the field of systems and control wants to take modeling seriously, is should retrace the fa'U.X pas of
input/output thinking and cast models in the language of behaviors.

4

Differential systems

The 'ideology' that underlies the behavioral approach is the belief that in a model of a dynamical
(physical) phenomenon, it is the behavior ~. i.e., a set of trajectories w : 1I' -+ W, that is the central
object of study. However , as we have seen, in first principles modeling, also latent variables enter ab
initio. But, the set ~ or ~full of trajectories must be specified somehow, and it is here that differential
(and difference) equations enter the scene. Of course, there are important examples where the behavior
is specified in other ways (for example, in Kepler 's laws for planetary motion) , but differential equations
are certainly the most prevalent specification of behaviors encountered in applications. For 'lI' = R, and
in the case without latent variables, 23 then consists of the solutions of a system of differential equations
as
d

dN

fi (W, dt W' .. • ' dtN W) = f2 (W'

d
dN
dt W' . . . ' dtN W).

We call these differential systems. In the case of systems with latent variables these differential equation
involves both manifest and latent variables. For 'lI' = ra_n, this leads to partial differential equations.
Of particular interest (at least in control, signal processing, circuit theory, etc.) are systems with
a signal space that is a finite-dimensional vector space and behavior described by linear constantcoefficient differential equations. A 1-D linear time-invariant differential system is a dynamical system
I: = (IR, W, ~) , with W a finite-dimensional (real) vector space, whose behavior consists of the solutions
of
d

R(dt)w = 0,

with R E JR• x • [{] a real polynomial matrix. We call this a kernel representation of the associated linear
time-invariant differential system. Of course, the number of columns of R equals the dimension of W.
The number of rows of R, which represents the number of equations, is arbitrary. In fact , when the
row dimension of R is less than its column dime~sion, as is usually the case, R( -Jt )w = 0 is an underdetermined system of differential equations which is typical for models in which the influence of the
environment is taken into account. The precise definition of what we consider a solution of R(-Jt)w = O
is a.n issue that we will slide over.
The analogue for systems with latent variables, leads to
d

dN

fi(w , dt w , ... , dtNw, e,

d

dN

d

dN

d

dN

d/" .. 'dtNe) = h(w, dt w, .. . 'dtNw , e, dte, ... , dtNe),

relating the (vector of) manifest variables w to the (vector of) latent variables £. In the linear timeinvariant case this becomes

with R and M polynomial. Define the manifest behavior of this system as
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We call the above differential equation involving ea latent variable representation of the manifest behavior
'B. The question occurs whether 'B can be described by a linear constant coefficient differential equation.
This is the case indeed .
Theorem 1 : For any real polynomial matrices (R, M) with rowdim(R) = rowdim(M), there exists a
real polynomial matrix R' such that the manifest behavior of R(}i)w M(ft)e has the kernel representation R'(ft)w = 0.

=

The above theorem is called the elimination theor.em. Its relevance in object-oriented modeling is
as follows . As we have seen for the simple electrical circuit discussed in the previous section, a model
obtained this way usually involves very many variables and equations, among them many algebraic ones.
The elimination theorem tells us that the latent variables may be eliminated and (in the case of linear
time-invariant differential systems) that the number of equations can be reduced to no more than the
number of manifest variables. Of course, the order of the differential equation goes up in the elimination
process.

5

Controllability

An important property in the analysis and synthesis of dynamical systems is controllability. Controllability refers to be ability of transferring a system from one mode of operation to another. By viewing
the first mode of operation as undesired and the second one a.s desirable, the relevance to control and
other areas of applications becomes clear. The concept of controllability has originally been introduced
in the context of state space systems. The classical definition .runs a.s follows. The system described by
the controlled vector-field ftx = f (x, u) is said to be controllable if 'fa, b,, 3u and T ~ 0 such that the
solution to f,_x = f (x, u) and x(O) = a yields x(T) =b. One of the elementary results of system theory
states that the finite-dimensional linear system ftx = Ax + Bu is controllable if and only if the matrix
[BAB A2 B · · · Adim(:r:) - l BJ has full row rank. Various generalizations of this result to time-varying, to
nonlinear (involving Lie brackets), and to infinite-dimensional systems exist.
A disadvantage of the notion of controllability as formulated above is that it refers to a particular
representation of a system, notably a state space representation. Thus a system may be uncontrollable
either for the intrinsic reason that the control has insufficient influence on the system variables, or because
the state has been chosen in an inefficient way. It is clearly not desirable to confuse these reasons. In
the context of behavioral systems, a definition of controllability has been put forward that involves the
system variables directly.
·
Let E = ('JI', W, 'B) be a dynamical system with 11' = ~or Z, and assume that is time-invariant, that
is c;t'B
'B for all t E 11', where c;t denotes the t-shift (defined by (at j)(t') := f(t' + t)) ; Eis said to
be controllable if for all wi, w2 E 'B there exists T E 1f', T ~ 0 and w E 'B such that w(t) = wi(t) for
t < 0 and w(t) = w 2 (t - T) fort ~ T. Thus controllability refers to the ability to switch from any one
trajectory in the behavior to any other one, allowing some time-delay.
Two questions that occur are the foUowing: What conditions on the parameters of a system representation imply controllability? Do controllable systems admit a particular representation in which
controllability becomes apparent? For linear time-invariant differential systems, these questions are
answered in the following theorem.

=

Theorem 2 : Let E
equivalent:

= (JR, !Rv, 'B)

be a linear time-invariant differential system. The following are

1. E is controllable;
2. The polynomial matrix R in a kernel representation R(ft)w = 0 of 'B satisfies rank(R(..\)) =
rank(R) for all,\ E C;
3. The behavior 'B is the image of a linear constant-coefficient differential operator, that is, there
exists a polynomial matrix ME !Rvx.[~] such that 'B {w I w M(ft )e for some£} .

=

=

There exist various algorithms for verifying controllability of a system starting from the coefficients of
the polynomial matrix Rina kernel (or a latent variable) representation of E, but we will not enter into
these algorithmic aspects.
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A point of the above theorem that is worth emphasizing is that, as stated in the above theorem,
controllable systems admit a representation as the manifest behavior of the latent variable system of the
special form

We call this a.n image representation. It follows from the elimination theorem that every system in image
representation can be brought in kernel representation. But not every system in kernel representation
can be brought in image r·e presentation: it is precisely the controllable ones for which this is possible.
The controllability issue has been pursued for many other classes of systems. In particular (more
difficult to prove) generalizations have been derived for differential-delay (10, 13}, for nonlinear, for nD systems (9, 111, and, as we will discuss soon, for PDE's. Systems in an image representation have
received much attention recently for nonl.inear differential-algebraic systems, where they are referred to
as flat systems (14]. Flatness implies controllability, but the exact relation remains to be studied.
The controllability issue has been pursued for many other classes of systems. In particular (more
difficult to prove) generalizations have been derived for differential-delay, nonlinear, and n-D systems,
and, as we will discuss soon, for PDE's. Systems in an image representation have received much attention
recently for nonlinear differential-algebraic systems, where they are referred to as fiat systems. Flatness
implies controllability, but the exact relation remains to be studied.

6

Observability

The notion of observability is always introduced hand in hand with controllability. In the context of the
input/state/output system ftx = f (x, u), y = h(x, u), it refers to the possibility of deducing, using the
laws of the system, the state from observation of the input and the output. The definition that is used
in the behavioral context is more general in that the variables that are observed and the variables that
need to be deduced are kept general.
Let :E = (T, W, '.B} be a dynamical system, and assume that W is a product space: W = W1 x W2 .
Then w 1 is said to be observable from w2 in :E if (w 1 , w;) E '!S and (w 1 , w~) E '.B imply w~ = w~.
Observability thus refers to the possibility of deducing the trajectory w 1 from observation of w 2 and
from the laws of the system ('.B is assumed to be known) .
The theory of observability runs parallel to that of controllability. We mention only the result that
for linear time-invariant differential systems, w 1 is observable from w2 if and only if there exists a set of
differential equations satisfied by the behavior of the system of the following form that puts observability
into evidence: w1 = R~ )w2.

(ft

7

Distributed systems

We now explain the generalization of some of the above concepts and results to constant-coefficient
PDE's. Define a distributed differential system as an n-D system :E = (IR", IRv, '.B), with behavior '.B
consisting of the solution set of a system of partial differential equations

a

a

R ( - , .. . , - ) w =O
8 Xn
8 Xt
viewed as an equation in the functions

Here, R E IR• xv [fa, ... , ~n] is a matrix of polynomials in lR{~1 , ... , ~n] · Important properties of these
systems are their linearity (meaning that lJ3 is a linear subspace of (lR")IRft), and shift-invariance (meaning
ax!J3 'B for all x E !Rn, where crz denotes the x-shift, defined by (cr:i: f)(x')
f (x' + x)). We call the
above PDE a kernel representation of this n - D system.
For distributed differential systems with latent variables, this leads to equations of the form

=

=

a

a

a

a

Xt

Xn

X1

Xn

R( -a , ... , -a )w = M( -a , ... , -a )e,
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wiith R and M matrices of polynomials in IR(fa, ... , ~n]· This equation relates the (vector of) manifest
variables w to the (vector of) latent variables f.. Define the full behavior of this system as

IJ3fun

= {(w, f.) I the PDE in (w, l) holds}

and the manifest behavior as
1)3

= {w I 3 esuch that

( w ' e) E IJ3rutd

We call the PDE with latent variables a latent variable representation of 1)3. The question again occurs
whether 1)3 can itself be described by a set of PDE's. This is the case indeed.
Theorem 3 For any pair of real matrices of polynomials (R , M) in IR{6 , 6, ... , ~n) with rowdim(R) =
rowdim(M), there exists a real matrix of polynomials R' in IR{6, 6 ,. . . , ~n] such that the manifest
behavior of 'B has kernel representation R'( a~ 1 , •• • , a~... )w = 0.
As an illustration of the elimination theorem, consider the elimination of B and p from Maxwell's
equations. The following equations describe the possible realizations of the fields E and

J:

a -+

co-\J·E
8t
a2 -

co ot2 E

i

+ eoc

-

+

\J x \JxE

\J.

I=

0,

07

at 1 = o.

Note that it follows from the elimination theorem that the manifest behavior of a system in image
representation, i.e., a latent v:ariable system of the special form
w

a
= M ( -0aX1 , ... , uXn
~ )£

(1)

can be described as the solution set of a system of constant coefficient PDE' s. Whence, every image
of a constant coefficient linear partial differential operator is the kernel of a constant coefficient linear
partial differential operator. However, not every kernel of a ,constant coefficient linear partial differential
operator is t he image of a constant coefficient linear partial differential operator. The following theorem,
obtained in [7] , shows that it are precisely the controllable systems that admit an image representation.
Theorem 4 The following statements are equivalent for systems described by constant coefficient linear
PDE's:
1. 'B defines a controllable system,
2. 'B admits an image representation,
3. The trajectories of compact support are dense

in~ .

It can be shown that Maxwell 's equations define a controllable distributed differential system. Note
that an image representation corresponds to what in mathematical physics is called a potential fun c) the partial differential operator that generates elements
tion with l the potential and M{ -8aXt ,. .. , _aa
Zn
of the behavior from t he potential. An interesting aspect of the above theorem therefore is the fact
that it identifies the existence of a potential function with the system theoretic property of controllability a.nd concatenability of trajectories in the behavior. In the case of Maxwell's equations, an image
representation is given by

8 -

E =

- - A - \J<P

jj

\J x

J

=
=

p

=

at

X,

a2

-

'
2

2 -

eo ot2 A - eoC y A ,

co a2
2
2c 82"'
- co \J <P,
t
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where <P: .!Rx IR3 -+ lR is a scalar, a.nd A: Rx !lt3 ~ IR3 a vector potential. Note that Maxwell's equations
consist of 8 equations in 10 variables. It turns out that the number of free variables is 3. In the above
image representation there are 4 free latent variables. This can actually be reduced to 3, say by putting
one component of A to zero . A more elegant way of reducing the freedom in the latent variables is by
imposing a gauge, for example, restricting A and <P to satisfy c2'V · A+ gt<P = 0. Imposing this gauge
retains the symmetry, but the resulting set of equations yields a latent variable representation of the
behavior, not an image representation.
For distributed differ·e ntial systems, w1 is observable from w2 if and only if there exists a set
of annihilators of the behavior of the following form that puts observability into evidence: w 1 =
8 , . . . ,~)w2, with R2 E JR<iim(vi )x dim(v 2 l[~1 ••• ,~nl· We call a latent variable representation
R'2 (8 1
z1
vZn
of the manifest behavior observable if f. is observable from w in its full behavior. We call it weakly
observable, if to every w E J.B of compact support, there corresponds a unique f. that is also of compact
support.
For 1-D systems it is easy to show that every controllable linear time-invariant differential behavior
!B .admits an observable image representation. This, however, does not hold for n-D systems, and hence
the representation of controllable systems in image representation (i.e., with potential functions) may
require the introduction of latent variables that are 'hidden', in the s.e nse that M(/z-; , . .. , a~" )l = 0
has solutions f. =f. 0. This means that however one represents a controllable behavior !B of a PDE as
w M( ~
, ... , .fL
)l, there may not exist an N E r x• [6 , ... , ~n] such that w = M ( -8 8:r1 , ... , .fL
)l
u:r:1
u%n
vz"'
implies f.= N(~, ... , 8~.. )w. The latent variables do not be recoverable from the manifest ones by a
'local' differential operator. However, locally observable image representations always exist.
For example, the image representation of the behavior defined by Maxwell's equations in terms
of the vector potentiai A .a nd the scalar potential </J, is not observable (neither is the latent variable
representation obtained after imposing the gauge, but then the resulting latent variable representation
is weakly observable). In fact, Maxwell's equations are an example of a controllable system that does
not allow an observable image representation.

=

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we have covered some highlights of the behavioral approach to systems and control. We
view a mathematical model as a subset of an universum. However, in engineering applications, models
are invariably obtained by interconnecting subsystems. This leads to the presence in mathematical
models of manifest variables (the variables whose behavior the model aims at) and latent variables (the
auxiliary variables introduced in the modeling process) . Thus the central object in systems theory is a
dynamical system with latent variables.
Various problems occur in this framework. For example, the elimination problem: obtaining differential equations for the manifest behavior that contain only the manifest variables. Further, the state
space representation problem: obtaining a special latent variable representation in which the latent variables capture the memory of a system. There are many other representation questions, related to image
repr·e sentations, to input/output representations, etc.
In the behavioral framework, the concept of controllability becomes an intrinsic systems property
related to concatenability of system trajectories. In the context of latent variable systems, observability
refers to the possibility of deducing the latent variables in a system from observation of the manifest
variables. In this way, these important concepts are extended far beyond the classical state space setting.
We view control as the design of a subsystem in an interconnected system, a subsystem that interacts
with the plant through certain pr·e-specified variables, the control variables. For a linear time-invariant
differential plant, it is possible to prove that a behavior is implementable by a linear time-invariant
controller if and only if its behavior is wedged in between the hidden behavior and the realizable plant
behavior.
The pre-occupation of systems and control with input/ output systems does not do proper justice
to the nature of physical systems: most physical systems are simply not a signal processors. Notwithstanding the importance of signal processors, the universal view of a system as an input/output device is
simply a faux pas. And an unneccesary one at that: the behavioral approach offers a viable alternative .

.·
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Abstract. Inverse techniques for dynamic simulation models which allow determination of the time history of
"inputs" needed to achieve a specified time history for a selected set of "outputs" have been receiving some
attention in recent years within aerospace engineering and in other application areas, including automatic
control. -This paper provid"es a"review-ofSom-ecurrently av"liila6le methods and algonthm.s which have received
particular attention in the field of aircraft flight mechanics and surveys a number of typical applications. The
potential of .the inverse simulation approach for external validation of simulation models is given special
consideration.

Introduction
Using conventional simulation techniques a model "output" response is determined for a given set of initial
conditions and a prescribed time history for a selected "input" variable. Inverse simulation may be defined as
the rev·erse of that process, where the time history of a selected system "output" variable is prescribed and the
inverse simulation algorithm allows the investigator to determine the time history of the corresponding "inpuf'
variable.
The inverse simulation approach is of practical value for a number of reasons and has attracted
particular attention in the solution of nonlinear problems where interest is focused upon the control action
needed to achieve a particular form of output response. It thus allows, for example, investigation of the
characteristics needed in a control actuator to e:nsme that 1the overall system performance is not degraded due to
amplirude or rate limits. Inverse simulation can also offer useful insight in manual control problems where
inter·est is focused on the ability of .the human operator to provide the control actions necessary to achieve a
particular constrained response. The inverse approach can show very clearly when a particular task is likely to
be beyond the capabilities of a hwnan due to inherent dynamic limitations such as reaction time and
neuromuscular lags.
Applications of inverse simulation have been particularly significant in aircraft flight control and in
aircraft handling qualiities investigations. for example, a mission goal may be specified in terms of the time
history of the required vehicle trajectory and the simulated vehicle can be forced to fly that trajectory. Time
histories of the state variables and control input variables for ·that mission can then be detennined by inverse
simulation and thus more fundamental design ·requirements in terms of forces, moments, torques and power
output levels can be established. Similarly, the effects of configurational changes such as the mass or the
position of the centre of gravity, can be investigated in a very straightforward fashion with results available in a
form which allows direct and relatively easy interpretation. Insight concerning aircraft handling qualities and
. pilot workload is also directly available through the application of inverse simulation tools. This is one of the
specialised aceas .i n which particular progress has been made in recent years.
Another field in w.hich inverse simulation techniques appear to have potential is in the external
validation of nonlinear simulation models using time history data gathered from experiments on the
corresponding real system. Comparison of the measurement input variables with equivalent variables from the
simulation model when the simulation model is driven (in inverse mode) by the measured output response data
from the real system can provide insight about model deficiencies which may not be so obvious from
conventional output response comparisons.
Although inverse dynamics and inverse kinematics are topics which have received considerable
attention from those working in the robotics, biomechanics and computer animation areas this review does not
•Consider developments in these fields . The forms of mathematical description and the constraints used tend to
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have specific forms in such application areas and these influence very strongly the approaches adopted. The
main focus in this review is upon techniques which have been developed primarily for work in the field of
aircraft flight mechanics modelling and have potential for applications in other areas involving nonlinear
dynamic system models of a general kind.

The Inverse Mathematical Model
Dynamic system investigations. normally involve solution ef an- initial value problem-described .b.y the.equations . .. __ .. _ .. ·- _ ..

x=

f(x, u)

x(o) = x 0

(I)

y = g(x)

(2)

where x is the system state vector, u is the control vector and y is the output vector. Thus in conventional
simulation processes y(t) is found for a given u(t) and a given set of initial conditions X 0 • Inverse simulation,
on the other hand, involves calculation of the control input time history u(t) which is required in order to
produce a given output time history y(t) [l).
Differentiating Eqn.. (2) with respect to x gives
dy

y = dx . x :::

dg

(3)

dx f(x, u)

In simple cases where Eqn. (3) is invertible with respect to the variable u it is possible to create an
equation of the form
u = h(x., y)

(4)

and substitute this into Eqn. ( l) to give

x=

f (x, h(x, y)) = F(x, y)

(5)

Eqns. (4) and (5) thus provide .a complete statement of the inverse model withy given and the vector u to be
determined.
If Eqn. (3) is not invertible with respect to u further difforentiation of Eqn. (2) is necessary to allow an
inverse model to be ·o btained. This means that higher derivatives of y are then included as forcing terms in the
inverse description.
It is important to note that the inv·e rse model defined by Eqns. (4) and (5) has, in general, dynamic
properties which differ significantly from the dynamics of the original model used for conventional simulation
studies. Note also that the forcing function in Eqn. (5) is y( t) irather than y(t). This means that the form of the
· demanded output must be chosen with care. In particular, if y(t) is not a smooth function the derived input u(t)
is unlikely to be of practical value. Although this may appear at first to be a restriction on the inverse method of
approach it is actually a natural consequence of the dynamics of real physical systems. For example,
discontinuities in a velocity time history will produce unrealistic accelerations and will be associated with forces
which cannot be realised. In selecting a required output attention must be given to the range of attainable forces
and other input variables.

Lin,earised Formulation
The linearised forms of Eqns. (I) and (2) can provide useful insight concerning the general problems of inverse
modelling and simulation. Using a general 'linear description
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x =Ax+ Bu

(6)

y=Cx

(7)

where A, Band Care the system, control and output matrices respectively, it can be shown [2] that the inverse
problem has a unique solution provided

dim(u)

CAB
CB
...

= dim(y) = rank
[

l

(8)

CA n-lB

It should be noted that the more items that are needed to establish the full rank then the higher the derivatives of
y which are ·n eeded for calculation of the inverse solution ( 2].

Inverse Simulation Methods
A number of methods of inverse simulation have been developed and applied with success. Some of these
methods have features which are specific to a particular area of application and have been developed for
specialised prnblems. However, the approaches outlined in ·this paper are believed to be applicable in many
different 3.feas.
In general tenns the available methods of inverse simulation may be divided into techniques which
involve numerical differentiation and iterative techniques which are based upon numerical integration
processes. Currently the methods based upon differentiation tend to be at least an order of magnitude faster
than those which involve integration and the two approaches tend therefore to have different areas of
application.
Approaches based upon numerical differentiation involve direct use of Eqns. (1) to (5) above. Eqns.
( 4) and (5) provide a complete .s tatement of the inverse model for cases where Eqn. (3) is invertible with respect
to u. In cases where this equation is not invertible higher derivatives of y must be included as forcing terms.
Determination of y and higher derivatives ofy requires the application of appropriate numerical differentiation
techniques.
One differentiation-based approach which has been applied with considerable success to inverse
problems in helicopter flight mechanics modelling [ l] involves use of a simple implicit scheme for Eqn. ( 1). At
time sample n Eqns. (1) and (2) may be re-written in discrete form as
Xn -xn-1
_
__::.;;_..;;.. = ft x ' u )
6t

n

(6)

n

(7)
where Mis the time step between samples of variables Un, Xn and y 0 • The output vector Yn is known in
inverse problems so the numerical procedure is based upon solution of Eqns. (6) and (7) for given
Yn and xn-l ·

In this approach the unknown values of Xn and un can be calculated using functions

F1 and F2 defined as follows:
(8)

(9)
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The algorithm then has to determine va1lues of Xn and un such ,that F1 and F2 are approximately zero. The
Ne\'.'ton-Raphson method is appropriate for a problem of this kind. At the mih iteration this gives

[ <xn l

m] {"n) m-

(un)m

I]-

8F1

Ox

-I

rF1 ((•n lm-1 ·C•nlm-I)]
(10)

8F2
Ox

(un)m-1

8F1
Ou
8F2

F2 ((xn)m-1 (un)m-1)

Ou

The iterative process is tenninated when the elements of F1 and F2 reach predefined values close to zero. The
corresponding values of Xn and Un are the required quantities. The inverse simulation algorithm then
continues the process to find the values of x and u at the next time step. By sequencing operations in a specific
way significant compu tationaJ. benefits have been reported in the helicopter case [1] and similar benefits may be
possible in other applications, although generali.sation of the sequencing procedure has not so far proved
possible.
Methods based upon numerical integration involve iterative procedures, with the most widely used
integration-based appmach being due to Hess, Gao and Wang {3]. Ibis involves repeated solution of the initial
value problem of Eqns. (1) and (2). The initial solution x 0 .can be detennined in general from steady state
calculations and the first estimate of the input u is then the value 1corresponding to that initial solution for x.
In the general case the mth estimate at ,fue n"' time point for the Hess, Gao and Wang method can be
evaluated using the equations
1

1

(11)

tn
Cxn)m=

I

(12)

C*n-1)mdt+(xn-1)m

tn-1
(13)

Then, by defining an erro.r funcbon en as the difference between (y n )m and the required output y n we have
(14)

The dements of this error vector are compared with predefmed tfileshold values. If the error exceeds the
threshold a Newton-R.aphson algorithm is used to obtain new estimates of the input as
(15)

where J is the Jacobian. New esttmates of *n-l and thus x 0 and Yn are obtained and the iterative process
continues with m being .incremented until all elements of the error vector fall below the threshold values. The
solution ithen continues to the next time point, incrementing m and n until all time points have been considered
and the complete time history of the input variables has been calculated.
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Hess, Gao and Wang [3] categorise inverse simulation problems in three ways:•
•
•

problems in which the number of inputs exceeds the number of outputs
problems in which the number of inputs is equal to the number of outputs
problems of the redundant type in which the number of inputs is smaller than the number of outputs

In general one can obtain solutions only for problems in the last two categories. Fortunately, practical situations
in which the number of inputs is greater than the number of outputs seldom arise. In the redundant case the
inverse Jacobian of Eqn. (15) does not exist and the Moore-Pemose generalised inverse has to be used.
The use of an algorithm based on numerical differencing such as in Eqns. (8) and (9) can give rise to
problems of numerical rounding error. Problems can also be encountered if the functions to be differentiated in
the calculation of ·eleme.nts of the Jacobian show low sensitivity to the unknown variables. The success of the
algorithm based on Eqns. (8) and (9) is dms highly dependent upon the choice of the step size 6.t and the
incr·ements used in the calculation of the elements of the Jacobian :(4).
The choice of integration method and integration step size in the numerical methods which depend on
integration techniques is of critical importance, as in any conventional simulation. Both accuracy and numerical
stability issues arise and with a fixed-step integration method it is possible to investigate the problem
systematically in a given application by observing results for successively smaller values of time step.
Gao and Hess {5) have discussed what they descn"be as "multiple solutions" and it has been suggested
that this phenomenon occurs as a result of simulating a rapidly time-varying system with an integration step
which is too large (4]. Problems have also been reported when very small time steps are employed [6].

Aircraft Applications
The calculation of the control inputs needed to allow an aircraft to fly a predefined manoeuvre is an interesting
and potentially useful application of inv.erse simulation methods. Such an approach can be used to investigate
1the effect •On a simulated aircraft of parametric changes at the design stage and can also provide valuable insight
relating to issues of man-vehicle interaction such as aircraft handling qualities.
Two inverse simulation programs have been developed at the University of Glasgow which are
specifically for helicopter applications. The first of these, HELINV, is of the numerical differentiation type [7]
while the second, GENISA, involves an integration-based algorithm (4). A simplified approach, known as
NFPATH, has also been used by the helicopter manufacturer Agusta for preliminary design purposes [8] while
for flight control system design other inverse-simulation-based techniques have been developed at the NASA
Ames Research Center [9].
Comparative studies using the GENISA integration-based algorithm and the HELINV algorithm, based
on numerical differentiation, show that it is possible to obtain results which are ahnost identical by the two
methods. However the HELINV algoritlun is significantly faster and is capable of providing faster-than-realtime results ·o n currently available personal computers. One advantage found for the integration-based approach
of GENISA is that the method can be made generic while HELINV is inherently model-specific. This means
that with GENISA, and other integration-based software, any changes in the vehicle model can be introduced
very easily while this is not the case with currently available .methods which depend upon numerical
differ<entiation. Results from the helicopter studies using HELINV and GENISA emphasise the importance of
careful selection of the time increment 6.t. In certain :cas·es it has been found that both types of algorithm can
show numerical instabilities unless 6.t is chosen with great care [4].
In the helicopter field one of the most significant applications of inverse simulation has been in
quantifying helicopter performance and in evaluation of handling qualities. In this type of situation the
helicopter flight path becomes the input and the output of the inverse simulation program involves movements
of the pilot' s stick and pedals. Examples of investigations involving precision manoeuvring and helicopter
handling qualities studies where inverse simulation techniques have proved beneficial may be found in the work
of Bradley and Thomson [2], [10], [11], [12]. A further application involving an investigation of piloting
strategies for engine failur,es during take-off from offshore platforms may be found in the work of Thomson,
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Talbot et at [13). Other aircraft-rela.ted work which bas been based upon inverse simulation methods includes
the contributions of Kato and Siguira [ 14], Whalley [15] and McKillop and Perri [ 16).

Applications in Exte.r nal Validation of.Mod.els
The external validation of simulation modds involving dynamic systems can be approached in a variety of ways
(l 7]. Many commonly used techniques involv.e a comparison of the behaviour of variables within the
silnulation model with corresponding measured quantities in the real system. Inverse simulation methods offer
inte.resting possibilities for model validation based on comparison ofithe input to the model and the system input
needed to achieve a chosen output time history.
One potentially interesting application of inverse simulation techniques for external validation involves
·cases in which the dynamics of the system under investigation involve low frequency characteristics which are
dominated by a simple integrator. This .type of situation can arise in ·t he validation of mathematical models of
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters i[ 18] as well .as many ·other types of engineering system. In such situations
any small offsets at the input to the system tend to produce an output which drifts steadily. If such offsets are
not known and are incorporated in the model, conven.tional comparisons of the model and system outputs can
prove very diffi.cult. Inverse simulation avoids such problems aimd allows input offsets of this kind to be
identified explicitly.
The application of inv·erse simulation med1ods to the external validation of a nonlinear model of a
coupled tank process system (19) has provided some useful practical experience. It was found that because the
input can have a very simple form, :such as a step, model deficiencies which may be difficult to detect through
forward simulation can sh.ow up very clearly in ilie inverse ca:se. The results do not however point directly to
ilie precise nature of the model imperfections in tentlS of structure or parameter values. Physical insight or
further simulation-based investigations are needed to establish dependencies of the input estimated by ilie
inverse simulation on the parameters and structure of the inverse model.
The ·.coupled-tank study has shown th.at rneasmement noise can present difficulties when inverse
simulation methods ar·e used, ·e ven in the case of integration-based methods. Low-pass filtering of calculated
inputs of the inverse modelling may be necessary in order to extract useful infonnation.
One difficulty which limits the usefulness of inverse simulation techniques for routine application
involving external validation problems is that the computational demands are very high. The coupled-tanks
investigation showed ,fuat ev.e n with a relatively simple nonlinear model many minutes and possibly hours of
central processor time on a modem personal computer c·o uld be needed for a single inverse simulation run using
an integration-based algorithm. A detailed evaluation of possible model deficiencies using this inverse
simulation approach would therefore be extremely time conswning.
Inverse simulation methods derived from an ·explicit model following control system technique
developed within the Institute of Flight Mechanics of DLR in Germany have been applied successfully by Gray
and von Griinhagen [20) to a problem of helicopter engine modelling. The meiliodology used involved a
combination of an "open loop" simulation approach (in which experimental data is used to represent unknown
states) with inverse s.i mulation techniques. The work has been carried ·o ut in the context of the development of
a nonlwear real-time helicopter simulation model.

Discussion and Conclusions
In ilie investigation of dynamic systems, particularly those described by nonlinear models, inverse simulation
techniques can provide useful insight which complements ilie understanding which can come from more
conventional modeiling and simulation meiliods. Inverse simulation can be particularly useful as a development
tool in ilie case of systems from which a very precisely defined fonn of output is requi.red.
Although comparative applications studies show that the two main approaches to inverse simulation
currently available provide very similar results and •t he inputs generated by inverse simulation are verifiable
through tests based on forward simulation, it is known that problems of numerical instability can occur. The
overall robustness of solutions •can also present serious pmblems, especially in cases where time histories used
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to drive .an inverse simulation include meas:uriement noise. The choice of time step to be used in inverse
simulation can also present difficillties.
One advantage of the integration-based approach to inverse simulation is that it can be made generic
while that based on differentiation is inherently model-specific. On the other hand the integration-based
methods suffer from the disadvantage of being computationally intensive and thus, typically, an order of
magnitude slower.
In using inverse simulation to detennine the inputs which must be applied to ensure that a specified
output time history is achieved it is important to define outputs which are of an appropriately smooth form,
consistenit with the dynamic characteristics of ·the system under investigation. It is also important for the user of
inverse simulation methods to understand that the dynamics of an inverse model representing a system
cons·traiined at the output to provide a specified response can be very different in character from the dynamics of
the equivalent unconstrained model when studied using conventional methods of simulation.
Engineering applications of inverse simulation have included initial system design and performance
assessment studies, investigations of handling qualities and work load for pilots in fixed-wing aircraft and
rotorcraft, th.e design of automatic and manual contr.o l systems and the external validation of dynamic system
models. It is likely that this list wiU be extended v·ery significantly .i n future.
Although well established as a flight-mechanics tool the inverse simulation methods described here
have been used for relatively few other applications. His also important to establish links with those working
on .inverse dynamics problems in areas such as robotics and biomechanics. The methods currently available are
well docwne.nted but are not widely known within the mathematical modelling and simulation community. The
tools avail.able are far from perfect mtheir present form .and the field of inverse simulation could well provide
an interesting opportunity for new methodological developments.
1
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Abstract
This talk n-,eats the industrial application of Computeralgebra-SiJnulation (CALS). CALS is a combination of
symbolic and numeric methods, which is very wen suited for efficient solving of complex problems. Because it
is an innovative 'hybrid' technique, completely new ways open. up for approaching practical problems.
The basis of CALS a;e mathematical models reproducing reality in sufficient detail, so that CALS is
independent of any specific field. Based on Mathematica, it is outlined how this method can be brought to bear
on real-life problems.

lntroduct.ion
New and improved simulation te·chniques are in encreasing demand, because development cycles need to be
shortened mo11e and more. Traditional methods, based on a purely numerical approach, are already established
in many fields. But it is not only the shortening of developmental periods, but also the growing complexity of
product characteristics, which make a beitter understanding of process parameters necessary. Purely numerical
simulation techniques are not really suited for that kind of problem: Even if they iJnpress by giving detailed
solutions of complicated structures and processes, most often they can model only a detail of the problem at
hand - but they cannot yield information about the interaction and interdependence of the parameters. They
only are efficient if all the physicaJ parameters are kno\m in sufficient accuracy; otherwise the efficiency is
significantly reduced by having to calculate the same problem very often with slightly varying parameters.
The Computeralgebra-Simu lation closes that gap by aUowing a deeper insight into the physical functionality of
technical processes.
1

Components o.f a Computeralgebrasystem.
Symbolic Mathematics

A Computeralge'brasystem makes it possible to classify and interpret mathematical expressions. In other words,
a Computeralgebrasystem can process mathematical expressions so that sophisticated manipulation of these
expressions becomes possible. The symbolic capabilities cover all essential fields of Mathematics like solving
equations and equation systems, calculating derivatives ,and integrals (calculus), solving differential equations,
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etc.
For a better understanding, some examples are sh.own below:
Solving an equation:
Solve[x3 +a== 1, x]

{{x-+ ~}, {x-+ - P 1./1 -a}, {x-+ (-1) 2/3 ~}}
Calculating a derivative:
Bln(X)

ax

(Note that most Computeralgebrasystems have implemented a wide range of higher functions. So now
mathematical tables aren't necessary any more, the values for specific variables can easily be calculated; also
many more integrals, differential equations etc. involving higher functions become solvable.)
Calculating an integral:
[sin(x) e-r dx

i {°; (erf(

f

(2 a - i)) - erf(-} (2 a+ i)))

i {°; (erf(-} (2 b- i)) - erf(-} (2 b + i )))

4~

4-\/e

Solving a differen'tial equation:
DSolve[xy(x) + y'(x ) == sin(x), y(x), x]
{{y(x)

-+

r2

e-T c 1 +

- .i )
+ ,i ))}}
2") i erT,.2 ..../r;"2 (erfi(X../2
, - erfi( X../2
I

Numer.i cal M:at hematics
With a Computeralgebrasystem numeric calculations of arbitrary precision can be done. This capability also
covers all important mathematical fields, e.g. equations, in~egrals, differential equations, nonlinear fining, etc.
By also using symbolic methods for numerical ,calculations, methods for automated decision making routines
can be applied to numerical algorithms. An example ·f or this is the numerical solving of equations (Newton's
method) or differential equations (calculation of eigenvalues of the Jacobi-matrix for deciding if the equation is
stiff or not).
Solving equations:
flndRootf.e-' == x2 , (x, -0.5)]
[x-+ -0.703467}
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Calculating integrals:
Nlntegrate(sin(x2) e-il, (x, I, 2}]
0.109562
Solving differential equations.:
lsg = NDSolve[{y'(x) == x sin(y(x)), y{O) == I, y'(O) == I}, y(x), {x, -10, I O)];
Plot[Evaluate[y(x) /. lsg], {x, -10, 10), FrameLabel ~ {"x", "y"}, PlotLabel ~"Differential Equation",
GridLines ~Automatic, Frame~ True]
Differential Equation

l
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Visualization of Formulae and Data
With a Computeralgebrasystem either mathematical expressions or data or both can be visualized. This can be
done in 2 or 3 dimensions.
2-dimensiona l plots
1

Plot[

J3(x) erf(.:c2)

StruveH(2, x)

, {x, 1, 3}, PlotRange-+ All, GridLines-+ Automatic,

Frame-+ True, PlotLabel-+"

J3 (x) \ erf (x2)
", FrameLabel-+ ("x", "f(x)"J]
StruveH (2, \ x)

J 3 (x) erf (x 2 )
StruveH (2 , x )

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

x

·Graphics -

3-dimensional plots:
Plot3D[e-v7 sin(x y2), {x, 0, 4}, {y, 0, 3}, PlotLabel-+ "e-rx sin(x y2)",
FaceGrids-+ All, PlotPoints-+ 30, ViewPoint-+ {2.084, -1 .988, l .775},
PlotRange-+ All, AxesLabel -+ ("x", "y", "f(x,y)"l]
e -./X sin (x y 2 )

• SurfaceGraphics -
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Programming
By the help of the so-called 'Pattern Matching' method, completely new ways of programming become possible
in a Computeralgebrasystem. Also provided are list-oriented methods and all elements known from
conventional progranuning languages.
Pattern matching applied to a fonnula:
4

(e-')

+ x3 + sin2·5(x) + x2 /. {x_2 -+ u, x_2·5 -+ v}

x3 + e4 .x + u + v
As you see in this case, all expressions involving a "2, represented by the pattern object x_ "2, are replaced by
u. The same is valid for expressions involving "2.5, which are replaced by v.
This kind of method allows to treat expressions in a very efficient way, offering many possibilities of
programming in a short an comprehensive style.
Applying a function to a list:

si( ~ ; {]]
sin(l) sin(2) sin(a)
sin(d) sin(e) sin(/)
(
sin(l) sin(2) sin(3)

l

Programming a FOR-loop:
For[ 1.

p nnt
. [oJ;(x) 11
.
= 1, 1. < 3 , 1++,
ox

l

2 (Jo(x)- l2(x))
l

2 <J1 (x) -J3(x))
Definition of Computeralgebra Simulation (CALS)
The combination of the basic elements of a Computeralgeabrasystem and its application for solving industrial
problems is called Computeralgebra-Sim.ulation (CALS).

Differences and advantages compared to other simulation techniques
There are many differences between CALS and other simulation techniques (e.g. numeric): The
Computeralgebra-Simulation is different because of its combination of symbolic and numeric methods and the
resulting possibilities for treading new ground in solution techniques.
Examples for purely numerical methods are FEM-Simulation (Nastran, Ansys, Marc) or traditional numeric
simulation (Matlab, MatrixX, ACSL).
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In the following few lines are listed some of the most important differences between CALS and the other
methods:
Not every parameter needs to be given as numerical data
Exact solution in contrast to numerical approximation
Parametric models
[nverse problems are easy to solve
High flexibility
New kind of solution methods
Optimization becomes possible because of closed expressions
Intuitive and engineering style of working

Application ar·eas where CALS is useful
The application areas of Computeralgebra-Simulation cover the complete area where Mathematics can be used
in industry. A few examples of fields are
Air Conditioning and Heat Technology, Process Technology, Mechatronics, Control Systems, Vacuwn
Technology,
Mechatronics, Exhaust Gas Technology, Sensor Technology, Vibration Analysis, Micro System Technology,
Fluid Mechanics

Optimization of a Coolfio

,.,,

I

:i:

•O

Figure 1.1: cooling nn

Today, electric components need an increasing amount of power, so that it becomes more and more important
to find an optimized design for the neccessary cooling fins that dissipate the heat energy. A cooling fin is
optimal, when it transports the most heat ener.gy with constant material demand. This example demonstrates
how Computeralgebra-Simulation can be used for solving this particular problem.
The following assumptions are made before the temperature distribution of the cooling fin is calculated:
I. The fin is so thin, that the temperature is dependent only on the coordinate in direction of the basis of the fin
to its tip.
2. The material of the fin is homogeneous and has a constant thermal conductivity A.
3 . The heat transmission on 1the surface of the tip is described by the constant heat transfer coeffiecient a
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4. The temperature of the fluid surrounding the fin is constant
5. The heat flow at the tip of the fin is neglected with regard to the heat flow at the side areas
The differential equation for a profile of the fin, where tbe profile is discribed by y = y(x) is:

a T (x) T' (x) y' (x)
- --- +
+ T" (x) == 0
A.
y (x)
The boundary conditions for this differential equation are: T[O] =TO - Tu and T[h) = 0
The solution of the differential equation is done in Mathematica by the help of the add-on Industrial Thermics.
The function for this is called Coo/Fin.
Needs["indtherrn' indtherrn '")

Calculation of the temperatures
The 011tput of the function CoolFin is the temperature distribution in a triangular cooling fin, if you set the
option "Geometry -+ Triangle".
Temperature= Coo!Fin(A., a, b, H, L, {TO, TF}, x, Geometry-+ Triangle)
(TO -TF)J0 (2 .y2 .J H (x - H}
Jo(2

.jf;)

v2 .J-H2 .jf;)

Calculation of the beat flow
The heat flow dissipated by the cooling fin is defined by:

oT (x)
OX

q=-A.aL--

/

x-+0

If you set the options "Geometry -+ Triangle" and "Result
wilJ be the heat flow in the triangular cooling fin.

=

-+

HeatF!ow", the output of the function Coo IF in

Heatflow
PowerExpand[CoolFin(,l, a, b, H, L, {TO, TF}, x, Geometry-+ Triangle, Result-+ HeatFlow)]

i

.y2 {b l

(TO - TF)

ra {f J {
I

2

; ../2 H

..fa )

..fb ..fi
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OpNmization of the cooling fin
Defining the volume of the cooling fin and solving for the width ofthe fin:
Vsol2

Hbl
-,
2

=Solve[V == -

b]

{{b __. ~}}
HL

Putting the result in the equation for ~he .heat flow:
Heatflow =Heatflow /. Vsol2[ I]
2 i L (TO - TF)

2
i H ..fO )
IV Va .ff J I ( f;f;
..ff

'J HL

J, ( liH..fO ).'
0,

{l;" ..ff

For maximal heatflow, the derivative of the above equation is zero:
aHeatflow

Sim lify'(
aH
]
p I TO-TF '
2

ft: l

- 2

HJ,[

[ L [ 3HczJo (

2iHVa )

.r:J;' .JI

I

+

Simplifying this equation yields:

%
EquationHeight = Expand[ Simplify[PowerExpand[-]l]
La
.fL ..fO )
6 J I .( 2 i Hm
..fV .ff

2

- - - - - - -.-2 +
J,0 (

2i H l f2 ,fL ..fO }

.,;v ..ff

'

i ..fV .ff J ( 2; Hm. ,,/T ../;(; )
I
f f ..JT
ff3/2

...fl Ya 1 . ( 2 i fflt:l ..fT
. L ..fO )
Cl

f f ..ff

-

J J ( 2 i H312 ..fL ..fO )
2
.,fV .ff

~

+ _,

J, ( 2i H-'f2 ./T ..fO )
0
.,;v .,ff

The root of this equation cannot be calculated by using symbolic methods. But if you substitute a new variable
and scale the equation by it, the equation can be solved numerically for the transformed variable. Then an
inverse transformation can done for the equation.
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Pattern matching for the transformation, where arguments of the Besse:[ functions are replaced by J*m. The
arguments of all the Bessd functions are the same ( 2 iH!fv-~.Ja), so that the result is:
EquationHeight= EquationHeight/. {Jn_(x_) :-+ Jn(i (ak
6J1(im) 2
- - - -2+

Jo(i m)

i{°V-../I J1(im)
ff3!2 YL Va J0(i m)

-

3J2(im)
Jo(i m)

= ; ; m))}

+3

The argument ( 2iH:V1->:,;a) also appears outside the Besse.I functions in the equation itself and is also
rep'laced:
EquationHeight = ·•(EquationHeight /. {

;{°V-../I
.,,fL Ya

H3f2

L

a

i2) == 0

--+ - } ,

m '

6 J1 (i m)2
2 iJ1(i m)
3 J2(i m)
- - - -2 +
+3 ==0

J0(i m)

m Jo(i m)

Jo(i m)

The remaining equation can be solved for m:
Rootm = FindRoot[EquationHeight, {m, 1}]
{m --+ 2.6188 + 0. i}

The so~ution form is used to ,evaluate the ne.cessary height H of the frn:

· HbL
PowerExpand(ak/. V-+ - -]
2

== m /. Roonn[l]

2../2 HYa

- - - - - == 2.6188 + 0. i

../b-../I

OptHeight = Solve[%, H]

((H-+

(0.925887 ~ i) Yb

YI }}
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Abstract. The goal of this pap.e r is to emphasize both the particularities of models needed for modelbased fault detection and isolation (FDI) and the differences with respect to the models used in control.
Of special interest is the question of complexity. This depends ba&cally on the given situation such
as t he kind of plant, the kind and number of faults to be detected, the demands for fault isolation
and robustness and the measuremeats available. However, in contrast to the wide-spread opinion that
models for FDI have always to be more complex than those for control, the paper shows t hat diagnostic
models for controllable and observable plants comprise only a partial description of the input/output
model and ace therefore less complex than those for control. This issue is discussed in terms of different
model-based FDI approaches - analytical, data- and knowledge-based. As for the analytical approaches
the necessary order of the diagnostic model is that of the transfer operator from the fault vector to the
system output.

lntroductio.n
A key issue in the design of fault tolerant control systems that aim at increased reliability and safety
is Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI), which has received much attention in the ~ two decades. A
number of different FDI approaches making use of either output signal processing or of a model of the
process have been proposed over the years. The most powerful approaches are those using a process
model, where either quantitative, qualitative, knowledge-based or data-based models or combinations of
t hem ar·e applied.
The basic idea behind the model-based FDI approach is to take advantage of the nominal model of
t he system to generate residuals that contain information about the faults. Evident ly, the quality of the
model is of fundamental importance for both fault detectability and isolability and the avoidance of false
alarms.
Since the early work ·o f [3], system models common in control theory, which represent the dynamical
behaviour between the system inputs and outputs (or states), have been taken for the design of FDI
systems, although it is well known, that different kinds of applications require different types of models.
For control system analysis and design, the system model ha.5 to represent the dynamical input-out put
behaviour of the system and should be as .s imple as possible. Hence, the model used is often drastically
simplified and linea.rized ignoring many of the attributes of the physical nature of the system and only
retaining the attributes that are deemed relevant for the behaviour of the resulting control system. Not
so in FDI: here one needs a representative model of high fidelity and in some cases high preciseness which
is in general of higher complexity thaa the on·e for control. But under certain circumstances, models for
FDI can also be simpler than those for control, which has often been overseen in the FDI society.
The key point is that for FDI one needs only that part of the model which reflects t he faults of
interest and, with r·e spect to robustness, is not or only weakly affected by disturbances and modelling
uncertainty. Clearly, the resulting submodel highly depends upon several factors such as the kind and
number of faults to be detected, the disturbances., uncertain parameters, and available measurements.
Hence the first step of determining the reduced model for FDI is to find out t hat input/output measurable
pa.rt of the system w.hich contains the sources of the faults. Then, in a second step, this model can be
reduced by confining on that part of it which is most strongly affected by the faults and most weakly
influenced by the modelling uncertainties and unmodelled disturbances.
[n this paper we focas oar attention on the second step. For the different types of quantitative, qualitative and data-based models it is shown that for systems of minimal order (controllable and observable)
and a specific set of faults to be monitored the required diagnostic model comprises in general only a
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partial description of the original system. Thls issue is discussed in terms of different model-based FDI
approaches. Note that the principal basic ideas of this paper are on the line with those discussed in [4],
where the modelling for FDI in the context of fau.!lt isolation is the main concern. In addition to the
ideas relaited to fault isolability, this pa.per focuses om the complexity of the models.

Features of Models for Res.i dual Generation
The topic addressed in this section is the analysis of the features of the representative models for FDI
compared to the models of control. Of special concern is the question of complexity. To the best
knowledge of the authors, this issue has not been studied systematically so far. It has been considered
previously only indirectly as a by-product of tae results of specific approaches. Some general considerations are found in [41 and, fior specific approaches some examples .a.fie given in [13] for the observer-based
approach and in [6] for the parity space approach.
Our aim is to allow from a more general point of view in what sense representative models for FDI
are not coincident with the input/output models for contml. First, it is evidenced that the diagnostic
model ean be of higher order than the input/output mooei for control if the system is not of minimal
order (not contllollable). Then it is demonstrated that in the case of minimal order systems the different
model-based FDI approaches lead in general to partial descriptions of the system, i.e. to reductions of
the input/output models. This will be discussed in terms of different types of modelling: analytical,
data-based and knowledge-based.
1

ControllabHity vers'us Fault Detectability
As pointed out by [4J, the fault isolation task can only be realized if the fault to be isolated has been
previously t~en into account in the model. In particular situaHons, the model used for control may not
b.ave .a ll the information required for .FDI. Tb.is is the case if the .system is not controllable and the fault
occurs in the uncontrollable part. Then the model for FDI must evidently be of higher order than the
one for control in order to detect the faults.
To give an example, consider the following scenario: A system model which is not completely controllabie w.r.t. the system input but observable has to be controlled and monitored. For control purposes
a minimal realization based on Kalman ·c anonical decomposition should be used. But t hen the uncontrollable modes of the original model are no longer present in the reduced model. The lost information
(uncontrollable modes), however, is needed for FDI if a fawt occurs in the eliminated (wicontrollable)
states, see figure l.
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I
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~
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Figure 1: Controlllable and uncontrollable sulbsystems under the influence of faults
Remark. The ideas of this subsection are not new. Under the name Natural Redundancy a residual
generation approach taking advanta~e of the above ideas has been proposed for linear systems in [18].
A generalisation for nonlinear systems was considered .in [25].
Analytical approaches
The approaches considered in this subsection make use of analytical. (quantitative) models of the system.
It wHl be shown that a reduced model for FDI compaI'ed to that for control is needed when we wish
to detect only a Hmited set of faults, obtain robustness with r·e spect to unknown inputs (disturbances,
modelling uncertainty) and aim at selective detectability for the purpose of fault isolation. Then we need
structured residual vectors, where each component should reflect only a subset of the fault vector; for
this purpose only a part of the overall model of the process is needed.
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Observer-based approach There is a number of different approaches for the design of diagnostic
ohservers. These are the geometric methods (17], spectral theory (:22), frequency domain (8) and algebraic
methods (7, 13, 23]. In this contribution we follow the approach of [13] (see also (1]) .
The basic idea is to find a state transformation of the given system such that the state can be divided
into two parts: one independent of unknown inputs and the second one which is affected by the unknown
inputs. Under the assumption that the set of states affected by the unknown inputs is obtainable from
the output measurement of the system, the subsy,s tem defined by the states which are not affected is
obtained. Faults in this subsystem can be detected (isolated) by the use of an observer-based residual
generator. The design is simple, because a Luenber,ger-like observer can be used.
The subsystem. can be constructed as follows. First the vector h. is partitioned into f1c and i1c. The
vector A contains the set of faul.ts whose effect on the subsystem is undesired and the vector j.,., contains
the set of faults that will be monitored from this subsystem. Without loss of generality and to keep
the analysis simple, the .m atrix D is neglected and no sensor faults are considered. The matrix Ea. is
partitioned into

Ea.~ ( E

E ] and the fault vector into /1c

~ [ ~: ] .

Considering a non singular transformation matrix T such that
state transformation z1c

= Tx1c

TE = [ ~1

]

and applying it as a

to the system
(1)

we have

(2)
With the partitions

z,.

= Tx1c = [ z11c
Z21c

.T AT-1

] ;

= •[, AA1121 1~~

];TB= [ !~ ]; CT-

1

= ( C1

the transformed system can be written as
=

Z1k+l

A11Z11: +A12Z2J;

+B1UJ;

+E1l1c + E1]1c

(3)

(4)

=

Y
.k

Giza+

(5)

C2z21c

Note that if rank(Ci} = m - l the disturbed state xa is 'eliminated from (4) and with this the desired
subsystem can be obtained. Otherwise consider the singular value decomposition of C1
C1

= USVT;

S

= [ ~1 ~

(6)

]

Define an output transformation T1 as T1 = UT; Applying it to y1c results in

Y1c•

= T lYk = [ ~l0

00 ]

v T Z11e + T1'c2Z21e

In order to eliminat·e a part of the unknown state z 11, in equation (4), consider
21
C
] ;
[ C 22

VT zu = '[

C21z21:) .

Substituting it into (4) results in

zi11c ] ,
Z121c

Z2Ji:+l
Y21c

(7)

y; = [ Yi1c
Y2.1;

and zu1c can be obtained from the equation of Y11c as

=

1
A211r:- Y11c

=

C22Z21c

+ (A22 -

1
A211r:- C21)z21c

z111c

=

] ;

VTC2

=

1
r:- ( Y11c -

+ B2UA: + A212Z12k
(8)

J.

where A21 V ~ [ A211 A212
In order to have (8) insensitive to fA:. the elimination of z 12 1c fr_?m (8)
is required. To do so, the above procedure has to be appHed to (8) once more assigning z12k ~ fk. The
procedure is continued until the undesired fa:ults have lost their effect on the calculated subsystem. The
procedure is illustrated in figure 2.
After the subsystem sensitive to the desired group of faults has been found, a residual generator is
obtained by designing an output observer for the subsystem (8). The residual is defined as t he difference
between the output of the system and the estimated output, see figure 3.
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Figure 2: Decoupling of unknown inputs in
observer-based residual generation

Figure 3: Observer-based residual generator for decoupled subsystem

Parity Space
The residual in the parity space approach is either defined based on the input output operator representation of the system (1) as

(9)
with W(z) representing a filter yet free to select, or based on the state space representation as
(10)
~W(z)

The transformation matrix v1 can be used to reduce the set of the parity equations to those that only
contain information about the faults and/or are only littl.e or not affected by the uncertain parameters.
As can be seen from (9), (10), the residual in the parity space can be e:xPressed as a relationship of
inputs, nominal (fault free) model and outputs. The supervision of faults can be carried out in a direct
way by selecting an adequate parity matrix (vector). If multiple faults have to be detected and isolated,
the use of structured residuals is mandatory. Structured residuals for parity space have for example been
studied by (9] for the I-0 approach and, for example, by (24) for the state space approach.
The basic idea is to design a set of residuals, each of them sensitive to a different set of faults. As can
be .seen from (9) and (10), this can be achieved by a proper choice of W(z) or Vi, respectively. Hence,
for the generation of the residual rk we need only a model of the form W(z)Gu or v1z• I zl - a I Gu,
resp., instead of Gu. This leads to a model reduction of the original nominal model Gu.
An example taken from [6] may illustrate this result. Consider the syst em

x(k + 1)

=

au
[' 0

y (k)

=

[

a12 ] x(k) +
a22

[

0 ] u (k)

I 1

~ ~ ] x (k)

(11)

and suppose that both the actuator and the component faults have t o be supervised. Following [6], there
are three linearly independent parity equations
Y1(k)-(au+a22)Y1(k-l)+a11a22Y1 (k-2)-a12u (k-2)

=

0

(12)

Y1(k) - auY1 (k -1) - ai2Y2(k -1)

=

0

(13)

=

0

(14)

Y2(k) - a22Y2(k -1) - u(k - 1)

Note that for the supervision of a 22 and of the actuator only the parity equation (14) is required, which
represents only a partial description of the original system (11). In a similar way, for the supervision of
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au and a 12 the parity equation (13) can be used, which is another partial description of (11). To select
the proper equations means to find t11 in (10), for which task a number of methods have been developed,
see, e.g., (6).
Remark. An 'easy and systematic way to design structured residuals is by applying the same
procedur,e used to get a robust subsystem in the observer-based approach and building a parity space
model for t he resulting subsystem.
Paraineter Estimation
Paz:ameter estimation (PE) as de¥eloped for and widely used in modelling, signal processing and control
can also be applied to FDI (14]. For control applications, both the model structure and the parameters
of the plant are ident ified either off-line (for controller design) or on-line (for controller adaptation).
The original possibly complex nonlinear physical system is usually approximated by linear differential
or difference equations valid in a certain range of operation. The physical meaning and the internal
relationships of the original system parameters are not important, i.e., the mathematical parameters are
sufficient for th.is task.
The basic idea behind the application of parameter estimation to FDI is the on-line estimation of
the parameters of the actual system model and the comparison to their nominal values. The resulting
deviations are the r,esiduals used for FDI (14). For the interpretation of the faults we need in general the
deviations in te.r ms of the physical parameters. This is why the model should be as detailed as possible.
[n other words, it is not preferable to simplify the nonlinear functions into linear ones etc. .
Most systems in engineering are continuous in time. The mathematical parameters are here closer
related to the physical parameters than in a discrete time model. Hence the parameter estimation for
cont inuous time models bears special findings for FDI. The linea:r'ization of nonlinear functions and the
discretization of the differe~tial equations make the relationship between mathematical parameters and
physical parameters more complicated.
It can be concluded that in this case the model for FDI must be more complex than t hat for control
system design. In return, these arduous efforts bring along the following advantages:
• This approach can provide a deeper insight in t he system. With a bit more efforts (e.g. adaptive
cont rol), the effects of the faults can be compensated in order to gain fault-tolerance.
• When the relationship between the model parameters and physical parameters is unique, the fault
isolation is easy to implement.
• Th.is method also provides direct fault identification because the physical parameter deviations
stand directly for the severity of the faults.
The main limitation of this approach is that the estimated parameters must be persistently excited
by an input signal and that for the isolation of the faults the relationship between the physical and
mathematical parameters must be unique. It is, however, also possible to utilize directly the mathematical parameters (equation coefficients or zeros and poles of the transfer functions) (10, 11]. In this case,
simplified models can be used, because only those parameters which are related to the possible defect
parts in the system need to be estimated, whereas the other parameters can be taken as constant. This
means that only a partial model is required. In practice, the original system is divided into subsystems
as small as possible, and with only few parameters to be estimated. An extra bonus of the reduction and
partition of the original model is that the requirements for the excitation signals can be relaxed. This
also speeds up the estimation convergence.

Data-based approaches
Data-based models constitute an alternati¥e to the analytical approach to FDI when the latter is either
not available or .not feasible. In many practical applications large archives of process data exist which
can be used to set up a data-based modet The given set of input-output data of the possibly nonlinear
system can be used to train a properly prestructur,e d nonlinear model. The learning can be achieved by
adaptation due to a given performance index.
Data-based models designed for FDI principally aim at the (best possible) estimation of those output
measurements which are influenced by the faults of interest. This means that the resulting models have
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a different input and output measurement space compared to the functional models for control. This
can lead to less complexity. However, the data-based models are usually nonlinear in contrast to the
functional analytical models which a.re o.f ten linear and hence less complex. Let us consider the two most
common types of data-based models a:re neural networks and fuzzy relational models.

The neural network approach
Basically, the artificial neural net (ANN) represents a nonlinea.r system refereing to its input-output
behaviou:r. The nonlinear transformation results from its inner structure. In general the ANN consists
of neurons, simple processing elements, which are activated as soon as their inputs exceed a certain
threshold. The neurons are arranged in layers which are connected such that the signals at the input
are propagated through the network to the output. The ·choice of the transfer er function of each neuron (e.g. sigmoidal function) yields the nonlinear overall ibehaviour of the network. During a training
period a set of parameters of the neural network is learned from a given set of data aiming at the "best"
approximation of the behavioar of the .sy:stem. Since the late eighties artificial neural networks have
been studied for FDI. First only slowly varying processes ({12], [20], [21]) were considered, but due to
recent efforts to model oonlinear dynamic sy.stems (5]., FOi can greatly benefit from this. The training
is generally performed using measurements from the fault free process.
For residual generation purposes the near.a! network simply replaces the analytical model describing
the process under normal operation [16}. Employing a nonlinear input/output description
~(k)

=

g(~(k -

1), ... , rt(k - q) ,y(k ), ... , y(k - p))

(15)

the .n eural network approximates the nonl.inear vector function g(·).
This general pattern may be substantially compressed considering that
• it is useful to estimate each system output with a seperate neural network
• not all of the system outputs may be infiuenced by the faults under consideration and need to be
estimated.
The first point implies that for each output the neural network's input space is chosen differently, each
leading to the best possible approximation of the respective output. This choice includes the different
inputs and outputs friom the available ones and the number of tapped delays for each signal (figure 4).
As an example the estimates for a system with two inputs and three outputs can look as follows:
!/1(k)
!/2(k)
y3(k)

=
=
=

gi(y1(k - l),Y2(k - l),u1(k))
gz(Yz(k -1), yz(k - 2),y3(k - l),u2 (k))
g3(y1(k-l),y2(k-l),y3(k-l))

The appropriate choice of the input space is on.e of the most difficult tasks when configuring the neural
network. One either needs to have enough. p.rocess knowledge and then use a trial and error strategy or
has to apply an optimization algorithm such as a genetic algorithm [16).
Keeping in mind that for FOi only those outputs need to be 'e stimated which are affected by faults
one can conclude that neural models for FDI may be of reduced order and hence of less complexity due
to an adequate input space in comparison to functio.nal models ·used for control.
.R esidual generation based on fuzzy relational models

The approach considered here has been described in '[2), [19]. The fuzzy observer is founded on a
fuzzy relational model of the process, which i.s formed by the composition operator (T-conorm/T-norm
operator) applied to a fuzzy relational matrix R defining the relation between process input and output,
and the fuzzy cartesian product of the fuzzified input-output signals and its delays on a time window.
A mathematical representation of the fuzzy observer is given by

fi =

R.QoX
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(16)
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Figure 4: Separate estimation of output signals by

Figure 5: Fuzzy observer-based residual generation

ANN
where ~ and X ar,e given in the fuzzy space. X is defin·e d by the fuzzy cartesian product of the inputoutput measmements and its delays, i.e.
X

=

U(k) x · · · x U(k-n) x Yi(k) .x · · · x Yi(k - n)

{17)

and Ro is the relational matrix of the nominal (faul.t free) model. The fuzzy residual generator as shown
in figure 5 determines the difference between the measured and the estimated output using a fuzzy output
observer.
lln order to show that models for FDI used in the fuzzy output observer can be different from
functional. ones, we consider a (non.linear) .system, whose inputs and outputs are represented by u1r. and
y1r,, respectively. Suppose we are interested to detect a fault in the l" output sensor. For this we need
a :r esidual generator based on fuzzy relational models whkh is sensitive to faults in the l" sensor. This
can be constructed as follows.
Consider the vector X,
(18)

which repI'esents a combination of all premise variables appearing in the premises of the rules that are
represented by the relational matrix R. The variables U1c and Y1c .a.re the fuzzified values of u1c and y,.,
respectively.
A relational fuzzy model for the l" oatput is given ~Y

}'j1: =

Ro

0

x

(19)

To obtain the relational matrix Ro, a fuzzy relational equation has to be solved. However, in general, the
set of solutions is empty [2]. 'The alternative appmaCh is to find a solution Ra such that the output of
the relational model (19) when Ra is used is an approximation YJ1c of Y;11: in t he sense of a given criterion
J(Ra ), e.g., the quadratic ,e rror in the real valued space
N

J(Ra)

=

·~ _L(Y;1c -

Y;1c)

2

'

(20)

k=l

where N is the number of elements in the learning set and the quantities used in the criterion are the
defuzzified corresponding values of the ou.tputs.
The above procedure shows that the representative model used for the design of a residual generator
based on relational models is a partial description of the original system.
Nate that the structure of the residual generator based 011 fuzzy relational models is similar to the
one based on neural nets. A basic differ·ence is that the signals used for the fuzzy relational model have
been previously fuzzified, for the neural net approach the measured signals are utilized directly.
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Knowledge-based approaches
Another alternat ive to the analytical F DI approach is the knowledge-based approach which makes use of
the knowledge available to derive eit her a qualitative descript ion of t he syst em in t he form of a qualitative
model or a rule-based representation.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to qualitative models on the basis of qualit ative differential
equations following ,(26). Other approaches, as for 1example the important concept of fuzzy rule-based
modelling, ar1e not considered here.
Before discussing details of the qualitative models some general remarks on qualit ative modelling
strategies should be made. In order to pedorm totally reliable fault diagnosis and to avoid false alarms
an accurote model is of absolute importance. However, an accurate model does neit her mean the highest
precision in the description nor the highest complexity of the model (15). Developing a model on a
higher level of abstraction can still lead to an accurate model though less complex. On the other hand
preciseness of measurements is only of critical importance for diagnost ic tasks if the models are very
precise in their description as well. An increased imprecision of the measurements can be tolerated by
models 011 a higher level of .abstraction still leading to a correct fault decision. In exchange with this
advantage in modelling effort one bas to put up with the drawback of less sensit ivity to smaller faults.
Qualitative residual generation

When complete information about an industrial process is not available, the quant itative model-based
techniques for FDI can be replaced by qualitative ones that make use of the available incomplet e information by building a qualitative model, in terms of whkh the analysis and reasoning can be carried
out. Different rnom the other model- based approaches, a qualitative model may be based on qualitative
differential equations (QDE). A QDE for a specific system has the same structure as the corresponding
ordinary differential equation that models the dynamic system in continuous time. However, the information about the parameters is only of"semi-quantitative" nature being frequent ly only partially known
or uncertain.
As a result, a constrained model is obtained which consists of qualitat ive variables representing t he
physical parameters of the system and a set ,o f constraints of how those parameters are related to each
other. The behaviour can be described by a graph consisting of the possible future stat es of the system.
Due to the inherent ambiguity of the qualitati~e representation and calculus, the simulated possible
behaviour is in general not unique, but could take any path through the graph starting at t he initial
state, as shown in figure 6.

0

Plant

y

Qualitative
Observer

y

/\

Figur,e 7: Qualitative output observer

Figure 6: Graphical description .of behaviou:rs

A qualitative observer (QOB) used for residual generation makes use of qualit ative simulation on
the basis of conventional filtering t echniques to perform an obseroation filtering [26]. The principle of
observation filtering is that the simulat ed qualitative behaviour of a variable must cover its counterpart of
t he measurement obtained from the system it self, ot herwise t he ,simulat ed behavioural path is inconsistent
and can be eliminated [26]. A scheme of the qualitative observer is shown in figure 7.
T he idea behind the qualitative observer- based FDI is that a fault causes a deviation of the system
output in such a way that its counterpart of the est imated out put is no more consistent, i.e. a fault
will produce an empty set of qualitative estimated states, which is impossible in a fault free case. A
model for FDI can now be derived following t he basic idea of using fuzzy relational models. To show
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this, consider a nonlinear system d,escribed by the QDE

[±] = f([x], (u]); (yJ = C[x]

(21)

where (x] E !R" is the system state, [u] E JV' is the system input and [y] E ~m is the system output. If we
are only interested in the detection of a single sensor fault, i.e. in the ith sensor, a qualitative observer
can be designed. obeying the equation

[.Z]

=

f([xl, [u]); [Yi]

= Ci[x]

(22)

where [yi] is the ith element of [y] and C, is the ith row of C. A more detailed description of the design
of qualitative observers can be found in [26].

Conclusio.n s
The most common model-based FDI approaches have been examined for t heir modelling efforts, accentuating the differences betwee.n models used for FDI and those used for control. Firstly, we have studied
the role of the transfer operator from the fault vector to the system output and its decisive impact on
the residual generation with respect to fault isolation. The similarities of the different analytical FDI
approaches have been underlined, and the dependence of the residual upon the transfer operator from the
fault to the output has been discussed in terms of complexity. As a main result it has been shown that
for robust FOi of controllable systems and making use of quantitative, data-based or qualitative models,
the model needed comprises only a partial description of the system and is thus not simply identical
with the model for control. Mostly it is less complicated. Even though the most common model-based
approaches have been taken into account in thl:s paper, we do not claim completeness of our study. Some
~portant concepts such as the continuous-time parity space approach, the continuous-time dead-beat
observer approach, analytical nonlinear FDI methods and stochastic FDI approaches have not been included into this consideration. However, it seems to be evident that they do not require fundamental
revision of the message given in this paper.
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Abstract. Auditory displays are developed and investigated for mobile service robots in a human-machine
environment The service robot domain was chosen as .a n example for future use of auditory displays within
.multimedia process supemsion and control applications in industrial., transportation, and medical systems. The
design of directional sowids and additional sounds for robot states a:s well as the design of more complicated
robot sound tracks are explained. Basic musical elements and robot movement sounds are combined. An
experimental study on tlle auditory pe~ception of sound rracks for the predictive 'display of intended robot
n:ajectories .in a simulated supennarket scenario is described.

Introduction
The movements of robots produce natural sounds. These can communicate information about the actual states
.a nd trajectories of the robot to the human. Such auditory information is particularly useful with mobile robots
where the sounds indicate the acrual positions and movements in space. Tiris information is often also important
in other technological processes. However, the auditory information is normally used by the human only in
addition to the visual infonnation. Thus, the •question arises in which way can auditory infonnation be applied
even beyond the natw:al sounds .i n .furore multimedia human-machine interfaces.
Multimedia technologies are currently available which can more systematically be applied for humansystems communication in industria[, transportation, medical, and many service domains [I]. Human-machine
interfaces have generally reached a very maturie development status [3], £5]. However, their presentational level
is often restricted to the visual channel. Taking the mu!ltimedia concept more seriously allows to re-integrate the
most important human sensory moda!lities for ·the supervision and •Control of technical processes and systems.
Thus, many drawbacks and restrictions of over-emphasizing the visual channel can be corrected by the
additional a,ppropriate use of auditory information.
However, before developing the next generation of multimedia human-machine interfaces for process
supervision and control applications, more knowledge on suitable auditory displays needs to be collected. Even
lhe investigation of auditory warning displays needs to be further intensified [7]. More ambitious auditory
displays will go beyond the warning displays by corrununicating systems states and intentions by means of
semantic sound .symbols and sound tracks.
Ibis paper repo.rts on results from a recent research project 1 in whlch auditory displays for autonomous
mobile service robots in a human-machine multi-agent environment have been investigated and developed. The
domain of mobile service robots has been chosen as an example application [6]. The results will contribute to
the future use of auditory displays within all kinds ·o f multimedia process supervision and control applications.
The idea of 1the auditory displays for the service robots is to combine relevant noise signals of their movements
with basic musical elements to intelligible auditory symbols. Co-operative mobile robots shall communicate
their actual positions, movements and intentions as well as special states by means of non-speech audio
symbolic expressions to the human.
ln the 1nex1. two sections, the design -of directional sounds for robot .movements and special robot state soWlds
as well as complete robot sound tracks will be explained. The auditory perception of intended robot trajectories
in a supermarket scenario will subsequently be described.
1

1

The research project on "The Importance of Acoustical. lnformati.on for the Guidance and Usage of Technical
Systems" was supported by the VW-Stiftung (Volkswagen-FoWldation) and the University of Kassel during my
sabbatical research semester. It was carried out iin Vienna, Austria from March to October 1999. My main host
was the Institute for Handling Devices and Robotics at the 1lJ Wien (Vienna University of Technology - Univ.Professor Dr. P. Kopacek). Further, a co-operation existed with the Institute of Electro-Acoustics, Experimental
and Applied Music at the University of Music and Performing Arts, Vienna.
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Design of auditory dis1plays for di•rections of motion and robot states
The directions of motion. of the robot in space can be considered with a more fine-grained resolution of 48
dirnctions around the circuit of a compass card of 360°. So far, the subset of eight directions of motion with
corresponding newly designed difectional. sounds has been tested.
These eight directions are the four main clir1ections of Left, Up, Right, and Down as well as the intermediate
directions of Down-Left, Up-Left, Up-Right, and Down-Right Each directional sound consists of three tones.
The musical basic elements rhythm and melody are used in the four main directions, independently of each
other. The direc.Uonal sound Up is repliesented by a melody upwards whereas a melody downwards denotes the
sound Down. In both cases, each tone is of equal time duration. A rhythm of two short tones followed by one
long one, all on the same pitch ilevel, means Left. Consequently, a rhythm with one long tone followed by two
short ones on the same pitch level expresses the direction Right. The musical elements melody and rhytlun are
combined in the intermediate directions with respective in~ennediate values of melody span and rhythm. Each of
the ,e ight directions is presented in four variations, with changed sound colour (timbre) or changed tempo. Music
instruments .a nd robot noises are used. The understandability ·a nd the 1. 1ecallability of these directional sounds has
been. ~ested with no.n -musicians and with musicians I 4l
All sounds we11e •Created with a powerful. PC and Windows 95, Logic Audio software, the Cool Edit audio
editor, a :MIDI synthesizer, and a keyboard The pure musical sounds from the synthesizer have been recorded
with the Yamaha DSP (Digital Signal Processing) Factory with its audio expansion unit Wlder the Logic Audio
software on the PC. Thus, v.:av-files have been produced which needed some minor audio editing.
The equivalent soWlds of robot noises have been derived from DAT recordings of the movement noises of
.real robots in the laboratory. Many diffe.rent original sounds from robot movements, navigation, and related
activiities have bee.n 11ecorded from two mobHe service robots. 2 The variation of the directional sounds which is
based on robot noises h:as been generated through several steps of audio editing from the recordings of the
movements of one of 1these service robots. The same melody and rhythm patterns are composed by time and
frequency ediiting as in 1the pure musical SOWld cases. The Logic Audio editor has been used for frequency
transpositions of the pitch levels as requested in ,fue di.ffer.e nt ton.es of the directional sounds. The Cool Edit
audio ,e ditor was more appropriate for cutting and assembling the necessary time slices of each sound element
for the desired rhytluns of the directional sounds. Some amplifica,tions with fading-in and fading-out effects
have been performed for achieving a clear separation between. the different three tones of each soWld.
Additiona1 soilllds for robot states and situations ha~e also newly been designed. These robot states and
situations a.I'e Heavy Load, Waiting, Near Obstade, and Low Battery. The latter sound was recorded from the
original robot's indication of the low battery ·status. This is a conitinuous, quite annoying high tone. The other
thliee sounds have been played on the IvflDI keyboard. The author tried to convey the subjective impression of
the meanings of these three sounds. For example, the Heavy Load sound was played with three parallel tubas as
one accentuated short time-interval tone followed by one tone of a longer time duration.
1

Design ·o f robot sound tiracks
A simulated supermarket scenario was designed 1in such a w:ay that a mobile service robot can make straight
movements and tumin,gs of 45 and 90 degrees. Sound tracks for the predictive display of intended robot
trajectories .a re composed of moving-straight and turning sounds. The moving-straight segments are represented
by the directio.n al sounds which have been described in the p~eceding section. The directions Left, Right, Up,
and Down are particularly· used but also a few of the intermediate directions (Down-Left. Up-Left, Up-Right, and
Down-Right) are sometimes possible. Down means downwards io n the computer screen and towards the human
subject, shown on ·.t he lower middle of the screen. Correspondingly, Up means away from the subject.
The turnings are derived from r;ecordings of the original robot turning sound by transposition. They are
always heard with any directional change between any kind of two complete moving-straight sections. If a
complete moving-straight section consists of a numlber of straight segments of the same direction, the
appropriate directional sound is repeated correspondingly without any turning sound in between. A segment is
defined as the straight .c onnection between two n eighbowing active decision areas; see next section.
The robot sound tracks actually used in the supennarket scenario are the overlappings of the sound tracks of
the mtiended robot trajectories and, during some of their segments, the additional sounds for robot states and
2

http://www.ihrt.tuwien. ac.at/IlfRT/English/mob_rob.htm (Laboratory for Mobile Robots - Univ.-Professor Dr.
P. Kopacek)
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situations which have been described at the end of the preceding section. In some of the robot sound tracks the
sowtds of the real robot movements are also overlayed.

In,t ended and perceived rnbot trajecto,r ies
Intelligible auditory symbols and sound tracks ar'e presented to hwnan subjects in experiments with a
supermarket scenario. The supennarket is rea.!lized with a simulated (Windows 95 and Delphi) environment of a
mobile service robot [2l It is assumed that the supennadcet is open during seven days a week for 24-hours. A
mobile senice robot for cleaning and for carrying goods "Will inform the human subject (the customer) with
sound symbols of non-speech auditory pi;edictive displays about the trajectory of its intended movements and
about the additional robot states and s ituations Heavy Load, Waiting, Near Obstacle, and Low Battery. These
additional sounds for the rdbot siruations have to be learned by the human subjects in a training phase at the
beginning of the experiments: The subjects can listen to these sounds in any order as often as they wish.
A floor plan of the supermarket is visualized on the computer screen. The human subject is shown in
turquoise on the lower middle and the robot in different starting positions which are depending on the
investigated trajectory; see Figure 1.
A matrix of decision areas 'has been constructed. Any intersection between a horizontal and a vertical
corridor together with the respective nearest surrounding of this crossing, in which alternative routes can be
,chosen (beyond returning the same way), is detennined as an aotive decision area in the visual floor plan of the
supermarket; see Figure L

Figure 1. Replay of intended and perceived robot trajectories in the supermarket scenario.

The hwnan subjects are asked 1to recognize and to understand the intended trajectory of the robot indicating
the intended directions where the robot plans to move on, as well as the overlapped additional SOWlds of the
robot situations, from listening to the robot sound track. They have to draw the auditorily perceived trajectory
into the visual floor plan of the supermarket ·On the computer scr:een and have to mark the perceived additional
sounds. The subjects have been informed about the correctness of their auditory perception with respect to the
trajectories.
AJtogether, the subjects perfonn four exl'eriments, each with four different trajectories. The intended
trajectory and the perceived trajectory as well as the intended and the perceived additional sounds are recorded.
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Also, the durations of the training phase and of the drawing of .e ach perceived trajectory are measured. The
intended and the perceived trajectories can be compared in the replay mode; see Figure l.
In the las·t two of these experiments, the sound tracks of the trajectories are composed of the same sound
symbols of the int·e nded trajectories and the overlayed additionail .sounds for the robot situations. However, the
.sounds of the reaJ robot movements are now ail.so overlayed. This makes the scenario even more difficult for the
subjects but it is also mo:re realistic. In a real-world human-:robot environment, the reaJ robot movements are
also ail.ways heard. They ar·e pr;esented in i;eal tim.e whereas the overlayed intended trajectories are auditory
predictor displays and, thus, faster 1than real time.
The experimental resul1ts with eight non-musicians and 1two professional musicians showed large differences
m1their auditory perception. 'fluee of these iten subjects (the two musicians and one of the non-musicians) made
on!ly very few errors with the peiioeption of the robot sound tracks of all trajectories as well as the additional
sounds for 1the robot .staites and situations.

Conclusions
The design of directional sounds, robot state sounds, and robot sound tracks has been accomplished with basic
musical elements and recorded robot noise signals. The e~rimental .study showed that the sound symbols and
sound tracks can well be perceived .and are understandable, at least for more musical people. Positive training
effects have been Observed with all human subjects. The investigated sound tracks are feasible means of
communication. in human-machine interaction with mobile robots. Similar sound tracks can possibly be designed
also for other application domains.
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Abstract. The paper reviews the state of user interfaces in present mobile robotics applications. For
sure, user interfaces include graphical environments {Man-Machine Interfaces) but along the paper we
analyze them from a more general point of view, including also network communications, remote sensor
management, high and low level robot command interfaces, etc. After the revision, we describe new
perspectives that have arisen from the use of new specific hardware and software development languages
and tools, giving some examples which go from the case of autonomous multirobot applications, to
teleoperation applications.

1

Introduction

Along the paper we will consider Man-Machine Interfaces at the center of discussion. Nevertheless, and
from our point of view, a user interface is a more general concept, since there exist different kind of
robot users which expect different things from it: i) the programmer needs a nice set of tools to develop
his/her control programs, ii) the application user needs to send a set of tasks to be done (perhaps by
a set of mobile robots), and iii) the robot operator needs a powerful Man-Machine Interface (MMI) to
send ·c ommands .a s well as to visualise the information on the screen. Figure I shows a typical operation
scheme of a mobile robot.

Man -Machine Interface

Control

Mobile Robot

Figure 1: Robot operation scheme
At the top, we have the user itself, while at the bottom we have the mobile robot. In between them
we have the navigation modules (i.e. software) that controls the robot movements and decisions :
• the perception module is in charge of processing raw sensor data and transforming them into: an
accurate position estimation, some acurate world maps, and filtered proximity data for the obstacle
avoidance system. Some of this information may be visualised in the MMI.
• the mapping module is able to manage geometric and occ-grid maps as well as quat-trees, which
can also be visualised by the user.
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• On the right side the planning module generates a priori free obstacle trajectories wich will be the
reference for the control module.
• The control module must follow the previous trajectory, avoiding obstacles using the information
supplied by the perception module, and generation velocity commands to the robot.
This scheme means that the user has different operation levels that need different interface capabilities.
First he/she can send a high level task to the planner, so this one generates a trajectory and sends it
to the control module, initiating the robot momevent. This is what we call autonomous mode. Second,
the user can ignore the planner, and send directly a path to follow to the control program. This may be
called semiautonomous mode. And finally, the user can ignore both the planning and control modules,
sending velocity commands directly to the mobile robot. This last operation mode is teleoperation.
So, the user interface must allow the operator/user to interact with the robot at any of these levels.

2

Conventional Mobile Robotics Applications

For many years, the use of general-purpose workstations (mainly unix systems) were used to implement
user interfaces in robotics. The main reason was that man-machine communication was not considered
a key topic for the navigation of a mobile robot, but an auxiliar one [4].
A typical example of mono-robot man-ma.chine interface used for simulation and robot-sensor visualisation with an actual robot is the one that contains in the screen the following information:
• Map of the world with the mobile robot location at any instant.
• Instantaneus values from sensor:s (typically sonars).
• Filtered sensor data (i.e. local maps).
• Trajectories to be followed.
• Task fo each robot.
• Cells to allow the user task ordering.
• Panels to select the control algorithms.

• A window to draw trajectories with the mouse.
• A window for teleoperating the robot with the mouse.
• etc.
You can find examples for them at any mobile robotics laboratory. On the contrary, and day by day,
the feeling that the main problem when searching autonomy was uncertainty gave the idea that percept ion
management representation was extremely important. A good example of this idea comes from t he fact
that, by u sing these conventional interfaces, a user encounters a lot of difficulties when teleoperating the
robot (by hand), while the control algorithms .are able to navigate with a good performance. Does this
mean that the sensor information the control modules uses is better that the one the user has in the
screen? For sure, yes.
At the same time conventional mobile robot simulators use t o be 2D, simulating (usually proximity)
sensors in the horizontal plane. There are very few sensors with a 2D behaviour, and examples are not
proximity ones.

3

New Perspectives in Autonomous Robots

Experience has shown that the use of conventional xview or MOTIF based systems for MMI is an obsolete
technique, and so we must go to 3D flexible environments that integrate on the same screen information
from heterogeneous sensors, data fusion with simulated views, as well as direct and processed images
from vision systems. Usual applications include simulators, and independent windows/modules for teleoperation, sensor data representation, or autonomous/semiautonomous navigation mode. The transition
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is already in progress, with the introduction of specific workstations such as those from Silicon Graphics,
and more powerful window systems with 30 capabilities (OpenGL) and programming languages (VRML)
(2], which allow to implement virtual reality techniques (5).
The same tool must be able to allow the three functioning modes: simulation, tele-operation and
autonomous navigation. The first topic, simulation, is improved by adding the 3rd dimension to each
of the sensors. While the mobilr robot kinematics is always a 20 movement , most of the senors enrich
their representation: sonars, infrared, cameras, lasers, etc. for example, a sonar may be improved by
representing it as a cone instead as a straight line.
Simulation is strongly related with the management of sensor information and so with teleoperation
issues. For example, information that the operator needs to teleoperate the mobile robot can increase
its quality, by adding lateral views to conventional user interfaces, as a sonar local map (see figure 2).
Nevertheless, it has been proved that this kind of 20 information helps, but is not the complete solution to
operate remotely the robot. A good and complete solution in present applications includes 3D simulations
ovelaped with the real view, visual informati.on from on board cameras, and the posibility to select on-line
the image from different points of view.

Figure 2: Sonars local map
The third topic is related with autonomy, being the highest level of autonomy a multirobot system
were each mobile robot behaves as an holon. THis means that each robot is an autonomous system that
is able to take its own decisions but, at the same time, it is part of a greater system. Each robot receives
the same tasks and must decide which one to carry out, negotiating, if necessary with the others. Here
the user interface includes the communication system as an important part of the system architecture
[1). As an example, we developed a multi-robot application that allows to monitor and send tasks to a
set of mobile platforms sharing the space in an indoor environment [3].
Furthermore, general application design has been traditionally done by hand. The use of OOP languages such as C++ and modelling languages such as UML, allow a design that improves the communication and understanding among large software project programmers. Actual trends in this field walk
towards the development of tools for the graphical design of the complete system under construction.
The developer also need tools to guarantee an easy testing step of the system. Figure 3 shows the
development stages of our multirobot system :
• First, a centralized simulation is done in one computer to test the multirobot coordinated control
modules.
• Second, a distributed simulation is done in order to test the speed and feasibility of the communication system, as well as the decision system based on inter-robot negotiaion.
• And third , an actual distributed multirobot system is launched.
Present mobile robotics projects should take advantage of the previous t echnologies to achieve a bet ter
performance.
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Figure 3: Multirobot system development stages

4

Conclusion

Presnet projects have became, more and more complex software systems that need an appropriate management and co-ordination. At the same time, conventional user interfaces have became obsolete and
claim the use of more powerful visualization machines. The present situation is the transtition from
conventional user interfaces towards the use of the new available technologies. Nevertheless, a lot of work
is still pending.
Acknowledgements. We acknowledge the funding of the Spanish government through the CICYT
projects EVS (Virtual Platform for Autonomous Distributed Systems Engineering) and M3 (Modular
Intelligent Contra~, as well as of t he European Community t hrough MOBINET project (Training and
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HUMAN-ROBOT-COOPERATION USING MULTI-AGENT-SYSTEMS
T. Laengle and H. Woern
University of Karlsruhe, Institute for Process Control and Robotics
Kaiserstr. 12, Geb. 40.28, D-76128 Karlsrnhe, Germany
Abstract In this paper an new intelligent robot control scheme is presented which enables a cooperative work of
humans and robots through d1rect contact interaction in a partially known environment. Because of the high
flexibility and adaptability, the hwnan-robot cooperation is expected to have a wide range of applications in
uncertain environments, not only in future construction and manufacturing industries but also in service branches. A
multi-agent control architecture gives an appropriate frame for the flexibility of the human-robot-team.

1 Introduction
Today, the demands for high flexible robotic systems, which must have the capabilities of adapting themselves to an
uncertain envfronment, are rapidly increasing. For example, there is a need of robots for medical surgery, hotel trade,
cleaning of rooms or household. Contrary to industrial robots, which are working in a well known environment and
used by skill operators, it is not the case for service robots.
In spite of promising researches in the field of artificial intelligence, autonomous robots have still difficulties to
execute complex tasks in "turbulent" environment. The more autonomous the system is, the more structured the
world model should be, and the more specific its .tasks are [3]. A small deviation between the world model and the
real world causes the system break down. As a result autonomous robots suffer from typical domain restriction (Fig.
l .a). Up to now it is still not known how to .achieve complete autonomous execution of complex tasks in unstructured
environment.
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Fig. 2: Interpretation of the information

Fig. 1: Domain restriction [5]

A possible compromise to avoid the domain restriction problem is to find the right balance between robot
autonomy and human-robot-interaction. We don't try to eliminate the uncertainties in the environment nor increase
the intelligence of the robot. The main idea is to compensate the uncertainties in order to avoid the robot to become
stuck by an appropriate mixture of intelligence, environmental knowledge and human-robot interaction (Fig. lb).

2 State of the art
In recent years new human-robot interfaces based on direct interaction through contact has been tackled by many
researchers. An important issue in this area is the ann-manipulator coordination for the load sharing problem. For the
cooperative motion control of a robot and a human the human characteristics are approximated by an impedance
model in [2]. In [I] a variable compliance control as a coordina,tion mechanism for the arm and the manipulator is
pro posed. In [6] a control scheme was proposed to accomplish the coordinated task execution of a human and a
mobile manipulator. The majority ·o f these works on arm-manipulator cooperation however focuses only on the
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dynamics of the am-manipulator chain. Hence there is no a priori planning used for the robot, it plays a passive role
and it docs not recognize or interpret the action of the human according to the current situation or task context.
An other important issue in this area is the shared guidance of an object by the operator and the robot. This
problem is addressed especially by the so called "Synergistic devices". Synergistic devices are intended for
cooperative physical interaction operator by producing forces. They allow the operator to have control of motion
within a particular plane, while the device dictates motion perpendicular to that plane (4).

3 Analysis of the problem
Robots are considered as intelligent autonomous assistant of humans, which can mutually interact on a symbolic
(exchange of digital messages on a network) and a physical level (visual, tactile, acoustic). The communication
between robots and humans comprises the transmission of the information at the physical level and the interpretation
of the information. The transmission of infonnation foom one partner to another occurs through predefined
interaction patterns, which allow the receiver to understand the intention of the transmitter. Communication
transmission of digital data, which enables robots to communicate with each other in normal cases, is however, no
longer sufficient in the case of the human-robot-teams. The communication at a physical level, such as contact
forces, must also be involved. The sensors should be used not only for the task execution, but also to recognise
situations of possible interaction with other agents and to receive the transmitted information as well. The
interpretation makes sense out of the transmitted information (Fig. 2). Particularly for the human-robot-cooperation,
it is very important to avoid interpi;etation errors to prevent the human from danger. The transmitter should make
sw;e that his intentions .are clear enough to the receiver. For the human the confirmation of the good interpretation of
the intention is reached through analysing the implicit behaviour of the partner. But this is possible only if the
behaviour of the partner is not ambiguous. Particularly, the robot has to perform human-like motions and to exhibit
reflexes similar to those observed in humans: like retracting an arm when it hits something.
1

4 Realization
0l:lf approach is based on the integra1tion of human-robot cooperation in a task plan. However this plan tolerates
srnne degrees of uncenainty and gives some degrees of liberty to the human, who is able to specify on-line some task
parameters and recover system errors. A typical task for a manipulator is a pick and place task and can be achieved
directly by one operation cycle (Fig. 4). An operation cycle means the following elementary operation (EO)

sequence which appears in robot programs frequently and is described in Tab. 1. The correct execution of this
·operation cycle requires sensing and actuating capabilities as well as a knowledge database. These capabilities are
useful in order to sense the state of the dynamic environment, avoid collision with the environment, find the position
of the workpiece, grasp the workpiece correctly, compensate the uncertainties about the environment.
EO l
Mov1ing an arm without holding ~~·or k.ei_~
EO 2 ' Approaching the wor~ece with the gripper __
EO 3_ ' Graspin2 the workpiece
·- - -··EO 4
Separating 1he '-" Orkpiece from a base plate. a
fixture or from anoiher object
_;g_~~artin~g----·--------

Moving an arm which holds a workp iec~-Approac!_ling t~~~~~kpiece to anoth<:r obje~·t _
_ EQJ____ E~tablishing a de~~ned contac_t_t.2...!_his o~<:~f:._- _
-~O _?___ _ Un.~.~Pl~ the wor_!c_p_!~c~ ------ _ ·- __ _
EO
Departing

EQ_2_
EO 7

10

Fig. 3: Representation of an operation cycle

Tab. 1: Description of an operation cycle
In order to integrate the human in the "control loop" of the manipulator we define for each situation of the pick and
place task symmetricaJily to the EOs, which are executed automatically, the semi-automatic elementary operations

~
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SEOs. When the robot is not able to accomplish the required task autonomously, it switches into the semi-automatic
mode and gives then the operator the possibility to help him. The integration of these semi-automatic SEO into the
operation cycle is shown on Fig. 4. We distinguish two levels for the task execution according to the degree of
autonomy of the robot: the level A represents the au~onomous level S whereas the level represents the semiautonomous level. The events which activate ,the transition between the two levels are represented by the white
arrows.

IP.OJ

(F.T]

Fig. 5: The hybrid position-force controller
Fig. 4: lnte,graticm of the human-robot interaction
into th.e task plan.

In the semi-autonomous mode the control of the degrees of freedom of the manipulator are shared by the human
and the ICS. This is what we call "control allocation". To enable the shared control of a manipulator between the
humans and the ICS in the semi-autonomous mode we separate the coordinates into the coordinates controlled by the
human and the coordinates concrolled by the ICS. To each SEO corresponds a predetermined control allocation. This
control allocation is defined according to the capabilities of human and robot. A given degree of freedom is
controlled by the '"partner" of the human robot team, who has the best sensing, actuating or cognitive capabilities to
control it. For example in an unstructured environment it often happens that the robot does not know or does not
recognize the place where the piece should be put (EO 6) . Thus the position along the X axis and Y axis (see Fig. 3)
should be controlled by the human, the robot compensates the weight of the workpiece and controls the orientation.

5 Implementation
For the distributed control of the 6 degrees of freedom of the manipulator among the human and the robot we use a
hybrid position-force controller represented on Fig. 5. [P,0] represents the internal states of the manipulator: the
position (Px, Py, Pz) and the orientation (Ox, Oy, Oz) of the end-effector. [F,T] represents the external state of the .
manipulator: The forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) and the torques (Tx, Ty, Tz) applied on the force/torque sensor attached on the
end-effector. 4 represents the 6 dimensional identity matrix whereas S represents the diagonal selection matrix. If a
component of S is 'O', the corresponding degree of freedom is controlled by the ICS (Position control law), whereas
if the component is 'l ' , the degree of freedom is controlled by the human (force control law or compliant motion),
see Fig. 6. The cooperative work between human and robot requires not only the shared control of the different
DOFs according to .the situation, but also the ability to switch to the autonomous mode (Level A) or to the semiautonomous mode (Level S) at the right time. This mode transition could be initiated whether by the ICS (automatic
transition) or by the human (manual transition) .
The transition between the level A and S occurs automatically when an error has been detected during the
execution of an EO or when the robot recognizes its incapacity to execute the EO because parameters are missing.
The ,transition between ithe level A and S can also be initiated manually when the operator applies the corresponding
forces on the end-effector. All EOs are guarded motion, so that if the applied forces cross a given cransition
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threshold, the transition is initiated. The transition recognition makes use of rules and facts which tell the system how
to react to a given situation. The situation is determined by four types of parameters:
1. The operation cyde status: it characterizes the elementary operation (EO or SEO) which is currently executed.
2. The operation status. It specifies if an ernor has been detected.
3. The task specification status. It specifies which parameters are missing for the autonomous execution of the task.
4. The sensor data. The sensors are force/to~que sensors and position ·sensors (overhead camera or hand camera).

Fig. 6: Control aUocati<m o:f the degrees of
fr:eedom

Fig. 7: Position and Forces
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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to provide a general unified discussion of the human machine interaction issues
as applied to robotics. First, the general structure of intelligent human machine interfaces (HMls) is presented. Then
the class of natural language interfaces (NLls) is reviewed. Next the class of graphical HMis (GHMls) is
investigated including the combination of GHMis with virtual reality (VR) system facilities . Finally, a few
implementation examples ofHMis in various robotic systems are briefly outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION
The interaction between a user and a computer or more generally a .technological system is performed through
the human-machine interface (HMI) which plays a primary role to the effective and successful operation of the
system. On average, about 30% of the operational software is needed to support the HMl of a typical knowledge
based system. The design of an HMl is a multidiscipiinary task needing the cooperation of experts on human
cognition, display technologies, graphics, software design, natural language processing, artificial intelligence etc.
Actually, the design of an HMI is still more an art than a science. The goal of designing efficient HMI components in
robotic, or more generally, in automated systems is to improve operational efficiency and overall productivity while
providing a safe, comfortable and satisfying front-end for the operator/user. To this end, the capabilities and
limitations of the human operator should be analyzed and used for the HM1 design, which involves the tasks, the
tools, the software, the environment and the overall organization. In robotics, the need for efficient and humanfriendly man-machine .interfaces is of predominant importance. However, a general design methodology does not
exist, nor a set of generally adopted evaluation criteria.

2. THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF ROBOTIC Hl\1Is
2.1. General Issues
For a robotic HMI to be intelligent, access to a variety of knowledge sources is required. These include:
•
Knowledge of 1the user
•
Knowledge of 't he user tasks ·
•
Knowledge of the tools
•
Knowledge of the domain
•
Knowledge of interaction modalities
•
Knowledge of how to interact
A good practice for designing a particular intelligent HMI is to require some knowledge in each of the above
areas and a lot of knowledge in the areas of particular relevance to the HMI at hand. The general structure of an
intelligent HMI is s hown in Fig. l.
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Figure 1. General structure of intelligent HMI
The technological system (robotic, industrial, enterprise, etc.) involves a supervisor, a planner and a
controller, and sometimes (depending on its size and complexity) a decision support system (DSS) component which
contributes to the realization of cooperative human-machine decision making and control.
The three main types of users are operators, engineers and maintenance specialists. These users interact with the
technological system (robotic system, continuous physical/chemical process, manufacturing system, etc.) via the
HMl . Users have in general different but overlapping needs with respect to depth and quantity.
2.2. Principal functions of robotic HMls
The principal functions of robotic HMis are the following :
•
Input handling
•
Perception and action
•
Dialogue handling
•
Tracking interaction
•
Explanation
•
Output generation
The input handling function should provide the means to handle the type of inputs received by the system
which may be analog, digital, probabilistic, linguistic, fuzzy, etc.
The percepti-On and action function plays a key role in the overall HMI performance and is supported by the
presentation level of the HMI which determines how to present the information to the user and how to transform
his/her control inputs.
Dialogue handling (control) deals with determining what information to treat and when. A dialogue is any
logically coherenit sequence of actions and reactions ex.clhanged between the user and the HMI. Human-machine
dialogues are necessary for many robotic operations, e.g. scheduling, supervision, planning, control, etc.
Tracking interaction deals with tracking the entire interaction between the HMI and the human user, as well
as between the HMl and the robotic system at hand.
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The erplanation function needs a model of the technical system (here the robotic system) to be available. Its
role is to explain to the user upon request the meaning of the various aspects and components of the technical system,
and sometimes of the HMI itself. It should be also capable of explaining how the various parts of the system operate.
Output gener;ation is realized using graphical editors and typically offers appropriate graphical and textual
pictures which we dynamically changing. In more ,recent applications, multimedia presentations are also provided.
If the HMI is required to be able to adapt 'to different users or us.er classes, a user model is also needed. To
design a user model, it is necessary to use our knowledge on human processing behavior and represent the cognitive
strategies, via rules, algorithms and reasoning mechanisms. A moi:;e complete user model must also include a model
of the robotic system in order to incorporate the user's view with respect to the robotic system.

3. NATURAL LANGUAGE HMis IN ROBOTICS
3.1. General issues
A special class of HMls, very popular in robotics, is the class of natural language interfaces (NLls). NLis
possess humanized properties since the user can communicate with the system through a kind of verbal language
(e.g. a small subset of English). Actually, NLis are not the best interfaces in all cases. Thus to decide whether to use
a NU or not, one has to consider several factors, of which some examples are the following :
•
Cost. The cost of NLis is user higher than that of standard HMls.
•
Ease of learning. If a full natural language is used, no human effort is necessary to learn it. This is not so if a
restricted language with legal statements is used.
•
Conciseness. The desire for conciseness is usually in conflict with the user friendliness.
·•
Precision. Many English sentenoes are ambiguous. Thls is so natural, that English does not use parentheses as
do artificfa1! logical languages.
•
Need for pictures. Words are not the best way to describe shapes, positions, curves, etc. A picture is worth
many words. However, programs 1that handle graphical objects (e.g. CAD systems) are still good candidates
for NUs and other linguistic interfaces.
•
Semantic complexity. Natural languages are concise and efficient when the universe of possible messages is
large. Actually, no trivial language cam perform the interfacing job, since the number of different messages
that have to be handled is extremely large.
The components of a NL understanding system, i.e. a system that transforms statements from the language in
which they were made in a program-specific form that initiates appropriate actions, are :
•
Words and lexicons
•
Grammar and sentence structure
•
Semantics and sentence interpretation
Three ways to combine the above primary components into an integrated understanding system are :
Interactive selection. The system displays the options to the user who chooses among them to gradually
construct a complete statement, which corresponds to actions that the target program can perform.
Semantic grammars. The window-lbased approach does not allow the user to control interactions or compose
free-form s ta~ements that ·the system has to understand. The alternative is £or the user to compose entire statements.
A semantic grammar provides one implementation of this alternative approach but is appropriate when a relatively
small subset of a NL has to be recognized.
Syntactic grammars. If a large part of NL is used as HMI, the capture of as much of the language regularity
as possible is required. To this end, it is necessary to capture the syntactic regularity of the NL at hand. Thus one
needs to use a syntactically motiva,t ed grammar.
Today, several tools are available to assist in the building process of the lexicon, the grammar, the semantic
fUl!es and the code that uses all of them. Also some programs exist that do most of the understanding in all three
approaches discussed above.
3.2. Some representative works
NLis in robotics have been considered and used by many researchers.
•
Sondheimer [21] where the spatial reference problem of NL robot control is investigated.
•
Nilsson [18], where a mobile robot (SHAKEY) capable of understanding simple NL commands is presented.
•
Sato and Hirai (20], where NL instructions are employed for teleoperation control.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Vere and Bickmore [23], Chapman [3] and Badler et al. [l], where the control of autonomous agents in 2D or
3D work spaces is achieved via NL commands.
Torrance [22], where a NL interface is used to navigate an indoor mobile robot.
Neumann [17) .a nd Herzog and Wasinski [9], where the synergetic integration of NL and vision processing in
robotic systems is considered.
Fischer, Buss and Schmidt 1[5], where a comprehensive NLI is designed and used for a service mobile
manipula~or (ROMAN).
Wahlster et al. [24], Bajcsy et al. (2], Neumann [17) and Herzog and Wasinski [9] investigate the utilization
of combined sensory information and verbal descriptions in NL interface design for intelligent robotic
systems.
Honig and Vonk [11) consider the use ofNLI in robotic fault diagnosis and technical information systems.
Finally, Koenig [12] examines the issues of knowledge s,troctures and sentence generation in NL
communication for interactive man-robot systems. The knowledge structures considered are the extended
graph 1tuple and .an extended descriptive relationship. These two knowledge structures are then used as the
knowledge suppliers for generating sentences that convey knowledge tuples (KTEs).

4. GRAPHICAL HMls IN ROBOTICS
The field of graphical HMis (GHMis) is very broad. We will only discuss some fundamental issues of
GH.Mls relevant to robotic systems . .In robotics, GHMls are used for task analysis, online monitoring and direct
control. For example, to teleoperate a mobi 1le robot in a critical workspace, a considerable effort must be devoted to
preparing 1the task, training the operator and finding the optimal cooperation modes in various situations. Before
actually executing a ,task, a GHMI can help the user to specify his intention, display the commands and the expected
consequences on the monitor. In this way, ,the user can interactively generate and modify a plan.
On a GHMI an operator can define a series of movements and actions by clicking or dragging a mouse on the
screen. The available task and geometric planners can then find a sequence of motions and actions that implement
the task. A simulation system is usually designed and used to animate the robot's motion on a 2D or 3D workspace,
where several viewpoints can be set to monitor and observe the robot's behavior and its relation to the world.
Possible collisions with obstacles, robots and other objects are avoided. Here the optimal utilization of various
sensors is a basic requirement. As an additional aid, a task .editor is necessary to support the task specification by
interactively modifying a plan. It is useful if with .this tas!k editor the operator can also define a sequence of actions as
a macro. The macros can be retrieved and used to represent and implement an entire task plan. A useful concept that
can be used i n task analysis is the concept of telesensor programming (Hirzinger, [10)). Due to the unavoidable
errors in the dead-reckoning and world models, the sensor patterns have to be employed by the robot to ensure an
accurate relation with the world.
Graphical interfaces are frequently combined with animation and virtual reality (YR) tools. Examples of this
type are the works of Rossmann [19], Wang et al. [25) and Heinzmann [8].
In !(19) the multirobot system (called CIROS) implements tile capability to derive robot operations from tasks
perfonned in the v,irtual reality environment. Toth.is end, two appropriate components are used, the change-detection
component and the change-interpretation component. The YR system employed is based on a special simulation
system (COSIMIR : Cell Oriented SIMulation of Industrial Robots) developed at the Institute of Robotics Research
in Dortmund, Germany. In CIROS, a new YR concept is used. This is called projective virtual reality (PVR),
because the actions carried out by humans in the YR are projected on to robots to carry out the task in the physical
environment. The intelligent controller implements PVR-based control by adding the levels for online collision
avoidance, multirobot coordination and automatic action planning.
The following requirements have been met in the CIROS system:
•
Time delays between the display of a robot's movement in the YR environment and its physical movements
•
Accurate graphical modeling
•
Very precise data glove
•
Reduction of the "trembling" of the operator' s hand
•
Online collision avoidance
•
Versatile sensor control to compensate for undesired tensions when objects are inserted into tight fittings.
In [25] the human-machine system includes a virtual tools system, an automatic path planner and a collision
detection simulator. Tests on the performance of the path planner are also discussed. A virtual tools HMI for point-
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specification of tasks, which interweaves virtual robot end-effector representations with physical reality to immerse
the human in the scene using simple hand gestures is developed for flexibly designating where the robot should grasp
as an incoming part. The virtual tools system is displayed in four quadrants on a Silicon Graphics workstation with
Galileo video. The virtual gripper is displayed on the two 'le~t quadrants display, superimposed on two camera views
and b'lended with live video, to create the illusion of a real gripper in two views in the physical scene. The top right
quadrant is occupied by the toolbox of graphic icons rep~esenting various 1tools available for use by the robot. The
bottom right quadrant displays homogeneous transformation matrix information such as graphic object models,
views from the mbot camera.• etc. This Pennsylvania University system which is based on the virtual tool concept
allows the operator to direct robot tasks in a natural way in almost real-time.
Finally, in [8] the RMI of the robot consists of a visual face tracking system. The system employs a
monocular camera and a hardware vision system to track several facial features (eyes, eye brows, ears, mouth, etc.).
The 30 pose and orientation of the head is computed using this information. The paper provides a solution to the
design of human-friendly robots by satisfying two safety goals.
Safety goal 1 : A human-friendly robot should be able to operate without posing a threat when humans are
inside the robot 's workspace.
Safety go.al 2 : In an unstructured environment which may involve humans, any action autonomously taken
by the robot must be safe even when the robot's sensor information about ·the environment is uncertain or false.

5. SOME EXAMPLES
5.1. The ROMAN NL HMI
The ROMAN service robot system was designed and built in the Munich Technical University ([7]). In this
system, 1the information exchange between the operator and the robot is performed in two stages; task specification
and task execution (semi- or fully autonomous). The task specification requirements include task description. The
task execution requirements involve approaching 1the goal area, object specification, object handling and object handover. In addition, there are the monitoring and sensor support requirements. The human robot dialogue involves:
•
Dialogue-oriented natural speech (voice) command input
•
Visual screen-based monitoring
•
Tactile supervisory control during mobile handling
•
Voice output during task operation
The NL HMI architecture of ROMAN is as shown in Fig. 2.
Operator

Figure 2. NL-HMI architecture of the ROMAN service robot
The task commands consist of service task-specific actions, the support commands are the operators'
responses to requests received from the motion planning level during task execution and the supervision commands
are initiated by the operator during task execution and inunediately interrupt the current operation. The command
ilanguage is able to represent both the user-defined service tasks and service robot-specific commands ([5][6]).
Tile sensor information passed to the NL-HMI from the planning level involves: off-line environmental data,
continuous sensor data and abstract sensor data. Any problem arising during task execution initiates a request for
support, which needs to be interpreted by ~he human operator.
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The command generacor translates semantic structures into robot commands. The command generacor of
ROMAN receives the operacor's instructions and performs the following functions :
•
Translation
•
Consistency check
,.
Completeness check
•
Data expansion
•
Macro separation
Its output is the corresponding robot command

5.2. The l\AMRO NL HMI
The KAMRO autonomous mobile robot was designed and built in the University of Karlsruhe ([13)(16)(14])
and uses a multi-agent architecture.
A basic problem in such mul,ti-agent systems (MAS) is the negotiation among the agents that compete for a given
task. This negotiation process can be performed by a centralized mediator or a selected candidate or by many (o r all)
candidates. All agents should be able to negotiate with the competing agents. One way to manage the
communication among agents is via a blackboard system. Possible deadlocks in a MAS are the following :
•
Deadlocks caused by agent bodies/external resources
•
Deadlocks caused by special agents
•
Deadlocks caused by agent teams
These deadlock situations are translated into corresponding mechanisms in the KAMRO robot.
The NL HMI of KAMRO performs the following functions :
•
Task specification/representation, i.e., analysis of instructions related to the implicit robot operations (e.g.
"pick-and-place")
•
Execution representation
•
Explanation of error recovery
•
Updating and describing the environment representation
The KAM~O NL HMI architecture is as shown in Fig. 3.
Commands
Queries

Descriptions
Explanations
Queries

Figure 3. NL-HMI architecture of the KAMRO robot
The robot and the NL HMI have permanent access to the correct environment representation via an overhead
camera. This information is stored in a common database. Since the world representation changes over time, a
timestamp of the snapshot is used which allows merging older and newer knowledge about the environment.
The processing of NL instructions is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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5.3. The PRIAMOS GHMI
A GHMI was employed in the Karlsruhe PRIAMOS robot ([4][ 15)).
PRIAMOS design has taken into account the following :
•
Degraded perception from the vision feedback at the operator site and time-delay between operator corrunand
and robot execution.
•
Provision for several control modes to faciliitate different degrees of cooperation between operator and robot.
•
Continuous learning (knowledge accumulation) to allow 1the robot to gain more autonomy after the guidance
of the operator.
•
Provision for a GHMI and animation system for task specification, visual display of sensory information and
monitoring.
A multisensory system was embodied to the PRJAMOS robot consisting of : (i) a ring of 24 ultrasonic
sensors, (ii) an active vision system, and (iii) diode lasers with special optics mounted on the two front comers of the
robot. The laser light can be distinguished from the light of surrounding sources via an interference filter (featuring a
transmission peak corresponding to ,the wave length of the laser light) provided to the camera.
A Silicon Graphics workstation is used for monitoring the PRIAMOS robot with sensory feedback in 3D
animation space. PRIAMOS was directly con.trolled to move around 'the laboratory. The status of the robot and its
sensor values are monitored from within the GHMI. Even if the cameras mounted on the robot provided different
views of the environment, they could not cover the entire scene. The robot and its world are displayed on the 3D
graphics using the "Kavis" animation system. As the robot moves around a building with rooms and walls, the
operator has to guide the robot along the wall to monitor/explore the environment. Shared control consists of the
robot keeping its distance and orientation with respect ~o a side wall while being remotely commanded to move
ahead.
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Abstract. More and more robot control systems require intelligent extensions such as virtual reality (VR) in
order to be capable of easy and flexible interaction with the environment or the humans. This paper describes
virtual reality based prograrruning of the experimental control system of the Puma 560 robot and the dextrous
hand developed at the Technical University of Budapest. With the use of the detailed graphic models of the VR
system, efficient off-line robot programming and simulation is available. A two-level robot programming
language, which was written for this robot-hand system, is introduced. It includes a grasp planning algorithm,
which tries to find a prehensile grasp on the object. The planner taices the geometric and material properties of
the object into account, e.g. frictional coefficient, parts of its surface that can be touched, and orientation
constraints. Furthermore, it considers the obstacles around the object with respect to the position of the robot arm
before grasping the object.
Keywords: virtual reality, robot programmin,g, grasp planning.

Introduction
Several robot programming languages has been created during the development of robots. Because o f the
versatile requirements, an all-purpose language is very unlikely to be widely used. At our institute a two-level
language called SRPS (Simple Robot Programming System) has been developed, specially for a NOKIA-Puma
560 industrial robot equipped with a TUB-PC three-fingered dextrous hand. The most charasteristic feature of
the language is that it has two levels: a high, task-oriented level and a low, motion-oriented one. On the higher
level indirect commands exist, such as 'Grasp a given object with respect to some constraints' or 'Move the
dextrous hand above a given object wi1thout colliding with the environment' . The language is upwardly
compatib'le, that is, on the high level all the instructions of the low level can be used. The high-level part,
naturally, contains corrunands which require sophisticated algorithms. Two of them has been addressed, namely
the grasp planning and the motion planning in the presence of obstacles. This paper demonstrates the grasp
planning algorithm in detail.

The VR environment
The virtual reality is used to visualize the actions of the robot for the human operators and this usually has to be
done realtime. It is also a requirement to determine that the robot can do the desired action, so that it does not
clash with itself and/or the surrounding items of the environment. Hence an efficient multi-level collisiondetection algorithm was implemented.
There are two fondamentally different ways to view the robot
during the visualization: it can be an overlaid image with the real
camera images or can be a view from an arbitrary viewpoint. In order
to put the virtual world together with the real environment, the
calibration of the system is required . It means tha,t the parameters of a
camera, e.g. position, orientation, focal length, etc. ai;e identified based
on pictures taken by a real camera, and used in the visualization stage
[ l ]. The system runs on a Windows NT workstation and was
developed using the OpenGL graphic library for realtime display and
Visual C for all the other computations.
Our system uses boundary representation (B-Rep) .scheme to
describe objects. For grasp computations the fingertips are treated as a
sphere.
The normal vector of the surface element touched by the fingertip
is. however. not necessarily equals to the normal of the triangle. For
curved objects vertex normals are defined, which are the weighred sum
Fig. 1. Surface normal for curved objects
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of the triangle normals in a vertex shared by the neighbouring triangles. The weighting factors are the areas of
the triangles (the vertex normals are not of unit length). The computed normal of a surface element of a triangle
is the linear combination of the three surrounding vertex normals. With the notations of Fig. I. V; are the vertex
normals, s is the surface element normal to be computed, a;, bi, c; are distances of the inspected point from the
V1 · a2

Vz ·b2

V3 · C2

vertices and edges along the line between a vertex and the surface point. Now s ' = ~+---+---,
a1 +a2 b1 +b2 C1 +c2

s'

s

.

=g, which means that the vertex normals are hnearly interpolated and normalized along the surface.

Contact force computation for simulation is based on the penetration of the fingertip model to the object
model. Let the penetration vector, which is parallel with the surface element normal and points from the surface
to the deepest point of the finger, be p. The contact force is F = -(Kc + Be . ~~ ) .

.Jjpf.s , where Kc specifies the

nonlinear stiffness of the material and B, is the damping [2].

The SRPS langu.age
Our goal was to develop a :robot programming language which is capable of describing complex motions, e.g. the
robot should be controlled either in joint coordinates and as a functionf(.x,y,z.t) too. If the system is used without
external information. e. g. for simulation, the contact forces have to be simulated. In our case it means collision
and minimum-distance computations between the model of the dextrous hand and the surrounding objects. The
language is a frame system, which means that certain actions do not need to be directly defined, only the starting
and ending positions and the path and the grasp planner will do the rest automatically.
Some patrs of the functions implemented in ~he SRPS ,c an be found in the ARPS, the programming language
of the NOKIA Puma robot. Certain programs written in SRPS can (with minor modifications) be transmitted to
the NOKIA Puma-560 ARPS interpreter. The new functions mainly deal with the control of the robot hand
(high-level grasp synthesis) because the ARPS is not applicable for this task. Since the robot carries items during
its movement, condition-systems had to be developed which determine if the hand holds the object or not in a
given configuration.
With the graphic model the reference points of the robot track can be generated. It's especially important
when the robot can't move free because the environment contains obstacles. The virtual robot can be positioned
near the desired end positions, then collision-free ,c onfigurations must be manually found. From this point the
path planning algorithm can find the movement between ,t he end points so the operator doesn't have to find and
teach it. In SRPS level this means 't hat there are indirect moving commands between endpoints. The output of the
path planning is the complete SRPS program, which contains simple (direct) instructions only, which can be
directly transmitted to the robot controller. The reference points in both stages are collision-free of course.
To demonstrate the possibilities of the SRPS, a few low-level functions are listed below.
LOAD
used to load predefined coordinates. These are the Denavit-Hartenberg joint
(wrist) coordinates. Jn the SRPS program a coordiante-configuration record is referred with its number.
FRAMEIUNFRAME - defines/deletes a new coordinate system in which the following commands work. This
is used for navigation close to the manipu,latable objects, using their own coordinate system.
GO, COS - moves 1the robot between two reference points. With GO the path planning is done in joint
coordiantes, with COS it is done along a straight line in 3D. The starting position is the actual position of the
robot, the end coordinate is given with its number. If .a collision is found during the movement, the program
stops with an error message.
GRASP - directs the hand into one of the loaded hand positions. If a segment of a finger collides with an
object, the phalanx stops. The other phalanxes and fingers moves further until another collision or the desired
position. The command has severa,I parameters. such as max,imum contact forces, and list of the segments which
can touch the object. There are three simplified versions of this command, such as PINCH, SNAP and GRIP [3].
These commands move the fingers into predefined positions, so these do not need to be taught. Furthermore.
these have much smaller number of parameters.
OPEN - straightens the fingers and translates them to the edge of the palm. During the movement collision
must not occur. (If so, the program shows an error message.)
The high-level functions:
GOIN (Go Indirect) - this command is not interpreted by the ARPS but is replaced by the path planning
algorithm with series of GOs and GOS'.
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GRASP/N (Grasp indirect) - directs the grasp planner to develop a grasp. The grasp planning algorithm tries to
find a prehensile grasp on the object. It takes the properties of the object into account. e.g. frictional coefficient,
center of gravity, parts of its surface that can be touched. Furthermore, it considers the obstales around the object
with respect to the initial and final position of the robot arm before approaching and after grasping the object.

Grasp generation
The theory of grasp planning is also studied for a long time. Generally, the object to be grasped has arbitrary
shape, given in a form of geometric model, transformed from a modeller software (CAD) or derived from sensor
data. Because of the big amount of data required to describe even a medium-complex object, direct (closed-form)
solution for finding the optimal grasp does not exist. To overcome this, we assume that using heuristics to locate
contact points on the object, a number of grasp candidates can be found, of which the best will be used. Precision
grasps are considered (only the figertpis, which are hemisphere-shaped, touch the object). Unfortunately it can
not be told how our best candidate is close to the optimal grasp. However, a number of measures to qualify
grasps has been proposed, e.g. [4], which computes the external forces that can be balanced by a grasp. From this
point of view, the best ones are the form-closure grasps, which resist all the external forces and torques. This
induces a special problem: the TUB-PC hand has three fingers, and a 3D form-closure grasp require at least four
contact points. The solution is to find a concave corner on the object, which can provide more than one contact
point for a single fingertip. It should be noted that not all the surfaces are necessarily included to the grasp
search. Individual surface elements can be excluded for some reason, e.g. if a mug is filled with liquid, the wet
surfaces would be excluded.
Our contact point generator has two fundamentally different algorithms, one for form-closure grasp
generation, the other for arbitrary grasps. The planner decides whether a form-closure grasp is possible, and if
not, runs the second algorithm. First, concave corners are searched for. A corner (vertex) is concave, if all the
edges meeting in the vertex are on the same side of a plane, and the plane, in the vicinity of the vertex, lays
inside the object. The resulting grasps can be divided into three categories: a) which contain only concave
corners as grasp points, b) which contain no concave corners, c) mixed. The latter ones can be either form or
force closures. Only those concave vertices are considered which are accessible for a fingertip. Next, the vertex
normals of the concave comers are searched for triplets v 1, v2 , v3 , where (v 1 dot v2 ),(v2 dot v3 ), (v 3 dot v 1) are all
close to - 0.5, which means that these vectors span a quasi-regular triangle. (The triplets are assigned a value w:
.L,(-0.5-(v doc vJ[ and are sorted in ascending order.) [f the smallest w is larger than a given Wmux value,
1

1-= l ,2.) ; p • l .:U

the algorithm fails. We found that I is a reasonable value for w..,u$· The remaining ones (w< w""'") become grasp
candidates.The second algorithm tries to place a Y-shaped 'grasp star' into the object that the penetration points
on the object surfaces are the contact points. First, a surface is picked. Through its center point P a ray is shot
inside the object which is parallel to the surface normal. Let its farthest penetration point be P'. On the PP' line a
point C is picked; C is as close to the center of gravity of the object as possible. If C lies outside the PP' interval,
C is chosen that PC = 2P'C. From C two rays are shot, their intersection point with the object is Q and R (the
angles between CP, CQ and CR are 120 degrees, see Fig. 2.). At this point, we constructed a three-tip star whose
tips are the contact points. The algorithm checks whether the CP, CQ and CR lines are inside the corresponding
friction cones. lf so, a grasp candidate is ready; if not, we try to
compensate with altering the star. There are a number of possibilities:
the C point can be altered, the angles of the star can be modified, and the
star can be rotated around the CP, CQ and CR lines. These operations
take the surface normal in the contact points into account so that the
accumulated deviation from the surface normals becomes smaller.
Random modification is also applied, thus the algorithm resembles to the
simulated annealing optimization method. During the algorithm, the
following criteria are checked: a) two contact points can not be too close
to each other, b) the contact points must be reachable for the hand, c) a
R
contact point can not be too close to an edge.
We generate several grasp candidates. If possible, the starting
position not only a surface point, but a vertex normal of a concave
corner. resulting a mixed type grasp. Finally, the palm position of the
dextrous hand is calculated for the grasp candidates. The palm position
is selected so that the accumulated distance of the palm from the
Fig. 2. Parameters that alter the grasp star
surrounding objects is maximal.
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Grasp evaluation
The necessary and sufficient conditions of stable grasp are checked. The static
equilibrium of fingertip forces and Coulomb friction is considered. Yoshikawa
et al. have presented necessasry and sufficient conditions [5) : a) total moment of
fingertip forces is zero, b) total force of fingertip forces is zero, c) each fingertip
force is in the friction cone. The first condition is satisfied by selecting the
fingertip forces so that they intersect in C. The necessary and sufficient
+ek)<o·
e l~'
r1e +eA
)<O·
e , rfe
+e.)<o,
condition for the second is: er(e
1 ~ 1
-,
-,
~ 1
,where e; is the unit vector of the ilh fingertip force. The third 'condition is a
restriction about Coulomb friction.
The method we use, proposed in [6J. calculates a measur e by determinig the set
of external wrenches (grasp wrench space, GWS) that can be resisted by
distributing one unit force over all grasp points. For linear computations, the set
of forces within the friction cones at contact point i ·i s approximated by a linear
Fig. 3. Internal type form closure
combination of a finite set of n unit force vectors f;.i at the friction cone boundaries:
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The time-consuming calculation of the convex hull can be sped up

)

applying incremental calculations [6] . To establish whether a grasp is a form clos ure, the following condition is
6
checked [7] : if ,t he origin of the wrench space (R ) ties exactly inside the convex hull of the primitive contact
wrenches Wj, 'then the grasp is a form closure, like the one depicted on Fig. 3.

Summary
This paper proposed a method for finding and evaluating stable grasps on arbitrary shaped objects. Extended
polygonal models supphed by material properties are applicable for contact force simulation. A two-level robot
programming language has been introduced to describe complex operations. As a ·part of this language, a grasp
planning algorithm was shown, which generates many grasp candidates based on a heuristic search. Finally, an
evaluation function measures the stability of the grasps.
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SIMULATION METHODS FOR MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
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Abstract. In traditiona) product development, the phases Market, Design and Production are almost sequential activities with only little overlap. In practice, the development process is an iterative activity, but the statement that it
can be seen as a sequential process is based on the long iteration loop before any real feed-back information can be
utilized in the development process. However, to shorten time to market it is necessary to cut such sequential activities to a minimum and introduce methods and tools which provide possibilities for a parallel process development
in design, production and market. What will be discussed in this paper is methods and software simulation tools to
integrate information between the three main activities Market, Product development and Production development
with a focus on the manufacturing system that address issues related to human interaction, large simulation models
and concurrent development.

1.

Introduction

Rapid product development which can be seen today as a result of the present market orientation put great demand
on concurrent engineering on every level in the development process. In the context of product development, the
term process should be seen as the total activity needed to create a product for the market. It is obvious that such
a process must include the aspects of designing a product, but an efficient and competitive product on the market
must also fulfill all user oriented functional specifications as well as production requirements related to quality and
price. This can in summary be illustrated as in figure 1.
By tradition, product development processes involves a high degree of CAE 1 tools including CAD2 modeling
tools, structure analysis tools and other specialized analysis software. During this process, physical prototypes and
mock-ups may also be built for specific testing such as validating the design and market need [2, 3). H owever,
there are very few possibilities during this process to prepare and validate the production system, besides NCcode preparation for a NC-machine. Assembly of a product can be analyzed with respect to packaging problems
using CAD tools, but the actual assembly operations as made by human workers are a complex task to verify
by traditional methods. For specific operations in the production of components to a new product, such as arc
welding, specific analysis and simulation of a robot arc welding cell can provide valuable information related
to design such as weld joint shape, accessibility for the weld gun, etc f4, 5}. Putting operations together into a
production system is important as it in an early stage creates a basis for evaluating possible scenarios related to
production volumes, logistics and dynamics on the shopfioor. By this, planning the production of a new product
can benefit from resources elsewhere in the factory or better utilization of equipment when analyzing the total
facilities of the manufacturing system [6).
The simulation tools selected for the project are all based on Deneb Robotics Products Envision TR and QUEST.
Envision TR is a time continuous simulator typically used as a simulation tool in robotics with open architecture
to allow for integrating software modules for model based process simulation. QUEST is an interactive 3D graphical discrete event simulator with advanced facilities to integrate simulation models with planning tools and PLC
systems. This provide a useful platform to further develop methods to model the factory with higher level of detail
which is important to obtain the required precision in planning virtual production systems.

2.

Integrated product and manufacturing systems development - A case study

The research presented is done in close collaboration with a project group within BT Product AB. This group is
responsible for introducing simulation techniques to the development process and consist of engineering staff from
different areas including market, design and production. Connected ro this project group, a research project was
formed with research staff from IVF3 and Lund University, Robotics Group. By connecting experts from different
1Computer

Aided Engineering
Aided Design
~The Swedish Institute of Production Engineering Resarch

2 Computer
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Figure 1: Parallel process development in the context of product development [ 1].
fields focusing on the development process of products and manufacturing systems, a driving force was established
early in the :project to develop methods for concurrent process development and interactive virtual collaboration.
The method ielated to the manufacturing systems development make use of a current product from BT Products
AB as shown in figure 2a. The aim of using simulation techniques is to integrate the activities described in figure
1 and develop methods which enhance ·the connections between different development activities and speed up
the iteration loops in the product development process with a better design of not only the product, but also the
manufacturing system. Specifically, the development processes of a product will, in general, include the following
parts with respect to the product:
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Figure 2: (a)Example of a truck which the project and simula·tion work use within the project Lo develop the
methodologies, (b) Example of simulation of the truck in a shopfioor environment with a virtual user.
• Functional simulation related to the product process development. This activity relates to specific study
of subsystems of the product including mechanical interference, motions. dy namics, packing issues, etc. Besides the subsystems a user oriented perspective will be introduced by simulating and analyzin g the product
in a CAVE environment.
• Production process simulation. This part includes specific production processes that include a l imi ted
number of operations. Examples are robotic welding station and manual assembly of the prod uct from
subsystems.
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• Produc,t ion system process simulat,i on. This pan includes the production line including subsystems and
assembly of the subsystems to form the total product. Specifically, the dynamics of the prod uction system is
of importance inc.luding direct coupling in the simulation environment with both the planning tools and the
PLC systems on the shopfloor.
Simulation studies focus on modeling the shopfloor where the actual production of the product take place.
Moreover, this is a typical environment for 1the truck and represen1ts an excellent model to test functions related to
user and market needs besides simulations and studies re'lated to the actual manufacturing processes. Figure 2b
shows an example of a the truck on the shoptloor.

3. Simulation in the development process
3.1 Discrete event simulation
Within the scope of modding the shopfioor activ,i,ties for discrete event simulation a set of fundamental issues was
formulated:
l. Any model that describe the activities that take part in the production line (operations, transport, etc. on the
shop floor) must be able to deliver a substantial degree of precision relating to what is happening in the real
world.
2. There is a trade-off between precision and resources needed to develop such models. Thus, a concurrent
methodofogy must be developed that support incremental developme nt as well as concurrent development
by many simulation engineers a the same time.
3. Large simulation models with a high degree of precision tends to put a heavy load on computer resources.
Thus, a modular approach must be used to split models in modules that enables fas ter development and
simulation of each module as wel1[ as complete simulations over a set of net-work computers of a complete
production line.
4. Mode'! the corr,e ct routing is a complex task even for a fiexib'le production line with a small number of
machines. In almost all lines, exceptions exist that must be considered. A practical way to solve the problem
and ito reduce software ,errors is to use ,~he code that is running in the PLC system together with other
information in resour,c e planing systems.
To address 1the albove-mention,e d iss ues a methodology based on incremental development was formulated .
This is also in line with Pidd [7] who gives a number of principles for simulation modeling where two of them are
emphasized here: (i) Start small and add, and (ii) decomposition. The methodology presented is based on those
principles.
Simulation mooels within this context are supposed to exist in parallel with the manufacturing system over a
period of time. Simulation models are often built for fast analyzes of small parts of a manufacturing system. This
has its application, but we argue that simulation is more cost efficient when a holistic view o f the manufacturing
system is applied and where manufacturing system defects are removed continuously. Using vast resources on
large models for one-shot simuilations is here .considered inefficient. Lead-time for a project can be measured from
the start of the simu'l.ation study untd the presentation of the simulation results. A more correct figure would be
if the lead-time was measured until completed implementation. With this view of lead-time, fast implementation
becomes an issue.
Two ways of dividing the simulation study into stages can be ide ntified: One is to work first vertically and
then horizontally, i.e. develop small simulation models of small parts of ~he manufacturing system and implement
the r;esults. When the sub-models are ready they are connected into one large model. The other way is to ta ke a
holistic view of the ma nufacturing system and generate a draft model. With this approach we work with a top down approach, i.e. first horizontally to identify where the defects are and then vertically to identify and remove
the defects.
3.2

Simulation based vaiidation of tile pmduet

Validation of a new product incl udes two aspects; a user (customer/market) based study and a study how the
product wiH be assemb led from sub-assemb lies in the assembly line. In our study the case was defined by the use
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of the product at 1the producer of the truck. Specific issued 1to study was design and selection of steering module,
control buttons, driver platform, forks (length, lift capacity).
During the simulation based validation study it was however .e vident that the "programming" of humans within
the simulation software can not be compared wi~h programming robots, mainly due to the complexity of the
kinematics of humans. Therefore, another approach has been taken for the manual assembly simulation and the
approach is to "wire" a human via sensors to the human modd within the software and through this connection
teach sequences within the context of a model based manual assembly operation. This work is currently ongoing
and uses ~he sensors for motion capture of sequences.

4.

Condud1ing Remarks

Advanced simulation techniques provide an important technology lo integrate the development processes of manufacturing sys~ems, design and market.
A method to share and distribute results over a computer network was studied and developed and has shown
promising resullts as a valuable tool for interactive communication within the product development process.
It 'h as be·e n shown that a specific functionality of a pwduct is possible to represent in a simulation environment.
This has been mode led and simulated for the manual maneuvering of ~he truck.
A method to sha~e and distribute results over a computer network was studied. This work was initiated due to
the necessity to share ·i nformation among experts at different geographical located places. This work has already
shown promising results as a valuable tool for interactive communication within the product development process.
Rcobotic arc welding simulations showed immediate feed-back to redesign the chassis with respect to accessibility and weld jo·int design during welding operation. This clearly .show the iterative work procedure promoted by
the simuilation tools.
Wi<thin the context of discrete event simulation some basic approaches have been taken to address the problem
of deve[oping large models with greater detail, where necessary. Th·is includes incremental design, modulari ty and
concurrent V·e rsion control of the simulation model data files. The methodology supports deve loping large and
complex models with a holistic view that provide necessary information throughout the life-cycle of a production
line.
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1

Abstract :The goal of this work is to compare neuro·fuzzy hybrid position/force control and hybrid control
based on the resolved acceleration method when both of them are applied to the milling process. The
convergence and stability conditions for this neuro-fuzzy learning controller are investigated. Also, an
identification algorithm for the stiffuess of the materials under milling is developed, and the case where
the milling task is modeled by the tracking of a desirable depth curve is extensively investigated via
simulation.
lnt~oduct.ion

Computational intelligence (Cl) provides a very good set of tools for the solution of robotic tasks. CI
teclmiques try to imitate the operation of the human brain (this is especially true for fuzzy logic and
neural networks ) and do not need ma~hematical models in order to control a system .In industrial robotics
the demands for sophisticated tasks are increased. Tasks Hke grinding ,milling , polishing or assembling
need the control of the force that the end-effector exerts on the workpieces as well as the control of its
position. Hybrid position/force control, which separates the control of the robot's degrees of freedom,
constitutes a good approach for handling complex tasks like the above. In this paper a neuro-fuzzy and a
conventional approach to hybrid position/force control will be presented and compared.

Hybrid position/force control
The hybrid controller is based on the ,idea of filtering the joint torque's components which are
responsible for the control of the robot's degrees of freedom (position, force), via a selection matrix S. A
hybrid position/forne controller (figure 1) has the following form :

-i q

= D(q) r 1 [(I-S)u.
1+ h(q,q) + g(q) +F;. +JTf + JTSur
(1)
where D(q) is the inertia matrix, J is the robot Jacobian, q is the vector of joint angles, h(q,dq/dt) is the
vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g is the vector of gravity forces, F;c is the Coulomb friction of
!be robot joints, f is the force applied to the environment and Ux and uc are the position and force control
signals respectively.
T

Fuzzy neural and conventional hybrid positionJfo,r ce control
Consider a robotic manipulator which consists of thf,e e rotating joints and moves on a vertical plane. The
controllable variables are the angle of the end-effector., the horizontal position, and the force which is
applied along the vertical axis .For the fuzzy-neural controllers the range of each input signal is divided
in five fuzzy sets (positive big :PB, positive small: PS, near zero :NZ, negative small: NS, negative big: NB)
and n=25 rules are used at the rule layer. These fuzzy sets are kept fixed during the network operation .
The membership functions of the fuzzy sets are selected to be of the Gaussian type. The fuzzy neural
controller employed is depicted in figure 2.
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.Figu,r e 2.Fuzzy neural controller

The we'ight updating(leaming) law for the angle control whiclil minimizes this cost function:
1 2 I
2
J= 2e'I' = 2['Pd-cp]

(2)

is found to be :
n

wi(k+ 1)=w;(k) + e"' (Yi"' I

2:

Y;'I')

(3)

i=l

where Y;'!' is the output from the i-th node of the rule layer and w; is the respective weight .With the same
way, the leaning rule for the horizontal motion controller and the force controller are found to be :
w,(k+ I )=w,(k) + ,e_,

CY;x

I!

y,,.)

(4)

Y1t)

(5)

i;;;;t
n

w;(k+ I )=w;(k) + er (y;r I

2:

where n=25 is the number of rules in the controllers' rule layer.
The standard resolv,ed acceleration contmUer is selected for tihe horizontal position and angle control ,i.e:
2
(6)
ux= d xd/dr + k"'(d~dt-dx/dt) + kpxCx.i -x) (position control signal)
u.., = d2'cpd/dr +kvop(dcp,Jdt-dcp/dt) + ~(cpr~) (angle control signal)
(7)
Similarly, the force controller .equa1tion is :
uc = d2fd"dr + k,,.dy~dt + kpt{fd -f) (force control signal)
(8)

Stability of the fuzzy neu,r al netwo ...ks
The interesting part of the fuzzy-neural networks, which will be studied here, is the adaptive part. This part
consists of the nodes of the rule layer, the adaptable weights and the defuzzifier layer (Figure 2).
The inference engine which is adopted here is of the product-type and the defuzzifier of the center
average.:type .So, the nodes of the rule layer we multipliers (IT). The I: node gives

I

Wi)'i

and the l/I:

n

node gives

l/L

y; .The output U of the fuzzy neural network is:
(9)

where n is the number of rules and g; = y; I

I

y; .

The matrix form of this equation is :
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U =WT g
(10)
where wr= [ Wi. .. . ,wn J and gr= [gt. ··· ·g,. J.
Let Ud(k) be the optimal control signal which yields the desirable response .The error between this optimal
control signal and the real one at the k-th instant ,js equal to :
(l l)
e(k) = Ud(k)-wT(k)g(k)
and the corresponding cost function is :
J(k) = _!_ [e(k)]2

(12)

2

which by using (11) becomes:
J(k) = _!_ [U/(k)-2wr(k)p(k) +wT(k)Y(k)w(k)]
(13)
2
where p(k) = Ud(k)g(k) and Y(k): g(k)g\k) (an rum symmetric matrix).
Differentiating (13) with respect to w(k) gives:
OJ(k)I Ow= - p(k)+Y(k)w(k)
(14)
Therefore the weight vector renewal (steepest descent) equation is :
w(k+l}=w(k) + T][-p(k)+Y(k)w(k)]
(15)
The optimal weight vector w0 is obtained by solving the equation :
J(k)I w lw=wo = 0
(16)
or, by ( 14 ), the equation :
Y(k) W 0 = p(k)
(17)
Introducing (17) into (15) yields:
w(k+l)=w(k)-11Y(k)[w(k) - w0 ]
(18)
which can be written as:
c(k+l) = (l-T] Y(k)) c(k)
(19)
where c(k)=w(k)-w0
The matrix Y(k) is square and symmetrical ,and so it can be written as:
Y(k) = QAQT
(20)
where A is the diafonal matrix of eigenvalues and Q the eigenvector matrix of Y(k) . Using (20) along
with the property Q = Q· 1 ,(19) reduces to :
v(k+ 1) ==(I- T) A) v(k)
(21)
where v(k) =QT c(k), v(k+l) =QT c(k+l) and A=diagp..~,>..2, • .. ,A,.J.
Component -wise, equation (2 l) is written as :
Vi (k+ I) = (I-11 A.;) V; (k)
(22)
In terms of v , the new weight vector w(k+ l) is given by :
w(k+l) = w0 +Qv(k+l)
(23)
which means that the :new weights w;(k+l) ,i= l,2, ... ,n are linear combinations of the v; (k+l)'s.
If A; <O then v; (k+ I) > v; (k) , which means that the distance from the optimal weight is increased and the

a

a

convergence of the algorithm is delayed. If A.; >O then

v;(k + 1) < v;(k) and the distance from the optimal

weight vector is decreased and the convergence is advanced .The final conclusion is that the convergence
of the learning algoritlun is achieved., when all the eigenvalues of the matirx Y(k) are positive .

Stiffness id·entificat.ion
In the mimng process the knowledge of the materials' stiffness is necessary. So, stiffness identification
algoritluns are needed tha:t must be performed by the manipulator to a useless experimental piece of the
mat,e rial ,before the actual milling process starts . This method is as follows.
Let kn be an arbitrary initial value for the stiffness of the material to be milled, smaller than the real
stiffness, and dm.,. a desirable depth .Initially a force set·point is calculated using the equation:
fd =kn dmax
(24)
The real depth d, that has been achieved satisfies the equation :
~ = ~~

~~

where k, is the real stiffness of the object .
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From (24) and (25) it follows that the relation of d, and dmax is :
d, = (kn lk.)d,.,IX
The error e between the desirable and real depth is :
e=dm.,.-d,

(26)
(27)

Now define the e-rror cost function J= ..!.. e2 •
2
The aim of the ~adient algorithm is to minimize J .Differentiating J with respect to kn and applying the
chain rule gives :
8 JI 8 kn=( 8 JI 8 eX 8 e/ 8 kn)= e (d,,..,.-kn d, lk, )/ 8 kn= -e d..,axlk.
(28)

o

The stiffness identification algorittun cannot use
dmax

I kr in

kr

from (28) because it is unknown .Replacing the ratio

(28) by its value obtained from (26) yields:

oJI okn = -e d, lkn

(29)

Therefore the updating equation of the object's stiffness is :
~ (k+ I)= lcr (k) +ri ed. /k,
where 11 is the renewal rate .

(30)

Implementation of hybrid control on the milling process
ln this section the implementation of the hybrid position/force control on the milling process by a desired
depth ctuVe is presented .As desired depth curve the sin2 function is selected .
The milling process wiU be performed at an horizontal velocity 2cm/sec .It will be assumed that in the
horizontal motion there is friction between tbe tool and the object which is opposite to the motion and
assumed to be proportional to the real depth by a coefficient value l 500Nt/m giving a 3Nt maximum
friction value at the maximum depth of 2mm.

Simulation 1results
The conventional resolved acceleration hybrid control method and the neuro-fuzzy hybrid control were
applied using the 3-DOF robot manipulator described earlier in this paper. The robot has the following
parameters : m 1 = 5kgr,m2 =5kgr ,m3 = 2.5kgr and 11 = 30cm ,12 =30cm and '3 =15cm respectively .The
implementation was performed via computer simulation in C++ language .
The parameters of the conventional controllers were selected as: a)Angle Controller: ~ = 700 ,k_.. =
1500,b)Position Controller: kpx = 15 ,kvx =3.5,c)Force Controller: kpc= 15 ,kvr= 5000 .
From the requirement the tool to 'be vertical to the object during the milling process the desired angle setpoint is found to be 90° .The aim of the horizontal position controller is to move the tool with a desired
velocity, and the force controller has to apply the desked for.oe ~o the object . It was also assumed that
there is friction between the tool .and the object which is proportional to the real depth by a coefficient
with value 1500 .The motion started &om the point x=0.29027m and directed opposite to the x axis, while
the tool was ve·rtical to the object from the beginning . The results are shown in figure 3 :
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figure 3: Stiffness WOOONt/m ,desired force 20Nt and desir.ed horizontal movement by 4cm/sec.
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The initialization , the direction of motion ,the control demands and the friction effects are the same as in
the conventional hybrid control .In parallel with the force controller, a proportional(P) controller with gain
15 was added for reducing the oscillation effects . The .simulation results are shown in figure 4, were the
oscillation lines are the real values that neuro-fuzzy controllers gave and the direct lines are the desired :
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Figure 4 :Stiffness lOOOONt/m ,desired force lONt and desired horizontal movement by 2cm/sec.
The effectiveness of the stiffness identification algorithm was evaluated by using several materials with
different stiffness values .The conventional resolved acceleration controllers were employed with the tool
venical to the object and without horizontal motion . The simulation results obtained are shown in figures 5
and 6:
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Figure 5:Real stiffness IOOOONt/m

Figure 6: Real stiffness 15000Nt/m

After the stiffness' identification, the milling process was performed using the conventional resolved
acceleration hybrid control method .The controllers' parameters were the same as before except from kpr
which was changed to kpr =800 for better tracking. The process was started from the position x=0.29027m
with the tool vertical to the object and futished at the point x=O. l 9027m. The simulation results are shown
in figures 7 and 8 :

Figure 7: Stiffness lOOOONt/m and desired
horizontal movement by 2cm/sec.

Figure 8: Stiffness l5000Nt/m and desired
horizontal movement by 2cm/sec.
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Conclusions
As demonstrated by the simulation results ,the fuzzy neural controller did not show a satisfactory behavior
while the conventional resolved acceleration controller showed a good performance .The fuzzy neural hybrid
position/force control has shown oscillation behavior, coming obviously from the inherent stability problems
of the gradient algorithm . The matrix Y of ithe fuzzy neural networks used as controller was a 25x25
dimensional matrix . For this reason the probability to have negative eigenvalues and so to present
oscmations was very high .
A stiffuess identification algorithm was also developed that was embodied to the conventional resolved
acceleration contro'ller which had a better performance. Two kinds of materials were subject to milling and a
desirable depth curve was followed .
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Abstract. Heat input reduction by optimal trajectory control is considered for the range cruise of a
hypersonic flight system propelled by a turbo/ ram jet engines combination. A mathematical model is
developed for describing the unsteady heat transfer through a thermal protection system. This model
is coupled to the equations of motion of the vehicle. An efficient optimization technique is applied for
constructing a solution. The results show t hat a significant heat input reduction can be achieved with
only a small increase in fuel consumption.

Introduction
The hypersonic flight regime has received a great interest in recent years because new concepts of
aerospace plane type vehicles are considered as a means for reducing the costs and providing an improved
space transport capability. For some of these concepts, an aerodynamic lifting capability and airbreathing
propulsion is a common feature.
Hypersonic flight poses challenging problems. One of the major concerns is the hot environment to
which the vehicle is exposed. This leads to the requirement of sophisticated thermal protection systems to withst and the high temperatures at hypersonic speed [7]. Such a system should avoid too hot
temperatures in the inner parts of the vehicle and reduce the heat input. This problem is considered
from a flight control standpoint and it will be shown that trajectory optimization is a means to reduce
the heat input into the vehicle. Particular emphasis is placed on the unsteady effects in the heat transfer
from the hot airflow outside of the vehicle to its interior. Because of extreme performance requirements
on hypersonic vehicles, fuel minimization is a primary goal in trajectory optimization.
There is significant research in trajectory optimization of hypersonic vehicles (e.g., Refs [1] - [5]) and
important results and significant progresses have been achieved, including papers on heat loads and heat
input [10].
The purpose of this paper is to consider and optimize the trajectory of an airbreathing aerospace
plane, with particular emphasis put on realistically modelling the unsteady heat transfer effects. It will
be shown that significant reductions of the heat input can be achieved by an appropriate control of the
trajectory.
The technique proposed in this paper for reducing the heat input is applied to the range cruise of a
hypersonic vehicle.

Heat Input Modelling
A mathematical model is developed for describing the heat input from the hot outside airflow through ·
the thermal protection system into the vehicle [6] . The type of vehicle considered is a hypersonic flight
system with an airbreathing powerplant (turbo/ ram jet engines combination) .
The wall consists of various elements including layers for thermal insulation and protection (Fig. 1).
To describe the heat flux an one-dimensional thermal knot model is applied (Fig. 2) . The heat flux q
into the wall can be expressed as
q1

qi

=
=

Qair -

ea (T~ -

(Ti-1 - Ti )

T!) ,

(~) .

.+

(1}

(TL 1 - T;4 ) ei-1 ,i a ,

i

= 2,· · · ,n.

•-1,i

The differential equat ions for the temperatures of the first n - 1 knots read
(2)
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For the most inner knot, there may be temperature cl!anges yielding (Fig. 1, left side)
Tn

= qn -

Clq

(Tn - Tinside) - t: C1 (T~ -Ti~side) .

(3)

Pn Cn dn
For the tank wall which is cooled by liquid hydrogen the foUowing assumption is applied

t" = o.

(4)

The number of knots used for the problem considered in this paper is n

= 13.
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Figure 1: Wall structure with heat protection (left side: 5-layer-model without tank insulation; right
s~de : 13-layer-model with tank insulation)
The convective heat flux qain for which a realistic and complex model is applied, depends on the
outside temperature T 1 , Mach number M, altitude h and angle of attack a, Qafr = Qair(T 1 , M, H, a) .
Thus, it is not constant but changes with the flight condition, i.e., with M, h, a . Furthermore, T1 also
depends on the flight condition, T1 = T1 (M, H, a).
Before take-off the temperature in the walls is equal to the temperature of the nitrogen which runs
through the structure to avoid icing during filling up t he hydrogen tank.
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Figure 2: Heat flux model with thermal knots

Vehicle Modelling and Optimal Control Problem
The modelling of the vehicle for describing its motion is based ·on point mass dynamics [9] . The following
relations for a range cruise apply:

.v

=

2_ (F cos a - W) - g sin 'Y + w~ r sin 'Y,

m

i' =

.
g
w}:r) + 2 wE
a + A) +cos/ (V
-;- - V + V
m1V (F sm

h

V sin 1',

=

,

(5)

m = -ms.
To describe the aerodynamics and powerplant characteristics a complex mathematical model involving
multifunctional dependencies is applied.
The optimal control problem is to minimize the consumed fuel for a range cruise over 9000 km.
Therefore t he cost functional can be written as
(6)

The state variables are speed V, flight path angle'}', altitude hand vehicle mass m. The control variables
are angle of attack a and ·t hrottle setting o. State constraints for t he load factor and the dynamic pressure
as well as control constraints are applied for realistically describing t he optimal control problem.
Furthermore, the heat input at the most interior wall layer is treated as a constraint:
(7)

This relation yields a coupling of the differential equation systems of the unsteady heat input with those
of the dynamics of the vehicle, Eqs. (2) - (4) with Eq. (5). To solve the resulting boundary problem an
efficient and well tested optimization technique is used [8].

Results
Results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 where an optimal range cruise trajectory with no heat input
constraint is used as a reference.
Heat input characteristics at the lower side of the fuselage under the liquid hydrogen tanks are illustrated in Fig. 4, showing the time histories of the temperatures of each layer of the wall and the
heat input. While the temperatures of the outer layers are in consonance with the momentary flight
condition, the inner layers show delayed changes. This particular concerns the time where the maximum
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temperature is reached. Although the temperatures of the outer layers show a significant decrease in
the final part of the cruise the inner layers still stay at a high level. This results from the unsteadiness
of the heat flux through the wall. It may be pointed out that a steady-state model for computing
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the temperatures and the heat flux yields a 25 3 higher value for the heat input into the most inner
layer (Fig. 4).
By introducing the constraint Eq. 7 the heat input can be reduced. The temperature time histories
show significant differences (Fig. 4). The maximum temperature at the outer layer is increased when
compared with the unconstrained reference case. The inner layers show only a slightly higher temperature
level. Accordingly, the heat flux into the most inner layer would be similar. But the overall heat input
is reduced due to decrease of the flight duration. As a result, a significant reduction of the heat input
can be achieved, while the associated increase in fuel consumption is comparatively small.

Conclusions
The reduction of heat input by appropiate control of the flight path for a range cruise of a hypersonic
flight system is considered which is equipped with a turbo/ram jet engines combination.
A complex mathematical model is developed for describing the heat flux through the thermal protection
system, with emphasis placed on unsteady heat transfer effects. The differential equations for describing
the heat input are coupled to the equations of motion for which a complex aerothermodynamics and
powerplant modelling is used.
Solutions for the examined problem are constructed using an efficient optimization technique. The
results show a significant heat input reduction, while there is only a small increase in fuel consumption.
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Abstract. This work is devoted to the field of building physics and related to the reduction of heat
conduction transfer models. The aim is to enlarge the model libraries of heat and mass transfer codes through
limiting the considerable dimensions reached by the numerical systems during the modelling process of a
muJt,izone building. We show that the balanced realization technique, specifically adapted to the coupling of
reduced order models with the other thermal phenomena, turns out to be very efficient.

Introduction
Buildings are thermal systems with complex design and extended area. When modelling, the scales are
depending upon either the interest in the energetic behavior of the whole building or in a particular dwelling
zone. This system is submitted to numerous in1t·e ma·1 and extema'l thermal impact factors that modify its state
according to a large scale of times. The differ;ent mechanisms of heat transfers are clearly identified and an
accurate modelling of each of them is mastered : heat conduction through the envelope, radiation, convection
and heat transfers between zones connected with mass transfer. The main problem lies in the fact that these
phenomena may vary according to an interrelated manner and, very often with the same impact. The modelling
of all these interconnected phenomena still remains difficult to achieve: a reasonable balance between the
expected accuracy ·Of results and the computation times has to be maintained.
We present in this paper a !'eduction technique applied to conductive systems. The adopted way is based on a
sub-structuring approach leading to an automatic generation of reduced order models, associated with
elementary components of the envelope : lD (multi-layer walls), 2D (complex walls, thermal bridges) or 3D
(bonding building-ground). This work has been aimed towards performing (in transient rate) and practical
(interface CAD) codes allowing Consulting Engineers to conceive and rapidly analyze the airflow-thermal
behavior of buildings.
1

Coniduction models
in buildings, three different heat transfer mechanisms evolve in a inte!"connected manner and, usually, with a
similar importance: conduction, radiation, convection and mass transfer. The equations ruling the thermal
evolution of this structure reflect the coupHng of these phenomena through the energy conservation.
The conduction evolving within the envelope can only be reasonably described by laws which are both linear
and time invariant. Mathematical developments allowed to express accurately these diffusion phenomena.
However, the building envelope is a complex geometric domain made of many peculiarities. The thermal
transfers are in fact at least 2D. Resorting to numerical methods implies a spatial discretization of the heat
equation and leads to a set of differential equations ( l .a). They allowed to relate the evolution of the temperature
field T(M;, t) of then control volumes to the t·ime varyingp excitations gathered in vector U(t). An observation
equation (1.b) is associated wiith th is system and enabl es to foiilow the evolution of a number q of observed
variables .set in the vector Y(t).
1

1

1

(l.a)

C,,"".f(M;.t) = A0 .T(M;.t)+ B 0 .U(t)

{ Y(t) =C .T(M;,t) + D. U(t)
( l.b)
0
Capa is the matrix of the thermal capacities associated with each elementary volume i. This matrix is
diagonal (Finite Differences or Finite Volumes) and is defined as positive. Matrix A 11 is made of the thennal
conductivities linking the elementary volumes. This matrix has negative and dominant tenns on its diagonal and
is also symmetric. 811 is the matrix of the driving forces , C0 ,is the observation matrix and D the direct
transmission matrix.
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Besides, it is important to highlight that this type of model is built in order to carry out afterwards the
coupling with the other thermal phenomena. For ,this, the p-outputs (fluxes led on the surfaces) are observed on
the boundaries of each envelope component where the q-exitations are applied too (surface temperatures) and
with : p = q. The excitation matrix Bn and the matrix of observation C0 are thus made with the same thermal
conductiv,ities and are equal .in transposed : B/ = C0 • This is very interesting for the use of the reduction
technique called balanced realization suggested by Moore [l).

Adapted balanc1ed rea.lization technique
The dimension of system (I), which depends on ~he mesh accuracy, can increase considerably for a multizone
building. So, it is necessary to reduce the set of difforential equations.
The methods related to the reduction of in.variant linear systems consist in selecting among the n state
variables of the system, the r variables considered as preponde.rant for the model evolution.. The formulation of
the original detailed model ( l) and the se.tection criteria differ with the method. The aim is to achieve a reduced
model of order r << n reproducing the most accurate dynamic beh.avior of the detailed model.
We present first the chosen initial formulation. before dwelling on Moore's technique: the symmetric or
balanced modal form. This fonnulation will en.able (see infra) to reduce quite considerably the numerical effort
in comparison with the algorithm used on a priori any systems.
Thus, the state equation (1.a) is expt'essed as follows: C,,po 111 .Capo112
= A 0 T+ Bo U.
The change of variables, () = Capo u2 . T, is then applied. The system (1) is expressed as follows:

t

fJ/ti = A.Wt')+
B. U/tl
1
! ':/

'·

'·:I where .. A -- Capo·112 . Ao .C po·1/2 , B -- Capo·1/2 .Bo, C -- Co.Capo.J/2
0

{ Y(t) = C.8(t) + D. U(t)

(2)

It is noticeable that the equality in transposed between the excitation and the observation matrices is still
checked. This balance would have been broken by multiplying on ,the left each element of the equation (1.a) by
the matrix Capo· 1 as is usually done. Besides, the state matrix A is symmetric contrarily to the matrix Capo· 1• An
and has the same .eigenvalues (they are real and strictly negative). Its diagonalization leads to the modal form (3).
1

X1 = W.X 1 +I'. U1
{ Y1 = H.X 1 + D.U1

(

3

)

The differential equations are then uncoupled and thus can be solved separately. A eigenvalue A.; is
associated with each eigenvector set in P such as W = P- 1.A.P = diag (A.;). The equation (2), based on the
properties of the thermal conduction systems leads to th·e basic fol·lowing relation concerning the matrix of
changing base : p-I = pT_
This symmetric modal form reduce the calculation times linked to the reversal of matrix P and allows to get
rid of numerical problems linked to the reversal of big sizes matrices. In this base the control matrix rand the
observation matrix Hare expressed as follows:
r = P T ·Capo-112 ·B0 et H = CO· Capo-112 ·p
(4)
This enables to keep, the relation of equality between the control and observation matrices :
= H.

r

The general algorithm of Moore allows to preserve arn.ong the n variables of the model, the r state
components which are considered .as preponderant for the evolution of the model. Their evolution is deeply
influenced by the excitations (they are the most controllable) and the transmission of their effects to the observed
variabtes is important (the most observable). The grarnians of contmUability We and of observability Wo are two
matrices which quantify these two notions and are related to the state variables of systems such as (2) and (3).
They are solutions to Lyapunov's equations (5) and are defined as positive.

A.Wc+Wc.AT =-B.BT and Ar . wo+Wo.A=-CT.c
(5)
The matrix We evaluates the influence of the control U on each state variable. As for the matrix Wo, the
·influence of each state variable o n the observation Ycan be defined.
Moore's method consists in looking for a particular formulation of the original system such as the grarn.ians
are equal and diagonal: We = Wo = 1: =diag(a1, .• . a"). In this new base, the state variables are thus as much
controllab~le as observable. The matrix ll enabling to achieve this balanced base is called balancing transformed.
A l'Obust algorithm of the detennination of Jlhas been developed in the field of automatic and control [I):
determination of the gramians We and Wo - Choleski's decomposition of one of them Wo= Rr.R - unitary
diagonalisation of the matrix Rr We. R into vr.z. V with vr. V = I and ;; = diag( a J. .... o;,) such as a 1 ~ •• • ~ - .. o;,
- determination of the transfonned matrix ll = ;;·112 • VT. R.
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The number of stages is r.elatively important when the system dealt with is a priori without peculiar property
concerning control and observation. Moreover, numerical problems can be seen if some variables are very
weakly controllable and weakly observable (matrix
can be numerically singular) [2). Otherwise, when we
directly use as initial fonn, the symmetric modal fonn (3), the detennination of the balancing transformed is
immediate. Indeed, the control and observation matrices rand H being equal in transposed, gramians are equal :

n

We= Wo.
An unitary diagonalization of one of the two gramians is thus necessary to achieve the balanced realization
such as defined by Moore: We = If l:.ll, with d .n= 1
The expression of the balanced estimator is thus easily achieved. The formulation of the system (3) in the
new base ( t; = llX) is :

{~2~1}=[~!
Ae21 I Ae12]·{t;1
t;2}+[Be,]·U

2

I ceJ{~'}+[D]·U

and Y=[Ce 1
(6)
Ae22
Be2
'
The r prevailing state variables are contained in the vector
They are identified from the r biggest singular
values :E 1 = diag(O'i, ... , O'r). r is detennined in a recurrent way: a limit is established (99 % of the total sum of
singular values). Beyond this limit, the participation of the state variables (which are associated with
!: 2 = diag( O'.+i. ... , O'n) ) to the transm ission of the effect of exdtations U towards observation variables Y, is
considered as negligible.
Elimination of the (n-r) weakest controllable and observable variables is then carried out by truncation [3],
preserving the static rate between the detailed model (6) and the reduced one (7).

{

t;1.

~ 1 =(Ae 11 - Ae12 .Ae21 - i .Ae11 ) . t; 1 + ~e1 - Ae11 .Ae11 - 1 .Be1 ). U
1

Y(t) = (ce 1 - Ce 2 .Ae21 - .Ae11 ). t;1 +

(n -Ce

(?)

1

1

.Ae12 - .Be 2 ) . U

Application to the modelling of a dwelling cell
In order to illustrate the efficient behavior of the reduced models, the modelling of a monozone cell is realised.
This experimental cell, CIRCE (figure I) belongs to the CoSTIC (Technique and Science Committee of Climatic
industries). A detailed description of the cell as well as the used metrology are to be found in (4]. The north wall
is equipped with a simple glazing. Each wal(J is in contact with a climatic caisson which regulate the outside
am.biences. A system of air suppl y and a heating floor (figure 2) are available. The scenarios of the tests have
been carried out on a period of lO days. They have been designed 'in order to get a dynamic rate by modifying by
steps: the climatic caisson temperatures, the air supply conditions and on the temperature of the coolant fluid.
The walls have been discretized in ID, except for the floor (2D). Its decomposition into 68 elementary frame
(figure 2) is defmed from the symmetries of the spatial distribution of the draining network. The reduced models
associated with the envelope components (table I) are coupled to each other by non-linear internal radiation heat
transfers and to the air volume by convection heat tra nsfers. This numerical coupling technique, of ping-pong
type, enables to take into account non-linear exchange laws for convective and radiation heat transfers (see (3]).
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The iterative calculation is first, simultaneously carried out from the lbalances on the air volume and the inner
faces of the envelope components. Below a given convergence limit, the resolution time step of the conductive
systems (7) is incremented.

North Wall

Glazing

West Wall

East Wal:!

South Wall

Heating floor

Ceiling

Detai1led: n

10

l

!O

10

10

196

10

Reduced: r

2

Model

1

2
2
7
l
Table I Detailed and reduced orders of the enveloppe components
I

2

2

The simulations presented on figures 3 and 4 have been carried out from 2 non- linear laws describing
convective ex,changes at the inner surface of the heating floor. They result from experimental studies on that kind
of heat sou~ce and are found in li~erature. The results are .listed in figure 3 for the air temperature and figure 4 for
the surface temperature of the floor. The uncoupling of the model responses appears after the first step imposed
on the coolant fluid temperature. Con.sidering the observed scattering on the correlations [3], these gaps are not
ascribable to the reduced conductive mode,ls. An intermediate empirical correlation, enabling us to improve
noticeably the r·esuhs, is possible. It is noticeable that the experimental conditions are extreme. In practice, the
surface temperature of the floor is limited to 28 °C for ·comfort reasons. This would normally lead to a reduction
of the gaps noticed between simulations and the measures.
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Condusions
The algorithm suggested by Moore has originally been developed to deal efficiently with linear systems of any
shape. The algorithm. suggested here and built on subsequent coupling considerations, limits the steps of the
reduction technique. Indeed, obtaining the gramians equality, even before any treatment, enables to limit the
numerical handling for the determination of the balancing rransformati·on. The reduced models produced by this
method, have a very stable dynamical behavior (mainly at the level of transient rates) experimentally confirmed.
We are now working on the coupling of reduced models with more accurate mass transfer models such as zonal
models [5]. Tihe first results .are encouraging, in term of accuracy of results and numerical effort to provide.
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1-ABSTRACT
Significant progress has been made in recent years on the development of modular and generic simulation
programs for investigating the thermal behaviour of buildings and associated HV AC plant and controls. Many
of these programs are however inflexible for the specific analysis ofHV AC plant and control systems over shon
timescales. The building space m0del 1is expressed as a linear time-invariant state-space description. A nonlinear dynamic model of a hot water heating system with feedback control has been added and results under
open-loop conditions al'e presented. The model has the advantage of simplicity and computational efficiency.
Results are compared with field-monitored data obtained from a building in use and an excellent agreement
between the two is demonstrated. It is concluded that the model provides an excellent vehicle for shon timescale
investigations of HV AC plant and control.

2- INTRODUCTION
This work concerns itself with the modeling of building spaces and HVAC plant with specific reference to
advanced controller design. Recent advances in HVAC ·c ontrol have increased the need for a thorough
understanding of the dynamics of building spaces and associated plant. This is best achieved through the
dynamic thennal modeling of the acruaJ p!'ocess involved.
Wiltshire and Wright comment that a thermal model can be "viewed as formal description of the behavior of a
building and so require a description of all energy paths" [1}. A common theme is that all simulation models
solve equations, which describe the conduction, convection, and radiant heat exchange in a building [2].
However, these mathematical models do not always replicate reality mainly because they are based on various
assumptions and approximations. They .a re regarded as valid over some specified set of conditions [3}.
Numer:ous computer si:mulatfon p11ograms kave been developed for building energy analysis such as DOE-2 [ 4]
and TRNSYS [S]. Also, many simplified programs are simply computer implementations of handbook methods
(e.g. ASHRAE [6]). Building energy analysis software has made a major contribution to advancing the
precision, quality and productivity of building and HV AC system thermal design. However, with the exception
of several open architecture programs such as TRNSYS [S], they are essentially black boxes providing the user
with the restricted capability to specify inputs and sometimes output based on a set of predefined mathematical
models of building and equipment components.
Usually, these models cannot be changed, thereby reducing the flexibility of design. Thus a major
disadvantage of such software is 1that ,t hey are often used for conditions for which they are not valid, or their
results ace misinterpreted due to poor understanding of the mathematical models on which they are based. Also,
most .e stablished thermal modeling progr:ams are not suited to short-time scale investigations, the use of steadystate p'lant c0mponent models in some instances makes them prone to numerical instability when high-frequency
input excitations are applied, and programs using finite-differences for building dynamics tend to be
computationally inefficient.
In response to these shortcomings, what is needed is a simple modeling method which is numerically stable
when dealing with a wide spectrum of plant input excitations and yet is computationally efficient. For the time
horizons of interest in controller design, it is necessary and sufficient for such a modeling method to yield
accurate results over several hours.
The aim of this paper is to develop and validate a flexible thennal model of a building and its heating system
using Matlab and Simulink [7], where many control strategies may be applied and tested in order to investigate
their behavior under realistic plant operating conditions.
1

1

3- MODEL DEVELOPMENT
3.1-BUILDING's MODEL
The factors which, influence the energy balance on a building space are: microclimate (external air
temperature, wind effects and solar heat gains), casual heat gains, and heating systems as shown in figure ( I).
Figure (2) illustrates the rielationship between the various energy transfer paths in a building space with 2
external walls. From a control system perspective, we ddine the zone temperature (Ji) as a process output that
has to be controlled. The controllable influence over zone air temperature (
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Ji) lies

in one or more heating

system parameters-hot water flow rate or temperature (and, conceivably, both). Thus hot water flow rate and/or
flow temperatllfe are taken to be manipulated variables, .a nd other inputs are interpreted as a measurable
distufbances.
Any construction element consists of L layers of material which can be combined to fonn two " lwnped"
thennal resistances ( Rins• Rout), and one thermal capacity ( Ctotal ), as illustrated in figure (4).

Figure (1)

Figure (2)

Figure (3)

The total thermal resistance and the total thermal capacitance can be calculated by following equations:
L

R,otal

I

Rout

Rins and

k,

L

A total x

cI

xI

x p

I

x

c pi)

(1)

I

can be calculated by following equations, using the method prescribed by Lorenz and Masy [8):

=a

x R,orat and Rout= (1- a) x R,orot
can be calculated for the external construction elements by following equations:

R;.,s

a

X

= Alo/al x (rsi +rso + rQ +I-') and c total =

(2)

l

I R; x c"
a=l-(

I

R

(3)

]

1010/

X

"°'

C taro/

L - l

Where R

k

=

L.J

R i + -R -k

(4)

2

Hence problem-specific state equations can now be written for a given building space, or group of spaces.
This will be demonstrated later by way of a case example.
3.2- HEATfNG SYSTEM MODEL
The mathematical description of the heating system is divided into 1two parts. The first part is the description
of the heat exchanger and its water connections, and the second part is a description of the control valve. Three
possible control strategies exist, variable flow-rate constant temperature (VFCT), constant flow-rate variable
temperature (CFVT), and variable flow-rate variable temperature (VFVT). Other than in special industrial
applications, the cype of hot water heat emitter most commonly used in current practice will provide natural
convection or some ·c ombination of natural convection and radiation. Figures (4) shows the encased natural
corwector. An energy !balance on the water-side gives:
and

(5)

And, an energy balance about the heat emitter material gives:

•
Cm Tm

= Qw

- Qp

(6)

ln which the heat emitted from the convector is assumed instantaneous and given by:

(7)

Qp=hxAax(Tm-1i)"
For flow in tubes, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs at [9]:
Red

= P w x uw
µw

x d·1

> 2300

(8)

In which Red is the Reynolds number with respect to flow in tubes. It may also be written as:
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mxdi

Red=---~-

(9)
Atcross x µw
Under turbulent flow conditions, the following empirical expression may be used to obtain the water-side
convection heat transfer coefficient (9]:
Nud = hew x di = 0.023 x

kw

Re~·8 x Pr 033

(10)

in tubes. Whereas for laminar flow (Red < 2000) Nusselts number
can be shown to be a constant value which for tubes is approximately 4.36, i.e.,
[n which Nud is Nusse lts number for flow
1

J.

Nud = "cw

x

kw

d·
'

=4.36

( 11)

In the transition region ( 2000 <Red < 4000) Nusselts number {and, hence hew) may be interpolated with
reference to the extremes defined by equations (10) and (11), i.e.,
436 :S: hew x di :s; 0.023 x Re 0d· 8 x Pr0.3 3

(12)

kw

3.2.1- CONTROL VALVE
Mathematical models of control valves for liquids are generally based on expressing the relationship between
the flow rate passed by the valve and the position of the valve stem; the valve characteristic [10]:
2

Gins= [ 1+ N(l I Ginh -1)

=

]-1/ 2

(13)

=

\\.'here: Ginh
G~l-u) .and m.., m x Gios, ( G0 = 0:005 .and 0.3 $ N $ 0.5)
Thus the non-linear characteristic of the valve (e.g. figure (5)) attempts to compensate for the non-linear heat
emission characteristic-equation (7). The simulation model was implemented using Matlab/Simulink. A block
diagram representation of the heating system based on the open loop is shown in figure (6).
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Figure (.5)

Figure (4)

Figure (6)

4- MOD.EL APPLICATION
The model was applied to an example space in a campus building at the University of Northumbria. This
building has been the subject of extensive research into photovoltaic cladding and is thus well documented in the
literature [11]. The model of this building is shown in figure (7). The state space model for the thennal behavior
of the building space, can be written as follows:

X=AX+BU

(14)

Y=CX+DU
Where:
and

Y

X

is the state vector:

[7i Ti

T3 ~ T5 T;JT ;

U

is the input vector: [T0 Qs Qp Qg Qr Tzt Tu. Tz3]T

the output vector (i.e. in this case the indoor space temperature, 7J ). And

D= 0.

5- MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND V ALIDAHON
Validation is essential for the improvement in the quality of a mode l [ 12], since it increases confidence in the
predicted resuilt. The increasing use of thermal models requires that their accuracy be assessed regularly.
Validation is therefore an integral part of model development. The validation method has been applied here
1
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based on a data sample for a period of several consecutive days from the (north-facing) example space when the
heating was active but the room known to be unoccupied. The measured data sample consisted of a one-week
(approximate) time series at 15-minute intervals of space dry bulb temperatures and heating control valve
signals. The external temperarure time-series was applied directly, and then filtered in order to smooth out some
unacceptable noise spikes. The fma1l model was implemented using the Matlab-Simulink realization shown in
figure (8). In figur,e (9), the response to several cycles of heating is compared with field measurement data. The
initial period represents a weekend whilst the 5 cycles of heating and cooling represent Monday-Friday. Results
based on the model and field~measurements compare very favo.urably after the external temperarure time series
had been filtered to remove 1noise from the data.
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Figure (9)

6- CONCLUSION
In .this work, the development of a simplified approach to modeling a building space and heating system has
been inv,estigated for the specific pwpose of the short time-scale simulation of relevance to control system
synthesis and design. A building is a complex process to control, due to the large time delays, time variant
parameters, and plant uncertainties involved.
The model developed in this work represents the building as a low-order linear state-space realization with a
lumped-parameter non-linear heating system description. The resulting model has been implemented using
Simulink in the Matlab environment. Excellent agreement has been found between the model and results from
field monitoring of a building exhibiting high thennal capacity characteristics. It is concluded that the model is
simple, computationally efficient and sufficiently accurate to be particularly suited to short time-scale
simulations appropriate to control system analysis.
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AbstracL A populatio.n balance model is presented for describing the direct particle-to-particle heat transfer in
fluid-solid processing systems. In developing the model, simple kinetic equations are assumed to describe the
heat transfer process, but the particle-particle interactions are considered stochastic. A new approach is used to
develop the population balance equation. The moment equations are derived and analysed. The time evolution of
the population density function, determined by numerical solution of the integro-differential equation, is also
presented.

Introduction
In modelling fluid-solid processing systems, usually two different methods are used for describing heat transfer
processes. For dilute systems, the discrete particle simulation approach handles each particle separately [ 1-2],
while the pseudo-homogeneous formulation treats the particulate phase as a continuous one (3-4]. Mostly neither
of these methods considers the direct particle-to-particle heat transfer. By using the first method, this transfer
process is o£ten neglected because of the modelling difficulties [2], while in the pseudo-homogeneous formulation all particle interactions are aggregated into some continuous parameters. However, by using the population
balance approach this process may be modelled and separated from the fluid-particle and bed-to-suspension heat
transfer processes.
The aim of the paper is to present a population balance model for describing the particle-to-particle heat
transfer. The particle interactions are considered stochastic, and a new approach is used to develop the model.
The moment equations and numerical solution are also presented and analysed.

Heat transfer kinetics
Consider a large population of particles having identi.cal sizes and physical properties, moving and collide in
some fluid mediwn. Let us assume that this material system is closed and isolated from the environment; all properties of particles are constant during their motion expect the temperature; the number of particles in the system
is constant; the heat transfer through the fluid medium is negligible; the temperature inside each particle is homogeneous; then the only process changing the temperature of particles is their direct contact heat transfer
caused by collisions.
Consider two particles having, according to the former conditions, identical mass m and heat capacity C,
but different temperatures T10 and T20 , respectively. If these particles .ar'e collide and remain in contact for some
time .6 , then equalising heat transfer occurs between them . a:nd their temperatures become T1 and T2 , respectively. Assuming that this heat transfer can be described by an overall heat transfer coefficient /J, then the
equations describing the variation of temperatures of panicles are
dT.
dT2
mC - 1 =/JA(T2 -T1 ) and mC= - /3A(T2 - T1 )
(1)
dr

dr

subject ~o the initial conditions T1 (0) =T10 , T2 (0) = T20 , where A is the heat transfer (contact) area.
If the particles remain in contact to time 8, then the solution of the set of linear differential equations at time
fJ gives the final temperatur,e s of particles

=T10 + (Tw - Tio> [1-exj - /3A 8 )]

and T2 (8) =T20 - (T20

Tio) [1 -

8

exJ - /3A )] .
(2)
2
\. mC
2
\. mC
In Eqs (1) and (2), parameters /j, A.6 are, in essence, random quantities since the quality and area of contact, as well as the contact time in such system may depend on a number of random conditions. As a conT,1 (8)

sequence, parameter

-

w =1- exJ - /JAB) is a random function of the quantities /j , A,6 , and its distribution is
\_ mC

entirely determined by the distribution functions of parameters /j,A,6 . Naturally, WE[O. l ]. Furthermore, we
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suppose that the parameters p. A,6 are independent, hence the distribution of (JJ can be determined by means
of the well-known formulae. We suppose that the density function b of the distribution of OJ is known.

The population balance equation
Now we show a new method to set up the population balance equation. Let us assume that the total number of
particles in the system is N • and N (.,.) denotes the population distribution function of the particles. Here,
N(T,t) gives the number of particles at time t the temperature of which is less then T. As a consequence,
F,, (T,t)

= N~,t)

is the normalised number distribution function of the particle population. Let N be such a

large number, that F,, (T,t) can be approximated (in T and t uniformly) satisfactorily by a family of distribution functions F(T,t) the members of which are differentiable with respect to T and t. Let f(T,t ) be

~; (T,t). If now ~.

denotes the temperature of a randomly chosen particle of the population at time t, then the

distribution function of ~. is F,, (.,t), thus F(.,t) can be substituted for it. Furthermore, we consider the
difference between F,, (.,t) and F(.,t) negligible. thus F(.,t ) and f (.,t) are taken as the distribution and
density functions of ~. , respectively.
Since the heat transfer between the particles occurs only by particle contacts, that is the effects of the fluid
medium are neglected, the changes in the temperature of a particle depend only on two conditions: if the given
particle is contacted with another particle of difforent temperature, and what are the actual values of the parameters characterising the heat transfer process. Now let us suppose that the probability that the temperature T. of
the particle changes in the interval of time (t,t + z) (if i << 1 is sufficiently small) under the condition that it
meets only one particle of .temperature T2
ki +o(i), ·independently of t,T,,T: and

-:;:

(JJ.

T.

and the heat transfer process proceeds with parameter

(JJ

is

where kE [O,l). Further, we suppose that the probability that one

particle takes part in more than one heat transfer process during this time is o( 'Z) .
Let we choose randonily one particle at itime t + z from the population. If it is such a particle that met at most
one other particle in 1tlhe interval of time (t,t + i) and its temperature did not change during that time then this
event is denoted A1 • If it is such a particle that met exactly one other particle in the interval of time (t,t + i) and
its temperature changed during that time then this event is denoted A2 . Finally. let A1 be the complement of

(JA; . Now the temperature

~, .. of the observed particle becomes (using Eqs ( I) and (2)): if A1 occurs, then

r=l

~,., =~, .. ;if A2

~'+r =~1 •1 + (~2 .. - ~1.1) ~ ; finally, we do not need the explicit form of L, when
= o(i). Therefore, we denote it simply by ~,<:~ . Now ~ 1 ., denotes the temperature of the

occurs. then

A3 occurs since P(A 1 )

particle at time t which was chosen,
ticle met, and

~3

denotes the va'lue of

~ 2.,
(J)

denotes the temperature of the particle at time t , that the chosen par-

characterising the heat transfer process between the particles. We sup-

pose that N is large enough to consider ~ u and ~ 2_, independent, identically distributed random variables and
their distribution is tlhe same as the distribution of~ •. Finally we suppose that ~ 3 is also independent of~'·' and
~ 2,,

the density fonction of which is b(.) .
Then

~i+r =~1 •1

•

IA1 + (~1.1 + (~2.1 -

~1.1 ) ~)

•

IA2 + q,~~ · IA3 where 1A1 , k=l,2,3 are the characteristic func-

tions of the sets A., k=l.2,3. According to these considerations, we can determine the joint probability density
function of variables (~ 2 ., . ~ 3 .~,+r ) . Then, expressing the mar ginal probability density function f (T, t + 'Z) of
the variable
f(T,t

L,. which has the property that f (T,.) =0, if T e [T

+ i)
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mll1.

Tm•x]. we obtain the following equation for

T.,.. I

f (T . t + T) =

JJf (T, t)f (S ,t)b((J))[I - k'r- 2o(r)]d(J)dS +

+ J Jf(S,t) ~2(T Tm;..,l

(3)
S)

W

T.nnO

J2

+S,t -b(m)[kr+o(r)]d(J)dS+o(r)
W

Introducing the notation n(T,t) = Nf(T,t) where n (T,t)dT expresses ithe number of particles with temperature
from the interval (T, T + dT). we get the following integro-differential equation as i -t 0 :

a

1

f

ff

{ 2(T
k
T.,..
r .....
S)
) 2
_!!_(T, t)=-(-n(T,t ) n(S ,t)dS+
n(S,t)
+S, t -b((J))dmdS ,
ar
N
r:.
r: 0
w
(J)
...
!Ml

n(T,0)

=n 0 (T),

t>O

(4)

TE (T""" , Tmv.)

This equation is, in essence, the population balance equation of the heat transfer process under the above mentioned simplifying conditions and it describes the evolution of the population density function of the particles in
time.

The moment equations
The momen ts of the population density function n(.,.), ex.pressed ,as
1

r.,....
M1(t)=

Jr n(T, t)dT,
1

(5)

/:::0,1,2, ...

often provide very useful information about the system, especially when the integro-differential equation (4) may
not be solved explicitly.
Multiplying both sides of Eq.(4) by T 1 and integrating from TmiD to Tmv. , after some suitable transformations we get the following system of ordinary differential equations:
dM 1 (t)
dt

_,!_(-MI (t)M 0 (t) +±Mi(t)M 1-i (t)bi,I}
N

I

=0,1,2,...

t >0

(6)

i:O

M1(0) =M1.o

where

(7)
I

We note that

L b;,

1

=1 and

bu ~ 0. Furthermore, in the case of i ~ 1 bi.I = 0 if and only if b(w) is Dirac-delta

i.zO

function at

OJ=

0. Eqs (6) form a recursive set of ordinary equations, i.e. if we know M 0 (t), M 1(t),. . .,M 1_ 1 (t),

then Eq.(6) is a linear inhomogeneous differential equation for M 1 (t).
When l = 0 we get dM 0 (t) I dt ::: 0 that is M 0 (t)

=M o.o(= N) , what is expected, since it means that the

total number of particles is constant. When I;;: 1 we get dM 1 (t) I dt =O that is M 1 (t)=M 1•0 • This means that
during the heat transfer process the total amount of heat of the system also remains constant according to the
expectations. This later consequence together with the case I =0 shows that our model is an adequate model of
the physical prooess. [n the case of l ;;: 2
dM 2 (t) =-kb
12
dt
•

(M,
•

i~o )

(8)

(t) - M
M 0.0

thus we get
2

M (l) = M, _ _M 1._o}
z
( •.o M 0,0

2
-11•1•21

+ _1._
M o •
M

(9)

0.0

Using this expression, we can calculate the standard deviation, namely
a 2 (t)

= M 2 (t) _
M 0 (t)

2

M 1 (t)

M~(t )

=(

M 2.0
M 0 .0
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_

~o

M }-kb1.21 =
M g.o

a 2 (O)e -<1>1.21

(10)

.

Taking into account our former remark with respect to bu we see chat if t ~ oo then a 2 (t ) ~ 0 except the
case when b(m) is a Dirac-delta function at m =0 . This is the special case when there is no heat transfer between the particles at all. In general, the model predicts that the temperature distribution of the particle population
equalises with time and becomes uniform as t ~ oo . As a consequenoe, the moments got from the population balance equation predicts an adequate behaviour of the sys tem.

Numerical resnlits
A numerical method, based on approximating the time derivative by a forward difference scheme and the integral by a quadrature formula, ltas been elaborated for solving the integro-differential equation (4). The details
of the method and its properties will be publis hed elsewhere. Fig.I presents the evolution of the population density function for the reduced interval [Train •T mu ]= [o.1]. The initial density function was n(T ,0) l , while the

=

density function of parameter w was taken uniform b(m)

=1. It is observed that the distribution of the tem-

perature is concentrated on the average value of the temperature

(M =0.5) as the time passes.
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Figure I. Evolution of the population density function n(T,t) in time

Conclusions
The population balance model presented and anal ysed in the paper seems to be rather promising for describing
the direct particle-to-particle heat transfor in fluid-solid processing systems. By using this model, we are able to
take into account a number of parameters affecting the process, and i1t provides a means to describe the local
temperature inhomogeneities of the particles. This is especially important in the case of the highly exothermic
pr·ocesses in which ltot pots may appear because of the not satisfactory mixing of the particulate phase. In further
development of the model, the fluid-particle heat transfer will also be considered, and by means of such generalisation we will obtain population balance-based models for a number of important fluid-solid systems.
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Abstract. The S-matic Power Split Drive of Steyr Antriebstechnik is a drive box for vehicular drive
systems which combines the advantages of hydrostatic and mechanical transmission. T his paper is concerned with the mathematical modeling of the hydrostatic unit of the drive box with special emphasis on
the swash-plate mechanism of the variable-displacement pump. For reliability reasons no measurement
device is planned for the variable swash-plate angle. Therefore, a simple discrete on-line simulator for the
swash-plate angle is derived by gradually simplifying the mathematical model on the basis of physical
considerations.

Introduction
In order to meet the increasing demands on vehicular drive systems regarding economy, environmental
influence and comfort, Steyr Antriebstechnik developed the S-matic Power Split Drive. This drive box
consists of a hydrostatic unit with a variable-displacement pump and planetary gears in combination
with dog clutches. The incoming engine power is split inside the drive box into a mechanical and
a hydrostatic part. This concept combines the advantages of both, hydrostatic transmission, which
enables a continuously variable speed under all working conditions, and mechanical transmission, which
is responsible for a high efficiency and durability in combination with the avoidance of stick-slip-effects
in low-speed conditions.
In this paper we focus our attention on the derivation of the mathematical model of the hydrostatic
unit of the S-matic Power Split Drive with regard to control applications. As it is mentioned in [3] ,
most of the traditionally used models for hydrostatic t ransmission neglect essential parts of the dynamic
behavior of the systeru, specifically the dynamics of the swash-plate and the corresponding control unit
of the variable-displacement pump. The main reason for this is that mostly these models are used for a
static or quasi-static analysis of the hydrostatic transmission. In the following, we present a mathematical
model comprising the equations of motion for the hydrostatic motor and pump, respectively, as well as the
oil flow equations for the high- and low-pressure sides. Special emphasis is laid on a detailed mathematical
formulation of the swash-plate mechanism for the variable-displacement pump. T he swash-plate angle
is a very important information for the drive control unit because it determines the displacement of
the pump and hence the speed of the hydrostatic motor. For reliability reasons no measurement device
is planned for the swash-plate angle within the S-matic Power Split Drive and, therefore, an on-line
simulator has to be implemented. Since the mathematical model of the swash-plate mechanism is highly
complex and the simulator has to be implemented in the hardware platform of the drive unit system,
which only allows a limited sampling time, the complexity of the model is gradually reduced on the basis
of physical considerations. The obtained on-line simulator also shows a good insensitivity to variations in
the parameters of the constitutive equations. A comparison between simulation and experimental results
will demonstrate that the proposed simulator optimally fits the reality and is practically feasible.

Mathematical model of the pump-motor-unit
Since the transmission lines, which connect the pump and the motor, are short we can represent t he
low- and high-pressure side (transmission line+ chambers in the pump or motor +connecting passages)
by one pressure value p 1 and pz, either. T he hydrostatic unit is equipped with a flushing and a boost
system where the boost pump is supposed to ideally compensate for the drained oil from the flush valve.
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Henceforth, we will assume that the density of oil Poi! is independent of the temperature T. But it is a
well known fact that the dynamic viscosity of oilµ (T) changes markedly with the temperature T. This
is why, we will take the dependence of the dynamic viscosity on the temperature into consideration but
we assume that the change of the temperature dT/dt is so slow that it is negligible. T hen , by using for
the bulk modulus of oil f3oil the definition (3 0 ; 1 = Poil (8p/8p0 ; 1)r=const. [5], the mathematical model for
the pump-motor-unit can be described in the form
=

Np
7r

2

( )
Nm
( )
Cint (
)
Ce:r:t,l
ApDp tan O:p Wp - hAmDm tan O.m Wm - µ (T) PI - P2 - µ (T) PI

Nm
Np
Cint
Ce:r:t,2
27r ArnDm tan (o:m) Wm - 211" ApDp tan (ap) Wp + µ (T) (PI - P2) - µ (T) P2
=

Mdrive -

~; ApDp tan (ap) (pI

~; ArnDm tan (am) (Pi

- p2) -

- P2) - kd,pµ (T) Wp - kp,p (pi+ pz) sign (wp)
M1oad -

kd,mµ (T) Wm - kp,m (pI + pz) sign (wm)

with the total volumes (transmission line+ chambers+ connecting passages) of the two pressure sides Vi
and Vi, the angular velocity w, the maximum geometric displacement D of the pistons, the effective piston
area A, the number of pistons N, the moment of inertia e, the stroke angle a, the drive torque of the
pump Mdrive and the load torque of the motor fl11 0 ad· Further, Ce:r:t,1, Ce.,t,2 and Cint denote the external
and internal leakage coefficients and kd and kp are friction parameters [l], [5]. Here and subsequently, an
index p or m always refers to the corresponding quantity of the pump or motor , respectively.

Mathematical model of the swash-plate mechanism
An excellent description of the closed-form ,e quations of a variable-displacement pump can be found in
[3] and [4]. In contrast to our approach, the main attention there is directed to the design problem and
the dynamics of the swash-plate mechanism under parameter variations. Fig. 1, left hand side, depicts
the schematic diagram of the swash-plate mechanism of the variable-displacement pump. By means of
the two piston forces FA = PAAA, F'.a = psAs and the spring force Fs the swash-plate angle aP can be
controlled in a range - ap,rnax ::=; aP S O'.p,max· Calculating the rate of change of the angular momentum
around the swash-plate pivot, we get the equations of motion in the form
=

R s.ef f cos (ap) (FA - Fs - Fs +(ms. A+ ms,s) Rs,ef J sin (ap) v~) - Ms,Jric - Ms

(es +(ms.A+ ms,B) R~.ef f

(1)

cos2 (ap))

with Fs = Fpre + csRs,ejf (sin(o:p) +sin(O!p,max)) for -ap,max S aP $ O'.p,max· Here, Gs denotes the
moment of i.nertia of the swash-plate, Ms,Jric is the friction torque, Ms is the so called swivel torque,
which is naturally induced by the pump [3], [4], ms,A and ms,B denote the sum of the masses of the piston
and the piston wd of the two actuators A and B, respectively, and Fpre stands fo r the prestress-force of
the vestoring spring and c5 is t he spring coefficient. The actuators A and B of fig . 1, left hand side, are
single-ended, single-acting hydraulic rams. The continuity equations for the two chambers read as
=

(2)
=

with the pressures PA and PB in the two chambers, the effective piston areas AA and As, the volumes
Vo,A and Vo, B for ap = 0 and the external leakage coefficients Cext,A and Ce xt ,B· T he flows from and to
the valves of the two chambers, qA and q8 , are determi.ned by a hydro-mechanical feedback mechanism
in such a way that the error 6.ap = aP - O'.p,d between the actual and the desired swash-plate angle, o:P
and O'.p,d : becomes zero. This is achieved by connecting the corresponding chamber via an orifice area
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A 0 ( ~0:p) with the tank or supply pressure PT and ps , respectively. Thus, the flows are given by

,

= -Cd ~Ao (~ap) JPA - PT
VP:,;i
qB = Cd ~Ao (~ap) ../Ps - PB ,
qA

~ap < 0 :
{

vP::i

(3)
where Cd is the discharge coefficient. For slit-type sharp-edged orifices the discharge coefficient may be
set cd ~ 0 .6, regardless of the particular geometry (see e.g., [5]) .

On-line simulator for the swash-plate angle
In order to obtain a simple simulator, which captures the essential dynamics of the swash-plate mechanism,
the complexity of the detailed mathematical model (1) - (3) will be gradually reduced on the basis of
physical considerations. In a first step, let us assume that the two actuators A and B have the identical
geometry, i.e., AA = AB = A and Vo,A = Vo,B = Vo. Further, if we neglect the external leakage flows
Ce:z:t,A = Ce:z:t,B = 0, then in the steady state the flows qA and qB from (3) follow the relation QA = -qB ·
Thus, with the assumption PT= 0, we get PA +PB= Ps and we are able to formulate (3) in terms of the
load pressure ~P =PA - PB· Additional investigations have shown that a Taylor series approximation
around ~p = 0 up to the first order of (3) suffices for the description of the dynamics of the system and
thus we have
(4)
Since in {2) the expressions on the left hand side, which is dominated by l /f3 0 i 1, are very small, we can
replace the dynamic equations (2) by their quasi-steady-state representation in the sense of the singular
pertubation theory (see e.g. {2J). Thus, the differential equations (2) degenerate into equations and by
inserting (4) into these equations, we obtain an expression for the load pressure ~Pin the form

(5)
In a second step, our analysis shows that in (1) the masses ms.A and ms,B of the piston and the
piston rod of the two actuators A and B as well as the friction and the swivel torque Ms,fric and Afs
only make a minor contribution to the torque balance. Furthermore, in the considered operating range
of the swash-plate angle -21.5 ° ~ ap ~ 21.5 ° all expressions in O:p may be linearized around ap = 0,
i.e. cos (ap) ~ 1, sin (ap) ~ aP and sin (ap,max) ~ ap,max· With these simplifications (1) becomes

(6)

In the same manner as for the hydraulic part, we will regard the moment of inertia of the swash-plate
8s in (6) as a pertubation parameter. Also in [4] and in the literature cited therein it is considered that
the inertia of the swash-plate is negligible to the stiffness of the servosystem. Substituting (5) in the
quasi-steady-state representation of (6) and taking into account that the expression 2Aps is much bigger
t han -Fpre - csRs,effCXp,max• we end up with
(7)

Now, the continuous model of (7) serves a.s a basis for the discrete open-loop on-line simulator. Suppose
that the quantities supply pressure PS and orifice area A 0 (~ap) can be considered to remain constant,
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Figure 1: Left hand side: Schematic diagram of the swash-plate m echanism. Right hand side: Measured
and observed swash-plate angle for a calibration process and for a quick swash-plate tum.
namely PS,k and A 0 (.6.ap,k), during the sampling inte·r vals kTa. :::;: t < (k + 1) T 0 , k = 0, 1,2, .. . with the
sampling time Ta.. Then the corresponding exact discrete model to (7) can be easily calculated by
ap,k+l

=exp ( ( 1.kTa. )

ap,k

+

(2,k

(exp (C:1,kTa.) - 1) .

(

s1gn(.6.o:p,k) .

(8)

l,k

Fig. 1, right hand side, presents the comparison results of the measured and the estimated swash-plate
angle due to (8) for a calibration test and for a quick swash-plate turn with an initial error of 5 ° in
the swash-plate angle of the S-matic Power Split Drive for .a supply pressure PS = 28 x 105 Nm- 2 , an
average temperature T = 60 ° and a sampling time Ta = :l.O x 10- 3 s . The orifice area as a function of the
swash-plate angle error A 0 ( .6.ap) was made available by the manufacturer of the swash-plate mechanism.

Conclusion
The paper presents a new discrete on-line simulator for the swash-plate angle of the variable-displacement
pump of the hydrostatic unit within the S-matic Power Split Drive developed by Steyr Antriebstechnik.
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NlODELLING OF PRESSURE FROM DISCHARGES AT ACTIVE
WELLS BY SOIL VENTING FACILITIES
M. Slodicka and H. De Schepper
Department of Mathematical Analysis, University of Ghent
Galglaan 2, B-9000 Gent, Belgium
Abstract. Soi! venting is a commonly used technique for the remediation of the unsaturated zone of the
soil, which is contaminated by gaseous organic pollutants present in the pores. We study a steady state
model with a finite number of extraction wells. The air flow field in the subsurface can be described by
a linear elliptic partial differential equation, accom panied of a nonlocal Neumann boundary condition,
along with a Dirichlet side condition, containing unknown parameters. We prove the well- posedness of
the problem and we develop a method for the parameter identification, i.e. for the determination of the
pressure values at the active wells from their discharges.

Introduction
The infiltration of organic solvents into the subsurface leads to contamination of the soil and of the ground
water system. In cases where volatile hydrocarbons enter the unsaturated zone, very often soil venting
is used for remediation. This technique is used in practice by specialised firms , e.g , by GEO-data in
Garbsen , Germany. The procedure consists in removing the soil air from the pores of the contaminated
soil by pumping. In this way, an air flow field is created towards the pumps or active wells in the
subsurface. Extracted air is replaced by clean one from the atmosphere, which enters the soil through an
unsealed part of the surface, or so-called passive wells (open places to the atmosphere). Consequently,
the volatile organic compounds in the gas-phase are removed from the soil. As the volatilisation process
is very slow, the cleaning procedure may take over months or even years. On the other hand , according
to the test fields, the time required to develop a steady state air flow in the subsurface is rather short (cf.
(3)) . The small volatilisation rate of the contaminants causes the under-pressure at the active wells to
be small , compared to the absolute value of the atmospheric pressure. Hence, it offers no advantage to
pump strongly in order to keep the amount of contaminants in the extracted gas-phase at a reasonable
level.

depth

well

Figure l: Unsealed surface
When t ihe surface of a contaminated site is open to the atmosphere, the situation for a single extraction
well looks as in Fig. 1. This is an inconvenient situation , because of the relatively small " effective" radius,
causing only the vicinity of the well to be effectively cleaned . The value of the effective radius depends on
the specific situation (depth of the domain, soil structure, heterogenity, soil surface, .. . ) . For a detailed
account on the effective radii of wells, we may refer to (3], [5] and [4]. In order to enlarge the effectively
cleaned area, it is common practice to seal the soil surface with concrete, asphalt or iron plates. In this
way the entrance of clean air from the atmosphere through the surface can be prohibited . T he possibly
leaky surface ,c an be modelled by means of a leakage term in a Robin type BC.
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Mathematical model
Let n c ~ 3 be a bounded open domain 1 , with Lipschitz continuous boundary an, and contammg n
cylindrical active wells (n EN) , with boundaries ff, (i = l , . .. , n), and m cylindrical passive wells (m E
N), with boundaries rf, (i = 1, ... , m) . We introduce the notation r A = U7:1 r:i and r p =
rf_
The external boundary of n consists of two complementary parts r D and r N, where Dirichlet and Robin
type BCs are prescribed, respectively. The situation is schematically shown in Fig. 2.

u;:l

\v

0

Figure 2: Top view of the domain with active and passive wells
We suppose that the gas in the pores of the soil obeys the ideal gas law. Denoting the pressure by p
and introducing the variable u = p2 , the steady state air fl.ow, induced by the active wells, is governed
by a linear elliptic PDE for u, accompanied of appr-0priate BCs. This PDE reads
(1)

inn.

Here, AdiJ(.r) and acon(x} correspond to the diffusive and convective part of the air flow at x En,
respectively. Further, f(.r) - a, 0 u(x)u represent the source term, supposed to be a linear function of u .
The most delicate point in the flow modelling is the choice of appropriate BCs at the active wells.
Usually, the discharge (total flux through a well} can be measured , while the distribution of the flux
itself along the boundary of an extraction well is unknown . Moreover, from the physical point of view
we may assume that a constant, yet unknown under-pressure is induced at the boundary of each active
well, by a given discharge. Thus we are led to a nonlocal Neumann BC , accompanied of a Dirichlet side
condition at each boundary r:i , (i = 1, . . . ' n) ' i.e.'

U

=

s;

(given),

Ci

(unknown constant) on

(2)

ff,

(3)

for a given set of discharges.>; E II{, (i = l , ... , n). Here v stands for the outward unit normal vector.
In order to complete the BY P, BCs must be supplied at r D' r p and r N. They may be taken lo be
U

(-Adi/ \lu - aeon u) · v - 9RobU

=

9Dfr

(4)

9Neu

(5)

The problem (1)-(5) can be interpreted a.s a problem of parameter identification (inverse problem):
the unknown parameters c; (squared pressures at fi) , entering (3) , are sought in terms of the set of
given (measured) total fluxes s; through fi , (i= l , . .. , n).
The mathematical model (1)-(5) has been introduced in [l], where also the existence of an exact
solution has been proved, under suitable regularity conditions on the data. However , in that paper, no
method has been given for the construction of the solution. Jn fact, to avoid the difficulties connected
with the nonloca,l BCs (2) , the authors have used Dirac functions to model the active wells as point
sinks, i.e., the original problem ( 1)-(5) was replaced by an approximate one.
1 We

are considering a physical 3D-model , but the mathematical results obtained remain valid in a 20-case as well.
Models with reduced dimension have som e practieal rele vanc~ in part.icular situations ( cf. (1)) .
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We deal with a new proof of the existence of a solution to the problem (1)-(5), which shows some
important advantages. First, the proof also includes the uniqueness of the solution . Secondly, the
proof is constructive: it provides a construction method for the solution, starting from the solution of
well-posed auxiliary elliptic problems with standard (local) BCs. Finally, the method presented can
be extended to the case where the active wells operate in groups, a strategy which is often used when
designing soil venting facilities, viz when in each of the disjoint groups the wells work at the same specific
under-pressure. The effectiveness of the method is illustrated by a numerical example.

Separately operating wells
Consider the function space on n ,
V

= {'f' E W 1 •2 (n) j t.p = 0 on rv urp},

where W 1 •2 (n) stands for the standard, first-order Sobolev space.
To simplify the notations, we denote by Gf(u) the total flux through the boundary
active well , i.e. ,

Gf(u)= { (-Ad;/\i'u-acontt) · v ,

lr;

Next , we put

Au

= \1 ·(-Adi/ \lu -

a eon tt)

rf

of the i-th

(6)

i=l, .. . , n.

+ Os

(7)

0 uU .

Moreover, we introduce the bilinear form a(.,.) on V x V by

We assume that the bilinear form a(.,.) fulfills the standard ellipticity property

(9)
Remark 1 We formulate a set of conditions on the data functions, appearing in (8) , which ensure t he
V-ellipticity:

>0

9Rob

-

on

fN ,
•)

~A,>

llacon llo,oo,n

2cAd

inn, for some e E (0 , 2).

Here, ll·llo 00 n stands for the usual L 00 (n)-norm .
By the' C auchy-Schwarz inequality in L 2 (n) and a well-known algebraic inequality, we have
0

::; llaconllo,oo,n llullo,2,n lul1,2,n
<
-

llaconll~,oo,n llull2.,
2e:Ad

o . ~.n

+Ade
2

lul2

i ,2,n

,

where ll·llo 2 n denotes the L2(n)-norm.
On acc~~nt of this estimate and the assumptions above, we arrive at

(Ad_ Ade)
3C > 0 : a(u , u) >
2

juj2?
1,-,n +

~ Cllulli,2.n , ~u

(A._ llacon2e:Ad
ll~.oo,n) llull2.,

o.-.n

E V.

D

First of all , we prove the uniqueness of the weak solution of the BVP considered .
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Theorem 1 (uniqueness) The B VP (1)-(5) has at most one solution.
Proof: Suppose that u 1 and u 2 are solutions of (1)-{5) , and denote u = u 1 -u 2 . Then we have
Au

=
=

(10)

inn ,

c;

u

Gf(u)

0
(constant)

on

rf ,

0

i = l , ... , n,

(11)

i = 1, ... , n,

( 12)

while moreover, u fulfills homogeneous Dirichlet and Robin BCs on r D u r p and r N' r espectively.
Multiplying both sides of (10) by u , integrating over n, applying Green 's theorem and invoking (8) leads
to
a(u , u) -

t1

+ a con u) ·vu= 0,

(Adif 'ii'u

•=1 r,
0

or , on account of {11)-(12), a (u , u)
a .e. in S1 , i.e., U 1 = U2 .

= 0. As u E V, we infer from the ellipticity condition (9) that u = 0
0

To prepare the constructive proof of the existence theor em , we consider the following auxiliary problems , related to (1)-(5):
'i7 · {-Ad;j'ii'V - a conv)

+ a,ou V =f
v

(-Adi/ 'ii' v - a eon v) · V

= 9Dir
= 9Neu
=0

9RobV

-

m
on
on
on

v

n

rD urp
rN
fA ,

}

(13)

and for, i = 1, ... , n,
'i7 · (-Adi/'ii'z; - a conzi)
(-Adi/ 'i7 Z;

-

a eon z;) · V

+ a ,ouZi =0
-

=0
=O
=l
=0

z;
9R<>bZi
z;
z·

'

m
on
on
on
on

n

rD urp
fN
ra

rA' \ff.

l

( 14)

From the theory of linear elliptic equat ions (cf., e.g., [2]) , we know that each of these problems has a
unique weak solution under classical regulari ty conditions for the data.
Now , for any o:
(a1 , ... , an) E lRn we defin e

=

n

tto: := v

+L

(15)

a;z;.

i =l

By linear superposition, the function ua: is seen to obey
'i7 · (-Adi/ 'ii'ua - Uconuo:)
(-Adi/ 'ii'ua: - aconUa: ) ·

+ a •ouUa: =!

V -

Ua
9Rob'UQ:

Ua:

m

= 9Dir
= 9Neu
= O'j

on
on
on

n
rD urp
fN

f't

I

i = 1, •

••I n .

}

( 16)

The flux of ua: through the boundary of t he j-th a ctive well takes the form
n

Gj(ua) = Gj(v)

+L

O';Gj(z;) . ·

i =l

In order to solve the original problem (1)-(5) , we are looking for an n-tuple a:, for which

Gj(ua) =

Sj,

j=1 , .. . , n.

This leads to a linear algebraic system

::::~:

( l7)

) ( :: ) + ( ::::: )

( ::. )

No w, we are in a position to prove the existence of a solution of the BVP (1)-(5) .
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Theorem 2 There exists a solution of the B VP (1)-(5).

=

Proof: According to the considerations above, it is sufficient to show the regularity of the matrix G
(Gf(zj))i,j entering (1 7). To this end, suppose that G is singular. Then, one of the colu mns of G is
a Ii.near combination of the other columns. Without loss of generality we may assume t hat, for some
conslants Ai, ... , An-1,

GJ

n-1
(

Z11 -

L

)

..\;z;

= 0,

= 1, ... ,n.

for j

•=l
n-1

From this relation and from {14), the function w =

Zn -

L

>.;z;

is seen to solve the problem

i=l

"V · (- Adi] "Vw -

a eon

w)

+ a., ou w =0

w =0
(-Adi/ "Vw - a eon w) · v - 9RobW =0
w = const
Gf(w) =0

m

on
on
on
on

n
[D U[p

fN
f4

'
ff, i = 1, . . . , n.

)

Clearly, w = 0 is a solution of this problem . By Theorem l this Z·e ro solu tion is the only solulion. We
conclude that
n -1

Zn

=L

( 18)

A;Z;.

i=l

Recalling the fact that, by (14), z1, .. . , Zn-1 vanish on r~ , we get Zn = 0 on r~ . This is contradictory
with the BC Zn = 1 on r~ , see also {14). Hence, the matrix G is regular. Consequently, the algebraic
system (17) has a unique solution a. The unique solution of the BVP (1)-(5) is then defined by the
0
relation (15) .
We emphasize the constructive character of the existence proof. The desired solution of the problem
( 1)-(5) has been expressed in terms of solutions of some auxiliary problems with standard BCs. Moreover,
the values a 1 , ... , O'n are nothing else than the, a priori unknown, values of the squared pressure at the
respective boundaries ff' ... ' r~ of the active wells.
In practice, the auxiliary problems ( 13) and ( 14) are solved by s uitable approximation methods, such
as finite element methods (FEMs) .

Wells operating in groups
As mentioned above, soil venting is a slow process, which can take over months or years. Due to the small
volatilisation rates of the organic contaminants, the und er- pressures at all active wells should be low.
On the other hand , the engines fo r extraction wells are nowadays very effective and powerful. Hence, it
is useful to design the soil venting facilities in s uch a way that the active wells are splitted into disjoint
groups, each group being connected with a single engine, i.e., the under-pressures at all extraction wells
.
inside one group are equal.
We suppose to have k groups (k < n). Let Wj C {l , ... , n} denote the set of indices of the active
wells belonging to the ;·-th group. T he discharge conditions (2)-(3) have to be modified into the form
u

L

=

O'j

=canst (unknown)

on

u rf
iEW,

Gf(u)

= si E iR

( 19)

iEW,

for j E { 1, . . . , k}.
Recall that all simul taneously working wells inside one group operate at the same under-press ure,
i.e., this group has only one degree of freedom . Thus , for j = 1, ... , k, we consid er the functi on

(20)
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= (oi. . .. , ak)

where z; 1s the unique solution of problem (14). For any a::
function

E

IP.k, we introduce the

k

(21)

tio:=v+LetjYj ·
j;l

Here, again, v denotes the unique solution of the BVP ( 13). By the superposition principle, t he function
tLa is now seen to obey
\1 · (-Adif \lua - aeon ua)

+ asou tLa
UQ:

n

m
on
on
on

=!
=9Dir= 9Neu
=etj

Ua
(-Adif \lua - aconua) · v - 9RobUa

fD Ufp
fN

u rf,

j

iEW;

LJ

Analogously as before, the ftux of tio: through

ff

= 1, ... , k.

)

reads

iEW;
k

Gw (ua) = Gw (v) + ""'o,Gw.(Y;),
~
)

.)

)

(22)

i;l

where

Gw; (w) =

L

Gf(w).

iEW;

To solve the original, modified problem, we are looking for an a E lR k, satisfying

Gwj(ua)

= sj,

j=I,. .. , k.

Hence, we have to solve the linear algebraic system

(23)
[n a similar way as for separately operating wells we may show that the matrix (Gw , (yj )); ,j is regular.
The solution a: of the system (23) determines the pressure at the boundaries of the extr action wells in
each of the k groups , a1 being the pressure corresponding to the l-th grou p (l = 1, ... , k). Then, the
solution Ua:: of the m odified problem is the function given by (21).

A numerical example
In this section we present a numerical example, representing a model situation in soil venting. We
consider a cylindrical domain in IR. 3 with a vertical axis. W e assume that t his domain is insulated at all
s~des (at the bottom by an impervious layer, at the top by an iron plate or concrete, and at the lateral
surface by an artificially constructed barrier). Fres h air can enter the domain through one passive well
which is open to the atmosphere.
When we suppose the geological soil layers to be horizontal and the extraction wells to pump air
along th e whole of their vertical lengt h, a horizontal air flow field will be created. Vertical integration
th en yie lds a r educed 2D-model (cf. [l]). An example of such a reduced 2D- situation is repr esented in
Fig. 3, where th ree active wells, with respective boundaries f 1 , f 2 and f 3 , and one passive well with
boundary fp are consider ed. The geomet rical dat a are as follows. The domain is centered at the o rigin
and has radius 2. All wells (active and passive) have r adi us 0.2. The passive well is also centered at the
origin, while the midpoints of the active wells are r espectively given by ( 1.5, O), (- 1.2, 0.5) and (0, - 1.0) .
We consider the followi ng model problem:

u

=0
=0

-\l u ·v

=0

- ~tL

U

1 ., - \l u · v

=

Ci

(unknown)

lil

il

on
on
on

fN

fp

f;, i

= l, 2, 3,

i= 1, 2, 3,

= s;
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for s1 = 0.2, s2 = 0.3 and s3 = 0.25 .

orz

rp

0

r

03

Figure 3: Situation
This problem is solv·e d by the method outlined in Sec tion 3. As the auxiliary problem ( 13) now is
completely homogeneous, we have v = 0. To solve the three auxiliary problems of the type (14), we use
a FEM, with piecewise linear polynomials on a triangular mesh. The unstructured triangulation of the
domain consists of 21888 triangles. The isolines for z; , i = 1, 2, 3, are shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding

0

0

Figure 4: Isolines for z 1 ,

z2

and

Z3

algebraic system of the type (17) is fo1.1.nd to be

-1.77707 0.0220422
0.0223199 -2. 14177
(
0.287506
0.16705

0.274207 )
0.166005
-2 .63833

01 )
02
(

0'3

(

0.2
0.3 )
0.25

Its solution reads
cri

= - 0.13273870.57,

a 2 = -0. 1506.593337,

The equipotential curves for the corresponding solut.ion u 0
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,

a 3 = - 0.1187610405.

(15), are shown in F ig . 5.

Figure 5: Isolines for u 0
To check the reliability of the method , we consider the following elliptic problem, with standard
Dirichlet BCs on f; , given by the values obtained for a ;, (i = 1, 2, 3):
-~uo:

·u a
- 'Vua · v
Ua
Ua

Ua

=0
=0
=0
= -0 .13 27387057
= -0 . 1506593337
= -0 .1187610405

m

on
on
on
on
on

n
fp
fN

f1
f2
f3.

When solving this well- posed problem by the FEM mentioned above, the (approximate) values of the
corresponding fluxes through the boundaries of the active wells are found to be

These calculated fluxes coincide almost exactly with the prescribed values s 1 , s 2 and

s3 ,

respectively.

Summary
The method above allows to recover t he pressure values at active wells , either operating separately or in
groups, from their measured discharges . This method offers the advantage to be constructive, i.e., the
desired solution is found in terms of the solut ions of some auxiliary problems of a simpler type.
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A STUDY OF PARAMETRIC MODELS APPLIED TO IN-SERVICE LIFE
PREDICTION OF DRY VACUUM PUMP
Arihiro Ishida, Satosh:i Kon:ishi, Toshiro Saw, and Kiyohito Yamasawa
Dept. of Electrical & Electronic Engng., Shinshu University,
Wakasato 4-17-1, Nagano, 380-8553 Japan

Abstracit. We have studied the possibility of prediction for the in-service life (abbreviated as ISL, hereinafter) of
dry pumps from the unstable non-stationary motor current which is observed before over-load pump stopping.
A model describing the data as-measured (i.e. non-stationary model) and stationary models converted from the
non-stationary one have been evaluated. The data were obtained from an accelerated test performed under
TEOS pr,ocess. It has been found that the stationary models can predict ISL in more stable manner than the
non-stationary ones. According to the analytical resu It of each model, it is concluded that, in the view of
practice of ISL predict,ion, the importance is at the selection of models that leads to stable prediction resulting in
high certainty ofISL prediction.
1

Introduction
Dry vacuum pumps have been widely used for various semiconductor fabrication processes (1) due to the easy
mainta[nabili1ty an.d long-term in-service life (abbreviated as !SL}. The actual ISL upon pump seizure is not,
however, easily predicted from the operational status. Recently, a simple system for the diagnosis of the pump
!SL was developed [2). The systematic evaluation of stochastic models applied to pump ISL prediction has not
done. Jn the paper, the models are evaluated by rv1A TLAB in use for system identification [3], (4].
1

Acceleratfon :test data
Fig. 1 shows a set of accelerati on test data for pump current used for the study. The data were obtained by
TEOS (Tetraethoxysilane) CVD which is one of the most harsh process for dry pumps. The whole life of the
pump consists of stationary state (SS) and final state (FS). The SS tenn features white noise characteristics
(therefore stationary) but the FS one shows a trend due to a finite time lag (non-stationary) both seen in
auto-covariance analysis (abbrevia~ed as ACA). The existence of a trend in FS leads to the possibility of
prediction of ISL, provided the models have to reasonably behave in both SS and FS tenns.
1

Stochastic models
We have selected stochastic models from linear parametric models as; ARMA (Auto-Regressive Moving
Average), ARMAX (Auto-Regressive Moving Average eXogenous), ARJMA (Auto-Regressive Integrated
Moving Average) and PX {Pseudo eXogenous) models.
The PX model has been newly devised in this study.
16
A well-known method to evaluate the sationariness is
to take auto-covariance analysis (ACA). Fig. 2 shows the
results of ACA. The differentiated observation by the
.s -- -- - - -:- - - - - - ~ .. - .. - - - ~
estimated bias in PX model shows the similar stationariness
..... 4 - - - - - - .r- - - - - - 1. - - - - - - 'I - to that of the ARIMA.
The other models have no
0
0
enhancement of stationariness, since ,their ACA are given
::2 0
by the signals as observed.
0
100
200
300
The difference between the estimate and the signal
Time [ sample point ]
observed in the next step should be given in white noise
model. The differ,ence of the ACA for a set ARMA,
Fig.l. Acceleration test data
AR1MA_. ARMAX and PX models could not be observed
significantly. It verifies the signals are properly identified.
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The connection !between stalbility and five-step prediction error

Mod el stability and Immuaity from tbe parametric dimension
1

The auto-regressive part of signal models ha:s an important rule such that the characteristic polynomial equations
have all solutions in a unit circle. Otherwise, the predicted values may unrealistically diverse from the current
estimate given at the time of identification of the model. We took an averaged stability index as UrlNR
calculated from the soil utions of the characteristic equation. For the degree of divers ion in prediction, Fit
{r.m.s.q. of summation of prediction error) was evaluated. Fig. 3 shows Fit vs. UJINR. It can be understood
that the more the instability the more the error of pr·ediction.
For a diverting signal, a proper selection of the paramet·e r dim ension may give a well fitting estimate to the
observ·ed signal. A[C [5] gives a good determinat·ion of the dimension. However, for the versatility of models
such that they have to be unchanged for SS and FS does not allow to have different dimension for each term.
The key is to find a robust model irrespective of the parameter dimensions. Fig. 4 shows the Fit for each model
vs. AR (Auto-Regressive) parameters and MA (Moving Average) parameters. ARlMA2 shows remarkable
immunity against the parameter dimension.
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Five-step prediction of each model

The prediction ·with tile actual observation
The stat ionariness and parameter immunity .are important aspects for the sureness of the prediction, however,
the more direct and o verall evaluation of the prediction is to ex.amine the difference between the pred icted data
and actual ones. Fig. 5 shows th e comparison of th ese data for five-step prediction . It can be seen that
ARlMA2 and PX are sup erior to the other models.
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Table I. Characteristic of each model
instability model
ARMA

1) S taitionarmess evaluation by
.auto-covariance
2) Whiteness of one-step pred,iction
3)Modei stability
4) Immunity from 1the parameter
dimension
5) Correspondency of the prediction
with the actual observation

Unstable
fig.2 (a)
Sufficient
Acceptable
Fig.3 (a)
Acceptable
fig.4 (a)
Acceptable
Fig.5 (a)

'
'

Stability model

:

PX

AR MAX

ARIMA2

Unstable
Fig.2 (a)

Stable
Fig.2 (b)

Sufficient

Sufficient

Sufficient

Sufficient
Fig.3 (b)
Sufficient
f j,g.4 (b)
Acceptable
: Fig.5 (b)

Sufficient
Fig.3 (c)
Sufficient
fig.4 (c)
Sufficient
Fig.5 (c)

Sufficient
Fig.3 (d)
Sufficient
Fig.4 (d)
Sufficient
Fig.S (d)

:
:

.

'

:

'

Stable
Fig.2 (c)

Conclusion
We have evaluated several stochastic models for the purpose of "good" ISL prediction of a dry vacuum pump.
The importance of the evaluation is from the fact that there are not many models that can give a reasonable
prediction for the whole term of pump operation due to its non-stationary signal behavior. The result is
summarized in table 1. The prediction using good-resulted models can serve for real-time ISL determination
which may realize are reliable facility maintenance of semiconductor fabrication.
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FORECAST OF THE SLAGGING TENDENCY OF PULVERIZED COAL FIRED
FURNACES BY SIMULATION OF MINERAL MATTER TRANSFORMATION IN
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MULTI-PHASE FLOW FIELD
0. Bozic, R. Leithner, H . Milller
Insti,t ut fiir Warme- und Brennstofftechnik
Technkal University of Bnunscliweig
Franz - Liszt- Str. 3'5, D-38106 'BraWlSchweig, Germany
AbstracL During the combustion of pulverised coal in the furnaces of power plant slagging can occur, which
leads under some conditions to shut down for cleaning. For this reason the forecast of the slagging, still in the
project and design phase of a plant, is of particular importance. It is also of the same importance for plants,
which intend to buy cheap coal on a world wide basis, to forecast if the coal offered leads to slagging and
accompaning problems or not. The article shows a new way to forecast the slagging tendency using computer
simulations. At the lnstitut filr Wacme- und Brennstofftechnik (IWBT) of the TU Brunswick the CFD program
package FLOREAN was combined with the postprocessor program TRAMIC (TRAnsformation of the Mineral
Components) to calculate the slagging .tendency for determined furnaces and coals. As example, simulation of a
combustion and slagging process in a furnace of the IFRF Umuiden with jet burner and with high-volatile
bituminous coal are shown.

1. Introduction
The existing methods for slagging tendency estimation of furnaces of solid fuel fired boilers, which use
characteristic ratios and proportions (till today more than 70 ratios are in use) are inadequate. One of the reasons
is, that those methods use oxidic ash analysis. Accordingly, real conditions in furnaces (temperature, gas
atmosphere), which determine the way and speed of the mineral matter lransfonnation are not considered by
those methods. The second r,eason is that furnace dimensions and burner design is not included at all. Using
features 'tha,t modem comput,er technique offers, a mor,e promising procedure for slagging tendency forecasting
was ,es,tablished. Starting with the coal minerals at the burners ,the mineral matter transformation along the
particle irajectories by heterogeneous reactions and reactions in solid state is calculated, taking into
consideration the local temperatures and concentrations in the boiler furnace. The modelling procedure is
performed in three steps, described in this paper. In addition first resu1Jts are presented.

2. Modelling Procedure
2.1 Calculation of Continuous Phase
In 1the first step ,the CFO program package FuOREAN calculates velocity-, gas temperature- and concenttationfields for the combustion products (flue gas) within the given furnace. The gas representing the continuous
phase is described with an Eulerian approach, which implies conservative character of the general transport
equations

a -

a

-

a (r act>)+S

-(p<I>) = - - ( p u;<I>)+-

dt

dX;

dX;

41 -

d X;

41

( l )

Equation (1) represents the panial differential equations for the transport of mass. momentum, energy,
turbulence and species. The meaning of the quantities cl>, r"' and S in the different transport equations is given

"'

in ,the rable 1.
Transport (balance) equations were transformed into systems of algebraic equations using the Finite-VolumeMethod, the UPSTREAM algorithm, which provides stability and were than solved by TOM-Algorithm. An
orthogonal three-dimensional grid was applied. For pressure correction (mass balance) SIMPLE algorithm was
used. The influence of the turbulence on the flow field, the energy and mass transportation was taken into
consideration with the k-E turbulence-model. The Six-Rux-Model with variable integration angles was used for
the simulation of the radiative heat transfer. FLOREAN can calculate the concentration of coal and of other solid
particles in two different ways. Using Eulerian approach solid particles are considered as heavy gas component.
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This simplification is allowed, because in pulverised coal fired furnaces the particle concentration is very low
and the particles are small, so that they follow the gas flow with negligible slip velocity. In the simulated
example only one particle size with mass-weighted mean diameter of the particle size distribution was used. An
alternative way for calculation of processes in the solid phase is explained in chapter 2.2.

T a bie 1: S•YStem o f bal ance eq uar10ns
Quanthy
Balance
<l>
Mass
Momentum

Exchange Coefficient
['4>

I

0

-

µtf f
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stt>
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dp
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Turbulent Kinetic Energy

k

Turbulent Dissipation Rate
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... .. ....... ....
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OX·J
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3

OX J·

2.2 Calculation of the Disperse Phase
In the .second step 1the trajectories of a great number of coal particles inside the given flow field (without
·influence on the flow field) are calculated tiU th·e ·Collision of the partides with the furnace walls or till the outlet
of 1the furnace (Lagrangian approach with one-way-coupling). In FLOREAN two-way coupling (then the gas
phase does not contain solid particles) is also possible, but results in very high computing time.
For the calculation of particle trajectories, only mass, drag, gravitational and buoyancy forces were
considered while all other forces were neglected. The influence of 1the fluid turbulence on the trajectories was
considered by a stochastic approach. Along the trajectory of each particle the combustion process, including
drying of row coal (Mcintosh model), pyrolysis (one-step-model), volatile combustion (Eddy-DissipationConcept), char burn-out (Field model) is calcula1ted so that at the end nearly only ash remains. During the
particle combustion along the trajectory the particle size and density (Shadow-method) and the particle
temperature are also calculated. A more detailed description of all models is given in (2). The particle
temperature was calculated from the energy balance of the particle taking into consideration the heat fluxes due
to convection, radiation, evaporation and combustion (source term through char bum-out and sink term through
particle mass decrease). The differential equation for particle velocities, the particle position, the particle
components water, pure coal, coke and particle temperature were solved with the Euler-Cauchy-Method. It was
assumed that the mass of uncombustibles (ash) in coal particle riemains constant and does not take part in any
chemical reaction (assumption is valid for this calculations step). A simple sticking criterion (temperature)
decides if one particle sticks to the wall after collision or is reflected.
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2.3 Mineral Transformation
All coal panicles and mineral particles are assumed to be spheres, in certain cases with concentric nucleus.
Minerals can be transformed by nwnerous different physical and chemical processes: chemical reactions,
diffusion, melting, dissolution, amorphous solidification , crystallisation, glass-formation out of crystal and
chemical. decomposition of the crystal-phase. Miscellaneous processes appear together or independent so that the
number of the combinations becomes very large. Models which describe those processes preferably use simple
algebraic equations and analytically integrated differential equations {when is possible), because of saving
computing time. For all processes a very important question is to find the change of :

volume fraction

_ Vi(t)

X; - - -

or

m;(t)

Y; = - -

mass fraction

= Pi(T,epor) X;

(2)

Vo
mo
Po
as function of time. ln general transformations can be expressed by the following equations:
m

D

r_ YE =TRANSFORMATION=> P=I
r_ Y p
E=l

( 3)

i. e. according to the balance of matter educts and products have to correspond. A general transformation model
independent from the type of the process can be given as :

J[x

dX =Kf(X)
dt

Kt

= g(X)

g(X) =

1
f{X) ]dX

0

The inverse integral func,tion X= G 1(K t) describes time-dependent kinetics of these heterogeneous process,
which generally cannot be described successfully with thermodynamic modelling (based on minimising of the
free enthalpy).
At the Technical University ofBraunschweig [6] series of real transformations were investigated and grouped
as simple processes [nucleation and nuclei's growth (An), formal kinetic nlh step (Fn), n-dimensional diffusion
(Dn), phase-boundary-controlled-reactions (Rn) ) or complex processes e.g. diffusion and simultaneous
chemical reactions (Shrinking-Core-Model. Grain-Shri11king-Core-Model and others). Total different processes
can be described with the same equations (in the differential or integral form). For example, with R3 model a
chemicail reaction in the mineral particle with nonporous core ,can be described. In that case, diffusion resistance
dissolution, of course with
can .be neglected at all. The same model c an describe evaporation, sublimation
different functions for the transformation constants K. For description of heterogeneous chemical reaction, the
phenomenological model Fn can have a useful role, the form of which is based on the analogy with equations for
chemical reactions in gaseous states. The model An (Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov-Type) can describe
different cases of crystallisation, recrystallisation and decomposition. With the model DI coalescence of two
mineral phases in one particle by solid state diffusion can be described. The models D3 - D5 (s. table 2) describe
solid state diffusion of binary mineral powder mixture compressed in .a particle.
In the cases where gas diffusion, Knudsen diffusion or some other art of diffusion is coupled with chemical
reaction f. e. Shrinking Core Model (SCM) can be applied. The important feature of this model (s. table 3) is that
the mineral core (educts) is nonporous, while the spherical envelope (products) can be porous. If the whole
particle is porous, Grain-Shrinking-Core-Model (GSCM) model provides a good approximation. The
disadvantage of SCM and GSCM models is that in each time step along the particle trajectory one or more
differential equations must be solved. This cos,ts a lot of computing time.
Postprocessor TRAMIC (unsteady approach, in general processes are not in chemical equilibrium) defines
conversion-type and -ra~e for 40 mineral phases, which have a key role in the transformation of coal minerals
into slag under furnace conditions. Most of the kinetic processes applied to the mineral components were
determined experimentally at Tecimkal University Braunschweig [6) using advanced equipment (REM, EDX,
XRD, TGA, DTA, MoBbauer spectroscopy and other). The gas temperature and gas composition in the furnace
control the selection of the kinetic models. Differences between forward and back reactions are considered. The
difference of partial pressure between the gas component in the solid particle and the same gas component in
surrounding atmosphere of furnace influences the direction of the kinetic reaction f. e. oxidation or reduction. If
the description of the mineral matter transformation is given in differential form, the Fehlberg-Method of RungeKutta fifth step was successfully applied.

or
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Table 2: Simple mineral :t ransformations (7)

I Symbol
Rl

p,r ocess

IDPBC

g(X)

x

1.0

R2

2DPBC

2 (1- X)

R3

3DPBC

3 (l- X)
1

, DI

1D Diffusion

D2

20 Diffusion

03

D4

05

1-(1-X)

213

112

1-(1-X) 1/3

x2

I

X + (1-X) ln(l-X)

ln(l- x)

3(1-

· 3D Jander - Type

3D

112

2X

Ginstling -

Brounshtein - Type

x,)2 13
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1
2· (1-xr1/3 -1

2/3
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13
[ l + (z-1)xj1l (1- x)

1

I
1

f(X)
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[1 + ( z -

1)x] 1/ 3 -

[(l+(z-1) X)

n

+ (z-1 )(1-X)
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-z]

x)

(1 -

n- 1

An Nudeation and nudei's
growth JMA, JMAK
(0,5<n<4)

2/3

[- ln(l - X)) 11n

(1- x)[-1n(1-x)],n

Fl Formal kinetics n111 order
melting fraction mass/volume

Shrinking core model (SCM}
g(X) = 1(1+ 2(1-X) - 3(1-X) 213 ]

X= P0 (K t)

Generalised shdnking • cor;e model

(SCM)

for combined chemical reaction, gas-solid (or gas-liquid)
mass 'transfer and multidiffusion. (solid -1 gas-2)

dr =
dt

x =1 - (r/RJ3

vt ,E Mz.E(g)
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2,E
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l
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C
e.ff
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GSCM (G.r ain shrinking - core model )

(::~) + [ ~ + ~:(dd~ )] (:;)-Ni D~ =0
volume fraction of solid component

1
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R=Rp

de ) =kb ( cb-c g)
DPe ( dR

R=O

dc/ dR =0

-

R

R=RP

3. Simulation of test-case
The combustion of bitumenous Saar coal in a test furnace of the IFRF Umuiden equipped with a jet burner
type Al was simulated to test the mathematical model for forecasting the slagging tendency. The lower heating
value of the coal was LHV 31 Ml/kg and the thermal capaciity of the test furnace is 1,825 MW. The pulverised
coal, the primary and secondary air enter the .test furnace .through the burner in the front wall. The flue gas
leaves the furnace through an opening in the rear wall. The geometry of the furnac.e was simplified to be a
cuboid of 6,25 m length, 1,87 m height and 2 width and was discretised into 39 x 24 x 38 = 35568 control
volumes. With assistance of RRSB-particle size-distribution-function determined by tests all coal particles were
divided into ten diameter sizes. The coal mass Row of class correspond to 10 % of the total mass flow at the
burner entry. Each diame~er class is represented by an average diameter. Using Lagrange method 16000
trajectories including all diameter classes were calculated. Each trajectory is loaded with a particle flow so that
the sum of the trajectories mass flow complies with the total coal mass flow.

=

E
: ; 1.S

Fig. I : Trajectories of 200
sticking particles IFRF A 1 furnace.

The combustible coal particle in this simulation contains only one mineral nucleus, which mass is proportional to
the ash content of the coal in the proximate coal analysis. In addition it was assumed that the coal structure is
porous and permits access of combustion gases to the mineral nucleus without resistance. This assumption is
valid only at the trajectory section which includes the coal combustion. When the coal is burnt the remaining
mineral nucleus is in direc·t contact with the furnace atmosphere. Another assumption is that the mineral particle
is composed from one or two mineral matter. For !he time being 21 di1fforent combinations at the start position
into burner mouth are possible.
The applied postprocessor TRAMIC includes a mi,Aeral distributioo model which determines for every coal
particle corresponding mineral composition. The number of mineral particles conesponds to the mass ratio of
the mineral matter in the coat At each time step on the tiajectory tbe energy balance is calculated and particle
temperature is determined. If the particle temperature at the moment of the particle impact at the furnace wall is
higher then softening temperature, the particle sticks and becomes part of the deposit material. In the simulated
example out of 16000 calculated trajectories 2752 particles stick at the walls (17,2 %). Dependent from partial
pressure of oxygen, water vapor, sulphur and heating rate of particle (also cooling rate), different reactions of the
mineral matter of the particle occur on the trajectories.
A further postprocessor W ANDMI-AUS determines the mass, coordinates and mineral composition of
sticking particle in the moment of impact at the wall. Inside each control volume at the wall, masses of all
sticking particles are summarised, total and for each mineral component. Total mass-flux of the fresh slag (kg/s)
at all furnace walls is shown at the fig. 2 for simulated test case. It can be also represented as mass-flux-density
{kg/m2s). Fig. 3 shows mass distribution of some important mineral contents at the rear wall of furnace with
outlet to chimney. All figures are plotted with !he graphical postprocessor D3CUCK. Reasons caused by the
geometry of the furnace and .the burner type lead to the formation of a strongly recirculating swirl along the axis
of the furnace in the upper part. The gas swirl carries the clouds of light particles with it. Zones of particle
sticking conespond to zones of higher heat loads (kWlm\ which generate sticking particles through higher
temperature. Visible deposition will be built up at the rear wall above the outlet and at the top wall near to the
rear wall.
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Fig. 2: Ash deposition at the IFRF Al
furnace walls (FLOREAN
simulation)
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Fig. 3: Distribution of mineral phases at the north wall
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4.Summary
The procedure which was developed for forecasting of slagging tendency using furnace simulation program
FLOREAN combined with poslprocessor TRAMIC, allows a true impression about the deposition quantity and
mineral distribution on the furnaces walls. This result ta~es in to account the coal type, the mineral matter
composition in the coal, burner type and furnace geometry, heat loads and corresponding temperature- and
concenit rations fields of the flue :gas along representative coal particle trajectories. A quantitative comparison of
the simulation results with mea:suremenits was possible only for the gas phase and they correspond well. Even if
IFRF furnace is one of most tested furnaces in Europe, comparison for mineral distribution at the wall was not
possible, because no measurements exist. For comparison between simulation and reality only a few photos
about the wall deposition wer e available. They permit a coarse qualitative comparison and this shows an
agreement
Developed modelling procedure iean be further improved through introduction of:
1

1

•
•
•
•

advanced coal-mineral models, which. takes in to account the fact that a coal particle can consist of
numerous mineral matters,
.better sticking criterion, when the particle hits the wall,
additional reaction systems and models possible in the mineral nucleus of coal particles,
mineral transfonnation inside the wall deposits.
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m
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n
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Q
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R
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Rp
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T
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v
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x

Greek Symbols
Symbol Unit

Definition

ml

.6. hm

Definition
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molecular exchange coefficient,
depending of ;(f. e. 1, k, E. h .. )
Kronecker - t5,
qi
m2 I s3
turbulent dissipation rate,
E
porosity,
4or
µ
kgl(ms) dynamic viscosity,
V;,,
stoichiometric coefficient
of species i in reaction r,
1C
constant,
p
kg/m 3
density,
(j
kW lm 2 K' Stefan - Boltzman constant,
Schmidt - Prandtl number,
Oi
common variable gas,
;
{f. e. k, E, h, Yn.)
Subscripts

surface,
coefficient,
kW/m 2 radiative flux component,
kg/m 3
concentration,
kmoVrrf concentration,
empirical constant,
diffusion coefficient,
m 2 Is
kJ /kmol activation energy,
factor,
specific
enthalpy,
kJ/k~
turbulent .kinetic energy,
m 2 Is
reaction coefficient, depending
on reaction
coefficient of transformation ,
l/s
./
m
absorption coefficient,
kg
mass,
kg/kmol molecular mass of
component i,
order of reaction,
heat,
kJ

r,

kl/kg

b

E
chem
con
eff

kW

h•eat flux,
polinom
kl lkmof.K general gas constant
m
internal particle radius
(SCM model),
m
internal particle radius
(GSCM model),
m
outer particle radius
(SCM model),
m
outer particle radius
(GSCM model),
sink- / source term,
depending on ;
.s
time,
K
temperature,
gas velocity,
ml.s
gas velocity component,
mls
mJ
volume,
kg/kg
mass fraction of species i ,
coordinate direction,
m
volume fraction,
m 3/m3

g

i,j,k
p
por

p
r
rad
.spe
t

0

boundary layer
educts
chemical
convection
effective
gas
indices
particle
porosity
products
number of reaction
radiation
species
turbulent
start value

Superscripts
e

n
m
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effective value
actual value
time-averaged value
turbulent fluctuation value
max. number of educts
max. number of products
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF MOORING LINES
O.M. Aamo and T.I. .Fossen
Department of Engineering Cybernetics
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
N-7491 Trondheim, Norway

Abstract In this paper, we develop a new finite element model for a cable suspended in water. Global
·existence and uniqueness of solutions of the truncated system is shown for a slightly simplified equation
describing the motion of a ·Cable having negligible added mass and supported by fixed end-points. Based
on this, along with well known results on local existence and uniqueness of solutions for symmetrizable
hyperbolic systems, we conjecture a global result for the initial-boundary value problem.

1

Introduction

This paper is a subset of another paper [1] dealing with position mooring systems (PM) for offshore oil
production. PM systems have been commercially available since the late 1980's, and have proven to
be a cost-effective alternative to permanent platforms for offshore oil production. In traditional testing
of the performance of PM systems by means of computer simulations, tabulated static solutions of the
cable equation have been coupled to the vessel dynamics. This approach is adequate for shallow waters.
However, in deeper waters, dynamic interactions between the vessel and mooring system renders such a
quasi-static approach inaccurate [3].
Software packages that solve the cable equation by means of the finite element method (FEM) are
readily available. However, such general purpose FEM packages are not suited for control system design,
and are usually slower than software tailored for a particular application. Moreover, the theoretical
aspects, such as existence and uniqueness of solutions, are often taken for granted. In fact, FEM tools
were developed and used, for instance in structural engineering, decades before a sound theoretical
foundation was established [4].
In this paper, a new finite element model of a cable suspended in water is derived. The hydrodynamic
loads on the cable are modelled according to Morison's equation (see for instance, [2]) . For a slightly
simplified equation, describing the motion of a cable having negligible added mass and supported by
two fixed end-points, we show global existence and uniqueness of solutions of the truncated system, and
conjecture a global result for the initial-boundary value problem.

2

PDE for the cable dynamics

The equation of motion of a cable with negligible bending and torsional stiffness is given by (see for
instance [6])

Po

&V(t, s)
&t

8
= os(T(t,s)t(t,s))
+f(t,s)(l+e(t,s))

where t is the time variable, and s E [O,L], v :[to,oo) x [O,L]-+ JR3 and t :[t 0 , oo) x [O,L]-+ JR3 are
distance along the unstretched cable, velocity and tangential vector, respectively. L is the length of the
unstretched cable, po is mass per unit length of unstretched cable, T : [to, oo) x [O, L] -+ IR is tension,
e : [to, oo) x [O, £] -+ lR is strain and f: [to, oo) x {O, £] -+ IR3 is the sum of external forces (per unit length
of unstreched cable) acting on the cable. By introducing the position vector r :[to, oo) x [O, £] -+ R 3 , we
get t =
such that

i!e¥s

2

8r 8
Po fJt2 = as

( T

8r) + -f(l + e)

1 + e OS
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Applying Hooke 's law yields
2

r

8
Po-=
-a

OS

ot2

cros~sectional

where E is Young 's modulus and Ao is the

2. l

or) -

( EAo--e
+ f(l +e)
1 + e OS
area of the unstretched cable.

External forces

fo addition to gravity, a submerged cable is subject to hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces, i.e.

f = f(hg) + Ccdt) + fcdn) + fcmn)
where f(hg) constitutes the bouyancy (gravity and hydrostatic) force per unit length of unstretcbed cable,
fidt) and ~dn) are tangential and normal hydrodynamic drag, respectively, per unit length of unstretched
cable and fcmn) is the hydrodynamic inertia force per unit length of unstretched cable.
Gravity and hydrostatic forces

It is assumed that we can regard each element of the cable as completely surrounded by water so that

£
(hg)

Pc - Pw =Po {1 + e)pc g

where g E IR.3 is the gravitational acceleration, Pc is density of the cable and Pw is density of the ambient
water.
Hydrodyn.a mic forces
From Mori.son's equation, see for instance [2], we get the following expression for hydrodynamic drag per
unit length of unstretched cable
fcctt)

= -~CnTdPw Iv ·~ (v · t)t = - ~CnTdPw lvtl Vt

Ccctn)

= -~CnNdPw Iv - (v · t)tl (v - (v · t)t) = -~CnNdPw lvnl vn

where CDT and CoN are tangential and normal drag coefficients for the cable, respectively, and dis the
cable diameter. The hydrodynamic inertia force per unit length of unstretched cable is given by:

f(mn) = - CMN4Pw
mP (-a - (-a·t1tJ
;:\;:\ = - CMN4Pw~
mP _
where CMN is a hydrodynamic mass coefficient and a :[to, oo) x [O, L] - IR.3 is the acceleration. The
suoocripts n and t on v and a denote decompositions into the normal and tangential directions, respectively.
Formulation of the initial-boundary value problem
We have the following initial-boundary value problem

a2 r asa(EAo +e e ar)
- )= 0
as - (I + e) (-f ( hg) + f-(ctt) + f-(ctn ) + f(mn)
1

Po fJtZ -

(1)

with boundary condition.5

r(t,0) = r o(O), r(t,L)

= ro (L),

for all t 2: to

and initial conditions

r (to, s)
Here, ro : '[0, L] respectively.

JR 3 and

vo : [O, L]

-

= ro(s),

v(to, s)

= vo(s)

IR3 are initial cable configuration and initial cable velocity,
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3

Discretization into finite elements

Discretization. of the initial-boundary value problem is performed using the Galerkin method and finite
elements. This method consists of the following steps
1. The initial-boundary value problem (1) is transformed into the corresponding generalized problem.

This is done by multiplying the equation by the functions w EV, and then integrating by parts
over [O, L]. V is a suitable space of functions in which to search for a solution.

2. Restriction of rand
method.

w to

appropriate :finite-dimensional subspaces Vn

c

V, yields the Ga!erkin

3. Choosing the finite-dimensional subspaces such that they are spanned by bases consisting of soc.alled finit·e elements, yields a particularly simple set of ordinary differential equations. This is the
finite element method.
The Gaterkin equation resulting from (1) is given by

-Pol(..r.1:-1 + 4..rk
6

+ ..r.1:+i ) + EAo [ek
- 1k ek

ek+1
e:1:+1

- - 1k+I

] =

L

J(~hg) +

Ccdt)

+ ~dn) + f(mn)) (1 + e)'.pkds

(2)

0

k = 1, 2, ... , n - 1

where
lk
ek

ek:

'f?i(s)

=
=
=

=

rk -

rk- 1

llkl
z1 Irk - r.1:-1 I - 1 = -l-

1

l(l + e.1:) = ll.1:1

~i

ls -1)
l l
s
+
i
+1
1
{

0

s < (i - l)l
(i - l)l :::; s < il
, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n
il :::; s < (i + I )l

(i+l)l:::;s

The subscripts (hg), (dt), (dn) and (mn) stand for hydrostatic and gravity forces, tangential drag forces,
normal drag forces, and hydrodynamic added inertia forces, respectively. n is the nwnber of finite
elements, and l = L/n is the unstretched length of each element. The triangular form of the 'f?i functions
reflects the choice of a finite element basis for the subspaces Vn. Note that in this form, algebraic
expressions for the drag forces cannot be found. However, in Section 5, approximations are introduced
that eliminate the need for numerical integration of these terms.

4

ExistHnc·e and uniqueness of solutions

In this section we show existence and tmiqueness of solutions for a slightly simplified equation under the
assumption of strictly positive strain. T his is the main contribution ,of the paper.
Assumption l There exists a constant c > 0, such that

i}
ii)

e(t, s) ~ c for s E [O, L] and for all t 2: to, and;
ek(t) 2: c fork = l, 2, ... , n and for all t ~to.

Neglecting the added mass term f (mn)• which means that we assume drag dominant behaviour, and
considering a damping term in the form
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yield the following slightly modified initial-boti.ndary value problem

&r) -

2

Pc - Pw g+-l+eCDdpwvv=O
1 (
)
1-1 Pc
2po

8 r- EAo
8 ( -e- -&t2
po 8s 1 + e 8s

(3)

with boundary conditions

v t 2'. to

r(t,O) = ro(O), r(t, L) = ro(L),

.a nd initial conditions
r(to, s)

= ro(s) ,

v(to, s)

= vo(s)

Our goal is to apply Proposition 2.1 in [5, page 370], which states local existence and uniqueness of solutions for symmetrizable hyperbolic systems. Thus, we need to show that equation (3) is symmetrizable.
Define u(t,s) as follows

Carrying out the differentiation in the first term on the right hand side of (3), the equation, in terms of
u, can be written as

au

Ou
Ao-=A1-+g

at

(4)

8s

where

Ao(t,s, u)

A1(t,s,u)

g(t, s, u)

=

=

=

[~
[~

0
EAo ( u1uT

(l+e) 3

Po

+

e )
l+e I

0

0

EAo

0
K&t (
Po

[~g

7
u 1u
(l+e; 3

n
po

e )
+ ITe
I

e

+ ffi

I)

0

u2

- 2!o (1

0

( u1uT 3
(l+e)

~ e)CDdPw Ju2I u2

l

l

fa (4), we have multiplied the equation by the matrix Ao, which is symmetric positive definite for
s E [O, L] and for all t 2'. to under Asswnption l (in fact, there exists a constant c, such that Ao 2'. cl >
0, s E [O, LI, \It 2'. to). Notice that the matrix A 1 is render·e d symmetric, by means of the symmetrizer
Ao. Thus, Proposition 2.1 in (5, page 370], provides local existence of a unique solution to (4). However,
based on the following arguments, we will conjecture that the solution can be continued for all time. For
the Galerkin equation corresponding to (3), which is given by
L

-Pol(..r1o-1 + 4··rs. + ..r1o+1 ) + EAo [e"
- l1o
6
t:1o

-

es.+11 ]
- - 1o+1
t:s.+1

k

=

f (fchg) + f(d))

(1

+ e)~s.ds

(5)

0

1,2, ...,n-1

we can state the following result (proven in [1]).
Theorem 1 For anyn E {2, 3,4, ... },let the initial state (r(t0 ), v(to)) = (ro, v 0 ) be given. If Assumption
1 holds, then there exists a unique solution of (5) for all t ~ t 0 .
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Theorem 1 implies that
by

Un

E Hk([O, L]), fort~ t 0 , where Hk([O, L]) denotes the Sobolev space de.fined

Hk([O, L]) = {

u

ffu EL2 ([O, L]), 0 < l :S k }
051

EL 2 ([0, LI)

with the natural norm
l=k

llullHk([o,L])

=

&'u

L II as1 II P([O,L])
l=G

and Un is given in terms of the finite element basis defined in Section 3, that is
(6)

In fact, Theorem 1 implies that there exists a constant c, independent of k and n, such that

Based on the above considerations, along with the results of Chapter 16, Sections 1 and 2 in [5, pages
359-372), we conjecture the following.

Conjecture 1 Suppose Assumption 1 holds, and that u(O, s) E Hk([O, L]), with k ~ 2. Then there exists
a unique solution u E C([to, oo), Hk([O, L])), to the initial-boundary value problem (4). Moreover, the
sequence of solutions u,.. (as given in (6)) of the Galerkin equation (5), converges to u in the following
sens:e
llu - unllHJ:([O,L]) ~ 0

as n ~

oo

Remark 2 We stress the fact that since Theorem 1 and Conjecture 1 are stated under Assumption 1,
global solutions are not guaranteed for all initial conditions. .The problem of finding conditions on the
initial data under which Assumption 1 holds (for all t ~ t 0 }, is outside the scope of this work.

5

ImplementatLon

It is desiiable to apply certain approximations to the terms of equation (2) in order to simplify implementation. .Looking at the kth node, we see by inspection of equation (2), that it takes an advantageous
form if the following approximations are applied

h-1 ::::: f1r:, h+i ::::: f1c
rk-1

:::::

r1r:, rk+i ::::: r1c

With these approximations, equation (2) redaces to the following:
C1
[( Pol+ 2(e.1o
f1c:(/•9)

+ e.1o+1) )

I3x3 -

C1
2

+ f1c:(dt) + f1c:(dn) + fk(r) '
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1)] •·
--e;- + l.1o+1II+
f:k+l
r1c: =

(I1c:If

k = 1, 2, ... , n - 1

(7)

where

EAo [e1c+ 1 l1c+1 - e1c 11c]
e1c+1
e1c

f.lc(r)

f1c(hg)

=

C2 [ .
- - Jr1c
2

f1c(dt)

f1c"'"'

lp/c - Pw [ 0 0 g
Pc

..
11i:+ilf+i]
·hi -11clf
2 + 'r1c - l1c+1l
2

e,.

Ca [e1c I(IaxJ = -2

e1c+1

11clf)
•
e~
r1c

1(IaxJ -

·
r1c

11clI)

4

I(

J·

11c+ilr+1) r1c
.
Iax3 - 11c+ill+1)
r1c
2
2
e1c+1
e1c+1
Trrfl1
'
1
CMw·4Pw1 C2 = 2CnTdPw1 Ca= 2CnNdPw
+e1c+1

=

f

IaxJ I(

hxa is the 3 x 3 identity matrix, and the subscript {r) stands for internal reaction forces. Clearly, in the
limit as n--. oo, (2) and (7) are identical. Modelling a moored vessel is now a matter of assembling the
above equations for each mooring line. The details of this procedure are available in [l).

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed a new finite element model for a cable suspended in water. Global
existence and uniqueness of solutions of the truncated system is shown for a slightly simplified equation
describing the motion of a cable with negligible added mass and supported by fixed end-points. Based
on this, along with well known results on local existence and Wliqueness of solutions for symmetrizable
hyperbolic systems, we conjecture a global result for the initial-boundary value problem.
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Abstract. Coupled problems describing global thennal behaviour of buildings are difficult to solve. We are
interested here in the numerical resolution of a~gebraic non-hnear systems corresponding to the steady state
behaviour. After a short description of the physical problem, main ideas of block methods are presented. Then
splitting of the analysed model is discussed and the perfonnance of block methods is evaluated. Finally, a robust
hybrid block strategy, well adapted to moist airflow modelling, is elaborated.

Introduction
Solving systems of non-linear equations is a necessary step in simulating real actions. However, this task is often
difficult. Particularly, coupled systems of equations are usually hard to solve, because of complex physical
interactions. In such situations, block strategies can be helpful to find the desired numerical solution. In practice,
the perfonnance of different block algorithms varies, according to the physical problem.
We are interested here in solving a system of algebraic non-linear equations describing steady state of
moisture-energy-airflow model. The model is implemented ·in CLIM2000 simulation environment, developed by
Electricite de France [ll CLJM2000 solves simultaneously the whole system of equations and this approach is
obviously not adapted to moist air models. The numeriical methods used often diverge. Actually, in practice,
even simpler energy-airflow models are found difficult to solve, and often block methods are needed to compute
the solution [4] [7].
First part of this paper introduces the main characteristics of the system of equations. In the second part,
block methods are presented and splitting of the analysed model is discussed. Then the block methods are
applied to solve our model using two different update strategies for unknowns.

System of equations
Multizone models, where the air volume of one room is represented by one node are of interest here. In practice,
systems of equations describing global energy-moisture-airflow behaviour of multizone space are difficult to
solve. Most difficulties are due to the simplified airflow model, very sensitive to the variations of energy and
moisture values. In order to understand tile relationship between the model and the numerical method, this
research is limited to basic configurations representiAg moist air movements inside a partitioned space. The
results presented here refer to the configuration in figure 1. Tile ·equations are mainly three types of balances :
- dry air mass balance: determining air movements (variable: air pressure at ground level),
- vapour mass balance : describing vapour transfers in a multizone space (variable: air moisture content),
- enthalpy balance: energy cakulations enabling t·e mperature computations (variable: air temperature).
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Figure I. Analysed configuration
A detailed example of the system of equations can be found in [8). Here, only the most important points are
evoked. Algebraic non-linearities of resulting equations .are mainly due to two factors :
- air flow equations, linking pressure difference (t.P, [PaJ) and ·the mass flow (Q, [kg/s]) using the power
law: Q = K 6P", (Kand n: power law real coefficients),
- perfect gas relationship: iPV = MrT; linking pressure (P, [Pa]), temperature (T, [K]) and mass (M , [kg])
3
with air volume (V, [m ]) and perfect gas constant (r, [J/(kg K)]).
We are concerned here with steady state description, therefore the whole problem can be written as a system
of non-linear algebraic equations: F(x)=O.
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The important sensitivity of the coupled mode! to the variations of boundary conditions is mainly due to the
representation of the airflow through large openings (such as doors). We use here the popular simplified
expression based on Bernoulli equation [3]. In such configurations different flow directions are possible : 1-+2,
2-+ I and even a two-way flow : I ~2 . Integration of different possibilities and of their transitions into the
airflow model introduces situations difficult to solve. Indeed, the airflow model is very sensitive to even small
variations of boundary conditions. Typically, an important difference of the mass flow of about l 00 kg/h can be
introduced by a very small difference of pressures of about 10·2 I0·3 Pa. At the moment, no robust method to
compute the solution of the complete problem exists. [ndeed, popular non-linear solvers are based on Newton's
direction (2] [5], where at each non-linear iteration we need to solve the linear system:
(I)
J(x) dx = - f(x)
The jacobian matrix, J(x), is ill-conditioned. Even for very small systems, such as the configuration presented
in figure I, the associated matrix has a condition number of about 109 •

Block metbods
Dividing a large, difficult problem, into smaller and easier to treat, is often the only method to overcome
resolution diffic1Jlties. This type of methods, called 'block methods', can be applied to solve systems of nonlinear algebraic equations. The function F(x) is the whole system of equations composed of m blocks. A general
block-based strategy to solve F(x) = 0 is presented .in figure 2.

1

for n = l, .... do
for i = l to m do
solve for xi
n-1
n-1
n d n
n
n-1
n-1) O
F(
ix,
+ro1ndxnI , •.•,xi1 +Cl>;_, X;_, , X; ,Xi+I , . .. ,Xm
=
L.-......................................- ................- .....................- ..······-·······················.............................................- ················-··-··;.

compute residue

if residue < toi

solution

else
w and 8 are called relaxation coefficients
dx" = x"• 1 - x" is the increase in the unknown vector x at iteration n

Figure 2. General block method for non-linear systems
Fo'llowing analogy with linear systems, block method with or=l and S=O is called Gauss-Seidel method, and
with w=O and S=J Jacobi method. Relaxation coefficients oo and ·8 can be constant, or may vary with the block
number and iteration. Therefore, many different combinations of block methods are possible.

Spliitting physical problem .i nto blocks
In order to apply a block strategy on our problem, the whole system of equations must be split into subsystems.
In the construc.tion of a general method, adapted to a large family of building simulations problems, an efficient
splitting must be based on physical criteria. In our case two main possibilities can be chosen : ( 1) splitting using
location criteria (per 'room' : one block is fonned by equations describing the behaviour of one room) or (2)
splitting using phenomenological criteria (per 'system' one block is composed of equations describing one
physical system : energy, moisture or airflow).
The final choice should satisfy two types of constrains :
- numerical: easy resolution of each block,
- physical: easy application to the whole fami'ly of models.
Some interesting conclusions can be driven from the study of jacobian matrix' structure. The condition
numbers of different blocks ar·e computed using the f. 2 norm, on the example presented in figure I, for d ifferent
values of physical parameters (external climate, position ofoutlets and inlets ... ) .
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block

compilete matrix · airflow block

condition number

10 7 - 10
I - !03
Table l. Condition number oJ differ.e nt blocks of the jacobian matrix.

energy block

moisture block

9

room block
6

10

-

8

10

in the tab 1e I, the superiority of splitting into 'systems' can be easily seen. The condition number
corresponding to one physical system is low, because one block contains one type of physical balances.
CondiHon number of room block is almost as high as the condition number of the whole matrix, because they
both include differ·e nt types of equations (dry air, vapour and energy balances).
In addition, the results in table l sug~est that the numerical resolution of each physical subsystem should be
easy. First numerical tests show the practical super·i ority of system decomposition. Moreover this approach can
be easily generalised to building simulation tools. ln the next, only the results concerning decomposition into
systems are presented.
The order of blocks is defined using physical relations between variables. Two slightly different orders are
used here : moisture-energy-airflow and energy-moistu~e-airflow both with a pre-resolution of the airflow block.
To solve each bioc we use the popular Newton-LU method with a line search procedure to help global
1

convergence (5]. In all cases we start with the initial vector 0. The demanded tolerance on the residue (euclidian
norm) is of 10·9 for each block and lO~ for the global residue.

Application of Gauss-Seidel update
Gauss-Seidel update is one of the most popular among block strategies. It is applied on our system, keeping its
partition into blocks. For example, all the moisture balances .are solved simultaneously, and then moisture
contents values are updated in energy and airflow blocks. This strategy is applied to the configuration presented
in figure I. Main results are regrouped in table 2. Each cas·e co!l"espond to different parameter values (external
climate, inkt flow, height of air outlet).

'

I

final :residua[

cas·e

global iterations

1

62
71

1.9 10·3
L5 10·3

100

8 10· 3

19

9.6 10-

2

I

3
4

'

5

~

5

o bservations

demanded precision
not reached

i.2 1'0 4
Table 2. Solving using Gauss-Seidel update between blocks
3

Each block is easily solved, however global iterations are not converging, even when an important number is
done. In all cases the i~erations approach the solution, howe ver they stagnate and the demanded precision is
impossible to reach.
In order to design a method fitted t-o our problem, the origin of this situation must be understood. Actually, in
our model, ~he enthalpy flow

H .c an be written as :

H = h(El) rndsy air (El)

(2)

where h is mass enthalpy of moist air i[J/kgJ,
Both h and

mdJy air

mdry air

is mass flow [kg/s1and

a is air temperature [ q
0

depend upon the air temperature '8, which 1is actually the mathematical variable of our

problem. Solving F(x)=O in th·e .e nergy block means in fact finding the temperature value to balance the enthalpy
flows. This can be done changing either h or mdry air values. In the treated case, using full Gauss-Seidel
iteration,

mdry air

varies in a more important way than h. This prev·e nts the system from global convergence.

Adapting updates to physical int,e ractions
This last observation must be taken into consideration in the construction of a method effic ient on our problem.
Numerical iterations shou:Jd fi x dry air mass flow during the resolution of energy block. The entha lpy flow
should be computed using the following equation (3) instead of (2) :
(an-I)
.
(an .
(3)

H =h

) mdry<lir
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This is a hybrid method. Gauss-Seide1( update is used only for the transported enthalpy, and the flow term
value computed during the previous iteration is maintained.
The adapted updates are then applied on our problem. We use two slightly different variants of block method
(energy and moisture blocks ar·e permut·ed). Typical results are presented in tables 3 and 4.

I

global
iteration

energy block
moisture block
I
iterations
global res.id. ,I iterations
gJ.obal resid.

-

-

airflow block
iterations
global resid.

,I

3
0.1
I
I
3
10·9
0.5
2
0.4
I
1
3
:1
I
.
Table 3.• .Applkatum of block method. Ueratmns needed to s0lve one block and global residual
0

I
I

global
iteration

energy block
iterations
global resid.

0

-

I

2

'

moisture block
global resid.

i~erations

airflow block
iterations
global resid .

-

-

-

3

0.1

O.ol

l

0.2

2

0.08

l 10·9
0.2
0
0.2
2
2
2
Table 4. Appbcabcm of blO'ck method. Jt.e-rahons needed •to solve one block and global residual
For all ·c ases treated (different values of physical parameters) the behaviour of the block method is very
similar. Adaptation of the updates to fhe physical interactions results in a rapid global convergence. The best
strategy converge in one iteration and the number of iterations needed to compute each block is stable.

Conclusions and perspectives
Block methods for non-linear system we very efficient. However they must be adapted to the physical problem
solved. In our case good understanding of the physical problem leads to a very efficient block algorithm,
combining adequate block decomposition with hybrid method to update values of unknowns. The performance
of this hybrid method is mainly due to good transcription of physical interactions into numerical iterations.
The proposed method is well adapted to treated problems. Moreov•e r, comprehensive adapting of numerical
iterations to physical system can be easily generalised. It can be directly applied to some other building physics'
dehcate problems, such as poilutants propagation and could be also extended to other fields. After its validation,
this method is intended to be impleme nted in the CLJMWOO's solver.
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THE FLOW PROBLEM IN HEATED TUBE-HEADER-STRUCTURES
H. Walter, K. Ponweiser aod W. Linzer
Institute of Thermal Engineering,
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Getreidemarkt 9, A-1060 Vienna
Abstract. For the design of a water tube boiler, which is planned to operate under dynamic conditions, the
knowledge of the behaviour of the transient fluid flow in the network structure of the steam generator is of great
importance. For the prediction of this dynamic behaviour numerical methods are suitable.
In this paper a tube-collector-model is presented, which is appropriate for the creation of the mathematical
equations describing the fluid flow in a network of tubes. The difference between an explicite and an implicite .
calculation method is shown. Special attention is directed to the boundary conditions at both ends of the tubes.
Finally some results of the simulation of the start-up of a Heat Recovery Stearn Generator (HRSG) are
presented.

Introduction
Since the late 70's not only computer programs for thermal design are used, but also software for the
calculation of the fluid flow distribution .at steady state in ramified tube-systems have been developed [1 ).
The reliability of operation of natural circulation boilers as well as boilers with forced circulation and oncethrough boilers can be improved, if the distribution of the fluid flow in the complex pipe system under different
load conditions is known al.ready during design state.
Due to an .augmented use of steam generators for peak load generation as well as for waste heat utilisation,
the requirements on the dynamic behaviour of these plants increase. In literature many articles about the dynamic
simulation of steam generators can be found. The scope of these studies covers models for single components as
well as ·c omputer codes,, which are able to calculate the whole dynamic behaviour of a power plant (a detailed
review is given by (2)). In case of different load change velocities at parallel arranged beat surfaces it is
important to be able to forecast the dynamic change of the mass flow distribution in the ramified pipe system.
For this intention programs based on a tube-collector-model are useful, such as that one presented in this
paper.

Formulation of the problem
High power steam generators as well as smaller units used in industrial power plants, for example Heat
Recovery Steam Generators (HRSG) arranged behind a gas turbine, are built as water tube boilers. In these
boilers the water and water/steam mixture bas to pass through tubes with different heat absorption, which are
connected with distributors and collectors.
Adv.antages of boilers with natural circulation evaporators are the reduced investment, maintenance and
operation costs due to the absence of a circulation pump. Figure I shows a HRSG with a natural circulation
evaporator. In normal case, the water flows from the downcomer through the heated tube bank straight to the
riser relief tubes. The driving force of the natural circulation is due to the difference of the density of the water in
the downcomer and the water/steam mixture in the tube bank and the riser relief tubes. The most critical
operation modes of a HRSG with natural circulation evaporators are fast cold start-ups and heavy load changes.
In these cases stagnation or even reverse flow can occur due to dynamic effects. In order to avoid such situations
it is important to have detailed information about the flow distribution in the tube network already in the stage of
boiler design. To make available such important data, the Institute of Thermal Engineering at the Vienna
University of Technology has developed a computer code for the s imulation of the dynamic behaviour of heated
tube networks as well as natural circulation boilers.

Mod·elling
During model creation the physical phenomena under consideration as well as the CPU-performance of the
computer used for simulation have to be taken into account. If the whole cycle has to be simulated an overall
model, which approxima~es the certain components of the steam generator in a general way, will be sufficient. If
we focus on the flow conditions in different groups of pipes a much more detailed model is necessary.
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Figure 1: Model of the evaporator of a vertical HRSG
Figure 1 shows the model of a natural circulation evaporator of a vertical HRSG. To analyse the mass flow
distribution in different layers of the evaporator the steam generator was subdivided into the following sections:
one downcomer, one distributor, four parallel heat surfaces with different heat input for each layer, one collector
and one riser relief tube. The sketch of the steam generator in figure 1 does not give the correct image about the
horizontal dimensions of the beating surface, which can reach up to 20 m in reality, whereas the vertical division
of the bundle is shown correctly.

Model of the tube flow
The mass flow in the tubes of a steam generator can be assumed to be one-dimensional, because they are very
long compared to their diameter. In the model under consideration tubes with the same geometry and heat impact
are combined to one single tube. This simplification requires, that for the calculation of the mass flow and the
heat flux, the inner and outer surfaces as well as the cross sections of the single tubes are multiplied by the
number of parallel tubes. But for the calculation of the pressure drop the inner diameter of the single tube must
be used.
For a straight tube with constant cross section the unsteady mass balance may be written as:
(l)

where the coordinates of location and time are x and t respectively. The density p and the velocity w are
mean values over the cross section of the tube.
The following equation represents the momentum balance, which postulates that the temporary change of
momentum is equal to the local change of the momentum flux and the forces, which are acting on the fluid
volume :

apw + apww =_ ap _pg +(ap )
Ot

Ox

Ox

i

OX

friction

(2)

In this equation, p means the pressure and g.. is the component of the gravitation in the direction of the tube
axis.
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Considering the fluid flow in steam boilers, the thermal energy is much higher than the kinetic energy as well
as the potential energy and the expansion work. Therefore, the balance of the thermal energy can be simplified
to:

aph

apvvh

.u

(3)

-+--=q8t
A

ox

[n tills equation, h denotes the specific enthalpy and

q the heat flux referred to the surface of the liquid in the

tube. To fulfil the balance, q must be multiplied by the ratio perimeter U over cross section A of the liquid in the
tube.

Dis·cretizatii.on and solution of the gov erning equatfons
1

Basically, both explicit and implicit methods can be 1:1Sed to solve the differential equations describing the
fluid flow in a tube. Explicit calculation methods are characterised by the following relationships: the state in a
discrete volwne at location x; and at a discrete time t11 is a function of the state of the same volume at time t11 _1 as
well as ofithe state of the neighbour volumes at the locations X;.1 and X;+h both at time t,,_ 1 (t,,_ 1 = t11 - Lit, x;.1 = x; -

L1x and X;+; =

x; + &).
In implicit calculation methods the state in one discrete volume x;,n is influenced by the states in the volumes
x0_• ••• X;. 1,11 and X;+J.n .•• XN." (time level t11 ) as well as by the states in the volumes X o.n- I •.• XN,n-I (time level t11.1)If the transient behaviour of the fluid flow in a tube has to be simulated with an explicit method, comp. [3], it
is possibk to calculate the state in the volumes X;, i = 2, 3, .. ., N-1, if adequate boundary conditions are available
to describe the state in the volumes x 1 .and XN at time t11• Nevertheless, to ensure the stability of the explicit
method, the Courant-Friedrich-Levi-condition (CFL-condition) [4], which is limiting the size of the time step
depending on the geometric data, has to be fulfilled. Using an explicit method for the simulation of the fluid flow
in a tube, the ratio between the step size of geometry and the step siz·e of time has to be smaller than the sum of
the velocities of the fluid flow and the speed of sound of the fluid. Because the speed of sound in water is very
high the time step mas to be chosen very small. As a consequence of that the simulation b y using an explicit
method is very time consuming.
Using an implicit algorithm only the desired accuracy of the calculation limits the value of the time steps.
The disadvantage of this calculation method is, that the system of differential equations must be approximated
iteratively for every single time step. ·
An implicit algorithm to solve the partial diffecentiai equations of mass, momentum and energy with a finitevolume-method is presented by Patankar [5], who deriv·es the SIMPLE algorithm (Semi Implicit Method for
Pressure Linked Equations) in a general form. An implementation of the SIMPLE algorithm for onedime.nsional fluid flow in a tube is described in detaii in [2] or [6].
As a result of the cliscretization, we obtain from the partial differential equations for the momentum an
algebraic system of equations for the calculation of the velocity distribution. The partial differential equation of
the mass balance linked with the ,differential equation of ·the momentum balance yield in an algebraic system of
equations for the calculation of a pressure correction from one iteration step to the next. The differential equation
for the energy results in an algebraic sys~em of equations for the calculation of the enthalpy. The state in a
discrete tube section depends directly on the state in the neighbour volumes of the tube. So the three algebraic
systems of equations have a tridiagonal matrix of coefficients:
1

al,P

-a1.£

- a 2.W

a2,P

-a2,£

<!'1

bi

<f'i

bz

=
-aN - 1,W

(4)

QN-1,P

-QN-1,£

<f'r·H

bN-1

-aN,W

aN.P

<f'N

bN

For c·ertain sections of discreti.zation the solution v·ector <p includes the velocity w in the momentum balance,
the values for the pressure correction p * in the system of the pressure correction equations and the enthalpy h in
the energy balance. Methods for the calculation of the coefficients a and the vector of the constants b are given
in [2], [5] or [6].
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Boundary conditions
At the tube inlet two characteristic lines (A.1 = w + c, A.2 =wand A.1 = w - c, whereby w denotes the fluid
velocity and c the speed of sound in the fluid) run into the tube if the fluid velocity is positive at this point. Due
to that fact, two boundary conditions must be set at this tube end. At the tube outlet one characteristic line leaves
the tube if the fluid velocity is positive at this point. Therefore one boundary condition is necessary.
For ,explicit methods, as the method of characteristics, algebraic equations are needed for the calculation of
the state quantities inside of the tube (x2 to XtJ. 1) at the time level t•. At the same time level, additional equations
are needed to determine that state quantities at the boundaries (x 1 and xiv) which are not given as boundary
values.
If the STh1PLE algorithm is used for the calculation, it is possible to include the desired boundary conditions
in the coefficient matrices. If e. g. the enthalpy is given at the tube inlet the coefficients of the energy balance
have to be set to aJ.P = 1 and aJ.E = 0. This selection :causes a remaining coefficient h1t while the influence on its
neighbour volume (element 2) will be preserved. The same method is used at the tube outlet. The pressure as
boundary condition can be taken into account in the coefficient matrix of the pressure correction equations. A
given velocity of the fluid at one tube end can be considered in the system of equations for the momentum.
Considering the physical requirements, two boundary conditions have to be set on the tube end where the fluid
enters the tube, while for the tube end where the fluid leaves the tube one boundary condition is sufficient.
For forced circulation boilers and once through boilers, as they are explored in [2), it is rather efficient to
give at the tube inlet the mass flow and the velocity respectively and the enthalpy as boundary condition while at
the outlet the pressure must be given as boundary condition. The pressure at the tube inlet as well as the mass
flow and the thennal conditions of the fluid at the tube outlet are results of the calculation.
For natural circulation boilers and other pressure driven systems it is better to detemrine the pressure at both
ends of the tube and to predefine additionally the state of the fluid at :that tube end where the fluid enters the
tube. In ·th:is case ·the .mass flows or the velocities .respectively at both ends of the tube and the state of the fluid at
the tube end where mass leaves the tube are results of the calculation.
Using this boundary conditions, it is very important, that :the numerical treatment of the fluid flow problem is
absolute synunetrical, otherwise a change of the flow direction due 1to the pressure boundary conditions cannot
be hand.led.

Model of the collector
Assuming that the distribution of the thermodynamic state in the collector is homogeneous, for the
calculation the collector can be seen as one single point. This assumption is admissible, because the vertical
dimension of the collector is small compared to that of the remaining tube system. So the gravity distribution of
density and pressure can be neglected. The huge differenc·es of the cross sections between the collector and its
connected tubes are responsible for stron,g turbulence, so that a segregation of the fluid in the collector will not
occur.
Because ,the collectors .ar;e assumed to be nods the equations for the mass and energy balance are ordinary
differential equations with time t as independent variable:

(5)
(6)

The variables of the collector are denoted with the index S; j represents values at the collector inlet and k
denotes the values at the outlet. V5 is the volume of the collector and A the cross section of the connected tubes.
Analogous to the treatment of the fluid flow in the tube, kinetic energy as well as expansion work are neglected
in the energy balance.
Because momentum has vectorial nature, considering flow in a straight tube, it acts in the direction of the
tube axis, which can be seen in the momentum balance (Eq. 2). If several tubes are connected to the collector
from different directions, the momentum fluxes must not be added arithmetically but rather vectorially.
The velocity of the fluid in the collector is rather small compared to that inside the tubes. So it can be
assumed, that the momentum of the fluid will be lost at the entrance of the collector and has to be rebuilt at the
outlet of it. Based on this assumption, the momentum balance of the collector is reduced to a pressure balance.
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The changes of the momentum at the inlet and the outlet can be taken into account using a pressure loss
coefficient ~:
(7)

and

Inclusion of the conservation equations of the collector into the equations of the fluid
flow
After the discretization of the differential equations, the collectors are reduced to nods in the grid structure of
time and space .
Using explicit calculation methods, the density of the fluid in the collector at the time tn can be computed by
means of the mass balance of the fluid in the collector and the mass flows in each single connection point
between the tubes and the collector at the time tn-J· The energy balance provides the inner energy of the fluid in
the collector at the time tn. by means of the energy of the fluid in the collector and the energy flow at the tube
connecting points of the collector. By use of the internal energy it is possible to calculate the remaining
thermodynamic properties, in particular the pressure inside of the collector. With the collector pressure at the
time tn (Eq. 7), the pressure at the connecting points between tubes and collector can be determined, which is one
of the required boundary condition for each single tube. At the outlet connection points between collector and
tube, where fluid is leaving the collector, an additional boundary condition has to be defmed. That boundary
condition is the specific enthalpy h, which is calculated from the pressure loss of the fluid leaving the collector,
assuming adiabatic throttling with constant total enthalpy:
for w1 < 0, and

hs

=h• +05· wt

2

forwk>O

(8)

If w1 > 0 and Wt< 0 h1 and hk are results of the calculation of the fluid flow in the tube. These values must not
to be changed in the balance equations of the collector.
The calculation of the collector pressure using the method described above is possible only if the time steps
remain small. Experience shows, that a certain ratio between the collector volume and the volume of the
connected tube element should not be exceeded, taking also into consideration the width of time steps given by
the CFL-condition.
Summarised the overall calculation procedure for an explicit simulation of the fluid flow in a tube network
can be subdivided into the following four points:
1. Calculation of the thermodynamic properties in the collectors for time step n, using the values of the
·
time step n-1.
2. Computation of the boundary conditions for the fluid flow depending on the thermodynamic properties
inside of the collectors.
3. Stepwise calculation of the thermodynamic properties at the discrete points of the tubes.
4. Calculation of the thermodynamic properties for the next time step, starting at 1.
Implicit calculation methods have the advantage that the time increments can be of any size. Due to that fact
they are be preferred in the case of more complex tube-collector-systems and will be discussed in detail
therefore.

Figure 2: Discretization of a tube-collector-connection
If an implicit calculation method, for example the SIMPLE--algorithm, is used, the calculation of the state
variables in a single tube at a certain time step cannot be decoupled from the state variables in the collector and
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the other tubes. So the discretized differential equations for the collector consist of an equation for mass,
momentum and energy conservation, whernby each of them represents one line in the system of equations.
Figure 2 illustrates for .instance three tubes which are connected to one collector. Two of the tubes are
subdivided into two cells whereas the third tube is divided into three elements. In the figure the elements of the
tubes are labelled by circled numbers, the nodes by numbers only. The values in the nodes of the elements
represent the averaged values of the state variables of the control-volumes. The velocities are related to the
interfaces of the control-volume (so called staggered grid). The node of the collector is treated in the same way
as any node of the tube, but with the difference that it has more adjacent cells than a node in a single cell of a
tube.
Assuming that the interruption of the flow of momentum at the connection points between tubes and collector
causes a pressure drop, the algebraic system of equations, which describes the velocity distribution in the tube
network, is decoupled at the collectors. The system of equations remains tridiagonal, zero elements are found in
the upper and lower diagonal at the place of decoupling. The structure of the coefficient matrix is presented in
the following left scheme. The system of equations for the calculation of the pressure correction looses its
tridiagonal structure in the case of a network with tube-collector-structure as shown in the right scheme.
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The coefficients located outside the tridiagonal field and unequal zero are deduced from the mass balance of
those collectors, which are connected to more than two robes. The control-volumes of the single tubes
consecutively numbered and so they form tridiagonal sections in the coefficient matrix.
The distribution of the coefficients in ilie matrix depends on the way in which order the connected tubes are
counted. Therefore it is recommended to optimise the bandwith of the coefficient matrix before starting the
numerical solving algorithm.
From the description above can be seen that for the calculation .o f the pressure correction one more equation
is necessary than for the determination of the velocities. This is caused due to the fact that the collector
represents an additional node in the system. The set of equations for the calculation of the specific enthalpy h has
the same structure as the system of equations for the computation of the pressure correction.
For the description of the network with a tube-co11ector-structure and for data handling the use of the graph
theory is recommended.

Simulation example
In this chapter the simulation of a start-up procedure of a HRSG, will be presented (the basic structure is
shown in figure 1). The tube-collector-structure was applied fot modelling the steam generator, without taking
the drum into consideration. The numerical simulation was done using the SIMPLE-algorithm.
The following initial conditions are assumed:
• The Fluid in the pipe network has constant temperature (near saturation state).
• There is no fluid motion.
• The distribution of pressure and density is due to the gravity.
Boundary conditions:
•
At the inlet of the downcomer and at the outlet of the riser relief tube the pressure is equal and constant
during simulation.
• The water entering the downcomer or the riser relief tube (only if reverse flow occurs) is assumed to be
at saturation state.
• The heat fluxes to the heating surfaces of the bundle are given as functions of time.
The rime depend development of the heat flow .transferred from the flue gas side was calculated by the use
of an external boiler calculation program. The simulation is based on the assumption that flue gas enters at the
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bottom and leaves the evaporator at the top. The lowest layer is heated most, the heat flux in the following tube
rows decreases in a logarithmic way.
The heat flux starts at time t = 0, it is increased linearly for 120 seconds, remains constant up to t = 420
seconds, is increased for another time span of 480 seconds hnearly and remains constant afterwards.
In figure 3 and 4 the development of d1e mass flow for certain selected cells of the system are presented as a
result of the simulation.
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Figure 3: Mass flow in the riser rlieftube, downcomer and layer 4
FigW'e 3 gives an ov·erview for the first 500 seconds after start up. After about 110 seconds the steam
production starts. The start of steam production. can be observed by the mass discharge through the outlet of the
riser relief tube. The mass discharge is accompanied by reverse flow in the downcomer, discernible on the
negative mass flow at the inlet of the downcomer {D-I). Further heating changes the mass flow in the
downco.mer into positive direction and causes a strong acceleration. During that phase very high mass flow rates
can be observed at the outlet of the riser relief tube {R-0), but also the mass flow in the downcomer is
i;emarkable above its stationary value. The difference between the mass flow at the outlet of the riser relief tube
and the inlet of the downcomer can be regarded as "ejection ·o f mass". Due to the fact that during that phase so
much mass is discharged the remaining amount of mass in the system is smaller than the steady state requires. At
about 200 seconds storage of mass starts and after about 500 seconds this process is finished and turns into a
steady state.
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The reason for the reverse flow in the downcomer at the first period of steam production can be explained by
figure 4. Due to the start of steam generation at approximately stagnant fluid flow a high quantity of water is
ejected from the first heated layer (LI). Because of the fact that the tubes of the bundle have a higher pressure
loss than the downcomer with the greater diameter, the discharged mass of the first layer flows mainly into the
distributor. The negative mass flow at the inlet of the heating surface (Ll-I) is almost twice the positive mass
flow at the outlet of the heating surface (Ll-0), which indicates the above mentioned effect. The heating
surfaces 2 and 3 which ar,e not shown in figure 4 hav,e a similar tendency. The fourth heating surface which is
heated less and later, shows positive flow direction already befofe the steam production is starting.
Because of the steam-water-mixture in the evaporator and the riser relief tubes (l-RO) the hydrostatic
pressure is smaller at this side of the system than in the downcomer. This pressure difference retards the reverse
flow after about 130 seconds and forces the fluid flow into positive direction. Between the 180th and 220tb
second mass is stored into the showed heating surface layers again. After that period the differences between the
inlet and the outlet .mass flow from these layers are only very small.
Simulations for different warm starts of the presented HRSG showed that high heat loads during the first
phase cause increased reverse flow in the downcomer. As a consequence steam enters the downcomer at the
lower end and causes a decrease of fluid flow density. Finally the density of the fluid in the downcomer is lower
than in the evaporator-riser-relief-tube part and the change to the desired positive flow direction is not possible
anymore.
With the simulation program presented in this paper it is possible to detect even periodical oscillations of
mass flow at certain load conditions, which also can be observed in existing plants. After detailed studies these
phenomenon could be associated with density wave oscillations, which are the result of the superposition of
friction inside the ttibe and the storing and discharging process of mass.

Conclusion
For the simulation of the fluid flow in a tube network a mathematical model has been developed, which
describes the fluid flow in the tubes as well as the changes of state in the connecting elements. The tubecollector-model presented in this paper is very we[! suited for the simulation of this problem. The fluid flow in
the tube is modelled one-dimensionally by means of the conservation equations for the mass, the momentum and
the energy. The coHectors are modelled as points, whereby the differential equation for the momentum balance is
reduced to a pressure balance.
Using an explicit calculation method, the conservation equations for the collector supply the boundary
conditions for the calculation of the fluid flow in the tubes. However, if an implicit calculation method (for
example the SIMPLE-algorithm) is used, the conservation equations for the collector must be provided in a
similar form as the equations for the description of the fluid flow in the tube, in order to enable the integration
with the solution algorithm. The SIMPLE-algoritlun which describes the fluid flow in the tube with linear
tridiagonal systems of equations for the velocity, the pressure correction and the enthalpy, the changes of the
state in the tube-collector-structure must be solved in a global system of equations for all tubes and collectors.
By using the SIMPLE-algorithm we get a sparse coefficient matrix for the system of equations describing the
pressure correction as well as the enthalpy. The system of equations representing the momentum balance is
decoupled at the collectors, so the matrix will remain tridiagonal structured.
Finally results of a warm start-up of a HRSG are presented. The boiler was modelled in a tube-collectorstructure; the calculation was realised using the SIMPLE-algorithm. Well-known phenomena which can be
observed at real boilers could be verified by the siml:llation. Applying a ramp shaped heating, the circulation of
the mass flow started in positive sense. If the heating rate exceeds a critical value, the circulation changes into
negative direction. It was al.so possible to detect density wave oscillations at certain load conditions.
Our example shows, that the tube-collector-model represented in this paper is appropriate for the simulation
of the fluid flow in a ramified tube network.
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Abstract. ModelicaTM(7] is an object-oriented language for modeling physical systems that was designed
in the last years with the goal to become a standardized multi-domain modeling language. This paper
describes a robust model for homogeneous and inhomogeneous two phase flows with dynamic or static slip
correlation. It was developed in the context of developing a Modelica base library for thermo-hydrauiic
applications. The model describes the transient behav[or of.a fiuid moving through a pipe during a phase
change caused by heat transfer or pressure changes. Measurements from a refrigeration cycle were used to
validate the model. Physical appr·oaches were taken to model friction and momentum exchange between
th.e phases. The mode'! also includes the one-phase flow of liquid or vapor as limiting cases in order to
make the simu[ation of a complete phase-transition possible. The model is numerically robust in all flow
r.egions. Modelica's language features are used to structure the code for reusability in different contexts.
These features make the model well suited for a reusable model library.

1 Introduction
In the past, detailed models of inhomogeneous two phase flows have only been available in specialized,
domain-specific softwar·e systems like APROS [5j or SINDA/FLUINT (4]. These packages are well suited
within their domain, but not for multi-domain models or for control design. Modelica overcomes these
deficiencies. With its true equations and object-oriented language constructs it opens new horizons for
physical modeling. The equations from the strnctured model are transformed into a hybrid differentialalgebraic equation system (hybrid DAE). Hybrid means here, that both continuous time (the DAE)
and discrete time dynamics can be present in th.e model, for details see [7]. Currently, the Modelica
design group develops free basic libraries for various domains, e. g. for thermo-hydraulics. The simulation
program DYMOLA (3] was used for the simulations.
Different models for transient two phase flows can be characterized by two main properties: homogeneous
or in!homogeneous flow (referring to the flow speed of the phases) and equilibrium or non-equilibrium
conditions of the thermodynamic state of the phases. Furthermore, there are many options for choosing
the state variables, the discreti.zation scheme and the boundary conditions. A thorough overview of many
different models is presented in (6]. The model presented here can be parameterized as homogeneous or
inhomogeneous. Both phases are always in thermodynamic equilibrium and it can have either a static or
a dynamic slip-flow correlation. This range of models seemed best suited for the given purpose: transient
models to evaluate control designs for refrig·e ration cydes. T he test plant that was used for validation is
sketched in Figure 1. Due to the horizontal evaporator pipe, it bas almost separated flow conditions as
in Figure 2, but the model can be used for any flow conditi<0ns.
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F igure 1: Refrigeration test plant
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2 Thermodynamic Model
The textbook form of the balance equations for mass and energy, (10), uses density p and internal energy
u as states in the differential equations. For a constant control Volume V the equation can be written as:

(1)
The variable p is not suitable as a state variable in the Hquid region, because the resulting system of
equations is too stiff and thus unsuited for dynamic simulations. The differential of (p, u) can be rewritten
in terms of the partial derivatives of (p, u) with respect to (p, h) as:

ap/ohlp ) :!__ ( P )
au/8hlp
dt
h

(2)

The partial derivatives of u follow from difforentiation of u = h - p/ p.
Equation (1) and then solving for djdt(p, h) gives:

Inserting Equation (2) into

v

apl]

P) = ( p+hop/ohl
1 - h ap/ ap1:

ap!
d (
[ P ap 11 + ah p dt
h

(3)

This system is weH suited for dynamic simulations. Modelica supports true equations and does not require
the equations in an explicit form. The symbolic engine of DYMOLA will transform the equations to an
explicit form when needed. Therefore, the equations are written in exactly this form in the Modelica
code.

3 Equation of State
iFor efficient dynamic simulation of fluids it is necessary to have equations of state that are explicit in the
state variables, p and h. The properities in the two-phase region ·c an be expressed as a linear interpolation
between dew- and boiling curv.e, which are both functions of p only. In the liquid region, linear Taylor
·e xpansions at the boiling curve for lines of constant enthalpies yield highly accurate results. In the vapor
regicm, Taylor expansions at the dew curve for lines of constanit pressure with varying order are applied.
As an example, 1the following equations are obtained for the density:

p = p'(p1 (h)) + 8p/8pl~ (p'(h)) [p- p'(h)]
l/p = v = xv 11 (p) + (1 - x)v1 (p)
i;P = v = v" (p) + av; ahJ"p (p) [h - h"(p)] + o.5 a2 v; ah2 I"p {p) [h - h 11 (p)] 2

=

h < h 1 (p)
h (p)~h~h (p)
1

h

11

(4)

> h (p)
11

=

where x is the quality x
M"/M
(h - h1 (p))/(h"(p) - h 1(p)) . The approach requires functions for
the properties and certain derivatives of sa·t urated liquid and vapor. These functions are approximated
by polynomiais, except for h1 (p), which is the inverse function of p1 (h). T his expression is required to
maintain consistency of the equations.

p'(h)

=.[a + bh + ch2 ]6 ~ h'(p) = -0.5b/c -

[(0 .5b/c)

2

+ (~ -

a)/c] 0 • 5

(5)

The approach gives a continuous transition on the phase boundaries and an increasing accuracy near the
phase boundaries. It was applied to data of the refrigerant R22 on the basis of the NIST R E FPROP
database (8]. The relati ve error of p(p, h) is shown in Figure 3. Similar equations are created for T,
8p/8Pl1i. and 8p/8hlp·

4 Hydrodynamic Model
T here are three alternatives for the hydrodynamic model.All models are based on different equations
for .6.w. The homogeneous model assumes that .6.w = 0. One inhomogeneous model uses an algebraic
equation for .6.w, giving a static slip-flow correlation, the other a diffe rential equation for a dynamic
slip-flow correlation. Thus, for the complete model, the state variables are pressure p, enthalpy h and
mass flow m plus, for the dynamic slip-flow, the difference of the flow speeds .6.w.
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Figure 3: Level curves for the relative error of p(p,h) for R22
A differential equation for the average mass flow rate in a pipe segment of length
overall momentum balance

~z · dr'njdt ~ d/ /dt
The wall friction force

Fwall

= f1 -

f2

+ pg COS cp~zA + (p1 -

~z

follows from the

p2)A + Fwall

(6)

is commonly expressed with an empirical friction factor {

(7)

=

where w := m/ (pA) = xw" + (i - x )w'. In two-pha.se flow it is often assumed that {
et>~(' p/ p' , where
<Iio is a modified two-phase multiplier and { 1 is the friction factor for a liquid flow with the same mass
pw. The momentum flow -can be ·e xpressed as.
flow velocity G

=

j =

i

m [zw" + (1- :i:)w'] =mW+ mcarr~W

with

meorr

= (:i: -

x)in

= x(l -

x)p~wA

(8)

where :i: :=in" Jin is the flow quality, ~w := w" - w' is ·t he difference between the average velocities and
mcorr is the deviation of the vapor mass flow rate from the related value in a homogeneous flow with the
same quali1ty x. Viewed from an observer moving at average velocity w, the ma.ss flow rate of the vapor
equals mcorr while the liquid mass flow rate is -ineorr• ln the homogeneous case we have ~w = 0 and
thus incorr
0 and x :i:.
An equation for ~w is required for heterogeneous flow. An explicit algebraic equation follows from Levy's
(12] equation for the flow quality .:i:=.:i:('i', p' / ,!'). Employing Equation (8) with in = pwA gives

=

=

~w

p

x- x

PV( 1 - 2-y)

+ 2-y p' Ip" -

P1

= w - - - - = w- · ----,,---~---:x(l - x)
p' 2(1 - 1)2p' + -yp''(l - 2-y)

(9)

where I = V" /V = xp/ p" = (p - p')/(p" - p') is the void fraction. A differential equation for ~w can
be -obtained from separate mass and momentum balances for the liquid and vapor phases [6]. Applied to
a finite length ~z this differential equation becomes 1

(10)

~z · d~wjdt

+

. (W int fflint

W ") + F"
wall + F"
int

.
( Wi n t
mint

+

-yp'' A

-

W ')

-

F'wall

-

F'int

(11)

(1 - -y)p' A

where w = 0.5( w" + w') is the average velocity, in1nt is the mass flow th rough the phase interface and Wint
denotes the velocity at the interface, see Figure 2. For numerical robustness, denominator and numerator
of the la.sit two terms have to go to 0 at the same rate in the limits when -y -+ 0 and -y -+ 1. Simple
approximations for Wi nt and the forces can be derived from this condition.
In spray flows , -y-+l, the velocity on the surface of a small liquid drop hardly differs from the average
velocity of th e liquid inside the drop, thus Wint-+w'. Analogous considerations for small bubbles lead to
W;ni-+w" for -y-+0 and bubbly flows. Linear interpolation gives
Wi nt>:::: /W
1 Con trary

1

+ (1 -

/)w"

to [6] the forc ~s are counted positive in d irectio n of the Aow ; the stgns of F are thus reversed.
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( 12}

In most flow regimes the wall is completely wetted, but as the void fraction increases it gets partially
dry, and for 1-rl the condition F::,au-rFwall must be fulfilled. The fraction of the wall friction applied
to the vapor should therefore rise from almost zero to one when the void fraction increases to one. This
can qualitatively be achieved by using the quality as a weighting factor
Fwall
"
,...,
""'

X F.wall

F~all ~ (1 - x)Fwall = (1 - 1)// p·Fwall

= 'YP"/ p· F wall

(13)

Provided that the exchanges of mass between the phases a·re perpendicular to the flow direction, the
equilibrium of tangential forces at the interface yields F/~t + Ffnt = 0. The force is modeled analogous to
the wall friction force Equation (7). If the velocity difference is positive, the vapor phase is decelerated,
hence

(14)

=

with C
(A;,.tf Awall· The reference mass flow rate Th.ref should be equal for both phases and be
proportional to Llw. As explained above, this holds for the correction mass flow rate Equation (8), thus
in.,. 0 1 = mce>rr will be used. Inserting the above relations into Equation (11) yields

dLl w = w1Lltc1
_
_
Llz-- w2.6.w2

&

+ .·[v

11

.2D

~nl] - ( -Llw
Llz
ILlw I
- v '] [ P1 - P2 - Llw-A

(15)

The interfacial mass flow rate is obtained from the vapor mass balance

.

= dM"jdt + m. 2 /1

mint

11

(16)

m• 1

where the unsteady term foHows from differentiation of the condition V = M" / p"
V = const yields
")dM"
,,dM
dp
I
( p - p
- - = -p + V ['YP,dp"
+ ( 1 - 1') p,,dp']
dt
dt
dp
dp dt

+ M' / p'

which for
(17)

where dp" /dp and dp' /dp are the derivatives of the equilibrium vapor and liquid densities respectively;
dM/dt and dp/dt follow from Equation( l) and Equation(3). The modified interfacial friction factor C
depends on the interfacial friction and the ratio of the wall area and the surface area between the two
phases. If measurement data is available, C can be fitted to that data. This is not an easy task, because
friction factors and heat transfer coefficients have to be fitted simultaneously using nonlinear optimization
techniques. Fortunately, even simple heuristics can result in satisfactory results, see Section 5. A more
detailed derivation of the hydrodynamic model is available in [2].
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the Outlet Volume Flow

Thermo- and hydrodynamic model form a system of coupled differential-algebraic equations with discrete
variables for the phase. Following the principles of the finite volume method, the equations for each
model are discretized to account for the spatial distribution of properties. The distinguishing feature
of the finite volume method compared to a finite difference method is that the the balance equations
are used in integral form. Thermo- and hydrodynamic equations ar'e applied to different grid structures,
that are staggered to each other by half a grid length, see Figure 6. The properties on the boundary of
a pipe segment arc approximated by the average properties of the cell located upstream. A thoroug h
introduction to the fini~e volume m ethod can be found in [9].
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5 Verification: Simulation of an Evaporator
The model is applied to simulate an evaporator in a refrigeration test plant at Danfoss, Denmark. Fig. 1
shows a simplified diagram of the refrigeration test plant and the data obtained from measurements
performed by Antonius [l]. Complementary models are developed to compute the heat transfer through
the pipe wall. For heat transfer coefficients and friction factors, empirical correlations are chosen that
provide a continuous transition on the phase boundaries. Figures 5, 4, 7 and 8 show measured and
simulated responses when there is an abrupt increase of the outlet volume flow rate, shown in Figure 5.
The homogeneous model for the mass flow rate and pressure agrees poorly with the measurements, but
the heterogeneous model gives very good agreement with the measurements, see Figure 7 and Figure 8.
The error of the simulated pressure is less than 5% for the heterogeneous and 35% for the homogeneous
model. The improved accuracy is mainly a result of the larger evaporator charge, Figure 2, caused by the
higher velocity of the vapor. The time it takes to evaporate the large amount of liquid causes a delayed
decrease of the pressure.
For application of the dynamic equation for Llw, Equation (15), the interfacial friction factor(* was set
equal to ~ ' which is a good approximation in the case of annular flows. It can be seen from the figures
that the result is almost identical with the static equation and thus no further improvement is achieved.
Figure 4 shows that a constant value (* = 0.4, also gives good results.
The temperature measurements taken at the plant where not suited for comparison of the dynamic tests
because the thermo-elements used had too high time constants
All simulation results presented here are qualitatively and quantitatively very similar to the ones obtained
by Antonius [l) with SINDA/FLUINT. The SINDA/FLUINT hydrodynamic model is based on two
momentum balances for vapor and liquid. It is based on similar assumptions as the model with the
dynamic sli~flow relation, but the actual form of the equations is quite different. The simulation times
are about 10 times shorter in DYMOI..A compared to SINDA/FLUINT, mainly due to the faster equations
of state. In DYMOLA, a general purpose DAE solver was used, whereas SINDA/FLUINT uses specialized
solvers for thermo-hydraulics which should be faster if all other conditions would be equal.
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6 Structure of the Modelica Code
Models that are developed for reusabilty in model libraries need a more careful design than models for onetime use. The design principles of the Modelica library for thermo-hydraulics are presented in [11]. The
combination of symbolic code manipulation and high-level submodel parameterization makes it possible to
choose between models of different complexity also from the graphical user interface. The submodels were
assembled to the refrigeration test rig in Figure 1. Only the evaporator model is used for the verification
of the model. The main components are the brine cycle side, the metal tube of the evaporator and the
refrigerant side. Measurement data that is used as a boundary condition is encapsulated in a boundary
model. This captures the decomposition into the actual physical objects. In thermodynamics it is useful
to go one step fu,rther and decompose the system into conceptual subunits:
• The medium submodel - here for R22 - is a replaceable submodel.
• The thermodynamic model is separated from the hydrodynamic model.
• The type of the hydrodynamic model can be selected via a parameter.
This means that even the basic balance equations are contained in different submodels: the mass and
energy balance are part of the thermodynamic mode[ and the momentum balance is part of the hydrodynamic model. In Modelica it is possible to exchange replaceable models with other models that have the
same model interface, i. e. the same public components. The medium model can be exchanged against
any compatible model of a pure fluid, e. g. against the original medium property routine for R22 from
NIST or against steam tables for water.

7 Conclusions
A ·flexilble model for tw<rphase flows with different levels of modeling detail has been developed in the
object-oriented modeling language Modelica. The results show clearly, that even for the simple models
which are usually used in control design, a homogeneous flow assumption leads to wrong predictions
of the predominant poles of the system. The main reason for this is, that the hydrodynamic models
lead to different steady-state values for the mass of refrigerant in the evaporator. The different charge
changes the thermal time constants for adjusting the mass in the evaporator through evaporation when
the flow conditions change. That the resulting charge is the decisive factor can be concluded from the
fact that the static slip-flow model performs equally well as the dynamic one (see Figure 5). For the given
application the inhomogeneous flow model with. static slip-flow relation seems to be the most appropriate.
Nonetheless, the dynamic slip-flow model has several very interesting features: it is computationally faster,
it is numerically robust because it has no singularities and it captures the dynamic effects of larger and
faster transients better. Within the Modelica model library it could e. g. be reused for the dynamics of
injecting liquids into gas flows.
The modeling language Modelica has proven to be very well suited for modeling this relatively detailed
tw(>-phase flow model. The model is modular and flexible. All three model variants can be selected via
a parameter from DYMOLA's graphical user interface without re-compilation. The connector models
are identical to Modelica's free therm<rhydraulic library 2 and thus the model can be mixed with lumped
parameter models for valves and compressors. In this case, the model paradigm of using true equations
for the model simplified the otherwise tedious translation from the mathematical model to simulation
code enormously. The model also gives fast simulation in the DYMOLA environment.

Nomenclature
Symbol Explanation
A
surface area
a , b,c
coefficients
D
diameter
F
axial force
acceleration due to gravity
9
h
specific enthalpy
H
enthalpy flux

Symbol Explanation
void fraction
(
interfacial friction factor
(*
( A ;nt/ A.wall
friction factor
~
p
density
pipe inclination
'P
<I>
two-phase multiplier
...,,

2 The Modelica base library for thermo- hydraulics is currently unde r development at Lund University by the second
author.
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l

i
m
M
p

Q

t
T
u

u
v

v

w

x
:i:
z

axial momentum
axial momentum flux
mass flow rate
mass
pressure
~eat flux
time
temperature
specific internal energy
internal energy
specific volume
volume
axial velocity
quality
How quality
axial position

1,2
c
corr
b
h

in

int
out
p

ref

wait
I
If

Ll
d

8x/8Ylr

inlet,outlet
condenser
correction
brine
h = const.
inlet
phase interface
outlet
p = const.
reference
wan
liquid
vapour
difference
total differential
ax/By at constant z
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INTERF ACIAL NON-TURBULENT THICKNESS IN AGITATED SYSTEMS
Winston Khan
U.P.R. Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
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Abstract. On rhe approach of turbulent vortices or eddies to :an ;interface or free surface under varying
interfacial conditions, it is believed and ,evidenced by various observations and experiments based on
agitated systems, stirred ,o r otherwise, that the .s cale of turbulence changes at some depth beneath the
surface. This depth is assumed to be proportional to the non-turbulent thickness which varies with
contaminated interfaces of soluble or .insoluble films. Consequently, the frequency with which eddies are
impelled into the interface from the bulk liquid depends on this non-turbulent thickness, which is a function
of the elastic properties of the film and the turbulent parameters. Most interfacial transport phenomena
depend on this eddy frquency, and the interaction of the penetrating eddies with the free surface is germane
to naval interest, as this interaction ,can determine the hydrodynamic signature of surface ships. It would
appear, that the importance of this non-turbulent th:ickness layer, cannot be over emphasized and that its
determination is worthy of investigation.

Introduction.
Surface or interfacial phenomena have gained paramount importance in industry, and in particular,
the shipping industry, which lends itself to naval interest spanning the last decade. It is in this light, that
vortex, eddy and jet interaction with clean and contaminated surfaces are being investigated.
The scale change depth, which is related to the non-turbulent thickness, hence the eddy frequency
penetration, is germane 1to all industrial enterprises involving these physical situations.
The pioneering work of Danckwerts in detennining mass-transfer across turbulent interfaces
produced a formula involving the eddy frequency penetration which depended on the non-turbulent
thickness layer beneath the surface. Hence, the effect of the interfacial conditions on the eddy frequency
penetration translates to the effect on the non-turbulent thickness that is being investigated.
In the circumstances, a quick review of the salient aspects ofDanckwerts theory would not only be
revealing but inevitable. Danckwerts defined a surface age distribution funcition, r/J(0) , where B is the
time of exposure of an element of surface to the gas or its age. On this basis, he formed the relation that

rp(O) dB = r/J(B-dB)dB(l-sdO), therefore
'

00

r/J(B) = r/J(O)- dr/J dB- srp(B)dB,hence d</J
dB
dB

= -s</J

. .

'g1vmg

t/J = se-s()

since

fr/KIB = 1, for
0

a unit surface ar,e a of exposure, and, where s is the fractional rate of replacement of elements belonging to
any age group, which ,js interpreted physically to mean the eddy penetration frequency into the interface
from the bulk phase.
The rate of absorption of gas or mass transfer was given by

R = ( c * -co )../i5

r

se -s 8

~ dB , and using the La place transform, we get, R =(c • - co)Ji5;

"tiB

In fact, most interfacial phenomena are related to s which is the eddy penetration frequency into
the interlace from the bulk phase.
Danckwerts obtained this result for clean interfaces, but the theoretical treatment does not preclude
contaminated interfaces, which have been supported experimentally for both clean and films of insoluble
contamination.
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From the foregoing, we should endeavor to determine the effect of contaminated surfaces on the
eddy penetration frequency, which is related to the non-turbulent thickness layer under all interfacial
conditions, including the most general ·case of soluble films. 'When a liquid is set into turbulent motion, it
becomes a mass of eddies of varying sizes and frequencies. If we assume that the size of an eddy given by
l is comparable to the wavelength over the various wavenumbers that characterize turbulence, then we
1

may write that S= Vo , where Vo is a characteristic turbulen•t velocity with which an eddy is impelled into

1

the interface. As the free surface is approached by an eddy of liquid, fluctuations normal to the surface are
diminished in comparison to those parallel to the surface, which are accentuated, resulting in an interfacial
tum around .or rebound of the approaching eddy. The depth at which this rebound takes place corresponds
to the depth at which the dynamic properties begin to influence or impact the interface, which then
retaliat·es through its ·elastic properties to negate the dynamic pressures exerted by the approaching eddy.
We assume that this depth is comparable to the eddy size migrating into the interface. The eddy rebound
would imply an eddy penetration frequency damping, and, at the same time, a redistribution of the energy,
hence, a clue to the model involved.
The model is that of a body of fluid in the fonn of an eddy or turbulent vortex which impinges on
the interface under difi"erent interfacial conditions of clean or contaminated with insoluble and soluble
films.
If A is the eddy size, Vo the characteristic turbulent velocity, the surface tension and c;1 ' the
surface compressional modulus of elasticity, then energy considerations show that,
p Vo2 A 3 a ( r + cs·I) 2 2.

r

Hence

.11. a
1

r+ Cs

-1

We interpret the eddy size 1 to be comparable to the depth at

pV02
which the dynamics of the eddy interacts with the ,interfacia•I conditions and synonymous with the nonturbulent thickness layer.

Vo
A.

The frequency S= -

3

a

P1'0

r+Cs- 1

, which agrees with experimental

observations for both clean and contaminated interfaces of insoluble films. The problem now resolves
itself into extending the model to the case of soluble ·interfacial contamination . In this case the surface
compressional modulus of elasticity, c$·1 , would become a function of time. In the circumstances, the
formula for 1 which is synonymous with the non-turbulent thickness layer beneath the interface must
incorporate this solubility effect through the surface compressional modulus of elasticity C-1.
formula

The

suggested,

15

that

1

of.11.

=

r + roNoe-s 1
pvo

Cs-1

3

where

-1

= C o,s e-st = ro Noe -st .

This formula obeys all the boundary conditions and reduces to the

special cases of 1) Clean interface, 2) Insoluble films.
The formula for l should be cons:idered as a semi-empirical one, as it is obtained indirectly from
the boWldary condition.s and the observed hyperbolic and exponential forms that manifest themselves in
this kind of problem. It was impossible to satisfy the boundary conditions with a hyperbolic function for
c$-l' hence the chosen exponential form.
Perhaps, the bebavior of surfactants and their elastic effects should be examined at this stage. It is
well known that variations in area in general will induce variations in surface tension, such that,

dy = N dA, where A is .the available area per molecule of surfactant and gives rise to the compressional

ro

A
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-I
modulus of elasticity,

C 5 o defined :as
'

tension for a clean interface. Also,

Nro,

where N is some positive number and

ro the surface

y = YO - tr , where tr is the back spreading pressure of the film .

. Ady
molecules, from which we obtain,
-

dA

= N ro =

-l

dtr

C s,o= A-.
dA

Coodusio.ns.
The formula.

' -- r + CQ,s e

11.

-st
,

reduces to the special cases of clean and contaminated

pVo3
interfaces with insoluble films, which have been corroborated experimentally. It also satisfies all boundary
conditions for all cases. However, in the case of soluble films, the most general case, the value of
A. -7- clean interfuce as t -+ oo, but this would not obtain, as a certain equilibrium state would be
achieved after some time, when the amount of soluble film molecules into the bulk is exactly balanced by
the amount of film molecules returned by the eddies impelled into the interface. In short, a state where
absorption is balanced by desorption.
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Abstract. The paper descriibes dynamical physical modehng of a large stationary supercharged 4-stroke spark
ignition engine with gas mixer and .t hrottle-plate, that is primaril y used to drive a threephase c urrent generator
for production of electrical energy for an grid (in parallel or isolated mode). By means of the mean-value
modeling technique an engine model is achieved, which is sufficiently accurate for control design purposes. The
adaptation of the model parameters is based on a-priory knowledge of single components and on measurement
data. Agreement between measured data and simulated results is shown to be good.

Introduction
The objective of the presented work is to provide an engine model sufficiently accurate for control design
studies. Depending on 1the engine operation mode the speed of the engine is fixed and the produced power is an
output variable (parallel mode) or the speed is free to v.a ry and the produced power has to be treated as a load
(isolated mode). The aim of speed-control in isolated operation, which should be improved, consists in keeping
the speed of the engine as close as possible to the set point corresponding to the mains frequency while meeting
(stationary) emission limits. The model will be 11sed to study alternative control concepts that employ present
control .e quipment and to study effects of changes in type and position of the control equipment. The valid
operating region of the model covers the entire power range and a limited band of speed values around the set
point under normal operation conditions.
The kind of modeling approach has to be selected according to the main objective. While black-box models are
useful for ·c ontroller parameter design, thei:r main drawbacks ar.e a X'estricted region of validity if the system
changes and lack of information about the cause of the .s ystem behaviour. Since a model based on physical
relationships provides significantly mofe information about ithe :real system and is more likely to be able to
model changes in the systems structure in a correct way, this kind of modeling technique is chosen.
The model design has to ta~e jnto account that the computational effort for simulation must not be too high.
A number of simplifications have to be made, while maintaining the simulation accuracy at a high enough level.
In literature different mooeling approaches are presented, varying in accuracy and computational effort. Besides
approaches using methods of higher dimensional computational fluid dynamics, which lead to partial differential
equations and ai;e computationally much too expensive, there exist a number of simpler approaches, assuming
the system can be described using differential equations with lumped parameters. Many papers have been
published on this topic, [1 -6] are examples. Further simplification is achieved by assuming that on account of the
engine design (many cylinders) and the relevant time scale for speed- and power-control the discontinuous
working method can be considered as continuous and fast 1transient changes in some variables can be considered
as instantaneous. hi this way the method of mean value modeling is introduced [ 1-4,6).
For the given modeling purposes mean value modeling is the proper choice. Mean value models have been
presented for supercharged Di·e sel e ngines and non-charged spark igni,t ion e ngines with fuel injection. Some
ext·e nsions have to be made for being able to model an engine with gas mixer, turbocharger and throttle plate.

Overvfow of submodels an,d interaicfions
An overview of the engine's components is shown in figure I. The parts of the engi ne are described based on
physical relationships, that sometimes fequire fitting of parameters.
A classification of the components can be given, distinguishing between components containing states and
components acting instantaneously. The main components containi ng states are the flow path of the fluid, the
mechanical part of the engine including piston, cranks haft, flywheel and generator, the rotor of the turbocharger
and the mechanical part of the actuator and throttle plate. The rate of change of the states is calculated according
to physical rdationships for instantaneously acting components. Essentia l parts to be modeled acting
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instantaneously include air filter, gas mixer, compressor, intercooler, throttle plate (as part of the flow path),
cylinders, turbine and losses in the exhaust section.
gas mixer

compressor

synchronous
generator

2
combustion

turl>o

charger

engine

3

exhaust gas

twt>ine

Fig. 1: Main components of the engine

Pans of the flow path of the fluid with almost the same value of pressure in the relevant ti me scale are
combined to ideally mixed containers. The volume of these containers is calculated corresponding to the design.
The values of the container state variables, namely pressure, temperature and a ir-fuel ratio , result from mass and
energy conservation laws. Four containers are introduced (in figure 1 numbered 1, 2, 2', 3), modeling the
volumes in front of the gas mixer ( 1), between compressor and throttle plate (2), between throttle plate and inlet
valves (2) and between outlet valves and turbine (3). The main equations are (for each container i):

= m;
RT'
v.

PI'

I

I

.

ri\.t

c,irj =--\C~r.in - CJ.ir.i

)

m,

Changes in engine and turbocharger speed are calc ulated according to the momentum equation. The
dynamics of the throttle plate are approximated by a simple second order transfer function model:
leng1~

I.,"'nch.,,c, <i>rwt>och•rser w,urbochorsc•

<i>c:nginc (l)cn;inc

= pproducu:I ( rilec11nc ,(l)cnginc ' Cai'f,enginr) - Pe~~mal

= Prumin.<P;. r; ·w.,<1><-.c1111rgc1) 4>1hrot1lc

+ 2 Cl.)n ~ <l>1hronlc +(I)~

Pcompn:uor (p:, P~. T1' , WNrt>och ..,c,) - P'""'ion (w.,,boch •rs er)
<P11uonlc

=w; <Pdemcd

Thus the model comprises states for pressures, air-fuel ratios and temperatures for the containers, engine and
turbocharger speed and throttle plate position. Mass flows into and out of the containers are calculated according
to adjacent pressu11es by the use of submodels for compressor and turbine, throttle plate, c ylinders and losses in
the air fiher. These submodels mainly base on physical relationships including parameters to be fitted.
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ca.ir.g asmixcr

= f ,umiir.cr (mgumlxer 'a,asmiur)

The air-fuel ratio arises from a submodel of the gas mixer and is transmitted to the containers by mass flows.
The combustion process is considered to be quasi-continuous. Mass flow to the cylinders, air-fuel ratio and the
value of the effective efficiency of the engine influence the power produced by the engine. The produces power
can either be cransfered to an electric grid that keeps the engine speed on a certain value or which can be used for
acceleration or deceleration (in combination with a load) when operating in isolated mode. The power of
compressor and turbine acting on the rotor of the turbocharger can be calculated by use of physical relationships
depending on the values of the turbocharger speed, adjacent pressures and temperatures and given data-sheets for
characteristic parameters.

Parametrization of subsystems
Fitting of previously unknown characteristic curves and input-output maps of subsystems is carried out on basis
of measurement data that is recorded in parallel operation mode, as the open loop system is locally stable for this
lcind of operation in opposition to the behaviour in isolated mode, where it is locally unstable. The excitation is
realized by variations of the input variables throttle plate position and gas mixer position. According to the kind
of operation when the measurements for model parametrization are recorded there is no speed-dependency of the
parameters. But as the speed-range of interest covers only a limited band around the engine speed for which the
data is recorded, one can expect the model to be sufficiently accurate when the effects of changes in engine
speed are properly modeled in the physical relationships which are influenced by varying engine speed.
The mass flow through the engine could not be measured directly, but had to be detennined by measured fuel
consumption and measured air-fuel ratio. As the mass flow plays a significant role for the fitting of parameters,
possible measurement errors in the underlying variables have to be avoided or at least detected. The values of
calculated mass flow can be tested by use of prior knowledge about the system components compressor and
turbine.
Based on measurement data the following characteristics and input-output maps are fitted:
• Input-output map of the effective efficiency of the engine dependent on mixture density and air-fuel ratio
• Characteristic of the volumetric efficiency of the engine dependent on mixture density
• Input-output map of the amount of gas added in the gas mixer dependent on the mass flow through the
gas mixer and the gas mixer position
• Characteristic for the effective opening area of the throttle plate dependent on the throttle plate position
• Input-output map for the exhaust gas temperature dependent on mass flow and air-fuel ratio
• Characteristic for losses in the air filter, the intercooler and the exhaust section dependent on mass flow
The selection of the input variables for the characteristics and input-output maps is based on physical and
practical considerations.
The following input-output maps depend on informations provided by the manufacturer:
• Input-output map for efficiency and volumecric flow through the compressor dependent on pressure ratio
and turbocharger speed
• Input-output map for efficiency and mass flow through the turbine dependent on pressure ratio and
turbocharger speed
For the model to be able to simulate the behaviour of the engine as realisticly as possible, input-output maps
are not realized by means of simple look-up tables, avoiding problems with accuracy and inconveniently spaced
input points. Depending on the task special functions with fitting parameters, polynomials (of appropriate
dimension), splines and combinations of these approaches are used. By selecting the right kind of fitting
function , good interpolation and respectable extrapolation properties are achieved.

Results
The simulation model of the entire engine is realized in MATI..AB/Simulink. The behaviour of submodels fits
measurement data in an excellent way. The model in isolated operation can only be compared when the engine
speed is controlled, as the open loop system is locally unstable for this kind of operation. As shown in figure 2
for the engine speed and the pressure after the throttle plate, the approximation of the significant states of the
engi ne is qualitatively and quantitatively good. During measuremen t, the load was increased in steps of 50 kW.
In some operating regions the controller of the real system doesn't perform well (time 70 - 120 seconds). The
controlled model reproduces the same effect.
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The model helps to understand the operating behaviour of the engine and is well designed to analyze the
control of engine speed and the effect of modifications in control equipment. With some modifications a
linearized model can easily be derived from the Simulink-model. As the model is built in a modular way, effects
of changes in the system structure can be studied witll little modifications.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of engine measurement and simulation data for operation as an isolated system

Summary
The concept of mean-value modeling was shown to work also for the special case of a stationary supercharged
spark ignition engine with gas mixer and throttle plate. The accuracy as well as the simulation speed of the
derived engine model based on physical relationships are well suited for control studies. As the model structure
is modular, it can easily be modified to study e.g. the effects of different actuators. The act of modeling itself
helps to understand the engines operating behaviour. A number of known and unknown parameters has to be
included in the model in form of input-output maps, which are stored in form of fitting functions. For good interand extrapolation properties, the fitting functions for input-ou.tput maps have to be selected with care.
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.Abstract. In this paper we report on recent advances in the modelling of magnetic losses in steel laminations used in electromagnetic devices. The integrated lamination moving dynamic Preisach model, used
to evaluate the dynamic magnetisation loops under distorted unidirectional flux patterns, is described.
The main goal is to compare and to describe the correlation between the advanced model based on the
Preisach theory and a classical model based on the statistical loss theory. The two models are validated
by the comparison of numerical experiments and measurements on two different materials.

Introduction
A thorough modelling of the macroscopic magnetic behaviour of laminated materials requires that the
material characteristics take into account the presence of non-linear and hysteretic effects. Moreover, the
macroscopic eddy currents inside the lamination, significantly altering the flux distribution which is then
no longer uniform, must be taken into account. These two requirements must be fulfilled together because
the non-linearity involved in the phenomena does not allow a separate solution of the two problems. A
possible approach to the analysis of the phenomena inside the ferromagnetic laminations is to describe
the interacting hysteresis and eddy ·Current effects in terms of the macroscopic fields. This is performed
by means of numerical methods for the solution of Maxwell equations in magnetic cores combined with
advanced hysteresis models like the Preisach model [l]. It is well known in the literature [2] that the
classical Preisach model implies some hysteresis properties, such as the congruency property, which are
not necessarily met by all materials. Then, a further improvement can be obtained if more sophisticated
models such as the product model [3] and the moving model [4] are used. Notice that the output of
all these models are excitation rate independent. A general approach to the calculation of iron losses in
soft magnetic laminated materials under unidirectional flux <p{t) is based on the separation of losses into
three components: the hysteresis losses Ph, the da.ssical losses Pc and the excess losses Pe, [Watt/ m 3 ]
see [5], (6) . In order to be able to model the exc·ess losses by the Preisach theory, the hysteresis effects
must be defined in a frequency dependent way [7j. Therefore, in [8], (9] a rate-dependent Preisach model
was introduced which takes into account such a frequency dependence.
Fortunately, even if the handling of the material characteristic is rather difficult, the geometrical domain
of the problem is, in a first approximation, one-dimensional [10] because the thickness of the lamination
is much srnaUer than its other dimensions.

Statistical loss theory
According to the statistical loss theory (5), {6] the total loss Pi under sinusoidal, unidirectional flux cp
with frequency f is given by:

(1)
Here, the magnetisation process in the cross section S, perpendicular to the magnetic flux in the m~gnetic
iamination of thickness d, can be described in terms of n simultaneously active correlation regions. For
several alloys, n is a linear function of the excess field H ezc = Pe /( 4f Bm), i.e.

n =no+ He-z.c/Vo

(2)

When Eqn.(2) holds , the excess losses under a sinusoidal flux excitation with frequency f and maximum
induction Bm = 'fJmax. / S , can be written as

(3)
1
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Here, a is the electrical conductivity and G=0.1357 is a dimensionless coefficient due to eddy current
damping. Vo and no are fitting parameters describing microstructural features like grainsize and crystallographic texture [11]. The physical considerations, underlying (1) and (3), reveal that it is possible
to estimate not only the average loss per cycle, but also the instantaneous loss Pt(t) at time t, in a
lamination. Under the condition of negligible skin effects, it may be written as
(4)

with

= _!._ad2 dB

H
c

12

4

dt '

He

= no Vo (
2

I dt I- l )sign (dBa)
Ba. = f
dt
'
S

1 + 4aGS dBa

nijVo

(5)

where the hysteresis field Rn of course depends on the instantaneous induction Ba and where the classical
field He and the excess field He depend on dBa/dt and where He is allowed to vary also with Ba through
no and Vo.

Preisach modelling
The scalar, rate independent Preisach model provides quite an accurate description of hysteresis effects
in magnetic materials. In this model, each Pr·eisach dipole has a non symmetric hysteresis loop defined
by the two switching fields a and f3 ({3 :::; a) and the parameter kn, see Fig. I. Depending on the history
of the effective magnetic field He , the magnetisation <P of the dipole takes a value within the interval
[-1,+l]. In the rate-dependent Preisach model (DPM), as described in [12], the switching rate of each
dipole is given by:
def>
{ kd(He(t) - knef> - a) , H e(t) >a+ knef> and ef> < +1
(6)
d = kd(He(t) - knef> - {3) , He(t) < f3 + knef> and 4> > -1
t
O
, in the other cases
Then, the magnetisation M(t) is obtained from
M(t) = Mrev(H.(t)) +

1100 10

2

-oo da -oo d{:Jef>(a, /3, t)P(a, {3) = B(t) - µoH(t)

(7)

where P(a,[3) is the Preisach distribution function (PDF) and the effective field H 0 (t) is obtained from
the applied field H(t) and the corresponding magnetisation M(t), viz He(t) = H(t) + kn.M(t). In this
model, the (a,{3)-halfplane is divided into 3 subregions, i.e. two regions in which 4> equals +1 and -1
respectively, and a third region, in which the dipoles are in an intermediate state ( -1 < ef> < +I) . The
shape of the third region is defined by the material parameter kn and by the time variation of the magnetic
field He(t). It is shown in [12] t hat the dynamic hysteresis losses obtained by this DPM, described by
(6)-(7), follow the frequency dependence of (3).
The identification of the PDF P(a, {3) can be performed in different ways. The procedure proposed
by Mayergoyz [2) , which is based on the experimental evaluation of numerous return branches, is very
general, is similar to the Everett theory [13) and moreover does not impose constraints on the expression
of P(a, /3) . However, it requires a large amount of measured data. A reduction of the input data, needed
for the identification, can be obtained by making some assumptions, justified on physical basis for a given
dass of magnetic materials [14]. In particular, the assumption of the factorization P(a,{3) = p(a)p(-{3) ,
allows the determination of P by means of the procedure proposed by Kadar [3], [15].
Finally, the electromagnetic fields inside the lamination are modelled with a one dimensional diffusion
equation, solved numerically by finite element and time stepping techniques. Taking the x-axis perpendicular to the lamination, the equation reads
1 fP H
fJH
oM
a(x) ox2 =µoat + 7it'o < x < d/ 2

(8)

Notice that Hs(t) and Ba(t) , introduced in (4) and (5), are given by
Hs~t)

= H(x =

d/2, t), Ba(t)

= d21d/2 (µ 0 H(x, t ) + M (x , t) )dx ,
0

2
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(9)

The relation between M (x, t) and H (x, t ) is described by the DPM (6), (7).

Experimental evaluation and concluding remarks
Now, we discuss the validity of the combined lamination-dynamic Preisach model (LM-DPM) (6)- (7)(8) with experimental results. For the validation we considered a classical 3.23 laminated SiFe alloy
of thickness 0.35 mm for which the material parameters P(a, /3) , krn, kn and kd are identified, cf. [2],
[12]. Moreover, a simplified model is considered, which starts from the BaHh-relation, obtained from the
rate-independent model corresponding with
H.~)-a

H.(tJ -t3
<P =

le,.

{

+1
-1

, He(t)
1 He(t)
, H e(t)
, He(t)

> Q + kn<P and
< /3 + knef> and
2:: Q +kn
~

/3 -

< +1
<P > -1

<P

(10)

kn

and describing the quasi-static (hysteresis) behaviour of the material. To obtain the BaHa-loop, the
hysteresis field Hh is corrected by the dynamic field Hd = Hc+He at each time point t, in order to obtain
the magnetic field at the surface of the lamination, viz Hs = Hh + Hd· T he function Hd (Ba , dB a/dt) is
identified experimentally, see (16]. Here, t he electrical conductivity <J and the PDF in (8) is assumed to
be x-independent.
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Figure 1: Preisach dipoles characteristic
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Figure 2: Comparison measured and calculated
BaH. -loops with 3rd and 5th harmonics

As higher harmonics have practical relevance towards the anaiysis of electromagnetic devices, we consider
first a Ba-excitation of 50Hz-excitation with 3rd and 5th harmonics (representing saturation effects)
superponed, next a Ba-excitation of 50Hz-excitation with 17th and 19th harmonics (which are due to
teeth effects). In Fig.2 we compare the BaH,-loops obtained by the simplified method, by the LM-DPM
and by measurements for the case of the 3rd and 5th harmonics , while Fig.3 gives a similar comparison
for the case of the 17th and 19th harmonics. The B 0 H,-loops obtained by the simplified method and by
the LM-DPM are in good agreement with the experimental B 0 H,-loops.
Finally, we investigate the influence of a varying Si% throughout the thickness of SiFe laminations on
its magnetic performance under unidirectional flux excitations. We take a %Si which varies linearly
between the value 0.5 in the middle of the lamination to t he value 4.0 at each of t he surfaces. Indeed,
eddy currents, mainly appearing at the surface of the lamination due to skin effects, may be reduced
by increasing locally the resistivity (depending linearly on the %Si). As the material parameters are
depending on x, the simplified model becomes inappropriate. Fig.4 shows the space variation of the rms
values of the eddy currents for the following cases: a uniform 0.5 %Si, a uniform 4.0%Si and a linearly
varying 3Si between 0.5 and 4.0. It is observed that due to a varying Si3, the rms values change in a
strongly nonlinear way.
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Figure 3: Comparison measured and calculated
BaH,-loops with 17th and 19th harmonics
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Abstract. Simulations with two-way coupling are perfonned f:or ,two dimensional gas-solid flow. The motion of
particles is treated by a Lagrangian approach and particles are assumed to interact through binary, instantaneous,
non-frontal, inelastic collisions with frictfon. The model for the .interstitial gas phase is based on the NavierStokes equations for two-phase flow. Several porosity functions exist in the literature relating the drag force for a
particle in a cloud to the drag force on an isolated particle. Thus it is important to have a correct definition of the
powsity when modeling such systems. The fluid control volume must be little enough to minimize
discretization errors, however, at the same time it must be large enough to have a representative elementary
volume for the porosity estimation in order to reduce physical modeling errors. The influence of the grid size,
thus the porosity definition, has been studied showing significant differences in the two-phase flow structure.

Introduction
The hydrodynamics of gas-particle fluidized beds have attracted great interest during recent decades due to their
widespread applications in industries. The numerical simuiation plays an important role in the prediction of the
flow behaviour in .fluidized beds. Both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches can be used to describe the system.
At present the Eulerian description for both the solid and gas phase is most developed, but interest in the mixed
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach (Tsuji [l], Hoomans et al. 1[2]) is growing as computional capacity increases. The
presence of each phase is described by a volume fraction, varying from zero to one. The gas fraction in such gasparticle flows is often called the porosity.
In order to better und~tand the accuracy of numerical simulations of fluid dynamics, the fundamental
sources of inaccuracies must be identified. Error :sources can be grouped into four broad categories (Oberkampf
and Blottner [3]): l) physical modeling errors, 2) discretization and solution errors, 3) programming errors and
4) computer round-off errors. Spatial .a nd temporel resolution is an important source to errors in our mode ling,
however, an accurate definition ofth,e porosity in two-phase flows is crucial in order to reduce physical modeling
errors. Th,e fluid control volume must be little enough to minimize discretization errors, on the other hand, it
must be large 'e nough to hav·e a representative elementary volume (REV) for the porosity estimation to permit
the meaningful statistical average required in the cont,imium concept For a matrix made of uniformly sized
partkles that are reg1daily arranged, this REV includes only a few particles. The influence of the grid size, thus
the porosity definition, has been studied showing significant differences in the two-phase flow structure. These
results point out significant problems we meet when dealing with multi-phase flows having different caracteristic
length and time scales .

Physical model
The Eulerian/Lagrangian method computes the Navier Stokes equation for the gas phase and the motion of
inviduaJ particles by the Newtonian equations of motion. For the gas phase, we write the equations of
conservation of mass and momentum:

o(Ep )
---a/-+
V' · (epga)
o(Ep ll)
dtg

(1)

=O

+ V' ·(Epgaa) = -EV' ·

-

_

(p1)+ µ 8(V' · E'rg )+Ep8g-

Np(V)

L)drag,i

(2)

i= I

In discrete particle models for each individual particle an equation of motion is solved during the free flight
phase:
dv1
,..
(3)
mi = m;g + .rdrag
dt
where m ;, v, represent respectively the mass and velocity of the /h particle and the right hand side the sum of the
forces acting on the lh particle; the first term is due to gravity and the second due to drag between the gas and
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partide phase. The pressure grad,ient force, the buoyancy force and ilie unsteady forces have been neglected due to
the :high. solid to gas density ratio. The s,lip/rotation or Magnus lift force and the slip/shear or Saffman lift force
have also been neglected due to the small particle diameter. The drag force is quantified through the equation :

Farag=

~d mi;Pglil-v;l(a-vi)e 2/(e)

(4)

The drag coefficient Cd on a single sphere is given by Schiller and Naumann [4] :
C

= {24(1+0.15Re~· 687 )/ReP
0.44

d

Rep< 1000
Rep :2! 1000

(5)

A number of empirical relationships of the drag coefficient have been proposed in the litterature. However, there
is little information available on the drag of particles mparticle clusters. Analytical models are difficult, because
the surface of every particle must be taken into account. In r,egions with few particles distributed non-uniformly
the desoent of a given particle can create a velocity field throughout the fluid which tends to decrease the drag of
all patticles near it due to bypassing oheturn flow. On the other hand, if the particles are more or less uniformly
distributed through the fluid, the i;estriction of the flow :spaces 'between the particles in denser zones results in
steeper velocity gradients of the gas phase, tlms greater shearing stresses and an increase in resistance of the gas
flow. The shape of the flow conduits between the 1particles, and hence the flow pattern is a function of the ratio
of the particle diameter dp to the distance Ip between the particles. For a uniformely dispersed suspension, dp I Ip
is a function of the porosity e only. This influence has often been taken into account in numerical studies of gaspartide flows by using the experimental results on sedimentation and fluidization of Richardson and Zaki [5]:
f(e) =e-"
(6)
with
log(-R_em_f)
Re 1

n=---~

(ne(2,10))

(7)

log emf
The equation (3) can be rewritten as :
dv-' =g+ - 1 ( u-vi )
.dt
r;g
with

(8)

P d2

(9)

p P n-1
r. ==--e
rg
18µ

8

The collision model proposed by Walton :l6] is used to compute the dynamics of instantaneous inelastic nonfrontal collisions wi1th friction based on tluee constant coefficients. The first coefficient e characterizes the
incomplete restit11tion of the normal component of the relative velocity at the point of contact. The second µ
arises in coUisions involving siliding and has been assumed to be resisted by Coulomb friction. The third {3
arises in collisions tihat return a fraction of the energy stored in the elastic deformation of both surfaces to the
component of the contact velocity tangent to the spheres. Foerster et al. [7) showed experimentally that the
model ·captures the behaviour of the impact between glass spheres over a wide range of incident angles. The
collision parameters used in the present study is takien from these experimental data.

Calculation ,o f porosity
The porosity in a computational c-ell is the ratio of the gas volume to the volume of the fluid control volume
LlV. If V; is ~e volime of particle i inside a computational cell, then ~he porosity in this cell is

e=l- ~\li/'~.V.

(10)

A pse11do-three-dimensional concept is employed since two-dimensional simulations are performed in this study.
We suppose that the simulations is performed in a tlu"ee-dimensional bed with its thickness equal to the diameter
of the spherical particles.

Solution tec.hoique
Equations (I) and (2) are solved by a finite volume method. The well known SIMPLE scheme is used as
iterative solution procedure (Patankar (8]). A staggerie d grid is used with velocity components stored at the
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control volume surfaces and the scalar variables in the cen~er. The integration of the conservation equations is
perfonned using the power law/Quick scheme in space and an implicit scheme in time. A semi-implicit
intergration method is used to solve the equation of particle motion (8). In the model two time scales are
distinguished which means that two different time steps are used. A fluid time step .M is used to solve the gas
phase motion, and w ithin this one several particle time steps t.tp for the hard-sphere particle simulations are
perfonned. The fluid force time step t.t is chosen to be smaHer than the particle relaxation time at maximum
packing concentration (10.j s). In order to save CPU time several particle control volumes (PCV) within the
fluid control volume (FCV) is u sed. The fluid control volume is taken large enough to have a representative
,elementary volume, but little enough to have small changes in flow properties. The surface of the PCV s is
chosen to order the particle surface. A minimum particle time step is defined such that any particle having the
.actual maximum gas velocity can only pass 20 % of the m inimum length of the PCV. This calculated time step
is used if it is less than the maximum particle time step Jtp defined by user. This method seems to be efficient
as no or an insignificant fraction of particle overlapping is observed even in zones of high solid fraction.
The gas motion is calculated implicitely using the equation (I) and (2) at time step t+ t.t with the explicit
drag term estimated at time step t. Then the particle positions are calculated for the next particle time step t+ t.tp
using equation (8) and then a check for overlapping between particles entirely within the PCVs is perfonned and
then between particles in two adjacent PCVs. Once an overlapping between two particles has been detected the
partides ar.e placed in their previous positions. Then the cotlision dynamics is calculated inducing a change of
the translation and rotation velocities and the ·position of the two particles. The particle's corresponding gas
velocity (at time step t+ t.t) and porosity (at time step t) is calculated by linear interpolation within the FCV.
After finding the new velocities and positions of all particles at the time step t+ t.t, the porosity is estimated and
the drag forces on every particle swnmarized within eac:lll FCV, before continuing a new computational cycle.

Results and dis,c ussion
The air inlets are modelled as one-dimensional unifonn flow 2 mm in front of the air distributor in order to have
an air flow at the distributor level with small amplitude variations due to the motion of particles above the
distributor. The particles leaving at the top are simultaneously introduced at the bottom of the riser at random
positions with zero velocities. A no-slip condition is used for the gas phase at the walls and the particles are
allowed for frontal collisions at the wall. The simullations were run for 2 seconds real time. The parameters
5
settings ar,e the following: Uy= 0 .05 m/s, H = 1.2 cm, D = 0 .12 cm, t.t = 10_.. s, tJ.tp = 10· s, µ 8 = J.8•10·5
kg/m/s, Ps= 1.2 kglm1, PP= 2000 kg/m), dp= 50 µm, n = 4.7, e = 0.97, e,.,.u = 0.85,
0.1, {3 = 0.5 et Np=
300. The fluid Reynolds number is close to 5 and the terminal particle Reynolds number is 0.5.
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We showed previously that the particle relaxation time decreases exponentially as the porosity decreases
indicating that the drag force influences the gas-particle flow radically stronger as solids concentration increases.
If the fluid control volume is much greater than the particle volume, we have a representative elementary volume
for the porosity estimation, however, we loose accurancy due to discretization errors and we have small local
variations of fluid properties. If a single particle occupy a significant volume of the fluid control volume, we
under-estimate the porosity herein, thus an over-e.stimation of its drag. From figure 1 it can be observed that an
under-estimation up to 2.5% of the porosity has insignificant ·effects on th.e drag force for particles in
assemblages. The influence of the size of the fluid control volume is shown in figure 2 and 3: the ratio of the
single particle volume to fluid control volume: (a) 1%, (b) 2.5% and (c) 20%. Small variations of gas-particle
properties are <Observed for large FCVs (a) and the particles rest nearly immobile in the bottom of the bed as
gravity dominates the drag. SmaUer FCVs (b) give a more realistic picture of the two-phase motion for bubbling
fluidized beds where gas-particle variables undergo smooth large scale oscillations. These fluctuations are due to
the influence of the particle assemblage effect on the local dr~g as smaU perturbations of the porosity give rise to
important drag variations as discussed previously (eq. 8-9). When r,educing the FCV further ( c), we observe that
the particles are suspended in the air as drag equals the gravity due to an over-estimation of the drag. This is
quite wrong as 1the terminal velocity for isolated particles is close to 0.15 m/s. The reduction of the FCVinduces
an important jump in porosity as one particle enters or leaves it, thus sharp fluctuations of the gas-particle
variables are observed.

~
~
0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Time (s)

Figure 3. Influence of the FCV size on the solid fraction evolution at a faed point in the riser.

Conclusions
The influence of the particle volume to fluid control volume ratio, thus the porosity defmition, has been studied
showing significant differences in the two-phase flow structure. Intermediate sizes of fluid control volume must
be used in order to minimize both discetization and physical modeling errors. These results point out significant
problems we meet when dealing with multi-phase flows having diffel'ent caracteristic length and time scales.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the dynamic and transient stability analysis of an induction generator - infinite
bus power system. A Lyapunov function is developed from the nonlinear differential equations of the power
system, by expressing the electromotive force (emf) of the generator rotor as a function of slip. The
mathematical mooeis are derived by assuming that the mechanical power input to the generator is from a wind
turbine. Self-excitation of the induction generator is from a tenninal capacitor, the value of which is included in
the mathematical models.

1. Introduction.
The purpose of a power sys~em is to deliver the power required by tbe consumers in real time, on demand, within
acceptable voltage and frequency limits, and in a reliable and economic manner. In remote areas and islands
power networks are usually not connected to the grid, and electrical energy is generally generated using diesel
fuel. The cost of prooucing a unit of electrical energy that way is found to be very high, thus the need for using
renewable sources of energy e. g wind, tidal, natural gases, geothermal etc. Another factor is the increasing
global concern for protecting the ,e nvironment Wind power is attracting wide attention as a clean and
environmentally- friendly renewable energy.
The property of an induction machine of being abl<e to be used to proouce electrical energy at a wide range of
speeds finds particular application in the generation of electrical energy at constant frequency from wind energy,
since wind has a rather unsteady speed characteristic. Different .induction generator schemes have been
employed, depending on the application areas. For .autonomous systems the self-excited induction generator is
the most commonly used (4). One means of achieving self-excitation is through the connection of a terminal
capacitor.
Studies concerned with the dynamics of electrical systems involve the solution of sets of nonlinear
differ,e ntial equations for die systems' fault-on and post-fault states using numerical methoos through digital
simulations. The direct methoo of Lyapunov gives a direct solution to the above problem so as to arrive at the
critical clearing time for the faults on the system. A Lyapunov function is constructed from the system's state
variables about the post-fault stable equilibrium point. All research work so far on power system stability using
the direct method has been dealing only with systems supplied from synchronous generators. Use of induction
generators is inoreasing, hence the need for their proper analysis especially in large systems.
A power system is transiently .stable for a particular steady-state ~erating condition and for a particular large
disturbance if, following that disturbance, it reaches an acceptable steady-state operating condition [3]. The main
factors on which transient stability depends are; load-generation balance, nature and location of disturbance, and
network configuration before fault occurrence and after its subsequent clearance. The main problem is to come
up with appropriate models for the system under different operating conditions, for use in simulation studies.
This paper proposes an energy function for a power system supplied by an induction generator, driven by a
wind turbine. The mathematical modelli ng of the system talces into account the dependence of input power on
wind speed and slip, and the changes in self-excitation. Use is then made of a relationship bet ween the rotor
angle and slip, and the general mechanical equation of motion of the induction generator.
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2. Modelling
The mathematical models of lhe system are derived based on the assumptions that the network is initially in
sinusoidal steady state, the phase angle of the voltage coincides with the rotor angle, and the mechanical torque
is a function of wind speed and slip.
Neglecting the de component in the stator transient currents, 'the dynamic models of the induction generator are
derived as [3);

2H d.s =T -T
dt

e

(1)

m

dE
1 r· j(x-x')I·]- jro sE·
-=--lE+
0
dt
T~
where

(2)

E = complex emf behind transient reactance, corresponding to rotor flux linkages [p.

u);

i =induction

generator current [p. u); H =inertia constant of the generator [s); Te= electromagnetic torque developed[p. u];
Tm= mechanical torque input[p. u);

~= transient open-circuit time constant [s);

x' = generator transient

reactance [p. u]; x= sum of stator and magnetizing reactance [p. u]; t= time [s); and

s =(010 -ro)/w0 , slip [p.u]
where

010

and

(3)

ro are synchronous speed and rotor angular speed respectively [rpm)

In this paper we shall assume that the terminal voltage of the induction generator is held constant through
some control means, acting on the self-excitation capacitor. It has ·been shown that the self-excited induction
generator can be used to generate electrical power at constant voltage and frequency with varying wind speed
and load conditions [2,4].
The system layout is as shown below
Here,
ELo

i

I.Q; induction generator,
W.T= wind turbine
S.E= self-excitation system

W.T

Li V7 =change in terminal voltage
USE = excitation control input

Fig. I System layout
For easier analysis the system is transformed into an eq11ivalent lt-model as given in fig.2 below.
EL o

Es

The value of the generator current is obtained as,

(4)
(5)

and Y;j , Bij , Gii are admittance, conductance and,
Fig.2

Equivalent Jt -network.

susceptance of the respective elements [p. u].
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Through

YI~

transformation, we can obtain the conductance and susceptance values in the form;

_ Bse ~gBsE +a3
_as +a4 (a2 +Bse )_
_ BsE lBgBsE +a6
ag -a 7 (a 2+BsE)
G11 2
,G12 2
.B11 2
2 , B12 2
2
a1 +(a2+BsEf
a1 +(a2+BsEf
a1 +(a2+Bse)
a1 +(a2+Bse)

J.

J.

_

(6)

Here, B SE. B g , G g are susceptance of the self-exdter, susceptance and conductance of the generator
respectively;

a1

= Gg

a5

= a 1 (a g G 1 -

+G 1 ;a 2 = Bg +B 1 ;a 3 = GgBt -BgG 1 ;a 4
Bg B1) a 6

= B g2

= GgBt

+BgG 1 ;

2

+ G g + B g B 1 + G g G z ; a 7 = a 5 /a 1 ; as

= a 1a 4

Let us express the generator emf as,

E=Ed+ iEq =E exp(jo)

(7)

The generator current can then be simplified to the form;

i =(Ed(Gu +G12)-EBG12 -Eq(B11 +812))+ J(Ed(B11 +B12)-EBB12 +Eq(G11 +G12))

(8)

The output power from the generator is calculated as;

(9)

i ·is the complex conjugate of system cufl'ent [p. u]

where

Subs,tituting the values of current and voltage;
(10)

The electromagnetic torque of the induction generator is equal to;
(11)

Let us express the mechanical power input in the form;
Pm =Pw -DgOl

2

(12)

where Dg, Pw are the damping eoefficient of the system, and the aerodynamic power generated by the rotor
respecti vet y.
1
2
2
Pw =-kppARwVw =kwVw

(13)

2

where k P , p, A, R, Vw ar.e a constant of the turbine, the air density, the area swept by turbine rotor, the rotor
1

radius, and the wind speed respectively.
The mechanical torque therefore becomes,
Pm
.,
Tm =-=kVw- -Dgro

(14)

Ol

The mathematical models for the system can now be written in terms of the d-axis component of emf as;
2

ds E/(G11+G12)sec o-EdEs(G12 +B1 2 tano] f
2
]
2H-=
LkVw -DgID0 (1-s)
~

WoO-~
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( 15)

(16)

Next, to try to maintain a constant terminal voltage, we introduce the equation for the variation of the self.excitation susceptance;

d6.BsE
dt

1
- --[MsE +Ksell.Vr -USE]

(17)

Tse

where Tse , K SE are time constant and control gain of the self-exciter respectively.

Let us introduce an expression between rotor angle and slip of the induction machine in the form [1];

do

-=ro0 (s 0 -s)
dt
where so=

(18)

rated (steady state) slip

The dynamics of the power system can then be studied by obtaining time solutions to the resulting system of
nonlinear differentials equations, (15)-(18) above.

3. Lyapunov Function
To derive the Lyapunov function, we introduce state variables (the dot notation now used for time-derivatives);
z1 =O-&o;z2

=i 1; z3 =Ed -Edo;z4 = BsE -

Bseo

where &0 , E dO , B SEO are steady state values.
Writing that, Vr

=Vd sec 0v, and assuming that the angle is almost constant, we may obtain an expression

for the change in voltage as,
(19)

t1Vr =b1(Ed -Ed 0 )+b 2 [Ed tano-Edo tano 0 ]

The mathematical models for the system can then be expressed in variable-state form as;
(20)

i 1 = Z1
2

2

2Hi2 =rookVw -(l)o (1-s 0 )Dg
2
2
-[(z3 +Edo) (Gll +G12)sec (z1 +&o)-Es(z3 +EdoXG12 +811 tan(z1 +&o)]YO-so)

(22)

T i 3 =-[I-(x-x'XB11 +B 12 )Kz 3 +Edo)
+[(.x-x'XG11 +G12 )+(l)osoT0Kz3 +Edo)tan(z1 +&o)-EsB11

(23)

0

(24)

The energy (Lyapunov) function for the system can be obtained (the details of which are omitted here) in
tenns of the physical variables from (20) - (24) as,
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The time derivative of lhe obtained energy function can be shown to be negative-definite around lhe origin.

1.• ,---.----,--.--.,.--..---.--..,.--,---.---,

4. Simulation
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Typical induction generator data is
used ,to run tests to compare lhe
rotor

angles

obtained

from

'equations (7) and (18), through
numerical integration of lhe
system's nonlinear differential
equations. The results ar,e given by
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Fig 3. Variation of generator voltage and rotor angle wilh time following fault occurrence.

5.Conclnsions
Mathematical models for a power system in which a wind-driven induction generator supplies an infinite bus
have been derived. A Lyapunov fonction for the system is then developed from the obtained models. These
results can .be extended to the analysis of stability in multimachine power systems. This paper shows that the
induction machine can also play an important role in stability analysis of power systems. Future work will deal
with detailed modelling of control elements in the system for a more accurate analysis.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present the modeling of the work water section of a power plant group.
The mathematical model is based on the Saint-Venant equations and the nonlinear partial differential
equations for the one-dimensional pipe flow. The model has t o deal with a special coupling between an
open channel and a pipe flow. With appropriate assumptions the model can be reduced significantly, so
that the final model consists of coupling of nonlinear ordinary and nonlinear partial differential equations.
A comparison of measurement results with simulation results shows the good practical exactness of the
proposed model.

Introduction
In this contribution the mathematical modeling of
the works water section of a power plant group is
presented. The problem definition is due to the electric supply company of th.e town Innsbruck. The
company is implementing a remote control systems
for their power plants and for the design of such
a control system a mathematical model, which de'SD..l.
scribes the dynamical behavior of the plant, is necessary. The object of investigation consists of a supply
tunnel with a slope of 0.1% and a length of about 7
km, the surge chambers Sill and Ruetz and a junction canal with a length of about 300 m, which conPower stali.on
nects the two surge chambers (see figure 1). The
Sill
_.,----....! Sn.L
water is taken from the riv·e r Sill and tlows through
the supply canal to the surge chamber Sill, from
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the plant.
which one part of the water directly flows through
the pressure pipe to the turbine of the power-station
Sill and the other one flows through a junction canal to the surge chamber of the power-station Ruetz.
Near the flowing-out end of the supply canal a sluice gate is situated in order to dam the water (see
figure l ). The electric supply company makes use of the supply canal to store water during slack periods
in order to use this stored water to cover load peaks. Now, the flow in the canal should be modeled in
order to examine the behavior of the plant in cases of large changes in the flow rate and to be able to
develop a controller for the sluice gate.

Mathematical model
The mathematical model of the considered part of the plant is based on t he well known Saint-Venant
equations [5], [6] , the continuity equation

At+Q:z: =0

(1)

with the cross section A , the flow Q and the momentum equation

(2)
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with the depth y measured normally t o the bottom, t he gravity constant g, the canal slope So and the
friction S due to the Manning formula

S=

n2Q IQ)
A2 (A / P)4/ 3

with the flow Q, the Manning roughness factor n , the area A and the wetted p erimeter P (e.g. [4j, [5],
[2]). The indices x, y and t denote the partial derivatives with respect to x, y and t, respectively.

turbine

Figure 2: Flow in the canal.

Figure 3: Flow under the sluice gate.

Depending on the water level before the sluice gate, the first part of the supply canal upstream can
be completely filled with water and must therefore be treated as a pipe flow area. The second part has
a free surface flow and the point, where there is this passing from the open channel to the pipe flow,
changes. Since there is a big difference between the wave propagation velocity of the pipe flow area and
the surface wave propagation velocity, this problem is inherently stiff. In order to avoid the well known
difficulties of stiff systems, we propose an approach which is based on the following assumptions [3) :
1. The open channel flow ar·e a is considered as a huge damming area, where the surface is approximately
plane.

2. The pipe flow is incompressible and the pipe is stiff, hence A.i: =At

= Q: = 0.

Measurement results at the plant show that these assumptions are met in the plant of investigation.
With these assumptions the mathematical model eq. (1) and eq. (2) simplifies to a system of ordinary
differential equations of the form
dQ

dt
dh
dt

(h-2r

=

-gA -lv-+S-So

=

Q-Qs
As

)

di.,
dt

=

Qin-Q
Ao sin(<p)

dy..,
dt

=

{

0
Qin-Q
Aw+Ao

£> l11 +lR
L

<l

11

+lR

with the surface area Ao
1
( (r -y..,)
Ao = sin(rp)

VYw (2r -Yw) + r 2 arcsm. ( 1 -

y,,, )
-;:-

2

r
+2

7r) ,

the radius of the canal r , the depth in the chamber before the sluice gate h , the ar ea of the chamber
before the sluice gate As, the water level at the sluice Matrei y.., , the area of the sluice Aw, the length
bet ween the sluice gate and the point of change from the open channel to the pipe flow I.,, the length of
the canal L , the estimated length of the backwater lR, the flow under the sluice gate Qs, the constant
inflow Q>n and the angle rp as shown in figure 2. The schematic diagram of the simplified model of the
upstream channel is depicted in detail in figure 2. The second part of the supply canal from the sluice
gate downstream to the surge chamber Sill is always an open channel flow area. This part is modeled by
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means of a spatial discretization of the corresponding partial differential equations (1) and (2) and we
end up with a system of ·o rdinary differential equations

dQ..
dt
dy..
dt

= - (gA .. -(~:) Ay,n)
2

1 AQn

=

for

~~: - 2~ ~~: -

gAn (Sn -

So)

n=O, ... ,N

with N + 1 points and the Dirichlet boundary conditions y(N, t) = yp (t) with the water level in the
surge chamber Sill yp and Q (0, t) = Qs {t) with the flow under the sluice gate Qs .
Since the width of the junction channel changes, the approximation of the partial differential equations
(1) and (2) by a finite difference scheme has to take this variation into consideration. We end up with
the following system of ordinary differential equations

dQn =-2QnAQ.,.. -(A - Q;'.l:) Ay..
J\
g .,..
A2 n J\
dt
A n l..l.Xn
n
l..l.Xn

+ Q;
Abn
A2 Yn
J\

n

dy..
l AQ,.
-=
----dt
Ay,n Axn

l..l.Xn

for

-

g

A (S - S)
n
n
0

n= l.. .N

n=O, ... , N .

The variation of the canal width Abn/ Ax .. is chosen in such a way that the steady state solution of the
partial differential equations coincides with the solution of the approximated system at the discretization
points. Furthermore, we have to use Neumann boundary conditions, due to the fact that the water level
in the surge chamber Ruetz can be lower than the bottom of the channel.
The mathematical model of the sluice gate (see figure 3) has to take into consideration both, the
subcritical and the supercritical flow conditions. Following the standard approach in literature [l] , [4)
our model of the sluice gate is based on the Bernoulli equation (3), the impulse-momentum equation (4)

h

+

Q~

2g (hb 1 )

2

= h'

+

Q~

2g (µub)

gh~b Q
g (h') b
Qsvu+-2- = sv+
2
2

2

{3)

(4)

and the continuity equation Qs = vbµu = v.,,h.,,b, with the ftow under t he sluice gate Qs, t he velocity
before the hydraulic jump v, the velocity after the jump v,,, the upstream depth of ftow h, the downstream
depth before the jump h', the downstream depth behind the jump h,,, the width of the gate b, the width
of t he canal before the gate b1 and the opening of t he gate u (see figure 3). The coefficient µ depends
on the geometry of the structur e and the up- and downstream depths and is available from literature.
ln contrast to the standard models the velocity before the hydraulic jump v is calculated in such a way
that there is a continuous passing from sub- to supercritical flow conditions.

Measurement results
In the following we compare measurement results at the plant with simulation results based on the
developed model. For the simulation we take the measured flow through the turbines of the power
stations Sill and Ruetz and the opening of the sluice gate as inputs, in addition the inflow to t he supply
canal at the sluice Matrei Q;n is assumed to be approximately constant. Due to the fact that the surge
chamber Sill is modeled as a simple integrator and that the surge chamber Sill is relatively small, we
have to adjust the model, because small variations in the inflow and the outflow of the surge chamber,
respectively, caused by measurement errors in the flow through the turbine and errors in the model of
the sluice gate, lead to big differences in the simulated water-level. Since this quantity has a big influence
to the s imulation, we have to guarantee that the deviation between the simulated water-level and the
measured one is not to large. Therefore, the error between the calculated and the measured water level
in the surge chamber Sill is fed t o a PI-controller, to calculate the correction flow , which is necessary
to guarantee that the simulated water level in the surge chamber Sill is approximately equal to t he
measured one. In fig ure 4 , the measured and the calculated water-level at t he sluice Matrei is shown.
The differences between the.se two quantities, are mainly based on the e.stimation-error of the inflow Q;n,
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since the water-level depends on t he integral of the difference between the inflow at the sluice and the
outflow under the sluice gate over time and is therefore very sensit ive to variations in the inflow Qin· An
additional reason especially for the differences after a time of 8 and 18 hours is the rough model of the
sluice Matrei. Figure 5 depicts the water-level in the chamber before the sluice gate hand figure 7 shows
the calculated flow under the sluice gate Qs. The comparison of the measured water-level in t he surge
chamber Ruetz with the simulated one is depicted in figure 6. One should notice that the surge chamber
Ruetz is modeled as an integrator and there are no corrections used for the simulation of this part of the
model.
Watt:r depth at the ·sluice .Matrei

Water-level before the sluice gate
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F igure 4: Water level at the sluice Matrei.

Figure 5: Water level before the sluice gate.
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Figure 6: Water level in the s urge chamber Ruetz.

Figure 7: F low under the sluice gate.

Conclusion
In this paper the mat hematical model for t he works water section of a power plant group is presented.
The model is based on the nonlinear partial differential equations for the one-dimensional open channel
and pipe flow and has to deal with a special coupling of open channel and pipe flow. With appropriate
assumptions a significant model reduction is possible. Finally, measurement results at the plant show the
excellent practical exactness of the proposed model.
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Abstract. In this paper we formulate a new linear decoupled dynamical model of open-channels.
The main advantage is that it enables the design of a decentralized volume variation observer. In fact,
open-channels require decentralization in the control. Valid solutions to this problem have been proposed
in the literature . However, in all cases it has been assumed that state variables, i.e., volume variations in
the pools, were available. Obviously, this is an unrealistic assumption. In this paper we propose the design
of a decentralized volume variation observer that provides an estimation of the volume variation in each
canal reach on the base of only local measurements, thus not vanishing the advantage of decentralization
in the control.
1. Introduction

A wide variety of mathematical models describing the dynamic behaviour of open-channels have been
proposed in the literature. Sometimes differences among them are really significant and involve the use
of completely different control techniques.
In this paper we focus our attention on the problem of deriving a decoupled linear model of openchannels, such that a good estimation of volume variations with respect to a reference configuration of
uniform flow, can be obtained on the base of only local measurements.
The model origins from a previous linear state-variable model of open-channels deduced by Corriga
et al. in [l , 2]. The main advantage of the actual formulation is the decoupling between st ate space
equations , that ena bles the design of an asymptotic state obser ver for each canal reach. In fact, openchannels, like all large scale systems, require decentralization in the control. Valid solutions to the
problem of designing a decentralized constant- volume controller have been proposed in the literature
[5, 6J. However, in all these cases an unrealistic assumption has been made. It has been assumed that
state variables, i.e., volume variations in the pools, were available. Obviously, this is not the case in
real applications. This paper just enables us to overcome this difficulty, not vanishing the advantage of
decentralization in the control.
2. Linear decoupled dynamical model of the open-channels
Consider the system sketched in figure 1, consisting of a channel of n reaches joined by n + 1 gates, where
the last gate (the (n + 1)-st) is fixed and t he others are controlled. Let us suppose that water is conveyed
to the first reach from a reservoir with constant level and that the level downstream from the final reach
is also constant. All variables reported in figure 1, apart from those that define the geometry, represent
the variations with respect t o a reference configura tion of uniform flow. It has been assumed that the
canal cross section is trapezoidal. Its scheme is shown in figure 1.
The linear model of interest is derived from the Saint-Venant equations (7], thus the assumption of
uniform flow as reference is essential. In particular, it origins from a previous centralized linear model of
open- channels formulated by Corriga et al. [l, 2} and used by the authors for the synthesis of decentralized
controllers 1
[5, 6].
In this paper we limit to recall the main equations that are involved in t he deduction of the new
decoupled model. For more details on their derivation we address the reader to [l , 2]. Firstly,
i

= 1,· · · ,n,

(1)

where QA i, ai, and hA; denote the variations, with respect to the reference configuration, of the upstream
discharge, the gate opening, and the upstream level of the i-th reach; hai-1 is the variation of the
downstream level of the (i - 1)-th reach, computed with respect to the same reference configuration; a; ,
b; and c;, i = 1, · · · , n, are constant values [2].
If we assume that no variation on users withdrawals occur, we can also write
i
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= 1, · · · ,n,

(2)
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Figure 1: Scheme of system composed by a cascade of n canal reaches and trapezoidal canal cross section.
being qB;+l = qA;, i = 1, -· ·, n - 1. Moreover, it has been proved that [1, 2):
(3)

where Kli, K3i, Aji(O), j = 1, · --, 4, i = l, · · -, n, ar.e appropriat·e constant values [2].
Substituting equations (1) and (2) into (3), we obtain the foUowing matrix equation
i = 1,·· -,n,

where

C· _ [ 1-A~i(O)ci

•-

D· _ [ l - A~i(O)c;
•-A;; (O)ci

-A;;(O)c;

-A2;{0)b;+1
1 - A~;(O)b;+1

-A~i(O)b;H
1 - A~i(O)b;+1

1-i. [

r

1
. [

Kii
K3;

A2;(0)a;+i

A};(O)ai
A3 ;(0)a;

A~;(O)a;+1

(4)

]'

A~;(O)ci+1
A~;(O)Ci+1

(5)
A~;(O)b;
A~1 (0)b,

].

(6)

Then, under the assumption of no external disturbance , it holds that

V;(t)

= qA;(t) -

qB;(t),

l

where qA; and qB; ru-e defined in (1) and (2), respectively. Therefore, by taking into account the above
equation ( 4), we get
.

v;(t)

= -A;v;(t) + -B;

where
A;

B;

= [ c;

= [ Ci

-b;+1 ) · D;

o-;(t)(.t)
0';+1

[

hAi+l (t)

(7)

hB;-1,(t)

(8)

- b;+l ] . C;,

+[

a;

- a;+l

- C;+1

b; ] .

(9)

Now, [et as define

In this way we get the n following linear independent systems:
il;{t)
{ Y;(t)

= A;v;(t) + B;(t)u;(t)
= C;v;(t) + D;(t)u1 (t)
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i

= 1, · · ·,n.

(10)

The state variable of the i-th system is equal to the volume variation in the i-th reach; the inputs are
the opening variations of the gates delimiting the pool (ai, t1i+i), the upstream water level variation of
the upstream gate (hAi+d and the downstream water level variation of the downstream gate (hBi-d;
finally, the output variables are equal to the upstream (hA;) and downstream (hBi) water level variation
in the i-th reach.
3. Synthesis of 1the observer
In this section we briefly recall the main concepts relative to the design of an asymptotic state observer
for linear time-invariant systems [3J.
Let us consider a linear time-invariant system in state space form:
x(t)
{ y(t)

= Ax(t) + Bu(t)

(11)

= Cx(t) + Du(t)

where x E !Rn, u E IR.m, y E !Ii!.P are the state, the input and the output vector, respectively; A, B, C,
and D are constant matrices of appropriate size.
If the state is not directiy available for measurement, a well known approach is to construct an observer
of the focm
:i:(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + G[y(t) - y(t)]
(12)
{ y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)
where the constant matrix G weights the errors on the output entries. If we define
e(t) = x(t) - x(t)
then e(t) represents the state reconstruction error at the time instant t. It is easy to prove that its
dynamic is governed by the following linear equation.

e(t) = [A - GC]e(t).

(13)

Obviously, the effectiveness of the above observer depends on the choice of the constant matrix G. A lot
of prooedu:res can be applied to compute an appropriate matrix G. In particular, G can be chosen so as
to impose the desired dosed-loop eigenvalues to the matrix A - GC.
At this point it immediately appears the usefulness of the linear decoupled model of open-channels
formulated in the previous section. In fact, the n independent systems are in the form required for the
application of the theory above. In the case at hand, we will have to compute n different vectors G,
one for each canal reach. In this way each observer only uses local informations, thus not vanishing the
advantage of decentralization in the controller.
4. An applicative example
Let us consider a two-reach canal, corresponding to the general scheme shown in figure 1, with the
following characteristics: length of the first reach: li = 4000m; length of the second reach: l2 = 5000m;
canal bottom slope: P1 = 0.0003; water level depth in upstream reservoir in reference to the canal bottom
in the upper end section: hM = 2.5m; water level depth in downstream reservoir in reference to the canal
bottom in the lower end section: hv
lm; trapezoidal cross section (see figure 1) with w
l.7m,
8 = 45°; constant opening section of the third gate: >.a = >.03 = 2.4lm2 ; discharge coefficient: TJ = 0.6;
roughness coefficient: -y = 0.36.
The nominal configuration of uniform fiow is characterized by the following levels and discharge values:
water level depth in the 1-st reach: h.01 = l.70m; water ievel depth in the 2-nd reach: ho2 = l.20m; flow
rate in the 1-st reach : q01 = 5.94m 3 / s; flow rate in the 2-nd reach : Qo2 = 3.02m3 / s; user flow rate at
the 1-st reach. lower end: QocI = 2.92m3 / s; user flow rate at the '2-nd reach lower end: qoc2 = 2.50m3 / s;
opening section of the 1-st gate: >.01 = 2.50m 3 /s ; opening section of the 2-nd gate: >. 02 = l.61m3 /s.
In this case the two linear systems used for the synthesis of the observers are characterized by the
following constant matrices:

=

=

A2

B1

= [ 1.9688

-1.4314 2.1156 3.0450

c - [ 0.3289
0.4607
1 -

J,

] . 10-4

= -2.4738 -10- 4 ,

B 2 = [ 1.4445
,

-0.3550

c 2 -- [ 0.2369
]
0.2536

- 1'81 -
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Figure 2: The results of numerical simulation.
[ 0.2636
Di= -0.1078

0.0703
-0.2315

-0.1039
0.3421

0.4077 ]
-0.1667 ,

D

2

_ [ 0.3380
-

-0.0698

0.0205 1.5991
-0.1243 0.0205

0.4971 ]
-0.1131 .

By taking into account the numerical values of Ai and Ci , i = 1, 2, it is easy to prove that stability
holds for whatever couple of gain vectors Gi , i = 1, 2, whose entries are positive real numbers.
Note that, by virtue of the dimensions of Ai, C; and G; the same eigenvalues for A; - G ;C; , i = 1, 2,
can be assigned by an infinite number of gain vectors G;. A satisfactory solution has been determined
by a trial and error procedure. In particular, it has been evaluated that a good choice is
G1 = [ 0.8

0.4

J,

G2

= [ 2.8

2),

=

that corresponds to A1 = -2.6401 · 10-4 and A2
-3.6443 · 10-4 as eigenvalues of A 1 - G 1 C 1 and
A2 - G2C2, respectively.
Note that the above numerical values have been ob tained as a -consequence of many simulation test
cases, where also the presence of a decentralized controller is taken into account. The results of some of
these simulations are reported in (6] . In this paper we limit to consider the open-loop system and an
initial ·e rror on the state estimat·e. We assume that no regulator is acting on the net and no variation on
users withdrawals occurs. The results of simulation are reported in figure 2 which presents the percentage
errors on the state estimation. As it can be seen a null steady state error is obtained.
Note that simulation has been carried out using the commercial SIC software, a completely nonlinear
model of open-channels developed at Cemgref (Montpellier, France) [4].
5. Conclusions

In this paper the formulation of a linear decoupled dynamical model of open-channels has been proposed.
It origins from the Saint-Venant equations, linearized around a reference configuration of uniform flow
and uses some physical equations firstly derived by Corriga et al. in previous works. The importance of
the new formulation is that it enables the synthesis of a decentralized state observer, that is capable of
reconstructing the volume variation in each canal reach on the base of only local measurements. This is
an important problem to be solved since the control of open-channels is always decentralized and a state
observer is an essential requirement in r-eal applications.
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DECENTRALIZED CONTROL OF IRRIGATION OPEN-CHANNELS VIA
EIGENSTRUCTURE ASSIGNMENT
C. Seatzu
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Cagliari, Piazza d'Armi - 09123 Cagliari, Italy

Abstract. In this pa.per we examine the problem of designing a decentralized constant-volume controller for open-channel hydraulic systems. The system dynamic is described by a linear, time-invariant
model deduced from the Saint-Venant equations by Corriga et al. in previous works. The synthesis procedure allows us to derive a parametric expression for the set of feedback gains which achieve the desired
·eigenvalue assignment. The free parameters in this parametric expression can be used to assign eigenvectors
as dose to the desired ones as possible, while achieving the required eigenvalue assignment.

1. Introduction
Over the last decades., much r·eseard1 effort has been devoted to water flow control of open-channel conv•eyance systems such as irrigation channels. A great number of regulatory procedures have been proposed.
In this paper we consider a mathematical model of open-channels firstly proposed by Corriga et al. in
[2] that expresses the dynamic relationships, in terms of t ranscendental functions, between the gate opening
sections and the corresponding stored water volume variations in the different canal reaches with respect to
an initial reference configuration of uniform flow. Series expansion around s = 0 gives a state variable linear
and time invariant model that enables us to design an efficient decentralized constant-volume control law.
In this way the stored volumes in the different reaches can be maintained practically constant, even with
variations in users withdrawals, by acting only on the upstream gate of the reach whose volume variation is
detected. Thus decentralization, Le., one of the main requirements for large-scale systems like the hydraulic
one here.in examined, is satisfied.
The synthesis procedure followed in this paper has been firstly proposed by Lu et al. in [3]. It enables us
to derive a parametric expression for the set of feedback gains of the decentralized controller which achieve
the desired eigenvalue assignment. The free parameters in this parametric expression can be used to assign
eigenv.e ctors as close to the desir·e d ones as possible while achieving the required eigenvalue assignment. This
requirement arises from the fact that the speed of the dynamic response of a linear system depends on its
eigenvalues whereas the "relative sbape" of the dynamic response depends on the associated eigenvectors.
Over the past decade, many methods have been proposed for pole placement by decentralized control [1, 8].
However, it is not easy to incorporate eig·e nvector assignment into the process of eigenvalue assignment
using these methods.
The results of some num:erical simulations will be reported in the final paper. All of them have been
carried out on the commercial SIC software, a completely nonlinear model of open-channels developed
at Cemagref (Montpellier, .France) {5] and show that satisfactory results can be obtained when the above
control law is implemented. Note that it has been also assumed that the state is not directly measured but
is reconstructed by means of t he asymptotic state observer proposed by the au thor in [7].
2. Linear approximate model
Consider the system sketched in Fig~re 1 of {71, consisting of a channel of n reaches joined by n + 1 gates,
where the last gate is fixed and the others a.re controlled. Let us suppose that water is conveyed to the first
reach from a reservoir with oonstant level and that the level downstr·e am from the final reach is also constant.
All the variables considered, apart from those t hat define the geometry, represent the variations with respect
to a reference configuration of uniform flow in each reach. In particular, let v = [v1 ,- · -,v.,. · -,vn]r,
a= [a 1, · · · , '7i , · · · , an]r, qc (qci, · · · ,qci, · · · ,qc,.]r , wherevi, ai and qc; arethe stored volume variation
in the i- th reach , the variation in the i- th gate opening section and the user flow variation at the i-th reach
lower end , respectively.
The linear model presented in [2] and used in this paper for the synthesis of the decentralized contr oller ,
has been derived by first linearizmg the Saint-Venant equations for the unsteady flow of water in openchannels [2] around. a reference condition of uniform flow . Then, since the obtained equations are linear , the
Laplace transform technique, with appropriate initial and boundary conditions, has been used t o solve them.
Since the model needs to be accu rate in the low-frequency range, where the most significant phenomena
take place, s = jw = 0 is t aken as initial point and the series expansion may be truncated to the second
term. Finally, by inverse L-transforming, a linear time- invariant model with the following structure can be
obtained:
u(t) = Av(t) + Bu(t)
(1)
where A and B are constant matrices [2]. Finally, taking into account the variations of the users flow rates
Qc, equation (1) can be rewri tten as:

=

v(t) = Av(t) + Bu(t) - lqc(t)
where I is the n order identity matrix .
For more details on the construction of the mentioned linear model we address to [2].
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(2)

3. Eigenstructure assignment by decentralized feedback control
In this section we recall the fundamental steps of an efficient method proposed by Lu et al. (3] to design a
decentralized control law via eigenstructure assignment.
Consider a linear time-invariant system described in state space

x(t) = Ax{t)

"
+ L B;ui(t),

Y;(t)

= C;x(t),

= 1, · · ·, v

i

(3)

i=l

where x(t) E nn is the state, ui(t) E nm•, Y;(t) E nr; are the input and output respectively, of the i-th
local control station. Matrices A, B; and C;, i = 1, · · · ,v are real, constant and of appropriate size.
If a decentralized feedback control law Ui(t) = F;yi(t), Fi E nmixr;' i = 1,- .. 'vis applied to system
(3), a closed-loop system is obtained in the form
(4)

where

v

B = [ B1

...

Bv

l E nn.xm,

m

=L

m;

(5)

i=l

v

r

=Er;

(6)

i=l

F=Blockdiag [ Fi,

···
Let us define the set of decentralized feedback gains by

F., ]Enmxr_

(7)

:F = {F =Block diag[ F1, · · · F., J E nmxr: F; E nm;xr;}.

(8)

Lu et al. in [3] provide a valid procedure to determine a decentralized feedback gain matrix F E :F so that
1. (Eigenvalue Assignment): System (4) is assigned an arbitrary self-conjugate set of le eigenvalues
{µ; ,i = 1, ···,le} ,le~ n , namely

(9)
where A() denotes the set of eigenvalues.
2. (Eigenvector Assignment): v; , i = 1, · ··le, the closed-loop eigenvectors {with unit norm) associated
with {µ;, i = 1, · · ·, k }, minimize certain performance indexes.
One commonly used performance index for assigning eigenvectors v; , i

= l, · · · , k is

le

J

= L(vi -

vf)TW(v; - v1)

(10)

i=l

=

where W = diag(wH,---,w;n.) is a weighting matrix, {vf,i 1,--·,k} is a set of desired unit normed
eigenvectors which reflect our requirement on the shape of the closed-loop dynamic response. In general,
it is not possible to exactly assign v; to vf and minimization of (10) gives the eigenvectors closest to the
desired ones [3].
3 .1. Eigenvalue assignment
In this subsection, we recall several analytical results firstly proposed and demonstrated by Lu et al. in
(3], to characterize the decentralized feedback gain matrices that achieve the desired eigenvalue assignment
for linear system (3). Proofs are omitted here as they have been derived in (3] and we address to it for
more details. Furthermore, in the rest of the note we assume that linear system (3) is a controllable and
observable system.
Theorem 1 . (Characterization of Decentralized Control for Eigenvalue Assignment): Let {µi, i
1, · · ·, k}
be a self-conjugate set of distinct complex numbers such that {µ;, i = 1, · · ·, k} n A(A) 0.
There exists a decentralized feedback gain F C :F such that the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system
(4) contain {µ;,i = l , · ··,k} if and only ifthere exist non-nuH parameter vectors P; E cm,i = 1, --·,k,
satis~ying the following two conditions:

=
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=

1. Pi E

n.m if Jli is real, and Pi = Pj E cm if µi = µ.j ;

2.

[J- FH(µi)]Pi
where H(s)

= C(sl -

= 0,

i

= l, · ··,k

(11)

•

1

A)- B is the open-loop transfer function.

Theorem 2. (Existence of Decentralized Control): Assume that the eigenvalues of A are distinct. Let
{.\i,i= 1,···,k} C A(A) and Vi,w,,i = 1,· · .,k be the corresponding right and left eigenvectors of A.
Define a matrix T by

.T

=[

(C1v1)T

~ (wf Bi)

(Civv)T

(C1v1JT ® (wf B1)

~ (wr Bi)

= {µ: 0 < Iµ -

(12)

(Cvvk)T ® (wf Bv)

where M ® V is the Kronecker product of M and V.
If rank(T)= k, then there exists an E > 0 such that for any set {µi, i
µ; E V;

l

Ail $ t"},

= 1, · · ·, k}

satisfying

i = 1, ... 'k

there exists a solution .F E :F to
[I- FH(µi)]P; = 0,

i = l,··-,k

(13)

where Pi -:f. 0, i = 1, · · ·, k.
•
By taking into account the above theorems, Lu et al. [3] provide a parametric expression for a decenitralized feedback gain matrix.
The following notations are useful in stating the next theorem:
v

Hi(s)

= Ci(sl -

m=2:m;

A)- 1 .B E cr;xm,

i=l

ifMECpxq,p<q
if ME Cpxq , p 2: q
MJ..= ·{ 1-MT(MMT)- 1 M,
OECqxq,

ifMECpxq,p<q
ifMECpxq,p2:q

where I m x m is an m dimensional identity matrix.
Theorem 3. (A Parametric Expression for Decentralized Control}.
Let{µ;
1, · · ·, k} be a self-conjugate set of distinct complex numbers such that{µ; = 1, · · ·, k }nA(A)
0. Then the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system (4) contains {µ; = 1, · · ·, k} if

=

F;

= E;(pl' ... , P1r][H;(µ.i)pl, . .. ' H;(µk)Pk]+,

i

= 1, ... ' II

=

(14)

where Pi> i = 1, · · ·, k satisfy
1. Pi E

n.m ifµ;

is real, and Pi

= Pj E n.m ifµ.;

= µ.j;

2. matrix [p 1 , .. .,pk](Hi(µi)p 1 ,- .. , H;(µ1r)Pk) E cr;xk is of full rank, i
3.

Ei[pt, · · · ,pk)[H;(µ1 )P1, · · · , Hi(µk)Pk)J..

II P; 11= 1 ,

j

= 0,

= 1, .. . , k,

= l,···,v;
i=l,-··,µ

(15)
(16}

where 1111 is the euclidean norm.
•
Two main remarks can be done. First of all, the vector p 1 explicitly parameterizes the closed-loop right
eigenvector v; associated with µ; according to
(17)

Furthermore, equation (14) gives a parametric expression of the desired feedbaCk gain F., where the pai = 1, · · ·, k, satisfy matrix nonlinear equations (15) and (16) . If r; 2: k, then
rameter vectors P; E
[H 1(µi)p 1 , · • ·, Hi(µk)Pk].L. = 0, therefore, (15) is trivially satisfied for any set of P; with II P; 11= 1. On the
other hand, if r; < k, then the matrix nonlinear equation (15) gives m;k nonlinear equations corresponding
to this r;. In order to obtain a .s et of P;, i = 1, · · ·, k satisfying (15), one needs to solve at most 2:~=l m;k
nonlinear equations. At this purpose, standard methods for solving nonlinear equations, such as Newton's
method can be used.

cm,
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3. 2. Eigenstructure assignment
Equation (14) provides a parametric expression for a class of decentralized feedback gains that achieve the
desir·ed eigenvalue assignment. In order to find such a feedback gain, we need to determine Pi , i 1, ... , k
satisfying conditions 1), 2) and 3) s.t ated in Theorem 3. In many cases, Pi , i = 1, · · ·, k satisfying those
conditions are nonunique. This freedom allows us to achieve eigenvector assignment in addition to eigenvalue
assignment. For example., we ma,y consider the foUowing eigenstructure problem: find the parameter vectors
Pi, i 1, · · ·, k whi ch achieve the following minimization

=

=

1

(18)
subject to

Ei[p 1 ,· · ·, pk][Hi(µi)p 1 , .. · ,Hi(µk)PkJl. = 0,

II Vi(Pi) 11= 1,

i

= l,··· ,k

i = l,· ··,v

(19)
(20)

where v; = (µ,il - A )- 1 Bpi.
The above minimization problem attempts to assign eigenvectors as close to the desired ones as possible
while achieving r.equired eigenvaiue assignment as guaranteed by constraints (19) and (20). Constraint (20)
ensures the unit norm of eigenvectors Vi, i
1, · · ·, k. It is equivalent to constraint (16) in Theorem 3 in
the sense that it •e nsures the nonzeroness of eigenvectors v;, i = 1, · · · , k .
When the minimization problem is solved, the rnquired decentralized feedback gain matrix is obtained
by substituting the r·e sulting P;, i = 1, · · ·, k into formula {14).

=

4. An applicative example
In this subsection we consider the same test canal already used in [7] and show how the above procedure
can be satisfactorily applied to de.sign a decentralized state feedback control law, i.e., how it is possible
to determine a dia,gonal feedback gain matrix F :such t ha:t the closed-loop behaviour of system (1) is
characterized by t he desir·e d set ·o f eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are as close as possible to the desired
ones. Since we want to design a state feedback control law, matrix C has been chosen equal to the two
order identity matrix.
In our numerical example, in accordance with the notabon used in Section 3, we haven = m = r = v = 2,
mi
r i 1, i = 1, 2. That is, we assume that the contro~ actions are the gate opening variations and each
one is a function of the only volume variation in the downstream gate, assumed to be measurable.
First of all, it has been verified that the system .is controUaMe and the rank condition required by
Theorem 2 is satisfied.
Furthermore., a satisfactory closed-loop dynamic has been imposed. As already specified in the Introduction, in pre'vious works the above linear model has been used to design a centralized control law by means
of an LQR technique (.2], i,e., the constant feedback control law has been determined by solving an algebraic
Riccati equation [4]. It has been assumed th.at the p erformance index to be minimized is

= =

where

Q=

[6

v10Jv20 ] , R

= 50000.

The structure of Q has been chosen such that the volume variations in each reach, with respect to the initial
volume, are weighted in the same manner. R has been assumed to be scalar so as to control all the gates
with the same energy. R = 50000 is an appropriate numerical value determined in [2] by a trial and error
procedure.
In this paper we consider the resulting dosed-loop behaviour as a target, i.e., we assume t hat the desired
eigenstructure is that obtained wh.en the above mentioned centralized control law is applied. Furthermore,
we chose W = I in equation (18) as we want to equally penalize the two distances between the desired and
the actual eigenvectors.
In our numerical example, the const rained minimization problem (18-19-20) has been solved by means
of the routine constr of MATLAB. Such a routine requires an initial estimate of the solution. It has been
evaluated that good initial values for p; , i = 1, 2 can be obtained by assuming v; = vf, i = 1,2 in equation
(17).
Satisfactory results have been obtained: the eigenvalues are exactly coincident with t he desired ones and
only minor errors on the first ·eigenvector occur .
Now, let us present the result of a numerical simulation carried out on the completely nonlinear model
of open-channels developed at Cemagref (Montpellier, France) [5]. Let us assume step disturbances acting
on both. canal reaches after a time period equal to 20'. In particular, we consider qc 1 = -0 .3m/ s 3 and
qc 2 = -0.25m/ s 3 . Let us also assume that the volume variation observer proposed in (7] is used to
reconstruct the system state. Note that in this case a proportional action has been added to the observer
gains so as to obtain a null steady st at e error even in presence of unknown step disturban ces. In particular,
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Figure 1: The results of numerical simulation.
let G 1 =[0.8+3 ·10- 6 /s, 0.4 + 3 · 10- 5 /s], G 2 = [2.8 + 5 - 10- 5 /s, 2 + 4 -10- 6 /s), where the above values
have been determined via a trial and error procedure.
Results of the numerical simulation ar·e presented in figure 1: (a) shows the volume percentage variations;
(b) t he percentage errors on the estimate; (c) the control actions, i.e., the gate opening variations. As it
can be seen a nuU steady state error is obtained even in the presence of unknown users withdrawals.
5. Conclusions
In this paper the problem of designing a decentralized constant volume controller for open-channels has
been investigated. In particular, a procedure that enables to design the decentralized feedback gains so as
to impose t he desired structure to the closed- loop system, has been satisfactorily applied.
The results of a numerical simulation carried out on a completely nonlinear model of open- channels,
has also been presented. Note that it has been assumed that the state is not directly measured, but it is
reconstructed by the decentrali-oed state estimator firstly proposed by the author in [7).
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1

Abstrad. In this paper a sofitware enviI'onment for the simulation and the control law design of the Scirocco
Plasma Wind Tunnel under construction at CIRA (Italian Aerospace Research Center) is presented. A first
version of the PWT DSS (Dynamic Simulation Software) was a control design oriented simplified dynamic
simulator of the plant which was built to carry out a process-control integrated design. To give an answer to the
1increasing questions of ·the project engineers of the d,i fferent plant subsystems during the design phase this SW
was gradual.ly enriched to become a complete simulation environmen.t. The main function of the DSS during the
operating lifo of the facility will be to support the test engineer in the choice of the plant configuration and in the
pressure time trajectories. As for the
control law design for the ,tracking of desired stagnation temperature
control law afeedforward plus feedback contrnl strategy has been chosen: thefeedforward action is computed
off-line on the basis of the nonlinear plant model, while the foediback control action is obtained by means of a
gain scheduled PID designed on the basis of a linear parameter varying model of the plant.

ana

ln trod11ctfon and Plant Description
1

When dealing with complex plants, it is often required to control engineers to build a dynamic simulation model
for the synthesis of the control laws. In the case that the plant is already existing or other similar plants are
already working, one way to obtain such a model is to identify it on .the basis of experimental tests. Several
techniques are available to ·this end which make use of more or kss know how on the physical process (see for
example [8]). On 1the other hand, in the case that the plant w,e deal with has never been built before and it is too
costly to build prototypes, a great effort has to be spent to hui1ld the dynamic simulation model of the plant on the
basis of the knowledge of the physical phenomena arising during the plant operating. At a later stage, after the
plant building, the model can be calibrated on the data available from real measurements.
This is the case of the Scirocco Plasma Wind Tunnel (PWT), which is now into its realization phase at CIRA
and is to 'be the largest .a rc heated facili,ty ever built for studying the re-entry vehicle thermal protection system by
means of experimental tests. The above facility will p ermit to study the effects of the aerothermodynamic
phenomena arising on some parts of space vehicles during the re-entry phase, by reproducing, on suitable test
models, proper thermal swess ,conditions specified in terms of pressure and temperature time trajectories.
A schematic of the Scirocco PWT is depicted in Figure 1. The core of the plant is the test chamber; it
connects the inozzle with the diffuser and houses ,the test model and its support system. The high level of enthalpy
required inito the aerodynamic flow is assured by the electric .a rc heater fed by the compressed air system through
an instrumented pipe line which allows for the regulation of the mass flow. The electrical power to the arc heater
is supp.hed ithrough a 70 MW power supply system. From the arc !heater the plasma flow is accelerated by the
nozzle up to the required velocity. Downstream tihe test chamber, the pressure is recovered by the diffuser, in
order to reduce the size of the vacuum system. The heat exchanger allows the high enthalpy air flow energy
recovery. To automatically execute 1the experiments, the PWT will be endowed with an Automation System
consisting of various Local Control Systems (l;CSs) and a higher level Supervisory System. The Supervisor will
act as a sort of virtual operator.; it will receive data and messages foom tihe LCSs, and will send them commands
and set points for the local regulation loops. In particular, in order to guarantee the tracking of the desired
pressure and temperature time trajectories on the ~est article, the Supervisor will use a Test Control Module
(TCM) which is entrusted with the on-line automatic generation of the set points for the electric power supply,
the air compressed and the vacuum regulation systems.
The objective of this paper is to describe a simulation software environment, named PWT DSS (Dynamic
Simulation Software), which has been developed to carry out a process-control integrated design of the plant and
to give a concrete aid to the project engineers of all the relevant subsystems of the plant. Indeed, as confirmed by
our experience, the project engineer of one single subsystem of a complex plant often needs to have information
about the behavior of the ,interacting subsystems. Moreover, in the case of Scirocco which is to be the fi rst PWT
where time trajectories in temperature and pressure on the test model have to be reproduced, the dynamic
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simulator was a fundamental ,~ool to put in evidence all the potentially critical situations due to the dynamic
interaction of the different plant subsystems. In facts, in a preliminary design phase all the subsystems were
dimensioned referring to static test conditions.
Control System

Power
Supply

Compressed
Air Supply

Argon
Supply

Data
Acquisition

Diffuser

Vacuum
System

Heat Exchanger
Cooling
Water
Pumps

Figure 1: Schematic representation of Scirocco
Today the PWT DSS is going to be used not only as an aid to the design of the plant and of the control laws,
but also as a primary tool for the plant operating. Indeed by means of a number of graphical interfaces, the test
engineer will be supported in the choice of the right plant configuration, in the of design the appropriate control
laws, and in the individuation of potentially critical operating conditions for each test to be performed.

The Software Organization
The PWT DSS has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink™ and is composed of two main simulation modules,
two ma,in graphical interfaces and a control law design environment. This SW is strictly connected to the Test
Control Module entrusted with the on-line generation of the control commands for the execution of the desired
tests. As for the simulation modules the Detailed Dynamic Model (DDM) allows to simulate, separately, one
subsystem of the plant at a time in order to reproduce the time histories of the local variables of interest.
Particular attention has been devoted to the detailed simulation models of those subsystems which play an
important role in detennining the performance of the whole facility, i.e. the power supply, the compressed air
system, the vacuum system. The modelling of these subsystems is detailed to the level of the local regulation
loops so that it will be also possible ,to evaluate the performance of such local control systems in the presence of
the real load conditions. Moreover the DDM will be used to sim1date the whole facility together with the test
control algorithms in ·o rder to accurately evaluate the dosed loop performance in terms of the time behaviors of
all the variables of interest. Because of the high computational burden required by the DDM components, it will
be mainly used to simulate the facility on limited time i ntervals of a test run, for example the ramp-up and rampdown of current and air mass flow-rate, ramp variations of pressure and temperature on limited time intervals,
etc.
The Simplified Dynamic Model (SDM) allowed during the design phase to design the test control algorithms,
to verify the feasibility of the control algorithms on the computer hardware architecture, to evaluate the impact of
the variation of some subsystem parameters on the PWT performance.
During the tesring phase it will be used to check the correctness of the test control algorithms coding by
running the real control system on the numerically simulated plant (real time simulation with hardware in the
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loop), and to verify the feasibility of the facility acceptance t•ests both with numerically simulated plant and
control system and with numerically simulated plant and real control system.
Finally during the operating life of the facility it wi'U be used ito compute the pre-programmed input
commands needed to nm lboth static and dynamic tes•ts specified in tenns of desired aerothennodynamic
conditions on the test article; to tune the control system parameters for the execution of both static and dynamic
tests in presence of test articles with thermal/geometrical characteristics different than those considered in the
system desi,gn phase.

Th·e Simulation Modules
From a system point of view the PWT can be schemati'zed as a set of subsystems variously interconnected. A

Simulink block library (see Figure 2) containing the model:s of the :relevant subsystems was created. For the
subsystems to be used both in the SDM and in the DOM modules, models with two different levels of detail are
available. Also inverse models for the computation of the nominal feedjorward control laws were produced. For
a discussion on the mathematical and ph.ysical derivation of the models see [1], [2), [11), while for a discussion
of the dynamic inversion of the models, the interested reader may refer to {9] and [10).

Test Article. The model of the test article is ibased ·on the numerical solution of the Heat Equations in a solid body
[7]. Radiativ.e and convective heat exchange phenomena are also ti!Qen into account. Due to the axial-symmetry
of the test article, a two-dimensional and .a one-dime.n sional model .ar;e available.
ArcAerothermodynamics. The physical process governing the arc heater behavior is very complex. Moreover the
Scirocco arc heater is the longest constricted-segmented ar;c heater ever built and can be considered a prototype.
For this reason a numerical model based on computational aerothermodynarnics is not reliable. Hence a low
order model based on •the .fusion of theo!'etical predic.t ions with experimental data collected on smaller arcs has
been built (see [2]).

Arc Electric Load. With this block the nonlinear electric load offered by the arc heater to the power supply is
modelled. Non-linear smoothing reactors, windings, cables, etc., concur to this load. (see [I]).

Divergent Nozzle. The divergent nozzle is another core component of Scirocco. Due to the hypersonic flow field,
the phenomenon can be considered instantaneous if compafed with the dominant dynamics of the test article. A
neural network based model has 1been implemented on •the ibasis of the results carried out with a code developed
at CIRA which numerically so'lves the Navier Stokes equations in the presence of chemical no n-eq uilibrium (see
[3], [5], [6]).
Power Supply System. As for the simplified model, the PSS is considered as a whole with its local regulation
loop and it is modeUed with a first O!'der linear time invariant system. On the contrary the detailed model talces
into accoun1t the real waveforms generated by ~he thyristor controlled bridge. This level of detail requires very
smaH integration steps and can be used only for simulations over a limited time interval.

Air Compressed Supply System. The air compressed system can be c·o nsidered as a pneumatic network consisting
of pipes, vessels, r·e gulating valves, venturi, etc. In the simplified model it is modelled as a whole with its local
regulation system as first Ol"der linear time~varying system while The detailed model is a high order nonlinear
model simulating t he mass flow-rates and pressure in a number of points of the pneumatic network.
~he complex of pipelines, vessels, orifices and other
pneumatic components feeding the arc chamber. It is modeHed using the same approach used for the air
compressed supply system. In ~he SDM it is ·Conside~ed together with the air supply system.

Arc Air Injection System. The arc air injection system is

Vacuum System. While in the simplified simulation of the p.lant this subsystem can be neglected if we assume its
correct working which assufie a desired pressure in the test chamber, a detailed model is needed to verify the
feasibility of certain trajectories and to compute the vacuum systems control commands. The model of this
subsystems was carried out on 1the basis of the characteristic curves and times of the steam ejectors provided by
the designer.
Heat Exchanger and Diffuser. These two subsystems composing the energy recovery system are modelled by
means of semi-empirical formulas carried out by the project engineers combining numerical simulation results
with experimental data.
Control System. The simulation model of the Control System is a non real-time version of the control SW
implemented on the Sup ervisor to compute the set points for the power supply, air supply and vacuum system
local regulation loops.
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Other Subsystems. Other minor subsystems of the plant are also modelled to have information on their working
cond,itions during the tests. However they do not have a significant impact on the variables of our interest. This is
the case of the Argon System which guarantees the correct arc ignition and the arc heater electrodes protection
but does not directly influence the plant variables of main interest.
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Figure 2: The main components of the PWT Simulation .Block Library Components

Tbe Test Control Module and the User's In,terfac e
1

1

The PWT experimental test conditions are specified in terms of pressure and temperature time behaviors on a
selected area of a specified test article. Two types of test articles representative of the space vehicle thennal
protection systems are of interest: the nose and the leading edge. For each of them, two different types of tests
will be performed: in the static tests the pressure and temperature at the stagnation point of the test article have lo
be kept constant for a given time interval in the pressure range [5, 175] mbar and in the temperature range [1273,

-1 92-

1973] K. In the dynamic tests the controlled variables have to follow time trajectories with time derivatives
ranging in the intervals ±W Kls and± 1 barls.
Since, for each experimental test, the desired pressure and temperature of the test article are known in
advance, the control commands are determined .as the sum of two components: a prepogrammed input command,
determined on the basis of the desired reference trajectories using the nonlinear simplified model of the plant; a
fe.edback command, determined on-line by an outer feedback controUer on the basis of the measured values of the
controlled variables. This additional term is needed to compensate ~he errors in the preprogrammed input
commands due to the unavoidable uncertainties and parametric variations in the model of the plant.
For the calculation of the feedforward control action inverse dynamic models of all the relevant subsystems of
the plant have been built. Moreover two graphical interfaces allow the user to compute the nominal control action
for the arc heater supply systems and the vacuum system. These interfaces also allow for the choice of the proper
facility configuration and the detection of possible critical operating conditions.
As for the feedback control two standard gain scheduled SISO PID controller will be used: one for the arc
current-stagnation temperature and the other for the ar.c mass flow-rate-stagnation pressure input-output channel
respectively.
In order to tune d1e parameters of the PTDs contrniler (see [4]) a Parameter Tuning SW Library was
implemented. A family of linear plants is firstly derived by linearising the simplified nonlinear model of the plant
at a specified number of equilibrium conditions throughout the operating envelope. To simplify both the design
and analysis of the controller., for each line:arized model a reduced order model is derived. Each operating
condition is defined by the nomina.l arc current and mass flow-rate so obtaining a discrete point state space
description of a Linear Parameter Varying .system. For each frozen parameter value two PID controller are
designed. Finally a gain scheduling scheme consisting of switching the linear controllers along the system
1trajectory is adjusted. As pointed out in [12], when using thes·e fixed parameter designs, the performance or even
stability in the presence of parameter variations are not assured. Extensive campaign of simulations with the
nonlinear plan,t are, 1therefore, required to v1erify stability and performance of the closed loop system.

Co.nch1sions
In this paper a software environment for the simulation and the control law design of the Scirocco Plasma Wind
Tunnel was presented. Two main modules have been built for the plant dynamic simulation: a simplified
simulator basically oriented to the control law design and a detailed simulator. A complete library of the
subsystem models has been built together with a number of graphical operator interface panels. A preliminary
structure for the plant test control module was also described. Futuwe work will be devoted to the calibration of
the proposed dynamic simulation models and of the proposed control laws on the real plant.
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THE SYSTEM OF PANTOGRAPH AND CATENARY:
MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
M. Herth, B. Simeon
Center for Scientific Computing and Mathematical Modelling
University of Karlsruhe

Abstract. In this paper we discuss a mathematical model and its numerical simulation for the interaction
of pant.ograph and catenary. First the benchmark problem of Arnold/Simeon [l] for the catenary is
extended and a more detailed pantograph model is used. Afterwards the semi discretization by the
finite element method and the time integration are described. In this context numerical techniques like
GGL-stabilization and superconvergent patch recovery are applied. The latter yields an error estimation
for the finite element grid and shows the critical points of the system.

Introduction
Pantograph and catenary dynamics is the most critical part in the energy transmission of high-speed
trains. Often, oscillations in the contact wire occur such that the contact force between pantograph
and catenary varies strongly and the contact may even get lost. Therefore, constructive changes for
both pantograph and catenary are under development. Design criteria include the permanent contact of
pantograph head and contact wire at high speed and the reduction of both aeroacoustic noise and wear [8].
Dynamical simulation plays an important role in this development since prototypes and measurements
are very expensive.
In the present paper we investigate ma:tb.emati.cal models ·a nd numerical simulation techniques for
this coupled system. Our approach is based on a descriptor formulation where the contact condition is
treated as a unilateral constraint and where a ·Continuous model for the catenary is combined with a
mechanical multibody system for the pantograph. This results in partial differential equations (PDE's,
catenary) and differential-algebraic equations (DAE's, pantograph). The simulation results show that
contact losses appear if the velocity exceeds 200 km/h.
The paper is organized as follows: First, we introduce shortly the coupled system for the equations
of motion and analyse its structu.r·e. Next, space and time discretization techniques are discussed. In
particular, the quality of the FE grid is assessed in terms of the superconvergent patch recovery of
Zienckiewicz/Taylor [ll]. Finally, several simulation runs at different speeds demonstrate the dynamic
behavior.

Mathematical models
In this section we introduce the mathematical models for pantograph and catenary. The pantograph
model contains seven degrees of freedom and five masses, see Fig. 1, and describes, in addition to the
vertical motion, the rotation of the pan head (q3 ) and two contact points, see [7] for more details. The
latter is necessary to take the zigzag-course of the contact wire into account.
The model for the catenary consists of carrier, contact wire and 14 droppers, see Fig. 2. Furthermore,
we model the registration arm at the midpoint as a spring damper system, in contrast to those at the
boundary, which are fixed.
The carrier is modelled as a string, but we use an Euler-Bernoulli-beam for the contact wire to get
a continuous first derivative at the contact point. The equations of motion contain the density p, cross
section area A , damping constant (3, normal force T and the bending stiffness EI in case of the beam.
Moreover, We and Ww denote the displacement of the carrier resp. contact wire.
l'ld

PcAcWc + f3cwc

= Tew~ -

(I)

PcAcg - LFdc,j
j =l
nd

PwAu,Ww

+ fJwWw

- E,,,lww'.,;;'

+ T,,,w~

n,,

- PwAwg - LFdw,j +LFpw,j +Fr .
i= l
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Figure 1: Pantograph model with five masses and seven degrees of freedom
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Figure 2: System of catenary and pantograph

The constraint forces Fdc,j, Fd,,, ,j, Fpw ,j and Fr are point forces and therefore contain a delta function.
The dropper forces Fdc,i and Fd.,,,j include also the inertia terms of droppers and Lagrange multipliers
>..d,j , which combine these two equations. The equation for the pantograph model
(3)

is also connected to (2) by Lagrange multipliers Ap,i. They represent the contact forces between contact
wire and pantograph. These couplings lead to the following constraint conditions

0 <
0 <

Ww(Xd ,j,

t) -

Ww ( Xp,j(t), t )

Wc(Xd,j, t)

-

bp,jqp ,

+ ld ,j>

j

= 1, ... , nd

(4)

j

= 1 , ... , n s,

(5)

which are unilateral since the droppers have the possibility to slacken and the pantograph can loose the
contact to the catenary.
·
The equations (1) to (5) include two partial differential equations, one ordinary differential equation
and two algebraic equations. Hence they form a partial differential algebraic equation (PDAE).
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Semi-discretization
To solve the above system we use the method of lines and start with the semi-discretization by finite
elements. For this purpose, we multiply the equations of motion (1) to (5) with a testfunction vw resp.
Ve and integrate over x. This leads to the weak form of the equations and by projection onto a finite
dimensional subspace, e. g. a finite element space, we obtain the semi discretization in terms of the
differential algebraic equation (DAE)

Mcijc + Dci/.c
Mwif.w +DwiJw
Mpqp

-Scqc + be - H'{ Ad
-(Sw + Kw)qw + bw + H'/;,>.d + F~(t)>.p
-Dpqp - Cpqp - BT(qp)>.p + Fp

=
=

(6)

< Hwqw - Hcqc + ld
0 < Fw(t)qw - B(qp)·
0

Details can be found in [1]. We introduce the mass matrix M, damping matrix D and stiffness matrix S
and combine the applied forces to the vector b, while the indices w, c and p denote contact wire, carrier
and pantograph. These equations can again be summarized to the more convenient, linear time-variant
form
Mq+Dq = -Sq+b+G(t)T>.
(7)
0 = G(t)q + z
with the vectors q = (qw,qc,qp)T , b = (bw,bc,F)T, z
constraints are assumed to be active.

= (ld,O)T

a:nd >.

= (>.d,>..p)T.

Here, the unilateral

Time integration
The resulting DAE (7) has the differential index three. This property leads to order reduction and so
we have to use a stabilized formulation. We apply the GGL-stabilization of Gear, Gupta, Leimkuhler,
see (3, Sj, which uses the velocity constraint condition and adds an Lagrange multiplierµ to the system.
Then we can append the displacement constraint condition as an invariant.

Mq
Mv

=

0

=

0

=

Mv + GT(t)µ
-Dv - Sq+ b + GT(t)>..
G(t)q + G(t)v.
G(t)q + z

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

The system (8) to (11) can be integrated by implicit methods like BDF2. The unilateral constraints are
assumed to be active at the beginning. If a constraint force>. reaches zero, the corresponding constraint
becomes inactive and the time step is repeated. The calculation is continued until the constraint becomes
active again.

Error estimation with superconvergent patch recovery
To examine the accuracy of the computation, we apply the .superconvergent patch recovery (SPR), which
yields an ,e rror estimation for the stresses. It is based on the superconvergence of gauss points, see [11 J
for the theoretical background.
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SPR for linear finite elements
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SPR calculates an approximation polynom through the gauss points of two neighbouring elements and
computes the difference between this polynom and the finite element solution. The polynom

should therefore minimize the potential
2m

IT= L(w'(x 9 ,i , tk)

P(x 9 ,i)d) 2

-

i=l

with m = 1 for linear elements and m = 3 for kubic elements. Hence, the linear polynom is exact but
the kubic one is a least mean square approximation. The differentiation of II with respect to d leads to
the linear equation Ad = b with
2m

A=

2m

L P(x ,ifP(x

and

9 ,;)

9

b=

i=l

L P(x

9 ,i)T

w'(x9 ,;, tk ),

i=l

which can be solved numerically, see [6]. To avoid approximation polynoms through elements next to
a discontinuity, we do not use SPR at critical points like droppers and registration arm. Instead we
calculate the middle value of the neighbouring approximation polynoms at these points.

Simulation results
The numerical solution is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 3 displays the motion of the pantograph at
a velocity 110 = 48 m/s. On the left picture one can see the displacement of the two contact strips Qp4,S
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Figure 3: Translatory and rotatory degrees of freedom of the pantograph for vo

= 48m/s

and the two masses at the lower part of the pantograph Qpt and q,,2 • The behaviour of the contact strips
is very similar, their displacement is relatively small and without strong oscillations.
The motion of the other two masses is comparable to the motion of a beam under a constant moving
force, see [4J . This shows that the influence of the droppers is negligible for the overall movement of
the pantograph. The right picture shows the rotation of the pan head qp3 and the contact strips qp6 ,T·
Due to small motion of the pan head, the linearization of the equations of motion for the pantograph is
sufficient. The rotation of the two contact strips is again very similar and follows the zigzag-course of
the contact wi re.
Fig. 4 shows the contact forces for the velocities v1 = 48m/s, v2 = 55m/s and 113 = 63m / s. They
are not smooth but oscillate which leaids to fading of the contact strips. No slackening of droppers or
contact losses occur for v1, but at speed v2 contact losses of the last strip appear.
At the highest velocity 113 we obtain both slackening of droppers and contact losses of the pantograph.
The frequency of occurence is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Frequency of occurence of inactive constraints for the droppers d1 to d 14 and the contact strips
s 1 and s2
Remarkably the last strip looses the contact more often than the first because of the vibrations
generated by the first. Furthermore the droppers directly before the registration arms in the middle and
at the right side d7 and d 14 slacken both twice. In this situation the pantograph is at its highest position
and is pressed down to the registration arm . This leads to a relatively high contact force as one can see
in Fig. 4.
Table 1 includes also three contact losses at velocity v2 = 55 m/s for the contact strip s2 . These
appear all during the last milliseconds when the pantograph is at the end of the catenary model and are
therefore not relevant.
Fig. 5 displays the SPR error estimation for the contact wire. The left picture indicates that the error
at the droppers is much higher than for the areas in between. At a later date the error in the contact
wire between droppers increases but the error is still highest at the droppers . This shows that one can
improve the calculation, if a non equidistant grid is used , which is done in [6) for a smaller model.

Conclusions
Effects like contact losses and slackening of droppers can only be resolved by numerical methods that take
the local character of the interaction between pantograph and catenary into account. The mathematical
model introduced here allows the application of such methods and offers much flexibility, in contrast to
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Figure 5: SPR error estimation for the initial v.alue (left) and t = 0.472s (right) at v 1 = 48m/s
approaches that intertwine modelling and simulation. Moreover, the SPR error indicator shows critical
parts of the proposed FE discretization and could be a good basis for adaptive strategies.
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Abstract We will pr;esent a modified version of natura1l coordinates introduced by Garcia de Jal6n and Bayo
et al. [I]. Natural coordinates are suitable for easy and flexible modeling of multi body systems. Our version
introduces no redundant constraints. 'That allows for a direct solution of the linear system of the full descriptor
form. Although one will work with many dynamic variables., the resul•ting system is very cheap to generate
and sparse. The sparse structure can be exploited by a block oriented rational cholesky algorithm, to get linear
complexity with respect to the number of bodies and constant overhead for kinematic loops.
Coordinates in Multi"""".Body Systems
When modeling the dynamics of mechanical systems one of the key aspects is the choice of coordinates. Several
approach to this issue exist and the question of an optimal choice is an area of ongoing research. Tree-structured
mechanisms without closed kinematic loops can be model recursively traversing trough the the kinematic chains.
This usually leads to a set of ordinary differ;ential equations (ODEs) for the equations of motion.
Alternatively a variety of redundant coordinate systems for modeling multi-body systems (MBS) on the basis
of Lagrangian equations of the first kind ar.e in use. This leads to 1the well-known set of differential algebraic
equations of index 3 for MBS. Index-reduction for numerical treatment of this DAE leads us to the full descriptor
form of index l:

p = v

(

M
G

GT
0

v

=

a

)( ~ ) ( ~ )
=

gp(p)
Yv(P)

=

(1)

0
0

-*,

with positions p, velocity v =
acceleration a = ~~ , mass matr1ix M , forces f, kinematic constraints gp.
velocity constraints Yv• acceleration independant pan of the accderation constraints /, Lagrange - multiplier .X
and constraint matrix G =
A unifying idea for most modelling techniques is to establish a local coordinate system in each body of the MBS.
The coordinate choice is usually the choice of an efficient parameterization of the affine transformation between
the global {world) a:nd each of the .loca:I (body) coordinate systems. Refei;;ence point coordinates e.g. model the
kartesian coordinates of the origin of the local coordinate system together with three angles (Euler angles). While
this leads to ·the most compact possible set of coordinates, the drawback of singular positions is the cause of a
variety of numerical problems. Overcoming this drawback is only possible with redundant coordinate systems,
since any parameterization of a free body in 3D with exactly 6 coordinates has at least two such singular points.
Our modeling method of choice uses natural coordinates as described by Garcia de Ja16n and Bayo in [1] . Although this method uses the huge number of 12 coordinates per body, w.e will show, that the resulting equations
are very simple und have a nice structure to exploit. This leads directly to an algorithm of linear complexity, that
is competitive, if all substructures are treated efficiently.

'!J:.

General Affine Transformation l·e ads to Nat11,r al Coordinates
Natural coordinates parameterize the underlying affine transformation in a natural and more general way. In most
other methods the affine •transfonnation is specializ·e d to the combination of a translational part of the origin and
1This

work is fonded by the German Depanment of Science and Technology within the research grant OPTIMI ERUN G VON M OTORKOM ·
and conducted under 1the ad vice of P rof. D r. H.G. B ock and Dr. J. Schlooer.
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a ro1ational part. Biu the orientation matrix need not be an element of S0(3). A more general view, that allows
scaling and shearing 1can be used to adjust the coordinate system to the local topology of the model.
An affine transformation of a body-fixed point r expressed in local coordinates to his global representation f is
given by

r = o + Xr

(2)

where oER 3 is the origin of the local coordinate system and X En3 x 3 is the corresponding orientation matrix.
Our method does nor parameterize X, but uses all 9 entries of X as dynamic variables. Because of this relation
between the dynamic variables and the orientation matrix every local point or vector can be transformed to its
global representation by a linear equation of the dynamic variables.
f

=
=
=

o+Xr=o+(e1le2le3)r
lo+ r1e1 + r2e2 + r3e3

C~

=

~
....__._.,

_(_l_1_1_r_1_r1__
r1--..r,_2_r_2_r2__
r3_r_3_r3_) (

)

(3)

p

C,,.p

where Gr E'R3x 12 is defined by the local affine coefficients and p E 'R 12 are the dynamic variables of each body.
The equation holds true for the firsit and second derivative with the same matrix G,..
Remark Besides affine points the modeling process uses translation vectors, which are translational invariant.
Setting the leading 3x3 block of G,. to zero gives the correct transformation, while preserving the structure.
Remark While the basic technique uses one point and three vectors, variants with different configurations are
more suitable to model special local topologies, e.g. for a body with two spherical joints attached one might use
two points (located in the joints) and two vectors. However, the resulting modifications keep the above structure
ofG,..

Deriving the mass matrix
The mass matrix will be derived from the general form of the kinetic energy of an system with generalized
coo~dinates q
(4)

Making use of the first derivative of transformation (3) we can write the kinetic energy with respect to the dynamic
variables p
(5)

Because the i.ntegral is independent of the dynamical variables, which are derived from the transformation of the
whole rigid body, they could be moved out of the integral.

(6)
We get an bi-linear form with respect to the velocity, so we can establish the mass matrix for natural coordinates.
The mass matrix is constant (as in many formalisms with an body-fixed coordinate systems) and sparse, a fact
that follows directly from the structure of the transformation matrix Gr. It can be computed directly or by using
the center of mass and the matrix of inertia computed with respect to Eulerian angles.
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M<Kieling rigid bodies
In natural coordinates the orientation matrix X must not be an element of S0(3). However, when modeling rigid
bodies a set of algebraic relations between the natural coordinates exist. These so called rigid body constraints
restrict the coordinates to the suitable 6-dimensional subspace. These relations keep the length of the axis and the
angles between them fixed:

RC
g'kh =
g'kb =
g'kb =
9p ,6

ler,
e·I 2 i
efe2 e[ e3 efe3 -

=

/?t
a1
a2
a3

(i = 1. .. 3)

All these equations are polynomial of second order, so they and their derivatives, which are used in the full
descriptor from, are very cheap to compute. 'T he resulting constraint matrix is linear with respect to the dynamic
variables and has a special structure.

ef
8gRC
GRC(p) = _P_(p) =
8p

ef
er3

er
2
er
1

ef

(7)

ef

er
er
3
2

T'lile computation of r can be rather 'time consuming in other formulations, because it corresponds to the second
derivative of a possibly highly nonlinear kinematic constraint. In numerical experiments the computation of
consumed up to '80% of the time to evaluate the model. In our formulation the computation of 'Y is as cheap as the
evaluation of the kinematic constraints.

r

=
=

(i={l,2,3})
(i={4,5,6})

(8)

Defining joints by linear independent constraints of second order
1

Introducing joints restricts the manifold of feasible points even further. So modeling joints can be achieved by
imposing additional joint constraints. The two key concepts for modeling standard joints are restricting translational movement in one direction and rotational movement around an axis, both of which can be derived using the
concept of parallelism.
A formulation introduced by Garcfa de Ja16n and Bayo uses the vector product. It leads to a set of three linearly
dependent equations. Bull for numerical treatment a constraint matrix with full row rank is advantages. An adopted
formulatio·n using two scalar products of the following form

(9)
avoids this problem.
Example We want to derive the constraints of a revolute joint. We have to fix two bodies at a common point
with local representations bi, b2 • With transformation (3) we get
(10)

Furthermore we have to forbid rotations other than around the rotation axis (local coordinates d 1 , d2).
9µ;4(Pl ,p2) =di (p1
9p;5(p1,P2)

l

dz(p2) = (Cd1P1 )r Ch1P2 = 0

(11)

= d1(pi)Td2(P2) = (Cd1P1)rCh2P2 = 0

(12)

where h 1 and hi are perpendicular to d2.

All other standard joint used in robotics (spherical, cylindrical, prismatic and uni versal) can be modeled in a
similar low-order fashion.
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Exploiting the block-sparse structure leads to an O(n) alg·o rithm
The local topology of bodies and joints leads to a block-sparse structure of the linear system (1 ). In the original
formulation of Garcia de Jal6n and Bayo point sharing, that is sharing of axis and points between bodies, is used
to shrink the system. This leads to a decomposition algorithm with quadratic complexity, which is useful for small
models.
Instead of reducing the system via point sharing our approach keeps the full structured matrix. For tree- structured
systems there exists a block-ordering that results in a block-banded matrix. Here the augmented system of the
mass matrix and the rigid-body coOS<traints corresponding to each body is placed on the main diagonal and the
constraint matrix block corresponding to joints are placed on the first subdiagonal. This matrix can be decomposed
in linear time using a block-oriented rational cholesky algorithm. If joints leading to closed kinematic loops are
present, off-diagonal blocks are introduced. These propagates fill-in in the magnitude of the size of the loop.
Example The structure of the linear system is illustrated by a model of the 6-bar-mechanism. The model
consists of 6 bodies (one fixed and not modeled) connected by 6 revol ute joints in a special manner. The resulting
system has one closed kinematic loop. It is well known, that this model has one degree of freedom, so one of the
introduced constraints is linear depended to the others. This was detected by a rank analysis of the system and the
corresponding constraint was eliminated beforehand.

Here the numbers represent the augmented systems of each body consisting of the mass matrix and the rigid body
constraint matrix. The joint constraint matrix is represented by - and J for the transposed matrix. + and o are
introduced by the decomposition algorithm, where o is additional fill-in propagated by the closed kinematic loop.

Conclusion
Natural coordinates .are a powerful ~ool for modeling mechankal systems. The representation of the local topology in the system matrix and a simple and flexible underlying transformation overcompensate for the apparent
.,drawback" of a t'edundant coordinate approach. First investigations lby v. Schwerin about computation time show
that natural coordinates can compete with other modeling techniques (3). The O(n) - algorithm outlined in this
article and a sparse substructure make it especially competitive for systems with a large number of bodies.
The software package MBSNAT (Multi Body System simulation with NATural coordinates) by Kraus supplies
an object-oriented implementation of model generator and linear algebra for use in any suited MBS integration
package (e.g. MBSSIM by v. Schwerin and Winckler).
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Mathematical Problems in Circuit Simulation
· C . Tischendorf and D. Estevez Schwarz

1

Circuit simulation is a standard task for the computer-aided design of electronic circuits.
The transient analysis is well understood and realized in powerful simulation packages for
conventional circuits. But further developments in the production engineering lead to new
classes of circuits which cause difficulties for the numerical integration. The dimension of
circui,t models can be quite la.rge (10 5 equations). The complexity of the models demands a
higher abstraction level. Parasitic effects become dominant. The signal to noise ratio becomes
smaller. We want to focus in this paper on three essential problems from a mathematical
point of view, the DAE-index, consistent initial values a.nd asymptotic stability.

1

Structure of CAD-based systems for integrated
circuits

The modified nodal analysis (MNA) is a widely used modeling technique which enables
an automatic generation of the network equations under conservation of the circuit
structure. At a first glance, it leads to differential algebraic equations (DAEs) of the
form
C(x , t)x

+ f(x , t) = 0,

(1)

where C(x) is a singular matrix and x consists of .all nodal voltages and the currents
through current controlled elements. In case of the charge oriented MNA, the charges
of capacitive elements as well as the fluxes of inductive elements are additionally included. A closer look onto the systems provides a special structure that can and should
ibe exploited by numerical integrators.
The model description bases on five basic network elements. The static behavior is
described by nonlinear controlled voltage sources, current sources and resistances. The
dynamic behavior is reflected by constant or controlled capacitances and inductances.
Splitting the incidence matrix A of the network elements into the element-related
incidence matrices A= (Ac , AL,AR,Av , A1), where Ac, AL, AR, Av, and A1 describe the branch-current relations for capacitive branches, inductive branches, resistive branches, branches of voltage souroes and branches of current sources, respectively,
we obtain a system of the form
A c dq(A6e,
Re , t )
dt t) +ART (AT

. + A VJV
. + A 1i'(AT e,JL,Jv,t
. · )
+ A LJL
=
def>(iL, t)
-Aie
dt
A~e - v(AT e,i£ ,jv , t)

0,

(2)

0,

(3)

= o.

(4)

=

where e ar,e the node potentials and iL;v a.re the current vectors of inductances/voltage
sources. The functions q and </> describe the voltage-charge and current-flux relations
for the dynamical elements. The controlling functions of current sources and voltage
sources are represented by i and v.

2

DAE index of the network equations

Powerful numerical methods like the BDF (Backward Difference Formulae) method
can be applied directly to DAEs of the form (1). They are often used successfully in
1 Humboldt-University

of Berlin, Germany
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simulation packages. However they may fail. Investigations of general DAEs (d. [5],
[l], [8)) indicate that th.is is usually the case if the DAE has a higher index. A detailed
analysis (1[6), [7]) of numerous examples shows that the index may be high and that it
depends on different aspects:
• on the formulation of the network equation,
• on the kind of the used network elements,
• on the structur,e of the circuit,
• on parameter values,
• on operating conditions of the circuit.
Assuming all (possibly multi-port) capacitances., inductances and resistances to be
positive ,definite as well as ·oerta:in structural conditions for the controlled sources to
be satisfied, the £ollowing locally controllable index characterization is possible ((4]):
Theorem 2.1 The conventional MNA .as well as the charge oriented MNA leads to
an index-I DAE if and o.n ly if the netwo.r k contains neither L-1 cutsets nor C- V loops.
Otherwise, they lead to an index-2 DAE.
Remark: An L-I cutset is a cutset consisting of inductances and/or current sources
only. A C- V loop is a loop consisting of capacitances and voltage sources only.

3

Consistent initial values

The nonlinea.r equations in DAE systems r·e present constraints. Under sufficiently
smoothness conditions, DAEs can be considered as differential equations on manifolds.
This implies that initial values must belong to a certain manifold, i.e., they have to
be consistent. To provide consistent initial ¥alues in practice is a nontrivial task but
very important for the reliability of the simuiation results as the following example
(formulated in charge oriented MNA) shows.

v(t)

ei

c2

cl
i(j ,t)

I
q~

I

v

+ e1 + (2 sin(t) + 4)jv -

sin(t) - 2
I

.

gz - JV
e1 - e2

ql

qz

=
=
=
=
=

0

(5)

0

(6)

2sin(t)

(7)

e2
1

(8)

e2

(9)

If we integrate this circuit example with the trapezoidal rule and start from an inconsistent initial value we get a completely wrong numerical solution (see Figure 1). If we
start from a consistent value, the numerical solution coincides with the exact solution.
In (2], a cheap algorithm for calculating consistent initial values (using operating
points) is presented. It exploits the special circuit structure.

~
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Figure 1: Result for the trapezoidal rule for (5)-(9) starting from the inconsistent value

(41212,2,-500)

4

Asymptotic Stability

Numerical methods for DAEs do not always have those stability properties which are
well-known for regular ODEs. We want to illustrate this by a simple (theoretically
constructed) example.
C1e1 + G(t)e1 +iv
C2e2 + is(e1,fr,t)
e1

O
0
v(e2, t)

=
=

1
C1=C2=1, G(t) = l-11t- .>., v(e2,t) = - - - e 2
1 - 11t

i 3 ( e1, Jv, t)

= [.>. - TJ + (1 -

The implicit Euler method with a stepsize h
as expected.

;

....

.X)ryt - ry 2t2]e1

+ rytjv

= 0.02 supplies a stable numerical solution

Solution and global error().• -S. ~ • -20, h·0.02)

.,20 V / '

_,

'

,

;

"------~

.zz

But if we increase the stepsize slightly (h
unstable.

= 0.06) then the numerical solution becomes
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This is an unknown behavior for A-stable methods for regular ODEs and has to be
considered when integrating DAEs by standard numerical methods.
Fortunately, this instability effect does not occur if the DAE satisfies certain structural
conditions ([9)). In case of integrated circuits, these structural conditions may be
characterized in terms of certain modeling criteria ([3]).
1
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Abstract
In this paper we consider the theory of electrical circuits (or networks) from the point of view
of differential geometry and present a formulation based on this framework. Furthermore we discuss
some applications of this reformulation.

1

Introduction and Historical Remarks

It is known since the early sixties that descriptive equations of electrical circuits - we will denote it as
circuit equations in the following- belong to the class of differential equations on differentiable manifolds.
This result is relaited to the celebrated paper of Moser and Brayton [9] in 1964 where their equations for
the description of reciprocal and nonlinear circuits are written in coordinates as usual. It lasted another
few years until the equations of Moser and Brayton were reformulated by Smale [13) by means the
framework of modern differential geometry. Further work w.a s done by Matsomoto, Ishiraku and other to
refine this approach for describing electrical networks (see e.g. Mathis [4]). On the other hand Sandberg
and Gear tried to solve the socaUed "time-constant problem of circuit simulation that was one of the
big obstacles to construct an efficient and general purpose circuit simulator. It was emphasized by Gear
that crcuit equations should be considered as algebro-differential equations (DAEs) but it lasted another
more than ten years if Linda Petzold - a former Ph.D. student of Gear - found out in 1982 that " DAEs
ar,e not ODEs (ODEs: ordinary differential equations). For references and further information see e.g.
Mathis [5]. At the beginning of the eighties - approximately twenty years after the invention that circuit
equations are of a more general type than ordinary differential equations - it became clear that circuit
equation should be considered as differential equations on differentiable manifolds or algebro-differential
equations. A detailed presentation of the concept of circuit theory from the point of view of modern
differ·ential geometry is included in Robert Hermann's monographs on "Interdisciplinary Mathematics"
where the following statement is formulated "Electrical circuits offers prototypes and examples of many
sorts of abstract mathematical and physical structures; it is extremely useful and important to sort out
such generalizations, since it seems that many situations - in biology, chemistry, economics and physics
- can be modelled by means of these mathematical structures."
In this paper we will consider some theoretical aspects of circuit equations and discuss its numerical
conclusions where we wiU use ideas from Hermann's presentation.

2

Circuit Theory and Differential Geometry

In order to describe electrical circuits in a sophisticated manner we ihave to assign the spaces of currents
and voltages.
Definition:
Currents: Let be IR.b a real and b-dimensional vector space (column vectors) then a linear subspace
I C IR.6 is called the space of currents.
Voltages: Let be the ordered pair (IR. 6 , I) the extended space of currents, IR. 6• the dual space of /R.6 (row
vectors) and let V := Iorth C JR6 • where Iorth is the perpendicular space of I such that v (I) = 0 (for
all v E V) then V is called the space of voltages and (IR.6 •, V) the extended space of voltages.
Remarks: Of course we have dim I+ dim V
dim /R. 6
dim /R.6 * The aim of the theory of electrical
circuits and in essential circuit analysis is to present mathematical structures which are relat ed to physical
models of electrical circuits. Using these structures circuit theorists are interested to define certain curves
: t H (i(t), v(t)) (i E I, u E V) that may be identified with tihe physical and time varying currents and
voltages of a real electrical circuit.

=

=
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We will follow ideas from Hermann to present circuit theory in an abstract differential-geometric setting
that are presented in the monographs mentioned above. It is known that Kirchhoffs laws form a basic
structure of circuit theory. Therefore we will reformulate it in a differential-geometric way. For this
purpose we define so-called contact form where we use differ·entiaI forms in the sense of Cartan.
Let be the ordered pair (JRb ,I) the extended space of currents and (!Rb• , V) the extended space of
voltages. Furthermore we suppose that {e;}~=l is a.ny basis of IR!' and let {ei}~=l be the (dual) of !Rb•
where ei(ei) = r5ij· The coordinate functions X; : IRb -t JR as well as Yi : mb* - t IR can be used to
represent any v E /Rb and v E JRb", respectively:
b

b

v=

L Xi(v) e;,

v = LY•(v)e;.

(1)

i=l

i=l

Based on these definitions we define a contact form

e on !Rb x /Rb•

as follows 0 :::::: l:~=t Yi dxi .

Remarks: It can be shown that this contact form does not on the special choice of the basis in /Rb and
!Rb" . If we identify /Rb x /Rb. with the cotangent bundle , . (/Rb) on /Rb we have a contact form
on
1· (!Rb). With the following theorem an abstract formulation of Kirchhoff laws for currents and voltages
can be given.

e

Theorem:
Let be (/Rb, I) and (/Rb*, V) the extended spaces of currents and voltages where V
contact form e is ze.ro on I x V.

= Iorth.

Then the

Definition:
.
A linear subspace of /Rb EB /Rb* whose dimension is equal to the dimension of !Rb - that is b - on
which e is zero, is called a Kirchhoff subspace of /Rb x /Rb•.
Remarks: In concrete circuits the sets of currents I and voltages V are solution sets of homogenous
algebraic equations where the coefficients are incidence matrices of a network graph or the transfer
coefficients of ideal transformers (see Mathis [4]). It can be shown that these sets are orthogonal if the
coefficient matrices form an exact pair of matrices. This property was defined for the case of circuits
with a network graph by Ghenzi [l] and generalized by Mathis and Marten [7] to such circuits where the
network elements am connected by ideal transformers (connection elements). Note that the existence of
the contact structure is related to the theorem of Weyl and Tellegen (see Mathis [4]).
If the coordinate functions Xi of !Rb and y; of /Rb• of correspond with the currents and voltages of
the connection element with n ports then a set of 0-forms and 1-forms can be used to characterize the
relationships of currents and voltages at these ports. These forms will be equivalent to the constitutive
relations of the classical circuit theory. The forms depend on whether the port is connected with a
resistor capacitor, current source or voltage source. We have: Linear resistor: 0'k := v - Ri; Capacitor:
Gh := C dv - i dt; Inductor: 6}, := L di - u dt; Current source: e~ := i - fI(t); Voltage source:
v - fu(t) , where the extended space of currents a.nd voltages as well as the time !Rb x JR.,,. x !Rr
is considered and the coordinate functions are denoted by i or v. If we would like to specify a certain
port a subscript with the nwnber of the port is applied. The superscripts "O or" 1 for the forms are used
to characterize the order of the forms.

ei : : :

Remarks: In Hermann's monograph the set of these 0-forms and I-forms is called an ideal (in an
algebraic sense). Furthermore you will find a very general mathematical definition of electrical circuits.
A generalized circuit systems is a quintuple (M, I, <p, V, K) consisting of a manifold M, an ideal IM of
differential forms on M, called the constitutive ideal, a map cp: M - t V x v·, and a Kirchhoff subspace
IC c V xv·.
Given such an object, set: MK = cp- 1(K) and h:. := I restricted to MJC. A curve ( : t H MJC is
then a trajectory of the system if it is an integral curve of the restricted ideal T,c.
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In certain cases another mathematical structure can be helpful for the classification of the set of resistive
constitutive relations. This set is related to all above listed 0-forms which have the property that the
classical representations with functions do not involve the derivatives of currents and voltages. Therefore
we have FR(i 1 , ... , ib, v1 , ... , vb) 0 that determine a submanifold of !Rb x !Rb•. Note that we consider
only such circuits where the independent current and voltage sources are constant.
It can be shown that the exterior derivative d6 is a so-called symplectic structure on !Rb x !Rb•. By
means of this 2-form de the set of zeros of FR can be classified under certain conditions.
Let the zeros of FR determine a submanifold Z of dimension b of !Rb x !Rb*. Furthermore the closed
2-form 6 that forms a symplectic structure on IR.b x !Rb* is zero on the submanifold Z . If these conditions
are satisfied then the resistive constitutive relations are called reciprocal. Note: It is known that d(d6)
vanishes identically.
It was observed by Moser [8] that the property of reciprocity is crucial for the formulation of a theory of
nonlinear electrical circuits including dissipation of energy. His idea was generalized by Brayton and Moser
[9] in 1964 where the differential equations for the class of nonlinear reciprocal circuits were formulated in
a systematic manner. From a differential-geometric point of view further mathematical structures have
to be defined based on the constitutive relations for the network elements. This was done by Smale [13)
in 1972 for the first time and generalized by Matsumoto to a more general class of nonlinear circuits in
1975.
The dynamics of a system and an electrical circuit can be formulated by a set of nonlinear differential
equations with respect to currents and voltages where certain algebraic constraints have to be added.
From the classical point of view this means that the collection of differential equations for the capacitors
and inductors (constitutive relations) have to be combined with Kirchhoff's laws (homogeneous linear
algebraic equations) and the resistive constitutive relations (nonlinear equations). In the framework of
differential geometry we have to consider (nonlinear) differential equations on the state space that is
endowed in generic cases with the structure of a differentiable manifold. Therefore we have to construct
the state space S and the vector field X in order to define the dynamics of a circuit: €= X o ~ X : S -+
T S. The state space S can be constructed using the Kirchhoff space K C ml x ml· and the set of zeros
of FR· If the condition of transversality of these subsets is fullfilled their intersection is a differentiable
manifold (Smale [13]}. For the construction of the vector field X a 2-tensor g(·, ·) : S -+ T * S © T * S
and a 1-form w : S -+ T * S can be obtained from the constitutive relations and Kirchhoff 's laws. It was
shown by Brayton and Moser {9] that w can be obtained from a so-called mi;x:ed potential P using the
exterior derivative, that is w = dP. We get the 2-tensor g if a 2-tensor G is defined on the linear subspace
of inductor currents and capacitor voltages

=

G

:=

L L(il)dil © dil - L
k

C(u~ )du~ ©du~

(2)

k

and pullback this 2-tensor on the state space, that is g = 7r•G where 7r is a projection from S to the linear
subspace of inductor 'c urrents and capacitor voltages. In the same manner the 1-form w can be obtained.
Using these objects an abstract equation for the vector field X can be formulated g(X, Y) = w(Y) for
all Y E T S. If this equation has a unique (local) solution t he case of a (local) generic circuit dynamics
is characterize. The condition for the (local) existence of X is that g is non-degenerated that is if G is
non-generated and 7r* exists. These conditions can be translated in a more concrete manner and it can
be shown that with a suitable "disturbance of the constitutive relations the two conditions are fullfilled
- t his is called generic.

3

Some Concl usions

Based on the theory of electrical circuits that is discussed in the last section it is find out that solutions
of the descriptive equations of this class of physical systems only exists in a unique manner if the 2-tensor
g is non-degenerated. The first part of conditions is related to cases where the coefficients (capacitors C
and inductors L ) are nonzero. If the capacitors and/or inductors are nonlinear these cases appear also
for certain times to where C (uc(to)) = 0 and/or L (idto)) = 0. Furthermore g can be degenerated if
there are difficulties with 7r*. A first problem is related to meshes of capacitors and independent voltage
sources and/or cutsets of inductors and independent current sources. In these cases the projection 7r onto
the linear subspace of currents and voltages of capacitors and inductors has singularities. But even if no
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such cases occur we run into problems if there ar·e nonlinear resistors in the meshes and/or the cutsets
that become infinity for certain times t 0 . Known applications of this kind of defects are digital circuits
and relaxation oscillators where the dynamics take place in an area of the state space S with a fold . If
the trajectory of the circuit dynamics reaches a boundary such area a jump occurs and the trajectory
proceeds on another piece of S. This subject is discussed in the book of Mishchenko and Rozov (10]) and
in the paper of Sastry and Desoer [11] using singular perturbation theory. The noise behavior of circuits
and systems that are described by differential equations on differentiable manifolds is discussed by Sastry
[12].
From the numerical point of view differential equations on differentiable manifolds is discussed in
the framework of algebro-differential equations. A main subject is the so-called index where different
concepts were published (see e.g. Mathis [5]).
If we consider the restricted class of reciprocal nonlinear networks it was shown by Moser [8] (see
also the paper of Brayton and Moser(9]) that the associated circuit behavior is by a gradient dynamics.
Unfortunately it is a gradient with respect to a pseudo-Riemannian metric and therefore there cases with
a rather complicate dynamics. First results are contained in the papers of Brayton and Moser [9] and
Smale [13] but more recently Larsen [3] discuss some additional aspects of generalized gradient systems
of this kind. A relation between descriptive equations of circuits and algebro-differential equations (incl.
the index) was discussed by Marten, Chua and Mathis [6J in 1992.
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Abstract Several techniques exist for index reduction and consistent initialization of higher index DAEs. Many
such techniques change the or,iginal set of equations by differentiation, substitution, and/or inuoduction of new
variables. This paper introduces substitute equations as a new language element. By means of a substitute equation,
the value of a continuous variable or its time derivative can be specified by an expression. This expression is evaluated
each time that the variable or iits time derivative, respectively, is referenced in ithe model. The advantage of substitute
equations is that they enable index reduction and consistent initialization of higher index DAEs without changing
the original equations; no existing variables are removed and no new variables are introduced. Substitute equations
can also be used to enable the use of general purpose numerical solvers for equations where one or more of the
unknowns are discontinuous.

Differential .algebraic equations
Many current equation based simulation .languages use Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs) to describe the
continuous behaviour of the modelled physical system. DAEs are a set of differential equations with additional
algebraic constraints in the form
f(x.

x. y, t) =

o.

(1)

where x E JR." is the vector of differential variables, y E !R.m is the vector of algebraic variables, t E JR. is the
independent variable and f E JR 211 +m+l ~ fR. 11 +'" is the set of DAEs.
In DAEs, not all variables can be freely initialized. The initial values of variables x, and y, denoted by
x(O), x(O). y(O) , must satisfy equation (1) at time 0:

x

f(x(O) , x(O), y(O), 0) = 0 .

(2)

In DAEs, in many cases, only the differential variables (x(O)) are initialized. The initial values of the algebraic
variables (y(O)) and of the time derivatives of the differential variables (x(O)) are then calculated from (2).
DAEs are characterized by their (differential) index [5]. The index of equation (1) ism, if m is the smallest
number such that the system of equations
rcx. x , y , r)
x. y, r)

df(x,

dt

=

o.

=

0,
(3)

d (ml f(x, x, y, t)
d(m)r

=

0,

can be transformed into an explicit ODE (x = g(x, t)) by algebraic manipulations. In general, the higher the index,
the greater the numerical difficulty one is going to encounter when trying to solve the system numerically. For
higher index DAEs (systems, with index greater than 1) the'!'e is no general purpose stable algorithm. A common
feature of higher index DAEs is that there are hidden constraints in the DAEs. These are equations that further
restrict the initialization of equation (l). Hidden constraints can be obtained after differentiation and algebraic
man,ipulations [8]. The presence of hidden consuaints mean that not all differential variables may be chosen freely;
there are dependencies among differential variables. This can ·be seen, if equations in the form
g(x. u , t)
u

=

0

(4a)

=

h(t)

(4b)

are present in equation (1), or can be obtained after differentiations. The differential variables in (4a) are dependent
differential variables. In fact, hidden constraints may be present in index 1 systems of DAEs too.
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It is well known, that the mathematical models of several physical systems have a high differential index. The
usual technique is that through differentiation and algebraic manipulations, the index is lowered to 0 or l, and
the resulting system is solved with available ODE or DAE solvers. In the literature, several algorithms can be
found for index reduction. From these, the algorithm of Gear and Petzold (6), the constraint stabilization technique
of Gear [5], and the algorithm of Bachmann et al. (1) all different,iate (parts of) the system of equations and use
substitution. The algorithm of Pantelides (8) to reveal hidden constraints in DAEs, can also be used for index
reduction. Furthermore, Mattsson describes an index reduction technique in (7), which uses dummy algebraic
variables.
There are simulators, where (some of) the above mentioned index reduction techniques are implemented. After
the model of a physical system has been specified, the equations are analyzed symbolically and the index is reduced
by subsequent steps of differentiations and algebraic manipulations (substitution). In this way, the equations are
changed. Different ways of index reduction may thus lead to different sets of variables that can be initialized. This
may lead to a modelling problem. Since not al[ differential variables may be freely chosen in such a system, it must
be clear for the modeller which ones may be initialized, .and which ones are calculated from the equations. Even
more, the modeller may want to choose himself the dependent differential variables that he wants to initialize.
In those simulators, where index reduction is not implemented, only low index systems (index 0 or 1) of
equations may be entered. Therefore, the modeller has to perform inde.x reduction, and has to re-formulate the
system of equations. In this case, a new equation set is obtained that is usually less expressive than the original
one. Also. variables may be eliminated from the equations due to index reduction. Therefore, each time the values
of these variables are needed in the model, they must be re-calculated. This also reduces the readability of models.
To overcome the problems of the two approaches, in the x language [ 10, 4) substitute equations are used.

Substitute equations
In the x language, substitution can be specified explicitly by means of substitute equations in two forms. The
simple form is

s
E

::=

v +-EI u' +- E
e

where Sand E are nonterminals, u is a continuous variable, u' is the time derivative of a continuous variable and e
is a numerical expression. This specification is equivalent to replacing an occurrences of u (u') bye in the model.
The guarded form is

E

··=

[ bi -

e1

U.. . 0 b,, -

e,,]

where bi is a boolean guard and e; is a numerical expression (i = 1 ... n ). In this case, variable u (v') is substituted
dynamically, depending on the values of the guards. If b; is true. variable u (u') is substituted bye; . If more guards
are true at the same time, one alternative is chosen nondeterministically and all occurrences of v ( u') are calculated
from this alternative.
All variables occurring in the right-hand-side of substitute equations (in expressions e, e; and b;. i = 1 ... n)
must be well-defined, either by another substitute equation or by normal, non-substitute equations. Substitute
equations are evaluated recursively; .i f a substituted variable occurs on the right-hand-side of a substitute equation,
first, its value is re-calculated by substitution. Therefore, substitute equations can be specified in arbitrary order;
the only requirement is that they may no t contain circular dependencies. Variables defined in this way may not be
assigned.
Subs'litution facilitates index reduction; it can also be used to reveal hidden constraints in index I DAEs and to
model discontinuities. This is iliustrated below.

Index l'eduction
As an example for a hi gher index DAE, take the following PID (proponional integral differential) controller. A
horizontal force F is applied to a body of mass m on a flat surface, without friction . The position of the body is
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denoted by x. The concrol objective is to keep the body at a given position xw . The unknowns are x, v, i, e, u.
Variable Fis an input variable (depending only on time), xw. m, kp, ko and k1 are constants.

i
iJ

=

=

(Sa)

IJ

F-u

(Sb)

m

=

e

(Sc)

e

=

X -X.1et

(Sd)

u

=

kpe

+ koe + k1i

(Se)

This is an index 2 system of DAEs. Differentiation of equation (Sd) yields

(6)

e =x.

After differentiating equations (Sa, Se), and differentiating equation (6) a second time, and then substituting in
u kpe + koe +k1i: v fore, F;u fore (e = 3i = v F;"). and x - Xw for i; the ODE form can be obtained.
Typically to higher index systems, equations (S) contain a hidden constraint: equation (6) must hold at time 0.
This is because e and x are dependent differential variables, as can be seen from (Sd) . Therefore, only one of them
can be initialized freely. Index reduction algorithms differ in the way tihey choose the variables to substitute. By
choosing (Sd) for differentiation and for substitution, the system is specified in as follows

=

=

e

x

x' = u
v' = (F - u)/m
, e
x - xu1
, i' = e
, u
kpe + koe'

=

=

, e'

+--

+ k1i.

x'

Variable e is a so-called prime substituted differential variable. Variables of these category cannot be freely
initialized. In this model, x can be freely initialized, but the value of e depends on x. The actual set of equations
solved by numerical solvers obtained after substitution is

i

=

(7a)

v
F-u

u

=

e

=

X -

=
=

e

u

(7b)

m

(7c)

X .rec

(7d)

kpe

+ koi + k1i.

(7e)

e

Note that for the solvers, is not present in the equations, e is thus an algebraic variable.
The advantage of using substitute equations is that the process of substitution is transparent; the original form
of the equations is preserved and the additional information used (e = i) is made explicit. Also, references to
the substitu~ed variable in the discrete-event part of the model need not be altered; variable e is by definition a
differential variable, and its time derivative can be referenced in any discrete statement.
The index of the example system of equations (S) can also be reduced by removing variable e from the equations.
In this case, both e and are calculated by substitution. The specification of the equations is as follows

e

x

x' = 11
. u' = (F - u)/m
, i' = e
, 11

= kpe + koe' + k1i .

. e +-- x - Xu1

, e' +-x'

e

In this case, variable e is a so-called differential base-prime substituted variable. Wherever e and occur in the
model they are substituted by the right-hand-side expressions of the respective substitute equations. The equation
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set actually solved by numerical solvers obtained by substitution is

i

u

v =
=

F-u
m
X -

Xsel

u
Variable e has disappeared from the actual equations. What is left are four equations in four unknowns. This
is .a n .i ndex l problem. Again, in this x specification only the value of x can freely be chosen, after which e is
automatically initialized to x - Xset via substitution. Also, the value of is set automatically to i.

e

Consistent initialization of index 1 systems
In the previous two approaches, the problems of higher index DAEs and hidden constraints in the equations have
been solved simultaneously. In this section, Vhe situation is addressed where only the problem of a hidden constraint
is present. This is the case when the system of DAEs is of index 1 and there are dependent differential variables.
Again, the solution is substitution.
The index of the PID controller example can also be reduced if variable u is replaced by a derivative of a dummy
variable z. The set of equations now is

=
v =
e =
=
z =

i

v
F-i.
m
X -

(8a)
(8b)

Xset

(8c)
(8d)

e
kpe

+ koe + kri.

(8e)

This is an index 1 problem, because after differentiating equation (8c), the equations can be re-arranged into an ODE.
Yet, e and x remain dependent differential variables so that they cannot be freel y initialized. As a consequence,
there is a hidden constraint in equation (8c), which appears after differentiation of the equation. The initialization
problem can easily be solved in x as before, by adding a substitution equation for e (or for both e and e).

Modelling discontinui.ti'es
Another application area for substitute equations is the modelling of discontinuous functions. General purpose DAE
and O DE solvers cannot usually integrate discontinuous functions [2]. The usual approach is that discontinuities
are specified by so caHed switching functions. When the sign of the switching function changes, a discontinuity
occur:s. Integration stops, and is re-started again in after the discontinuity. For more on numerical methods with
respect to discontinui ties we rder to 1[3].
A discontinuity in a variable that is used by the solver can be avoided in cases where the discontinuous variab le
can be expressed in a closed form. This var.iable can ~hen be calculated by substitution, and thereby, it is removed
from the equation set that is actually solved by numerical solvers. As an example, consider a tank describe d in [9],
where overflow occurs if the level h of its contents reaches a maximum height hmax· The incoming and outgoing
flows are denoted by Q; and Qn. respec tively ; the wea of the tank by A, and the overflow by Qx. The system
de scribed by a conditional ,e quation is

=

=

[ h < h max V Qi < Q n --+ Ah'
Qi - Q ,, , Q x
0
0 h ~ hmax /\ Q1 ~ Qo --+ Ah'= 0, Qx = Q; - Qo
]
The general form of a conditional equation is: [bi -+ DAEs1 0 ... rn hn -+ DAEsn ], where DAEsi ( 1 ::: i ::: n)
represents one or more DAEs separated by co mmas. Boolean expression b; denotes a guard. At any time, (at least)
o ne of these gu ard s must be open (tru e), so that the DAE(s) associated wi-th the open guard (after the arrow of the
open guard) is (are) activated. The discontinuous variable Qx can be removed from the eq uations by substitution
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Ah' = Qi - Qo - Qx
, Qx +-- [ h < hmax V Q; < Q o ____.. 0
IT h :=: hmax /\ Q ; :=: Qo ~ Q ; - Q u

]
In this case, only the first equation, Ah' = Q; - Q 0 - Qx is solved by integration. The fact that variable h has a
discontinuous first derivative is usually not a problem for numerical integrators.

Conclusions
Substitute equations make the mechanism of index reduction transparent to users. The original equation set is
unchanged, so that substituted variables do not disappear from the model; they can still be used in discrete-event
statements. In this way, expressiveness of the models is preserved. Furthennore, the use of substitute equations
makes it clear which variables can be chosen freely, and which ones are calculated. Substitute equations can also be
used to reveal hidden constraints in index 1 DAEs. Finally, substitute equations enable the use of general purpose
numerical solvers for equations where an unknown variable is discontinuous and can be expressed in a closed form.
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SYMBOLICALLY CALCULATED HIGHER INDEX CONDITIONS FOR LINEAR
CIRCUITS
C. ClauB, P. Schwarz, 'B. Straube, W. Venneiren
Fraunhofer-Institute Integrierte Schaltungen, Design Automation Department (EAS) Dresden
ZeunerstraI3e 38, D-01069 Dresden, Germany
Tel.: +49-351-4640 737 e-mail: (clauss, schwarz, straube, vermeire)@eas.iis.fhg.de
Abstract.. For linear dynamic circuits the condition of the index to be higher than one is calculated symbolically.
Using Analog lnsydes a function for the computer algebra system Mathematica is written . It calculates the index
condition if the sparse 1tableau analysis method is applied to the circuit. Examples illustrate the performance of the
method.

Introduction
Higher index differential-algebraic equations (DAE's) are severe challenges for simulation tools. Often simulations fail (1], or they run to completely false results in some cases(e.g. [2]). There are two possibilities to overcome
these problems: Either a tool is chosen which is capable of dealing with higher index DAE's, or the DAE is modified to get a lower index. Both directions are fields of research [3][ 4].
One of the key questions is the determination of the index. There are several index concepts which coincide in
the case of linear DAE's. Linearity assumed, the index calculation is theoretically well understood [5]. For linear
circuits different methods are under investigation, which calculate the DAE index utilizing structural information
under restricted circuit element conditions [6].
In this paper a simple method is described which derives a condition about the higher index of the DAE which
is constructed for any linear circuit via sparse tableau analysis (SfA). Using a symbolic circuit analysis tool (Analog Insydes [7]) the condition of a higher index (index > 1) of the tractability index concept [8] is calculated
symbolically. The condition is applicable to
• the decision whether the DAE of a given circuit is a higher index one,
• finding out how circuit element parameters have to be chosen to get/avoid a higher index.
1

The h'igber index coodittion
We consider a linear DAE with constant coefficient matrices (e.g. a descriptor form, A can be singular)

(1)

Ax'(t) + Bx(t) + f(t) = 0

(x(t),f(t): T-+Rm, A, BER"0 '·m, rgl time interval, m >0). According to the tractability index definition [8} the following matrix chains have to be calculated:

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

A0
80

=A
=B

A;+1 =A; +BiQi
B;+

I

= BiPi

with Pi= I - Q;, Qi projector on the kernel ker A;, i=O, 1, ·-·The tractability index is the number i: with At regular
and Aj singular for allj<i:.
Consequently, the index is higher than one if and only if A 1 is singular. Therefore, the condition

(3)

det(A + BQ0 )

=0

has to be evaluated. To get this condition symbolic circuit analysis is used.

Symbolic circuit analysis
Analog Insydes [7] is a program for the symbolical analysing and sizing analog electronic circuits. It is based on
the computer algebra system Mathematica (9) utilizing its symbolic calculation capabilities. For handling circuit
analysis a set of Mathematica functions is defined. We use Analog lnsydes to derive (1) fro m a circuit description.
The further calculation steps use Mathematica functions o nly. The higher index condition (3) is derived by the following steps:
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• Describe the circuit in an element oriented way
There is an input format which uses the Mathematica list capabilities. A netlist converter for reading SPICE
netlists is available.
• Set up the STA equations
It is possible using the ' CircuitEquations' analysis function with ,the ' SparseTableau' option.
• Extract the A and B matrices
This is possible using Mathematica functions.
• Construct the projector Q0 on ker A
At the moment this is restricted lo the usage of STA. Concerning capacitors and inductors the projector can be
constructed by determining the zero rows of the matrix A.
• Calculate the determinant, and factorize it
The matrix A 1=A +BQ0 is calculated. Symbolic determinant calculation and factorization are functions of the
Mathematica system.
The symbolic analysis steps ar·e combined to a user defined Mathematica function.

Examples
The following example gives a short impression of the usage of the calculation of the higher index condition. It is

2

1

v
a very simple example only to demonstrate the calculation steps. The Analog Insydes netlist of this RC circuit is:

Net = Circuit[
Netlist[
{V, {1,0},

V}'
{Rl, {l, 2}, Rl},
{R2, { 2, 3}, R2},
{C,
{3, O}, C}

JJ
The generated matrices A and Bare:

(4)

A

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, 00000000
00000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00000000
00 000000

ooocoooo

B

-1
0
0
0

I

0
0
0
I 0
0 -1

0 0

I

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1 1

0
0
0
0

-1
0
0

R1

0 0
0 0
1 0
-I 1
0 0
0 0

0 0 -1 0 0 0 Rz 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1

The projector on the kern el of A is:

(5)

Q0 = diag(l , 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, J)

The calculated higher index condition obtained by Math,e matica is

=

(6)
C(R 1 + R 2 )
0
If this condition is fulfilled the DAE has an index higher th an 1. There are two factors in (6), therefore:
• C=O: This is not possible, because the construction of the projector presumed C not to be zero.
• R 1 =-R2 : It leads lo a higher index DAE indeed.
hi this example a formula was calculated symbolically which allows to determine the circuit element parameters
in such a way that the STA equation s ystem is of hi gher index. Sometimes the determinant of th eAr matrix is zero
independently from special parameter values. Then the index is higher due to the DAE structure [10) . E.g. this can
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be observed if a mesh of capacitor branches occurs like in the following example:

2

1

Rl

v

TCz

R2

The Analog Insydes netlist of this example circuit is:

Net = Circuit[
Netlist[
{V,

{Rl,
{R2,
{Cl,
{C2,
{CJ,

{l,O},
{ 1, 2},
{2, 3},
{J, 0},
{2, 0},
{2. 3},

V},

Rl},
R2},
Cl},
C2},
CJ}

] ]

Without mentioning the intermediate steps the symbolically cakulated higher index condition is zero. As expected
the index is higher than 1 in any case of parameters R 1, R2' C 1, Ci, c3 . Therefore, the symbolic higher index condition gives insight into the structural higher index pro perty.

Exam.p'le for detec ting index problems in tes t s.ignal eva'lua.tion
1

1

Analogue fault simulation [11] is applied to evaluate test signals for an analogue network for fault detecting. A
fault simulator creates a faulty network by fault injection. The electric behaviour of a fault is usually modelled by
network elements and their interconnections. Commonly, two-poles for shorts and opens or n-poles, e.g. for defective transistors, are injected into the network. Caused by such a fault injection the electric behaviour of the now
faul·ty network changes.
As an example the RC-network [2] with an operational amplifier depicted in the following picture is considered. If the operational amplifier is modeled ideally by a nullator-norator-pair, the faul t free network can be
simulated without any problems. In the case of the open fault no simulation was possible.

open fault

@

®

values:
Ri = 1000
C1, Ci, C4, Cs
=l.e-9
~=l.e-6

Uc=0.lsin(20000rct)
G7=.001

2.0 ,,.---

-

- - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - , (V): TIME( s)

V(7)good
~o . o

1000.0 l

M: TIME( s)

I

V(7ltauny

11-------------..---.-----. . . .

i
0.0

200u

.lQOu

500u

aoou

O.OOl 0.0012

0. 001~

0.001 6 0.00 18 0 .002 0.0022

- ----- ---- ---· - -- TIM~~
- - - ·------ - - - -- -
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If otherwise the operational amplifier is modeled using a voltage controlled voltage source (amplification
V=15000) the fault-free ne,twork can be simulated too. Its behaviour (node 7) is shown in the result plot (upper
window). If the open fault is injected at G7 the simulator has calculated the behaviour shown in the lower window
of the result plot. Note the different scales of the voltage ranges. An analogue fault simulator would report this fault
as to be detected. However, there is an index: problem. The faulty network has the index = 6. Thus, the high index
number is the reason for the above mentioned behaviour.
The application of the higher index condition formula method allows
• to deitect a higher index already after fault injection but without the fault simulation run.
• to give a warning if in the case of a higher index a faul:t is reported .as to be detected.
On the other hand the conditions for an index increase can be calculated for different description levels of the oper·
ational amplifier. In this ex:ample assumed an ideal operational amplifier the condition for a higher index is

(7)

C 1 · C2 · C 3 · C 4 • C5 • G7 · R0 · R 1 · R2 • R3 · R4 • R 5 · R 6

=0

That means the index increases if G 7 =0 which is the open fault, or if R;=O (i=0,. ..6) which leads to meshes of
capacitors. Assumed the operational amplifier is represented by a voltage controlled voltage source the higher
·index condition changes into

(8)

C1 ·

•.•

·C5 ·R 2 -. •. ·R 6(R 0 +R 1 +G 7 ·R 0 ·R 1 -G 7 ·Ro·R 1 ·V)

=0

The index increases if:

(9)

G7

= (R0 + R 1 )/(R 1 • R1 • (V-1))

In the case of the open fault the network can be simulated because of the index which is not high. But the result is
doubtful because G 7 is in the critical region according to (9) if G 7 comes closer to zero. The symbolic higher index
condition gives a useful insight.

Conclusion
A simple method for the symbolic calculation of the higher index condition for linear circuits is presented. It is
quite useful both for the recognition and for the search of higher index DAE's (e.g. for simulations). Due to the
symbolic calculation the method seems to be more rob11st than pure numerical calculations [12]. The restrictive
presumptions (STA only, constant matrices) should be overcome by further investigations. Exploiting other matrix
formulation methods than STA is very important because the index is not related to the physical system itself but
to the method used for the formulation of the systems equations. The performance of the method is demonstrated.
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A further index concept
for linear PDAEs of hyperbolic type
Yvonne Wagner
Technische Universitat Darmstadt, FB Mathematik
SchloBgartenstr. 7, D-64289 Darmstadt. Germany
Abstract: For many technical systems the use of a refined network approach yields mathematical models given by initial-boundary value problems of partial differential algebraic equations
( P DAEs). The boundary conditions of these systems are governed by time-dependent differential'1.lgebraic equations (DAEs) that couple the PDAE system with the network elements that are
modelled by DAEs in time only. As the numerical difficulties for a DAE can be classified by the
index concept , it seems to be natural to generalize these ideas to the PDAE case. There already
exist some approaches for parabolic ;;i.nd hyperbolic equations (1 , 6, 4). Here we will focus on a
new kind of index, the characteristics index for hyperbolic equations, tha~ does not depend on the
elimination of one of the independent variables. It relies on the fact that hyperbolic PD Es can be
regarded as ODEs along the characteristics.

1

lntrod uction

In technical simulation of time dependent processes most of today's industrial software is based
on a network approach [5]. Only topology, and no spatial dimension is considered. However, if
coupling and second order effects become more important or distribu ted elements have to be
considered, the network approach has to be combined with corresponding models to cope with
t.he spatial extension . In several applications [3 , 7, 8] one has to deal with mixed systems of
differential-algebraic systems (DAEs) in time only and hyperbolic systems of partial differential
equations (PDEs} both in time and space. These systems are coupled by appropriat.e physical
boundary conditions, connecting the network variables at the boundaries with the inner variables.
For pure DAE systems, the index concept has turned out to give a deep insig ht into the solution
properties, as well as in the numerical problems to be expected when solving these systems.
Generalization of the index concept to linear PDAE systems has recently been proposed in [1 , 6)
>vith a main focus on parabolic systems. Some of these concepts were transferred and extended to
hyperbolic systems in [4]. A time and space index were defined and compared with the indices of
the semidiscretized system. In this work we focus on the characteristics index that is independent
of special elimination methods of the time or space variable. Furthermore we will compare wit h
some examples the value of the characteristics index with a perturbation index, that measures the
influence of small perturbations in the initial and boundary data on the numerical solution.
Linear hyper bolic-type equation:; are defined in [4] by

Attr

+ Btt:r: + Cu=

f(x, t).

u.

= u(x, t) ,

x E [O, l),

t E [O. T]

(1)

where u,f E C 1 . lu order to guarantee t he hyperbolicity we assume A regular and A- 1 B real
diagonalizable. The initial conditions are given by u(x , 0) = g(x) and the boundary conditions by
t.he linear DAE in time

R1

(

ut(O,t) )
( u(O.t) )
u 1} 1,t )
+R:i
u~l.t)
-s(t)=O .

(2)

-(t)

.. (t)

Herr.by .: denotes the additional net.work variables. As we restrict. ourselves to the <inalysis of linear
;;_v,;tems of the type (1) and (2). we obtain smooth solutions. if f( :c, t} , g(x} and s(t ) are smoot.h
l'JlOU g h.
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2

The characteristics index

Considering the defin itions of time and space index given in [4], we find that the t resp. x- variable
has t.o be eliruinated first with some special m ethod. In order to avo id this, the hyperbolic PDAE
is transformed to an ODE along t h e characteristics. The transformation of ( 1) t o characteristic
form
Vt + Av.r + C'v =
with A= diag(>.1 , .... >.n,.) ,
(3)

J

=

=

=

=

with >.; > U for ·i
l , ... , l , with >.; < 0 for i
l + l , ... , 1· and with >.;
0 for i
1· + 1, ... , np
gives n 1.• charakteristic curves x
kf (t) for i = 1, ... , np with the parameter a E IR. The functions
J..·? : IR - t lR a1·e linear. Thus, we get for the system of ODEs along the characteristics

=

dt:1 {kf (t),

n,.

t)

= L

dt

dv

n ''

cuv;(kf(t ), t) +

]1 (kf(t), t),

i:l

(kanp (t) , t)

"P

L Cri,,iVi (k~P (t ), t) + fnp (k~P (t), t).

dt

i:l

Cj·i are the entries in the coupling matrix C. The initial conditions for these ODEs a re given by
the initial resp. boundary conditions of the original PDAE. When integrating the system, they are
inser ted depending on the characteristics. The equations for 1 ~ i ~ l are

0 ~ kf (O)
U > kf (0)
and t.hose for l

le dvi(k~~T),
j

t

T) dr = v;( kf (t ), t) - g;(kf (O)) ,

dv;(kf (r), r)
dr

t

dr

a

= v;(k;(t), t) -

-

v;(O, t)

with

kf(i)

= 0,

+ 1 :::; i :S 1·

1 ~ kf (O)

,{

1 < kf (O)

};

t

dv;(k~~r), r) dr =
dvi(kf (r), r )

The characteristic rnrves for r
the solution :

dT

dr

+ 1 ~ i S np

v;(J..:f(t), t) - gi(J..:f (O)) ,

= t:;(k;a (t), t). -

-

v;(l, t)

with

/.:f(i) = 1.

are constant.s, i. e. only the initial conditions influence

1) d
a )
a
./o[' dt:;(k'/.
dr
r=vi(k;,t -y;(k;).
The values v;(U, t) r esp. v;(l ,i) are determined by t.he boundary conditions. If the solution componf'nls are coupled at the boundaries, these components h ave to be com puted gradually along the
ot.her characterist.ics until the time layer I. = 0 is reached . Using this proced ure we cau define an
index t hat. is determined by t he boundary values and the influence of the initial conditions. For the
PDAE system itself only yields ODEs along the characteristics. In order to obt.ain a full system
for the solutions al the boundaries, we have to complete th e system by the integrnted ODEs.

D efinition: Assume t.hat all equat.ions fort.he formal determination of the solutions at t.he boundaries are giveu , the boundary and initial conditions and the additional ODEs along the charar.tt>ristics. The net.work variable :: is eli miuat.ecl. Then t he r:h aractei·istic.s i11de:r vc denotes the
differential index of t his system.

Rt marl•: Thi:· r;ha raderistics index does no t dep end on a special met ho d to eliminat.f' the space or
t.illl e var iahlr!. However. th e DAE system ill tim e is set up wit h integrab: a.long different charactH1sti1: nin·f';;. lt. i,,: sho\Yn that the nnmeri<:"al problems are de termined ma inly b>· thf' boundary
co11ditions bul t.lrn.t also initial condit.ions play a role in solving PD,\ 8s of hyperbolic t.y pe.
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Exa1nples

3

Example 1: Consid eri ng purely time-dependent algebraic bounda ry cond itions without cou pling
or network componen ts, the cha racteristics index is one, 11c
l. This value coincides with t he
value of the pert urba,tion index as defined in [4). The characteristics and perturbation index are
also the same, if additional ne twork components appea.r - but t h en it. is possible to obtCl.in a
higher index.

=

= = 2 and .f =0 the boundary values are coupled :
t'i{O, t ) + v (0 ,t) = si(t) , v (1,t) - v2 (I ,t) = s:!(t) .

Example 2: For l = L

1·

Tip

3

1

If we want. to compute the solution v1 at the marked point (x, t) in the following sketch, we get
with J..:f (t) = U

Evaluation at the left boundary v1 (O.i) = si(t) - v 2 (0 , i) yields firs t the comput.a.tion of v 2 (0.i)
wi t h k~(i) = 0 and kg(l)
1. This is done by integration

=

t
Thus, we reach the opposite bou nd a ry along t he characteristic line where

h old s. Again v1 (1, t) is no t given , but with another integr ation along the second characteristic line. we can inser t
directly the initial conditions . i. e . we get with kf (f)
1

t

=

V1

"'--"---'.,,__~_,___.....__,.____~

:r

(l. t)

= Yl (k~(O)) +

rt... dr .

.Jo

The refore the solution can be expressed on a n a rbitrarily
chosen point with integrals over t he source term s along the
characteristics.

Combining the a bove equations to a system for all unknowns, we obtain vc = 1 for the charact.erist.ics index. This is due to the fact. that the value at the left resp. a.t t he right only influences
one bo und ary coudition at a time.
E x ample 3: \VP consider two uncoupled a.dvection equations v1 + v ,,
i11it.i al data v( .i:, U) = yi(x). ·w (x. U) = g2(:r) and boundary conditions
l'(O. t)

+ ti;(O. I)+ v(l, t)
w(O. t) + w( l. t)

.~ 1 ( t )

= 0 and w, + t1:,. = U wit.h

,

s'.!(t ).

\\"he rr the solution at. t.hc right. a11d at t he left side a ppea.rs i11 th e s;i.me eq uation. This system
y ields for .i: < f n.n<l I < J the a n alyt.ical solution
si(t - :1: ) - 91(1-t + :t:) - .s:! (t - ;t') + .92( 1- 1 +.t ).

u{:l:. t)

w(x , t)

=

s'.!(i - :c) - .Y2(l - t +x).
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Thus. t.he derivatives of both boundary and initial data influences the solution. Measurmg t.he ;;ensitivity of t he whole system with t he perturbation index vp . we get. vp
2.

=

For the <:haracter ist.ics index we have to set up the
system for th e physically given boundary values and
the so'l ution at the other bou nd ary due to the co upling in th e boundary conditions. The latter is computed by integration of t he ODEs along the characteristics. As illustrated in the sketch a t t he left,
the whole system - four equ ations in i for four unknowns - thus reads for x < t < 1:

t

v(O, t)

+ w(O,i) + ·u( l ,i)
w(O, t)

:r

+ w( l , t )

v(l , i ) - gt(x)
w( l .i) - 92 (.C)

This system has differential index 2, vc
perturbation index.

4

=

s i(i) ,
s2(i).

=

0,

0.

= 2, as we would expect from t he exact solution and the

Su1n1nary

In this pape1· we have presented a further index concept for linear PDAEs of hyperbolic type.
l:sing the fa.et that th e PDAE cau be written as an O DE system along t he characteristic curves,
we can com pute the differential index of this system together with the bound ary functions. T his
approach yields for different examples t he same index value as the pertur bation index u nd thus
reflects well the sensitivity of t he PDAE w.r .t. initial and boundary conditio ns.
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Abstract.
This contribution deals with problems of calculus of variations constraint by a set of
differential and algebraic equations (DAEs). DAEs are a natural approach for the modelling of lumped
parameter systems in Mechatronics. We present a method for a class of DAEs, which are transformable
to an explicit control system in principle. Since the proposed approach does not use this transform
explicitly, only a transform to a canonical form for DAEs is used, the Euler-Lagrange equations of the
variational problem are derivable by pure algebraic manipulation.

Introduction
In the mathematical modeling of lumped parameter systems in Mechatronics it has turned out that the
DAE-system approach [l) is a very natural one . A DAE-system, also called descriptor system, is a set of
implicit ordinary differential equations, which are linear in the derivatives, such that the relations

~~

ei.3;i

L....!3=1 1

=Ji (t,x,u )

,

d i
.i
x =-x
dt '

i

= 1,. .. , n

(1)

are met with a singular matrix [e;). x denotes the descriptor state and u E Rm the descriptor input of
the system. Neither x is the usual state of a dynamical system no.r u the input of a dynamical system.
In [4],[.S] it was shown that the descriptor approach becomes easier, if we give up the separation of x and
u and merge them to z (x, u) such that x and u are considered of the same level.
The main goal of the contribution is the geometric approach for the determination of the variational
equations with respect to descriptor systems. We start with an objective function 1/1 = J l (t , z) dt and
a set {g' (t, z, z) = 0} of constraints and look for an integral curve 'Y such that t/J reaches an extrema.
The geometric description starts with the total space S = 1l x M with local coordinates (t, z 1 , .•• , zn),
which encompass the independent coordinate t and the dependent coordinates z = ( z 1 , ... , zn). A
natural assumption for a system of differential equations of first order is that the constraints define a
submanifold in the first jet bundle S (l ) of the total space S. Since (1) is affine in the derivatives, we
get a simpler description, if we consider (1) to be a submodule of the cotangent bundle T• (S). This
observation leads immediately to the theory of Pfaffian systems defined in the cotangent bundle T• (S)
of S. Recently it has been shown [4), [5] that the use of a special canonical form for descriptor systems
allows to handle the system (1) in a way similar to an explicit control system. Therefore, this form offers
the extension of many results known for explicit control systems to descriptor systems. The contribution
wiH prove that this approach has man.y benefits for the variatioRal problem, too.
This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, the variational problem is stated in detail. In
section 2 we derive a Pfaffian system, which describes the necessary conditions of the variational problem
and we discuss the properties of the canonical Pfaffian system associated to the descript or system. This
involves the determination of a set of input functions for the descriptor system as well as the derivation
of the real state in the se.nse of an explicit control system. One important result for the variational
problem is the simple calculation of a basis for the admissible variations. Finally, an example shows that
differential forms are a useful tool to solve this problem.

=

Problem Statement
To start, we consider the following prnblem. Let M denote an n-dimensional smooth manifold with finite
n and local coordinates z = (z 1 , . • . , zn) and let 'Y (t) = (t ,1 1 (t) , .. . , I n (t)) : R --+ R x M be any
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solution of the system
d i
z· i =-z,

dt

i = 1, .. . , k'

(2)

with singular matrix [e}] of constant rank in the neighborhood of a generic point z EM. Then, we look
for the determining equations of a solution 1' (t), t E [ti , t2] such that the functional

(3)
is minimized with fixed terminal points 1' (ti) , I (t2). Here, 1 • denotes the pullback operation 1 • :
T• ('Rx M) - T•n for 1-forms. The system (2) is called a descriptor system and it allows to mix ordi-

=

nary differential equations with algebraic ones. Let 5
'R x M denotes the total space with coordinat es
(t, z 1 , . . . , zn) and 5(l) the 1-jet space of 5 with standard coordinates (t, z1 , ... , zn, z1 , .•. , .zn), then the
prolongation of 1' to the 1-jet space is denoted by pr (1') = (t, 1 1 , ..• , 1", -y 1 , .. . , -yn) (t ). Obviously, 'i' is
a solution of (2) iff g1 (pr("Y)) = 0 is met. The standard approach to the variational problem above starts
with the set of all I-dimensional point transforms cp'T : S - S such that the independent coordinate t
rem~ins unchanged and <fo (I) = ')', <p'T (1') (t1) = I (t1 ), 'P'T (1') (t2)
(t2), <p'T 1+-r 2
'Pr 1 o <pT 2 as well
as g' (pr ('PT ("Y))) = 0 is fulfilled. Here, pr ('PT) denotes the prolongation of the point transform cpT to the
point transform pr (cpT) : S (l) - 5 ( i ) . Roughly spoken, such an admissible map <p,. transforms a solution
of (2) into another one. In addition, the minimizing curve')' must fulfill the inequality 'l/J (!) .$ 'l/J (cpT ('Y)).
Now, it is well known that the determining equations for the extremal solution')' can be derived from the
conditions given by

= ")'

d

.

dr g' (pr (cpT (/)))

I

r=O

= 0 ' i =I, ... ,k

=

(4)

and

To proceed, we need some facts from differential geometry concerning the point transforms 'PT. The
special point transform 'PT defines a vector field v E T(S), v = 2:~ 1 Vio2; by Vi= 8T cp~l 'T=O' which
can be prolonged to the I-jet space by

(5)
Then, a short calculation shows that (4) can we rewritten as
Lpr(v) (gi (pr (/)))

= 0,

i = I ,. .. , k

(6)

and

such that these relations are met for all admissible vector-fidds v. Here, L denotes the Lie-derivative of
the functions gi and the I-form ldt along the vector-field pr (v) .

Main Results
Equivalently to (2), we consider the Pfaffian system

I: {O'}

,

o' = wi - t

(t, z) dt ,

{7)

i = 1, . . . ,k

=

with O' ET• (5) and the exterior derivative d of a p-form. A curve/ is a solution of (7), iff 1" (O')
0 is
met for all 1-forms of (7). In addition, the so c.alled independence condition
Jdt > 0 with the interior
product J of a vector-field and a p-form is satisfied, i.e. the time t is increasing and one can choose t as
the independent variable.
One can show [3] that the equations (6) are equivalent to the set

·j'if

{8)
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which depends only on the field v, but does not depend on its prolongation pr (v) any more. The notation
u = 0 mod.N means that the relations must be fulfilled on the submanifold 'Y ([t 1 , t2]) = .N C S only.
Still, there remains the problem to find a suitable basis for all admissible variational fields v.
First, we discuss this question with respect to the general explicit control system
:ti

=t

(x , u) , i = l, ... , n - m

or

I: {B;

= dx; - Ji (x,u)dt}

(9)

with z = (x, u), u E 'Rm and a given 1-form l (t, z) dt. A short calculation shows that B' = { dt , fi, dul }
is a basis of T• (S). The canonical dual basis B = {8c, 8 6,, Ou;} follows from the relations v;jwJ = 6~,
vi E B, w; E B*. The relation

(10)
leads to

=
=

(a6 .Jdl)dt+ I:~,:1m >. 1 (o6,Jde1)-d>.i =0 mod.N ,
(8u;Jdl) dt+ I:;:1m

1

>. (au;JdB')=0 mod.N,

i = 1, ... ,n -m ,

j = 1, . . . ,m.

(11)

Since we deal with an explicit control system we have 86, = Oz' • O:z:•Jd8 = - Oz•f'dt and Ou;Jdli
-Ou; f'dt in addition. Combining these relations, we obtain the well known set ·
1

= (06 , Jdl - I:;'..:t >.186 Jdf') dt - d>.i = 0 mod.N, i = l, ... , n 1
Ou; Jd<f> = (Ou; J dl - I:;: 1 ).. OuJ j df') dt = 0 mod N ,
j = 1, ... , m ,

0 6 • Jd<f>

1

m ,

=

(12)

lt is worth to mention that (12) establishes a descriptor system with the constraints 8,,; l = E~.:t >..18u; f 1•
In the case of descriptor systems (7), we have to face the problem that neither the input u is explicitly
given nor a suitable basis B* of T* (S) for the derivation of the variational fields v is known. On the
other hand, if there exists a basis B*
{dt ,Bi,t?J} with canonical dual basis B = {Bc,86 ;,o.,,;}, then
the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations of the variational problem (2), (3) is a straightforward
problem. They follow directly from (11) with the substitution~ = dui and the result is a complicated
DAE-system in general. One can s!how that under some mild rank conditions the system (7) can be
transformed to

=

-i

.

-·

B =w' -f'dt ,
such that {

i

= 1, .. . ,a,

j = 1, ... , b

(13)

o',dgi} describes a Pfaffian system, which is constrained to a submanifold defined by gJ = 0

[5]. Iff the integrability conditions
(14)

a;,

are met for suitable !-forms
I'.'}, then one can show that (13) is transformable to the explicit
form (12), see [4], (5] for more details. Now we are able to choose functions 1 such that /\~=l
I\

/\~= 1 dg; /\";.:t-b

dii 1

#

u

0 is fulfilled, then the required basis B• is given by B * =

{ dt, '(/, dgi, du1}.

wi

The

canonical dual basis B = {8c,Osi,09;,8,;1} follows from the relations v;Jwi = 6~, Vi E B, Wj Es·. From
now on, we assume that the system (7) is transformable to an explicit control system like (12) but we
deal with the r epresentation (13), since one can transform (7) to (13) by pure algebraic manipulations,
see [2], ,[4], (5}. Using (14) and the relations dgJ = 0 modN, wi = jidt mod.N, we can simplify the
relation <P

= (zdt + I:~=l )..igi +I:~=! )..i+adgi)

and get

Bxdd<t> = (ox<Jdl + I:~=l >. (E~=l (ax.Jo:U !" - ax.Jdf')) dt - d>.i = 0 mod.N ,
1

= (O,;;Jdl + L~= l >. 1 (I:~=l (8,;; Jet~) Jh - 8u; Jd/1)) dt = 0 mod.N ,
i = 1, ... , a+ b, j = 1, ... , n - a - b with Xi = 8 9;, xi+" = o 9; for the ha.sis above.

(15)

8,;,; Jd9

The first set of
1-forms are convertible to ODEs in a straightforward manner, the last set encompasses the constraints.
(15) forms the set of the so called Euler-Lagrange-equations of the variational problem (3) and ( 4). It is
worth to co mpare (12) and (15).
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Example
We consider the simple example of a chemical reactor [l]

which describes a first-order isomerization reaction. Here Co and To are the known feed reactant concentration and feed temperature. C and T are the corresponding quantities in the product. R is the
reaction rate per unit volume, the actuator signal Tc is the temperature of the cooling medium and the
K;, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are constants. The associated Pfaffian system in canonical form is given by
-1

-2

8 = dC - (K1 (Co - C) - R) dt , 8 = dT - (K1 (To - T) + K2R - K 3 (T- Tc)) dt,
and
g = R- K3CcK 4 / T = 0 .
dg = d (R- K3Ce-K4 IT)
-1 -2

A dual basis s• of the canonical Pfaffian system is given with ( dt, 8 , 8 ,dg,dTc
.

.

={

.

basis with B
Ot, 881, 8 82 , 89 ,0rc}. Usmg <{>
variational equations

)

(17)

and its canonical dual

.
= l (t , C, T , R , Tc) dt +.>. 8 + .>. 8 + .>.3 dg, we obtam
the
1 -1

z-2

881Jd4' = -d.A 1 + ( 88cl - K 1 .>. 1 - (-A 1 + K2.>. 2 - 8~l) Kze-K4 /T) dt = 0 mod.N ,
882Jd<f> = -d.A2 + (K3 .A2 - K 1 .>. 2 + a°rl -T- 2 (K2.>.2 - A1 - a8al) K3CK4e-K4 / T) dt = 0 mod.N,
89 Jd4> = -d.>.3 + (.>. 1

8r.Jd4' =

(a~cl -

-

K2.A 2 + !iil) dt = 0 mod.N,

K3.>.

2

)

dt = 0 modN
(18)

in a straightforward manner.

Conclusion
This contribution has shown that there is no essential difference in the calculus of variations for explicit
control systems and descriptor systems, which are transformable to explicit systems in principle. Based on
the presented geometric framework using the mathematical language of Pfaffian systems, the variational
equations can be determined in a straightforward manner in the neighborhood of generic points. This
approach requires the calculation of a canonical Pfaffian system associated to the descriptor system, which
offers the identification of the real input and t he real state of a control system. Based on this form, we
can derive the equations of a variational problem constrained by a descriptor system by pure algebraic
manipulations only, which can be done by a computer algebra system. Finally, an example has shown
the feasibility of the proposed appwach.
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Abstract. In recent years the analysis and synthesis of control systems in descriptor form has been established.
The general description of dynamical systems by differential-algebraic equations {DAE) is important for many
applications in mechanics and mechatronics, ,in electrical and electronic engineering, and in chemical engineering
as well. In this contribution the pros and cons of system modelling by differential-algebraic equations are discussed and an actual state of the art of descriptor systems is presented. Firstly, the advantages of modelling are
touched in general and i11lustrated in detail by Lagrange's equations of first kind, by subsystem modelling and by
the stat·emen.t of the tracking control problem. Secondly, the development of tools for numerical integration is
discussed resulting in the comment that today stabie and efficient DAE solvers exist and that the simulation of
descriptor systems is not a problem any longer. Thirdly, the methods of analyzing and designing descriptor systems are considered. Here, linear and nonlinear systems have to be distinguished. For linear descriptor systems
more or less the required methods to solve usual control tasks are available in principal. But actually a related
program package for fast and reliable application of these methods is still missed. However, in the near future
such a toolbox is expected. Main difficulties arise for nonlinear problems. A few results on stability and optimal
control are known only and still a lot of research work has to be effected. In spite of these deficiencies, all over
the descriptor system appmach is very attractive for modelling and simulation, and will become attractive more
and more for analysis and design.

Introduction
The investigation of dynamical systems in mechanical, electrica'l or ,chemical engineering usually requires a
mathematical modelling of the system behavior. The increasing complexity of these processes lead on the one
side to the development of computer programs automatically generating the governing system equations. cf. (27]
for multibody systems, or on the other side to an increase of modular subsystem modelling of which the complete
model is composed. Usually, this interconnection-oriented modelling describes the dynamic behavior of the single components by differential equations and the coupling of the subsystems by algebraic equations. Allover, the
mathematical model is represented by a combined set of differential and algebraic, i.e. by differential-algebraic
equations (DAE). In control engineering we speak about singular control systems or descriptor systems [ 11 ].
Models of chemical processes, for example, typically consist of differential equations describing the dynamic
balances of mass and energy while additionally algebraic equations account for thennodynamic equilibrium relations, steady-state assumptions, empirical correlations, etc. [4, 8, 2 l}. Also electrical networks can be considered
to be composed by subsystems of network elements (like resistors, capacitors, inductors described by different
types of equations including differential equations) and by couplings due to Kirchhotrs laws (described by algebraic equations) (7, 13]. ln mechanical systems the differential equations usually describe the dynamics of the
subsystems and the algebraic equations characterize couplings by ·constraints such as joints. A general approach
to handle mechanical systems as an interconnected set of dynamic modules has been given in [25]. In the following three examples of descriptor modelling are shortly dealt with for illustration.
Langrange's equations of first kind. Langrange's equations of first and second kind are well established in
analytical mechanics, cf. [24] . They describe the dynamic behavior of discrete systems, particularly of multibody
systems. The difference of the two kinds consists in the manipulation of the kinematic constraints. If a kinematic
description of the system has been performed by generalized coordinates consistent with the constraints the Lagrange' s equation of second kind can be applied leading to a set of differential equations only. But if a redundant
set of coordinates is used to describe kinematically the system regarding still some constraints explicitly then Lagrange's equations of first kind hold. In case of holonomic constraints
f (q) = 0
(!)
we have
(2)
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where the Lagrangian funktion L = T-U consists of the kinetic and potential energies T and U, Q represents the
nonconservative forces acting on the system, 'F =F(q) = :"!!'_, is the Jacobian matrix of the constraints and 'A. is the
"'I

vector of Lagrange's multipliers. They represent the constraint forces if the column vectors of FT are normalized.
While the variables q describe the motion of the system, the Lagrange's multipliers A. give some information on
the load of the mechanical structure. Therefore, critical loads due to the motion may be considered simultaneously. Equations (I, 2) represent a system of differential-algebraic equations. If Q includes some actuator forces
to contra! the multibody system then a descriptor system is under consideration.
Subsystem Modelling. If the interconnection-oriented modelling approach is applied [15], usually the dy·
namics ofN subsystems are described by sets of differential equations
i ; =a,(x, ,u.), i = 1, .., N,
(3)
where X; ar;e the internal state vectors and u; the control vectors of the corresponding subsystems. The couplings
among the subsystems may be obtained kinematically by "constraints" or kinetically by "forces" leading to
N

N

X; =a;(X; , u;)+ L:a;Jx;, 1)+ l:L;i(x)A.i

i·•

(4)

j:rl

N

0=L(i(x),i=1, .. , N.

(5)

jsl

The additional tenns compared to (3) are the kinetic coup'lings a;i between subsystems no. i and j and the kinematic couplings (5) which have to be considered in the dynamic balance equations (4) by some Lagrange's mul·
tipliers A; with some input matrices L;j due to the coupling requirements. How L;i is defined more precisely depends on the physical principles behind the system discipline; equations (1, 2) show an example of mechanical
systems. All over, equations (4, 5) rep!'esent again a descriptor system.
Trackin g control. In control engineering often the prnblem of tracking control arises, e.g. the prescribed path
control of a robot. In this case the process dynamics may be described in the state space by
i = a(i:, u, t)
(6)
and it is asked for the control u which guarantees that some output variables y = c {x, u, t) follow a prescribed
reference path y,..i{t):
0 =c(x, u, t)-y m (t).
(7)
1

1

This descriptor system (6, 7) can be described very smart in the case of dim u = dim y. Then the descriptor systern

e~ ~][~]=[c(x,;~:;~·;~d(t)]

(8)

defines explicitily the desired tracking control
u(t)=[O

I.J[~(t)]
x(t)

(9)

where Ix, lu ar1e identity matrices of dim(>.:) and dim(u) respectively.
P.ros and cons. W1ith respect to the tasks of system modeHing the descriptor system approach has many advantages. It is a very natural way to model process dynamics. It refers much more to the physical behavior of the
system and gives more physical insight. The interpretation of results is also more simple than in case of the more
abstract description by state space models. In the opposite the state space system approach was mainly required
by the mathematic tools avai lable untH 1980 to simulate, to analyze and to design such systems.
1

Simulation
As long as it was not possible to simulate descriptor systems very efficient and very accurate still the state space
approach was superior according to the well established tools of numerical integration of ordinary differential
equations. But in the '70s the simultaneous numerical solution of differential and algebraic equations was firstly
considered '[5]. Step by step numerical system solvers were developed. For index- I-problems (see below) the
code DASSL has been presented [22], stimulating more research also for higher index problems. In the meantime
a lot of efficient solvers for DAE's have been developed, cf. [2, 6, 28]. In a more recent Ph.D. thesis [26] on the
modular simulation of mechatronic systems several solvers have been compared resulting in the recommendation
of the codes SDOP853 and SDOPRl5 which are modified versions ofRunga-Kutta solvers for ordinary differential equations including projection steps with res pect to the constraints of the algebraic equations. With respect to
1
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these results today a number of stable and efficient DAE solvers exist and can be applied as naturally as ODE
solvers for state space models.

Analysis and Synthesis
The tools for the analysis and synthesis of descriptor systems have been developed enonnously in the last two
decades. As usual, linear theory has been in the foreground of the discussion, but first results on non linear problems have been reported, too.
Linear time-invariant descriptor systems are presented by
Ei(t) =Ax(t) + Bu(t),
(10)
y(t) =Cx(t) + Du(t)
(11)
where x is an n-dimensional descriptor vector, u denotes the r-dimensional control input vector, and y characterizes the m-dimensional measurement output vector. The matrices E, A are n x n-matrices, and B, C, D have dimensions n x r, m x n, m x r, respectively. The essential property of descriptor systems is that Eis a singular matrix
rank E < n,
(12)
such that (lO) consists of differential and algebraic equations.
The basic tool in discussing (10) is the theory of the matrix pencil (sE - A) by Weierstrass and Kronecker in
the last century, cf. [3}, separating the system into a few subsystems with different properties. Assuming unique
behavior of (l 0) for all control inputs, i.e. assuming that the matrix pencil is regular,
p(s) det(sE - A)• 0,
( 13)
then system (10) is strictly equivalent to the Weierstrass-Kronecker form
X1(t) = A 1x1(t) + B 1u(t),
(14)
Nki 2 (t) =x 2 (t)+ B2 u(t),
(15)

=

y(t) = C1X1 (t) + C2X2 (t).
(16)
Equation (14) represents the "slow subsystem" of dimension ni, and the ni-dimensional "fast subsystem" is described by (15). The n2 x nrmatrix Nk is nilpotent of degree k ( N~· 1 ~ 0, N~ = 0) defining the index k of the linear descriptor system.
According to the separation into the two subsystems controllability and observability investigations split off
into at least two different concepts of so-called R/I-controllability and -observability guaranteeing different
properties of a feedback control, cf. [3 , I O]. The results of many investigations in the 80's have been summarized
by Lewis [JO] and Dai (3]. Stability can be discussed by the eigenvalues of the matrix pencil (sE -A), i.e. by the
roots of the characteristic polynomial (13). Another approach is based on the generalized matrix equation
ATPE+E 1 PA =-Q
(17)
where definiteness properties of P and Q with respect to certain subspaces assure stability (14). First results on
the design of linear feedback control by pole placement have been presented in [3}. But the main problem of the
synthesis of feedback control consists in the possibility of non-proper system behavior. This can be seen immediately by the solution of the fast subsystem (15), cf. [3],
1
x, (t) = -B2u(t)- Nk B21i(t)- ... B2u(j-I) (t),
(18)

Nr

which includes generally higher-order time-derivatives of the control input. The two cases have to be distinguished where the solution of ( 10) (or ( 14 and (15)) depends either only on u(t) but not on its derivatives
u(t), ..., u<H>(t)or on u(t) and its derivatives u(t), ... ,u<i- 11 (t) according to the general case (18). In the first case
the system is called "proper", in the second case "non-proper" according to related proper and non-proper transfer matrix functions. The system (10) is proper if and only if in the representation (14, 15) the equation
NkB 2 = 0
(19)
holds. The distinction between proper and non-proper descriptor systems and its consequences for the control
design has been discussed just recently [18, 19, 20}. Regarding proper and non-proper systems in different ways,
the linear quadratic optimal regulator problem [ 18, 19] and the descriptor state estimation problem [20) has been
discussed in detail and properly solved. Therefore, the standard design methods are available for linear descriptor
systems, too.
Also first results on robust control design exist. The H,., -control problem has been considered in (9, 12, 23,
29]. But sometimes some assumptions such as I-controllability have been introduced to solve the problem. Therefore, research work is still necessary to loosen such conditions for more general descriptor systems. For example,
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a linear descriptor system (l, 2) is never I-controllable but it may be R-controllable and a H.., -control design is
still of interest.
The analysis and the design of non linear descriptor systems is still an open field. Essential results exist with
respect to the stability problem only [ 1, 16, 17]. Some steps have been taken for the optimal control design [17],
but especially for non-proper systems many problems still have to be solved. The method of exact linearization
and nonlinear decoupling by state feedback has to be generalized to descriptor systems. The problem is under
consideration.
Pr,os and cons. For the analysis and synthesis of linear descriptor systems the usual theoretical tools are
available (more or less). Related program packages are being developed. Usually they are based on van Dooren's
algorithm characterizing the eigenstructure problem of the matrix pencil (sE - A) [30]. Therefore some research
groups ,a r,e partly provided with computer algorithms for the analysis and design of linear descriptor systems, but
still we do not have the standard or the comfort of a MATLAB toolbox. But it is expected that this is only a matter of time. In a few years the linear descriptor ·toolbox will be available as linear state space algorithms today.
For nonlinear descriptor systems still a lot of research work has to be done. Here, we are only on the beginning to understand nonlinear system behavior and to develop control design methods.

Conclusions
In this contribution an effort has been made to characterize the state of the art of modelling, analyzing and designing dynamical processes by the descriptor system approach. Without any doubts the modelling of dynamical
systems by differential-algebraic equations has many advantages and is superior to state space modelling. The
simulation tools for DAE's are well established and are comparable with ODE solvers. The weak points of the
descriptor approach are still considered to be connected with the analysis and the design of such systems. But for
'linear descriptor systems it is expected that a related MATLAB toolbC!lx will be available within a short time. For
nonlinear descriptor systems a lot of research work has still to be performed.
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SEMIDISCRETIZATION MAY ACT LIKE A DEREGULARIZATION
Michael Gunther
Technische Universitat (TH) Karlsruhe
Institut fiir Wissenschaftliches Rechnen und Mathematische Modellbildung
Engesserstr.6, D-76128 Karlsruhe
Abstract. In electrical circuit simulation, a refined network approach is used to describe secondary
and parasitic effects . This ansatz yields initial-boundary value problems of mixed partial-differential and
differential-algebraic equations, so-called PDAE systems. One requirement for method-of-lines applications is that the analytical properties of the approximative DAE system are consistent with the original
PDAE system. Especially, both should show the same sensitivity w.r.t. initial and boundary data. It
is already known in the literature that semidiscretization may act like a regularization, i.e. the ADAE
system is less sensitive than the PDAE model. Considering PDAE network models for interconnected
electrical circuits, we show that the opposite can be true: semidiscretization may act like a deregularization of a PDAE network model, if the method-of-lines approach is not consistent with the information
flow along characteristics.

1 Introduction
In network simulation packages, real circuit elements and interconnections are commonly replaced by
companion models of ideal and compact network elements, whose properties are determined uniquely by
fixing electrical parameters like capacitances or inductances. This yields a unique modelling approach,
which allows for including parasitic and second order effects into the different ial-algebraic (DAE) network
approach. Examples are transistor models which approximate the physical behaviour of semiconductor
devices by companion models of different modelling levels, or transmission line models, which consist
of RLC elements and controlled sources. Mathematically, this approach corresponds to a spatial discretization of the governing partial differential equations (PD Es) already at the modeling level. Another
short-coming is the frequent use of arbitrary coupled sources that may destroy the structure of the
network equations and thus lead to high-index systems [5, 9].
As an alternative, the co-simulation approach makes use of already existing simulation software for
single parts of the system: different parts of the systems are modelled independently of each other
and simulated by two simulation packages for electrical networks and electromagnetic fields; coupling is
ensured by coupling the simulators. In addition to convergence problems, difficulties may arise, since
coupled systems often are characterized by very different time constants.
A third approach is the use of generalized network models [6] . Refined models are allowed for interconnects and semiconductor devices, whose characteristic equations define PDE models. Hence numerical
methods can be tailored exactly to the resulting mathematical models-the spatial discretization is not
yet made at modeling level. Mathematically spoken, this approach leads to a coupled system of DAEs
and PD Es, with the boundary conditions for the PD Es linked to the DAEs at the boundary nodes. Such
systems are called partial differential-algebraic equations, shortly PDAE systems.
The analysis of PDAE systems and their numerical discretization is in the focus of actual research:
one aim is to generalize the DAE index concept to PDAE systems to get some knowledge on structural
properties before discretization [3, 7, 8, 10): for example, the sensitivity of the solution to small perturbations in the initial data and/or input signals. On the other hand, estimates are required for the
impact of semidiscretization on the index of the resulting approximative DAE (ADAE) system: does
the ADAE syst em properly reflect the behaviour of the original PDAE system? Or does one detect an
artificial smoothing effect? Or even a coarsening one?
It is already known that the last but one question has to be answered in the affirmative. Semidiscretization may act like a regularization (1 , 2): the ADAE system is less sensitive w.r.t. input data t han
the PDAE model, and may yield physically incorrect solutions. In this contribution we will affirm the
last question, too.
The paper is organized as follows. Introducing generalized network models for interconnects, we will
derive PDAE network equations for interconnected electrical networks in the next section. Estimates
are given in Sect. 3 for the solution of these mixed systems of DAEs and PDEs in terms of initial
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and boundary data. These sensitivity properties should be reflected by the approximative DAE systems. We will investigate for a simple benchmark, the interconnected VC loop, whether this demand
on approximative DAE systems is fulfilled or not. We will learn that semidiscretization may act like a
deregularization of a regularized model, if the semidiscretization is not consistent with the information
flow along characteristics.

2 PDAE network equations for interconnected electrical networks
In the following, we consider two electrical networks whi·c h .are coupled by a system of d uniform lossy
transmission lines. To derive a mathematical model, we use a hybrid network approach: the electrical
circuits ar·e described by DAE models, whereas the transmission lines shown in Fig. 1 are governed by a
PDE modeL Both models are linked via boundary node voltages and currents .
..\21

..\1J

~

U1 ,1

..\1,:
U1,d

U2 , 1

·•
•
•

..\2

d

~

I

u2,d

I

z = l

z=O

Figure 1: PDE-network model for system of d uniform lossy transmission lines
PDE netwark madel far transmission lines. Assuming quasi stationary behaviour transverse to the
wave propagation, the signal propagation in the transmission lines can be characterized by the telegrapher's equations

-V,,(z, t)
-J z(z, t)

=
=

LJt(z, t) + RJ(z, t),
C'Vt(z, t) + GV(z, t),

(la)
(lb)

where R , L, G and C E Rdxd are the positive-definite symmetric resistance, inductance, conductance
and capacitance matrices per unit length. V(z, t) is ad-dimensional vector of line voltages with respect
to ground, and J(z, t) is and-dimensional vector of line currents. This first order hyperbolic system of
partial differential equations is initialized by a set of initial values
V(z, to)

= V 0 (z),

(2a)

0

(2b)

J(z, to)= J (z),

[O, l] at initial time point t 0 .
After introducing d virtual current sour·ces >..1 := (..\1,1, ... , ..\1,d) and >..2 := (..\2,1, ... , >.2,d) at the
boundaries, the characteristic equation for the PDE model of a lossy transmission line system reads

\:/z E I:=

>..=

(J(O,t))
-J(l, t)

with

>..=(>..1, >..2),

(3)

with the line currents J defined by the telegrapher's equations (1). The PDE model is completed by the
boundary conditions

t)) -_ (u1)

V(O,
( V(l,t)

U2

,

which couples the PDE network model with the DAE model for both electrical networks.
DAE network model for linear electrical circuits. A network model is used to describe the electrical
behaviour of the circuit: network equations for node potentials are derived using Kirchhoff's laws and
characteristic equations for the elements. This results in a system of differential-algebraic equations since
only topology and no spatial dimension is considered. Using classical Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) ,
only node potential u , currents through inductive and resistive branches JL and Jv, and currents >..
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at the boundaries of interconnects are unknowns. The DAE network equations in x := (y , ..X.) with
y := (u,JL,Jv) read

( Acrh

0 0)

0
L
0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0

CRG~~
:i: +
-A¥
-Av
-Afc

AL
0
0
0

Av
0
0
0

A1c
0
0
0

)

x

+

0
( A1•(t)
v(t)

l

(4)

=0

(V(O, t ) )
V (l , t)

with consistent initial values
x(to ) = Xo .

(5)

The element-related incidence matrices Ac, AL , AR , Av , A1 and A1c describe the branch-current
relations for capacitive, inductive, resistive branches and branches for voltage sources, current sources
and transmission line elements. The capacitance, inductance and conductance matrices C, L and G are
assumed to be positive definite and symmetric (9).
Altogether, (1-5) define a mixed initial-boundary value problem of PDEs and DAEs.

3 Sensitivity analysis for linear networks
To derive estimates for the sensitivity of linear PDAE network equations, we consider the inner product
of (la) and {I b) with J and V , resp. Integration over {O, l ) and integration by parts yields
{VT(l,t)J(l,t) -VT(O , t)J(O, t)}

+ ~:t [(LJ,J) +(CV, V)] + (RJ,J) + (GV , V ) = 0

with(·,-) denoting the inner product in L2(/). Using the coupling condition in (4) and AJc A1c = I ,
the first term can be replaced by
T

-

T

T-

T

-

T

T

T

u AcCAc -li + JL LiL + u ARGARu+u A1i(t) + v (t) Jv.

With the symmetry of C , L and C , L we obtain

'12

( u T A c CAcu
T
+ JL TLJL + (LJ,J) +(CV , V) )

tt +
0

lot (

'U T (

ARGA~u + A1i(t )) + v(t)T Jv + (RJ , J ) + (GV, v))

dr

= 0.

In the following we consider different network topologies [5, 9):
1. lndex-0 case: y = (u ,JL) with kerA~ = {0}.

In this case, we obtain together with the positive definiteness of C and L the estimate
p(t) $ const (p(O)

+lot (lli{r)ll~ + p(r) ) dr)

with

p(t) := ll V (t)JIL

+ JJJ(t)IJl, + liy(t)llL-

Applying Gronwall's lemma, we end up with
p(t)

< const ( p(O)+ lotlJi(r)JJ~dr)exp(constt)

>. =

T[ -T

- T

- A1c AcCAcu + ARGARu + ALJL

2. Index-1 case: y = (u ,JL ) with kerA& ¥: {O} and ker(Ac AR)T
Now, one gets an estimate of type (6) with

p( t ) := llV (t) lli,2

(6a)

+ Ari(t) J

(6b)

= {O}.

+ llJ (t)llll + JIJL(t)IJ~ + u T (t) A cCA&u (t)

+lot u

T

(r)ARGA~u(r) dr

replacing p( t ) .
In both cases there is no dependence in t he estimates for J , V and y on time derivatives solution is not sensitive w.r.t. initial values p(O) and input signals i.
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t he

= (u,JL,Jv) with ker(AcARAv)T
In this case, we only get an estimate of the type

3. Possibly higher-index case: y

p(t)

< const (p(O) + max

0:'.ST :St

= {O}.

(lli(-r)ll~ + llv(T)I!~ + !l1v(T)llD) exp (const t)

(7a)
(7b)

with 15 = p for ker(AcARAv) T = ker(Ac Av) T = {O} and 15 = p otherwise. In this case, the
estimates do not exclude the solution to be sensitive w.r.t.initial values p(O) and input signals t
and v.

4 Semidiscretization may deregulariz,e a regularized model
In this section we investigate the sensitivity of a benchmark example w .r.t. initial values and input signals,
both for the PDAE network equations and differ,e nt ADAE systems after semidiscretization w.r.t. space.
We use the loop of independent voltage souroe v(t) and linear capacitance C shown in Fig. 2, which is
connected by a single lossy transmission line.
U1

u2

I

'

v(t)

>.2

>.1

l1v

c

Figure 2: VC loop connected by single transmission line
In this case ( 4) reads

0
-v(t)
-(V(O,

t)) )

=0

(8)

V(l,t)

If the transmission line is skipped, we know from network theory that the DAE network equations have
index two: the current Jv through the voltage source depends on the time derivative of the voltage
source, i.e. Jv = ->. 1 =-Cu with u .: = u1 = u2 in this case [5].
Since ker(AcARAv) T = ker(AcAv)T = kerh = {O} holds, the PDAE network equations (8) are
of type three: the estimates of Sect. 3 do not exclude the solution to be sensitive w.r.t. initial values and
input signals. However, this is not true for our example. Neglecting the anyway regularizing source term
ill (1), line resistance Rand conductance G, the PDAE network ·e quations can be solved analytically [7].
The solution V, J, u, Jv and .A do only depend on the initial values for V, J and the time-dependent
voltage source v(t), but not cm its derivatives. Hence the consideration of transmission lines effects
regularizes the DAE network model.
Using semidiscretization w.r.t. space, the method-of-lines approach converts the PDAE network equations into an approximative DAE system in time only. To reflect the physical characteristics of the original
PDAE network model, the ADAE system should be neither more nor less sensitive, though the latter
might facilitate the numerical solution of the approximative DAE system; however, the obtained solution
could be physically incorrect.
If we apply a method-of-lines approach to the telegrapher's equations (1) rewritten in characteristic form , it is easy to show that all standard schemes-central differences, upwind schemes and finite
elements-yield ADAE system with index one, in accordance with the properties of the PDAE network
equations [7].
The situation is quite different if semidiscretization is applied to the original formulation (1), neglecting the information flow. Central differences now yield index two for some exceptional values of
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the discretization parameter h, but index one is assured for h being small enough [7]. This behaviour is
well-known for ADAE systems arising from method-of-lines applied to PDAEs [l, 2].
For linear finite elements the approximate DAE system will have index two for all discretization
parameters and C,L > 0 and R , G ~ 0 arbitrarily. Time and space are separated by the standard Ritz
ansatz

V(z, t)
J(z, t)
u2(t)
-\2 (t)

=
=

1/io(z)u1(t) +-rP T (z)p(t)
<po(z)-\1 (t) + <p T (z) q(t)

(left boundary condition)

1/io(l)u1 (t) + tP T (1) p(t)
'Po(l)-\1 (t) + <p T (1) q(t)

(right boundary condition)

(9a)

(right boundary condition)

(9b)

(left boundary condition)

with linear finite elements -rP := (1/; 1 , •.. , tPN ), <p := (r.p 1 , ..• , 'PN) as ansatz functions and time dependent
coefficients p := (p1 ,pz, ... ,pN) and q := (q1,q2, ... , , qN) , j = 1, ... ,N. We use finite elements which
satisfy the boundary conditions (3) and (4, last line) at the left end of each line, i. e.

1/io(O) = <po(O) = 1,

1/J(O)

= <p(O) = O.

The weak formulation of the boundary value problem (1) then yields the initial value problem [4)

with

bl/J,l/J'

= fo

1

t/Jo-rP' dz,

bcp,<p'

= fo

1

<p0 r.p'

dz.

Together with the first part of the network equations (8)

=
=
=

+ A1
c u.2 + .\2
JV

U1 -

V(t)

0,

(9d)

0,
0,

(9e)
(9f)

the ADAE system (9) defines a linear system of differential-algebraic equations:

AX+ Bx = f(t),

X

= (q,p, U,Jv , .\.) .

(10)

The index of (10) can be computed via the generalized eigenvalue problem for the matrix pencil µA+ 13.
We get five oo-eigenvalues, but have only four algebraic equations (9a,9b,9d,9£). Hence the index is larger
than one.
One differentiation of the algebraic equations leads to

.Ax+ .Bx = ! (t)
with

f(t)

(0, ... , 0, V(t))T,
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(11)

LM,µ ,"'
0

.A =

0
-e~
0
0

0

CM*·"'
-en
0
0

0

0

B =

0

0
Cb,µ,ip
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

Lb"'·"'
0

0

0
-1
0
0
0

0

0 0

0
0
1

c

0

1
0

0
0
1
0

0

0

0

RM,µ,"'

-K,µ

-1/l(O) - b,p,w'

-1/l(l)

-K"'

GMJ,"'

Gb,p,cp
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

Rb"'·"'

0 -( rp(O) + b"'·"'')
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

-rp(l)
0
0

0
1
0

This linear-implicit system contains only one algebraic equation. Since the matrix pencil µA + B has
only one oo-eigenvalue, the index of our ADAE system (8) is two, for all NE JN. The currents ~ 1 = -Jv
through the voltage source are index-2 variables, as for VC loops without considering transmission lines
effects. Using linear finite elements, semidiscretization applied to the original formulation (1) of the
telegrapher's equations acts like a deregularization of the PDAE model.

Conclusion
Using generalized network models for interconnects, the DAE network equations are generalized to a
PDAE model. Inspecting the VC loop, we have seen that this ansatz may regularize DAE network
equations of higher index. Using semidiscretization w.r.t. space, the method-of-lines approach converts
this PDAE model into an approximative DAE system in time only. To reflect the physical properties of
the orig:inal PDAE network model, the ADAE system should neither be more nor less sensitive, and the
regularizing effoct should be kept. However, semidiscretization may deregularize a regularized model, if
the method-of-lines approach is not consistent with the information flow.
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MODELLING NONDETERMINISTIC DISCRETEEVENT BEHAVIOUR BY DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS
D. Fr.anke
University of the Federal Armed Forces
Department of Elec trical Engineering
D-22039 Hamburg
Ahstract. Tue paper addresses nondetenninistic state transitions which are widely encountered in discrete-event
systems. Modelling will be based on the arithmetic approach which bas been proposed by the author in recent
years. It will be shown that the state equations of a nondeterrninistic finite state machine can always be written as
a multilinear descriptor system. Such a model .c an be used, e.g., to construct the maximum permissive feedback
law which enables only deterministic state transitions in a partiaUy nondeterministic plant.

Introduction
Boolean finite state machines al'e a widely accepted paradigm for modelling discrete-event dynamical systems.
The state equations of a deterministic automaton can always be 'WTitten in an explicit form,
x(k+l)= f(x(k), u(k)),

(1)

wher;e l'. e 93 n is the Boolean state, u e 93 P is the Boolean control, { is a vector-valued Boolean function, and k

is a counter for state transitio.ns [ 1], [3 ]. In many applications, however, nondeterministic behaviour is encountered. A finite Boolean automaton is said to be nondeterministic if a given state and input produce a non-unique
successor state. N ondeterministic automata have been used in qualitative modelling of continuous dynamical
systems [5]. Different from the set oriented approach in [5] the present paper is oriented directly at the state
equations which take the implicit form

f(x(k + 1), l'.(k), u(k))=O

(2)

in the nondeterministic case. The questions of existence and determination of the solutions of such equations
have been studied in [2}, on the basis ,o f Boolean algebra.
The problem formulation in modelling is, however, inverse: Let a nondeterministic automaton be given by its
transition table or transition graph, then fmd an equivalent .i mplicit state equation of the type of Eq. (2). It will be
shown in the paper that based on arithmetical logic [4}, Eq. (2) can all ways be written as a multilinear descriptor
system,

E(x(k), u (k)) x(k + 1) = g(x(k), u (k)).

(3)

Arithmetical logic is known from Boolean reliability theory. Any Boolean function y = f(x), x: e ffi", can be
written as a multilinear arithmetic polynomial:
n

= 1:

n =2 :
n =3:

y = fo +f1 XJ +fz X2 +f12 XI X2 +f3 X3 +f13 XJ X3 +f23 X2 X3 +f123 Xt X2 X3
= fo +f1 XJ +f2 X2 + f12 Xt X2 +X3 ·(f3 +f13 X1 +f23 X2 +ft23 Xt X2 ),

=
(4)

etc.
By introducing this notation in the state equation (1), a lIDk can be provided bet..veen deterministic automata and
classical discrete-time systems theory [4].
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Arithmetic descriptor models
The implicit state equations (2) for the nondeterministic case will be considered in the subsequence, in scalar
notation:

fi (x(k +I), x(k), u(k))::: 0, i::: l, .. .,n .

(5)

The general multilinear structure according to Eqs. ( 4) allows to rewrite Eqs. (5) in the following form:
n

Leij(l:(k), u(k)) x (k + 1)- gi (x(k), u(k)) = 0,
j

i::: l, .. .,n

(6)

j=I

where eij and gi are multilinear functions. It should be emphasized that multilinearities in terms of the components x j (k +I), j = 1, .. . ,n, do not appear since they would contain only redundant information. Now Eqs. (6)
can readily by rewritten in vector notation:
E(x(k), u(k)) · x(k + 1) =g(x(k), u(k)).

(7)

This equation covers the following cases:
(a)

Deterministic aut·ornato•n: E(x(k), u(k)) =I

(8)

(b)

Partially nondeterrninistic automaton: detE(x(k),u(k)) =0

(9)

for those entries x(k), u(k) which produce nondetenninistic x(k + 1).
(c)

Globally nondeterministic automaton: detE(x(k), u(k)) = 0

(10)

for all entries u(k), x(k).
In the special case of an autonomous system, Eq. (7) takes the form

( 11)

E(x(k)) · x(k +I)= g(x(k)).
The above cases (a), (b), (c) apply accordingly.

Parameter specification
Let a nondeterntinistic automaton be given by its transition table or transition graph. Then find an equivalent
descriptor model (7) or (11), respectively. The procedure will be described w.r.t. Eq. (11). The extension to Eq.
(7) can be made accordingly.
Multilinear square matrix E(x) and vector g(x) take the form
(12)
(13)
Let the 2° possible states be denoted by x(l) , x( 2) , . . . , Jzn ). Then for each x(e) with unique successor state
x (m) one has

.
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( 14)
and for each x (e) with possible sue cessor states x (m,

>, x (mz) , ... , x (mr)

one has

(15)
In view of the special type of multilinear Eqs. (12), (l3) it can be seen from Table that the E and g
parameters will be determined in a successive way from linear Eqs. ( 14) and (15), respectively.
Table l. Determination of parameters
x 3 (k)

X2(k)

X1(k)

X(I)

0

0

0

Eo,go

1:(2)

0

0

x {3)

0

0

additional E 1, g1
additional E2>g2

x(4)

0

I

x(5)

0

x (6)

0

parameters involved

0

additional E 12 ,g 12
additional E 3 , g3

1

additional E 13 ,g 13

0

x(7)

additional Ei3 , g23

x(8)

additional E 123 , g123

Eq. (14) will always yield a unique solution for 'the newly involved parameters. In case ofEq. (15), due to
( 16)
degrees of freedom will arise for the newly involved parameters. They should be utilized to make as many as
possible E-parameters equal to zero to obtain simple expressions. On the other hand, the rank according to ( 16)
should not be made smaller than necessary. Otherwise spurious solutions x(k + 1) may arise which cannot always be prevented to occur.

Example of a nonautonomous system
1
Let a partially nondetenninistic automaton with u e ffi ,

i: E

ffi

2

be given by its transition table, see Table 2.

Table 2. Example
u(k)

X2(k)

X1(k)

X2(k+l)

X1(k+ 1)

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

0

0

1

1

l
1

0

0

0

1
1

0

0

1

0
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{

0
0
0

l

1
0

0
I

0
0

0
1
0

Application of the above successive procedure yields matrix E and vector g in Eq. (7) with the following elements:

Condusion:s
A link has been provided between nondeterministic discrete-event systems and nonlinear d iscrete-time descriptor
systems. Based on arithmetical logic a successive scheme has been presented to determine the parameters of the
finite automaton. Applications of such a model for feedback control purposes will be reported in the near future.
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VERIFICATION OF VARIOUS PIPELINE MODELS
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Abstract. The paper deals with the verification of three pipeline models: the nonlinear distributed
parameters model, the linear distributed parameter model and the linear lumped parameters model. All
t he models were comparatively verified on the basis of the measurements on a real pipeline.

Introduction
The paper deals with three different pipeline models. First, a nonlinear distributed parameters model
is given, which is then linearised and its transfer function is presented. The pipeline is represented as a

two - port system. Two representations - the hybrid ones which are used in practice - are given. They
involve three different transcendent transfer functions which are then approximated by rational transfer
functions using a Pade approximation. The derived models describe the pipeline as a lumped parameter
system. Due to the approximation of the high frequency gain, the derived models are only valid for a
class of models - namely - well damped pipelines. The derived models were comparatively verified on the
basis of the measurements on a real pipeline.
The paper is organised as follows: The mentioned pipeline models are presented in the next section.
Then the verification of the models is given on the basis of real plant measurements.

Pipeline Models
Non-linear pipeline model with distributed parameters . The non-linear pipeline model with
distributed parameters is obtained by using the equations for continuity, momentum and energy. These
equations correspond to the physical principles of mass conservation, Ne'.lli.on's second law and energy
conservation. Applying these equations leads under the assumptions that the fluid is compressible,
viscous, isentropic, homogenous and one-dimensional to the following coupled non-linear set of partial
differential equations (1, 2):
A 8p
a 2 8t
1 8q
_ .
>.(q) 2
A8t +pgsmo.+ 2DA2pq

=

8q

ex
8p
= -ax

( 1)
(2)

where p is the pressure, q is the flow, A the cross-section of the pipeline, a the velocity of sound, p
the constant density of the homogenous fluid , o. the pipeline inclination, >. the dimensionless friction
coefficient and D the diameter of the pipeline.
The continuity and momentum equations 1 and 2 form a pair of quasilinear hyperbolic partial differential equations in term of two dependent variables, mass flow rate q(x, t) and pressure p(x , t), and
two independent variables, distance along the pipeline x and time t. A general solution is not available;
however, a transformation into four ordinary differential equations grouped to two pairs of equations by
the characteristics method is possible (3].
Linear pipeline model wit h distributed parameters. Nonlinear Eqns .(1, 2) are linearised and
written in a form using notations common in the analysis of electrical transmission lines. Also, t he gravity
effect can be included into the working point so o. = 0 is supposed. The corresponding system of linear
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partial differential equations is

oq

L 8t +Rq

=

(3)

cap

=

(4)

at

t.

where L =
R = ;~~~ (q is the flow at the working point) and C = ~ are the inertance (inductivity), resistance and capacitance per unit length, respectively. Introducing the characteristic impedance

J

ZK =
L~~R and n = .,/(Ls+ R) ·Cs the linearised model of the pipeline can be written in one of the
following two causal forms which differ from each other with respect to the model inputs (independent
quantities) and outputs (dependent quantities} and where P and Qare the double Laplace transformations of the pressure p and flow q respectively and indexes o and L denote the inlet and the outlet of the
pipeline respectively.

1
h( L ) Qo -

1

-z tanh(nLp) · PL

QL

=

P0

= ZK tanh(nLp)Qo + cos h(n L ,,) · PL

COS

np

K

1

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

Linear pipeline model with lwnped parameters. The pipeline as a lumped para.meter system
can be presented as a second order transfer function in the form
G(s)

= ~s22+bis+ bo e-•T.i
a2s

+ a1s + 1

(9)

where Td is the dead time. The transcendent transfer functions are approximated by a rational transfer
function with dead time however only for a class of well damped pipelines. The parameter bo, i.e. the
static gain of the transfer function is obtained from the first term of the Taylor Series expansion of the
transcendent function. The term a2 = ~ is determined from the eigen-frequency w0 of the pipeline,
"'o
which can be interpreted as follows: the shock wave originating at one end of the pipeline returns after
reflection at the other end of the pipeline with the opposite phase. The half period of the oscillations
is consequently equal to the time needed by the shock wave to travel along the pipeline and back. This
gives the radial eigen-frequency
1r

1

wo=---·2./LC L,,

(10}

Next, the high frequency gain is approximated from transcendent function under the assumption of

/f R;,

well damped pipeline (
>> 1) and known dead time is applied. In this way, four coefficients
of the transfer function (9) are determined. The remaining two are obtained by a Pade approximation
of the transcendent transfer function. Since the high frequency gain approximation is valid only under
certain conditions, the derived models are only valid for one class of pipelines. The parameter a2 is the
same for all transfer functions, the remaining parameters are as follows
1. Pressure-+ pt"essure and flow-+ ft.ow kansfer function Go(s) = coshCnLp). Since this transfer
function connects quantities at different ends of the pipeline, the dead time for (9) is known - it
is the time needed for the shock wave to travel along the pipeline.Td = .,/LCLP The static gain
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of Go is 1 so the coefficient bo = 1. The high frequency gain is det ermined by lim IGo(jw)I ==
'

lim G(s):::: h.

w~oo

a:i

~ 2e-v"t"· ~ yielding b2

w~oo

::::

!-rLCL~e-v"t"·~ The remaining coefficients b1 and

a 1 are determined by a Pade approximation of Go(s):

L.,,C ( 96£ - 192Le-v'f· ~ - 2471"2 L - 7r2 L~R2 C

bi

=

l27r2 (LpRC - 2..JLC)

L.,,C ( 96L ai

+ l27r2 L.,,R./LC)

=

192Le-A· ~ + 57r2 L;R2 C -

(11)

12lT 2 LpR./LC)

12n2(LpRC - 2./YC)

(12)

i.

tanh(nLp)• The dead time of the treated transfer
2. Pressure~ flow transfer function G 0 (s) =
function is zero (Td == 0) since it connects a change of the flow at one end of the pipeline if the
pressure changes at the same end. The static gain of G 0 (s) is zero, so the coefficient bo = 0. The

= 00 Ii;

high frequency gain is determined by ~ }~
tanh(nLp) j ~ /£yielding~= -!-rL;c..;rc
The remaining coefficients b1 and a 1 are determined by the same procedure as in the previous case:
(13)

3. Flow -t pressure transfer function Ga(s) == Z1c tanh(nLp)· The dead time of the treated
transfer function is zero (Td = 0) , since it connects a change of the pressure at one end of the pipeline
if the flow changes at the same end. The static gain of Go(s) is LpR, yielding bo = L.,,R. The high

I

frequency gain is determined by~
= W-t-00
lim Z1c tanh(nLp) j ~ ?) yielding~= 1"-AL2PL./LC. The
t:i2
remaining coefficients b1 and a 1 are determined by the same procedure as in the two previous cases:

vfi.

(14)

and

L.,,(96LpRLC - 96L./LC - l67r2 LpRLC + 3?r2 L;R3 C 2 )
ai =
8n 2 (L~R2 C - 3£)

(15)

Experimental verification of pipeline models
The nonlinear and both linear (distributed and lumped parameter) models were verified on the basis of
measurements on a real pipeline. The relative roughness, which is the most uncertain parameter of the
model was estimated on the basis of the static drop of the pressure in the pipeline.
Fluid transients were generated for experimental verification by closing and opening of a valve at
the beginning of the pipeline. This leads to approximately 35 3 excitation of flow transients and 4 3
excitation of the pressure transients. There were no controllers for flow rate or pump pressure.
Pressures and flows on both sides of the pipeline were measured. Pressure at the input and flow at
the output of the pipeline were chosen as model inputs. Flow at the input and pressure at the output of
the pipeline were calculated with the program PIPESIM (nonlinear model) , with the convolution of the
impulse responses of the transcendent transfer functions and model inputs according to Eqns. (7) and
(8) and with the simulation of the rational transfer functions.
Fig. 1 depicts the measured pressure (left) and flow (right) and corresponding responses of the three
treated models (nonlinear, linear with distributed parameters and linear with lumped para.meters).
If plotted in the small scale no differences among the four responses could be noticed, so in Figure 2 a
detail of the pressure response is shown in large scale. It can be seen that the responses of the nonlinear
and linear distributed para.meter models coincide very well with measurements, while the responses of the
linear lumped parameter model exhibit some deviations. This is due to the violation of the supposition
of well damped pipeline.
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Figure I: Verification of the models - the pressure responses (left) and the flow responses (right)
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Figure 2: Verification of the models - the detail of the pressure responses ( 1: measured data, 2: nonlinear
distributed para.meters model, 3: linear distributed parameters model, 4: linear lumped parameters
model)

Conclusion
Three models of the pipeline: the nonlinear distributed parameters model, the linear distributed parameters model and the linear lumped parameters model were verified on the basis of the measurements on a
real pipeline. The noniinear distributed parameters model was simulated by a. special program PIPESIM
and serves the best results, however has the highest computational demands. With small changes of the
signals around a working point the linear distribut•e d pa.ramet·e r model, having a tra.nscendent transfer
function, serves with less computational demand nearly as good results as the nonlinear model. The linear
lumped parameters model, having .a rational tra.nsfer function and thus lowest computa.tional demand,
can be derived with a. certa.in supposition, which was not fulfilled in the trea.ted case, but in spite of this
supposition violation the results of the simulation are acceptable for some purposes such as e.g. controller
design.
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THE VALIDATION OF COMPUTER MODELS OF A MECHANICAL VENTILATOR
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Abstract. The case for developing a mathematical model of a mechanical ventilator is established in the context
of building a clinical decision support tool for use by those prescribing ventilator therapy on hospital Intensive
Therapy Units. The basis of such a model is described and implemented in the Bath.fP simulation package. The
algoritlun implemented by the ventilator to control the flow rate of gas to and from the patient is not known a
priori. However a syst·em for approximating and ·calibrating this algorithm is presented and applied to produce a
model of an Evita U ventilator which mimics the operation of the ventilator under controlled conditions.

Introduction
Critical care is an area of medicine which ma~es extensive use of artificial ventilators. Clinicians on Intensive
Therapy Units (ITIJs) prescribe their use to treat a variety of life-threatening conditions. To secure a successful
recovery, the clinician typically aims to achieve certain physiological goals within a given period of time. It is
proposed that a clinical decision support tool may be built to back up the expert judgement of the clinician, by
allowing the efficacy of a proposed therapy to be tested on a computer simulation before being prescribed for
the patient. The feasibility of building a computer model of ·the human respiratory system which is suitable for
estimation of its response to artificial ventilation is being investigated. To this end, data is being recorded from
suitable patients on the ITU at the Royal Hallamshire Hospital in Sheffield who are being invasively monitored as
a routine part of their care. These data will be used to calibrate and validate mathematical models of the critical
aspects of the human respiratory system. For such a model to accurately predict the reaction of the respiratory
system to various artificial ventilation regimes, :a model of the ventilator which can couple with the respiratory
model is also required.
Mathematical models are being implemented in the Bath.fP dynamic simulation package developed at the
University of Bath. This package has previously been applied to respiratory system simulation [2), where it
was used to model diving equipment and thefr interaction with the human physiology. However this existing
respiratory model is not suitable for simulation of patients on an ITU since it was designed to emulate typical
divers in excellent physical condition, rather than those with critical illness. Additionally the model depended
on certain physiological parameters which are difficult or impossible to measure or calculate in the operational
clinical environment. Therefore a simplified and rigorously-validated respiratory model is ultimately needed if it
is to be used to simulate the ventilator and respiratory system on the ITU.

The ventilator
The ventilator used for the work here is the Drager Evita II. This is responsible for delivering gas to the patient
and controlling the pressure applied to the airway. Gas is introduced into the circuit at the mixer valve which is
individually calibrated to deliver a required flow rate. The ventilator can vent gas from the circuit through the
PEEP/PIP (positive end expiratory pressure/peak inspiratory pressure) valve, and thus limit airway pressure. Gas
.flows into or out of the lungs of the patient via an endo-tracheal (E1) tube. This tube is connected to a component
called they-piece which allows gas to flow between the ET tube, the mixer valve and the PEEP/PIP valve. The
y-piece is connected to the ventilator valves with convoluted plastic hoses. A humidifier unit is connected in
series between the mixer valve and they-piece. The standard ventilator circuit as represented by Bath.fP is shown
in Figure I attached to a model of the human respiratory system.
The Evita II ventilator has several modes of operation. We are concerned only with the Biphasic Positive
Airway Pressure (BiPAP) mode initially. The clinician has control over the pressures applied during inspiration
and expiration, the frequen.cy of breaths, the ratio between inspiratory and expiratory times along with the time
taken for the pressure to ramp between the expiratory and inspiratory pressures at the start of an inspiration.
These determine what the demand pressure is at any given time during a breath, which can be compared to the
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Figure 1: A ventilator and respiratory model circuit.

actual airway pressure. 'The flow rate at the mixer valve or the status of the PEEP/PIP valve can then be changed
accordingly. Note ·that in BiPAP mode there is no way to ·e xplicitly control flow rate into or out of the patient, or
the volume of gas received by the patient; flow results from the difference between the prescribed airway pressure
and the intra-lung pressure.
Modelling of the pneumatic components of the ventilator is achieved by assuming uniform gas characteristics
within each of a set of discrete vessels. These are connected together by ports so that there is a path from each
vessel into at least one other vessel where flow between 'them is controlled via a model of a pneumatic orifice (for
example see {I]). A friction model is used to account for .t he convoluted nature of the hoses (see [3] and [4]).
The simulation integrates the rate of change of the pressure (Pin Pa) and temperature (T in K) of the gas in each
component a!long with the mass of each constituent gas (m; in kg). The method for this model is adapted from
[2]. The method depends on the ideal gas law P pRT = ~T where p, m and Rare the density (kg/m3 ), mass
(kg) and gas constant (J/kg.K) of the gas and V is the volume of the vessel in m3 . The rates of change of the
parameters of the gas in each vessel are given in terms of qin,j. the fiow rate into the vessel at port j in kg/s; 1in,j•
the temperature of the gas flowing into the vessel at port j in K ; m{, the proportion by mass of the ith component
gas in the vessel: and mfn,j,i• the proportion by mass of the ith component of the gas coming into the vessel at the
jth port. The derivatives are as foUows

=

P= mRT+mRT+mRt _

v

.
T

'h
A.
{q;,,,j(Jin,j = -m1 N~ns
"-' "
'i'j w ere 'i'j =
j=I
0

T)

if qin,j > 0.
if q;,.,j ::; 0
t

'

f

in ·m . ··
= j=I
2, \lfi,j where \lfi,j = ~ ·~ .';t'
qm,J ;
Npons

rit;

{

if q;n,j

>0

if q;n,j ::; 0 .

The ,gas constant R is given as R = ~ where Ro is the universal gas constant, equal to 8.31451 J/ K.kg and M is
the molecular mass of the gas in kg/mol whkh is defined thus
N1asts

M=m

2,

M·
-l;

i= l m ;

where M; is the molecular mass, in kg/mol, of the ith gas in the mixture.

Ventilator algorithm modelling and calibration
The ventilator has control over the flow rate delivered to the breathing circuit at the mixer valve along with the
state of the PEEP/PIP valve. Certain information regarding the operation of the ventilator was supplied by the
manufacturers. However this information was incomplete and certain assumptions and deductions had to be made
in order for a model to be built. The rate of change, or slew, of the flow rate delivered to the ventilator circuit at
the mixer valve (Q) can be changed by up to 8 Lim per 6 ms mac hine timestep, to correct discrepancies between
the demand pressure (as calculated from the pressure and frequency settings made by the clinician) and the actual
airway pressure. During the inspiration phase, if the airway pressure exceeds the demand p ressure by 25 mbar or
more. the PEEP/P[P valve opens to vent the pressure from the circuit. During expiration, the mixer valve shuts off
and the PEEP/PIP valve opens until the expiratory pressure is reached.
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Figure 2: Waveforms for circuit pressure and flow rate out of dle circuit measured with a fixed resistance load.

The Evita must implement some algorithm for deciding on Q, the slew of the flow rate at the mixer valve,
to account for airway pressure discrepancies. It is not strictly necessary to reproduce the algorithm exactly, as
long as the waveforms of pressure and flow rate experienced by the patient mimic those achieved experimentally.
A sensible basis for the ,c alculation algorithm of ,Q is /1P = Pa - P(J, where Pd is the demand pressure, based on
the front-panel settings of the ven:tiiator, and Pa is the airway ,pressure as measured by the ventilator. We know
Q17112.T, the maximum that the ventilator can slew the flow rnte by in any timestep. Here, a simple lhree-part linear
relationship is adopted, so that

Q17112.T

if Qmar ::=; (.0 X llP)

Q= n~!lP if - Qmax < (.Q X /lP) < Qmar
{

-Q17112.T

if (n x M) ~

-Om=

where .Q is a parameter (in Lim per timestep) whose value is sought.
It is important to be able to calibrate and validate the v,entHator in isolation from the model of the respiratory
system, so that the calibration of the ventilator is independent ito 't he calibration of the elastic lungs. Simple loads
may be ,placed on the breathing circuit in place of the human being. 'T hese can b e simple pneumatic resistors or
pressure-related How cut-off valves which .aUow gas to escape to the atmosphere, rather than flow into or out of
the patient. In a controUed experiment, some such fesistor is placed at the port of the y-piece which normally
connects to the patient to allow gas to escape the circuit Ito atmosphere. A pneumotachograph is inserted between
the y-piece and the resistor to measure the flow rate of gas to the atmosphere. Additionally a pressure transducer
is iAserted ,i nto die circuit near ,the mixer valve. For each of sev,e ral resistors, the ventilator may be put into various
modes of operaition by varying the inspiratory pressure and ramp time and recording dle measured pressures and
fiow rates for several experimental breaths. The characteristics of the resistor, i.e. the relationship between fiow
rate and pressure drop, are not known a priori but can be deduced if it is assumed that the pressure measured
near the mixer valve is closely related to dle :pressure .in the ventilator circuit next to the resistor. Taking all
experiments involving a given resistor, the flow r:ate may be regressed against pressure drop to derive a model
which approximates that resistor.
Using a variety ofresistors will allow the model parameters, and specifically .Q, to be varied to find the value
which results in a model which most accurately simulates the experimental data. This has been carried out using
a ventilator connected to four such resistive components in turn, varying dle inspiratory pressure between 10, 20
and 30 mbar and the ramp time between 0.5 and 1 s. For each resistor, .all combinations which did not result in the
ventilator entering its alarm mode w'e r'e used, with the expiratory pressure held at 0 mbar and the breath frequency
set to 10 br,e aths per minute. The waveforms for a typical configuration, with the inspiratory pressure of 30 mbar
and a ramp up time of 0 .5 sis shown 'in Figure 2.
A model of th.e experiment was built in Bathjp and simulations carried out. The effect of varying .Q is of
most interest, as accurate simulation of the ventila~or algorithm is crucial to the success of the proposed model of
the human respiratory system when a~tached to the veAtilator. Figure 3 shows the simulation of the configuration
shown in 'Figure 2 over a series of three different values of .Q. These illustrate that if .Q is too low (.Q 100) then
the ventilator is s'l uggish in producing dle demand pressure while if it is too high (.Q 6000), overcorrection occurs
and oscillations result. A value of.Qin the region of 2000 most faithfully reproduces experimental waveforms.
In addition to validating the value for n against the other resistors and other values of pressure and ramp
time, this concept of independent calibration caA be extended to data coHected during ventilation of real patients.
The uncertainty introduced by the need to model the dynamics of the lung can be mitigated by using a similar
principle to the one used to decide the characteristics of th.e resistors in the first phase of the calibration. Here the
relationship between dle pressure in the ventilator circuit and the flow rate into the trachea is more complicated
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Figure 3: Simulated circuit pressure and flow rate through the resistor with three values of 0.

due to the hysteresis but preliminary investigation has determined that the relationship is sufficiently well-defined
for a simple model of flow rate in terms of circuit pJ<essure to be produced. Hence the requirement for an explicit
lung e!astance model is abolished.

Conclusions
A mathematical model of a mechanical ventilator has been calibrated under controlled conditions without sophisticated modelling of a load. Once calibrated using the above methods, it is planned that the resulting model of
the ventilator will be sufficiently validated for employment in conjunction with a suitable model of the human
respiratory system for use in a clinical decision support tool. Work is continuing to develop such a model.
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Abstract
This paper summarizes the analysis undertaken at the Defence and Evaluation Research Agency
(DERA W ,i nfrith) and Cambridge Control Ltd to optimize parameter estimation of models of the
dynamic response of fast acting hydraulic pressure relief valves. This valve forms a safety feature
in the hydraulic transmission for a Towed Acoustic Generator (TAG) used by the British Navy for
mine detonation purposes. The relatively high and complex signal frequency range requires a highly
responsive relief valve to cope with close proximity mine detonations capable of transmitting 35G
loadings. Conventional relief valves are inadequate and an extensive design and test programme was
devised to optimize the design of a two-stage relief valve capable of meeting the dynamic and steadystate pressure override (increase in inlet pressure with flow rate) requirements of t he system. The
design study necessitated computer modeling of various fast response valves and circuit configurations.
Parameter estimation was a vital part of the simulation process and this was performed using the
MATLAB Non-linear Parameter Identification Tool. By using input signals to obtain output response
behaviour, it was possible to identify the valve parameters to a high level of accuracy. The parameter
estimation is regarded as an important aspect of the validation process when using the system model
for prediction purposes.

1

Introduction

Reliable simulation of industrial systems requires not only tile correct model but also accurate model
parameters. In particular it is recognized that manufactures' component data cannot always be relied
upon for system simulation. Cambridge Control has developed a MATLAB-based software tool to estimate
component parameters from test data. System identification , also known as model matching, is the use of
mathematical techniques to obtain a model and model parameters which give an accurate representation
of observed system behaviour. Moreover, identification is a process t hat involves not only the estimation of
parameter values from real plant data, but also collection and data analysis. The software tool developed
includes not only a routine for parameter estimation but also data collection and analysis tools to provide
an integrated test and identification package. The identification process is much broader than estimating
parameters for a given set of data, and affects the modeling, experimentation and validation of systems .
In this paper we present the results of applying the Non-Linear Identification Tool (NLJD) to identify
the unknown (physical) parameters associated with a. two-stage relief valve which is used by the British
Navy. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. A mathematical model of the two-stage
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relief valve is given in Section 2. Section 3 gives a brief description of the NLJD package. Identification
results a.re presented in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2

Action of a two-stage r ·e lief valve

A two-stage relief valve shown in Fig. 1 is a hydraulic device that gives a. very precise control of system
(inlet) pressure. It maintains this pressure a.t approximately a. set level, ensuring only a. small change if
the system flow rate increases significantly. The main piston, sensing system pressure on its underside,
is held in place by a light spring and is 'pressure balanced' to block the relief path if this pressure is
below a desired set level. The system pressure is also sensed by the pilot piston, which acts against a
stiff spring. This is pre-loaded to the set level, termed the "cracking pressure". In parallel with the main
piston is an orifice (some designs have this orifice drilled through the piston). If the cracking pressure
is exceeded, a flow path exists, permitting a small flow to pass through the orifice and out of the pilot
stage. This creates a pressure differential across the main piston, unbalancing it and causing it to open.
A.s the main piston acts against a very light spring, the relatively large opening of this piston controls
the system pressure to the set era.eking level very precisely.
The valve does not respond instantaneously to changes in system pressure due to various dynamic actions in the valve. These
are due to the motion of the spool and the build up of pressure
at the valve inlet and in the pilot chamber. The valve design
was optimized to minimize dynamic reactions in order to ensure very rapid response and accmate steady-state behaviour.
The differential and algebraic equations describing system behaviour are given below. The flow rate Q,n from inlet to the
pilot chamber at pressure p 2 is given by:
Q p i. -_ k c C d1r Dip
4

First stag~

. poppet

.

"

J2(p1 p- P2)

The pilot spring (rate k,,p) is assumed to open at the valve
cracking pressure Pc and respond instantaneously to changes in
pilot chamber pressure p2. The pilot valve opening y is given
by:

Momentum

spoiler

! Exhaust
where Ap is the pilot poppet frontal area and Pc the cracking
preload. Assuming a.n annular fiow area, proportional to the
opening y, the flow rate Qpo from the pilot chamber P2 is given
by:

A flow force F1 acting on the main spool is due to the change in F IGURE 1: Two-stage pressure relief valve.
fluid momentum a.s it passes through the valve (flow area A 1 ).
This is an imprecise term and varies considerably with valve
construction. The user is therefore allowed to scale {factor kt between 0 and 1) the nominal force in
accordance with any experimental or design data available.

T he acceleration of the valve spool is given by :
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where m is the spool mass, f the viscous friction coefficient and ks the spring rate. The velocity dxv / dt
and displacement x,, of the spool are obtained by successive integration of this equation. A flow rate term
Aspdxv/dt is created by the spool motion and this has a transient effect on the pilot chamber pressure
p 2 acting above the main spool. The chamber pressure P2 is given by:

where {3 is the fluid bulk modulus and V2 the control volume. The flow area A 1 and hence flow rate are
thus obtained. Assuming an annular flow area, proportional to the opening x,,, the valve flow rate Q 2 is
obtained using the standard o.rifice equation:

Q2

_ -D

-

"

J2(p1 - Pa)

spXv

p

For an inlet flow rate Qi , the inlet pressure Pt is given by:

Where

3

Vi

is the inlet control volume.

The Matlab non-linear identification tool

NIJD package has been developed to perform parameter estimation of non-linear dynamic systems. It
provides a Graphical User Interface (see Fig. 2) to assist in physical parameter identification and requires
the SIMULINK in order to obtain a dynamic model of the system.
The package allows the user to choose
the su~system for which parameters
are to be identified , to select the type
of model to be used and to select
which parameters are to be identified. The user has to provide initial guesses for the unknown parameters as well as the lower and upper
limits; both of these requiring judgrnent based on user experience (i.e.,
a priori knowledge). By subtracting simulated from measured output,
system identification is formulated as
an optimization problem whereby a
"merit" or "cost" function, based on
this error, is minimized (subject to
the parameter bounds).
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The output from a parameter idenF IGURE 2: Non-linear identification tool.
tification session is eit her a MATLAB
file or a report containing identified
system parameters. In addition, the NLJD package allows measured and simulated data to be plotted in
order to make a decision whether or not the identified model accurately represents the observed behaviour
of the power system.
The user can view the progress of an identification while the identification is running and the final results
are available in the MATLAB workspace when an identification i~ _complete. Intermediate results can
be plotted after each simulation. The user can terminate the identification before it has completed to
retrieve the intermediate results or to change the initial parameter val ues or the optimization parameters .
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4

Parameter estimation results

The two-stage relief valve shown in Fig. 1 is dependent for both its dynamic and steady-state behaviour
on a number of design parameters.
Intuitively, rapid dynamic response will be obtained
by minimizing the following:
Pl Friction (viscous and Coulomb)
P2 Moving spool/poppet masses

·"t Li '. ::s:: l
i

-11.S'---'--..____.__
o
0.01 0 .02 o.DJ

P3 Pilot stage control chamber volume
P4 Inlet control volume
PS Main stage spool overlap
Low pressure override is also an important feature of
valve design and is dependent on:
P6 Pilot and main stage spring rate settings
P7 Pilot chamber inlet and outlet flow areas and discharge coefficients
P8 Main stage flow area and discharge coefficient
P9 Flow force
Some of .these parameters are known to a high degree of accuracy whereas others are known less accurately. The latter includes parameters Pl, P3, P7 and
P9 above. In order to optimize the practical design
of the relief valve, it was necessary to measure its dynamic and steady-state response. The response data
from the tests was used in the model for parameter
identification by N[JD package.
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Figure 3 shows the time evolutions of the measured FIGURE 3: Time evolutions of the measured (dashed
gray line) and predicted (solid line) outand predicted (obtained from a tw~stage pressure reputs.
lief valve model given in Section 2) outputs for one
particular test. These plots clearly illustrate that the
difference between the identified model outputs and the measured outputs are negligible indicating a
very good fit to the given data set. It should be mentioned that before the parameter estimation has
been attempted, the following scalings have been performed in order to improve the performance of the
optimization routine and therefore to increase the accuracy of the estimated parameters:
(1) The parameters are scaled so that they are all of similar magnitude
(2) T he measured output signals are normalized to make them equally important

5

Concluding remarks

In this paper we have presented the results of applying the NIJD tool to get the unknown physical
parameters of the two-stage pressure relief valve. In order to achieve that, the mathematical model of
the two-stage pressure relief valve has been developed first. A number of tests have been performed on
a rig provided by DERA Winfrith to collect data to be used for parameter identification. Preliminary
results of applying the NLJD tool show that it is feseable to get very accurate and realistic parameter
estimates associated with the two-stage pressure relief valve model which can be then us e to evaluate its
performance.
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REDUCING THE PARAMETER SPACE OF A NONLINEAR BIOLOGICAL
MODEL BY TESTING THE MODEL PURPOSIVENES
M . Zee, N. Hvala and S. Srrmenik
Jozef Stefan Institute
Jamova 39, SI-1 OOO Ljubljana
mario.zec@ijs.si
Abstract. The paper considers the problem of parameter estimation when model parameters are not uniquely
identifiable from plant measurements. If uncertainty of parameter estimates is taken into account, also the model
results spread over a certain region instead of being a single value. The aim of presented simulation study is to
find out whether the estimation of model parameters can be improved in such a way that small enough range of
model results is obtained. The results of the study indicate that from measurements it is possible to extract data
that is important for the estimation of model parameters relative to a certain model use. By the aid of this data a
proper measurement campaign can be specified (e.g. proper choice of measured variables, better accuracy of a
certain part of measured variable). Sim1dation study is performed for a simple activated sludge model from
wastewater treatment, while the estimation of mode! parameters is done by Monte Carlo simulation.

Introduction
One of the main obstacles for the use of non-linear biological models (such as standard biological wastewater
treatment (WWT) models, like ASMl (ll or ASM2 [2]) in practice is the estimation of model parameters.
Parameters must be fit to the observ·ed process conditions for each WWT plant, because some of the parameters
show strong dependency upon plant operation and wastewater composition.
Mathematical models of wwr processes are known as poorly defined systems, which are generally defined
as those, for which a valid model structure is not known and the parameter values cannot be accurately specified
[6]. Despite ofresearch efforts spent by several research groups, still no established procedure is agreed upon the
calibration for this kind of models [7]. Due to identifiability problems unique estimates of non-linear biological
model parameters cannot be obtained. It is known that if the model is found unidentifiable, certain parameters
can only be estimated in combination with other parameters and different parameter sets can yield almost the
same level of performance. Although a good match between model responses and measured variables is
obtained, it may mask significant errors in the individual parameters .and it could be erroneously concluded that
the structure and parameters of the model are appropriate [5].
For example, J eppsson ( 1996) has shown that even simple activated sludge model that is theoretically
identifiable is practically unidentifiable if a relatively small noise is added to the measured variables. Despite of
this fact the methods developed for the estimation of the parameters of well-deftned systems are still widely
applied in this area. Most often in these cases the parameter estimation procedure results in a unique set of
parameter values, and gives a single result when the model is used for a certain purpose. However, it would be
more appropriate if the parameter estimation procedure took into .account the model uncertainty and
identifiability problems, and gave the confidence in 'estimates. In th1s way, also the application of the model for a
certain purpose would enable to ascertain the confidence in the obtained result. The so obtained result would
spread over a certain region instead of being a single value. In ,case of large confidence limits that indicate
unidentifiability of a certain parameter, also large confidence limits of the obtained result are gained.
The above reasoning represents the starting point of the work considering the parameter estimation procedure
presented in this paper. The aim of the approach was to take into account the model uncertainty, and to direct the
estimation in such a way that a small enough region of model results is obtained when the model is applied for a
certain use. A study is aimed at detennining how is it possible to choose the measured variables and their
measurement policy so that a valid model is obtained for the intended model use. The research has been
performed by Monte Carlo simulation and for a simple model of an activated sludge process for WWT.

Methodology
Mathematical model
The parameter estimation procedure will be presented for a simple activated sludge model that describes the
bacterial growth and decay in a batch reactor [3]. The model describes the growth of a single organism on a
single substrate with no other growth limitations. It is based on Monod equation [4], which is one of the most
often used microbial growth-rate models. This equation is the basis for most of the complex mathematical
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models of biological WWT processes. The process model used in this paper is the following:

dX
dt

=

s

µ max KS + S

X-bX

. dS
' dt

= __!_

_s_x

Y µ,,,aJ: K s + S

(1)

where X represents the .biomass concentration [g/m3], S represents the concentration of substrate [g/m3], µ,,,"" is
maximum specific growth rate '[h" 1], Ks is the substrate half-saturation coefficient [g /m 3], Y is yield factor [(g
cell COD formed)/(g COD oxidised)] and bis biomass decay rate i[h" 1].
To calibrate the model parameters it is necessary to dispose of plant measurements. For the presented
simulation study the measurements were obtained by simulating the model with certain paran1eters values.
In the study, the model was considered to be used for two different purposes. For setting the time when the
substrate concentration S drops bellow a certain value (i.e. S<Smg/m3) and for determining the maximum
biomass concentration Xobtained during tbe batch.
Parameter estimation
The estimat~on procedure is based on tbe agreement between the ,c omputed and measured process variable,
and is evaluated by an objective function. The objective function is constructed from the following assumptions:
• Amund the measured va~ues of process variables it is possible to assign a region. Due to measurement error
and model uncertainty it is to ·e xpect that the true values of process variables lie within this region.
• The probability density within the I.'egion is supposed to be uniform, i.e. the probability that a certain value
within the region represents the true value of process variable is equal for all the values in the region.
• The model is considered of a good quality if the model response lies within the specified region.
To take into account the above assumptions the objective £unction based on maximum absolute deviation can
be used. it is mathematically expressed in the following way:

eabsmax

=e(y,,.)=lm~(ck)I;

c=fc1, .. .,ck, ... ,c,.JT =U(yp-y,,,)

(2)

where c denotes a vector of weighted deviations between the measured and computed process output, yP is a
vector of measured values, y,,. is a vector of computed values of the process output at corresponding sampling
points, n denotes the number of measurements, U is an nxn diagonal matrix with uu representing the weight of
the i-th measured value. Throughout thi.s paper the weighting will be performed in such a way that a certain
measurement is included or excluded in the objective function, i.e. u1F{0,l}.
The chosen parameter values are considered as appropriate if the objective function satisfies the criterion
(eabs..w:::; K). Constant K denotes the maximum aBowabte deviation between each computed and measured value.
Thus K defines a symmetrical region around the measured values inside which the response of models with
acceptable parameters values is to be expected. It is important to stress that the choice of K is crucial for the
quality of the obtained parameter estimates. It actually expresses an estimate of the model uncertainty and the
measur.ement errors, bellow which the model quality could not be improved.
Definition ofdifferent parameter sets and the region of model use
For the estimation of model parameters different parameter sets will be used. Let us first define the vector of
model parameters 8, which is defined as 0=[81, .. . , 8kf, where (} ;, i= l, ... ,k, represent individual parameters that
need to be estimated, k is the number of parameters. In our case k=4, and O= [Xo. So. µ m= Ks]T. A choice of
values for X0, S0, µmax and K, defines a parameter vector 01 in the parameter space. For the parameter estimation,
it is reasonable to search for appropriate parameter values only on a subspace e, which represents a subspace in
the parameter spac-e that includes only reasonable parameter va~ues. A chosen parameter value is considered as
r.e asonabie if, considering a given problem, it represents a logical choice of parameter value. In our particular
case the process model ( 1) is based 011 biotogical reactions where model parameters have certain physical
meanings. Therefore, their r,e asonable values are already known and are expected to lie in the particular range.
Parameter vectors (PV) (J, can be dassified into different parameter sets. Let us define a set ..'A. as a set of
vectors defined in the paramete r subspace
and a subset 'B, 'B~.'A, which includes only those vectors in ..'A.
which hav,e acceptable parameters values. Parameter values :are corrsider,e d as acceptable if, when applied in the
model, the model response lies in the allowable region around the measured values of the process response. Ifwe
define transformation T: B-+y that maps a vector of model parameters (}in the model response y then it holds:
T:J<:(J,-E..'A._,,y; ; y,,.,=[y,{t 1), ... ,y,{tn)]T ; If e(y,,.;)<Kthen 8;E 'B for V fJ; E..'A.
(3)
where y,,., is a nxl vector r·e presenting the values of the model response y; at sampling points tj, j =l, .. .,n. The
above defined relations betw·een the PV and model responses are schematically shown in Fig. I.
Let us define another transformation U: B-+z that maps a vector of model parameters (}in the model result z
(z E gi), when the mode1I is applied for a certain use. If U is performed on a set of vectors 8;, then different values
z; ar,e obtained that spread over a region R. This region represents an interval inside which the values of the

e
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model use can be expected. R can be specified by its lower (r min) and upper (rmax) bounds and is defined as
R = [ rmin .rmai] = [ min( z; ), max(z; )] . If U is performed on different model sets also different regions of
I

J

model use are obtained. [n the parameter estimation procedure it is especially interesting to find out whether
transfonnation U1J and the thus obtained R 71 give a satisfactory (small enough) region of the model use. This
question is considered in the validation process. if the region of model results is not satisfactory, it is necessary
to improve the parameter estimation procedure in such a way, that a :set of vectors Y with valid parameters
values is obtained. [n that case U.,produces a valid region of model use Ry
Model response y

Parameter space

e

subspace

1

, ::..__

(J

~

·-~

.,

e
'·

.'A.
./

T; 9-y

y
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~

.

..:::.;;:....~(}1

.'A~ ,___,
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......__.._...

°'\. . . ·---· ~ -'.B
e,~--· ··--.:.:~
I .~_:.:...-

Range of model results

'B

R~
Re

>-------<R1J

8,

.'A.= {e1, 9., e,}. '.B= {01}
Fig. l. Transformation of model PV from 2-dim.
parameter space into the model response.

Fig. 2. Relations between different parameter sets
and the range of model results.

A possible way of reducing the range of model results (and the parameter space) is by lowering the value of
K. Such an approach can be justified only if the model uncertainty and measurement error is improved. In this
case a subset C can be defined, C~'B. which is defined according to a reduced value of K, (K,<K):
T'B:fJ;e'B~y; ; y,,,F[y,(t1),...,y,(tnW ; If e(y,,,;)<K, then fJ;eCfor V' 8; e'B
(4)
For C it is to expect that Uc produces a narrower range of model results then U'If' and for some PV in C',
C'='B\C, •transfonnation U produces i;esults inside R'B but outside Re. Parameter vectors with the above properties
'can be denoted .as a set .111, which is a subset of C', M<;;C'. In the parameter estimation procedure PV in .111
should be exduded, so that narrower and thus valid range of model :use is obtained. The relations between the
parameter sets and the range ofresults we gr:aphicaUy shown in Fig. 2.
Considering the so defined .111, it is interesting to look at the model response characteristics of the PV in .111
obtained by T,,( The hypothesis is that they include some important features that can be usefully applied in the
parameter estimation. With this information, measurements •can be designed in such way that estimates of
vectors wi~h valid parameters values Y are obtained, so that they are appropriate for a certain model use.

Results
Model and simulations for the assessment of measurements and weights in the objective function for the desired
purpose of the mode'! use were performed in Matlab-Simulink environment. Simulations and simulated
measurements were performed from t=Oh to t=30h, but figures :shows only the most interesting part from t=Oh to
t=20h. The subspace is defined according to the reasonable parameters ranges (X0 =2 to 6 glm3, S0 =20 to 60
g/m3 , µ,,,ax=0.15 to 0.36 h· 1 and K,=5 to .55 g/m3 ) obtained from the literature. The constant K for the
determination of subset 'Bis set to K=2.76., and K,=2:208 for ~he determination of C.
The left diagram in Fig. 3 shows model responses for parameter values from 'B. It can be observed that
responses completely fill the region defined by K. Black midd[e line represents measured response of the
process, outer black lines :show maximum allowed deviation between each computed and measured value for
K=2. 76. The middle diagram in f'ig. 3 shows responses for parameter vectors in :Mand the model use "time''. In
this case responses in the first part fill the whole .allowed deviation range between computed and measured
value. But from the time t=9h they split into two groups that lie near the bounds of the maximum allowed
deviation. If transformation U~ is used, then it maps vectors from one of these groups near to the lower bound of
the results range (left interval of the R,.,_ in Fig. 2) and the other group near to the upper bound of the results
range (right interval of the R,.,_ in Fig. 2).
Similar conclusions can be derived from the right diagram in Fig. 3 that shows model responses for parameter
v,ectors in Mand for the model use "maxX". The only difference is that responses group in the first part of the
measured ~esponse. From the observed characteristics it can be concluded that in this case for the definition of
the results range the most important part of the model response is the one where responses of the PV from subset
Jvt split into two groups.

e
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The above conclusions were confirmed by simulation experiments. In these simulations only that part of the
measurements, that is considered to be "important" (where responses of vectors from subset Jvl form two
groups) for the desir·e d model purpose is used for the definition of subset 'B. For that reason values of the
diagonal elements of matrix U were set to 1 (for that part of the measurements that are considered to be
"important") and 0 (for the part of measurements that are not used within the objective function).
45
r-'

measurement:Oh-30h

4'0

measurement: Oh-30h
model use "time"

~35 '

measurement: Oh-30h

40

~35
~30

:::;;30

~25
~ 20
1i 15
05 10
5
0

45
~E

';' 25
~ 20

~ 15

~~1~
2 4 6 8 10 12 ·1 4 16 18 20
Time [h)

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Time [h]

0 '-----~--~ ~--0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Time [h]

Fig. 3: Left-model response based on the subset 'B, middle and right-l'esponses of the vectors from the subset Jvl.
If the characteristics from Fig. 3 .a re taken into account, then measuring of the Ss(t) can be reduced. For the
model use "time" Ss(t) can be measured only from t=9h to t=20h, and for the model use "maxX" Ss(t) can be
measured only from t=Oh to t=9h. Results of the simulations with a reduced number of measurements are shown
in Table l.
I e l R es·u ts rang.e w hen d"ffi
;1 .e rent sets O!f mod e l PV bas·ed, on measurement Ss(t) are used.
Taibl
Time ofmeasurement
Oh-9h
Oh-30h 9h-20h
Model use
11.10
10,40
J 1.10
.rmin
"time"
16,25
13.05 I 13 .05
Tmax
Model use
r.rm,, ' 22.49 I 15.39
22,29
"max.X"
29.25
39.17 I 29,08
rmax
I

Conclusions
Comparison of the results rnnges when only one part of measurements is used for the determination of 'B with
ranges when the whole set of measurements is used shows that, in spite of the reduced measurements, very
similar I'esults ranges are gained (shaded parts of the Table I). It can be concluded, that if the measurements are
planned in advance, or additional measurements can be perfonned, it is reasonable to put more efforts in accurate
measurement of this "important" part of the measured variable. With more accurate measurement of this part of
the measurements narrower results range (and more appropriate parameter space) can be gained. Responses of
the vectors from Jvf. can provide information about this "important" part of the measurements.
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NONLINEAR MODEL REDUCTION - METHOD AND CAE-TOOL
DEVELOPMENT
M. Kord t and J. Ackermann
DLR (German Aerospace Research Center),
Institute for Robotks and Systemdynamics, Oberpfaffenhofen, D-82234 WeI!.ling

Abstract. New methods for nonlinear model reduction of dynamic models, described by nonlinear
differential equations have been developed. The methods are based on singular perturbations, weak
coupling and cost functionals for computing and analyzing the reduced order model. By introducing a
formally affine nonlinear model structure, the cost functional vector optimization yields closed expressions
for the reduced order system. Via Lagrange multipliers even constraints with regard to the reduced order
system can be considered, only extending these dosed expressions. This leads to the notion of smaller and
control-oriented realizations. The methods have been programmed and integrated into a MATLAB based
Toolbox, termed NEON (NonlinEar Order reductioN). NEON uses standard MATLAB/ SIMULINK and
the GUI, OPTIMIZATION, CONTROL and SYMBOLIC Toolboxes. Via NEON the methods are here
applied to a structural dynamic aircraft model, in order to achiev;e a very low order model, suited for
integral structural dynamic and flight mechanical controller design.

1. Introduction
Given a nonlinear vector differ·ential equation .o f order n, nonlinear order reduction methods compute a
differential equation for the dominant quantities of order n < n, such that the resulting trajectories x(t)
are as close as possible to those of the original system. Only a few nonlinear order methods are presently
available.
The method by Hasenjager (6] applies a linear order reduction method to the linear part of the
model and adds the nonlinear part of the differential equations for the dominant quantities unchanged
to the reduced order model. The method by Lohmann [15, 16] overcomes this rough approximation.
It considers a set of representative simulations of the original system, covering its operating domain
densely. By considering two independent cost functionals for these simulations the reduced order system
can be computed analytically. Minimization of the first cost functional yields a constant matrix W which
reconstructs an approximation Xapproz(t) of the full trajectory x(t) out of the trajectory of the reduced
system: Xapproz(t) = Wx(t) such that Xapproz(t) =:- x(t), 'flt E Ilho. Thereby, the nonlinearities of the
original system can be transferred to the reduced order system. The second cost functional computes
the reduced order system, in particular new weighting factors for the nonlinearities. However, in general
every nonlinearity of the original system enters in every differential equation of the reduced order system.
This is harmful for nonlinear controller design 18, 11, 20], understanding of the main dynamic effects and
r,e al-time applications. Therefore the notion of model reduction is here introduced which simultaneously
does order reduction and simplification of the nonli_nearities. It is achieved by a cost functional vector
formulation including equality and inequality constraints.
The singular perturbation reduction method [10] allows to compute the reduced order system analytically and without simulations, if the non- dominant dynamics is high frequent and weakly excited. It
is here combined with a model reduction for weakly coupled systems. Moreover, a simple applicability
criterion in terms of a scalar measure is here derived which also identifies suitable combinations of weakly
excited, high frequent and weakly coupled dynamics.
Concerning the application of order reduction method to structural dynamic aircraft models so far
only the method of Hasenjager has been applied in combination with linear structural dynamic model
reduction techniques 17, 9, 12, 17]. However, there is an increasing interest to consider nonlinear structural
dynamic aircraft models for controller design llJ. Due to improvements in nonlinear control this holds
for many other applications, [11, 20, 8].

2. Cost Functional Based Nonlinear Model Reduction
Given the original system of nonlinear differential equations of order n in IRn: x(t) = f (x(t), u (t)),
x(O) = Xo , t E lR>o with input vector function u , u(t) E IRm , 'flt E IR>o· It is formulated in formally
= E m , where: E = [A B F] is a constant ~atrix , m = [x u g (x, u)JT,
affine representation:
i.e. the system is not only affine in the input u(t) but also in g(x(t), u (t)) at arbitrarily fixed time t.
g(x(t), u(t)) is a tall vector containing all nonlinearities of the system up to a constant factor.

x
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First, the dominant state vector xd of dimension ii < n ltas to be chosen out of the state vector
x. Thereby the dimension of the reduced order system is fixed. The dominant state vector contains
the states which describe the dominant dynamics and whose evolution in time should be described by
differential equations. The dominant states are e.g. measured, controlied or commanded states or states
entering in the significant nonlinearities . 1n case they are not obvious a cost functional based dominance
analysis [15, 161 is suggested.
The core of the reduction methods are cost func.tionals, constituting a cost functional vector j =
[j1, ... ,jNf a.nd estimating the deviations between the dynamics of the original and the reduced order
model. The cost functionals are evaluated for a finite number of input signals, representing t.he operating
domain of the system. Generation ,of these signals is supported by a signal editor, figure 1. The cost
fonctionals are minimi~ed with regard to the parameters of the reduced order system under constraints,
concerning the physical and structural properties of the r,e duced order system. Such properties are (i)
linear and noniinear coupling or decoupling properties between subsystems, (ii) steady state accuracy of
the reduced order model, (iii) the number of nonlinearities or (iv) 1the contribution of the linear terms
and the nonlinear terms within the differential equations. These constraints are particularly suited to
keep only the most relevant nonlinear.ities in the system. The method is iterative because the reduced
order system is computed based on representative signals: In a detailed assessment the reduced system
has to be simulated for diff:erent input signals, covering the whole operating domain densely. The cost
functionals can be formulated for each individual test signal, e.g. as quadratic cost functionals for a good
time-averaged approximation of the dominant states:

li,i

=

hT,

q2 (t)llxd - E mdi!2dt

~ min(E),

(1)

where md = [xd u g(W Xd , u)jT. E = [A B F] includes the matrices of the reduced order system,
q2 (t) is a positive function for time-weighting, l'J.JI is the standard .Euclidean norm. The matrix W
reconstructs the full state x out of x,d, so that the nonlinearities ica.n be transferred unchanged to the
reduced order system. It can be computed via a second quadratic cost functional:
(2)
q~(t) is a positive function for time-weighting. The quadratic cost functional approach allows to cover
several signals i = 1, ... , N with corresponding 1finite simulation time Ti by one cost functional:
rT1+ ... +TN

ii= lo

q 2 (t)Jlxd

- Emd!l2 dt =trace { (:Xd - EMd) Q

i2 =trace{(X - W Xd)Qw Q~(X - WXd)T} ~ min(W),

QT cxd - EMd)T} b min(E) ,

(3)

(4)

where the cost functionals have been discretely evaluated:
Md = [md(t11), · · ·, md(t1,n 1 = Ti),···, md(tN,1), · · ·, ma(tN,nN = TN )], i.e. the column vectors md ,

evaluated for each discrete time step and each simulation, are concatenated in a fat matrix, equivalently:
xd = [xd(t11), . . . ' icd(tN,nN = TN)], xd = [xd(tn), ... ' Xd(tN,nN = TN)] and
Q = diag[q(t11) , ... ,q(t1,n 1 ), •• • ,q(tN,i), ....,q(tN,nN)], Qw = diag[qw(tu), ..., qw(tN,n,,.)]. According to
this simulation based formulation of the cost functionals, noit only closed nonlinear functions, but also
nonlinea:rities given :as data arrays and hysteresis can be considered in g(x, u). The cost functional
vector optimization problem eq. (3) and ( 4) is solved in two steps: Firstly, the reconstruction matrix W
is analytically computed from the minimum condition co.rresponding to eq. ( 4). Secondly, by substituting
this matrix W into Md the optimization problem for the parameters of the reduced order system E is
analytically solved. from the minimum condition corresponding to eq. (3), yielding a closed expression
for the system matrices of the reduced order system:

=

(5)

Via Lagrange multipliers, constraints of the type GE H - L = 0 can be included in the cost functional
eq. (3) , still aliowing to compute the reduced order system via a dosed expression:
(6)
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(7)
For brevity, G has here been chosen as unit:• matrix. In general, it only has to have maximal row rank 1 ,
H has to have maximal column rank. G a.nd H select the desired elements from E. The matrix L
contains the desired values of these elements. Hereby, the structural and physical properties (i) to (iv)
can be imposed on the reduced order system. The approach is open to arbitrary cost functionals, which
not necessarily need to be analytically solvable. The only consequence is that an iterative optimization
becomes necessary. An example is a maximum norm cost functional

i• =

-

maxte[o,r,Jilxd - Emdll

=min(E, W),
I

-

(8)

e.g. to cover peak phenomena exactly. Remarkably E and W can be computed simultaneously, ensuring
a more precise computation of the reduced order system. Within such an iterative optimization, more
general inequality constraints l/c,i(E)I $ const., i = l, ... , Ne can be used.
The setup of this section allows to achieve a so-called smaller or a so-called control-oriented realization,
which are defined in the following and which are of high practical interest in nonlinear control system
design and understanding of nonlinear systems.
Definition (Smaller Realization, Control-Oriented Realization):
A system L<> : x<> = A 0 x<> + B 0 u 0 + F <>g 0 (Wa:Xc., u 0 ) has the nonlinearity index Na., if and only if,
it has Na. non-vanishing entries in the matrix F <>·
The system L.a: X.13
A13XfJ + BoufJ + Fogo(WfJxo,uo) is termed smaller realization w.r.t. to the
system La., if and only if:
(a) it has a smaller order: no < n 0 , (b) the nonlinea.rity index does not increase: No$ N 0 •
The system Lo is termed control-oriented realization w.r.t. the system Lo, if and only if: (a) the order
of the system Lo does not increase: no ::; n 0 , (b) the matrices Af3, B,a, FJ3, W o match predefined
properties required for controller design.
D

=

Such smaller or control-oriented realizations in particular correspond to zero elements in the matrix F.
They can be achieved by requiring G E H = 0 (constraints for analytically closed optimization) or
-2
-2
.
.
.
/c(F) = Fi,;, + Fi~ h + ... < i::, where i is a small number . Fi 1 ;i are certain elements chosen out of F.
Instead of the Euclidean norm, a wide range of inequality formulations according to optimization theory
can be used for the iterative optimization. Control-oriented realizations may require not only constraints
w.r.t. F, but also w.r.t. A and B. The essential advantage for controller design is that a synthesis model
structur·e identification can be done, i.e. the question is answered, whether an approximate model of the
given system matches a model structure of a classified system, suited for a particular nonlinear controller
design method like [8, 5, 11, 20J. In contrast to a minimal realization :[8j which is very hard to construct,
for achieving smaller realizations, now, constructive methods have here been developed.

3. Nonlinear order reduction by compensation
The second reduction method, termed reduction by compensation, combines singular perturbation [10)
and a reduction method for systems with weakly coupled subsystems. In contrast to the cost functional
based reduction the reduced system ·Can be computed analytically straight from the differential equations
of the original system. Thereby, iterations in consequence of inadequate test signal sets are avoided. To
derive the method it is assumed that:
{Al) the system can be partitioned in a dominant and a non-dominant part d and nd, where only the
dominant states are to be retained in the reduced order system:

xd = Auxd + A12Xnd + B1 u + F1g(xd, u),
Xnd = A21Xd + A22Xnd + B2u + F2g(xd, u) ,

(9)

(10)

(A2) the vector g(xd , u) only contains dominant states. In case this is not given, the matrix W ,
c.f. eq. (4), can be used to achieve it approximately. This approximation has to be thoroughly analyzed in
state space in case of transition layers [3], i.e. the problem of nonunique solutions of the equation A 21 xd +
A 22 x,..d + B 2u + F 2 g(xd, u ) = 0 with regard to Xnd · A particular advantage of this 2nd assumption
is that g(xd, u) is not required to consist of analytically closed functions, but allows nonlinearities to
1 To

solve the optimization problem in this case requires K ronecker- product and y ield s m ore lengthy closed expression .
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be given in terms of data arrays. Moreover, hysteresis can be considered. Concerning assumption (Al)
the nonlinear dominance analysis developed by Lo!Jma.nn [15, 16] or a criterion, which is derived in the
following, can be used.
In case of singular perturbations, Xnd is assumed to be small, i.e. the corresponding d ynamic is weakly
e::.Gcited and high frequent, e.g. due to smaH time constants, small masses or large gains, [10]. If A22 is
regula•r, the remaining algebraic equation
(11)

serves to eliminate

Xnd

in eq. (9):

Next, a reduction technique for weakly coupled systems is presented. In weakly coupled systems all
elements in the matrix A12 are small, i.e. IA12 Xnd(t)i « lxd(t)i, Vt E IR.~ 0 and for all relevant initial
conditions xo and input signals u. Via this condition the case of different am plitude scaling of xd and
x,.d is covered. This condition allows to neglect the transi·e nt dynamic effect of eq. (10) in eq. (9), if
the time scales of the non-dominant systems are of the same order or smaller and in particular, if ic.nd
is smalt Consequently, the reduced order system can be computed according to eq. (12). In order to
combine both methods and simultaneously answer the question of their applicability, the assumption of
small Xnd is withdrawn: Substituting then eq. (lO) in eq. (9) yields:
icd - A12 A;Ixnd

=

(A11 - A12 Ai} A21) xd + {B1 - A12A221B2 )u
+(F1 -A12A2{F2)g(xd, u),

Xnd

=

A21

Xd

+ A22Xnd + B2 u

+ .F2 g(xd, u).

(13)
(14)

Now, from the first equation all conditions can be read, when a combined reduction , based o n singular
perturbation and weak coupling applies: {i) All coupling constants from the non-dominant to the dominant system ar·e small (special case of reduction for weakly coupled system). We emphasize that the case
of same orders of time scales (or frequencies in the special case of linear systems) in the r etained and the
omitted dynamics can be tackled. (ii) A221 or :ind is small (special case of singular perturbation ). (iii)
Both special cases interfere adequately and cause the vector A 12 A·7} ic.nd to be small. This interference
allows condition (i) and (ii) to be violated to some extent, but in a complementary fashion: This is the
essential case to which the applicability of both methods is extended.
In all three cases, the reduced order system can be computed as in case of singular perturbations,
eq. (12). The method is termed reduction by compensation because in the reduced order system the
above listed effects are all compensated by additive corrections to the parameters of the vector differential
equation of the r·e tained states. Concerning the nonlinear part of the reduced order system, additional
nonlinearities .are generated by the term A12A221 F2. It ensures, that there are no extra nonlinearities
in the reduced order system, if the non-dominant dynamks is linear. In case of a physical model the
weighting factors of the extra nonlinearities consist of physical parameters. The significance of the extra
nonlinearities can then be analyzed physically. T he most essential consequence of eq. (13) is, that it
suggests a cost functional to estimate, if one of the conditions (i) to (iii) is fulfilled . Thereby assumption
(Al) can be tested.
Remark (Applicability criterion for the reduction by compensation) :
The system (9), (10) can be reduced to eq. (12), if
(15)

i.e. the relative time-avera:ged contribution of A12 A221 Xnd to Xd is small.

0

Notice that the cost functional (15) only requires simulation data of the original system and a suggestion
of the dominant states. The proof is obvious: Introducing the time integral yields
(16)
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i.e. the relative quadratic time-averaged contribution of A 12 A2-}X.nd to Xd is small. An essential advantage of the criterion is that it is a matrix criterion, i.e. not all entries of the matrices A 12 and A221 have
to be analyzed individually, whether they constitute small constants for the whole operating domain.
This is done via the criterion in one shot, i.e. simultaneously for all matrix entries and thereby for all
coupling and time constants under consideration. In this sense, the criterion also supports and confirms
the choice or the definition of small constants within singular perturbation, (11).
Via linearization
A; Xi + B ; u of the system at a sufficient dense set of operating points i,
the cost functional can even be evaluated without simulations. The index i is dropped in the following.
The corresponding linearized system matrices (A, B) and the evaluation of the cost functional can be
automatically done within NEON, using SYMBOLIC TOOLBOX: The idea is to consider a sufficient
dense set of initial conditions x 0 and step inputs of height Uo for each operating point i. Via partitioning
x in Xd =[Id O]x and Xnd = [O lnd]x, where Id and Ind are unity matrices of dimension n and n - ii,
the integrals in the numerator and the denominator can be evaluated via the integral:

x; =

(17)
Now, solving the linearized differential equation at an arbitrary operating point i for a step input of
height uo and the initial condition .xo, allows to evaluate eq. (17) without simulation:

f0 xx7 dt = ASx ,x AT + ASx ,Buo + Sau ,x
where: Sau ,Buo =f0 eAtBUo(BUo)T(eAt)Tdt.
00

0

0

0

0

0

AT

+ Sau0 ,Bu0 ,

00

0

The other integrals are abbreviated similarly: Sx0 ,x 0 ,
evaluated using the Lyapunov equation:

AS. ,.+ S. ,.AT

S><o,Buo, Sauo,xo·

=

These four integrals S.,. can be

-W .... ,

(18)

if and only if all eigenvalues of A are stable, where W •.• is defined in analogy to S.,., e.g. Wauo,Buo
B ll-0 ll-0 TB T . Thereby, the cost functional can be written as:

=

It only contains the chosen vectors x 0 , Uo and the system matrices, so that it can be evaluated very
efficiently, compared to a coupling analysis based on simulations of the two coupled subsystem. The
consistency of the formula is obvious from the quadratic term in A 12 Ai} in the numerator.

4. Architecture of the MATLAB based Toolbox NEON
The above methods are completely implemented in the MATLAB based Toolbox NEON. The Toolbox is
started by typing NEON at the MATLAB-prompt. A graphical user interface window appears. From
here reduced order systems can be iteratively computed, comparatively analyzed and detailed assessments can be made via pulldown and selection menus consisting of several text fields or yes/no decision,
buttons, input dialog windows and online-help, cf. figure 1. Consequently, the engineer interacts with
NEON in terms of pure mathematics. The open MATLAB environment allows him to pre- and postprocess data and results easily. The data of the model reduction process are automatically stored in a
hierarchical data structure with various data types. The data structure is realized as a structure array
and hierar·chically visualized in a listbox, figure 1.

5. Example: Model reduction of a structural dynamic aircraft model via
NEON for derivation of a control-oriented realization for structural dynamic
controller design
Structural dynamic modeling considers both the rigid body and the elastic motion of an aircraft. The
rigid body motion in six degrees of freedom (longitudinal and lateral motion) is described by the three
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Figure l: Left: Architecture of the Toolbox NEON. Right.: Signal Editor, graphical user interface for
defining sets of input signals for computation and analysis of a reduced order system.
velocity components uB, VB, WB and the three angular velocity components PB, qB, TB with regard to
a body-fixed frame Band the three Euler angles </J, fJ, 1/J, [17]. Newton and Euler equation of motion
and the relationship between the Euler angles and the angular velocities [17) yield the vector differential
equation
(19)

for the state vector XR = [uB VB WB PB qB TB t/J 8 t/,i]T. As the dynamics of the heading angle is
only affected by the dynamics of the other states, but not vice versa, its dynamics need not be considered
for the computation of the reduced model. The input vector c = [8E 8A 8Rf is given by the elevator,
the aileron and the rudder deflection angles. All nonlinear terms [17) like gravity terms, Euler terms, the
nonlinear dependence between the differentiated Euler angles and the angular velocities and nonlinear
aerodynamic terms are included in the vector:
sin 0

cos8 cos</J
( qB

g(xR) =

sin </J + r B cos </J) tan 8
(qB sin t/J +TB cos </J)

co~ll

(20)

-TBUB +PBWB
qBTB

The elastic motion is descr ibed relative to the rigid body motion. According to standard FEM and
structural dynamic order reduction methods [7, 4, 9, 19] only a finite number of degrees of freedom,
usuaJly less than 100, have to be considered as a starting point for nonlinear model reduction:
(21)

D and .Q are the structural damping and stiffness matrices. In -c ase of generalized coordinates n is
diagonal. f(xE, XE, XR, c) represents the aerodynamic forces. According to the aerodynamic design of
the aircraft's .geometry f(xE,X£,XR,c) can be linearly approximated. Defining VE= XE yields a linear
state space model for the elastic motion: VE = A31XR + A32XE + A33vE + B3c. The rigid body and
the elastic motion a.re coupled via their aerodynamic interactions:

A12
0

A13
I
A33

(22)
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where I is a unity matrix. The numerical matrix entries for the considered aircraft (type B52E) are given
in [17, 2).
Consider damping of fuselage bending modes by active control [2, 17, 19, 12). In case of a vanishing
separation between the time scales of the elastic and the rigid body motion, an integral controller has to
be designed, which incorporates standard flight mechanical control of the rigid body motion and mode
control, [12, 19). In {13] it was shown that already flight mechanical control of the rigid body motion
of the B52E [17, 2) should consider a reduced order model of order 10 which contains 2 elastic states in
addition to the 8 rigid body states. For integral flight mechanical and structural dynamic control of the
B.52E [17, 2j is here reduced to a.n order of ii = 16. The goal is a model which adequately represents
the dynamics of the lateral and the longitudinal load factors n 1,, n: and the flight mechanical quantities
XR· The longitudinal and lateral load factor [17) include information about the rigid and the elastic
aircraft motion and are therefore particularly suited for integral control of rigid and elastic motion. Via
standard FEM and structural dynamic order reduction methods [7, 9, 17], the model can be condensed
to an order of n = 29, retaining only the fuselage bending modes with the lowest frequencies [17, 2).
This model is the starting point for the nonlinear model reduction.
After having entered the system into the Toolbox, the nonlinear model reduction method has to be
selected from the algorithm pulldown menu, figure 1. By a mouse click on the text field: "Load data
set 11 (figure 1, left), one can load an already generated simulation data set of the original system for
computing the reduced order syst·em. By selecting "Simulate 11 one can interactively generate the data
set, figure 1 (left): The ma.in task of the ·engineer is to choose the input signals. All types of signals
are supported, e.g. lookup tables or closed functions including standard input signals like steps , ramps,
pulses, etc. The signal editor (figure 1, right) only requires to enter the simulation and signal parameters,
which are then illustrated by the corresponding time histories. Following the listbox the user is prevented
from entering an incomplete or inconsistent setup: Via mouse click one has to select all items from the
top to the bottom of the Hstbox and then enter the required parameters in the input dialog window
(figure 1, right). Figure 1, {right) shows, how to enter a multi doublet , [18) .
Concerning the number and type of input signals in general one can take advantage of the analogy
between model reduction and identification of dynamic systems: signals used for parameter identification
also apply to the model reduction problem. To cover the whole operating domain of the system as densely
as possible, the signals ·can be either chosen due to en,gineering ju.dgement or in a more mathematical
approach as a complete function system like sinoids , pulses, special polynomials (e.g. Legendre polynomials). As the systems under concern are nonlinear, both amplitude parameters and initial conditions
have to be varied.
Here, several combinations of ramps and doublets, which are well-suited for identification of aerodynamic parameters [18] are used for all control surface deflections. Moreover, a combined turn- and
2.5g- maneuver is considered, g = 9.81 m/ s 2 . 2.5g-maneuver means that a longitudinal load factor of 2.5g
is generated. This combined maneuver excites most of the nonlinear terms, in particular the nonlinear
coupling terms between longitudinal and lateral motion.
Next, the dominant states have to be chosen. Here, the nonlinear dominance analysis by Lohmann
1(15, 16) suggests a reduction to an order ii = 16. The reduced order system of order ii = 16 should be
computed as a control-oriented realization: To have no additional nonlinear and no linear coupling terms
between longitudina[ and lateral motion in the reduced system, corresponding constraints G E H = 0
are introduced. Thereby the model can be linearized at a set of trim points, yielding decoupled models
for longitudinal and lateral motion. The idea is to design the longitudinal and the lateral controller
independently and to design as many features as possible of these two controllers via linear methods,
using the simple decou.pled, linearized models of the reduced nonlinear system. Notice, that the nonlinear
model reduction here ensures correct stationary performance of the linearized model by covering the
stationary aeroelastic effects correctly. Afterwards, the combination of the two linear controllers has to
be analyzed and appropriately extended based on the nonlinear reduced model.
In order to accelerate the reduction process, the assessment of a reduced order system for a large
set of input signals and comparisons between the original model and different reduced order models can
be done at different levels of precision via cost functionals. Cost functionals can be considered for (i)
a whole set of N inputs, as in case of eq. (3), (ii) one simulation and (iii) the individual states of one
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Figure 2: Left: Comparison of reduction results in parallel coordinates for an early iteration step of
a cost functional based reduction for 20 test signals. Via polygons a large number of test signals can
be considered, that were not used to compute the reduced system. Bad performing signals can easily
be picked for the next iteration step of the model reduction process. The cost functionals measure the
time-averaged deviations according to eq. (24) for the states i of the rigid body motion and of the first
bending mode: l=us, 2=ws, 3=qs, 4=0, 5=vB, 6=pB, 7=rs, 8=</J, 9=xE1, lO=vE1· Here, the
three marked signals exceed a deviation of 203 for one or more stat·es and are therefore used in the next
iteration step. rught: Analysis of the reduced systems for four input signals after a suitable set of input
signals has been found. Now, the above cost functionals Ji, eq. (24), are illustrated by error bars. Cost
functional based reduction: left bar, Hasenjager reduction: center bar, reduction by compensation: right
bar. In the upper left figure the multi doublet of figure 1 (right) is considered as elevator input signal.
This signal was also used for the computation of the reduced order system. In case of the other three
subplots the input signals were not used for the cost functional based computation of the reduced order
system.
simulation:
J

=

f Ti+ ... +T,., llxd(t) - x(t)ll2dt
0
foTi+ ...+TN llxd(t)il2dt

Jj

=

f0Ta(xd,j(t) - i;(t)) 2 dt
f 0T" (xd,j (t)) 2 dt

JQ

=

f 0T"

jjxd(t) - x(t)ll2dt

foTo llxd(t)ll2dt

'

(23)

(24)

The cost functionals are illustrated in parallel coordinates: The values of the cost functionals can be
read from the y-axis. On the x-axis in case of (i) the index runs, which numbers the reduction method
or the iteration number within one reduction process with a fixed method. In case of (ii) the index of the
simulation and in case of (iii) the index of the state are given on the x-axis. In case of (ii) for comparison
of methods or iteration steps and in case of (iii) for comparison of many test signals, several values occur
at ·each index on the x-axis (figure 2).
Many t·e st signals have to be analyzed in particular at the very beginning of model a reduction process
and in the final assessment. To Hlustrate that conveniently, NEON offers both parallel bars (figure 2,
right) and polygons (figure 2, left) for graphical comparison. Figure 2 (right) shows a comparative
assessment of the reduced order system of order 16 for ten important states in terms of parallel bars
for four test signals. Polygons (figure 2, left) are curves connecting the maximums of the bars from left
to right via straight lines for the simulation of one test signal (figure 2, left) in case of (iii) and for one
reduction method or one iteration step within the model reduction process in case of (ii). Now, each
reduction method or each reduction step in case of (ii) and each test signal simulation (figure 2, left)
in case of (iii) corresponds to one curve or polygon. Hereby, many simulations can be depicted in one
diagram. In case of (ii) , the worst and the best iteration step or reduction method for each test signal
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and in case of (iii), the worst test signal for each state of the reduced order system can be easily grasped,
by considering the envelope of all polygons .
Figure 2 (left) shows an assessment at the very beginning of the cost functional based reduction
process. Concerning the deviations between the original and the reduced order system, three input
signals constitute the upper envelope of all polygons. They are chosen for the computation of the
reduced order system. They correspond to the fat polygons marked by symbols in figure 2 (left).
Next, the results of the model reduction of the structural dynamic aircraft model, having used both
nonlinear reduction methods (section 2 an d 3), are briefly presented in terms of parallel bars and time
histories and compared with a Hasenjager reduction. Concerning the Hasenjager reduction, the linear
part was reduced by the method of Litz [14) and the nonlinearities of the original system were transfened unchanged to the reduced order system. In figure 2, usually measured flight mechanical quantities
and the longitudinal bending mode with the lowest frequency are depicted. These are the controlled
quantities for integral flight mechanical and mode control. In the upper left of figure 2 (right), the multi
doublet of figure 1, (right), was chosen as elevator input and was used for the computation of the reduced
order system. The test signals of the other three subplots of figure 2 (right) were not considered for the
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Figure 3: Comparison of longitudinal and lateral load factor n.: , ny for a combined turn- and 2gmaneu ver: original system (-·), cost functional based reduction (-), reduction by compensation (- -) ,
Hasenjiiger reduction (··). Top row: complete time histories, bottom row: initial dynamics.
computation of the reduced order system . It turned out that the cost functional based model reduction
and the reduction by compensation yield much better results than the Hasenjiiger reduction (figure 2,
right). This shows the necessity and the benefits of nonlinear model reduction methods. In figure 3,
the time histories of the longitudinal and the lateral load factors ny, n~ for a combined turn- and 2gmaneuver are considered. This is an assessment maneuver to confirm that it was sufficient to consider
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only the combined turn- and 2.5g-maneuver for the computation of the reduced order system. Both
nonlinear methods yield a better approximation of the transient amplitudes of nz than the Hase11jager
reduction.

6. Conclusion:
The nonlinear model reduction methods which have here been developed are more consistent and adequate for nonlinear model reduction problems than linear and ·extended linear methods. In particular,
they provide more design parameters in terms of the matrices F, W to approximate the original dynamics as weH as possible. The Toolbox NEON has turned out to be .suited to overcome burdens in the
computer based application of the new methods. In case of a structural dynamic aircraft model it could
be shown that the methods yield very iow order nonlinear models suited for integral flight mechanical
and structural dynamic controller design. The achieved accuracy is higher than that achieved by the
Hasenjager reduction.
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1 Systems

Abstract. Polytopic linear models (PLMs) arn models with parameters t hat vary within a polytope
of the model parameter space. These models are also known as (Takagi-Sugeno) Fuzzy models, Local
Model Networks or Multimodels. The PLM model class is rich and has already shown to be useful for
controller synthesis. Therefore it is of great importance to develop methods that, given a nonlinear
system model aJ.id/ or observed data, construct a PLM suitable for controller synthesis.
We have developed a novel method that, given a sufficient smooth nonlinear continuous-time state
space description of the system, automatically generates a PLM that is close to this system. The modeling
method is implemented in Matlab and case studies indicate the practical applicability of the method.
The method automatically constructs the simplest PLM with the desired accuracy.

Introduction
The objective of this paper is to approximate the system:

r;: { i
y

with state x E X

~

m_n, input u E U

~

nr

=
=

J(x, u)
h(x, u)

and output y E Y

~

JRP, by a PLM description:

N,,..

i;

= -~ w;(z){A;x + Bi'u +a;}
N~

PLM:
{

y =

l:: w;(z){C;x + D;u + c;}

N,,..

,

l:w;(z)

= 1,

w;(z):;::: 0

i=l

i=l

The model is called a PLM since the model consists of a set of parametrizations of non-homogenous
linear models, i.e. Mi

= ( ~: l ~: 1 ~

) with

i

= {1, ... ,Nm}, that define a polytope in the model

parameter-space. Conceptually, the PLM can be thought of as based on Nm linearizations of "E in an
operating point 1/J E il1 ·= X x U. If the parametrization Mi is a locally valid description in an operating
region 111 i c ·~ then it is likely that the PLM will give a qualitative good description of r: globally, i.e.
within the region '1', if w ~ (Uwi)- Here z
h(l/l), is a set of variables that schedule the locally valid
models M1 in such a way that wi(z) ~I if z E h(il'i), and w;(z) = 0 elsewhere. PLMs occur frequently
in literature and although they all have an equivalent mathematical structure they are given different
names i.e. Fuzzy Models [6], Multi-Models [41 or Local Model Networks [3].
The model structure has several desirable attributes that can be exploited. Firstly, the model class is
rich since a large class of nonlinear systems can be approximated arbitrarily close (this will be formalized
later) with the proposed model structure as proved in ,(3). As a result a large class of nonlinear systems
can be parametrized as PLMs. Secondly, sinoe the model is based on 'multiple linearizations' that define
'multiple operating regions', the system can be qualitatively interpreted in terms of these operating
regimes. Finally, well founded synthesis results are reported, and these are emerging rapidly for PLM
systems [2][5][1].
In the current situation it is of great importance to deveiop methods that, given a nonlinear system
model and/or observed data, construct a PLM sufficiently close to the real system, that is suitable for
controller synthesis.
We have developed a novel method that, given I: automatically generates a PLM such that

=

dr;PLM :=

max lfErh s(l/l) - PLMrhs (l/l)lb :Sc
.PE~

with c; > 0, here Lrhs means right-hand-side of model L and 11·11 2 denotes the Euclidean norm.
particular choice of distance between systems enables the following proposition to be made:
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The

Proposition 1 Given J E C 1 (E), E an open subset ofJRn+m and W={Vi I ltP; - d;I 5 ei,i
m}, d;, ei positive constants, and such that W C E, then there exists a rhs of a PLM with

= 1, · · · ,n+

·l

IL1€../ii e,
N m -- rrn+m
·- i
1-

(1)

finite such that dL,PLM 5 e, c > 0 arbitrary. The ceiling operator r.1 : IR --+ N+ maps a real number
to the smallest integer greater than or equal to that number. Here L1 is such that II! (tP) - /;(tP)lb 5
L1 lltP - tPo;ll 2 with f;(tP) = f (t/Jo;) + Z~ (t/;o;)(tf; - t/Joi)· Furthermore, in that case the solutions ((t) of
E and ((t) of the PLM originating from ((0) = ((0) on the interval [O, t} are uniformly close in the
following swse: !l((t) - ((t)ib 5

eei.~·~- 1 ,

when L2 is an upperbound on

11~11 .

2

The modeling problem can be divided into three subproblems, which are solved sequentially. This is
done in the next three sections. A more detailed description of the modeling method can be found in

[7).

From operating space to scheduling space
When the operating space is of high dimension, the curse of dimensionality will restrict the applicability
of the PLMing approach. The core of the problem is that the number of operating regimes, needed
to uniformly partition the operating space, increases exponentially with the dimension of the operating
space, see (1). However, in some cases the models can be scheduled on a space of lower dimension, which
will reduce the modeling problem considerably. In these cases the structure of the system is exploited to
reduce dimensionality [3]. It will be shown that an exponential reduction of the number of models Nm
involved in the PLM description can be achieved. The idea is to determine a set of variables z = h(t/J)
that projects tf; onto a lower dimensional space Z, the so called scheduling space. This is formulated in
the following proposition:
Proposition 2 Given the state equation of E with J (tf;L, t/J N) = Ji (tPN) + h (t/JN ) t/JL where f E IR" and
t/JL E l}I L , t/JN E 'I>' N, l}I L x 'I>' N = W. Assume f E C 1 (E), E an open subset of JRn+m and any compact set
N~

'I>' C E. Then it is necessary to take at least z = tPN, and it suffices to t ake PLMrhs(..P) =

L: w;(z)g;(tPL)

i=l

to achieve that dL.PLM S c, c > 0 arbitrary, and with Nm finite. Furthermore, if fz(t/JN) = F and
Ji (t/JN) E C2 ( E 1 ), E 1 an open subset of fif.."Z and Ji has n - nN scalar linear components, then within
any set 'I>', with il!N = {t/JN I lt/JNi - d ;j ::S: e;,i = 1,· · · ,nz} compact such that 'l!N C E 1 there exists a

PLMrhs('l/J)

=

1;

w;(z)g;(1/J) with Nm=

rrr~l r~VIA~ln~~.enzl

that achieves e- accuracy. Here

1>-~ 1

is an upperbound on the second order Taylor remainder, a measure for the nonlinearity of the system.

Proposition 2 covers a large class of systems. For instance, for many mechanical systems tPN = x
the state, and 1/JL = u the input. The proposition is based on a worst case scenario, since it is assumed
that the maximum nonlinearity, as measured with the Taylor remainder, can occur everywhere in the
scheduling space. The number of models Nm depends on the smallest required scheduling regime Z;,
because the scheduling space is uniformly partitioned. Furthermore, from the proof it follows that the
locally valid models can be chosen as Taylor linearizations and the scheduling functions can be chosen
as basis functions with compact support.
In the next step the number of models is reduced by dropping the idea of uniform partitioning. The
key assumption is that nonlinearity, as measured with a norm bound the Taylor remainder (linearization
error), depends on the scheduling variable z. In the process of reduction the computation of Nm will
play an important role.

From scheduling space to scheduling regimes
Two procedures will be introduced; segregation and aggregation, that automatically decompose Z in
qualitatively different scheduling regimes Zi such that Z ~ (Ui Z;)
The aggregation procedure starts from .a uniformly decomposed scheduling space, as defined in the
previous section and depicted in Figure la, and then tries to unite scheduling regimes conceptually as
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Figure 1: The procedures aggregation (1) and segregation (2) for a two dimensional scheduling space Z.

follows: if Nm (Zi u Zi) = 1 for two adjoining scheduling regimes Zi and Z i then unite these regimes into
a new scheduling regime. The model is simplified since Nm is reduced. This action is repeated until no
further model simplification occurs. Contrary to the aggregation procedure, the segregation procedure
starts from one simple linear model which covers the entire scheduling space as depicted in Figure le, and
step by step model complexity is increased conceptually as follows: split the nz dimensional scheduling
space 'in the middle' in two scheduling regimes Z; and Zi+nz. This can be done in nz different ways, i.e.
i = {l, .. nz }.. Compute the number of models Nm = Nm(Zi}+Nm(Zi+nz) for all obtained configurations
that is sufficient to achieve £-accuracy. Select the configuration with the lowest number of models. One
segregation step is then completed. Segregation is repeated until Nm (Zi) = 1.

From scheduling regimes to PLM parameters
For every regime z, a linear model M; is parametrized together with the scheduling function wi(z ).
The scheduling functions are chosen as normalized basis functions, centered in the middle of operating
regime i and in accordance with the size of scheduling regime Z;. The parameters of the linear models
are obtained by linearization of the system in the centers of the scheduling space.

Example
The method has some interesting features . Firstly, it significantly reduces the total number of models
needed to achi·eve t:-accuracy. Secondly, the operating regions are chosen such that they reflect qualitatively different behavior. The modeling met"hod was automated, as a Matlab implementation, and
evaluated on several case studies. The following example, PLMing a rotating arm with friction, will
illustrate the method and its features.
Consider a mechanical system consisting of a rotating arm subjected to significant friction in the
driveline:

with inertia J = 0.0292 [Nm sec2 ], motor constant Cm = 16 0, and friction parameters Tc = 0.416 [Nm],
Ts = 0.4657 [Nm], Vs = 0.2 [rad/ sec], (;2 = 0.0135 [Nm sec], ""= 10000.
We demand d"EPLM ~ 2 and assume lx2I ~ 2'5 [rad/ sec]. Proposition 2 is applied with nz = 1,
i>•tl = 54 and nN = 1. We obtain 92 models uniformly covering and dividing the scheduling space. Since
>..~ varies as a function of x2 we can use the procedure aggregation or segregation to reduce the number
of models. For both the aggregation or segregation procedure the number of models is reduced to 6.
Here, the result of the segregation method was improved by an extra aggregation step. The advantage of
segregation over aggregation, is the smaller computational ·effort. The obtained center d(Zi), the width
2e(Z;) and modelparameters of each scheduling regime Z; : d(Z;) - e(Z;) ~ x 2 ~ d(Z;) + e(Z;) are
summarized in Table 1. The triples

(A;= ( ·~ li ) ,B; = ( ~i ai= ( ~; ) ) are determined
)

,

by linearizing J(t/J) in the point µ 0 ; . Here, µ 0 ; = [ 0 d( Z;) 0 ]T. As we could expect B; is the
same for the six operating regimes , because ~rh s is linear on u . The scheduling functions are chosen
as normalized radial basis functions that are placed in the center d(Z;) of each operating regime Z;,
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Table 1: Operating regimes and model parameters

Z1
-13.8889
11.Hll
-0.4624
547.9452
14.2453

d(Z1)
e(Zi)

A.i

B;
a1

2

Z2
-1.6204
1.1574
-0.4658
547.9452
14.2354

Z3
-0.2315
0.2315
4.5093
547.9452
15.8029

Z4
0.2315
0.2315
4.5093
547.9452
-15.8029

z6

Zs
1.6204
1.1574
-0.4658
547.9452
-14.2354

13.8889
11.1111
-0.4624
547.9452
-14.2453

_ C-2-.<{z;)) 2

l

2
i.e. Wi(x2) = Et;("'
witih Pi(x2) = e
.,.•(z;) . The user-specified parameter"( is chosen 0.25,
>=i Pi z2)
indicating almost no overlap between the models.
The friction torque of the PLM is validated and depicted together with the corresponding scheduling
functions in Figure 2. A visually identical friction curve compared to l: is observed. Regime Z 1and Z 6
"indicate the viscous friction. Regimes Z3 and Z 4 indicate the coulomb friction.
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2a) Validation of the friction
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,
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z21•- 1 I
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2b) Scheduling functions

~
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Summary and Conclusions
A method is presented that constructs a PLM, with desired accuracy, given a sufficient smooth non-linear
continuous time state-space system. The simplest PLM is selected. A case study indicates the practical
applicability of t he method. In the near future we will focus on extensions of the method such that a
PLM can be derived from experimental data of the real system.
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Abstract. Model reduction is of fundamental importance in many modeling and control applications.
Here we address algorithmic aspects of model reduction methods based on balanced truncation of linear
discrete-time systems. The methods require the computation of the Gramians of the system. Using an
accelerated fixed point iteration for computing the full-rank factors of the Gramians yields some favorable
computational aspects, particularly for non-minimal systems. The computations only require efficient
implementations of basic linear algebra operations readily available on modern computer architectures.

Introduction
Consider the transfer function matrix {TFM) G( ,\) = e(>..l -A)- 1 B + D, and the associated stable, but
not necessarily minimal, realization of a discrete, linear time-invariant (LTI) system,

Axk+Bu1:, Yk = exk+Duk,
k=0,1,2, ... ,
(1)
where Xo = x is given and. .4 E ntnxn' B E Rn x m' e E wxn' DE JRPXm. The number of state variables
n is :said to be the order of the system. We assume that the spectrum of A as denoted by A(A) is
Xk+t

contained in the open unit disk, i.e., A. is {Schur) stable or convergent. This implies that all the poles of
the TFM G(s) are contained in the open unit disk and hence the stability of the system (1) .
We are interested in finding a reduced order LTI system,

= Ax" + fJu."' ih: = c.x,,, + fJu.k,
k = o, 1, 2, ... ,
1
of order e, e « n, with .io = i , such that G(A) = C(U - A)- B + iJ approximates G{A).
:h+i

(2)

There is no general technique for model reduction that can be considered as optimal in an overall sense
since the reliability, performance and adequacy of the reduced system strongly depends on the system
characteristics. The methods considered here are all based on balanced truncation (BT) methods [5, 8).
BT model reduction methods a.re based on information retrieved from the controllability and observability Gramians l'Vc and W 0 , respectively, of the system (1). These a.re given by the solutions of two
"coupled" (as they share the same coefficient matrix A) Stein equations (or discrete Lyapunov equations)

AWcAT - W'e +BET

=0,

ATW0 A- Wo +ere= 0.

(3)

As A is assumed to be stable, H'c and W0 are positive semidefinite and therefore can be factored as
We =
and WO = RT R. The factors sand R. are called the Cholesky factors of the Gramians. These
factors are usually ·c omputed using Hammarling's method [3), yielding S, R E IRn x n upper triangular.
Numerically reliable model reduction methods use these Cholesky factors rather than the Gramians
themselves; see, e.g., (8, 9, 10). However, if the system is not minimal, then We and/or W 0 are singular
and t.he Cholesky factors computed by this method are not full-rank matrices. In particular, for large
systems, it can often be observed that the numerical ronk of the Cholesky factors is much less than n.
We therefore describe in the next section a method based on an accelerated fixed point iteration that
compute full-rank factorizations nrc =
and lt'o = R.TR, i.e., E 2rank(W.)x n , RE arank(W.)xn _
This can save a significant amount of computational cost and workspace solving the Stein equations
and particularly in ithe subsequent computations for computing the reduced-order. model. This approach
also has some advantages regarding numerical robustness when determining the McMillan degree and a
minimal realization of an LTI system.
We then describe the numerical implement.at.ion of model reduction methods based on balanced
t.runcation using the full-rank fact.ors of the Gramians. Numerical examples reporting the accuracy and
performance of the resulting routines on serial and parallel computers will be provided in an extended
\'ersion of this note 1 . Using parallel computers with distributed memory such as Linux-PC or workstat.ion
clusters allows the app!icat.ion of our methods to systems up to order n = 0(10 5 ) .

sr s

srs

s

1 Avail able from http: //vw .mat h. uni-bremen .de/zetem/berichte .html.
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Computing the Gramians

=

Consider the Stein equations in (3). Both can be formulated in a fixed point form X
FXFT + G,
from which it is straightforward to derive a fixed point iteration. This iteration converges to X if
p(F) < 1, where p(F) denotes the spectral radius of F . That is, convergence is guaranteed under the
given assumptions. The com(ergence rate of this iteration is linear. A quadratically convergent version
of the fixed point iteration is suggested in [7]. Setting Xo := G, Fo := F, this iteration can be written as

Xk+1

:=

F1<X1<F[ + Xb

Fk+1 := F~,

k = 0, 1, 2,... .

(4)

The above iteration is referred to as the squared Smith iteration. As the two equations in (3) share the
same coefficient matrix A , we can derive a coupled iteration to solve both equations simultaneously.
Xo
xk+l

:=
:=

lo

BBT,
Akxk,4.[ + xk. l'i.:+1

:=
:=

ere,

Ao := A,
A[l''i:Ak +Yi. , A1;+1 := A~,

(5)

k = 0, 1, 2, . ..

The most appealing feature of the squared Smith iteration regarding its implementation is that all the
computational cost comes from matrix products. These can be implemented very efficiently on modern
serial and parallel computers.
The convergence theory of the Smith iteration (4) derived in [7} yields that for p(F) < 1 there exist
real constants 0 < µand 0 < p < 1 such that llX - X1<ll2 ~ µllGll2(l - p)- 1 p2 k . This shows that the
method converges for all equations with Schur stable coefficient matrices F .
In the case considered here, the "right-hand sides" of the Stein equations are positive semidefinite and
are given in factored form BBT and ere. As A is stable, Lyapunov stability theory (see, e.g., (4]) shows
that the solution ma.trices ar·e positive semidefinite and hence can be factored as We =
s' Wo =RT R.
The factors SE !Rs x n and RE 1_rxn are called the Cholesky factor of the solution. Usually, s = r = n
such that S, R are square, possibly singular, matrices [3]. Here we will also use "Cholesky factor" to
denote a full-rank factor of the solution, i.e., rank(S) = rank(We) = s ~ n , rank(R) rank(W0 ) = r $ n .
This has several advantages. The condition number of the solution matrix can be up to tlie square of
that of its Cholesky factor. Hence, a significant increase in accuracy can often be observed working with
the factor if the solution matrix is ill-conditioned. Moreover, for the case r, s « n we will show in the
next section that significant savings in computational work are obtained by using the full-rank factors
irather than the square Cholesky factors for subsequent computations.
The coupled squared Smith iteration (5) can be modified .t o compute t he full-rank factors of We, W0
directly; see [1]. We focus here on the iteration for computing We; the iteration for vV0 can be treated
analogously. Setting G = BBT, the x k iteration in (5) can be re-written by setting So := Band

sr

=

S1<+1Sk+i

+- S"S[ + A1r(SkS'[)Af = [S1c, A"S"] [

sr~r

],

(6)

fork= 0, 1, 2, ....

In each step (6) the current iterate S1c is augmented by A1:Sk such that Sk+t :=[SK. SkAk]·
T he above approach requires to double in each iteration step the workspace needed for the iterates
L1<. Two approaches ar'e possible to Hmit the required workspaoe to a fixed size [1]. We will focus here
on one approach which is particularly appealing for the purpose of model reduction.
In each iteration st.ep, we can compute a rank-revealing LQ factorization (see, e.g., (2, Chapter 5])
Si.+1 := 7ifSk, S"A.1<] = QS"+irrf+i· In that case, the next iterate S1<+1 E !Rnxrank(S,,,+il is obtained
as the left n x rank(S.i.-+i) part of the product of the permutation matrix Ilk+ 1 and the lower triangular

matrix S1<+1, i.e.,

(Il1<+d12 ] [ (S1.:+d11
(IT k+l ) 22 . (s~ k+l ) 21

O]
0

-·
- . [Sk+ l > OJ '

-

-r

starting from So obtained by a rank-revealing LQ factorization of B. It follows that Sk+ 1 Sk+I =
S1:+1Sf+ 1 and /2S = (Iimk-+= S1r) 7 .
As rank(W, ) may be up to n, this requires a work space of size up to 2n x n. On the other hand,
t.he (numerical) rank of the full-rank factors is often much less than n. Hence, t he computational cost of
performing LQ factorizations is well balanced by keeping the number of columns of Sk+I small. Usually,
t.he computational cost of this approach is less than the cost of Hammarling's method [3] , see [l] for
details. This approach can also be used to compute low-rank approximations to the full-rank factor by
f'ither increasing the tolerance t.l1reshold for determining the numerical rank or by fixing the allowed
number of columns in sk.
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Balanced Truncation Model Reduction using .F ull-Rank Factors
In [8] it is shown that BT model reduction can be achieved using SRT instead of t.he product of the
Gramians themselves. Here, S and R denote the square, possibly singular Cholesky factors of We and
W 0 , respect.ively. The resulting square-root (SR) method avoids working with the Gramians as their
condition number can be up to the square of the .c ondition number of the Cholesky factors. The first
step in the SR method is to compute the SVD
SRT

= [U1

U2] (

~l

(7)

Here, the matrices are partitioned at a given dimension e with Er = diag (cr1, ... , crt) and E 2 =
diag(crt+1 , ... ,crn) such that 0"1 ~ cr2 ~ ... O"t > O"t+i ~ O'°r+2 ~ ••• ~ O"n ~ 0. Ifcrt > 0 and
O'"t+i = 0, i.e., E 2 = 0, then r is the McMiU.an degree of the given discrete-time LTI system. That is, r
is the state-space dimension of a minimal realization of the system .
For model reduction, r should be chosen in order to give a natural separation of t he states, i.e. , one
should look in the Hankel singular values O"kJ k: = 1, ... , n, for a large gap crt ~ crt+l [8].
So far we have assumed that the Cholesky factors Sand R of the Gramians are square n x n matrices.
For non-minimal systems, we have rank{S) < n and/or rank(R) < n. Hence, rather than working with
the Cholesky factors, we may use the full-rank factors S, R of We, W 0 that are computed when using
the method described in the last section. The SVD in (7) ·can then be obtained from that of S f?_T as
follows. Here we assume rank(S) =: s ~ r := rank(R), the cases < r can be treated analogously. Then
we can compute the SVD
(8)

where(! E Rsxs, f· E !Rr x r. Now let l '.5: r be the order of the reduced (or minimal) system. Partitioning
(! = [Ur U2] such that U1 E Rsxt, U2 E Rsxs-t, iii E llrxt, V2 E !Rrxr-t, E1 = diag(cr1, ... ,0"(),
and

E2 = diag (crl+l • ••. , O"r ),
SRT

l[.I.

the SVD of SRT is given by

. I-

= [ U1

U2
0

0

0

ln-s

] [ f;l

O
O

0
Ez

O

IQ I
IQ
IQ

Vi Vi
0

0

0

ln-s

]

T

(9)

We will see that all the subsequent computations can also be performed just working with Ur, tr, and
(r1 rather than using the data from the full-size SVD in (9). This amounts in a significant savings
of workspace and computational cost. For example, using the Golub-Reinsch SVD (see, e.g., [2)), (7)
requires 22n3 Hops and workspace for 2n 2 real numbers if U, V are to be formed explicitly while (8)
only requires 14sr2 + 8r·1 flops and workspace for s 2 + r 2 real numbers. In particular, for large-scale
dynamical systems, the numerical mnk of We, W 0 and S, R is often much less than n. Suppose that
(numerically) s = r = n/10, then the computation of (8) is 1000 times less expensive than that of (7)
and only 13 of the workspace is required for (8) as compared to {7).
Defining
,.,..
_ "'- 1/2r;TR _ ~-1/2r:·TR~
1
and
T _ sTu ~-112 _ 8-Tu· ~- 11 2
(10)
1-

""t

~

l

' -

.L.l

I

l

r -

..

1""1

-

1""1

•

the reduced system (2) is given by

.4. = T1ATr, B = T1B , C = CTr,

and

b =D.

(11)

In case that Er > 0 and E 2 = 0, (11) is a minima! realization of the TFM G(..\) [8]. i.e ., e is t he minimum
dimension of the state-space for which a realization of G( ..\) in the form of an LTI system ( 1) is possible.
Hence, choosing ein (7) maximal such that O"t > 0 and O"(+l = 0, this procedure can be used to compute
minimal realizat-ions if the decision "cr,+r = O" is based on a numerically reliable criterion.
It can further be pro¥ed that for a stable LTI system, choosing any partitioning in (7) such t hat
ur > Ut+i yields a stable, minimal, and balanced reduced model. The Gramians corresponding to the
resulting TFM G( ..\) are both equal to :E1. See [8) for a proof.
As the reduced model in (11) is balanced, the projection matrices in (10) tend to be ill-conditioned
if the original system is highly unbalanced, resulting in inac<;:urate reduced-order models. An alternative here are balancing-free (BF) methods [6] for which the reduced-order model is not balanced.
The balancing-free square-root (BFSR) method combines the best. characteristics of the SR and BF ap-
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proaches [9. 10]. It .shares the first two steps (solving the equations in (3) for the Cholesky factors and
computing the SVD in (7)) with the SR method described above. Then. t wo "skinny'' QR factorizations
are computed ,
where P, Q E Rnxt have ort.honormal columns and Ts, TR E f!ll xt are upper triangular. The reduced
system is then given as in (11) with the projection matrices defined by T1 =(QT P)- 1QT and Tr = P.
We have implemented only the SR and BFSR algorithms as the BF algorithm described in (6] usually
shows no advantage over BFSR algorithms with respect to model reduction abilities. Moreover, the BF
approach is potentially numerically unstable. For one, it uses the product We W 0 rather than S RT,
leading to a squaring of the condition number of the matrix product. Second, the projection matrices T1
and Tr computed by the BFSR approach are often significantly better conditioned than t hose computed
by the BF approach [9, to]. Furthermore, both SR and BFSR algorithms can be efficiently parallelized
while the BF method needs a parallelized version of the QR algorithm with re-ordering of eigenvalues.
This presents severe implementation difficulties; see, e.g., .[l] for a discussion of this topic. Implementation
details as weH as accuracy and performance details ar·e available in an extended version of this note2 •

Concluding Remarks
We have described efficient and reliable numerical algorithms for the realization of model reduction
methods based on the square-root version of balanced truncation. Using the full-rank factors of the
Gramians often enhances the efficiency and accuracy of these methods significantly. Implementations of
the discussed methods are based on highly optimized software packages for numerical linear algebra on
serial and parallel computers. Parallel computing allows to use these methods for systems of state-space
dimension up to order 0(10 5 ) .
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Abstract We consider singular singularly perturbed systems (SSPS) where the reduced order differentialalgebraic system has index > l. Using terminology of descriptor systems literature, we will call these systems
high index singularly perturbed systems. Tikhonov-Levinson theory and standard time-scale modeling do not
apply for the SSPS . Therefore the related pro blems have to be considered in the course of linear-quadratic optimal control design. These difficulties can be alleviated by means of decoupling the slow and fast motions in
SSPS. We analyze the general structure of optimal linear-quadratic control design.

lntrodudion
In the last decades there was an essential progress dealing with index l singularly perturbed dynamical systems.
But still there are many unsolved problems related to analysis and design of high index singularly perturbed
systems. In these problems we run into various types of singularities. The first one is connected with small parameters in the coefficients of the derivatives in the differential equations. The second singularity shows up if the
reduced DAE system has index > 1. And ·t he last singularity is due to singularity of the weighting matrix in the
performance criterion. 'The behavior of high index systems is quite difforent from index 1 singularly perturbed
systems: the reduced system has another order, the boundary layer system is of higher order depending on system index, and for the controlled systems a new characteristic of properness has to be taken into consideration.
Proper and non-proper systems distinguish between the cases if the system is exclusively governed by the control input or by its higher-order time-derivatives additionally. In this paper, introductory results for optimal reduced order control design of Hnear high index singularly perturbed systems with respect to an infinite-horizon
quadratic performance criterion will be presented.
Consider linear singular perturbed system
:i;i = ~1x1 + A12x2 + Biu
(1)
(2)

where e. is a small positive scalar, x 1 E R" is the "slow" state vector, x 2 E R"' is the "fast" state vector,
u E Ri is the vector of control variables. The essential feature of high index systems is that A 22 is a singular
matrix.
For the oontrol design the quadratic performance criterion
""

J =

X T Z ll

Z13

X

J

1

tf

xz

z~

z23

x2 dt => ~!n

o

u

z~

z

u

33

(3)

is considered where

z33 > o,

zll z12 zl3
z~ z22 z23
zl~ z~

z33

is assumed. The problem to be solved consists in designing a (feedback) control
regard to the dynamic system ( l )-(2).
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(4)

?: 0

u

which minimizes (3) having

Index
The index measures the type of singularity. By analogy with linear descriptor systems in semi-explicit form the
notion of (uniform) index k for the linear singular perturbed systems can be introduced as follows [4]:
k=1
A22 regular

k=2

~2

k~3

A2 2 =0'

= 0,

~ 1 A 12

regular

A Aiii A12= 0 '
""21

(5)

. 0 ,···, k - 3 '
J=

A21A"-~A
l
11 nreguar

The index gives the number of times the algebraic equations of a reduced system have to be differentiated to get
a full set of differential equations for fast variables. "Hidden" constraints generated by process differentiation
appear for the systems with index > l.
Properness

In the following we distinguish the two cases where ·t he solu·tion depend either only on u(t) but not on its derivatives
u<•-l) or on u(t) and its derivatives
tP-1> • In the first case the system is called "proper", in

u, ··.,

u, ···,

the second case "non-proper". In case of (5) the system (1 )-(2) is proper if and only if [4}
k 1
always

=

(6)

Properness is significant for the control design. For "proper" sing·ularly perturbed systems optimization can be
applied regularly. For "non-proper" systems situation is quite different and extension of state variables must be
carried out to deal correctly with the influence of time-derivatives of the control input.

The decoupling of the slow and fast variables (index 2 problem)
For index 1 system by means of Riccati transformation [2] it is possible to obtain the uncoupled equations for
fast and slow variables. For pure index 2 problem A22
0 and det(~ 1 A12 ) ;;e 0 hold, and Riccati transformation

=

is not applicable. Introducing the complementary rank (n - m) projection [I)

(7)

P= I-Q
where
then we look for the n - vector x1 as the sum

(8)

After transformations of co-ordinate (8) we obtain the following reduced order system (e = 0)

v = P~ 1 v + P{B

1

w =
x2

-A. 1 (~A 2 t ~iB2 }u

-C.A.iAY

1

1

~2B2u

= -(~A2t1(~A1x1 + ~1B1u + B/u)

(9)
(10)

(11)

Differential-algebraic system (9)·( 11) is the reduced order system for the original equations( 1)-(2). It consists of
the slow subsystem of order n - m, and 2m algebraic equations. The decomposition into slow and algebraic
subsystems suggests that separate slow and boundary control laws are designed for each subsystem, and then
combined into a composite design for the original system. Note, that for index I problem the slow subsystem is
of order n , the boundary layer s ubsystem consists of m algebraic equations (2).

Solution 0f the control problem

In this section we discuss general structure of linear-quadratic optimal synthesis. Although the SSPS description
(1 ), (2) shows explicitly only input u , there are hidden effects related to time derivatives u as it shown by (11 ).
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This situation is very different from th.e common state-space discussions. It is necessary to distinguish between
the two cases.
Proper systems. For the proper systems a standard linear-quadratic control problem for the reduced
system can be constrncted. The conitrol for Uhe slow subsystem (9) has to be designed with respect to the criterion
(3). In the cas·e of proper systems it is possible to substitute fast variables w and x2 from (10), (11) into functional (3). After replacement we arrive in the common 'linear-quadratic problem. Therefore the solution is obtained by the "Riccati" procedure for the system of reduced order n - m. The optimal control is a proportional
feedback of the states of the slow subsystem (9).
Non-proper systems. For non-proper systems the Riccati equation approach does not meet the problem
directly. An extension ·o f state and control variables has to be carried out:
w< =u.
(12)
~ = u,
Here, w, is considered as a new control input vector. Introducing an extended state vector
(13)
an ·extended dynamical system can be described including the dynamics of slow subsystem (9) and of the extension (12):
i, = A.x..

+ B,w,

(14)

Substituti.ng x 2 form (11) in the performance criterion (3) and taking into account (12), (13), a linear-quadratic
op,timal ,problem with. respect to x, and w, appears. But obviously a singular control problem is obtained. There
is not a reg1dar weighting of the new input w, . One way is to cons-tnicic the direct solution of this singular control pro'blem. But this solution has rather theoretical meaning due to the impulses in u(t). The second way is to
regularize th.e problem introducing an additional weightin,g matrix in the performance criterion. In this case we
have a standard linear-quadratic problem for the extended system (14) of order n - m + 1, cf. the analogue
problems for the descriptor systems [3].
C0nclusions
in this paper an approach to analyze and design linear time invariant singular singularly perturbed system has
been presented. It was necessary to introduce the notions of proper and non-proper systems and to distinguish
between two cases. For the proper systems the usual Riccati approach can be applied to the slow subsystem
resulting in a proportional state foedback of the variables of the slow subsystem. For non-proper SSPS extended
state variables and a new control input have to be introduced. Additionally, the performance criterion has to be
regularized to obtain a reg•ular optimal control problem. Then a Riccati problem of an extended system has to be
solved. The result is a dynamic feedback with respec.t to the s low .subsystem.
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Minimal complexity approximating models of multiport
systems
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DIMES - Delft University of Technology
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Abstract
The paper treats bounded hnea.r operators in a computational context. These operators act
between spaces of sequences of vectors with ez norms in such a way that the sequence of treatment
is strictly respected. Under these assumptions we treat the question on how a given operator T can
be approximated by one for which the operational complexity is minimal given a certain tolerance.
It turns out that the classical Hankel norm model reduction theory generalizes. The result is now
dependent on the singular values not of a single Hankel matrix but of an intertwined collection of
them. Generalized interpolation theory in the Schur-Takagi fashion inducing J-unitary operators
play a central role in the development of the theory, a complete account of which can be found in
the recently published book [2].

1

Introduction and definitions

The problem we wish to consider is the relation between approximation and complexity. The context
is 'linear operators' ·en we put ourselves in a computational situation, where the notion of 'complexity'
plays a central role. How can we tackle the connexion?
An operator maps an 'input' to an 'output' - y = uT. u and y will be sequences of data, vectors or
more generally sequences of vectors. T is a general operator which respects the order of data, i.e. the
output data at position k is only dependent on the input data before k. We say: T is a causal map. We
interpret the order requirement in a 'strong' sense: once the input data before k is known, Y1r. must be
computed. In this way we rule out the possibility of 'divide and conquer ' methods which lead to minimal
complexity computations in the sense of absolute total number of computations.
Our formalism is as follows: the sequence of input spaces is called M1r., each of which is finite dimensional.
Likewise, the sequence of output spaces is N1r.. Dimensions may be zero, in which case they are reduces
to 'placeholders '. T he product of a matrix of dimensions m x 0 with one of dimensions 0 x n is an m x n
matrix of zeros. We allow T to be an infinite operator, but a:ssume it bounded in the £2 sense, mapping
e~ to e!j. With the causality assumption in place, T has a matrix representation:

0

T-1 ,1
To.1

T=

0

but more general operators will occur as well.
Since our main t heme is 'approximation', besides T we need an accuracy measure. To cater for generality,
instead of introducing an 'epsilon ' we allow for an hermitian diagonal matrix, which we call r. The central
problem that we address is then: given T and r, find an operator Ta of low numerical complexity such
that , for some strong norm,

The question of 'which strong norm to use' is also important , our strategy will be to consider the norm
and the complexity question together. Suppose that T is a finite matrix, and that the computation starts
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at k

= 0, then we would have in sequence:
Y1

Y2
Y3

=

uoTo.1

=

uoTo,2
uoTo,3

+ u1T1,2
+ u1T1,3 + u2T2,3

etc
The complexity of this way of computing increases linearly with k, we would need an always growing
memory when k progresses, and the number of computations would be like kn 2 where n is a cap on the
size of the matrices T.1:,i· It seems that at stage k we have to take u 0 , · · ·, u,1;_ 1 in memory, while also the
size of this vector determines the number of operations. What is to be taken in memory to be used at
stage k we call the 'state vector' x.1:, and the number of computations is of course a direct function of its
dimension. An approach (that we shall motivate further at the end of the paper) is to take the minimal
dimension needed for Xk as complexity measure at stage k.

2

Time-varying systems

What we need is a generalisation of the classical Kronecker theory. If we position ourselves at a point
k of the sequence, then the minimal state complexity needed for the computation at that point is given
by the rank of the past-to-future map at that time point. This map is

T1c-2,.1:+1
T1c-1 ,.1:+1

<]
.. .

We call it the Hankel map at point k. If each Hankel map is finite dimensional, then the syst em can
be realised using finite computations based on a state at stage k of dimension equal to its rank - such a
system we call locally finite. A minimal realisation is obtained via an otherwise arbitrary factorisation
of the Hankel map:
and will have the form
X1c+i
Y.1:

=
=

x,1;;A.1: + u1cB.1:
x1cC1c + u.1:D.1:.

In fact , we have the (defining) recursions

01c =(Ck Ai.01c+i], R1; = [ •4 .1:-iR1c-i ] .
B1;- 1

It is convenient to view H1; as part of a global Hankel operator linking an extended input space to an
extended output space. Let X,fA consist of a stack of sequences, for each k one, and endowed with a
Hilbert-Schmidt metric. For Xf similarly. T can be viewed as a map X,fA ~ Xf: Yk ,. = U1c ,.T. Let
any X2 be further orthogonally decomposed as X2 = U2 ffiU~ in which U2 consists of uppers (i.e. U1c,i = 0
when k < 'i) and U2 of strictly lowers. Let furth ermore P indicate the projection on uppers , and P ' on
lowers, then the global Hankel operator is given by ·Hy = ·P'TP.
For a strictly upper operator such as T we can define its Hankel norm as llTllH ~
This is a strong norm, but not as strong as the operator norm llTll.

llHTll

= supk llH.1:11-

For convenient further elaboration, we need some shorthand notation as follows. The realisation matrices
can be assembled in diagonal (or 'instantaneous ') operators: A = diag(· · · Ak · · ·) etc ... Let Z be
the 'causal shift', then a finitely realisable operator T can be represented by T = D + B Z (I - AZ)- 1 C
provided proper meaning can be given to the inverse. \Ve say that the realisation is 'uniformily exponentially stable' if the spectral radius fA of AZ is less than one. In that case, (I - AZ) - 1 is a
bounded operator. A realisation is not unique. If {Ai.:. Bk , Ck, Dk} is one, then another one is given by
{Rj; 1 .4kRk+ 1 ,Bi.Rk+1,Ri;1 C1c,Dk} , in which R1c is a non-singular state transformation (xk = x~Rk) .
If, in addition, t he R"j; 1 are uniformily bounded . then the transformation is called a Lyapunov transformation. The ues property is stable under Lyapunov transformations with the same spectral radius .
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3

External factorization

We say that a system is inner if it is upper and unitary. We say that T has a left external factorization
if there ,e xist an inner operator Ue and an upper operator 6.t such that

In general, T will not have an external factorization. If T has a ues state space realisation, then a left
external factorisation will exist if the recursive Lyapunov equations

A1c = AkA1c+1A;

+ c;ck

hav,e a solution which is strictly positive definite (3€ > 0: lfk(A1c > i:)), in which case one may choose
A1c = R1cR'i. as state transformation and the resulting realisation {A~,Bl,,C~,D1c} will be in so called
output normal form, i.e. A~At + C1cCt =I. Realisations for Ue is then found as

(Ue)k

= ,['

A'
Bk

I

U,k

C'

D~k

]

'

in which [Bu,;; Du,1c] form a unitary completion of [A~ C~j for each k. A ues system for which A1c is
strictly positive is said to be strictly observable, and A1c is called its observability Gramian.

4

The approximation procedure

We shall attempt to find a minimal approximating Ta. for T in Hankel norm (given r). The basic
procedure is as follows:
Step 1: external factorization: find a minimal left external factorization for T: T = ll£ Ut ·
Step 2: interpolation step: let Mu be the input space of U a:nd define the signature matrix

Det,e rmine a bounded and minimal J-u.nitary, upper operator 8 such that

[U* -

rr- 1 1e =

[A' - B'J

(1)

is upper.
Step 3: Nehari approximant: define T' = re;-2• B'* = T- I'(8128221 tU.
Step 4: Hankel norm approximant: let Ta be the upper part of T'.
Then 11r- 1 (T - Ta.)1!1 H <I and Ta. has minimal state complexity.
To see that these steps indeed solve the problem, more explanation is needed, besides showing their
feasibility. We give those in order:
1. T does not have in genera.I a left coprime factorization. However, that is not needed. A bounded T
can be approximated as closely as one wishes with a ues system that is strictly observable, for example
by using an adequate series expansion in Z.
2. The inter polation step is in fact also a special kind of external factorisation . When one analyses
it, one obtains a non-singularity condition on an appropriate Gramian for its solution. The Gramian
involv·ed is:
M1;.+i = .4.kM1;.Ak + B;rJ; 2 B k
and the determination of G will be possible if each matrix I - lvh is non-singular. If that is the case,
let j k be its inertia and xk such that

XkIX1c = I - NI;;
then a J-unitary and ues realization for

ek

is a J- unitary completion of
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(which is easily determined numerically) . It follows that the solution will exist if there is a kind of
dichotomy on the singular values of the Hankel matrix (Hr-1 T )k: partition its singular values according
to whether they are smaller than one or larger: (CT+)i,i. < 1, and say Nk such that (a_)i ,k > 1. If such
exists.
a partition away from 1 exists uniformily over k , then
3. From the J-unitarity of 8 we find that 822 is invertible, and that i18126221 II < 1. Working out (1)
and using the definition TI re22· BI• we find

e

=

It follows immediately that llT - T' ll < l. However, T' is not an upper operator. There is a 'timevarying version ofNehari's theorem' which states that ifT11 =strict upper part of T' , then JIT-TallH =
llT - T' ll . Hence Ta is an adequate approximant of T .
4. Next is the question of the complexity of the approximant. It turns out that Nk is the local degree of
822" and also of 02.; B '•. This degree is also minimal. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 1 Let T be strictly upper, ues, finitely realisable and strictly observable. Suppose that the
singular values of the (Hr-•T )k are clustered away from 1 so that supi,k (a+)i,k < 1 and infi,k(O"-k1; > 1.
Suppose moreover that the number of (a+kk is Nk. Then there exists a strictly upper T 11 such that
!IT - TallH < 1 of local degree Nk. There is no approximant of lower local degree.

5

Discussion

In case the original set up is finite dimensional, then the approximation problem stated is always solvable.
It may be necessary to make a slight adaptation on r to avoid a non-singular e. The singular case is
solvable but rather complex. It has been worked out in [l]. The more general case where the system is
infinite but first time-invariant, then becomes time-varying and then moves on to become time-invariant
again (the IVI case) is solvable in the same sense. In the more general case, more powerful mathematical
tools may be needed but they go beyond the computational scope envisaged here.
All in all, it turns out that in computational cases one can indeed find approximations in Hankel norm
with minimal state complexity given the tolerance r. Remains the question whether minimal state
complexity indeed corresponds to low or even minimal computational complexity. Although we do not
know the complete solution to this problem, we are able to solve an important intermediate step . It turns
out that , given maximal time-varying freedom of coefficients in the original operator (i.e. all coefficients
in T are free), then there exist minimal realisations that are also algebraically minimal, i.e. that utilise
the minimum number of free parameters.
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AbstracL In this paper we firstly recall a definition of scattering variables which uses no inner product but solely
the duality prodt1ct between dual vector spaces. Secondly we show how this definition allows to derive a definition
of scattering variables for kinestatic models of mechanisms which is invariant under the adjoint representation.

l. Introduction
Scattering variables are a classical tool in electrical circuit synthesis [2] and in control of passive systems [ 13].
They arise in particular for the control of telemanipulator where a transmission line model is integrated in the
model in order to represent communication delays between the master and the slave robot (1). There, the mechanical models considered the!'e are one-dimensional, hence the velocity and force variables are scalars and the definition of the scattering variables matches exactly with the defiAition used for electrical circuits which is based on
some, arbitrary defined, inner product [2]. In the case of spatial mechanisms, the velocity and force variables
become twists and wrenches [ 16). However, it is known that, for these variables, there exist no inner product invariant with respect to rigid body displacement (i.e. with respect to the adjoint representation map) (16). Hence the
definition of the scattering variables for spatial mechanisms cannot be extended from the definition for one-dimensional mechanical systems.
In this paper we shall firstly recall an a[ternative definition of scattering variables proposed in (12) (13] in
relation with the definition of Dirac structur.e s [5]. Dirac structures are the geometry of the state space of
constrained or implicit Hamiltonian systems which generalizes the Poisson bracket and the pre-symplectic forms
[5]. But tbe:y arise also in so-called implicit port controlled Hamiltonian systems [14) associated with network
models of engineering systems where they represent the admissible set for the interconnection variables (called
power variables) of a power continuous interconnection networks [4] (10] [ 11] [14] (15). Secondly we shall use
the definition of scattering varjables recalled in the first pan, in order to derive a definition of scattering variables
for spatial mechanisms using solely .the duality product. As a consequence we shall show that this definition is
invariant with respect to the adjointrepresentation (i.e. to rigid body displacements). We shall briefly give a scatter·
ing representation of two constitutive parts of kinestatic models: the port connection graph of a mechanisms and
a kinematic .pair.

2. Dirac structures and scattering variables on vector spaces
2. 1.

Dirac structures cm vector spa~es

r·

Let 'Y denote a real vector space of dimension n and its dual vector space (i.e. the space of I-forms over
'f). The scattering variables of o/' are defined as elements of subspaces of the direct sum o/' EB o/'' with respect to
the following canonical symmetric tensor (called+ pairing by Courant [5)).

Definition 1 : Canonical symmetric .t ensor
For any two pairs (v 1, w 1) and (v 2 , wi) in o/' EB o/'', define the symmetric tensor:
<(v 1, w 1),(v 2 , w2)>EB = <w 1> v 2> + <w2 , vi>

( 1)

where <V;, W;> denotes the duality product of a pair (v;, w;) E o/' x o/'' .
Definition 2: Dirac structure on a vector space [5]
A Dirac structure on a vector space o/' is a subspace L C o/' Ef) o/'' which is maximally isotropic under the plus
pairing <.> -1-s.t.:

<(x,y),(x',y')>e

=

! (<y,x'> + <y',x>)

that is a subspace L C o/' EB o/'' such that: i) dimL = n and: ii) 'V (a 1, a 2 ) E L X L, <a 1, a 2> e
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(2).

= 0 (3 ).

ft may be shown that the condition ii) is equivalent with the condition [14):

'V (v, w) EL, <w,v>

=0

(4)

Practically, Dirac structures may be defined in a constructive way by using some particular basis
ffi = (b 1, •• , b"} of the vector space 'i'" and its dual basis ffi • = (b;, .. , b:) of o/''using different linear representations (6J from which we recall the image representation.
Proposition 1: Image representation of a Dirac structure. [5}
A Dirac structure Lon the real vector space 'V' with dimension n is defined by 2 Linear maps:
a : R" - 'V' andb : R" - o/' by:
L = Im a 6 Im b
0

where the two maps satisfy: a"b

+b

0

a =

0 and kera n kerb

Furthermore, by taking the canonical basis of R". denoted by S
the following basis of the Dirac structure Lin 'V' ED

=

(5)

{0}.

= (e 1,

cr· : ffiL = ((a(e;),

•• ,

e"), the image representation defines

(b(e;)) ..
'

1.~.n.

.

Dirac structures were derived in the case of electrical circuits where the represent the set of admissible currents
and voltages [41 [l lJ or for spatial mechanisms where they represent the set of admissible twists and wrenches of
the kinestatic model [ 10}.
2. 2.

Scattering variables on vector spaces

ffi • for cr·, and composing the basis :
~ED ffi = ((b 1,0), .. , (bn.O), ({o. h;), .. , (o, b:})) for 'i'" ED 'V", and denoting by On the null mauix and
by !"the identity matrix of order n, the canonical symmetric tensor (1) is defined by the matrix:
Consider a basis

ffi

of 'i'" and

its dual

basis

0

P=(~:~:)

(6)

It may be seen that the matrix admits eigenvalues 1 and-I with multiplicity n with eigenspaces S +(associated
with l) and S_( associated with -1) which satisfy: S + EB S_ = 'V' ED 'f'". The space S + and s_ define the subspaces
of scattering variables.
De:finition 3: Subspaces of scattering variables
The subspaces of scattering variables are the cwo eigenspaces S + (associated with the eigenvalue 1) and S_
(associated with the eigenvalue -1) ofthe canonical symmetric tensor ( 1).
Restricting the bilinear form (l) to S +, induces an inner product on S + which we denote by <,> + (and we
denote by 1,1 +the corresponding norm). In the same way, restricting it to S_ induces (with a sign change) an inner
product on S_ which we denote by <,> _ (and we denote by l,L the corresponding norm) (12) (13).
In the scattering representation, the symmetric tensor ( 1) is expressed as follows. Consider a pair of elements
(v1, W1) and (vz, w:J in 'i'" ES cr· and denote their decomposition in the scattering spaces by:
(v;,w;} = s,+ + s7 , i = 1,2
(7)
where
= e+((v;, w;)) and e+ is the canonical projection On S +parallel to S_ and Sj = e-((v;, W;)) and is
the canonical projection on s_ parallel to s +.
Then the symmetric tensor may be ,expressed in 1terms of the inner products on S + and S_ :
<(v 1, w 1). (v 2, w2)>e = < st, s; > + - <sl, s?_
(8).
In the case when the vector space corresponds to power variables of network models, for instance currents or voltages in an electrical circuit, this definition of scattering variables coincides with the usual definition (where, recall
it again, the vector space and its dual are identified with R" and the duality product is identified with the standard
inner product) [2].

st

e-

2. 3. Scattering representation of Dirac structures
Here we briefly recall the derivation of the scattering representation of a Dirac structure L proposed in (12] (13).
This derivation follows closely Courant's procedure in [5J, however in a more intrinsic way as it does not use of
any identification of the vector space 'i'" with R" nor choose any inner product but solely the duality product.
Note firstly that the Dirac structure Lis a vector subspace transversal to S + and S_ that is:
L,nS+ = L ,ns_ = {(O,O))as,accordingto {4). 'V(v, w) E L:((v, w),(v, w))e = 0 ff_ {-1,l}.
Hence the restriction e{ and el. of the projection e+ and e- to Lare isomorphisms and the Dirac structure L may
as well be defined as the graph of an isomorphism from s+ to s_.
Definition 4: scattering representation of a Dirac .structur.e
The scattering representation of a Dirac structure Lis the map Ofrom S + to S_:

o = ·eL- o eL+-1

(9)
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where

e: and(!£. are the restriction to L of the projection

Q ...

and

e-.

Now consider an element s + E S + and denote by ?. E L

IO(s +)I~ - l(s +)I~

=

its image by

e:_-1.

Then, by (8),

<A, ;. >Gland as .). E L, the scattering representation preserves the norms i.e.:

IO(s+)!~ - l(s+)~~ = 0

( 10).

Proposition 2:
The scattering representation 0 ofa Dirac structure Lis an isometry from S + to S_ endowed with the norms l,I+
and l,L respectively.
The scattering representation of Dirac structures assoc.iated with LC circuits was treated extensively in (4]
[ 11], including LC circuits with elements in excess as well as the scattering representation of non constant pseudoPoisson brackets [ 12].

3.

Scaittering variables for mechanisms

3. 1. Scattering variables associated with ,t wists and wrenches
Let us first recall briefly the definition of the variables defining the kinestatic model of a mechanisms [I 0) [ 16).
These are of course the velocities of the bodies and the relative velocities for expressing the constraints induced
by the kinematic pairs as well as the forces applied to the bodies or ·transmitted in the mechanism. However, in
order to be able to express the :kinestatic model of a mechanisms the velocities and forces have to be translated
in some common references using left or right translation and are then called twists and wrenches (10] (16].
Definition 5: Twists in body frame
Let Q(t) E SE(3) be a trajectory ofa rigid body(where SE(3)denotes the Special Euclidean group in the threedimensional Euclidean space), then the twist in body frame is the image of the velocity by a linear map, called the
tangent map to the left translation, denoted by

TL Q-1: T = TL Q- 1 ( ~~)

(1 J)

where LQ denotes the left translation by Q0 which maps Q ·E SE(3) into LQ (Q)
0

0

= Q0 Q.

Twist in body framebelong ~o the Lie algebra se(3) of the group of rigid body displacements SE(3). One may
also define twists in fixed frame which a:re defined .in a similar manner using the right translation and consider
translations of twists by right or left muhiplication by some displacements [ 16]. Twists with respect to different
frames (for ,i nstance a body frame) are related through a linear map, ·cailled the adjoint representation [ 10] [16).
Definition 6: Adjoint representation
The adjoint representation, denoted by AdQ where Q E SE(3) is some rigid body displacement, is the tangent
( 12).
map to the map from SE(3) on SE(3): P '~ Q P Q- 1
In the same way fioroes a>!'e expressed as wrenches in fixed frame or in body frame (i.e. members of the dual
Lie algebra se (3)) which al'e related by the adjoint map to the adjoint representation, denoted by Ad'1 [10) [ 16).
Now, as the set of twists in se(3) is obviously a real vector space, one could define scattering variables extend0

ing the definition of elec~rical circuits by using an identification of se(3) with R 6 and using an arbitrary inner product [5]. However, taking into account that the twists and wrenches of a kinestatic model of a mechanisms are
expressed in different frames, this identification should be invariant with respect to the adjointrepresentation AdQFunhennor,e one may show that there is no AdQ-invariant inner product on se(3) ([16), chap.4). Hence one cannot
us·e this definition in order to generalize scattering variables to twists and wrenches.
However, one may use the alternative definition proposed in section 2. 2. which uses only the duality product
between the space of twists se(3) and the space of wrenches se'(3). This duality product is obviously preserved
under the composed map denoted by AQ and tr:ansforming pairs (t, w) of twists and wrenches in se(3) EB se'(3)
from one frame to the other by:
(t, w) ~ AQ(t, w) = (AdQ t, Ad~-1 w)
(13).
Hence the scattering subspaces are also mapped into each other by the map AQ which is, restricted to the
scattering subspaces, also an isometry with !'espect to their inner products. Therefore the defi nition of the scattering
variables is now ,j nvariant w,ith respect to changes of frames, i.e. to the adjoint representation and the composed
map AQ.

Proposition 3: scattering variables for spatial mechanisms
Scattering variables defined on th e space se(3) of twists, according to Definition 3, are invariant with respect to
cha11ges offrames, i.e. with r-espect to the adjoint representation Ade
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3. 2.

Scattering represenit ation of kinestaitic models

The kinestatic model of a mechanism describes the admissib le set of twists and wrenches of the rigid bodies and
the spatial springs constituting a spatial mechanical system. This model may be decomposed in a network model
as the interconnection of kinematic pairs through a port connection graph which define admissible sets of twists
and wrenches as belonging to some Dirac structures [15].
The port connection graph of a mechanism is an oriented graph describing the topology of the mechanism and
whose edges are associted with 1the pairs of twists and wrenches of the bodies, springs and kinematic pairs composing the mechanism [7) [101. Its twists and wrenches may be regarded as a cross and through variables of this
mechanical network like voltages and currents in an electrical network and it may be shown that obey generalized
Kirchlwff's laws applied to the port interconnection graph [7]. Its scattering representation will not be recalled here
but the reader is refered to [ 11).
A kinematic pair is the kinematic idealization of a set of contacts that occur between two rigid bodies. The
wrench W transmitted by a kinematic pair is constrained to a linear subspace of the space of wrenches se ·(3) called
of dimension 6-d where dis the number of degrees of freedom
the space ofconstraint wrenches and denoted by
of the kinematic pair. A relat"ive twist between the two bodies is aUowed by the kinematic pair when it produces
no work with any transmissible wrench. The relative twist is thus constrained to belong to a linear subspace of the
screw vector space, called the space offreedom Mists and denoted by <J<J" which is orthogonal, in the sense of the
duality product, to the space of constraint wrenches eCW. Hence the admissible sets of twists and wrenches at a
kinematic pair form the Dirac structure: <J<T $ e'W. Using a basis adapted to the spaces of constraint wrenches
and freedom twists [3], one may then show that the scattering representation is then in a matrix representation:
0 = diag(J4, -16-4) which indicates that the scattering variable is transmitted along the degrees of freedom and
reflected along the constraints.
1

ecw
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1 Mathematical

Abstract. This paper is aimed at analyzing the canonical block structure of a special class of J-inner
functions. Inspired by papers of Arov [1] and DewiMe/Dym '[6], [7] a concept of parametrization of such
functions is developed.
i

1

Introduction

The class of J-inner functions turned out to play an important role in the framework of matricial generalizations of classical interpolation problems of Schur-Nevanlinna-Pick type. Namely, the set of solutions
of such an interpolation problem can be parametrized with the aid of linear fractional transformations
the generating matrix-valued functions of which are certain J-inner functions appropriately constructed
from the given data (see {3], [5] and [8]). The inverse question of constructing interpolation problems
such that their solution sets can be parametrized by a given function in the above described way, was
also studied in [3]. Inverse problems for J-inner functions with prescribed block information are the
content of the papers [ll and [4].
In this paper we a:re looking for appropriate parametrizations of jqq-inner functions. The concept is
based on ideas going back to Arov (2l and Dewilde/Dym [6], [7J, where (without explicitly mentioning
this) the special case of jqq-inner functions belonging to the Smimov class was treated. For this reason,
the parametrization worked out in Section 5 is called the ADD-parametrization. A remarkable feature of
this par.a metrization is the fact that a jqq-inner function can be described by a connected pair of matrixvalued functions which belong to the Hardy class and another function which belongs to the Caratheodory
class. Moreover, a procedure of constructing jqq-inner functions is presented with prescribed ADDparameters.

2

On functions of the meromorphic N evanlinna class

In the first section we will summarize some facts on several classes of meromorphic functions. Throughout
this paper, let p and q be positive integers. We will use C, D, T, C 0 and E to denote the set of complex
numbers, the open unit disc, the unit circle, the extended complex plane and the exterior of the closed
unit disc.
A matrix A is called contr:active, respectively, s.t rictly contractive, if I -A• A is nonnegative Hermitian,
respectively, positive Hermitian. The linear Lebesgue-Borel measur·e on the unit circle will be designated
by~-

Assume that G is a simply connected domain of the extended complex plane. Then let N M(G)
be the Nevanlinna class of all functions which are meromorphic in G and which can be represented as
a quotient of two bounded holomorphic functions in G. Note th.at the well-known Hardy classes are
subsets of the meromorphic Nevanlinna class. If G is the open unit disc or the exterior of the unit disc,
and if g ENM(G), then a well-known theorem due to Fatou implies that there exists a radial boundary
function g on the unit circle T.
Now ;,e wiU introduce the most important concept of this paper. Let g be a function of N M(D).
Then one says that g admits a pseudocontinuation (into E) if there exists a function g# of the meromorphic Nevanlinna class N M(E) such that the radial boundary values g and g# coincide ~-almost
everywhere on T . It is obvious that a function of the meromorphic Nevanlinna classadmits at most one
pseudocontinuation. Note that if g admits a pseudocontinuation g# and if, additionally, g is analytically
continuable through some open arc of the unit circle T, then the analytic continuation coincides with
the pseudocontinuation. In the sequel, we will continue to write g# for the pseudocontinuation of g.
We will also use the following notion for a matrix-valued function f. For all elements z of the extended
complex plane where f(l/z) is defined, we will use the symbol f to denote the function J(z) = f (1/z)*.
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3

About Schur and Caratheodory functions

In this section, we will deal with special classes of matrix-valued functions which are of interest for
further considerations. A matrix valued function is said to be a matrix-valued Schur function if it is
both holomorphic and contractive in the open unit disc. The set of all matrix-valued Schur functions
is obviously a subset of the Hardy class of all bounded holomorphic matrix-valued functions. A Schur
function is called an inner function if it has unitary radial boundary values ~-almost everywhere on the
unit circle. If it h.as even strictly contractive values in D, then it is said to be a strictly contractive Schur
function.
A matrix-valued function is said to be a matrix-valued Caratheodory function if it is holomorphic
and if its real part is nonnegative Hermitian in the open unit disc. This set of functions is a subset of
the meromorphic Nevanlinna class. In particular, every matrix-valued Caratheodory function has radial
boundary values with nonnegative Hermitian real part ~-almost ,everywhere on the unit circle.
For functions n of the Caratheodory class, the matricial ¥ersion of a famous theorem due to F. Riesz
and Herglotz provides that there is a unique nonnegative Hermitian-valued Borel measure Fon the unit
circle T such that

O(w)

= }T
f Z-W
z + w F(dz) + i

Im [f!(O)]

(1)

is satisfied. This nonnegative Hermitian-valued measure F is called the F. Riesz-Herglotz measure associated with n. A Caratheodory function n is said to be absolutely continuous, respectively, singular if the
F. Rlesz-Herglotz measure associated with n is absolutely continuous, respectively, singular, with respect
to the linear Lebesgue-Borel measure~ on the unit circle. Note that every singular Caratheodory function admits a pseudocontinuation. The real part of a radial iboundary value of a singular Caratheodory
function is zero ~-almost everywhere on the unit circle T.
If :Eis a Lebesgue-integrable function such that :E(z) is nonnegative Hermitian for ~-almost all z ET,
then

1

z+w
O:E(w) := - 1
--~(z)~(dz)
27r Tz-w

(2)

nE

is an absolutely continuous Caratheodory function. T he real part of a radial boundary function of
coincides with ~~-almost everywhere on T . If E and Sare Lebesgue-inte~able functions, which have
nonnegative Hermitian values ~-almost everywhere on T and which coincide :1_-almost everywhere on T ,
then also the functions DE and H=: given by (2) coincide, i.e., the definition of (2) depends only on the
equivalence class (E) of all functions= which coincide with E ~-almost everywhere on the unit circle.
In the sequel, we are interested in the special subclass of the Carat heodory class. We will denote
by c(E) the subset of all Caratheodory functions with an absolutely continuous part pre-determined by
an Lebesgue-integrable nonnegative Hermitian function Evia (2). Each element of the set C(E) can be
represented as the sum Op::) + n, with a singular Caratheodory function n,.
If <P is a function of the Hardy class and the radial boundary value <P rP- is Lebesgue-integrable, then
the set C<~~ - > is called the subclass of the Camtheodory class left gene;.ated by r/>. Note, if <P admits
furthermore-a pseudocontinuation, then every function of the Caratheodory class left generated by <P
admits a pseudocontinuation.

4

Some remarks on J-inner functions

=

= /.

Let J be a signature matrix, i.e., J is a quadratic complex matrix and satisfies as well J J* as J 2
A matrix A is called J -contractive if J - A* JA is nonnegative Hermitian. If A even satisfies A* JA = J ,
then A is said to be J-unitary. The Potapov class 1'J(D) consists of all matrix-valued meromorphic
functions W with J-contractive values W(z) for all points z of analyticity of W. The Potapov class
1'J(D ) is a subclass of the meromorphic Nevanlinna class. In particular, every function of the Potapov
class has radial boundary values W almost everywhere on the unit circle T . If a Potapov function has
almost everywhere J-unitary boundary values on the unit circle, then it is said to be a J-inner fun ction.
Note that every J-inner function admits a pseudocontinuation.
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In the following we will focus our attention to the special si,g nature matrix jqq := diag (Iq, -lq)·
When we will consider a 2q x 2q complex matrix or a matrix-valued function W, then we will work with
the block partition

(3)
where each block of W h.as the size q x q.
A useful tool to treat problems which are formulated for functions from the Potapov class is the
so-called .Potapov-Ginzburg transform which enables us to work in the Schur class. We will now briefly
explain this. Let W E P;q 9 (D). For aU points z of analyticity of W , the inequalities
det W22(z)

=I 0,

det[W22(z)

+ W21(z)] # 0

and

det[W22(z)

+ W12 (z)] #

0

(4)

hold true. The functions

1 + W~)

det(W1

and

det(W1~

+ W21)

(5)

do not identically vanish. The Potapov-Ginzburg transform
W12W22
w-1
22

1
]

(6)

of W belongs to the Schur class. If S is partitioned into q x q blocks, then its blocks are matrixvalued Schur functions, whereby the functions S12 and S 21 on the secondary diagonal are even strictly
contractive. The functions det Su and det S 22 do not identically vanish. If W is additionally a jqq·inner
function, then Sis an inner function and the following identities are valid:
S12

5

= (W1~)-

1

W~ , S21

--- -

= -W1~(W[f)-

1

and S11

--

= (W1~) -

1

.

(7)

A parametrization of Jqq-inner £unctions

For the announced par.a metrization, some concept of association between matrix-valued functions of the
Hardy class is used (see [9]). An ordered pair (efJ, 'ljJ) of Hardy functions is called left connected if there
is a matrix-valued inner Schur function v such that 'l/l = 'Q.1.1/ holds true ~-almost everywhere on the unit
cirde T. Every such function v is said to be an inner function which realizes the left connection between
<P and 1/J.
If W is a jqq·inner function, then the pair (~w, IJ!'w) given by
(8)

is a left connected pair of Hardy functions which is also called the left connected pair generated by W.
The unique inner matrix-valued Schur fu.nction

(9)
realizes the left connection between ~wand 'l!'w. Note that both functions
continuations and satisfy the identities

-

Vw~~

= 'l!'w

and

~wand

W~Vw = ~w.

IJ!'w admit pseudo-

(10)

The Caratheodory function contructed via
Ow:= (W22

+ W21)- 1(W22 - W2i)

(11)

beiongs to the subclass which is left generated by ~w. T his function is called the Caratheodory function
left generated by W. Note that the absolutely continuous part of Ow is uniquely determined by ~w,
i.e., the function Ow;s := Ow - Oci>w is a singular Caratheodory function. The jqq·inner function W
admits the representation

I-ot
!+Ow
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l

(12)

This representation is unique, i.e., if there is a further left connected pair and a further Caratheodory
function realizing that representation, then the left connected pair coincides with ( <Pw , ~ w) and the
Caratheodory function with Ow. The triple (~w, ~w , Ow;s) is called the left ADD-parametrization of
the jqq-inner function W.
Now we will turn our attention to the inverse question, namely to construct j 9 q-inner functions
with prescribed ADD-parameters. Let (<!>, w) be a left connected pair of Hardy functions such that the
function det ~does not identically vanish. Turther, let n be a function of the Caratheodory subclass left
generated by~. Then n admits a pseudocontinuation and
(13)
is a jqq-inner function. Moreover, (~, '11) and n are the left connected pair of Hardy functions and the
left Caratheodory function, respectively, generated by W. If V is the (unique) inner Schur function
which realizes the left connection of(~, w), then

s=

2~(1 + n)-1
[ -(I - O)(I + n)- 1

v-

2w(1 + n)- 1 ~
2(1 + n)- 1 ~

]
•

(14)

is a matrix-valued inner Schur function. The representation (14) is the Potapov-Ginzburg transform of
the j 9 q-inner function W.
The following modification of the result given above provides now a complete answer to the inverse question associated with ADD-parametrization. Namely, let (~, ~) be a left connected pair of
Hardy functions such that the function det ~ does not identically vanish, and let n. be a singular
Caratheodory function. Then there is a unique Jqq-inner function W such that (~, w,n,) is the left
ADD-parametrization of W .
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Abstract. fo order to break fresh ground in engineering multiport theory and to facilitate a cross-fertilization
with current trends in mathematical systems theory, we sketch some clear-cut correspondences between the essentially coordinate-free black-box viewpoint in multiport theory and "modern" geometric concepts of mathematical
systems theory. For this sake, we point out the role of Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds in linear multiport theory
and disclose analogies between standard cascade models of muiltiport theory and models for manifolds in differential ,geometry (!homogeneous spaces or group models and principal fiber bundles). Added physical constraints
enter into lliis picture in terms of transfonnation groups that leave physically meaningful properties invariant. We
stress the underlying ideas and the interrelations between engineering blackbox models and geometrical methods
in mathematical systems theory rather llian the geometric-topological techniques.

1 .Motivation and Introduction
Since the pioneering work of R. Kalman, R. Brockett, M. Hazewinkel, R. Hermann, and C. Martin geometric
and topological methods have found broad accceptance in mathematical systems and control theory [S]. However, there are only very few serious attempts to acquaint engineers with the basics of modem global differential
geometry in general and with homogeneous spaces and special manifolds like Grassmannians in detail. Agreeable attempts of this ty1p e are for instance [11) or the numerous "digressions" in [12). Strangely enough, though
Grassmannians have entered into engineering applications via Riccati equations, pole placement, array signal processing and coding, the opporrunity to introduce (at least electrical) engineers to such concepts in a most natural
way via Grassmannians as sets of mut.tiports [ 14] has widely been ignored.
It is in 1the nature of network synthesis as well as systems theory to look at sets or families of related objects.
Exactly this is the rie ason why a profound knowledge of linear network and systems theory actually requires the
study of the global properties of differentiable manifolds. This may be immediately recognized as follows: A
concrete linear n-port is completely characterized (in the black-box sense) by the linear n -dimensional subspace
spanned by all admissible signal pairs at then ports. The set of all linear n-ports (corresponding to the set of
n -dimensional subspaces of a linear vector space), however, is not a linear space! Rather this set shows the
topological structure of a pretty nonlinear differentiable manifold that is called after Hermann GraBmann who
first invented the concept of abstract vector spaces of dimension n > 3.
Grassmannian manifolds (or in short "Grassmannians") are fundamental objects in topology and algebraic as
well as differential geometry. Simultaneously, they are objects of interest in their own right and basic tools in the
construction and srudy of other differentiable manifolds. In much the same spirit engineers have been studying
multiports in their own right and as basic building blocks for the construction of models for complex systems.
Clearly, interconnection of basic building blocks must be performed according to strong rules in order to ensure
meaningful results; this is ,t rue in topology (cell complexes [ 16]) as well as in multiport theory (where Kirchhoff's
rules take the role in guaranteeing fulfillment of the physical constraints concerning conservation of energy in
intel"connected systems). For circuit theory, as well as for any other branch of physical systems engineering it is
still true what R . E. Kalman wrote in 1963: "Control theory is supposed to deal with physical systems, and not
merely with mathematical objects such as a differential equation or a transfer function. We must therefore pay
careful attention to the relationship between physical systems and their representation via differential equations,
transfer functions, etc."[15). There should be no doubt that a systems theory aiming at physical reality, even in the
seemingly trivial case of linear systems, must incorporate in one way or another the following "chief ingredients":
1

Notion of ports: Like currents and voltages in electrical circuits, signals in physical structures are goverened by a
natural pairing of two types of variables: (i) flow or through variables and (ii) effort, pressure, or across variables.
Any natural pair of variables is associated with a "port" in such a way that the power or energy flow at the port is
uniquely determined by the scalar product of the pertaining dual signal pair as e.g.. in the case of electrical power
P in terms of a voltage/current pair (u , i) E Rn x Rn,
(1 )
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As is well-known in multiport theory and in the closely related bondgraph concept, the latter condition is crucial
for the correct modeling and engineering synthesis of physical systems: "Experience with electrical network
synthesis suggests that the synthesis problem for natura'l pairs is the key to all synthesis problems"[3).
Bilinear forms: Fundamental physical properties of a multi port (such as passivity, losslessness or reciprocity) are
related to forced conditions in terms of various bilinear forms, where the actual appearance of the form matrices
or metric tensors depends on the choice of local coordinates. However, when combining natural pairs like u and i
into a port vector x = [u1 , ... , Un, i 1 , . .. , in] E 'Rn $ Rn, this may be .reduced to the elementary symmetric and
anti-symmetric forms given (modulo congruence) by the (2n x 2n) matrices
(2)
Note that J is simply the principle axis version of the metric tensor in eq. (1).
Non-Euclidean geometries: In customary coordinates. energy flow corresponds to symmetric forms that may be
positive, negative, or indefinite (depending of the direction of energy flow at the various ports). Hence, the signal
spaces in physical systems are indefinite inner product spaces and reflect the basically non-euclidean geometric
nature of physical systems (recall the once well-known non-euclidean structure of classical two-port theory over
the field of complex numbers 1[22] and its extension to multiports over function spaces [13)). One should recognize that any formulation of intrinsically physical problems in an Euclidean setting is based on the ubiquitous
identification of energy with a positive quadratic form and requires a local choice of coordinates and/or restrictive
assumptions on the 1type of system and its external excitation.
Manifolds.: The classical way in which manifold theory enters physical systems is in terms of state manifolds in
configuration space, that js as solution sets of the descriptive differential-algebraic equations with constant parameters. Another way is to .look at .smooth manifolds in parameter space. This is exactly what has been implicitly
done in classical network synthesis since the late twenties (although mostly without recourse to manifold theory).
A similiar trend was started in mathematical systems theory in the mid-seventies and resulted in a strengthening
of global analytic aspects in dynamical systems theory (cf. [2]. [5), [12)).
Lie groups: There is no need to emphasize Lie groups and their fundamental role in physics [20). In the
present context they arise as the principal group in geometric-topological models for smooth manifolds, i.e.
in terms of group models and fiber bundles [lO] , [21]. The connection with circuit theoretic black-box models arises exactly when one looks at Lie groups which preserve elementary symmetries of the object under
study or leave invariant physically relevant bilinear forms. Most important are the pseudo-orthogonal group
On,n = {T E GL2n I TT JT = J} and the symplectic group Spn = {T E GL2n I yT HT = H} that are
defined by the invariance of the bilinear forms given by eq. (2).

2 St'iefol Manifolds and Grassmann'ians
Stiefel manifolds and Grassmannians oc·cur quite naturally in multiport theory. Though these manifolds are well
defined over any commutative field with a unit, in order to enucleate the most elementary structures, we limit
ourselves to resistive multiports and hence to the real numbers Ras a ground field. This is also justified by the fact
that physical systems are governed by real parameters. In case of dynamical multiports one may take the complex
field C for the spot-frequency behavior or real function spaces over C [23), [ 14]. Any linear, source-free n-port is
uniquely defined in the black-box sense by its external behavior, that is (excluding unphysical degenerations) by
the linear n-dimensional subspace of all admissible signal pairs in 2n-space. This may be conceived by a point
on the Grassmannian Gr{n , R2 n) or in short, Grn. Hence, the set of all linear (time-invariant,' resistive) n-ports
may be idenitified with Grn. How does this abstract concept match with engineering multiport theory?
According to Youla's "Q-matrix method" [23) the most natural engineering description of an n-port is by
n vector valued measurements of linearly independent admissible signal pairs (ui, ii) := Xi· These pairs are
collected together as the columns of a basis matrix (n-frame) X = [x 1 , x 2 , .•• xn ] E Stn, the noncompact Stiefel
manifold of (2n x n) matrices of full rank n. Any other set of measurements simply results in a change of basis
X >-r XT, T E G Ln. where G Ln is ,the general linear group of invertible (n x n) matrices. In other words, any
two n-frames X, Y are equivalent (i.e., obtained from different measurements of the same n-port) precisely when
they span the same space:

X

~

Y <===? spanX

= spanY

<===?

Y
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= XT,

X , y E Stn , T E GLn .

In essence, this engineering description of n-ports as equivalence classes of measurements corresponds to the
conception of St 11 as a GL11 principal fiber bundle over Grn, where the canonical bundle projection 1T: St 11 -+
Grn amounts to the identification of a concrete n-port (given by a "fiber" of measurements) with an abstract point
on the Grassmannian Grn·
A most important point is the compactness of Grassmannians - otherwise synthesis, identification or approximation of multiports would be much a more difficult task than it actually is. Any linear n-port may be represented
by an orthogonal basis X E Stn modulo orthogonal changes of basis X i-t XT, T E On. where On is the
group of m,thogonal (n x n) ma~rices. The fact that 0 2n acts transitively from the left on orthogonal n-frames
and n-spaces results ·in the well-known differential geometric model Grn ::: 02n /(On x On) that exhibits Grn
as a homogeneous space of the compact group 02n and hence as a compact manifold.
The best numerical way of representing n-ports is by use of orthogonal bases. It is interesting to observe that
this fact has not been really appreciated in engineering circuit theory. The standard prescriptions of how to exploit
the properties of multiports by way of external measurements inevitably result in non-orthogonal bases (except
for trivial degenerate multiports). Engineers traditionally prefer to work with matrix representations as may be
seen here in the impedance matrix Z and the admittance matrix Y:

It follows that the representation of an n-.port by (n x n) matrices amounts to the introduction of affine coordinates
u1- 1 or Y 1u-1 a specific (n x n) submatrix
on Grn [14], [19). For each matrix representation like Z
built from n "controlled" rows of the basis matrix X is required to have a non-zero determinant (e.g. det U -:f:. 0
for an admittance matrix Y). Consequently, the set of all n-ports with a specific matrix representation is an open
subset of Gr,.. Let a multi-index o = (oi, ... , a:n), 1 S a 1 < ... < an S 2n, point on these n constrained
rows and denote by o its complement ,in (1, ... , 2n). This way, a standard chart (Uc; , M) is determined on Grn,
where the indices of o point on then "free" rows of a basis matrix X E Stn. The neighborhood Uc; is the set
of all n-planes in R2 " which allow for a representation as the graph of some ( n x n) matrix M, i.e. (after some
permutation of indices ( 1, ... , 2n) such that the oi ar,e coming first and the Oi at last),

=

graph(M) = { (x, Mx) Ix E Rn}= span [ ;

=

] E Grn.

The points "at infinity" of this euclidean set correspond to n-ports which do no( allow for this specific matrix
representation. In case of an admittance description, all points of Grn given by the condition det U = 0 are
excluded from this set (in circuit theoretic terms it corresponds to the set of not-completely-voltage-controlled
n-ports). Circuit engineers circumvent difficulties with non-existence of a specific matrix representation simply
by switching to another one, as e.g. for n = 2:

[ ~~1 [!~1 [!~1 [~~1 [· ~~1 [~!1
ab
cd

Cll
cd

01
cd

cd
01

cd
01

10
01

Here, a, b, c, d a!'e the entries of any specific matrix representation. In general, there are (2; ) different open
Euclidean sets (charts) of this kind. Invoking the picture of a smooth manifold as the result of glueing together
floppy pieces of Euclidean space, it should be at least intuitively clear that they form a differentiable atlas of charts
for Grn . In other words: Electrical engineers are working with overlapping paramecrizations of Grn by standard
charts. Non-overlapping decompositions of Gr,. occur implicitly, e.g. in the case of the derivation of ideal
transformer multiports as a limiting case of purely resistive (non-inductive) multiports [6). The circuit-theoretic
role of various (Schubert) cell decompositions or various stratifications of the Grassmannian in seems not to have
been investigated thoroughly.
So far we have only inspected the consequence of the linearity assumption for the structural properties of sets
of multiports. Added physical properties most often result in restrictions due to added symmetries in the external
behavior. Lossless or reciprocal multiports, for instance, are characterized as totally isotropic subspaces spanX
with respect to an appropriate bilinear form ; i.e., for the gramian matrices of any basis X E Stn we have with
the metrics given in eq. (2), xT J x = On or
H x = On . respectively. Such restrictions define subsets of Grn
or even submanifolds as in the well-known case of the Lagrange Grassmannian LGrn =:: (0 2n n Spn)/ On ~
U n/O n which corresponds to the set of linear reciprocal multiports (e.g., [4)) .

xT
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3 Group Actions and Multiport Cascade Circuits
Classical circuit synthesis aims at the creation, identification and equivalence transformation of internal models for
the external behavior of black-box multi ports. After some re-interpretation most synthesis procedures appear as a
systematic application of a sequence of group actions in order to transform a given multiport into an elementary
one within the same group orbit. Fig. I gives a sketch of this: Starting with an n-port M (that belongs to a
certain class M) one "extracts" a 2n-port G E G and ends up with a remainder n-port Z E M . G is any
subgroup of GL 2 n acting transitively on .M (e.g. On,n in case of lossless 2n-ports). Clearly, such a realization
is highly non-unique due to the existence of 2n-ports belonging to a special subclass H C G defined by the
invariance of Z . Assume Z to be given by a basis Xz E St.,, then His the stabilizer subgroup for the subspace
spanX z E Grn. Fixing Z while scanning through all G E G (by tuning the parameters appropriately) one
gets a parametrization of the entire class M as the G-orbit of Z; in other words, M is the set of all n-ports that
admit a realization by connecting .a fixed Z to the appropriate n ,ports of some G E G. Since group elements
correspond to elementary multiport "sections", 'circuit synthesis is mainly focused on the groups 0,..,,.. and/or
Spn which leave invariant the standard realizability criteria related to passivity, losslessness or reciprocity. In
essence, there is a bijection between M and G modulo actions of the stabilizer H - a bijection that has been
exploited (using a different terminology) by electrical engineers for the purpose of modeling physical systems and
stationary stochastic processes, as well as for the design of matrix algorithms in terms of Lie group actions on a
Grassmannian of subspaces (e.g. (9)).

G/H

H

z

G
Fig. l. Black Box cascade model.

Sets of multiports generated in this way are smooth manifolds. In manifold theory, however, it is well known
,that taking the quotient of a manifold by any equivalence relation usually leads out of the category of manifolds the most important exceptions being homogeneous spaces and principalfiber bundles (often referred to as group
or Klein models and their generalization a la Cartan (21 )). Hence, it should not be a big surprise that there is an
intimate relationship between engineering black-box models and these two types of global models for a smooth
manifold M (cf. Fig.I).
Homogeneous spaces: Let a Lie group G act from the left on a manifold M in a transitive manner, i.e., G as a
manifold is at least as "flexible" .as M . Take any ,point Z E Mand its stabilizer subgroup H c G (acting on G
from the right). Removing fixed points from the G-action results in the projection 1t : G -+ G / H on the quotient
space G/H (the homogeneous space or orbit space of right H-cosets of G). This is the classical case of a group
or Klein model for a smooth manifold.
Principal fiber bundles: Group models also have a more general and enlightening fiber bundle interpretation.
The above projection tt : G -+ G / H defines a smooth principal right H -bundle H -+ G -+ G / H with fiber or
structure group H , total space G and basis G / H. Moreover, assuming G to be any smooth manifold. the theory
of principal fiber bundles ensuroes a unique smooth manifold structure for the quotient space G / H precisely when
the right H -action G x H -+ G is free (of fixed points) and proper. Since G needs not to be a Lie group, this
theory also applies when the port numbers of M and Z in Fig. l differ.
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In view of modeling, the main point is that in both cases G /H ::: M is a diffeomorphism. In fact, for the
number of continuous .parameters we have

(3)

dimM =dim G/H =dim G - dim H .

In classical network synthesis the most familiar and elementary examples of such models are obtained by assigning
dissipation and storage of energy in a mutually ex:Cl11sive manner to the black boxes G and Z in Fig. I.
Darlin.g~om

models (Resistance extraction): Darlington's theorem (cf. [18)) ensures that any strictly passive nport admits a realization like the cascade connection in Fig. 1, where G .is a lossless 2n-port, i.e G ::: On,n and Z
consists of n decoupled resistors, i.e. its scattering matrix equals S
On. Clearly, this is only a "spot-frequency"
realization (for a full appreciation of classical passive Darlington synthesis of Jumped element dynamical n-ports
it is necessary to deal wi~h rational matr.ices from ratOn,n or, more precisely, with the physical semigroup that
is generated by elementary sections wi1th positive values of the reac~nces). Since the subgroup of lossless 2nports that leaves the subspace graph(On) invariant is easily shown to be H
On x On, we have a model M
On,n/ {On x On) for passive resistive n-ports or (equivalently) the set of strictly conrractivematrices. This is only
an open and dense subset of the Grassmannian Grn
02n/ (On x On). Other On,n-orbits correspond to nonpassive generalizations of Darlington' s theorem (cf.. [l], [17)) and may be labeled by the triple {n+, n_, no), n++
n_ +no= n, of the numbers of positive, negative and zero resistances in Z [8]. The pertaining models On,n / H
differ only by the specific stabilizers H. Note 1tbat dim H increases with n 0 ; hence, there will be a loss of
parameters in M
G/H via eq.(3). Tltis is a rather important point in the design of identification algorithms
(see e.g. [7]).

=

=

=

=

1

=

Statie space models (Reactance extraction): As is well-known [5], the space M{s) of proper rational transfer
functions M(s) of fixed McMiUan deg~ee n may be conceived as the orbit space :En,m of minimal systems
i'.:n,m :={A, B, C, D} modulo the GLn action
<.p: GLn x

-

- ~ :En,m,
:En,m

(T, A, B, C, D)

H

(T AT- 1 , TB , cr- 1 , D),

(4)

=

i.e. M(s)
:En,m := i'.:n,m/GLn, where :En,m is an analytic manifold and the canonical projection 11' :
:En,m -+ :En,m is a principal GLn bundle. All this translates l :l into Yo ula's reactance extraction approach (24]
to state space systems by invoking the principal fiber bundle interpretation of Fig. 1. Identifying G

=

f:n,m and

Z = graph(sln) (the external behavior of n unit-normalized reactances), the structure group of the bundle H =::
GLn is defined as the stabilizer of Z via its left action 'PL : H x Grn -+ Grn, Hgraph(sln) H graph{sln ) ·
More explicitly:

TE GLn.
This way, internal state space transformations T ,E GLn gain a strikingly geometric and natural interpretation
via the stabili:zier of a certain space in a cascade model. Moreover, invariance of a transfer function M(s) under
internal equivalence transformafions by some H E H is clear from invariance of Z under left actions of H =
stab(Z) in Fig. 1. This may also serve as a motivating and plausible geometric alternative to the customary brute
force algebraic proof of invariance of the transfer function.

4 Conduding Itemarks
When circuit 'e ngineers state that the ,i nterconnection of passive devices results in a passive device, or when they
characterize an n-ports implicitely by an atlas of charts instead of pinning it down to a fixed m atrix representation,
they think intuit,i vely in a coordinate-free way. It becomes more and more ev ident that the nature of the rationale
behind 1this engineering black-box thinking is a geometric-topological one. Since the mid-seventies, mathematical
systems theory emphasizing the role of Lie group theory, differential geometry, and global analysis, went the other
way: One started from matrix equations and reconstructed coordinate-free objects by replacing matrices with a
systematic use of abstract linear vector spaces while looking for appropriate compactifications. However, there are
still quite a few ex~mples in linear systems theory where the identifkation of the underlying geometric structure is
obstrnc1ted by the coordinates implicit in the customary algebraic defin,i tion of objects. Hence, there is to presume a
tremendous potentiality in exploiting the crossroads of modern mathematical systems theory (geometry, topology,
g lobal analysis) and engineering multiport theory (tbe latter being definitely more oriented to physical systems).
1
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Abstract: We define bond graphs in a completely new way, and thereby justify the bond graph terminology in the
framework of classical network theory. We discuss some interrelations between bond graphs and Minty networks.

1 Introduction
The description of the topological structure of a network by means of an oriented graph goes back to KIRCHHOFF's
classical paper in i847. Nowadays, the network theory is well established not only in electrical engineering, but
almost everywhere. Ai!I the networks defined on the base of oriented graphs share the disadvantage that they are
dualizable only if their graphs .at'e planar.
MINTY [7] introduced in ig66 the notion of the graphoid, which is highly appropriate for the treatment of
matroids as generalizations of graphs. Applying oriented graphoids, he extended the concept of monotone resistive
networks with uncoupled branches so that thos e generalized resistive networks are al.ways dualizable. It is easy
to transfer this new concept to networks with more general voltage-current relations. Because of the shortcoming,
that no sttaightforward algorithm has been found yet, which delivers networks of this kind as models for sufficient
complicated technical or physical systems, this class of netwo11ks has not found considerable attention in technical
'literat,ure. Howe¥er, the solution sets of sucb networks can always be generated by means of bond graphs (13,
11 , 5]. Furthermore, by giving a new definition of bond graphs we circumvent some difficulties with bond graph
terminology described e.g. in (9, 2}.
The application of electrical networks as models for non-electrical systems has always been accompanied by
discussions about the "correct" analogy to be used, e.g. whether models for mechanical systems should base
on the orde.r ed pairs of correspondences (voltage~velocity, current~force) or (voltage~force, cu rrent~velocity).
Clearly, if one uses network models which are always dualizable, like the networks based on the ideas of MINTY,
these discussions are .insignificant.

2

Kirchhoff :a n:d Minty Networks

In this section we define Kirchhoff and Minty networks as oroer,ed pairs of a skeleton and a voltage-current
relation. The ske[eton describes the topological structure of these networ.ks, and the voltage-current relation is a
binary relation that includes an admissible pairs of voltages and currents of such a network.
The skeleton of a Kirchhoff network describes the branch-node structure of the network by means of an ordered
pair of oriented graphs, and determines in that manner the meshes and cutsets of such a network implicitly. The
skieleton of a Minty network is de,fined as .an OI'dered pair of graphoids. Graphoids are essentially defined by the
sets of their meshes and cut sets without using nodes (a minimum of necessary details about graphoids we have
collected in an appendix at the end ohhis paper).
An oriented graph is defined as an OI'dered triple (Z, K, A) of two disjoint sets Zand K, with (K = (/J => Z = 0)
and a map A : Z -+ K x K. Z is the branch set, K, the node set, and A the incidence mapping of this graph.
The incidence map assigns to each branch b 1the ordered pair A(b) =: (11, w) of start and final point of b [3]. The
oriented meshes and cut sets of an oriented graph are denoted by means of ordered pairs such as ( z+, z-) where
z+, z- i; Z are disjoint sets of branches which belong to the corresponding oriented mesh or cutsct in positive
or negative orientation, resp.
2.1 Agreement U, I, P and T denote one-dimensional oriented nonned real linear spaces provided with their
standard topologies. We ref:er to U as the branch-voltage space and to I as the branch-current space . T is the
time axis and Intl denotes the set of all the intervals on the time axis.
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B : U x I -+ P denotes a non-degenerate bilinear mapping that assigns to each element (U, I) E U x I the
element 8(U, I) E 'P.
For each finite set Z and each interval T E Intl we assume that U z , (U z )T, .. . , (Uz )T x (I z )T are provided
with the structure of nonned linear spaces induced by that one of U and I. For each b E Z, Z ' C Z (Z '# 0),
U E uz, and I E Iz we define by means of pvb(U) := U(b) , pcb(I) := l(b) , pvv(U) := UIZ', and
pvz. (I) := IIZ' the projections pvb: uz -+ U, pc,,: Iz-+ I , pVz• : uz -+ uz' ' and pvz· : xz -+ zZ' ' res p. 0
As usual, for any two sets X and Y we denote by Y x the set of all mappings from X to Y. For each f E Y x
and X' c Xwedenote with /IX' ,t he restriction off to X'.
For electrical networks, the spaces introduced above afe defined by U := lRV, I := !RA, P := lR.W , and
T := JRs, and the bilinear mapping B assigns to each value (U,I) E U x I the product of the scalar physical
quantities U and I . For normalized networks, these spaces are U :=I := T := P := JR, and Bis defined by
B(U, I) := UI . In the case of the electrical networks the elements of the space P have the physical dimension
of power. But ,t here exist also technical relevant examples of networks, where the elements of P have a physical
dimension different from that one of power. For examples see below and [12].
2.2 Definition Let Z be a finite set and S .a set.
The set Sis the universal signal set on Z if it sa,tisfies the condition S
UretnrT(UZ)T x (Izf.
O
2.3 Definition Let S be a universal signal set on some finite set.
The elements of Sare called signals. Let (n, i) be a signal of S. u is the voltage and i is the current of the
signal ( u , i). The interval T := domu = domi is called the domain of the signal (u , i).
Let W ~ S. The set sd(W) := {T I 3(u,i)ewT = domu} is the set of domains of the signals of W . W is
called restriction compatible if it satisfies V(u,i)EwV'TelnrT (T ~ dom1i ~ ( ulT, ilT) E W).
0
2.4 Remark The universal signal set contains very complicated signals, e.g. signals with nowhere differentiable
voltages and currents. Therefore we usually use more specific signal sets S' C S. We omit a formal definition
of such sets here, but typical examples are signal sets including all con.tinuous, continuously differentiable, or
piecewise continuously differentiable voltages and currents of the universal signal set.
o
2.5 Definition AK-skeleton is an ordered pair (9v, 9c) of two oriented graphs 9v and 9c with the same branch
and node set, and which differ at most with respect to their orientation.
Let C =: (9., 9c) be a K-skeleton. We call 9. the voltage graph and 9c the current graph of C. A fi nite set is
the branch set (node set, resp.) of C if it is the branch set (node set, resp.) of the voltage graph of C.
AM-skeleton is an Ofdered pair (9v, 9c) of two oriented graphoids Yv and 9c with the same branch set and
which differ at most with respect to their orientation..
If C =: (9., Ye) is a M-skeleton, then 9v is its voltage graphoid and Ye is its current graphoid. A finite set is
the branch set of C if it is the branch set of the voltage graphoid of C.
An ordered pair is a skeleton if it is either a K-skeleton or a M-skeleton.
Let C = : (Yv· 9c) be a skeleton with branch set Zand 0 C Z' C Z . The ordered pair Cv := (Yv,z •, Yc,Z') is
the subskeleton of C defined by Z' if 9v,Z' and 9c,Z' are the s ubgraphs of9v and 9c induced by Z', resp.
0

=

2.6 Definition An ordered pair {C, V) is a Kirchhoff network (resp. Minty network) if C is a K-skeleton (resp.
M-skeleton) and V is a non-void, resitric,tion compatible subset of the universal signal set on the branch set of C.
Vis the voltage-current relation of,the network (C, V) .
An ordered pair is a network if it is either a Kirchhoff network or a Minty network.
2.7 Agreement Let /If=: ((9. , 9c), V) be a network w ith branch set Z. The orientations of the branc hes in 9.
and 9c are the reference directions for the branch voltage s and branch currents. With
we denote the subset
of branches with associated reference directions for the branch voltages and branch currents.
D
2.8 Definition Let /If be a network with the branch set Z . Let S be its universal signal set.
For each signal ( u, i) E S and ,e ach branch b E Z we denote with "'b and i 11 the time functions defined by
ub := pvb o u and ib := pcb o i. resp. We ,c all the functions nb and i1, the branch-voltages and the branch-currents
of the signal {u, i), resp. Similarly, we denote for each ( u, i) E Sand each non-empty set Z' C Z by uv and iv
the time functions defined by Uz • := pvv o u and i v := pczi oi, resp. The functions n v and iz, (0 C Z ' C Z )
are the partial voltages and partial currents of the signal (11., i ).
For each W ~ S and for each Z' with 0 C Z ' C Z the set W z• is defined by W z• .-

zm.

{(uz•, i z · ) I (H, i )

E

W}.

D

2.9 Definition Let /If = : ( (9. , 9c) , V) be a network with universal signal se t S .
A signal ( u. 1:) E Sis called a Kirchhoffsignal if the following two conditions hold true:
(KVL) For every oriented mesh ( z+ . z- ) (respectively { z +, z -} ) of 9v the voltage 11. satisfies

E bez+ ub - E be z-

11.1>
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= 0.

(KCL) For every oriented cutset ( z+' z-) (respectively {z+' z-}) of Ye the current i satisfies

'E11ez+ i 0 - 'Euez- i~ = 0 ·
The conditions (KVL) and (KCL) are called Kirchhoff voltage law and Kirchhoff current law, resp.

0

2.10 Definition Let N be a network with universal signal set S .
A subset 11. ~ S is the Kirchhoff part of the uni versa! signal set of N if it is the set of all Kirc hhoff signals of
S . The intersection C := 1l n Vis the solution set ofN. The elements of Care called the solutions of N .
2.H Definition Let Z' be a nontrivial subset of the branch set Z ,o f a network N =: (C, V).
The set Z' and its complement Z"
Z\Z' are uncoupledifV
v. , i) ES I (uv, iv) E Vz• l\(uz,,, iz") E

=

= {(

Vv•}.
Let Z' be a branch set which is uncoupled from its complement and Cv the subskeleton of C defined by Z' C Z .
Then the ordered pair (Cz,, Vv) =: Nv is a network. We call it the s.u bnetwork of N defined by Z'.
The network ]If is an elementary network if its skeleton consists of single-branch components only and no
nontrivial subset of its branch set defines a subnetwork of N.
o
The following definition is essential for our approach to use bond graphs for a description of Minty networks.

2.12 Definition Let N and if be two networks with the branch sets Z and
and .C, resp. Let Z ~ Zand Cz := {(uz, iz) I (u, i) El}.
The network .if generates the solutions of N if Cz =C.

i. resp., and the solution sets C

2.13 Proposition For every Kirchhoff network there exists a Minty network with the same branch set generating
its solutions.
D
The proof of the assertion above is trivial since e very oriented graph induces an oriented graphoid. Obviously,
the reversal of the above assertion is not true because not every Kirchhoff network has a dual one.
Let 9 be an oriented graph or an oriented graphoid. Then we denote in the following by g· an oriented graph
which is dual to 9 and has the same branch set as g or an oriented graphoid which is the dual one of g, resp. (c.f.
proposition A.5).
2.14 Definition Let C =: (9v, gc ) tie a skeleton. We call the skeleton c· := (Q;, 9;) the dual skeleton of C. o
2.15 Definition Let N =: ( c, V) and N° =: ( C0 , V 0 ) be two networks. N° is a dual network to N if C0 =
1
0
and if there exists a linear bijection R : I -+ u so that
i ((u, i) E v <:::} (Ro 0 i , R.0 0 u) E
) , where
Ro: Iz -+ uz is the linear bijection defined by 'fuez (.R0 (I ))(b) R(I(b)).
o
2.16 Pl"oposition Every Minty network has a dual Minty network.
O
The essential difference between Kirchhoff and Minty networks is 1the fact that not for every Kirchhoff network
exists a dual Kirchhoff network.
2.17 Remark On this base it is possible to introduce resistive, inductive, capacitive networks, nullators, norato rs,
etc. Furthermore, we can define the representation of networks as interconnection of subnetworks.
D
2.18 Definition Let S be a subset of the universal signal set on some set Z , (u , i) E S, and ( be a bijective
mapping from Z to {l, 2, ... , IZI}.
We call the ordered pair ( u, i) := (t (11.c(l) uc(2) ... uc(IZD) , t (ic(l) i<( 2l ... i c( IZIJ )) of column matrices the
matr.ix representation of the signal ( u, i) E S with respect to (.
D
For each finite set X we denote with IXI the number of elements included in X .
2.19 Definition Let N =: (C, V) be a Kirchhoff network with branch set Z (IZI ~ 2) and zass. the set of
branches with associated refe11ence directions for branch voltages and branch currents. S is a signal set included
in the universal signal set on Z. (is a bijective mapping (: {1 , .... IZI} - t Z . D denotes a IZI x IZI diagonal
matrix with D((- 1 (b), C 1 (b )) = +1 if b E zm. and D((- 1 (1>) , C 1 (b)) = -1 if b E Z \ zass ..
The network N is an ideal transformer if there exist two matrices A , B E QIZI >< JZI, satisfying the two conditions rank (A B)
IZI and t AB 0 , so that the voltage-current relation V is equal to the set of all signals
( u, i) E S whose matrix representation with respect to ( is a solution of the system of equations Au + BDi = 0 . O
2.20 Remark The above definiti·o n of an ideal transformer was given by A . E. SEN and Y. TOKAD in i 980.
Special cases of ideal transformers are ideal transformer offirst kind where rankA = IZl-1 and ideal transformer
of second kind where rankB = IZI - 1, which were already introduced in 1932 by W. CAUER. The parallel
connection multiport and the series c onnection multi port introduc ed in the next section are special cases of those
two networks. Another special case are the ideal transfonners which have two branches only and which therefore
.
D
belong to both. the class of ideal tran sformers of first and of second kind.
2.21 Definition Let N be a network with an even number of branches. N is a network in Belevitch normal
form if there exists a partitioning of its branch set into two sets zt• · and z•xt. with Izt• ·I = Izext. I so that the

v...

=

=
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subnetwork N 2 ... is an ideal transformer and all components of the skeleton of N consist of exactly two parallel
branches and one branch of each component is an element of zt• ·.
O
2.22 Theorem For every network there exists a network in Belevitch normal form generating its solutions.
For the class of J(jrchhoff networks a proof is given in [l]. An extended version of this proof involving the class
of Minty networks is given in [SJ.

3 Paynte.r Networks and Bond Graphs
3.1 Definition Let N =: (C, V) be an elementary Kirchhoff network with voltage graph 9v, current graph 9c.
and branch set Z <IZI ~ 2), and let (ab)bEZ be a family with <7b
+l if b E zm. and a b
-1 otherwise. S
denotes a signal set included in the universal signal set on the branch set of N.
N is a series or parallel connection multiport if its voltage-current relation Vis the set of all signals (u, i) ES
satisfying the condition (EbEZ abub 0 /\ 'Va,bEZ i" = i1,) or (EbEZ <7biu = 0 /\ 'Va,bEZ v .a = uu). resp.
0
3.2 Definition A Kirchhoff network N is called a Paynter network 1f it fulfills the following conditions:
(PI) The componen IS of the skeleton of N contain exactly two parallel branches and two nodes. The two branches
of every component are oriented in such a manner that they are a similarly oriented cuts et of the voltage graph
of Nanda similarly o.r iented mesh of the current graph of N.
(P2) There exist chree disjoint sets ')1e.xt., IJl'V, and 91° of elementary networks with ~xt. # 0 and l)l'V U 'l1° ;/; 0
where the networks in !Jl"V and 'l1° are series and parallel connection multiports, resp.• so that N is an
in1terconnection of all the networks of ')1 := ryrxt. U ')1'\7 U IJl°.
(P3) The two branches of every component of .t he skeleton of N belong to two different networks of ')1, and at
least one branch belongs to a ne·twork of ')1 'V U 'l1°.
The branches of the networks of ~xt. are the external branches of N. The branches of the networks of l)l'V U 'J1°
are the internal branches of N. The subnetwork of N which is the interconnection of all the networks of!Jl"V u!JlO
is the interconnection network of N.
O
3.3 Remark h is obvious ·t hat each Paynter network is a network in Belevitch nonnal fonn.
D
3.4 Defin:i:.t io.n An oriented graph (!B, 'Jl, .f)} is .a bond graph if it satisfies the following conditions:
(81) There exist a Paynter ne·t work N and three selS ~xt., ')1'\7, 'J1° of elementary subnetworks of this network
satisfying the conditions given in definition 3.2.
(82) The elements of~ are the ordered pairs of the start and final points of the branches of the componenlS of
the voltage graph of N.
(83) ')1 = ~xt. U !Jl"V U IJt°.

=

=

=

(84) .f) : !B -t IJl x 1)1 is a mapping which assigns to each ordered pair (11, w) E ~that pair (M , Q) of networks
M and Q whose branches are incident with v and w in the skeleton of che network N where the branch that
belongs to the (second) network Q is similarly directed in the voltage graph and the current graph of N.
The elements of '.l3 are the bonds of the bond graph.
o
3..5 .Remarl\ Bond graphs in the sense of definition 3.4 can be represented by some pictorial diagrams, which are
traditionally denoted as bond graphs. These diagrams are determined by means of an oriented geometric graph
of lR 3 [3] which is isomorphic to the given bond graph, and a projection of this geometric graph into IR.2 which is
identified wich the "drawing plane", so that the restriction of this projection on the node set of the geometric graph
of R.3 is a bijective mapping.
In such diagrams, the nodes representing series connection multiports are denoted by means of the symbol "l"
or "V" and the nodes representing parallel connection multiporlS are denoted by the symbol "O" or "O". (That
is the reason why the terms I-junction and 0-junction are commonly used to denote the corresponding kinds of
connection multi ports.) The external multiports of a bond graph are represented by some indexed literals. The
use of these literals is more or less standardized, e.g. Ri denotes the jth resistive multiport, Ck denotes the kth
capacitive multiport, etc. 'Dhe oriented branches of bond graphs are depicted as half arrows.
The orientations of the half arrows deliver reference directions for the power exchange between the ports if the
elements of the space P introduced in agreement 2.1 have the physical dimension of power. Modelling che energy
exchange between the parts of a technical or physical system is the usual method to obtain a bond graph as a
model for such a system (c.f. [4]). Bond graphs corresponding to networks with a space P whose elements do not
have the physical dimension of power. or are not normalized representations of such quantities, are usually called
pseudo bond graphs.
From remark 2.20 it follows that in some cases there exist several partitions of the interconnection network
into series and parallel connection multiports. Therefore such a partition needs to be prescribed for each Payn ter
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network in o~der to get a one-to-one correspondence between the class of Paynter networks and that one of b ond
D
graphs.
' 3.6 Theorem For each Minty network N there exists a Paynter network generating the solutions of N .
A first complete proof of this cheorem has been given in [5]. This proof applies matrix representations of
graphoids which will not be introduced here. In short, on the base of an arbitrary fundamental mesh or cutset
matrix of the skeleton of the Minty network is is easy to construct a Paynter network generating its solutions.
Of course, there ar·.e many different possibilities for such a construction. first, because of the chosen tree in the
skeleton of the Minty network and, second, because of some bond graph equivalences that can be used to modify
.the constructed Paynter network without altering its solution set.
The next proposition follows immediately from the theorem above because each Kirchhoff network defines in
a unique manner a Minty network with the same branch set generating the solution set of the given Kirchhoff
network. The assertion of this corollary, however, is a well known theorem in bond graph literature [8 , 4).
3.7 Corollary For .each Kirchhoff networkN there exists a Paynter network if generating the solutions ofN.o
3.8 Definition A Kirchhoff network N is a Paynter multiport if it satisfies the following conditions:
(Ml) Each. component of the skeleton of N consists either of exactly one branch or of exactly two parallel
branches.
(M2) If N is augmented by a set of norators wi·th appropriately oriented voltage and current graphs so that the
branches of these norntors are connected parallel to the branches of the one-branch components of N. the
network N•ug. constructed in this manner is a Paynter network
D
3~1) Remark L·e t N be a Paynter multiport and N•ug. the network constructed from N by the augmentation with
some norntors as described in condition (M2). Let additionally Z" 0 '· denote the branch set of these norators,
c•ug. the set of all solutions of N•ug., and let C5aug. be the bond gmph corresponding to N •ug. in the sense of
definition 3.4.
Then£~!;. delivers a description of the 1
te nninal behavior <0f'lhe Paynter multiport N (c.f. [10]).
Let :'.Dug. be t!he diagram assoc.iated to the bond graph (5•ug. by the construction described in remark 3.5.
Deletion of the nodes which represent the added norators in ·:D•ug. leads 1to a new diagram. This is traditionally
caU.ed ·the bond graph of the Paynter multiport N. The half arrows, which were originally incident with the nodes
D
representing the added norators in :D•ug., represent now the ports of N.
3.10 lt<emark The voltage-current relation of a canonical representative [ 10) of the terminal behaviour of the
inte!'connection network of a Paynter network :is always an ideal transformer [I]. As the examples given in
[9] clearly show, the matrices of a hybrid representation of the voltage-curre nt re lation of this ideal transformer
cannot generally be interpreted as fundamental mesh and cut set matrices of oriented graphs differi ng at most with
respect to their orientations, and, moreover, the difficulties ~hat arise in some bond graphs with "odd loops" in
their graphical representation as discussed in [9] are caused by such matrices which are not even unimodular [14),
i.e. by matrices which do n ot induce oriented graphoids!
D
3.11 Remark Let N be a Paynter network and (5 =: (Q3 , IJL,.f)) a corresponding bond graph. A complete forest
in the skeleton of N can be represented as an additional orientation of the branches of t.5. By use of the notations
from definition 3.4 we introduce an additional incidence mapping ([ : 5B -+ 1)1 x IJL. This mapping assigns to each
ordered pair (v. w) E '13 the pair (M , Q) of the itwo networks M and .Q whose branches are incident with v and
w in :~he skeleton of N where the forest branch of ithese two branches belongs to Q.
Let '.D be the graphical representation of tB (c.f. 3.5). The orientation of the branches of the oriented graph
(23, 91, Q:) are traditionally represe nted in '.D by means of the so .c alled causal strokes.
It is well known that l he use of appropriate forests simplifies the set up of state space equations. Independent
of this, the selection of an arbitrary forest allows us to reduce the number of variables in the equations for the
analysis of Paynter networks b y half if a system of equaitions with twig voltages and link c urrents is used instead
of a tableau system with all branch voltages and branch c urrents. The variables denoting the twig voltages and
link currents are usually denoted as the conjugated variables associated to the corresponding bond.
D
3.12 Proposition For every Paynter network ther;e exists a dual network, which is an Paynter network, too.
0
The skeleton of a Paynter network is always planar and therefore duah.zable.
3.13 Theorem Let N he a Paynter network, t5 = : (23, IJL,5)) a bond graph corresponding to Nin the sense
of definition 3.4, and N~ a Paynter network dual to N with the same branch set as N . Then a bond graph
corresponding to N· can he constructed from that one corresponding to N if each elementary network offJI. is
i:eplaced by an elen1entary nm.ltiport with dualized voltage-curr:ent relation.
Obviously, thereby each series connection multiport has to be replaced by a parallel connection multiport, and
vice versa. The fact that each Payncer network is dualizable explains also why there is no contradiction betwee n the
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use of bond graph models for mechanical systems described in [ 15] based on the first pair of the correspondences,
which were mentioned in the introduction, and the bond graph models described in (4) for the same purposes
based on the second of these correspondences.

4

Concluding Remarks

All results presented above can be carried over on the theory of multidimensional networks developed in (12].

A Appendix
Here are given the definitions of graphoids and oriented graphoids only. For more details c.f. [7, 14, 13].
A.I Definition and Agreement A painting of a finite set Z is a partitioning of Z into three disjoint subsets R,
Q, B so that g is a one-element set and Z =RU g U B . We regard the elements in Ras being "painted red" , the
D
element in gas being "painted green", and the elements in /3 as being " painted blue".
A.2 Oefinitfon A graphoid is a triple (Z, !m, C:) of a finite set Z and two collections !m and C: of nonempty
subsets of Z, called meshes and .cutsets, satisfying the conditions
(Gl) V'Mem'v'cedM n Cl i= 1.
(G2) For any painting of Z there is either a member of !m consisting of the green element and no blue elements
or a member of C: consisting of the green element and no red elements.
(G 3) No member of!m contains another member of !m properly; no member of<!:'. contains another member of<!:'.
properly.
D
A.3 Remuk ( Z , !m, <!::) is a graphoid if and only if the ordered pairs ( Z , 9Jl) and ( Z , I!:) are matroids which are
dual to each other. Therefore there 'e xists to each graphoid (Z, 9J1, <!:'.)a dual one (Z, <!'., !m), which is, moreover,
uniquely detennined.
D
For a simple example consider an arbitrary non-oriented graph. The triple formed by its branch set, the set of
all its meshes, and the set of all its cutsets is always a graphoid. But note that not every graph can be dualized and
not every graphoid can be induced by an appropriate graph.
A.4 De·f inition An ordered triple ( Z, rot,( ) is an oriented g raphoid if the following conditions are satisfied:
(01) z is a finite set. The elements of.rot and (are sets { z+' z-} with z+, z- ~ z and z+ n z- = 0.
(02) The triple (Z, !m, C:} with !m := {z+ u z- I {z+' z-} E 9Jt} and<!:'.:= {z+ u z- I { z+' z-} E (}is
an graphoid.
(03) Orthogo nality: 'v'{z+ ,.i -}E!Dt 'v'{z+,z - }ec (Ii+ n z+1+1z- n z-1 =Ii+ n z-1+1z- n z+ 1).
D
A.5 Proposition and Definition If (Z, !m, C:) is an oriented graphoid then ( Z, <!'. , !m) is an oriented graphoid,
too. {Z, C:, !m) is called the dual graphoid to (Z, !m, C:) .
D
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PHYSICALLY ORIENTED MODELING OF HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS
p ,e ter Schwarz
Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits, Design Automation Department EAS
Zeunerstrasse 38, D-01069 Dresden; email: schwarz@eas.iis.fhg.de
Abstract. Technical systems can be characterized very often as complex heterogeneous systems. Many simulation
algorithms exist for the analysis of continuous and discrete systems. However, the first modeling steps in the physical domains have not been sufficiently assisted by CAD tools. Multiports and generalized KIRCHHOFF's
networks proved to be powerful concepts in a physically oriented modeling methodology. Modeling languages like
VHDL-AMS and Modelica wiU support the practical application of these approaches.

1.

Introduction

Modern technical systems like integrated circuits, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). mechatronic
systems or distributed automation systems can be characterized as complex heterogeneous systems. Typically
they show some of the following features:
• mixed-domain (mechanical, electrical, thermal, flu~dic, ... phenomena},
• partially close coupling between these domains, side effects, cross coupling,
• distributed and lumped (concentrated) elements,
• discrete and continuous signals and systems (in elec,tronics: analog and digital),
·• very large and stiff systems of differential equations to describe the continuous subsystems.
Depending on the level of abstraction, partial differential ·equations (PDE) and ordinary differential equations
(ODE) are the mathematical models (system equations) of continuous subsystems. We will focus on ODE (and
briefly discuss the transition from PDE to ODE in sec. 3). A lot of algorithms and computer programs is available
for the numerical solution of the system equations. However, there is a demand for more and better assistance in
finding out these system equations. A powerful interdisciplinary modeling methodology is necessary to analyse
real-world problems.
Examples: mechanism, micro system, actuator, sensor,
Real physical system
integrated circuit, printed circuit board, fluidic pump
Domains: mechanical, electrical, pneumatic, optical, magnetic, ...

t
t
t

Physical modeling

System model

' Mathematical modeling

Modeling in the original physical domain:
Abstraction from negligible ·effects, idealization
System models in the original domain:
spring-mass-system, multi-body system, thermal network,
block diagram, ekctrical network, ...
Transformation of mixed strnctural-behavioral descriptions
into a common mathematical form

t

Mathematical model

Continuous and discr•ete equations, differential equations (PDE, ODE)

Fig. l : Steps in modebng physical systems
Basically, the modeling process can be divided into two fundamental steps (Fig. 1). At present, the second step
is mostly weU supported by the input pr·ocessing programs of simulators. So we will put emphasis on the first step,
the "physically-oriented modeling" of complex heterogeneous systems. The term "physically-oriented" means: it
is a goal of the modeling approach that as much as possible modeling steps are closely related to the design process
of technical systems and to the intuitive procedure of the design engineer. Therefore, different description methods
have to be considered. We can distinguish 1be.tween
• behavioral description: equation-oriented, similar to Vhe textual notation of an ODE,
• structural description: the system mode'I is hierarchically composed of subsystems and basic elements (the soca!led primitives) available with the simulators.
Mostly, system models with spatially lumped elements api pear as implicit nonlinear differential-algebraic equa1tions (DAE). Only in special cases their formulation as explicit state equations is possible.
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In Fig. 2 some well-known descriptions of the same sy.stem (a simple time-continuous mechanical system with
mass, spring, and damping) are shown:
• a mathematical description which may be processed by tools like Mathematica or Maple;
• the model fonnulated in a "hardware description language" (HDL) for ·the electronic system simulator Saber;
• a block diagram (or signalflow diagram) to be perfonned by Matlab/Simulink or MatrixX;
• a mechan:icaqnetwork and its equivalent electrical network (which can be simulated by electronic network analysis programs like SPICE).

~
Mathematical description

M¥T
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f C)( t = Mx +Di+
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,

fe"t
.

•

x, v

template fmd pp rnm • m, b,k
tran:slat.ional_pos pp,mm
.number
number
n1.Hr~er

K

m • l
b - l
k .. l

wo

M

_11

t

Mechanical network

var ~cs_rn x
var frc_.N' fext.
var nu .Kp
equations
i
frc_N (pp->mm) +• !ext
x • pos_m(pp)-pos_mlmml

xp: xp • d_by_dtlx)
text: !ext - d_by_dt(m•xp)+J
xp•b + x•k

1

Behavioral description

Block diagram

Equivalent electrical network

Fig. 2: Different descriptions of a mechanical system
Especially, the use of equivalent electrical networks for modeling non-electrical systems has a long and successful tradition [10], [16), [15], [18], [20], (31], [39]. However, for a long time it had been restricted to relatively
small systems because of the cumbersome handling of the basic elements of older simulators like SPICE (resistance R, capacitance C, inductance L, ... ) in modeling complex functionalities. Also the treatment of translational
and rotational effects in 3-dimensional mechanical systems is an awkward process. This process can be considerably simplified by the more general "modeling by multiports" described in the next section. But only the latest
developments of new modeling languages and simufator featur,es make this multiport modeling approach practicable and powerful thus enabling the design engineer to exploit the potential of math.ematical algorithms.
Physical systems may be classified into:
• Conservative physical systems: their quantities are flow quantities and difference quantities subject to compatibility constraints;
• Non-conservative physical systems: other interconnected systems consisting of elements with inputs and outputs and only one type of quantities.
A flow quantity (through quantity, I-quantity) is measured at one point of the physical system (e.g. an electrical
current or a hydrauilic flow). A difference quantity (across quantity, 2-quantity) is measured between two points,
e.g. a mechanical displacement or an electrical voltage. In Fig. 3 some ,o f the most important flow and difference
quantities are shown.
The term "conservative physical systems"
is motivated by the fact that time-indePbyskal domain
Flow quantity I Difterence ·quantity
pendent compatibility constraints for flow
cun-ent
voltage
electnca1
and difference quantities are valid. In elecforce
veloci.ty
mechanical-translational
trical systems, these constraints are the
mechanical -rotational
torque
angu'la:r velo city
!
well-known K.IRCHHOFF's current law
pr,essufe
pneumatic
volume flow
(KCL, node law) and voltage law (KVL,
heat flow
temperatu:re
thermal
mesh law). Similar conservation laws for
Fig. 3: Flow and difference quantities in different physical domains flow and difference quantities hold also in
11
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many other physical domains. This fact can lbe reflected in different classes of system models : conservative system
models with conservative signals (flow and difference signals) and non-conservative systems (with non-conservative signals). We use the term "signal" as a model of all lcinds of physical quantities which are able to exchange
energy or information between the subsystems. We will use the term "network" to describe a system model consisting of elements, connections between ,these elements, and conservative signals. To stress the fact that these
networks are models of physical systems in different domains, sometimes the term "generalized KIRCHHOFFian
network" is used (41], [42].
Bond graphs [11), [43) are closely r'elated to networks {30), but they are beyond the scope of this paper. From
the author's point of view, the construction of bond graphs as models of real physical systems seems to be too complicated in many cases. The transformation of bond graphs into DAE systems is similar to the transformation of
networks and can be done automatically.
Non-conservative quantities are typical of control systems or digital signal-processing devices. Block diagrams
(see Fig. 2) or signal-flow graphs are appropriate models of these physical systems. In practice, control systems are
often realized as electronic systems where voltages ar.e the signals. Currents do not have any influence, and therefore, they al'e not included into the model. Conservation laws do not exist on this level of abstraction. From the
practical point of view, the distinction between "analog" (time-continuous) and "digital" (time-discrete, mostly
also value-discrete) non-conservative signals is very important. For the simulation of discrete (or digital) systems
powerful specialized algorithms are available, e.g. the discrete-event simulation algorithms (2).

2.

The multiport approach

subsystem 1
subsystem 2
The multiport modeling approach is illustrated in
C5
Fig 4.
• The complete system is decomposed into subsystems, the so-called multiports. Signals are
separated into external signals between the subsystems, and internal signals within the subsystems.
The external signals of a subsystem form its terminal signals.
• External signals may be conservative (flow signals
e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, difference .signals el, e2 in the
subsystem 3
example) or non-conservative (e3, e4).
• The behavior of subsystems depends only on their
Fig. 4: Multiports in a system model
terminal signals (and some internal signals) and
their initial conditions, too.
In electrical network theory , multipoles and multiports may be distinguished as such subsystem models. But in
our more general context this distinction is not substantial, and therefore, we will use only the term multi port. Each
subsystem can be substituted by other subsystems with the same tenninal behavior [29) without any influence on
the behavior of the rest of the system. The behavior of a subsystem can be expressed
• implicitly by the connection of some other subsystems (or primitives on the lowest level): hierarchical structural
refinement,
• explicitly by a set of equations (e.g. nonlinear differential-algebraic equations): "behavioral modeling" in a strict
sense,
• or a combination of both if the simulator has language constructs to formulate mixed structural-behavioral
descriptions.
The key problem in setting-up the system equations is the description of ·the terminal behavior of the subsystems.
All other equations are essentially constraints resulting from the connection of the subsystems, especially the node
and mesh law for flow and difference signals on conservative terminals, and can be constructed automatically.
An external view of a multiport is shown in Fig. 5. Terminal signals of the same type are assembled into vectors.
So these signals are vector-valued functions of time t. The terminal signals are divided into the following
categories:

independent by chooseabl·e difference, flow, and non-conservative signals
(analog and digital)
dependent difference, flow, and non-conservative signals (analog and digital)
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In many cas.es it is impossible to staite the terminal behavior only :based on tenninal signals. Subsystems may
have internal states, and ~herefore, the introduction of additional signals sis necessary. The terminal behavior is
determined also by the values of some parameters described by a parameter vector p. On very wide assumptions,
the terminal behavior of multiports (Fig. 5) can lbe given by the following equations:

i1
Vl

a.i n

d;n

---=r(--

networ·k

I:

t!J-~

rr

block diagram~
(signal flow)
·
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(4)
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V2

aout

dau!

aout

(5)

Fig. 5: Terminal signals of a multiport
Eqs. (1) ... (4) are differential-algebraic equations (DAE). They can 'be solved by the numerical solution algorithms of a continuous system simulator [8]. The last equation (5) is mostly handled by discrete-event simulation
algorithms which are very popular in general system simulation and in digital elec tronic simulation [l ], (2), (25).
The combined treatment of continuous and discrete equations is known as hybrid simulation, analog-digital simulation, or mixed-sign.al simulation.
This multiport mod.eling approach is closely related to object-oriented modeling. Unfortunately, there is no
generally accepted understanding of object-orientation in modeling and simulation. From the author's point of
view, the following classification is useful:
• Object-oriented modeling: the construction of strictly hierarchica'l, modular models. This interpretation of
object-oriented modeling was stressed by Cellier et al. [6], [7), [27]..
• Object-oriented simulation: each subsystem is considered as an object. Each object has its own implemented
simulation ail gorithm (a ,,method"). All obje·c ts communicate via message passing, coordinate their behavior,
an.d so the simulation of the entire system is carried out [5]. A similar definition is: object-oriented simulation
is the concurrent operation of different simulators wi1thout a global controller or a master simulator.
• Object-oriented programming: the application of programming languages like C++ or Small talk.
All these approaches exist independently from each other but they can be combined. Therefore, some authors (3),
(17], 1(33) emphasize that object-oriented programming is not only the application of object-oriented programming
languages but also a general method to design complex software systems. Hence, the method is very useful in
developing complex models too.
We will focus on object-oriented modeling. Modularity is guaranteed by the multiport approach because the
interaction between the subsystems occurs only by nhe signals on the temtinals (the interface). There are no global
variables, and side-effects are excluded. Hierarchy is achieved by the structural refinement mentioned above and
by the hier<Wchy concepts of programming languages or HDL used for behavioral modeling. Other aspects of modular modeling are
• The structural similarity between a functional-oriented partitioning of the original physical system and the
decomposition of the system model into subsystem mode~s.
• The user has only to model the behavior of subsystems (in a hi,e r.archical description: on a lower level) and has
to describe topologically the interconnection of the subsystems. Setting-up the equations describing the whole
system is .the task of the simulator (or its input languag,e processor), and has not to be done by the user.
• With the same terminal description (interface) different behavioral descriptions may be used to obtain appropriate degrees of accuracy and multi-level-simulation.
Object-oriented programming languages (17], (33] are characterized by the concepts of data encapsulation and
information hiding, message passing, a class concept and !nstantiation of classes, inheritance for building new
classes, states and ,,methods" for changing ~he states. The application of these concepts allows to support substantiaUy the correct construction of modular behavioral descriptions in different physical domains (12), [13), (14].
Some modem Hardware Description Languages [34], [24] and other modeling languages [23) are object-oriented.
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3.

Reduction of distributed systems to lumped systems

System partitioning and the multiport approach are described in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for systems with concentrated
(lumped) elements only. However, many physical systems have spatially extended components, and fields have to
be considered. Then, additional modeling steps are required to apply the multiport concept. In Fig. 6 these steps
are illustrated. The physical system is partitioned in such a way that field regions are transformed onto connections.
By integration over these field regions, the field quantities are transferred to signals carried by connections and
tenninals, respectively. Conservation laws hold in electrical, magnetic, thermal, ... fields and, therefore, conservative signals have to be used.
Distributed System

Network Model
Multiport 2

Multiport I

Multiport 3

al

l.

Partitioning
Definition of terminals
Definition of concentrated flow and difference quantities (instead of field quantities)
Fig. 6: Distributed and concentrated systems
In practice, discretization methods are used to construct network models (28]. By spatial discretization, a PDE
may be transformed into a set of ODEs which can be interpreted as a connection of network elements or multiports.
In Fig. 7, a well-known example is presented.

I
Fig. 7: Network interpretation of a discretized partial difference equation {thermal conduction)
Another modeling approach is the combination of the multiport concept with the Finite Element Method
(FEM). Both methods are similar: partitioning the system and introducing "nodes" as carriers of flow and difference quantities. The basic idea of the Finite Element Method [4], [22), [44):
• definition of an energy functional of the whole system as the sum of the functionals of the subsystems,
• minimizing this energy functional by appropriate choice of the node signals,
• choice of approximating .,shape functions" for the quantities inside of the subsystems
can be applied to the construction of behavioral models of subsystems which can be connected to form a network
[35], (26), (32], [36], (37). In Fig. 8 the approach is illustrated generally.
In Fig. 9 a mechanical beam is choosen as an example. The static behavior of the beam with respect to global
coordinates {x, y, z) is given by the equation in Fig. 9. C is the (3*3) transformation matrix between the local coordinate system (I, m, n) and the global system (x, y, z), E is the modulus of elasticity, Im and In are the planar
moments of inertia (26], [22).
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Fig. 8: FEM approach and multiports
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Fig. 9: Behavioral model of a beam element
The multiport modeling approach could be applied
very successfully in modeling complex micromechanical sensors [26], [19], [38). Fig. 10 shows the
microphotograph of an acceleration sensor, Fig. 11 illustrates the modeling approach (partitioning into
subsystems, modeling the subsystem behavior by FEM
methods as muiltiports, interconnecting all multiports ito
model the entire system) . In Fig. 12, a rotational sensor
and the corresponding multi port network with conservative as well as non-conservative signals is presented.

Fig. 10: Translational accelaration sensor
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Decomposition into network elements

'P.1

r., - !
FEM-based multi-terminal beam model

Fig. 11 : Multi port model of the translationaA acoeleration s·ensor

Fig. 12: Rotational acceleration sens·o r and its multi port model

4.

Modeling Languages

If the design engineer is able to fonnulate directly the mode![ equations then they can be solved with programs like
Mathematica, Maple, Matfab, MatrixX or ACSL Graphical front ends {Simulink, SystemBuild) are important
tools to cap~ul'e the structure of the system. Another approach is the application of simulator-independent modeling
languages (in electronics: Hardware Description Languages, HDL). Modem languages like VHDL-AMS [21], [40)
and Modeiica [23l support all 1these aspects of systems and signals dis·c ussed above:
• multi-domain,
• conservative and non-conservative,
• continuous and discrete (mixed-signal),
• hierarchical structural and behavioral description.
They have .been provided with features for •the precise defi.niti·on ·o f terminals at the subsystem interlaces and of the
phy sical nature of quantities and signals. Hierarchical and modular mode!ing is assisted, in addition Modelica is
an object-oriented language. VHDL-AMS is under IEEE standardization and will be supported by several system
simulators in the near future. At the moment, Modelica is accepted only by a prototype simulator developed on the
Dymola simulator [9] basis.
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ENTITY entity_ name l S
-- description of the
( p: ... );
GENERllC
PORT
(TERMINAL t1: ... ; QUANTITY aout : ... ; SilGNAL din: ... );-- subsystem interface
ENO ENTITY entity_name;
ARCHITECTURE name OF entity_name IS
QUANTITY v1 ACROSS if THIROUGH !1;
QUANTITY s : ... ;
CONSTANT ... ;

-- declaration of terminal quantities
-- .a dditional states,
-- 'constants, ...

BEGIN
relations in accordance to equations (1), .(2),( 3) for
the dependent terminal flow quantities i1 ,
the dependent termi.nal difference quantities v 2 , and
the ou~ut .q uantities aout
formulation of equ. (4) to force f4 to zero
calculation of dout in a VHDL-:like manner

END ARCHITECTURE name;

Fig. 13: Skeleton of a VHDL-AM:S description of the multiport behavioral equations (in relation to Fig. 5)

In Fig. 13 the structure of a VHDL-AM:S description of the multiport behavioral equations (1) ... (5), see also
Fig. 5, is shown. The interface description (ENTITY) is strictly separated from the behavioral description (ARCHITECTURE). It is aUowed to combine different ARCHITECTURE bodies with one ENTITY. In this way it is
possible to use models with different levels of abstraction and of numerical accuracy by exchanging the ARCHITECTURE part without any influence on the structure of the whoie system.
The impressive ·examples of Figs. l l and 12 .iUustrate the power of the generalized network modeling approach
but its practicability depends strongly on the modeling language available in modern system simulators.
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MODELLING AND SI.M ULATION OF COMBINED LUMPED AND
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS BY AN OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH
C. Maffezzoni and M.L. Aime
Politecnico di Milano, Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione
Piazza Leonardoda Vinci 32, 20133, Milano, Italy

Abstract The paper extends object-oriented modelling (OOM) to physical systems including distributed parameter components. An approach is proposed where ,the basic paradigms of OOM (e.g. encapsulation, independenc,e of module interface from internal behaviour, non-causal model format) are ensured. The technical aspects are
worked out with reference to the case of heat exchangers (HEs) of generic topology. A possible implementation in
the OOM language Modelica is outlined, to prove the compliance of the extension with OOM constructs.

IntrndU:ctfon
OOM is a widely accepted technique which has already produced both modelling languages [I], [2], [3] and actual
software packages [4), (5). The approach is based on a number of paradigms, among which the following ones
,certainly play a fundcunental.role:
· The defin.ition of physical ports (even caUed terminals) as 'the standard interface to connect a certain componmt model to the rest of the world, to reproduce the component structure of the physical system
· The definition of models in a non-causal form so as to aUow reuse, abstraction and unconditional connection
·The independence of the model in~erface (physi.cal ports) of the internal description
The state of ·the ar•t of OOM is well represented by the development of the Modelica project [2], a recent
international effort to defi.n.e a standard language: there are well assessed methods to treat Lumped Parameter
Components (LPC); •there are not.• on the contrary, unified solutions to describe Distributed Parameter Components
(DPC), while respecting 1the fundamental paradigms Hsted above. indeed.• the normal way (see e.g. [6]) to build
models of DPC is to split the physical domain in~o finite subvolumes and to introduce fictitious physical ports
which connect ·~h ose subvolumes, describing the behaviour of any piece of the system by differential algebraic
equations (DAEs). In this way .c omponents' inte.r faces ar,e stiU point-wise physical ports (like in LPC) and the
model description presents several independent ports which do not exist in the reality: those ports are actually part
of the numerical method (finite-volumes, finite-difference, etc.) employed to solve the partial differential equation
(PDE) model. This destroys the one-to-one correspondence between •the structure of the physical system and that
of the model, violates basic principks of OOM, leading to a substantia,[ loss of modularity.
Aim of the present paper is to ex~end the OOM approach to deal with physical systems including DPCs, adopting for them the very same paradigms as for the case of LPC systems, keeping the basic principle that components
interface must be defined independently of ,the itt~ernal model description and that possible discretization methods used to approximate PDE must not be relevant in the model structuring. The proposed solution is based on
~he intrnduction of physical interface that extend ov·e r a finite spatia:I domain (the so-called distributed terminals)
and the assumption of a dass of numerical methods (like finite element method (FEM) with weak formulation of
boundary conditions) which keep the modd in non-causal form. It is worth mentioning that the simulation package
gP.R:OMS [5] is equipped to deal with PDEs white respecting the distributed nature of the boundary conditions and
the separation between interface •structure and numerical solution method. The main difference comes from the
fact ,that gPROMS adopts a model\ description wh.ich is based on equations and boundary conditions instead of on
components and terminals, even though it well supports modularity. The presentation is focused on the case of
HEs (sections 2 and 3), while generalisations are considered in the conclusions.

Example: Heat Exchangers
A general scheme of a HE is shown in Fig. 1; its mathematical mod·el is built by mass, momentum and energy
balance •equations. For simplicity, only the energy conservation equations for the overall HE are presented and
discussed here, wi thout loosing the generality of the discussion. The energy balance equations for the internal and
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Figure 1: A general 'Scheme of a heat exchanger
external flow stream, and for the metal wall are [7]
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whe£e

<Pi(z, t) = f'dTJi(z, t) -Tm(z, t)]

cI>.:z:(x, t)

= hH 'i'e(x, z, t)dz

cI>u(z,t)

=
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(4)
(5)

(6)

'i'e(x,z,t)dx

= /'.s. [Tm (z, t) -

T1 0 (x, t)] r conv(x , z)

(7)

=

=

for 0 < x <: L , 0 < z <( H , t > 0. The initial (Dirichlet) conditions are h1i (z, 0)
h1;0 (z) and Tm(z, 0)
Tm 0 (z) for 0 <:'. z <:'. H , and h1 0 (x ,O) = hte0 (x) for 0 <:'. x <:'. L. The boundary conditions are hJi(O, t) =
hfi;ft(t) and h10 (0,t) = h1 0 ,,.(t), fort > 0, where h 1;0 (z) and h1e 0 {x) are the initial internal and external
enthalpy and T mo (z) is the initial wall temperature. The meaning of the variables is: his the enthalpy, Tm the wall
temperature, Pm the wall density, c... the wall heat capacity, Um the wall thickness. Se is the external wall surface
area, 'Yi and 'Ye are the internal and external convective heat transfer coefficient. <P; is the internal convective heat
transfer, We ( x , z, t) is the heat flow distribution over the entire HE, and cI> 0 z and <P ez are the heat fiows along z
and X, respectively. r conv (x, Z) is the form fac•tOC Of the Convective heat exchange. Z and X are the axes along the
tube (or internal) and shell (or externai) flow stream. Clearly all the internal fluid properties (flow speed, density,
temperature, enthalpy, etc.) are functions of x and t . .Instead the external stream ones vary with t and in the z
direction as the flow. L and H .are the overall lengths of the tube and shell. The subscripts 'f i' and 'f e' stand for
the internal and external stream properties.
It is necessary to .assume that
j0H r conv(X, z)dzdx = 1, SO that the overall heat Q(t) exchanged between
the internal .and external stream is
·

1:

L

Q(t) =

lo lo

H

We(x, z, t)dzdx

(8)

The presented model and approximation are valid for any type of HE topology (cross-flow or counter-cross
fiow or long-flow). The difference between the various kinds of HE is expressed by the different formulas of
r conv (x, z). For this presentation, only the case of a cross-flow convective HE is considered (see Fig. 2), where
the factor form is expressed by

(9)
where 6 is the Dirac delta function and I

(.) is the function describing th e tube layout. If r conv.cr (x , z)
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Figure 2: Cross-flow heat exchanger: a) physical topology: b) scheme of the assumed geometry

by (9), ~ eAz, t) and 4>e., (x, t) have the foUowing expressions
<I>ez(z, t)

= 'YeriJe [Tm(z, t) -T,,(Lf( ~} , t)]

~ •..,(x, t)

= HL l•r;;;e

[Tm(H f /(-L), t) -T,,(x, t)

dfl

X

-d

a

(10)
(11)

]

a=/' (f)

where/(·) is the inverse of/(-}. For instance, for the case of Fig. 2a /(-) =sin(·), while for Fig. 2b, where the
function/(-) is supposed to be linear between two tube turns, /( 1f) = fr,/ (f) = f, :~ = 1.

Object-Oriented Model Structure
The object-oriented (00) model of the HE shown in Fig. 2 is depicted in Fig. 3. In the OOM external representation
(Fig. 3a), the HE is connected through lumped physical terminals ~o the external environment In particular a couple
of the terminals (TI1 -TI2 ) is used to connect the internal stream to the other components, and the other couple
(TI3 -TI4 ) is used by the external stream.. However the internaJ representation uses the dHT terminals in order to
connec'l 1the internal and external stream ilo the wall (Fig. 3b). In addition, the wall OOM is a composite model,
internally represented by other three sub-models: the internal and external boundary layer, and the metal wall
(Fig. 3c). Each module is associated with the equations (1)-(7), (9) representing the HE mathematical model.
The lumped physical terminals are associated with the following variables: TI1 = (h1 ,w 1 ,p 1 ), TI2
(h2 , w2, P2), TI3 = (h3, W3, p 3), TI4 = (h4, w4, p4), where w;, p; , for i = 1, .. . , 4 are the stream ft.ow rate and
pressure. Any distrib'uit ed terminal represents a distribu·ted interface and consists of a couple of effort (temperature)
(T/i i~;) , dHT2 = (Tm 1 4>;), dHT3 = (Tm,4>ez),dHT4
{T/e,4>,.,),
andftow(heatftux)profiles: dHT1
where T / i· T Je and Tm are the internal and external stream, and wall temperatures.
1

=

=

=

Module Formulation in Non-Causal Form
The HE mathematical model is a system of PDEs (1)-(7), (9), whose approximated solution is obtained through
the application of appropriate numerical methods. In the present work we focus on the FEM since it provides
advantages respect to other approximation methods. Various FEMs can be found in literature, but the stabilization
methods for the Galerkin FEM (8), [9), (10] are recomme nded for advection problems as (1), (2). The boundary
conditions can be imposed in two differen t ways: stron.g and weak formulation (9). The weak formulation is
chosen here.
Thanks to the chosen approximation method, the causality is not fixed in the HE module, i.e. the model
structure is independent of the ft.ow direction, since only a different set of DAEs is used in the case of ft ow reversal.
Moreover, the resulting DAE system has always the same state-variables (nodal values) since the nodal values on
the boundary do not coincide with the boundary conditions. Since the model structure is independent on the flow
direction, the tennina ls (both the lumped and distributed ones) are independent too. Therefore the module is really
non-causal.
The new concept of distributed terminals is introduced in order to represent a distributed system using a more
general a nd complete approach. Basically, a distributed terminal consists of a set of vector variables. Clearly it is
possible to link only distributed terminals havin g the same length of the vector, i.e. the same discretization of the
di stributed variables. However, in ord er to be as flexib le as poss ible, the inte rnal space discreti zation can in general
1

1
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Figure 3: Object-oriented modelling ·o f a heat exchanger: a) HE external OOM representation; b) HE internal OOM representation; c) wall internal OOM representation
be different from the terminal variable discretization. Clearly some kind ·o f interpolation would be then necessary
to transform one set of variables into the other.
The particular representation chosen for the HE has several advantages. First, the HE mathematical model
is valid for any type of HE topology. which is expressed by the different formulas of r conv ( x, z). Second, the
interaction between physical components, i.e. internal and external stream and inside wall, is represented and
confined in the "interaction" modules, i.e. the wall internal and extemaJ boundary layers. In this way, the OOM of
the HE allows to standardize the dHT terminals.
Comparison to Subunit Model Representation
The OOM approach of DPC through subunits means that the HE can be represented as shown in [6). The overall
HE is divided into sections (control volumes) described by a DAE system. Therefore the interaction between the
internal and external stream a·nd the wall is described through point-wise terminals relative to the different control
volumes. It is important to note that, in this case, the HE topology, i.e. 1the relationship between the two spatial
domains x and z, is taken into account while writing the appr;oximation through the finite volume method. In other
word, the coupling between x and z is expressed by the coupling of the subunit models. The main drawback is that
the lteait exchange interface strucwre is built as part of the numerical method chosen for the solution approximation.

Possible .Implementation in an Object-Oriented Language
The proposed methodology is formalized in the new standard OOM language Modelica, adding specific syntax
elements for the new structures, such as the distributed heat transfer terminal, which more closely represent the
physical interaction occurring over a spatially distributed domain. Omitting all the details concerning the internal
model description by FEM for the sake of brevity, only the new structure dHT is introduced. Using the standard
Modelica syntax, the distributed terminal dHT can be defined as:
Connector dHTierminal, Temperature T ; Heatflux

4>; end dHITerminal.

T and 4> are vector variables of the same length. When connecting two distributed terminals, the set of vector
variables are forced to be equal (effort variable) or to be opposite (flow variable). Thanks to the new syntax the
HE OOM can be implemented in the Modelica language. Of course, the model has to be formulated in discretized
form because Modelica does not directly support PDE approximation.
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Conclusions
It has been shown how OOM can be successfully applied to the case of Distributed Parameters heat exchanging
systems, possibly combined with generic Lumped Parameters Components. The main contribution of the paper
is to define a model structuring approach in which distributed interfaces are modelled as distributed tenninals
which are fully standard in a given physical domain (e.g. heat-transfer terminals, consisting of a spatial effort
function, the temperature profile, and a spatially flow function, the heat flux), so ensuring independence of the
module interface from the internal model description. To do this, a basic point is to clearly distinguish the heat·
~ransfer pattern (which is accounted for ,in the modet of the boundary layer) from the connection links which are
uniquely established between identical terminals (coincidence of effort variables, sum-to-zero of flow variables}.
In addition, systematic FEM approach with weak formulation of boundary conditions is proposed to ensure noncausal formulation of DPC models.
The concepts of distributed terminal and non-causal model are easily extendable to systems different from heat
exchangers (consider, for instance, submarine ,c ables or electromagnetic devices). The basic points are to clearly
separate the interface/connection problem from the in,t emal modelling format. In this respect, we must neatly
distinguish the interaction modes which take place on a spatial domain (such as the heat transfer patterns through
the thin layer existing between a fluid stream and a boundary wall), which are actually a special component o f the
distributed system in which peculiar physical phenomena occur, from the pure connection between two identical
physical ports.
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Abstract. By converting from frequency domain models to time domain models, nonlinear behavior
and linear distributed behavior can both be effectively represented. Three methods are presented to
convert fluid line models from the frequency domain to the time domain. Comparison shows that
combination of components in the frequency domain has advantages in accuracy and efficiency in
many practical cases. Methods of finding model poles and residues and ways to avoid numerical
difficulties with poles at the origin are discussed.

Introduction.
Distributed components and systems are sometimes well described by linear partial differential equations and
can thus be analyzed by frequency domain approaches. Frequency domain techniques allow the combination
into a system model of linear components both distributed and lumped. One may prefer to convert the frequency
domain model back to a finite order model for purposes of analysis, control or system design, or because
additional components need to be included which are nonlinear and hence cannot be accurately modeled in the
frequency domain.
Modeling pressure transients in fluid lines is an ex.ample of the general modeling task described above.
This paper treats the modeling of fluid lines specifically but flexible structures [1] and other engineering systems .
are similar in their modeling needs. The fluid lines studied here might appear in a variety of engineering systems
such as automobiles [3] and airplanes (fuel injection, brake lines, transmissions) and manufacturing equipment
(hydraulic power lines).
This paper will present the techniques used to model a small number of components combined into a linear
system. The overall process will be described but the focus of the paper will be on several issues that can form
obstacles to the modeler. Comparisons will be made between three versions oftbis approach. Firstly, frequency
domain component models can be immediately converted to time domain models, then combined with other rime
domain models. This is referred to as the Time Domain Combination (TDC) approach. The analytical
conversion of the frequency domain model to the time domain produces the TDC-AC approach. Secondly,
frequency domain models can be Numerically Converted to produce time domain approximations leading to the
TDC-NC approach. Finally, the components can be combined in the frequency domain and numerically
converted to the time domain (FDC-NC). Each approach has its own appeal. The modeling process was
implemented in MATLAB© and Simulink ©to obtain numerical and graphical support needed.
The paper will first describe briefly the components of the systems at hand. The fluid line is the only
distributed component and will be treated in the most detail. Causality of the model becomes an important issue
when components are combined. The conversion of the frequency domain component model will then be
discussed. This technique has been explored in considerable detail in prior papers. Some new approaches have
been applied to finding the residues, however. Then the frequency domain combination will be described. The
numerical conversion (FDC-NC) will be discussed in detail. Finally, the results will be compared for a standard
"water hammer" effect, the solution of which is analytically known for comparison. More detail is found in [8).

Fluid Line Component Models
Simple linear lumped parameter components, resistances, capacitances and inductances are important and result
from ordinary differential or algebraic equations. The resistance, capacitance, and inductance, for example, are
modeled as

(1)
where:

Pa. Pb= upstream and downstream pressure, respectively

=

Oa. Qb upstream and downstream flow, respectively
R =resistance value; C =capacitance value; L = inductan~e value
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A distributed fluid line is considerably more complex, and based on partial differential equations. This
paper uses the dissipative or "exact" model(3] to describe fluid flow in a line. For this model, the fluid equations
governing the flow in a differential boundary within a cylindrical fluid line are:

[8 1
2

Momentum

Ou op
u -OU
p0 -+-=JJo
-+
-]
2

ot ax

ap +p0

Continuity

ot

~~

or

(2)

r ar

[°"ax + iJvar +~]=0
r

(3)

~=·
Po Ka

~

where:
po,µo = average density, absolute viscosity
u,v =axial, radial velocity

a = temperature
Ke= bulk modulus

x,r = axial, radial coordinates
And we assume line length/line radius>> 1; small density change: !l.p I p 0 «I; radius of curvature of the line
> radius ofline and non-turbulent mean flow. There are simpler fluid property models that may be used, such as
the inviscid or frictionless model and the linear friction model.
Much research has been done on the approximation of the dynamic response of liquid filled lines using the
dissipative model[3,4,5,6,9]. This paper uses the same starting point as a basis for approximating the dynamic
charwteristics of a line, namely, the frequency domain representation[7] shown in Equations 5-9. Equation 9 is
a general frequency domain transfer function relationship of the input and output flows, where s is the Laplace
variable,r (s) is the propagation operator, and Z(s) is the characteristic impedance. Equation 5 is general because
selecting either the inviscid, linear friction, or dissipative model produces the same representation with different
expressions forT (s) and Z(.s). The cosh(T f)) term is significant ,irJ that is represents the transmission of pressure
or flow along the line. For instance co.sh(T .~)produces a pure time delay in the inviscid model, while in the
dissipative model it produces a time delay with frictional losses. The characteristic impedance provides a
relationship of the flow at a point in the line to the corresponding pressure at that point[3].

Pa(s)J-[ 1cosh(r(s)) ·
[Q (s) - Z(s) sinh(r(s))

Z(s)sinh(r(s))f Pb(s)J

0

JQb(s)

cosh(r(s))

(5)

Equations 6-9 represent the operators that form the dissipative model[3,7].

Dn

=v 0 LI c0 r 2 (S) = ~

(6)

vl-B

(7)
(8)
(9)

Zo=poeo/m02impedance constant

where:
L = line length
Vo =mean kinematic ViSCOSi't y
p0 = mean fluid density
r0 = radius of tube
Dn =dissipation number
J0, 11 =first and .second order Bessel functions
K8 = Bulk modulus of the liquid

J~

c0 =

= fluid sonic speed

2

s =~s
Vo

= nonnalized Laplace variable

Causality
If one thinks of the vector of variables on the right side of ( S) as the input and the vector on the left as the output,
the equation does not represent a causal physical system. Pressure and flow at the same location cannot be
independently dictated at the same time. Algebraic manipulation can yield four alternative rnatirx equations in
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causal fonn with seven distinct transfer functions. Equations 10-13 are the four possible causal conditions that
can be fonned from Equation 5[6].

[ Z(') oosh(r(' ))

Z(s)
- sinh(f(s))
Z(s)cosh(r(s))
sinh(r(s))

_

cosh:r( s))
sinh(f(s))
Z(s) cosh(f(s))

cosh(r(s))
1
_ Z(s)sinh(r(s))
cosh(r(s))

_

JQJQa

}Qa J
Pb

JQJ
Pa

Z(s)s~(r(s))l[P;,]
Pi,

cosh(f(s))
Z(s)sinh(r(s))

(10)

(11)

(12)

( 13)

Conversion to the Time Domain
The models derived above can be used in several different ways. For our current purposes we wish to convert
the component model to a finite set ·o f state space equations. This can be done by first expressing the
transcendental transfer functions in panial fraction e~pansion as a •truncated infrnite series of first or second
order transfer functions, each of whi.ch can directly be converted to a differential equation.
The first step in a panial fraction expansion is determination of the poles, followed by the determination of the
residues which constitute the numerator of each first order partial fraction term. In particular when the poles are
found numerically, the determi.nation of·the residues require some unusual approaches that will be now
discussed.
Finding the Residue'S
In order to determine the residues r; corresponding to the poles(p1) of a transfer function, consider the partial
fraction expansion of 1the a transfer function F(s) represented as a ratio of polynomials in Equation 14:

F(s)=n(s)=(s-z1 )(s-z2 ) •••(s-zn_ 1 )=_'i_+ r2 + ...+ r11
d(s) (s-p 1 )(s-p2 ) • • •(z-pn) s-p; s-p 2
s-pn

( l 4)

By multiplying Equation 14 by s-p; and finding the limit ass approaches p;, the residue r; can be represented as
in Equation 15.

lim
S~P;

F(s)(s- P;) =

lim

s~p;

[lj(S-

P;) r2 (s- P;)
rn (s-pJ ]+
+... +
-Tj
s-pl
S-Pi
s-pll

(15)

The term on the left side of Equation (15) is indeterminate at the poles and cannot be calculated directly since
F(s) and s-p; equal co and 0, respectively, at s=p;. Wheo F(s) is given as a ratio of polynomials this is simply
resolved by cancellation. This is not the case with the transcendental transfer functions here. As an alternative
approach, the denominator can be represented by a Taylor series expansion around the poles.

d(s) =d(p;)+d'(p;) s~ri +d"(p;/s-:j

J+

(16)

Simplifying this equation with the identity that d(pJ=O, and dividing the equation by s-p; produces Equation 17.

d~s) =d'(p;)+d"(p;)s-2;1 +d'"(p;)(s-:,,J +
s P;
.
.
Now, by taking the limit of Equation 17 ass approaches p 1, the value of d(pJl(s-pJ is obtained as:
run

r

d(s) = un d '(p;)=d'(p;)
s ~ P; s - P; s ~ P1
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(17)

(18)

Equation 19 is the derivative of the reciprocal of F(s), simplified with the identity d(pJ=O.

!!_[_l_]

=d'(s)n(s)-d(s)n'(s)

=!!_[d(s)] .

ds n(s)

ds F(s) s=p,

(n(s)J

s=p;

= d'(p;)
s=p;

( 19)

n(p;)

By substituting the reciprocal of Equation 18 into Equation 15, then applying the reciprocal of Equation 19,
produces Equation 20.

r-=F(s)(s -p-)1
'

' s=p;

(20)

=n(s)~
d'(s)

=n(s)(s-p·)I
=[n(s)s-p;]
d(s)
i s=p;
d(s) s=p,

= n(s)

![F~s)l=p,

s=p,

This technique is useful when the transfer function can be calculated but is not in the form of a polynomial ratio.
This method avoids the indeterminate condition as in Equation 15. For the hyperbolic transfer functions with
Bessel function ratios, the values of the transfer function and its derivatives are easily obtained.

Time Domain Combination-Analytical Conversion (TDC-AC)
This will approach approximations at several steps as detailed in [6}. One approximation is the requirement for
low viscosity. Evaluation of the Bessel functions and their ratio Bis one example. B can be expressed as the
ratio of two infinite products. The infinite product can then be substituted into the expressions for Z(s) and r(s)
reduced to a product and ultimately an expression of the form
cosh(r)

±[

J

r;

= ;.1 (s; P;) + ~; p;) =~
r..

k [

a.s +b.

l

~2 + ~'(J)'~ + mf )J

(21)

produces the complex poles of the transfer functions in (10)-(13). A similar process is required for II sinh.
Tabulated values (51 allow one to readily construct all of the transfer functions in those equations. From the
simple transfer functions above .a state space model can be constructed in one of several canonical forms.

Time Domain Combination-Numerical Conversion (TDC-NC)
The assumptions and approximations necessary to follow the TDC-AC may lead to questions of accuracy.
Instead, ·the TDC-NC approach numerically searches for the values of the poles of the transfer functions in the
component equations. Effectively a search is ·Conducted for the .zeros of cosh(r(s)) and sinh(r(s)), which are the
denominators of the seven unique transfer functions. The MATLAB function fin.ins is used. Fmins employs a
Nelder-Meads simplex algorithm.
It is necessary to produce suitable starting points for the numerical search. Consider the transfer
function 1I cosh(r(s)). The relationship of cosine to its hyperbolic counterpart is: cos(.x) ""'cosh~"-1). Also, it
is known 1that the zeros of cos(x) occur at ..x=n7r llvmere n=l,3, ... and the value r(s)
damping. Thus, the imaginary component of the pole can be approximated by:
2n-l
Im[Pn,guessl=2.01Zi

= ~ == Dns
vl-B

for low

(22)

"

The real part of the pole is approximated using a much more empirical formula:

_=..!__ D ~ J.10-7
Re[p" ,grie~s] ""'

lOODn
1

{--

JD:

"

D > 1· 10-

7

(23)

n

The purpose of Equations 22 & 23 is to provide guesses for the initial, low frequency poles. After the first
pole is found, the subsequent guesses are extrapolated from the previous poles. The poles are assumed to be
linearly spaced in the complex plane.
It is interesting to note that the Bessel functions become very large with increasing values of the imaginary
portion of the argument argument. For instance

IJ (l00j)I = l . l · 10
1

be represented by MatLab's IEEE long format(> 10

308

).

42

• For

1OOOj, the value becomes too large to

Fortunately, MatLab has a convenient way to avoid this
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problem. The function besselj has an optional argument that causes the answer to be divided by elm(argl. This
factor is canceled when the ratio of the Bessel functions is calculated. Thus, the ratio is calculated accurately
without the necessity to I1epresent ex remely large numbers.
The residues are again t:ound using the method outlined in the section above. To use this method, the derivative
of the transfer function must be calculated. For example, consider the transfer function F(s) =

sinh(r(s))
Z(S)cosh(r(s))

Equation 24 shows the manipulation of F(s), with ithe identity that cosh(I' (pJ)=O.
n(s)

sinh(r(S))

_

sin(r(S))

.!!.._[Z(S)cosh(r(s))] - Z(S)r'(S)sinh(r(s))
ds
Equation 25 contains ,the derivative of r(.S), which. is found to be:
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2
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as J1-B -

(24)

Z(s)r'(S)

(25)

Equation 25 contains the derivative of the bessel function ratio B. The identities J'0(x)=-J1(x) and J'0(x)=J0(x)1
J1(x)!x and the substitution x = J.fi => x'= 1- are used to fonn the derivative of Bin Equation 26.
2.ys

B' =

.!!.._[2J (x)] = 2 J;(x)x' x.!0(x)-J1(x)(x' J 0(x) + x.!~(x)x')
1

x J~(x)
2

di x.!o(x)

=B'=

1
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[2-2B-f B

2

(

)
26

(27)

]

For transfer functions which contain poles located at the origin, the problem of determining the residue is
complicated. Consider the transfer function F(S' =
Z(s)
which has a pole located at the origin. The
~ ' sinh(r(s))
residues are determined with Equation 27.

1

d[

as

1 ]
F(s) ~=p,

Z(S)
= ----------.
f'(S)cosh(r(s)) s=p,

(28)

s

Evaluation of some of the parameters of Equation 27 ar;e relatively simple for = 0, as shown in Equation
28. In each case these values had to be obtained using L'Hopital's rule to evaluate the limit of the equation

B(O) = l

B' (0) = _.!_
8

f(O)

=0

r '(O+) =oo r-co-) =- joo
Clearly, Equation 27 is indetenninate since Z =I J Ji - B is infinite and f(s) is infinite.
Calculation o f
ilie limit of Equation 27 is algebraically invGlved. Fortunately, the .symbolic limit of the equation may be
obtained using the Symbolic Toolbox within MatLab. The limit in this case evaluates to Zo/Dn- All residues for
z;ero and nonzer:o poles for all seven distinct transfer functions have been analytically expressed in tenns of the
poles that win be numerically found. [8]

Frequency Domain Combination-Numerical Conversfon (FDC-NC)
The strategy in the TDC approaches above is to enable standard techniques to convert to the time domain for a
given component. A limited number of component modes are retained and the resulting system equation will
have order equal to the sum of the order of all components. The accurate representation of Ns modes for the
system will require more than Ns in total. Thls is essentially because the component modes are not system
modes but effectively basis functions that allow the spatial variation of,the system variables to be represented.
The strategy with the current FDC approach is to combine components in the frequenc y domain where possible,
retaining the infinite order transfer function. The transfer matrix representation of components in (1 ), and (5)
make the serial combination a simple matter of multiplying these matrices together. The resulting equation form
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is not causal. If the equations are converted to causal form an explicit relation between inputs and outputs is
obtained. Alternatively, the noncausal form can be the basis for conversion to the time domain as shown in [ l].
This paper has modified tlhe previous work by incorporating new methods for solving for the residues. In
the case of[I} it was necessary to use ,c wve fitting techniques to find an appropriate residue, the numerator of
the partial fraction expansions. Here the technique detailed above is much cleaner and more efficient. It does
require analytical manipulation of the transfer functions using symbolic processing and that must be done for a
giv,e n combination of components. Once completed however, the .r;esidues are explicitly kno,w n in terms of the
values of the corresponding poles.

Numerical Example: Serfal Combination of Fluid L!inies
1

A simple bu.t revealing example is to create a line model for IWo lines connected end to end, with an opening
somewhere along the line as in Figure l. The radii of the lines a11e equal and no restriction is made on the length
of·the lines. This selection allows comparison to known solutions in special cases. Combining the components
and the conservation of flow and equality of pL'essure where the lines join produces a noncausal version of the
model.
Equation 29 is not a realistk causality condition since both P3 and Q3 are specified. There are a number of
ways this could be rearranged to produce a causal condition, for instance exchanging P1 and P3. In order to do
1this, consider the simple algebraic ma,niptllation of the partitioned linear equation in Equation 30.
Figure 1. Two Fluid .L ine Klement Combination
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(30)

Applying the same manipulation from Equation 56 to Equation 55 produces the causal transfer function matrix
in Equation 3 l.
Zsinh(f1)

[P,(>)l
Q1(s) =
f2(s)

cosh(f1 + f 2)
tanh(f1 + f2)

cosh(r1 + f 2 )
-cosh(f2 )

z
cosh(f2 )

cosh(f1 + f 2 )
Z sinh(f1) cosh(f2 )

cosh(f1 + r 2 )

cosh(f1 + f 2 )
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- z tanh(r1 + r 2 )
l
cosb(f1 + f 2 )
-Zsinh(f1 )
cosh(f1 + r 2 )

I\ (s)
Qi(s)
Q3(s)

l

(31)

Comparing (29) and (31) exposes one of the advantages of the causal form. From (31) the poles of the
serial combination are clearly the values of s the are the roots of cosh(r 1 + r 2). This is clear regardless of the
specification of inputs or boundary conditions on the variables chosen as the input.
In each of the transfer functions of Equation 31, the combination
I+ l llf3I'S· B y setting the
intermediate flow to zero, the system is reduced to the basic system of one line with two ends and extra
information about the pressure within the flow element. Further, if P2 is ignored, Equation 31 takes on the exact
form of a single line, verifying the equations.

r

r

Branched System
A further generalization involves branches in the flu.id tine as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Three Line Branclh System
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An example of a causal form is as foUows:
cosh(r, + r 2 )cosh(r3 )/ Z +
cosh(r1) cosh(r2 ) cosh(r3 ) I Z
cosh(r1)

z

_ cosh(r,)

z
-sinh(r 1 + r 2 )sinh( r 3 )/ Z cosh(r1) cosh(r2 ) cosh(r3 ) I Z

Ql(.r)l

(32)

P.(s)

Pi(s)

sinh( r 3)

' Z sinh(r1) sinh(r2 ) cosh(r3 )

where: K =cosh(r1 +r2 )sinh(r3 )+cosh(r1)sinh(f2 )cosh(r3 ).
Clearly, the roots ofK are the poles of this system for any simple boundary conditions on the input
variables. An analytical solution for these mots is not available hut .numerical searches for the roots is relatively
straight forward. The techniques for finding the residues is again possible and is applied to the case of poles at
the origin differently than the general case for poles elsewhere.

Choice of Time Domain Fo:rm
Two canonical forms are !'eadily produced from a transfer £unction representation of second order dynamics:
controllable form and observable form. In controUable form numerical problems can result due to poles at the
origin. The steady state value of flow, for example, will depend on the difference between the integral of
pressure at ea ch of two inputs. Control canonical form integrates each pressure first then combines the result
with a difference. As time gets large the two integrals must both become large and have a difference o f zero to
represent zero steady stat'e flow. Observer canonical form combines die pressures prior to integration then
integrates. Hence the numeri·c al problems asso c ia~ed with a small difference oflarge numbers never arises.

Num,e rical Results and Comparison
The serial combination oflines has been simulated to give representative results to refer to when discussing the
advantages of the three techniques described above. Properties were approximately those that would be found in
automotive components such as fuel lines. The parameters used were are in the Table below.

L1
15 cm

Table 1: Parameters for Serial Line Combination
Lz
r:o
Co
Vo
3.52xlO-' cm
22.5 cm
6.35 mm
2848 m/s
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Po
680 kg/m.l

The syst·e m win be subjected to a step press11re response at the open end of a line blocked at the other end.
The result of applying a sudden pressure change at the end of a line is a pressure wave. This wave travels down
the length of the line, and is reflected at the opposite end of the line, which is blocked. The nature of this wave is
"square". With no friction. the wave would continue to .reflect from end to end with this square shape. The
dissipation used in our model causes the oscillations to decay with time. This decay slowly erodes the wave
shape until no oscillations remain. At steady state, the pressure at the blocked end will be equal to the pressure at
the open end, and the flow at the open end will be zero. This experiment is similar to the classic " waterhammer"
example in which there is an initial steady non-zero flow which is abruptly stopped, for example with a valve.
The simple nature of the exact response allows one to readily compare the simulations to reality.
Figures 3 and 4 show the response of Q 1 with Q 2 set to zero and a unit step applied to P 1• Figure 3 shows
the initial response. All of the traces exhibit the same general response, with the ripple in the theoretically flat
portions of the time response hav·i ng higher amplitudes for Methods I (TDC-AC_) and 2 (TDC-NC) than for
Method 3 (FDC-NC). The vertical dotted lines represent the wave travel time calculated simply from T=2Uc0 •
Figure 1.3 shows the response after 20 oscillations in the line. Both time domain combinations, Methods I
and 2 exhibit the decay of the " square" nature of the single element response. Additionally, the frequency of the
reflection of the square wave is different from che predicted value in each of the two element models. The phase
of the square wave response is deceptive from Figure 13, because after approximately 14 oscillations, Method l
and Method 2 were 180° out of phase, with Method 2 more closely corresponding to the Method 3 model.

Conclusions
This paper has presented ways in which to model fluid line elements. The method of combination of individual
models in the frequency domain before transformation into the time domain seems to provide improved
perfonnance of the model because of the ability to accurately represent modes of combined systems, instead of
relying on the component modes of subsystems. For this 11eason. few.e r modes are necessary to represent the
behavior of the combined system. In the case considering branched ilines with radically different lengths (not
shown in this paper), the frequency domain combination model poorly represented shon line dynamics.
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This paper has demonstrated that the combination of relatively few components in the time domain reduces
the accuracy of the system response. Error is accumulated since the system is constructed of many
subcomponents whi,c h are individually approximated, providing many sources for error. These errors can consist
of numerical dispersion in the system, or artificially high amplitude, high frequency components. By increasing
the number of modes in tihe subsystems, the errors can be reduced, but this requires the model to become
increasingly large. Frequency domain combination attacks ·&ese problems at the source, component modes. For
every frequency domain combination. one moi;e set of.c omponent modes is eliminated. The case of widely
differing line lengths presented a 'c ase where the construction of such a frequency domain model has practical
difficulties. Thus, to construct a system, a hybrid approach must be used to form a complete system. This method
would use frequency domain combination where practical, including many modes to improve the interaction
with other subsystems. Additional details are found in [8].
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Abstract
We present a PDE model of three-way ca·t alytic converters used on commercial gasoline-powered
vehicles. In order to speed-up simulation times, we developed a fast integration algorithm based partly
on a 'method of lines' space-discretization, partly on the 'method of characteristics' for ' quasi linear'
hyperbolic PDEs, the separation being allowed by a two time scale analysis of the system.

1

Introduction

Nowadays all gasoline-powered cars produced have t o be equipped with the so-called three-way catalytic
converters (TWC). The aim of this device is to transform the pollutant gases coming out of the combustion
process , namely carbon oxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxide, into less dangerous chemical species such
as carbon dioxide (obtained through oxidation of carbon oxide) or nitrogen (obtained through reduction of
nitrogen oxide). The catalitic components present on the active substrate of TWC's help those reaction
to occur fast enough so as to guarantee a decrease of pollutant concentrations exceeding 953. In the first
years after introduction of TWC , designers were mor·e interested to the steady-state behavior of the device,
when its temperature reaches about 600°K and composition of air/fuel mixture in the combustion chamber
can be well regulated around its stoichiometric ratio, where TWC oxidation and reduction efficiencies are
both satisfactory. Recently the analysis and control of TWC transient behavior has received more attention
because (i) the emission of pollutant gases during the w.a rm-up phase is very significant, in relative terms ,
with respect to the overall production during an average driving cycle; and (ii) the new generation TWCs,
t o be used with DISC (direct injection stratified charge) engines, reach maximum efficiency working with a
nonconstant air/fuel ratio.
Since our final goal is the development of optimization and control algorithm for TWC to be possibly
employed in the design of overall real-time engine control strategies, we concentrated our efforts on reduced
order TWC models, trying to include only the relevant features of the dynamic behavior. The model we
present here, discussed in detail in {2], has been obtained by assuming that the adsorption coefficient between
gas and substrate is infinite; this idealization means that the adsorption phenomenon is infinitely faster than
the chemical reaction taking place on the substrate, and is a reasonable simplification during the warm-up
phase.
This reduced order model is still a distributed parameter model and its simulation times would still be
prohibitive without using a special care in the design of the integration algorithm. We based our algorithm on
the fact that (i) the working of a TWC derives from the interplay of thermal phenomena (thermal exchanges
between gas and substrate and thermal energy generated by chemical reactions) and chemical reactions on
the substrate; (ii) the thermal phenomena are mttch slower than the chemical phenomena. Consider now
that, when dealing with two-time-scale lumped parameter systems, described via singularly perturbed OD Es
(e.g., {6]), one computes the "slow" subsystem by replacing the fast dynamics with algebraic relations. Here,
similarly, we suggest to replace the chemical part of the equation with simple algebraic relations which
summarize the conversion efficiencies of the TWC; on the other side, since this efficiencies depend on the
temperature, their values have to been modified from time to time by integrating the appropriate chemical
equations. In this way we managed to decrease the simulation time of ain entire driving cycle from 20 minutes
to 10 seconds!

2

A Dynamic Model of TWC

In this section we present the dynamic TWC model described in detail in [1 , 2]. It is a monodimensional
PDE (partial differential equation) model where the non-uniform flow distribution at the monolith face is
neglected:

=
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0,

(la)

(lb)
(le)

We consider p chemical species participating to q catalytic reactions and the above equations describe the
energy and the mass equilibrium. Pedices 'g' and 's' stand for gas and substrate (the reactive surface);
T is temperature; X is the p-vector of species concentrations expressed in [rnol/m 3] units and assumed
equal in the gas and solid phase in view of the infinite-adsorption hypothesis (see [l, 2] for more details);
KD = diag(kD,i, ... , kD,p) is the diagonal matrix of adsorption coefficients between the gas phase and
the substrate for the various species; R is the p-vector of specific reaction rates for the species and R' is
the q-vec,tor of specific reaction rates for the chemical reactions, both depending on substrate temperature
and concentrations; tlHT is the q-vector of the heat produced by the catalytic reactions; the independent
variables t and x are respectively the time and the axial position along the monolith; the various other
coefficients are illustrated in the Appendix .
The chemical model adopted includes six chemical species (CO, C 3 H6 , CH4, NO, H2 , 0 2; hence p = 6);
they take part into five chemical reactions (q = 5) that include the oxidation of CO, H2 , HC, as well as the
NO reduction:
CO+ 0.502-+ C02,
CH4 + 202 -t C02 + 2H20,
H2 + 0.502 -+ H20.
The boundary and initial conditions are (t

~s(t,L) = O
X(t, 0)

~

C3H5 + 4.502-+ 3C02 + 3H20,
CO +NO -+ C02 + 0.5N2,

0, x E (0, L])

(Adiabatic constraint),

= x;(t),

= T *(t),
X(O, x) = X" (x),

Tg(t,O)

Ts(O, x) = T;(x),

9

where T9 "(t) and x;(t) = cx;,1(t), ... ,x;,6(t))T are respectively the temperature of the exhaust gas and
the concentrations of the chemical species at the inlet of the TWC, T; (x) is the initial temperature of the
substrate, X*(x) = (Xi(x), ... , X6(x))T are the initial concentrations and Lis the TWC length .

3

Integration Algorithm

Before developing the algorithm of numerical integration, the set of equations (1) has been cast into a
dimensionless form ; from now on, for the sake of simplicity, the same symbols will refer to dimensionless
quantities.

Solving Equation (le)
For reader's convenience, we rewrite here the concentration equations (le) as follows

8X(t, x)
8t

--- +

Um(t, x) 8X(t ,x)
(1 - €)
8x

R(X(t, x), Ts(t, x))
= -------(I - E:)

(3)

The initial conditions are prescribed along the axes of the (t,x)-plane X(t,O) = Xg•(t) t? 0, X (O,x) =
X"(x) x E [O, lj. If .the temperature pattern T5 = T!(t, x) were known, (3) would be a system of 'quasi linear'
hyperbolic PDEs and could be solved using the characteristics method [4, 5) yielding the ODEs

dt
ds

-

= 1'

dx
ds

dX
ds

um(t(s), x(s))
{l - €)

=

R(t(s), x(s), X(s))
(1- €)

(4)

~

where R(t,x,X) = R(X, T5 (t , x) ).
In particular the first equation in (4) relates the parameters of each characteristic curve to the time t;
the second equation (4) describes the motion of the particle along the characteristic curve from x = 0 (inlet
of TWC) to x = 1 (outlet of TWC); the third equation (4) describes the change of concentrations as the
particle moves along the characteristic and, hence, along the converter. It is interesting to notice that the
characteristics method allows a ' Lagrangian' approach to the problem since it describes the motion and the
effects of chemical reactions on the single gas particle.
Since Um is always positive, x(s) is invertible in view of (4) and we can define new variables X (x), t(x)
as X(x) ~ X(s(x)), t(x) ~ t( s(x)). Thus, along a characteristic.curve, system (4) simply reduces to

dt
(1-E:)
-=
'
dx
um(t, x)

dX
R(t(x), x,X(x))
-=dx
tlm(t(x),x)

where x E [O, l] and the initial conditions are prescribed as t(O)
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= t, X(O) = x;(i).

(5)
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Figure 1: First frame: Approximate system in the time interval

[i, i + ~t] . Second frame: CO time history.

Numerical Integration
Actually equation (le) in the set of PDEs (1) cannot be solved as above because the function Ts(t,x) is not a
priori known but it is a solution of (la)- (lb). Conversely, the concentrations X in equation (lb) are solution
of (le). In other words, the system (1) is coupled. However we can by-pass this difficulty by noticing that,
in practice, the thermal dynamics described by (la)-(lb) are much slower than the chemical dynamics of
(le) . In particular the time spent by each gas particle inside the converter is very short compared to the
time-scale of the thermal phenomenon.
It is thus possible to set up an approximate integration scheme (see figure 1, first frame) inspired to the
a singular perturbation approach (e .g., see [7, 6]):
• Consider the first equation in (5) and notice that the time spent by a gas particle to cross the converter ,
i.e. t(l) - t(O) , is small compared to the characteristic time of thermal phenomena. This enables us to
set t(x) = i for all x E [O, 1) and the second equation in (5) becomes

dX

R(i, x, X(x))

R(X(x), T5 (t,x))

Um(t,x)

Um(i,x)

dx = -

(6)

In other words we integrate (le) separately from (la)-(lb) by considering the temperature Ts to depend
only on the space variable x. The solution of equation (6) depends on the initial conditions i, x;(i)
and the temperature pattern T5 (t,} We will simply indicate this by writing X(x; i).
• Now, to solve the thermal equations (la)- (lb ), we define the effectiveness of catalysis along the TWC
as
,
T/i(t, x)

X,(x; i)
:=

•

" ,

xg,i(t,

i = 1, .. . ,6;

then, on the time interval [i, i + ~t], we use the linear approximation Xi(t , x) ~ T/i(i, x)x;,;(t) , i
1, ... , 6. The width ~t must be chosen so that for t E [i, i + ~t]

6T(t) := max ITs(t,x)-Ts(i,x)I::::; ~T ,
:t E[O,l)

where

~T

and 6x,i, i

~Xi(t) :=

IX;)t)-x;,i(i)I $ ~x.i i = 1,. .. ,6,

(7)

=
(8)

=l , . .. , 6, are, respectively, fixed temperature and concentrations thresholds.

Equations (la)-(lb) have been solved using a finite difference scheme ('method oflines') [8). The distributed
parameter model is converted into a lumped one by a finite difference scheme, thus considering a discrete
number of spatial elements ('slices' of the converter) , each described by time-varying variables. By this way
from the temperature PDEs a system of ODEs is obtained which can be solved through usual integration
packages .
The outline of the integration algorithm on the interval [O, tfin] follows:
O;
Ts'( x) := Ts(O , x);
(initial pattern of substrate temperature)
while t $ tfin
solve the chemical equations with a temperature pattern rs·;
evaluate 1/i(x) x E [0, 1]
i = 1, .. .,6;
[j,T := O;

t

:=
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6.X1 :=0
i==l, . .. , 6;
while (6.T $ 6r) and (6.X; $ tlx.i for i == 1, ... ,6) and
X; (t , x) == 17;(x)x;,;(t) ,
i == 1, ... , 6;
solve the thermal equations;
T5°(x) = T5 (t,x);
(update the pattern of temperature)
evaluate tlT;
evaluate tlX;
i = 1, .. . , 6;
increment t;
end while
end while

4

(t $ t11n)

Conclusions

The algorithm has been developed on Matlab 5.2/ Simulink 2.0 environment with the support of C compiled
S-function to shorten the computational time and the simulation of 510 real seconds of the warm-up along
an FTP cycle takes 10 sec on a PC , Intel Pentium II 350MHz Processor, 128 Mb RAM.
Figure 1 (second frame) show , as an example, the CO time history obtained by the model compared to
experimental data along the transient thermal phase of a full legislated USA drive cycle, FTP cycle (Federal
Test Procedure), for a gasoline-powered passenger vehicle. In the figure a comparison between real data and
model output (both referred to the outlet of the TWC) is reported.

Appendix

5

ko,i

J/kg K
moljm 2 sec
m2 / m3
m/sec

Text

K

6.H;

J / mol
kg/ m3
mol/ m3
W / m2 K

Cg

R.;
GA

Pg
Xg,i

h

speci fie heat capacity of gas
specific reaction rate for species i
active area/volume ratio of the monolith
mass transfer coefficient for species i
external temperature
heat of ith-reaction
gas density
gas phase concentration of i-th species
convective heat transfer coefficient

R'1

J/kg K
mol/m 2 sec

hut

W/m 2 K

Um

m2/m3
m/ sec

Cs

s.,,t

kg/m 3

mol/ m 3
W / mK

specific heat capacity of substrate
specific reaction rate for the chemical reaction l
heat tr an sfer coefficient
external area/ volume ratio
mean gas velocity in monolith
void fracti on
substrate density
solid phase concentration of i-th species
s ubstrate t hermal conductivity
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1

Abstract. In this paper a conceptual data model to capture mathematical models of physical systems
and some of the knowledge collected during the establishment of these models is sketched. The data model
is divided into two parts, one capturing the mathematical aspects and the other the physical interpretation
of the equations. A more detailed version of this paper will be available at http://www.lfpt. rwth-aachen. de.

1

Introduction

Data models are the foundation of software development. In the phase of problem analysis dat a models
are used to capture the main concepts of the application domain. The conceptual data model introduced
here will be used as the basis for the development of a chemical process modeling system as presented
in [6]. The modeling system will consist of several individually implemented, interacting tools. Probably
none of these programs will use all of the concepts presented in this data model. The main purpose
of the conceptual data model is rather to provide a common understanding of the concepts involved in
the formulation of models of physical systems. Most of the tools will use simplified versions of the data
model.
Characteristics of models of physical systems. From a mathematical point of view models
of physical systems span the range from algebr.aic to integro-partial-differential-algebraic equation systems. The type of the resulting equation system depends on the decision to model the stationary or
dynamic behavior of the systems and the decision to consider system quantities as distributed in spatial
or substantial coordinates.
The domains of the values and the ranges of the functions representing a process quantity in a process
model can be continuous such as a temperature or discrete like the number of trays in a distillation
column. Discrete changes in the structure of a system may appear, i.e. if in multi-phase systems a phase
emerges or vanishes. Those changes in the physical system are reflected in the emergence, disappearance
or change of equations in the equation system. This is similarly true for system quantities and the
corresponding functions and values .
If we consider the physical interpretation of the mathematical formulas usually written down during
model development, we will find different abstraction levels. There might be a general local threedimensional balance involving general quantities like a density of an extensive quantity. This balance
is used as a starting point for model development and will be specified and transformed to a specific
balance like a local one-dimensional mass balance involving mass density quantities. A process of model
development like this is described in [4].
Structure of the data modeL The discussion of models of physical systems has shown that we have
to deal with two domains during the development of those models. One domain is formal mathematics,
the other domain involves the physical concepts to interpret the formulas.
Therefore the data model is divided into two partial data models which are related by association
iinks. The mathematical partial data model describes the mathematical characteristics of the equations,
while the other partial data model describes their physical interpretation. We will refer to it as the
physical partial data model in this paper.
According to Bunge [3] mathematics can be seen as a language used to express certain characteristics
of the physical concepts. It is pointed out that the language definition does include the symbols and
syntax rules to define sentences as well as formal rules for their transformation. The latter a re called
the (formal) logic of the language. When we associate the symbols and sentences of the language with
physical concepts, we add semantics to the formulas . Examples of such associations are identifying a
symbol like T with a temperature and an equation as a balance.
1 Acknowledgements. This work has been supported in part by the European Union (Brite-EuRam / IMS project
)lo. 26691 Global CAPE-OPEN). Claudia Krobb acknowledges support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(Gradui ertenkolleg "lnformatik und Technik"}.
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Figure 1: 'fhe mathematical partial data model.
One advantage of this strict differentiation between mathematics as the language and physical concepts
for their interpretation is that e.g. authors of numerical codes do not have to deal with t he interpretation
of the mathematical objects. On the other hand the construction of design tools for (artificial) physical
systems will mainly involve the physical partial data model. This is an advantage of this new data model
compared to an earlier model proposed before (1].
The next section describes the mathematical partial data model. Thereafter we discuss the physical
partial data model for the interpretation of the concepts of the mathematical partial data model. Due to
the limited length of this paper both models will only be sketched, with an emphasis on the mathematical
part.

2

The mathematical part ial data model

The structure of the mathematical model is an extension of the definitions given in [2] translated into an
object-oriented representation. An overview of the classes introduced is given in Figure 1. The model
can be divided in two levels as indicated by the broken line. T he part above the line describes the
structure/ syntax of the mathematical language, while the lower part is more involved in describing t he
logic of the language (3].
Relations. The central class of the data model is t he class elementary relation. This class represents
objects like equations, inequalities and so on. The class relationship describes the logical concepts of the
relations like equality, but also relationships like is-element-of_ This construct of separating concepts and
their appearance in a formula facilitates multiple use of the same concept in different formulas.
Since we do not want to only represent single elementary relations we have introduced the supercla.c;s
relation. This class can be either an elementary relation or a system of relations. The system of relations
is aggregated from instances of the class relation. This mechanism allows us to build systems of relations
with several levels of aggregation. All relations aggregated this way have to hold simultaneously.
Relations can be associated via the support to other relations. The support association represents
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the \:/ in mathematical notation. These support relations must hold if the associated relation should be
considered valid. For example, consider the set of all points of a volume. A relation can be defined to
describe exactly these points. This relation can be used as a support relation for a local material balance
which is valid at the points within the volume. The construct also gives us the means to describe the
discrete changes of the model structure and composition as described in the introduction.
Expressions. The elementary relations comprise a left hand side and a right hand side expression.
The expressions are divided into function and value expressions. The function expressions represent
expressions like sums and products or, as an abstract example, f(x). The function expression class is
related to the function class which describes the formal mathematical mappings from domain sets to an
image set. The argument of a function expression can be defined either by other expressions, like x in
f(x) , or by relations which will be used, for example, to describe the integration domain of an integral
operator which will mathematically be interpreted as a set itself and not an element of a set.
The value expressions represent values in the formulas. The values are elements of a set. They have
terminal character for .an expression since they do not have any arguments.
Functions, values and relation.ships. Functions, values and relationships are each aggregated
from an interface and an implementation class. The interface classes will refer to the possible domain
sets of the left hand side and right hand side expression in case of a relationship, to the domain and image
sets in case of a function and to the domain set a value belongs to. On the other hand the implementation
classes describe such things as a method to check a relationship, the actual object representing a value
and a method to formally evaluate a function.
There can be multiple implementations and interfaces. This allows for the explicit description of an
overloading mechanism, as used by many programming languages, e.g. C++. Overloading appears in our
models if we consider an equation not only as relating numbers but also as relating physical dimensions
and physical units.
Variables and constants. The mathematical constant concept is a representation of a particular
element of a domain set. In case of a variable concept only the- domain set is specified. No particular
element of this set is associated with the variable concept. In the data model the concepts of variables and
constants do not appear explicitly. These concepts are realized with the cardinality of the associations
between implementations, interfaces and the aggregates thereof. A constant value will be represented
by an implementation and interface object. Thus an implementation object representing the value of,
e.g. 7T' , and an interface object representing the set of real numbers IR will appear in the data model to
represent the constant value 7T'. If x was represented as a variable value only an interface object would be
present in the data model. In the same way variable and constant functions can be modeled. No variabl~
·relationships are known to appear in mathematical models of physical systems, thus a relationship must
have an implementation and .an interface. It is pointed out that if the function interfaces only include
domain and image sets of a function the sets of functions a variable function represents can only be
described roughly. If we want a more precise description of this set of functions we will need to add
additional information to the function interface.

3

The partial data model for the physical int·e rpretation concepts

The top level structure of the partial data model for the physical interpretation concepts is shown in
Figure 2. At each class in the Figure a generalization/specification tree is indicated. These trees are not
discussed in this paper. Some examples can be found in (5]. These taxonomies provide the opportunity
to model different levels of abstraction as mentioned in the introduction.
System quantities. The system quantities a:re the quantitative attributes chosen to describe a
physical system. This class includes concrete members such as temperatures, the number of trays in a
distillation column, the length of a time interval or the state of a valve (open/close), as well as abstract
members like extensive thermodynamic quantities or general fluxes. If the system quantity is distributed
there will be an association with a physical domain defining the distribution domain.
The system quantities will be associated to objects of the function or value class from the mathematical
model. Distributed quantities will be linked to functions.
Physical constraints. The physical constraints define constraints between the system quantities.
Examples of the physical constraints are balances, diffusion laws and (physical) definitions of new system
quantities. The physical constraints are associated to the system quantities involved in the constraint.
These links form the foundation of a model representation called And-Or-Graph in [l] . The physical do-
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Figure 2: Top .level of the partial data model for the physical interpretation concepts.
mains associated with the constraints define the scope and application area of the constraints. Obviously
the physical constraints will be linked to relations in the mathematical model. The domain-constraint
association will be mapped to a support association between r;elations.
Physical domains. The physical domains sum up concepts like volumes and areas which are linked to
balance equations. The time interval of a simulation experiment is a domain usually defined only implicitly
in simulation. applications. Sophisticated models will include intervals of substantial coordinates or the
Reynold's number dependend validity of a heat transfer law as domains. In the mathematical model
domains are the support relations or the integration. domain of an integral operator.

4

Summary

A data model was sketched which captmes the mathematical as well as physical aspects of models of
physical systems. However due to the limited length of this paper certain aspects of the data model
had to be excluded. They include the definition of sets with scalar and vector elements which will be
associated to the interface classes values and functions.
The mathematical partial data model already describes a wide range of mathematical concepts. This
will allow reuse of this data model to capture models of other domains, e.g. economics , if an appropriate
partial data model is added to capture the new semantics.
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Abstract. This paper discusses the definition of the index for systems of partial differential and algebraic
equations and its role in their numerical solution. Reference is made to the case of a flexible mechanical system
(an inextensible cable), whose model is formulat·e d in different, yet dinamically equivalent, ways, with different
properties with respect to the feasibility of an accurate numerica·l integration.

Introduction
A key property of DAE (Differential Algebraic Equations) systems is the index [ l]: a DAE whose index is higher
than one cannot be reliably integrated by any general purpose numerical solver, since the accuracy of the
numerical integration is lost as the stepsize is reduced. This property is just the numerical consequence of a
modeling problem, namely that higher index DAEs are ill-posed dynamic models of systems, where explicit or
hidden algebraic constraints on state variables are present.
When the unknowns of the model depend on one o r more spatial coordinates, as well as on time, PDAE
(Partial D ifferential Algebraic Equations) systems are used to represent the dynamics. The PDAE can then be
either numerically integrated simultaneously in space and time, or reduced to a DAE system in time, by way of a
discretization of the spatial domain (Method Of Lines, or MOL). In either case it is convenient to check that the
PDAE is well posed before going through the numerical integratio n. Suitable indices should then be defined and
used.
In this paper the notion of algebraic index, introduced in [2], is used and extended to the case of nonlinear
PDAEs. Reference is then made to the dynamic modeling of inexte nsible cables, which has been the s ubject of
several papers (see e.g. (3), (4), [5]). In particular in [3) a comprehensive model of an undersea cable is given,
where the inextensible case is obtained as the limit case of an elastic cable, setting to zero an elasticity parameter.
Starting from a highe r index model of the inextensible cable expressed in cartesian coordinates, a second
model, fully equivalent to the one proposed in [3], will be derived , which however is still characterized by a high
index (and. thus is ill posed). A third model will finall y be presented, whose index properties allow integration
both in the time and space domains. The methodology used in this paper to reduce the index can be extended to
other cases of flexible mechanica l systems.
1

The index of a DAE
Let us first review the definition of the index for a DAE. For this, consider a linear system of equations:

Aj(t)+Cy(t) ==

/(t) ,

(I )

where y is the vector of the n unknowns. A and C are nxn matrices, with A singular (otherwise the DAE is
actually an implicit ODE), and/ is a vector of forcing fonctions. Assume that the DAE is regular, i.e. assume that
3 p 0 such that the matrix (poA +C) is nonsingular. The index of the DAE (I) is defined as the smallest integer n
such that all the entries of the following matrix are strictly proper (i.e . they vanish asp approaches infinity):

p-~(pA

+cf1.

Extensions to nonlinear DAEs are feasible through definition of suitable 1tocal indices (6).
What makes the index a key property of a DAE system is that it qualifies the accuracy of the numerical
integration by reduction of the stepsize. All general purpose DAE codes actually start off the integration with the
implicit E uler formula [l], which, ones applied to (I), yields:

A(Yk - Yk -1)/h+Cy* == f k •
or
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where p= llh (h being the stepsize). It is apparent from the above definition that if the index of the DAE is higher
or equal to 2, one or more entries of the inverse of the Jacobian pA+C of the discretized equation approach
infinity as the stepsize h approaches zero. This is basically the reason why no common DAE solver can reliably
integrate higher (> 1) index DAEs.

The index of a POAE
The index of a PDAE has been the subject of a ~ecent paper (2), where it is pointed out that different indices,
whose values do not necessarily coincide, may be deforaed. In this paper we will refer to the concept of algebraic
index. Let us therefore consider a linear system of PDAEs, where a one-dimensional spatial domain is assumed:

Ay(s,t)+By'(s,t)+Cy(s,t) =J(s,t),
(2)
where y is the vector of the n unknowns, j and y' are its derivatives with respect to time t and space s,
respectively, A.Band Care nxn matrices, with A or B singular, and/ is a vector of forcing functions. Moreover,
assume that the PDAE is regular, i.e. assume that 3 (p0 , q0) such that the matrix (poA+qoB+C) is nonsingular.
The algebraic t-index of the PDAE (2) is the smallest integer n such that all the entries of the following matrix
are strictly proper as functions of p:
(3)

while the algebraic s-index is the smallest integer n ·such that all the entries of the following matrix are strictly
proper as functions of q:

(4)
If a nonlinear PDAE is given:

F(y ,y,y', f) =0,
local algebraic indices are computed with reference to the hnearized equation (2), where:
A=F.

,

'dF

i)F

(5)

'dF

=dy- , B=F, · =
- , C=F : - ,
i)y'
,
dJ

(6)

and the three matrices depend on the linearization point. It is then convenient to define structural algebraic
indices for the nonlinear system (5): the structural algebraic (t- or s-) index of (5) is the minimum algebraic index
taken by (2), when any non-zero entry of matrices A , B and C computed by (6) in any point is given any finite
real value. Obviously the local algebraic index cannot be smaller than the structural index in any point.
The t- and s- indices qualify the accuracy of the numerical integration by reduction of the stepsize in t and in
s, respectively. If a MOL integration method is used, thereby discretizing the spatial domain, leaving a DAE in t,
the t-index of the PDAE will generally coincide with the index of the DAE, thus qualifying the feasibility of its
numerical integration.
The algebraic ·index does not depend on the boundary conditions of the PDAE. More involved definitions of
the index, accounting also for boundary conditions. are discussed in [2].

Modiels of tlexible cables
The concepts discussed above are now applied to the case of inextensible cables. Three different models are
given. and for each one the algebraic indices are computed .

s• I

/. .

)::.

s=I

s =0

- -

-

...

- -

Fig. I Canesian coordinates

Fig. 2 Angular coordinates
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Formulation in cartesian coordinates
Consider a flexible cable in a cartesian space (x, y, z) (Fig. 1) and let s denote the unstretched cable length
coordinate: s=O corresponds to ithe first end of the cable, s=l to the second end. Assume that the point at s=O (first
end) is in the origin of !he cartesian space. The most naturnl way to describe the motion of the cable is by way of
the functions x(s, t), y(s, t), z(s, t). cartesian coordinates of point P (as in Fig. 1), where t is the time variable.
No elasticity is considered in the cable. The inextensibility of the cable implies the following constraint:
('dx/'ds)

2

+(ay/'ds) 2 +(az/as) 2 =1

.

(7)

The physical modeling of the cable dynamics can ,be carried out either by formulation of the standard motion
equations of an infini1esima1l element or by variational arguments, deriving the so called Euler-Lagrange partial
derivative equations [7]. In either case, the result can be written in the following vector form:

-T'w-Tw'+pv=f

r-v=O

r'-w;:;:Q

wrw=l,

(8)

where the three dimensional vectors r =[x, y, z]. v, , wand/ have been introduced. Vector/ =/(s, t) is made up by
the external forces per unit of length acting at time t on the cable, in the point associated to the coordinate s; p is
the mass per unit length of the cable; the scalar variable T is the tension of the cable.
Defining with I, and I, the matrices whose entries contain the smallest integers such that the corresponding entry
of matrices (3) or (4), respectively, are strictly proper, we obtain (assigning random numbers to the nonzero
entries of A, Band C, and ·arranging the variables in the vector y =fr, v, w, T]):
0000001111
0000000000
0000001 fl I
0000000000
000000 11 11
0000000000
0001l12222
0001000000
0001112222
0000100000
I,= 0 0 0 I I I 2 2 2 2 ' I,= 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0000001111
0000000001
0000001111
0000000001
0000001II1
0000000001
1112223333
0000000001
The structural t-index is therefore 3, the structural s-index is I.

First formulation in angular coordinates
An alternative way to describe the motion of the system is to give the orientation of the vector tangent to the
cable at any point P. Consider a set of spherical coordinates, expressed with reference to a cartesian frame,
parallel to (x, y, z), but with origin in point P (Fig. 2). The orientation of the tangent vector can be expressed by
the two angles ~and cp, and the motion of the cable is completely described once the functions ~(s, t) and cp(s, t)
are given.
On the other hand, the cartesian coordinates (x. y, z) of point P are expressed in terms of the new coordinates
~ and cp by way of the following differential equations, as it can be easily verified:

dx/ds = cos~ sin cp ' ay /ds =sin~ sin cp' 'dz/ds;:;: coscp .
As a consequence, the constraint (7) is identically satisfied in~ and cp for every value of the couple (s, t).
The equations of motion can be derived from the equations of the cartesian model. First introduce the
following vectors and matrices (where fl =[-6, cpD:

cos~sin1

E(Tl) = sin '!}sin cp, r(11) =
cos cp

-sin ~sincp cos~cos1
cos~ sin cp sin ~.cos cp .
0
-sm cp

Then replace w with E(fl) in the first equation of system (8). This yields:
-T'E(Tt) - IT( Tt)Tt' + pv = I
v =0

r-

r' -

E( Tt) = 0 .

r

At chis point the derivative
is replaced by a fictitious algebraic vector variable u, while the third vector
equation is differentiated with respect co time. In doing so, the derivative of vector Tt with respect to time
appears. The new system of equations becomes:

-T'E{rt)-IT(rt)ri' +pv = f

u -v = O

r' -E(rt) =0

u' -r(Tl)il =O

The second vector equation is a trivial algebraic identity and can be eliminated, the third one is an explicit
differential equation ins and can be ignored. since r does not appear in the remaining equations.
The final expression of the system of equations is therefore:

-T'E(Tt) - IT(rt)rt'+pv = /
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y' - r(11)T\ = O.

(9)

and is fully equivalent to the inextensible case in (3]. Arranging the variables in the vector y =[v, f\,
matrices / 1 and/, defined as above turn out to be now:

O00 I 11]

000 11 1
/ -0 00 11 1 ,
, - 0000 00
000000
11 12 2 2

71,

the

000000]
000000

I_ 000000 ,

,- 000000
[ 000000
000000

[

which means that the structural t-,index is 2 and the structural s-index is 0.

Second formu lation in angular coordinates

The procedure that yielded system (9) is now iterated. The derivative v is therefore replaced by the fictitious
algebraic vector variable a, while the second vector equation is differentiated with respect to time. In doing so,
the second derivative of vector T\ with respect ,to time appears. In order to remain consistent with the general
expression (5) o f the PDAE, a new vector variable ro=[~. co,,,) is introduced, equal to the first derivative it. The
new system of equations thus becomes:

-T'E(11)- IT(T\)T( +pa = f

ii-(1)=0,

where:
- cos~ sin <p
R 1(T\) = -sin l}sinq>
0

, R2(11) =

- sin 1} COS<j) -cosi'.}sin,
cos1'.}cos <p -sin~sinq> ,
0
- cosq>

and the explicit differential equation in s:

v'-r(11)co =O,
has been ignored, since v does not appear in the remaining equations. Defining the vector y =[a , 11·
matrices /, and I , result:
I I I 1 l 10 0
00000000
00000000
1111 1 10 0
I 1 I I l I 0 0
0 0000 000
00 0 000 0 0
00000000 .
I,= 00 0 00000 ' I ,= 00000000
00000010
0 0000000
00000000
00000001
00000000
1 I l I 1 I 0 0

Ol,

71,

the

which means that now both the structural t-index and the structural s-index are I .

Conclusions
Three models of the same infinite dimensional system, an inextensible cable, have been discussed. Since only the
third one has structural t-index less than two, it is the o nly one that can be safely reduced to a DAE system, for
simulation with a general purpose numerical code. Experiences with a DAE solver (gPROMS [8]), endowed with
an embedded tool for discr;etization of a spatial domain, confirmed that the first two models cannot be integrated,
particularly when sudden changes in the external inputs (e.g. a force on the free end), implying sudden reductions
of the stepsize, are applied.
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Abstract. In this paper, we analyse some properties of the orthogonal collocation in the context of its
use for reducing PDE (Partial Differential Equations) chemical reactor models for numerical simulation
and/or control design. The approximation of the first order derivatives are analyzed with respect to
the transfer of the stability properties of the hydrodynamics from the PDE model to its approximated
ODE (ordinary dil:forential equations) model. Then the choice of the collocation points as zero of Jacobi
polynomial is analyzed and interpreted as an optimal choice with respect to a weighted norm.

1

Introduction

The dynamics of tuibular r·e actors are described by partial differential equations (PDE's) derived from
mass and energy balances (e.g. [4]). Either for numerical simulation or control design, the PDE's model
is commonly reduced to ordinary differential equations (ODE's) by using approximation methods (e.g.
finite differences, orthogonal collocation)[5]. It may be difficult generally sp eaking to know the connection
between the original distributed parameter model and its (finite dimensional) discretised version, and as
mentioned in {8], the dynamical properties of both models may be different. This is largely due to the
lack of knowledge about the properties of such approximation method. In this paper we analyze some
properties of the orthogonal collocation approximation method. After the introduction of the general
dynamical PDE model for tubular reactors, Section 3 briefly presents the orthogonal collocation as a
method for reducing PDE models into ODE ones and analyzes the structural stability properties of the
matrix characterizing the reduction of the first order space derivative. Section 4 considers the choice
of collocation points as an error minimization pr-0blem and shows that the choice of zeros of Jacobi
polynomials corresponds to an optimal choice for a weighted norm. The detailed results can be found in

([6]).

2

Dynamical Models of Chemical Tubular Reactors

Let us consider a tubular reactor in which NR non-isothermal reactions take place involving Ne components (reactants and products), and with axial dispersion (diffusion). Then the dynamical model is
readily derived by using mass and energy balances and can be written in the following matrix form :

&x
8x
8 2x
8t = -u z +Da z 2 +Kr(x)+U
8
8
with: x = (

~ ), K=

( -;:

(1)

),U=(-pd~~P~Tw -T) ) , Da= ( Dm~IN,

(2)

and where T is the temperature (K), C is the component concentration vector (mz°1 ) , t (s) and z (m)
the time and space variables, Aea and Dma the axial energy and mass dispersion coefficients (
u
the superficial fluid velocity (7 ), L the reactor length (m), D.H the reaction heat vector (
p the
fluid density ( f;!s), Gp the specific heat ( k~}? ), r ( x) the reaction rate vector ( ";;' ) , K the yield coefficient
matrix and h, d and T,,, the wall heat transfer coefficient Cm~~~), the reactor diameter (m) and coolant
temperature (K) respectively (see e.g., [3] [4]) . An important particular situation is the plug flow reactor,
i.e. when Da = 0 : the model is then hyperbolic (it is parabolic otherwise). The model is completed with
the following two boundary conditions (with X i n the influent value of x) [2] :

,:;K),

!:, ),

Da &xl
a~ .

= -u(Xin - t) - x(z

" z=O

= 0, t));

8xl
a
= 0
::= L
Z
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(3)

3

Reduction of the partial differential equations

The principle of the orthogonal collocation method is to search an approximation in t he form of a finite
series x· (z,t) =
c;(t) - l~N)(z), where x* denotes the approximation, N the reduction order, c;(t)
0
time-varying coefficients, and l!N)(z) Nth order Lagrange interpolation polynomials:

r:::

(4)

where z0 , ... , ZN E [O, L], the interpolation (or "coHocation") points are parameters of the method, as
well as N, the order of the reduction. The unknown time-varying coefficients ci(t) are chosen such that
the approximated solution is the exact one at the collocation points. Since we have li (zj) = 8;i, this
means : c;(t) = x• (z;, t) = x(z, t)!z..-z; Vi E {O, ... , N}. For the system (1), we obtain the following set
of ordinary differential equations :
(5)

where Xd denotes the vector of the component concentrations and temperature at the collocation points ,
that is :
(6)

Ud and r(xd) are the external heat exchange rate and reaction rate vectors computed at the collocation
points, and listed in the same order than Xd· C 1 and C2 are (NR + 1) x (NR + 1) block diagonal matrices
where every block of the diagonal are identical, and am the discretised matrices operator obtained from
the reduction of, respectively, the convection operator (
and the dispersion operator ( {l.r ), that is :

tz ),

k = 1,2

-Ck= [

(7)

dkz<Nl(z·)
0dz 1 l {j=l, . .. ,,.}

(8)

The value of the variables x at the boundaries can be computed from the boundary conditions (3) by
introducing the orthogonal collocation expansion for x• introduoed hereabove.
The term (-uC1 + DaC2)xd approximates the hydrodynamics term of the PDE model, -u ~~ + Da ~.
[t is obvious that due to A.ow direction in the reactor, the equation ~~ = -u~ + Da ~:! is asymptotically
stable, or in other hands, the hydrodynamics are stable. This pr,o perty is easy to check by using standard
PDE methods. Note that for the approximated models becau.se of the structure of C 1 and C2, it is
enough to look at the matrices C'i and C2 . If we consider finite differences, the eigenvalues of the (biand tri- diagonal) matrices C1 and C2 are easy to compute : it is then routine to check t hat the term
(-uC 1+DaC2 )xd in finite difference is stable (see e.g. [3]). For the orthogonal collocation, the matrices C1
and C2 are full, and this renders the verification more intricate. For simplicity we shall only concentrate
on the matrix C 1 (plug flow reactor), i.e. on the term -uC1 xd. The analysis is rather involved and is
based on the properties of the Lagrange polynomials used as the base functions. It can be shown that
the matrix Gr can be written as follows (see [1]):
(9)

z12 )
r
Z22

with:
Z

.
= (z 3·k),

z;·k =

EN·-o.,3
l
.... · ...~
l -

; -.;.. i.
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(10)

'

if j

=k

if j

i-

k

(11 )

B 22 can be viewed as a similarity transformation: therefore the eigenvalues for Gr and Z22 are similar .
For the plug flow reactor case, it can be shown that the real parts of the eigenvalues of Z22 are all positive
up to N = 4. However for larger values of N (N > 4), the conjecture that the real parts of the eigenvalues
of Z 22 ar·e positive is wrong. An important guideline at this point consists of checking the eigenvalues of
(-uC1 + Da.C2) before implementing the orthogonal collocation approximation.

4

Theoretical accuracy of the collocation method

The application of orthogonal collocation to the approximation of distributed parameter models. Its
implementation requires to choose [7] the number of collocation points and the location of the collocation points. A classical choice of collocation points in chemical engineering is to take them as zeros of
orthogonal polynomials, usually of Nth . order monic Jacobi polynomials p<;·/J). Choosing zeros of classical orthogonal polynomials as collocation points makes orthogonal collocation approximations able to
integrate exactly polynomials up to order 2N - 1 by means of quadrature formulas (10], which actually is
the maximum order of accuracy reachable with such Ntl'" order approximations. In this sense, this choice
can be considered as optimal, and, in practice, it provides r·e sults comparable with those obtained from
Ga.lerkin's method [10] (often considered as a reference but it requiring a huge computational effort).
Once this generic choice of collocation points agreed , we may wonder more specifically why to choose
zeros of Jacobi polynomials. One possible reason to do so is that this choice leads to a numerical method
which can be " tuned" with two parameters : .et and {3. For instance (see [5]), 0: small (resp. > 1) and
{3 > 1 (resp. small) tend to concentrate the collocation points close to the reactor output (resp. input).
This property provides an intuitive tuning for the method and has been extensively used by process
engineers to define qualitative and experimental-based rules governing the appropriate use of the method
in each specific application. However, we wiU not, in this paper, restrict our a priori choice to Jacobi
polynomials, but will consider general classical orthogonal polynomials.
Let us define the interpolation error by; eN (z, t) := x(z, t)- L:::o Xi(t) ·p;(z). This equation suggests
that we can handle the effect of large variations (typically, due to the presence of "hot spots" i.e. large
and concentrated variations in the spatial profiles of the temperature and/ or concentrations) on the
interpolation error by choosing suitable collocation points. Indeed, we ma.y wish to choose the N - 1
interior collocation points solutions of the following problem :

min.

'

z;E (- 1, +l] 'o'iEl, .. . ,N (

IT

N
i(z
j=O

-

Zj)

)

Woo(z)I

.

(12)

00

where the weight w00 (z) is supposed to be large around the hot spots, and small everywhere else. Doing
this, we keep the interpolation error small where it would have been large if we had considered an
" uniform" choice of collocation points (zeros of a Chebyshev polynomial). Actually this choice follows
the classical intuitive choices of collocation points, since it increases collocation points around hot spots.
However, a compromise has to be found since the number of collocation points is limited (it is also the
size of th.e differential system to solve) and since a too high concentration of collocation points around hot
spots leads to poor approximation anywhere else. This compromise is automatically handled if collocation
points are chosen according to (12).
Let us remark that the problem of finding the collocation points z 1 , . .. , ZN-l which minimizes the
product Tif=o(z - Zj) w 00 (z) is equivalent the problem of finding the monic polynomial Tif=o (z - Zj) of
minimal weighted uniform norm, defined in the following way:

'v'f E C( [a, b]),

11/llw.., :=

sup l/(z) · Woo(z)I

(13)

:cE!a.,b]

Then note that this last problem is equivalent to the problem of finding the best Nth. order (not manic)
approximation polynomial for the function -zN+l , in the sense of the weighted norm ll·llwoo' that is
finding the polynomial PN-l such t hat
N

11(-zN+l) -

PN-ill,,, = - IT (z 00

j=O
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z;)

(14)

is minimal. The solution of this last approximation problem may be characterized by using a generalization of the Chebyshev equi-oscillation theorem presented hereafter.
Theorem 1 (Alternation theorem) If f EC ([a, b]) ; p E PN(N > 0) where PN denotes the space of
Nth . order polynomial with real coefficients defined on [-1, +1], Then p is the best approximation off,
in PN , in the sense of the norm 11·11"' iff. There is a set of at least (N + 2) points such that the function
e := (f - p) · w00 equi-oscillates and reaches its extrema values at each of these points, that is :
iff. 3(z,.)iEO,. .. ,N+l such that a :S zo < z1 < ... < ZN+l :Sb and e(z,.) = a(-l)i !lel1 00 with a= 1 or -1
00

In the case of general weights, only asymptotic results (that is, results when the polynomial order
N tends to infinity) are available on equi-oscillation properties. From this theory [9], we point out the
following result : Assume w(z) := *is the weight used to define a family of orthonormal polynomial with

.J

respect to the inner product (·I·) Li,. Then the quantity .Ji - z 2 w(z)pN(z)(where PN is the Nth. order
polynomial orthonormal polynomial associated to the weight w) tends to asymptotically equi-oscillate on
the interval [-1 , +l] , when N ~co .

J

If we assume that N is large enough, we can then conclude that ..;r-:::?iw(z )PN(z) nearly equioscillates. Indeed, since the operator of the best polynomial approximation is continuous, we may conclude
that this PN(z) (which nearly equi-oscillates) is a good approximation of the optimal polynomial PN(z),
which minimizes the norm \IP!lwco with: w00 (z) := J..;1 - z 2 w(z).
At this point, it may be interesting to investigate the meaning of classical choices of collocation points
in order to point out what implicit norm minimization is made when using it. For instance, in the case
where the collocation points are zeros of Jacobi polynomials, we know that : w(z) := (1 - z)°'(l +
z).13. Hence we know that using these collocation points we will get an approximated solution which
(theoretically) minimizes an interpolation error weighted by the fwiction:
w 00 (z)

J

=v~
1- z 2(1 -

z)°'(l + z)fl (with a.,/3

~

-1
T)
=

2o+l

(1 - z)_4_ · (1 + z)

2(!/I

(15)

Many shapes may be reached with weights of the form (15). They allow to emphasize the interpolation
error from one side to the other of the reactor, according to the values of the twiing parameters a and {3.
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Abstract: A new approach is presented to the equalization of telecommunication channels. It is based
on set-membership state estimation techniques. These techniques make it easy to take into account the
fact that the symbols emitted belong to a finite alphabet.
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Introduction
Equalization is a problem of considerable importance is the context of high-speed digital telecommunications, because intersymbol interference complicates the recovery of the symbols emitted. Under the
classical assumption that the channel can be described as a finite impulse response filter with a.n additive
noise, one can write
(1)
where Yt is the sample of the output signal received at time t, c is the impulse response of the channel,
'Yt is the output error resulting from measurement noise and model error, and Xt consists of the last n
symbols emitted
(2)

Each of the symbols dt. belongs to a known and bounded alphabet with m values. Since
window, it satisfies the following linear discrete-time equation

Xt

is a sliding
(3)

where the n x n shift matrix A and v are known, and given by

0

0

1
0

1

A=

,v=

0
0

0

1

0

(4)

0

Equalization is the estimation of the sequence of symbols emitted {de} from the sequence of symbols
received {yt}· Assuming that the impulse response c is known and that the output error ">'t is bounded,
it can be viewed as a bounded-error state-estimation problem.
Ellipsoidal outer-bounding techniques for guaranteed set-membership state estimation are first briefly
recalled. A new adaptation of these techniques in the context of equalization with a finite alphabet and
a bounded output error is then presented. Finally, the resulting methodology is illustrated.

Ellipsoidal bounding
Set-membership estimation is an attractive alternative to conventional approaches such as least squares
and Kalman filtering. It can be traced back to the late sixties [1}, [12], and has received a lot of attention
worldwide, see, e.g., the survey papers [2], [3], special issues of journals [13}, [10], book [9] and the
references therein. For applications in the context of channel equalization see, for example, [7], [6] . The
fundamental hypothesis of set-membership estimation is that the. output errors and state perturbations
belong to known compact sets, with no other hypotheses on their distributions. This should be contrasted
with classical stochastic approaches where the noise is assumed to be random, and usually white and
Gaussian. Set-membership estimation aims to characterize the set of all parameter or state vectors that
a.re consistent with the data, model structure and noise bounds. This feasible set can be viewed as a 1003
confidence region for the parameter or state vector. AU elements of this feasible set are then considered
as solutions of the estimation problem.
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In general the feasible set is extremely complicated. This is why it is customary to characterize this
set by computing a simpler set that encloses it. Among the set-membership estimators, those using
outer ellipsoids have received special attention. After enclosing the compact error sets in ellipsoids, they
compute the smallest ellipsoid (in a sense to be specified) that can be guaranteed to contain the feasible
set. In the context of real-time equalization, only recursive algorithms can be considered. Classically,
the quality of the approximation is measured by the volume of the outer ellipsoid, proportional to the
square of the product of the lengths of its axes and a natural measure of size. This corresponds to the
determinant criterion. An alternative measure of size is also considered, namely the sum of the squares of
the lengths of the semi-axes, which corresponds to the trace criterion. In the context of state estimation
(or parameter tracking), at ea.eh step, recursive ellipsoidal bounding techniques alternate prediction and
correction phases, as in a conventional Kalman filter.
Assume that, at time t, the feasible set is outer-bounded by the ellipsoid fi;t· Let Mt+I be the
Minkowski sum of the ellipsoid resulting from the evolution of
due to the deterministic part of the
state equation and of the ellipsoid containing the state noise. At the prediction step, ft+l/t is computed
as the smallest ellipsoid containing Mt+l· At the correction step, an ellipsoid ~+l/t+l is computed as
the smallest ellipsoid containing the intersection of ~+l/t with the set St+l of all states consistent with
the measurement Yt+l· Se+1 is the strip defined by !Yt+l - cTXt+1I ~ "Ytm&X• where 'Ytrnax is the known
upper bound of htl· St+l can be viewed as a degenerate unbounded ellipsoid. During the prediction
and correction steps, small may be understood in the sense of the determinant or trace criterion. Note
that St+l is orthogonal to c, which does not depend on t; all strips are therefore parallel to one another.
Moreover, the width of the strip is constant if "Ytmax is independent of t. For more details on the
computations involved in the prediction and correction steps, see, e.g., (5], [4].

Et;t

Equalization
Taking advantage of the special structures of A and v (4) makes the computation of the prediction step
particularly easy. Indeed, A is a shift matrix and the ellipsoid containing the state noise is a segment,
which is a degenerated fiat ellipsoid. If any component of Xt but the last one is known without ambiguity,
ft;t will then be fiat; it may even be reduced to a point. As a result its volume will be zero, and the
same will hold true for fe+l/t· The determinant criterion then becomes meaningless, unless the dimension
of the problem is decreased by re.stricting the state vector to its ambiguous components. This will be
performed before any prediction step. Even in the case of the trace criterion, it can be expected to
simplify computation.
Just after the correction step and before returning to the prediction step, the finite nature of the
alphabet of symbols will be used to improve the precision of the set estimation. Ideally, one may intersect
~+l/t+l with the set consisting of the mn isolated points defined by the finite alphabet. In practice,
this would entail testing whether each of these points belongs to fe+l/ t+l, an operation of exponential
complexity. Moreover, whenever the set resulting from the intersection is not a singleton, one would have
to track the evolution of each candidate solution individually, which would have a complexity similar to
that of the Viterbi algorithm [11]. To keep computation manageable for large values of m and n, we
have chosen instead to use the following decision rule, to be inserted between the correction step and
prediction step of the ellipsoidal outer-bounding algorithm.
Decision rule. As long as it reduces the ambiguity and time allows, alternate the following two steps.
Step 1: Project ft/t onto each of the (0, di) axes of the state space associated with the still ambiguous
symbols, and test whether only one value belongs to the resulting segment. In this case, the value of the
symbol emitted is known without ambiguity.
Step 2: Replace ft;t by its intersection with the planes associated with all symbols that are known
without ambiguity.
·
Remark 1: If ft/t has been modified at Step 2, then its volume is now zero and the reduction of the
dimension of the state space alluded to during the presentation of the prediction step must be performed.
Remark 2: If time allows, still ambiguous symbols of Xt-l may be processed by the decision rule.

Illustration
Consider the case where only two symbols can be emitted, dt E {-1,J}, and the output errors 'Yt are
2
uniformly distributed in [- "Ytrna.x •'Ytma.xl· The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is then equal to 3 llcll h~ m&X·
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Figure 1 presents the projection of

ft;t, to which

Xt

belongs, onto the plane associated. with the last

two symbols emitted., namely di and dt-1· All possible combinations of values are represented by crosses
is flat and its
and the (unknown) truth is indicated. by a star. Here, dt-1 turns out to be known, so
projection onto the plane of Figure 1 is a segment. Figure 2 presents the result of one prediction step
from the situation described. by Figure 1, a.gain projected. onto the plane of the last two symbols. The
projection of Mt+l onto this plane is a. rectangle. Figure 3 illustrates the outer ellipsoid obtained. during
the correction step before applying the decision rule. The feasible strip St+l associated. with the last
output Yt+t is such that some candidate solutions present in li+i/t are not in £i+i/t+l· The decision
rule will now be used to reduce the set of candidate solutions further without having to test individually
whether each of the 2" solutions belongs to fi+i/t+l· Figure 4 illustrates Step l; the projections of
~+l/t+l onto the axes associated. with the last two symbols make it possible to prove that dt+ 1 = -1.

£i;t

Step 2 then implies that Et+l / t+l should be replaced by its intersection with the plane dt+1 = -1. On
Figure 5, this means replacing ~+l/t+l by
Note that other intersections might be needed if
n > 2, and that all of these intersections can be performed in a single operation. Applying Step 1 again,
one can then prove that di = 1, as illustrat.ed by Figure 6. Other symbols may become known without
.
ambiguity during the process.
Assume that the SNR is independent oft, which amounts to assuming that 'Ytmax is constant and
can be denoted. by 1'max· Since c is al.so constant, the strips St all have the same width and orientation.
This impulse response corresponds to a
Figure 7, illustrates the situation for n = 2 and c = (0.5
simplified case [8] of a non-minimal-phase channel, which is known to be difficult to equalize with a conventional linear equalizer [llJ. Assume, for instance, that the actual values of the symbols a.re dt-1 = -1
and dt = 1, a.gain represented by a star on Figure 7. Let
and
be the strips St for 'Yt = ±1'ma.x· For
any value of "'ft• St c (Si US£) =Ui(Xt). Figure 8 presents the strips Ut for all candidate solutions for
Xt in the case where the SNR is equal to 13 dB. Ea.eh Ut contains only one candidate solution. In such
a case the equalization can always be made unambiguously, and this is also true for· any higher SNR
Figure 9 summarizes the beha.vior of the algorithm when the value of the previous symbol dt-i is known
without ambiguity. The decision part of the algorithm reduces the solution set t o a singleton without
having to test all the possible solutions, thus estimating dt unambiguously. This process can be iterated
to establish that the values of all symbols can be estima.ted without error if the value of some initial
symbol is known. This reasoning could be extended. to the case where n > 2 if some sequence of n - 1
initial symbols is known. Of course, one does not need to assume that these symbols are known to use
the algorithm.

e:zr/t+i·

lf.

St

st-

Conclusions and perspectives
A bounded-error counterpart to Kalman filtering has been adapted. to the equalization of a telecommunication channel. The specific structure of the sta.te equation and the fact that the unknown input and
state components all belong to a finite alpha.bet ha.ve been taken into account to obtain a guaranteed
equalizer. Guaranteed means here that, provided tha.t the hypotheses of the filter are satisfied, all values
of the symbols emitted that are consistent with the data received. a.re obtained.. Preliminary experimental results, not included. because of the lack of space, indicate that the performance of this equalizer is
extremely promising. It should be noted that the problem of estimating the impulse response c of the
channel from a known training sequence of symbols ca.n be put in the same framework of state estimation,
and treated. with the bounded-error tools briefly presented. Further developments are under way to deal
with the case where the impulse response of the channel is uncertain or not stationary.
Acknowledgment: The authors thank INTAS for its support under grant INTAS-RFBR-97-10782.
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Figure 9: Behaviour of the algorithm
when d,_1 is known ( n =2)
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Abstract. The report deals with the problem of reachability for systems subjected to uncertain disturbances that are unknown but bounded , with hard bounds. The difference between reachability under
closed-loop and open-loop controls is emphasized. It is indicated that the closed-loop reach set may be
obtained as the level set for the solution of a "forward" equation of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman-Isaacs
type.

1

Introduction

This report is devoted to one of the key issues in control theory - the reachability problem - namely,
the computation of the domains reachable by a controlled process through available controls. The
reachability problem is usually studied assuming the system model is known. However , in reality the
system may always be subject to unknown disturbances and the information on its parameters may
not be complete. It then becomes necessary to describe the states reachable by the system despite the
disturbances or incomplete information or, if exact reachability is impossible, to find the guaranteed
errors for reachability. A crucial element in obtaining satifactory reachability properties is that the
system has to be governed by closed - loop co ntrols. This gives considerable improvement as compared
to nonanticipative ("minmax") open-loop controls.

2

The reachability problem

Consider a system of the type

x= A(t)x + B(t)u + C(t)v(t),

(1)

with. continuous matrix coefficients A(t) , B(t), C(t) . Here x E IR.n is the state and u E IR!' is the control
that may be selected either as an open loop control OLC - a Lebesgue-measurable function u(t) of time
t , or as a closed-loop control CLC - a set-valued strategy U(t, x) , restricted respectively by the inclusions

u(t ) E P(t),u = U(t , x)

~

P(t). a.e. ,

Symbol v E JR9 stands for the unknown input disturbance with values v(t) E Q(t);
set-valued functions with convex compact values, continuous in time.

(2)
P(t), Q(t ) are

T he class of OLC 's u( ·) bounded by the first inclusion of (2) is denoted by Uo and the class of boundedc
input disturbances v(·) as Vo. The strategies U are taken to be in Uc - the class Uc of CLC's that
consists of multivalued maps U(t , x) bounded by the second inclusion (2), which ensures the existence
and extendability of solutions to equation (1) , u = U (t, x) , (which now turns into a differential inclusion
- DI) , for any Lebesgue-measurable function v( ·). (This, for example , is the class of set-valued functions
with values in compIEr, upper semicontinuous in x and continuous in t ).
Under these conditions equation (1) is said to describe an uncertain system of the linear-convex type.
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Definiton 2.1 The reach set X(r, t 0 , X 0 ; µ) of system {1}, at timer, under uncertain input disturbances
v(t) is the set of all such points x that satisfy the inclusion x E X( r, t 0 , x 0 U) + µBi(O) for some
x 0 E X 0 ,U E Uc,µ 2'. 0, whatever be the disturbance v(t) E Q(t),t E [to,r) . Here X(r,to,x 0 U) i s the
crossection ("cut") of the solution tube for the differential inclusion

x E A(t)x + B(t)U(t , x) + C(t)v, x(t 0 ) = x 0 ,

(3)

and E 1 (0) = {x: (x, x) ~ l} .
The reachability problem - Problem I, consists in finding the set X ( r, t 0 , X 0 ; 0) or, if this set is empty,
in finding the set X(r ,t0 ,X0 ;µ) for someµ> 0. Clearly, forµ sufficiently large, the last set will always
be nonempty. It therefore makes sense to look for the smallest of such µ.

3

A related problem of dynamic optimization

. Problem 2.1

Find the value function

V(r,x) =

minmax{~(x(to)lx(r)
U r(-)

=x,U E Uc , x(-) E Xu{)} ,

(4)

=

where ef>(x)
d2 (x 0 ,x0 ), d(x,M) = min{(x - z, x - z) 112 lz E X 0 } and Xu(· ) is the variety of all
trajectories x(·) of the differential inclusion

x E B(t)U(t , x) + C(t)Q(t),

x(r) = x,

(5)

generated by given strategy U E Uc.
The formal HJBI equation for V(t, x) is

av Jot

-

(av /8x , A(t)x)

-

p(av /8 xlB(t)'P(t)) + p(av /oxlC(t)Q(t)) = o,

(6)

with boundary condition

V(to, x) = ef>(x(to)).

(7)

Here p(ljQ) = max{(l, q)lq E Q} stands for the support fun ction of set Q, [4].
Theorem 3.1 Function V(t , x) is a generalized ("viscosity") solution of {6, 7).
Such solutions are explained, for example, in [l]. An important feature is that V(r,x) may be obtained
as a limit with k ~ oo of the superposition vk+ (r, xlto , 4>0)) which is defined as follows .
Taking the interval, T = [to, r], introduce a partition

E.1c = {to = ro , T1, .•• , r.1c , r =

TJc +1}, T; -

so that T is now divided into k + 1 parts
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r; _ 1

= l7i 2'. 0, i = 1, . .. , k + 1,

where

i

,i

= to +

L:: u

j ,

i = i , ... , k .

j;;;;l

are the points of corrections.

Problem 2- k
Solve the following consecutive optimization problems.
Find

Vi. (T1, xlto, 4{))) == minmax{
<P(x(to) Ix( 1i)
u
~

where <P(x)

=d2 (x 0 , x

0

),

then consecutively, for i

=x, u(t) E 1'(t) , v(t)

E Q(t), t E Ti},

=2, .. . , k, find

V,.(1;,xlr;_1, Vi-1(ri-1 ,x(r;_1)I ·)) =

= minma.x{V,.(1;-1,x(;;-1)l·)lx(Tt)
= x , u(t) E 1'(t),v(t) E Q(t) , t E Ti},
u
tl

and finally

V,.(r,x!Vk(r1c,x(r1c)!·)) =
minmax{Vk(rk,
x(n)! ·) !x{r) = x, u (t) E 1'(t), v(t) E Q(t), t E Tk+i}·
u
so that

Vk(r, xlto, <P(·)) =

(8)

Vk(r, xh , Vk(Tk , x(Tk) j ... jr, vk-(ri,x(r1)lto,<P(-)) . ..)
The convergence theorem sounds as follows.

Theorem 3.2 Suppose functions Vi(r, x) are proper convex. Consider a sequence of partitions Lk with
k-+ oo and
k+l

max{u;: i=l, .. ., k+l}-+0, L:u;=r-t 0 •

(9)

i =l

(Without loss of generality it may be always considered monotone, namely, achieved by adding new points
of correction to the old ones).
Then there exists a pointwise limit
lim V,.(r,x) = Vo(r,x).

k-+oo

(10)

The limit do not depend on the type of partititons I;k and coincides with V(r, x), namely

Vo(r,x) = V(r , x) .
In this case there also holds the property of epiconvergence of the epigraph of Vk(r,x) to the epigraph

of Vo(r, x) (see [4]).
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4

The reach set under uncertainty

Theorem 4.1 The closed-loop reach set of levelµ (under complete feedback) is the level set

X(r, to;µ)= {x : V(r, x) :S µ)}.

(11)

Here we note that the following inequalities ar·e true:

V(r, x)

~

... :S Vk(r,x ) $ ... :S Vo(r,x).

Therefore, the level set
whatever he the integer k 2'.: 0.
We note that

Xk(r, to; 0) = {x : Vo(r, x) $ O}
where

Vo(r, x)

= minmax{d2 {x(to), X 0 )iu(t) E P(t), v(t) E Q(t ), t E [to, r]}
u

"

is the solution to the nonanticipative (minmax) problem in the class Uo of open-loop controls.

Conclusion
In this paper we introduce the notion of reach sets under feedback (closed - loop) control and setmembership input uncertainty, with hard bounds on the unknowns. We indicate that these sets may be
obtained as the levels sets of the viscosity solution to a forward HJBI (Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman-Isaacs)
equation. These sets naturally tum to be larger than the respective sets for a similar nonanticipative
minmax problem of open-loop control.
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Abstract.
The parameters or state variables of a set-member.ship model are classified only as feasible
(consistent with the specified error bounds and observations) or not. While compatible with worst-case design or
prediction, this is uninformati.v.e about quality of fit to the observations and neglects such distributional
information as is usually available. The paper addresses the problems of grading the feasible set according to
how well each feasible value matches the data, or whether it meets crude requirements on distribution.
Computing load and approximation are considered.

Introduction
Set-membership models specify the Wlcertainty in forcing, observation error and, where applicable, the initial
sta,te or parameters, by bounds. The observations are processed :so as to categorize all values of state variables or
parameters only as feasible or not, with no order of preference. While this is compatible with worst-case design
or prediction and avoids the need to specify any distributional properties, it is uninformative about how well the
model fits the data and it neglects distributional information which is usually available, even if partial and
approximate. Such information may result from knowledge of the mechanism generating model-output error or
forcing, but may alternatively be the means of stating the performance required of the model; for example, a
certain small proportion of observations may be treatable as bad data, not required to give model-output errors
within the usual bounds, or one may be prepared to tolerate poor model performance for some part of the time.
The paper therefore discusses the problems of grading feasible values by how well they match the
observations or collateral knowledge on distribution. To cover both parameter and state estimation, models linear
in the unknowns B , of the form
(1)

with noise/forcing bounds
(2)

are considered. For bounding of constant parameters, Fis identity and E,. is zero.
It is relatively easy to devise grading schemes with no regard to computational loads, but harder to find
computa·tionally economical schemes. For grading by fit to the observations, possibilities include various norms
of the vector of successive model-output errors (with (2) constraining its /.,, norm), measures of distance from
the boundary of the feasible set, and measures of how far e, and
value unfeasible. Of these, the first is very ·easy in the /2 case,

E.,

would have to be tightened to render the

whe~e

the constant-norm contours are readily

computed, and fairly easy in the / 1 case. The minimum distance to the boundary of the feasible set is easily
computed for piecewise linearly bounded (polytope) sets or their ellipsoidal approximations, and contours of
constant distance are equally easily constructed. The third measure, maximwn amount of tightening E, or Ew ,
can be computed for fixed-parameter models by intersecting the half spaces defined by hyperplane bounds

,;8-E, $y, , Yt $f[B+E,

(3)

in the space of ( 8, E, ) , the par.ameters and observation-noise bound jointly. The active hyperplane bounds define
a polyhedron, unbounded in the direction of increasing E,, which directly gives the minimum &, for which any
given (} remains feasible. For state-bounding (or bounding of time-varying parameters treated as state
variables), the problem is harder to visualise, as the time- and observation-updating steps are in different
subspaces of (81 , E. ,e.. ). However, the influence of varying each noise bound is linear, and the paper discusses
how far a similar approach suffices.
The second problem, grading feasible values according to how they meet distributional requirements, has
two aspects: identifying the restricted set of values which as well as being feasible with respect to the overall
(outermost) bounds yield an error sequence with an acceptable distribution, and for those which do not,
determining by what margin they fail!. The former has been considered for a distributional specification
consisting of bounds on. the contents of a number of histogram bins [1] but is computationally heavy [2). The
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measurement of the discrepancy, for the feasible-overall but ill-distributed values, should depend on the
application of the bounds of ei., as assessment of the seriousness of too many or too few errors being in certain
ranges relies on insight into the consequences of various types of model misfit.
The main aims of the paper are to suggest some useful grading schemes, note which look computationally
acceptable, and see how standard or near-standard operations on bounds can contribute to grading. Examples
illustrate the t'esults obtainable and the difficulties arising.

Gradio·g
Let the process noise {wt} be zero for now, so that the feasible set is a polytope defined by hyperplane bounds
due to

hi$£, . If a feasible point is graded on its distance from each active hyperplane in tum, there are two

weaknesses. First, the distance is ( £, ± vt ( e)

Ml!6t ~2 , but the scaling by ~~. ~ is easily taken into account. Second,

inactive hyperplanes and the corresponding output errors are ignored, so grading measures how far the output
error is from ±e, only for the subset of observations yi.elding active bounds on e. The subset changes with £, .
Now consider the effect of process noise. The state update comprises linear transformation by F , which does
not change the active bounds, then vector summing with the set of feasible forcing Gwt. Commonly, the set )l\i
of possible Gwt is the vector sum of vectors (one per independent forcing source). The effect of adding an
extreme of Gwt to the feasible half space defined by any active (hyperplane) bound is an easily computed
translation. The vector sum of the half space and

f'\i

is thus found by translating the hyperplane by the extreme

of )l\i in the direction of the outward normal to the hyperplane. If this is done for all hyperplane bounds, active
and inactive, .the resulting intersection of 2k half spaces differs from the vector sum of )l\i and the Ftransformed feasible set for .e only by exceeding it near vertices defmed by hyperplanes with translated
positions determined by different extrema of )l\i . This approximation keeps the computing load linear in the
number of observations (fixed, if a window is employed) and might be improved by identifying and rectifying
those vertices where it is poor.
Moreover, the effect of uncertainty in process noise scaling is to define hyperplane pairs in the form
au - p4 ;,, $ rpiet S au + P1 A. where au , au '.2:: a 1_. and Pt ~ 0 .are readily calculated constants and A. '.2:: 0
scales the process noise. If, also, the observation noise is scaled by 17 ~ 0, the result is of the form
al,i -

pt;,, - Yt'l s rpJet s a2_. +Pt A.+ YtT'/ where

rt ~ 0

is a further constant. Thus the motion of the hyperplanes

is linear in the scaling of the process and observation noises. For any candidate et, one can determine that each
hyperplane will render et infeasible for certain scalings of the observation and process noise, leading to a linear
relationship between ),, and 17 for each point. In this way the scaling of the noises for et to just remain feasible
can be computed for any desired relative scaling A. I 11 . The feasible set is thus graded by robustness to scaling of
the process and observation noises. The approximation introduced above means that the feasible set for a given
choice of scale contains the true feasible set, w.i.th extra volume intrnduced near some vertices. The advantage is
a large saving in computa,tion. Of particular interest might be the et most robust to noise scaling, i.e. defining
the tightest attainable noise specifications.

Gradin.g Feasible Values According to Distributional Requirements
If there is no proc·ess noise, each feasible parameter value defmes a sequence of observation errors whose
distribution is inunediately testable via :some ·criterion such as mean squared error. Despite this, the
computational effort is high unless the noise distribution can be transformed analytically into a p.d.f. in the
parameter :space (e.g. Gaussian distributions). When there is process noise in the system, unless the distribution
of the observation and process noises are Gaussian, distributional information is difficult to obtain. This is
because many trajectories can lead to the same fmal state, so the distribution is difficult to test for a feasible state
value. To do so, one must solve an optimisation problem for each candidate point, clearly not practicable
because of the convolution in each time-update step.
The bounds lvkj :5 e. allow all observation errors to be extremal. The observation errors may be constrained
more by constraining their sum of squares. In the parameter-estimation case,
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f(

T )T( Y1-~1B
T ) Sa 2

1
-L..
Yk-rAB
N kz1

(4)

This defines .an ellipsoidal region .i n () space, of the fonn

0 (t9l19l; )a-2(tY1~: )9+ ~(Y:Y1 -a 2 )~0
1

(5)

As an example, lO scalar observatio.ns were made of a vector of two parameters with a true value of [0 0 )1,
indicated by a square in Fig. 1. The directions of the

~.

were chosen roughly unifonnly with magnitudes

between 0.7 and 1, the observation errors were {0.5,-0.3,-0.7,0.1,0.8,0.2,-0.9,0.4,0.l,-0.7}. The model had

e. = l . Fig. l shows the observation hyperplanes and the polytope feasible region.
varied from 0 to LO to obtain a set of outer bounding elhpsoids. The true

_!_

A bound on

f, v:

_!_
NM

was

f, v:

is 0.299. The {v1 } might be
N •=1
·considered as from a distribution where 6 observation •e rror ma,gnitudes between 0 and 0.5, and 4 between 0.5
and 1. The worst ·case variance for such a distribution is 0.55. The 'ellipsoid defined by such a constraint on the
obsenration-error variance is indicated by the thickest ellipsoid in Fig. 1. The ellipsoid contains the feasible
region and thus adds no useful information. For smaller a 2 the concentric ellipsoids collapse to zero volume
giving a lower bound on a

2

of0.262 at (}

=[-0.3642

-0.1029].

2

1

9(l) 0

-1

-2
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

,9(1)

F1ig. 1: Feasibl,e Set ·a nd Constant Varfance Ellipsoids
What does this show? In this example, the variance of the observati·o n e rrors is large relative to the observationerror bound. There is a high probability of the observation error being near extreme, so the feasible set is well
defined (at least by the polytope solution). Rough distributionai information yielded no additional information in
this ·e xample. Had it indicated that the variance was restricted enough to improve the feasible set defined by the
hyperplane bounds, they would very likely have 'been further away. In that case, the variance constraint may well
lie within all or most active bounds. So if one considers extreme observation errors unlikely, the feasible set
from active bounds is likely to be loose and distributional information useful. However, if observation errors are
·often. large, loose distrib11tional information is dominated by the active bounds. This suggests that bounds and
other distributional information will work well in combination only if well balanced. A minimum volume outer
bounding ellipsoid for this case (by batch calculation using an LMI (linear matrix inequality) formulation of the
problem [3]) is outside most of the contours of constant sum of squares of errors. Therefore, the outer bounding
ellipsoid provides no information to supplement a bound on sum of squares of errors.
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Modifying a Limite:d Numbe:r of Bounds
In the previous section, the feasible set was graded by the obse.rvation-error variance. It is defined by active
bounds lhat correspond to extreme ,observation errors. If those bounds are set high to accommodate occasional
large ·errors, then variance information is likely to define feasibility better than the active bounds due to extreme
errors, implying that distributional information is more useful. However, variance constraints are strongly
influenced by large observation errors, ev:en if these at'e relatively infrequent. Therefore, consider the following
scheme designed to give a choice of feasible sets conditioned on the number of errors within wide error bounds,
with most errors between narmwer bounds.
Let there be M feasible sets nk..,, m = i,. .. ,Af after observation k has been processed, where set m
corresponds to m observations being between the wide bounds and the rest between the narrower ones. Let
1

n; and n; for :the narrower and wider error bounds respectively.
nt,,,,=(nk_1_.,r1n;}U(nt-i..,-t"n;), m=l,-·-,M

observation Yt define two sets for B,

(6)

where Qt-t.-t is tr·eated as the ,empty set. The state update is unchanged from the normal case, but one has to
process M regions instead of one. N observations give M sets (some perhaps empty) indicating that the data are
inconsistent with fewer than m = 1, 2, .. ., M observation err,ors within the wider bounds. Decisions are then based
on this number. One can hedg·e by examining the effect of choosing too few large observation errors and risking
a feasible set not containing the true state.
A difficulty with this update scheme is that the union operation in (6) typically results in a non-convex set.
To represent the feasible sets as polytopes or ellipsoids, one has to approximate the union and intersection
operations, for example using minimum-volume ellipsoids with recursive operations or faxed-lag batch
calculations (one can write down batch ellipsoidal problems as LMI problems that can be efficiently solved [3]).
This process is easily extended to narmw ain d wide bounds for process noise, as long as one need not
distinguish between process or observation ,errors within the wide bounds. One can also handle division of the
observation and/or proc,ess noises into more than two ranges, bur the nwnber of combinations soon becomes too
larg,e. Where one expects one or two errors within wider bounds (unbounded if desired), this method gives rise to
three feasible sets: with all errors in the narrow range, with 1one el:I'or in the wider range and with two errors in
the wider bounds. One interesting ,effect of approximating the 'intersection and union operations is that the region
allowing m errors in the wider bounds can ex~end beyond the region allowing m + 1 (or more) errors in the wider
bounds. fu this Case, one Can improve the approximation Of Qk..m by excluding the regions nt..,+I with positive f.
If the data ,c annot be explained with fewer than} larger errors, then some of the feasible sets may disappear
(although with the approximations some infeasible sets still appear feasible). Thus the number of feasible sets to
be maintained need not remain at M. Overlapping feasib~e sets in (} space indicates the variation in the feasible
set with different pi1oblem specifications, in terms of number of errors within the wider bounds. An example will
be presented at the conference.

Conclusions
This paper has discussed some ways in which a feasible set •can be augmented with additional information. To
obtain a tight feasible set, some model output-errors must be close to their error bounds. If those bounds are
loose, so is the feasible set. A bound on the variance of the observation errors can lead to a tighter feasi ble set
than do observation-error bounds alone. By maintaining multiple feasible sets, one can identify feasible sets
consistent with differing proportions of small and large errors. Some of the feasible sets disappear, ruling out
certain model specifications; some models will be feasible but actually incorrect, although consistent with the
data; a third set of feasible models represents the truth. Interpretation must therefore take the purpose of the
feasible set mto account.
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ELLIPSOIDAL STATE ESTIMATION ·op PERTURBED LINEAR SYSTEMS IN THE
PRESENCE OF OBSERVATION ERRORS
A.N.Kinev, D.Ya.Rokityanskii, F.L.Chernousko
Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
pr. Vernadskogo 101-1, 117526 Moscow, RUSSIA
Abstract. Linear dynamic systems described by finite-difference are considered. The matrix of the
system is uncertain or subject to disturbance, and only the bounds on admissible perturbations of the
matrix are known. Outer ellipsoidal estimates on reachable sets of the system are obtained using the
method of ellipsoids and equations described the evolution of the approximating ellipsoids are derived.

Introduction
Dynamic systems with unknown, uncertain, or perturbed parameters, in the presence of observation
errors of various nature appear in numerous applications. In such systems it is important to obtain
bounds on reachable sets, i.e., bounds on all possible motions of these systems when they are subjected to
unknown bounded perturbations, and some data on discrete or continuous observations are available. In
the paper, linear systems described by ordinary finite-differ·ence ar,e considered. The matrices describing
the dynamics of the system and the observation process are assumed to be uncertain : they belong to
known subsets of the spaces of matrices of corresponding dimensions. These systems can serve as models
for various mechanical, ,e lectrical, and other systems whose parameters are not known precisely or can
vary in an uncertain way. Outer ellipsoidal estimates on reachable sets are obtained using the method
of ellipsoids. Ellipsoidal estimates have a number of advantages such as simple and explicit form of
approximation, smooth boundaries, invariance with respect to linear transformations, etc. (1-4].
Example of two-dimensional system with a perturbed matrix and discrete observations with bounded
errors is presented.

Statem,e nt of the prob[em
Discrete-time system described by linear finite-difforence equations

x(t;+1)

= C(t;)x(t;) + f(ti),

to < t1, ... , i

= 0, 1, ...

( 1)

is considered in this section. Here, f E Rn, x E Rn is the state vector, and the matrix C belongs to a set
of n x n real-valued matrices Mn . All vectors and matrices x(t;) and C(ti) are d efined at given discrete
instants of time t;, i = 0, 1, ... , the vector function f(t;) is a given function of time, and the mat rix C(ti)
,jg represented as the sum
C(t;) = Co(t;) + C1{t;), i 0, 1, ....
(2)

=

Here, Co(t;) is a given non-singular matrix depending on time, and C 1 is unknown. The matrix C 1
contains parametric uncertainties, and we assume it to be subjected to the constraints (5)
(3)

We assume that the set V (ti) of all possible perturbation matrices is a ball of rad ius h in Mn defined
by

(4)
where the function h is given at time instances t; and the norm IICd llp is defined as follows : ( 1 :S p

:S oo):
(5)

Other cases of defining the set V were also considered, including one providing bounds on each
element of th e matrix C1 (see example below) [5 , 6j.
The initial state of system ( 1) is unknown. We assume that the set M containing the initial state is
gi ven:
x(tG) E M , MC R".
(6)
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Let z E Rm be a vector of the first m components of the state vector x. We assume that, at each t;,
the results of observations y(t;) E Rm are available for i = 0, 1, ... , where

y(ti) = B (ti)z(t;)

+ w(t; ).

(7)

Here, measurement errors are represented by vector w(t;) E Rm and matrix B(t;) E Mm. Matrix B(t;)
is represented as the sum
B(ti) Bo(t;) + B1 (t;), i 0, 1, ....
(8)

=

=

Here, B 0 (t;) is known and non-singular , and Bi(t;) is unknown. We assume the following constraints to
be imposed
B1 (t;) E F(t;) C Mm , i = 0, l , ....
(9)
Here, F (t;) is assumed to be a ball of radius b(t;) in Mm defined by
(10}
For w the following inequality hold:

lwlp

~

g(t;),

1 $ p ~ oo

(11 )
In (10) and (11) functions b and g are given and reasonably small (for all constructed estimates to
be effective the following inequality should hold for any t; : b(t;) $ llB; 1 (t;)llp) ·
For other cases of defining the set V by equations ( 4) and (5) containing possible perturbation
matrices C 1 , equations (10) and (11) are also changing (see example).
Denote by Dz (t;) the set of all possible values of the state vector x (t ;) (satisfying equations( 1),
all constraints imposed , and initial conditions (6)) which are compatible with (do not contradict ) the
observation results y(tj) for j $ i.
We introduce the notation E(a, Q) for an n-dimensional ellipsoid

E(a, ,Q)

= {x:

(Q- 1 (.r - a) , (x -

a))~

1},

(12)

There arises the problem of the outer ellipsoidal approximation of t he set Dz (t; ) (similar to the one
for reachable sets in case when observations are absent, see (3)) . It can be formulated as follows.
Problem 1. Find a vector-valued function a(t;) and a matrix-valued function Q(t;) such t hat

Dz(t;) C E(a(t;), Q(t;)),

i = 0, 1, ....

( 13)

The advantages of the eUipsoidal approximations indude relative simplicity, smoothness of the boundary, and invariance with respect to linear transformations, etc.[2, 3].
A similar problem for a continuous-time formulation for either continuous or discrete observations
can be stated and solved using the same approach.
Problem 1 has many solutions: any ellipsoid containing a solution is also a solution . Therefore,
it is natu ral to ask whether the solution can be minimized in the sense of some optimality criterion
characterizing the "size " of the approximating ellipsoids, for example their volume, sum of squared semiaxes, etc. This approach was adopted previously in (2), (3] for additive pertur bations. In this paper,
approximating ellipsoids possessing the minimal volume property will be obtained.

Outer Approximation for Discrete-Time Systems
Summing up the results, we can present the solution of Problem 1. To obtain it, we shall describe the
procedure of constructing the functions a(t;), Q(t;) occurring in (13). We choose an ellipsoid E(ao, Q 0 )
containing the initial set M in (6) (for example, an ellipsoid of the minimum volume) so that M C
E( ao, Qo) and set
(14)
a(to) = ao, Q(to) = Qo.
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The vector a(ti+i) and the matrix Q(t;+i) are recursively expressed in terms of a(t;), Q(ti), and known
functions of ti , i = 0, 1, .... Let us denote:

Rp(ti) =

max

.rE E{a(t ,) ,Q (t ;))

lxlp·

(15)

We shall introduce the following notation
Q1

= Co(t;)Q(ti)Cf (t;),

(16)
(17)

where I is the identity matrix. Let the numbers
equation

)..i

2'.: 0, j

= 1, ... , n , be the roots of the characteristic
(18)

each root being counted according to its multiplicity. Then we define x
of the equation
n
1
n

f; x +

)..j

> 0 as

the unique positive root

= x(x + l_} ·

(19)

+ f(ti),

(20)

We shall denote variables a+ E Rn and Q+ E Mn:
a+= Co(t;)a(t;)
Q+ = (x- 1 + l)Q1

+ (x + l)Q2,

Now we can state that here exists a unique minimum volume ellipsoid which yields a solution of
Problem 1. This ellipsoid is the optimal one containing the convex set which is the intersection of the
ellipsoid E(a+ , Q+) and the set U which is based on the observatior results and is given by :

u =

{x :(x

1

... x )
'

'

m

~z

lz _s'

0

1

1

(t 1·)I < llB0 (tt)ll1pb(ti)(ly(ti)lp + g(ti))}
y
P l - l!B 0 1 (t;)l l1,b(t;)

Similar results (in the form of ordinary differential evolution equations for the center of the ellipsoid
a(t) and the matrix Q(t)) are obtained for approximation of the set D.,(t) for continuous-time systems
with observations subjected to additive and multiplicative errors.

Example
We consider the twcrdimensional system

(21)
where c(t) is an unknown bounded perturbation, and N is a positive constant. If c(t) is a periodic
function, system (2 1) describes parametric excitation of oscillations .
Discrete observations (with unknown but bounded errors) are assumed to be available. A two dimensional vector y {yi, y 2 } is observed:

=

y;(kT) = (1

+ p;(kT))x;(kT) + w;(kT),

i

= 1, 2,

k = 0, 1, ...

(22)

Here p; :Sm;, i = 1, 2, w; :SM; , i = 1, 2
Suppose tha·t the initial set M at time t = 0 is a disk of unique radius in the x 1 xrplane centered at
the origin. Then
a1 (0) = a2(0) = 0,

Qu(O) = Q22(0) = 1, Q12(0) = 0.

(23)

The results of the numerical simulation are shown in Fig. 1. Observations (22) with M 1 = 1, M 2 = 1,
m1
0.1, m 2
0.1 available at discrete time instances t = 0, 1, ... (T = 1) were used to correct the
matrix and center of the ellipse. The function c(t) was defined as follows : c(t) = sign sin(5t). Recall

=

=
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that the support function of the ellipse E(a , Q(t )) is HE(z) =a+ (Qz , z) 112 . Therefore, the quant ities
2
2
ai and ai +
provide the lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the projections of the
ellipse E(a, Q(t)) onto the axes Xi , i
1, 2. To illustrate the effectiveness of the method proposed in
the paper, the curve of the trajectory (solid one) is presented along with the lower and upper bounds
(dashed curves) corresponding the constructed ellipsoidal estimates.
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Fig. 1. Simulation results.

Conclusions
The evolution equations for outer ellipsoidal bounds on sets Dz(t;) which are compatible with both
equations of motion and provided observations are obtained in this paper. These bounds can be useful
for estimating the influence of parametric uncertainties and perturbations affecting the matrices of linear
dynamical systems with observation errors.
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ON MODELLING OF' CONTROLS AND UNCERTAIN DISTURBANCES IN
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
F .L.Chernousko
Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
pr. Vernadskogo 101-1, 117526 Moscow, RUSSIA
Abstract. Optimal controls for a simple dynamical system with one degree of freedom are presented and
compared under various sets of assumptions and constraints imposed on the control and disturbance .

Introduction
For the control design and the analysis of behavior of dynamical systems subjected t o uncertain
disturbances, it is important to specify adequately the control constraints and the class of possible
disturbances. Inadequate assumptions may lead to oversimplified models and result in controls which
cannot be implemented in practice. For example, bang-bang optimal controls based on the only
assumption that the control is bounded are not always realizable. We present and compare optimal
and suboptimal controls for a simple dynamical system with one degree of freedom

(1)

i=u+v

under various sets of assumptions and constraints imposed on the control u and disturbance v. Optimal
control problems both with fixed and free time interval are considered. The obtained results are based
on the theories of optimal control and diff:erential games [2,3]. The calculations are omitted and the
attention is given to the problem statements and the comparative presentation of the final results.

Optimal control ov,e r a fixed time int,e rval
Suppose the time interval is fixed : t E [O, T], and the control u is to minimize the terminal cost functional
J = lx(T) I under the zero initial conditions: :r(O) = :i:(O) = 0. By normalizing time, we can assume
without loss of generality that T = 1. Then J = lx(l)I .
We consider six sets of conditions imposed on the control u and disturbance v.
1. Both u and v are bounded by given constants :

lu(t)I

~

u,

iv(t)I

~

(2)

v

2. The control u is an impulse, whereas v is bounded:

u(t)

= Uo(t -

T),

TE (0 , 1),

lv(t)I ~ v 0

Here 6 is the delta-function , and th.e constants U and T ·can be chosen in the optimal way by the first
player ( u) who minimizes J.
3. The control u is bounded, whereas v is an impulse:

lu(t)I ~ u 0 ,

v(t)

= VcS(t -

BE[O,l)

1"),

Here V and 8 are unknown: they are chosen by the second player (v) who maximizes J.
4. Both control and disturbance are impulses:

u(t ) = UcS(t - T),

v(t) = Vo(t - 8),

-r,8E(0, l)

The first player chooses U and T, whereas the second player chooses V and 8.
5. The control is subjected to the integral constraint, whereas the disturbance is bounded:
l

J

1u(t) ldt

~ u0 •

0
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ltJ(t)I ~ vo

Both control and disturbaTJ.ce are subjected to integral constraints:

f
l

l

lu(t)jdt :::;

f

0

u ,

0

lv(t)ldt :::;

v

0

0

Some results for all six cases obtained by the optimal control and differential games theories (2,3] are
briefly summarized below. Here, indices 1 - 6 correspond to the respective case and k = u0 /v 0 :
tti

= -kv1,
U1

'T2

83 = 0,
(}3

=1=
T4

O<k<l
k> l

= 1 + k - (1 + k2) 1/2,
h = 1- 0.5k

if

0 :'.S k :::; 1

h = 0.5k- 1

if

k> 1

= 1- k

if

0 :'.S k :'.S 1,

1.. = 0

if

k

if

k:::; 1,

ls= 0

if

k>1

k-1,
(}4

if
if

J1=(1-k)/2
= -V1,
J1 = 0

= Q,

14

Js = 0.5(1- k)

2

12 = 0.5

+ k2 -

(1

+ k 2 ) 1/2

>1

The minimal values 1; ( k) for cases 1 - ,5 are shown in Fig .1. Case 6 occurs to be identical to case 4:
here both optimal control and disturbance ar·e impulses given at t 0, and 16
14 .

=

=

0.5
2
0

l

2

k

Fig. 1. Optimal v.alues J;(k).
Note that, for the bounded disturbance, the impulse control gives better results than the bounded
one, if k < 0.75 (here J1 > h); if k > 0.75, the bounded control is preferable: 1 1 <]:i. The multi-impulse
control which corresponds to case 5 produces even better results for all k. For the impulse disturbance,
the impulse control gives better results than the bounded one for all k: 13 > 14 •

Time optimal control in tbe p 1resence ·o f disturbance
Consider the problem of time-optimal control for system (1) under the constraints (2). The initial state
is arbitrary, and the terminal state is zero: :r(O) = x 0 , x(O} = x 0 , x(T) = x(T) = 0. The time-optimal
feedback control minimizing the maximum maxv T (over all admissible v(t)) is given by

ttp(x, x) = u 0 sign1/!p(x, x)
if
'l/Jp -; 0
up(x ,x) = u 0 signx = -u 0 signx
if
1/!p = 0
i/;p(x, x)

=

-x - xlxf[2(1-

p)J- 1 ,

p = k- 1 =

v0 /u 0 <

(3)
1

This control (3) is easily obtained by the approach of the theory of differential games (1,2). The zero
terminal state x = x = 0 is always reachable, if and only if p < 1.
Let us compare this result with. the simpler approach often used in practice. Suppose the distur bance
is absent: v 0 in (1); then the time-optimal feedback control is given by (3) with p = 0. We substitute
this control into (1) and analyze the dynamics of th.e system

=

x=

uo(x,

x) + 11,
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lv(t)I :::; v 0

(4)

in the presence of the bounded disturbance. It was shown [1] that the behavior of system (4} depends
on the parameter p in the fol10wing way. Denote by p• the golden section: p• = 5 112 - 1 = 0.618 ...
If p < p•, all trajectories of system (4) reach the terminal state x
x 0 in finite time under any
admissible disturbance v(t). If p = p•, there exist admissible disturbances such that the state (x , x)
stays in a bounded domain but never reaches the terminal point x = x = 0. If p > p• , then there
exist admissible disturbances v(t} such that the corresponding trajectories of system ( 4) are bounded
and go to the infinity. These results are illustrated by Fig. 2. Hence, the simplified control ignoring the
disturbances brings system (1) to the zero terminal state only if p < p", whereas the game approach is
more efficient and achieves the same result if p < 1.

= =

x

Fig. 2. Phase trajectories .

Time optimal control under complex constraints
Consider the time-optimal control problem for system (l) in the absence of disturbances (v = 0) and
under more complicated restrictions imposed on control. Let the normalized equations of motion and
constraints be
i: = y,
i = u,
ii= z,
lzl S 1
u <1
if
z 2: 0,
if
z 0
u 2: 1

s

x(O) = xo,

y(O) = Yo .•

z(O) = zo,

x(T)

= y(T) = 0

(5)

Here the magnitude of the control force z is bounded while its rate of change u is partly bounded . The
force z may increase only gradually, at a finite rate, but it can be switched off instantaneously (Fig .(3)).

z

Fig. 3. Control restrictions.
This is not infrequently the case in practice, since deceleration is often implemented by means other
than acceleration. The possible types of law governing the force z(t) under these restrictions are shown
in Fig . 4. It can be shown that , for any initial state in (5) , the time-optimal control is given by one of
laws 1 - 6 from Fig.4 or by their mirror-image laws z' = -z(t). Let the initial state xo , Yo lies in the
domain D lying to the left of and below the curves r and f' shown by the thick curves in Fig. 5. Then
this state belongs to one of six domains D; shown by integers i = 1, .. ., 6 in Fig . 5, and the respective
control law corresponds to the same i in Fig. 4. Domains 1 and 2 are parts of the curve r below and
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above the point A= (-1/3, 1/2) in Fig.5, respectively. Ast -+ T, phase trajectories approach the origin
touching the ,curve fo as shown in Fig. 4 by broken lines. For initial st ates to the right of and above the
curves rand f' in Fig. 5, the control laws are mirror-images of laws 1 - 6 from Fig. 4.
z

:@

I

~
.

·©

:

t

Fig. 4. Control laws (i

z

@

= 1, ... , 6).

Fig. 5. Domains Di, i = 1, ... , 6.

Conclusions
The results presented above show that, even for the simplest system (1), optimal controls can be rather
complicated and depend significantly on the assumptions ma.de. The optimal control laws are obtai;1ed
in an explicit form and can be applied to nonlinear dynamical systems with many degrees of freedom
in the frames of decomposition approach which reduces these systems to sets of subsystems with one
degree of fr.eedom similar to (1), see [l].
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Abstract. In this paper we present a ;g raph grammar based approach for specifying visual dataflow
languages. Graph rewriting is a useful tool for precisely specifying the syntax and semantics of a
visual language. We developed a formal specification method with the help of the graph rewriting
system PROGRES. We introduce a simple typed visual language HOTVLa for demonstrating the use
of PROGRES and how to specify a model for a visual language.

1

Introduction

Visual languages are of increasing popularity and importance for many engineers. These languages can
not only be found at university laboratories but also in industry. The most successful visual languages
ar·e based on the datafiow paradigm, i.e. data is passed from function (object, actor) to function via data
connections (dataflows) (see [3} and (12} for examples). Another approach of visual languages is made
up by grid-based icon rewriting systems. These systems are commonly used to program the behaviour
of robots. However, the syntax and semantics of both kinds of languages are only informally defined.
Due to the graphical character of visual languages, an appropriate formalism to specify the syntax and
semantics of those languages is the graph technology. Graphs play an important role in applied Computer
Science. There are a lot of visual languages and environments which use graphs as their underlying data
model (see e.g. [8], [9), [10]). Graph grammars and graph rewriting techniques as explained in the next
section are a useful approach for our purposes of defining the syntax and semantics of a visual language.
Graph grammars e.g. have been used for this definition in DiaGen [4]. However, our approach aims at
a general specification of visual dataflow languages instead of considering limited application domains
only as has been done till now.
In this paper we will concentrate on the modelling process of a visual language using a graph
transformation system. We will show how to specify the alphabet and variables of a language grammar
and the rules ·Of that grammar graphically.

2

Graph Grammars

For the formal specification of a visual language we use graph grammars (see [6]) . A graph grammar
consists of the definition of the node- and edge-types of a family of graphs (atomic elements) and the
transformations on these elements (rules) . Graph nodes represent objects or concepts, graph edges
represent relationships between them. For example, in a circuit diagram, graph nodes represent chips or
gat•es or resistors, and graph edges are electrical connections. The rules of a graph grammar are actually
graph transformations. In connection with the atomic elements they are used for creating or deriving
sentences of the grammar. Furthermore, our graph model comprises some auxiliary information which is
attached to nodes in form of attributes. With these three graph elements - nodes, edges, and attributes
- we are able to represent complex, structured information at a convenient level of abstraction, as e.g.
a diagrammatic representation of a visual language grammar.
Strictly spoken, a graph grammar is a set of productions that generates a language of terminal
graphs and produces non-terminal graphs as intermediate results. However, we are interested in the
specification of a visual language grammar and the generation ·Of an application prototype serving as
an editor, analyser and interpreter for this language. Therefore, we will use a graph transformation
system instead of graph grammars only. A graph rewriting system is a set of rules that transforms one
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instance of a given class of graphs into another instance of the same class of graphs without making the
distinction between terminal and non-terminal results . Graph transformation systems are often used as
visual graph manipulation tools while graph grammars are mainly used for synthesizing or recognizing
graph-like data structures.
For specifying a visual language grammar we make use of the graph transformation system PROGRES 1
(see [7]) which is available as free software. The PROGRES system and language has already been used
as the underlying fundament of a new approach to diagram parsing (see [5]), for defining the semantics
of a visual database query language (see [11) , and many more projects. The PROGRES language offers
several constructs for graph rewriting, querying, and building deterministic and non-deterministic control
structures. The environment comprises a syntax-directed editor, a static analyser, and an interpreter
for executing a specification. Furthermore, it is possible to compile a specification to C code to build a
"stand alone" application with the help of a prototyping framework.
With these tools we are not only able to specify a visual language formally and describe the syntax
and semantics by our specification but also to generate a "stand alone" editor and interpreter for this
language.

3

Visual Language Specification

In this section we will give an example of how to specify a simple visual language with the graph
rewriting system PROGRES. The language we have chosen is called HOTVLa2 . It is a very simple
language we have invented for demonstration purposes. HOTVLa comprises some simple mathematical
functions, an if-then-else construct, and a function call construct. Fig. 1 shows a part of the language's
alphabet definition, represented in the .PROGRES system. This figure shows a part of the hierarchical
language definition, similar to a graphical Backus-Naur-Form (BNF). All language elements are derived
from HotVla...ELEM. HotVla...ELEM, CONTROL.STRUCTURE, and ARITHMETIC_OPS for instance
are abstract nodes which are displayed as normal rectangles. Abstract nodes can be considered to be the
non-terminal symbols (variables) of our grammar. The elements represented as rectangles with rounded
corners are the terminal symbols (alphabet) of the visual language grammar, such as Pair, Cmp, ...
Every node can have attributes. For the sake of simplicity this is only shown for the Pair node. This
node has three attributes: fst, snd and Typelnfo. The first two attributes are pointers to other HOTVLa
elements which indicate the first and the second element of the tuple. The third attribute contains some
type information for the Pair constructor which says that the function takes two para.meters of arbitrary
(and possibly different) type and returns a value whose type is the tupled combination of the input types.
We have chosen a notation for this type information which is popular among functional programmers.
This information is needed if we want to implement a type analyser for our HOTVLa language.
An equivalent piece of "Extended BNF" code would look like displayed in fig. 2. However, this notation
cannot represent the attribute definitions in a similarly convenient way as our graphical representation.
After specifying the alphabet and variables by the schema of the graph grammar we define the rules
of this language. Li~e in the well-known string grammars, our graphical rules consist of a left-hand side
(LHS) and a right-hand side (RHS). The LHS specifies the graph pattern to be matched in the (visual)
program definition (host graph) and the RHS specifies the pattern with which the previously matched
pattern will be replaced. Fig. 3 shows an example of a rule to create a tuple out of two given values.
Valuel and Value2 a:re given by the parameters to this rule (production) and matched by the LHS (nodes
' l and '2). In the next step this pattern will be extended by a new node 3' (Pair) and the two edges fst,
and snd. The edges fst and snd correspond to the pointers as defined in fig. 1. The other two edges of
type data represent the datafiows from the given H OTVLa elements to the tuple constructor. A simple
string rewriting step could now update the type information as presented in fig. 1 by replacing the type
information for"*" and"**" according to the type of nodes 'land ' 2. Finally, we could derive the type
of the whole function implemented in HOTVLa automatically. This will help us to define the semantics
of the HOTVLa language.
Furthermore, this example also shows that our graph grammar is context-sensitive (type 1 grammars
according to the Chomsky hierarchy )3 .
1 PROgrammed

Graph REwriting System
Order Typed Visual Language
3 0f course, with PROGRES it is possible to d efine phrase structure grammars (type 0 grammars) so it is left to the
user's discipline whether a grammar is context-sensitive or not .
2 Higher
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Figure I: HOTVLa. language definition

HotVla..Elem
CONT ROL..ST RUCTU RES
ARIT H MET JC _QP S

CONT ROL...ST RUCTU RESIARIT H MET IC.OP SI ... (I)
PairlCmplSwitchlCall
(2)
Con stOplMultlPluslMinusl.. .
(3)

Figure 2: HOTVLa EBNF language definition
Complex rules can be specified textually with the help of several control structures like deterministic
and non-deterministic concatenations and disjunctions. With these constructs , accompanied by loops
and conditional statements, we have also specified the behaviour of an editor or interpret er for our visual
language. However, this does not belong to the specification of the visual language grammar but is a nice
feature the PROGRES system offers. Due to the lack of space we cannot introduce the whole syntax of
the HOTVLa language here.
For defining the semantics of our HOTVLa language we use the well-definedness of the PROGRESlanguage to deduce the semantics of the visual language expressions. This should be replaced by a proper
approach in the near future.

4

Conclusion and .F uture Work

Graph grammars are an appropriate wa.y of describing any visual datafiow language formally. We
have shown briefly how to specify a simple visual dataftow language graphically. The schema of the
gr aph grammar described the alphabet and the variables of our 1anguage and the operational part of
the specification defined the rules. We have made use of the PROGRES system which also allows us
to expr,ess complex rules that combine several atomic rules (such as productions) by control structures
as e.g. loops, if-then-else constructs etc. T he P R OGRES system is able to generate a stand-alone
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Hot\la: PROGRES-lrtew-1 (V 9.31)

I

oroducti.on Cceate_Tuple( Valuel. 1Taloo2 : HotVla_ELEK (1: 1])
l••••••4••········ ... •••••• ...................... :
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:

:
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Figure 3: Grammar rule for creating a HOTVLa-tuple
application prototype out of such a specification. The defined rules can be exploited as editor functions
in this prototype environment.
Furthermore, we have outlined briefly how to specify a typing analysis tool in the same approach.
Meanwhile, we have also implemented an interpreter for our example language HOTVLa. Therefore,
the .resulting prototype of this specification is a fully functional editor, analyser, and interpreter for our
visual dataflow language.
We will extend this I'esearch by examining several kinds of visual languages . The focus of this
research wiU be put on component-based visual languages as they are widely used in e.g. process
control engineering. Our main goal is to establish a library of PROGRES components (mod ules) for
visual programming and modelling languages.
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Specification of Distributed Function Block Systems using UML
Ch. Diedrich, M. Riedl, Ch. Schmidt
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Abstract: The reduction of engineering cost is an up-to-date topic of automation systems. The function block
paradigm is one of the key eilements because it replace the application programming by application
configuration. There are several function block models which are using different specification style. The
specifications are for different components, e.g. for field devices or PLCs. At least all the components have to
work together. The paper introduce the way how to describe FB models with the object oriented Unified
Modeling Language (UML). Based on UML specifications of general parts of Foundation Fieldbus, PROFIBUSPA and IEC 61499 a comparison is presented. Additionally it is shown how the UML FB applications can be
simulated using the UML CASE tool Rational Rose and the SCADA tool iFIX of Intellution.

1

Introduction and application area

This paper presents investigation results for the instrumentation of industrial process measurement and
control systems (IPMCS). Instrumentation means the transformation of a functional design into real devices
which are connected with dig:ital communication systems. This transformation includes a lot of different
activities, for instance.: Configuration of the communication system, allocation of the designed algorithms as
Function Blocks (FB) into the devices, configuration of the data tfow between the devices, configuration of
modular devices and parameterizatiom of the device applications to the specific process technology
'(commissioning of the devices, e.g. calibration, scaling). These activities are efforts additional to the classic
algorithm design problems. Software tools ar,e supporting the mentioned activities along with the life cycle of the
devices in the system.
Functicm blocks se·em to be a synonym for diffe~ent entities of components and tools of IPMCS, i.e. both online operation and off-Hne eng,ineering processes use the fimction block paradigm [l], [2], [3], (4], [5]. For online operation lhere are direct cooperation between function block instances, cooperation between function block
instances and function block based proxies of r'emote functions amd variables and cooperation between nonfunction block applications (e.g. visualizatiom or maintenance) and function block instances. Off-line engineering
is using most of an interface descriptions of encapsulated functions and variables which often also are called
function blocks. The different areas are using different description methods for the function block specification,
for instance function block diagrams, figures, tables or verbal text [6l Therefore it is difficult to compare the
different function block models. The strong consequence is, that manual written software adapter are necessary
to cross the model borders between e.g. field device function blocks, IEC 61131-3 function blocks and objects in
the control system. The need of additional resources and lower performance are the result.
Function Blocks are software entities which encapsulate functions. They are autonomous entities and it
seems the function bllocks are even objects. Therefore the object-oriented paradigm is a possible way to compare
different function block models. Additional it is possible to use object-oriented analysis and design tools to
specify function blocks and derive out of them software componemts for the operation system and the
engineering tools.
The authors are using the object-oriented language and technology UML to specify the function block
paradigm. This paper presents some r,esults and ,js structured in the following parts:
•
The mapping of the Function Block Type and its structure is done in section 2. The main focus of this
step is the reference between the FB components and UML classes.
• The second step uses the found mapping principJ.es to compare different function block standard
specifications (section 3). The main focus of this step is to understand the differences between the
models and to find missing items and problems.
•
The third step is focusing on the use of the function b~ocks in applications (section 4 ). The main idea
behind is to derive certain implementabile representations to validate the FB specification. This is done
in ·integrating the derived code in a simulation emvifonment.

2

Function Block type specification as part of the devke model

The device model contains the overall valid structure which combines the functional and hardware (i.e. the
device .as platform for the functions) aspects. The more hardware oriented components are the device and the
modules (e.g. plug in I/O modules in a Remote I/O). The functional oriented components are variables, functions
and the encapsulation of variables and functions, the blocks. Tl:Jere are many structural relations between these
device components. A graphical representation is not precise enough to answer all questions of possible device
configurations. Therefore a mo.re formal specification is needed.
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Note: The authors use the term block as generalisation of different kinds offunction blocks. In the literature
there is often no difference between the root of the function blocks types and their specialisation. This leads to
misunderstandings.
The UML (Unified Modelling Language) class specification give the opportunity to specify components,
their properties, their operation and their relation each other unambiguously. The graphical representation has to
be mapped to UML language elements using the following approach:
• Components will become classes (Device is CDevice class, Function is CFuntion class, ...)
·• The properties of the components becomes class attributes (e.g. Data Type of Variable)
• The relations between the components become relations between classes (e.g. functions are aggregated
in blocks, ... )
The application related variable, function and block classes (CVariable, CBlock, CFunction) are integrated in
the device structure consisting ofCDevice, CArray and CModule. The functions (i.e. the automation algoritluns)
are aggregated to blocks but not aggregated in the CDevice class. That's why the algorithm implementations are
hidden. That means that the functions are encapsulated in blocks whic'h offer all or a subset of the input and
output variables and parameters of the functions at their interface.
Devices may be hardware and software modular. Therefore the devices have the capability to contain a
certain number of blocks (software modular) .and modules (hardware modular). A device has something like a
rack for the plug in the modules and the blocks. This is modeled with the CArray class. The CArray is part of
the device and the bfocks and modules can be plugged in the array. From a pure configuration point of view
thel'e is no difference between modules and blocks.
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Figure 1. FB based .Oevic·e MGdel a·s UML class diagram
At least a specific function block model specialize tlhe classes CBlock, CFunction and CVariable. This is true
not only for process related FBs, as for instance PID, but also for alarming, device configuration and FB
scheduling.
A FB model is not fully described by class diagrams. Each class has a behavior, and the object of the class
perform a data flow. Both can be modeled within the UML languages. Figure 2 shows an example of internal
details of a Function Block.
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At lleast it is possible to specify the FB models in terms of class diagrams, sequence diagrams and state
machines (not shown in this paper). The specification work using UML shows one fundamental difference
between FBs models and the ·object-oriented paradigm among others. The data flow between objects are
programmed in the application (cans of object operations), while the data flow between FBs are implemented by
additional objects (so called link objects) which have to be configured during run time. The invocation of the
FBs are organized 1in a so 1called FB Environment [7]. This environment organize implicit what have to be
programmed in the object world. There is a strong reason for this approach, because process control applications
have to lbe configurable during operation (e.g. Power plants).

3

Comparison of diO:er·e nt FB model:s

Table l shows a comparison of FB models. It is based on the specification of general parts of the IEC 61499,
Foundation Fieldbus Function Block Application and PROFIBUS-PA Profile standards in terms of UML. As
already mentioned ail specifications ,a r•e mapped to the device model, which is introduced in section 2 of this
paper. Then specialization is defined for the details of the standards.
Model element
FB
behaviour,
functions

Foundation Fieldbus
PROflBUS-PA
IEC 61499
State machines, verbal :
State machines, verbal
State
machines
for
descriptions
descriptions
execution control of the
functions,
no
other
!
specifications
'
Input/Output data, •Le. I
Mixed variable (Input
Mixed variable (Input
Differentiation between
variables
, and
output),
output),
(invocation
of
parameter and
parameter events
(Input and output) and (Input and output) and functions)
and
data
command (Input)
command (Input)
(variables and parameters)
Block type
U nstrnctured FB types
Unstructured (Basic FB)
Unstructured FB types
for a broad range ·Of for a broad range of and hierarchical structured
measu!'ernen~, actuation and I meas~rement and actuation FBs (Composite FB), no
control functions
funct10ns
functional specification
Cormect~ons
between
Separate objects, so
Separate objects, so
Connections are classes,
FB outputs and inputs
called linlc objects
called link objects
but there is no statement
about their behaviour
Hidden in the detailed
Control of functions*
Hidden in the detailed
Explicit modelled with
F.B types
FB types
the so called Execution
Control Chart (ECC)
'
Separate
Controi! of FB *
appiication
Not yet
Interaction with a not
entity, the so called System
specified
Execution
Management
Function
lnstanciation of FBs
Yes, in terms of Obj.e ct
Not yet
Modelled
as
FB
i.e.
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. types¥
''

Declaration
types*

:1

,o f

FB

Dicti,onary modifi·c ations
Yes, in terms of Obje·c t
Dictionary modifications

Not yet

application with a special
Management FB
Modelled
as
FB
application with a special
Management FB

Table L Companson between Function B!lock models

* - not described .in the device model in section 2.
It is visible, that Foundation Fieldbus and PROFIBUS-PA FB app.lications are very similar. IEC 61499 is a
.framework to build detailed FB type specifications. Differences are most of all in the control and instanciation of
functiions and FBs. Differences in functional details are visible at the class diagrams, sequence diagrams and
state macnines. This paper discusses the model princ,iples on1ly.

4

Simulation of FB .applications

One of the benefits using formal description technologies is to provide precise and unambiguously
specifications for future implementat,ions. UML CASE tools, like Rational Rose [8] offer the possibility to
deriv,e code out of the specification. In case of FB specification it is necessary to derive the code out of class
diagram, sequence diagram and state machine to get an implementation framework which represents the main
parts of the specification. The Ration.al Rose standard outputs are not covering the mentioned range of the
models, but it offers a script language (Basic) to acquire aU model elements. The Basic script is interpreted
within the tool and generates the necessary code for further use. The generated code instanciates the FBs and
their ·interaction in. a simulation environment. The following steps ar,e gone to simulate a FB application in a
commercial tool:
1. Generating Basic code, which insta11dates in~eracting objects according to the FB specification in UML.
This is done using the Rational Rose script language (Basic). The result is a VB program.
2. Instanciating object in the simulation environment
This is done using a VB too l, which interacts with the relat,ed interface of the simulation tool. As
simulation tool the SCADA packet iFIX ofintelluticm [91 is used.
3. Simulation of the FB application
The VB program 'instanciaies variables, variable connections and visualisation instances in the SCADA
package, Le. a full application.
1

Simulation tool cha1in
VB program of fhe

fB specification
UML tool

-

VB tool

or IFB application
-

,.....

~-

/

Figure 3. Simulaticm of FB applkation specified in UML
Using this approach it is possible to simulate UML based FB spec~fications. This is a very essential support
for standardization activities or for FB specifi cations of device or system manufacturer.
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5

Summary

The paper shows the way from informal fB specifications to UML based ones. This is a offer for those, who
have to specify FB standards or ar·e responsible for complex FB libraries. Based on UML descriptions of part of
Fieldbus Foundation, PROFIBUS-PA and lEC 61499 there is a comparison of basic principles of these FB
models. UML CASE tools offers the opportunity to derive code out of UML specifications. The authors offers a
way how these FB specification can be i.nstanciated in a simulation envirorunent. For this approach the Rational
Rose UML tool and the SCAD A package iFix of lntellution is used.

·6
[ 1]
[2]

[3]
[4]
[51
[6]
[7]
[8]
(9]
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MODELING OF SOFTWARE STRUCTURES IN PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
- AVOIDING BOGS BY USING GRAPH GRAMMARS
U. Enste and M. Kneissl
R WTH Aachen , Chair of Process Control Engineering
Turmstr. 46, 52()64 Aachen, Germany
e-mail: udo@plt.rwth-aachen.de
Abstrac,t. The aim of tihis research project is to support the engineering steps while designing function block
types. The idea is, to ,extend the single-level class concept by introducing the concept of templates and design
patterns into the function b[ock technology. The described component based approach doesn' t affect the process
control systems in operation. To get a fomal model of the new featmes, the elements and the tranformation rules
we described by a graph rewriting system. For the design of new function block templates or at least function
block types, this formal language with well defined static semant,ics is helpful. Software for process control
applications with poor error rates is expected.

Introduction.
The accepted basic concept to realize software applications in ,process control systems is to describe all
necessary implementation specific functions with so called ,function blocks'. A function block is a software unit,
describing a method and its appropriated datastructure. Depending on the necessity of the data exchange between
several function blocks, .state variables of a block are distinguished between input data, output data and hidden
.state variables. Beside the principle of data capsulating, a single-level class concept is characteristic for the
function block technology. The algorithm and the -datastructure (syntax and semantic) are fixed in a ' function
block type' . An application engineer can use these funct,ion block types to build a net of function block
instances, which have the.ir own data sets and a reference to their appropiated function block type. Due to these
·characterictic features, we indicate the function block technology as an object-based software concept.

Idea and Motivation
The idea of this research project is to ,extend the described object-based concept and to support the engineering
steps in order to design function b~ock types. Therefore, component based design patterns for building function
block types are introduced. All modeling aspects of the new software architecture and all features to handle the
new elements are described formally by graph-grammars. This aUows us, to check the consistency of the
developed archite·crure and to build prototypes checking the handling and benefits of the arised software system.
base for

base for

~?~
.~~~~~~~~

I
)
I

function block
components

functi on .block
temp'l ates

L~

~I~~~--~~-,I

,

functioA bl<>c'k
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{~~~~~~~--.

function block
instances

1

=

~

I

L~
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=

I

=
Cl

'farmal function block language

Fig. I: Concept and its forma1J description to realize process control applications
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The motivation for this research activity is based on two cognitions. First the control engineer must follow either
normative or company-specific rules to design function block types. These rules are defined in textual or semiformal specifications. Up to now there are no further modeling elements available for the control engineer to do
the transfonnat ion from the textual specification to software code in an efficient and analyzable manner. The
second cognition to motivate this research activity is the result of an analysis of several higher sophisticated
function block types in industrial process control systems. The analysis showed, that a lot of functionalities
inside a specific class of "function blocks (blocks used for process control, blocks used for simulation, ... ) are
encapsulatable and re-usable 'in a generic way.
Component based design patterns for building function block types shall evolve the engineering activities to
design process control applications. Using components, which can be standardized (black boxes), generic or
type-specific (white-boxes) templates can be developed, which pretend a specific structure and unified
functionalities inside the function blocks of a specific function block class (see fig. 1). The idea is based on the
principle of'separation of concerns ' (l] .

Form.al description using graph grammars.
A language with well defined static semantics has been developed to model sets of function block types with
common properties. This language (,FBComposed') is defined by the means of the graph rewriting system
1
PROGRES (PROgrammed GRAph REwriting System) • Graph granunars have been introduced into computer
science in the early 70s and describe graph languages in a way similar to the way textual languages are
formalized by string grammars. Using graph grammar techniques for the definition of the function block
language makes the definition of FBComposed formal. Nevertheless, there is still an intuitive way to the
specification of function blocks without deep knowledge of language theory.

I

metametamodel

I

gr.iph rewriting system

meta~odel

I

ii
.

inmnce of

function block language

..

) instance of

I--=

basemodel

I

generic function block model, ..
design pattem~

~r---·

..

I

•••

ins1ance of

typespecific J

model

··--- ···-- --····.

.

.

function •block ty,p es

~

___

.__

Fig. 2: Modeling levels and dedicated tools
The language FBComposed describes sets of function block models composed of smaller parts called
"components". Hierarchical composition of components is possible. Each component has a defined boundary
called "capsule" which encapsulates the component's implementation from its environment. Thus, the capsule
can be considered as .a black box view of the component. Components corrununicate by the means of signals
which are exchanged along explicitly modeled connect,ions between ports. Ports belong to the capsule of a
component and mediate access to the component. No direct manipulation of a component's state is possible
except by communication via connections across ports.
The implementation of a component is described by composing and connecting capsules as black box views of
subcomponents. The results of this intermediate component construction step are called templates. A template
can be instantiated forming a component by substituting a component for each of its capsules. This mechanism
can be explained by comparing the capsule with a socket where a component can be plugged in. A template is
1

developed at the department of Computer Science III at the Aachen University ofTeclmology (see (7])
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like a printed circuit board. Plugging components into all the sockets results to a new component which can be
used thenceforth.

LI
~.

a) capsule

•

~

signaltyp e
~'v-

-

c

v.aluetype
void (boolean)
boolean (float)
'Ooat

b) template

c) component

d}

Fig. 3: Metamodel of the component based function blocks
The elements of the language "FBComposed" are mapped to nodes and edges of an attributed directed graph and
vice versa Each manipulation of the graph (and therefore each manipulation of the function block library
document) is done by graph rewriting rules that are chosen to retain consistency in the framework. Additional
constraints expressed by graph patterns including attribute conditions ace used to point out forbidden and desired
properties of the framework. These r;edundant constraints ar·e also used to check the consistency of the metamera
model itself. The development and modification of process control applications should be supported by a
software tool that ensures complianc·e to the specification by following graph rewriting rules. A prototype of
s11ch a tool has been generated ·directly from the graph gramma:r specification (see fig. 2).

Template for batch-oriented proc·ess control units.
In process control, hierarchical control structures are used to design a network of sufficiently and
asynchronously working software units. In such a process control model, superior control units send control
instructions to inferior contJ.,ol units [4]. This kind of forward driven information exchange can be realized by
standardized telegrams [2]. The handling of such control instructions, in particular the checking mechanisms to
verify incoming instructions (syntactical and semantical checks) is a typical functionality which is worse to
standardize by developing a generic component. This component considers also access rights of operators vs.
automatic units. Beside this standardizable component the whole internal structure of batch-oriented control
units can be described by the template technology for function blocks described above.
The structure with the functionality of each component can be outlined as follows (fig. 4 and [3)): The
transaction control is the interface to the tasking of the function block system (like ECC in [5] but more generic).
Activating this module means start,ing the algorithms of this function block. The transaction control represents a
centrali~ed control module inside a function b:lock. It coordinates the control flow between all components inside
the block. After checking an incoming instruction and verifiing its acceptance, the typespecific process control
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logics can be activated. This is done based on a generic state machine which considers actual operating
conditions which may prohibit the execution of the instruction. The infonnation about the operating conditions
can be fed in by typespecific signals. All these signals must be proved if they prohibit or enforce the starting or
stopping of a specific process control logic. For this case, a typespecific component must be provided inside the
template as a white box, where the typespecific signals can be mapped to the standardized signals of the generic
component whith predetermined semantics. At least, one of several capsulated process control logics will be
activated.
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Fig. 4: Template for batch-oriented process control units

Conclusion
The presented approach extending the engineering-means for developing function blocks can be seen as
,Programming in the Large' and leads to a software engineering environment and structure-oriented editors to
develop generic function block models as well as function block types running in process control systems. Big
efforts had to be done to apply a fonnal base to all conceptual ideas. The benefit of this fonnal base is a nonambiguous specification and an avoidance of bugs which normally result on complex and error-prone software
structures. The dev-eloped engineering tool ,FBComposed' can be used by a process control engineer who has to
develop function block templates or function block types as welt as by normative committees who have to
develop generic function block mode.ls (like [6]).
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Abstract. This contribution outlines a formal synthesis method for hierarchical control systems. It is
based on a hierarchy of models describing the plant at various levels of abstraction and a decomposition of the overall specification. The proposed method captures several key requirements: it includes
the notion of information aggregation between adjacent control levels; it allows for a combination of
continuous and discrete event ·controllers on various levels of the hierarchy; complexity of the synthesis
procedure and the resulting control scheme is considerably r·educed when compared to an unstructured
(and therefore non-hierarchic) approach; finally, it provides a mathematical guarantee that the specified
hierarchical interaction between the different controller levels does indeed solve the overall problem. The
method is illustrated by an example from process control, water level regulation in a two-tank laboratory
experiment.
Keywords. Hierarchical control systems, hybrid systems, abstractions.

1. Introduction.
In many .areas of application, process complexity has increased tremendously during the last few decades.
This is mostly because process components are getting more tightly integrated to allow resources to be
used more efficiently and to meet stricter environmental standards. Applying .traditional, unstructured,
control synthesis methods to such large-scale problems is certainly not advisable and often plain impossible: the complexity of the synthesis procedure usually reflects the problem complexity and quickly
surpasses today's computer capabilities; problem complexity also translates into a complex control structure, which - if it were implementable - would be extremely hard to interprete.
Hierarchical control is an attempt to handle complex problems by decomposing them into smaller
subproblems and reassembling their solutions in a hierarchical structure. Not surprisingly, it has been a
popular topic within both academia and industry. In practice, heuristic approaches have been preferred.
While they usually succeed in "breaking" the control task into problems of feasible dimension, they
cannot guarantee that the overall .s olution does indeed meet the specifications. Formal approaches, on
the other hand , have mostly been restricted to a small class of problems; typical assumptions are linear
time-invariant plant models and quadratic cost functions (see e.g. [9J). There has also been a lot of recent
activity in hierarchical discrete-event systems (e.g. [12]) . Other approaches for less restricted problem
classes have been reported in [2, l).
In the following, we will describe an attempt to combine the advantages of both formal and heuristic
approaches in a rigorous theory for the synthesis of hierarchical control systems. It is based on a hierarchy of models describing the plant at various levels of abstraction and a decomposition of the overall
specification. It captures intuitive concepts like information aggregation between different levels of control, it allows the combina.tion of continuous and discrete-event controllers within the same hierarchical
structure, and it provides a mathematical guarantee that the resulting hierarchical structure does indeed
solve the overall problem.
To embed continuous and discrete-event aspects v.':ithin the same synthesis procedure, we need a broad
mathematical framework. This is provided by J . C. WILLEMS' behavioural systems theory. Control and
abstraction from a behavioural point of view ar·e summarized in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe how
to formulate a hierarchical synthesis approach within the behavioural framework. In Section 4, we show
how it can be applied to a simple water level regulation problem .
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2. Contra[ and abstraction in a behavioural context
In WILLEMS' behavioural framework (see for example [10, 11]), a dynamical system is defined to be
a triple (T, W, l3), where T is the time a.xis and W denotes the external signal "space". Let wr :=
{w I w: T ~ W} represent the set of all functions mapping Tinto W or, in other words, the set of all
signals evolving on the chosen time axis T in the signal "space" W. Then, the behaviour l3 ~ wr is
defined to be the subset of signals that the model deems possible. Hence, for any non-trivial model, the
subset relation will be strict.
Of course, when performing actual calculations, .a finite-dimensional representation of (T, W, l3) is
needed. Behaviours are, however, an extremely intuitive way of '" thinking" about systems and their
interaction. This is illustrated by a standard feedback configuration: consider a system ("plant model")
with input u{t) EU, (measurable) output y(t) E Y, t E T, and behaviour Bp ~ (U x Y)T. It is to be
controiled by feeding back y to u via a second system ("the controller") with behaviour Be. Then, the
closed Loop behaviour is given by Bpc = BP n Be - only signal pairs ( u, y ) that are compatible with the
dynamics of both plant model and controller "survive" closing the loop. In the simplest case, closed loop
specifications can be formulated as a "legal" set Bspee C (U x Y)T of signal pairs. The control task is
then to "enforce" 0 =ft Bpc ~ Bspee by finding (and realizing) a suitable Be (Fig. 1). Now, suppose that
controller synthesis for a system 'Ep = (T, U x Y, Bp) is inconvenient (because, for example, realizations
of Ep are tricky to handle). Hence, we want to perform the synthesis step on the basis of an approximation, or abstraction, 'Ea = (T, U x Y, Ba)- Clearly, a ,conditio sine qua non for 'Ea is that B0 2 Bp.
If this condition were violated, 'Ep could respond to a given
input signal with an unacceptable measurement signal which
would not be predictable by the abstraction. Hence, this unacceptable phenomenon could not be suppressed by a control
strategy based on 'E,. - the abstraction would be useless as far
:as control synthesis is ,c oncerned. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this
"abstraction condition" implies
(1)

Fig. l: Control and abstraction.

One also needs to ,e nsure that 'Ep and 'Ee are nonblocking, i.e.
Bp n Be =ft 0. Assume this can be done (and in many scenarios this is straightforward or even trivial).
Then, a controller which enforces the specifications for the abstraction :E 0 will also make the "base"
model 'Ep obey the specifications.

3. Synthesis of hierarchical control systems
Functioning hierarchical control systems (in both tecihnical and .n ontechnical areas) are often characteriz,ed by the following features: (i) the overall goal is decomposed into a high-level and a number of lowlevel specifications . (ii) The high-level specification is usually concerned with long-term developments,
it involves aggregated signals, and it can be enforced on the basis of a coarse abstraction of the plant.
(iii) Low-level specifications are usually concerned with short-term developments, they involve physical
(measurement and control) signals, and enforcement of each low-level specification requires a detailed
model of an appropriate plant component. We try to capture these features in a formal synthesis method.
Fig. 2 illustrates that, within WILLEMS' behavioural framework,
such a formalization can be interpreted as a generalization of a simple abstraction-based controller synthesis procedure: each broad
"band" represents a set of output signals that, according to a
coarse, abstract model, correspond to a given, possibly aggregated,
input signal. Hence, on the basis of that model, one would be able
to make the output avoid the forbidden area represented by the
large grey boxes. A temporary tightening of specifications, repre- - - - - - - - - time T
sented by two additional black forbidden areas, can obviously not
be enforced on the basis of that model, as none of the "output
bands" fits through the small " legal gate". For that manoeuvre,
Fig. 2: Ilustration .
one has to resort to a more detailed model that allows discriminating between "thinner threads" of output signal sets but needs only be defined in a narrow region .
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Retranslating this illustrative example into the formal domain, it becomes obvious that we have to
perform two operations: aggregro.tion and subsystem selection.
Let E = (T, U x Y, B) be a detailed model of the entire plant. On the aggregation level, there will only
be condensed measur,e ment and control signals and, oft·en, a coarser notion of time: Eagg = (Ta, Ua x
Ya, Ba 99 ), where Ta ~ T, and the aggregation of measurement and control signals is modelled by surjective
functions qy : yT ---+ yaTa and Qu : uT ---+ U!a. Hence, the aggregated model cannot distinguish
lower-level measurement signals {ylqy(y) =Ya, Ya E Yta}, and for each aggregated control signal ua, any
element from {u Iqu ( u) = Ua} can be selected on the lower level. Let q( B) := {(qu ( u), Qy (y)) I (u , y) E B}.
Then we require Bagg 2 q(B). Equality would imply that aggregation of control and measurement signals
is the only loss of information when going from E to Eagg· If, on the other hand, q(B) is a strict subset
of B.agg, additional modelling power has been sacrificed during the aggregation step.
Subsystem selection can be formalized in. a similar way: suppose a particular subsystem model is only
to be valid within a certain subset Ys; C Y. Introduce the "selection function"
s;(y)(t)

={

Y_(t) if y(t) E Ysi ,
*if y(t) E Y \ Ysi1

where* can be interpreted as an "out ofrange" symbol, and defin,e B$i := s;(B) := { (u, s;(y)) I (u, y) E B}.
Clearly, s'i" 1 (Bs;) 2 E.
The next step is to decompose the overall specification into a number of tasks that are to be solved
on the aggregation and the subsystem levels. For this, we need to find B~$lc ~ (Ua x Ya)Ta and
B!pec ~ (U x (Y5 ; U *))T, i = 1, 2, ... N, such that

ns; (B!pec)
N

q-

1

(B~t!c)

1

~ Bspec·

i=l

Notice that this may tighten the specification, i.e. we may encounter a situation where, despite the
original problem being solvable, no solution for the decomposed problem exists. This , however, is a price
we expect to pay when trying to impose a hierarchical structure on a control system.
Now, the different parts of the overall control problem can be solved independently: we try to find a
high-level controller E~gg =(Ta, (Ua x Ya), B~gg) and subsystem controllers E~ = (T, (U x (Y8 ; U *), B~),
i = 1, ... , N, such that B~ 9 g n Bagg ~ B~Zfc and 13~ n Bsi ~ B~pec' i = 1, ... N. Clearly, the overall
controller behaviour is

n
N

Be= q-1 (B~9g)

s-;1 (B~).

i=l

Therefore,
Ben 13

1

(8~ 99 ) 0si (B~)) n ( q-

C

( q-

=

q- 1 (B~gg

1

1

(Bagg )

E1 si

1

(Bsi))

N

n Bagg)

n si

1

(B! n Es;)

i=l

n,
N

C

9 )
q -1 (r;,ag
IJ spec

C

Bspec ·

- 1
S;

(Bispec )

i=l

Hence, if blocking can be ruled out (i.e. if "base model" E, high-level controller E~gg and subsystem
controllers E~, i = 1, . .. N, can "agree" on at least one ,c ommon signal pair (u,y)), the overall control
problem is solved.
For simplicity of presentation , we have restricted the discussion to the case of two control levels . It is
quite obvious, however, that the procedure described above is transitive: once we know how to construct
a 2-level hierarchy, we can also build an n-level hierarchy, n > 2. This will be demonst rated by applying
our hierarchical synthesis concept to a simple two-tank-experiment. We emphasize that this example is
purely for illustrational purposes. In particular, it so simple, that there is no real need for hierarchical
control.
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4. An illustrative example: the two-tank-experiment
The plant is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of two plexiglass tanks with identical cross sectional area
A. = 154cm2 and height L = lOOcm. The tanks are connected by a pipe; tank 2 is also equipped with
an outlet pipe. Both pipes have cross sectional area
a. = 0.5cm 2 . The pumps attached to tank 1 and 2
pump •I
pump2
.u,=:to. 2, 4 l/min) ju,=10. 2. 4 l/min)
can be operated independently. In our set-up, they can
only be switched between three discrete flow rates, hence
IUI = 3 x 3 = 9. Time is continuous (T = JR+), but, as
a further restriction on the control signal, u can only
be changed at discrete instants of time, namely t; =
.J
" i
ilOO sec, i = 0, 1, .... The output variables are the water
levels in both tanks, hence Y = (0, lOOcm] x (0, lOOcm].
' . ·-. '--- ---==-- - - = =
The plant behaviour l3 is realized by two first order
tank I
tank 2
ODEs (nonlinear because of Toricelli's law and the ol:>vious
saturation for the water levels) under the above
Fig. 3: Twcrtank-experiment.
restriction for the input signal. The closed loop specification is as follows: we require 50cm < y1 (t,) :5 60cm
and 30cm < Y2(t,) ~ 40cm for i ;::: 5, no matter what the initial water levels are. These specifications
being rather weak, there seems to be no need for a detailed ODE-model. We will hence construct a
·discrete approximation E~PP or, equivaiently, perform a pure aggregation step. It will turn out that the
problem could be solved on the basis of E:PP' albeit at a high computational cost and giving rise to a
fairly complex control structure. We will therefore take E~PP as the basis for a second aggregation step
(which v.•ill result in an even coarser high-level model Eapp) and a subsystem selection procedure (which
will give rise to a subsystem model Esi). Both systems are much less complex than E~PP' and it will
become clear that the overaH control problem can also be solved within a hierarchical structure based
on E4 pp and E ..i·
We now turn to the first step, which is pure aggregation: we construct a system E~99 = (T~,U~ x
Y~, B~ 99 ), where T~ : = {to , t 1 , •.. } , U~
U , and
is a quantized version of Y. For both tanks, we assume ten quantization intervals, therefore IY~I = 10x10 = 100, and the aggregated measurement signal y~
can take 100 symbolic values yi1 l, ... yi100 > (see Fig. 4).
·
Hence, q~ : ur --t U~r;, is a bijection (there a is onetcrone correspondence between input signals for E and
I I Ii
E~ ). Measurement signal aggregation is achieved by
99

·-

"'I

=

v:

,

I
0
where q~(y)(t 1 ) = quant'(y(ti)) and
""
csol I
I
the quantization function quant' is illustrated in Fig. 4.
•I
I
/
q~ and q~ define q' and hence the aggregated behaviour
F
i
q' (B). We now use "strongest /-complete approximaI
I
tion" [3, 4, 6], an abstraction method originating in hyI
brid systems theory, to determine a suitable !!~ 99 • Ap~
I I! . •
0
plication of this procedure results in the smallest beI Yi
I
I
haviour !3~99 that (i) is a superset of q'(B) and (ii) can
i I
0
be realized by a finite automaton whose state variable
memorizes the last l values of the external signal ( u~ , y~).
80
100
0
20
40
60
For l = 2, the state set of this automaton has 2171 eltank 2
ements, the number of transitions is 25236. We could
Fig. 4: Output quantization.
now apply a formal (unstructured) synthesis procedure
to check whether the (discrete) aggregation E~PP can be
forced to obey the specifications and, if this is the case,
to generate a suitable discrete controller. Based on RAMADGE's and WONHAM's supervisory control
philosophy [7, 8], a synthesis procedure which is tailor-made for this situation has been described in
!5, 3]. Because of 6~ 99 2 q''(B) and the absence of blocking ((5, 4J), the resulting discrete controller will
also "work properly" for the underlying system E.
Instead of discussing this straightforward but complex solution, we opt to demonstrate our hierarchical approach by basing a second aggregation step and a subsystem selection operation on E~ 99 • We first
generate an aggregation ~ 499 = (T(I , (U4 x Y0 ), !3499 ) for E~ 99 . We choose T 4 = T~ and U4 = U~, i.e. Ea
q~ : yT --t v;

I

T'0

N

'1
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is to operate on the same time axis and with the same input "space" as L:~pp' The measurement signal is
further condensed, however. Instead of 100 measurement symbols, which give a fairly accurate impression
of the actual water levels, only a set of 9 symbols (and
8
therefore very coarse measurement information) is availy:")
able
(Fig. 5). As in the previous step, aggregation func0
tions for both control and measurement signal are defined in the obvious way: q,, : u~ T~ --t U[ is the idenf
tity function; qy : y;T~ -+ Y,t acts as qy (Y~) (ti)
Y~''
quant(y~(t1)) with the function quant : Y; -+ Ya
partitioning
according to Figs. 4 and 5. No further
loss
of
modelling
power is desired, hence we choose
y~·)
Bagg = q(B~ 99 ), where q is uniquely defined by qu and
0
qy· The resulting L:app can be realized by an automaton
with 18'2 states and 2112 transitions.
0
:w
100
40
60
80
Next, we describe how to determine a suitable subtank 2
system Es1 = (T~,(U~ x (Y~1 U *)),Bsi) for L:~99' The
motivation is to capture the modelling power of L:~99 in
Fig. 5: Further aggregation.
a limited area. The "interesting" output set Y. 1 consists
of ail symbols from
that are mapped into yivl under
quant, i.e. Y. 1 := {yii) lquant{ylil) = ylv)} (Fig. 6). All other measurement symbols in
are lumped
into the *-symbol. Definition of the selection functions .5 1 and s 1 is then completely analogous to the
procedure in Section 3 (with T and Y replaced by T~ and Y;, respectively), and Bs 1 := s 1 (B~ 99 ). It
turns out that the subsystem L:. 1 can be realized by an automaton with 285 states and 2112 transitions.
We still need to decompose the original specifications. Consider the foUowing choice: (i) on the aggregated level, we .r equire that Ya(t2) = Ylv). This
8
completely defines the specification system L:~E!c =
(Ta, CUa x Ya), B~E!c); it can be easily realized by a simple
0
finite state machine. (ii) On the subsystem level, we re54
...... 0
quire that y~(ti) E 1'~1 , i
3,4, ... , and y~(ti)
yi >,
~"'
i = 5, 6, . . . ; again, this completely defines a dynamii::
•<':!
.... 0
cal specification E;pec = (T~, (U~ x Y;), B!pec), which is
realizable as a finite automaton. Clearly, q- 1 (B~t!J n
s1 1 (B!pec) C Bspec·
Hence, the only task for the yet to be synthesized
0
high-level controller is to "drive" the water levels in
both tanks into the area corresponding to th.e a:ggre100
0
20
40
60
80
gated measurement symbol yiv) at time t 2 , i.e. to ensur·e
tank 2
that 30cm < Y1 (t2), y2(t2) S: 70cm. Anything happening later in time is of no concern to the high-level
Fig. 6: Subsystem selection.
controller. This is when the low-level controller has to
come in. We want to synthesize it on the basis of the
subsystem model Es 1 , hence it needs to guarantee that the domain of Esi will never be left: only measurement symbols from Ysi are allowed to occur or, equivalently, the water levels must never escape the
set [30cm, 70cm] x (30cm, 70cm]. After another two sampling intervals, the low-level controller must
have "completed the job" by forcing the water levels into the .set (50cm, 60cm] x (30cm , 40cm] and
keeping it there fo r all future ti , i = 6, 7, . ...
The only thing remaining to be done is synthesis of E~gg (on the basis of Ea 99 , E~:~J and I:~
(on the basis of L: 51 , E!pec). Again, this is a straightforward procedure using the method described
in [5, 3]. Compared to an unstructured synthesis for L:~PP' computational effort is reduced by about
953. Moreover, complexity of the hierarchical controller is far lower than that of its unstructured
counterpart. As blocking cannot occur in the considered framework ((5, 4]), we can guarantee that the
resulting hierarchical control system will enforce the specifications for both L:~PP (the detailed discrete
abstraction) and I: (the underlying continuous plant model) . This is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows a

I
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00

=

=
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Y;

*

simulation of E under discrete hierarchical control. It also indicates the time intervals where high-level
control (based on the aggregation 'Eapp) and low-level control (based on the detailed subsystem model
Esi) are active.

.

· - · - · - · ~ -~ - - - · -· -

-·- - ·- -ft - ·- ·-· - -·- -·- ·-·-·-·-·- ·- ·- ·

,...,
Fig. 7: Closed loop simulation.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we !have outlined a rigorous synthesis method for hierarchical control systems. It is set
within WILLEMS' behavioural framework and captures some intuitive aspects commonly attributed to
heuristic approaches only. For lack of space, discussion has been restricted to the conceptual level.
Algorithms to realize certain a,ggregation steps have been reported in (4, 6]. Based on these algorithms,
our hierarchical approach has been applied to a simple water lev;el regulation problem.
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DYNAMIC OBJECTS IN DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS
M. Fedai, U. Epple
Chair of Process Control Eng:ineerin,g, RWTH Aachen
Turmstralle 46, 52064 Aachen

Abstiract. The article describes flexible strucrures for .an operational control of a process plant. Therefore, a
' measure and resour:ce model' is described as a formafism for control and administration of resources and
actions. Measures are defined as a standard:ized interface between the production-, management-, and
distribution control systems. The main idee of measures is, that each task in a plant system can be solved by
several measure-objects. Measures a~e dynamic objects in distributed control systems and can get access or can
give orders to several resources. Resources are intelligent and autonomous units, being able to solve well-defined
tasks. For this kind of communication measures and resources have a standardized command interface to send
and to receive short messages, called commands. By this measures and resources build up a hierarchical client
server structure.

Introduction
In distributed control systems most software applications are r·ealized by the software concept of a functionblock
system . The functionblock system describes a modular and object or·iented model where particular control
functions can be implemented in modular functionblocks [5]. Functionblocks consist of an unambiguous name,
input-, and output ports, internal! variables and a method. The method describes the functionality of the realized
control unit. The data exchange between funct:ionblocks .are realized with simple communication objects.
Therefore, a communication object must be created and linked with the input port of a function block and an
output port of another functionblock. Thus, a network of functionblocks can be built for controlling or simulating
a process plant.
The described functionblock system with the rigid communication and static object structure does not fulfill the
requirements for a dynamic control of a process plant. Function units are static and pennanently present, whether
they are used or not used. Some function units are only needed rarely. Static communication objects must be
created and coupled with ports of functionblocks and function units can only communicate within a local FB
System. The consideration of all events in an implementation of a functionblock makes it complex and delicate
for errors.

Measures as dynamic objects
The measure and resour•ce model describes a powerful concept for dynamic control of a process plant. It
describes a flexible and technology invariant model, which is applicable for different tasks [6] . The model of
dynamic objects rep11esent a logical interface between the production-, management-, and process control level.
The main idee of this concept is, that each task in a proc·ess plant can be solved by certain measure-objects, with
the aid of plant resources. Different requirements, for example recipe based process control, logistic product
management or maintenance can be realized by this model. It describes a formalism for controlling and
administration of resources and measur·es.
Dynamic objects as here described in the measure and resource model are intelligent and temporary unit objects
in the FB System with a standardized communication interface. Measures are dynamic objects in a distributed
control system and represent higher control-level function units. They have type-specific operating instructions
and a standardized communication interface and can perform their task by issuing orders to resources or other
function units. Therefore measures may require and allocate various resources. They can be handled and started
either by a plant operator or by an event or by an other higher level control unit. During the lifecycle of a
measure it issues orders to function units, collects data, records protocols and reports actions. They are
performed and supervised by a process control system . Dynamic objects can be started at any time by an event or
by the plant operator. All dynamic objects are autonomous and independent function units.
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Higher Control
· Function Units
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fig. 1: M•easu f'e and :resoiur·ce model
Resources are modular intelligent function units with certain characteristics. They consist of a plant element and
an appropriate control unit. They represent the functional ability ·o f a plant and are permanently present whether
they ar.e processing an order or not. They can be scheduled and planed independently of each other. Resources
have also a standardized command interface to recdve orders from higher control level function units. They can
receive and process orders independently and can manage themselves. The planning and scheduling of resources
are accomplished by higher-level function units.

Flexible c ommunkation structures between different type of objects
For a flexible commumication between different type of objects and between different systems a standardized
communkation interface is needed. One example of a powerful communication is the command oriented
communication. A command is defined as a short dynamic message, which can be sent at any time to objects
with the command interface.
The idee of this corrumrnication concept is to build a ihierarchicail process control structure, as in a management,
where higher [evel control units can send dynamic commands to inferior function units. These inferior units can
process the command independently and can also send commands to other function units. This type of
·communication represents a typical client-server communication (4]. All Objects with the command interface
have the following additionai features:
•
An open, standardized communication interface
•
An allocation mechanism
•
List of generic acceptable commands
• List of type-specific acceptable commands
• Internal method for examination of incoming corrunands

A significant feature of the command interface is the allocation mechanism. Each Object with the command
interface, so caUed process control object, must be assigned to a higher level control unit, as in a management.
This means process control objects only accepts commands from the current occupying control unit. Commands
from aB other function units aI'e denied. The aUocation and deaHocation of objects can be broadcasted with the
generic commands 'OCCUPY' and 'FREE '. By an allocation of a function unit the name of the higher control
un it is registered in a process control unit. After the successful perfo rmance of a task, process control units must
be deallocated by the registered user.
Only the plant operator is allowed to allocate a a!I;eady allocated function unit. Because of the secur ity of th.e
plant, he must be in .position to send a command at any time.
For an unifonn receiving and send·ing of commands it is obvious to standardize the communication interface.
Each command sent to an inferior function un it consists of three elements : Sender-ID, Command-rype, and
Command-value. The Sender-ID describ es the name of the current sender, and the command-rype with the
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command-value are the real command. Process control function units have the following list of generic
commands which they can accept:
•
OCCUPY,
registers the name of the current sender
deletes the registered name of the sender
•
FREE,
take in operation
•
TIOP,
take out of operation
•
TOOP,
goes to the basic state
•
RESET,
The plant operator can define his own type-specific commands, for example "ON, OFF, CONTROL; PUMP".
The incoming commands are verified by process control function units by themselves, as in a client server
system.

q

master: processing a task
..._
GCU12
....

.

L·····;

D I

Function objects

carrying-....on with the task

.....

.

sending a cqmmand
slave:
· :
:
~
..
j
SCU45 ~~~~~---~---~---~~~~~~~~~
Verifying the command

fig. 2.: B"rnadcasting of commands .in 1loc:al systems

As shown in fig. 2 a higher-level group control un,it (GCU12) sends a command to the single control unit
(SCU45). The broadcasting is realized within the method of the GCU 12 with the command COM( ). At first the
system searches the function unit with the name SCU45 . If the unit is found in the local system, the name of the
target unit is exchanged with the own name, and sent to the unit. The verification-method of the single control
unit (SCU45) checks the incoming command with the allocation and the generic and type-specific command list.
If the command is accepted, it is copied into the command port and the group control unit (GCU12) can carry on
with its task. Otherwise it is denied, and the command is ignored.
As dynamic objects has the need to send and receive messages or process values in distributed systems, a new
client object is necessary to organize and to manage the communication. The client function unit represents the
communication to a remote system. Each remote system must be represented by a client unit. Client objects
create, and open a logical communication ·channel to the remote system and manage the asynchronous requests
and responds. It collects all requests, composes them to one service package and sends them cyclically to the
remote system. Thus, the communication frequency on the net is minimized.
The communication between diffel'ent systems is realized with the open, platfonn and vendor independent
communication system ACPLT/KS (Aachener Prozef3leititechnik/Kommunikationssystem) [l), [2]. It has generic
services to read/write variables, e.g. process values, and to create/delete objects in distributed systems. The
services ,can be processed asynchronously, i.e. function units ,can send a request and carry on with their task and
receive later a respond. The data transfer is realized wi,t h the standardized TCP/IP protocol.
A distributed communication within the FB System can either be realized by enhanced communication objects,
or dynamically broadcasting commands directly, within the function units, to the client unit. The enhanced
communication objects send data to the client unit and receive them from the client. Therewith the existing
methods of function units must not be changed. They can receive and send values with enhanced communication
objects.
Based on this client-server communication structure, objects can now communicate with other objects in local
and distributed systems. All function units can send messages and activate objects in other systems.
An object in a process control system ca:n send a command to a maintenance measure in a distributed system and
·Can start it. The measure unit ,can perform its task by issuing commands to resources. After the started measure
unit is finished it is archived and deleted form the system.
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Operating states of dynamic objects
Measures as dynamic objects are temporary function units. They are created by a plant operator and loaded into a
scheduling system. The scheduling system organizes all needed resources and measures. Measures in the
scheduling system can be loaded up into the performance system and wait until they are started or deleted by an
operator or an automatic function unit. After a dynamic object is started it is also an object of an archive system.
Up to now the measure cannot be deleted. All actions are reported and saved by the archive system. Measures
can perfonn their task by issuing orders to resources or iotller function units. Therefore measures may require and
allocate variolis resources. Complex plant tasks can be realized by several simple single measures. Measures can
be, for example: "Pump x liters in boiler A.", "Test the safety devices in the plant." or "Produce x tons of the
product Y in according to recipe z.". During the lifecycle of a measure it issues orders to function units, collects
data, records protocols and reports actions. After a measure is finished it is reported and archived by an archive
system.
Dekle

archived

IObjea of sc.heduling sy~;;,;--------------------------------------------.J;

-------------------------------------------------

I ObjCCl of pe<fofl!\ance system

~ Obiea. of acchive system
fig. 3 : Operating states of dynamic objects

Measures may be used mainly for periodical and dynamic tasks. Cyclical maintenance tasks, for example a
monthly check up of plant devices, can be performed automatically by measure units. They can be started by a
higher level control unit or an event, .and executed and ·s upervised by a performance system. All completed and
accessed m1eas11res can be viewed in an archive system. By this, a supervision of process plants or event oriented
tasks 1can be performed with measure objects.
Summary
The flexible command oriented communication structure enables a flexible control of process plants. By this, a
hierarchical process control structure can be built. Dynamic Objects, called measures, can perform event
controlled, or cyclical tasks in a flexible way. Measures can also start and communicate with other measure
objects in distributed systems. They can perform their tasks by issuing commands to allocated resources.
Therefore, the measure and resource model with the command oriented communication represents a powerful
and uniform concept for an operational control of process plants.
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3-D MATEMATICAL MODELS FORF'Il\TIE ELEMENT CALCULATIONS OF
DYNAMICS Af\"D STATICS OF MACHINERY
0. V. Repetski · .a nd H. Springer
Technical University Vienna,
Wiedner Hauptstrasse 8-10, A-l040, Vienna
Abstract. Mathematical models based on the principles of the three-dimensional finite element method (3-D
FEM) for static stresses, natural frequencies and forced vibrations of rotor structures are presented and
¥erified. New integration methods for strength calculations of rotating turbomachinety components are worked

out.

Theory.
In any finite element analysis a numerical solution must be carried out for a number of Gauss points to be
specified for the integration of the stiffness and mass matrices. The integration order employed for the
calculation significantly influence its accuracy [ 1,2,3] .
The approach as used in "selective" integration is to split the stiffness matrix [K] into two separate
componentss:

[KJ =[KA l +[KB] .
Reduced integration is used for one part of the .stiffness matrix, and complete integration for the other
one. Reduced integration is used for ·that pan of the stiffness matrix which has the greatest influence on the
accuracy of the element while complete integration of the other part supplies sufficient rank for the overall
matrix to prev·e nt any spurious mode. The difficulty is in deciding the best way to split [K). Two approaches
which retain this feature are:
1.Splitting (K] into a direct strain stiffness matrix and a shear strain stiffness matrix;
2. Separating [K] into a so-called "volumetric" stiffness matrix and a "distortional" stiffness matrix.
Using the first approach, the elasticity matrix for isotropic material can be written:
(1)

with
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The total stiffness matrix [ K ] can then be composed of a direct strain stiffness matrix { K dir } and
a shear strain stiffness matrix [ K sir ] such that
7

[K] = [Kdir] + [K,i. 1= f[B] [Ddir ][B]dv + J[Bf [Dsh }{B]dv'
(2)
v
v
where [ B(x, y , z)] is a strain-displacement matrix.
When using the second approach, it should be ·C-Onsideried that the total strain energy U is the sum of the
volumetric strain energy and the distortional strain energy,

U = U""1

+Udis1

and

[D]

=[D

vo1 ]

+ [ D disi ].
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(3)

The stiffness matrix [ K

J can

then be composed of a "volumetric" stiffness matrix [ K vor 1 and a

"distortional" stiffness matrix [ K dist ] in the form
[KJ

=[K vorl + [Kdist J = J[BJT [DwrJ[BJdv + f[B]r [D dist J[B]dv t
v

(4)

v
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The matrices K vo1 and K dist

,

0

0
0

1/2

K sh and K dir can be imegrated separately by using different order of numerical

integration for each matrix.
A new method of numerical integration called "mixed integration" was developed in [1,2]. This method
involves carrying out the numerical integration of the stiffness matrix twice. The first time by using a reduced
integration (2x2x2 rule) to fonn the matrix [ Kr ], and the second time by using a complete integration (3x3x2
rule) to form the matrix [Kc ] . The final stiffness matrix is then given in the form:
(5)

where 13 is a weighting factor (13=0.0001 to 0.01).
The idea behind the method is that a spurious mode shape produced by reduced integration could be
predicted by complete integration according to the following fearures: 1) the natural frequency calculated for
the spurious mode is usually higher than that calculated by reduced integration; 2) the spurious mode has a
physically implausible nature. On the other hand, the natural frequency calculated by reduced calculation and
by .complete integration for a col:Jiect (non-spurious) mode would not differ by large amounts. Adding a small
contribution from the complete integration stiffness matrix, ( Kc], to the reduced integration stiffness
matrix, ( K r ], should have the effect of greatly increasing the frequencies of any spurious mode , virtually
without any change in frequency of the 'Oorl'ect mode. The improved accuracy of reduced integration for the
correct mode should therefore be retained with mixed integration but the spurious modes have their frequencies
pushed beyond the range of interest.
A new "combined" method of integration using the reduced integration for plate-shell parts and the
complete integration for three-dimensional parts of ithe .finite element model was proposed for testing the
structures composed of two-dimensional (plates, shell) and three-dimensional parts. The 3-D FEM model of a
turbine blade composed of the large 3-D blade root and the shell shaped blade will be used as an example [2] .

Numerical Results
A comparison between the new integration methods for the numerical analysis was performed by
calculating static stress, natural frequencies, and vibration modes of a rectangular steel plate and bladed disk
be means of the program package BLADIS+ [2}. The finite element models comprised 16 and 20 nodes
hex:ahedral finite elements. Tabl·e 1 shows the integration methods to be applied.
The investigation of the integration meithods for the dynamics analysis was carried out by calculating
natural frequencies and vibration modes of a rectangular steel plate. The plate dimensions were as follows:
length -0 .1524 m; width - 0.0254 m; thickness - 0.00159 m. The natural frequencies of the plate vibrations for
different options of integration metl1ods compared with the test and the beam theory are given in Table 2
(B-Bending, T-Torsion).
Figure l shows the influence of the finite element (FE) IQ™ 48 (2) thickness for the plate on the error
of natural frequency calculations by ,,complete l" integration. So, if ithe thickness of the FE is in the limits of
80-90% of the other two dimensions of the FE, then the error in the natural frequencies for first three bending
mode shapes is minimal ( ::::! 1%). So, the dimensions of the FE should not differ by more then 20%.
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Table 1
Integration
options

Integration rules

M

K

Complete I
Complete 2
Complete 3
Selectdwect l
Selectd:ir;ect 2
Selectvol 3
Selectvol 4

3x3x2
3x3x2
3x3x2
Jx3x2
3x3x2
3x3x2
3x3x2

2x2x2
3x3x3

1
2

3x3x2
3x3x2

Reduced
, Reduced

Kd;,

Km

2x2x2
3x3x2

3x3x2
2x2x2

Kvo,

Kdis1

2x2x2
2x2x2

3x3x2
2x2x2

(I-p)K0

PKc

2x2x2
2x2x2
2x2x2

3x3x2
3x3x2
3x3x2

2x2x2

lxlxl

4x4x4
i

'

Jx3x2
4x4x2
I

Mix·ed
I
/3 = 0.0001

i

3x3x2
3x3x2
3x3X2

p = 0.001

P=o.01

I
I

Mixed
2
/3 = 0 .01

3x3x2

'

A disk with a free central hole was considered as an example for calculating the
static
strength
due to centrifugal forces (587.65 rad/s). The disk dimensions were 0.240 m and 0 .157 m for the outer and
inner radius, respectively with the thickness O.OOlm. The calculation was carried out in polar-cylindrical

°-

coordinates, and a 30 disk sector was considered. The finite element sector model comprised 20 hexahedral
FE IQ1M48 with 48 degrees of freedom (2) . The strains obtained at the middle radius compared
with
analytical results are given in Table 3. This table shows that, in general, all options of selective integration
Table2
Natural frequencies (Hz) of rectangular plate

Integration
option
Complete
Complete
Comolete
Selectdirect
Selectdirect
Selectvol
Selectvol

I

l
2
3
I
2
3
4

I

lB

2B

1T

lBmax

56.0
56.6
57.8
56.6
57.8
57.8
56.6

351.9
409.2
41 7.9
358.4
417.9
417.9
358.4

746.9
803. l
820.3
7 62.9
820.3
820.2
762.9

871.l
876. l
894.8
889.7
894.8
894.8
889.6

819.9
820.3

894.7
894.8

I

I

I

I

57.6
57.8

417.l
417.9

57.2
56.7
56.6

385.7
363.0
358.9

772.9
764.l
763.0

889.0
889.7
889.7

56.6

359.0

762 .9

889.6

Beam theory

57

357

692

911

Experiment

60-64

370-398

663-669

-

Reduced

I

Reduced

2

Mixed

l

/3= 0.0001
f3 =0.001
f3 = 0.01
Mixed

p =0.01

I

i
I

i

2
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tnfluenc•e 1o fthe FE thickness on the natural frequencies
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Fig. l Influence of the FE thickness of on the natural frequency calculations of a plate
and mixed integration (except mixed /3 :; : O.OOl for r:adial stress) gave a better accuracy than a complete
integration.
Table3
Integration
Radial Error, % Tangential
Error,
options
stress
stress
%
Complete

1

43.65

Selectdirect 2
Selectvol
3

45.15
45.22

Mixed

p =0.001

/J = 0.01
Mixed
/3 = 0.01

Analytic

635.4

-0.9

-1.23
-1.07

643.67
638.78

0.37
-0.39

44.65
42.07
44.77
45.30

-2.32
-7.96
-2.06
-0.89

648.18
636.34
642.70
639.31

1.07
-0.78
0.22
-0.31

45.30

-0.89

639.31

-0.3 l

45.71

-

64 1.31

-

I

I

p =0.0001
I

-4.7

I

2

lit is worth note that all integra1tion options (except mixed integration with

/3

=0.0001) produced errors

less than 1% in the tangential stress. Complete integration gives a significant error for radial stresses at the
expense of great shear component that adversely affects the results in our case when the disk thickness is 1
mm, and the elements are therefore very thin. So, in cases when the elements, composing the structure, are
thin and deviate largely from the correct shape, it would be appropriate to use the reduced integration order for
the acquisition of more accurate results.
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MODELING OF LINEAR SYSTEMS AND FINITE DETERMINISTIC AUTOMATA
BY l'v1EANS OF WALSH FUNCTIONS
U. Konigorski
Clausthal University of Technology
Leibnizstrasse 28, D-38678 Clausthal-ZeUerfeld

Abstnct. This paper deals with the application of 'Maish functions i.n two different fields of system and control
theorie. First of .all it is shown that Walsh functions ·c an be used to provide a simple algebraic representation of
linear multi variable systems which in tum can be used for controiler design. On the other hand, due to the special
properties of Walsh functions, they are also especially suited for modeling finite deterministic automata. Applying
the approach developed in the paper it will tum out, that any finite deterministic automaton can be mathematically
described by a set of first order difference equations. Thus the well known and powerful methods developed for
linear discrete-time systems may be applied for anaJyzing the structure and dynamical behavior of the automaton,
e.g. determining dead-locks and cycles.

Introdueition
The applications of Walsh functions in system theorie have been given much attention especially in the early
seventies. For example, Walsh functions have been applied in the modeling, analysis and time-domain synthesis
of linear systems [l] as well as in the analysis and design of communication systems and so-called linear sequency
tihers [6] . Moreover, in .[7] Walsh functions are used for identification w•tlile [2] deals with a Walsh series approach
to system simulation whiclh has some aspects in common with 1the one presented in this paper. A comprehensive
overview of the application of Walsh functions can be found in [5].
Walsh functions have been first inwoduced by Walsh [ 8]. They form a complete orthonormal set of rectangular
waves in [O, 1). Therefore, every function J(t) which is absolutely integrable in the interval 0 :5 t < 1 can be
expanded formally in a series of the form
00

f(t)

=I: J; · wal;(t )

(1)

i=O

J;

where wali(t) is the i-th Walsh function and the constants
form the sequency spectrum of f(t). The series (1)
converges uniformly if the terms are grouped so that each group contains all of the Walsh functions designated by
m binary digits. If we choose N 2m the truncated sum

=

N-1

J(t)

= I: J; · wali(t)

(2)

i=O

gives an approximation f(t) of f(t) with minimum integral square error. On the other hand, if f (t) is a stairstep
function with N equally spaced subintervals of length 2 - m in [O, 1). the partial sum (2) yields an exact representation off (t). Another quite interesting feature of the Walsh transform 2.11 is the existence of the so-called dyadic
j ® gwhere ® denotes dyadic multiplication of the corresponding sequency
convolution theorem 2U {! (t) · g (t)}
spectra. As will be shown in this paper, these properties of Walsh functions form an adequate basis for modeling
linear multivariable systems as well as finite automata.

=

Algebraic modeling of linear multivariabte systems
Following the idea presented in [4], where in contrast to this paper the orthonormal set of Legendre polynomials
is used to get an algebraic representation of the state space description

x(t)
y(t)

=
=

Ax(t) + Bu(t),
Cx(t) + Du(t)

x(O)

= Xo

(3)
(4)

of a linear multi variable system with x E lR", y E !Rq, u E RP and A, B , C , D constant matrices of appropriate
dimensions, we first apply the nonlinear time-transformation T
1 - e - at to (3),(4) to obtain the tran sformed

=
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state equations

a(l - T)x'(T)
Y(T)

=
=

+ Bu(T),
Cx(T) + Du(T)
Ax(T)

x(O) = xo

(5)

(6)

where' denotes differentiation with respect tor. In (5),(6) x(T), y (T), ii(T) are functions of T, 0 :::;
thus we can use the truncated series expansions
N-1

N-1

x(T)

= L x; · wali(T) ,

Y(r) =

L Yi· wali(T) ,

< 1 and

N-1

ii(T)

= Lui· wal;(T)
i=O

i=O

i =O

T

to get

X6 -

Xa

-Y

=
=

AX+ BU
cx+ou

{7)

{8)

as an algebraic approximation of the system {5),(6) in the sequency domain with X = [xo, ... , XN- 1 ], Xa =
a · 2m+l [O, ... , 0, x 0 ] and b. the Walsh operational matrix Jor differentiation. The close relation of (7),(8) with
the conventional Laplace transfonn of (3),(4) becomes even more evident by transforming 6 to diagonal fonn,
y-l f:. V
v- 1 f:. [vo , ... , VN-d diag(lo, .. . , '°}'N-i), to end up with the following simple equations

=

=

Yi= (C(l'il - A)- 1 B

+ DJui =

G(li) · ui , 1'i = o(3 + 2i) , i = 0, ... , N - 1

(9)

where Yi = Yvi, ui = Uvi are the trnnsformed Walsh-Fou,rier-coefficient vectors (and x 0 is assumed 0 for simplicity). (9) constitutes an ideal basis for analysis and synthesis of linear systems in the sequency do main. For ex(s+ 2 ,+~~)(s+ 2 ) u(s)
ample, fig. (1) shows an approximation to the step response of the third order system y(s)
G( s)u (s) which is obtained by using the first 32 Walsh functions. Moreover, (9) can also be used for the design of
a standard PI-contr·o ller u(s) = Kes: Kr (w(.s) - y(s)) = G R(s)e(s). To that purpose, the desired closed loop response is specified by the transfer fanction Gd(s) = (s+ 2 )(s! 2 )(s+ 2 ) which in tum is set equal to the systems closed

=

=

loop transfer matrix Gc(s) = 1 ~c~s()s~bs{s) at the two real points 'Y1 = 3a, '}'2 = 5o. According to (9) by virtue of
this procedure the first two Walsh-Fourier-coefficients of Yd(s) = Gd(s )w(s) and Yc(s) = Gc(s)w(s) are made
equal. Finally, with a: O. l · ln(2) the two resulting linear equations yield the solution K P 0.143, K 1 = 0.665.
As can be seen from fig . (2) applying these controller values there is quite a good match between Yd( t) and Ye (t).

=

=
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Figure: l Walsh series approximation

Figure : 2 Step response of y (t) ( ..),Yd( t) (- -), Ye( t) (- )

Modeling of finite deterministic automata
ln [3] based on the use of Shegalkin polynomials a linear state space approach to a class of discrete-event systems
has been proposed. In what follows it will be shown, that an approach similar to the one in the previous section can
also be utilized to model finite deterministic automata by the state equation x k+ 1 = A · Xk of a conventional linear
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=

discrete-time system. To that purpose the func,t ion f in ·t he state equation Yk+l
f (y1c.) of a finite automaton is
imerpreted as a stairstep function over Yk which in turn can exactly be represented by the finite Walsh series
N-1

f(Yk)

= L h · wal; (Yk)

(10)

i=O

=

with N
2m Walsh-Fourier-coefficients, if the automaton has less than or equal N individual states Yk which can
be associated with the integer numbers {O, 1, ... , N - 1} as illustrated in the example below.

If Yk and Yk+l are represented in binary notation

I Yk
OOO

0

001
010
011
100
101
110

1

i-+

001
010
001
011
101
110
111
100

2

3

J.-+

4

5
6
7

111

and by substituting 0

Y1o+1

1
2

1
3
5
6
7
4

1, 1 ~ -1 we get the relations

Xlk

= wal1 (YA:)

X3k

= wah(Yk)

X7k

= wa11(Y1J

and

xa+1
XJk+l

X1k+1

= wal1(Yk+d = wal1(J (yk))
= wah(Y1:+1) = wa13(J(yk))

= wah(y1:+i) = wa11(J(yk))

( 11)

as can be seen from the table below.

I

XH:

1

1
1

X31:

X7k

l
l
-1
-1

1

0

l

-1
1
-1
1
1
1 -1

1

5

1
1
1
-1
-1

-1

-1

1

6

-1

-1

-1

-1

7

-1

1

-1
-1

2

3
4

...4

l
-1
1

-1
1
-1

-1
1
-1
-1
1

-1

-1

1
2

1
3
5

1

6

-1
1

7

4

Obviously xa+1 1 XJk+1, Xik+l are stairstep functions over Y>c and thus can be exactly ex.pressed by their corresponding Walsh series, e.g.

L;=O X3; · wal;(yk)

XJk+l

=

0.5wal4(y1c ) - 0 .5wals(Y1c) + 0.5wal6(Yk)

=

0.5 wal4 (Yk) - 0.5 wals(yk) +0.5 wal6(YA:)

.....____..

+ O.Swah(yk)
+ 0 .5x1k

( 12)

Next the three Walsh functions wal 4 (yk), wals(Yk), wal 6 (yk) appearing in (12) are defined as additional state
variables x 4 1:, X s k X6k and after applying the state transition function f (yk) the resulting stairstep functions
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Xik+I

= wali(f (yk)), i = 4, 5, 6 are again expressed by their corresponding finite Walsh series
X4k+1
Xsk+1
X6k+1

= wal4(Yk+i) = wal4(f (yk)) = L.;=O X4i · wali(Yk)
= wals(Y.1:+d = wal5(f (y1;:)) = L.;=O xsi · wal,(yA:)
= wal5(Yk+i) = wal5(f(yk)) = L.;=O X6i • wali(Yk)

Following ~his procedure we finally end up with the desired linear difference equation

X1k+l:
[ xow

1=

X10

X7k+1
Xk+l

~00 xo1
xu

[ X10

=

xn

~· 1x,

xo1
X17

X17

Axk

(13)

=

of order up to N
2m. Therefo~e. each finite deterministic automat·o n can be modeled by a linear difference equation, which offers new possibilities in analyzing such types of automata by means of the well known methods developed for linear discrete-time systems. In the example above, A has the 8 eigenvalues A
{-1, -1 , 0, ±j, 1, 1, l},
where the eigenvalues -1 and ±j correspond to cydes of length 2 .a nd 4 respectively while an eigenvalue of 1
indicates a steady state or dead-lock of the automaton. Finally, :the eigenvalue 0 corresponds to the chain 0 i-+ 1.
However, as can be seen from the above list of eigenvalues, not every single eigenvalue corresponds to a specific
cycle. In general, if r indicates the length of a cycle, where a dead-1ock corresponds to a cycle of length 1, it can
be easily verified, that the corresponding states are solutions of the linear equation (I - Ar)xk
0, that is they
are the corresponding eigenvectors to the eigenvalues 1 of Ar. Thus lhe individual states x1; which constitute a
.specific cyde of length r of the automaton can be directly obtained from this equation. On the other hand, since
the state vectors xk
[wal 1 (y1c), ... , walN(Y1;)jT are Jcnown for each value of k, the above linear equation can
also be used ~o check whether a specific Xk belongs to a cycle of length r.

=

=

=

Conclusion
It has been shown, that Wailsh functions cain preferably be used in the modeling and design of linear multivariable
systems as weU as in the field of discrete event systems. They allow tor a simple and efficient design procedure for
linear multi variable systems and due to their inherent properties they yield a simple linear difference equation ( 13)
for finite deterministic aiutomata. This also includes some kinds of petri-nets, e.g. so-called condition/event nets.
Based upon ( 13) dead-locks and cycles of such automata can easily be determined. Moreover, a detailed analysis
of the structure of the system matrix A provides results concerning the structure of the underlying automaton.
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COMPUTING CHRISTOFFEL SYMBOLS
FOR MOD.ELING WITH PDEs ON CONFORMAL GRIDS
M. Holzinger, F. Breitenecker, HJ. Dirschmid
Vienna University of Technology
Wiedner HauptstraBe 8-10, A-1040 Vienna, Austria
Abstract. Modeling and simulation with partial differential equations using finite difference-; on complex domains
usually require a special transformation Qf the given physical plane parametrized by means of cartesian coordinates onto a computational plane maintaining the property of orthogonality. Introducing conformal mappings which are preserving angles - Qne achieves such simplifications whereas on the other hand the problem of an
invariant formulation of the govemiTig equations arises. This contribution presems some results of the numerical
computation of Christoffel symbols of second kind on a star-shaped manifold. These quantities are derived from
the fundamental tensor and are acting as correction terms when covariant differentiation is used. The Einstein
summation convention is applied throughout this paper.

Intmduction
We start our investigations on an arbitrary 1two-dimensional compact, connected and flat R.iemannian manifold M
with the only restriction that it should be star-shaped in re.<;pect to che origin, which in terms of parametrization by
means ofa chart 11::: R.2 ~ M can be stated as it(x0 + t(xi - x0 )) EM 'it E (0, l], 'VX EM. The boundary
of M wm be denoted by a closed Jordan arc C. In [4] we demonstrated how to construct a conformal grid
by means of solving Theodorsens nonlinear and singular integral equation which yields a function of boundary
correspondence, 8(ip), relating the angle <p on ·the unit 1disk with the corresponding angle 8 on C. Subsequent
Fourier expansion of ln u(O(ip)) - with ll denoting the radius fOXI, X E C - and the fact of a connection
between the real and imaginary parts of the points on the unit disk to be mapped via conjugated functions finally
resul'ted in finite sums

u(r,<p) = rexp{

~+

E

r"'(akcoskip+b,.sinkip)+rN a; cosN<p}
(1)

N-1

8(r,<p)

=<p +

L

r1t(a11:sinkip-b11:coskip)+rNa; sinNip,

lt=l

wrucn should for the following be interp~eted a~ an approximation for a transformation of coordinates. The radius
u was provided for any desired angle 8 by means of cubic non-parametric spline-interpolation of a given set of
point<; describing the boundary C. The compu,tational grid is shown in figure (1).

The Metric Coefficients
The coordinanes of .the covariant metric tensor[l] in an arbitrary
point, P E M, with reference to local basis vectors depending
on the parametrization of the manifold are given by the inner
product<;
91J(P) := (81,&j) (P),

i,j = 1,2.

In case of cartesian coordinates, these expressions simply reduce
no the constant 2 x 2-uniit matrix for each point on the manifold.
Changing the parametrization of M affects the metric tensor by
the cogredient transformation law
-

9ii(P) =

OX1t OX1
n - !>='"""9k1(P).
uX; UXj

·•
.1.s

...

;

(2)

In case of switching from cartesian to polar coordinates which is
performed by functions ~(u, 8) = tl cos 8, '11(tl, 8) = tl sin 8,
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Figure 1: Conformal grid a~ result of a map
from the unit-disk onto a star-shaped geometry.

=

one easily obtains 911
1, 922 = ~ 2 and zero nondiagonal elements which indicates the preservation of orthogonality. Note that for f! = 0, there is a coordinatesingularity caused by a vanishing detenninant of the fun·
damental tensor. Applying (2) in connection with functions (I) - which in fac t yields the desired parametrization of 1the boundary C by means of (1, <p), 0 ~ tp < 27i,
and thus the computational grid by mapping the unit disk
conformally onto the geometry - the covariant metric
tensor in computational coordinates (r, ip) finally is of the
form

9i; (r, <p) =

(

l!lO

l&O
160

120
100

·ao
60

tl +0;rP
T

20

T

-0.S
Again orthogonality of 1the basis vectors - which are for
I -2
-1
-1.5
-2
the latter 1transfonnation even stretched or shrinked by the
same quanti1ty by the fact that 1the Cauchy-Riemannian
Figure 2: Coordinate 9 11 of the fundamental tensor.
differential equations hold for conformal mappings - is
retained. Moreover, applying both the transformations in
reverse order, one obtains 911
x and 922 r2x with x
+ 11i defined as the absolute value of the conformal
mapping which point<; out that the non-vanishing coordinates are proportional. Figure (2) therefore only shows
coordinate gu .
Once the metric tensor is known, one derives the Christoffel symbols of second kind from (I]

=

=

r i"k
J

= (i

_ 1 il ( 89z;
- -9
·- -

8x1e

2

8911e 09Jk)
+- - -ax,- '
8x;

(3)

with the contravariant fundamental tensor 9ii appearing in the summation above defined by relations 9ii 9ik = o~.
which in our case means 9ii = 9ii 1 • Taking symmetries of the symbols in the lower indices into account - one
concludes this from the fact that affine connections in Riemann spaces are free of torsion - and resolving the
summation, equation (3) provides 6 relevant terms,
rI _ ~ 11 8911
11 - 2 9
8r

!

rl 118gu
12 - 29
8ip

r~ 2

= _! 9 11 8922
2

8r

(4)
r2 _
r2 -

!

29

22 8922

8r

r2
22

1 228922
= -9
- ocp2

r2 _
11 -

1

-2 9

22 8gu

8tp .

Moreover, when reconsidering the proportionality of g 11 and 922 mentioned above, one finds that in case of
azimuthal derivative the radius cancels down and hence addi tionaUy is able to show r~ 2

= rb.

Approximating the Christoffel symbols
We first state the possibility to numerically provide the metric tensor for an arbitrary point of M immediately compare again for Figure (2)- by differentiating the finite series in (1) which yield.<; to

l

C!r

= f! [ ~ + N-1
L krk-l (a1; cos ktp + b1e sin kcp) + NrN - l a; cos Ntp

(}rp

= f! [ L

l

k=l
N-1

krk (b1e cos k<p - aio sin ktp} - N rN a; sin N <p

k=l
N-1

Br

=L

krk-l (a1e sin ktp - b1e cos ktp) + NrN-l a; sin N tp

A=l
N -1

Brp = 1 +

L

kr'° (ak cosktp+ b1e sinktp)

l:=l
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+ NrNa;

cos Nip.

In principle, one can proceed in an analogous manner 1to evaluate the Cristoffel symbols by computing the second
derivatives. However, usage of boundary-interpolation with ·cubic periodic splines on the one hand results in a lack
of smoothness for the second derivatives. On the other hand, evaluation of the Fourier series in point5 which were
not used as interpolation poinl5 gives rise to undesirable oscillations especially at the boundary. To avoid these
problems one should better make use of finite-difference schemes. On non-equidistant grids,the first derivative of
a state variable u with respect to an independent spatial variable can be approximated by [5}

for all interior grid point5 with b.; denoting the distance to .an outward or upward neighbor point respectively. At
the boundary an inward differentiation formula {2] like

I

8u
8x t

::::!

-ua

b.t
b.2 (b.1 + b.2)

+ u2

(2- + 2-) - (J_ +
At

b.2

Ut

b.1

1
At

)

+ b.2 '

can be applied. It is important to note that. ·Caused by the singularity in the origin, all grid-points on the inner
computational circle have also been treated in this way. Furthermore, as a closer look on equation (4) reveals, in
some cases it is possible to make use of the logarithm-e.g. 2q 1 = 8 lng11 /8r holds- before the discretization
process.

Conclusion
Covariant differentiation •o f tensor field5 of arbitrary rank is defined as

Whenever such expressions have to be computed, one is therefore able to do so by approximating the conventional
spatial derivatives and subsequently adding or subtracting products formed by Christoffel symbols and the state
variable itself. These tenns can be interpreted as to take the local (non-Euclidean) geometrical conditions into
account and depend on the co- ·o r contravariant nature of the field variable. Whilst for scalar fields covariant
and ordinary spatial differentiation coincide, the divergence of a contravariant vector field for example has to be
corrected. tha•t is
.
~vi
d1vv= =
~Xi

8vr rt r rt ,., 8v"' r2 r r 2 ,.,
-!- 11V + 12V + - + 12V + 22V.
8r
8~

q

Figures (3-7) show the computed Christoffel symbols of second kind on M. The similar shapes of r~ 1 and 2
result from the fact that 911 and 922 are proportional, whereas near the origin the singularity enters in case of r~2 •
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ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS BY COMBINING
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Abstrac.t
Divide and conquer identification approaches are considered with the aim of permitting well-developed linear
methods can be brought lo bear on the nonlinear identification task. Transfer functions of the plant linearisations are
identified from measured data and the requirement is then to infer the underlying nonlinear system. It is shown that
knowledge only of the transfer functions of the linearisations of the nonlinear system is insufficient to permit such
reconstruction and .suffici·e nt conditi·o ns based on augmented transfer function knowledge are derived.
1. In.t roduction
Mathematical models of dynamic systems are required in a wide range of applications. These models may be
detennined directly from measur·e d experimental data (when, for example, the expense of developing a detailed
analytic model .cannot be justified), derived analyticaHy from first principles or, perhaps most commonly, determined
by some combination of empirical and analytic methods. It should be noted that even in the case of models derived
purely by analytic methods, experimental external validation is required in order to establish their accuracy and range
of applicability. The identification of linear systems from measured experimental data has received considerable
attention over the last thirty years and ther;e exists a wealth of theoretical results relating to issues such as structure
identification, parameter estimation, experiment design and model validafion testing together with a great deal of
accumulated practical experience. However, all systems are in reality n onlinear and identification techniques are less
well developed for systems which cannot be accurately approximated by a single linear time-invariant system. This
type of situation exists not only in the identification field but also more generally. Whilst nonlinear dynamic systems
are widespread, the analysis .and design of such systems remains relatively difficult. In contrast, although systems
with genuinely linear time-invariant dynamics do not, in reality, exist, teclmiques for the analysis and design of
linear time-invariant systems are rath·e r better developed. lt is, therefore, often attractive to consider a divide and
conquer strategy whereby the analysis/design of a nonl in·e ar system is decomposed into the analysis/design of a
ooHecti-on of linear time-invariant systems. In the context of control system analysis and design, this type of strategy
is well ,e stablished and forms the basis, for exarnpl·e, of one of the most widely, and successfully, applied techniques
for the d esign of nonlinear controllers; namely, gain-scheduling. Similarly, in the context of system identification it
is common practice, when faced with the task of modelling a nonlinear system, to initially identify a number of linear
approximations to the system each of which is locally valid.
Traditionally, the first-order Taylor series expansion of a nonlinear system is often employed as a local linear
approximation. However, since the first-order expansion is linear only when the expansion is carried out relative to
.an equilibrium point, consideration is necessarily confined 'to near equilibrium operation. Of course, while the
dynamics in the vicinity of a singie equ ilibrium point are clearly important, the dynamic behaviour during rapid
transitions between equilibrium points and, indeed, the behaviour during sustained operation far from equilibrium are
also frequently of considerable interest Fortunately, this issue is addressed by a recent generalisation of the
conventional equilibrium linearisation, namely the velocity-based linearisation (Leith & Leithead 1998a,b). In
contrast to the conv entional series expansion linearisation approach, the velocity-based approach associates a linear
system, namely the velocity-based linearisation, with every operating point of a nonlinear system (including those far
from equilibrium) not just the equilibrium operating points. The solution to the velocity-based linearisation
associated with an operating point focally approximates the solution of the nonlinear system and the global solution
to the non.linear system can be recovered by appropriately piecing together the solutions to its velocity-based
linearisations. While maintaining continuity with linear methods, the velocity-based approach removes the
restriction to near equilibrium operation which is inherent to conventional linearisation approaches and
accommodates, for example, both transitions between equilibrium operating points and sustained operation far from
equilibrium. Since it describes the dynamics at every operating point, the velocity-based linearisation family
associated with a nonlinear system is alternative representation of the system and involves no loss of information.
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Whilst originally derived in the context of control system analysis and design, the velocity-based linearisation
provides a natural framework within which to consider divide and conquer identification approaches whereby welldeveloped linear methods can be brought to bear on the nonlinear identification task. In the context of system
identification, the transfer functions of the velocity-based linearisations might be identified from measured data using
well-established linear methods and the requirement is then to infer the velocity-based linearisation family or,
equivalently, the non!linear system. It is the latter task which is ·the subject of the present paper ..
2. Velodty-based linearisaticrn
The velocity-based analysis and design representaition is briefly ·summarised. Consider a nonlinear system
i = F(x, r), y = G(x, r)
(1)
where F(·;) and G(·;) are differentiable non'linear functions and re!Rm denotes the input to the plant, y e 9{P the
output and x e !Rn the states. Differentiating (1), an alternative representation of the nonlinear system is
i = w, w= V',F(x, r)w + VrF(x, r) r, y = V'1 G(x, r)w + V.G(x, r) r
(2)
The velocity-based formulation, (2), is dynamically equivalent to (1) in the sense that, for appropriate initial
conditions, they 'have the same solution, x. It can be shown (Leith & Leithead 1998a) that the solution i to the
linear system (the "velocity-based linearisation")

i = w, ~ = V,F(x1.r1) w+ V ..F(x1, r1) r,

y = 'Ys:G{xi, r1) w+ V.G(11, ri) r

(3)
approximates the solution x to the nonlinear system locally to the operating point (x1, r 1). Since a linear system (3) is
associated with every operating point of the nonlinear system, there is a family of velocity-based linearisations
associated with the nonlinear system. Whilst the solution to a single velocity-based linearisation is only a local
.approximation to the solution of the nonlinear sy.s tem, 'the solutions to the members of this family can be pieced
together to i;ecover the solution of the nonlinear system. . The direct relationship between the linearisation, (3), and
the velocity-based noniinear system, (2), is dear, namely, the velocity-based linearisation is obtained by simply
"freezif\g'' (2) at the relevant operating point

3. Conventional transfer function knowledge aJone is insufficie·n t
Inferring the velocity-based linearisation family from the corresponding family of transfer functions is not quite
as straightforward as might at first appear. Some indication of this might be evident from the observation that,
although it is common practice to identify the equilibrium linearisations of a nonlinear system, rarely is there any
attempt to then combine these linearisations in a rigorous manner in order to recover a description of the nonlinear
dynamics as the system moves from the vicinity of one equilibrium point to the vicinity of another. The crux of the
problem is that only input-output data is available and so there exist infinitely many choices of state-space realisation
of each identified transfer function. When piecing together the solutions to the linear systems in order to recover the
solutions to the nonlinear system, this piecing together is carried out in state-space. It is therefore necessary to
determine the appropriate choice of state for each linear system which ensures compatibility with the underlying
nonlinear system.
That knowled,ge only of the transfer functions of the velocity-based linearisations is insufficient to enable the
underlying nonlinear sys·tem to be recovered uniquely can be .seen from the following analysis. The nonlinear
system (l) has, .at the operating point (xi, r 1), the velocity-based linearisation Error! Reference source not found.(3). Of course, ·the dynamics of a linear system are invariant under a non-singular state-transformation. Consider,
therefore, the nonlinear system for which the velocity-based linearisation, at the operating point (x1, r 1) , is

x

1

= T(x.1, ri)m, c7i = T (xi, r1)'V.F(x1, r1)T(x1, r1)m

+ T 1(x1, ri)V.F(xi. r 1 ) r

(4)

v = V .G(x1, r,)T(x1, r 1) ffi + V .G(xi. r 1) r
(5)
where x, ro, i, © e !R" and T(•, •) is a uniformly bounded non-singular matrix which is differentiable with
uniformly
bounded derivatives.
It ·c an
be
seen. that
the velocity-based
linearisations,
Error! Reference source not found.-(3) and (4)-(2), are related by the non-singular transformation ill = T 1(x1,
r1)
i = i , v= y
(6)
and so are dynamically equivalent. Similarly for the velocity-based linearisations at other operating points. The
velocity-form of the nonlinear system with linearisation family (4)-(2) is
i = T(x., r)ro, ci> = T 1(x, r)V.F(x., r)T(x., r)ro + T"1(x., r)V.F(x.. r) r
(7)

w,

v == 'YxG(x_, r)T(x, r)ro + V.G(x.. r) r

(8)

1
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Letting

©

1

= T (x,, r)z the nonlinear system, (7)-(8), may be refonnulated as

i = z_, i = 'il ,F(x,, r)z + 'ilrF(x,, r) r + E

(9)

v = 'il,G(x,, r)z + 'il.G(x., r) r
(10)
where E = T ()'.., r) T 1(x,, r)z. Despite the dynamic equivalence of the members of the velocity-based linearisation
families, it is evident that the dynamics of the nonlinear systems, Error! Reference source not found.-(2)
(equivalently (l)) and (7)-(8), are not the same. The difference between the dynamics is embodied by the
perturbation term, e, and arises from the variation of the state transformation, (12), with the operating point.
4. Conditions for Reconstructing a N<mlinear System from its Identified Linearisations
It is evident from the foregoing analysis that additional infonnation is required in order to permit the nonlinear
system associated with a family of identified transfer functions to be reconstructed. Various types of information
might, of course, provide the required additional infonnation but consideration here is confined to a simple, but
effective, extension of the available transfer function information.
Before proceeding, it is useful to refonnulate the nonlinear system, (1), as
i=A.i.+Br+f(p), y=Cx+Dr+g(p)
(11)

where A, B, C, D are appropriately dimensioned constant matrices, f( •) and g(•) are nonlinear functions and
p(x,r)e!Rq, q~m+n, embodies the nonlinear dependence of the dynamics on the state and input with 'il,p, 'il.p
constant. Trivially, this reformulatioo can always be achieved by letting p = [xr rr]r, in which case q=m+n.
However, the nonlinearity of the system is frequently dependent on only a subset of the states and inputs, in which
case the dimension, q, of p is less than m+n.
Consider two nonlinear systems

i=Ax+Br+f(p),

y=Cx+Dr+g(p)

(12)

:i:=Ai'+Br+f(p), y= Cx+Dr+g(p)
(13)
where r e!Rrn, w, w e!Rn, y, y e!RP, p, p e!Rq. Differentiate to obtain die corresponding velocity-based nonlinear

and

systems
.a nd

p =\I ,pw + V,p r,,;- =(A +Vf(p)V ,p)w +(B+ Vf(p)V,p)r
y = (C + Vg(p )V ,p)w +(D + Vg(p )\! .P )r
p= 'V.-p w+ v.p r,~ =(A+ \lf(p)V,p)w +(B +Vf(p)V,p)r
y= (C + Vg(p )Vi p)w + (D + Vg(p)V ,p)r

(l )
4

(15)

The members of the velocity-based linearisation families are obtained by "freezing" the velocity-based nonlinear
systems (14) and (15). Assume that the nonlinear systems al'e minimal representations in the sense that (1)
:the members of the velocity-based linearisations families are controllable and observable, (2) the pairs (A,C) and

(A, C) are observable, and (J) W(O),

'ilf(O), 'ilg(O), V'°g(O) are equal to zero. Condition l is a standard minimality

condition from linear theory whilst ·c onditions 2 and 3 remove the possible ambiguity regarding the linear
component, if any, of f,
the nonlinear system

f,

g,

g.

,p = v•..,P r..,.w=Aro +([B

T\ =Cm+([o
with augmented input

TJp

(where M

='il ~p,

Reformulate the velocity-based nonlinear system, (14), as in figure l; that is, as
o]+Vf(p)V,..,p)r."'

o]+Vg(p)V,•.,p)r.. "Tip
taug

= Mm+[N o]r..,

[tJ,

=

enclosed within a unity feedback loop by setting the input,

N ='il,p and 'il r.,,P =

(16)

(o I]).

p, equal to the output,

Clearly, the n.onlinear system, (16), is also in velocity-based

form but with the scheduling variable, p, is now an input. Similarly, reformulate (15) as

-P = v,.. "P ?••,.63 = A:co +([ii

o]+ vrciJ>V,.)>)?,.,
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(17)

with augmented input

~ P (where

?.ug

=[~] , enclosed within a unity feedback loop by setting the input, p,equal to the output,

M =V 1 p, N= V r p

and V r.,

1

p = [0

I]). The corresponding velocity-based linearisation families are

obtained, respectively, by "freezing" (16) .and (17).
Assume that corresponding members of the velocity-based linearisation families (i.e. for which p=p1,

have, respectively, the same ttansfer function from r to [

~: Jand from r to [ ~:

l·

p =pt)

It follows inunediately from

standard linear theory that
1

A=T(J>i)AT- (p1),

([o

C=CT- 1(p1 ),

M = MT- 1 (P1), N

([8

o]+Vf(p)Vr.uaP)=T(J>iX[B

o]+vg(p)Vr.11,?),.,([o

o]+Vf(p)Vra111P)

(18)

o]+Vg(p)V,1 ~gP)

~ N

where T(p1) is a non-singular linear state transformation (which may be different for each member of a linear
family). Without loss of generality, let T(O) be the identity matrix; then owing to the minimality condition 3, it
follows that ( 18) reduces at the origin to

r

T(p1 )A

1

(Pi)= A,

-= - = -

A

A, B

-

-

,..,,,.

B, C = C, D = D, M = M , N = N .

Hence,

cr-• (p1 ) = C and so

[c CA ... CAnf T- 1(!Ji)=[C CA ... CAnr

(19)

V'p,

From the observability of (A, C), the matrix [C CA ·· · CAn

r

is full rank and it follows from (19) that T(p1 )

must be constant; that is, T(p1)=T(O)=I. Consequently, under the foregoing conditions the nonlinear systems (14)
and (15) (and so (12) and (13)) must be iden1tiical.
Summary
The reconstruction of a ncmlmear dynamic system from a suitable collection of identified linear systems is
considered. It is shown that knowledge only of the transfer functions of the linearisations of the nonlinear system is
insufficient to permit such reconstruction and sufficient conditions based on augmented transfer function knowledge
are derived.
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TURNING VECTOR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS INTO
MULTIDIMENSIONAL TRANSFER FUNCTION MODELS
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Abstract. Transfer function models for the descriiption of physical systems have recently been introduced. They provide an alternative to the conventional repr-esentation by partial differential equations
(PDE) and are suitable for computer implementation. This paper presents the transfer function models
for vector PD Es. They arise from the physical ana!ysis of multidimensional systems in terms of potential
and flux quantities. Expressing the resulting coupled PDEs in vector form facilitates the direct formulation of boundary and interface conditions in their physical context. It is shown how a carefully constructed
transformation for the space variable leads to transfer function models for vector PDEs. They are the
starting point for the derivation of discr,e te models by standard methods for one-dimensional systems.
The presented functional transformation approach is suitable for a number of technical applications, like
electromagnetics, optics, acoustics and heat and mass transfer.

1

Introduction

The conventional tools for the description of time and space dependent physical phenomena are partial
differential equations (PDEs). Their derivation usually involves two dependent physical variables: a
potential and a ftux quantity. The relationship between these quantities can be established from the first
principles of physics. This results in a pair of coupled PD Es. They may be written in a compact form by
combining the potential and flux quantities into one vector of unknowns and by arranging the differential
operators in matrix notation. This form is called a vector PDE. Vector PD Es are not suitable for direct
computer implementation since they contain spatial and temporal derivatives.
From one-dimensional systems given by ODEs it is well known that a description with transfer function models can be achieved by applying the Laplace transformation. These transfer functions are an
established model in hnear systems theory, electrical network theory, and control theory. They are not
only indispensible for theoretical considerations, they also ,allow to derive effective algorithms .
Multidimensional (MD) systems given by scalar PD Es can also be described with MD transfer function
models by applying suitable spatial transformations [3]. The transformation kernels can be calculated
from the eigenvalues of the self-adjoint spatial differential operators of the scalar PDEs. The transforination kernels can also be used for inverse transformation since they are orthogonal.
The extension to vector PDEs with two or more output variables leads to non-self-adjoint spatial
operators. Consequently the transformation kernels are no longer orthogonal. Thus the kernels of the
inverse t ransformation must be calculated from the eigenvalues of the adjoint eigenvalue problem of the
foreward transformation. Then the transformation kernel of the foreward and the inverse transformation
form a biorthogonal system.
The advantage of using MD transfer function models derived from vector PDEs instead of scalar
PDEs is that both potential and flux quantities occur as variables of the model. Thus interfaces between
seperate spatial domains with differ,e nt physical properties and thus different eigenvalues can be modeled
more simply than with transfer function models derived from scalar PDEs.
The resulting MD transfer function models ar,e an excellent starting point for the development of
discrete-var.iable representations of physical systems. They offer the following advantages: suitability for
computer implementation by iteration free algorithms, stability in the sense of systems theor y, and high
numerical accuracy without prohibitively small step sizes (2].

2

Problem Description

We consider an initial-boundary-value problem with time t and one space dimension x as independent variables. The potential u(x, t) and the flux i(x, t) are combined into the vector y(x, t) = [u(x , t) i(x, t )]T.
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The system of coupled PDEs for potential and flux is of the generic homogeneous form
CDty(x, t)

+ Ly(x, t)

= 0

with

L =A+ BD.,.

(1)

Dt denotes derivation with respect to time. C is a mass or capacitance matrix. L is a matrix operator
containing loss terms in A and spatial derivatives in BD,,. The initial conditions are given by

y(x, O)

= Yi(x),

t

= 0.

(2)

At the endpoints of the interval x 0 < x < x1, we set boundary conditions by a suitable combination of
potential and flux, expressed by the boundary operator fb (H denotes matrix conjugate transpose).
(3)

Transfer Function Mode[

3

The derivation of a transfer function model for vector PDEs follows the same steps as for the scalar case
[2, 31:
1. Apply the Laplace transformation with respect to time. This removes the time derivatives and turns

the initial-boundary-value problem into a boundary value problem for the space variable.
2. Construct a suitable transformation for the space variable which removes the spatial derivatives and
turns the boundary value problem into an algebraic equation.
3. To obtain a MD transfer function, solve the algebraic equation for the transform of the solution of the

PDE.
From this MD transfer function a discrete model in the form of a MD difference equation can be
derived which is suitable for computer implementation.

3.1

Temporal transformation

To remove the temporal derivatives of (I) and to include the initial values into the algebraic equation we
apply the Laplace transformation. We obtain from (1-3) with the temporal frequency varia ble s

sCY(x, s) + LY(x, s)
f~n Y(x,...,s)

3.2

=

Cyi(x)
<I>n(s), n

=

(4)

= 0, 1

(5)

Spatial transformation

The crucial point in the derivation of the transfer function model is the transformation for the space
variable. Its construction will be discussed in detail.
3.'2.1

Transformation formulation

Sinoe we want to r·emove the spatial derivatives from ( 4) .and we want to include the boundary conditions
into the resulting algebraic equation we formulate a spatial transformation which is similar to the Laplace
t ransformation for the time variable. But due to the differ·e nt integration limits we obtain different
transformation kernels i(H (x, ~µ) that are not known a priori. This transformation formulation can be
interpreted as a generalized Fourier expansion

J
XJ

T {Y(x)}

= Y(~µ) =

K_H (x,~µ)CY(x)dx.

(6)

:r:o

(6) transforms the vector Y(x) into the scalar Y ( /3µ) depending on the spatial frequen cy variable~µ
similar to the temporal frequency variable s. From (4) can be seen that the weighting matrix C cannot
be eliminated and must be integrated into the transformation formulation.
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3.2.2

Differ,e ntiation theorem

With (6) the first summand on the left hand side of (4) and the initial conditions Yi (x) can be directly
transformed into the spatial frequency domain. For the operator L of the second summand in ( 4) containing spatial derivatives we have to formulate a differentiation theorem. It should have the same properties
as the differentiation theorem of the Laplace transformation. ·w e can write ( * denotes conjugation)

J
z-1

J
Z'1

I(H(xjµ)LY(x)dx

=

[tk]H Ydx+

[KHBYJ::

(7)

(8)
(7) is an extended Green's formula. In this context the operator L = AH - BH Dx is called the adjoint
operator of L = A+ BD:r [l]. !t has several properti,es that are explained later. In (8) the boundary
conditions are divided into the given parts
and the unknown parts
of the output variable Y.

gt:,..

fi:n

3.2.3

Determination of tih.e transformation kernel

To obtain an algebraic equation in the spatial frequency domain we have to express the integral term of
(7) as a scalar multiplication of the spatial frequency variable /3µ with the output variabfe Y(/3µ). This
leads to the first condition for the determination of the transformation kernel:
:t1

=

/3µY(/3µ)

xo

=/

(9)

/3µKHCYdx

xo

Since the integrals in (9) should be equal for every function Y(x) we obtain
(10)
If B has full rank we derive from (1,10) (T denotes matrix transpose)

(11)

The solution of this matrix eigenvalue yields the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix Q.
The second and third equation for the transformation kernel are derived from (8). Since the boundary
conditions g£fn Y at x = Xn, n = 0, 1 ar,e not known the summand with these terms should vanish. That
can be obtai~ed by demanding
n = 0, 1.
(12)
(10,12) is calLed a generalization of the Sturm-Liouville type problem. Therefore the spatial transformation (6) is caUed a Sturm-LiouviHe transformation. Solving this Sturm-Liouville type problem we obtain
the transformation kernel K and the spatial frequency variable /3µ. From the mathematical point of view
the transformation kernel represents the eigenfunctions and the spatial frequency variable represent t he
eigenvalues of the operator L with respect to the we~ghting matrix C. Since L is a compact operator we
only obtain discr,e te eigenvalues /3µ..

3.3

'Transfer function model

With the temporal transformation (4,5) and the spatial transformation (6,9) we can now turn the PDE
with temporal and spatial derivatives (1) and its initial (2) and boundary conditions (3) into one multidimensional algebraic equation in the temporal and spatial foequency domain
n

= 0, 1 .
(13)
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The boundary conditions are also described in the spatial frequency domain. (13) is the transfer function
model for the MD problem, initially described by a PDE with initial and boundary conditions. The
initial y;(ftµ.) and boundary conditions ~b,n(ftµ, s) are now included as inputs in the transform domain
in the numerator of (13). The denominator is the MD transfer function that filters the input signals to
the output variable Y (/3µ., s).

3.4

Inverse transformation

Since the inverse Laplace transformation is well known, only the inverse spatial transformation is discussed
in detail her,e. It is formulated as a generalized Fourier series since the frequency variable /3µ. is discrete.
N µ. is a norm factor.
(14)
Sinoe the elements of K(x, /3µ) are not necessarily orthogonal, we have to find a transformation kernel
K(x,,Bµ) for the inverse transformation that is biorthogonal to K(x,/3µ.)- K results from the adjoint
eigenvalue problem of (10) and {12):

LK(x,,Bµ)

= /3µCK(x,,Bµ),

rt;nK(xn,,Bµ) = 0,.

(15)

n = 0, 1

(16)

K and K are biorthogonal functions with respect to the weighting mat rix C. This can be shown by
applying Green's formula. Replacing Y in (7) with :K we obtain

The right-hand side of (17) must be zero with respect to (12) and (16) and the left-hand side of (17) can
be evaluated to (18) with respect to (10) and (15).

f"'

lxo

1

1

i(H (/3µ.)L:K(,Bv)dx

-

f"' [LK(/jµ)] H K(,Bv )dx =
Jzo

(.Bv -

ftµ) }%("' ~H (/3µ.)CK(,B,,)dx

(18)

0

Since the first factor of the right hand side of (18) is only zero for /3µ = ,B,,, the second factor must be zero
for /3µ -:j:. ,B,,. Since L is the adjoint operator of L it can be shown that their eigenvalues are related by
Pµ = Since every eigenvalue fjµ. has one conjugate counterpart, K and K are biorthogonal functions
with respect to the weighting matrix C. Nµ. can be ,e valuated by inserting (14) into (6).

/3;.

4

Conclusions

The transformation of scalar PDEs into MD transfer function models was extended in this paper to
vector PDEs. vVe have shown that this physically based approach leads to a transformation formulation
with non-self-adjoint operators. It resulted in a set of biorthogonal transformation kernels. Although
presented here in only one spatial dimension it can be extended to two or more dimensions without loss
of generality. This method is u.sed to obtain effective algorithms for real-time implementations of physical
problems usually described by PDEs, like heat- and mass-transfer, optics and acoustics.
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Abstract
This paper presents the necessary and sufficient conditions for observable realization of a general
class of nonlinear input-output maps. In particular, it proves the equivalence of the two seemingly
different existing .a pproaches in the literature. The paper also provides a general class of NARMA
input-output models t.b at ar·e guar.a nteed to have .a n obsen:abie realization. It is shown that this
class covers several important subclasses of ·e.xisting NARMA models.

I

Introduction

The state spa.re realization of single-input singl~utput nonli.near input-output (i/o) difference equations has been the subject of two recent paper:s (1, 2]. In these papers two completely different approaches wer·e provided to solve the problem. In (I), the intrinsic and coordinate-free generic necessary
and sufficient realizability conditions were formulated in terms of integrability of certain subspaces of
one-forms associated with the i/o model. One of the distinctive characteristics which makes this algebraic approach interesting and useful is its inherent simplicity and transparency. For characterizing
the realizability conditions as well as for constructing the state coordinates, a single tool, based on
elementary time shifting of a function (and an one-form), namely the notion of relative degree, provides
the key. Despite the inherent simplicity of the approach, in order to find the state coordinates, one has
to integrate the integrable one-forms of a certain subspace. Though it is easy to check the integrability
property with the help of the Frobenius theorem, it can be extremely difficult to integrate the required
one-forms to find the state coordinates, especially for complicated models.
On the other hand, the local necessary and sufficient realizability conditions in [2] are formulated
directly in terms of the partial derivatives of the i/o m·a p of the NARMA model. Moreover, the state
coordinates can be co.n structed based on the ·above i/o map. The most complicated task in finding
the state coordinates is to solve a nonlinea.r algebraic equation, and not a set of nonlinear differential
equations as in [1].
The main contributions of this paper is to prove that the two seemingly different approaches are
actually equivalent and yield the same results. The algorithm in [2] can be understood as the method
to compute the basis for a subspace of one-forms. Particularly, this equivalence allows to extend the
results of [1] by providing an (almost) explicit choice of the state coordinates as in [2) without the need
to integrate the one-forms and to solve the set of nonlinear differential equations. This is especially
important for implementation of the realization algorithms via the symbolic computation packages
such as Mathematica or Maple. Solving the set of nonlinear differential equations and integrating the
one-forms are reported to be the most complicated tasks for computer algebra implementation; all the
other operations related to the realization procedure, can be implemented rather straightforwardly [3].
Moreover, the equivalence of the two approaches provides a more general point of view for the results
in [2]. In particular, it allo~s extension of the local results of [2J to global using the more sophisticated
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aLgebraic framework as in (1].
The second purpose of the paper is to provide a more general class of realizable NARMA models as
the one suggested in [2].

2

Equivalence of the necessary and sufficient realizability conditions

Consider a nonlinear system E described by
y(t + n)

= <p(y(t), ... , y(t + n -1), u(t), ... ,u(t + n -

1))

(1)

where :u E U c 'JR is the input variable, y E Y c JR is the scalar output variable and <p is a real analytic
function defined on yn x un. Assume that either 8'P(·)/8y(t) or 8rp(·)/&u(t) is different from zero
(Assumption 1). In the realization problem we .are looking for transforming an i/o equation (1) into
the classical state-space form
x(t + 1) = f(x(t), u(t))
(2)
y(t) = h(x(t)).
We will associate with the system I: an extended state-space ~stem l::e with input v(t) = u(t + s + 1)
and state z(t) = [y(t), ... , y(t + n - 1 ), u(t), . .. , u(t + s )]T defined as
z(t

+ 1) = fe(z(t), v(t))

(3)

where feO = (z2, ... , Zn, <fi(z), Zn+2, ... , Zn+s+1, v]T. The system (3) will play a key role in the realizability conditions and the realization procedure of [l].
Let IC denote the field of meromorphic functions in a fullte number of variables {z(O), v(t), t 2: O}.
The forw:ard-shift operator o: IC - IC is defined qy
o((z(t), v(t)) = ((fe(z(t), v(t)), v(t

+ 1))

The pair (IC, 8) is a difference field. and up to an isomorphism, there exists a unique difference field
(IC*, o•) such that IC c JC•, o* : K: - IC* is an automorphism and the restriction of o· to K. equals
8. By abuse of notation, hereinafter -w:e asswne that the inversive closure (IC* , o*) is given and use the
same symbol to denote the difference field (K., 8) and .its inversive closure.
We first define generic observabili>ty for system (2):
Definition 2.1 We call system (2) locally generically o.bs.eruable if

__ ,_ 8(y(t},y(t+l), ... ,y(t+n-l)) _
rHJ..Ui.x:
8x(t)
- n.

(4)

Over the field K. one can define a difference vector space£:= spanx:{d<p I <p E IC}. The operator
induces a forward-shift opera.tor D. : £ - £ by

L
i

o

aid'Pi -- L(oai}d(ocpi), ai, 'Pi E IC.
i

The relative degree r of a one-form w E £is defined to be the least integer such that D.rw ft spanx:{dz}.
If such an int~ger does not exist, we set r = oo. A sequence of subspaces {1ik} of£ is defined by

'H.1
1i1o+1

= spand dz{O)} = spa.nddy(O), ... , dy(n -

= spandw E 'Hk ! D.w E 1t'1o}, k

2:

1

l),du(O), ... , du(s)}

(5)

It is dear that sequence (5) is decreasing. The subspaces a.re invariant under the (extended) state
space diffeomorphism.
Theorem 2 . 2 The nonlinear system described by the input-output difference equation {1} ha.s a generically observable state space realization i. tf for 1 ~ k ~ n + l the subspaces ?t'k defined by {5} are
completely integrable. Mo reover, the state coordinates can be obtained by integrating the one-forms in
1t'n+ l·
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Next, we will recall the realizability conditions, given in [2}. For that, we define the blocks of input
and output by
u(t) = (u(t), ... , u(t + n -1)) ,
y(t) = (y(t), ... , y(t + n - 1))
Evaluating y(t), y(t + 1), ... , y(t
the 'b lock i/o map

+n -

1) recursively in terms of y(t - n), u(t - n) and u(t) we obtain

y{t) =

~(y(t

- n), u(t - n), u(t))

where ·<li = ( <.p 1 , <.p2 ... , <.pnf, <.p 1 (y, u, v) = <.p(y1, .. . , Yn, Ui, ... , Un), and.

oi-

11.p(y1, ... 1Ym,U1, . .. ,um).
fori = 2, .. . n. Not·e that in t·e rmsoftheforwa.rd--shift operator 6, 1.p'(y, u, v) =
For x E lR!" , denotin,g Dx := [ 8~ 1 • • •
it can be easily seen that Assumption 1 implies that
either Dy<li(y, u, v) or Du~(y, u, v) is invertible. To accommodate, these two cases we define the
modified block i/o map ~(y, u, v) := <li(y, u, v) if o<.p(-)/8y(t) is nonzero and <i>(u,y, v) := <li(y, u, v)
otherwise. Using the implicit function theorem, it can be seen that the map <ii (y, u, v) is a local cliffeomorphism with respect to y . Th.at is, ther·e exists a smooth local function <i>;1 such that
y =<i>;1 (z, u, v) :::::::;. z =~(y, u, v). :For future reference we need Du<i>;; 1(z, u, v). Taking the partial
derivative of z =~(~; 1 (z, u, v), u, v) with respect to u it follows that

a:n ),

(6)
We now present the main result of the paper, the pmof of which shows explicitly the equivalence of the
realizability conditions in [l] and a generalization of those in [2].
Theorem 2.3 :The nonlinear system described by the inpv.t-output difference equation {1} has a generically observable state space realization ifj if Dy ~(y, u, v)- 1 Du~(y , u, v) is independent of the third
variable v. Moreover, the s.tate vector may be defined .by x(t) = ~(y(t-n) , u(t-n), v) for any constant
vector v E lR!'.
Proof. We need to .show that integrability of 1in+l is equivalent to the necessary and sufficient
condition of Theorem 2.3.
Let w = Ady(O) + Bdu(O) E 1i1, wit h A,B E Jel xn_ Then t::i,.nw = onAdy(n) + onBdu(n). Since
y(n} = <I>(y('O), u(O), u(n)),
dy(n)

= Dy(O)<I>(y(O), u(O), u(n))dy(O)+Du(o)<li(y(O), u(O)., u(n))du(O)+ Du(n)<li(y(O), u(O), u(n))du(n) .

.For tl.nw E 7t1, one must have onADu(n)<I>(y(O), u(O), u(n)) +.onB = 0 which yields
B = - ADu(o)~(y(-n), u(-n), u(O)). From the modified biock i/o map, there exists a smooth local
function ~; 1 such that, y(-n) = ~; 1 (y(O), ii(-n), u(O)) wher·e (ii, y) = (u, y) if 8cp(·) / 8y(t) is nonzero
and (ii, y) = (y, u) ·o therwise. Using this in the preceding equation, gives

B = -ADw~(<i>; 1 (y(O),u(-n),u(O)),ii{-n),w) lw=u(O)

Thus

1-l..+i

= span...:;{dy(O) - Dw~(ii>; 1 (y(O), ii(-n), u(O)), u(-n), w) Jw= u(o) du(O)}.

It can be seen that ?tn+l is integrable i:ff Dw<i>(<i>; 1(z, u, v ), u, w) lw=v is independent of u or equivalently

for i

= 1 , ... , n where W i is the i-th component of w.
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Taking the derivative and using (6) yields

Thus
•
.
( a
a Du'1>(~
.. _1 (z, u, v), u, w) lw=v-_ -Dy~{y,
. _1
)
awi
u, w) aw, Du'1>31 (z, u, w) lw=v .
11

Since Dyci>(y, u, w) is invertible, 1tn+i is integrable iff Du<i>; 1 (z, u, v) is independent of v thereby
proving the claim.
If 1tn+t is integrable, then the same argument as the one in the sufficiency proof of Theorem 3.2 in
[l] can be used to conclude integrability of all the 1ti 's.
Next we show that dx(O) = dci>(~; 1 (y(O), 0, u(O)),O, v) E 1tn+l· Indeed,
•

•

dx = Dy~(z, 0, v)(Dy~(z, 0, u))

-1

•

{dy - Du~(z, 0, u)du)

1

where z = 4'; (y, 0, u). Thus dx E 1tn+l·
The following corollary provides a sufficient oondition for the realizability of the input-output differeuce equation (1) giving rise to a special subclass of NARMA models to be discussed.
A

Corollary 2.4 The nonlinear system described by the input-output difference equation (1) has a generic.ally ob.servabte state space realization if
a:i,j(y, u, v)

f3i,j (y' u, v)

= {j"·-1 Dy;'P(Y1, • •·, Ym1Ut,•••1 Um)
= oi-l Du; ip(y1, ... , Ym1 u1, ···,um)

(7)

(8)

.are independent of v for al.l i = 1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , n - i + 1.
Proof. It is shown in [2J that Dy~= u- 1 L"' and Du~= u- 1 L13 where U(y,u,v) is an invertible
lower triangula.r matrix, and Lor(Y, u, v) and Lor(y, u, v) are upper triangular matrices involving only
O:i,i~Y, u, v) and f3i,z(Y, u, v), respectively. Thus the hypothesis Implies that the upper triangular matrix
Dy~(y, u, v)- 1 Du~(y, u, v) is independent of v. The proofof the Corollary now follows from Theorem
2.3 as a special case.

3

.A special subclass of N .A RMA models

In many situations the NARMA model is obtained from experimental data using the identification
procedures or neural networks. It is dear from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 that an arbitrarily st ructured
NARMA model does not necessarily have a state space realization. Using such a model is highly
undesirable in further stability analysis and/or control design since practically a.ll existing control
theory for n1o nlinear systems bases on a state space description. Motivated by the above and relaying
on the necessary and sufficient realizability conditions stated in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we now introduce
a subd.ass of NARMA models, each of which is guar.a.nteed to have a classical state space description.
The subclass provided by us is described by the following equations:

=

y(t + n)

'Pn- k(y(t), ... , y(t + k), u(t)) + <f'n-k-1(y(t+1), ... + ... , y(t + k + 1), u(t + 1))
ip 1 (y(t+n-k - l), . .. ,y(t +n-1),u(t +n- k-1))

+ ... +

(9)

for :a ny k = 0, I, ... , n - 1.
It can be easily checked that this NARMA satisfies the su.ffi.cient conditions of Corollary (2.4). Also,
computing the subspace
1tn-k+l

=

sp,ic{ dy(:t), ... , dy(t + k) , d[y(t + k + 1) - ~1 (y(t + k), ... , y(t), u(t))],
dfy.(t + k + 2) - ~l (y(t + k + 1),. .. ,y(t + 1), u(t + 1)) - ~2(y(t + k), ... , y(t) , u (t)], ...
d[y(t + n - 1) - <Ii 1 (y(t + n - 2), y(t + n - 3), ... , y(t + n - k - 2) ,
u(.t + n - k - 2)) - . .. - <Pn-k-1 (y(t + k), ... , y(t), u(t))]}
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.shows tha,t the NARMA model (9) is realizable in the classical state space form. The state coordinates
can be obtained from Theorem (2.3) or by integrating the one-forms in 'Hn-k+l · So, we choose

x1(t)
Xk+i(t)
Xk+2(t)
Xk+3(t)
Xn(t)

=

y(t)

=
=

y(t + k)
y(t + k +I) - ~1(y(t + k), ... , y(t), u(t))
y(t + k+ 2) - ~1(Y + k + 1), ... ,y(t + 1),u(t + 1))- ~2(y(t + k), . .. ,y(t),u(t))
y(t + n - 1) - ~i(y(t + n - 2), ... , y(t + n - k - 2), u(t + n - k - 2))
- ... <Pn-k-1 (y(t + k), ... , y(t) , -u(t))

-

=

and obtain the state equations as follows

Xk(t + 1)
Xk+i(t + 1)
Xk+2(t + 1)

=
=
=

Xk+1(t)
Xk+2(t) + ~1 (xk+1(t) , ... , xi(t), u(t))
xi.+3(t) + <P2(xi.+1 (t), ... , x 1(t), u(t))

Xn-1(t+J)
Xn(t + 1)

=
=

Xn(t) + <Pn-k-1 (xi.+1 (t), ... , X1 (t), u(t))
<Pn-k(Xk+1(t) , .. . , X1 (t), u(t))

(10)

Note that (9) covers several important subclasses of NARMA models. First, fork= 1 it reduces to
the special subclass, presented in [2) and proved to be realizable in the Kalmanian form.
Second, for k = 0, it Teduces to the subclass of nonlinear systems in the observer form.
Third, when studying the control problems for NARMA models, majority of the researchers typically
assume the system to be in the controllability (Brunovsky) canonical form. This form corresponds to
the case k = n - 1.

4

Conclusions

This paper explicitly proved the equivalence of the necessary and sufficient conditions in papers [1)
and [2) for observable realization of a general class of nonlinear input-output maps. The paper also
formulated a general class of realizable NARMA models, which covers several important subclasses of
existing NARMA models .
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Abstract The semantics of a state-event statement is c<msidered in a situation where one process changes the
value ·o f a variable, and another process 1execu1tes a state-event statement - involving the same variable - at the
same time-point. If the condition of the state-event statement is evaluated immediately, the shared variable may
still have its old value. By means of an example model of a multi-section conveyor it is shown that immediate
evaluation of state-event conditions is undesirable from a modelling point of view. The proposed semantics of the
state-event statement is that the evaluation of the state-event condition is postponed until the other processes can no
longer execute statements at the current time-point, and a new consistent state has been established. This semantics
facilitates the development of correct models. The proposed semantics is analogous to the transition semantics in
hybrid automata.

Introduction
Two main fields of research into hybrid systems are: formal analysis of hybrid systems, and simulation of hybrid
systems. In the first field of research, m odel properties are derived by means of formal analysis. In the second field
of research, simulation is used to obtain insight in dynamical system behaviour. The languages and tools used in
the two fields are quite different. In the first field, formal languages a.I'e used: in many cases hybrid automata [ 1)
or hybrid Petri nets. The languages and tools are designed to facilitate the construction of proofs. If simulation
facilities are available, they are usually limited. Algebraic equations and algebraic loops, for example, are usually
not allowed. In the second field on the other hand, simulation languages are used. Aspects that are considered
important for simulation languages are among others: ease of use and expressive power of the language. A formal
language semantics (meaning of the language et.ements) is, however, usually not available.
Concepts and techniques from both fields are required for the design of a hybrid simulation language. A first
step on the way to achieve model correctness, is a formal definition of the language semantics. In the sequel, the
semantics of language constructs for modelling of state-events is treated. Such a language construct is, for example,
a nabla statement in x [7), a switch to statement in gPROMS (2), and a when statement in Dymola [3]. In the
sequel, we refer to the term state-event statement. By means of a model of a multi-section conveyor, the different
possibilities for the semantics of state-event statemenits we explained . In this paper, a semantics is chosen that
makes it ·easier for the modeller to develop correct models. The conveyor system is modelled using the hybrid
x language. The discrete-event part of the x language is based on Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP),
the continuous-time part on non-causal differential algebraic equations. In this paper, only a small subset of x is
used. Simulation models using the x simulator have been used in a large number of industrial cases such as an
integrated circuit manufacturing plant and a beer brewery. Verification of discrete-event x processes is treated in
[5). Verification of hybrid x models wiH follow in near future.

Model of a transport system
Figure l shows the transport system. The system consists of a line of conveyor belts driven by motors; it is used for
transportation and buffering of boxes. Each conveyor belt is equipped with a sensor (represented in the figure by a
small rectangle), that detects the presence of a box. Figure 2 shows the iconic structural x model of two conveyor
belts (co nvo and conu1) and the associated control processes (cco and cc1). The model is a highly simplified
version of the model treated in (6]. The dashed lines with arrow heads represent the synchronization channels
(pc 0 , pc 1 • pc2 , po , PI, p2). the lines ending in a small circle represent shared variables (xo, x1, x2, ono, on1 , so, s1).
The textual model is discussed below. They keyword type precedes the declaration of new types. The predefined
type boo! is the boolean data type.
type position= real , length= real, velocity= real. sensor= bool, actuator= bool
Systems are specified as follows: syst name(parameter declarations) = I[ process and system declarations,
channel and variable declarations I process and system instantiations )I. System S is a textual specification of
the iconic model from Figure 2. Two processes cco. cc 1 of type CC are declared, and two processes convo, conv1
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Figure 1: The transport system.

Figure 2: Model of the transport system.

of type Conv (Conveyor). Channels pc 0 , pc 1, • • • , pz are of type - void, which means that the channels are for
synchronization only, and do not transmit data. Variables xo, x1, x2, ono, on1, so, s 1 are declared in the system
because they we shared between processes. Variables are either continuous or discrete. Continuous variables are
declared using a double colon (e.g. x :: position); they are the unknowns in the equations. Discrete variables
are declared using a single colon (e.g. ono , on1 : actuator); their value is determined by assignment statements
only (e.g. on := false). Behind the bar I, the four processes cco, cci, convo and conv 1 are instantiated with their
actual parameters. The dots preceding and following the instantiations indicate that the additional conveyor belts
preceding and following the two modelled conveyor bdts are not shown in the specification.
syst S(lconv. lbox. !sensor: length, Vset: veloci•ty) =
I[ cco, CCI : .CC, convo, convi : .Conv, pc0 ,pc 1,pc2 , P<» PI, P2: -void
, xo, XI, x2 :: position, ono, on1 : actuator, so, s1 : sensor

I ...
ll cco (pco, pc 1, ono, so) II
!I cc1 (pc!, pcz , on 1, s1) II
ll ...

convo (po, p I, xo, x 1, On(), so, lconv, .f.oox , lsensor, Used
conv1 (pi, p z, XJ, xz, on1, SJ, lconv. lbox, lsensor • Vse1)

11

A process may consist of equations, discrete-event statements, or a combination of both: proc name(parameter
declarations) = I[ variable declarations; initialization I equations I discrete-event statements ]I. Processes interact
by means of channels and shared variables (c·o ntinuous channels are no longer present in x). Consider a channel p
connecting two processes. Execution of p - in one process causes the process to be blocked until p - is exec uted
in the other process.
The con•t ml process cco (of type CC) shares variables ono and so with process convo. The keyword xtern
(external) preceding variables on and s in the parameter list of process CC indicates that these variables are defined
ex:ternally (in this case, in system S). The process first switches the conveyor on (on :=true). The remainder of the
process is an infinite loop(*[ ... ]). By means of a state-event statement V r, the discrete-event part of a process
,can syncihron.ize with the ,e quations of a process. Exre cution of V r causes the process to be blocked until relation
r becomes true. By execution of statement 'i1 s, prooess cco waits until s becomes true, which means that the box
has reached the sensor position. After that, the conveyor convo is switched off (on := false). Subsequently, process
cco tries to synchronize (pc0 - ) with process cc1. When process cci executes the corresponding synchronization
statement (pci - , since channel pc 0 in cco and c hannel pci in cc I are both connected to channel pc 1 in system S),
conveyor convo is switched on again (on :=true). After th·e box has left the conveyor ('il _,s , where-. means logical
not, so that -.s is true when s is false), the loop is re-executed.
: - void , .xtern on: actuator, xt,ern s : sensor) =
I[ on := true
I *'[ pci ~; \ls ; on:= false; pc0 - ; 011 :=true; 'il-.s ]

proc CC(pq, pc 0

ll
Processes convo and conv.1 (of type Conv, see specification below) model the ph ysical behaviour of the conveyor
be lts. Boolean variable box indicates the presence of a box on the conveyor. The equati on of process Conv is a
conditional equation: [ b l - + equ I D. •. a b,, equ,I ], where equ; (I s i s n) represents an equation (or more
than one equation) . The boolean expressio n b; denotes a guard. At any time, (at least) one guard must be open (true),
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so that the equation associated with the open guard is activated. The position of the front of the box is modelled by
means of an ordinary differential equation (x' = Uset or x' = 0). When a box crosses the boundary of two conveyors
convo and conv1, the box is transported from process convo to conv1 by means of a synchronization via channel p 1.
From that point on, the position of the box will be registered in process conv1 . instead of process convo . Initially,
there is no box o n the conveyor and the sensor is off (box := false; s := false). When the box is present and the
conveyor is switched on (box/\ on), equation x ' = lJset is active. Here, x' denotes the time derivative of x, and Vset
is the velocity of the conveyor belt. When the conveyor is switched off (box/\ -.on), equation x' = 0 is active.
When there is no box on the conveyor (-.box), there is no active equation. 'The meaning of -.box ~ undefined x,
is that for as Jong as -.box is true (so that box is false), variable x is no longer an unknown in the equations, and is
thus not defined by the equations; it behaves like a discrete variable. In the discrete-event part of convo, the process
first synchronizes (Pi-) with its predecessor to receive a box (box :=true). The position of the box is initialized
to 0. After that, the process waits until the box reaches the sensor position ("V x 2'.': lconv - lsensor ) , and switches the
sensor on (s :=true). When the box reaches the boundary between the two conveyors ("Vx 2'.': lconv). process convo
synchronizes with its successor process conv1 . When both processes are ready to synchronize (execution of Po in convo and execution of Pi - in conv1 ), the box is moved from convo to conv1 (execution of box :=false in convo
and execution of box:= true; x := 0 in conv1). Subsequently, process convo waits until the rear of the box has
passed the sensor, which happens when the position of the front of the box in the next conveyor (Xnexi) becomes
equal to l box - /sensor ("Vxnext 2'.': lbox - /sensor). After that., the sensor is switched off (s :=false), and the loop is
re-executed.
proc Co11v( Pi· Po: -void, xtem x, Xnm :: position , xtern on: actuator, xtem s: sensor
, fconv, fbox , lsensor : length, Vset : velocity

)=
I[ box : boo); box :=false; s := false

I [ box /\ on

0 box /\ -.on
O-.box

=

--+ x'
Vset
--+ x' = 0
--+ undefined x

J
I *[

P i - ; box := true ; X := O; "V X ::'.': lconv - lseru:.or; s := true; V X
; Po-; box := false ; "V Xnext ::".: lbox - l sensor; s := false

:'.'.: lconv

)

)!

State-event semantics
To demonstrate the importance of the semantics of a state-event statement\/ r, the processes convo and conv 1 are
re-considered at the time-point when the box crosses ,the boundary between the conveyors. This is modelled by
execution of the synchronization Po - in process convo, and Pi - in conv I· Just before the synchronization takes
place, the value of variable box in process conv1 is false {because there is no box present in that process), so that
variablex not defined by an equation. The va'lueof x can either be undefined (in the case that so far no box has entered
process conv 1) , or it can be equal to (or bigger than) lconv. which is the value of x when the last box left the conveyor
and box became false. Variable Xoext in process convo has the same value as variable x in process conv i, since Xnext
in convo and x in conv1 refer to the same external variable x 1 in system S. Immediately after the synchronization has
taken place, process convo executes the statement box := false (followed by "V Xnext 2'.': lbox - lsensor ), and process
conv 1 executes the statements box := true; x := 0. These statements are executed concurrently, which means that
the execution order of the statements in process convo relative to the execution order of the statements in proce.ss
conv1 is undetermined. Therefore, it is possible that first process conv1 executes the statements box :=true; x := 0,
followed by the execution of statements box := false ; "V Xnext 2'.': lbox - lsensor in process convo. It is also possible
that first process convo executes the statements box := false; "V Xnext 2'.': lbox - /sensor. followed by execution of the
statements box := true: x := 0 in process conv1 . In the last case, state-event statement "Vxnext ::".: lbox - lsensor
is executed while variable Xnexi is either undefined or equal to (or bigger than) lconv. instead of equal to 0. This
example shows that it can be undesirable to evaluate the condition of a state-event statement immediately.
ln ,order to ,ensure that state-event statements are executed when all processes have updated their variables, the
proposed semantics of a state-event statement V r is that evaluation of the state-event condition r is postponed
until the discrete-event parts of all processes are temporarily b'locked in a sy nchronization statement, time-passing
statement or state-event statement, and the unknown variables of the set of active equations have been solved. Such
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a state is termed a 'consistent state'. This has the following implications for the conveyor example. When process
convo executes the statement V Xnext 2:: loox - lsensor. evaluation of the condition Xnext 2:: lbox - lsensor is postponed
until process con111 has become blocked in statement Vx 2:: lconv - !sensor• and variable .Xnext is equal to 0.
Most models behave the same when the evaluation of a .state-event condition is immediate, instead of postponed
until the processes are blocked. There are,, however, two reasons why immediate evaluation of a state-event condition
is undesirable. First, it may lead to hard to find ·e rrors in models, because the correct execution of a model such
as the conveyor system specified above, depends on the relative or;der of concurrently executing processes. If one
process execu~es before th·e other, d1e model executes correctly; if the ex·e cution order is the other way round, the
model executes incorrectly. Second, postponed execution of .state-event conditions is analogous to the transition
semantics of hybrid automata that a!'e often used for fonnal analysis of hybrid systems [I ]. In this way, the use
of available tools and techniques for formal analysis of models using state-event statements is made easier. The
analogy can be explained by the fact it hat the transition condition of a transition in a hybrid automaton is analogous
to the state-event condition of languages with state-event statements. Furthermore, a transition tAB from one state A
of an automaton to another state B may be accompanied by assignments to variables. After a transition from state
A to state B, new transitions from state B to other states are considered only when the assignments of transition
tAB have been executed.
In some modeliing languages, connection elements are used instead of shared variables. E.g. streams in
gPROMS [2] and te.n ninals in Dymola [3]. In such languages, the variables x and .Xnext from the conveyor example
would not be shared but would instead be connected to the same connection element. If the connection semantics
is such that the connected variables become a single entity, a shared variable as treated above is realized. If the
connection semantics is that of an algebraic equation denoting equality of the two variables, it needs to be specified
when the equations are valid, and how equality is ensured after a discontinuous change to connected variables [4 ].
The z;esults with regard to the proposed semantics of state-event statements, however, remain the same as in the
shared variable case.
1

Conclusions
Postponing the eva:luation of state-event conditions until •the sta~e of the processes is consistent facilitates the
development of correct models, and col"!'esponds 1to the semantics of hybrid automata. The relevance of this
semantics has been illustrated by means of .a n 'e xample.
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FROM HUMAN-MACHINE-INTERACTION MODELING TO VIRTUAL
AGENTS CONTROLING AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS: A
PHENOMENOLOGICAL ENGINEERING-ORIENTED APPROACH
Dirk Soffker
University of Wuppertal
GauJ3strasse 20, D-42097 Wuppertal
Abstract. The modeling of the Human-Machine-Interaction (HMI) gives ideas to transfer the understanding of human control and to apply the developed modeling technique to autonomous technical
systems, like mobile robots . The task of this new kind of intelligent control is to respond autonomously
and problem-equivalent to complex situations.

Introduction
Whereas classic control schemes typically address issues relating to speed , accuracies and other low-level
problems, more complete theoretical models of system operation often are quite complex and unwieldy
in unknown environments or situations.
In the sixties and seventies the human-control behavior was examinated for stimulus-response tasks,
e.f. describing the time behavior of human driving etc., e.g. [I]. In the nineties the Human-MachineInteraction is fomssed. Different research directions have been established, which are oriented between
Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches and phenomenological macro cognition oriented engineering approaches [2]. In [3,4) a modeling approach of human in·t eraction with a formalizable technical environment is developed. Core of the work is a specified situation-operator model (SOM). In contrast to known
procedures [5,6 ,7) the developed approach is neither based on exact temporal logic nor assumes a mathematical perfect understanding of context structures. Gigerenzer and Goldstein [8] show that unsatisfying
classical norms of rational inference fast and frugal algorithms can lead to effective rationality. The idea
is to transfer the engineering oriented approach (3,4] to autonomous technical systems. In the sequence
the SOM-technique is used to describe the 'human controler' (HC) as well as an autonomous system
(AS) and will be summarized as intelligent system (IS) .

From Scenes and Actions to Situations and Operators
Core of the approach is the assumption that the changes of the world are understood as a sequence of
scenes and actions [3,4). ISs are included in the real world (RW). Depending on the principal sensorial
inputs, perceptions, and on the perception-defined knowledge base, the ISs adept and learn only parts
of the RW. These parts are modeled using the special situation and operator calculus. The describable
part of RW is called a system.

iA1

FI
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Dynamic
C, /
eometry relation
~

-.......,
'--·-
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/
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c,
--- ---

Situation S,
{considered
system)

Fig . 2: Structure of the proposed
item operator 0

Fig. 1: Structure of the proposed
item Sit uation S (Example)
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The item situation, which is (in contrast to [9]) a time-fixed system- and problemequivalent one,
describes the system. The operator changes situations in time. The situation S consists of characteristics
C and relations R. The characteristics are linguistic terms describing important facts (as qualities).
This includes physical arid informational values. The introduced item characteristic ( C) includes the
possibility of time-dependent parameters P. The relation R (of Cs) fixes the structure of the considered
scene of the world modeled as situation S. The introduced situation concept allows the integration of
different types of engineering-like descriptions.
\

A graphical illustration of the structure of a situation is given with
fig. 1. The operator 0 (cf. fig. 2) is understood and modeled from
a functional point of view: the operator is an information-theoretic
'
construct which is defined by his function F (as the output) and
\
'.
assumptions. Here explicit and implicit assumptions eA, iA are di:
stinguished.
F will only be realized if the explicit assumptions eA
1
;;\
: / \ _ _ are fulfilled. The iA include the constraints between the eA and F of
.......__.......,
the operator. The eA are of the same quality as the characteristics
, ~ "'L, 'to' /
C of S. For the internal structure of the operator other descriptions like textual, logical, mathematical or other problem-related
r
i
descriptions are allowed.
/ ·k
.
Operators are changing situations. This defines the discrete events
~ (._)
.
of the change of situations. Operators and situations are strongly
~ ". /
connected due •to. t~e identity. of the characteristics of t_he_ situati/
ons and the expllClt assurnpt10ns of the operators. This mcludes
that the situation also ·consists of 'passiv' operators (internal causal
actual
actual
relation: 'because'), whereby the change is done by 'active' operasituation
operator
tors (external causal relation: 'to'), illustrated with fig. 3. The
change of the world results as a sequence of single actions modeled
Fig. 3: Connection between
by operators, illustrated in fig. 4.
situation and operator

"'·

Start S 1

i

'Actual'

\,

\. :

"···

-----------------------

s, : s,, co,,

0 2,

o.)

Fig. 4 : Sequence of operators changing the situations
from the originator to the d,esired goal

'Desired'

Please
note
that the operators correspond to situations.
Both are not only used
for structural organization of the (outerside)
world of the system ,
but also for internal representation and stoThey are the
rage.
core/background of all
higher organized internal operations and
functions of the IS like
learning, planning etc.

[3,4).

Learning
Following assumptions have been made:
• The problem-dependent structures of the real world scenes can be clearly identified as situation dependent R 's and C 's.
• The resulting identified S describe the R.W in the way, that the relevant stru cture of the scenes a nd
those of the identified S is equal.
• Operators are defined as time-independent .
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Based on the introduced assumptions learning appears as the definition / redefinition of operators.
This includes several difforent cases, where S; denotes the i-th situation, R; denotes the i-th relation and
A ;, Bi , D; denote the set of characteristics C; of the i-th situation.
The classical straight forward learning includes the definition of 0 1 by his induced (: active learning)
or observed (: passive learning) situation changes,

=' Ri+ 1 , C; i= C;+1

0;

S;(R;(C;)) __. S;+1(R;(C;+1))

O;
O;

R; i= R;+1. 'C; = CI+i
S;(R;(C; )) - S;+1(R;+1{C;+1)) R; i= R;+1 , C; i= C;+i

R;

S;(R;{Ci)) - S;+1(R;+1 (C;))

(1)

(2)
(3)

which includes changes of situation structures R; __. R;+ 1, characteristics Ci __. C;+ 1 or both .
This direct learning and definition procedure of operators is the main mechanism to map the outer
world to the inner mentaJ world of IS . This includes that IS is able to identify R,·, Ci from his sensorial
inputs in combination with his actual knowledge. This cannot be assumed in general. To overcome the
included problems of learning coincidentally coherencies and learning non-concretely coherencies due to
unsufficient memory - mental model (MM) - capabilities, it is necessary to include backward oriented
learning abilities : This includes the ability to distinguish Cs necessarily connected to R to those of
coincidental presence not directly connected to the problem structure.
Example 1:
The reality consists of S;(R;(A;, B;), D;) (R; connects A; and B;) and the learning mechanism of IS
assumes/identifies S; as S;(R;(A; , B;, D;)) so 0 1 will be learned as
(4)

Due to the <:Ontingencies of the reality it may happen that
(5)

can be observed, so IS gets the chance to rebuild the 0 1 definition by 'replaying' to find the true
5 1, 0 1 ~ S 2 sequence to redefine the objective 0 1. ln this way learning appears as a strongly nonlinear
procedure due to the strong connection of the definition process of operators to the context, which
includes the individual initial conditions of IS (the actual Sand MM).
Example 2:
The task of IS should be the realization S 1 (R1(A1,B1,D1))--+ S2(R1(A2 , B2 , Di) . IS will take 0 11
as learned (eq. 4) . So the reality may be in contradiction to the MM , so there is a reason to reflect
and change the definitions. It depends on internal features of IS to rebuild the MM immediately, after
additional experiences or after extensive hypothesis oriented tests of definition of 0 1 .
Please note that this definitions of learning are independent fr.om external commendations, penalties
or rewards. The learning capabilities are the key feature for acting in unknown situations.

Planning, Action, and Achievement of planning
Planning is assumed as the mental preparation of the action or the series of actions to change actual Sact
to desired ones Sdes ., cf. fig. 4. Modeling of planning based on the SOM-technique includes a MM as a
set of previously learned definitions / operators and the ability to identify the given goal Sdes. and Sact ..
The goal elaboration is not considered here. Planning includes the elaboration of a ordered set of suitable
O; to solve the task Sact . ___.,. Sdu . · Due to the definition of Sand 0 this can be done by comparison of
C;, tA, F applying a backward or forward reasoning strategy. The individual solvability strongly depends
on the MM . If this cannot be solved exactly (different reasons possible) , practical planning procedures
are possible which use operators which do not exactly fulfil! the requirements (full set of Cs) , but
requirements close to the desired perfect ones. This includes testing strategies, associative combinations
(where internal similarities between the relation ea , F of the supposed unknown, but perfect 0 and
the C of known 0 exist . In the reality conflicts appear between goals, part goals, necessary actions and
reachable situations. Therefore decisions have to be made. This includes the development and evaluation
of alternative paths (operator sequences), the choice of weighting factors etc. and also strongly depends
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on the MM, and a-re not declared here.
The execution of the mentally prepared
sequence of operators as actions realizes
the interaction with RW. The interaction
itself gives a variety of learning sequences:
the result of each action of IS can be compared with the predicted one to optimize
the internal MM etc.

Mobile Robot

The architecture of a SOMbas,e d autonomous system
The
architecture
of
the
proposed behavior- and memory- based
open system is given in fig. 5. Here additionally modules of hypothesis testing,
of data based reconfiguration and, very
important, of object- and scene recognition , .scene and phenomenological interpretation are given for the example of a
mobile robot. [t will be clear that the system is able to get a perfect impression of
his environment, depending on his sensoral inputs, the observable change of the
environment and on his interaction. The
system is designed for unknown environment, which includes that firstly interactions are needed to build the MM.
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T he contribution briefly describes elements and architecture of a new kind of
intelligent control to autonomous systems
like mobile robots based on the descrip-Fig. 5: Outline of the proposed intelligent control scheme
tion of the Human-Machine-Interaction. based on the SOM- technique
1
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Abstract. Genera.ting random variates as generalisation of a given sample is an important task for
stochastic simulations. The three main methods suggested in the literature are: fitting a standard distribution, constructing a.n empirical distribution that approximates the cumulative distribution function
and generating variates from the kernel density estimate of the data. The last method is practically
unknown in the simulation literature although it is as simple .as the other two methods. The comparison
of the theoretical performance of the methods and the results of three small simulation studies show that
a variance corrected version of kernel density estimation performs best and should be used for generating
variates directly from a. sample.

Introduction.
It is well known that the choice of the input distribution is a crucial task for building a stochastic
simulation model. If the inputs of the real system we ar·e interested in are observable, it is possible
to collect data. In this case the choice of the input distribution for the stochastic simulation model is
a statistical problem, which can be called the modelling of probabiHty distributions from data.. The
problem can be solved in a para.metric approach by estimating the parameters of a. suitable standard
distribution or in a non-parametric approach by estimating the unknown distribution. We are convinced
that due to its greater flexibility the non-parametric approach should be used unless there are profound
a priori l'easons (•eg. of physical natuve) favouring a certain standard distribution.
In stochastic simulation we are interested not only in estimating the input distribution but also
in genera.ting random variates from that distribution. This task is called "generating variates from
empirical distributions" or "generalising a. sample" in the simulation literature (see eg. [1] and [5]). As
these names indicate, the problem of estimating (or modelling) the input distribution is often hidden
behind a procedure to generate random variates from data. Perha:ps that is the reason that no comparison
of the quality of the estimation of the different methods was done till now, all though there is a developed
statistical theory discussing the optimal estimation. of densities. Especially kernel density estimation is
well suited for modelling input distributions, as variate generation from these estimates is very simple.
This was already observed in the monographs [4], {2] and [6] but seems to be widely unknown in the
simulation literature.
Therefore this paper compares the theoretical properties of these different methods of generating
random variates from data an.cl wiH demonstrate with simple examples that the choice of the method
can have an influence on .simulation results.

Sampling fro.m Empirical Distributions
We are given a random sample of size n, denoted by X 1 , X2, ... , Xn . swill denote the sample standard
deviation. Of course it he simplest method of sampling from the empirical distribution is naive resampling. We just take randomly numbers of the sample. If the sample is based on a continuous random
variable this method has the obvious drawback, that only a small number of different values can be
generated.
Tb overcome these problems two well known simulation text-books ([1] and [5]) suggest to use a linear
interpolation of the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) for generating random variates.
The algorithm suggested in [5] (we shall call it ELK in the sequel) is only generating points between
the minimum and maximum of the sample, whereas the algorithm suggested in [1] (called EBFS) in
this pa.per) uses an exponential tail on the right hand side of the sample. Both algorithms are simple to
implement.
There is another simple adaptation of naive resampling called smoothed bootstrap in the statistic
literature. Do not only resample but add to any of the resampled numbers some noise, ie. a continuous
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random variable with 0 expectation and small variance. It is not difficult to see, that smoothed bootstrap
is the same as generating random variates from a density-estimate by using the kernel method, but it is
not even necessary to compute the estimated density.
Algorithm KDE: (Kernel Density estimation)
(0) Set-up: Choose the smoothing parameter b (see below for the formula).
(1) Generate a random integer I uniformly distributed on (1, 2, ... , n )
(2) Generate a random variate W from the noise distribution
(3) Return Y = Xr + bW
The density of the r.a ndom noise distribution W is called kernel and will be denoted by k (x). Clearly
k(x) must be a density function and should be symmetric around the origin. As we want to change
the variance of the random noise we introduce the scale parameter b {called bandwidth or smoothing
parameter in density estimation); the random variable bW has the density k(x/b)/b. The random variate
Y generated by Algorithm KDE is the equiprobable mixture ofn noise distributions, each centered around
one of the sample points. This implies that the density of Y (denoted fy ) is the sum of n translated
versions of k(x) multiplied with l/n. fy is the kernel density estimate of the unknown distribution and
is called J in the literature.

fy(x) = -1

nb

~

L; k

(x-X.)

i=l

--'

b

Of course there remains the question of the choice of the bandwidth band the kernel fun ction k(x).
Here we can use the results of the theory of density estimation as presented eg. in [6] or [7]. To minimise
the mean integrated squared error we use a very simple and robust variant of estimating the optimal
bandwidth bas given in [6l
b = a(k) l.364 min(s, R/1.34) n- 1 /s,
where the constant a(k) is 0. 776 for the Gaussian and 1.351 for the rectangular kernel respectively. s
denotes the standard deviation and R the interquartile range of the sample. There are lots of much more
complicated ways to determine b published in literature. For an overview see [3] , where the £ 1 -error
(ie. the mean integrated absolute error) of many different ibandwidth selection procedures is compared.
The method we use is a mixture of the methods called " reference: £ 2 , quartile" and "reference: Li , std.
dev" in [3]. The results of the simulation study show that with the exception of some very strangely
shaped multimodal distributions the performance of this very simple choice of bis not bad. And we are
not interested in an optimal estimation of the density here but in constructing an empirical distribution
that is "as close as possible" to the theoretic distribution in all aspects.
The last question that has to be solved before we can use Algorithm KDE is the choice of the kernel.
Asymptotic theory shows that the MISE is minimal for the Epanechnikov kernel /(x) = (1 - x 2 )3/4
but some other kernels have allmost the same efficiency. Therefore we can choose the kernel by also
considering other properti,es, eg. the speed and simplicity of our generation algorithm. In that respect t he
rectangular kernel (ie. uniformly distributed noise) is of course the best choice, but it has the theoretical
draw-back that the estimated density is not continuous. Due to the nice statistical interpretation we
prefer Gaussian noise and will iUse it in the sequel.
Algorithm KDE guarantees that the density function of the empirical distribution approximates the
density of the unknown true distribution as good as possible with respect to the mean integrated squared
errnr. On the other hand we clearly see, that for algorithm KDE the variance of the empirical distribution
is always larger than the variance of the observed sample. This can be a disadvantage in simulations
that are sensitive against changes of the variance of the input distributions. To overcome this problem
it is possible to force the empirical distribution to have the same variance as the sample in the following
way (suggested in (6]).
Algorithm KDEVC:
(0) Set-up: Compute the mean x, the standard deviations and the interquartile range R of the sample.
Compute b = O'.(k) 1.364 min(s , R/1.34) n- 1 / 5
(1) Generate a random integer I uniformly distributed on (1, 2, ... , n)
(2) Generate a random variate W from the noise distribution
(3) Return Y = x + (X1 - x + bW)/(1 + b2 aUs 2 ) 1 12 (a~ denotes the variance of the kernel)
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Figure 1: A triangular density with the empirical densities of ELK (step function) and KDE
Remark Positive random variables are inter,e sting for many applications. Method KDE can cause
problems for such applications as it will also generate negative variates. The easiest way out is the socalled mirroring principle. Instead. of a negative number Y simply return -Y. Unfortunately the mir.roring principle disturbs the variance correction. They can be used together but the resulting empirical
distribution has a smaller variance than the sample. This can only be a practical problem if the sample
of a positive distribution has many values dose to .zero.

Comparison of Methods
Expectation and Variance

An important concern for many simulations is the expectation and the variance of the input distribution.
The best we can hope to reach is that the expectation and the variance of the empirical distribution are
equal to the sample mean and sample variance of the observed sample as these are the best available
estimates for the unknown values. All methods described above produce random variates that have as
expectation the sample mean. Only for ELK the result is slightly different.
Concerning the varianoe the situation is more complicated: For kernel density estimation we know
that the variance of the empirical distribution is larger than the sample variance. A simple calculation
shows that V(K DE)= s2 ((n - 1)/n + b2 oD which is s 2 (1 - l/n + l.058n- 215 ) for the Gaussian kernel
a:nd our cnoice of b. For eg. n = 100 the variance factor V(emp. distr)/ s 2 = 1.164) which shows that it
may be wise to consider the variance corrected version of the algorithm KDEVC which has by design a
factor of one for any sample size. A second possibility to reduce the variance factor of Algorithm KDE
is the use of a smaller bandwidth b. For the limiting case b ~ 0 Algorithm KDE coincides with naive
resampling and thus has a variance factor of (n - 1)/n.
For the two methods based on linear approximation of the GDF (ELK and EBFS) there is no simple
formula for the variance of the empirical distrib1.1tion as the variance depends on the sample. So we
computed the variance of the empirical distribution in a small simulation study. Our results show that
for ELK the variance of the empirical distribution is always smaller than the sample variance, for EBFS
the variance is due to the added tail always bigger. The factor V (emp. distr) / s 2 is strongly influenced
by the shape of the theoretic distribution. For samples of siz·e 100 we observed factors up to 1.12 for
EBFS and down to 0.91 for ELK
The fine structure of the empirical distribution

Thanks to L. Devroye there exists a theoretical result about the quality of the local approximation of
the unknown density by the methods ELK and EBFS . He showed (see [1] p . 132) that for n towards
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infinity the density of the empirical distribution does not even converge against the correct distribution.
In contrast to this poor behaviour we know that for method KDE the estimated density converges and
we ·even have (approximately) minimised the mea11 int·e grated squared error. For method KDEVC the
optimal approximation of the density is slightly dist11rbed by the correction of the variance. Nevertheless
we know that asymptotically KDEVC has very nice approximation properties because it coincides with
KDE. As this theoretkal argument s·eems to be unimpressive for simulation practitioners we try to
illustrate the consequence of this theoretical result in Figure L It compares for a "well behaved" sample
of size 20 (from a triangular distribution) the empirical density of method ELK (which is practically
identical with EBFS) and of method KDE. Looking at Figure 1 we can also understand that the high
peaks in the ELK-density occur when two sample points are comparatively close together and this
happens in practically all samples.
The distance between the theoretical and the empirical distributions
There are different distance measures suggested in the literature to compute the distance between two
distributions. In density estimation the L2-difference (integrated squared difference) and the £ 1 - diffel'ence (integrated absolute difference) are of major importance. Another possibility is to use the L 1 difference or the L 2 -difference between the two CDFs. As method KDE is based on estimating the
density whereas ELK and EBFS are based on an approximation of the CDF we thought that these four
measu:r·es would favour automatically one group of the algorithms discussed here. Therefore we decided
to use a third class of distance measures for 011r comparison: The test-statistics of three well known
goodness-of..:fit tests, the Chi-square test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Anderson-Darling test.
For the Chi-square test we took the number of equiprobable dasses as [Jffi]. Then the test-statistic
divided through m converges against f(i(x) - f (x)) 2 / f(x)dx a weighted squared difference of empirical
and theoretical density. (j denotes the density of the empirical distribution of the different methods.) These .c onsiderations dearly show that the chi-square test is more sensitive to deviations in the
tails than to deviations in the centre of the distribution. The Koimogorov-Smirnov test measures the
maximal absolute difference between the empirical CDF and the theoretical CDF. Its test statistic is
Dm = sup(!Fm(x) - F(x)il) (where Fm denotes 1the emprical CDF of the sample). The power of the
KS-test for deviations in the tails is low. The Anderson-Darling test on the other hand was designed to
detect discrepancies between the tails of the distributions. Like the KS-test it compares the theoretical
and the empirical CDF but it uses a weighted £2-difference to compare the CDFs. The test statistic is
A;, m f(Fm(x) - F(x)) 2 f(x)/(F(x)(l - F(x)))dx
Then for each random sample of size n = 100 of the different theoretical distributions and for each
of the five different methods we generated 40 different samples of the empirical distributions with size
m = 3000. The computed the average test statistics for all these experiments and repeated them for 40
di:fferent samples of the theoretical distribution.
Table 1 gives the final average of the different test staistics. These results can be seen as a (stochastic)
distance measure between the theoretical distribution and the empirical distribution. They are (like
eg. the mean intagrated squared error) a measure for the deviation between empirical and theoretical
distribution averaged over different samples from the theoretical distribution. We can see that all averages
are in the critical region of the respective tests. This is not surprising. As the empirical distribution is
based on a sample of size 100 only, a much larger sample (m = 3000) from the empirical distribution
cannot have exactly the same properties as a sample from the correct distribution. In the chi-square and
in the Kolrnogorov-Smirnov tests methods KDE and KDEVC perform considerably better than EBFS,
ELK and naive resampling. For the Anderson-Darling tests the differences are small but even there
KDEVC performs best. The r,e sults do not only show that kernel density estimation performs better
than the other methods, they also show that the variance corrected method performs in almost all cases
better than the ,o riginal version. We were astonished that for these three very different distance measures
and for four quite different distributions the same method for constructing the empirical distribution is
best or close to best in all cases. We t hink that this result is a strong argument in favour of method
KDEVC.
We added the last column of Table 1 to compar,e the discussed methods with the method of fitting a
standard distribution (FSD). Of course FSD performs best if we fit the correct distribution but Table 1
shows that KDEVC is in most cases not far away which means that we do not loose much in using KDEVC
instead of a standard distribution. The two mixture distributions were chosen such that their shape is

=
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not far away from a standard distribution. If we assume - as we do for FSD - that the data come from a
standard normal distribution with unknown parameters, we would estimate the parameters µ and a and
then conduct a chi-square test. The power of the test (the probability to reject the hypothesised normal
distribution) is 0.5 if the unknown true distribution of the sample is our normal equiprobable mixture
of N(O,l) & N{3,l) and the sample size is 100. Thus the poor results for fitting a normal distribution
to the normal mixture are not artificial numbers. They have practical relevance as the power of the
goodness-of-fit tests is often too low to show the deviation from the hypothesised standard distribution.
For the gamma mixture we used a distribution, which is even closer to a gamma distribution. Only for
15 3 of all samples of size 100 the chi-square test rejects the hypothesised gamma distribution. The
distance measures show that the quality of the approximation of FSD and KDEVC is about the same.
Of course it is no problem to find examples where FSD performs arbitrarily poor. Just take a theroetic
distribution with a shape far away from any standard distribution.
Table 1: Average Test Statistics and standard errors (in brackets).
Critical
EBFS
ELK
Naive
KDE KDEVC
Standard
value 5%
resampling
distribution
Theoretical distribution: Gamma(2)
n.o 1218 (24) 1210 (25) 1642 (31) 319 (10) 241 (7)
110 (6)
x2-mean(SE)
54 (2)
KS-mean* 1000
24.8
79 (2)
79 (2)
84 (2)
56 (2)
44 (2)
2.5
27 (2)
27 (2)
27 (2)
31 (2)
24 (2)
17 (2)
AD-mean
Theoretical distribution: Gamma mixture: G(2)&G(6)
230 (6)
71.0 1196 (23) 1256 (24)
1651 (28)
268 (6)
x2 -mean{SE)
220 (5)
24.8
84 (3)
84 (3)
88 (3)
57 (2)
68 (2)
63 (2)
KS-mean* 1000
28 (2)
2.5
32 (2)
32 (2)
32 (2)
30 (2)
628 (2)
AD-mean
Theoretical distribution: Norma!(0.,1)
113 (7)
71.0 1290 (26) 1240 (23)
1633 (30) 220 (12)
155 (7)
x2 -mean(SE)
46 (2)
KS-mean* 1000
24.8
82 (2)
83 (2)
87 (2)
59 (2)
54 (2)
2.5
30 (2)
30 (2)
31 {2)
30 (2)
22 (2)
19 (2)
AD-mean
Theoretical distribution: Normal Mixture: N(O,l)&N(3,1)
1601 (33) 350 (18)
209 (9)
71.0 1261 (29) 1229 (26)
513 (7)
x2-mean(SE)
,8() (3)
80 (3)
62 (2)
65 (3)
24.8
80 (3)
KS-mean* 1000
92 (2)
31 (3)
31 {2)
35 (3)
26 (2)
44 (2)
2.5
,32 (3)
AD-mean

Influence on Simulation results
Changing the method of modelling the empirical distribution is not more than changing the fine structure
and perhaps slightly the variance of the input distribution of a simulation model. It is to be expected
that ma.ny simulations, which have as ouput avera:ges of a large number of input random variables, are
not very sensitive to small changes in the fine structure of the input distribution. For example it is
known that the average waiting time in the M/G/1 queue is only infiuenced by the expectation and the
variance of the service time distribution and not by its shape. And it is even better known that the
distribution of the sample mean of a large sample is always very dose to normal. The parameters of
that normal distribution are again only influenced by the expectation and the variance of the underlying
distribution and not by its shape. These are arguments why the choice of the method will not have a
big influence on many simulation results. Nevertheless we try to get some insight into this question by
looking a:t three examples. The first simulation model we tried is the M/G/1 queue. The inter-arrival
times are taken exponential with expectation 1, the service times are modelled from samples of different
gamma distributions, using the different empirical methods described above. Then we simulated the
model starting with an empty system and observed the average waiting time (AVW) and the maximal
number in queue (MAXI\'IQ). We repeated this experiment for several different samples of the theoretical
service-time distribution to get a n average over different samples. We assumed in advance that this model
is probably very stable with respect to small changes of the fine structure of the distribution but we tried
it because of its importance and because we thought that the tail-modelling of the empirical distribution
could have some influence on the results. The results given in Table 2 mainly show that there is little to
choose between the different methods to fit an empirical distribution, all methods have about the same
performance and rarely differ more than one standard error. The second interesting result is that the
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size of the error when using an empirical instead of the correct distribution strongly depends on p, the
utilisation factor of the system. The results for p
0.4 and n
100 are better than those for p
0.9
and n = 500.
Table 2: M/G/1-queue: Average Error and its Standard Error (in brackets)
p a ofr
n
KDE KDEVC
EBFS
Naive
ELK
distr.
Resampling
137(21)
137(21)
138(21)
138(21)
AVW*lOO
0.9
10 100
132(19)
MAXNIQ*lOO 0.9
10 100
3~0 (41)
341(40)
341( 42)
343(40)
332(37)
.52.(4)
AVW*lOO
0.9
10 500
53(4)
52 (4)
52(4)
53(4)
142(11)
137(10)
138(11)
MAXNIQ*lOO 0.9
10 500
140(11)
143(10)
AVW*lOO
0.4
2 100
3(0.3)
3(0.3)
3(0.3)
3(0.2)
3(0.2)
MAXl'\IQ*lOO 0.4
2 100
37(3)
37(3)
47(4)
36(3)
38(3}
2 500
1.5(0.1)
1.5(0.1)
1.5(0.1)
1.5(0.1)
1.5(0.1)
AVW*lOO
0.4
2 500
18(1)
19(1)
21(2)
17(1)
18{1)
MAXNIQ*lOO 0.4
1.0(0.1)
AVW*lOO
0.4
10 100
1.0(0.1)
1.0(0.1)
1.0(0.1)
1.0{0.l)
12(1)
11(1)
13(1)
11{1)
MAXNIQ*lOO 0.4
10 100
12{1}
0.5(0.03) 0 .5(0.03)
AVW*lOO
0.4
10 500 0.5(0.03) 0.5(0.03) 0.5(0.03)
MAXNIQ*lOO 0.4
10 500
5'(0.4)
6(0.4)
6(0.4)
5(0.4)
5(0.4}

=

=

=

Due to the very smaU differences between the methods for the M/G/1-queue we looked for simulation
examples that are influenced by the fine structure of the distribution. So we tried the following: We
take a sample of size 50 of a gamma distribution and compute the maximal and the minimal distance
between two neighbouring points. What happens in that experiment if the gamma distribution is replaced
by an empirical distribution constructed from a sample ·Of size .n = 100 or 500 of the correct gamma
distributi·o n? We repeated each experiment 10000 times and arri¥ed at the results given in Table 3.
Table 3: Average minimal and maximal distances, (standard errors in brackets)
n
EBFS
ELK
Naive
KDE KDEVC Correct
resampling
distrib.
Theoretical distribution: Gamma(2)
100 55(0. 7) 54(0. 7)
163(2)
0 (0) 172(2)
168(2)
rnin*l05 (SE)
163{2)
500
167{2)
min*105 (SE)
12 (0.6) 173(2)
76(1)
77 (1)
150{1)
129(1)
147 (1) 138(1)
ma.x *100 (SE) 100 196 (2) 125 (1)
150(1)
141{1)
max *100 (SE) 500 172 ('2) 139 (1)
148 (1) 146(1)
Theoretical distribution: Gamma(20)
lOO 209 (3)
199(3)
0 (O) 679(7)
628(6)
624{6)
min*105 (SE)
500 306 ( 4) 304 ( 4)
53 (3) 662(7)
628(6)
628{6)
min"'105 (SE)
342 (2) 339(2)
310(2)
323(2)
ma.x *100 (SE) 100 706 (5) 291 (1)
323(2)
324(2)
331 (2) 338(2)
ma.x *100 (SE) 500 482 (4) 314 (2)
The interpretation of Table 3 with respect to the minimal distance is simple. Naive resampling is
useless if the fine structure of the distribution is ,o f any importance, even though the sample generated
from the empirical distribution had only size m
50 whereas n
100 or even n
500 data points
were available. The second observation is that the fine structure of EBFS and ELK are only slightly
better whereas those of KDE and KDEVC are much better with results close to the results using the
correct distribution. Interesting is the fact that the results of the variance corrected method are better
than those of the standard method. If we look at the results for the maximal distance we see that naive
resampling works better than expected. The results of EBFS are worse than expected, although EBFS
assumes exponential tails, which should be an advantage. KDE and KDEVC again show good results.
Our last example can be interpreted as pa.rt of a computer-system simulation. Two processes work
with the same file. They start at the same time and the time between two file-accesses follows the same
distribution (gamma(lO, 0.1)). Now we want to estimate the probability that the two processes try to
access the file at " almost the same time", ie. that the time difference is smaller than a given tolerance.
What happens in this example with the simulation results if again the gamma distribution is replaced by
an empirical distribution which is constructed from a sample from the correct distribution? Our results
are given in Table 4. As we have observed in Table 3 the empirical distributions constructed by KDE and
KDEVC have about the same behaviour as the correct dist ribution. EBFS and ELK are considerably
worse wher·e as naive resampling is totally useless for this example.

=
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Table 4: Estimated probability of file access at the same time, (SE of estimate in
n
tol
EBFS
ELK
Naive
KDE
resampHng
Pcob*lOe(SE) 100 w 5
'306 (25)
282 (24) 10328 (143)
202(20)
Prob*l06 (SE) 500 10- 5
242 (22)
248 (22)
2156 (66)
186(19)
Prob*l06 (SE) rno 10-4 2592 (72) 2628 (72) 12142 {155) 1960(63)
Prob*l06 (SE) 5()0 10-4 2278 ('67) 2234 {67)
3956 (89) 2044(64)

brackets)
KDEVC
240 (22)
214 (21)
1978(63)
2026(64)

Correct
distrib.
167
167
1898
1898

(10)
(10)
(30)
(30)

.F uture ·w ork
It is also possible to use kernel functions that ha¥e heavier tails than the normal distribution, for example
the density of the t-distr'ibution or of the logistic distribution. Allthough not used in density estimation
they could be interesting for our purpose as they allow to generate distributions with the same behaviour
as the given sample but different tail behaviour. They could be used in simulation studies to test the
influence of the tails of the input distribution on the final results. We tried as kernels the Gaussian,
the uniform, the logistic and the t-distribution (with 3 degrees of freedom). There were clear differences
between different used kernels in the results of the maximal distance in Table 3, which is obviously
sensitive to the tail behaviour of the input distribution. As the results for all other tables were practically
the same for all different kernels we have only reported the results of the Gaussian kernel. Nevertheless
we think that the use of different (heavier tailed) kernels in simulation studies would deserve future
discussion. An additional advantage of the kernel method is the possibility to generalize it to higher
dimensions. This is important as with the ·exception of the normal distribution few standard distributions
are commonly used to model multivariate data. We will present the details in a subsequent paper.

Conclusions
The first of the final conclusions from the above investigations is in our opinion that methods that
generate random variates directly from data are important and useful tools in simulation studies. They
are easy to use and mor·e flexible than fitting standard distributions to data. They should be used
whenever there are no a priori reasons for using a certain .standard distribution. The second conclusion
is even more obvious. Use kernel density estimates to construct the empirical distribution function.
AUthough the question which variant should be taken is not fully solved here, we think that the results
presented in this paper clearly favour the variance corrected version {KDEVC) allthough one could find
applications where the original version KDE performs better.
Sampling from kernel density estimates is a simple task. There is mathematical theory that shows
the good theoretical behaviour of these estimates, and the empirical results of this paper confirm that
these good theoretical properties can lead to more accurate results in simulation studies. Thus it is an
important tool for modelling input distributions in simulation studies.
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Abstract. Discrete-event representations (models) of continuous systems are frequently arising in systems and control theory. A disadvantage of the discretization of continuous plants is the computational
effort which is necessary to obtain these models. In this paper we will follow an approach to reduce the
number and problem-size of the optimizations that are involved in the discretizing method. For this, the
system is divided into sub-models. It is .shown that by computing in parallel the state-transitions of sets
of coordinates, each set associated with a sub-model, the transitions of the overall model are computed .
At the same time, state agglomeration is more likely to be successful for each of the sub-models than for
the overall system. The computational benefit is illustrated by means of an example.

Introduction
Discrete-event representations (models) of cont inuous systems are frequently arising in systems and
control theory. For example, a system that is continuous by nature but is only observed by discrete
sensors, can be represented by a discrete model. Also the analysis of some hybrid systems can be
facilitated by transforming the continuous part into a discrete-event part such that only a discreteevent system has to be investigated which may be less difficult than studying the underlying hybrid
system. A typical situation is when a (possibly controlled) continuous plant is to be supervised by some
programmable logical controller or computer program which uses discrete state information. Since the
discrete controller cannot communicate with the system at a continuous level it is necessary to use an
interface. This corresponds to discretizing the continuous state space of the system into a finite set of
symbols to be used by the controller. Various formalisms and methods have been proposed to describe
these kind of systems and to solve the discretizing problem.
In [I] a qualitative modelling approach for linear, discrete-time systems is presented and necessary
and sufficient conditions are given for which the resulting automaton is deterministic. The discretizing
method proposed in [5] is able to deal with non-linear systems and is based on a t est which has similarities
with the method for linear systems presented in [3] , which is extended for nonlinear systems in [2] . We
focus on the latter procedure.
A disadvantage of the state discretization of continuous plants is the computational effort which
is necessary to obtain these models . The underlying combinatorial growth characteristic is known as
the state-explosion problem. In this paper we will foliow an approach for reducing the number of
optimizations and the dimensionality of each individual optimization problem involved in the discretizing
method. The core idea of the method is to build the model of the complete plant from models of parts
thereof. Of course, these sub-models have to provide the same information as is stored in the complete
model. Another advantage of using these sub-models is that they provide a way to reduce the 'size' of
such sub-model, such that the computations involved in the usage of the discrete model (e.g. prediction
of the next discrete state) also can be reduced.
The paper is organized as follows. First the discrete-event modelling algorithm is explained. Next,
the computational effort necessary to perform the algorithm is discussed. Then, it is explained how to
reduce the number of computations by exploiting the sparsity of the system and creating a hierarchical
st ructure. How to reduce the number of states for a model is discussed next. Finally, an example is
given and some conclusions are drawn.

Discrete-event modelling algorithm
Suppose we are given a continuous system described by a set of differential equations in !R":
:i;

= f(x,u),

x E R71 , u E gm
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(I)

It is assumed that f is continuous and that the system (1) has a unique solution for every initial value
in the region of interest.
The discrete-event model, which has to result, is given by the system [4]:
~

= (X, u, <P)

First, we define a set of discrete states X and discrete inputs U for the discrete event dynamic system
to be constructed. Then, the transition function <P is determined.
Discrete states: .For each coordinate xi, (i =I, ... , n) , we choose a set of boundaries:

/3~ <

/3f < ... < /3~,

(iii :2: 1).

(2)

We can think of the state-space being partitioned into hypercubes (cells) naturally induced by the
boundaries. Each hypercube can be labelled by an n-tuple i = (i 1 , •.• , in) with integers, ii with
1 '.S; ii '.S; iii for each i, such that this hypercube is defined as the bounded region in Rn

It can be seen that the set of boundaries (2) define p = Tii iii hypercubes. We can identify a discrete state by the n-tuple i, an integer i E {I, ... ,p}, or a boolean vector x E {O, l}P such that
x = [O, 0, ... , 0, l, 0, ....Of and the 1 is at the i-th position.
Two discrete states .i 1 and iz are said to be adjacent if their corresponding hypercubes H% (i 1 ) and
H% (i 2 ) share an n - 1 dimensional boundary Bx 1 ,i2 • The transition from one discrete state to another
is called a discrete event and is denoted i 1 -t i 2 .
Discrete inputs: In accordance with the state-space, also the input-space can be partitioned into
hypercubes. Each hypercube H,,(:U.) induced by the boundaries in the input-space is labelled by an mtuple u = (u 1 , ... , um) with integers, ui with I :::;. ui :::;. mi for each i. In this case the set of boundaries
define q =
mi hypercubes.
Transition function: The idea is to examine the flow generated by the dynamical system (1) along
the boundary !3z 1 ,z 2 separating the two regions that define the discrete states. In order to asses if a
transition !between two adjacent states is possibl-e or not, we need to look at the sign of a coordinate
function off on the separating boundary. Concretely, if we want to decide wether a transition is possible
from x1 to i 2 , we shall start by checking first the extremal points of l3x 1 ,x 2 • These are the points of
coordinates xi = /Ji , _1 or /Ji , , i f. j, and xi = 13i ; . If the value of fj in any of these points is positive,

ni

m1

m1

rn1

we conclude by continuity that there is also a point in the interior of Bx 1 ,i 2 in which f i takes a positive
value and the transition from x1 to i 2 is possible. In most cases the values of fj in all these points (there
are 2n-I of th•em) are negativ:e, so it is necessary to search for an eventual positive value of fj inside
B:x, ,i•· This can conveniently be done using .an optimization procedure, which searches the maximum of
fj on !3i 1 ,:x 2 • If the maximum value is also negative, then we can conclude that no transition from i 1 to
i 2 is possible. ff the maximum value is positive, then we may conclude that the transition is possible.

Computational effort
From the proevious it foBows that constructing a discrete-event model from a continuous systems requires
a possibly large number of optimizations. It is straightforward to compute the number of optimizations
NO that is necessary. For each discrete input (i.e. TI;'=1 m,. times) the following computations have to
be performed for each coordinate (i.e. n times); for the i-th coordinate, iii - 1 boundary planes have to
be checked and for each such boundary plane there are fl#i nj boundaries l3x 1 , ;; 2 separating two states.
Generally, for each such boundary an optimization has to be performed. With this, the total number of
optimizations NO becomes :
n

m

# i

i= l

k=l

Furthermore, in the most general case when also the input space is continuous, each optimization is
performed over m(n - I) variables.
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Hierarchical structure
To reduce the number of optimizations the sparsity of the differential equation (1) can be exploited.
Partition the state-space in v sub-spaces, such that Rn = Rn 1 x ... x Rn~. The new state z is written as
z = [z1, ... , zvf , where zf E X; C {x 1, ... , xn} for j = 1, ... , n;, and i = 1, ... , v. Furthermore Xp nXq = 0
for p-:/; q. Partition the differential equations in (1) accordingly such that we have v sub-systems,

i;

= f;(x,u)

Note, that each sub-system i may only be affected by a subset of the coordinates of t he original statevector x and the input-vector u .
The computational effort to obtain discrete-event models of all these sub-systems may be significantly
less than creating the complete model at once. The information provided by these sub-models then can
be used to reconstruct the complete discrete-event model that would result from the original procedure.
By creating a hierarchical structure, it is possible to use the sub-models explicitly instead of building
one large model. In this case, a supervisor is used to extract the necessary information for each sub-model
and to reconstruct the complete state from the information provided by the sub-models. For this, the
discrete state x = (x1 , ... , a;n) a.nd the discrete input ii = ( u1 , ... ,um) are split into parts x;, u; consisting
of a subset of the coordinates of the discrete state x and the discrete input u. These parts x;, u; provide
· the information that is necessary for sub-model i to compute (in parallel with the other models) the next
possible positions of the coordinates x{ of the cLiscrete state z;, used to construct x. This is depicted in
Fig. I.
Supervisor
- - - Discret e-event model

{.i}ne\11

{:C}new

b)

a)

Figure 1: The a) complete- and b) hierarchical discrete-event model

Next , define the sets

s

"''

= { · 1 8/i(x,u) .../.. O} and
J
8xJ
.,. '

s,, . =
'

{j I of;(x,u) ;/; O}
f)uJ

For each sub-model i the computational effort to produce the discrete-event model is

NO;=

2::

((n; - I)(

j E{pj:r:f EX; }

IT
kES2, V

nk )(

IT mi))
IESv;

involving #(Su,)(#(S:r:J - 1) variables, with #(S) denoting the cardinality of S.

State reduction
Besides the reduction of the computational effort, another advantage of using these sub-models is that
it is easier to reduce the 'size' of an individual sub-model. Since a sub-model contains less information
(only for some coordinates) than the complete model, it is more likely that the same information can
be represented by a smaller model , i.e. a model with less states. Naturally, t hese smaller models must
contain the same information as the original models , which can be checked looking at a simple condition.
For the latter, it is convenient to represent the transition fu nction by means of a transition (adjacency)
matrix. For the complete system, a transition matrix A E {O, l}p xp is a boolean matrix where a;i = 1 if
i = ef;(j, u ) and a;i =·0 else. Here, i , j are integer representations of the discrete states. If the discrete
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state is also represented as a boolean vector, i.e. x E {O, l}P, then it is easy to compute the new set of
states, given an initial state, that is ±2 = Ax 1 • Suppose we are given a transition matrix A for some
system. We want to reduce the number of discrete states for this system by agglomerating states. This
is done by the operation x· = Mx, where x* is the new discrete state (dim(x*) < dim(x)) and Mis a
boolean matrix wi,t h mij = 1 and mik = 1 if stat·e j and k merge and become state i. The new model can
be computed readily: A*= MAMT&-I, where C = A&B is defined as Cij = aij&bij and -I is a matrix
of ones, except for the main diagonal which consists of Zieros. It is easy to check that no information is
lost when A• M = MA holds. This condition is more likely to be satisfied for the small sub-models then
for the complex plant.

Example
Consider the three tank system depicted in Fig. 2.

6

5
4

3
2
l :1-~....r--~~~.....r- -,_~...r~~,

Figure 2: The three tank system
The system has three states (n = 3) and each state has seven boundaries (iii = 6). There are
five inputs (m = 5) and each input has two values; 'on' and 'off' (mi = 2). To compute the discrete
event-model of this system we need E~=l (6 - 1) * (6 * 6) * 25 = 12480 optimizations. If we compute the
discrete-event models of the three tanks separately then for the first tank we need (6 - 1) * 6 * 22 120
optimizations. For the second tank we need (6 - 1) * 6 * 6 * 22 = 720 optimizations. Finally, for the
third tank we need (6 - 1) * 6 * 23 = 240 optimizations. With this, in total, we need 1080 optimizations
instead of the 12480 we needed originally.

=

Conclusion
The sparsity of the differential equation describing a system is exploited for reducing the number of
computations necessary to obtain a discrete-event model of the system. For this, the system is divided
into sub-models. By using a hierarchical structure, it is possiible to use the sub-models in parallel instead
of building one large modeL Reducing the number of states for a sub-model is more likely to be successful
than for the overall system. Our example yields a reduction from 12480 optimizations to 1080.
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Abstract. This contribution deals with the use of wavelets for the analysis of time series of systems which are
hybrid in the sense that they contain discrete and continuous dynamics. We focus on the detection of discrete
events which is an important step in the identification of hybrid systems. A brief overview of the characteristics
of the wavelet transform is given, which shows that the wavelet transform is an appropriate method for the
analysis of time series of hybrid systems. By the combination of two wavelet-based analysis techniques, a twostep procedure is obtained which allows the detection of switching points in the presence of weak noise. The
procedure and the influence of its parameters are demonstrated for a time series obtained from the simulation of
a nonlinear laboratory plant.

Introduction
The behaviour of most technical processes is generated from the interaction of discrete and continuous subsystems: Within certain regions of the state space the system evolves continuously. When the boundaries of these
regions are reached, the continuous dynamics change discontinuously due to either discrete control actions or
physical phenomena. This enforces jumps in derivatives of the continuous state variables. During the last years, a
lot of effort has been spent on developing theoretical models for such hybrid systems that can be used for simulation or verification of discrete controllers [1](5]. However, if the underlying physics are not well known, an
identification based on measured data is necessary which requires, as a first step, the detection of the unknown
switching points [6].
On the other hand wavelet theory has emerged as a powerful framework for the analysis of signals that exhibit phenomena on different time scales [3]. By the projection of a signal on wavelets, a multiresolution representation is obtained which provides information about the contributions of different frequencies at distinct
times. This contribution illustrates, that wavelet theory is also a convenient framework for the analysis of time
series generated by hybrid systems.
The following section explains some important characteristics of the wavelet transform and applications
which make use of these properties. Subsequently, the example of a system of two coupled tanks is described.
Time series of this system are used in the sequel to demonstrate how the multiresolution representation can be
exploited for the detection of discrete events in time series of hybrid systems.

Wavelets: Theory and Applications
This section gives a short introduction into wavelet theory (see [3] for further information) and points out some
characteristics of the transform. The basic idea of the wavelet transfo rm is the decomposition of a signal y into a
set of elementary building blocks

Wa.b (t)

:=);w(1 :b), a, be R, a> 0.

(1)

These are derived by scaling and translation operations from a so-called mother wavelet I//, which is localised in
time and frequency. Consequently, the coefficients of the transform
(2)

(T111 y)(a,b) := Jy(t) · wa,b(t )dr
R

give not only information about the frequencies which are contained in a signal y(t) but also about how the frequency content varies over time. Moreover, since for a decreasing scaling parameter a the wavelet ' zooms in' on
a shoner and shorter time interval, the temporal localisation gets finer for higher frequencies.
In practice, the scale parameter usually is restricted to discrete values a ='l!, jEZ only . Moreover, if the signal is given by values at discrete time instances y = {Yk• kcZ) the translation parameter bat each discrete scale
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can be chosen to be equal to the discrete sampling instances b =k. By the projection of yon the resulting finite
set of basis functions l/lj,t(t) 2-if21p(.2-i(1-k)) the coefficients of the so-called translation invariant [8) or dyadic
wavelet transform are obtained, which are denoted by (T •y)(j,k) in the sequel.
Besides the representation of a signal by its wavelet coefficients one is of course also interested in reconstructing the signal from the coefficients. An important feature to characterise how many coefficients are required to yield a reconstruction close to the original signal, is the number of vanishing moments, where the l(h
moment is defined as f I lp(.r) dt: If the transformed signal is smooth, the error of approximation and thus the
decay of the amplitude of the coefficients for a decreasing scaling parameter a --t 0 depends only on the number
of vanishing moments of the analysing wavelet. Otherwise singularities of the signal or one of its derivatives
limit the local decrease of the coefficients.
Mallat and Hwang [7] exploit this fact for the detection and characterisation of singularities: They show that
a singularity in t 0 produces a series of maxima in the absolute value of the wavelet transform the position of
which converges towards t 0 with decreasing scale. Singularities can thus be located by tracing the maxima from
coarser to finer scales. In the same way, singularities of the N-th derivative can be detected, provided the analysing wavelet 'If has at least N vanishing moments. Furthermore, the regularity at 10 can be estimated from the
evolution of the coefficients along the corresponding maxima. For the characterisation of the local regularity
Mallat and Hwang use Lipschitz exponents which they define as the supremum of all a for which two constants
C and h > 0 and a polynomial Pn of degree n < a exist, so that IY- Pn(t·to)l 5 Clt-tola for lt-tol <h. Using this
definition, they show that y is Lipschitz a in t 0 if there exists a constant A such that along the corresponding
maxima line

=

(3)

subject to the condition that a wavelet with at least N > a- I vanishing moments has been used.
Moreover, the fact that singularities affect the decrease of the coefficients only locally enables sparse representations of signals with sparse singularities: In regions where the signal is smooth a close approximation can
be obtained by reconstructing the signal using only coefficients of coarser scales. However, close to local singularities only few coefficients of finer scales are needed to yield a better approximation (local refinement). This
property forms the basis of the so-called Wavelet Shrinkage [2}[4], that can be used for signal denoising.
If a noisy signal with sparse singularities is transformed, the original signal can be compressed into few coefficients while noise affects all coefficients similarly. By setting most of them to zero the noise can thus be eliminated. Usual denoising schemes typically neglect the highest frequency bands for which most of the coefficients
are dominated by noise. The multiresolution representation however enables to chose those coefficients within
each frequency band that contribute significantly to the signal. By using only these coefficients for the reconstruction, the noise can be reduced and at the same time local high-frequency phenomena are retained.
The selection of significant coefficients usually is performed by thresholding: Only those coefficients, which
exceed a predefined threshold A. are selected and used for the signal reconstruction. Donoho and Johnstone [4]
propose the use of following 'universal' threshold

A.= ~2·logn ·a

(with n the length of the signal to be denoised).

(4)

to yield a noise-free reconstruction. If orthonormal wavelets are used, the variance uof the superimposed noise
can be estimated from the finest scale coefficients of the transform.

Example: The Two Tanks System

......... ..................... ____. ___.......... ____ ___ __

The characteristics of hybrid systems mentioned in the introduction
as well as the procedure to detect discrete events are demonstrated
by means of the following example of a small laboratory plant (see
figure 1).
It consists of two cylindric tanks which are situated at different
levels. The incoming flow is controlled by a valve that switches
immediately between two positions when the level in the second
tank hits the upper and lower boundaries (h 2_mai1min)- Additionally.
the system shows hybrid behaviour since depending on whether the
level in the second tank exceeds the threshold H the tanks are either
decoupled o r coupled so that the continuous dynamics of the levels
are governed by different systems of nonlinear differential equations.

~
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Figure l : Scheme of the plant
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Figure 2: Time series of the two tanks system

Time series were obtained by simulation of a plant model
with MATLAB-STATEFLOW. In the time series, hybrid phenomena (depicted as circles in figure 2) cannot be detected
easily. An investigation of the set of differential equations
shows that due to the switchings of the continuous dynamics
the second derivative of the liquid level in the second tank
exhibits jumps.

Wavelet Based Detection of Discrete Events
Combining the aforementioned characteristics of hybrid systems and the wavelet transform, the representation of
time series of hybrid systems by their wavelet coefficients can be exploited in the following way: In regions
where the system evolves continuously so that the resulting trajectory is smooth, the amplitude of the coefficients decreases fast over the scales. The time series can therefore be characterised by its coefficients on coarser
scales. Discrete events however limit the local regularity (measured by the Lipschitz exponent a as described
before) to the order N of the derivative in which - due to the discrete event - a discontinuity occurs. According to
the results of Mallat and Hwang the switchings thus produce a series of maxima that converges with decreasing
scale towards the switching point, provided the analysing wavelet has at least N vanishing moments.
In the case of no noise, the decrease of the amplitude of the wavelet coefficients over scales can be used to
characterise the discontinuity (that is in which derivative a jump takes place) and to distinguish jumps caused by
discrete events from inflexion points. However in the case of noise the following problem arises, if discontinuities in derivatives (a~ 1) are considered: Due to the faster decrease of the coefficients, the finest scales are
dominated by noise and therefore cannot be evaluated for the location and characterisation as described before.
Therefore the detection is combined with the wavelet shrinkage procedure to eliminate part of the noise in advance. This results in the following two step procedure:
wavelet
transform

thresholding

reconstruction

wavelet
transform

analysis of
maxima lines

I!

The signal YN is denoised first using the method of translation invariant wavelet shrinkage. The denoised time
series y.., is transformed again in the second step. The resulting maxima lines are evaluated afterwards for the
localisation of discrete events. Moreover, as proposed by Mallat and Hwang, maxima which correspond to discrete events can be distinguished from those of the remaining noise by considering their evolution over the
scales.
Let us illustrate these steps by means of a time series of the aforementioned two tanks example, which is superposed by weak noise (signal-to-noise ratio = 200). Figure 3 shows the coefficients of the noisy time series.
For this first decomposition, an orthonormal Daubechies Wavelet with two vanishing moments is used. As can
be seen for the coarser scales, discrete events (marked by vertical lines on each discrete scaleJ) are 'transformed'
into maxima. The corresponding coefficients are thus more likely to exceed the universal threshold and hence to
be considered in the reconstruction. In this way a finer reconstruction and smaller distortion of discrete events
can be achieved. However as stated before the finer scales are dominated by noise.
Figure 4 compares the coefficients of the time series which has been reconstructed from the selected coefficients (marked by circles in figure 3) to those of the noise-free time series. In this case, a spline wavelet with two
vanishing moments was used because of its greater smoothness. As one can see, the proposed combination permits to 'reconstruct' partly the maxima of finer scales exploiting the redundancy of the coarser scales coefficients. Jumps in the second order derivative due to the coupling/ decoupling of the tanks as well as the switching
of the incoming flow can thus be located by tracing those maxima lines which occur up to a predefined maximum scale JmtU (here: Jmtu =5). On the other hand, most of the maxima which correspond to artefacts from the
denoising procedure decrease with ascending scales.
According to the aforementioned relation between the evolution of the coefficients across scales and the local
regularity (Eq.3) figure 5 depicts the decrease of 2·i121og2l(T"'y)(j,k)I with an ascending discrete scale parameter j.
Since due to the discrete sampling and the superimposed noise the asymptotic behaviour is not accessible, the
local regularity is estimated from the slope between two successive scales lm;,. and J,,,;,,+ l (here:/,,.,;.,.= 2). In this
way a discontinuity in the second order derivative is obtained for each discrete event.
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Figure 3: Thresholding the coefficients
of the noisy time series

Figure 4: Coefficients of the noise-free (1)
and the denoised (2) time series

If a wavelet with more than two vanishing moments is used, the coeffi2"'1cr.Jl,..)U,k)I
cients of the smooth parts of the signal decay faster and thus are closer to
zero for those scales which can be evaluated in practice. The local regu0
larity can therefore be estimated more precisely. However due the larger
support of wavelets with more vanishing moments, the number of coefficients which are influenced by a discrete event increases (the cone of
influence associated with each discrete event expands) so that for coarser
scales different singularities are more likely to affect each other. The
-32
3
-4
5j
corresponding coefficients may thus not be evaluated to characterise the
Figure 5: Estimating the order of a
local regularity.
mode change from the decay of
In the denoising procedure, the use of a wavelet with a smaller numthe coefficients across scales
ber of vanishing moments was found to be useful for the following reason: Since discrete events are 'transformed' into fewer coefficients with a greater amplitude, the corresponding
coefficients are more likely to exceed the threshold. In this way a larger local refinement and thus a smaller distortion of discrete events can achieved.

Conclusions
We have shown that the wavelet transform is a convenient method for the analysis of time series of hybrid systems: In the absence of noise discrete events can be located and characterised as maxima in the' multiresolution
representation. In the presence of noise, the multiresolution representation can be used to denoise the signal
according to the principle of translation invariant wavelet shrinkage, without distorting to much discrete events.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of the detection procedure can be reduced by combining these two procedures.
However, the localisation of switching e vents which enforce jumps in higher order derivatives is still limited to
time series with low noise levels.
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Abstract. The concept of time is used in a significant way in the description of the logical systems. In the behaviour description models of logical systems like those of IEC61131-3 standard, time appears in the shape of temporal operators acting on logical variables. However, these operators are not formally enough defined to permit
symbolic computation or formal verification. In this article, we propose the formal definition of two new temporal
operators in an extended algebra whose definition s et makes it possible to represent the temporal behaviour of the
inputs/outputs variable of any logical system. From these definitions, we prove a set of 14 theorems on these operators. This set of theorems enables us to increase our capabilities of symbolic computation of complex logical
expressions.
Keyworks. Boolean Algebra, logical system, Time, Control oriented models

Introduction
The context of the work we presen't in this article is the Discrete-Events Dynamic Systems modelling and
analysis . We focus on description languages used in industry like Petri Nets, Sequential Function Charts,
Ladder Diagram, etc ... We want to present in thi.s communication results of our work on formal definitions
of primitives defined for time representation. The time description is necessary for the complete specification of any logical system. Time is found either in 't he parallel and sequential actions or in the definition of
a delay between inputs and/or outputs. Parallelism and sequentiality are represented by the structure of the
models used and the explicit time is represented in their interpretation. The time primitives allow for the
representation of delay computed on input/output state changes.
This work is based on previous results presented in Mathmod 94 [4] that deal with an algebra for events
modelling. Our aim is to produce a unique algebra including event and time representation in order to
increase our compulation capabili ties.
ln this paper, we will show how the notion of time is necessary in any logical systems models but also
that its definition is nol formal enough. We will then presenl the boolean algebra that is based on a representa,tion of any logical systems signals and on the definition of basic boolean operators. The new temporal
operators we introduce will be formally defined and the theorems that we proved using these operators will
be presented.

Problematic
ln this article, we are interested in the logical systems and more precisely in the representations of time that
are included in the behavioura'l models associated with these systems. Whatever the logical system type, i.e.
combinatorial or sequential, the concept of temporal operator is present.
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Figure 1 : Some behavioural models for logical .systems.
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Ladder Diagram

I

Fig. 1 shows an example of Logical expression, a SFC model and a Ladder Diagram model. In these
three representations, a temporal operator is present (respectively b / t 2 , TON (. .. ) and a Function Block
TON).
Despite the overall model behaviour may be well defined, it is to say that these temporal operators are
noit formally defined. Actually they are often defmed using a timing diagram just as for the TO N operator
in the IEC 61131-3 models [2].
However, it is significant to note tha:t these v.arious temporal operators are all based on a single operator
which is described in the electric standard IEC 617-12 [ l]. This operator allows to define, starting from an
input signal, an output sign.al whose changes of state are temporally shifted upon given values. Its definition is given in the form of the timing diagram of Fig. 2.

1
0

Input

1
Output

0

......,...Li

t

I

Figure 2; Representation of time opera.tor t 1 / u/ti in IEC 617-12 standard.
Within sight of the reqai.rements in term of simulation . evaluation or formal verification of these models
[3][6)[7][9]. it is necessary to be able to carry out symbolic computation on expressions including these
tempor.a l operators. Thus, we propose formal definitions of two new temp oral operators within an extended
boolean algebra. These de.fin.itions arie compatible with the definition of standard IEC617-12 and the practices of the designers of logical systems models.

The Extended Boolean Algebra II
The basic boolean algebra
The definitions we propose are based on a function set that allows the modelling of input/output o f any
logical system. These functions must be considered as piecewise continuous functions of time with boolean
values. TheTe are thus defined on 1R +• and have their values in IB = {Q l} . This set of definition have
been defined as fol.low :
[={u:R

+•

~.18 1

\ite IR

+•

2

:(3£1 >0:('<f(E 1, £ 2 )E ]0, €t[ ,u(t-€ 1 )=u(t - E2 )))}

This defini't ion implies that all functions "u" of the set Il are right continuous and allow for the existenc,e of double dis ,c ontinuity points . .An example of a function "u" is given in Fig. 4. The existence of double discontinuity points 1e nsures that n is closed under the operators that are to be defined .

.Existen t operators on .Il
Using this set of definition., basic boolean operations can be formally defined as the AND , OR and NOT
operators 1that define II as a boolean algebra.
In order to formalise the notion of events that is widely used ·in describing the dynamic behaviour of
logic.a l systems, the new operators Rising Edge (RE) and Failing Edge (FE) have been introduced in [4] and
are developed i n '[5]. RE and FE operators allow for the definifion. of two new functions " iu" and" .J, u"
tha1t are still functions of Il .
A set of 14 :theorems hav·e been proved using these new operators so as to handle complex logical
expressions including event notions. Fig. 3 presents two of the theorems proved on events operators and a
expression E 1 that can b e handled using these theorems.

ii+ .J,u

=

ii

E 1 =j (a ·~+b)- .l,(a · b+c)

Figure 3 : theo rems on events and new computation capabilities.
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Taking time into account in this algebra
In this article, we present time operators TON (Time ON delay ) and TOF (Time OFf delay) as ne w operators of the boolean algebra previously presented.

The TON 1 operator (Time ON delay)
This operator is formally defined with :
II -+ Il
u-+t1/u

..
with VtE !.!R

+"'

{0
, t1/u(t)= (VdE(t-t1,t],u{d)=l)

The TON op.e rator transforms a function "u" into a new function "t1/ u ". The state change from 0 to 1
of th:e nmction "t 1/u" is delayed from the initial function "u ". For each date t, the value of this new function depends on the value of a logical expression that tests if ·t he value of the function "u " is alw ays tru e
during ·t he period t 1 of time preceding t.
ln order for the new function" t1/u" to be defoi.c~d on JR +*,the definition is composed of two parts. On
the first part, i.e. for t < t 1 , the period t 1 of time preceding t can not 1be defined. Thus, we retained that the
val11e of "t 1 /u" is false.
For ·t he function represented on Fig. 4 for instance :
t1/u(d 2) = (lid E (d 2 -t1, d 2 J, u(d) = 1) as d 2 > t 1
and (VdE (d2.-t 1,d2 ],u(d)= 1) is false as u(dz) = 0 and d 2 E (d2 -tpd 2 ],i.e. t 1 / u(d 2) = 0.

The TOF operator (Time OFf delay)
This operator is formally defined with:
Il -+ lI

11-tu/ti

with 'ft E R

+*

, u/t2 (t) =

{(3d E (0, t], u(d) = 1)
(3dE (t-ti,t],u(d) = 1)

V(t~t 2 )

The TOF operator •transforms a function "u" into a new f:unction "u/ ti ".At each date t , the value of
this new function depends on the value of a predicate. This predicate is true if the function "u" have b een
·t rue at leas1t on,c·e during the period t 2 of time preceding t.
As for the TON operator, the definition is divided in two parts . On the first part, i.e. for t < t 2 , the
period t2 of time pr,e ceding t can not be defined and is replaced by a period of ii.me from 0 to t.
For the function represented on Fig. 2 for instance :
u / t 2(dz) = (3dE (d2 -t2,d2.],u(d)= 1) as d 2 >t2
and (3d E (d 2 - tz, d 2 ], u(d) = 1) is

true

as u(d 1 ) = 1 and d 1 E (d2 -

t2,

d 2 ], i.e. u / t2 (dz) = 1 .

F ig. 4 shows a function "u " of the set of definition Il and the function "u/ t2 " associated.

----<

•I

u(t)
r

--<
I
I
I

t

I

~

u / t,(t)

I

I
I

I
I

Figure 4 : Fimctions "t1 / u "and" u / t2 "resul1ing of the TON and TOF operators applied on " u ",
By definitiop, lI is closed und·e r these two new operators as the functions "t 1/ u" and "u/ t2 " are
defined in lR + . with boolean values and verify tbe property of the elements of n that were previously
developed.
1. the TON and TOF notation are the one used in the IEC 6113 i-3 standard (2]
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Theorems using temporal operators
Using these two new operators, we prove a set of 14 theorems. Some of these lheorems are perfectly in adequacy with the practice of lhe DEDS models designers. All these theorems are to be used in design and
analysis methods especially the ones that permit a composition of a boolean basic operator and a temporal
operator.
(P2)
(PI)
t 1 / n+u=u
(u+v )/t1= u / t1+v / t1
(P3 )

t1 / u · u = t 1/u

(P4)

t1 /( u·v)= t 1/ u · t 1/ v

(PS)

u / t1 + u = u / t 1

(P6)

u / t1 • u = u

(P7)

t 1/

u (t) = u/ t 1(t)

V' t ~ t1

(P8)

t 1/ u · t2 / u = max(t1, t z)/u

(P9)

u / t1 (t) = l1/u(t)

V't ~ t1

(PIO)

t 1 / u + t 2/ u

(Pll)

u / t1 · u / t 2 = u / min(t 1, ti)

(Pl2)

u / t 1 + u / t2

(Pl3)

t 1 /( ti/ u )=sum(t 1,ti)/u

(P14)

(u / t 1 )/ti = u /sum(tp tz)

with s um(t1, tz)

= min(t1, t z)/u
= u / max(t 1, ti)

= t 1 + ti

(addition in R )

Conclusions
In this paper, we have pt'esented the result of our work on th·e time representation in logical sys tems modelling and analysis. We hav1e shown that, although the different temporal operators are based on a unique
operator, lheir defmitions a.l'e not properly enough defined for a formal simulation or verification purpose.
Thus , two new operators are presented. Their definitions is based on a formal description of input/output
signal of any logical systems. Using these formal definitions, 14 theorems have been proved. These theorems increase our symbolic computation capabilities for complex logical expressions including temporal
operators. We have to note that these capabilities ha ve to be associated with the ones previousl y ob tained
on the events operators. These results, although it has an inner finality in term of form.al definition of previousl y n ot well defmed operators, are to be used in design, analysis and verification approaches of logical
system models [8] .
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Abstract . The paper deals with the modelling of quantised systems, which are continuous-variable
systems whose input and state variables can only be measured by a quantiser. The behaviour of the
quantised system is described by event sequences. The paper proposes a purely discrete-event description
of the quantised system with input events that may occur asynchronously to state events. It is shown
.how the transition relation of the model can be found for a given continuous system description and
given event generators.

1

Introduction

Hybrid systems, in which continuous-variable and discrete-event subsystems are interconnected, pose
very complex analysis, simulation, control and supervision tasks. One strategy to deal with hybrid
systems is to abstract a purely discrete-event description of the whole hybrid system and to apply
methods elaborated in discrete-event systems theory. This approach has been presented, for example, in
[3, 6, 7, 8, 9}. The main difficulty concerns the abstraction of a purely discrete-event description of the
continuous subsystem together with the injector and the quantiser (Figure 1). The result of this step
can then be easily combined with a model of the discrete-event subsystem.

I

u(t)

'

Continuous-variable ,

I Injector I

x(t)

subsystem

Quantised system

I

Quantiser

---- -- -- -- --- --------- ------------ ------------

Discrete
eontrol
actions

Eu

Ei

Discrete-event
subsystem

I

------

Di.sereteevent
seque nee

Figure 1: Hybrid system structure
Methods for abstracting discrete-event representations have either concerned discrete-time systems
[3, 7] or continuous-time systems with synchronous input events [2, 4, 9]. In both situations, changes
of the input u(t) are assumed to occur only at the sampling instances or at the occurrence time of the
output events. This simplifies the modelling task, because the input event s t ake place at predefined time
instances. This paper deals with the more ~eneral :situation in which an input event may occur at any
time. It is shown how the state of the discrete-event model has to be chosen and how the state transition
relation of the model can be obtained for a given quantised system .

2

Quantised systems

As shown in Figure 1, the core of t he quantised system is a continuous-variable continuous-time system
x(t)

=

f (x(t ), u (t)),

x(O)

= Xo.

(1)

with x E IRn and u E 'IRm. The differential equation (1) is assumed to have a unique solution.
T he state quantiser in Figure 1 introduces a partition of t he state space IRn into the sets Q.,(z),
z EN., = {l, 2, . . . , nJ . The qualitative value of the state x(t) at time t is given by the index z of the
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set Q.,(z) to which the state belongs: [x(t)] == z <=> x(t) E Q,,(z). The change of the qualitative value
[x(t)] from i to j is called the event e = (i,j). The quantised system is considered in the time interval
[O, Tn], where the continuous-variable system follows the trajectory X[o,T,.j· The quantiser generates a
state event sequence E.,
(2)

H + 1 is the number of state events that the system generates within a given time horizon Th . At the
occurrence time tk of the k-th event ek the system state x .a ssumes one value of the set 8Q(ek) :==
8Q,,(i) n 8Qz(j) where 8Qz(i) is the hull of Q,,(i). Hence, x(tk ) E 8Q(e,.) holds .
The injector (Figure 1) associates the discrete input value v E Nu == {l, 2, ... , nv} with a quantitative
value u" such that
(3)
holds for some t 0 . . . tH. The corresponding input event sequence is denoted by Eu == (vo, ... , VH)·
As the sequences of state and input events are to be investigated together, the signal vector (u ( t), x(t)) T
is quantised. The resulting event sequence E describes the behaviour of the quantised system. For simplicity, it is assumed that at most one input event takes place between any two state events. Thus, E
has the form
E(O ... 2H) == Quant ( Ufo,T,.J )

x 10,r,.J

=(

Vo

v1

(4)

ec c

The 'zero event' c denotes that no stat·e event occurs in the concerned step. If no input event takes place
between the state events ek and e1:+1, then Vk+t == Vi: holds.

3

Behaviour of the quantised system

The event sequences E are not unique [5}. That is, for a given initial event f'-0 and input event sequence
Eu the quantised system may generate one of a set of different event sequences and it is not possible to
select the true .sequence in advance. The reason for this is given by the fact that the initial state Xo of
the system (1) is not exactly known but merely restricted to the set 8Q(f'-O). The system may produce
one sequence of the set
Bs(t'-0,E,.)

=

I

{E(0 .. . 2H)==Quant((u[o,T,.] 1 X[o,T,.j)T)
x(t) f(x(t), u(t)), Xo E 8Q( f'-0) ,

=

E ::

3lo, i1 .. . ,in+i:
u(t) u"• for t1: ~ t <

=

(5)

t1:+i

= Quant(X[o,r,.J) with event times to ... tH :

lo ==to == 0,

iH+i

=

tH

= Tn ,

tk-1 ~

i1: <

tk for k

= 1 ... H

}.

Assume that a sequence of input and state events has occurred. The question whether a subsequent
state event e' may occur or may not occur can be answered by a reachability analysis.
Definition 1 (Reachability set) For given X C IR" the reachability set 'R.(S , X,u) is defined to be
the set of states x E X that a trajectory of the continuous-variable system with constant input u may
reach if the trajectory starts within the initial set S C IRn:
'R.(S , X,u) := {

x EX

J

3l: x(t)

= x, x = f(x , u),

Hence, e and e' are two succeeding events for input

x(O) ES, x(t) ES UX forO St~ l}.

(6)

u if and only if

R.( 8Q(e), 8Q(e'), u)

=F 0

(7)

This is illustrated by the left plot of Figure 2 for ec = (8 , 5). The initial quantitative state takes some
value of the set So= c5Q ((8, 5)) depicted by the grey area. The plot shows the corresponding trajectory
bundle. The input has the constant qualitative value v0 == l which is described by the pseudo event
sequence E u = (vo, vo) = (1, 1). The reachability sets for
= (5, 4) and ef = (5, 2) are both not
empty: Sf = 'R.( So, 8Q( ef), u"0 ) =F 0, Sf = R( So , 8Q( ef), uvo) f. 0. For all other state events,
the reachability sets are empty. Consequently, two events may succeed the event eo = (8, 5), which
demonstrates the nondeterminism of the qualitative behaviour Bs( t'(I , Eu) .

ef
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Figure 2: Behaviours for a given initial state event
Assume now that the initial event is eo = (6, 5) . If an input event switches the input from v0 = 1
to v1 = 2 before a new state event takes place, this is an asynchronous input event. Subsequently, the
state event (5, 8) may be generated (Figure 2, right plot). Note that the input event occurs at any time
between the initial event and the next new state event. Hence, the quantised system may follow a large
set of trajectories with different switching points. For this ca.se the reachability analysis consists of two
steps where the reachability sets before and after the input event are determined. If the input changes
from u -t ii before a new state event e' = (z, z') takes place and if the initial event e = (i, z) brings the
system into state z ,

R( R( 6Q(e), Qx(z), ii) , 6Q(e'),

U:)

#

10

<:?

e' may follow e for switching input ii-tu

(8)

holds. The two parts of relation (8) are illustrated in the middle and right plots of Figure 2 for an initial
state set So= c5Q(eo = (6, 5)). The first plot shows the set St = R( So, Qx(5), fi), i.e. the set of states
within the actual partition z = 5 that may be reached before a new event occurs. Starting from S1 , the
second part of relation (8) checks whether an event e' may occur. Only for e' = (5, 8) the reachability
set is not empty: S2 = R(S1 , 6Q(e' = (5,8)), ii)# 0.

4

A model for quantised systems with asynchronous inputs

A model that represents the discrete-event behaviour (5) of the quantised system has to cover the set
of event sequences BM(eo, E.,). The model has to be selected such that the relation
(9)

holds. That is, the model should generate all event sequences that the quantised system may generate.
Definition 2 (Complete model) A model that satisfies relation (9) is called complete.
In general, the modelling aim {9) cannot be satisfied with equality sign [5]. As a consequence, the
model may generate sequences that belon1g to BM(eo , E.,) but not to Bs(eo, E.,) . These sequences are
called spurious. The existence of such spurious behaviours is a typical phenomenon encountered in
qualitative modelling [3]. Besides the modelling aim (9) an important requirement to be satisfied when
selecting a representation of the quantised system is to obtain a minimal set of spurious solutions.
A nondeterministic automaton is used to solve the representation problem. It generates the event
sequences directly without a transformation from qualitative to quantitative values and vice versa. The
automaton is defined by N = (f!, V, R, w0 ) with the set of model states n, the set of model inputs V, the
transition relation R and the initial state wo. It has been demonstrated in the preceding section that
state ·changes and input changes hold relevant information for determining the future behaviour of the
quantised system. This result is exploited by the following definition of the automaton state:
(10)

Each state w represents the last state event ex = e20 (w) and an input event e., = e,,(w) that occurred
after the state event and before a succeeding state event. If no input event takes place, e., assumes the
'zero event' (v,, , v,,) . The set of model inputs is equal to the set of qualitative system inputs: V =Nu.
The transition relation R ~ V x f! x n defines which model state transitions may occur under the input
v if the model is in state w. Each transition represents an input event if e., changes, or a state event if
ex assumes a new value. The behaviour of the nondeterministic automaton is defined as follows:
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{E,(·0 ... 2H)= ( vo

eo

w21r.

v1
c

= (ek, (v,1;,v1r.)),

IE

VH)

= (Vo, ... ,VH,)

v1
e1

•..
. ..

V21r.

= v1r. fork= 0 .. . H,

w2.1;+ 1 = (e,1;, (v,1;, V1r.+i)),
(111,wi,wJ+t) ER for j

eH

112.1;+1

= Vk+i

= 0 ... 2H -

u

3 (Wo, ... ,W2H )

fork= 0 ... H -1,

1 }.

(11)

The transition relation R of the nondeterministic automaton has to represent the discrete-event
dynamics of the quantised system. The question occurs how to find this transition relation for a given
quantised system such that the resulting modei is complete. The key idea to solve this abstraction
problem for quantised systems with asynchronous input events is to trace the reachable states represented
by a mod'el state transition. A state event e' may succeed an event e for the input uv = u if a state
trajectory exists from 6Q(e) to 6Q(e 1 ), i.e. if the reachability set (7) is not empty. Then, the tripel
(v,w, w') is an element of the transition relation R, with w = (e, (v, v)) and w = (e', (v, v)). The crucial
case of switching inputs (the input changes from Va -+ vb) can be solved using eqn. (8) with uva = iL and
uv~ = u. If the transition may occur then (vb, w, w') E R holds for w = (e, (va, vb)) and w' = (e', (vb, vb)).
Any input event may occur after a state event. Thus, for w = (e, (va, va)) and w' = {e, (va, vb)) with
Va¥ Vb, (va,w,w') ER holds.
The reachability analysis leads to a method for determining iboth the discrete-event behaviour of
the quantised system and the transition relation of its model. To set up the transition relation, only
the last state 'event and input event are considered. If the full sequence of past events would be taken
into account to determine possible next events, the initial set S would be smaller than or equal to the
sets of relations (7) and (8). Consequently, the model may allow some events that can not occur in the
quantised system. But it generates all possible ev.e nt sequences_ That is, the model is complete.

5

Conclusions

The main result of the paper is a representation of the quantised system by means of a nondeterministic automaton. The model state captures the last state event and an input event that may occur
asynchronously between two succeeding state events. This allows to represent event sequences of the
quantised system with input events that take place asynchronously to state events. It has been shown
how the transition relation of the nondeterministk automaton can be determined by abst raction of a
given quantitative system description based on a reachability analysis.
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INTEGRATED MODELLING OF RAILWAY TRAFFIC WITH PETRI NETS
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Abstract. This paper introduces a framework which models in an integrated way lhe railway system wilh
Coloured Petri Nets (CPN). It is shown how to simplify the modelling by abstraction, modularization and reuse.
The constraints upon train operations are treated centralised and exclusively in lhe model of lhe train control
system so that complicated train operation algorithms can be taken into account such as resource assignment,
train priority, deadlock avoidance etc.

Intr:oduction
Railway system is a very large and highly complex system. It includes different and distributed subsystems,
involves discrete/continuous, parallel/synchronised and deterministic/stochastic processes. Its modelling concerns
many aspects of sys~em modelling .such as system structures, dynamic behaviours, heterogeneous system
proc·esses. The extreme system complexity is also difficuh to be dealt wilh. It is thus a very challenge for
modellers to be able to cope with such systems.
From our practices we have come to the conclusion that. in order to handle a complex system, one needs a
combination of Notation, Method and Tool (BMW principle) [I). To model a system, the modeller should at first
select a suitable notation which is accompanied with a supporting tool, and then analyses and model the system
with suitable methods chat include for example the model structure and organisation, abstraction of details and
complexity reduction, developing paradigms etc.
As modelling notati·ons, Petri Nets possess both graphical presentations and formal mathematical fou ndations.
Compared with other models the Petri Nets Models show following advantages: I) ease for model understanding
2) convenience for model checking and error detection 3) possibilities of simulation and validation 4) capacity to
deal with system complexity (High Level Petri Nets) 5) excellent tool support (editing, syntax checking,
simulation and analysis).
The use of Petri Nets to model some subsystems and solve some problems in railway transportation can be
found in the literature[2)(3]. But it still seems lacking in an integrated modelling of the whole system for some
investigations .at system level[S] , e.g. for investigation of system performances and transportation process
prognosis supporting the decision-making at dispositions. One of the difficulties is probably the model
complexity, because the net models may grow rapidly to a very large extent at the system modelling.
In this paper we introduce a framework which models in an integrated way the train transport processes and
the functionality of the train control system. For the modelling we employ Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) [4) and the
supporting tool Design/CPN [6) . One of the emphases at the modelling stage has been put on the reduction of
model complexity and it shows how to simplify the modelling by abstraction, modularization and reuse. The
constraints upon train operations are treated centralised and exclusively in the model of train control system so
that it may take into account very complicated train operation algori~hms such as resource assignment, train
priority .and ,deadlock avoidance. The Applications of the model to perform system level investigations are also
briefly introduced.
Sy.s~em

Overview

A railway system consists of the track infrastructure, the rolling stock (vehicles, locomotives etc.) and the train
control system. The train operations include not only the transport processes of the rolling materials, but also the
control processes in its train control and safety system.
There exist some works which model the railway systems with Petri Nets. But they often concentrate only on
parts of the system, either on the transportation process [2], or on the safety technology [3) or on certain other
aspects. Because no clear separation are made in these models between the transport processes and control
system functions, the model will become very complex and difficult to understand when the whole system shall
be modelled and investigated. In this work. we clearly separate the 'train movements on tracks and the system
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con•trol functions in the modelling so that dffforent system proper•ties can separately be handled and the modelling
process be eased. The overall structure of our model a:~e shown in Fig. l.

Fig. I System structu11e

Train movemen'ts on tracks
In the transport processes trains move from pilace to place on railway tracks. The driving time of a train from its
start to ·the goal equals to the sum of the driving times on track sections between stations and the stop times in
stations under the way. That is:

T

=I T~rive +I Tirop
j

If the train movement on •track sections between stations and the train behaviours in stations are modelled,
then the whole transport process of a train is fully described. The train movements on track sections show some
repeating processes, for instance, it consists simplified of acceleration, running with constant speed and braking.
The train behaviours in stations have a:lso similar repeating properties. So it is possible and reasonable to make
certain abstractions and build a class of basis models for modelling. In our model we build generic basis models
for stations and track sections which can be reused a1nd parameterized in the modelling. By combination and
connection of the basic models the •transport processes on a railway line can be easily modelled.
Petri Nets afe composed of places, tokens in the places and transitions. To model train movements on tracks
wivh Petri Nets, the places of Petri Nets are •usually employed to represent a track section and transitions for
modeHing the transfers from one track section to another. The 1train.s moving on the tracks are represented by
tokens flowing through the nets.
POSITION
("l f7 arrival
·~· message

.PS
'Ul drive
into .sta>tio

!=.~ f6 movement
,_,l authority

1

TRAIN
:zg'

I fb
:zg

pl in .slarion.

zg

i fb

p2 in sla.tion

.zg'

. f7 arrival

f6 movement ('~
autiro.r ity

ps

i. )

me:.·sage
POSITION

FB

Fig.2 Station model
As an example, figure 2 shows the basis mode'[ for stations (for the meaning of notations, see [4]). The input
parameters are station name., and train tokens on the two arrivaUdeparture places at the left and right end (p3 and
p4). There are interface ,places (j6 and f7) to train control system, through which the train arrival messages are
sent to control system and trains get movement authorities from the control system. The thick lines indicate the
train moving routes and directions. All the tracks in station are taken as the same. The substitution transitions U1
and U3 (co nsishng of subnets) model the arrival proce:sses from the two directions left-to-right and right-to-left,
in which the train stop times are determined according to the time table. The places pi and p2 represent the
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1tracks in station and can hold many rrain tokens at the same time. After the stop time trains leave the station,
which are modelled by the substitution transitions U2 and U4 for the both directions.

Modeltin.g of train operation algorithms
Because many trains run at the same time, their movements on tracks are parallel processes which must be
coordinated and regulated to avoid accidents and collisions. That is the responsibilities of the train control
system. In the following we take the single track railway lines as example.
The train control system regulates the train operations with certain algorithms regarding the restrictions on
resources, train type/priority, operation liveliness (free from deadlock) etc. The control algorithms are discrete
and event-driven, they can be suitably modelled by Petri Nets. For the space limit we just discuss the ideas how
to realise these algorithms in the modelling instead of showing the concrete models.
On a single track line, the track sections between two stations can only be occupied by trains with the same
driving direction. A change of the driving direction is only allowed when there is no train in the track section. In
model a train list and a direction register are assigned to each track section between two stations (Fig. 3). The
tool Design/CPN [6} supports the data type record and list, so it is easy to realise this function. Before a train is
allowed to enter a track section, the control system checks if a driving direction has been assigned to this section
and if that is the same as the train' s direction. Only when the direction of the train and the track is the same or the
train list for that track section is empty, the train can drive into the track section and its train number will be
added to the ,train list. A 1crain will be deleted from the train list when it leaves the crack section. If the train list
becomes empty, then the direction of the track section is set to null.

train2

trainl

·············L
I statl--L·o_nJ-1-~-----~---iLstati_jj±t!J.iL-.JI

....---......

train list: [trainl, train2]
dri~g

direction:

_..

Fig.3 train list and driving direction on a track section
To take the train type/priority into consideration at the train operations, another lists are set up for each
station . AU trains in a station, which are ready for departure and are to run in the same direction, are put into a list
for the station. When a free track section outside the station becomes available for the traffic, the train with the
highest priority in the list is at first allowed to depart, then the crain with next highest priority and so on.
The deadlock probability on a single track line at train operations is much greater than that on a double track
line. For example, a deadlock occurs on the track in figure 4, when all the tracks in station i and i+l are occupied
and all trains in station i shall drive to station i+ 1, and all trains in station i+ 1 shall to station i. There are many
methods to avoid the occurrence of deadlocks. Such tasks are normally taken by the dispatcher of the control
system and his decisions depends strongly on his experiences. In our model the following algorithm to avoid
deadlocks is modelled:
(I) Only when there is a free track in station i, one train from 1the two neighbourhood station i+l and i-1 can be
selected to drive to station i,
(2) Before selection it is examined whether all tracks in one of the two neighbouring stations are fully occupied
G;+i ),
by trains, namely 1the train number equals the track number <Zi-1 = G;_ 1 or Z;+i

=

(3) If such a critical situation has been found in (2), it must ,b e further checked if all trains in that station shall
drive to station i. If yes, there exists a deadlock danger, a train in that station should first be allowed to drive
to station i; if no, then no deadlock danger exists, the tr.ain selection from the two neighbouring stations can
proceed on the pure basis of train priority.
Zi-1
Gi-1

station i-1

ZI
Gi
station i

Fig.4 for the deadlock problem
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Zi+1
G1+1

station i+1

Conclusions and Applications
To enable the investigation of system level performances and to provide suppon for the decision-making at the
dispositions, the railway system has been modelled in an integrated way. We have chosen Coloured Petri Nets as
the modelling language because Petri Net models possess graphic presentations and are easy for understanding,
the models are execu,table and enable immediate simulations where error detection and model validation can be
carried out conveniently.
By modelling the train transport processes and ~he contml system functionality separately and building the
abstract basic models for railway stations and track sections, the model complexity has been reduced and the
modelling efficiency has been improved. The model can be used for simulating the train operation processes and
establishes a basis for many system inv.estigations. Figure 5 shows the simulated train traffic processes on the
'track between station I and station 4, given the train's arri val times on this track and the desired stop times at the
stations and other parameters about the track. If the effects of stochastic influences and disturbances in railway
traffic .a re integrated into the model, the train delays and the punctuality of the train operations can also be
determined by the simulations.
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Abstract. In this paper a method is presented, that is using Petri nets and switched differential equations for the
modelling of hybrid systems. The so called Petri net-state-model is the basis for further investigations into discrete controlled hybrid systems with the focus on the behaviour of the discrete control. The analysis methods
base on a reachability analysis of the hybrid system. For this a hybrid reachability graph, the evolution graph, is
presented which is equivalent to the reachability graph for discrete event systems. In case the graphtheoretical
analysis points out undesired dynamic properties of the modelled system a synthesis method is finally proposed.
This method allows to restrict the occurrence of undesired state transitions by synthesising a minimum of control
actions.

Introduction
The term hybrid systems has come to be used to describe systems where continuous and discrete event dynamics
interact and their interaction determines the qualitative and quantitative behaviour of the system. For the continuous time part of a hybrid system this may result in changes of the continuous dynamics caused by events. Reversely, the continuous evolution may generate events by reaching some thresholds, that cause state transitions in
the discrete subsystem. In the field of engineering hybrid systems are .more and more of interest due to the ex.pansion of digital devices interacting with the continuous world.
Out of the wide range of different hybrid systems [ 1] the foc·us in this paper is on those hybrid systems where
continuous physical processes are controlled by a switching logic. In such systems the interactions between the
often complex logic control and the coupled continuous local processes can lead to unexpected behaviour [4]. In
this case a simple discrete or continuous design of the controller is usually not sufficient. The hybrid behaviour
often arises from the hierarchical organisation of complex. control systems where the hierarchical organisation
helps manage complexity but requires increasing abstraction and the coordination of parallel processes.
Modelling, analysis and synthesis of such systems, especially of the sequential and the coordinating control, is
the subject of this con1ribution. First a simple example is in1roduced for illustration. After this a modelling
method for hybrid systems is presented, that consists of separate models for the continuous and discrete parts of
the hybrid system, which are modular connected by integrated interfaces. In the next section analysis methods
based on a hybrid reachability graph, the evolution graph, are given. Finally, a synthesis method for hybrid systems will be proposed, in case the graphtheoretical analysis points out undesired dynamic properties of the modelled system.
machine

----1
p

Fig. l : Example of a manufacturing processing heat-treated work-pieces
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Example
A simple example of a discrete controlled hybrid system is the manufactory in fig. 1, processing heat-treated
work pieces. Two furnaces at the beginrning of the process provide always enough work pieces for the processing
in the two paraHel working machines. There is only one manipulator in the middle (s. fig. I ) for the handling of
the work pieces between furnaces and machines. The handling is identical for both production lines whereas the
processing iai.ces different times. Processed work pieces leave the manufactory immediately. The most important
point is the moment a work piece leaves a furnac·e. Having left the fornace it has to be processed within a fixed
time. Otherwise it wiH cool down too much, cannot be processed anymore and the process has to be stopped.

Th.e Petri net-state-model
There are many approaches rn modelling of hybrid systems
[1, S]. Is the emphasis on the design of a discrete control
for a hybrid system like in this paper, it is useful to distinguish between the process on one side and the control on
the other side. Thus the hybrid system is divide into its
'continuous and its discrete event subsystems modelled
separately in the Petri net-state-model. The obtained submodels are connected by integrated .interfaces via simple
binary signals. Thus any continuous and any discrete submodel can be coupled with each olh.er and the modular and
efficient modelling of large systems is possible. Fig. 2
shows a simple Petri net-state-model consisting of one
discrete event subsystem and a comtinuous one.
The model DE of a discrete event subsystem can be
v.iewed as a 1triple:

DE "'(N,1,0)

Extended State Space Model

X = f(x,u,e)
y = g(x,u,e)

r

X 0 =cp(x,e) ee{0,1

u
for h;(x, e) < O
for h;(x, e) ~ 0

(1)

Fig. 2: Petri net-state-model
The internal dynamic of ch.e discrete system is modelled by
a comrmm Place/Transition-net N. To guarantee deterministic behaviour of the model the firing rule has to be
modified. Every transition has to fire a:s soon as it is enabled and concurrent transitions fire in maximal steps.
To treat the binary input signals, integrated into the input vector V1, the net is extended by the input place set I
"'{i1, k, ... , in! where n"' dim( Vi). Thus every input signal is assigned to an input place that has, corresponding to
its signal, one token (signal= 1) or is empty (signal"' 0). The input places can only be connected to the net N by
self-loops since they represent external and "read-only" firing conditions.
To create output signals, integrated into the output vector Vo, the net is extended in a way similar to the input
by the outpu1t place set 0 ={01, Oz • ... , Om} where m =dirn(vo). Thus every output signal is assigned to an output
place which has to be 1-safe to represent the signals 1 and 0. The output places are only additional places, thus
1lhe dynamic of the discrete event system is still determined by the net N.
In a model for the continuous parts of a hybrid system several hybrid phenomena like jumps or switches in the
continuous trajectory and changes of tihe system order have ,t,o be taken into account [6]. These phenomena are
integrnted in the model CO of a continuous subsystem that can be viewed as a 7-tuple:
1

1

(2)

CD"' ( X, Y,U, f,g,h,<l>)
Switched differential equations as an extended state space model are used

x"'f(x,u,,e), y = g(x,u,e) , x 0 "'<l>(x,e)

,~o

model the continuous dynamic:
(3)

where x(t)EXclR' is the dynamic staite vector, u(t)EUclR 5 the continuous input vector and y(t)EYclR 1 the
continuous output vec~or. A change of the interface input signals ee{0,1t causes a change of the system dynamics including a possibly change of 1the dimension of the state vector x. Jumps of the state variables can be modelled by the map <t>(x,e) , reinitialising the system to the initial state x0 . For the communication with other, especially with discrete submodels, the binary output signals aE{o,1r are obtained by the threshold function h(x,e) .
Finally the state X h ={m, x} of the hybrid system consists of the continuous state vector Kand the state of the
Petri ne,t represented by the actual marking vector m of the net N.
1
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Fig. 3 shows the hybrid model of the example. The handling
and the processing are modeHed in separate continuous subsystems. AH continuous dynamic is reduced to its duration (trhandling time, fA·max . handling time, fpr time for processing)
which leads to simple integrators in the continuous subsystems.

Evolution graph .and graphtheoretical analysis
Considering the dynamic behaviour of a Petri net-state-model
the marking of the Petri net N changes only but then immediately when a new input signal v; occurs. This is generated by
reaching a threshold in the continuous system. For the rest of
time the discrete state remain as well as the interface signals
x
and the functions f, g and .h constant. Thus a certain continuous
fiirtPl >x,., a
a; - 1 fur Ip; s xp(
dynamic belongs to each of this discr·e te states until a new
threshold is reached. This period of time is ·caIJ.ed an invariant
Fig. 3: Hybrid model of the example
belhaviour state (IB-state) [2].
AH IB-states which can be reached from a given initial .state Xl>O form the hybrid reachability set RM_Xno). The
reachability set ·c an be represented by a directed graph, the evolution graph En
(K. A), where the nodes
K = RM_Xt10) correspond to the reachable IB-states and the arcs represent the transitions between the IB-states (2).
A node of the evolution graph is shown in fig. 4. Its discrete part consists of the
marking of the Peai net during an IB-state and its continuous part of the initial discrete part
cont. part
state at the beginning of an IB-state. The a.r;cs are labelled with the duration t..t of
t·'}
a;; Llt
the IB-state, the signals ai ·c ausing a state transition and the ttansitions ti fired in
the Petri net. Fig. 5 shows the evolution graph of the example.
The evolution graph is equivalent to the reachability graph for discrete event
systems so that in principle graphtheoretical analysis methods of Petri nets can be
used for hybrid systems, too. Because of the integration of ·t ime into the evolution Fig. 4 : Node of the evolugraph it is also possible to consider the continuous behaviour.
tion graph
Dead transitions of the Petri net, dead output signals ai and total deadlocks of
the hybrid system can be found irrunediately in the evolution graph. Different paths in the evolution graph arise
only from classical conflicts of several transitions ·in the discrete event system. The evolution graph of the example (fig. 5) has no dead transitions or output signals. So all modelled processes in the manufacturing are possible.
The deadlock (fig. 5 bottom left) shows that work pieces ·c an cool down too much.
The establishment of additional properties such as lifeness, repeatability and cycles requires the condensation
of the evolution graph. This is a
graph the nodes of which correspond
fUr t, 2, t, 5,
with the strong components (set of
t., = 4 und t,,. = 6
nodes linked in both directions) of the
evolution graph. A component of the
condensation is life for e.g. if all transitions of the net can fire and dead if it
4,1, ! . ,. 2
I
contains only one node. Cyclic behav1 010110 1020
iour of the hybrid system is possible if
there exists a component with m ore than
20001101202
one node.
The condensation of the example has
a,.3
eight de.ad components (in fig. 5 onJy
2000110 1505
the deadlock K2 is marked) and the life
t1 a1 , 1
a,. 2
··· ·· · ·····
component K1 where several cycles are
2001100 10 •0 0 · - --'~!~-(2 0 0 1 1 0 0 16 0 c)"·:
a,. 2 20001101000
possible that realises the desired system
·.
..·
K2···--------· -···········
behaviour.
Fig. 5: Evolution graph of the example

-{o
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Synthesis
Aber a graphtheoretical analysis of a hybrid system i.t is ·o f interes t how the discrete control can be modified in
case the analysis points out undesired dynamic behaviour. The b asic idea of the following synthesis method is to
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restrict the system behaviour in order to prevent the occurrence of undesired state transitions, the critical state
transitions, in the modelled system (3). The reachability graph and its condensation representing the current dynamic properoies of the hybrid system can be used directly for the correction task. In the example (fig. 5) the goal
of a synthesis is to lead the process into the life condensation component K1 and to prevent all state transitions
leaving this component. Thus the process performs cyclically and no work piece cools down too much any more
(component K2 ). Three critical s tate transitions (dotted) can be found in the evolution graph of fig. 5.
The prevention ,c an be done by disabling the critical transitions that ,c ause the undesired state transitions. In
the example there is only one critical transition, the transition~- Let d i,ai =[mr ,xrf denote vectors representing
the h ybrid states, that enable the critical transition ~. and let x,, denote an arbitrary hybrid state vector. Suppose
that the firing of ti at a deactivator d i is undesired whereas ti may continue being enabled at an activator a i. Then
the correction task formally can be stared as additional firing conditions
1

(4)

for the cri,tical transition If In general it is not necessary to consider every continuous state and every place of the
hybrid system to distinguish the activators and the deactivators. Only some so-called significant continuous states
and places will be needed to realise a minimum of necessary control actions. To find them the matrix t:.i is built

air· fdi2 -ail·
,-q·
, , ... ·, Jdip -aif]
q

Af-[1Jdi, -air·
u., , ... ·, 1di

(5)

by subtracting every deaclivator from every activator for a critical
transition ti. A non-zero element of this matrix t:.i means, that the
corresponding place or continuous state could be used for the identification of de-/activators. In the example the critical transition ~
has two activators and two deactivators resulting in the matrix 6.4
A4 =

1

0

[1

0

0 0

1

o

0

1
1

1

1
1
0

0

0

0

0

0 0

o o o

0 : 0

o:o
010
o:o

0
2

o

O]T

0

2

2

2

Fig. 6: Modified control of the example

Minimally one place and one continuous state, for e.g. s 6 and x112 (boldly marked), are needed. This results in the
additional condition [nl6 = 0 v xP2 = 2) for ~-Out of this the minimal controls can be derived that are realised in
fig. 6 by self-loops and by a new threshold for Xi:fl.

CGndusion
The analysis and the synthesis presented in this contribution bases on a Petri net-state-model of the hybrid system
and the evolution graph. This requires a finite evolution graph what still can't be proved. The restrictions obtained by the synthesis to prevent undesired state transitions are maJ1imal permissive because all other state transitions may occur furthennore. The synthesis method itself is hybrid since discrete and continuous conditions
normally will be arrived as shown in the example.
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Abstract. In this paper we deal with a hybrid formalism based on Petri nets. A restricted model,
called Unitary Rate Hybrid Petri Net, is defined. This model can be seen as the Petri net counterpart of
a Timed Automaton. We demonstrate that the reachability problem for a hybrid net in this class can be
reduced to the reachability problem of a corresponding discrete Petri net, and thus it is decidable.
I. Introduction
The control of hybrid systems, i.e., systems with both time-driven and even,t-driven dynamics, is a domain
of increasing importance and several hybrid models have been presented in the literature.
Petri nets (PNs) (4] have originally been introduced to describe and analyze discrete event systems.
Recently, much effort has been devoted to apply these models to hybrid systems as well. Among the many
different hybrid net formalisms that have been proposed, we consider here a basic model that was originally
presented in [' 2] and that was inspired from the approach of David and Alla (3]. This model, that will be
called in the rest of this paper Hybrid Petri Net (HPN)., consists of continuous places holding fluid, discrete
places containing a non-negative integer number of tokens, and transitions, either discrete or continuous.
Note that, unlike [2], we are assuming here that no timing structure is ·associated to the firing of discrete
transitions.
In this paper we define a particular class of HPS called unitary-rate HPN (URHPN), that can be seen as
the HPN counterpart of a Timed Automaton {TA) {I} . It consists of a HPN where the continuous dynamics
is such that the marking of each continuous place constantly increases with a unitary slope. Thus the
marking of each continuous place represents the value of a timer. When comparing URHPNs and TA we
observe that: TA can model "reset" of the continuous state, while URHPNs can model "jumps of constant
magnitude" of the continuous state (and, as in the general case, may also have an infinite discrete state
space) [6] . .
We prove that the reachability problem is decidable for a URHPN and can be reduced to the reachability
problem of a discrete PN with a suitable initial marking. This result may not be surprising, because the
reachability problem is also known to be decidable for TA [I].

2. Hybrid Petri Nets
The Petri net formalism used in this paper can be seen as the "untimed" version of the model presented in
[2]. For a more comprehensive introduction to place/transition Petri nets see [4].
A Hybrid Petri Net (HPN) is a structure N = (P, T, Pre, Post, C).
'The set of places P =Pd U Pc is partitioned into a set of discrete places Pd (represented as circles) and
a set of continuous places Pc (represented as double circles). The cardinality of P, Pd and Pc is denoted n,
nd and nc .
The set of transitions T = TdUTc is partitioned into a set of discrete transitions Td and a set of continuous
transitions Tc {represented as double boxes). The cardinality of T, Td and Tc is denoted q , Qd and qc.
The pre- and post-incidence functions that specify the arcs are (here JRt = R+ U {O} ): Pre : Pd x T ~ N,
Post : Pc x T ~ R(j.
We require (well- formed nets) that for all t E Tc and for all p E Pd, Pre(p, t) = Post(p, t ).
The function C : Tc ~ JRt x ~ specifies the firing speeds associated to continuous t ransitions (here
!Rt, = JR+ U {oo}). For any continuous transition t; E Tc we let C(t;) =(VJ, Vj), with VJ ::; Vj . Here VJ
represents the minimum firing speed (mfs) and V; represents the maximum firing speed (MFS).
We denote the preset (postset) of transition t as •t (t•) and its restriction to continuous or discrete places
as (d) t = •t n Pd or (c)t
•t n Pc. Similar notation may be used for presets and postsets of places. The
incidence matrix of the net is defined as C(p, t) = Post(p, t) - Pre(p, t). The restriction of C to P x and
Ty (X,Y E {c,d}) is denoted Cxy. Note that by the well-formedness hypothesis Cdc = 0.
A marking m : Pd ~ N, Pc ~ ~ is a function that assigns to each discrete place a non-negative number
of tokens, represented by black dots and assigns to each continuous place a fluid volume; mp denotes the
marking of place p. The value of a marking at time r is denoted m(r) . The restriction of m to Pd and
Pc are denoted with md and m e, respectively. An iHPN system (N, m (r 0 )) is an HPN N with an initial

=
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) A URHPN; (b) the corresponding discretized PN.
marking m(ro).
'T he enabling of a discrete transition depends on the marking of all its input places, both discrete and
continuous.
Definition 1. Let (N, m) be an HPN system. A discrete transition t is enabled at m if for all Pi E •t,
mi 2: Pre(p1, t).
•
A continuous transition is enabled only by the marking of its input discrete places. The marking of its
input continuous places, however, is used to distinguish between strongly and weakly enabling.
Definition 2. Let (N, m) be an HPN system. A continuous tmnsition t is enabled at m if for all Pi E (dlt,
mi 2: Pre(pi, t).
We say that an enabled transition t E Tc is: strongly enabled at m if for all places Pi E (clt, mi > O;
weakly enabled at m if for some Pi E (clt, mi= 0.
In the foUowing we describe the hybrid dynamics of an HPN. We first consider the time-driven behavior
associated to the firing of continuous transitions,, and then the event-<lriven behavior associated to the firing
of discrete transitions.
The instantaneous firing speed (IFS) at time T of a transition t; E Tc is denoted v;(r). We can write
the equation which governs the evolution in time of the marking of a place Pi E Pc as

mi(T)

=

L

C(pi, t;)v;(r)

( 1)

t; ·ETc

where v(r) = [v 1 (r), ... , v,...J r )jT is the IFS vector at time -r. Indeed Equation 1 holds assuming that at
time T no discrete transition is fired and that all speeds vi ( T) aie continuous in T.
Th·e enabling state of a continuous transitim1 t; defines its admissible IFS v;. If ti is not enabled then
vi
0. If t; is strongly enabled, then it may fire with a:ny firing speed Vj E [VJ, Vil· If ti is weakly enabled,
then it may fire with any firing speed vi E [VJ, V ;], where Vi ~ Vi since ti cannot remove more fluid from
a:ny empty input continuous place p than the quantity ent·e red in p by other transitions.
We now characterize the set of all admissible IFS vectors.
Definition 3. (admissible IFS vectors)
Let (N, m) be an HPN system. Let Te(m) C Tc (I'Ji(m) C Tc) be the subset of continuous transitions
enabled (not enabled) at m, and Pl = {p; E Pc I m .i = O} be the subset of empty continuous places. Any
admissible IFS vector v at m is a feasible solution of the following lin ear set:

=

'r:fti E Te(m)
'r:fti E Te(m)
'efti E TN(m)

(2)

'efp E Pe(m).

The set of all feasible solutions is denoted S(N, m).
•
Constraints of the form (2.a), (2.b), and (2.c) follow from the firing rules of continuous transitions.
Constraints of the form {2.d) follow from (1), because if a continuous place is empty then its fluid content
cannot decrease.
Note that the set S is a function of the marking of the net. Thus as m changes it may vaiy as well.
In particular it changes at the occurrence of the following macro-events: (a) a discrete transition fires,
thus changing the discrete marking and enabling/ disabling a continuous transition; (b ) a continuous place
becomes empty, thus changing the enabling state of a continuous transition from strong t o weak.
Let T 1.; and rk+ 1 be the occurrence times of two consecutive macro-events of this kind; we assume that
within the interval of time [rk , T1.;+i) the IFS vector is constant and we denote it v(•k) · Then the continuous
behavior of an HPN for TE [• k> Tk+d is described by: m c(r) = m c(rk) + C ccv(1k)(r - Tk), md(r) = m d(rk).
T he firing of a discrete t ransition ti at m(r) yields the marking: m c(r) = m c(r- ) + Ccdu(• ), md(r ) =
md(; -) + Cddu (r) , where u(r) is the firing count vector associated to the firing of transition ti.
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Figure 2: The reachability graph of the URHPN in figure 1
2.1. Firing sequence and reachability
Now, we provide some definitions that will be useful in the following.
Definition 4. {Event Step) Let us consider ,a HPN system (N, m ) . If t E Td is enabled at m , t may fire .
•
The firin,g oft determines a new marking m = m +Post(·, t) - Pre(-, t) and we write m [t)m .
We can use a similar notation for the marking variation due to the firing of continuous transitions .
Definition 5. {Time Step) Let us consider a HPN system (N, m). If t E Tc is enabled at m f or a time
interval of length 1' E R+. The firing oft during that time interoal determines a new marking m: md = md ,
m.c = CccV(T)d-r +me 2'.: O, where v E S(N,m) and we write m[1')m.
•
Definition 6. Let (N, m) be a HPN system. A firing sequence a = 01 , ··· ,a,,. E (Td UR+ t is enabled
from a marking m if m[a1 )m1 [02}m2 · · · l[ ak)m holds. To denote that the firing of a from m determines
the marking m we write m[a)m.
•

J:

3. Uni1tary-rate hybrid p ,e td nets
In this section we define a special class of hybrid Petri nets called unitary-rate HPNs that can be seen as
the net counterpart of timed automata.
Definition 7. A unitary-rate hybrid Petri net {URHPN) is a HPN where: T c = {tc}, •tc = 0, C(tc) =
(1, 1}, 'v'p E Pc : Post(p, tc) = 1, Pre, Post E f:f' x q.
•
Thus a unitary-rate hybrid Petri net has a single continuous transition that is always enabled - because
it has no input places - and whose firing speed is always unitary. The marking of all continuous places
increases with unitary rate during a time step. Discontinuous variations of continuous markings may only
follow the "firing of discrete transitions . .Furthermore, we assume tnat all arcs have integer weights. Such an
assuµiption has been introduced for simplicity. In fact, whenever Pre, Post E Rnxq all the weights could be
mulitiplied by the least common multiple of the denominators of .all the constants appearing in Pre, Post to
get a new hybrid net that is isomorphic with a new one where Pre, P ost E N"xq. Even if Pre, Post E JR.nxq
but each weight has the same irrational numbers .a s common factors, an isomorphism with a net where
Pre, Post E N"xq can be determined.
·
The evolution of URHPNs can be related to that of timed HA. In fact , the constant rate variation of
continuous marking in URHPNs agrees with the set Inclusions containing the single element 1 E Rn in
timed HA. However, all the differences outlined in the previous section still hold. In particular, in URHPNs
the firing of a discre_te transition may only produce constant variations on the continuous marking. On the
other hand, URHPNs can assume an infinite number of discrete states.
Example 8. The HPN in figure La is a URHPN. Its reachability graph is shown in figure 2 under the
assumption that mo = (0.8., 0.5., 1, 0). It has been drawn in accordance with the following rule. The firing
of tn·e continuous transition is represented only if it produces a variation on the enabling condition of the
net. Note however that the continuous transition is always .enabled and always fires with a constant unitary
rope. Therefore, all the markings obtained from those in figure 2 with the addition of the same positive real
number to mp 1 and mp2 , are reachable.
•
Now, we prove that the reachability problem for URHPNs is decidable.
Let us first define an equivalence relation on (!Rt )m.
D efinition 9. A vector :r; E (~ )m is time -consistent with y E (~ )m if: 3 b E [O, 1) : Vi = 1, · · · , m, (y;) =
(xi + b) where (-) denotes the fractional part and we write :r; ~ y. The equivalence classes of this relation
a~e denoted [x].
•
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Figure 3: (a) The equivalence class [(O, 0.3)]; (b) the set of continuous markings for the URHPN in example 12.
Example 10. Let x = (0, 0.3). In figure 3.a the set of vectors time-consistent with x are represented in
the plane (x 1 ,x 2 ) and lie on a family of parallel lines. All lines ar·e equally spaced and are characterized by
a constant unitary slope.
•
Lemma 11. Let (N,m) be a URHPN system. Ifm E R(N,m) then m,c E [me].
Proof. If m E R(N,m), then there exists a firing sequence u = 01,02, ···,Ok such that m[o1)mi[o2 )m2
... [o,,)m. Since all the arc wei.g hts a.re integers, the firing of a discrete transition produces no variation on

the fractional parts of a continuous marking. Thus, if mi_i[o:;)m; and o; E Td, then (m;-1)

mf

E

= (m;) and

[mi-1l·

On the contrary, the firing of the continuous transition produces a variation on the fractional parts of the
continuous marking. However, all these variations have the same magnitude. Thus, if Oi = 7' E Ji+, then
mi = C cc v (r)dr + mf_1. Howe'>'er, v(T) = 1 and C cc = I by hypothesis, hence mf = rrif_ 1 +"T where "T
is a vector E Rn° whose components are all equal to 7'. Now, let b ('f), then Tip E Pc, (m;,p) = (mi-1,p + b).
Thus, mi E [mf-1l·
Finally, we can conclude that me E [me] by the transitivity of equivalence relations.
0

J;

=

Example 12. Let us consider the URHPN system (N, mo) in example 8 with initial marking mo =
(0.8,0.5, 1,0). In figure 3.b the set of all continuous markings reachable from m 0 is r epresented. Obviously, this is a subset of [m0].
Lines have been partitioned in two different sets and distinguished as dash and continuous lines. Dash
lines belong to the set of continuous markings reachabie when the discrete marking is equal to md = (1, 0) ,
whHe continuous lines belong to the set of continuous markings reachable in the case of m d = (O, I). The
discrete marking changes every times one of the discrete transition fires and discrete transitions can only
fire alternatively.
Let us examine all possible evolutions of the net when the initial marking is mo. During the first 0.2
time instants, no discrete transition is ·e nabled and tc fires until the marking moving along line 1 reaches
point A corresponding to (1, 0.7, l, 0) . Now t 1 become enabled. Thus from point A it may fire changing the
marking to point A'. Note however that t 1 is not required to fire .as soon as A is reached ; it may fire from
any other point on line 1 greater than A thus reaching a corresponding point on line 2. For all markings
on line 2 smaller than B no discrete transition is enabled and only the continuous transition fires until Bis
reached. Now t 2 become enabled. Thus from point B it may fire changing the marking to point B'. Note
however that t 2 is not required to fire as soon as B is reached; it may fire from any other point on line 2
greater than B thus reaching a corresponding point on line 3. All markings on line 3 enable transition t 1
that may fire thus rea1ching a corresponding point on line 4. Everything repeats periodically as shown in
figure 3. b. We also obserV'e that the points A, A', B, etc. that characterize the net evolution correspond to
the markings in the reachability graph of figure 2.

•

Now, let us define a transformation on a hybrid Petri net system.
D efinition. 13. Given a HPN N = (P,T,Pre,Post,C). We define the "discretized PN associated to N",
the P/T net LNJ
(P 1 ,T',Pre1 , Post') with: P'
P, i.e., LNJ has as many places as N , but they are all
discrete; T'
T , i.e., LNJ has as many transitions as N, but they are all di screte; Pre'(p, t)
LPre(p, t)J;
Post'(p,t) = LPost(p,t)J, where 'L-J denotes the integer part. We call LNJ the discretized HPN associated
to N .
•
Example 14. In figure Lb the discretized PN corresponding to the HPN in figure La is shown.
•
Now, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for a marking m in a URHPN to be reachable.
The orem 15. Let (N, m0 ) be a URHPN system. Then, m E R(N, rri0 ) iff m e E [m 0] and LmJ E

=

=

=
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=

R( l N j, m) where
-

-{ lmo,pJ+l

mp -

l mo,p J

if (mp) < (mo,p)
otherwise

and lNJ is the discretized net associated to N.
Proof. First, let us observe that m E R(N, mo) iff 3 a such that mo[a}m. Since the continuous transition in
(N,mo) is always enabled, this implies that 3a' = a-rar such that m 0 [a')m, where a-r E ~and ar E TJ,

i.e., if m is reachable, then it may also be re~ched by a "normalized sequence" where a single time step
oocurs first, and all the e¥ent steps occur only at the end.
The firing sequence ar can be written as CTr = cr~a~, where a~ = (ar}, and a~ = LurJ· Therefore,
mo[u~)m0 [a~)m'{ar)m. Obviously, (m(» = (m'} = (m).
\Ve now observ·e that the difference in the fractional part between m 0 and m is due to the time step
a~, that has a length less than one and yields m 0from mo. Obviously, 'Vp E Pc, if (mp}
(mC,,p} ~ (mo,p)
then Lmo,pJ = lmo,pJ· Otherwise, if (mp)
(m0,p} < (mo,p}, then lmo,pJ = lmo,pj + 1. Thus the integer
part of m 0 is exactly the marking m defined in the theorem statement.
Finally we observe that because m 0 and m have the same fractional part, then m E R(N, m 0) if and
only if LmJ E R(lNJ, lm0J). In fact, let t be the discrete transition of LNJ corresponding to the continuous
transition tc of N. With the notation used above it is easy to understand that m 0 [a~ar)m if and only if
lm(,J[a!far}LmJ where a!f contains the transition I an number of times equal to u~. Thus, LNJ simulates
N firing t for each time step of length 1 occurring in N.
0

=

=

Example 16. Let us consider the URHPN system (N, mo) in example 8 with initial marking m 0 =
(0.8, 0.5, 1, 0). We want to determine if m = (5, 0.7, 1,0) E R(N, mo) by applying theorem 15.
Clearly me E [m0] because if we take b = 0.2, then 'Vp E Pc, (mp} = (mo,p + b). Then, if we consider
the discretized PN in figure l.b we .see that (510, 1, 0) E R(lNj, (1,0, 1, 0)) where, in accordance with the
notation of theorem 15, (1,0, 1,0) = m and (5,0, 1,0) = LmJ . In fact, the firing sequence 7J = t,t1, t,t2 is
such that m [u)l m J. Therefore, we can conclude that even m E R(N, mo). The same conclusion can be
reached by looking at figure 3. In fact, it is easy to observe that the firing sequence a= 0.2,ti, 1.3, t2 , 0.7
is such that mo[a)m.
•
By virtue of the above theorem 15, the results on the reachability of discrete Petri nets can be extended
to URHPNs, thus proving the validity of the following corollary.
Corollary 17. The reachability problem is decidable for URHPNs.
Proof. Follows from theorem 15 and from the fact that the reachability problem is decidable for discrete
PN [5).
0
4. Conclusions
In this paper we have defined a special class of Hybrid Petri Nets, called Unitary Rate Hybrid Petri Nets,
that can be seen as the Petri net counterpart of a Timed Automaton. The reachability problem for a hybrid
net in this class has been reduced to the reachability problem of a corresponding discrete Petri net, and
thus it is decidable.
To study this class of nets, in one of the examples we have informally used the reachability graph analysis
that has been developed for discrete nets. It ma,y be interesting to find out if a technique based on the
reachabiHty /coverability graph may always be applied to this hybrid model and which properties can be
studied with it.
It is a iso worth defining and exploring new restricted classes of HPNs. These structures may extend the
classes of models for which important properties can be shown to be decidable and can be studied with
standard t ools of discrete Petri nets.
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1DIET

Abstract: The paper deals with the formulation and analysis of a static model aimed at being the kernel of
possible computer aided design tools for urban planning. The key element of this model is a static representation
of the transportation network connecting the consider,e d facilities . Such a representation is based on an analogy
of electric natW"e. As a result, conventional electric networks solvers can be used to determine the relevant
features of the .traffic flow and the impact of the facility location decision on the urban area.

IntrodU:ction
One of the major problems of urban planners is that of efficiently locating services or facilities in the urban area.
In its optimal formulation, a location problem can be stated as follows: given m clients and n potential sites for
locating prespecified facilities, taking into account the profit deriving from supplying the demand and the cost
for setting up the facitities, select an optimal set of facility locations (see, for istance, [ l ], cap. 16).
Actually, the search for optimal solut,~ons is the aim of operational research, while, as far as urban planning
activities are concerned, the goat is often to de velop suitable tools to be used as support systems in the decision
process, d,uring which a sub-optimal feasible solution is iteratively constructed. Relying on this basic
consideration, the present paper formulates a static model oriented to the analysis and sub-optimal solution to
location-like problems within a urban area. Making reference to a real urban context, the concept of "client" of a
facility can be naturally replaced with the concept of "vehicle", since it is impossible to ignore the presence of an
underlying transportation network throu,gh which the i-th client reaches the j-th facility [2]-[3] .
The proposed model describes the road network as an electric network, enabling to evaluate the incremental
traffic due to the presence of the facility. It describes each lane of a road as an oriented link, characterized by
(time-varying) parameters, s uch as the travel time at given unsaturated conditions. Road intersections are
represented as nodes with inflows and outflows. The propagation delays due to the presence of traffic lights ([4],
cap. 1) and non homogeneous flows are also taken into account. In the paper, the analysis of the proposed model
in terms of its sensitivity ~o possible variations of the network parameters is also discussed.

Facility location problems
The usual way .to face facility location problems is to define a globa'l cost function associated with a certain
locaition decision to 'be minimized. In our case, assume to subdivide the considered urban region into N areas, to
locate M facilities in certain precise positions, and to account for L possible types of transportation means. Then,
(1)

1 :5k:5 L,1 :5 j $ M, l :5 i :5 N

(see [l ]) where Pt is the user population in the i-th area using the transportation mean k,
factor associated with that type of transportation mean,

c;1c

is the weighting

t;J is the time to reach, from the i-th area, the j-th facility

with 1the transportation mean k.

Model formulation
The model proposed in this paper relies on the assumption that 'the domi nant transportation mode ("dominant" in
the sense that it primarily contributes to determine the access time), is the private vehicle.
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Consider the problem relevant to M facilities Si , l S j S M , of .a certain nature to be located in a urban
context under the following assumptions: 1. each fac.ility has the assigned capacity to serve C j clients per hour;
2. the distribution of the potential clients over the urban territory is known (more precisely, the spatial
distribution is discretiZJed in.to elementary units called "cells"); 3. each cell i, 1 S i S N , contains P; (t)
potential clients, where such a quantity is a time function valued in number of clients per hour; 4. the i-th cell is
centered in the i-th road intersection, l S i S N , N being the total number of road intersections of the urban
transportation network considered.
The Pi -th client's choice of the faciHty to reach is assumed to be dic.tated by the cost to access the facility. In
the case of transportation by means of pr.ivate vehicles, such a cost can be modelled as directly proportional to
the vehicle travd time t(i, j) from the i-th road intersection, from which the Pi -th client starts, to the j-th road
intersection, where the facility is located. The global vehicle travel ti:me is obviously the sum of the travel times
associated with the links of the transportation network through which the client moves to reach the facility.
The urban transporta,,tion network can be repr·esented by a graph with N nodes and a set of oriented links
l(i, j), i S N , j S N , connecting the i-th node with d1e j-th node, with the travel direction from i to j. Each
link is marked by a label which defines the time-varying travel time law on the link itself as a function of the
traffic volume nij (t).
To further refine the model of the access to a fac.ility it is necessary to consider that, relying on the model, the
following aspects should be determinable: for any node, the time to access the nearest facility; the nodes
"captured" by a facihty, and the corresponding burden in terms of dients (this, in tum, allows one to identify the
influence area of each facility delimited, on the nodes map, by the border lines connecting the nodes with
associated longer access time); the number of clients reaching each facility; the induced traffic variation in each
link of the transportation network; the total cost for the users whicih is implied by the selected facility location:
this quantity can be computed by summing up all the access times associated with the nodes multiplied for the
number of clients arriving from each node.
To de~errn.ine the quantities indicated above, it is necessary to compute the travel time corresponding to each
link of the considered 1transportation network, making reference to the particular traffic conditions in the time
interval of interest. In 1(2], the navel time as a function ofthe traffic intensity, of the parameters which determine
the traffic fluidity, and the possible presence of traffic lights is provided. Yet, in our case, the point is to evaluate
the traffic variation due to the location of a certain facility in a certain area.
1

\/ 'v--0
j

Figur'e 1: The electric equivalent of a link of the transportation network
Then, {he mentioned function can be linearly approxima ted by the tangent in the operation point in question.
precisely, given the regular traffic in the considered link, one can determine the corresponding travel time
t 0 (i, j) . Then, the travel time after that the facility has been located can be written as
1

Mo~e

t(i, j) = t 0 (i, j) + R[n(i, j) - n 0 (i, j)] = t 0 (i, j) + RiJtln(i, j)

where .6.n(i, j) is the traffic intensity induced by the considered facility and
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(2)

R;j =

dt(i, j)

(3)

---1

dn(i, j)

0

Clearly, in searching the optimal facility location. it is the average access time to be crucial rather than the
access time of a single client. This is the reason why a macroscopic continuous-time model turns out to be the
correct choice. Moreover, since there are plenty of efficient comme.rcial tools for the analysis of electrical
networks, it seems natural to depict an electrical equivalent of each link of the transportation network, Fig. 1, in
fact representing this latter as an electric network.
Note that, in the electric equivalent of a link, the presence of a diode guarantees that the current flows in a
unique direction, and so does the traffic. The role of the voltage generator Eij is to polarize the diode, thus
representing the original travel time t 0 (i, j) . The value of the resistor Rij describes the dependence on the
current I ij , i.e., on the induced ·traffic intensity 6n(i, j) . Finally, the voltage V;j represents the link travel time
t(i, j).
To determine the electric equivalent parameters corresponding to each link of the transportation network the
following considerations can be made. The travel time along a urban road in regular traffic conditions is given by
3600A
= --+ t,

t

(4)

v

where A is the length in Km of the patch between two subsequent road intersections, v is the mean speed
(Km/h) of .the vehicles, ts is the additional time due to the presence of a traffic light On the other hand, the
mean speed v in a urban area can be obtained, experimentally, as a function of different parameters. For
instance, for some Italian urban areas, one has

v

= 31.l

+ 2.8l - l.2p - 12.8t 2

-

10.4D - 1.4! - (53 · 10-

6

+ 123 · 10- 6

x{;

r

(5)

where A. is the width of the carriageway for the considered direction having subtracted the width occupied by
parked vehicles, l is the length of the carriageway, p is the slope expressed as a percent, t is the winding
degree of the road in a normalized scale between 0 and 1, D is the degree of disturbance to circulation again
valued in a normalized scale between 0 and 1, I is the number of intersections of the considered road, X is a
quantity equal to 1 if the road does not give the possibility of surpassing, 0 otherwise, finally, n is the traffic flow
in vehicle/h.
The time t s due to the presence of a traffic light can be determined through the following approximate
relationship

t

s

1
2
0.55
n
= - T(l - m) + - - · - - 2
ms
ms-n

(6)

where T is the duration of the .t raffic light cycle (sec), m is the ratio between the green time and the cycle
duration T, s is the saturation flow (vehicles/sec) of the road, n is the vehicle flow (vehicles/sec). As a
consequence, the considered piece of road will be characterized by

E

= t 0 = tl n=no

(7)

R

-~

(8)

dnln=no

and, in the lrasportation network, E ;j , R;j are given, respecti vely, by E and R in (7)-(8) computed taking into
account the pewliarities of the links i,j.
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ModeHing the clients population
Relying on the electrical modelling equivalent, the clients populatio n can be modelled by means of ideal current
generators which injects their current in the nodes of the transportation network where the barycenter of each cell
is located. The values of the (clients) current are expressed in terms of the number of vehicles per hour (veh/h).
They account for both the time distribution and the anagraphical and socioeconomic features of the clients
population, this through a parameter related to the "appeal" of each facility. Note that with the term facility
"appeal", we mean the capability that a certain type of facility has to attract the clients population. Data relevant
to this capability can be acquired from national statistical studies centers (for instance, CENSIS). Generally, the
available data provide the num'ber of families attracted by the considered facility type, the number of persons for
family unit, their distribution over the territory. From the modelling point of view, each facility, regarded as
uncapacitated, is described by setting at a null potential the corresponding node where it is assumed to be
located. The usage intensity of the considered facility is given by the sum of the currents entering such a node.
In alternative, as long as the facility has a limi~ed capacity C i, the node where the facility is placed is not
directly put 1to mass, but its connection to the null potential level is that depicted in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, Vi is equal
to zero until I i

~

C i, 1that is up to the facility saturation. As soon as I i > C i, the diode is cut-off and

increases, practically re-distributing the clients among the other facilities, while keeping Ii

= C i.

v1

It is worth

noting how this electrical effect resembles a waiting-in-queue time. More precisely, the queueing time of the j-th
facility is modelled by the potential vj .

Figure 2: The electric equivalent of a capacitated facility located in the j -th node

Network solution
Given the parameters Eij and R;1 for any link of the electric network representing the transportation network as
a function of the operating point and of the dependence of the travel time on the traffic intensity, specified, in
each node, the magnitude of the current generators modelling the clients population, and, finally, chosen a
foasible location of the considered facilities, then, solving the network means to determine:
1. The voltage at each node on the basis of which it is possible to quantify the access times, the border lines and
the consequent partition of the network nodes which identifies the influence areas of each facility. Note that the
facility access time is given by the difference between the potential of the source node, i.e., the starting point.
and the destination node, namely the node where the facility is located.
2. The current in each link of the network which represents the traffic variation induced by the facility.
3. The current in the node where the facility is loca,ted which describes the degree of utilization of the facility.
It is worth noting that the network solution. z;elying ion the analogy between voltage at the nodes and travel times,
and on the analogy between currents in the links and induced traffic, leads to the determination of the minimum
of the cost function C indicated in (1), as recalled in [5]. Indeed, according to [6] , in a circuit made up by
resistors, independent voltage and current sources, the currents tend to reach a distribution such that the
dissipated power is minimum.
The advantage of the proposed model relies on the possibility of using commercial electrical networks
analyzers to determine the relevant parameters characterizing the behaviour of the clients population with respect
to a certain choice of the facilities location. For instance, the problem of solving the electric networks which
accounts for the effects on the underlying transportation network of the facility location choice belongs to the
class of problems that can be easily dealt with by SPICE (7).
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Examples of model sensitivity analys is
1

As an example, let us consider a urban road network taken from the map of Pavia, Italy. All the parameters are
calculated relying on the data of the Traffic Urban Plan of the city (8]. The considered network has 36 nodes and
125 links. The location decision consists in placing a facility in Node l and another in Node 27, at opposite parts
in the network. In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the overall network behaviour with respect to the variation
of parameters of the links (e.g, the associated travel time), we have taken into account the mean access time to
the facilities, this latter being evaluated as the weighted av,erage value of the various access times.
Some results of the sensitivity evaluation of the mean access time to the facilities on the occurrence of a 20%
variation of the travel time associated with the considered link are reported in Table 1. Note that, in the first row
one has the indication of 1the considered link with source node and destination node, while the percentage
variation of the studied global quantity is shown in the second row. Only the links with significant traffic flow
towards the facilities have been considered in the analysis.
As a second example, the interruption of some links, due to accidents or work in progress on the road, has
beem considered. For instance, the interruption of link 2-1 causes a percentage increment of the mean access
time to the facilities of 26%, with a reduction of die access to the facility located in Node 1 of 22%, while, the
the interruption of link 10-27 determines a percentage increment of the same global quantity of 14%, with a
reduction of the access to the facility located in Node 27 of 2%
2-1

1.32%

20-1
1.06%

l0-27
1.06%

12-27
0%

25-26
1.32%

35-26

29-28

0.8%

1.06%

24-25
1.06%

9-10
0.8%

21-2

0.89%

Table l: Results of the sensitivity analysis

Conclusions
A static model oriented to the analysis of location problems from the point of view of urban planners has been
presented in ithe paper. The proposed model provides a simple way to calculate the variation of traffic due to
location decisions. For this reason, it could be part of a decision support system or a computer aided design tool
for urban planning. The advantage of the modelling analogy relies on the possibility of using commercial
electrical networks analyzers to determine the rdevant parameters. A sensitivity analysis to evaluate the overall
network beha viol.lI on the occurence of parameter variations ,can be easily performed.
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Abstract. Despite popular belief the motion of a crowd is governed by well-defined rules of behaviour.
These rules imply a set of coupled, non-linear, partial differential equations for the density and velocity
potential for each type of pedestrian in the crowd. As may be expected, the solution of these equations
may, in different regions of space, be supercritical or subcritical with the possibility of a shock wave
separating the regions. Less predictable is the remarkable finding that these coupled, non-linear, time
dependent equations are conformally mappable and this finding enables solutions to be obtained easily
for both supercritical and subcritical fiows.

Introduction.
Developing an understanding of the behaviour of a moving crowd of pedestrians is an important but
largely neglected area of science and engineering. To an engineer there are two fundamentally distinct
methods of modelling crowd motion. The first method (Lagrangian simulation) involves direct simulation. Each model pedestrian is given distinct properties and is followed throughout the domain. The
second method (Eulerian simulation) is to grid the region of interest and study the ft.ow without regard
to specific model pedestrians. Individual model pedestrians are not followed , instead the number of
model pedestrians in each grid box is studied. Both methods have their place and should be seen as
corn plernenting each other.
However, neither method can be considered to be scientifically acceptable as both methods require a
preliminary specificat ion of the path taken by pedestrians and this is given using the modellers intuition.
The present study uses observed rules of pedestrian behaviour, which it formulates as hypotherses, to
obtain a rational method for determining the path taken by pedestrians and the associated pedestrian
density. Here , the determination of the path requires integration of partial differential equations. However, in chossing path an actual pedestrian generally does not do a calculation based on these or any
other equations. An actual pedestrian draws upon experience of similar situations to choose a path. The
results of this experience can be simulated by calcualtion.

Formulation
The present study seeks to rectify the problem of the choice of path by using a continuum model based
on well defined observations of pedestrian behaviour, referred to here as hypotheses. For a single type
of pedestrian the hypotheses are as follow :
Hypothesis 1 states that the speed , f , at which pedestrians walk is determined solely by the surrounding pedestrian flow and the behavioural characteristics of the pedestrians, that is, the velocity
components (u, v) are given by
u = f(p)~.,,
(1)
v = f (p)ef,y
where ~z and ~Y are direction cosines of the motion. This hypothesis is standard.
Hypothesis 2 states that pedestrians have a common sense of the task (called potential) they face
to reach their common destination such that any two individuals at different locations having the same
potential would see no advantage to either in changing places. There is no perceived advantage to a
pedestrian of moving along a line of constant potential. Thus the motion of any pedestrian is in the
direction perpendicular to the potential, that is, in the direction for which
84'

</>'E

=

-8:r:

--;:========

(2)

(£!)2 + (a~) 2
a:r:

a11

where </> is the potential. This hypothesis is not appropriate to vehicular traffic but appears to be
applicable to pedestrian flows where pedestrians can visually assess the situation .
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Hypothesis 3 states that pedestrians seek to minimize their (accurately) estimated travel time, but
temper this behaviour to avoid extremely high densities.
As two pedestrians on a given potential must both be at the same new potential as each other at
some later time (noting time is a measure of potential by Hypothesis 3), the distance between potentials
must be proportional to pedestrian speed irrespective of the path followed by a pedestrian. Thus we
write
---;:===1===

(~~ )2 + ( ~~ )

= y'u2 + v2

(3)

2

wher,e efJ has been scaled appropriately.
Equation.s (1), (2),(3) and the usual equation of continuity combine to form the governing equations
for pedestrian flow

-op
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(4)

= 0

and
g(p) f (p)

= --.===!===

(5)

(Mf + (~:/'

where the factor g(p) accounts for the tempering behaviour at high densities as referred to in Hypothesis
3. This formulation can be easily extended to crowds involving multiple pedestrian types. Observations
of pedestrian motion suggest that f(p) and g(p) can be approximated by
A,

f(p)

P $ Ptrans

Af!f_,

Ptrans < P $ Pcrit

A · PtransPcrit (Pma.x - P)
2
P (Prnax - Pcrit)

Pcrit < P $ Pmax

(6)

and

g(p)

=

1,
{

p
Pmax - P'

P $ Pcrit
Pcrit < P $ Pmax

(7)

where A = l.4 ms- 1 , Ptrans = 0.8 ms- 2 , Pcrit = 3.0 ms- 2 , and Pmax = 5.0 ms- 2 typically. The
detailed forms of (6) and (7) depend on the properties of the pedestrians being studied. However, the
forms given are close to the behaviour observed for most crowds and are mathematically convenient.
At low densities, less than Ptrans> the speed of pedestrians is constant. For these densities, the speed
is limited by the ability of pedestrians to move there limbs quickly. For densities greater than Ptrans>
the speed of pedestrians is limited by fear of collision, and interference between pedestrians occurs. The
speed of pedestrians decreases with in increased density until pedlock occurs at a density of Pmax· Flows
of pedestrians at conditions nea:r pedlock are often frightening to those involved and hence evasive action
is taken by many pedestrians, thereby increasing the function g(p) above unity.
Consideration of the form of (6) shows that while f (p) is continuous, f'(p) is not continuous at
p = Ptrans> or p
Pcrit · Avoiding issues associated with the behaviour at p
Pcrit' it is clear that
(pf(p))' is positive for p < Pcrit and negative for p > Pcrit· Thus following (1), disturbances are swept
downstream for p < Pcrit but propogate upstream for p > Pcrit· Critical conditions therefore occur
when P = Pcrit ·

=

=

A Solution Method
An interesting method of solving (4) and (5) is conformal mapping. Despite the time dependent nature
of the formulation of ( 4) and its non-linearity, ( 4) and (5) are conformally mappable. To understand the
applica tion of conformal mapping it is necessary to consider the behaviour for p '.S Pcrit> Ptrans < p $
Pcrit and Pcrit < p $ Prnax separately.
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For p ::; Pcrit' pedestrians walk with a constant speed irrespective of density. They walk in straight
lines between their origin and destination, only changing direction when forced to do so by boundary
geometry. The path taken is the shortest path.
For Ptrans < p ::; Pcrit> (4) and (5) are conformally mappable as formulated in terms of rP and p.
Under conformal mapping iP remains unchanged but p scales as the square of the Jacobian of the map.
By (5), the speed of pedestrians, f, also scales but as the inverse of the Jacobian.
For Pcrit < p ~ Pmax, (4) and (5) are again conformally mappable. Under conformal mapping q,
remains unchanged but (Pmax - p) scales as the Jacobian of it he map. For these densities the motion of
'holes' in the crowd are of more physical significance than the motion of pedestrians in the crowd and
so the scaling of (Pmax - p) rather than p is not surprising.
The application of this solution technique is straightforward, and will be illustrated in the talk
accompanying this manuscript. The only difficulty involves the choice of boundary conditions. For
example in studying the motion of pilgrims over the Jama.rat bridge near Mecca the attitude of pilgrims
to their objective is critical. Pilgrims are required to stone three pillars in turn. If pilgrims are assumed
to set as their objective the stoning of the next pillar then a crowd of pilgrims is predicted to develop
in front of each pillar, with low density on the sides of each pillar. However, if pilgrims were to see the
leaving of the whole site as their objective, there would be a low density in front of each pillar and high
density at the sides as pilgrims, positioning themselves to move to the next pillar, throw their stones as
they walk past en route to the next pillar. In practice the former behaviour is observed.

Extensions
There are two important extensions to this work that need to be noted. Firstly, it has been assumed that
the speed of pedestrians is only a function of the density of pedestrians. Many situations exist where
the speed, f, also depends on position because of non-uniformity of the surface on which the pedestrians
walk. In such cases (4) and (5) are still correct, but they are no longer conformally mappable. Secondly,
in many cases more than one type of pedestrian ar·e involved. In such cases (4) and (5) hold for each
type of pedestrian with two equations for each pedestrian type. Surprisingly, it is well established from
observations that the only change in the speed f (p) is that the p now refers to the total density of
pedestrians, not the density of each type of pedestrian. This unexpected behaviour results from the way
pedestrian crowds walk through each other.

Conclusions
Despite popular belief the behaviour of pedestrians is rational and easily formulated mathematically.
The resulting equations have been shown to be highly non-linear. However, despite this nonlinearity
and possible time dependence, the equations have the remarkable property of being conformally mappable. T he greatest difficulty in applying this formulation involves the appropriate choice of boundary
conditions to match the psychological state of the pedestrians. As shown earlier, the psychological state
of pedestrians can completely change the flow pattern, as illustrated by a case study of flow over the
Jamarat bridge. There is great scope for improving the safety of pedestrians at many major events. As
the location of pedestrian accidents can often be accurately predicted, those changes required for safety
can be implemented inexpensively. Fascinating problems involving the prevention of major accidents
await anyone who chooses to persue a study of these crowds.
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Abstract. The cycles in substance chains have become a major aspect of environmental policy because
recycling of discarded products is an effective method of diminishing the discharge of wastes and decreasing the depletion of resources. In this paper, a modelling method is described for product chains
including recycling. It consists of elementary models of standard production operations, connected by
market models. Companies and markets in the chain are described by a state space model as used in
control theory. The model is illustrated by the example of the Dutch paper chain. A regulation which
has recently been applied to this chain - the supply and purchase agreements agreed upon in the paper
fibre convenant - is simulated.

Introduction
In an attempt to answer the caU for sustainable development, recycling of products is gaining importance.
The introduction of cycles in product chains reduces the amount of waste and the use of resources. On
the other hand , it implies that product chains are becoming increasingly complicated. It is of great
interest to both firms and public authorities to obtain insight into the functioning of such chains.
This paper presents a modelling method for product chains. The entire chain associated with a
product is considered according to a 'cradle to grave' approach, i.e. from the extraction of raw materials
to the disposal of waste, including the reuse of parts and the recycling of materials. It consists of standard
production operations, connected by market modules, and allows us to investigate essential properties
of the chains concerning their dynamical behaviour.
State space models of macro-economic systems, such as national economies, have been used earlier
in order to determine an optimal policy, e.g. in [4] . Unlike these macro-economic systems, productprocess chains, as analysed here, are meso-economic systems which typically describe a sector or branch
of industry, e.g. the paper or the steel industry. Another field where control theory is used is the field
of logistics [2] . Controllers are designed in order to minimise the costs associated with inventory and
production. Optimal production policies are determined under conditions such as deteriorating products
[1 J and bounded production (3].

The company model
In the product chains considered here, an entire industrial sector is modelled. Various interacting actors
exist just at each life phase of the chain (various producers, various consumers, etc.). For the sake of
model simplicity, it is assumed here that the actors in each phase can be modelled by a single aggregated
'company', a usual technique in economic modelling [7]. The product chain can then be considered as a
network of such basic units linked to each other by markets. Figure 1 shows a small flowchart of such an
aggregated company. Since only the main flows associated with a product are considered, only markets
corresponding to the main resources and the main product ar·e included in the model.
The company's basic activity consists of the transformation of resources into products. It is represented by a square. Resources and products are stored in inventories, represented by triangles. Note
th·a t, in the limiting case, one or both inventory levels in Figure 1 may constantly be zero. The decision
to hold inventories or not depends on the kind of product the company produces. It is a consequence of
its production decision system (production to stock, production to order, etc.) [10]. If both inventories
are zero, for example, an ideal 'Just In Time' system is represented.
The company model which is derived here, includes the company's decision on the quantity of resources it wants to purchase qd , and on the quantity of products it is willing to sell q5 , see Figure 2a.
This decision is taken on the basis of the available information, i.e. , the price of resources p 1 , the price
of products p 2 , the actual amount of purchased resources e 1 , and the amount of sold products e2.
Abiding by the law of mass conservation the in- and outflows of mass to the inventories in Figure 1
need to balance their accumulation. The mass-balance applied to the second inventory states that the
accumulation of products in stock (92 in kg/year) equals the the production qp (in kg/ year) minus
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Figure 1: The product flows in a company with two inventories. The left figure shows the transformation
processes and the product flows, and the right figure shows the corresponding variables.
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Figure 2: The inputs and outputs of the company subsystem( a) and of the Walrasian market (b)
the outflow, which equals the flow sold on m arket 2 (e 2 in kg/year). Accordingly, the accumulation
in inventory 1 equals the flow of purchased resources e 1 minus t he amount of resources needed for
production. We obtain t he balance equation for inventor y l and 2
(1)

Here the production efficiency T/ (in kg product/ kg resource) is taken into account. For one unit of final
product, T/ units of resources are needed, consequently T/ :::; 1. The main activity of a producing company
is the transformation of resources into products. The production decision can be translated into the
produced quantity qp of products being a function of the product price p1, t he resource price p2 (both
in €/kg), the resource stock g1 and the product stock 92· Here a linear relationship is assumed.
The company's decisions on demand qd and supply q5 depend on the production as well as on the
r·esour·ce and product stocks. The company is willing to purchase the quantity of resources Qd (in kg/year)
on the resource market. In general, the supply of products q, (in kg/year) on the product market is a
function of the product stock g2 and the price p 2 that the company can obtain on this market. The
company modei can be written in the usual state space representation of control t heory
:i: = f (x,u)

y=g(x,u)

with

(2)

The market model
Markets are considered here as virtual places, in which a trade-off between demand and supply takes
place, and which a re governed by a price mechanism. In t he standard economic theory of a competitive
market, a supply function, which increases wit h an increasing price, and a demand curve, which decreases
with an increasing price, are considered. The equilibrium price is given by t he intersection of the two
curves. However, markets are generally not in equilibrium.
Market disequilibrium is much less understood. In the theory of exchange, a Walrasian mechanism
is considered [8]. T he prioe adjustment is based on t he simple formula originally proposed by Walras,
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stating that the time derivative of the market price p equals some adjustment parameter p (in €/kg)
times the excess demand. The signals corresponding to the market are depicted in Figure 2b. The totals
of market demand qd and supply q5 are attained by summing the supplies and demands of the individual
actors. The state equation of the market is

(3)
The real product flow, or trade e, is given by the minimum of demand and supply, because a supplier
cannot sell more than he supplies and a demander will not purchase more than he needs

(4)
Trade from and to the actors outside the considered system constitute disturbances of the market and are
denoted by v . A positive v denotes imports to the system, and exports are represented by a negative v. If
we take these external influences into account, the total trade is given bye= min(qs +v, qd) - min(O, v).

The chain model
A model of an entire product chain is built up by combining the company and market models. The
outputs of the market models - the prices and trades - constitute inputs to the company models and
vice versa. As an example of a closed chain , we consider the paper chain. Paper is a substance made from
fibrous cellulose material. Paper and paper products are used in various products and groups of products
in the whole economy. The cellulose pulp used in the paper manufacturing process is either a primary
raw material such as pulp from wood or a secondary raw material such as pulp from waste-paper.
The paper industry either buys primary pulp or pulp from waste-paper (or a combination of both)
on the pulp market. Subsequently, the paper and cardboard industry supplies the crude paper it has
produced to the paper and cardboard market. The paper and cardboard market also experiences supply
from outside the chain by foreign suppliers. Some of the bulk paper is bought by the paper and cardboard product industry, converting the crude paper and cardboard into products of paper and cardboard
(printed paper, cardboard boxes for packaging, etc.). Currently, wastes from offices, shops, and companies are transferred to the waste-paper market. Household wastes are collected by the municipality
services and a large and entangled network of associations. Both flows form a supply to the waste-paper
market wher·e the waste-paper industry buys its resources. The sorted and processed waste-paper is
supplied to the pulp market [9J.
The paper chain consists of three markets (for pulp, paper, and waste-paper) and three chain actors
(a paper producer , a paper consumer, and a waste-paper recycler). The state vector of this chain is thus
nine-dimensional. Due to the nonlinearities in the market models, the chain system has a piecewise linear
structure. The parameters in the model, such as the price adjustment constants p and the efficiencies 17,
are estimated by minimising the least squares difference between the model outputs and the given data.
For the problem of parameter estimation, the development of the prices, of the imports to, and of the
exports from the chain can be used. They have been observed for the Dutch paper chain by the Dutch
Statistical Office for a long time [5~ .
As an example to illustrate the chain model, we present some results of the simulation of a regulation scheme which has recently been installed in the Dutch paper chain; the so-called paper fibre
convenant. This convenant was introduced as a voluntary agreement between the paper chain actors
and the government. It demands the entire chain to work on prevention and recycling of the waste-paper
stream. It must be noted that the agreements are not only supposed to increase the amount of recycled
paper but that they are also in the economic interest of the chain. In the past, waste-paper supply and
demand fluctuated heavily [6], which had consequences for the whole chain. Due to low waste-paper
prices, for example, the waste-paper collectors were no longer willing to collect waste-paper. This led to
a blocking of the chain. It is expected that the agreements of the convenant will be able to moderate
these fluctuations. Moreover, a less fluctuating waste-paper supply means that recycling capacity can
be better used, which is economically advantageous. The agreements on purchase guarantees, included
in the convenant, are put into practice by installing a so-called removal fund. If the waste-paper price
drops below the cost price, this fund will buy the excess waste-paper and will pay the cost price. Here,
the system after implementing the convenant is compared with the system without convenant. In this
example, t he equilibrium situation is taken as initial situation. The net imports to the chain used in the
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Figure 3: The imports (a) and the prices (b) of the paper chain with and without paper convenant
simulation of the paper chain model are depicted in Figure 3a. The reactions of a chain with removal
fund and of a chain without removal fund are depicted in Figure 3b. This figure shows that, in both
situations, all the prices drop after one year due to the excess waste-paper supply. The increase of export
after 11 years, on the other hand, causes the prices to rise. It can be seen, for this example, that in the
case of the removal fund, the prices fluctuate less than without removal fund.

Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that a modelling method based on control theory provides insight into the
dynamics of product chains. A modular approach has been chosen: Chains are composed of modules of
both production processes and markets. The method is applied to the Dutch paper chain, particularly
for investigating the influence of convenants on the chain. It is demonstrated that this method is able
to reproduce some aspects of past chain behaviour and might be a useful tool for decision support on
future policy.
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Abstract. We propose in this article to aittach to the nominal supe·r visory control reactive modules to
disturbances in a goal of functioning maintenance under disturbance. This type of reactivity remains adapted
to the engaging of the degraded functioning from the detection of a disturbance. The insurance of production
flow continuity is based on the commutation of adapted modes to the detected dysfunction. It means, the
rep:laoeme.n t of a mod11Je by an othu .io case of .a nomaly and, insurance inter-mode passages (nominal
functioning, degraded functioning). Ifan event qualified as relevant appears, the behaviour of the system goes
from nominal functioning to a type of specified degraded functioning. Our first contribution tries to formalise
change mechanisms of functioning mode and, to validate formally the nominal functioning and others. Our
second contribution wilt consist in deve'loping an approach bas.ed on the principle of supervisors
commutation, for the robust conit rol ·o f discr·eet-events systems (D.ES).

I- General concepts
The idea of the strucrure is to couple, not only one, but several supervisors to the process.
Lndeed, our motivation is linked to the unpredictable and exceptional character of perturbations and, to the necessity
to process critical perturbations not taken in account a priori. Generally, most current perturbations are integrated to
the nominal functioning. Expected in advance, these perturbations lose in a certain manner their abnormal character.
One of the main difficulties met by the utilisation of such approach called integrated approach, resides in the fact that
the designer must a priori envisage all symptoms being able to appear and anticipate their processing. Including
exhaustively all disrurbances from the conception of the comrol be'hav·e d to a possibly useless overload. Obviously, it
is necessary to take accowlt some disturbances.
Supervisors do not work simultaneously, contrarily to the modular supervision. They work towards to the global
supervision of the process.
A such approach is interesting in the sense where it simplifies complex problem resolution. Indeed, as the complexity
of the different supervisors is lesser than the unique supervisor complexity of a centralised supervision. They can
more easily synthesise, on the one hand, and on the other band, in the case where a specification has to be added or
modified, it is not necessary to modify the global strat<egy of control. Only the calculated supervisor for this
specification will be added or modified. Each supervisor acts alone on the process in a certain context. It means that
in this context, it has a global and total information. However, the global supervision results from the work of the
whole supervisors, independent some of others.
The strucrure that we propose is composed of nominal supervisors and degraded supervisors. The different blocks are
overlapped. Each sub-model is a supervisor that is going to control the system in a certain context. The replacement
of a block by an oth·er is made by commutation following the occurrence of an event characterised as relevant.
The automaton is a graphical language used to specify the control of discreet-event systems [l]. When trying to use
th is tool beyond its preferential application field for example, to specify working modes, we are rapidly confronted
with problems posed by the complexity of what it is necessary to describe and by the important size of descriptions.
It becomes essential to strucrure the specification bringing us to exploit the concept of hierarchy.
The structure that we propose is given in the following figure.
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Let cri (i = l..n; neZ), events that swltches the system from functioning to another.
the structure that we propose, our first constraint is that we have to be able to commute from a supervisor to an
other. It means to know how to switch from a set of states or activities to an other set of states or activities, during
the commutation. of the differen.t blocks. We should be able to empty an automaton (to block it) and to activate an
other automaton, that will control to one's tum the system. This is not allowed by automaton. We propose to
associate to automatons, a .related graphical language, the Statechart (5) [6], that offers an interesting representation
of the notion of hierarchy. A'ccording ito our objectives, Statechart is .a more effective tool. The Statechart allows us
to deactivate some modules, to launch some others accor:d,ing to the workshop configuration.

[n

Thus we define a precise job framework for each of the two languages.
- Statech.art defines the working modes and describes the logic of ev,olution between these modes.
- Automatons refine the waited behavior when a mode is reached and realise mainly the effective control. In other
words the Statechart 1insures the passage from the nomina1l mode t,o the degraded mode (and inversely). When the
nominal mode or the degraded mode is reached, automatons insure the supervised control, following the classic
theory ofRamadge-Wonham (RW) [2] 1[3] [4].

II - Alphabet partition
Our concept .is based mainly on the partition of the global alphabet. Let us have t n, the set of events of the nominal
working and LT the set of events of the degraded working, with Ln n :[1 = 0 (t d = { cr;}) It is true that this
classification comes naturally, by simple knowledge of the physical process. We have to validate two different
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levels. The first level wlll be interested only in relev.ant events corresponding to a detection of degradation of the
nominal work·ing. Thus only breakdown and repair events will lbe represented. The second level is a refinement of
the fir.st level at each state. The validation of the second levd corresponds to the each refmed state validation of the
first <level. As alphabets and d)'Tiamics are non-cont·iguous, the sum of separated proofs is equivalent to the global
proof The first level of the model, qualified "high level'', is therefore a Statechart (t). The " low level" is an active
state of the Statechart (S 1 and S2) , and therefore modelled by an automaton.

T--~

D
Sptt -

Our objective is to vahdate the globa1I structure. This partition implies that the global proof (Spee) is equal to the sum
of separated proofs (Si. S 2 and the Sta~echart T).

-b-

~

-d-

'¥___X

-c-

- a -T
- b - Supervisor S 1
- c - Supervisor S,
• d ·Automaton Spee (S 1o S2 mod [Tl)
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HI Conclusion
We have proposed to use jointly two graphical languages [7] , Statechart and Automatons, to specify the supervisory
robust control of automated production systems. We have defined a precise action field for each of them :
- The Statechart serves to describe working modes and the logic of mode changes;
- Automatons have served to describe the detailed behaviour of the control when it will have reached a particular
mode following the occurrence of particular event. They will be used, in a first time, to refine " leaf' states
(elementary states) of the Statechart defining modes and, in a second time to realise the effective control.
This approach presents many advantages, it aUows in particular:
- to set up working modes of the studied system by showing graphically structural bonds (modes I sub-modes) ;
- to exploit the force of the Statechart thanks to its primitive that are very simple to use.
- to describe the logic of mode change in a very synthetic manner and very expressive manner, that thanks to the
power of evolution mechanisms associated to the concept of hierwchy and to the generalisation of the notion of
transition. For instance, it becomes possible to describe in a very concise manner that the progress of a mode will be
interrupted if an event acting at a superior level occurs;
- to model in a formal manner, the mode changes on automatons that manage the progress of these modes.
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Abstract. In this paper, we examine an integrated analytical and simulation approach for resources assignment
in network models. We study the models with star configuration. The task is formulated as choice of multichannel queuing system parameters. The analytical calculation and simulation model is proposed for analysis
and searching of optimal solution.

Introduction
Several real systems as distributed computer, telecommunication, logistics and production systems can be
described by queuing network (QN) models. For example, the applications of queuing models for productions
systems are given in [3 ), for logistics -in [9], for computer networks and telecommunication -in [4].
We develop an integrated simulaition and analytical calcuJation approach for optimization of resources
allocation in the QN, which consists of following steps:
i.

choice of basic queuing network models and their analytical verification,

n_

incremental construction of complete model whiie using the basic models,

iii.

use of simulation techniques for validation of the complete model,

iv.

jointly use of simulation and iterative algorithms for parameters optimization of the model, obtained
in previous steps.

Several concepts of proposed ~pproach have been developed in our previous works. Different methods of
queuing model analysis have investigated in {I Ol Several simulation techniques and languages have been used.
An e.ffectiveness .method of stochastic optimization has been developed [ 5, 6] . Various examples of industrial
systems design have been treated, for example [11, 12).

Problem statement
QN may be represented as oriented graph. Each vertex of the graph is a processing node, which is a set of one
type processing ,equipment, performing some kind of operations. Each arc of graph represents flow process
between two corresponding processing nodes. Hence, ,e ach processing node includes a number of servers,
opera~g in parallel, input buffer and output buffer. Such ·structure permits to realize the parallel servicing
process of several jobs simultaneously.
Distribution laws of jobs arriving and service time characterize the flow process. Now, let us define the rates
of arrival and servicing of the flow process, that mean the number of jobs, incoming or served per rime unit
Let's examine the particular ·c ase of QN, represented by the oriented graph with star configuration.. ft means,
that there is a set of processing nodes, each of them consists on some number of private servers, operating in
parallel the .arriving jobs with given productivity. Mo11eover, there is a network-center node with some number of
common ('leased') servers, which can serve the jobs of all the flow processes with the same productivity for all
leased servers.
The jobs, arriving at a processing node, are served in 'first come-first served' discipline. If all the private
servers of the processing node are occupied, the incoming job goes to network-center node. If all the leased
servers of network-center node are occupied, the incoming job is located in waiting queue of its processing node
and in a given time interval (so called repeating time) returns for servicing. There are no restrictions on the
number of jobs at waiting queue. It would be taken into account, those rates of jobs arrival and servicing, costs of
the idle time of the servers at each processing node and network-center node may differ considerably.
Therefore the formulation of the resources allocation task in QN is the following problem.
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For given set of processing nodes and flow processes and their parameters, it is necessary to assign a number
of private servers for each processing node and leased (common) servers for network-center node, praviding two
alternative criteria:

l. The total servicing time of all the arriving jobs at all the processing nodes during period of optimization

TE = L: A.1 ?'1 T0 --+ min,

(1)

f

f

F is the index of flow process, A.r is the rate of arrival jobs at the flow process '[', ?'1 is the
average servicing time of a job at processing node for flow f, T0 is the period of optimizatiort
where

E

2. Total costs of the idle time of all servers (private and leased) during period of optimization

CE = (1
[

Xc )re
µcNc

+L:

s ES is the index of processing node, Is

s

Is
] T0 -+.mm,
.
(1---)rs

(2)

µsNs

s,

µs
is the rate of servicing of a private server at node s , N s is the a number of private servers, assigned for node s,
where

rs is the cost of the idle time unit for

is the rate of jobs, incoming at the processing node

server s , A.c is the rate of jobs, incoming at the network center for

servicing, N c is the a number of leased servers, assigned for the network-center node,
time unit for leased server.

rc

is the cost of the idle

The represented above criteria depend on control parameters in opposite way. Therefore, it is necessary to
define such values of those ones, which provide some reasonable levels of both criteria There are known some
modes of searching of compromise decision, such as: a) choice of one from both criteria as the restriction, b)
introducing of weight coefficients, c) Pareto optimization.

The solutions methods
At general case, the formulated task bas not an analytical solution. However, primary evaluation can be obtained
on the base of queuing systems theory [9}. On the Fig. I the structure of multi-server queuing system with
different kinds of servers and unlimited capacities of input (IB) and output (OB) buffers is represented.

()1::1

It!

Fig. I Structure ofthe multi-server queuing system
H ere the following notation is used:

i-1, t'; are the servicing times of a job for private and leased servers correspondingly,
..~ = 1' r is the fixed waiting (repeating) time for a job,

P]

is the probability of that a number of jobs incoming at a moment at node s is less than a number of

private servers N s ,

P]

is the probability of that a number of jobs incoming at a moment at node s is more than a nwnb.er of

private servers N s, but less than the sum ofleased and priva te servers N s + N c,
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P]

is the probability of that a number of jobs incoming at a moment at node s is more than total number of

servers N s + N c (all the servers are occupied),
It's obvious, that P~ +PJ +P; =l.
Therefore, the weight average servicing time 'i's of one job at node scan be defined as follows
3 3
Ts
=rsI pls +rs2p2s +rsPs

By analogy, for rate
we have

Is

of jobs, incoming at nodes, and for rate
-

1

-

ic

(3)

of jobs, incoming at the network center,

2

.A.s =Ps.A.s, .A.c =L Ps.A.s,
s
For Poisson law, the probability of that for time r
integrated distribution function

(4)

a number of incoming jobs is no more than 'n' is

de~ermined by

I
) "
~ ) .tF\n,?' = L,Pt\T =e- T

n (A.?'/
L--k=O

k:O

k!

If A. is the rate of flow process, n is the maximal nwnber ofjobs served by the queuing system simultaneously
(number of servers),
is the average .service time of a job, tb.en

r

(A. )t
"•
k=O
k!
Ns

PsI _
- e -,hs"
L..
The values Ts,Xsand

Ic,

,

s - e -.Ms

p2 _

Ns+Nc ( ,.,. )"
"
/l.•s
L..
t=Ns+l

k!

,

Ps3

=1-

pis - p2
s.

defined from expressions (3) and (4), are used in formulas (1) and (2) by

substituting f", ~ ?"1 .

More possibilities for analysis of QN and making of optimal decision are provided by the simulation model
[ 1~, which has not any restrictions for dimension, kind of jobs arrival, discipline and time of servicing.

Techniques for optimization using simulation of stocbast:ic systems are studied, for example in (2, 8].

Numeric.a l example
To compose the simulation model the program ARENA has been used, which is~ integrated system with simple
and efficient progranuning language f7]. Simulation experiment was conducted for the following conditions:
L) Two kinds of the basic model are chosen for simulation
a) QN co.n sisting one processing node and a network-center node, that corresponds a multi-channel queuing
.system with two kinds of servers (private and leased). The private and leased servers have different
productivity and cost of idle time.
b) QN consisting two processing nodes and a network-center node_ Two simulation experiments were
conducted with symmetrical and unsymmetrical parameters of processing nodes.
2) Tile variable parameters of basic models are the nllmber of parallel servers at each processing node and
network.-oenter node. For 4 examined configurations they are Ne =35, 30, 25, 20 of Leased servers and N 5 =5,
10, 15, 20 of private servers respectively.
3)

Average .r ate of arriving is 1 job every 2 tu, the total number of arriving jobs is 10000, the observation
period is 10031 tu.

4.)

The simulation model is realized for:

5)

a)

the Poisson law of jobs arriving and exponential distnlmtion of servicing time (for verification of
analytical model);

b)

the Erlang law of the 2nd degree for jobs arriving and for servicing time distribution (for optimization by
simulation).

Average servicing time for servers are respectively r s =20 tu for private and "c =60 tu for leased server.
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6)

Discipline of servicing is 'First come-First served'. The waiting queue is infinite. Running of each waiting
job is repeated with interval r R ==150 tu.

The simulation provided the following results:
a) Chosen criterion functions are critical to server distribution between processing nodes and network-center
node and depend on it in opposite way.
b) Simulation con.firms the adequacy of proposed analytical methods.
c) A branch and bowid algoritlun was used for global optimiz.ation by simulation of the complete model.

Conclusion
The problem of resources allocation in QN can be formulated as task of optimization in the queuing system. The
objective function of the task depends on the stochastic and deterministic parameters, such as kind of arrival jobs
of flow process, distribution law of service time, capacity of waiting queue, number of parallel servers in the
queuing systems.
In general case, there is not an analytical solution for formulated task. However, with some admissions about
kind of flow process and service time an analytical solution can be obtained for primary evaluation of possible
decision. Such analytical result is obtained in the article for multi~hannel queuing system with different kinds of
setVers and unlimited capacity of waiting queue.
More possibilities for analysis of queuing system and making of optimal decision are provided by the
simulation a~roach, which has not any restrictions for dimension, kind of jobs arrival, discipline and time of
servicing.
Conducted simulation experiment confirmed that value of objective function is critical to resource allocation
in QN. In particular, a number of servers, assigned for each node, have to be proportional to its productivity.
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Abstract. Optimal budgetary policies for the period 1995 to 2000 are calculated for Austria within the framework of a problem of quantitative economic policy. An intertemporal objective function is minimized subject to
1the constraints of a macroeconometric model. Using the optimum control algoritlun OPTCON, approximately
optimal policies are determined. The sensitivity of optimal policies with respect to the development of the exogenous variables .o f the model is investigated.

Introduction
For a long time, there has been a consensus in the macroeconomics .literature that budgetary policies should not
be directed exclusively towards fiscal considerations in a narrow sense. Instead, their consequences for other objectives of economic policy-making (such as full employment, price stability, growth, and the external balance)
should be taken into account within the conception of comprehensive fiscal stabilization policies. During the last
decade, however, iliese ideas have been exposed to serious criticism Among other arguments, it has been conjectured that in the age of globalization, an appropriane design of stabilization policies is extremely difficult or
even impossible, at least for a small open economy. Strong international linkages combined with severe uncertainties about the development of the global economy may impede planning for fiscal policy measures which
aim at more than mere fulfilment of purely fiscal goals such as the "Maastricht criteria" in the European Monetary Union. Hence the question arises whether budgetary policies can be successfully designed as stabilization
policies in a wider sense for a small open economy in the presence of considerable uncertainties about the global
environment
In this paper, these i.ssues ar.e analyzed mthin a problem of quantitative economic policy, using an optimum
control approach. Optimal budgetary policies a.r;e detennined mnnerically by minimizing an intertemporal objective function subject to the constraints given by an econometric model. The model, called FINPOL3, is a medium-size macroeconometric model for Austria Moreover, an objective function for Austrian policy-makers over
the years 1995 to 2000 is postulated, which penalizes deviations of objective variables from their desired values.
The exogenous variables of the model are forecast over this planning horizon.
The primary focus of this study is the sensitivity of optimal policies with respect to the non-controlled exogenous variables. To answer this question, several optimum control experiments are performed under varying assumpti.ons about the paths of the exogenous variables. The results show that there may be strong systematic dependencies of optimal policies on these paths.
1

The econometric model FINPOL3
The model FINPOL3 is based on traditional Keynesian macroeconomic theory in the sense of conventional lSLM/aggregate demand-aggregate supply models. Stochastic behavioral equations for the demand side include a
consumption function, an investment function, an import function and an interest-rate equation as a reducedform money market model. Prices ai;e largely detennined by aggregate demand variables. Disequilibrium in the
tabor market, as measured by the ·excess of unemployed persons over vacancies, is modeled to depend. on the real
GDP gr·o wth rate and the .rate of inflation, embodying both an Okun' s faw-type relation and a rudimentary Phillips curve. The main objective variables of Austrian economic policies, such as real GDP, the labor market disequilibrium variable (related to the rate of unemployment), the rate of inflation, and the balance of payments and
the federal net budget deficit (ratios to GDP), are related directly or indirectly to the fiscal policy instruments
used as control variables, namely federal budget expenditures and revenues.
The model, which is dynamic and nonlinear, was estimated first by 3SLS using annual data over the period
1965 to 1994. Data have been obtained from the Austrian lnstitllte of Economic Research (WIFO). The estimates
and test statistics together with ex-post simulation results suggest that the model provides a reasonable account
of the development of economic variables in the recent past. The estimation results together with the statistical
characteristics of the regressions a11e given in [4].
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The optimum control approach
In the theory of quantitative economic policy, optimum control theory has been used in several studies to determine optimal policies for econometric models (e.g., (1), {2]). Here the algoritlun OPTCON, developed by Matulka and Neck [3], is used; it determines approximate solutions of deterministic or stochastic optimum control
problems with a quadratic objective function and a nonlinear multivariable dynamic model. The objective function is quadratic in the deviations of the state and control variables from their respective desired values. The
dynamic system is required to be given in a state ~ace Iiepresentation.
For the simulation experiments, the planning horizon is chosen as 1995 to 2000. Among the variables whose
deviations from desired values are to be penalized, two categories are distinguished: First, there are five "main"
objective variables which are of direct political relevance in assessing the performance of the Austrian economy.
These are the rate of inflation (PV°/oi), the labor market excess supply variable (UNi) as a measure for involuntary unemployment, the rate of growth of real GDP (YRo/ot.), and the current account (LBRo/ot) and the federal net
budget deficit (DEF%i), both as percentages of GDP. In all experiments, 2% p.a. is considered as the desired rate
of inflation (PV°/oi), 4% p.a. as the desired real grmvth rate (YR.o/0i}, and the desired levels for labor market excess supply CUNt) and the current accaunt (LBRo/ot.) are set equal to zero. For the deficit variable, we assume that
the aim is to consolidate the federal budget deficit gradually such that the desired value of DEF'Yot is reduced by
0.5 percentage points each year, from the historical value of 4.67% in 1994 down to 1.67% in 2000.
Second, a category of "minor" objective variables is introduced. These include real private consumption, real
private investment, real imports of goods and services, the nominal rate of interest, real GDP, real total aggregate
demand, the domestic price level, the price level of public consumption, nominal public consumption, and nominal public-sector net tax revenues, as well as the policy instrument (control) variables federal budget net expendirues (NEXJ and federal bud,get tax receipts (BINt)- We take 1994 historical values of these "minor" objective
variabks (except for the interest rate) to be given and postulate desired growth rates of 4% p.a. for all real variables, desired growth rates of 2% p.a for the price level ¥ariabies, and desired growth rates of 6% p.a for the
nominal variables. The rate of interest has a desired constant value of 6 for all periods.
In the weight matrix of the objective function, all off-diagonal elements are set equal to zero, and the main
diagonal elements are given weights of l 0 for the "main" objective variables and of l for the "minor" objective
variables. The .s tate variables that are not mentioned above get weights of zero, thus being regarded as irrelevant
to the hypothetical policy-maker. The weight matrix is assumed to be constant over time.
The algorithm OPTCON assumes the values •o f the non-control1ed exogenous variables to be known in advance for all time periods of the planning horizon. For a simulation over a future planning horizon, projections
(forecasts) of the exogenous (controlled and non-controlled) vari~bles .are needed. Here we use extrapolations of
these variables calculated from linear stochastic time series models of the ARMA (mixed autoregressive-moving
average process) type. The forecasts from these time series models imply an average growth rate of 5.5% for the
fiscal policy variables. Tue extrapolation implies that the federal budget deficit grows moderately from 99.S
billions ATS in 1995 to 118.8 billions ATS in 2000, which is an optimistic forecast. The development of the
foreign sector variables is also optimistic: the import price level grows by less than l % p.a, and real exports of
goods and services grow by 4% p.a. ·o n average. Money supply grows by 6.5% p.a. on average.

Projected versus optimal budgetary policies
As a first step, the model was simulated over the years 1995 to 2000 using the extrapolations of all exogenous
variables from the time series models as input 1bis am01mts to a dynamic forecast of the endogenous variables
of the model. Next, several optimization experiments were performed. Here different time paths of the non-controlled exogeno11s variables are used as inputs, being assumed to be known for certain, but the values of the policy instruments are detennined endogenously as (approximately) optimal under the assumed objective function.
All experiments considered here are deterministic ones.
The projection scenario 11sing the values of the non.-controlled exogenous variables from the time series models forecasts a fairly constant inflation rate (PV%1t) of about 2.5%, relatively high growth of real GDP (YR'Yot),
diminishing involuntary unemployment (UNt) and a federal budget deficit growing slower than GDP (DEF%J,
implying only minor growth of the debt-to-GDP ratio. Some fluctuations occur along the projected growth p ath
of the Austrian economy, especially in real income and unemployment. The current account exhibits a growing
deficit. Details ·c an be found in [4] .
Several optimization experiments with the model and the assumed intertemporal objective function were
conducted to examine the sensitivity of optima!l budgetary policies with respect to the time paths of the non-controlled exogenous variables. As a benchmark, for exJ>erimeRt l we use again the values of those variables from
the ARMA models. Results for the instrument variables and the "main" objective variables from experiment 1
are given in Table 1. Optimal budgetary policies are more countercyclical than projected ones and imply
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smoother time paths of the endogenous variables of the model. In particular, for those years where the projection
forecasts lower than desired growth, federal budget expenditures (NEX1) are higher than in the projection and
federal budget revenues (BINJ are lower. The reverse is true for the year 1996, where the projection scenario
implies higher growth of real GDP. To compensate for expansionary budget expenditures, budget revenues inc:r;ea:se faster over the entire planning horiz.on. The overall effects on policy objective variables are favorable:
Unemployment, though initially higher, comes down to lower values than in the projection, the current account
deficit and the budget deficit are eventually lower, real GDP growth is higher, and the rate of inflation is virtuaUy unaffected by this relatively expansionary fiscal policy design.
Tablie 1: Optimal values ofinstruments and "main" objectives (experiment 1)
rear
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

NEX1
789.285
824.079
881.422
929.493
986.307
1048.852

BIN1
672.909
721.674
766.342
814.704
861.199
905.979

PVolot
2.422
2.572
2.490
2.553
2.550
2.550

UN1
4.879
4.022
3.861
3 .509
3.356
3.293

YR%
3.813
4.548
3.360
3.939
3 .665
3.536

LBR'Yot
-1.238
-1.027
-1.620
-1.786
-2.129
-2.519

DEF%
4.851
3.960
4.175
3.882
3.954
4.223

Optimal policies under differen·t assumptions about exogenous variables
The optimization experiment described in the previous section shows that the performance of the Austrian economy can be improved by countercyclical budgetary policies. When such a result is to be communicated to actual
poli cy-makers, its robustness with respect to the underlying assumptions should be checked first. To do so, we
have conducted several .alternative optimum control e>..-periments, using alternative values of the parameters of
the objective function. The results, which are reported elsewhere, show that in most cases optimal policies are
qui,~e similar to those of the previous experiment On the other hand, one might expect optimal policies to depend
upon the assumptions made about future developments of the world economy as expressed by the forecasts of
the non-controlled exogenous variables of our model, in particular real exports (XRJ and import prices (PMJ. It
is well known from theoretical and empirical studies that macroeconomic developments in a small open economy like Austria are crucially influenced by global business cycles; hence, optimal national budgetary policies
should depend on them, too. Moreover, the forecasts of the exogenous variables obtained from the time series
models are rather unreliable, providing another reason for exploring the influence of alternative assumptions
about global developments upon optimal Austrian budgetary policies.
Among the exogenous variables of the model FINPOL3, import prices (PMt) and real exports of goods and
services (~) are most interesting. Therefore, we use arbitrary annual growth rates for import prices and real
exports to construct alternative global scenarios. In experiment 2, we assume constant ~ and PMt growing by
4% annually over the time horizon considered ( 1995 to 2000). This means very high growth of import prices and
~ero growth of real exports and can be characteriz.ed as .a n extremely "pessimistic" scenario. The same values as
in the previous simulation wer e used for the other e~ogenous variables. The results are shown for the optimization in Table 2.
Table 2: Optimal v.a lues of instruments and " main" objectives, "pessimistic" scenario (experiment 2)
;year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

NEXt
802.984
873.032
953.198
1048.402
1154.548
1253.884

BIN1
563 .634
586. 194
614.260
660.169
737.332
846.286

PVo/ot
3.183
3.377
3.439
3.469
3.435
3.302

UN1
5.619
4.762
4. 189
3.942
4.105
4.808

YR%
1.562
3.694
3.513
3.045
2.164
0.713

LBRo/0t
-2.931
-3 .975
-5.292
-6.662
-7.893
-8.773

DEPo/0t
10.208
11.450
12.667
13.633
13.887
13.064

Comparing these r·esults with those of Table I , we see considerable differences. In the projection (with unchanged budgetary policies), the lower growth rate of real exports implies a slowdown of Austrian economic
activity. Table 2 shows that the optimal reaction of Austrian budgetary policies (given the postulated objective
function) is highly expansionary: Federal ex-penditures (NEX1) are always considerably higher, federal revenues
CBINt) ar·e always considerably lower than in the projection. This is also true when compared with the optimal
policies of the previous (more "optimistic") scenario of experiment 1 (Table 1). The result of these policies is a
much better performance than in the projection with respect to grmvth and unemployment at the expense of
higher inflation., deficits of the current account and considerably higher budget deficits (up to 408 billions A TS
or 13% of GDP in 2000). Especially these budget deficits will not be sustainable in the long run, but this aspect
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cannot be taken into aocounit in a short-run Keynesian model like HNPOL3. Nevertheless, the perfonnance of
the Austrian economy will be much worse in this scenario than in tile one of experiment I, even in spite of the
extremeiy expansionary fiscal policies applied, as can be seen by comparing the results in Tables I and 2.
Quite different outcomes are obtained if we assume an ex"tremely "optimistic" scenario. For this purpose, we
assume import prices (PM1) and x;eal exports (Xfli) to grow by 6% and -2%, respectively, per year over the entire
time horizon in experiment 3. Given experiences of the recent past, such a development is highly unlikely in the
near future; it is simulated here just for the purpose of pointing out the effects of a very "optimistic" view about a
sustained global boom with falling import prices on optimal policies for Austria. The main results are shown in
Table 3. Under unchanged budgetary policies, this scenario leads to an overheating of the Austrian economy. In
this case, the optimal reaction of budgetary policies consists in a quick reduction of budget deficits, leading
eventually to a balanced federal budget in the second half of the planning period. This is brought about both by
lower federal expenditures and higher taxes, as compared to the scenario of experiment 1. These relatively restrictive policies reduce real gt'Owth and inflation, as compared to the corresponding projection. When the results
are compared to those of optimal fiscal policies in experiment I (Table 1), however, the performance of all variabies is improved. Again, the 1demand-si.de effects dominate, as has to be expected from the structure of our
~eynesian model FINPOL3. Budgetary policies are an effective instrument in this context, but their optimal
design is crucially dependent on the assumed developments in the world economy.
Table 3: Optimal values of instruments and "main" objectives, "optimistic" scenario (experiment 3)
year
l995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

NEXt

BIN1

801.382
828.778
855.858
883.446
912.028
947.210

701.407
770.996
834.398
887.159
923.102
938.021

PVU/oi
l.586
1.621
1.612
1.636
1.720
1.892

UNt

YRo/ot

LBR0/ot

4.972
4.265
3.849
3.555
3.205
2.635

3.935
4.510
4.241
4.l96
4.506
5.238

-1.023
--0.358
--0.002
0.229
0.347
0.255

DEF0/oi
4.166
2.239
0.775
-0. 125
-0.346
0.264

Condusions
In this paper, we have used a medium-size macmeconometr:i.c model of the Austrian economy to calculate optimal budgetary policies for the years i 995 to 2000 for a given objective function. If we compare the results of the
optimization runs to simulations with extrapolations of policy instrumeil!ts used as inputs, optimal policies tum
out to be more countercyclical and to dampen the ampli.tude of business cycle fluctuations. If this is in fact a goal
of economic policy-making, using an optimum ,control approach wiithin a framework of quantitative economic
policy might be recommended to poli:bcal decision~makers and their advisers as an instrument to generate insights into possibilities for improving policy-making. However, alternative assumptions about the development
of non-controlled ·exogenous variables reflecting global developments have been shown to change optimal budgetary policies considerably. Tiris implies that the reliability of policy reoommendations depends strongly on the
quality of the forecasts for the exogenous variables, and great caution is required in interpreting results from
optimization experiments for policy purposes. Moreov·er, comparisons between model results of optimal stabilization policies under widely differing assumptions about exogenous variables show that the main determinant of
the macroeconomic perfonnance of a small open economy like the Austrian one is not the design of budgetary
policies but the development of the global economy, which constrains the scope of national policy-makers' sovereignty and effectiveness considerably.
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MODELLING OF ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION-MAKING SYSTEMS
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Abstract. The investigation and modelling of organizations as well as that of their decision-making systems and d ecision processes are nowadays problems of great importance .
Studying these matters is especially necessary befor e the implemen tation of an y decision
support system(DSS) or executive information system(EIS) . In my paper , I will dea l with
these subjects with reference to the results of [l] and to [2, 3] as theoretical ba ckground .

Elementary decision-making systems and state space
The base of our investigation and model is a model of decision-making systems consisting
of a single activity(Figure la).

v

[~]
a.)

X;

b.)

~
u .v

T
d.)

c.)

Figure I
Any changes of the system's states will be analysed in the state space of the input(x)
and output(y) state variables and of the result of a goal functi o n z given by (1), that is in
th e form (2) of the state and of the state space given by (3) .

z =f (x , y) =(Ji (x, y), J; (x, y), ... , fi(x, y)) = (z1, z2 ,. .. z1 )

(l)

s = ( x, y, z) = (x, y, f (x, y)) = (sl> s2, ... , Sm .. ., Sn+/)

(2)

S=XxY x Z

( 3)

Thus . cons idering Fig ure la and not treating the co nnec tions of t he know ledge base
KB. the decision-maker(DM)'s state space can be written in the following form :

D=X; x VxY,x U

(4)

The eleme ntar y de cisio n-maki ng systems can be de compose d
(Figure lb) :
- the layer T v of the executio n of th e activity and
- the layer Ti of contro lling , of information proces s ing .
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into

two

layers

Organizational decision-making systems
We look at the organizational decision-making sys tems as the hierarch ical system of the
elementary decision- making systems embedding one into another.

The level of execution. The decomposition of the transformation level of the system can
be seen in the Figure le, where K'i is the input unit that can summarise the incoming resources and transfer to the activity Ti that is followed by the unit K"i distributing the output of Ti to the other parts of the process. On the basis of the transformation process
(Figure 2) which can be converted into the structure in Figure 3 we ma y wr ite that

T:E'xX-+E"xY

(5)

K:E" ~ E'

(6)

a.)

T;
e;"

e out
I

b.)

Figure 2

e

K

e

K
I

., I

~

~
~

K I K

I

x

T

-----~

a.)

b.)

Fi gure 3
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The level of controlling, of information processing. The connections of the elementary
systems and those of the systems embedded into one another considered as the struc ture of
the whole system can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. respectively .
UDM = upper level decision-maker

(k-1 )-th
'level

MOM = medium level decision-maker
LDM lower 1level decision-maker

=

(k)-th
level

(k-1)-th
level

(k+1)-th
level

Figure 5

Figure 4

Using the notation of the figures the transformation of X into Y can be expressed in
the form of (7),

that is

r<k>.. u<k-1> x x<k>
x x<k>
1k
v

~

v<k-1> x y<k>
x y<k>
1k
v

k=2, .. .,r

(7)

and at the uppermost level

r< k>.· x<k>
x x<k>
rk
v

~

y<k>
x y<k>
rk
v

=1

k

where
is the set of statements, of commands from the level (k- l ),

X~>,yikk)

are the sets of input and output information from and to the environment
on the level (k) ,
x<k>=x<k+l) x x<k+l) is the set of input of the execution level (k) .
v

rk

"

y5k> =Y;kk+lJ x r;k+l)
v<k-I)
is the set

is the set of output of the execution level (k) ,
of reports to the level (k-l).

The decision-maker's input and output are given by (8) and (9) .

xg> =u<k-1> x x~k> x v<k>,
rg> =v<k-1) x Yikk> x u<k>,

k

=2, ... , r

k -- -? , .. . ~r

and

u<k-IJ =0
v<k- 1> --

an d

0

if
if

k

k =I

(8 )

=1

(9)

Considering the decision-maker's input aRd output given by (8). (9) a nd the result
set lo of th e goal function we can d ete rmine th e decision-maker's state space in the form
of (10) .
1

for Vk

(10)

Controlling and co-ordinating of decision-making systems. The d ecision- ma kers oug ht to
determine their decision strategies in such a way that if

YI". ·A·1 ~AI ~~ ={aI *}}
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( 11 )

is the set of the decision-maker's strategies, where
is the set of courses of acting belonging to the decision y;,

A1

A;

is the set of optimal (satisficing) courses of acting resulted by y 1 ,

then g[cp}--'>' min should be realised for some strategy <p e<:l) and goal-functional g[ .).
(Here .. the set of the courses of acting A is assigned to the transitions of the decision state
space D, that is there is a function. h so, that h: D x D-7 A.)
If q>0 e<'.1)0 is a UDM's strategy then the objective of the LDM is to find a strategy
<p E <l> L \;

et> so that

g( cp Iq>

0

]-7 min, that is

I g [ <p]- g( <p I<p Jll --+ min
0

shou Id be, where <l>L

is the set of the LDM's possible strategies belonging to the UDM's strategy <p0
Every decision-maker( i = 1,2, ... ,t) has a subset R1(qi

0

)

.

of his possible strategies that

consists of the best strategies of his. own responding to some UDM's strategy c.p0 e<l>0 . We
note these sets(given by the formula ( 12)) as the sets of the LDMs' rational strategies or
in the case of a group of subordinate LDMs, as the set(expressed in the form ( 13 )) of collective rational strategies respectively.

R1 (cp 0 )={<p· 1g;(cp 0 1cp 0 )~g;(<plcp0 ),

R(cp =R1( cp xR2 ( cp )x ...xRi{cp
0

)

0

)

0

0

<p,q>•

e<:l)iL~<I>J

"ii-re

(12)
(l 3)

)

We can determine for every co-operation mode of the DMs (e.g. the situation of
independent DMs, the co-operation in the situation of Pareto- or Nash-equilibrium) its
own set of collective rational strategies . In this case the UDM ought to choose such strat egy <p

<l>

o•

E

that the LDMs' collective rational strategy belonging to this chosen UDM
0

strategy results in better solution than any other case of choice cp e <l>0 from the set <I>0 of
the UDM's (rational) possible strategies, that is

es

(14)

Summary
The study is a short summary of the detailed mathematical description of the organi zation
and of its decision-making system. On the basis of the results of such analysis we will be
able to determine the decision points of the organization(the points where decisions taken
by the assigned decision makers) , the relations and li nks of these points , the type of co nnections, the deci sions and their attributes. We will be able to learn and u nde rstand the
structure and the functionin g of the organizational decision-making system before the development and implementation of a DSS or EIS, or any other intelligen t information system.
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THE DYNAMIC INTERACTION BETWEEN ECONOMY AND ECOLOGY
Cooperation, Stability and Sustainability for a Dynamic-Game Model of Resource Conflicts

J. Scheffran
Fachbereich Mathematik, Technical University Darmstadt
SchlossgartenstraBe 7, D-64289 Darmstadt
Abstract. The int·e raction between economic and ecologic dynamic systems is analyzed with a multiplayer dynamic game, where each player invests and allocates available capital to the production or
consumption of natural resources and goods and evaluates the outcome of all players' actions as well as
the reactions of the ecosystem. During the course of r·epeated actions a dynamic learning process evolves
such that the players adapt the amount of investment and the direction of its allocation according to
their action preferences. For certain stability conditions of the interaction matrix the players can form
coalitions. Cooperation and negotiation on the amount and the distribution of investment could lead
to more sustainable use of natural resour·ces. The dynamic coalition-formation process corresponds to
a self-organized transition from unilateral action (Nash equilibria) to multilateral cooperation (Pareto
optima) . With increasing number of players the complexity-control tradeoff can determine limits for
stable coalition size. As an example for resource conflicts the exploitation of fish resources is simulated,
for different kinds of fish populations and different players harvesting fish.

Introduction
Social structures and processes are based on the decisions, actions and perceptions of agents (also called
players) who - in the context of their values, their available means and their freedom of action - pursue
goals and interact wi.th other agents. Phase transitions can occur if changes in the value and preference
structures on the individual "micro .level" directly influence the societal "macro level". With regard to
the goals and the allocation of means, contradictions and conflicts may occur, preventing the successful
achievement of goals for some agents. Conflict prevention, avoiding destructive escalation and negative
benefit-cost ratios, involves a communication and negotiation process aiming at the mediation between
contradictory positions and exploring the possibilities of cooperation.
Models of social interaction on the one hand apply the theory of dynamic systems, analyzing equilibria
and stability, chaos and self-organization. On the other hand they use game theory, dealing with rational
choice between options in a reactive social environment. Between agent models and system models there
still is a methodological gap. 1n recent years a variety of models are being developed to close the gap ,
including differential games and evolutionary games as well as computer models of artificial societies.
Most appropriate to analyze the evolution of cooperation and the complexity of social interaction are
dynamic game models in which players at the same time adapt their behavior to and shape their natural
and social environment, according to their own capabilities, incentives and preferences. The agent's
behavior can be represented by the agent triangle which describes the interaction between a system state
X, its perceived value V(X) for the agent compared to a value target v• (objective, goal), and the
amount of invested capital C (costs), allocated according to preferences p to actions changing the system
state. The variables are linked by the processes of observation of the system, the decision on the amount
of investment and its preference and the action in which these are actually applied. If several agents
repeatedly behave in the same way in a systems environment, a social interaction dynamics evolves which
can be controlled by all agents according to their action power.
Such an approach is appropriate in economic theory, but in the environmental sciences as well, where
systemic approaches (from ecology) and agent-based approaches (economic exchange, political decisions,
social relations) are directly linked . An unresolved problem is how the individual behavior can be
adapted to the ecological necessities. Under which conditions can a self-organized, collective learning
process to sustainable modes of behavior emerge? To examine this question, in the following a model
is presented and applied to resource conflicts and its cooperative resolution (based on [8] and 9]), using
the competition on scarce fish resources as an example for computer simulation.

The dynamic game of value-capital system interaction
The framework model describes the dynamic game between players Pi (i = 1, ... , n) who invest capital C,
to influence system variables xk according to their aUocation preferences p~ and evaluate the outcomes
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according to a value function Vi- The output vector V is a function of the input vector C , the system
state x and the preference matrix p (see Figure 1):

V

= f (x,p,C)

( 1)

(k = 1, ... , m)
e = (e1 , . .. , e,..): input vector of invested capital (costs) for players Pi (i = 1, ... , n), where 0 :S: e; :S: et
x

= (x 1, .. ., xk) : vector of system variables (resources) xk

is the feasible capital range
V =(Vi, ... , Vn): output vector of values for players Pi (i = l, ... ,n)
p: n x m matrix of allocation preferences for investment
to variable xk (0 ~ p~ ::::; 1, L.1: pf = 1)
f = (/1 , ... ,/,..) : vector of transition functions Ii between cost input and value output V
The control problem in this dynamic game concerns the following question: for a given state (x,p, e, V),
under which conditions can the agents - by controlling their investment flow 0 ::::;
~
and their
allocation preferences 0 ~ pf ~ 1 - achieve their value targets Vi = Vi"? A solution is possible if player
i can resolve equation (1) for the required input Ci or the required preference vector Pi such that

e,

e

e. et

ci

= gf ce_., vn
Pi = gf(p_;, Vt)

(2)

where e_; is the vector of the costs of all other players, except Ci , and p, the matrix of the preferences
of all players , except column i. Individual solutions can be found by player i, if his individual target sets
C; = { C:.-i I v; (C) =
are not empty and intersect with the feasible set c = { e I o ~ cj :s: et, i =
1, ... , n} : C; n C f. 0, which depends on the form of the inverse functions gf. A similar condition holds
for the preferences. If target sets for player Pi exist in the feasible cost and preference space, then Pi
can move towards his cost and preference target sets according to the adaptative learning algorithm

ci (

vn

(3)

where p = (p}, ... ,pf')T, and af , a:f are the r·e action parameters, measuring the required speed of approaching the target sets. ~ represents both differential changes for continuous time as well as differences
for discrete time. For af = o:~ = 1 the gap is closed in one time-step, and the agents jump back and
forth between their target sets (a similar approach has been applied to cost space in [5]).

V.-V.*
I
I

Capital

Value

R·esources

Figure 1: The interaction cycle between costs, values, resources and preferences for multiple players.

e

All players together can achieve their value targets only if = {c I v (C) = v·} i-= 0 which defines
the balance of costs. All players belonging to such a collective target set can form a cost coalition of
players with compatible value targets. New players could become part of a coalition either by adapting
their preference in a way that makes their actions compatible with the other players , or by changing
their value functions and value targets. If the corresponding reaction curves are drawn in preference
space for all agents, they could under certain conditions enclose an area of reduced balance costs for
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all agents. Moving into this cooperation channe"l requires coordinated action and negotiations on the
distribution of the saved costs to which cooperative game theory can be applied (see [4], [6]) . A similar
analysis holds for preference coalitions. A special case of value targets are the optimal values, at which
player Pi cannot further improve his individual value for given costs C_; and preferences p, of the other
players. Necessary conditions for optimal values are

8V;

8V;

BC;= O,

8p~

= Q_

The solutions c; and Pi (i = 1, ... , n) represent Nash equilibria and can be used as target sets
p;, resulting in an individually optimizing dynamics.

C;

and

Coalition stability and complexity
To assess the stability of the value-cost interaction, we determine the impact of investment changes AC,
preference changes Ap and system changes Ax on value changes AV:

AV = Fe · AC+ FP · Ap + pz · Ax
where pC, FP, pz are the respective interaction matrices for C, p, x. For linear problems or sufficiently
small (differential) changes D.C, D.p, D.x the elements of the interaction matrices are given by

c - Bf;
f;j

"' _ Bf;

!ik

= ac1,

= -B
.
x1c

In the following we discuss the stability of the value-cost interaction. Using the new variables z; :::: AV;
and Yi D.C; , one obtains z; = L:1 f;i ·Yi = > 0 where /;j are the elements of the interaction matrix
pC and
is a required value change D.
Solving this equation for y; yields a target line in cost space

=

r:·.

z;

z;

(4)

Again the dynamic learning algorithm can be applied:
n

D.y; =

Oc; ( Yi

- Yi )

Ocj ( •
= -f
.. Z;
it.

-

~f

L., ijYj
i=l

) = -!-·
Oc; ( •
Z;

-

)
Zj .

i1

With ac; =a and/;; = 1 for all i (this can be achieved by redefined variables z~ = zd fo and !I; = /;; / fit)
we obtain the dynamic system D.y = ac(z• - Fy). The fixed point in which all players achieve t heir
required value changes can be derived from Fy = z*, for an invertible matrix F given by ii = p-l z*.
According to Cramer's rule the coordinates are ih = detF/ / det F where Ft is the adjoint matrix of F ,
with column i replaced by target vector z*. Around this fixed point the dynamics evolves a ccording to
Ay = -a:Fy for ii = y - ii- The fixed point is stable if the interaction matrix F is stable (for negative
Eigenvalues, Hurwitz conditions), corresponding to a stable coalition. Depending on the structure of F
various modes of behavior can occur in cost space, including asymptotic stability and instability as well
as periodic oscillations and chaotic fluctuations. Since F depends on the system vector x and preference
matrix p, changes D.x and D.p have an impact on the dynamics in cost space.
It should be noted that a stable coalition can result from individual action if each player moves his
target costs to his target values and the repeated action-reaction mechanism leads to t he cost balance
at which all players are satisfied. With an increasing number of players the number of eigenvalues of the
interaction matrix F increases and therefore the chance that some are positive and the coalition would
become unstable. This relationship has been extensively discussed in ecology and population dynamics
. as the "complexity-stability" tradeoff (see [7], (3]) The results from this debate can be extended t o the
interaction of individuals and coalitions instead of populations. During social evolut ion stable coalitions
survive while the unstable ones vanish.
If the players want to optimize their collective values V =Li V; and costs C =Li Ci, the optimum
conditions dV = 0 and dC = 0 allow the players to determine a Pareto optimum for which no player can
improve without disadvantages for some other players.
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The complete dynamic interaction model
Putting all dynamic equations for values Vi , costs Ci, system variables
the following dynamic system is obtained (see Figure 2):

Vi
tlC;
tlp~

tlxlr.

=
=
=
=

xf

and preferences pf together,

f;(x,p, C)
a;c (C;(v;*)
- Ci)
a~(p~(v;•) - pf)
k
flr.(x) ±
Pj C·

L

c~

j

(5)

J

,

where !" is the uncontrolled dynamic system for variable x"-, effected by investment cj in a positive
or negative way, with unit costs c~. For a given initial parameter set, defined by transition functions
/;, target values v;·, reaction parameters
and af and initial values for C;, x" , and pf the dynamic
evolution of the multi-player interaction can be simulated on a computer. Instead of a fixed adaptation
mechanism tlC; and Llpf, either of these variables could be free control variables in a dynamic game.

af

Value space

System spa«

x,

v,

xl

b.V~

v' ..._L_jt.v,•
'

i b. V/

~
v,

"'
l

-

p,'

p,'

P, Ip,

Preference space

Figure 2: The interaction between the four spaces of the value-cost interaction model.

Competition in resource management
The general methodology is applied to the management of m natural resource stocks xk which grow with
a regeneration function G(xk), change according to an interaction function G"1 and are harvested by n
economic players Pi at a time-dependent rate hf (t) . This leads to the resource dynamics
n

m

tlxk = G1r.(x")

+ LG1r.1(x",x1 ) - Lhf
l=l

(6)

i=l

In the following the logistic growth function G" (x") = rk xk (1 - xk / Klr.) is used, with growth rate r" and
carrying capacity Klr.. The harvest hf = rf ·xk ·pf ·C, is related to investment C;, where rf is the harvest
efficiency per cost unit and resource unit of stock
Resource unit costs cf = ~ approach infinity

x".

" "Y;

for resource extinction. pf is the fraction of the efforts of player i allocated to resource xk
The net values of the players are

CE,. p~ = 1).
(7)

- SOO-

The interaction matrix pc and its stability is determined by the partial derivatives

as a function of C and p. /;~

= 0 leads to

the optimal values and the related optimal costs

which can be used as target costs C;. for the cost adaptation of player Pi. In the same way the conditions
av; I 8pf = 0 lead to the optimizing target preferences of the form Pf. = /3i - 2:#i f3ijPj = M' where {3i
and f3ii are parameters calculated from the value function . Both target lines in cost and preference space
are linear. While this adaptive process provides the individually optimizing behavior, the procedure can
be easily modified for optimizing the collective value V =Liv;.

Conditions for sustainability
Much of the debate on sustainable development and environmental economics has focused on ecological
limits, operational principles of sustainability, optimal use of natural resources and the optimal control
of resource management. ((2] , (1]) Agent models are important to understand the compatibility of
economic and ecologic dynamics. A fundamental question is how the amount resource extraction X = h
of a resource {ignoring index k) by various players can be restricted to not exceed a "critical" resource
level x·, defined as the sustainable level x = Li X ; = Li ci . Pi/ Ci s x·' although all players act
independently. Strategies to achieve this are limits on investment Ci, increasing unit costs Ci and prices
q (due to truces) and adapted pr·eferences P« Sufficiency requires that the value exceeds the player's
For V;" > Vi(X there
target value v; ;:;: Vt. Both condit ions together lead to V;" :5 Vi(X) ::; Vi(X
is no possible solution (incompatibility). A balance between both requirements is achieved for v; = V;".
To mutually achieve sustainable targeting, the players need to adapt their actions to one another. From
optimal control theory it is possible to calculate optimal .resource levels and the total efforts c1e = Li Cf
of each resource k.[10] The analysis ·c an be repeated with combined effort C"Y = L; 1;C; instead of 1C,
leading to the steady-state
= rle (1 - Xie I Kk). If both agents jointly try to aim for this sustainable
targ·e t cost, the adequate algorithm is
0

0

).

)

c;·

(8)

where k = 1, ... , m and {3* is the reaction strength. The share If .6.Cf = cpf .6.C~ of these changes for
each of the agents is a variable to control the process. A plausible apprach is cp~ = -yf Cf!C; , which
implies that those with higher efforts increase or decrease their harvest correspondingly.

Simulation of multi-player fishery management
The theoretical approach is applied to simulate the management of two fish populations x* (k = 1, 2),
harvested by players Pi (i = 1, ... , n). In the baseline set both fishes have the same carrying capacity
Kr. =KY = 1000, the same growth rate rr. = rll = 200/ Kand the same initial density x(O) = y{O) = 500 .
For y the initial price aY = 2ar. = 2 and the price elasticity bll = 2br. = 0.001 are twice as high as for
x, the technical efficiency for catching fish 1Y = 0.006 is higher (-yr. = 0.004). We assume no resource
interaction (c1e1 = 0). For the fishing players, whose number varies, symmetric behavior is assumed in
the baseline parameter set. The initial allocation preferences p~ = 0.5 for both fishes are the same, the
initial available capital is Ci (0) = 100 cost units, the initial investment C; (0) 10 units for all players.
The reaction parameters o.c = a.P = 0.5 reflect a 50 3 reduction of the gap between optimizing target
costs 6 and preferences p and their actual values in the next time step. The maximum investment is 50
3 of the available capital which is increased or decreased according to the net profit or net loss V;.
Model runs are depicted for 30 time-steps, in different diagrams: (a) Resources x a nd y, and harvest
hf, hr (the latter drawn into the negative direction); (b) prices qr. and q11 and unit costs d (the latter
drawn into the negative direction); (c) accumulated capital (in tile diagram CCi denotes Ct ); (d) invested
capital C; ; (e) net profit Vi; (f) preference
Two cases are simulated (see Figure 3).

=

p:.
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Case 1 (individual profit maximization): Six players are competing for the two fish resources,
for fishy are randomly selected from the interval [O, 1) (with
where the initial allocation preferences
p~ = 1 The catch efficiencies are varied between the minimum of half and the maximum of twice
of the baseline values /z = 0.004 and /Y = 0.006 such that player 6 is most efficient and player 1 least
efficient in harvesting x, while for fish y it is the other way round . Then initiatially harvest increases
to high. levels (maximum about 200 for y), with y almost being extinguished to levels of less than 10
3 of the initial value. The unit costs for catching low-density y reach very high values (more than ten
times the initial costs), the price also incr,eases. For x, price and unit cost are lower, while the stabilized
resource level is higher. Only players 1 and ,5 can achieve considerable growth in capital (leading in
efficiency), while the others decline or slightly improve due to instability of too many competing players
on the scarce fish market. Allocation preferences show fluctuations in the beginning until y is almost
lost and the players have fixed their preferences to either 0 or 1. Switching between preferences only
occurs, when y is trying to recover, without chance against the heavy demand of y.
Case 2 (cooperative sustainable targeting): Now the players no longer aim for maximum
profit but for keeping sustainable fish quota and distribution of the costs. This strategy of cooperative
sustain.able targeting guarantees that the fish resources are stabilized at about 200 units for y and 400
units for x, ensuring a permanent high profit for all players and increasing capital for all. After initial
fluctuations in preference space all players have chosen a permanent preference for one resource. All
players profit from this deal, as well as the fish populations.

pn.

pr

Conclusions
Both the theoretical analysis of resource conflict and the computer simulation of fishery management
sug1gest that highly competitive situations with individual profit maximization provoke a struggle for
survival between the resources as well between the players who need the resources for their well-being.
Everyone looses, t hough a few players may have a relative advantage compared to others. Protection
of the resource stock by a strategy of cooperative sustainable targeting provides the highest profits as
well as capital growth. To achieve this a stronger degree of cooperation and control is required to ensure
that sustainable resource quota are not exceeded by individuals. With increasing number of players the
possibilities for instability increase and thus the difficulties to control sustainable targeting.
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Abstract. We present the methodology of virtual reality, as a framework for advanced modeling and simulation
of complex dynamic systems. A framework at a glance deals with the general purpose capabilities of the methodology behind. From this point of view, the virtual reality framework could be introduced as a natural domain
for coHaborat·ive activities because v·irtual reality allows users doing things they normally can not do in reality.
Due to that point our claim is that our work should give insight into complex realized research study examples
showing the power of virtual reality methodology in the spacious area of complex dynamic systems. Based on
that facts our work will give case study examples of virtual reality applications in nanotechnology as part of an
embedded interactive dynamic process.
For this areas, the inclusion of a metaphor incorporating the notation of a virtual world provides significant
enrichment. In general, virtual reality as methodology for virtual environments allow sharing simulations.

l. Introduction into Virtual Reality as Methodolo,gy for advanced Modeling and Simulation of complex dynamic systems
As in real science research 'laboratories and/or design centers, as well as in the manifold of industrial research
and design centers, people must be able to talk to each other, move around, connect equipment, build up test
sets for the respective devices under test, design devices and/or system highlight points of interest for others to
consider, and jointly edit documents, reports, and JO-models. The ultimate promise of virtual reality though is
that users will be able doing things they normally can't do in reality. Our motivation for virtual reality and
hence virtual environment .is to g•o one step beyond ubiquitous computing.
The basic idea of ubiquitous computing, is that a single computer should not be the locus of computati on in one's research laboratory, research and design center, business or other environment [Moller, 1998).
Technology should be embedded and/or distributed in the environment in an invisible as well as in a transparent way. Within this virtual reality environment there would be lots of computationally driven gadgets or so
called smart applications throughout, each one could be part of a larger system of combined de-vices, receiving
and transmitting signals as from abroad or from intrinsic systemic pathways.
In simulation science the methodology of Virtual Reality, short YR-world, offers possibilities for
•
points of collaborat,ion and ·common interests
main~aining environmental coherence across room and/or Jab changes
hardware, software and product design
education and training.
Virtual Reality as methodology for virtual environments, based on simulation, is a natural domain for collaborative activities be.c ause virtual reality allow users doing things they normally cannot do in reality, e.g.
being within a molecule, being inside the combustion chamber of an automobile engine, walking through a tunnel in ,,outer space" etc.
Our goal in simulation in virtual reality is to unite the power and flexibility of virtual reality methodology
with the insight of ubiquitous computing which can be stated as computation in space and time, based on:
• image processing
• photogrammetry
• computer graphic and visualization
• JD-modeling based on innovative algorithms
·• synthetic scene generation.
Due to intuitive interaction within the virtual reality methodology, normally arousing interface probl ems are
not the point of conflicts. Th.is is of importance in big transdisciplinary projects. Moreover the integratio n of
modern JO-control mechanisms like head mounted devices, cyber gloves, spaceball etc. enable users navigation
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through virtual worlds. The effect of immersion, which means the realization of space depth, allows the user a
very fast adaptation to processes in space and time.
Due to that fact, very new scenaric presentations are possible, containing branch specific elements and knowledge, e.g. in geoscience, geotechnology, etc. Hence virtual reality offer a concept for modeling and simulation
of complex systems with parametric as well as nonparametric topology within a unique frame. This results in
rapid prototyping, based on flexible virtual reality modeling tools with concepts for geometry, motion, control,
as well as virtual reality components like images, textures, voice, animation, multimedia, video, etc.
The technical complexity assodated with developments in the virtual reality domain require for the introduction of characteristics of metric values. In the development of utility metric values, several important factors that
relate to the metric values itself must be considered, especially metric dimensionality, metric attributes, metric
types, etc.
A very easy and most straightforward approach for realisation of metric valuated dimensions could be found
using unidimensional scaling. Methods of unidimensional scaling, however, are generally applied only in those
cases wher,e there is good .reason to beheve that one dimension is sufficient.
But metric valuated accuracy and presentation fidelity leading for a multidimensional scale. A multidimensional scale is necessary for an adequate image's quality description, if additional information would probably be
required. Therefor a multidimensional scale must be developed. Metric valuated attributes are the actual quality
parameters measured along each quality dimensions, which .are realism, interpretability and accuracy.
There are a number of possible metric valuated types that could be used for the dimensions of a quality assessment metric. Referring [8] to these types are
• criteria based (on a textual scale which define the levels of the scale)
• image based (on a synthetic scene where a rating is assigned by identifying the standard image having a subjective quality that is closest to that being rated)
,. physical parametric based (on measured values based on integrated power spectrum, or mensuration error,
etc.)

2. Virtual Reality Methodology in the area of Nanotechnology
Our recent virtual real·ity investigations due to the research area of nanotechnology deal with ultra-fast energy
transfer dynamics between semiconductor surfaces and adsorbed cihromophores. The technique of near-field
scanning optical microscopy, so called NSOM, offers the possibility of high spatial (Ax < 50 nm) and temporal
(At < 100 fs) resolution while retaining the advantages ofoptical spectroscopy.
Based on a pump-probe laser equipment we received 30 (x, y, At) images as a result of changes in the probe
beam transmittance or reflectance which is a function of pump-probe delay (At).
NSOM is a scanned probe microscopy system, in which light from a tapered fiber optic located close to a surface, allows illumination on sub-wavelength dimension. Experiments showing femtosecond time-contrast
NSOM have not yet been accomplished. Silicon-based devices in common electronics (e.g., the Pentium chip)
already rely on features in the 350-nm size range. As the evolution towards smaller, and faster devices continues,
measurement techniques must be developed which probe the chemistry and physics of interfaces on shorter spatial and temporal scales simultaneousiy.
Figure I a-d shows two examples of a feature extraction which is done by a two-step successive class-oriented
average difference autopower spectra calculation. Non important portions of information that would have been
part of the neural classifier's decision-basis (shown on the left-hand side) will be eliminated, and the important
system information is thrown into relief (shown on the right hand side).
Due to the high temporal and spatial resolution of the pre-processed pattern it is possible to investigate dynamic processes in semiconductor materials in virtual reality, e.g. the energy transfer between adsorbed molecules and :their topologic relations, the affect of the binding condition of single molecules and the effects of defects on the semi-conductors surface by matching the object surface with soft-computing based classified classes
in a virtual scope domain in detail. While the knowledge of those interacting and non-interacting sub-processes
is incomplete, at the very first their correlation is analysed by so called selforganising maps (SOM) as this
method of a non-supervised ,(earning strategy in the vi,rtual space of neural nets, which will allow to detect the
correlation between contributed sub-systems, even if the knowledge of them is incomplete.
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a

c

Fig. J: Spectra of emission on a semiconductor surface:
a: Defect on surface wit/rout pre-processing procedure,
b: Defect .o n surface pre-processed by difference power spectra,
c: Pump-imp.u/s.e without pre-processing procedure,
d: Pump-impulse pre-processed by difference power spectra
Due to the characterist·ics of selforganized maps we also expect to detect structures and dependencies of transisent dynamic data which are encoded in input vectors as especially in vast and muddled data sets. Hence SOM
are an outstanding tool to verify inner relationships.
As a very first interim result in context to the present problem ana1lysing ultra-fast energy transfer processes
between single molecules onto a semiconductor surface, defects on the surface are identified as a permanent
background noise contribution that masked the emission spectra of the pump-probe experiment.
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Fig. 2: representation of the NSOM expedmeut on a self-organising map (SOM)
a: Initial seq11e11ce, b: Pump-impulse occurs,
c: Sequence of restoration, d: Final sequence
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Figure 2 presents a temporary extract of snapshots of the semiconductor surface as input vectors (spectra below) and their representation as areas of activity (light colored) on the SOM. The topographic patterns are each
presented to a SOM (with 40*40 neurons) as single vectors that consist of all successive rows of the emission
spectra-scan.
As the 1initial reps. final sequence of the measured time interval Figures 2a and 2d show similar structures of
the areas of activity due to the fact that the emission spectra are restored completely. Figure 2b depicts the emission spectra when the pump impulse occurred. Though a new center of activity has been established on the
SOM, the activity-area of the initial sequence has not been destroyed 'c ompletely and is participate at the actual
spectra as an independent system-parameter. The decrease of influenc·e of the pump impulse as a consequence of
the increasing time gap between pump and probe impulse is distinctly expressed by the smoothly migration of
the center of activity towards its initial structure.
To detect the exact moment when the pump impulse influences the emitted spectra, a backpropagation neural
net type was trained with the same pre-processed data, while the optimal choice of the learning vectors are derived by the results of the SOM analysis. In Figure 3a the period oflearning of this neural net type is shown. The
gap between the two curves marks the degree of probability of identification while the upper border of the gaps
represent a probability of ' I' and the lower border a probability of 'O'. The first surprising result is, that after a
period of less than 100 learning steps the classification behavior of the net satisfies and the net was ready for
action.
The temporary identification of the pump pulse in an infinite slope done by this net is shown in Figure 3b
while the time of its influence is also a matter of interest.
l

'

Fig. Ja,h: Classification of the emission spectra by a backpropagation net
As a very first result we can state that the vi11Ual reality inspector neuronal network is able to clearly identify that
the pump impulses can be assumed as columns which occur periodical.

3. Conclusion
The potential of virtual reality is huge. We only scratched the surface of the complex space that potentially
contains an incredible number of solutions to the problem of how best to design systems/devices/processes etc ..
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Abstract. The treatment of patients with myocardial pumping insufficiency results, under normal circumstances,
in heart transplantation. We focus on the possibilities of morphing in order to model patients ' hearts, based on
measurements obtained from the CT and MR. The derived morphing model will be the basis of a two-fiber
elastic network design, which should be pulled tight over the heart of a patient. Based on this cardioplasty, the
contractility of the ventricles will be more sufficient, and transplantation may be avoided.

I

Introduction

The treatment of patients with myoca rdial pumping insufficiency results, under normal circumstances, in a
maximal cardio surgery case, the heart transplantation. Heart transplantation covers a high risk for the patient,
and a longlife postoperative specific lifestyle, as well as huge costs for the surgical event. Due to this situation,
w·e focus on the possibilities of morphing, a specific virtual reality methodology, for 30 volumetric modeling, in
order to morph the human heart
intra-individual, based on measurement obtained from the CT
(computertomography) and MR (magnetic resonance). The derived morphing model will be the basis of a two
fibre elastic network design, which should pull tight over the heart of the patient, inserted during minimal cardio
surgery. Based on this cardioplastie, the contractility of the ventricles will be more sufficient.

Fig. 1: Rotating human haert
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2

Segmentation of Inner Organs

CT and MR measurements result in very good representations of inner sections of the human body.
Nevertheless the segment!ltion of separate organs, and the representation of real 3D reconstructions based on soft
shapes from the measurements, is up to now, a task, which had not been solved in a sufficient manner.
The different segmentation methods are based on the assumption, that the grey values of the measured dot
space can be interpreted as the border between organs. Conventional methods are based on dot pursuit
algorithms which have the important disadvantages of:
I.
2.
3.

The resulting models are primarily voxel based, and due to that fact limited for carry on the
signalprocessing procedure
If grey values are within gaps, they will be considered within the 30 model, but an actual ,,polish fit" is
necessary
Vague data of in vivo as well as in vitro measurements of organs, like heart, liver, lung, etc. result in a
significant deterioration, and hence the extracted 30 model will be inaccurate.

Treating the disadvantage of the methods discussed above, we developed, for the area shape reconstruction of
the human heart, a specific morphing algorithm, the so called Multi Level B-Spline Approximation for 30
modeling. The data, obtained from the respective CT and MR measurements are being weighted in accordance to
the grey values which, thereafter, being treated as a projection onto a free space allocation area, the Non Uniform
Rational B-Spline, the so called NURBS. Due to the mathematical representation within the projection reference
point in the direction of the vector of the projection, the given space domain will be deformed in a successive
manner one after the other. By that, the influence on the dot projection will be more severe weighted and
thereby global more effective onto the respective free space allocation area. In a sequence of steps, the influence
of weighting factors will be more and more reduced, hence the deformation will be effect only local areas of the
representations in between.
Changing the order of the polynoms of the original space description function, and the number of iteration
steps, used, allows a problem dependent approximation of the dot space dependent infonnation description.
Using appropriate weighting factors, and simultaneous distortion of the models through all the dots, single
and remote dots will be smoothed automatically, whereby also from the CT and MR pictures 3D models can be
extracted. Moreover, as an initialisation, a rough approx imation of the human nonnal heart can be extracted, and
hence, the clinical expert knowledge will influence the process of reconstruction. Due to that intrinsic power of
the methodology, used, after a few iteration cycles, an exact description of the heart is possible.
Based on constraints of the most important dots, single sub domains of the outcome space domain can be
manipulated. Based on the knowledge of the position of single organ compartments, e.g. the ventricle of the right
heart, the target oriented deformation of the basis space domain is possible.
The methodology, developed, fits as well in the situation of less data, as well as in the situation of huge data
sets. In case of missing data sets as well as vague data sets, the methodology, developed, is able to process the
data sets in an automatic manner, due to the fact, that locations with ill defined data sets, need no more
deformability, afte r a couple of iteration steps.
Modeling with NURBS free space domains allow simple and easy correction of the model by the physician,
as user. Simply pulling the generated space domain, and justification of the dependencies within the influence
domain, the model can be much more completed or much more detailed compartments of the heart can be
modeled in a manual manner.
For a better understanding, the generated model can be used with the embedded virtual reality visualization
environment. Multimedia aspects like figures, animation, etc. are also easy as well as powerful to use.

3

Evaluation

The morphing methodology, described above, had been used in animal research studies with 12 pigs, body
weight in between 40 and 45 kg.
After an atrial pacing to release a left ventricular pumping heart insufficiency, a static-dynamic fibre-elastic
network, which was, pull tight over the left ventrucu lus, located, as a strong indication for the therapy of
dilatation of cardio-myopathia. Based on the virtual reality 3D representation, the fibre-elastic network can be
intra-individual adapted. At the very late stage of the experiments, the heart will be extracted and the real data
sets measured, for re-evaluation .
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4

Clinical Approach

Aflter the successive animal experiments, the use within the university hospital is planned . Preoperative a
single exact measure of the myocardial dimension for the elastic fibre network is necessary, based on MR shoots
of the heart surface of intra-individual patients, as well as the measure of the geometry, based on the new
developed morhing methodology will be done. Moreover the haemodynamic changes, based on the net's effects,
will be predicted based on a compartment model, and simulated within the virtual reality tool box system.
In case that the virtual reality simulation studies results in a sufficient influence of the haemodynamics of the
respective patient, based on the data obtained, a stereo-lithographic model of the heart will be designed and
manufactured. This network, pull tight to the heart muscle, will be manufactured based on two different elastic
fibres, due to fit as best with the individual myocardial plastic. The first fibre is stiff and correlated with the
maximum of expansion of the heart. The second fibre corresponds against the maximum of expansion of the
heart; du to this situation the heart muscle will be assisted during the pumping process which start in the very
early beginning of the contraction cycle.
We expect with this technology a longterm reduction of the pressure on the hearts muscle, which is of
importance due to the lack of time schedule possibifoies for heart transplantation, as well as a continuous
recovery of the heart. In this case the heart transplantation will not be necessary, due to the very well assist of the
elastic fibre network, which results in a drastic reduction of costs, ·and in a huge number of patients, which can
be supported with this new technology, as well as patient with an contra-indication of a heart transplantation.
The static cardio-plastie can also be used to prevent ventricular aneurysmia after a myocardial infarct, as well as
in the v·e ry early stage of cardio-myopathia, in order helping the disabled.
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Abstract. Virtual reality as a tool for interactive three- and four-dimensional visualization of natural or technical
domains has increasingly developed over the last few years. On the background of geoscientific and
geotechnological application domains we present the framework of an integrated information system based on
extended database concepts, an embedded spatial model and integrated temporal aspects that is brought together
in an advanced virtual reality system for the simulation, prognosis and analysis of space in time.

1. Introduction
Having its roots in computer graphics and simulation, the methodology of virtual reality is applicable in many
different problem domains, ranging from industrial and military applications to academic research [6). Based on
features offered by computer graphics to visualize highly realistic models [2] and through the integration of real
time computing virtual reality enables the user to move around in virtual application spaces. By embedding
temporal concepts virtual reality can be used as a basis for simulation, analysis and prognosis of complex
processes. Furthermore underlying databases offer the ability to efficiently store and retrieve hu ge amounts of
data for the modeling of real world domains. Thus, virtual reality can be seen as an embedded system that
combines different approaches in one integrated solutions.
Nevertheless state of the art virtual reality technology misses the capabilities o f real simulations of complex
models with the three aspects
• thematical characterization,
• space and
• time.
Although the need to combine these three aspects and to simulate with regard to this information, only few
approaches to solve this problem have been developed [5] . All these developments miss the capabilities of real
dynamic simulations that allow the user real time interaction not only within the three-dimensional model itself,
but also within the parameterized processes, thus leading to a better framework for complex system analysis.
This paper gives an insight view to a complex research study example showing the power of virtual reality as
a basis for advanced simulation of space in time.

2. Geoscience Applications
The focus of geoscientific and geotechnological re.search in geology, engineering geology or hydrology
nowadays concentrates on computer simulation and information systems for underground studies, i.e. in soil
modelling [I). Expensive in-situ testing has been rep laced by accurate computer simulations. This not only
reduces the costs, but simulation furthermore can calculate results within minutes and give first hints, why
certain effects occur. These hints than can be used to achieve even better simulations and can help to better
understand the complex geo-dynamic processes.
Geoscientific research with the aid of computer science up to date thus can be parted into two major
categories:
l. Spatial information Systems with the main purpose to efficiently store, analyze and display thematical and
geometrical data. Especially geologists and geo-engineers use spatial information systems to create threedimensional models of technical entities and the surrounding geological underground which he lp them to
explore the environment. As the word information system already implies, these systems in most cases only
help to get a better information-retrieval based on the information stored in a database. The data can be
visualized in rendered 3D-models, but real user interaction is not provided.
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2.

Process Simu/aJion, like fluid flow or chemical reaction analysis, is concerned mainly with solving some
kind of differential equations. These are specialized for more or less one purpose, so that the input data has
to be extracted from real world measurements or information systems. The results are presented in tabular
listings, charts or very seldom in spatial models.
Our goal is to combine these two approaches with the background of the virtual reality methodology
resulting in one unified system for dynamical virtual reality simulations of space in time (Fig. I) .
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Fig. 1: Unijied System Approaclr

3. Modeling and Sim ulation of Space in Time
The process of mode ling in geo-applications differs from computer aided design (CAD) where the user develops
a new car based on idees and given restrictions. In contrast to this construction process, creating a threedimensional model of a geological underground is dealing with re-construction of a complex part of the real
world that furthermore is only known in small pieces, i.e. through borehole drilling etc. The geoscientist tries to
re-model a part of the real world domain as accurate and realistic as possible.
The next step is to integrate temporal aspects representing the processes and the development of the
geological underground that finally leads to real dynamical virtual reality models. To accomplish this task
temporal database concepts for the management of time and different scenarios were developed with regard to
the geoscientific background. Temporal aspects, in this approach, can be seen as
• continuous time by means of a single vectored parameter, and
• time-dependent versioning allowing the simulation and adaptation of three-dimensional spatial models
based on various parameters.
c ontinuo us t im e

·- B

-----cc:--------~.......,,,~

c:::::::::::~

- - - -....

Versionin·g
Fig. 2: Continuous time and versioning

:

These temporal concepts are embedded within the underlying virtual reality database model, allowing the
user to build four-dimensional models as a combination of three-dimensional structures and the processes within
these structures.
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With this integration of temporal information the basis for simulating processes and thus to analyze and
prognosticate future developments under differing condition within various scenarios is given. The model itself
changes dynamical while the user analyses and interprets the simulation results and changes the input parameters
[7].
Within these complex four-dimensional models of space in time, consistency is of major concern. While the
user tries to describe a part of the real world, the system has to check weather user-defines constraints are met or
if all solids are placed non-overlapping not only in the static three-dimensional model, but furthermore in its
changing through temporal development.
In addition, the best r·e sults of simulations or analys·e s are worth nothing, if their calculated values can not be
interpreted and remapped to the original real world problem. For the evaluation of complex simulations it is
necessary to recheck the results with real world measurements to ensure their correctness. Therefore examples
have to be found that give the possibility to determine error values, what in fact can be a difficult task.
Last but not least any simulation result is inapplicable if the data presentation can't provide the new
information to the user. Very often the outcome of a complex simulation is presented in numeric tables that
cover the results rather than point them out. First approaches for user friendly data visualization use charts and
diagrams. The problem arising is the loss of the three dimensional background. The best way to present the
results would be the integration within the abstract spatial model of the real world domain. The user then could
identify different parameters and their distribution directly at their actual position in space and time.
Based on these assumptions its easy to understand that applications for the geoscientific domain need a
higher degree of automation for system-supported model generation. In the near past, this has been neglected in
gco-inforrnationsystem development.
Furthermore the use of special simulations and analyses should be kept in mind right from the start. Any data
strucrure for an application domain that allows .the input of all needed information but misses the ability to
connect, retrieve and compute based on the stored information with respect to clearly defined goals can not
achieve efficient data management.

4. The virtual reality ·c ore
A first system approach for spat·ial information management has shown that movement in an artificial threedimensional model is quiet difficult, especially for inexperienced users. Through the integration of virtual reality
eoncepts. the gap between a four-dimensional model and the usually two-dimensional user-interface can be
closed [3,4).
We define Virtual Reahty as an embedded system of hardware and software components which gives the
user the opportunity to view and interact with a virtual model in space and time with the purpose to analyze
different scenarios while changing the underlying simulation parameters.
[n our view hardware components consist of a computer, 3D-input and -output devices such as Head
Mounted Displays (HMDs), Cyber-Gloves, Head-Tracking systems, and eventually some sort of measuring
equipment for real-world data input.
Software in our context consists of tools for 3D-modelling, realistic rendering, imaging, photogrametrie,
simulation and analyzing as well as an embedded database management system for the storage and retrieval of
huge amount of spatial, temporal and thematical data.
The architecture of the virtual reality core given in Fig. 3 shows the partitioning into three integrated modular
layers.
On the internal level the basic database management is accomplished. This includes essential concepts, such
as transaction management, concurrency control, recovery mechanisms and data retrieval.
The external level is a highly integrated user interface that combines aspects of well known user interaction
through dialogs in conjunction with advanced virtual reality environments. Using YR-devices such as head
mounted displays, cyber gloves and 30 mice (SpaceBall, SpaceMouse), the user can navigate through space and
time of the artificial model of the geoscientific real world domain, retrieve information at any point in the model
and directly interact, i.e. change parameters or the model itself.
The embedded modeling and simulation is realized on the conceptual level. Within this level temporal,
spatial and thematical information is represented with the aid of the proposed concepts. The object-relational
approach aUows any represented part of the real world domain to dynamical change through space and time. As
these operations are achieved with methods, the objects themselves behave on the basis of their internal status,
the overall model and the interaction of the user.
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5. Conclusion
We have introduced the concepts for dynamical virtual reality simulation of space in time in the geoscientific
application domain. The resulting advanced virtual reality system is a first approach to achieve real user
interaction in non-static environments by integrating three-dimensional models and concepts of time as a basis
for simulation and analysis of complex geological and geotechnological structures.
The next steps will be the integration of tactile feedback into the virtual reality core, resulting in a system for
augmented reality that can be used for research, education and tele-presence applications. With these aspects put
into practice geoscientific simulation will have a higher impact based on the increasing interpretability of results
through virtual reality models.
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Abstract.

In the research field of Engineers Geological Science the use of computer aided information- and
management systems that includes modern visualisation and database technologies gets more and more
important. The simulation and controlling of anthropogen influenced processes in geo-systems depends on
various parameters, which often can only be described by experts knowledge.
The necessity of a reliable judgement of the subsurface of dam si tes results of the high potential of damage and
also of c riteria of economic and ecological relevance. The visualisation and the simulation of processes in the
joint aquifer s hould help to determine the mean systems parameters, and their configuration and weighting in the
alternating systems of influence

The hydrodynamic system
The hydrodynamic in fractured rocks depends on combinations of ma ny parameters. Commonly the active
system of water bearing .e lement ·is reduced to the joint planes, because the matrix diffusion becomes irrelevant
in nearly impervious rocks. The system fluid ~ rock is described by the coefficient of permeability k1 , which
has the dimension of a velocity [m/s]. ln contrast to the permeability tensor K, which describes only a
petrographic character, the features of the fluid as viscosity 7] and density p are considered too.

k =K*p*g
'T]

I

with g as the value for acceleration of gravity. (Please note that not the Anglo-Saxon notation is used)
The hydraulic conductance of a single fracture element with a gap of 2ai correspond to

k =(2a .) 2 * p*g
I

•

12*T]

This relation follows the axiom, that the joint water shows a parabolic velocity profile. In a stationary system the
average flow rate in a single fracture is then

with i as the value ior the hy<lrauhc grad·i ent along the fracture plane.
Corresponding to law of DARCY the percolation Q in relation to a surface Fis given by

v.I

* F=Q

The according percolation in relation to the standard aperture of the fracture follows
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Q = (2a.) 3 *~*i
12*77

I

which is known as the cubic law. Actually the percolation is proportional to the third potency of the fracture
aperture.
While the amount of n fracture planes with an average distanced is integrated in the calculation of the flow rate
in a tested bore-hole section, the following equation results.

"Q = n * (2a .) 3 * p * g * i

£..i
"

12*

I

ry

Concerning the filtration irate by DARCY the coefficient of permeability is given by the relation

k =~=(2a;)2
f
i
d

* p*g
12 *T/

The applicability of such an ideali sed Mode'I conception with a constant fracture gap, hydraulic smooth fracture
planes in an infinite expanded one-dimens,ional system is very reduced in practise. The heterogeneous character
or the flow rate and its direction is determined by the varying facing, expanding, aperture, morphology, filling
and configurations of the joint network. So it seems impossible, or at least not practicable to develop a global
deterministic description of the hydrodynamic processes in joint water systems. Concerning the investigations of
the subsurface of dam sites the usage of hydraulic pressure tests (WO-tests) and grout injection tests gained
acceptance to characterise the hydrodynamic processes by their symptoms.

Analysing methods
Grouting (or injection) is a procedure to improve the strength properties of the su bsoil or to diminish its
permeability by the installation of grout curtains (mostly cement suspensions) under dams. The WD test
determines the water cnpacity and the flow rates in fractured rocks by varying pressure regimes.
Out of these investigations it is possible to derive different attributes of the joint network, e.g. effective joint
apertures. First water capacity of the fractured rock is defined by

- -QW
c* Po
with c [m) as the value for the length, and P 0 for the pressure of the tested bore-hole interval.
According to the ax iom of generalised boundary conditions the following assumptions are dec lared:
•
•
•
•

While the influence of the relative roughness in relation to the nperture of frac tures is of minor effic iency,
even under higher hydraulic gradients the water fl ow is laminar.
The analysis is related to a homogeneous and isotropic substitution.
The gro und water is incompressible, and no erosion processes take place during the experiment.
The tested bore-hole section is regarded as a line source.

Based on these assumptions a sol utio n of the stationary flow regime is given by

k =
f

*ln__c_

QWD

2 * !l * L * (h 0
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h)

r0

with:

Qwo
L
h, h0
r

ro

[mJ /s]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m)

Water discharge
Length of bore-hole section
Pressu~e head
Radius of efficiency
Hole caliber

Out of these investigation no hydrodynamic value that is lielated to a direction can be derived. Therefore the
facing of the joint network elements has to integrated in the analysis of the hydrology.
The percolation of distinct joint network ·e lements of different generation and facing can be determined by
special hydraulic pressure tests with accurate well data that are according to the azimute and angle of the tested
joint ,plane. The determination of the average coefficient of permeability of a +/- parallel troop or a single joint
plane which cut the bore hole nearly perpendicular is given by the equation

[m/s]

with:

R
ro

percolation
Length of bore-hole sec6on
Pressure
Estimated radius of efficiency
Hole caliber

Yw

Unit weight of water

Q
L

Po

[m3 /s]
[m]
[kN/m 2]

[m]
[m)
3

[kN/m J

Now that is die numeric inventory to analyse the difforent elements of the joint network separated from each
other. While these special investigation are only made at some few locations, the results must be transferred on
the structural increments of the whole subsurface.

The parameter model
To represent this parameter model a multi-compartement strategy will be defined. Therefore the test results of
the single fracture investigation are combined to complex fracture element combinations which describes the
effects of that combinations on the hydrodynamics (fig.2).
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Fig. 2: Basic Multi Compartement Modell

The analyse of the whole system of the subsurface is reserved to the judgement of t he expert, what leads to
special requests of the man-machine co mmunication . ActuaHy e ven heavy water bearing e lements are of minor
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efficiency for the strength properties or effective permeability o f the subsurface when their facing is not regarded
as critical. On the other hand hydrodynamic processes that endanger the strength properties in worst case, but at
least lead to undesired water losses, have to be determined exactly and avoided e.g. by grout injections. To get a
better understanding of theses processes, and to make decisions comprehensible, modern techniques of
visualisation and simulation have to be integrated in an analysing informatio n system.

Visualisation, simulation and virtual reality
In the actual investigations of the IGP (TU Clausthal) and AB TIS (University of Hamburg) the parameter model
of the hydrodynamic interactions in the subsurface of dam sites will be intergrated in the information system
BAGIS (fig. 3). BAGIS (Baugeologisch-Qeotechnisches Information s~ystem) is a product of an interdisciplinary
project of the Institute for Geology and Paleontology, the Institute of Surveying and the Institute of Computer
The general aim of BAGIS is to
Science at the TU Clausthal, promoted by the German Volkswagenstiftung.
offer a computer aided information- and management system that incl udes modern data-base technologies and 3
dimensional modelling and visualisation strategies for the research field of Engineers Geological Science.
Hereby the use of NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-Splines) gives a flexible mathematical description of
complex spatial structures and their dynamic.
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Fig. 3 : Initial terrain modell with subsurface fractures and the virtual "Lake Leibis"
The new methods of parameter derivation of hydrodynamic interactions will be integrated in BAGIS as a
modern analysing tool on the basis of simulation of dynamic scenario. Concepts of virtual reality will be used as
modern interface techniques that suites to human perception.
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Abstract. We present the methodology of virtual reality, as a framework for surface reconstruction based on
morphing mechanisms. Due to that point our claim is that our work should give insight into realized complex
research case study examples showing the power of deformable models, as part of morphing, in a virtual reality
framework in the spacious areas of the medical application domains. Based on that facts we will give case study
examples of virtual reality applications in the different fields of applied surgery. Currently we are working on
other applications of morphing in medicine.

1. Virtual Reality Methodology in the Area of Medicine
Applying the virtual reality methodology to the medical domain could be stated as combining distributed virtual
environment, in order to support collaboration among team members working with space distance, developing
plans and procedures, doing measurements and data processing in surgical procedures, medical research projects, c.linical oriented support systems development and evaluation etc. in order to attempt to manage new investigations and organizations in a collaboratively manner, as it is needed in global as well as international project development.
One of the most interesting new paradigms in virtual reality methodology in this domain is that three dimensional representations are not only the lonely possibility of a setting.
Many virtual applications in medicine, if not already now, will in future make use of specific graphics. The
virtual space will be visualized in space, which means in tenns of three dimensions, and time. People in charge
with virtuail reality in the medical domain are able to interact with space and time, e.g. like walking through the
vascular bed for inspection of collageneous settings at the vessels intima, or interacting with other medical disciplines for consultancy through a graphical user interface in the manner of computer supported cooperative
work, as well as designing the plastical view of cosmetic surgery. The interweaving of functionality, distribution, efficiency, and openness aspects is very noticeable in computer graphics. The virtual space is graphically
visuailized flamboyance and for the most part the people in charge with the medical virtual space application
domain should see the same image.
Therefore, for virtual reality applications, a three-dimensional, multi-user virtual reality tool for the medical
application domain as been developed, consisting of the following main components:
• space ball and cyber gloves for itactile interaction in virtual space
• head mounted devices for visual interaction in virtual space
• 3-d·imensional geometric body creation and motion methodology for "virtual space feeling" capability
• 3-dimensional visual interactive system for definition, manipulation, animation and perfonnance analysis of
medieal geometric bodies
• object oriented data base for efficient data management in virtual reality applications
• hardware for the power of computing in space and time
• objects organization into inheritance hierarchies for virtual reality system transparency
When medical objects are created_, they inherit the proper-ties and verbs of their ancestors. Additional verbs
and properties as well as specializations of inherited components may be defined to give the new object its
unique behavior and appearance.
Based on that assumptions a virtual reality simulator for the medical application domain has been build up.

2. Visualization as the basis for Morphing in Medicine
The presentation of process states is of importance, which has to be realized time dependent, bringing toge ther real scenarios as well as virtual scenarios of the medical project under realisation as real research proj ect,
in order to find out e.g. optimal geometries, based on Non Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS).
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This special kind of B-Spline representation is based on a grid of defining points P;J, which is approximated
through b·i-cubic parameterized ana1lytical functions.
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As the parameter values u and v can be chosen continuous, the resulting object is mathematically defined in
any point, thus showing no ,irregularities or breaks.
There arc several parameters to adjust the approx·imation of the given points and thus changing the look of
the described medical object, so that if needed interpolation of all points can be achieved.
First of aU, the polynomial order describes the curvature of the resulting surface or curve, giving the mathematical function a higher level of flexibility. Second, the defining points can be weighted according to their
dominance in respect to the other control points. A high.er weighted point influences the direction of the surface
or curve more than a lower weighted. Further mor·e, knot vectors V and V define the local or global influence of
control points, so that every calculated point is defined by smaller or greater arrays of points, resulting in local
or global defonnations, respectively.
NURBS are easy to use, as modeling and especially modifying is achieved by means of control point movement, letting the user adjust the object by simply pulling or pushing the control points (Figure l).
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Fig. I Modelling and modification of a NURBS surface
Based on these concepts a methodology to interpolate a given set of points, for example the results of
scanned data of humans face surface measurements, has been developed. As shown in Figure 2, huge sets of
scattered data points are used to generate the resulting object.
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Fig. 2 Multi level B·Spline approximation
Using multiple levels of surface morphing, this multi level B-Spline Approximaton (MBA) adjusts a predefined surface, i.e. a flat square or a cylinder. Constraints like the curvature or direction at special points can be
given and are evaluated within the algorithm.
Based on OpenGL, a quasi standard for three dimensional modeling and visualization, we are able to create
geometric medical bodies of every shape and size and move them in real time.

3. Deformable Models in Medical Surface Reconscruction
Mathematically geometric (medical) subjects can be interpreted as embedded contour within an image plane
( x.y) e ~z
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of a virtual reality framework concept. The contour itself can be assumed as

3 (S) =(

X( S ),

y(

S ) )T

where x and y are the coordinate functions and s E [ 0, 1 ] the parametric domain. The shape of a contour
subject to an image I ( x,y) can be described [Mcinerney et al., 1999] by the functional

'.J(3)=E(3) +f(3)
The functional given above can be interpreted as representation of the energy of the medical contour. Hence
the final shape of this medical contour corresponds to a minimum of energy. Due to that the first tenn of the
functional given above can be introduced as internal deformation energy

This equation describes the deformation of a stretchy, and flexible medical contour, with A 1(s) as tension of
the medical contour and A 2 (s) as rigidity.
In accordance with the calculus of variations, the medical contour 3 ( s ) , which minimizes the energy '.J ( 3
) must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation [Mcinerney et al., 1999]

The vector partial differential equation, introduced above, describe the balance of internal and external forces
when the medical contour rests at equilibrium. Therefore the first two represent the internal stretching and
bending forces respectively, while the third term represents the external forces that couple the contour to the
image data.

4. Conclusions
The potential of virtual reality is huge. We only scratched the surface of the complex due to the medica l application domain we ar,e reporting in our case study approaches. The potentially of morphing contains an incredible
number of solutions to different problem depending domains.
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Abstract. The process modeling tool PRoMoT (6, 5] has been developed for the object-oriented and
equation-based modeling of chemical processes . This contribution presents t he application of PRoMoT
to a novel application field: the design and implementation of a knowledge base for modeling metabolic
networks in living cells. This knowledge base contains predefined modeling entities for the hierarchical
aggregation of complex reaction network models . The principles of defining primitive metabolic entities as
well as the construction of a flexible knowledge base for modeling larger metabolic networks are presented.
Key words: computer-aided process modeling, knowledge base design, object-oriented modeling language, process modeling tool, metabolic processes

1

Introduction

Today commercially and freely available software tools for the steady-state a nd dynamic simulation of
chemical and biological processes are well established in the process engineering community. Whereas
these simulation tools provide state-of-the-art numerical methods, the computer-aided development, implementation, and reuse of mathematical models for chemical and bioengineering processes a re not sufficiently supported. The process modeling tool PRoMoT has been designed for t he computer-aided modeling of chemical processes as well as for the implementation of knowledge bases that contain reusable
modeling entities [5, 6]. The differential-algebraic process models created with PRoMoT are added to
the model library of the simulation enviroBment DIVA (2] by calling the DIVA code generator. The numerical methods provided by DIVA may be applied to the numerical ana lysis, dynamic and steady state
simulation , and optimization of the process models.

2

Modeling Concept

The modeling concept of PnoMoT is both based on the rigorous modeling of lumped parameter systems
as well as the mechanisms of object-oriented modeling including abstraction, encapsulation , aggregation,
and inheri tance. In PRoMoT, process models are built by aggregating structural and behavioural modeling entities that represent tbe topological structure or the dynamic and steady-state behaviour of the
investigated process, respectively. Two types of structural modeling entities are distinguished: modules
and terminals. Modules represent differential-algebraic process models and their submodels. Examples
for modules in process engineering a re models for process units (e. g. distillation columns), control volumes (e. g. thermodynamic liquid and gas phases), compartments (e. g. distillation column trays and
sections), and signal transformers (e. g. control devices).
For defining a module, it must be separated from its environment. The syst em boundary of a module
is defined by attaching terminals. Via these terminals, the module may exchange material , momentum,
energy, a nd information with other modules. There are two types of behavioural modeling entities:
process variables and ordinary differential as well as algebraic equations. The aggregation of process
variables and equations leads to a differential-algebraic model for the consi<lered module.
All modeling entities in PROYIOT are organized iu an obj ect-oriented class hierarchy with multiple
inheritance. They inherit all parts and attributes from their respectiYe supcrclasses.
This modeling concept was developed for chemical processes aBd can be readily applied to t he modeli11g
of metabolic 11etworks as shown in this contribution. In living cells, hundreds of enzyme catalysed
reactions occur simultaneously. Moreover , a large number of feedback and feedforward rontrol loops
were discovered in biochemical research. However, cells are able to respond very quickl.v to changes
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of the environmental conditions by turning on or off metabolic pathways. It can be concluded that a
powerful but sensitive control management with well balanced actions upon metabolic fluxes is realized
within the cellular interior . Therefore, in microbiology, the thinking in units (describing a subset of
metabolic processes) has become very popular and has resulted in the definition of subnetworks that
are under control of a common regulator protein [3] . This allows the cell to stop or to activate the
biosynthesis of a large number of enzymes belonging to this subnetwork. In the bacterium E scherichia
coli a very well known subnetwork for transport and metabolism of carbohydrates is the crp modulon
with t he common regulator protein CAP (catabolite activator protein). In this sub network more than 40
metabolic pathways are under control of this single protein which is able to bind on the DNA and can
activate the transcription of the genetic information.
A decomposition of tl1e subnetworks leads to elemental modules or submodels [l] . This corresponds
to the subsystems of chemical processes. The elemental modules are substance storages, substance
transformers and signal transformers. Substance storages represent two classes of substances: on one
hand intermediates of the metabolism possessing no genetic information, like precursors and amino acids
and on the other hand macromolecules like proteins, DNA and RNA wbich do possess genetic information.
The substance storages are mathematically described by differential equations. Substance transformers
connect two or more storages and therefore represent biochemical reactions. These transformers therefore
have two main aspects: (1) the representation of the stoichiometric structure of t he reaction and (2) the
representation of the reaction kinetics as well as the influences of participating and controlling ligands
{substrates, activators and inhibitors) on this reaction. These two aspects are investigated and described
separa tely.
Since the understanding of signal transduction and processing is the key for describing the overall
behaviour of cellula r systems, these processes are described by the module signal transformer. A typical
example for a signal transducing process is the initiation of gene expression (first step of protein biosynt hesis). The activity of the activator CAP can be varied by a small molecule (cAMP). The activation of
CAP and the subsequent binding on the DNA binding site can be seen as a signal for the synthesis of
t he enzymes.
LAC-TRANSPORT
. - - - - .Jacz

0
Legend:

[Q]

a

~

Storage
a lac
Transformer
Enzyme storage

Figure 1: Stru cture of a simple subnetwork: lactose uptake and degradation. Lactose is taken up with
the help of the enzyme lacy and is split into glucose and galactose by lacz. An important by-product. is
Allolactose.
Substance storages and substance transformers are aggregated to a higher structured unit: a metabolic
pathway. A pat hway describes a system of substances and reactions that are aggregated to a react.ion
chain. As an example, Figure 1 shows the uptake and degradation of the carbohydrate lactose. External
lactose fr om the medium (lac_e) is taken up by the enzyme lacy. Intracellular lactose (lac) is subsequently
mctabolized by the enzyme lacz to glucose and galactose. These substances can be used by other sub-
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networks through the terminals gluc_out and glac_out. The transformers r Jacy and r Jacz are named
according to their enzymes. The production of the enzymes lacy and lacz is controlled by CAP on a
superior level of the metabolic network. A by-product of this reaction is the metabolite allolactose (alac)
which acts as an inducer for the lactose enzymes. This means that besides the activator CAP a further
regulator protein is involved (Jaci - not shown in Figure I) which guarantees that the enzymes responsible
for lactose degradation are synthesized only when lactose is present in the medium.

3

Knowledge Base for Metabolic Models

The knowledge base is designed in a bottom-up approach. At first, elemental modules are defined, like
substance storages and aspects of transformers. As mentioned above, the structure and the kinetics
of transformers are represented separately by two distinct specialization hierarchies of modules in the
knowledge base. The different kinds of modules can be combined by multiple inheritance in order to form
many different transformers with specific reaction kinetics. E.g. the transformer TRANS2A_MlA, shown
in Figure 2 is the combination of a stoichiometric structure TRANS2A with the kinetic module MlAT.
This transformer is used in the example above (Figure 1) for rJacy. The module TRANS2A represents
MODUL'E

EINZYMlO

(internal)
TRANSFORMER

TRANS2A_M1A

REACTIO.N·RATE·MIX1IN

TAANS1 >--- - - - < TRANS2 1' -----i

Figure 2: Inheritance of transformer TRANS2A_MlA (most special class on the right side)
a transformer for two substances with stoichiometric calculations for consumption and production of the
substances while MlAT is a kinetic module which calculates the reaction rate using a Michaelis-Menten
kinetic und·e r the control of one enzyme. These two parts are abstract 1 modules that are complementing
each other. TRANS2A is located in the hierarchy of structural aspects for transformers which starts with
TRANSl, a drain transformer for one substance. MIAT is a reaction-rate-mixi n which calculates the
reaction-rate for different transformers. As it uses the concentration of one enzyme for its calculations,
it includes ENZYMlO which defines a terminal .and some parameters for the connection to an enzyme
storage. The definition of the resulting transformer is rather simple and describes only a new name
and the used superclasses. There are other tranformer modules in the knowledge base which use an
identical structure but a different kinetic aspect. The proposed design of the knowledge base facilitates
the integration of other kinetic aspects. Due to the stability of the interface defin ed by the terminals
of the structural aspect module, transformer models in a larger subnetwork can be easily replaced by a
different version.
Further modules in the knowledge base are composite modules that describe common metabolic
pathways that are useful for different metabolisms. There are for instance modules for glycolysis , the
tricarboxylic acid cycle, and for lactose uptake and degradation. With this set of modules the user can
compose larger metabolic networks. Modules for these networks ar,e defined by aggregating the predefined
modules from the knowledge base and coupling them via their terminals. A complete model for a part
of the metabolism of a eel! that can be used in simulation is also represented by a module.
For the investigation of metabolic systems, the resulting model can be analyzed using the numeric
routines of the simulation environment DIVA [5] . There are simulations performed to estimate parameters
for fermentation experiments or to show the dynamic behaviour of the biological model under changi ng
external conditions . Another important method for comprehending the interaction between the different
reactions in the metabolic network is th.e metabolic flux analysis (MFA) [4). MFA is based on the
s toichiometric matrix of the metabolk network and docs no t requi re informat ion about kinetic aspec ts.
The necessary stoichiometric information for this method is already contained in the modeling entities,
so PRoMoT generates the input for !\!FA out of the same model as used for dyna mic simulation.
1
Abst ract means: T hey cann ot b e used dire ctl y in a m etabolic mod el because they are incomplet e a11d desc ribe on ly o ne
aspect of the tra nsfo rme r.
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Therefore special modeling entities are arranged in the specialization hierarchy that reflect the semantics of the variables and equations within the model. There are for instance modeling entities for
stoichiometric parameters or intracellular substance concentrations. These entities are used throughout
all the predefined modules in the knowledge base. From this formal information the correct parameters
out of model are selected and arranged into the stoichiometric matrix according to the associated substances and reactions. P ROt-.'1oT is now able to provide the input for a Matlab based MFA tool that is
currently under development.

4

Conclusions

In this contribution, a new application field for the process rnodeling tool PRoMoT has been presented.
A modeling approach based on storages and transformers has been presented which is sufficient for
t he structured modeling of large metabolic networks. The modeling entities for this approach can be
represented with the methodology of PRoMoT and can be implemented in a flexible knowledge base
by using multiple inheritance. Of great importance in this implementation process is an object-oriented
analysis of the expert knowledge of the bioprocess engineer. l\Iodeling entities in the knowledge base can
be aggregated to subnetworks for common metabolic systems and complete metabolic networks.
The resulting models can be analyzed with the numerical methods of the dynamic simulation environment DIVA. Besides that a further tool for MFA has been integrated. Wit h additional semantic
information in the knowledge base , the input for this tool can be generated from the same models that
are used for dynamic simulation.
Further development has to be done for the modeling of the entities for the signal transduction
network. Therefore another part for the knowledge base will be implemented. During the modeling of
larger subnetworks some problems arose due to the current rigid methodology of connections in PRoMoT.
Some improvements have to be done to make this methodology more flexible. Therefor e, as a new concept,
the stretchable terminal will be introduced, which allows an indexed vector of terminals to adjust its
dimension to the number of links it has to other t erminals. This will facilitate the definition of general
storages and transformers with arbitrary numbers of terminals.
A further extension aims to the access of external databases for the automatic retrieval of stoichiometric and kineti c parameters of metabolic pathways. In biological research, much data about enzymes and
already known pathways for different. biological species has been collected in large databases. This data
is available over the internet and can be used for the automatic retrieval of parameters or in a further
extension to PRoMoT for the semi-automatic generation of metabolic models.
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Abstract. NLMIMO, Non-Linear Multi Input Multi Output, is a MATLAB toolbox for modeling nonlinear dynamic systems. The toolbox has been developed using an object oriented approach. Model
representations for linear, Takagi-Sugeno, Mamdani, and lazy mappings, as well as various model identification techniques, have been integrated. They are available as a set of interchangeable classes which
can be easily extended. The toolbox is completed by a series of tools for the visualization of the models,
and a database management utility for listing the properties of the mappings associated to the system,
comparing their performance and validating them.

1

Introduction

Learning models from observations and studying their properties is a major issue in several scientific
and industrial fields. People store observed data since they believe that it is possible to extract some
useful information from it. However once the data has been collected it is necessary to decide how to
learn something from it. Building a model is a way for trying to capture, and mathematically define,
the rules governing a process.
Since the idea of extracting useful knowledge is present in many disciplines, from econometrics to
machine learning, from statistics to control, a large number of approaches have been developed to solve
this problem. Least-squares linear approximators, neural networks, fuzzy systems, and lazy learning
approximators, are different ways of transforming the available empirical data in a set of mathematical
equations useful for the intended application. These approaches are not equivalent. They present
discrepancies with respect to the class of functions they are adapted to, the approximation efficiency and
the number of parameters needed to approximate a given nonlinearity. An approach can be global or local,
which means that parameter adjustment can have a global or local impact on the model. Other important
distinctions among the possible approaches are their computational efficiency, their transparency, that
is how readable the parametrisation is, and how easy it is to introduce prior knowledge into t he model.
Some approaches are better suited than others to solve certain classes of problems. NLMIMO has
been designed as a toolbox which allows the user to choose, experiment and compare different approaches
for modeling from data. In the case of multi-output systems it is even possible to choose a different
modeling approach for each output, increasing the overall flexibility of the system. At present NLMIMO
implements linear, Takagi-Sugeno [7], Mamdani [5], and lazy [l] modeling approaches. Takagi Sugeno
and Mamdani models are two well known types of fuzzy models. Lazy models, also known as instance
based models, defers processing of the training data until a query explicitly needs to be answered. This
means that all the training data needs to be stored in memory and accessed when a query is made. Due
to the structure of the toolbox, the inclusion of other approaches is a simple process.

2

Overview of NLMIMO

Raw data is rarely immediately beneficial, but its true value derives from the possibility of extracting
information which could be used for understanding the process which generated the data, and predicting
its future values. In many cases previous knowledge about the process is advantageous for better treating
the observed data. This means that the process for identifying a model is not sequential but iterative:
it implies feedback from the user and interactions where the model is refined until it provides a good
description of the phenomenon underlying the data. During the refinement procedure, the user must
al ways keep into mind the objective of the modeling procedure, the context in which the model will be
used. For example a model suited for prediction is not always adapted to control.
The main scope behind NLMIMO is the integration of the software produced by the partners taking
part in the FAMIMO project (ESPRIT LTR Project 219H) in a unique toolbox. Therefore it has
been necessary to design a flexible system that can accommodate the needs of the different laboratories
collaborating to the project.The use of an object oriented approach, which allows modularity, flexibility
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Figure 1: Relationship among the classes defined in the NLMIMO toolbox
and ease of extension had been a natural choice for the design of the toolbox. This approach has been
possible thanks to the new object oriented features introduced starting from MATLAB 5.0.
The NLMiMO toolbox is built around three main classes. The system class, which defines all the
attributes which characterize a system, the dataset class, which allows the storage and the processing
of the data, and the mapping class, which defines the modeling of the process. The system class is the
main class of the toolbox, and the other ones are used to describe some particular features of the system.
In this way the data and the parameterization of the model are separate from the description of the
system, and therefore they can be easily modified or updated without the need of altering the structure
of the system class. Each class has methods for accessing, setting and displaying its attributes, and
checking its integrity and consistency.
The dataset class is used to handle the data. Once an object belonging to this class is initialized
with raw data, several methods for performing data manipulation (e.g. filtering) and data analysis (e.g.
clustering) are implemented.
The mapping class is used to define an inputs/outputs relation. Since it is possible to choose among
different possible alternatives for defining the mapping between a specified number of inputs and outputs,
the mapping abstract class, defines all the features which are common to all the possible mappings. The
definition of the details, which are dependent from the particular descriptor, are left to its subclasses.
Virtually every type of non-linear function can be implemented .a:s a subclass of the mapping class. At
present linear systems, Mamdani fuzzy systems, Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems, and lazy learning systems
(integrated from (4]) are available in the toolbox. New mappings can be easily added by defining other
subclasses of the mapping class. With the exception of the linear models, all the mappings may be used
to define uonlinearities. Since they have been shown to be universal approximators for certain classes of
functions, it means that they are equivalent with respect to the nonlinearity which they approximate.
Even if from the process point of view it is the nonlinearity that matters, not how it is parametrized,
from the point of view of the designer the parameterization selected cau be very importaut.
The system class centralizes the information needed to describe a general static or dynamic system.
Since a system can be represented using an internal (state space based) or external (input-output based)
representation, two subclasses, the external and the internal one, have been defined to implement
these two alternative descriptions. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of a 2 inputs 3 outputs
system belonging to the external class . The object stores the data associated to the system which is
used for the identification of the 3 mappings which define the input-output relations . It possible to see
that a different type of mapping is used for modeling each output. The structure of this class allows a
very general representation of dynamical systems, and lets the user experiment and mix different types
and sizes of models.
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.3

NLMIMO functionalities

The NLMIMO toolbox offers to the user all the functionalities necessary to carry out a complete modeling
of the system starting from data file. This can be done building the required objects, and applying the
appropriate methods entering the appropriate commands at the MATLAB command line. An alternative
approach consists in taking advantage of the NLMIMO graphical user interface (GUI), which has being
designed to help the user to carry out the modeling process in a structured way.
The identification process of the model of the manifold pressure of a direct injection engine will be
used to describe the functionalities of the toolbox. The engine has two inputs, the fresh air throttle
control and the engine speed, and one output, the manifold pressure. A sequence of 2000 input-output
pairs is available for identification purposes. First of all it is necessary to define the engine as an object
belonging to the external class. Then it is necessary to specify the limits of the variables, the sampling
time and dynamics of the system. Finally the training data is attached to the object, and the parameter
identification procedure can start.

Parameter identification methods
Parameter identification is a process which consists in determining the parameters associated with the
selected mapping. This is a procedure which is highly dependent of t he type of chosen mapping, and
the features to optimize.
Not all the mappings implemented in the toolbox require this step. Lazy learning modeling does
not need parameter identification, since the local model is built on query-by-query basis. The whole
parameter identification process consists in manually selecting the dimension of the regressor, defining
the minimum and maximum number of neighbors considered in each query and choosing the type of
approximator. Similarly for the Mamdani fuzzy systems there is no parameter identification step, since
these models are usually defined starting from the knowledge of an expert about the process. T he
linguistic description of the process is used to build the model, which is then manually tuned to maximize
its performance.
The other mappings implemented in the toolbox define methods which, once defined some mapping
dependent constraints, automatically determine the parameters associated with the selected mapping.
Linear models use the least mean square method to find the parameters associated to the model. Takagi
Sugeno mappings offer a wide choice of identificatio n methods: identification by product-space clustering
(fmclust {2], cluslms, cluslev), incremental identification (incrsie [6], tsgklmsxv [3]), and global
identification (randlm).
It is possible to use different mappings and choose alternative identification procedures in order
to identify the model of the manifold pressure system . The left part of figure 2 shows the NLMIMO
visualization tool after the system has been identified using five different identification procedures (listed
in the top left corner of the image). Even if in this case only one identified model has been selected for
visualization, it is possible to choose at the same time multiple mappings, and visually compare their
shapes, errors and other interesting features.

Model validation methods
Model validation, the process which leads to the model selection, is application specific. It is often the
result of a compromise between different factors, such as the quantitative measurements, the personal
experience of the designer and the effort needed to implement a particular model in practice. T he
NLMIMO toolbox provides a series of functionaHties for evaluating quantitative criteria commonly used
in validation techniques. An error database allows to access to the simulation and prediction results of
the different mappings, visualizing and comparing them. The results of other statistical criteria such as
estimated prediction error and the results of the cross validation can be analyzed and compared.
The right part of figure 2 displays the error database of the manifold pressure which stores the mean
square error of the different mappings. In this particular case it is possible to see that the identification
methods based on the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system provide comparable results both on the training and
validation set. T he performance of the lazy mapping is inferior, mainly because the number of training
points is quite low in comparison with the complexity of the process. Without surprises the linear
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Fi:g ure .2: The model viewer (left) allows to visualize the models generated by the different mappings
associated. to the system, while the model error database (right) displays the list of all means squares
error of the mappings of the system.
mapping gives very poor results. A similar database exists for storing the results of the means square
simulation errors which are calculated using the input data and using the outputs calculated by the
model to build the new regressor. This means that errors accumulate during the simulation, which let
us check if the model really captures the dynamic of the system . The simulation of the models can be
displayed to compare the performance of the mappings.

4

Conclusion

'The NLMIMO toolbox implements several state of the art techniques used in multimodel based modeling
and identification processes. Even if the modeling aspects of the toolbox are the predominant ones,
support for the development of controllers and the study of their stability is also included in the toolbox.
One of the main targets of this toolbox has been to design a flexible set of utilities which allow the user to
experiment and. compare several solutions. Even if computational efficiency was an important feature in
the design of the toolbox, it was not the main issue. If a particularly performant system is required, the
best approach is to reimplement the relevant functions once the best method has been identified . Future
works include the integration of other identification techniques such as neural networks and mixture of
experts in the toolbox, and the release this toolbox to the scientific community on the Internet.
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Abs,t ract. In this paper a software package for the simulation of the direct dynamics of Underwater VehicleManipulator Systems (UYMSs) is presented. The software, based on the MATLAB-SIMULINK environment , is
designed so as to allow the user to test kinematic, dynamic and interaction control laws. Two algorithms are
implemented, the Articulated Body {AB) and the Composite Rigid Body (CRB) , which both avoid the need
of computing the overall symbolic model. The main dynamic effects have been taken into account: namely,
inertial generalized forces, hydrodynamic e!Fects, thrusters dynamics, sensor characteristics, and interaction of
the manipulator end effector with the environment. A library of forward kinematics functions is available to
compute, during the simulation, the end-effector position or the Jacobian of the generic simulated system. An
user interface has been developed to simplify the implementation of control laws.

Introduction
The use of computer simulations is of self-evident importance when dealing with complex dynamic systems such
as Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator Systems (UVMSs). Simulation tests allow to gain better understanding of
the system's dynamics which can be exploited to improve the control system design. This also avoids costs and
risks of experimental tests in a preliminary stage of the system design.
The basic functionality to be implemented in a computer simulator for UVMSs is the computation of the direct
dynamics, i.e., computation of the system's accelerations, for given positions, velocities and input torques (see
Figure 1). In the case of simple robotic systems it is possible to derive the symbolic dynamic model and to
numerically compute the actual accelerations. Referring to Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), several
simulators have been proposed; in t his case, however, the symbolic expression of the model is available [5]. With
respect to UVMSs, an efficient simulator has been proposed in (7].
On t he other hand, the symbolic model of a complex structure, such as an UVMS, is very difficult to derive
in dosed form and its expression is usually untractable. Efficient approaches to compute the direct dynamics
of these systems are instead based on recursive numerical algorithms which chain the dynamics of the single
bodies constituting the overall system. An additional advantage of such numerical algorithms is the possibility
of easily matching different systems by changing the parameters of the single bodies and the constraints between
connected bodies; in this way is very simple to change the mechanical structure and the number of bodies in
the system. Two main algorithms have been used in the literature to simulate chained-body robotic systems:
namely, the Composite Rigid Body (CRB) method [2, 6, 8], and the Articulated Body (AB) method (3, 7].
In this paper a software package for dynamic simulation of UVMSs is presented. The software, based on
the popular MATLAB-SIMULINK environment, has been designed so as to allow the user to test kinematic,
dynamic and interaction control laws. The overall system dynamics is obtained by chaining the dynamics of
individual rigid bodies in a fluid environment; therefore, the user can easily modify the kinematic as well as
dynamic structure of the system, e.g., number of links, Denavit-Hartenberg parameters, dynamic parameters,
hydrodynamic effects, etc. Several effects are taken into account in t he system dynamics: namely, inertial
generalized forces (i.e., forces, moments, and joint torques), lift and drag generalized forces , ocean current loads
(Munk moment), buoyancy, motor joint dry and viscous friction, thrusters dynamics, noise affecting sensor
readings, and interaction of the end effector of the manipulator with the environment . A library of forward
kinematics functions is available to compute, during the simulation, the end-effector position or the Jacobian
of the generic simulated system.
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Figure 1: Direct dynamics.
Algorithm
CRB
AB

mul/div
0.16n

3

add/sub

+ 1 l.5n + 160.33n - 109 O. l 6n + 7n2 + 138.83n - 102
2

3

300n - 267

279n - 259

Table 1: Computational load for the two algorithms.

In order to avoid the possible occurrence of representation singularities that can arise by the use of minimal
representations of the orientation, e.g. , using Euler angles, a non minimal representation , based on t he unit
quaternion, has been used to represent the orientation of all the rigid bodies of the system.
Both the AB and CRB algorithms have been implemented in view of the different computational load and
for cross checking purposes. To decrease simulation time the simulator has been coded using Mex-files.

Modelling
The equations of motion of the UVMS in a body-fixed reference frame can be written in the form [9]

M(q)(

+ C(q,(}( + D(q , ()( + g(q, Rf)=

M(q)( + n(q , Rf)=

1

+ J~(q)h,

(1)

where ( = [v T qTJT, v E lR6 is the vector of vehicle linear and angular velocities expressed in the body-fixed
reference frame, Rf E lR3 x 3 is the rotation matrix from the inertial frame to the body-fixed frame, q E lRn
is the vector of joint variables, n is the number of joints, M(q) E JR(6+n)x(6+n) is the inertia matrix of t he
UVMS, C(q, ( ) is the matrix of Coriolis and centripetal generalized forces , D (q , () is the matrix of friction and
hydrodynamic damping terms, g(q , Rf) is the vector of restoring forces , TE lR6 +n is the vector of forces and
m oments a cting on the vehicle and joint to rques, Jw (q) E IR.6 x(G+n) is a Jacobian matrix defined in (2), and
h E IR.6 is the vector of the contact force/moment at the end effector. It is also useful to define 17 E IR6 as the
vector of vehicle position and Euler angles in a earth-fixed reference frame.
The end-effector velocities (expressed in the inertial frame) are related to the body-fixed system velocity by
a suitable Jacobian matrix, i.e.,
(2)
In the simulator, some simplified relationships for the hydrodynamic effects of the manipulator have been
implemented [9], while a more detailed description has been used for the vehicle [5].

Description of the algorithms
Both the AB and CRB algorithm compute the accelerations of the system, subject to a specific driving torque,
without resorting to the symbolic model. For a submerged body, in fact , the symbolic expression of its equations
of motion is characterized by a large number of dynamic parameters [4]. Considering a n UVMS, i.e., a serial
chain of rigid bodies, yields to a set of equations t hat is difficult to compute in closed form.
The two algorithms have a different computational load; in particular, the AB is O(n) while the CRB is O(n3 ) .
However, since the latter has smaller coefficients it is convenient to resort to the one or the other depending
on the degrees of freedom of the structure to be simulated. Table 1 reports the computational load for the
two algorithms considered for a ground fixed manipulator with n links and without taking into account the
trigonometric functions.
The AB algorithm has been presented in several papers [3, 7]. In this paper , only the basic idea of this
approach is given.
The AB algorithm is based on the following steps:
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1. forward recursion (from the vehicle to the end effector) to compute the positions and velocities of the rigid

bodies;
2. backward recursion to compute n(q, R?) and the articulated inertias felt at each joint;
3. forward recursion to compute the accelerations.
The CRB algorithm is based on the computation of the inverse dynamics several time for each simulation
step in order to obtain the numerical representation of the inertia matrix M and invert it to compute the
accelerations [2 , 6, 8].
The following steps are necessary:
1. forward recursion (from the vehicle to the end effector} to compute the positions and velocities of the rigid
bodies;
2. backward recursion to compute n(q, R?);
3. backward recursion considering only the inertial terms of M(q) with ( equal zero except for the i-th
element, this gives the i-th column of matrix M ;
4. repeat point 3 for all the degrees of freedom in order to compute the numerical value of M(q);
5. compute (by: ( = M- 1 (q)(r - n (q, Rf)) .

SI MU RV
A sketch of the SIMULINK model is given in Figure 2. The software package has been written in the versions
MATLAB 5.2 and SIMULINK 2.0 . Both the algorithms have been coded using the Mex-files to decrease the
execution time. The execution time, of course, depends on the machine and the selected dynamic terms. On
a PC Pentium MMX, 233 MHz, 64 MB RAM, the execution time for I simulation step of a 6-dof manipulator
mounted on a 6-dof vehicle with all the dynamic terms is about 5 ms for the AB algorithm and about 8 ms
for the CRB algorithm. It must be noted that this comparison is only indicative since the forward kinematic
computations have not been optimized.

Desired (d,T/d ,qd+
Traject.

UVMS ( , T/ , q

Motion
Control

+ env.

~-------t

Sensors

--------~

Figure 2: Simulink model.
The Desired Trajectory block is provided in two version. If the trajectory is given in terms of task space
variables, an inverse kinematics algorithm is provided in order to output the body-fixed variables (d, Tfd • qd.
The Motion Control block can be developed by the user. Different control laws, e.g., [I], have been tested and
implemented, as a demo, in the program. The Actuator block is based on the thrusters dynamic model presented
in [10] . The UVMS + env. block represents the core of the program. The interaction with the environment, the
presence of the hydrodynamic terms, the gravity and the buoyancy can be selected by the use of suitably defined
Aags. This allows the user to simulate underwater vehicle-manipulator systems as well as satellite-manipulator
systems. Moreover, the inAuence of the different terms can be easily outlined by running two simulations with
different flags. The Sensor block is designed to simulate the sensor behavior. A discretization and a quantization
are performed, and zero mean Gaussian noise is added to the measured variables.
The simulation run is based on the following steps:
1. Collect all the data in an ASCII file. The data are naturally grouped in: simulation data (sampling time,
total duration , . .. ); kinematic parameters data (number of links, kinematic structure of the manipulator,
... }; dynamic parameters (masses, centers of gravity /buoyancy, hydrodynamic terms, ... ); control law
parameters.
2. Write a control law in MATLAB/SIMULINK syntax.
3. Run the simulation, choose a data file, the controller file and the output file; all the files used in the
simulations, together with the output data, are saved in the working directory with suitable names.
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A library of models is also available. In Figure 3 the first menu's window is shown. The user can choose
between some models already defined. In the implemented models, the vehicle is modelled as described in [5].
The model corresponding to a 6-link manipulator mounted under the vehicle is obtained considering the dynamic
parameters of the SMART3-S manufactured by COMAU.
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Figure 3: Left: menu of the exi-sting models to be simulated. Right: Plot of the output results of a simulation.
By resorting to the Matlab Graphical User Interface (GUI) a window to plot the output results is opened at
the end of the simulation (see Figure 3).

Summary
In this paper a software package for the simulation of the direct dynamics of serial-chain rigid bodies (in
particular Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator Systems) has been presented. The software, based on the popular
MATLAB-SIMULINK environment, has been designed so as to allow the user to test kinematic, dynamic and
interaction control laws. Two algorithms have been implemented, the Articulated Body (AB) and the Composite
Rigid Body (CRB), which do not require computation of the overall symbolic model. A library of forward
kinematics functions is made available to compute, during the simulation, the end-effector position or the
Ja-cobian of the generic simulated system. An user interface has been developed to simplify the implementation
of control laws.
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Abstract This paper deals with the use of an Interactive Fuzzy Schedul1ing Rule Base for flexible manufacturing
systems (IFSRB). W.e consider a rule base where each ruile is balanced with a weight, which can be interpreted as
a measur'e of the importance of this rule, compared with the others. The consequences and antecedents are both
fuzzy. The antec·e dents of a rule are fU2Z)' propositions describing ~he scheduling environment in real time. The
consequence of each rule is the priority of the operation select.e d by this rule. Since, all propositions do not have
the same importance and influence, on the objectives of the operator; we associate to each proposition a degree
of belief. The IFSRB is parametrable in order to allow the operator to react to changes. When the scheduler is
dissatisfied with a decision given by the scheduling tool .• a :new Backward Fuzzy Reasoning Algorithm (BFRA)
.is developed to evaluate the degree of truth of any decision proposed by the operator.

I. lntrodu·cit ion
Scheduling has !been ,e xamined in t he operation research l·iterature since the early fifties. It can be defined as the
determination of the time sequencing of jobs and the allocation of valuable required production resources
(personal, machines.• tools, etc ... ) to accomplish the selected set of operations. An example would be Flexible
Manufacturing System (fMS) where different production resources ican perform a given operation.
Consequently, operat,ions can flow in the system thr.ough differ,ernt routes, so that a number o f processing
possibi1lities exists at each stage of the manufacturing process.
The scheduling pmblem is known to be NP-complete, i.e., the tii me to reach a solution grows exponentially
when the size of the search space of the problem grows, whatever algorithm is used. In this paper finding the
optimal solution does not .i nterest us but we propose the use of an Interactive Fuzzy Scheduling Rule Base
(IFSRB).
The lfSRB ·is composed by a set of fuzzy if-then rules. IFSRB is interactive, since each rule is balanced with
a Certitude Factor (CF) and each proposition with a degree ofbeHef In fact, this base is parametrable in order to
allow t he user to adapt the IfSRB to changes in real time and to solve conflicts dynamically.

II. Sch cduliog .r ules
1

Job-shop scheduling through simuilation uses various kinds of scheduling rules such us:
SPT: Shortest Processing Time,
EDD: Earliest Due Date,
MST: Minimum s 1Jack Time.
A scheduling rule is used to select the next operation to be ,processed from a set of operation waiting queue.
Panwa'lker and lskander { 12] have enumerated l lJ rule s and many rules continue to appear in recent works.
Many researchers [I], [2], [3], [4], (13], [5] and so on have been interested by the use of scheduling rules in job
shop scheduling problems. A literature revi ew can be found in Montazari and Wassenhove [6].
Despite the important work dealing with the use of scheduling ru les, very few general results are
communicated [iJ] and [7]. Each rule aims at performing ome .selected criterion. However, the FMS is a
multi.purpose problem and generaHy many criteria have to be taken into account and some of them a re
antagonistic. A given rule can perform a se.lected crit1erion but g1ive no efficient result according to another
criterion. Furthermore, the performance of a rule on a given crit1erion often depends on the c haracteristics of the
workshop, or of the set of manufacturing orders scheduled (number of jobs, number of operations, resources
.
required, ... ).
The main difficulty in FMS problems is to choose the scheduling rule useful for the system. In fact, the re is
no efficient rule, which .is of high.er perfom1ance than the others. Consequently, it is obvious to comb ine between
rul·es in order to compromise between the objectives. We proposed then a new approach for FMS based on the
Lise of a Fuzzy Schedu'ling Rule Base (FSRB). Each rule R, is balanced with a certitude factor CF;. This
parameter represents the strength of belief (the importance) of the rule in comparison with the other rules in the
FS RB. These certitude facitors must be chosen in accordance with the objectives and with the scheduling
environment.
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III.

Uncertainty in flexible manufacturing system

Uncertainty in the flexible-manufacturing envirorunent contributes to the difficulty of the production problems.
The production environment may be disturbed by machine breakdown, loss of materials and efficiency of
individual work·ers such as speed, habituation and polyvalence. In this paper we extend the work of Liouane 97
in [8J, [9], [JO) and [I 1), which proposed a Fuzzy Scheduling Model (FSM) for the flexible job shop scheduling
problem.
The FSM gives in real time a fuzzy representation of the state of the production environment. The processing
operation time is a fuzzy variable characterised by three linguistic terms: short, middle and long.
Since different machines may execute many operations but not with the same performance, each machine is
described by its fuzzy static machine activity. The machine Mk may be fast, normal or slow.
'In order to avoid bottilenecks in the system, the average machine utilisation is a fuzzy variable computed in
real time.
Jn addition, we assume that all the orders do not have the same importance in workshop. The importance of a
job in comparison with the other jobs is essentially subjective. The importance of a job is a fuzzy variable
(important job, no-important job).
Job must be produced in time,, then each job and each operation is characterised by two fuzzy subsets urgent
and no-urgent.
The production environment is described in real time by fuzzy propositions such that: "operation O;i is
urgent", "job J; is important", machine Mk is slow", ...

IV.

Fuzzy Scheduling Rul·e Base (FSRB)

Fuzzy logic is a convenient tool for expressing pieces of knowledge by the use of if-then rules. The FSRB
consists of a block of fuzzy if-then rules whose consequences and antecedents are both fuzzy. The antecedents of
a rule are fuzzy propositions describing the production environment such that "operation O;; is urgent". The
consequence ofa mle is fuzzy, it can be expressed by "the priority of the operation O;ik is high". In the FSRB, all
propositions do not have the same degree of importance when contributing to the consequence.
For example, consider the rule w.ith three proposi.tions:
ff "the job J; is important" and "the operation O;i is fast" and "the machine Mk is no-loaded"

then "the priority ofOijk is high".
When a job is important and a no-loaded machine is available, we can give absolute priority to a slow
operation of the job, since important job must be in time. These three propositions in the rule do not have the
same weight ·in comparison with each other's.
The fuzzy rules, we consider in this paper are formalised as follow:
R;: lfp 1 and pz and .. . Pn then c,
Where:
I) Pi. pz, ... ,and Pn are scheduling propositions.
2) o. 1, a 2, ... , a 0 are respectively the degrees ofbeliefofp 1• p2, .. .,and Pn, a; E [O, I].
3) Cfi is a certitude factor associated to the rule R,, CF, E [O, I].
4) c, is the fuzzy consequence of the rule R;.
5) µ; is the membership degree ofthe consequence c,, µ, e [O, 1).
6) roi. ro 2, .. ., and w0 arethemembershipdegrees ofp 1, p2, ... ,and p0 , ro; E [O , I).
The parameters are defined such as the larger the value of o.h the more the proposition Pk contributes to the
decision ci and the larger the value of CF; the more we bel ieve on the rule Ri.
The FSRB has the particularity that the consequent of a rule may be an antecedent for another rule. For
example:
R 1: if"Ji is important" and "Ji is urgent'' than "priority Ji is high"
R2: if"priority Ji is high" and "O;J is fast'' than "priority O;J is high"
The proposition "priority J; is high" is a consequent of R I and an antecedent of the rule R2 •
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The fuzzy proposition conclusion pa!t of the ruiles is represented by membership functions as described in
figure 1.
µ

Priority is low

Priority
Figure 1: Consequent membership function

V.

Interact.ive Fuzzy Scheduling Rule Bas'e (l.FSRB)

The increase of flexibility of production systems demands us to react to unpredictable events and configuration
changes. Such configuration changes could be the introduction of a new important job to schedule, changes of
the relative importance of the set of criteria or when adopting a new aggregated operator, or changing
membership functions. The operator could be able to react to changes by modifying the FSRB parameters
(degrees oftruth and certitude factors) or by introducing and testing new scheduling rules.
In the case when the scheduler is dissatisfied with a ranking produced by the system, he can give his own
point of view, his own decision. The mechanism must be able to perform a backward reasoning automatically
and the operator is then asked to introduce his new scheduling rule if necessary or to change the certitude factor
of some rules or the degrees of truth of some propositions. The scheduler is a simulator that solves
chronolog ically the decision problems and reacts on the system in T'eal t ime.
The mechanism works such that if configurations changes or the scheduler is dissatisfied with the decision
given by the scheduling tool, the scheduler can test his own decision proposition and adopt the scheduling rule
base to the state of the scheduling manufacturing environment.
Suppose that the operator is not satisfied with a decision given by the scheduling tool. He proposes to take
:into account his own point of view. The operator must then change the parameters of some rules (degree of
belief) 1in order to obtain the convenient decision. In this case the decision given by the expert is called the goal
decision c;. A Backward Fuzzy Reasoning Algorithm (BFRA) is developed to find in the IFSRB the set of
propositions that have as consequent the goal decision and asks the operator to adapt their degrees of belief
values to his objectives. The set of propositions immediately preceding c; is called PIP(cj). Consider a fuzzy
proposition p,. If there is a rule in IFSRB in which p; is in the antecedents propositions part and ci is in the
consequent part, we conclude that p, is in PIP('cj). The BFRA can be expressed by a fuzzy and/or graph. Each
node of the tree is denoted by a quadruple (p,, PIP(p,), a.(p;), deg(p,)), where:
p;: proposition.
PIP(p;): The set of propositions immediately preceding Pi·
a.(p;): degree ofbel,i ef of Pi·
deg(p;): degree ofitruth of p;.
1

1

1

1

1

VI.

Backward fuzzy reasoning algorithm

Input: goal decision ci.
Output: modified interactive fuzzy scheduling rule base and the degree of truth deg(cj) of the decision goal.

Step 1:
Initially, the root node is ( Cj, PIP(c1) , a.( cj). deg ( cj)?). Since ci is a consequent then The degree of belief o.( Cj)= I.
deg ( cj)? is the degree of truth of the proposition ci.
Step 2:
Sprout the fuzzy and/or graph as follow:

cy

(cj, P!P(cJ)={ Px• ... ,{Pa, Pb• ... , pk}. ····Pr ... },I, deg (c1)?)

(p,, PIP(p,),

11<,

deg (p,)?) (p •• PIP(p, ).

~'.deg

CF\ CF,,

(p.)?) (Pk· PIP(pk), *,deg (pk)?)
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(Py• PIP(py). • , deg (p~ )?)

Where CF.., is the certitude factor associated to the rule having cJ as consequent and p. as antecedent.
In the quadruple (p., PIP(p,), •, deg (Ps)?), the • means that the operator must give the value of the degree of
belief associated to the proposition Ps and deg (p,)? means that BFRA will evaluate automatically the degree of
truth of Ps·
Step 3:
If PIP(p,)=0, then (p,, PIP(p,), •,deg (p,)?) is called a tenn,inal node.
If(p5, PIP(p,), •,deg (p,)?) is a tenninal node than select (p,, PIP(p,), •,deg (p,)?)
Else sprout the fuzzy graph as follow:

Step 4:
lfno terminal node exists,
go to step 3, else go to step 5.
Step 5:
Select a terminal node (p., 0, *,deg (p1)?) and ask the operator to introduce a value for the degree of belief
at=a(pt). The degree of truth deg (p1) of the terminal node is the membership degree of Pt· The tenninal node
becomes (Pi. 0, ~.deg (p 1)) and is said to be marked.
Step 6:
Ifall terminal nodes are marked go to step 7 else go to step 5.
Step 7:
Introduce the value a(pl) of each non-terminal node (Pie, P!P(Pic). •,deg (J>k)?) and evaluate the degree of truth of
Pk as follow :
Case l : ifthere is an edge ofthe graph shown as follow:
(pb, PIP(Pt,), •,deg (Pt,)?)

~

(p1 , Pf P(pJ, a 1 , deg (p. ))

Then the node (Pb, PIP(pb), •, deg (pb)?) becomes (Pb, P1P(pb), ab, deg(Pt,)) where:
ab is introduced by the operator
deg(pb) = a.* deg (p,) *CF ab , deg(p.) e(O, I} and CF ah E(O, I]
Case 2: If there exists an and subgraph in the generated graph shown as follow:

then the node (Pb. PIP(pb), •, deg(pb)?) becomes (pb, PIP(pb), ab. deg(pb)) where:
a h is introduced by the operator
deg(pb)= min[ deg(p.)• a , • CF ab

deg(pk)•

a~• CF kb

deg(p.}, dcg(pk) and deg(p)',) e (0, I ]and CF a~, CFkh and CF,n
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deg(py)* ay * CF
E

(0, 1]

yh ]

where

case 3: If there exists an or subgraph in the generated graph shown as follow:
(p1,, PIP(pb), •, deg(pb)?)

(p., PIP(pa), ex.,, deg(p.))

(pk, PIP(pk), ak, deg(pk)}

(,Py, P!P(py).

ay, deg(py))

then the node (Pb. PIP(pb), *, deg(Pt,)?) becomes (Pb• PIP(pb), ab, deg(Pt>)) where:
ab is introduced by the operator
deg(pb)= max[ deg(pa)* a.* CF al>

,

deg(pk)* a.k •CFkb

deg(p.), deg(p0 and deg(py) e[O, I),

VII.

CF ob, CF kb

and

,

deg(py) ay •

CFyb )

CF;11 e[0,1)

Example

Let us have the rules:
R 1: ff "0,1 is urgent" then "J; is urgrent" (CF 1=0.95).

P1
P2
R2: If "J; is important" then "Priority J1 is high" (CF2=0.9).
p3
p4
R3 : If "J; is urgent" then "Priority Jj is high" (CF 3=0.8)
P2
p4
R.i: If "Priority J; is high" and "Oij is fast" then "priority Oij is high" (Cf4=0.85).
P4
Ps
P6
R 5: If "Mk is no-loaded" and "priority O;i is high" and "Mk is fast" then "priority O;j1< is high" (CF=0.8).
P1
P6
Ps
p9
The scheduler wants to evaluate the degree of truth of the proposition p 9 : "priority O;jk is high". The first step
consists of finding for each proposition p; in the IFSRB the set of propositions immediately preceding p,: PIP(p,).

BFRA generates the following and/or graph:
(p9, {ps, p7, P6}. I, deg(p9)?)

0.8

0.

0.8

(Ps ,0,*, deg(p8)?)

0.95
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The scheduler is asked to introduce the degree of belief value of each proposition in the and/or graph (a4, a 5 , <l6,
u 8 ). The degree of truth of each tenninal node is known . The input parameters of the system are as follow:
a,=1, a2=I, a3=I, a.4=0.85, as=0.65 , a6=0.9, a 1=0.8, a11=0.7, a9=I.
deg(p 1)=0.65, deg(p 3)=0.72, deg(ps)=0.45, deg(p1)=0.68, deg(p8)=0.78.
The BFRA will compute the values of respectively deg(p 2), deg(p 4 ) , deg(p6 ) and deg(p9) by using Min-Prod and
Max-Prod defuzzificaticm methods. We obtain:
(p9, {ps, p7, P6}, 1, 0.2)
0..
0.
0.8

(p4,. {{p3}, {p2}}, 0.85, 0.648)

(p5, 0 , 0.65, 0.45)

~~.8
(p3,0, 1,0.72)

(p2, {pi}, 1,0.617)

I

0.95

(p 1 , 0, l, 0.65)

VIII. Conclusion
In th.is paper we have proposed a parametrable fuzzy scheduling rule base to deal with changes in scheduling
environment. The scheduler is able to react to unpredi·ctab.le events .and configuration changes by adapting the
values of the FSRB parameters. If the scheduler is dissatisfied with a decision given by the scheduling tool, he
can evaluate the degree of truth of his own decision.
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Abstract . A dynamic fuzzy system is a mapping of fuzzy input values onto a fuzzy output value with
a feedback to the input. In this paper, we present a new rule-based inference method that can be used
in dynamic fuzzy systems. The infer,e nce result is always a fuzzy number. Therefore, the model output
contains both, quantitative and qualitative information. Since this fuzzy output is fed back to the input,
the dynamic fuzzy system models in particular t he dynamic behavior of the qualitative information. A
simulation example will demonstrate this feature of dynamic fuzzy systems.

1

Dynamic Fuzzy Systems

In most fuzzy systems an inference method maps the inputs onto the output according to an if-then
rule base. The inference is a static mapping but it is possible to obtain a dynamic process model by
embedding the inference in a dynamic structure. Then, the model output has to be fed back in order to
represent the model dynamics. Two possible resulting model structures are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

1 1

'j•••••••i. •••············································

:········••1•·········•-•ll"•'•·. ···••·•·· ..······-:

~-Y•~· =~
...

ru'le·:baseo

I

~

.___ ___,defuzzi·
inference
·ftcation I

u, :

~--.---.i

inference

q -1

..................................................

u k-m

..................................................... .

Fig. 1 : Dynamic model with a static fuzzy system.

Fig. 2: Structure of a dynamic fuzzy system.

The dotted boxes enclose those parts processing fuzzy sets. Figure 1 represents the commonly used
fuzzy approach to build a dynamic process model 14]. Note that in this case the feedback is not an
element of the fuzzy system; the model consists of a static fuzzy system and the external dynamics. By
contrast, the structure in Figure 2 feeds back fuzzy values and is therefore called dynamic fu zzy system
[5]. The model output is a fuzzy set containing qualitative information about its accuracy. Since this
output fuzzy set is used as an input variable in subsequent inference steps and since if-then rule bases
usually are designed to process linguistic values, the membership function of the output fuzzy set mu::;t
be interpretable as linguistic expressions like almost zero or very large [1, 5].
Therefore, in a dynamic fuzzy system we have to use a particular inference method fulfilling two basic
requirements. First, the inference has to define a mapping of fuzzy inputs onto a fuzzy output . Aud
second, all fuzzy sets {i.e. inputs, outputs, and linguistic values) must be represented by interpretable
membership functions. Existing inference methods (e.g. the compositional rule of inference [2]) result
in fuzzy sets with membership functions of a shape that is usually difficult to interpret. Hence, these
inference methods are not suitable for dynamic fuzzy systems.
In section 2, we develop a new inference method for dynamic fuzzy systems. The features and the
quality of dynamic fuzzy systems along with this inference method are demonstrated in a simulation
example in section 3.

2

Inference with interpolating rules

Consider a simple example process with one input variable [ and one output variable Y. All we know
about the process behavior is represented by a rule base consisting of two rules:
R 1 : If [ =A. Then Y =KA R2 : If [ = B Then Y = J( B .
The fuzzy sets .4. and Bare called premises, f(A and J(B are called conclusions. All fuzzy sets have
triangular membership functions that can easily be interpreted as linguistic values. The fuzzy sets are
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depicted in Figure 3. When the current fuzzy input value E lies between the given premises (see Figure
3), the given rules cannot be evaluated directly. Yet it is clear that the output Y (which has to be
computed by the inference method) should lie between the given conclusions. Furthermore, since t he
given input E is more fuzzy than the premises, it contains less information, and therefore the output
should be more fuzzy than the conclusions, as well.
Ka

/\
Fig. 3: Premises

'"° Y

A and B, conclusions KA and KB, and input E.

In the following section we present the particular inference method required, the inference with
interpolating nJles. It consists of two steps: First, we generate an interpolating rule to determine the
position of the output. After that, we map the fuzziness of the input onto t he output.

2.1

Interpolating rule

The center of a triangular membership function (i.e. its peak value) determines the position of the fuzzy
set on the input domain. The premise and the conclusion of the interpolating rule depend only on this
center of the input fuzzy set, but not on the shape of its membership function 15). Therefore, they can
be calculated by interpolation with the center cs of the input fuzzy set E as independent variable. T he
interpolating rule is given by the interpolating premise IP and the interpolating conclusion IC,
IR: If E =IP Then

Y =IC.

(1)

If ce matches the center of one premise, the interpolating rule has to be equivalent to the corresponding given rule. Hence, the centers of the original premises serve as interpolation nodes with t he
given premises and conclusions as interpolation values. Using fuzzy sets as function values we can define
the interpolation of triangular fuzzy sets. A triangular fozzy set M is defined by three parameters, its
center CM , the left foo t l M , and the right foot r M. Plotting these parameters versus the center of the
input variable and applying linear interpolation we obtain the representation shown in Figure 4.
rJp(ce)

IC

r1c(ce)

maximal
function value

ric(ce)

C,c(ce)

B

Ke

Ka

l1c(ce)

lic(ce)

A

:61:

--1f---+-~~~_..,.._~-+-<~c .

~t---+-~~~~-r-~-+-<~c.

ce

~CE
Be

ea

Fig. 4: Interpolation functions for
IP , with the given premises A and
B as interpolation nodes.

Fig. 5: Interpolation functions for
IC, with the given conclusions KA
and KB as int erpolation nodes.

Cs

Fig. 6: Mapping the fuzziness:
Maximal and minimal values arc
determined in the hatched area.

To obtain the triangular fuzz y set IP, three interpolation functions are necessary: l1p (ce), CJp (cE),
and r 1 p(cE) for the calculation of the left foot, the center, and the right foot, respectively. If now , for
example, t he input center cE is equal to the center CA of the given premise A, the interpolating premise is
equivalent to premise A. If the center cE lies between the centers of the premises A a nd B (as illustrated
in Figure 4), tne interpolating premise is calculated by the interpolation functions.
The interpolating conclusion JC is obtained in the same way, but then the conclusions KA and I\" B
are used as inter polation nodes (see Figure 5). The interpolation functions need not be linear. They
only have to be continuous functions and must not intersect in order to obtain interpretable fuzzy sets.
Intersecting interpolation functions could, for example, result in a left foot of IP located right of c1 p.
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2.2

Mapping the fuzziness

The interpolating conclusion determines t he position of the output Y. In the second inference step we
have to determine the fuzziness of Y. Since the rules describe the only knowledge about the behavior
of the system, the output has to be at least as fuzz y as the interpolating conclusion. The interpolating
premise and conclusion for the example mentioned above are depicted in Figure 7.
µ

1

A

IP

B

CE

CB

...
r1p=fE

µ

1

KA

e

l1c

y

'1c

Fig. 7: Input E, interpolating premise IP, and interpolating conclusion IC.

In this example, the current input E is more fuzzy than the interpolating premise IP. We define the
area below the fuzzy set's membership function as a measure of information content: the larger the area
the smaller the information content. Applied to Figure 7, this means that E contains less information
than IP. Therefore, it is quite clear that the output value Y should contain less information than the
interpolating conclusion IC , as well. Hence, it follows that Y should be more fuzzy than IC.
As depicted in Figure 7, the left foot l E of the input is more fuzzy than the left foot l 1 p of the
interpolating premise. When we consider membership functions as possibility distributions, this means
that input values smaller than lrp are possible. Therefore, for the given rule base, output values smaller
than lIC should be possible, a.swell. To map the fuzziness we compute the interpolation functions for IC
not only at the single point ce, but over a certain region Be around that point. For the given example
this region has to lie left of ce, because the input Eis more fuzzy than the interpolating premise on the
left side. A possible Be is shown in Figure 6.
The center of the output depends only on the center of the input and therefore is not changed by
the mapping of the fuzziness; cy is always equal to the center of the interpolating conclusion [5). The
maximal possible value of Y in Figure 6 is represented by its right foot Ty. Therefore, Ty is determined as
the maximal value of all three interpolation functions over the region Be. The left foot ly is determined
by the minimal function value. Applied to .the input E of Figure 7, this mapping of fuzziness results in
the output fuzzy set Y that is plotted in Figure 6 with dashed membership function.
One remaining degree of freedom is the absolute value to which we extend the considered input
domain. Denoting the extension on the left and right side by A1 and Ar, we can define BE in Figure G
as B e = [ce - Ai, ce + .C:..rl· For the given example, A1 is depicted in F igure 6. In this case, .C:..r is zero
since the input fuzzy set 's right side is not more fuzzy than the interpolating premise. A good choice for
the amount of extension is the difference between the foot points of IP and the input fuzzy set:
A _
1

-

f

L

l 1p - l E

0

for le < l Ip
otherwise

A _ {
r -

TI p

TE -

0

for Te > T J p
otherwise
.

Whether an extension of the considered input domain to the left or right side affects the left or right
foot of the output depends on the interpolation nodes. If the interpolation functions in Figure 6 had
negative gradients, the extension A1 to the left side would affect the right foot of the output.
The extension of the presented inference method to systems with n input variables can simply be
done by defining the interpolation functions over a multidimensional input domain. Then , an interva l
B Ei is calculated separately for each input variable. Finally, the resulting domain B e is determined as
the Cartesian product of n intervals, Be= B e 1 x · · · x BEn·

3

Simulation example

We use a very simple example to demonstrate the efficiency of dynamic fuzzy systems. For that purpose,
we describe a first order dynamic system qualitatively by three rules
R1 : If Yk - 1 = 0 And uk-1 = 0 Then Y k = 0.
R2 : If Yk-l = 1 And Uk - 1 = 0 Then Yk = 0.95.
R3 : If Yk-1 = 0 And Uk-1 = l Then Yk = (0.04/0.05 /0 .06).
The first rule represents the equilibrium point of the system, the third rule characterizes the influence
of the input 1L on the system behavior. Since we do not know this influence precisely, we represent t.he
conclusion of the third rule by a fuzzy set (l/c/T) = (0.04/0.05/0.06) . Note that the dynamic beha\"ior
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of this particular system could also be represented by a linear difference equation Yk = ayk-I + lrn.1;_ 1
with an uncertain parameter b. The structure of the dynamic fuzzy system is depicted in Figure 8.

1l_i__uk.1
1

1-...6...._ y

k·1

\2

rule-based
1inference ~---~

--- ------------------timekT

Fig. 8: Dynamic fuzzy system.

Fig. 9: Step response of the dynamic fuzzy system.

Since the fuzzy output is fed back to the input there is a loss of information in every time step.
Starting with .a crisp output value y0 (and a constant crisp input u = 1), we obtain a triangular fuzzy
set for the estimated output y1 . In the next time step, the dynamic fuzzy system computes an output
y 2 that is even more fuzzy than y 1 • F igure 9 illustrates the step response of this uncertain system. The
model output at time kT is a triangular fuzzy set represented by its peak value (solid line), its left foot
(lower dashed line), and its right foot (upper dashed line). This fuzzy set represents a region where the
output of the modeled process can possibly lie. For example, the best estimate for the process o utput
y10 o is 1.0, but due to the uncertainty in our model the output could also lie between 0.7 and 1.2.

4

Summary

In this paper, we presented a new fuzzy inference method that - in contrast to existing fuzzy inferences
- particularly considers the information content of inputs and outputs. The inference is based on the
concept of interpolating rules, first calculating an interpolating rule, and in a second step mapping the
fuzziness of the inputs onto the output. All fuzzy sets that occur can be interpreted as linguistic values.
Therefore, this new inference method can be used in the feedback structure of dynamic fuzzy systems.
Dynamic fuzzy systems consider both, the qualitative and the quantitative information contained in
a linguistic representation of a dynamic process. Due to the transparency and the interpretability of this
modeling approach it can also be used to identify a qualitative model for complex systems from data 13].
It is possible to model the time history of the information content that results from the uncertainties
in the data or the linguistic values. Finally, since the inference is represented hy simple interpolation
functions, further expert knowledge (e.g. concerning the eq uilibrium points of the system) can be used
to improve the model quality [6] .
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Abstract. Fuzzy measure, proposed by Sugeno in 1972, is a mathematical concept. This concept does not
assume additivity, it defines monotonicity and has been utilized in the originally proposed foITil. However, it is a
very advanced mathematical concept compared to fuzzy set, so literature on developments in this area is limited.
This report focuses on jnteraction between decision making factors, and proposes a new fuzzy measure.

1. Introduction.
As a measure of detennining an ambiguity object, fuzzy measure[3] is well known and provides us with
mathematical concepts on decision making problem. Probabili·ty measure, just like in physics measure such as
the measurement of length or weight, are defined by positive semi definiteness, monotonicity and additivity.
Fuzzy measure, on the other hand, is defined by positive semi definiteness and monotonicity thus subsuming
probability measure as a special type.
The definition of fuzzy measur·e provides us with cond'itions of set function. However, because of loose
restrictions compared to probability measure, fuzzy measure makes a problem of dete1TI1 ining values of these on
all subsets ofX , which ar;e difficult to obtain, even ifX is a finite set.
Decomposab.Je mea:sure[5], proposed by Weber, provides us with conditions for dealing with the problem. A.·
fuzzy measure is a set function satisfying conditions as decomposable measure and has been widely utilized in
decision making problem. It is not natural, however, to consider that A. -fuzzy measure can express all human
subjective images. It is natural to consider that the images can be expressed by some set functions. Thus, it is
debatable researching set functions which reflect the images.
This report focuses on an interaction between decision making factors which is needed to dete1TI1ine an
estimation, and proposes t" -fuzzy measure .as a new fuzzy measure. This paper is arranged as follows : Section 2
pr·ovides definitions of the important teITilinologies used. In :section 3, we propose the use of meibus inversion,
deal with interaction of I.. -fuzzy measure, and consider a way of expressing interaction using an example.
Moreover, r -fuzzy measure is proposed ~a new fuzzy measure. Section 4 gives a selecting problem of suitable
power station system as an example, app'lying

t"

·fuzzy m easure. Finally, we conclude this report in section5.

2. Definitions.
In this section, we provide definitions used in the report. Let X be a non-empty set and let F be a a -algebra
defined on X.

Definition J (Fuzzy Measure) [3]
A fuzzy measure on a measurable space(X,F) is a set functionµ: F
Axiom I (positive semi definiteness)
Axiom 2 (monotonicity)
Ax,iom 3 (cont·inuity)

---+

µ ( t1>) = 0, 0 ~ µ(A)~ oo ,
A, B E F and if A~ B, thenµ

[O,oo) with following axioms:

(A) ~

µ (B),

For every increasing (or decreasing) sequence {A,} of F
lim µ(Ai) = µ(lim A;).
1-+ot

14°'
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Definition 2 ( ..t -Fuzzy Measure ) [ 1]
A fuzzy measureµ

l

is called .l.. -fuzzy measur·e (or Sugeno measure) if it satisfies, in addition to axioms

through 3 of fuzzy measure, the following special axiom: For all A,B EF, if An B = 4', then
µ .t(A U B) = µ .t(A)+ µ 1(B)+ .l.. µ 1(A)µ 1(B),

(1)

-1 <). <OO •

(2)

Where the inequality (2) is the condition of equation (1) to satisfy axiom 2. The general fonnula of equation (I)
is

(3)
The .l.. -fuzzy measure can be considered to be belief measure for .l.. >O, and to be plausibility meas ure for .l.. <O,
and to be probability mre asur·e for .l.. =O.
Mebius inversion is the very important theorem on .integral theory, it guarantees the existence of inversion
function for a defined function on integer system. Defmit·ion of mebius inversion applying set function is as
follows;
Definitfon 3 ( Mebius Inversion) [2)
When X is finite set, set functionµ, v: 2x-+R can be associated by
1µ (A)

=I

(4)

v(B), VA e 2 x .

B1;A

This col"l'espondence proves to be one-to-one, since conversely
v(A) = IM(B,A)·µ(B), M(B, A)

=(-J)IA-BI

for B ~ A ~ X.

(5)

B1;A

Here, M(B,A) is called mebius function, vis caHed mebius inversion ofµ.
Definition 4 (Choquet ri ntegral ) [3 )
The Choquet integral of a measurable function f: X-" R with respect to a fuzzy measureµ
(C)fA f dµ

=

J:

is defined by

(6)

µ r (r) dr

where
µr (r) ={

µ( {x I f(x) > r} f""'IA)

if r > 0 ,

µ({x I f(x) > r} f""'I A) - µ(A)

if r < 0.

(7)

3. 't -Fuzzy measure.
Considering Definition 3, fuzzy measureµ (A) can be represented by mebius inversions, which are composed of
power sets of A, mebius inversions ofµ (A) can be regarded as set functions expressing the interactions between
factors of A. On the one hand, calculating mebius inversion for .l.. -fuzzy measure, the result is the following
equation,
v(A)

= A_IAl-1

n µ.(a) .

(8)

ae A

This equation indicates that the interactions between factors of A are influenced byµ (a). However, this relation
does not fit our image in some situations. For instance, the fo llowing labor's estimate problem can be given;
Worker A has experience and worker B has no experience. Then, we can expect that the anticipation of the
manager isµ (worker A)>O, µ(worker B)=O in case of working separately. In contrast, if the workers work
together, then we can expect that the anticipation of the manager isµ (worker A U worker B)> µ( worker A) (or
1

µ(worker A U worker B)< µ(worker A)).
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In the above case, applying -l-fuzzy measure,µ. (worker AU worker B) must be equal toµ. (worker A) and
equation (8) leads to the result that the interaction of worker A and worker B must be zero.
Therefore, this report considers the interaction as a value ofpot,ential possibility and defines
l"'I

v(A) = Itk

(9)

k=l

as the 1interaction. We define t -fuzzy measure leading to the set function applying mebius inversion for the
equation(9).
Defiflition (

't

-Fuzzy Measure)

A fuzzy measureµ. , is caUed

t

-fuzzy measure if it satisfies, in addition to axioms 1 through 3 of fuzzy

measures, the following special axiom: for all A 1,A2 EF, µ. r (A 1 )~ µ, , (A2 ),and if A 1 n A 2 = cf;I, then
(10)
t 1+ t 2 > - µ. , (A2 ) •
(11)
Whern the inequa;lity (11) is the condition of equation (9) to satisfy axiom 2. The general formula of equation

(10) and (11), for ,e very µ.,CA;)~µ. ,CA) ( i <j) and A;nAi =IP ( i*j), is
1 1
'°'
µT ( IA; ) = Lµt(A;)+(2 IAl-1 -l)Itk
'
A,~A

A 1 e A.

1

t;

~-i--1-

2

[ 2i-l

-1 2

i-2

(12)

k=I

i- 1

IµT(Ak)

-1 k=l

]

(13)

.

Applying t -fuzzy measure for the \abor's estimate problem, we 'c an get more closer estimate of our image
on the ground that the riestriction of this measure's interaction is more loose compared to other measures.
Furthermore,

-fuzzy m easures can be regarded as pmbabmty measures for every t =O, and as ,l -fuzzy measure

t

1

1

for
t;

=-- ;_,-l

2

-1

µ(A;)[i-1
fl(l+A.µ(Ak))-1 ]

(:.I Si SIA I,

t

1

=0).

(14)

k=I

4. Simulation.
In this section, we deal with the selecting problem of suhab1le power station systems as an example, and confinn
that

t

-t:uzzy measur.e is suitable for expressing subjectivity judgment. If some kinds of alternative systems,
1

which could be selected, are given to a decision

~a,~er(DM), then the DM could determine these suitability, such

as values, under his know[,edge or images. The answers could be treated as estimations including his ambiguity.
Assuming there ar·e four kinds of systems (thermal power station, wind power station, solar power station, and
nuclear power station ) which could be selected as a suitable system, and that we have the following answer of
DM which ar,e considered as suitability of these systems;
( tlb.ermal system, wind system, solar system, nuclear system )=( 0.23, 0.27, 0.31, 0.19 )
and comprehend that these are determined under assessment bases which are safety, scene, stability supply and
electric charge.
Evaluating our measure, this report handles Choquet .integral using this measure as a model of the above
problem, and confirms how close it could come to the given estimation. Choquet integral is the extension of
Lubesgue integral and is a ieoncept for dealing with fuzzy measure. Here, fuzzy measure is used in measuring the
assessment bases which gives .suitability of these systems. Moreover, it shows that Lubesgue integral model
whkh. does not use fuzzy measure and C hoquet integral model using A.. -fuzzy measure could come close to given
.estimation.
On processing of Choquet integral, however, weights of decision making ingredients and values of invariable
tare ne eded. Here we have determined these weights using Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP)[6] and the values
oft as minimizing the sq uare average error between calculated estimations and given estimations. Here, AHP,
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proposed by T.L.Saaty, is a way of scoring human subjectivity and is well known as an effective technique[4].
The square average error is given as equation (15).

1 4
·
. . e: eaIcu Iate d est1mat1on
. .
J = -l:(d;
-e;) 1 d: given
est1mat1on,

(15)

4 j;)
The results of this simulation .are shown in the table below.

TABLE
thermal
system

The results of simulation

calculated estimations
wind
solar
nuclear
system
system
system

invariable using
fuzzy measure

square average
error (J)

0.2300

0.27,00

0.3084

0.1900

-0.1354
0.0544
t stabilitvl\IODlv: 0.2259
't -·"
= -0.0430

0.1541

0.2349

0.4735

0.1374

1 = -0.656

0.0949

0.1575

0.2312

0.4758

0.1338

-------------

0.0974

t s.Uay =

Choquet integral model
(using t -fuzzy measure)
Choquet integral model
(us ing l -fuzzy measure)
Lubesgue integral model
( no using fuzzy measure)

I

'

t xmo =

0.0006

The above results show that Choquet integral model could determine, compared to Lubesgue integral model,
doser to human judgments. And, it could be confirmed that r -fuzzy measure is suitable for expressing
ambiguous judgments and, in this simulation, determines closer to human judgments compared to 1.. -fuzzy
measure. The reason for less accurate result in using A. -fuzzy measure could be understood to be the result of
serious restrictions in the interactions A. -fuzzy measure.

5. Condusions.
fn this r,eport, we focused on the interaction of human subjectivity and considered how to deal with interaction of

A. -fuzzy measure using mebius inversion fonnula. The

t

-fuzzy measure proposed in this report has less

restrictions compared to A. -fuzzy measure and can estimate more closer to human subjectivity. Future work will
deal with the determination algorithm of the invariable r.
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Abstract This paper presents the non.linear black box modeling of a hydraulic translatory drive using
neural networks. The type of neural network employed here is the multilayer perceptron. Feeding
previous inputs and outputs into the network leads to two different black box model structures, namely
the series-parallel and the parallel model. Their suitability for modeling the hydraulic drive on the basis
of measurements on a test bed is compared.

1

Introduction

Modeling of technical systems using physical laws can be quite difficult if there is not enough physical
insight to the system or if the resulting mathematical equations become too complex. If only the inputoutput behaviour of the system is of interest and knowledge is gathered from experimental data, it is
useful to choose a black box approach to obtain a model of the technical system [8]. In recent years
artificial neural networks have gained importance iu nonlinear black box modeling [1], [6], [7].
The multilayer perceptron, which is one of the most popular types of artificial neural networks, is
known to be a universal approximator of nonlinear relationships [3] . In order to model the dynamic
behaviour of the underlying system, historical information, i. e. past inputs and outputs, has to be used
as input into the network. In this context two different nonlinear black box model s truc tures can be
considered: the series-parallel model, using past inputs and measured outputs y(k - j), and the parallel
model, using past inputs and p11edicted outputs fj(k - j). The objective of this paper is to discuss these
two black box model structures for modeling a hydraulic translatory drive with the multilayer perceptron.
Section 2 describes the multilayer perceptron used in this paper and in section 3 the two black box
model structures will be introduced. Section 4 illustrates the hydraulic translatory drive and section 5
presents the results of modeling the drive. The paper closes with a summary.

2

Neural networks

Neural networks can be described as signal processing systems made up of simple units, which communicate through weighted connections. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) is one of the most popular types
of neural networks. Here, the units are arranged into one or more hidden layers and an output layer.
Units within successive layers are coupled by weighted connectious. The input signals propagate through
the network in a forward direction [2].
Fig. l(a) depicts the structure of a unit in layers. It is fed by all output signals Ys-l ,i from then
units of the preceding layer and calcuil ates the activation potential
n

V$,j

= WojYs - 1,0 + L Y s - 1 ,iWi j

(1)

,

i =l

using the weights Wij· The activation function y(v.s,;) calculates the activation a • .j. which is sent as an
output Ys.J to the units of the subsequent layer. A bias is applied to the unit, represented by a constant
signal Ys-1 ,0 = 1 and its weight w 01 .
This paper deals with MLPs consisting of one hidden layer and a single unit in the output layer
(fig. l(b)). The hyperbolic tangent function is used as the activation function g(v 5 , 1 ) = tan h vs,J for
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input

hidden layer
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out put layer
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<h >
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, a,,i

EEJ

UJ

Ys-1,n

<o >

*

ii

1

(a) Unit

(b) Network
Figure 1: Nlultilayer Perceptron (MLP)

the units in the hidden layer, while the identity function is applied to the output unit. The func tional
relationship between the output ii and the input u = [u1, ... , u1] is given by

'°'

H

y'( u, w )

= w 01<o>

I

"""°"' wi<o>t
+ L..,
an h(w 0<h>
i + L.., wij<h> ui )
1
i=l

(2)

,

i=l

where I denotes the number of input signals and H the number of hidden units. During a training phase
the MLP learns the functional relationship (2) on the basis of N measured data points. The aim of
learning algorithms is to minimize some error criteria, for example the average squared error
(3)

In this contribution, minimization of (3) is achieved using the Levenberg-Marquardt method [7] .

3

Black box models

In order to model the dynamic behaviour of technical processes, historical information, i. e. past inputs
and past outputs, has to be used as input to the MLP. The resulting dynamic behaviour of the MLP is
essentially influenced by the way the output is fed back into the network. Two approaches ofte n discussed
in the literature are t he series-parallel and the parallel model [5] , also named NARX and NOE models

u(k)

u(k..--·)-"'\/

neural
network

B

y(k)

neural
I

network

y(k)

(a) Series-parallel model

f) (J.)

(b) Parallel model

Figure 2: Black box models
respectively [9]. In the case of t he parallel model in fig . 2( b) the predicted output is fed back as input
to the model, i. e. there is complete parall elism between model and system, while parallelism for the
series-parallel model in fig. 2(a) is only given regarding the input.
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Both approaches can be used for identification. of a model as well as for validation . The calculation
of the gradients for optimization of (3) is far more complex for identification of a parallel model, since
the output depends on previous outputs. The identification of a series-parallel model results generally in
higher accuracy. However, regarding the validation aspect it can be more suitable to identify a parallel
model as will be shown in section 5.

4

Description of the hydraulic drive

The hydraulic translatory drive depicted in fig. 3 consists of a synchronized cylinder and a servo valve,
that controls the oil pressure inside the two cylinder chambers and is actuated by the voltage u. The task
is to predict the velocity v of the piston depending on u. Identification data is gathered by act uating
y

~

"'

mass

cylinder

(b) Schematic diagram

(a) Test bed

Figure 3: Hydraulic drive
the drive with an amplitude modulated pseudo random signal. Data for validation consists of several
step responses. For black box modeling, the input u(k - 4) and the outputs v(k - 1), . .. , v(k - 4) and
ii(k - 1), ... , v(k - 4) respectively are used as regressors . For further details on the drive and regressor
structure see [4].

5

ModeHng results

This section presents the results of modcling the hydraulic drive with a MLP using 6 units in the hidden
layer turning out a model having 43 parameters (weights of the MLP). The identification is done as a
series-parallel model as well as a parallel model. Each of the two resulting models is then validated in
series-parallel mode and in parallel mode in order to compare them.

v=

v = 26.11·10- 4

0.85. 10- 4

0.8

0.8

measurement - simulation ............

measurement simulation ............

0 .6
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T 0.4

T 0.4

<;>

•;:>

;;

;:;-

0.2

02

50

100

k

150

200

250

50

100

k

--7

(a) Series-parallel mode validation

150

200

--7

(b) Parallel mode validation

Figure 4: Results for the series-parallel model
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250

The validation results for modeling the drive in series-parallel mode are shown in fig . 4 and the
validation results for modeling in parallel mode are shown in fig. 5. Comparing the case the model is
validated in the same mode for which it was identified (fig. 4(a) for the series-parallel model and fig. 5(b)
for the parallel model) , the series-parallel structure leads to higher accuracy. But compar ing the case the
models are validated using the opposite mode, the series-parallel model (fig. 4{b)) is unstable, whereas
the parallel model (fig. 5(a)) still yields satisfactory resul ts.
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O.B
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k

~

{a) Series-parallel mode validation

150

200

250

~

(b) Parallel mode validation

Figure 5: Results for the parallel model

6

Summary

Neural networks provide a good approach for nonlinear black box modeling of technical processes, as is
shown in t his paper for a hydraulic translatory drive. However, the user has to decide which kind of
black box structure to apply. As the results in this contribution show, if the measurement of the system's
output is not desired and the model is running in parallel mode, it is more suitable in practice to identify
the model in parallel mode as well, although the identification procedure becomes more complex.
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Abstract:
Paper deals with new structures of neural network designed for detection of maxims and ridges in the two
dimensional signals especially in interferometry images. These images called sometimes fringe images have been
obtained by Moire projector. They have a wide variety of applications in the non touch measurement techniques
applied for shape, stress, displacement analysis and many others. The known architectures of the investigated
network for one dimensional performance have been extended to the two dimensional case. The different types of
architectures which realize this task have been discussed. The influence of the two crucial parameters of neural
network ie. its value of the weights in the input layer and the number of neurones establish sensitivity of the network
to noise suppression. The most efficient hexagonal architecture have been compared to classical skeletoning
algorithms. The proposed net can provide the same results as other known methods but in shorter time according to
the parallel performance of the net.

1.

Generation of interferometry images
The classical device for Moire images is presented below on the Fig. I. From the left side we have the source
oflight which passes through the standard optical line £'2 - £ 2 comprised with special grid G. This grid produces set
of fringes on the surface of the illuminated object.
G
From the right side camera CCD watch these fringes
through the another optical line E '1 - £ 1. In case the
surface of the object is ideally flat these fringes are
E,
parallel to each other. Otherwise they have different
E,
phase and amplitude according to the amount of the
d
surface distortion. By sliding the intersections of the
E . ~~obtained image we could get the intensity distribution
lo
as on the Fig.2 . The function of intensity of such image
called also the wave equation might be expressed as:
i---11--~~~+-•\l--·t---~~--~~r

I

!(x,y)

'

= a(x,y) + b(x,y)cos[cp(x,y)]

where:

-l(x, y) denotes the intensity value at point (x,y),
- a(x, y) denotes background intensity at this

T

I __R_[Lf~
obiekt~ I ~

Fig. I View of the optical system used in the
experiments.

point,

- b( x , y) contrast of fringes,
-cp(x, y) desired phase function .
Distribution of phase or location o f maxims
encompasses crucial information about the shape of
speci men or it's distortion. In this paper we consider
the second circumvention which in general is belonged
the intensity methods. The noise caused by optical
system states inseparable component (see Fig.2) which
have to be removed during detecting. It is well known
x
that usually the edges or ridges in the image cover the
wide spectrum and this point causes essential problem
in detectin g process. Historically first time the Fig. 2 Intensity distribution across interferometry image.
necessity of the image decomposition to the
complementary frequencies have been voted by Marr
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and Hildreth . Their idea extended Canny and eventually Mallat proposed MRA model [Edw9 I 1], [Vid94 2J. The state
3
4
5
of art. might be found in [Sta96 ],[Hsi97 J and [Hea98 J. Proposed in the next chapter network in some details
refers to this model, and will state this base model for the further investigation with hierarchical neural network.
2. Neural network for maxims detection
Architecture of the network for maxim indication have been presented in details in earlier works [Dud
Gom966], [Gom997]. Very interesting point is the model of the neural( network architecture very like biological
visual system of the ~rab limulus . Another resemblance might be indicated to the perfonnance of the human ear
system. A brief recall of the assumptions we will present here. Network consist of the two layers with homogenous
weight distribution.

w,(i)=f{-1y-·{:)
0

iE[O,r]

for

l

for

(I)

i ie [O, r]

where i denotes neuron number, and r denotes number of the
measured difference. Thus the input signal to the neuron n
will become:

outpu'l layer

... .,,

e,(n) = L w, (i)· f,._, (n + i) =L{ f,_ 1(n)

(2)

t<=--00

hidden layer

So we might say , the network analyses the discrete input
functions fo(n) = f(xn) . The transfer function h(n) of the
predetermined neuron in the first layer has the form:
0
for
e < -p

~»~'""'"

h(e)= k(e+p)12p for

i

~•x

k

for

(3)

-p '5.e'5. p
e> p

where p and k are parameters of positive values.
Fig.3. The network architecture.

Assuming homogenous weighting of the signal in the first layer by value a and by bin the second layer we have:
q

e, (n)=

L w (i}· J (n+ i)= -af (n)+ a/ (n + 1)= a/';. f
1

1

0

0

0

0

(4)

(n)

1• - q

and:
(5)
J::-q

These equations might be called the neuron like version of the convolution in the signal analysis theory . It is
possible to prove that points n which fulfil! two above conditions states maxims in the input signal: (it is neural
realization of zero-crossing problem):
1

~ /0 (n-1)>0

/\

1

~ f0 (n)<0

(6)

The assumed transfer function for the both layers are depicted on the Fig.4.

hie
k

e
a)
Fig. 4.

e
b)

The transfer funct,ions in the first layer a), and the second layer b).

where the transfer of the second layer have been stated as:
J;(n) =hz(e(n))=

l

0

for

-b!::lJ;(n-1) < PJ

-M!J;(~i-l)-pd

for

pJ -5, -M.zJ;(n - l)Spt

for

-b&.fi(n-1) > p~

(p, -pd)
I
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(7)

By using assumed notation we can ,extend the condition for the "maxims presence" in the second layer as:
-t.2.fi(n-IJ > ~

(8)

The flow of the signal through the network presents another figure:
Jl zl 6'.f. ln>
I
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Fig.5. The flow of the signal through the network_

Neunl network extended to the two dimensional 1case
By simple extendmg the network from the Fig.2 t0 the two dimensional case we get architecture presented on
the Fig.6. It consists of two subsystems working on two perpendirnlar directions X and Y respectively. The
extended form of the weight distribution we may
f 1U. JJ
rewrite in the form (for the first and the second layer
: OL..,
respectively in the X direction):
; ?··_

3.

' (k ..
w., , J)

-1\l-•

J;(M .mj\

~·

.
/,

'·

j

In

~ I

J

,~J ·I---:f'!
(M , k)~-•
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,, . .· /.~

)I

\1 .. 1 /

-~""'11 1

I:. ) _.

11·tl( 1 )
ja(-l)
=
Ok - j + l

w[ (n, I)=

l

b(-1)(/-•t(

l
)
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0

0

-~£:....._ . ,,.
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k, ) E( O.M, - I]

for

/,ne[O, M _. -1]

for

l , n E (O, M Y -1]

The additional third layer accumulate signals
from the both directions so its weights might be
written as:
I 0 0 ...
0 I 0 .. .

,,!; -<.

k,j e[O.M, - 1]

and:

... /."'

'

for

0 0 ...
I

0

0 0

I

0
0

...

0

[
0 0 0 ... '1•., ...1,-1) 0 0 0 ... ' 1. J • l<Ar.-1)

/{:x, y)

where c denotes positive weight coefficient of the
output layer. The input signal to the neuron in this
layer we may express as:

Fig.6 The network for image analysing.

l (M,-1)

e)(i,j) =

L w,(i,/)/ (/ ,j)
2

( 9)

.I =0

4.

Results of the experiments
Huge amount of experiments provided proof the prepared network perform this kind of interferometry images
good. We made comprehensive comparison to the class ical method of convolution and skeletoning which seems to
be another positive test of this net Several examples of the input images and obtained results have been shown
below.
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l

;_:;~,,

....:.~·

(a) cone with fringes

(b)neural network

(c)Marr-Hildreth filter
~

----- - - -- - - - --

(d) top-hat transform

'------ - ------ (g)neural network

__

__,

- - - - - - --

(e')statistic+gmdient

- - - -- - -

([)cuboid with fringes

- ·-

(h) Marr-Hildreth
(i) statistic+gradient
Fig. 7. Perfonnance of neural network and class ical methods
The quality of the obtained ridges map we may evaluate by watching on their wide. The wider line and more
mterruption the smaHer ,location quality 1s.
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Abstract. In order to assess the benefits and potential of clinical trial simulation and design, a retrospective study
with an antii-m.igraine drug naratriptan was carried out. The aim of the study was to simulate and design a phase
II oral dose ranging clinical trial, which has the highest probability of showing the dose - response relationship
for the drug. Using two alternative models - a PD model and a PK-PD model - extensive Monte-Carlo
simulations were carried out to determine the influence of the controllable clinical trial variables (sample size,
samp ling and admin·istration schedules) and the uncontrollable clinical trial variables (modelling assumptions,
parameter and structure Wlcertainties. etc.) on the power of the trial. The results clearly demonstrate the potential
of the clinkall trial simulation for the quantitative assessment of the influence of the respective factors. A Doptimal design with respect to the doses to be administered and the effect sampling times leads to the selection of
a more rational trial design, compared to the one that was actually carried out, needing less resources.

Introduction
There is recent and growing interest in using computer simulations of clinical trials to improve clinical trial
design [I, 2]. In order to assess the benefits and potential of clinical trial simulation and design, a retrospective
study with an anti-migraine drug - naratriptan - was carried out. The aim of the study was to simulate and design
a phase II oral dose ranging clinical trial, which has the highest probability of showing the dose - response
reiationship for the drug. Phannacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) data from preceding clinical trials
were available for analysis. During the trial simulations and design we were blinded, i.e. unaware of the
outcomes of the actual trial that was carried out. This data was made available later for validation purposes.
1

Naratriptan data models
The phase I data include plasma concentration profi]es after intravenous, subcutaneous and oral routes of
administration from 26 healthy male volunteers. The Phase Ha ·d ata are after placebo or subcutaneous
administration to about 400 patients (mostly female), inclucting 33 patients on active treatment with both plasma
concentration profiles and headache score data.
The limitations imposed on the clinical! trial design were:
I. Headache score is measured on a categorical scale
with 4 categories: 3 - severe, 2 - moderate, 1 - mild, 0
- none.
2. Headache relief is defined by a change from
y
categories 3 or 2 into categories 1 or 0, i.e. it can 1be
Pr=....!.__
modelled as a binary variable.
l+ eY
.it 0.5
3. Headache relief is to be assessed at 2 hours and at
other relevant times.
4. The trial should be parallel with a maximum 7 anns
and a maxim um total of 150G subjects.
As the naratriptan effect is a binary variable, it is most
conveniently modelled by a logistic regression model,
which generates failures and successes (O's and 1's) with a
Fig. I . Logistic regression model used to describe
probability Pr as shown at Fig. 1. Based on the
the Headache relief from naratriptan.
population analysis of the data from Phase I and Phase
Ila. two models of "the biology" of the systems were
developed:
PD model: (Table 1.• Fig. 2) with parameters. identified from the Phase [la data alone; the PK data were ignored.
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PK-PD model: (Table 2, Fig. 3) with parameters estimated from Phase I and Phase Ila data. The predicted dose effect curves for naratriptan using the PD and the PK-PD models are sho\\<TI in Figures 4 and 5 respectively.
Table I. Parameters of the PD model.

Parameter

Oral D<>~

Value

SD

tlag [h]

0.9

n.a.

F [%]

60

30

pO

-1.264

0.630

131

0.543

0.270

132

0.042

0.021

133

0.164

0.082

134

0.4

n.a.

/Ji x time+ Pi xdose+ .BJ xdosc xtime+ p4 x type

Fig. 2. PD model for naratriptan .

Table 2. Parameters of the PK-PD model.

v,

V1,CL

Pa ram.

Value

SD

Param.

Value

SD

tlag [h]

0.35

0.35

Keo [ l/h]

0.845

n.a.

48

n.a.

po

-0.1 1

0.06

Ka [ 1/h]

0.85

0.28

pi

0.482

n.a.

CL [Uh]

17.9

7.57

p2

0.082

n.a.

VI [L]

23.00

20.1

p3

0.083

n.a.

V2 [L]

98.4

47 .0

p4

0.714

n.a.

Q [Uh)

101.4

36.8

F [%)

Effect
eY
Pr = - J+eY

t 1.., F

y=()~

~aryEfTect

~

Lag

Oral Dose

Q

Depot
11..,.

Ceorral

Periph.

K.,. F

~ryEffeot
I

Pr ; -

)' "' O+fJ, x time+ P, xC, +p, xC, x time+ P. x type

Fig. 3. PK-PD model for naratriptan.
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Fig. 5. Dose-effect profile of the PK-PD model.

Fig. 4. Dose-effect profile of the PD model.

Clinical trial simulation for naratriptan
As one of the primary aims of the study was to design a phase Il oral dose ranging trial, which has the highest
probability of showing the dose - response relationship for naratriptan , one should concentrate on the power of
the trial designed, i.e. the ability of the trial to detect statistically and clinically distinct points of the dose-effect
curve. Both the PD and the PK-PD model were used in extensive Monte-Carlo simulations, testin g the effect of
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the sample size per arm, the number of subjects in the placebo arm, the response sampling times and some of the
modelling assumptions (bioavailability variance, lagtime and Keo var,iance), on the power of the trial to detect a
statistically significant difference in the outcome. In ,each of the above cases, 200 trials were simulated, each trial
had 4 doses (anns) - placebo, 5 mg, l 0 mg and 20 mg naratriptan.
A comparison of the power of the trial! with different sample sizes (50, I 00, 150 and 200 subjects per dose) at 2 h
showed that, ,e ven with the PK-PD model, which see.ms to be more conservative, a sample size of 200 subjects
per ann (dose) would guarantee a power, greater than 80%. An interesting observation is that a much smaller
sample size for the placebo arm may be needed. Even only 25 subjects in the placebo arm (and 125 in each of the
other three) ensur,e s mor·e than 90% power of the trial.
The simulation of the inUuenoe of the Headad1e reliief sampling time on the power of the trial shows that (with
the 2 h time point required by the regulator) the power of the trial would be maximised if 4 and/or 6 h are
.indiuded in the sampling schedule itoo.
It is well known that migraine is ust1ally accompanied by delayed gastric emptying, which would increase the PK
lag-time ,o f the system. Yet, the data available did not prov.ide information about the magnitude of the PK Jag, as
it was derived from the data for an oral formulation, administered to !healthy subjects only. The available Phase I
PK data were for an ora1I solution, Which lead to a dear underestimation of the true lag time to be expected with a
tablet. Therefore, the influence of ,the lag time on the power of ilie trial had to be explored by sinrnlation. The
results with lagtimes of 0.5 b and 1 h show that it is realistic to expect that for most doses the proposed trial
would perform well, with a power above 80%, if the PK lagtime ofnaratriptan is in this range.
The experimental data also show evidence of a significant variability 1in the bioavailability of naratriptan, the
1likely CV being in the region 40 - 60%. Yet, the population model used for the PK-PD model was unable to
estirnat'e this variability, ,possibly assigning it to the absorption constant Ka (Table 2). The same refers to the link
model rate constant Keo, which represents the PD delay in the system. In order to study the influence of the
model parameter uncertainties on the power of the trial, a clinical tria1I with different CVs (0, 30% and 60%) for
the parameters of interest was simulated. The results show that the influence of both parameters is similar, but
even in rhe worst case of a CV above 30%, the power of the clinical trial seenis to be sufficient.
The sample size can be calculated alternatively using the output of the models, without doing any simulations.
For this purpose, a number of statistica1I tables are available in the literature [3 }, using different approximations
of the binomial distribution. The tables give a conservative estimate of the sample size needed, compared to the
simulations results, due to the normal approximation of the bin,ornia'I distribution used.

D-optim1isation of the trial design for

oa~atriptan

The 1,ist of doses and the effect sampling times can ailso be determined solely on the basis of the models
developed, w,i thout any dinicail trial simulation, using Design of Experiments (DOE) techniques. The dose
ranging study can be redefined in tenns of a dose - effect model parameter estimation study and a D-optimisation
experimental design procedure can be appl·ied, aiming at the minimisation of the uncertainty in the dose - effect
model parameters estimates to be derived. D-optimal designs maximise the Fischer Infonnation Matrix and by
that minimise the confidence regions of the parameter estimates 1[4 ]. If the type of the migraine in both the PD
(Fig. 2) and PK-PD (Hg. 3) models is ignored, then the response model has 4 parameters to be estimated (B, fJ1,
fJ 2, and fJ 3) and two covariates - time and dose (for the PD model) or plasma concentration (PK-PD model). As
the nwnber of design points of the optimal design is equal to the number of parameters estimated, the optimal
design in our case includes two doses and two effect sampling times. The additional constraints to the sets of
possible doses and effoct sampling times are: (I) they are positive; (ii) a placebo dose is required; and (iii) a 2h
effect sampling time 1is requir·e d by the regulator.
Taking .into account the above considerations, we extended the DOE theory to our case of binary response data
with two covariates :a nd an interaction term ,in the logistic function. Subsequently, a D-optimisation procedure,
programmed in MATLAB was implemented to deterrnin,e the optimal design points. The Fischer information
matrix surface, wh.ich was computed with two fixed points of the design - a placebo dose and an effect sampling
point at 2 h showed that a maximum is attained at the early sampling times (close to 0 h) and at a second dose of
around I 0 mg. For ·t he sake of the balance between logistics .a nd optimality, we selected as a suboptimal design
dle one with a second dose of 10 mg and a second sampling time of 1 h.
To compare quantitatively the alternative trial designs, which are more logistically realistic, their relative
efficiencies, with respect to the s11boptimal design, were calct1lated from the respective Fischer informat ion
matrices [4 ], and ar,e shown in Table 1. In tenns of 0-optimatity, the proposed designs have close to or even
better efficiencies than the design which was applied and published [5}. At the same time, the proposed designs
1include only half the number of the doses. The latter shows the need for a careful balance between th e design
optimality and the logistics in order to achieve the best trial results.
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Table 3. Relative efficiency of severa1l possilble clinical trial designs for naratriptan.

Doses {mg)

Effect
Sampling
Times [bi

Replicates

Number or Det,e rminaot
points
oft'be Fischer
Matrix

0.10

I, 2

...

1,6

637

100

Suboptimal design

0, 2.5, 10, 20

2, 4

2

16

33.3

47.8

Proposed design I

0, I, 2.5, 10

2, 4

2

.1'6

75.0

58.6

Proposed design 2

O, I, 2.5, 5

2, 4

2

16

us

65.2

Proposed design 3

0, 0.1, 0.25, 1,
2.5, 5, 7.5, 10

2, 4

1

16

107

63.9

Applied design [5]

Relative
efficiency
(%)

Note

Cli.n'icaJ 'trial design for nairatriptain
Based on the above simulations and theoretical considerations, a dinical trial with four or five arms with doses:
p:lacebo, 2.5 mg and/or 5 mg, 10 mg, and 20 mg was recommended. The simulations show that the minimum
effective dose is approximately l mg, the latter dose may be included in ithe design, ifnecessary (the largest dose
can be r,e moved in this case). The simulations show 1that the maximwn no-effect dose is in the range 0.5 - 0.75
mg. At least 150-200 subjects per arm are necessary ff the required power of the trial is 80%. The Headache
re'l ief should be monitored at 2 h, 4h and/or 6 h.

Condusions
The analysis of the results from the naratriptan clinical trial simulation and design shows that the following
conclusions can be made:
l. Clinica1l trial simulation is a useful! tool for quantitative assessment of the influence of the controllable
dinical trial varialb.les (sample size, sampling and administration schedules) on the power of the trial.
2. Clinical trial simulation is the only tool for quantitative assessment of the influence of the uncontrollable
clinical triai variables (modelling assumptions, p~arneter and stmcture uncertainties, etc.) on the powe r of
the trial.
3. C linical trial simulation, combined with design of experiment techniques (e.g. 0-optimal design), is a
powerful instrument for rational clinical trial design.
4 . ClinicaJ trial simulat,ion and design as a process is not very demanding in terms of time. software and
computational power, but requires a significant kflowl,e<fge and skill base.
5. Clinical tria'I simllllation and design poses interesting fundamental research issues e.g. in the DOE, mixed
effect modd!l,ing and sensitivity analysis areas.
The overall balance of the resource s for and benefits from dinical triaI simulation and design show that it has a
significant and so far not fully utilised potential in the drug development process.
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Abstract. A procedure based on a combinatioR of system modelin.g in the frequency and time domain was
introduced .in our study: Durisova, M., et al., Bull. Math. Biol., 57 (1995), 787-808. This procedure was
designed to build structured models of linear dynamic systems. decomposable to submodels of individual
subsystems. ln the present study, the procedme is utilized in building models of systems describing dynamics
of migration of lymphoid cells between blood., lymphatic system, and non-lymphoid tissue. The model
selected as optimal to describe this process in Merino ewes iUnder physiological conditions consisted from two
submode~s of first-order linear dynamic subsystems connected in serial and a submodel containing time
delays in several parallel branches. Th.is model allowed to identify and quantify several fractions in the total
population of lymphocytes, obeying different migration dynamics. T he rnodeling procedure utilized in the
present study and the modd selected could be used in investiga1lions of the physiology needed to develop and
evah1ate lymphoid cell biomarkers and surrogate endpoints and to support their biological and clinical
plausibility.

Introduction
Biomarl<iers ar;e characteristics indicating !biological or disease processes, while surrogate endpoints are
biomarker:s int·ended to substitute for clinical endpoints. At present, there is an increasing interest in the
developmen,t ofbiomarkers and surrogate endpoints, with the goal to more efficiently evaluate new therapies in
clinical research [!}. In this endeavor, it is a oommon way to utilize so-called pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic models (PK/PD), 10 look for linkages among disease progression, drug exposure. changes in
biomarkers, clinical outcome, etc. A PKJPD model can be created e.g. by simultaneous fitting a priori
known functions such as polyexponential and sigmoid functions to a drug concentration-time profile in
blood of a subject and to a biomarker-drug concentration profile in. lhis subject, respectively. This method can
yield good fits to both profiles mentioned. In general, b.owever, it can.not yield the mathematical model of
the linkage between the drug concentration.-tim.e profile in bJ,ood .a nd the biomarker-time profile of the subject
ail'lowing successful prediction of time profiles this biomarker from other time profiles of the concentration of
the drug in blood in the same subject.
In contrast to this, considering from the system approach point of view, the linkage between the two time·
profiles can be represented by a dynamic system,
defined in such a way that one of these profiles is
considered 1the input and the other the ·o utput of this system. If this system is time invariant and ca n be
sufficiently approximated by a linear model, modeHng methGds based on the system transfer function can be
employed lo identify a modd of this system [2].
The migration of lymphocytes between blood, lymphatic system, and non-lymphoid tissue is crucial both to
the surv,eillance of foreign antigen and to providing :an effective J.ocal immune response to infection. The
importance of the variability in the size of the iblood population of the specific lymphoid cells (T cells) to
migration factors is of increasing concern in the study of HIV infection [7]. The goal of our study is to build a
structured model describing the linkage between the lymphocyte concentration-time profiles in the venous
blood and in the prescapular lymph in Merino ewes under physiological conditions, i .e. a model describing the
dynamics of the lymphocyte migration between blood, lymphatic system, and non-lymphoid tissue in these
animals. Such a model could be used in investigations of the physiology needed to develop and evaluate
lymphoid cell biomarkers and surrogate endpoints and to support their biological and clinical plausibility.
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Material and Methods
ln a biological experiment [6}, six randomly sekcted healthy Merino ewes, 3-5 years old, of 25-35 kg weight,
were used. Lymph was colkcted from the cannulated efferent lymplu!tic vessel of the prescapular lymph node
of the animals. Lymphocytes were isolated and labeled with 3-5 µmol 5-(and 6)-carboxyfluorescein d.iacetate
succinimidyl ester. The viability of the lymphocytes was tested by propidium iodide staining and analyzed by
the florescence activa~ed cell analyzer (FACScan), Becton Dickinson, CA. The labeled lymphocytes were
injected back into the animals via an indwelling venous cannula. The concentration-time profiles of the labeled
lymphocytes in the venous blood and prescapular lymph were determined using the F ACScan.
In our study, the dynamic system representing the lymphocyte migration between the venous blood and
prescapular lymph was defined by the transfer function in the Laplace domain. The concentration-time profile
of the labeled 1lymphocytes in the venous blood was considered the input of this system, while the
concentration-time ,profile of the labeled -lymphocytes in the prescapular lymph was considered the output of
this systems. The software package CXT-MAIN (Fig. l) was used to model this system in the frequency
domain [2-4].
Fig. l . CXT-MAIN software package. The package employs
frequency response F,AwJ in the fonn ofEq. l ,

the model
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where GM is the gain,

a0 ,a,,a2 , .•. ,an•

b1 ,b2 , .. . ,b,., are the parameters. w

is the radial frequency, and i is the imaginary unit [2-4). The Levy method
[5) and the Gauss-Newton method are respectively used to obtain point
estimates of the model parameters in the frequency domain and interval
·estimates of the model parameters (expressed by uncertainties of type A (ISO
TN 1297)) in the time domain. The Euler method is employed to determine
the system response to an actual input, and the system step and impulse
responses. The CXT-MAIN has four complementary programs: 1) ROOTS
for the detennination of real and imaginary (non-multiple and multiple)
roots; 2) AN ALYT for the determination of the analytical fonn of the
model weighting function; 3) MULTIPL for the multiplication of two
model transfer functions; 4) EQUIV for testing dynamic equivalence of
two dynamic models. The CXT-MAIN enables acquisition of accurate
simple and/or complex linear dynamic systems, including
models of
systems with feedback, shunts. and time delays. The parameters of the
non-structured model frequency response in the fonn of Eq. l generally do
not permit direct physical interpretations, especially in the case of highorder model frequency responses. However, this model implicitly contains
useful information about the system structure. Thus it can be considered
an intermediate model between the system as represented by measurements
and by its structured model. This can be very effectively employed in
procedures for building structured models of the systems studied [4).
consisting from the following main steps: 1) Approximations of the system
by auxiliary models in the time having different arrangements of models
of the elementary systems [2]. aimed at selection of model structures whose
outputs and weighting functions are similar to the measured system output
and the system weighting function determined by the model frequency
response in the form of Eq. l, respectively; 2) Selection of the structured
models possessing good statistical properties; 3) Selection of the structured
model yielding a minimum value of the Akaike information criterion .

The model frequency responses of the dynamic systems describing lymphocyte migration and the procedure
published in our study {4] we~e used to identify structured models of these systems in the time domain, on
taking into account a priori knowledge about the physiology of the lymphocyte migration process [6-7] .
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Results
The concentration-time profiles of the fabeled lymphocytes in the venous blood and prescapular lymph,
respectively, i.n the representative animal are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. The general structure of the model,
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Fig. 2. a) Time profiles of the concentration of the :labeled lymphocytes in blood (squares); b) Time profile of
Lhe concenlralion of the labeled lymphocytes in the pi;escapular lymph (circles) and the model (full line)
selected as optimal for the dynamic systems describing of ithe 'lymphocyte migration between Lhe venous blood
and the prescapular lymph in heal•thy Merino ewes under physiological conditions is shown in Fig. 3. lL
cons.ists from the two submodels of first-order linear dynamic subsysLems connected in serial having the time
constants T1 and T2 , and the stibmodel containing the gains Gi and the time delays •,. j = 1,2, . . .,k in k
parallel branches. The 1transfer function ofthis model is given Eq. 2
k

LG;e-•;~

H,.i( s) = - - ' 1....
·~·_1- - - (1 + T,s)(1 + T2 s) '

(2)

where s is the Laplace variab'le. This model was determined using the definition of the dynamic system
representing the lymphocyte migration between tbe venous bilood and prcscapular lymph by Lhe transfer
funclion given by Eq. 3
H(s}

= CL (s}'

(3)

C 8 (.s)

where CL ( s) and C 8 ( s) are the Laplace transforms of the concentration-time profiles of the labeled
lymphocytes in the prescap1!1ar lymph and fo. the venous blood, respectively. It follows then that this model
can be used for predictions of concentration-time profiles of the labeled lymphocytes in the prescapular
lymph from other concentration-time profiles of the labeled lymphocytes in the venous blood in the same
animal, and vice versa. ·
The ·interval ·estimates of the parameters of ·this model for the representative animal were:
T1 = 9.82±2.34h ,

T2

= 4B8 .± 0.09h,

G1 =1.19 ± 0.02,

t

1

=4.29±0.55h ,

G2

= 0.15 ± 0.05,

• 2 = 60.71±3.97h , GJ =0.10±0.04, •J =84.70±5.91h, G 4 =0.08±0.02, t 4 = 122.90±7.73h. The
response of this model to the profile shown in Fig. 2a is :i'llumated in Fig. 2b. The model transfer function
k

given by Eq. 2 allowed to derive fonmtlas for the fractions

FJ = Gj I

LG

1

of the tolal lymphocyte population

1~1

Lraveling through the branch j, for the mean Lransit times

M~

=Ti +T2 + •J

corresponding to the branch

j , and for the MIT of the whole dynamic system
1

k

MTT = -k--L(Ti + T2 +t)G1

LG,

.

i =1

1~1
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(4)

fractions F; of the lymphocytes traveling through the individual

The estimation of the

for the representative animal tl1e values: F1

"'

78.2%, F2

= 9:9% ,

F3

= 6.6%,

population of the lymphocytes. The estimates of the mean transit ·times were: MITr
M'f'G

=99.4.h , and

MTT.,

=137.6h.

branches yielded

= 5.3% of the total
=18.9h, MTT2 = 75.4h ,

and F4

The estima.t e of the mean transit time corresponding to the whole

dynamic system describing the lymphocyte migration between the venous blood and prescapular lymph was
MTT = 36.1h.

Blood
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Fig. 3. Structured model describing dynamics of lymphocyte migration between blood and prescapular lymph

Conclusion
Models analogous ito that presented above were identified for all the animals enrolled in study [6). The greater
was the time delay of a branch, the less was the lymphocyte fraction, while the reciprocal values of the
lymphocyte fractions were linearly dependent on the time delays. The branches in the model shown in Fig. 3
correspond to the various lymphocyte inputs into the lymphatic/interstitial pool assumed in the abstract model
presented in study [7]. However, in contrast to that model, •the model in the form of Eq. 2 represents the
real relationship between the lymphocyte concentration-time profiles in the venous blood and prescapular
lymph, since it mathematically takes into account both these profiles. The procedure used, can be employed
in building models of lymphocyte migration under physiological and/or pathological conditions.
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Abstract. Not all data sets are adequate to vaUdate even a simple pharrnacokinetic model. Insufficient data might
suggest a one compartment linear model when just a few more data points would require a two compartment model.
Blood concentration data alone without knowiledge of elimination characteristics handicap the model by making the
dose and mass balance imma:teriaL Lack of data always makes "fitting" the data easier, but it does not always
produce Vhe "true" model and pharmaco'kinetic parameters. The environmental toxicant methyl mercury (MM) is
slowly metabohzed to inorganic mercury (IM) in all species. Most of ttte literature is based on radiolabeled 203 Hg
whole body or whole blood assays. A simp'le two compartment model adequately fits almost all of this data, and a
terminal elimination rate constant CP) can easily be determined. When extensive blood and tissue data over an
extended time period .are analyz·ed for :both MM and IM, a larger and more complex physiologically-based
phannacoki netic (PBPK) modeI is required. However, such extensive data are not available for all species or even
feasible from humans. Validating the MM!lM PBPK mode1t across species using sometimes limited data sets and
allometry will be discussed.

Introduc:tion.
If 'the objective of an experiment is only to determine how fast a chemical is cleared from the blood of an animal,
!'hen blood concen1tration values alone are probably adequate. However, if you need to know where the chemical
is going, then e:timination data are needed. If you wanit to rnmpare the fate of a chemical across species, then more
complete models including elimination data are necessary. If incomplete recovery is obtained from the elimination
data, then tissue data is necessary to comp'lete the model of the fate of the chemical.
Assay characteristics are also impor,tant in model development.· If the assay measures parent chemical only,
model evalua:tion is simpler. If, as wi1th the case of radiolabeled chemicals, the assay depicts parent chemical and
metabo.lites as a single entity, ,the decay characteristics of a blood cuirve may be fit by a simple model which may not
describe the true fate of the chemical. More complex models that describe both the parent chemical and metabolite
are necessary which in turn require more detailed data from blood, tissues and elimination products.
Methyl mercury (MM) is an environmental toxicant which has long lasting effects on the brain, muscle, liver,
and kidney [2].. Methyl mercury is distributed 'lO all parts of the body and is slowly metabolized to inorganic mercury
(IM) which in tum is distributed widely. Both entities are slowly eliminated from the body. Both entities are
implicated in the toxicities.
An intricate multi-compartment physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model has been constructed
[BJ which simula~es lboth the MM and IM simultaneously in all compartments of the body [9]. As the PBPK model
was in 1itial(ly designed for use during pregnancy, mathematically defined growth functions are an integral part of the
model ll0,16] and aUow the model to be apphed to animals of various sizes.
Simulation of pharmacokinetic data from multiple species y1ields insight into the behavior of a xenobiotic that
a single study or single species data can not offer. As more data sets are simulated, the model becomes more
accurate and explicit. We have simulated MM and IM data sets from mouse, rat, guinea pig, cat, rabbit, monkey,
sheep, pig, .goat, cow, and human.
1

1

Methods.
The PBPK model used in these simulations has been previously described [8,9]. The four component model (i.e.,
fo ur PBPK models in o ne; two chemicals in maternal and embryo/feta! systems) has been reduced to only utilize the
two maternal parts of the model for MM and its metabolite, IM. The embryo/feta! portions of the pregnancy model
are not utHized as all data simuh11ted are for aduH, non-pregnant animals. However, some growth functions were still
necessary to fit some of the data.
The fit of each data setis based in principle on the rat data taken from Farris et al. (3 ) which does involve adu lt
weight gain and has been previously reported [9] . Initially, only two parameters were adjusted in order to fit the
various data sets; i.e., the metabolic conversion from MM to IM, and the overall tissue binding capacity.
Data was extracted from figures from the various primary literature articles by scanning (PaperPort for
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WorkGroups, Version 2.0 for Windows, Visioneer, Palo Alto, CA) the published graphs and saving lhem as PCX
files. Thes·e files were in turn imported inlo UN-SCAN-IT (Silk Scientific, Inc., Orem, Utah) where the dala points
were loca~ed, (x,y) coordina~es were obtained, and concentration-time data was estimated. The concenlration-time
data was then used .as input values for the PBPK program.

Results.
When human volunteers consumed fish containing four different natural levels of MM contamination 3-4 times per
week for about three months, the decay curve obtained from the total mercury (Hg) analysis of the blood can be
described with a single companment model with an elimination halfhfe of 49.5 days (Figure I) [14]. One could
deduce from this data that mercury would be cleared from the body slowly, but with time would be reduced to a low
and probably insignificant level.
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Figure 1: Total mercury blood levels from 20 human volunteers [ 14]. The different symbols represent different
exposure levels of MM normalized to one dose level. The slope of the regression line for the elimination phase
indicates an halflife of 49.5 days.
However, this is not the complete picture. Methyl mercury is metabolized to IM and both parent compound
and metabolite ar·e extensively and differentially distributed throughout the body. This is best illustrated with the
rat data of Farris et al. [3] in Figure 2. In this study rats were serially sacrificed, and numerous tissues were analyzed
for both MM and IM throughout an ex'lernded time period. The IM in the blood is about two orders of magnitude
lower than the MM in blood; however, the IM in (he kidney is an order of magnitude larger than the MM in blood
and has a shallower tenniRal slope. This would indicate that IM will remain in the body long after blood Hg
monitoring would indicate a clean system.
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Figure 2: MM (open symbols) and lM (closed symbols) concentrations in blood, brain, liver, and kidney tissues of
rats [3]. Simulated curves were generated from the PBPK model of Luecke et al. [9].
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Figure 3: Allometric relationships for binding coefficients and rate constants.
Using this same PBPK model, data of varying complexity and differing times following MM administration
were simulated from mouse (11}, guinea pig (6], cat [5}, rabbit [12], monkey ( 15), sheep [7], pig [4), goat ( 13), and
cow [ l, 13]. Allometric relationships for the kidney binding coefficients (MM and IM) and metabolic (MM -> IM)
and elimination (MM) rate constants are given in Figure 3. The lM binding coefficient for the kidney is about an
order of magnitude larger than the MM kidney binding coefficient. This same magnitude and ratio holds for the
liver. The brain binding coefficient is about an order of magnitude lower than the kidney and liver for MM. and
about ·two orders of magnit·ude lower for IM. AH of the binding coefficients have a positive allometric slope
ind·i cat•ing that humans have a larger binding capacity than the smaller experimental animals. The metabolism of MM
.10 IM is about 10 times faster than <the elimination of MM . The negative slope indicates that humans convert MM
to IM slower than the smaller laboratory animals and also eliminate MM slower. Together these relationships
indicates that humans will retain mercury longer than smaller animals.
Utilizing all of this data and re-evaluating the data of Sherlock et al. [8], the fit of the PBPK model to the total
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Figure 4: PBPK simulation of the total mercury human blood data of Sherlock et al. [8]. Also included are the MM
and IM simulated curves for kidney, liver, brain, and blood.
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mercury level in the bl,o od indicates that all tissue levels ar'e higher than the blood by the end of the experimental
period (Figure 4), some by more than an order of magnitude.

Discussion.
Physio1logically-based phannacokinetic models can be utilized ,to simuilate data from various species including man.
However, choosing and vaHdating the model requires sufficient data to assure the uniqueness of the model ; i.e., a
sparse data set can be fit wi~h almost any model! Even the richness of ·the Farris et al. [7] data set has been fit with
at least two models which are similar but not exactly the same [4,7).
The MM pharmacokinetic literatme is fairly large with over230 articles (13 species) in our personal data base.
However, usable data that includes speciation, tissue concentrations, and data from extended sampling to define the
decay characteristics are limited to only a few articles. Even the thoroughness of the Farris et al. [7J work would
have benefitted from even longer time sampling in order to confinn the kidney and brai n levels of inorganic mercury.
The discriminating features of tllis methyl mernury/inorganic mercury PBPK model are ( 1) the conversion of
MM to IM, (2) the binding coefficients for both chemicals into kidney, liver, and brain tissues. and (3) the
elimination of MM and IM. Of these the first seems to be the mos.t critical and is the detenninate step in the
e'limination of methyl mercury.
The 1lack of human data that has both organic and inorganic mercury concentrations over an extended time
frame makes vahdaLion of the model problematic. However, when utilizing various human autopsy studies, IM
pharmacokinetic studies, and in concert with MM pharmacokinetic situdies and allometry, a viable model validation
scheme ,c an be presented. Utilizing all of the above data, the aocum1:1lation and decay data of Sherlock et al. [8) can
be simulated for a validation of the PBPK model to humans. This simulation would suggest that at extended times
when the whole blood Hg concentration approaches zero, there is s'1i11 a substantial amount of the original dose of
MM retained in the body in the liver, brain, and kidney as both organic and inorganic mercury.
1
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ABSTRACT
Population modeling seeks to evaluate the contributions of interindividual and intraindividual
variability, based on the raw subject data and the assay error, and to describe the findings in tenns that are useful
both for research and for optimal patient care. With parametric models, the probability distributions of each
PK/PD parameter are described in terms of other parameters such as means and covariances which define the
assumed shape of these distribut ions. Commonly used distributions are the normal or lognormal ones. The
parameter values found are the single best estimates such as mean, median, or mode, which are felt to be the best
estimators of the central tendency for each such distribution.
Nonparametric models have a different flavor. No such parametric assumptions are made about the
assumed shape of a parameter distribution, nor is a single parameter value what is really sought. The approach
proceeds rather from the point of view that the very best population model possible would be the correct
structural model, plus the entire collection of each subject's exactly known parameter values, if it were somehow
possible to know them. Nonparametric methods estimate essentially one set of parameter values for each subject,
along with an estimated probability for each such set. The richness of the method is in the ability to obtain not
simply a single ·e stimate for the centra•I tendency and one for the dispersion, but rather to estimate the entire
population parameter joint density.
Optimal population modeling currently begins by detennining the assay error pattern explicitly over its
working range. One then uses a parametric population mode ling approach to separate intra- from inter-individual
variab ility. Having th;is information, one can then use a nonparametric approach to obtain the entire estimated
population parameter joint density.

INTRODUCTION
Pharmacokinetic and dynamic population models provide the means to store past experience with the
behavior of drugs, and to apply it to the care of future patients. They are used as the Bayesian prior to design the
initial regimen for the next patient who appears to belong to the population in question.
As one makes a population pharmacokinetic model (see below) it is useful to search for relationships
between the various parameters in the model and useful clinica1l covariates or descriptors, so that the model can
then be reparameterized in terms of these descriptors, and dosage can be adjusted to this important and often
changing clinical infonnation. This provides the logical structure for precise dosage adjustment to body weight
and renal function. for example, in order to achieve desired target serum or peripheral compartment
concentrations . Using this approach , one then computes ithe regimen to achieve the desired target goals.

PARAMETRIC POPULATION MODELS
With parametric models, the various pharmacokinetic parameters themselves are described in tenns of
other single point parameter estimates such as measu res of central tendency - means, medians, or modes, for
example, and measures of dispersion - standard deviations or covariances. A traditional search has been for the
best single point estimator of each parameter. Examples of such parametric population mode ling approaches are
the standard two-stage approach [I]. the iterative two-stage Bayesian approach [2], the parametric EM method
[3], nonlinear mixed effect modeling (4}, and other variations on this approach [5,6). Other population modeling
approaches are the semi-nonparametric approach of Davidian and Gallant [7] and the hierarchical Bayesian
approach of Wakefield and colleagues [8].

THE SEPARATION PRINCIPLE
The separation or heuristi c ce rtainty equivalence principle [9] describes control of a system when it is
separated first, into obtaining single point parameter estimates for the model. and second, of using those single
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point estimates to control the system. For most pharmacokinetic applicat ions, controllers using this approach are
suboptimal. This is a significant problem with current maximum aposteriori probabili ty (MA P) Bayesian fitting
and dosage design. The way around this problem is by incorporating improved approaches to dosage design
which make use of the entire nonparametric population joint parameter density.

MORE ON PARAMETRIC POPULATION MODELS
In parametric population modeling, the probability distribution of the parameters is itself desc ribe d by
these other single-valued parameters such as means and covariances, for example . These other parameters impart
an assumed shape to each phannacokinetic parameter distribution, usually a Gaussian or lognormal distribution.
In contrast, for nonparametric models, as we will see below, these parametric assumptions are relaxed. No
assumptions at all are made about the shape of their probability distribution, except that it is the same for all
subjects. This is what is meant by the terms parametric and nonparametric in this context.
An example of the parametric approach to population modeling is that of the iterative two-stage
Bayesian (IT2B) method. One begins this approach by stating estimates of the initial means and standard
deviations of the pharmacokinetic parameters. Based on these assumptions, the individual patient data are then
examined, and each patient's MAP Bayesian posterior pharmacokinetic parameter values are determined as
described above. This ends the first stage.
In the second stage, the population means and covariances are obtained from these individual subject
parameter values {3] . These new population parameter means and standard deviations (SD's) are then used as
the initial Bayesian priors, thus beginning a new iteration. Using these new priors. the MAP Bayesian posteriors
are again found. Their population means and SD's are obtained. Again, these means and SD's are used as the
Bayesian prior in still another iteration, and the MAP Bayesian posteriors are again found. This process
continues iteratively until a convergence criterion is fmall y reached.

STRENGTHS OF PARAMETRIC MODELS
Parametric population modeling methods can separate variability between the various subjects from
variability within the individual subjects. This is their main strength - the ability to separate inter- from intraindividual subject variability. If the inter-individual variabi lity is large, there is significant diversity in the
population with respect to the parameter values. If the intra-individual variability is large, it suggests that the
patients were unstable or that significa nt noise and uncertainty existed in the ir therapeutic environment.

DETERMINE THE ASSAY ERROR EXPLICITLY
Frequently, assumptions are made about the shape of the assay error pattern, but relative ly little
attention is paid specifically to determining the magnitude of the true laboratory assay error pattern itself, over
its entire working range. It is frequently assumed that t.he assay error is only a small part of all the other
environmental errors and uncerta inties. These other errors are due, for example, to errors in the amounts of the
doses given, errors in recording when they were given, e rrors in recording whe n the serum samples were
obtained, errors due to misspecification of the structural model, and errors due to changes in the pharmacokinetic
parameter values during the study period.
However, it is not difficult at all to determine the assay error pattern specifically, over its entire working
range. by measuring representative samples in replicate. For example, the blank samp le always has a certain
error. The assay may become somewhat more precise at low to middle concentrations, and then usually less so at
higher concentrations. The form of the relationship between the measured conce ntration and the assay SD is
nonlinear. and a polynomial has been a useful way to capture the nonlinarity in thi s relationship (10]. Use of
such a polynomial to describe .t he assay SD permits each serum concentration data point be fitted by its Fisher
information. the reciprocal of its variance.

START WITH A PARAMETRIC POPULATION MODEL
Once the assay error pattern and its polynomial has been carefully determined over the entire working
range of the assay, a parametric population modeling method such as IT2B can be used. The remaining intraindividual variability can be described as a scaling factor with respect to the assay error. One can then detenninc
what fraction of the total overall intra-individual variability is due to the assay error itself. This is very useful
information. In th e USC' PACK lT2B population modeling program, this factor of intra-ind ividual variabil ity is
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called gamma. If gamma is 1.0, then there is no other source of error than the assay error itself. Usually gamma
is larger, and ranges fTom about 2 to 4, showing that the assay error often ranges from about I /2 to 1/4 of the
overall intra-individual variability, a significant fraction.
A significant limitation is that most parametric population modeling methods in current use do not ha ve
the desirable property of statistical consistency. Consistency means that as the number of subjects becomes
arbitrarily large, the population parameter estimates approach the true population parameter values (11].
Furthermore, parametric population models are often used only to provide a single value for each population
parameter when developing dosage regimens for patients. Because of the separation principle, such regimens are
usually subopt·imal.

NONPARAMETRIC POPULATION MODELS
The nonparametric approach to population modeling was first introduced independently by Lindsay
[12] and by Mallet [13). They showed that the most likely parameter estimates are actually found to be in a
discrete, not continuous, collection of sets of individual parameter values, each of which has a single value for
each parameter, along with an estimate of the probability of that particular set of values. There is usually about
one significant support point (set of parameter values) for each subject studied in the population. This approach
makes no parametric assumptions (such as normality or unimodality) about the actual shape of the population
parameter distribu.tion. The shape of the distributi-0n is detennined solely by the population rnw data itself.
Means and covariances can easily be obtained. Nonparametric methods such as the nonparametric maximum
.l ikelihood (NPML) method of Mallet [13] and the nonparametric expectation-maximization (NPEM) method of
Schumitzky [14, 15 J can discover, without additional help from covariates, unsuspected clusters or
subpopulations such as fast and slow metabolizers of a drug. T he nonparametric discrete collections of parameter
values and their estimated probabilities reflects the fact that the ideal theoretical population model would simply
be the entire collection of each subject' s exactly known parameter values, if one could somehow know them .
In an examination of the capability of the nonparametric method, Figure I shows a carefully defined
simulated population in which there was only one distribution for the volume of distribution (V) but two for the
elimination rate constant (K), such as occurs for fast and slow metabolizers of a drug [ 15]. There was no
correlation between the two parameters.

Figure J, True population joint density of V and K. If the bottom corner is "home plate", then the axis toward
third base is rhat of V. and the axis to ll'arJ first base is that of K. Note that there are two subpopulations with
respect to K. but only one for V. The vertical axis is the probability ofa paramerer pair v,k.
From this overall population. twenty subjects first were drawn at random . T hey constituted the sample
population under study. Figure 2 shows the actual true distribution of these 20 subj ect parameter values. The task
of any population analysis now is to d'i scover this distribution optimally.
Figure 3 now shows the above true sample parameter distributions as estimated by the NPEM program.
T he NPML approach of Mallet is entirely similar. Two distinct and fairly tight groups of parameter values are
seen. In contrast. Figure 4 shows these same true subject parameter distributi ons as estimated by a parametric
population modeling method. A totally different, and erroneous, understanding of what is going on in the
population is obtained by the parametric method. Mlere the mean value for the elimination rate constant actually
exists, there are actually no subjects at all, as shown in Figures 1-3. The two groups of subjects were well
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detected by the NPEM method, but were not detected at all by the parametric method. In addition, the
nonparametric methods have the desirable property of mathematical consistency ( 11 ].

Figure 2. Graph. somewhat smoothed as in Figure I, of the actual parameter values in the 20 sampled subjects.
Axes as in Figure I.

Figure 3. Estimated joint density obtained with NPEM. Axes as in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Estimated joint density obtained by an optimal parametric method Axes as in Figure /.
The nonparametric methods specifically obtain the single most likely distribution of parameter values
for the population studied. This distribution is a mult1ivalued distribution, and has a number of support points, or
individual models, approximately equal to the number of subjects studied . The nonparametric approaches are
superior
parametric methods ·in this respect, as they obtain the most likely representation of the entire
population parameter distribution, while those based on parametric assumptions do not [I 3-15]. However. the
nonparametric methods also have drawbacks. They cannot separate inter- from intra-individual sources of

"°
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variability. Further, they do not have confidence limits for the discrete distributions they obtain. Bootstrap
methods are under consideration for developing such confidence l·im its.

CONCLUSION: USE :BOTH METHODS SEQUENTIALLY
It currently seems that that the best approach to population modeling is to make use of both methods to
1take advantage of each of their individual strengths. First, it seems best to determine the specific assay error
pattern and polynomial well, by itself, before 'beginning any analysis. If a multicenter study is being done, where
different assays ar·e being used in d·ifferent seittings, then each center should and can have its own assay error
polynomial so that the subject data from each center can be analyzed correctly, each according to its own
credibility. Next, gamma can be computed, using a parametric method such as the IT2B. In this way, one has
obtained good knowledge of the intra-individual variability and of the assay error variability itself. Confidence
limits on the parame·tric parameter d·istributions can also be obtained.
This information can then be used by the nonparametric approaches to obtain the entire, and most
likely, discrete joint population parameter density. Software for ITIB and NP\EM population modeling
approaches is available from our laboratory on PC's for 3 compartment linear models, and can also access the
Cray T3E at the San Diego Supercomputer Center ,for larger and nornhnear models.
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MULTIPLE MODEL (MM) DOSAGE DESIGN: ACHIEVING TARGET GOALS
WITH MAXIMUM PRECISION.
R Jelliffe, D Bayard. A Schumitzky, M Milman, F Jiang, S Leonov, and V Gandhi.
Laboratory of Applied Phannacokinetics, USC School of Medicine, 2250 Alcazar St, Los Angeles CA 90033,
USA. (323)442-1300, jelliffe@hsc.usc.edu
ABSTRACT
Most dosag·e reg·imens based on parametric population models as the Bayesian prior, including most
Bayes·ian approaches of adaptive feedback control, use a single parameter va lue to describe the central tendency
of each parameter distribution. Because of this, when a target goal is selected, the regimen to achieve it assumes
that it does so exactly. However, the separation or heuristic certainty equivalence principle states that whenever a
system is controlled, first, by obtaining single point parame.ter values, and then by using those values to control
the system, the control achieved is usually suboptimal. In contrast, Multiple Model dosage design is based on
nonparametric population models which have essentially one set of parameter values for each subject in the
population. With this more likely Bayesian prior, multiple predictions are possible. Using these nonparametric
models, one can compute the dosage regimen which specifically minimizes the predicted weighted squared error
with which a desired target goal can be achieved. Other cost functions can also be employed.
As Bayesian feedback from serum concentrations is obtained, each set of parameter values in the
nonparametric prior has its probability recomputed. Using this individualized nonpararnetric Bayesian posterior
joint density, the new regimen to achieve the target with maximum precision is computed. In addition, a new
Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) sequential Bayesian method has been developed to estimate such posterior
densiities when parameter values have been changing, as in unstable patients, during the time of analysis. A
clinical software package implementing these approaches is in development.

INTRODUCTION: SET INOJVIDUALlZEO TARGET GOALS FOR EACH PATIENT
The concept of a therapeutic range of serum drug concentrations is a generalization. It is an overall
range in which most patients, but certainly not all, do well. One must always check each individual patient to
see if he or she is doing not only well, but optimally, whatever the serum concentration is found to be. Figure I
shows the usual means by which such therapeutic ranges are obtained. First, there is an increased incidence of
therapeutic effects with increasing serum drug concentrations. Later on the incidence of toxic effects becomes
significant. The eye is drawn to the upward bends in each line, and the classification of the therapeutic range is
developed. However, this procedure does not deal with the need to develop a gentle dosage regimen for a patient
who needs only a gentle touch. and a more aggressive one for a patient who really needs his dosage "pushed".
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Another approach is one in which the clinician evaluates each patient's individual clinical need for the
drug in question, and selects an estimated risk of toxicity which is felt on clinical grounds to be justified by the
patient's need. One then selects a target serum concentrat:i.on goal to be achie ved. One does not want the patient
to run any greater risk of toxicity than is justified by the patient's clinical need. Within that constraint, however,
on·e wants to give the patient as much drug as possible, •to get the maximum benefit. This approach provides the
rational•e for select•ing a specific target serum concentration goal, rather than a wider window, and then to attempt
to achieve that target goal with the greatest possible precision, just as if one were shooting at any other target.
Individualized drug therapy therefor•e begins by setting such specific individualized target goals.
Without specific target goals, there can be no individualized precise drug therapy. The task of the clinician is to
select, and then to h•it, the desired target goal as precisely as possible. As the initial regimen is given, the clinical
task is to observe the patient's .response, and to reeval.uate whether the target goal was hit precisely or not, was
correctly chosen or not, or if it should be ,changed and a new dosage regimen developed.
1

THE NEED FOR MODELS
Phannacokinetic and .dynamic models provide the means to store past experience with the behavior of
drugs, and the tool to apply that past experience to the care of future patients. This experience is usually stored in
the form of a population phannacokinetic model which is used as the Bayesian prior to design the initial regimen
for the next patient who appears to belong to that population. The dosage regimen to achieve the target goal is
computed and given. The patient is then monitored both dinically and by measuring serum concentrations. The
serum concentrations are used not on.Iy to note if they ar·e within a therapeutic range, but also to make a specific
model of the behavior of the drug in that individual patient. One can see what the probable serum concentrations
were at all other times when they where not measured. One can also see the computed concentrations of drugs in
a peripheral nons·erum compartment or in var•ious effect compartments. These cannot be seen or inferred at all
without such models. By comparing the clinical beha vior of the patient with the behavior of the patient's model.
on·e can evaluate the patient's clinical sensitivity to the drug, and can adjust the target goal appropriately. For
digoxin, for example, the inotropic effect of the drug correlates best with the behavior of the drug in the
peripheral compartment rather than with the serum concentrations. The excellent model made by Reuning and
colleagues for digoxin [I] has been highly useful clinically (2).

CURRENT BA YESlAN INDIVIDUALIZATION OF DRUG DOSAGE REGIMENS
The Maximum Aposteriori Probability (MAP) Bayesian approach to individualization of drug dosage
regimens was introduced to the pharmacokinetic community by Sheiner et al. [3]. In this approach, parametric
population models are used as the Bayesian priors. The credibi!.ity of these population models (their parameter
variances) is then evaluated in relationship to those of the measured serum concentrations as they are obtained.
The contribution of these two types of data and their variances to the MAP Bayesian posterior individualized
patient model is shown in the objective function used, as shown below (I).

I

(Cobs - C mod)2 + 2:(Ppop - Pmod)2

Yar (Cobs)

( 1)

Yar (Ppop)

where Cobs •is the collection of observed serum concentrations, Yar (Cobs) is the collection of their respective
variances, and Cmod is the model estimi1te of each serum concentration at the time it was obtained. Similarly,
Ppop is the collection of the various population mode.I parameter values, Yar (Ppop) is the collection of their
respective variances, and Pmod is the collection of the Bayesian posterior model parameter values. Each data
point is g·iven a weight according to its Fisher information, the reciprocal of its variance. Population models in
which there is greater divers·ity, and therefore greater variance, contribute less to the individualized model than
do more uniform models having sma ller variances. Similarly, a precise assay will draw the fitting procedure
more closely to the observed concentrations, and a less precise assay will do the opposite. The more serum data
are obta·ined, the more that information dominates the detenninaticm of the MAP Bayesian posterior parameter
values (Pmod) in the patient's individuali2ied pharmacokinetic model.
Having made the patient's ind,ividualized model, one then uses it to reconstruct the past behavior of the
drug in the patient during his therapy to date. One can examine a plot of the behavior of this model over the
duration of the past therapy. One can thus evaluate the clinical sensitivity of the patient to the drug, by look ing at
the patient clinically and comparing the patient's clinical behavior with that of the patient's indiv idualized
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phannacokinetic model. In that way, one can evaluate whether the initial target goal was well chosen or not. One
can choose a different goal if needed, and once again one can compute the dosage regimen to achieve it. In this
way, the model ·can be individualized and dosage can continue to be adjusted to the patient's body weight, renal
function, and available serum concentrations, for example, to achieve the desired target goal, usually with
increasing precision.

CRITIQUE OF THE MAP BAYESIAN APPROACH
The weakness of the MAP Bayesian procedure is that the models it uses have only single point
es·t.imates of the various phannacokinetic parameters. Because of that, there is only one version of either the
individualized model, or of the population model itself. The regimen developed to achieve the target goal is
simply assumed to do so exactly.

THE SEPARATION PRINCIPLE
The separation or heuristic certainty equivalence principle (4] states that whenever control of a system
is separated first, into obtaining single point parameter estimates for the model, and second, of using those single
point estimates to control the system, the task is often achieved in a suboptimal manner. This is a significant
problem with MAP Bayesian fitting and dosage design. The way around this problem is by incorporating
improved nonparametric approaches to population phannacokinetic modeling, and in using them specifically to
design maximally precise dosage regimens.

USE OF POPULATION MODELS IN CLINICAL THERAPEUTICS
When a pairametric population model is used as the Bayesian prior to design an initial dosage regimen
for the next patient one encounters, one usually has only a single estimated value for each parameter. Because of
this, only one prediction of future concentrations can lbe made. The dosage regimen is simply assumed to achieve
the target goal exactly, as shown in Figure 2 .
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Frgure 2. Using lidocaine population mean parameter vaf11e.1. a11 irifusion regimen designed to ocl11ei•e and mai111ai11 a target goal of 3 rig/ml
doeJ so exactly when tire patient. as hen:, has exactly tire mean populatron parameter mlue.r.

Figure 2 shows the results of an infusion regimen oflidocaine, based on the mean population parameter
values for that drug, which was designed to achieve and maintain a target serum concentration of 3 ug/ ml. As
shown, this regimen, based on the single mean population parameter values. hits the target exactly, but only
when the patient has parameter values which are exactly the population mean values.
However, as shown in Figure 3, when the regimen used in Figure 2 was given to the combination of the
actual 81 diverse nonparametric population support points from which the mean values were obtained, an
extremely wide distribution of predicted serum concentrations was seen, due to the diversity in the
nonparametric population support points from which the mean parameter values were obtained. The predicted
serum concentrations actually covered much more than the usual therapeutic range of2 to 6 ug/ml.
In contrast, if one has a nonparametric population model (5-8], with its multiple sets of model
parameter values (81 in this case), one can make multiple predictions, instead of only one, forward into the
future from any candidate dosage regimen which is "given" to all the models in the population discrete joint
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density. The richer and more likely population parameter joint density reflects better the actual diversity among
the subjects studied in the past population. Based on these multiple models in the population (the discrete joint
density), one can compute

Figure 3. Res11l1 when the abo\!e lidocaine it!fusion based on population mean parameter values is given 10 the 81 diverse suppon pom1s
from which the population mean values were obtained. Grea1 diversity in the predicled responses is seen.

the weighted squared error with which any candidate regimen is predicted to fail to achieve the desired target
goal at a target time. Other regimens can then be considered, and the optimal regimen can be found which is
specifically designed to achieve the desired target goal with the least weighted squared error (9-11 ].
This approach, using the multiple models of the patient provided by the nonparametric population
model, avoids much of the limitations of the separation principle. This is the real strength of the combination of
nonparametric population models coupled with "multiple model" dosage design [9-11 ] .
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Figure 4. Predicted response of the 81 .rnpporr points (models) 11•hen the regimen obtained by mult1ple model dosage design is given The
large/ is achieved with visi/J/y grea/er. and op11nwl, precision

As shown in Figure 4, the multiple model (MM) dosage regimen, based on the same nonparametric
population model with its 81 support points, obtained a much more precise achievement of the target goal,
because it was specially designed to do so. The error in the achievement of the therapeutic target goal is much
Jess, and the dispersion of predicted serum ·concentrations about the target goal is much less . Other cost
funct·ions can a lso be used [ 13, 14).
1

OBTAINING MULTIPLE MODEL BAYESIAN POSTERIOR JOINT DENSITIES
With the MAP Bayesian approach to posterior parameter values, the single most likely value for each
parameter is obtained when the y altogether minimize the objective function shown in equation (I). In contrast,
the MM Bayesian approach, using the nonparametric joint densities, preserves the multiple sets of population
parameter values, but specifically recomputes their Bayesian posterior probability, based upon the serum
concentrations obtained. Those combinations of parameter values that predicted the measured concentrations
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well become more probab le. Those that predicted them less we'lil become less so. In this way, the probabilities of
all the nonparametric population support points become revised, using Bayes' theorem [I 0-11 ). A smaller
number of significant points, or perhaps even only one, is usually obtained. When the regimen for the next cycle
is deveiloped, these revised models, containing their revised MM Bayesian posterior probabilities, are used to
devdop it The regimen is again specifically designed to achieve the desired target goal with maximum precision
(minimum weighted squared error).
1

OTHER .BAYESIAN APPROACHES
Three other Bayesian approaches nave been used by us to incorporate feedback from measured serum
concentration data. The first is the sequential MAP Bayesian approach, in which the MAP posterior parameter
values are sequentially updated after each serum con·.c entration data point is obtained. This procedure improves
the tracking of the behavior of the drug through each data set. However, at the end of each full feedback cycle,
(after each new Cull duster of data points), at the time the next regimen is to be developed, this method has
leamed no more with respect to developing the next new dosage regimen, than if it had fitted all the data together
at once, even though it tracks the changing MAP Bayesian parameter values better sequentially.
The second approach is the sequential MM Bayesian one 1[9- I 1]. Here the MM Bayesian posterior joint
density is also sequentially updated atter each data point. Still., at the end of each feedback cycle, this procedure
similarly has 1leamed no more with respect to developing the next dosage regimen than if all the data in that
cluster were fitted simultaneously. The procedure is still look,~ng for a hypothetical single model (support point,
set of parameter values) which best describes all the data. When this faHs to be the case, combinations of support
points are found which fit best. Still, the procedure is looking for a fixed and unchanging single model, or
combination of models, which best fit the data, even though the posteriors are fitted sequentially.
A third approach is the interacting multiple model (IMM) approach [ 12). This method permits the true
patient being sought for actually to jump from one model[ or support point to another during the sequential
Bayesian analysis. Because of this the IMM method, originally des igned to track missiles and aircraft taking
evasive action, permits detection of changing pharmacokinetic parameter densities during the sequential analysis
procedure. It thus provides an improved method to track the changing parameter densities and behavior of a
patient during the evolution of his clinica:I therapy. For example, it permits an improved ability to detect and to
quantify changes in the vo lume of distribution of aminoglycoside drugs during changes in a patient's clinical
status which a:re not captured by the use of conventional dinical descriptors. Using carefully simulated models in
which the true parameter values changed during the data coUection, the integrated total error in tracking a
simulated patient was very similar with the sequential MAP and sequential MM Bayesian procedures. However,
the integrated total error of the sequential IMM prodecure was only about one half that of the other two [ 12).
1

1

1

1

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Nonparam etric population parameter joint densities, MM dosage design and IMM Bayesian posterior
densities appear to offer significant improvements in the ability to track the behavior of drugs in pat ients
during their care, especia1'1y when the patients are unstab'1e and have changing parameer values. These
approaches a lso develop dosage regimens which are specifically designed to achieve target goals with maximum
precision. These methods mak,e optimal use of aU information contained in the past population data, coupled
with whatever current data of feedback may be avai'lable about a particular patient up to that point, to develop
that patient's most prec ise dosage regimen. A clinical version of this software, which runs on PC's in Windows,
is now in development.
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Abstract. Measurements in biological tissues and liquids are often problematic. Ethical, physical, and
financial limitations do not allow many samples to be taken from living organisms and thus precious
information cm system dynamics is not available. At the same time accuracy and stabillity of measurement methods is rather poor in compare to technical sciences. To eliminate noise from the data and
to reconstruct the time course of the system dynamics, splines can be used. The time course is determined from expert knowledge and sampled data by using weighted least square method for spline fitting.
Weights of data points are determined by the expert. The time course described by splines, instead of
raw measurements, is now used in modelling procedures. In this work the approach was tested on two
substances; histamine and paracetamol. Such procedure showed substantial advatage in the process of
determination of model parameters.

Introduction
Measurements in biological tissues and liquids arc often problematic. Ethical, physical, and financial
limitations do not allow many samples to be taken from living organisms and thus precious information
on system dynamics is not available. At the same time accuracy and stabillity of measurement methods
is rather poor in compare to technical sciences. Pharmacokinetics (PK) [10, 6] is faced with the same
problem. Thus analysis of such noisy and sparse data may lead to improper conclusions about system
mechanisms and provides significant problems to modelling. On the other hand the expert knowledge on
system dynamics exists and cannot be fully exploited. To eliminate noise from the data and to reconstruct
the time course of the system dynamics , splines can be used. The time course is determined from expert
knowledge and sampled data by using weighted least square method for spline fitting. Weights of data
points are determined by tlie expert. Tlie time course described by splines , instead of raw measurements,
is now used in modelling procedures 18, 3] . Model structure is based mainly on expert knowledge and
preliminary biological experiments, however, model parameters are defined by fitting model responses
to the measurements app roximated by splines. In this work the approach was tested on two substances;
histamine and paracetamol.

Splines
Splines are piecewise polynomial curves [9, 2).
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At the transition point from one polynomial to the next the following conditions must be conserved:
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In most cases third order polynomials ar,e used, since they imply continuous curve up to its second derivative. That is enough for mechanical and mass transport systems. Since PK systems are mass transport
sistem, third order polynomials are sufficient. The use of polynomials instead of linear interpolation
pr·ovides more natural, smooth time course. On the other hand exponential curves prejudicate model
structure too rigidly and are, therefore, not suitable for this task.

Data filtering by splines
Since PK data is usualy nonequidistantly sampled classical statistical denoising methods can not be
applied. Therefore splines were proposed as one of possible approaches. Nonequidstant and noisy data is
approximated by spline using weighted least squares to determine third order polynomials best fitting the
data. Since system dynamics is poorly described by such a sparse data, simple least squares could produce
inacceptable shape of the spline, therefore expert knowledge is used to determine weights associated with
each sample (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Histamine data filtered by splines. o - measured data, line - spline.

Parameter estimation of the model
Parameter estimation is often made by adaptive model scheme where model parameters are varied by
optimisation method to obtain best possible fitting of model response and measured data. Since PK
models that include physiological information often tend to nonidentifiability [7, 5j optimisation method
can easy find a solution that is good considering only a measure of fit and is totally unacceptable
considering the shape of the model response. Oscillations in a curve usually give better measure of fit
since the data is sparse, however, expert, knowing the dynamics of the system, would not accept such a
solution
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Experiments
The proposed procedure was tested on two substances, where difficulties finding an acceptable set of
model parameters occured. The oscillations in model response mainly provided better fitting to measured
samples than smooth curve, however, the oscillations were physiologically unacceptable.

Histamine (1]
Optimal parameter set, considering best measure of fit gave oscillatory model response (see Figure 2 a)
) when raw data was used as a reference curve. Therefore reference curve was replaced by splines (see
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Figure 2: The effect of splines on curve fitting. Figure a) - unacceptable fit (raw data as reference).
Figure b) - acceptable fit (spline filtered data as reference curve)
Figure 1). Optimisation procedure was now able to find acceptable solutions (see figure 2 b) )

Paracetamol (4]
The case of nonidentifiable model and very noisy data is treated. However, the problem was that
concentrations in plasma were measured for too short period of time causing substantial problems for
parameter estimation process . After the last measured point, simulated curve droped to zero (see
Figure 4 a) ), since there was no information available after that point . However , cumulative amount
of excreted paracetamol was also monitored in urine and according to those measurements and known
phyisiology, we were able to reconstrud the missing part of plasma concentration data (see Figure 3).
Replacing measured data by spline approximations again proved to be successful since the problems were
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Figure 3: Paracetamol data filtered by splines. o - measured data, line - spline .
substantially reduced (see Figure 4 b).
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Figure 4: The effect of splines on curve fitting. Figure a) - unacceptable fit (raw data as reference).
Figure b) - acceptable fit (spline filtered data as reference curve)

Summary
We can summarize as follows:
,. Measurements in bimedicine produce sparse noisy data that is usually nonequidistantly sampled.
• In a lot of cases expert knowledge exists, however, it is never included in modelling process.
• Estimation of model parameters is problematic when dealing both with nonidentifiable models and
sparse noisy data.
• Splines can successfully filter sparse nonequidis tantly sampled data with the help of expert knowledge.
• Approximated measurements by splines speed up model parameter estimation process and assure
acceptable model dynamics.
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Abstract. Pharmacokinetic-Pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) models are often nonidentifiable, especially
when their structure is derived from physiological characteristics of the system rather than from measurements only. However, model parameter have to be estimated from the measurements for each
individual, when intersubject variability is considerable. The choice of optimisation method is therefore
of great importance since the criterium function in the case of nonidentifiable model exhibits a great
number of extremes. Conventional optimisation methods are not very effective, since they start in one
point of parameter space and move towards a criteria function extreme. Genetic algorithms, however,
start with a whole population of starting points randomly spread through the parameter space and by
applying laws of genetics and selection they search for the best parameter set representing one subject in
the population. Parameter space is therefore better explored than with conventional methods. Parallel
genetic algorithms outperform simple genetic algoritms in cases of searching. Both genetic algorithms
were tested in cases of histamine and paracetamol. ParaUel GA requires smaller number of runs to obtain
reliable information on model parameters.

Introduction
Pharmacokinetic-Pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) models [11, 7, 6] are often nonidentifiable [7, 4], especially
when t hei r structure is derived from physiological characteristics of the system rather than from measurements alone. However, model parameters have to be estimated from the measurements for each
individual, since intersubject variability is considerable. To estimate model parameter values, scheme
with adaptive model is used, where model parameter values are varied to achieve best possible fit of
model response to the measured curve (reference curve). The choice of optimisation method is of great
importance since the criterum function in the case of nonidentifiable model exhibits a great number of
extremes. Some optimal sets of parameters are better and some worse, therefore a thourough search
t hrough entire parameter space must be undertaken. Conventional optimisation methods are not very
effective, since they start in one point of problem space and move towards a criteria function extreme.
Genetic algorithms (GA) [8, 5], however, start with a whole population of starting points randomly
spread through parameter space and by applying laws of genetics and natural selection they search for
the best parameter set representing one subject in the population. Parameter space is therefore better
explored than with conventional methods.

Genetic algorithms
Basic idea of GA is to search for optimal solution by applying natural laws of genetics and evolution.
Different GAs have been proposed and tested in the literature, each being optimal for given problem.
However, there was no universal solution for all optimisation problems and very likely never will be. In
this work we have t ested two GAs ; simple GA and parallel GA [9]. It has been known [9] that larger
populations of problem solutions are not allways better in problem space exploration. It is suspected
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that best genetic material e.g. parameter set, prevails too slowly over less succesful subjects than in
smaller populations. Therefore, the convergence of algorithm is much slower and results are usually
furhter away from true optimum. On the other hand, parallel algorithm divides the whole population
into smaller subpopulations. That enables faster convergence of the solution in subpopulations and at
the same time algorithm explores the problem space better since each subpopulation usually distributes
over different part of problem space. However from time to time migrations between subpopulations are
alowed. Th.is model is much closer to natural evolution of species and also works considerably better in
problem space exploration.

Estimation of model parameters
Final stage in each modelling cycle [10, 2] is model parameter estimation. When model structure is
derived from physiological characteristics it is usually nonidentifiable and unique solution of the problem
does not exist. However, it is sufficient to find an acceptable solution in the set of all solutions. That,
however , requires a method that is not very exact but can explore large parameter spaces in relatively
short time. GAs represent a successful compromise between stohastic and deterministic search and optimisation algorithms. By balancing stohastic .and deterministic component of the algorithm, convergence
speed can be set to achieve the desired effect. When searching in large parameter spaces and when exact
solution is not very important, stohastic component must prevail over deterministic component. That is
just what the modelling in PK-PD requires.

Experiments
Two algorithms were tested; parallel and simple. Both were tested on histamine ll) and paracetamol [3]
model. Histamine is endogene amine present in humans, animals, and platnts. It plays an important
role in alergic reactions. Paracetamol is used as an analgesic and antipiretic drug.

Paracetamol
Two tests were made on paracetamol model. First both algoritms were tested when they were set to
be equaly time consuming. Simple algoritm namely had a population of 30 subjects and ran for 1000
generations, parallel algorithm had 5 subpopulations of 30 subjects and ran only 200 generations all other
settings were the same. Each optimisation run was repeated 21 times. At the same time the efficiency
of both algorithms with the same number of generations was t ested . Criteria for effectiveness was final
value of criteria functions and visual acceptance of model response, since criteria functions in most cases
can not completley describe desired goals. Results are presented in table 1. As can be seen in Table 1,
when nubmer of generations for simple algorithm was seit to 1000 it was able to get the best result (run
18) , however, its worst result was worse than the worst result of parallel algorithm. The consistency of
results of parallel algorithm is also much better than of simple algoritm. When number of generations
was the same for both algorithms parallel algoritem clearly outmatched simple algorithm.

Histamine
Both algorithms were also tested on histamine case. The results were surprising, since visually all results
of parallel algorithm were unacceptable. However, the problem was in criteria function, since oscillatory
model responses had lower value of citeria functions than nonoscillatory. Again parallel algorithm was
more consistent in results. In Figure 1 most frequent solutions of both algorithms are shown.

Summary
We can summarize as follows:
• PK-PD models are often nonidentifiable, therefore it is difficult to determine acceptable sets of
model parameters.
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run
1
2
3
4
5

'

6
7
8
9
1'0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

'

Simple GA
1000 gen.
visual q .
crit.f.
0.2372
=I
0.1771
#
::::::
0.2355
0.2061
::::::
::::::
0. 1891
0.1993
f.
::::::
0.1716
0.1534
=
0.0861
=
0.2033
::/:::::::
0.18'90
0.2834
#
::::::
0.1721
::::::
0.1734
0.2616
#
::::::
0.1358
0.2833
t
0.0803
0.2781
::/:0.0967
=
0.0660
=

=

I

Parallel GA
200 gen.
crit.f.
visual q .
0.1703
=
::::::
0.1032
::::::
0.1134
0.1737
::::::
::::::
0.1535
::::::
0.1122
::::::
0.2336
0.1501
=
0.1407
=
0.1130
=
0.1392
=
0.1549
=
0.1517 '
=
0.1949
=
::::::
0.1436
::::::
0.1763
0.1430
::::::
0.1731
0.1725
::::::
0.1172
=
0.1345
=

=

Simple GA
200 gen.
crit.f.
visual q.
0.3274
=I
0.2537
::/:::::::
0.1550
0.3389
::/:0.2849
::/:0.2851
f.
0.1564
::::::
0.1971
::::::
0.2392
#
0.3073
#
0.3306
::/:0.2604
::/:0.3689
::/:0.2227
f.
0.2817
::/:0.2887
#
::::::
0.1956
0.2828
f.
0.3070
::/:0.2514
f.

-

-

Table l: Results of the test. In column of visual quality the symbols have the following meaning:
bad result, :::::: - acceptable result, = - good result.
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Figure 1: Curve fitting with GA. Figure a) - most frequent solution of parallel algorithm. Figure b) most frequent solution of simple GA.

• Since the number of model parameters is great, a parameter space is of high dimension, therefore,
an algorithm to search the space effectivelly but not too exactly is needed.
• GAs are a good choice in estimation of nonidentifiable model's parameters.
• Parallel GA is more efficient in exploring the high dimensional spaces and altough it is more time
consuming than simple GA, it provides better consistency and therefore higher reliability of the
results.
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• To obtain a reliable information on model parameter values, optimisation runs must be repeated
several times regardless of the optimisation method. However, parallel GA requires smaller number
of runs, since it is able to explore larger portions of parameter space in one run.
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Abstract. This paper presents the application of soft computing methodology in modeling and simulation in medicine. Soft computing methodology is introduced as part of sensitive neural networks and fuzzy-classificators. While
sensitised neural nets enable physicians the conditioning of patient specific neural classifiers, physicians are able
using specific linguistic ff-THEN rules to create appropriate fuzzy sets for modeling and simulation purposes. Due
to that, physicians will be empowered handling this new classifiers in situ, phased to their medical equipment
and/or patient specific parameters, describing individual orthological as well as pathological states.

1. Theory of fuzzy logic for a medical supporting system
The fea,tures of fuzzy logic can be summarised as follows : Approximate expressions are quantified by using membership functions representing all the possible input values, and rules are processed in a parallel and cohesive manner. So fuzzy-logic, based on the fuzzy-set theory, allows the physician to describe a medical situation o f a patient
linguistically, which means in words, instead of tenns of mathematics, which can be represented as the adequate
way of describing medical reasoning ,( I].
Assuming that input variables of the medical situation under test are x 1 and x2 and the output value is y, the IFTHEN-rules could be given in the following way:
IF x1 is A1 AND x2 is Bi THEN y = Ci, .. ., IF x1 is An AND x2 is Bn THEN y = Cn
In this example the input values A or 8 1 can be indefinite values or relative terms such as large, small, big,
high, fast, slow, etc.; they arc the input variable of the respective fuzzy-set. The output value C can be a relative
value relating the output variable to the fuzzy set. A membership function represents each of the fuzzy sets and acts
as a transformation between crisp and fuzzy values.

2. The theory of the sensitization of neural nets
The idea to condition a neural net first by well defined easy distinguishable data sets and then to deepen and to enlarge the stored infonnation by sensitization we learned from cognitive psychology in the context of the chunking
problem. Chunking is more or less the adaptation of a new fact or a so far unknown situation with the help of
knowledge facts or models . Only out of old facts or acting strategies man can develop new strategies for understanding of so far unknown. Transforming this model to the hand1(ing of neural nets means, that first a net has to
,(earn a basis concept. To prevent that the net includes sensor typical output ranges in its classification behaviour
and therefore looks for sensors with a high output, it is necessary to normalise the input data set, by using a appropriate-processing [3). To handle only the changes in the global state of the patient it is favourable to use a preprocessing step which turns out a gradient vector which is calculated by the difference between the data of a patient
as requested when no pathological situation is pr,esent minus the present actual data.
Once the neural classifier can separate all trained states which represent a basic concept in a sufficient way the
weaker evolutionary states of the different pathological states should be trained. The definition of the basic concept
or as we called: "the worst cases of a system's/patient's behaviour" is simply to be defined as the problem oriented
data set representing a classification state satisfactory.
By presenting the weaker states after the basic concept is settled it will be ensured that the net will be forced to
change his classification structure slightly out of it's former structure, without destroying the older structure. We
say the net will be sensitized. Especially when a backpropagation network is used the learning rules force the net to
sensitise its structure in 1that way that only the pathological state representing structure is modified, as the classification results have to be the same over the whole sensitization period. If weaker and weaker states will be presented
successively the classification structure will change accordingly, until the similarity of the different evolutionary
state representations will be so little, that the net can not be forced to change it's structure anymore.
Figure 2 a and 2b show a sensitised net work structure graphically. Since the classification potential is only
changed locally, the net changes its classification behaviour not generally by learning the evolutionary data sets,
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but shows the adaptive behaviour to them accordingly. This local change surely can lead to the unification of so far
divided concepts, a fact which will open the door to a wide range of so far unknown or unnoticed inner connections
of the data sets, representing the patient's states.
'O<tisilt<rtion Potvnti<i
modification

Cless1ficotion Polentiel
modification

y

x

.,
Fig. 2: classification.potential a) E before a sensitisation and b) E' after a sensitisation

3. Experimental results
The ECG indicates the heart action and function. Normally ECG is recorded in lead groups simultaneously, while
the ECG leads are assumed to be projections of the electrical heart vector onto the equilateral so-called Einthoven
triangle in the frontal plane on-ly.
The normal ECG is composed of a P wave and a QRS complex and a T wave. The QRS complex repre sents
actually three separated waves, the Q, the Rand the S wave.
The main goal of applying fuzzy logic to ECG-analysis is the identification of abnormalities in the ECG, e.g.
• abnormalities in the QRS complex, which can be stated as coronary ischaemia or angina pectoris;
• abnormahties in the T wave, which can be stated as apex ischaemia, left bundle branch block, right bundle
branch block, ventricular extrasystole, or otherwise.
Rhythmicity and its abnormalities, clinically called cardiaUy arrhythmia's, are one of the major facts to be detected, in order lo prevent myocardial infarct situations for patients with an elevated risk.
The medical knowledge for an ECG-analysis can be transformed in fuzzy-rules, which contain binary fuzzy relationships between antecedents and consequence. They take their membership-values
within the interval [O, I]
U {v} with v: no relationship, within the fuzzy model.
The complex fuzzy ECG model can be described as follows :
r111cr
d:old
\C'VC'1

frC'q
dQs

-+
-+
-+

fvuy-X:cm

-+
-+

-+
-+
-+
-+
-+

where the input variables characterise the following affiliations:
filter:
drold:

level:
freq:
dQs:

2nd derivation of measure
relation between R·R-interval
distance and time between interval
and previous peak
actual measure
heart frequency
relation between actual QRS
complex w·idth and previous QRS
complex width
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The output variables q, r, s characterise the expected values of Q, R, S, pause/asystolia and arrhythmia. The rule
base for QRS detection contains 9 rules, three of them are shown below:
If'filter' is P and 'level' is N and 'droJd' is S then q =yes
If 'filter' is Zand 'level' is N and 'drold' is S then q =possible
If'filter' is NB or 'level' is N then q =no
The -rule base for arrhythmia detection is based on 12 rules, two of them are shown here to give an impression
for the case pause/asystolia.
IF filter is ZAND drold is VB AND level is N THEN pause =yes
IF fiher is NB AND drold is N AND level is PB THEN pause = no
The fuzzy EGC-analysis, based on a fuzzy model kernel and its simulation, have been realised on a PC using
MS-Windows and a FUZZY-SHELL, which contain the used min- max-operators.
Fuzzy system for anaesthesia coot-ml
During routine clinical work, the anaesthesiolog,ist is mainly interested in continuos measurement of several important quantities like blood pressure, expired carbon dioxide, inspir·ed and expired oxygen concentration, anaesthesia gas concentration etc., in order to satisfy the patient's actual needs during anaesthesia, as well as the regulation of the depth of anaesthesia, which is the ulotimate goal of quantitative anaesthesia.
The regu'lation of the depth of the anaesthesia is predicated on the existence of a measurable pharrnacokinetic
and/or blood pressure signal as a correlate of depth of anaesthesia, as well as on the existence of a quantitative description of the influence of the different anaesthetic agents on this correlate.
It is well known from different reports, tha•t today an appropriate correlate of the depth of anaesthesia has been
found with the digital processing of the EEG. Because anaesthetic agents influence the power spectrum of the EEG
in a characteristic manner as well as anaesthesia events. As an example each time the EEG crossed zero, a bolus of
an anaesthesia agent was given by a syringe which was attached to a stepper motor. As the patient became anaesthetised the infusion rate slowed because the frequency of the EEG decreased. The median of the EEG-power
spectrum can serve .as the feedback signal within regulation loop of depth of anaesthesia [l]. The design of the
regulation loop has to be guided by the knowledge of the anaesthetic agents used. But today a problem arises, that
EEG is not yet a standardized measure during daily anaesthesia routine. Therefore anaesthesiologists today still use
blood pressure as one of the most reliable signal for dosing anaesthetic agents.
Closed-loop regulation has been very successfully to •the control of mean blood pressure by the regulation of
sodium niroprusside infusion. Several regulator strategies have been used, including classical PID control, adaptive
PrD control and so called sophisticated selfrulUler or adaptive control and model reference control [7].
A fuzzy logic based mean blood pressure regulation during anaesthesia is related between inflow concentration
of the anaesthetic u(t) and the resulting mean blood pressure y(t). For the fuzzy controller design the error e(t), the
change of error ce(t) and the integral of error ie(t) were used to generate the control variable y(t). The input variables Ui and the output variables Y are related as follows:
The block diagram of the regulation system for control of anaesthesia is given below:

Fuzzy·

Anaesthcsi•

-Conirollcr
- - - - ' __. ·~-----~--+
Mach'ine
.....

0

Patient

--+----i•
y(l)

Based on the linguistic rules shown, simulation studies have been done to find out a set of appropriate rules for
stable system response behaviour. The first results obtained from our investigations indicate, that the fuzzy regulation of the depth of anaesthesia with mean blood pressure as the most reliable signal for dosing anaesthesia agents,
can be an impact of the ultimate goals of quantitative anaesthesia as well as of quality assurance during anaesthesia.
Experimental results with sensitized neural nets
To create a supporting system which announce slightly occurring behaviour changes in the heart beat signal and
sup.port the physician by presenting him the probability of concepts regarding the early future of the beat behaviour
a common back-propagation network with 124 input neurones 48 hidden neurones and 9 output neurones was used.
The learning parameters were chosen as 0.8 for the momentum tenn and 0. 1 for
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The 4 output neurones represent the states of the patients heard activity (normal activity, arrhythmia (bi gem),
tachycardia ventricularis, pace maker).
The use of the frequency representation of the heart activity was chosen to neglect phase correlation between
the learning sets and the classification sets and therefore to do the classdication without a tcigger unit.
In Figur,e 3a and 3b the time .c urves for the first and fourth heart signal are given.
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Fig. 3a: Norma'l heart beait sig.oal, 3b: Pace maker triggered heart signal
Figure 3 gives an example of the interface of a sensitized network supporting system. While the first horizontal
column represents the normal heart beat activity ·t he other columns represent the different pathological states. The
probabili·t y for •the different concepts are announced in that way that a probability up to 50 % is green coloured, a
probability over 50 % up to 80 % is orange coloured while a probability over 80 % is red coloured.
The system design regarding the time representing time axis x is variable, so the user can follow the evolutionary time history under different aspects, varying between l sec. for the 560 measuring points up to 6 months for the
560 measuring points.

4. Conclusions
The use of fuzzy logic and neural nets has reached a status which allow physicians creating their own patient
typical classifiers in situ. Therefore, people which are not familiar with the mathematical theory of both classifiers
can use this new teclmique empowered by soft computing methodology. This methodology will become more and
mor·e important in medical support systems for a more efficient diagnosis and supervision of patient' s based on
their indiv.i dual and/or specific conditions.
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Abstract. The paper proposes the Physbe (Physiological Benchmark) model (OOPhysbe) as a benchmark for
today's object oriented modelling and simulation tools. Modularization and component reuse (two important
indicators of object orientation) are key productivity factors in the software development process in general. The
OOPhysbe benchmark was selected because it is complex enough to justify the usage of all the 00 mechanisms
(i.e. classes, inheritance, modularization). If a given dynamic system simulation language (DSSL) fails with the
OOPhysbe benchmark model, it also fails to comply with the 00 approach and therefore is not object oriented.

lntroduction.
Strongly influenced by software engineering proposals, modelling and simulation tools introduced very flexible
possibilities for hierarchical and modular usage many years ago [5]. Nowadays the object-oriented (00)
approach provides the highest level of component reuse and modularization. Modularization and reuse are key
productivity factors .jn the sohware development process in general. Many dynamic system simulation languages
(DSS Ls) are said to be object oriented, but they do not fulfil all the required conditions (i.e. classes, instances,
inheritance, run-time sorting, ... ) in order to be regarded as true 00 DSSLs. Therefore a strong need was
identified for a benchmark to provide a simple test of compliance with the 00 paradigm and this resulted in our
Physbe (i.e. Physiological Benchmark) benchmark proposal. If a given DSSL fails to decompose the Physbe
model as proposed in this paper, it also fails to fully comply with the 00 paradigm.

Physbe model description
Physbe (i.e. Physiological Benchmark) [ 1,2] models blood flow through the human body. Each body part is
considered as a blood storage compartment. There are two pumps (the right and left ventricles) that force blood
around the body. The model can be decomposed into two parts. The first part, depicted in Figure 1, consists of
five compartments (i.e. head, trunk, arms, legs and the so-called lnnerCycle). All the compartments are
connected in parallel. All blood goes from the InnerCycle to the external body parts (e.g., head, trunk, arms,
legs) and is later returned. The lnnerCycle is made up of four parts that are co nnected sequentially through
valves. The lnnerCycle structure is depicted in Figure 2. The Vena Cava collects blood from external body parts.
That blood goes through the right ventricle, lungs, the left ventride and the aorta, where it is again dispersed
among external body parts.
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lnoerQueue
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acms and legs
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Arms AR
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Lcf1
Ventricle LV

From head. trunk
arms and legs

Figure 1: Body components

Figure 2: The inner cycle
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Aon a
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Each of the nine body parts can be represented using a model similar to that depicted in Figure 3. The lumped
compartments generally behave according to the equations obtained on the basis of mass and energy balance
equilibrium:
~
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Figure 3: General lumoed structure
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The mnemonics used in the Physbe model are explained in Table I.
. t h e Ph1ys b e mode I
T a bi e I E xp.Ianauon o f the mnemonics used m
Symbol

Significance

Symbol

Significance

Svmbol

Significance

p

pressure

<P;

input flow rate

vc

Vena Cava

v
c

volume

Ro

output resistance

AO

aorta

compliance

flo

output pressure

RV

right ventricle

T

temperature

<Po

output flow rate

LY

left ventricle

H

enthalpy

T;

input temperature

HD

head

fJ;

input pressure

Q;

input enthalpy

TR

trunk

R;

input resistance

q,

external heat

AR

arms

Qd

dispersed heat

To

output temperature

legs

ao

output enthalpy

w

weight of the lump

LG
LN

A

area of the lump

V,, H,

initial states

T.

temperature o f the ambient

lungs

Variable names in Table 1 (column l, 2 and T0 in third column) are used in co njunction with lumped element
mnemo nics (third column without T0 ) . A general form is "<lump-name>.<variable name>" (e.g. AO.p stands for
the press ure in the aorta). All symbols that are not mentioned in Table I are constants. So me constants are equal
for all lumped elements, others have a specific value for each element. As can be seen, in each lumped element
there are 9 equations of which two represent states (V and ff) . Unfort unately, the model defined by Eqs. 1 holds
only for external body parts (head, trunk, a rms and legs). Lumped elements which are part of the lnnerCycle
have slightly modified equations, due to the valves, the parallel nature of the connections with e xternal parts a nd
the heartbeat. The left and right ventricle are responsible for the flow of blood. The model achieves that with a
variable compliance (pressure per unit volume) in the left and right ventricle. The signal is periodic, with a
period of l sec . There is a linear rise from 0 to 0.4 sec, when it reaches its maximum. The rise is followed by a
fast fall (0.4-0.Ssec). The compliance then maintains is a small constant value until the start of the next period.
The blood fl ow between adjacent lumped e lements within the InnerCycle is affected b y the valves. The valve is
closed (the resistance is high) when the output pressure is greater than the input p ressure.

Why modular Physbe?
One mi ght ask why we selected the Physbe benchmark from all the available benchmark models. The main
reasons are the fo llowing:
Size The use of the 00 approach is justifiable only in cases where the number o f equations is large. Small
examples like the predator-prey benchmark, the aspirin dosage benc hmark etc. do not offer e nough complexity
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and size to show the benefits of the 00 approach. The Physbe benchmark has more than 100 equations. These
require something mo re than flat ordering, and justify some syntax overhead rel ated to model decomposition.
Clean decomposition The model can be clearly decomposed into 9 components (i.e. head, arms, legs, trunk,
Vena Cava, aorta, lungs, left and right ventricles) with clean boundaries. With the 7±2 rule, which is usually
used for graph drawing, the model ca n be further decomposed into two subgraphs. Namely the heart and lung
components can be joined into the so called InnerCycle. These decompositions are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. A
side effecit of clean decomposition is also a requir,e ment for separately compiled (i.e. binary modules) and in
some cases separately linked submodules. ASCII submodules are inappropriate for large models but the use of
binary modules requires a run-time sorting mechanism [3].
Parallel and sequential connections Components in the top level graph (Figure 1) are connected in parallel,
while submodels in the InnerCycle sub graph are connected in sequence (Figure 2). This covers all possible graph
connections.
Identical submodules As mentioned in model
description section two subsets (i.e. externals (head,
arms, trunk, 'legs) and ventricles (left and right)) have
identical behaviour (methods, attribut,es). The only
differences are initialisation constants and their
location in the model graph. This characteristic
justifies the usage o f the abstract submodel (i.e.
class). Two classes (e.g. lump for external lumped
elements and ventricle for both ventricles) can be
formed (Figure 4 ). instead of having six duplicated
definitions (4+2), there are only two class definitio ns
(i.e. lump and ventricle) and six short declarations.
There is no code that is duplicated unnecessarily.

lnherit.ance
relationship

Lump

Aon a

,-·- ··--·"l
l-~~~-_J
Vena Cava

Lungs

Class def'1nltlon

Figure 4: Hierarchical decomposition of the model

S'imi'lar submodels It was already shown that the external lumped elements and ventricles have identical
behaviour . .It can be further realised that other compo nent models usuaHy differ only in up to fo ur equations out
of 18 and in the number of external connections. Therefore it would be wise to use these 18 equations and
replace or add onl y some of them. The ability of the language to replace the definition of an inherited method
(i.e. function or procedure) is significant, since some "00" modelling and simulation tools do not support such
features (e.g. DYMOLA).
Availability of a " conventional" model description form The Physbe model is available in a number of
"conventional" model description forms, e.g. ACSL mo del in an integral form, with minor modularization (i.e.
macros). It is thus easy to compare the readability and execution of such conventional realisations with a modern
00 approach.

Physbe with OOSlim
The Physbe model was implemented with our 00 DSSL called OOSlim [3]
(http:llwww-e2.ijs.si!Matja:..Ostr-oversnik/ooslim!OOS/im.htm). Only the main fea tures of OOShm and the
Physbe implementation will be presented.
Modularization Classes can be defined in separate files and compiled separately. The final model assembly
takes place at run-time in the case o f separately compiled submodules. The language also provides a run-time
sorting mechanism as this is a required condition for 00 DSSLs [3].
Classes definition Classes are defined in a way which is similar to those in the C++ language. O ne can define
methods and attributes. Methods are func tions and procedures that perform transformations of the class
attributes. Attributes are data elements of the class. The functionality of the attributes can be mod ified by
qualifiers. The most important qualifiers are:
cak qualifie1r defines an algebraic equation from the model (e.g. calc((pi-p)/Ri)). All attributes with calc
qualifier together form the d ynamic system (s ub)model.
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link and import qualifiers together form input data connections of the class I submodel with the
environment (i.e. other submodels or simulation engine). Each class can have an arbitrary number of links
with the environment, and each link can also have an arbitrary number of variable value flows.
export qualifiers define the attribute values that are available to the environment.
initial, int, and der attributes are used to define the initial value of state variables (e.g. initial(Vz)), the
corresponding integration (e.g .. int(V)) and derivative expressions (e.g. der( qi-qo+qe-qd)).
lnherHance ..The Vemricle class provides a
nice example of the inheritance mechanism. It
'!
i l<Wltican easily be seen from the mathematical
model that four out of ten attributes are
~
calculated in a way which is different from
..
the calculation for the Lump class. The
calculation procedures for these attributes are
redefined compared with the declaration in
the lump class, while other model
components are left intact (i.e. used as they
are, defining the superclass (e.g. lump class)) .
.In the same way tnree new input flows and
two attributes are defined. Other classes are
··............................................................................................··
derived in a similar way (i.e. ventricle, lungs,
Figure 5: Physbe model class hierarchy
Aorta and Vena Cava) . The class hierarchy of
1the Physbe model in the OOSlim language is
depicted in FigUJ"'e 5. Classes in the grey area of Figure 5 are provided by the language runtime, others are
application specific and therefore developed by the user. The lnnerCycle and Physbe classes are discussed later
on in the model topology section.

l

Model topology plays an important role if one decomposes a large model into smaller components. However all
components must be joined together to behave as one unit. Model topology therefore defines the graph
components and the relationships among them (i.e. the means by which they exchange information). In our
example (Figure 5), there are two topology classes (i.e. lnnerCycle and Physbe). Each class consists of two
sections: the block and graph sections. The block section defines which components compose the submodel and
it optionally declares their initial values. The graph section defines how components exchange values.

Summary
Divide and conquer and component reuse are the common rational rules used in solving complex technical
problems. Dynamic system modelling techniques and associated modelling and simulation tools represent areas
where such an approval can certainly be justified. The object-oriented approach offers currently the highest level
of modularization and component reuse. However many recently developed tools that have been proclaimed as
00 do not satisfy all the requirements for 'being truly object-oriented.
The 00 Physbe (OOPhysbe) benchmark for evaluation of the characteristics of 00 DSSLs is proposed. The
OOPhysbe benchmark was selected because it is complex enough to justify the usage of all the 00 mechanisms
(i .e. classes, inheritance , modularization) . If a given DSSL fails with the OOPhysbe benchmark model. it also
fails to comply with the 00 approach and therefore is not object or,iented.
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Abstrad . The model of the human arterial blood flow presented in this paper is based more on physiological and physical facts rather than using heuristic assumptions or substitute models (i.e. compartment
models, spring models, . .. ). In general this model uses a 1-1 mapping to represent the arterial network
on the basis of many small flow models, each consisting of a system of first order partial differential
equations. Those systems describe the hemodynamics of the human arterial blood fl ow in just one vessel
segment in a quasi one-dimensional way. Therefore it is possible to gain detailed results in any part
of the network and to extend the model by adding vessels to the network. Hence the model a llows to
investigate the hydraulic and hydrodynamic effects of a variety of diseases, not only valvular defects but
also local and global arteriosclerosis, different kinds of arrhythmia, stenoses and occlusions of vessels,
and other diseases of the cardiovascular system.

Introduction
In human medicine modelling and simulation is limited by the complexity of the investigated biological
process and by the difficulties of gaining data for an individual patient (2). The first problem - the
complexity of the process - complicates the distinction between parts that must be included in the
model a nd those that are negligible. Therefore in medical modelling a combination of black and white box
models are used very often. The second problem - the limited availability of data - sometimes requires
a down sizing of to9 complex models to smaller ones in order to simplify the parameter identification
process. But also the necessity of in-vivo measurements, which are very complicated in most cases, allows
only a few measurements and those are often imprecise.
Nevertheless this model is a step away from traditional
heuristic substitute models towards a description based on
reference node
physical and physiological concepts [3, 4] . Those physiological facts are the motivation for the identification of the
arterial system with a pipe network. Every segment of an
artery between two ramification points is represented by a
pipe and every ramification point by a hydraulic node. In
the case of no flow the arteries have a cylindrical shape
and blood is lost through the walls. Furthermore it is assumed that t he arteries are hydraulic smooth, a nd they are
fixed against longitudinal stretching. It is also assumed that
blood in larger vessels behaves like a Newtonian fluid.
In order to avoid the problem of determining the amount
of blood flowing off at some node, a special concept of fictitious arteries is used. The model is extended by new (fictitious) arteries added to the network to collect the blood
t
at an addit ional (collect ing) node (see figure 1). All those
collecting node
arteries have t he same length but variable diameters, which
are used to regulate the resistance of other parts of the Figure 1: Representation of the arterial
arterial network and the resistance of the venous system. system as a pipe network including the ficFurthermore the microcirculation can be taken into consid- titious arteries
eration using this concept.

•

Model equations
T he blood flow in arte ries can be described in terms of the flow velocity V and the pressure head H.
In this case only the average velocity of the sectional ari>a and the average pressure head are necessary,
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because an one-dimensional model is used. Therefore V and H are functions of position x along the axis
of the artery and of time t '[6].
To obtain the one-dimensional continuity equation the conservation of mass is applied to a control
volume, which leads to
a2

+ VHx

Ht +-Vz
g

-Vsina

= 0,

(1)

where a is the wave speed, g is the gravity, and o is t.he angle between the artery axis and the horizontal.
It is important to notice that the wave speed is not a fixed parameter, but depends on the radius changes
due to the wall elasticity
a

(2)

aof(fJ,

(~)
(1-21n!!:...._JL(H
0 -z)).
R
Ro ao
2

=

2

(3)

The equation of motion for unsteady flow can be derived by applying Newton's Second Law to a
control volume of blood in the artery segment considering only the streamline direction which is parallel
to the axis of ithe segment.
(4)

where R is the radius of the vessel and A is the friction factor. The last term of (4) describes the influence
of the shear stress. Again notice that A and R depend on x and t.
The formulation of the continuity equation (1) must be extended by another relation, because it is
necessary to know the actual radius R of the artery in order to evalute the function F. The elasticity
model relates radius and pressure head as follows
.
R2
- 2 (H - z)
Ro

2

= 2ao- In -R + (Ho Ro

g

z) .

(5)

Actually this equation cannot be solved for R symbolically, but by applying implicit differentiation the
first terms of the Taylor sum can be calculated
R

= Ro + R , (Ho) (H R'(Ho)
.

= -~

Ho)+

R"(Ho)
2
(H - Ho)
2

+ ...

Ro

2Ho-z- ~
g

(6)

1 Ro(3Ho - 3z - 5!!.IC.)
9
R"(H ) - .
o - 4 (Ho - z - ~ )3
g

which permits a good approximation, because the relation of pressure and radius is mainly linear.

Solution method
The method of characteristics is used to develop a solution algorithm for the model equations. This
method transforms the two partial differential equations into two sets of ordinary differential equations,
which are called the characteristic equations [5].
g dH
d~'
V1 VJ A g , .
c + : ~.dt + dt + 2 i ) - ~ hm Q
{ dx

dt

c~

:

=

1/

_ [!_ rlH
a dt
{ dx
dt

=V

= 0

+a

+ dV + i~vp + [!_ Vsin a
dt

2D

- a
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a

(7)
= 0

The equations ~~ = V ± a describe the curves in the x-t-plane. Along those curves the ordinary
differential equations of V and H are valid. At the intersection points of the characteristics both can be
solved for V and H.
The solution of the characteristic equations can be approximated by discretisation of the problem
and solving it on a x-t-grid. For that purpose the artery segment is divided into N identically of length
t.x, and the points are numbered from x 0 to XN- The second dimension of the grid - the time axis - is
also divided into sections, but different intersections are possible. The time step from the trline to the
tJ+1-line is t.ti wide.

X;. 1

x,

X;• J

Figure 2: x-t-grid for the approximated solution
For solving the equations on the grid (see figure 2), V and H, which are given at the segmentation
points, have to be interpolated at the points A and B. To calculate the velocity V; ,i+l and the pressure
head Hi ,J+l at the upper middle point, finite differences along the char acteristics are used.
It is important to recognize the limitation in the seiection of the grid-mesh ratio. If the time step 6.tj
is increased too much, the points A and B will be outside of the range from Xi- t to x;+l, especially at
the boundaries the points would lie outside the artery. So for a fixed segmentation the time increment
is limited by the Courant condition

6.t <
6.x
- max(a + IVD

(8)

When combining several a rteries, as it is done for a network, it is necessary to choose an uniform
time step for the whole network, thus the equations at the connections can be evaluated simultaneously.
Hence the Courant condition must hold for a ll arteries in a network.

Results
The model equations are solved on a rough overall model of the human a rterial system consisting of
about 150 artery segments (see figure 3(a)). The body is in an upright position as it is shown in the
figure, which causes the hydrostatic pressure to affect 1the pulse.
There are two air chambers added to the aorta, one near the heart, the other near the bifurcation.
Wave speed is set between 6 m/s at the heart and 14 m/s in peripheral arteries in the feet and hands,
which means a high elasticity of the vessels - normal values for persons at young ages.
The pulse curves (see figure 3(b)) show all important qualitative and q uantitative characteristics as
measured arterial pressure curves described in r elevant literature. Both pulse curves recorded in the
aorta have a strong pressure increase at the begin of the systole , a little dicrotic notch, and a slow
decrease of the pressure during the diastole. The pressure curves in the leg have a second peak due to
the reflection at the closed valve and the amplitude is about double that in the aor ta. fvleasuring the
pulse in the upper arm shows a blood pressure of about 128 mmHg (sys.) - 70 mmHg (dia.), which
seems a very r ealistic [1].

Summary
The model of the human arterial blood flow presented in this paper allows to investigate the hydraulic a nd
hydrodynamic effects of the pulse propagation in a large vessel network based 011 a physical description.
So an overall reaction as \veil as local effects of different diseases in the human arterial system can be
observed.
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Figure 3: Simulation experiments on a real arterial system
In fact of the high complexity of the h.uman arteri al system the parameter identification for an
individual patient is very difficult. Nevertheless it is possible to do genera l investigation on standardized
network data in order to study the effects of different kinds of treatment and operation methods.
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A WEB-BASED COURSE ON MODELLING AND SIMULATION THE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH
Reinhard Gahleltner, Werner Haas, Kurt Schlacher
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Johannes Kepler University of Linz
AltenbergerstraBe 69, A-4040 Linz
reinhard[werner][kurtj@regpro.mechatronik.uni-linz.ac.at

Abstract.
This paper presents some outcomes of an EU-Project called RichODL (Enriching open
distance learning by knowledge sharing for collaborative computer-based modelling and simulation). O ne
goal is to build up an internet based course on modelling and simulation of dynamical systems. Further ,
we present some tools, which support the user of the course within the course environment in modelling
and simulation. Finally a short introduction to the theoretical background is given.

Introduction
The internet is getting more and more influence to many areas of our live. For exa mples in research
(online-journals, online-libraries, ... ), business (internet-shopping, tele-banking, ...),entertainment (chat,
audio or video on demand, ... ) and finally education (tele-leaming, web based training, ... ) to mentio n
only a few.
In reference to the last point, we are on the way of setting upa pilot course on modelling and simulation
of dynamical systems. The pilot course which, we are d eveloping together with some partner universities
across Europe, and all the knowledge-s haring infrastructure and software tools will be freely accessible
via standard web browsers.
User I
local environment
Userl
local environment

:

·
User n
local environment

Knowledge Base
sec figure 2

~

~
Intemet

ocal Environment
n user computers:
Web-browser,
Maple, Matlab,
Java, ...

Server
Web- Server
of a partner

Simulation Tools
Dynast
Matlab

User· Support
answer to
questions,
testing, ...

Figure l; Usage o f the online-course.
The course will be embedded into a virtual university environment to allow for assigning the course
content and structure to each user individually in a way best s uited to their needs, interests and preceding
preparation. For this, the curriculum of the course is divided into educational units which can be arranged
in a very flexible way. Beside the theoretical units w hich explain all the necessary basics, a very important
part of the course are examples. There are many solved examples which the user can go through step by
step, and a number o f unsolved examples for practicing and self evaluation - see Figure 1 and 2.
T he main target groups of the pilot course are regular on-campus and distance education st udents
wishing to complement the traditional engineering courses, practising engineers seeking education and
training to upgrade their qualification in their job or to start a new carrier, and teachers of engineering
schools needing to upgrade the courses they teach. Also engineers in industry with some knowledge in
mechanics, electromagnetics and mechatronics are targeted by this course.
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Figure 2: Overview over the course material in the knowledge ba.<ie .

Course Environment
One very important part of the course is the possibility for a user to set up and solve own examples.
For that some software packages (Java enab'led browser, Matlab (4}, Maple [5]) are needed on the local
computer. Further, the user is supported with software tools for the derivation of the mathematical
models in a symbolic way, generation of simulation code (link to Dynast [3] and Matlab/ Simulink) and
simulation. These tools can be loaded form our RichODL page [2]. Some other utilities (knowledge base,
examples, remote simulation. tools, ... ) are available for online use - see figure 1 and also [3] , [7].
Modelling of a dynamical system
Mechanical system

Electrical system

Electromechanical system

Derivation of
kinetic and potential energy
Lagrangian function
Rayleigh tential

Derivat,ion of
inductive energy
capacitive energy
power quantities

Derivation of
mechanical energy
electrical energy
extended Lagrangian

Derivation of the equations o0f motion 'based on above fun ctions

Figure 3: Modelling process for electromechanical systems.
We have developed tools in Maple V, that give aid in generating the desired energy a nd potential
functions, and there are functions for deriving the equations of motion in a fully automatic way - see
Figure 3. The implicit second order differential equations from the previous step are t hen converted to
Automatic generation
Local simulation
Symbolic
~ ~ o f the C-code S-function ~
of the system
for simulation
d~rivation
with Matlab/Simulink
with Matlab/Simulink
of the
equations of
motion
Automatic generation
Remote simulation
of the system
of the code
via internet
::::>
with Maple 1::::::>
for simulation
at CTU Prague
with Dynast
with Dynast

~

,.,

,'--'

Visualization
and
interpretetion
of the
simulation
results

Figure 4: How to run the modelling and simulation.
a system of explicit first order differential equations of the form x = f (x , u ) if this is possible. Another
set of functions generate ready-to-use C-Code (the so-called S-function) for simulation in Simulink or
simulation-code for Dynast. Finally the simulation can be done in two ways - see Figure 4. First, for
local simulation on the desktop computer Simulink can be used and from this all its standard tools and
toolboxes are available. The second possibility is remote simulation wi th Dynast. A simulation request
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is sent with a special HTML-page from a standard web browser to the Dynast server in Prague [l], and
the results come back and are displayed within the browser. The visualization of the results can be done
in form of diagrams in standard HTML-pages or within .Java-applets.

Modelling of Electromechanical Systems
The topic of our modules is modelling of electromechanical systems with lumped parameters based on
an energy approach. 'The first step in analyzing an electromechanical system by a conservation of energy
approach is to reduce the system containing electromechanical coupling terms to a minimum. To do this,
separate out all purely electrical parts and all purely mechanical parts of the system including losses. We
suppose that the electrical network consists of n inductances L, k capacitors C, and static elements S
(resistors, sources). Moreover, the currents ii,i El=. through the inductances and the voltages u;,i EC
along the capacitors are the electrical coordinates. Networks which satisfy this property are called simple
- :[6]. The separation procedure results in the general conservative electromechanical coupling network

---2..

-'·
Electncal
Nerwor·k:

1~

!u.
Coupling

_g

_g
Mecl>anical

l~

Network:

-2,:.
f q,

Network

Figure 5: Simplification of electromechanical systems.
in Figure 5 with electrical and mechanical terminal pairs. So, it is possible to consider each mechanical
terminal pair individually to find the generalized force due to the electromechanical coupling. Let us
define the generalized force Qf as the force applied to the ith mechanical coordinate by the coupling
network. Q; can be found by considering that an arbitrary placement dqi of the ith generalized mechanical
coordinate during the time dt takes place. All other mechanical coordinates are fixed and the electrical
coordinates may change in accordance to t he internal constraints due to the electrical network. During
the displacement the conservation of energy must hold. which leads to the generalized electromechanical
coupling force Q'f applied to the ith terminal either by the magnetic field or by the electrical field

Q~ =

ii,·-· ,in

8Wj,.
0Qi

I

w;,, =

with
I

n

j L: w; (i~, ... ,i~;qJ, ... ,qtn)

di;

0,. .. ,0 i=l

Q~

=ow:
Oq;

I

l

with

W,:'

=

J LQi (u~, ... ,u; ;q1, ...

U1, ... ,ul

l

0,. .. ,0

i=l

(1)
,qm)du:.

w:n and weu are called the total magnetic coenergy of all inductances and the total electrical coenergy
of all capacitances, respectively. The associated flux linkages and charges are denoted by 7/,J and q,
respectively. The prime indicates the variable of integration. Finally, the equations of motion of the
mechanical part have the form
d ()£"x

{)£ex

()pR

aq,

aq,

- - - - + - = Q·1
dt

aq;

Vi,

L""'

'

= T + wue + Wi

tn

- V•

(2)

with the extended Lagrangian Lex, the total dissipated mechanical power pR related to a Rayleigh
function, the generalized external forces Q; , and the set of generalized mechanical coordinates (q 1 , •.. , qm)
- see [6). Moreover, the equations of motion of the electrical part have t he form

~!_W" 1 +!.__ (Pc+ pi)= 0
dt oi;
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ai;

'
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_L

(3)

with

w;1 :: w: + w~.

The power quantities pC' pL' pu and P' are given by

pC (ui. ... , u1; i1,. .. , in)= L:ui,

pL

c

P' (uli··· ,u1; i1

1 •••

(u1 ,. .. , u1; ii, ... , in) = L:ui,
L

pi(u1

,in)= l:P'(u),

s

1 ...

(4)

,u1;ii, ... ,in)= L:Pi(i)

s

and the are expres.5ed in terms of the generalized electrical coordinates. The power quantities pu (u) and
P 1(i) are defined for static elements S such that the relations

!pu(u)=i,

a .

&iP'(i) = u

and

pu (u)

+ p i(i) = ui

(5)

are met. In the equations (4) arise the restrictions, which are given from Kirchhoff's laws. The following
simple example illustrates the approach. The system consists of a capacitor realized by two plates, one
R
u

Figure 6: Example of an electromechanical system.
is fixed and the other is movable but attached to a spring - see Figure 6. The generalized coordinates
are the position x at the equilibrium of the plate and the voltage uc along the capacitor. Further, the
capacitance is given as C(x) = k /x. The energy and power terms can be calculated as

wu - ku~

2

(u-uc) R
1 2
pR=O, pL =0, pu = ~---'--,
= -cx
e 2x '
2
'
2
2
which determines the extended Lagrangian ux and finally the equations of motion

w;,. = o,

dv

mdt

+

1
T= -mv2

ku~
x +cx=O,
2 2

V

k d
kuc
;;dtuc-"'7'"v-(u-uc)R=0,

dx

dt =v.

(6)

(7)

Summary and Outlook
We have presented a survey of an online course in the internet and also some tools which we have developed
for that purpose. In a next step we will embed the material into a virtual university environment and
give a pilot course to a group of students. On the other hand we are working to improve the software
tools and to enable remote simulation also with Matlab/Simulink via a suitable Java-interface.
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A WEB-BASED COURSE ON MODELING AND SIMULATION
-THE MULTIPOLE APPROACH
H. Mann 1
Czech Technical University in Prague
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Abstract. This contribution outlines the part of a web-based pilot course on modeling and simulation of
multidisciplinary engineering systems focused on the multipole approach to system modeling. Once formed,
multipole models of real system modules can be reused to fonn complete models of complex systems in a kit!,ike way based on mere inspection of the systems without the need for any equation formulation or graph
construct,ion. The multipoles can be characterized by a multipole model of the internal structure of the related
module, by equations or by measured data. The course is supported by a remote simulation engine and a
knowl edge-sharing toolset. The simulation engine not only solves the equations representing the system
models, but also formulates them automatically.

Introduction
Only few engineering schools introduced modeling and simulation as a distinct topic and gave their students
an opportunity to deal with real-life problems. Professors often assume that simulation is just a matter of
routine utilizing a ready-made software package and that this activity requires only reading the package
manual. As they consider this uninteresting academically, many of them still have had no personal experience
in simulation that they could share with their students.
In some universities, courses on modeling and simulation are given to engineering students by
mathematicians. Such courses usually address only pan of the problem, as the mathematicians are mostly
interested only in the equations resulting from modeling without questioning their validity. In addition,
mathematically oriented faculty members, elated over the beauty of infinitesimal calculus, often overemphasize .analytical methods for solving the equations in a closed-form by means of symbolic manipulations.
Using this approach, only small linear and a handful of special nonlinear differential equations can be solved.
That leaves out the vast majority of engineering problems.
The equations practicing engineers are faced with. are not well defined, their accuracy is uncenain, and
engineers do not have enough time (and qualification) to investigate them thoroughly. An engineer needs to
investigate various modifications of his dynamic-system model by formulating and solving many sets of
equations in a very limited time. instead of the ' best' numeri·cal method for each particular set of equations, he
prefers a method that is sufficiently robust and applicable to a large variety of equations.
One might expect that modeling and simulation is a topic covered fully in control-engineering courses. A
closer look reveals, however, that the courses are usually concerned only about 'functional models' suitable
for control synthesis. Such models are very approximate as their complexity is constrained by the capability of
the available control-synthesis methods. Expressions describing the functional models are usually formulated
'by hand' and evaluated using block-diagram oriented software tools like Simulink, for example.
But control synthesis makes just one step in the engineering design procedures applied to real-life systems
in the industrial environment. Within these procedures. the control-synthesis outcomes must be verified and
revised in an iterative way using system prototypes. The industry tends to replace the construction of real
prototypes and their experimental v·erification by less expensive and time-consuming 'virtual prototyping'
based on simulation experiments. The virtual prototypes in the form of 'physical models' must mimic
dynamic behavior of the designed systems much more realistically than the functional models suited to control
design and any block-diagram oriented tools are insufficient for this task.
Many engineers in large industrial organizations are very compe·t ent in the field of virtual prototyping.
Unfortunately, they very rarely publish their knowledge. Newcomers in large organizations can fill the gaps in
their education and training by learning from old-timers. but those working in small enterprises have to
struggle on their own. To help them, a web-based course on modeling and simulation of multidisciplinary
engineering systems is developed within the two-year EU Socrates ODL project [ 1].
1

This research was done as a pa11 of the Socrates ODL Transnational Cooperation Project No. 56057-CP-198- l-CZ-ODL-ODL.
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Multipole modeling
Virtual prototyping requires appropriate computational methods and software tools capable not only of solving
equation characterizing the physical models, but also of formulating them based on the physical laws
governing energy interactions in the modeled systems. Besides this, virtual prototyping requires a Wlified
multidisciplinary approach to physical modeling as the modem machines, instruments and other engineering
systems employ simultaneously mechanical, electrical. fluid, control. and other components coming from
diverse engineer,ing disciplines. Using block diagrams for physical modeling is too laborious, time consuming
and error prone. Before a computer can be used to analyze the block diagram the equations must be formed
' by hand' first, and the corresponding block diagram must be constructed, 'by hand' again. In addition, the
block-diagram approach is impeded by the 'causality', ' algebraic loop', 'change-of-the-order' and other
problems.
Output

(b)
l n1PUI
syn chro

(d)

(c}

Figure 1: Multipole model of a multidisciplinary system.
Modeling of a dynamic system is based on the system reticulation, or space discretization. The system
under study is considered as decomposed into a number of real subsystems or system mod11les. The dynamic
bel1avior of a real system is govemed by the flow, storage. and interchange of various forms of energy among
the system modules and between the modul es and the system surroundings. In order to specify the module
interactions in a rigorous way, we should consider each module separated from the other system modules and
from the system surroundings in the system by a closed real or imaginary surface. Tills mod11/e bo11ndary
should be chosen in such a way that it completely encircles the module without cutting into the boundary of
any other module. Fig. I a shov,·s an example of a multidisciplinary system decomposed into modules
separated by closed curves denoting the module boundaries.
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ln general, to compute the total energy interaction of ·a module, we should integrate all the infinitesimal
energy flows all over its boundary surface. ln many practical cases, however, we can assume that the energy
interactions are constrained only to a limited number of regions in the boundary surface called energy entries.
These might be cross-sections of interconnecting electrical conductors. of pipes or ducts carrying a fluid, of
mechanical links or shafts, of heat-transferring contacts, etc. Fig. lb shows the boundaries of the modules
shown in Fig. 1a. The module energy entries are denoted there by small circles.
A further step taken in many practical applications is that the physical quantities across the region of each
energy entry is approximated to be uniform. That is, the quantities are assumed to have bulk average values
over the energy entry in the boundary. As a result, the energy flow through each entry is approximated by the
product of two bulk physical quantities - power variables - associated with the entry. They complement each
other in the sense that one of them in each pair is always a through variable, while the other one is an across
variable. The ,criterion for determining whether a certain physical quantity is either a through or an across
variable can be based unambiguously on the way in which it can be directly measured.
To explain this point more clearly, Fig. I c shows the modul e boundaries from Fig. lb detached. The
int,eractions between module energy entries are denoted there by ideal connections. To measure through
variables between entries (like electrical currents, forces, volume tlows, entropy flow rates, etc.), their ideal
connection must be replaced by an appropriate measuring instrument. The across variables of the entries (like
electrical voltages, velocities, pressures, temperatures, etc.) should be measw·ed by instruments connected
between the entries and the related references (like the absolute frame, electrical ground, open-space pressure,
zero temperature, etc.).
Multipoles are module models resulting from the space discretization based on the approximations outlined
above. Fig. I c can be considered as an example of a multipole diagram of the dynamic system shown in Fig.
la. The small circles denote there multipole poles. Let us assume that the j-th pole of an n-pole N is associated
with the pole-across variab'le v1 and v.ith the pole-through variable i1 oriented towards N, j = 1. 2. .... n Then
these 2n pole variables of N are interrelated by the following four postulates.
I.

Postulate ofpower intake

II.

n

n

L Vjij=O
j =1
Ill.

Postulate of continuity

Postulate of compatibility

I iJ=O
j ::: 1
IV.

j , k = l, 2, ... , n
where vjk is the across variable ofthej-pole with
respect to the k-th pole of N

Constit11vity p ostulate

f(v,i,t) = O
where f( . ) is an n-dimensional functional , v and i is
an n-dimensional vector of pole-across and polethrough varia bles of N , respectively

If the poles A and B are interconnected by an ideal connection as shown in Fig. 1d, the pole variables of the
poles are constrained by the following two relations

These relations introduced by the interconnections as well as the postulates I through III are independent of
the constituti ve relation of N. As a result, the multipo1e approach is of the following advantages:
•

system models can be formed in a kit-like way based on mere inspection of the real systems model(s)
for each module can be developed debugged, runed up and validated once for ever and then reused any
time if needed

,.

this job can be done for each module by an expe11 in the related field

•

each model can be represented using a different approach suiting best to the related engineering
disci pline or applications, i.e. by a multipole model of the module internal structure, by equations of
various fo1ms, or by measured data
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'•

for a given module, models of different modeling abstraction and ideal ization can be easily replaced
one by another

•

the model of a module can be easily replaced by a model of another similar module (e.g., model of a
rotational hydraulic motor by a model of an electrical motor)

Remot,e simulation
T he course learners can solve their problems using the DYNAST package implemented on a server at CTU
Prague and accessible via the Internet [2]. The dynamic systems under investigation can be characterised by a
multipole physical model, by a set of nonlinear algebro-differential equations in a natural textual form, by a
block diagram (with any number of 'algebraic loops'), or by a combination of these three approaches. Block
and multipole diagrams can be submitted using a schematic capture editor implemented in the form of a Java
applet. For an even more comfortable approach, DYNAST use r's environment can be downloaded from the
server [2J.

Knowledge sharing
As mentioned already, in large industrial or research organisations engineers can learn from each other in an
informal way - or in other words - by organisational learning. This ca n be defined as a process by which
knowledge, that is created or made explicit during work o n tasks, is captured, structw-ed, maintained, and
evolved so it can be accessed and delivered when needed to infonn future tasks. In the field of modeling and
simulation of multidisciplinary engineering systems, the project should give a similar opportunity to those
outside large organisations. A conceptual fram ework for organizational learning based on communication via
hypermedia enriched by knowledge sharing enhance s the course to reuse previous problem solutions and
capture new solutions.
The knowledge sharing toolset is developed by the Knowledge Media Institute of the Open University,
U.K. The kernel of the toolset is formed by a ' case memory' which is a server supporting capturing,
structuring and maintaining knowledge created during work on tasks. T he students are given an access to the
case memory content to support their learning. The underlying knowledge models serve to detennine which
items in the memory are relevant to their problem. A reasoning mechanism interprets and tailors the selected
knowledge to relate it to the student's current task. This knowledge is actively delivered and presented to the
student in a way enhancing the student's learning process. Errors in the solution submitted by the student are
recognised by a critiquing tool. Consequently, the students can learn from (a ) the store of previously solved
problems, (b) from the oit her students in a current group, (c} from the corrections to the errors they made. The
solution produced by a student based upon this ' learning by working' mechanism is in tum fed back into the
case memory, and after a m emory reorganisation, it is stored tht!re for future re-use.
Students are able to communic ate v.~th the server via WWW using 'enriched presentations', i.e., by
hypermedia underlined by knowledge. Any common WWW browser can be used for this pllJ1lose as the client
tool is implemented in the form of a Java script. This al'lows for embedding the communication directly into
the WWW pages of the ' virtual university' learning envirorunent, which is used also for the delivery of the
conventional pat1 of the course. The course material is di vided into learning units so that - thanks to the virtual
uni versity option - the course content and structure could be assigned indi vidually to each student in a fle xible
way best suited to their needs, interests, and prior experience.
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OPTIMIZATION OF FEED RATE PROFILES IN FED-BATCH
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Abstract . Unstructured models prove to be an ·efficient tool for (model-based) bioreactor optimization,
monitoring, and control. In this contribution we present several approaches for the input design problem
for experiment(s) aimed at parameter estimation of an unstructured microbial growth model. The
volumetric substrate feed rate into a fed-batch bioreactor is selected as the control input to be optimized
with respect to a criterion which quantifies the best attainable parameter estimation quality. It is
shown that this optimal control problem must be solved by (i) parameterization of the feed rate-time
profile, and subsequently, (ii) parametric optimization of the resulting functional structure (of the feed
rate-time profile). As such, the optimal control problem is reduced to a finite dimensional nonlinear
optimization problem. A comparison is made between two approaches. In the first (heuristic) approach,
the exploitation of prior knowledge on the optimal feed rate profile for process performance leads to
optimal control solutions by the optimization of only two degrees of freedom. In the second (purely
numerical) approach, optimal control solutions are obtained by the parametric optimization of steps or
ramps feed rate profiles. Deterministic, stochastic , and hybrid (deterministic-stochastic) programming
codes have been used to solve the latter parametric optimization problem.

Introduction
This paper deals with experiment design aimed at parameter estimation for an unstructured model
describing the growth of a single microbial species on one limiting substrate. It is assumed that the model
structure is correct. Hence, the system identification problem is reduced to the problem of estimation
of the parameters from experimental data. Often experimental data sets do not contain the pertinent
information needed for high quality estimation of the kinetic coefficients which typically leads to low
accuracies a nd high correlations associated with the estimates. Careful experiment> design is needed
to improve the parameter estimation quality. In this paper, the optimal experiment design problem is
formulated as an optimal control problem. Two control parameterization strategies have been established
for solving this optimal control problem (which cannot be solved by an indirect solution procedure).
Apart from the heuristic approach which has been introduced elsewhere [5) , a purely numerical approach
is considered in which piecewise constant or piecewise linear control profiles are considered for parametric
optimization.

Mathematical model for fed-batch bioreactor
Bioprocesses in which one biomass is growing on one limiting substrate in a perfectly mixed fed-bat.eh
bioreactor can be described by the following set of differential equations:
dCs
dt
dCx
dt
d\I

dt

:::

-a(Cs) Cx

:::

µ(Cs) Cx

=

Fin
+ V

(Cs.in -Cs

v

F;n

C

x

F;n

)

with Cx(O)
with V(O)

X(O)

= V(O)
= V. Cs,in

(1)

Cs,in - Cs(O)

with Cs the concentration of substrate (S denotes the absolute substrate amount), Cx the biomass
concentration (X denotes the bioma8s amount) , \/ the volume of the liquid phase, Cs,in the substrate
concentration in the influent , F;n [L/h] the volumetric feed rate, V. the initial volume without substrate,
a [g/g DW h] the (overall) specific substrate consumption rate andµ [l / h) the (overall) specific growth
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rate. Note that the initial substrate amount is obtained by supplying a substrate solution with the
concentration Cs.in· The rates a and µ are defined as follows:
1
a(Cs) = Yx;sµ(C s)

+ rn

Cs
µ(Cs )= µm Kp +Cs+ C~/Ki

and

(2)

with Yx;s the biomass on substrate yield coefficient, m the (overall) specific maintenance demand,
Kp the parameter indicating how fast the optimum for the specific growth rate µ is r eached, and K;
the inhibition parameter. The non-monotonic expression for the specific growth rate µ -see right-hand
expr,ession in (2)- is known a.s the Haldane growth law. The parameters, operation conditions , and initial
conditions used during simulations are listed below (where u.d. denotes user-defined).
µ.m

Kp
K;

2.1
10
0.1

[1/h)
[g/L)

m

0.29

(g/g DW h)

Yx; s

0.47

(g DW/g)

500
1

fg/L)

10

[g/ L]
[L/h]
[L)

X(O)

10.5

S(O)

u.d .
7

v.

[g DW/h]
[g]
[L]

For calculation of the weighting matrix Qin the information matrix (as defined in (3)) following covariances of the measurement errors of the substrate concentration Cs and the biomass concentration Cx
are used:
= l · 10-2 g2 / L2 and
= 6.25 · 10- 4 g2 /L2.

abs

ab...-

Optimal control problem statement
When considering the substrate feed r ate into a fed-batch bioreactor as the control input u , the experiment design problem for parameter estimation can be formulated as the following o ptimal control
problem: find an admissible history of the feed rate u(:: F 1n)(t) minimizing a scalar fun ction of the
F.isher in/ormation matrix:
min scal(:F) with :F
u(t)EU

~ lof't

( aoy (t)I
P

)
Po

T

Q (

~ (t)I

vp

) dt

(3)

Po

In this case, the output vector yT is defined as [Cs Cx ) and the vector of parameters to be estimated
pT as [Kp K 1] (see (2)). The third kinetic coefficient µm is assumed to be known. The weighting matrix
Q is the inverse of the covariance matrix for the zero-mean gaussian white measurement noise. The
matrix
8p contains the model output sensitivities evaluated along the nominal o utput. trajectories
y 0 • Apart from the dynamic constraints imposed by the state equations in (1) , the admissible regions
,l' and U for the states and the input respectively are defined as:

oy /

X: Vt E [O,t1J.i

= 1,2,3: Xi(t) 2'. 0

/\ U :Vt E [O , t1): 0 ~ u{t) ~

VMAX

(4)

As a case study the minimization of the condition number of the information matrix :F - known as
modified E-optimal design, see e.g., (3]- is aimed at:

...,- /:,.A( )

seal (r}

=

:F

= Ama:r(:F)
Amin (:F)

.
with

.

.

>. an eigenvalue of the matnx :F

(5)

The mo tivation for chasing this criterion in t his study is twofold.
1. The mi nimum of the modified E-cost is known exactly. By definition the minimum of the condit ion
number of the matrix :F equals unity. The prior knowledge of the minimum of the cost (5) is in particular
interesting when evaluating the optimization results o btained. When the cost equals unity the solution
corresponds to a global minimum, i.e., it is an optimal control solution.
2. The crit erio n can geometrically be interpreted. A value of unity for the cost (5) corresponds to circular
lines of constant identification fun ctional Ji (6) values in the parameter plane:
.J1(p)

rt1

~lo (y(p, t) - Ym (t))TQ{y(p, t) - Ym(t))dt

(6)

in whic:h Ym is the vector of measured outputs and y(p) is the vector of model predictions by using the
parameter vector p. Since the optimal experiment design methodology basically relies on a linearization
of the identification functional JI around a nominal parameter set p 0 , the minimum of the modified
E-cost (5) implies that in the neighborhood of the nominal set p 0 a complete decorrelation between the
parameter estimates is achieved (for more details reference is made to, e.g. , [3]).
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Solution procedures for the optimal control problem
In recent literature on dynamic optimization, two dasses of methods for solving optimal control problems
are distinguished (apart from the dynamic programming methodologies).
Indirect approach of the optimal control problem. Indirect approaches exploit the necessary
conditions of Pontryagin (minimum principle) to yield a Two Point Boundary Value Problem (TPBVP)
[2]. This principle starts from the fact that in general a cost function can be written as the sum of
(i) a scalar algebraic function of the final state vector and the final time (terminal cost), and (ii) an
integral of a scalar function of the state vector, the control vector, and time (integral cost). The scalar
cost functions of the matrix :F in the optimal control problem under study (3) are linear or nonlinear
combinations of the matrix elements in :F. Furthermore, these matrix elements are integrals over time.
By consequence, the objective function scal(:F) can only be written as an integral cost when it is a linear
combination of these matrix elements. Observe this is not the case for the modified E-cost defined by
(5). Nevertheless, the scalar functions in (3) can all be formulated as terminal costs. However, they
are non-differentiable since the integrands of the matrix elements in :F are nonlinear combinations of
the sensitivity functions for which no analytical expressions are available. Consequently, the optimal
experiment design problem cannot be converted into a TPBVP, i.e ., this problem cannot be solved
- neither analytically, nor numerically- by this indirect optimal control solution approach.
Direct approach of the optimal control problem. In the direct approaches the original problem is
transformed into a nonlinear programming problem, either using control parameterization, or complete
(control and state) parameterization. In this section we consider two solution procedures via control
parameterization. The infinite dimensional dynamic optimization problem is reduced to a finite dimensional problem by the following consecutive steps: (i) definition of the structure of the input-time profile
as an assembly of -preferably, simple basis- functions, and (ii) parametric optimization of this structure.
Heuristic approach. This approach is extensively elaborated in [5], and relies on the following Conjecture: A feed rate strategy which is optimal in the sense of process performance, is an excellent starting
point for feed rate optimization with respect to estimation of those parameters with large influence upon
process performance. The control input is constructed based on prior knowledge and theoretical analysis
of the optimai feed rate profile for process performance. For several feed rate strategies constructed
as such the parametric optimization of the corresponding two degrees of freedom results in complete
decorrelation of the parameter estimates as quantified by the (a priori known) minimum value of 1 for
the modified £ -design cost (5), i.e., these feed rate profiles are optimal control solutions (in the sense
of Pontryagin's minimum principle). This approach can be classified as a direct approach. However, by
the heuristically motivated choice of particular basis functions, the search space is considerably reduced.
Numerical approach with extensive control parome.t erization. The original optimal control
problem (5) is transformed into a nonlinear programming problem via approximation of the control profiles by a finite family of relatively simple basis functions. By refining the parameterization the optimal
control solution can be approximated better and better. As such, the optimal control problem can be
solved in a pure numerical way. In this case study both piecewise constant and piecewise linear feed rate
profiles have been optimized with respect to the cost function (5). T he durations of the time intervals
are considered as additional free control parameters. The problem is first implemented with the gOPT
deterministic dynamic optimization code [4J . This procedure shows slow convergence and a considerable
sensitivity to the initialization of the control input. Therefore, also stochastic and hybrid (deterministicstochastic) programming codes are evaluated [l]. The Hybrid Method for Dynamic Optimization (HyMDO)
combines the key elements of a stochastic and a deterministic method, taking advantage of their complementary features. Firstly, the stochastic method ICR'S/DS (lntegrated Controlled Random Search for
Dynamic Systems) is used to locate the vicinity of the global solution [l]. Secondly, this information
is used to initialize gDPT. In other applications, such as, optimization of chemical reactors, the hybrid
method proves to be superior - computationally and with respect to the cost value- to the purely deterministic or purely stochastic optimization. However, in this case study, the hybrid method shows no
considerable benefit compared to the stochastic optimization method ICRS/DS. Even when starting at
a solution which is quasi-optimal, the CPU-time for the gOPT optimization is unexpectedly high. As
with the heuristic approach, different optimal control solutions are obtained depending on the imposed
constraints, and this by all three optimization methods .
Simulation results. Three (of the multiple} optimal control solutions -with the corresponding cost
(5) equal to 1- obtained by the heuristic and by the purely numerical approach are depicted in F igure 1.
1. The heu1·istic profile has two degrees of freedom for optimization with respect to the cost (5), namely,
(i) the initial substrate concentration Cs(O) (optimal value equal to 38.40 g/L), and (ii) the setpoint
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value for the substrate concentration in a final feeding phase (optimal value equal to 0.95 g/L). When
the heuristic profile is applied t he experiment is finished when the maximum volume VMAX is reached.
2. The graphically represented purely numerical results are obtained by the stochastic method (ICRS/DS)
under the assumptions that {i) the initial concentration Cs(O) and the final time t1 are fixed at the value
of the optimal heuristically constructed feed rate profile (see above), and (ii) t he final volume V ( t 1 ) is
free but not greater than its maximum value VMAX .
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Figure 1: Feed rate (left plot) and substrate concentration (right plot) for an optimal heuristic solution (dasheddotted line) and two optimal numerical solutions (dashed line: 8 ramps, full line: 16 steps).

Conclusions
In this paper we compared several strategies for solving the optimal control problem aimed at uncorrelated parameter estimation. The heuristic approach has been elaborated in previous work [5]. For
the numerical approach, a stochastic program code is most suitable as it converges fast to an optimal
solution, independently of the initially chosen input profile. This study points out that when using
simple basis functions (without prior knowledge on the structure of t he solution) also multiple optimal
control solutions are ·o btained, i.e., similar as with the heuristic approach, a multimodality of the optimal
control solution with respect to the modified E-design cost (5) is observed. Further, the purely numerical
solutions are very similar to the heuristically obtained solutions when imposing well-specified constraints
(Figure I). On the one nand, the multimodality may be the reason (apart from the non-smoothness
of the problem) for the slow (or non-) convergence of the deterministic optimization algorithm. On
the other, it allows to select one unique identification experiment out of the available optimal control
solutions by taking into account other features as model validity and practical feasibility.
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AbstracL This paper focuses on nonlinear model !'eduction by timescale separation through singular
perturbation to obtain slow and fast reduced order models. We used a model system with one biomass species
and one substrate species with Monod kinetics to study reduction of continuous bioprocess systems. Applying an
analytical scaling procedure was successful to bring the model system into the required so-called standard form
for several operating conditions and subsequently derive reduced models for the fast and slow time scales. The
results provide a mathematically and physkaUy sound basis for order reduction of the continuous bioprocess
model s·tlldicd and a starting point for further model reduction studies through singular perturbation.

Introdu.ctio.n
Reduced order models are required for several important tasks. In control, they allow for reduced controller
complexity and reduced computational requirements. Singular perturbation is a reduction approach based on
timescale separation into fast and slow states and is especially suited for reduction of systems exhibiting multiple
timescales. Moreover, singular perturbation theory provides the formal basis for application of quasi steady state
assumptions that are a common tool ·to obtain reduced ·o rder models lhrough neglect of fast dynamics.
A bioprocess model of a chemostat with one biomass speciies and one substrate species with Monod kinetics
is used as a model system. This system was reduced with singular perturbation in [ l ], however without a firm
motivation. The study in this paper provides such a firm motivation. For model reduction by singular
perturbation, the model must be brought into the so-called standard fonn. This is usually the most difficult part
in the reduction, especially for nonlinear systems, and this is the focus of this paper. The model system studied is
brought into standard form for several operating conditions, and reduced order models are d erived. To obtain this
result 'i n a systematic way, an analytical scaling procedure is applied that was suggested in [3].
The paper is or.g anised .a s follows. The theory section introduces singular perturbation theory and the scaling
procedure. 'T hen die model system is described, followed by results and conclusions.

Singular perturbation theory and analytical scaling procedure
Let tl\e system be described by n+m equations in state-space notation

x = f (x,z, u, t,&) ,
Ei =g(x,z, u, t,E)'

x(t 0 ) = x 0 , x e Rn, u e RP
z( lo)

=Zo,Z ER m.

( la)
(lb)

with 1:>0 a small scalar, the so-called perturbation parameter. Then for E-+0 the order reduces to n, because
substituting a root zi =fJi (x, ii, t) of the equation 0 = g(x,z, u, t,O) in (lb) yields a reduced model:
~ = f(x.~(x, u, t),IT, t,O) =f(X, u,t) , x(t 0 ) = x 0 ,

(2)

which describes the slow dynamics of 1the system, also referred to as the outer system, or quasi steady state.
Model ( 1) is in the so-called s·tandard fonn if and only if in a doma,in of interest, the equation 0 = g(x,z, u, t,0)

has ile l distin,ct rea:l roots zi = 4'i (x, ii, t), i = 1,2, .. ,k. The quasi st·eady state x(t ) is a uniform approximation of
x(t), that is, x(t) =x(t) + O(e) holds for all te [lo.

tc),

including to as it can start from Xo. The quasi steady state

z(t) however is not free to start from 2-0, and the approximation Z:( t) =z(t) + 0 (&) can be expected to hold only
on an interval t e (8, tcl. with 8>to. During an initial interval [l-0,8) (the so-called boundary layer, or pre-steadystate), the original variable z approaches
The substitution t r =t/ & ("stretching" the initial time) converts ( 1)
into a set of equations describing the fast dynamics of the system, the boundary layer or inner system (3).

z.

dz
dtr

• =z -z(to)
_
= g<xo , •z(tr +z_< t 0 ) ,0 , t 0 >,z(O)
0
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(3)

z-

The solution to dtis problem provides a boundary layer 'correction lenn i =
z which is used in a possible
approximation z= z(t) + z(tr) +0(&), valid for te[to, t.]. Thus. singular perturbation theoiy allows us to treat
slow and fasl dynamics separately with reduced models for both timescales.
If a model to be reduced exhibits multiple timescales and is in the standard form, it is relatively
straightforward to apply the order reduction as described above. Commonly, however, models are in nonstandard fonn and in those cases, before the reduction can be applied they must be brought into standard form, if
this is possible. A useful strategy to bring the model into standard fonn is to search for a (perturbation)
parameter that is small relative to ,the ot!her parameters. Typically, th!is is done through scaling of the equations.
(21 gives scaling examples, including using dimensionless parameter groups, parameter scaling and state scaling.
However, no systematic procedure is provided, and it was conduded that scaling requires considerable a priori
knowledge. [JI proposes a more systematic procedure, based on analytic scaling which was applied successfully
to analyse and test the Quasi Steady State Assumption (QSSA) that underlies Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The
procedure is based cm nondimensionalization of the model equations and is outlined as follows.
Derive analytical es-timates for slow and fas·t timescales •rand '•·
Test on the necessary cond.ition for t-imescale mul.tiplicity, namely that •r << -t, holds.
Test on the necessary condition dlat the error in the :slow state during the pre-steady-state is small.
For both tirnescales, choose an appropriate state scaling and derive dimensionless, scaled equations; this step
should yield the standard fonn and the corresponding pertwbation parameter.
5. Reduce the model.

l.
2.
3.
4.

The analytic scaling procedure is applied to the model system described in the next section.

Model system
A simple chemostat with one biomass and one substrate is used to test the analytic scaling procedure. After the
description of the system, some analytical relationships are presented and different cases that are discussed in the
next sections are indicated.
ln a completely stirred tank reactor, biomass X grows on a single substrate S (the arrow in the formula
denotes an autocatalytic reaction).

s S

x

The r·e actor is shown schematically in Figure 1.
F, Sin

~

Figure 1: Chemostat with biomass growth on one substrate
Fm this system, assllming Monod kinetics the model equations write:

.

s

. .

s

X= µ - - X -DX S = -k1 µ - - X -DS +DS·"'
K+S
'
K +S

(4)

The dimension.less parameters defined for this system are the dimensionless residence time • • and the Mo nod
nwnber, Mo. For the system to be viable, no washout must occur so there is a lower limit to the dimensionless
residence time (5).
•

µ

-r =-

o'

K
Mo= - . ' -r .._,
Sm

:,n=_µ_ =l +Mo

(5)

DlllAx

The steady state concentrations and the ratio SIX in steady state written as a function of the dimensionless
parameters i and Mo are:

DK
(µ-D)} .

Upon linearization in a

sta~e

Seo=

DK
(µ - D)

S"" =-1 {
Mo
}
X 00 k1 1:* - 1- Mo

x={X, S} with u=D, the 1.inearized system (7) is obtained with eigenvalues (8).
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(6)

l [siJ

_e_-D
µKX 2
.
K+S
(K+S)
x=
x+
-kl_e_ -kl µKX -D
K+S
(K+S) 2

r

0

_

1

(7)

u

.11.12 - -

D

•-

'

D

+µ

S(S+K)-k1XK
(S+K) 2

(8)

Starting point in ,the subsequent timescale analysis is the conjecture that occurrence of multiple timescales is
associated willh a large conoerntration difference between 't he state variables, the fast dynamics being associated
with the state variable with the smaUest value. Three ,cases are distinguished as indicated in Table 1 and briefly
explained below.
'fable l : Cases distin~ished
Case
Ratio S.JX,,
S<<X
I
2
S<< X
S <<X
3
1
:

in timescale analysis; for e'..'Elanation, see text
Condition for ••
Other condition
1:. >> l
Mo<<l
~· >> l
Mo::::: 1
~·>0(2) 1
Mo<<l

"Big O" stands for "order of magnitude"; for a formal definition sec (2)

From (6), we see that SIX is low when Mo is very small or i very large. Case I and 2: When 1:. is very large,
substra~e conversion is abnost complete and biomass produced is only slowly withdrawn. At high feed substrate
,c oncen,t ration Sin (smaJl 1Monod, Case 1), the concentration difference is larger at a given residence time than at
lower Sin, because the biomass concentration is higher whilst the substrate concentration remains unchanged
(Case 2). Case 3: At moderate dilution rate, but far from washout, which is expressed by the condition~· > 0(2),
the ratio SIX 1can still be smaU when the feed concentrat,ion is very high (small Monod). For typical values
representing ,the different cases, the ratio SJX,,, and th-e ratio of the eigenvalues are given in Table 2. Equations
(6) and (8) wer;.e used, with the following parameter values: µ=4, K=20, k 1=1.5.
Table 2: Ratio

S~

and ratio of eigenvalues for different cases

. .S.~~.........~~.....................~?.................?.8-...............'!::!(>:1...................'.\L............... ~.L.................
I
2
3

20
20
3

0.04
0.4
0.04

0 .0032
0 .0323
0.0306

0.0022
0 .0226
0 .0306

0.2
0.2
l.33

90
8.8
43.5

The results indicate that the supposed relationship between the ratio SJX,,, and the ratio of eigenvalues holds
indeed. In the next sections, the cases are analysed according to Table 1.

R ,e su lts
1

First Case 1 and Case 2 are considered. Scaling is performed employing estimates based on the analytical
solutions of the eigenvalues of the system, which leads to tile standard form.
1. Est,irnate timescailes. In Case l and 2, the large ei.genvalue of (8) can be approximated as follows, because
X>> S, S<<K, µ>>D (because••>> 1) and X:::::S;,,/k1 :

1.. 2 =-D+µ

-k 1XK +S(S+K)
(S + K) 2

::::-D-µ

k 1XK
(S + K) 2

µ
µ
::::-0--:::::-Mo
Mo

(9)

The fast timescale and the slow timescale are scaled with the time constants, which are reciprocal to the real
parts of the eigenvalues.
(10)

lFt·µ/Mo , t.,=t·D
2. Test on timescale multiplicity. For the QSSA to be valid,
holds under the assumptions made
Mo/µ << l/D,

or

~·/Mo>> l

1:t<<~,

must hold, so we have condition (11), which
(11)

3. Test on smallness of error on the initial condition for the slow state during the pre-steady-state. The relative
error in the slow state is approximated with (12).
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l~x ::::-~xl
1
Xo dt

Xo

·•r

(12)

max

For the model system, we have ·wMo/µ for the fast time scale. Assuming that So and Xo are in the same order
of magnitude as S., and X., respectively the error is approximated by the estimate ( 13), which is small indeed.

I~
X0

I

I

I

0
Mo µ--D
So
:::: µ -S- D ·-::::
K + S0
µ
K

I

I·-=
Mo S -~
· o =O(E)
µ
Sin
i:
0

(13)

4. For timescales. choose state scaHng and derive scaled equations and {try to) find perturbation parameter. The
states a.-e scaled with their approximate steady state values, so that the resulting dimensionless state variables
are both 0(1). Substitution of scaled variables x=X·k1/S;,, and s=S·i/K and for the slow time scale t.= t·D
yields:
dx
D-=
dt 8

sKt·c*

µ

•x

-Ox

(14a)

K+sK/1:

D dsK/'t•

-k 1µ

dt 5

sK/i:•

Sin

K

k1

l

* x--Ds-.+DSin

K +sK/1:

(14b)

Dividing (14a) and (l4b) by D, multiplying numerator and denominator of the Monod term by K, using
Mo=K/S"' and introduc.jng l!i as a perturbation parameter yields the outer equations (15) which are easily seen
to be in standard form.

s
--x
l+ES

-x

(15a)

ds
s
l
l
E-= - - - X - - E S + dt5
l +Es• Mo
Mo

(15b)

The substitution tF t·µ/Mo gives the iMer equations (16).
dx
dtr

s

EMo(--x
l+ES

(16a)

- x)

s

ds

(16b)

= - - - . X-EMO s+l
dtr
) +ES

Thus the timescale estimation and knowledge of scaling of the variables enables a scaling of the variables which
in tum has led to successful selection of a perturbation parameter l/i:", as -c >> 1, so that &<< l.
In Case 3, scaling also leads to the stand<Ud fonn and to sekct,ion of a perturbation parameter. Here, S<<K no
longer holds, because S=O(K) and s=S/K is used for scaling. The standard form is obtained after some
manipulations, with Mo as a pertutbation parameter.
0

0

Conclusions
A systematic scaling procedure was successfully applied to transform a continuous bioprocess model into the socalled standard form, which is required for application of singular perturbations to obtain slow and fast model
reduced order models. The results provide a mathematically and physically sound basis to apply model order
reduction through singular perturbation to the model studied. The scaling procedure constitutes a starting point
for further model reduction studies of bioprocess model and other models by singular perturbations.
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Abstract
An algorithm has been deveiloped 1~0 analyse the propa,g ation of uncertainties during microbial growth processes.
Variability on the model parameters was incorporated in the growth model of Baranyi, and a perturbation algorithm
for the computation of the mean and variance of the microbial 'load has been developed and implemented. The
algorithm is based on the computation of the propagation of an infinitesimal perturbation on the (stochastic) growth
parameters. Mean va'l ues and variances of the microbial load are then easily evaluated. The efficiency of the
perturbation algorithm has been compared to that of a Mont'e Carlo ailgorithm. It was shown that the former is
much faster than the latiter. Also, the results obtaii ned with boVh algorithms are comparable. Simulations indicate
that stochastic fl:uctuations of the growth parameters may cause a cons iderable level of uncertainty in the microbial
load.
1

1

Introduction
The objective in food processing is to reduce microbial spoilage and to ensure good quality and microbiological
safety ofe11d products towards the consumers. In order to quantify the risk of a consumer's infection, until now most
of the microbial tests are post factum analyses. As measurements are tedious and time-consuming, it is important to
be able to rely on appropriate microbjal growth simulation tools for an accurate prediction of the transient course of
the microbial load inside a food product during the whole production process. Most of these tools are mainly based
on deterministic ma~hematical models which are developed in the field of predictive microbiology [4 ). It is assumed
'1hat the grnw~h parameters and the initial and process conditions are accurately known. The predicted microbial
load at a certain time instance is, therefore, fuUy deterministic. Unfortunately, because of their biological nature,
the model p.a rameters may vary considerably between and within different product samples. In real operation mode
a lso the process conditions are subjected to unpredictable random tluctu.ations. As a consequence, the microbial
load is also random and shou·ld be considered as a stochastic variabl·e characterised by its statistical characteristics
such as the mean value, variance and probability density function. 'T his results in a variable product safety, and
possi bly end products with microbial loads which are beyond the acceptable threshold. A proper food process
design and ri sk ana1lysis should tak·e thiis variability into account (2], [4]. The objective of this paper was to
investigate the effect of random parameter uncertainties on the predicted microbial load based on the growth model
of Baranyi 1[1] by means of a perturbation algorithm.
1

Incorporation of uncertainty in tb:e growth mod,el of Baranyi
Accordin g to Baranyi [ 1]. microbial growth und er dynamic environmental conditions can be described by means
of the following non linear system of ordinary differential .e quations

d
dt y(t' p)
y(to, p)

where
y = [ n

=

qr

f=[

1 - exp(n - nmax)
IJ.max------1 + exp(-q)

p=[

71
,0

nmax

tJ.max

, ]T

tJ.max

f(y(t' p) , p)

(I)

Yo(P)

(2)

r

YO= (

no qo

r

qo =In [exp(A tJ.max) -

1)- 1

(3)

A

with n the Neperian logarithm of the microbial load [ln(CFU/mL)], q the Neperian logarithm of the intracellular
physiological state [-], no the Neperian logarithm of the initial microbial load [ln(CFU/mL)]. qo the Neperian
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logarithm of the initial intracellular physiological state[-]. nmu the Neperian logarithm of the maximal microbial
load [ln(CFU/mL)], Jlmu the maximum specific growth rate [ 1/h], }.. the lag phase [h]. t the time [h] and to the
initial time [h]. For the research conducted in this paper, the microbial growth will be considered under static
environmental conditions, e .g ., the process conditions are considered to be constant (temperature, pH, ... ).
The model of Baranyi is deterministic in the sense that the transient course of the microbial load is entirely
predetermined by the initial growth conditions (no, qo) and the exact knowledge of the model parameter set p.
Unfortunately, in food microbiology practice, it is known that the initial conditions can vary considerably [2].
Furthermore, biological variability inherentlly causes variability on the estimated model parameters p. The concept
of random variables can be used to init roduce this variability in the Baranyi model. It is assumed here that the
parameter set p consist of random variables characterised by a muHivariate probability function fp with mean p
and covariance matrix V p,p·

Monte Carlo Method
Because of the uncertainty on the Baranyi growth model parameters, the model outputs will be uncertain as well
and should be considered as stochastic variables together with their statistical characteristics such as the mean
value, variance and probability density function.
By measuring the microbial load of specific organisms in a large number of product samples under static
conditions and by performing some statistical analyses on the measurements, the transient course of the microbial
load can be tracked and described in a statistical way. This obviously represents a considerable experimental effort.
A straightforward statistical approach to the solution of microbial growth models with random parameters is the
Monte Carlo method. In this method a sample of the random parameter set p is generated on the computer and the
corresponding growth model is numericalily solved. This procedure is repeated several times and finally the mean
values and variances, but also higher order moments, can be estimat ed using common statistical techniques.
Major drawbacks ,o f the Monte Car lo method are the large number of repetitive simulations necessary to obtain
an acceptable level of accuracy and the fact that the stochastic parameter set p must be completely specified in a
probabilistic sense.
1

1

Perturbation Method
An alternative algorithm for the computations of the mean values and variances of the microbial load is based on a
probabilistic perturbation scheme of the Baranyi growth model (1-2). Hereto the state vector y and system function
f are expanded into a first order Taylor series

p) +

8
[a py(r, p) ] 6p

y(t ' p)

y(r.

((y, p)

f(y(t, j)), p) +

(4)

[ aa/Cy(r . j)). p)] [ aal(r. p)] 6p + [ aap f(y(1. p). ii>
] 6p

where the Jacobians in Eqs (4-5) are evaluated using the mean parameter set p =
Eq ( 1-2) and re-ordening terms restilts in the following systems

d
dty(t, j))

:r [

J

aap y(r , p)

=

f(y(t , j)), j))

=

[:/<YU.

j)), j))

p.

(5)

Substitution of Eqs (4-5) in

(6)

J[:P y(1. ii)J+ [ aap f(y(t. i>). p)J

(7)

with initial conditions
y(to . j))

[aapy(ro. ITT

J

=

(8)

Yo(p)

-- [01

a~o ]

oo

(9)

(}).

Applying the mean value operator Eon Eq (4 ) yields

y = E (y(t, p)) =
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y(t, j))

(10)

which means that a first order approximation of the mean mi,c robial load and the physiological state can be obtained
by solving the deterministic Baranyi gmwth model using the mean value parameter set p = p.
'The covariance matrix at an arbitrary time t can be computed as follows
(11)

AppHcation to the microbial .g rowth of E. co.I i .K12
The developed perturbation algorithm was impl1emented .in MA1LAB (The Math Works Inc. , Natick, Massachusetts)
and applied to compute the uncertainty propagation under static conditions for the microbial growth of E. coli K 12.
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Figure 1: Mean and variance of the microbial load for E. coli K/2. line: Monte Carlo I 00000 runs ; o: First order
penurbaition method; V: Monte Carlo 10000 runs; +: Monte Carlo 1000 runs; *: Monte Carlo l 00 runs; o : Monte
Carlo 10 runs.
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Figure 2: Confidence intervals of the m[crobial load for E. coli K/2. o : data points obtained by measurements;
mean microbial load n (line) and n ± 2un (-)computed by means of the perturbation algorithm
The results obtained by means of the first order perturbation method were compared with these obtained by
the Monte Carlo method . The model parameters were considered 1to be nonnal distributed from which the mean
values p and the covariance matrix V p.p were extt-acted from previous research [3].

p=

[ 7.52

21.85

1.78

1·05 ]

T

0.23
-0.0021
; v p .p =
0.0093
[
0.16

-0.0021
0.0093
0.19 -0.0072
-0.0072
0.0097
-0.0110
0.027

0.16 ]
-0.0110
0.027
0.1763

(12)

In Figure I the time course of the mean and varianc e of the microbial load are shown. For the mean tran sient
c ourse of the microbial load, there is a good agreement between the results obtained with the perturbation method
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and these obtained with several Monte Carlo methods. For the computation of the variance of the microbial load,
there is a good agreement be1tween the perturbation method and Monte Carlo methods with large number of runs.
This indicates that a large number of Monte Carlo runs is required to obtain sufficiently accurate results, especially
when the computation of variances is considered. It is clear ithat the variance of the microbial load changes with
time and that it remains significant during the whole growth process. The variance related to the initial conditions
fades out and after some time the effect of the variance of the other random parameters becomes apparent. This
may be important for food process design because the uncertainty of the microbial growth parameters can cause a
considerable level of uncertainty on the effect of the food process and the safety of end products. In Figure 2 the
measurement data points and the (n ± 2an) intervals for correlated growth parameters are shown. The intervals can
be considered as a sort of 95% confidence intervals. ln Table 1 the timing results (CPU). the approximate number
of floating point operations (FLOPS) and the relative CPU time (REL) for the different algorithms and stochastic
models ace summarized. The relative CPU time is defined as 1the required CPU time divided by the CPU time to
solve d1e equivalent deterrninstic problem. The perturbation me thod executes clearly faster as compared to the
Monte Carlo methods.
1

1

Table l: CPU time (s) for the uncertainty propagation analysis of microbial growth processes with random variable
model parameters. CPU: execution time.; FLOPS: number of floating point operations; REL: relative CPU time.
Algorithm
First order :perturbation
Monlte Carlo 100000 runs
Monte Carlo 10000 runs

CPU
2
30309
3031

FLOPS
2.7 10:.
3.2 109
3.2 108

REL
1.3
21805
2i80

Algorithm
Monte Car.lo 1000 runs
Mon1te Cado 100 runs
Monte Carlo 10 runs

CPU
303
30
3

FLOPS
3.2 10 '
3.3 106
3.1 10 5

REL
218
21.8
2.3

Conclusions
Food process performance in terms of safety end products is usually quoted or designed based on deterministic
microbia'l growth models in which the model parameters need 1to be accurately known. Because of the inevitable
random natur·e of the microbia1lgrowth process, variability on the microbial growth parameters was introduced in the
model of Baranyi. A first order perturbation algorithm for microbial growth with stochastic model parameters has
been proposed and implemented. The stochastic model parameters were considered to be of the random variable
type.. Bas·e. d on simulations of growth of E. coli Kl2 it was shown that the perturbation method is a powerful
alternative to the Monte Carlo method. Also, random variable fluctuations of the growth parameters may cause
considerable uncertainties in the time co11rse of the microbial load inside processed food products.
1
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SIMULATION OF A BIO PROCESS FOR OPERATORS' TRAINING
M.N. Pons, F. Parmentier, J.P. Corriou, M. llaklouti
Laboratoire des Sciences du Genie Chimique, CNRS-ENSIC-fNPL
I, rue Grandville, BP 451 , F-54001 Nancy cedex, France
Abstract. A complete bioprocess (baker's yeast production), including the control loops for temperature, pH and
dissolved oxygen, has been modeled and simulated in three different environments (FORTRAN,
Matlab/Simulink and WinSim) to offer a training platform for operators.

Introduction.
Bioprocesses are characterized by the use of living micro-organisms that require a well-balanced environment in
terms of medium composition, pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, etc. This is obtained by a set of control loops
that are highly interconnected. It has also to be noticed that bioprocesses are essentially non-linear systems: this
is due to the non linear nature of the metabolism as well as to the mode of operation (batch or fed-batch). ln
industry, most of the controllers are Pls, normally valid for linear systems. As a consequence of the specificity of
bioprocesses constant optimal controller settings cannot be found for the entire duration of a fermentation run:
they should be updated either manually by the operators or automatically, when some model of the bioprocess is
available. It has to be acknowledged that this is not often the case in industry.
The mastering of the controls by operators necessitates a training that can be long when realized on real
fermentations, as many of them last several days. To improve this training in terms of time and cost, a complete
simulator of the bioprocess can be proposed.
The simulation of the process is based on the combination of various models, describing the hydrodynamics
of the vessel, the (bio)chemical reactions, the thermodynamics and the control devices (sensors, valves, pumps,
controllers). This contribution describes the development of a baker's yeast production simu lator in a well-stirred
reactor taking into consideration the different control loops.

Process description.
Baker's yeast is growing on a carbon substrate (sugar S) in presence of oxygen, of a nitrogen source and of
different minerals (sources of P, S, Ca, Na, Mg, K, etc.). Simultaneously metabolites such as ethanol, carbon
dioxide and acetic acid are produced. The behavior of this yeast with respect to carbon sources is complex: if
sugar is in exce ss (~ 0.1 g/I), the yeast will grow and produce mainly ethanol(£) and C0 2 (metabolic state X 1). If
the sugar concentration lays in the range 0 - 0.1 g/I, the yeast will essentially grow and produce C0 2 (metabolic
state X1 ). If no sugar is available, the yeast can consume ethanol in presence of oxygen (metabolic state X 3) .
Acetic acid (A c), which is always produced in small amounts, is known to inhibit the growth above a certain
concentration [ 1].
An optimal yeast production is obtained when the cell is maintained in the metabolic state Xi. as ethanol
production is then minimized. Temperature and pH have to be maintained at optimal values: 32°C and 4.2
respectively. Dissolved oxygen should not be limiting. To optimize the productivity, the process is generally
operated fedbatchwise, by addition of sugar and mineral salts. A typical process with a jacketed reactor and the
different control loops is presented in Figure I.
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Figure I: Fermentation process
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Modelling.
Bioreactions. The model proposed by Rajab (2) is used. The cell will adapt its metabolism in function of the
substrate concentrations and along its life can be found in any metabolic state. The change from one metabolic
state to another is not instantaneous but is reversible. The total biomass (X) is the sum of t he biomass in the three
metabolic states: X = X 1 + X 2 + X1 . The growth is described for each metabolic state by the following equations
(Monod's type) (for sake of simplicity, the limitation effects of mineral salts have been omitted here):

= µmax 1

S

-

s

For X,: '.rt

.

I
·

02
•

. K gl + s I+ Acr I K al K 02 + 02

·X1

l
02
For X2. 'x2 - µmax 2
·
·
·X2
· K gl + S I+ Acr /Kai Ka 2 + 0 2

ForX3:r.r3 =µmaxJ(

'

1
02
E
+q>
Acr
)·
Kc3 +£
Ke3 +Acr l+Ac7 /K 03 Ka 2 +0 2

·X 3 withq>=lif£~10-6 g/landq>=

0 otherwise. The maximal growth rates (µmax.,) are function of pH and temperature. The transition rates are given
by:

'i-+3

= k13X1

E

+E

·(I - S+ S),

' 2-+3

= ki3X2

E

Sent
Keq23 + E
The production rates of metabolites and the consumption rates of substrates and mineral salts [3] are deduced
from the growth rates by using constant yields.
Hydrodynamics. The reactor is supposed to be well mixed. The variation of volume due to the feeding of
sugar, mineral salts and pH reagent is taken into consideration.
Heat transfer. The reactor temperature is controlled by a circulation of hot and/or cold water in the jacket or
by the circulation of cold water heated by an electrical resistance. The heat balance takes into account the jacket
and the reactor, as well as the effect of agitation (aerated power).
Q!:!: The culture medium can contain various ions: NH/, cations such as Ca 2+ , Na2+ , K+, anions such as
chloride, sulfate, acetate, carbonate, bicarbonate, phosphate. etc .. The pH calculation method proposed by Pons
et al. [4] has been adopted.
Gas phase: Mass balances are necessary to determine the molar fraction of oxygen and C0 2 in the off-gas as
well as the dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations. Various classical correlations are used to
estimate the non-aerated and aerated powers and the oxygen transfer coefficient. The total pressure in the vessel
is taken into account.
K,,qt3

Controllers.
PI-type controllers with anti-windup have been selected. For temperature, the manipulated variable is either the
percentage of opening of the hot water valve, the total water flow rate in the jacket being constant (hot I cold
water case) or the electrical power when a n electrical resistance is used (constant cold water flow rate). The
dissolved oxygen control can be achieved by various combinations of the available manipulated variables: total
gas flow rate, fraction of oxygen in the aeration gas, pressure, stirring speed. Different control schemes can also
be proposed for pH: use of a unique reagent (base or acid depending upon the fermentation type) or of two
reagents. In the case of baker's yeast, pH is naturally decreasing as nitrogen is incorporated into biomass for
growth. pH is often controlled by addition of pulses of a solution of ammonia when pH is lower than a given set
point. When two reagents are used, an on/off scheme with two set points or a dead-zone controller can be used.

Simulation environments.
Three different simulation environments have been used: FORTRAN-DVF, Matlab/Simulink and WinSim 3.0
(RSI, Montbonnot, France).
FORTRAN-Digital Visual Fortran 5.0 (Digital , Maynard, USA) was used by undergraduate stud ents for a
computer science project aimed at developing a bioprocess simulator. The main advantage here is to be able to
program exactly the equations defined previously but it can be difficult to build user-friendly interfaces.
Furthermore maintaining and improving the software are not easy tasks.
Matlab/Simulink offers a programming environment devoted to control studies. However, in the present case, the
flowsheet can be complex due to the number of interconnected blocks (over 50). Some pans have been
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programmed directly as S-functions. The plots of the different state variables with respect to time are easy to
obtain.
·
WinSim 3.0 is a dedicated software for the simulation of chemical processes under Windows for operators'
training. It contains a library of process units (distillation colunms, etc.) and controllers. New process units can
be defmed by the user under C++. Two toolboxes are available: a "Process diagrams" toolbox to define the
process (units, connections, pumps, valves, controllers, transmitters, alarms, etc) and a "M imics" toolbox to
build a man-machine interface and to control the simulated process. The interface (Figure 2) is very similar to
the one the operator will have in a plant control room. However the addition of new units requires a good
knowledge ofC++.

Figure 2: Win Sim 3 .0 operator interface

Results.
Figure 3 presents some curves obtained with the Matlab/Simulink environment for a fedbatch operation with a
constant sugar feed rate of 0. I l/h (concentration 300 g/I). The initial volume is 10 I. The dissolved oxygen is
controlled at 30% saturation by manipulation of the stirring speed (in the range 350 - 500 rpm). The inlet gas
flow rate increases linearly from 250 l/h to 500 Vh during the 10 hours of operation. At 5.5 hrs the maximal
stirring speed is reached and the dissolved oxygen cannot be controlled anymore at the desired setpoint. pH is
controlled at 4 .2 by addition of pulses of an ammonia solution. During the first four hours, glucose is above the
critical value of 0.1 g/l and the metabolic state X 1 is favored . Later, X 1 is favored. These results are very similar
to those which can be obtained in a real experiment.

Con clusions.
A complete baker's yeast process, that includes all the control loops that can be found on an actual fermentor, has
been modeled and simulated using three programming environments. The size of the problem makes
Matlab/Simulink somewhat cumbersome to use and the interface is not visual enough for operators' training. It
may be however used in classroom with students. WinSim is more adapted to operator training as the operator
can modify the settings (controllers, flow rates, setpoints) as on a real process and visualize the actual effects of
his/her actions, but it requires a good knowledge of C++ for development.
Work is going on to further develop the WinSim platform to facilitate the choice of contro l strategies and
simulate large-scale fermentors .
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Figure 3: Some of the plots obtained with the Matlab/Simulink environment
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to design a feedback control algorithm for the limiting substrate
Row rate u which forces the substrate concentration to a prespecified value C$ in a fed-batch microbial
growth process when non-monotonic kinetics apply. This type of control is applicable to a lot of industrial
fermentation processes, with the baker's yeast fermentation as a well known example. The specific
growth rate µ is assumed to be function of the substrate concentration only. A first approach exploits
the availability of on-line measurements of both the substrate and biomass concentrations. A second
approach is based on on-line measurements of the biomass concentration only. Noise on the on-line
measurements is taken into account.
Introduction
Due to inhibition or repression effects, a lot of microbial growth/production processes exhibit nonmonotonic kinetics (e.g., Haldane kinetics (1), Figure (1)). The feedback control algorithm derived in
this paper (i) overcomes the ambiguity induced by the non-unique relationship between the specific
growth rate µ and the substrate concentration Cs, and (ii) forces the substrate concentration C s to
a desired setpoint Cs starting from an arbitrary (initial) substrate concentration, even if only noisy
(but on-line) measurements of the biomass concentration are available. Different goals of the production
process are attained by selecting small or large setpoints for the substrate concentration. For example,
in the case of a baker's yeast fermentation a small setpoint favors biomass production while a large
setpoint favors ethanol production. In this paper we illustrate the controller design for a small setpoint
(Cs< Cs,µ)·

µ

=

{l)

In Expression (1) µm [1/h), K1 [g/L] and Kp [g/L] are
kinetic constants . In Figure (1)
and
represent.
the desired setpoint and its associated (undesired) value.
Cs,µ is the substrate concentration which maximizesµ .

Cs

0.01
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c~
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cs.. ·
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Figure 1: Haldane kinetics.

On-line measurements of Cs and Cx
• Optimal control
For a biomass production process in a fed-batch bioreactor following mass balance equations apply.
dCs
dt
dCx
dt
dV
dt

µ
+ m)Cx + V (Cs,in = -( yX/S
tL

tL

=

µCx -

=

u

vex

Cs)

(2)

with Cx and Cs [g/L] the biomass and substrate concentration in the reactor respectively, Cs,in [g/ L]
the (fixed) substrate concentration in the inftuent, V [L] the volume of the reactor, u [L/ h] t he flow rate,
µ (1/h] the specific growth rate (Equation (1)) , m [l/h] the specific maintenance coefficient and Yxis [-]
the yield coefficient of biomass on substrate.
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The optimal feed rate u• (in the sense of the minimum principle of Pontryagin) which maximizes the
final amount of biomass, is the following [3].
µ

(y- +m)Cx
V

X/ S

u*

(3)

Cs.in - Cs

This control law keeps the substrate concentration constant. The optimal choice of the substrate setpoint
is Cs,,. which maximizes the specific growth rate µ..

• ~eedbac'k linearizing control: on-line measurements of Cs and Cx
If substrate concentration and biomass concentration measurements are on-line available, the linearizing
control law (4) can be interpreted as the feedforward optimal control (3) plus feedback action (3].
(yµ
u

=

+ m)Cx ->.(Cs-C5)
V

X/ S

(4)

Cs,in -Cs

>. is a strictly positive tuning factor.
The closed loop dynamics of the substrate concentration Cs illustrate the convergence to the desired
setpoint c5:
d(Cs - C5)
dt

=

->.(Cs - Cs)

• Simulations
All simulations are performed using a continuous time process model and a discrete time control action
(~T = 1 min). Between two samples the controller is kept constant. In addition, the on-line measurements of Cs and Cx are assumed to be corrupted by {zero mean white) noise. The standard deviation
is set equal to std{Cx) = 0.25 g/L and std{Cs) = 0.5 g/L. The other simulation parameters are: >. =
10; Cs,in = 500 g/L; Yx;s= 0.5; m = 0.2.9 1/h; K1 = 1 g/L; Kp = 100 g/L; JJ.m = 2.1 1/h; Cs,,. :=
v'K1Kp = 10 g/L; Umaz = 1 L/h. The setpoint is selected as
= 5 g/L. As a result, its associated
a is equal to 20 g/L. The ability to reach the desired setpoint from different initial substrate
value
co ncentr~tions Cs (0) is illustrated in Figure (2).

Cs
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Time
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25

30

Time

Figure 2: Performance of Cs setpoint controller (4) for various initial substrate concentrations with c;, =
5 g/L. Left plot: substrate concentration profiles with respect to time. Right plot: biomass concentration
profiles with respect to time.

On-line measurements of Cx
In this section we assume that only on-line measurements of the biomass concentr ation Cx are available.
On-line estimates of the specific growth rate µ can then be supplied by a Cx-based µ.-observer (see
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[1]). In our research group, on-line measurements of the biomass concentration are provided by the
Monitor (BM 214-M, Aber Instruments LTD, Aberystwyth, UK, [2]). This in-situ monitor
relates the capacitance of the medium with the viable biomass concentration. The control objective is
reformulated from reaching a desired setpoint for the substrate concentration Cs to reaching a desired
setpoint for the specific growth rate µ•. Because of the non-monotonic behavior of the specific growth
rateµ as function of substrate concentration Cs, convergence to the associated value Cs a (instead of to
the desired set point c5) is now possible.
'

Biomass

(~ + m)Cx - >.(µ-µ"}
} X/ S

=

u

(5)

V

Cs,in -Cs

If Haldane kinetics (1) are assumed the closed loop dynamics of Cs become (>. > 0)

!!..(cs
- c5) =
dt

->.(µ - µ")

Clearly, convergence of the closed loop is determined by the sign of (KpK1 - CsCs)· In order to
compensate for the possibly negative sign of this factor and for convergence to the wrong {associated)
value Cs.a a final adaptation to control 11aw (5) is made by introducing a factor f which equals +1 or -1.
The improved algorithm can be summarized as follows.
1. Calculation of factor f.

c5 is smaller than or equal to Cs,µ., factor f is equal to +1. If however the specific
growth rate is smaller t han the desired setpoint µ• and decreasing, factor f switches to -1.

If the setpoint

If the setpoint c;, is larger than Cs,µ, factor f is equal to -1. If however the specific growth rate
is smaller than the desired setpoint µ • and decreasing, factor f switches to + 1.
2. Calculation of the flow rate u, based on estimated (jl(t)) and on-line measured (Cx,m(t)) values

(yµ
u

=

which is bounded by Umin (= 0) and

+ m)Cx,m

- >.J(fl.- µ")

X/S

V

(6)

Cs.in - Cs
'Umax ·

• Simulations
Again the control law is implemented in discrete time (.!lT = 1 min, which is a realistic value for
the abovementioned Biomass Monitor) with zero mean white noise (std(Cx) = 0.25) on the biomass
measurements. The performance of the controller is illustrated in Figure (3). For an initial substrate
concentration Cs(O) equal to 25 g/L (dashed line) the factor f is initialized at a value of +l since the
setpoint Cs ( = 5 g/L) is smaller than Cs,µ (= 10 g/L). The factor f switches to -1 because the estimated
specific growth rate µ. is smaller than the setpoint µ• and decreasing. f switches back to +l when µ
enters the .attracting region ofµ•. For an initial substrate concentration Cs(O) equal to 2.5 g/L (full
line) the factor f (initialized at a value of +l) does not (have to) switch because J1(t) always lies in the
region of attraction ofµ•.

Conclusions
In this paper a feedback control algorithm is derived which forces the substrate concentration to a
prespecified setpoint in fed-batch microbial growth processes with non-monotonic growth kinetics.
If (noisy) measurements of both the substrate concentration Cs and the biomass concentration Cx
are on-line available control law (4) (which is a feedback implementation of the optimal control law) has
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Figure 3: Performanoe ofµ setpoint controller (6) forµ•
µ(C5) = 0.081/h with Cs= 5 g/L for Cs(O)
= 2. 5 g/L (full line) and Cs(O) = 25 g/L (dashed line). Upper left plot: switch factor f. Upper right
plot: substrate conoentration Cs with respect to time. Lower left plot: specific growth rate µ (full line)
with respect to time and its estimateµ. (dashed line) for Cs(O) = 2.5 g/L. Lower right plot: µ(full line)
and jJ. (dashed line) for Cs(O) = 2.5 g/L.
excellent performance. With both state variables on-line available, convergence to the desired substrate
concentration setpoint is guaranteed in spite of the non-monotonic behavior of the specific growth rate.
fo the (more realistic) case that only (noisy) measurements of the biomass concentration Cx are
available, the non-monotonicity of the specific growth rate causes additional difficulties. These are
circumvented as follows. The specific growth rate is estimated on-line using the (on-line} biomass measurements. The control objective is reformulated from convergenoe to a desired substrate concentration
Cs to convergence to the oorresponding specific growth rateµ• = µ(C$). To prevent convergence to the
so-called associated substrate concentration Cs 11 , a switch factor f is introduced. By doing so, the control algorithm always forces the bioreactor stat~ to the region of attraction around the desired substrate
concentration c5.
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Abstract.
An original method is proposed to estimate 1
t he state of bioprocesses, by taking into account uncertainties and

noises on the system. Hence, a robust H ~ estimator is presented, where a perfonnance criterion associated to a
robust one, leads to solve a min-max problem. This estimator supposes to get a linear time variant model.
Therefore, we also propose to transform the general non linear model of bioprocesses into a time varying linear
one by using a physical property of the produced biomass rate, obtained from a simply inpuUoutput CSTR model.
The method is applied to the model of a fluidized bed r·e actor using anaerobic digestion, and simulation results
are discussed.

Introduction
This paper is aimed at proposing a robust H ~ estimator for a general dynamical nonlinear model of bioprocesses
([ l], [6]):
(I)
~· ( t) = K . p ( S, t ) + L. S(t) + F ( t)
where:
e
~ = [ ~ I ... ~ n ] is the State,
• K . p (~, t ) describes the kinetics of biochemical and microbiological reaction which are involved in the
reactor. K is the stoechiometric matrix and p(~ ,t) represents the biological reaction rates. We note µX(t) a
produced biomass rate.
·• L. ~ ( t) is a complex hydrodynamical model which describes the transport dynamics of the components
through the reactor. Lis a full matrix.
• F(t) is the vector ofliquid and gaseous inputs/outputs.
We suppose that the model describes at least •the biomass(es) evolution and the substrate(s) degradation. We need
to model the product(s) generation in ~he case where biomass(es) specific growth rates are not proportional.

Our motivation is to take into account uncertainties that we classify into 2 parts:
l. Uncertainties on the biological dynamics, due to the lack of knowledge on biological reaction rates and
due to some modeling simplification.
2. Noise measur·e ment and unmeasured disturbances.
A first approach consists in applying a linear transformation on the model (I) in order to obtain a linear model
which does not depend on biological dynamics ((IJ, (6)). This method provides good performances but it
supposes that no noise measurements exist and that the hydrodynamical model is exact.
Ainother approach is to design an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for the linearized model of (1 ). However, it is
quite difficult to tune an EKF for a bioprocess because of the lack of knowledge concerning noises on the system.
Furthermore, the hnearized modeI is valid only near an equilibrium point and the EKF may diverge if the system
is too far from this point. Last but not least, EKF may give biased estimates or even diverge if the initialization of
the observer is bad [2].
The approach we propose is to design an optima-I estimator for bioprocesses by taking into accounts uncertainties
described above. We suppose no a priori structure for th·e biological reaction rate, like in [I).

I. Modeling
Robust H ~ estimators only exist for a dass of non linear systems, like in [4], where one just consider
multiplicative uncertainties on the non linear function. Therefore, we propose to transform the non linear model
(1) in order to obtain a linear time varying model, where solutions to the problem of robust H _ filtering can be
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found [3]. Estimation of the specific growth rate without any knowledge of the bioprocess state is a complicated
problem. On the other hand, it appears quite easy to estimate the produced biomass rate µX (t), when exists a
measurement which is asymptotically proportional to the produced biomass rate.
Let us consider a typical example to illustrate how we can transform µX(t) into a time varying state without any
assumption on the structure of the specific growth rate µ. Indeed, in the case of a substrate transformation, the
dynamics can be written as following, by considering a CSTR model:
d s (t )
µ x (t )
(
)
(2)
-d- = + D . Si• ( t) - S (I)
_v I

t

where y 1 is the yield coefficient substrate/biomass, D is the dilution rate and S;0 is the input substrate
concemration.
Remark: In the case of a CSTR model, we have: L

=D.l, with 1 the identity matrix.

We define, for each operating point, the produced biomass rate by the following equation:
(3)
µX (1 + T) = y 1 .D.{S,. - S(t))
We just consider one sampling period T between the variation on the operating conditions and the response on
µX 0 , which is justified sinceµ X 0 is the asymptotically produced biomass rate.
The transient response µX, of the produced biomass rate ·c an be derived from the equilibrium produced rate µX 0
by the following model expressed in Laplace transfonn:
µX ,(s) = K. µX (s) + F(s). µX 0 (s)
(4)
The model of µX , can generally be expressed by the sum of 2 tenns: the first one describes the effects of the
operating conditions variations; the second one describes the transien•t response of µX, between 2 operating
points, and is expressed as a function of the new equilibrium point filter·e d by F(s).
The discrete-time model of the transient response of the produced biomass rate is obtained by performing the z
transform of (4). Hence, by combining eq. (3) and (4), we obtain:
1
µX,(k +I)= K.D.y,.(s;. - S(k)) + F,,.(z- 1 ).µX,(k)+ F••,,.cz- ) . µX .( k)
(5)
Remark: The strategy we propose for the transfonnation of the model (I) is valid whatever the equilibrium point.
For example, the washout point is reached with the condition: Si•
S ( k).
0

0

=

Uncertainties on the biological dynamics lead to variations on K and on the parameter(s) of the filter F. Noise
measurement is derived from •the knowledge of sensor uncertainties and an a priori uncertainty on the modeling
error is fixed. We also define uncertainties on the input flow rate, derived from the knowledge of the sensor
accuracy.
Thus, we are able to write the uncertain model of a bioprocess by increasing the number of states with the
dynamics of the produced biomass.rate (eq. 3 and S). Finally. we obtain a linear time varying (LTV) model:
~(k+l)=A, . ~(k)+B •. U(k)+6£*
(6)
where 11£ k is the tcnn describing uncertainties.
We have developed in our research team a non linear model for a fluidized bed bioreactor using anaerobic
digestion ([5]). This model has been validated on a experimental pilot and is expressed by the following system:

rdA;(I)

dX(t)

di =

1---=I dt

( µ ( 1 ) - k d ) X ( t ) and ~ dz; (I)

[

1-d~,-= 1ii

l dlC; (1)_

l

with

c;

=

µ (r).X(t )

dt

-

[

] [

+Ii)· A;(I)

)T + 1oi·Ainr

Yi
]

.[z; Cl)}

(7)

T

+ 1oi 2 inr

µ(t).X(t)[KH-2C02d

YtYz

1 ( )[

j+I;1.. IC;(t )
KH-COzd

)T +loi·/Cinr

[x, A;, Z;, JC,]. Signification of all par.arneters can be found in [S) or [6] .

We have applied the transformation we propose to this model, where the specific growth rate is described by an
Haldane law. The filter Fis modeled by a first order depending on the design parameter a:
µX,,(k

+ 1) =

y 1.D.(S;,. - S(kJ)

µX, (k +I)= K.D.y 1.(S,11

-

(8)

S(k)) + (1- aT). µX,(k) + (aT- K). µX 0 ( k)

The first term K. µX. ( k + t) represents the produced biomass rate which depends on the physico-chemical
equilibrium, considering as instantaneous. The second term describes the production rate dynamics as a function
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of µX (k) . The parameters a and K afe uncertain, depending of the magnitude of perturbations: a variation on a
means that the model used to described µX, is not ex.act, while a variation on K means an uncertainty on the
physico-chemical equilibrium (on pH. for ex.ample).
Thus, the non linear model (7) can be represented by the (LTV) one, with ~
X , µX 0 , µX , , A, • Z 1 , JC 1 JI
0
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We present simulation results for biomass and produced bi·omass rate for a substrate step from Sin= 0.11 mol.r
to 0.22 mol.r 1• We have considered the non linear model and the LTV model without uncertainties.
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Figure 1: Validation of the LTV model

II. Des.ign of robust H,., estimator
The robust estimator problem is to minimize the estimation error e for an entire family of possible plants, defined
from the nomi nal plant P and the uncertainties !!:,. . The vector r define all the input perturbations and
represents the uncertainty due to the estimation initialization.
TJ

~o - ~Ao

€

r

e

Figure 1: Robust estimation problem
The objective is to respect a performance criterion, provided the model perturbations !!:,. have bounded 12 norm:
•

performance criterion:

•

robust criterion:

llell 2

(1 0)

(11)

We incorporate the model perturbations into the performance criterion and we obtain ([3]):
SU

(r.17 ,~0!~~)t:O

He'll2+ .1~ 1 2

J =
2

- llrll

2

+l~f +!!~o il~. +ll~o -~·0112
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<

r

2

(12)

The solution to this minimization leads to define a min-max. problem, where we seek to minimize an objec tive
function with respect to the state estimate in the presence of the worst possible inputs and initial state:
2
2
2
2
(10)
2
m)n
1 3 =llell +11£11 - r (llrll + l el1 +
+
~

ma~.<;o

ll~oll:. l~o - ~-011:,-•)

r,TJ

One possible approach to solve this kind of problem comes from [3) in terms of 2 Riccati equations .
This robust H.. estimator is developed on the uncertain model of the fluidized bed bioreactor. The frequency
response of the estimator depends on the design parametery. Decreasing this parameter trades off nominal
performances in term of transfer function from noise to estimation error to provide robustness to disturbance and
plant modeling error. Indeed, this estimator is an ex.tension of estimator and Kalman filter. In the case where
r ~oo, one recovers the Kalman filter.
For our model, an observability study shows that the biomass is unobservable with the proposed model if we
don't measure it. Nevertheless, the biomass dynamics can be r,e construct in a second stage with all the others
states. The maximum singular value of the transfer function G from the perturbation input to estimation error for
the nominal model and the perturbed one is represented below:
Jtem•n• I .,•d•l

P • ttwrlll •lll modo l

:

'a ,

•

~

l 0 I

i

I0

'

IO

.. ...

Figure 2 : Frequency response of the transfer G for the nominal model and the perturbed one.
We have considered in this case an error of 10% on the design parameters a and K, and a modeling error of 15 %
on the methane/carbon dioxide ratio. The comparison between the frequency responses of the estimator for the
nominal model and the perturbed one shows the robustness of 1the algorithm to sueh structural uncertainties and
modeling approximations, in particularly for the higher frequency noise.

Conclusion
This paper proposes a strategy for the design of a robust H estimator dedicated to bioprocesses. This strategy
requires to transform the general non linear model of bioprocesses into a linear time variant one, from a
measurement whic h is asymptotically proportional to the produced biomass rate. The estimator depends on the
which quantifies the tradeoff between the robustness and the performance of the estimator.
design parameter
The method is applied to the model of a fluidized bed bioreactor using anaerobic digestion.
Il would be now interesting to take into account more uncertainties, in order to evaluate the influence of each
uncertainty on the robustness. Furthermore, the proposed method would be applied on other bioprocesses.
M

r.
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Abstract. This contribution focuses on a systematic methodology for mathematical modelling ofbioprocesses with
a view to their simulation and/or their state estimation. The main steps ofthe methodology are reviewed (macroscopic
reaction network., mass balances, three-step procedure for the parameter identification) and a novel concept is
sketched, namely the parameter estimation of a model to be used for state estimation.

1 Introduction
Biotechnology and bioprocesses are of great interest as they lead to several valuable products, such as vaccines,
antibodies, food products, etc. In order to optimize productivity and quality, it is useful to derive simulation models,
which could also be used for on-line optimal control [2,9]. Another reason for deriving a mathematical model is the
design ofstale observers (or software sensors) allowing some WlDleasured states to be reconstructed on-line [2]. This
is especially interesting in the field of bioprocesses where the hardware measurements often present several
drawbacks (price, destruction of the samples, time delay, discrete-(instead ofcontinuous-) time results, sterilization,
etc.).
In both cases (simulation and state estimation), it is necessary to select an appropriate model structure and to
identify its parameters on the basis of some measurements. Numerous solutions have already been proposed in the
literature, using different levels ofcomplexity [ 1,2]. However, these procedures often present several drawbacks with
regard to the kinetic model structures and to parameter identification. To overcome these usual problems, a
systematic methodology is proposed in this paper (for details, see also (3)). The selection of a model structure is
considered in Section 2 and parameter identification is dealt with in Section 3. The model obtained with this
methodology can directly be used for simulation, but can also be the basis of a state observer synthesis. However,
ifthe model part relative to the measured states is not sufficiently sensitive w.r.t. the measured one, the state observer
might lead to accurate estimates of the measured states and to very poor estimates of the non measured states. A new
combined cost fW1ction for the parameter identification is proposed in Section 4, taking into accoW1t this problem
of state estimation sensitivity.

2. Model structure
As the modelling aims concern the simulation, process optimization. state estimation (and control) ofbioprocesses,
it is necessary to limit the complexity of the model structure. A basic tool of the methodology is the concept of
reaction network, describing the main macroscopic phenomena occurring in the culture [2]. Note that this kind of
network does not need to respect the elementary mass balances .

:E(-v .t}( •• :Ev1_.(1
1

lfiRt

1 -

kE:[l,M]

(1)

jEPa

where M is the number of reactions, ( 1 the i-th component, <pt the reaction rate, v i.t and v .) the pseudo1
stoichiometric (or yield) coefficients (positive when associated to a component which is produced, negative when
it is consumed).
The model structure consists of the mass balances for each of the component ( 1 appearing in (1 ). This system of mass
balances can be written in the following matrix form:

d~~t) = Kcp((.t)

- D(t)((t) + F(t) - Q(t)

(2)
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where ( E 8tN is the vector of concentrations,K E BtNsJI is the pseudo-stoichiometric coefficients matrix, cp E Bt"'
is the vector of reaction rates, DE 8t is the dilution rate, FE atN is the vector of e!ltemal feed rates and QE 8l N is
the vector of gaseous outflow rates.
Sufficient conditions of bounded input - bounded state stability are proposed in [3,4]. Concerning the reaction rates
'Pr a new general kinetic model structure has been proposed:

qift1•··,(N't) •

cr.

1

IT

(!"'Ct)

lt.t:Ri

IT

,,p;

e-llvC,C~

}E[l,MJ

(3)

where ci >0 is a kinetic constant (function, if necessary, of any physical influence different from the component
1
concentrations, e.g., the temperature dependance according to an Arrhenius law),
the set of indices of the
components which activate the reaction j (reactants, catalysts and auto-catalysts),
the set of indices of all the
components appearing in reactionj (or even, ifnecessary, in other reactions of the scheme), y > 0 the activation
coefficient of component kin reactionj and ~., ~ 0 the inhibition coefficient of componen/f in reactionj.
For a given reaction network (1), and on the basis of measurements of the vector ~,it is necessary to identify the
values ofthe pseudo-stoichiometric coefficients and ofthe kinetic parametcts (together with the initial concentrations ~(O)
which might be corrupted by noise as well as for any other sampling instant). This problem is tackled in the next
section.

R/
P/

3. Parameter identification
A three-step procedure has been proposed in [3]. The basics of this methodology are given hereafter.

First step: estimation of the pseudo-stoichiometric coefficients (independently of the kinetic coefficients)
According to the decoupling method ~ro~oscd r· [6], it is possible to find a full row rank submatri!l K11 E 8tp!l<M
(where p =nmkK) of a partition K r • lK11 K 6r . He nce, there erists a unique solution C E aCN-,)r, to the matri1l
equation
ex.+ x. = oN-,.JJ
(4)
It is then possible to define an auxiliary vector
z = C( 11 + ~ 6
(5)
whose dynamics are independent of the reaction rates cp (~) :

d~i) = - D(t)z(t) + cu.(i) + r1,(t)
(where

u=tu: u:J

corresponds to the partition

T

KT=

(6)

lx: x:p.

C can be estimaced on the basis of relation (5)

=~<: '(:::.b;,:..:~ ~:.:::J:::dT) e.!~•)"

(7)

Considering the particular (but very general case) where p = rankK = M, a necessary and s ufficient condition in order
to be able to ur,iv~ue~ determine K~ K,, from relation (4) and the knowledge o f C, is that there e~sts a
partition
= lx.~
J(with e lR invertible) such that does not contain any unknown coefficient of
K.
When this condition is fulfilled, several solutions are proposed in [3] in order to estimate the matrixK on the basis
of this decoupling method. One of the solutions consists in using a muimum likelihood criterion allowing to take
into account all the measurement errors (for each signal and each sample time, including the initial one). Defining
a vector b c containing all the unknown parameters of C, its maximum likelihood estimation is given by

xr

&c

x.,

x•.

x.,

E E(Y...,.l--o;c&c)'P...,,.)r(Q,...t+t;(bc)Q•#b•(&c>)- (Y...,.l--o;coc)cp...,.l-)
-f
Y,.l- = &;(&c)'P,,t• Y,.l- 'h,.Ct,)
lf>;.l- = [-Tl!:,(t,)
1
2I

= .ArgMinbe

1

~ I i • I

D<,rt.)drt.

where

=

e •

EStN-,,
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]

E8th(p• l>,

(8)

cO,:>(O'

c>

z,<1)(0)

o-;coc) '"

e at<N-p>:rU.• 1>

(t,_. being the le"' sample time of the s .. experiment)

c(N-p,:>(O'c) z;"'-">(0)

Second step: first estimation of the kinetic coefficients
The kinetic model structure (3) can be linearizcd w.r.t. its parameters thanks to a logaritlunic ttansfonnation. This
enables lo find a linear least squares estimate of the kinetic coefficients (which is independent of any initial guess):

&~ = ArgMtn!2.t-

...

t0

E(Y~_.-cp~'ro-~f

1e[1,M]

(9)

l t - l

where~= ln~jt.). rp'f;r"'

[1

ln~JL_(t,) -(,__(t,,.>). O'~ ..

[1no:1

_.,J.

yLJ jl1

Note that, in the very general case where p = rank:K = M, estimates of the reaction rate
the relation

~(t:(t.)) • K;. r( J(;:·,l

r.

(p_It,) can be obtained with

l

D(t.)(.(t.,>- F.(t.,l. Q.(••,)

(l OJ

6:

where the estimate of the derivative can, for instance, be computed by the analytical derivation of an interpolation
are based on unreliable asswnptions on the measurement errors (errors
model for the vector ( 0 (t). The estimates
only on Y,~, with constant standard deviation) and on estimates of the signal derivatives. Therefore, these estimates
arc just considered as a (unique and systematic) initial guess for the last step of the identification.

Third step: final estimation of the kinetic coefficients (and of some initial concentrations)
Let ( (t,t (0),u(t)) be the solution of (2) for initial conditions t,(O) (of experiment s) and input trajectories
"T(t) = .D(t) F1(t) ... F.Jt)].

I

Denoting O' the vector containing all the kinetic coefficients together with the initial conditions (.,/0), ..., (..jO),
this last step provides the maximum likelihood estimates

t
2

& = ArgMin-1
tl

t (t.(t,)-

g(t,_..(,(O),u(t,))y

• • lt • l

Q,~1 (t.(t,)- g(t,_..(,(O),u(t,)))

(11)

where (.(t,.J are the available measurement samples (with error covariance matrix Q,_.>. Note that the other initial
conditions ~. 1 (0), ..., t.JO) can be deduced from relation (5). In this last step, the covariance mattix of the
parameter estlination errors can also be estimated (see [3]).

4. Identification for state estimation
The model obtained with the three-step procedure described above can directly be used for simulation of the
bioprocess. It can also be used for the synthesis ofa state observer. Several techniques have already been used in the
field ofbioprocesses (asymptotic observers [2], extended Kalman filters [2], extended Luenberger observers [2], high
gain observers [7], full horizon observers [3,5], etc.). Concerning alJ the techniques using the complete model and
allowing to estimate the whole state ofthe model (i.e. all the above mentioned ones except the asymptotic observers),
a necessary condition is the system to be observable. In the field ofnonlinear systems, this concept of observability
is depending on the inputs.
Let us consider a nonlinear model of the form

J d~t) =J{.x(1),u(1))

l

(12)

.r(O) = x 0

(13)

.>(t) = C.x(t)
1

where .x(t)E !Jt• is the state vector, u(t)E 8l is the input vector, .>(t)e !Jt• is the measured output vector, f is a
nonlinear function and Ce at .... • is the measurement mattix. Let .>(t,x(O),u(t)) denote the output traj ectory
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corresponding to the initial condition x(O) and to the input trajectory 11(t). The system {(12),(13)} is observable if,
for any couple of different initial conditions x(O) and .x 1(0), there exists an input 11(t) and a time 0 <t<• for which
the outputs y(t,%(0),u(t)) and y(t,x 1(0),u(t)) are different. Uniformly observable systems have the particularity that
each admissible input lo the system is uni versa!, i.e. allows any couple of different initial states to be distinguished.
Locally U-uniform observability in x(O) is restricted to a neighbourhood P(x(O)) of x(O) and to inputs remaining
in an admissible domain U. Any locally U-uniformly observable multiple input-multiple output system can be written
in the following canonical fonn (see [8] for the single output case):

![•.' -- .: -- .;] · lr.'<-..,.r,> - 1.'c-...,--.x,.,> -- r,'c-....---.x.>]

!

(l4)

y(t) = .x.

'v'iE{l.···,q}, .x1€8l'\ n 12 "22 ... 2 n, and

(with Mf..11.x)

= ( at,(w,.x)

a.x,.1

l l
T( at,(w,.x)
a.x,.1

L n1 =n, 'v'iE{l,···,q-1}, v(u,x)E U><at•:
1,,,,
€

raokMi(u,.x) =

n,. 1

1R"'' 1 H" 1 ). If some matrices Mf..11,x) are invertible but ill conditioned,

the system will be theoretically (i.e. structurally) observable bul a difference in the initial states will be bard to detect
in the output trajectories. This observation leads lo the definition of a state estimation sensitivity function S(u,.x)
quantifying this ability to detect, in the output trajectories, any differences in the initial states. This "measure of
observability" should be a scaJar function of the matrices Mf..u,x). Assl1llling that the state trajectory x(t) is measured
at the sample times t1: ( lE [ 1,N]). the chosen state estimation sensitivity function is

f~(cond(Mf..u(t1:)AtJ>}r.s
l

S(u,.x)"'

I:• I

(15)

1~

where "cond" represents the condition number of the matrix. i.e. the ratio ofils largest to its smallest singular values

('v' M, 1 ~ coodM< + .. ). Based on this concept, a new form of the cost function to be minimized in the parameter
identification procedure can be defined. This cost function consists ofa weighted sum ofa conventional maximum
likelihood criterion (F,.,) with the observabilty measure (F-. = S(u,r) given in (15)):

6-=

.A.rgmin.F(O)"' Argmin{F.Jf1)+1F..,.(O)}
t

(16)

D

In the case of the methodology proposed in Section 3, the cost function oft.he third step (11) should be extended by
the term 1 Fabn(fJ) of relation ( 16 ), in order to identify a model with a view to state estimation.

4. Conclusion
The main steps ofa general and systematic methodology for modelling bioprocesses have been reviewed. A new cost
function has been proposed for parameter identification with a view to state estimation. Promising results have
already been obtained with this latter result (applied on animal cell cultures) and will soon be published.
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Abstract. The theoretical identifiability of the two-step nitrification model was studied with respiromelric and
tilrimelric outputs. Most i;emarkable result is that the autotrophic yield becomes uniquely identifiable when
combi ned data are consideC1ed. Furthermore, .it is iHustrated how the identifiability results can be generalised by
applying a set of ASMI matrix based generalisation rules. It appears 'that the identifiable parameter combinations
can be predicted based on knowledge of the process model under study (in ASMl-like matrix representation),
the measured variables and the biodegradable substrate considered.

Jnt,roduction
Monod-type growth kinetics are most oft.en applied to describe wastewater degradation processes [6] . The
evaluation of the theoretical identifiability of model parameters prior to practical model application. e.g. in the
frame of parameter estimation or model calibration, is very important, and is based on the model structure and on
the measill'ed variables [3 J. Perfect noise-free data are assumed in a theoretical identifiability study whereas in
practice tile data may be noise corrupted. As a result, param,eters nury be unidentifiable in practice, even if they
are theoretically identifiable [71.
In a study on heterotrophic substrate degradation via the Mo nod model [7}, measurements of both substrate
and biomass were assllfiled to be available, and in that case all parameters were proven to be theoretically
identifiable. In another study .~owth was neglected in the model, and oxygen uptake rate data were considered
{31. In the latter situation only certain parameter combinations were 1theoretically identifiable. Furthermore, the
theoretical identifiability of Monod kinetics for a de!litrificati,o n model was analysed assuming steady state with
respect to growth [I). These results also confirmed that depending on the measured state variables (nitrate,
nitrite, carl>on substrate) different parameter ·c ombinations were ,identifiable.
The theoreticaJ identifiability analysis of the two-.step nitrification process (Monod kinetics) considering
outputs from respirometry (oxygen uptake rates, r 0 ) and titrimetry (cumulative proton production, Hp) is the
objective of this study. Model strucnwes wiit.h and without biomass growth are considered. The theoretical
identifiability was studied by nsing the Taylor series expansion method, and symbolic manipulations were
carried out with MAPLE V. Finally, the results of the identifiability study are generalised based on the
stoichiometric matrix of the Activated Sludge Model No. I (6) .

Theoretic.al badt;ground
The basic assumptions of the Taylor series expansion approach are that the output vector and its derivatives with
respect to time at the initial time t=O are assumed to be known and unique. The identifiability analysis is thus
reduced to a determina,tion of the solutions for the parameters in a set of (non-linear) algebraic equations. A
sufficient condition for the model to 'be theoretically id,entifiable is that a unique solution exists for the
parameters ( 9, 11}.
The model under study (Table I) is based on ASMl {6), with some modifications (5). Nitrification takes
place in two steps: (1) oxidation of arrunonium (Sim) to nitrite (SN02) and (2) oxidation of nitrite to nitrate (SNOJ).
Both nitrification steps ,c an be monitored by ox-ygen uptake measurements whereas it is only during the first step
that pmtons are produced. Thus, only the first :step can be characterised by proton production measurements.
Measurements ofox-ygen uptake rate (r0 ) can be carried out via respirometry [2.10], and proton production (Hp)
can be quantified via a titrimelric technique {4).
Figure l illustrates a typical data set obtained following the addition of SNH to a batch reactor filled with
activated sludge at t=O. Concentration profiles were simulated using the model ofTable l. The SNH concentration
decreases while SNo 2 builds up because, for this example, the se.cond nitrification step is slower than the first
step. The oxidation of SNH results in a certain o"-ygen uptake rate (defined as exogenous respiration rate, r0 ,.x).
The build-up of SNo2 causes the tail on the ro.ox prnfile. In it.he titrimetric method the pH of the liquid is controlled
around a constant pH setpoint. Thus, in the case of nitrification acid is produced in the first step, and base has to
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be added to keep the pH constant. This results in 1the cumulative base addition curve in Figure 1 (directly
proportional to the cwnulaitive proton production).
..
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biomass growth wa's in.eluded.
2 io.os .
0.5
The theoretical identifiability was
dealt with separately for the first and
0
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60
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120
the second nitrification step, similar to
Tim•(min)
an earlier study of a double Monod
Figure l Model example of two-step nitrification (5)
model with two ca:rbon substrates
added at t=O (3). However, there are
two major differences between the two-step nitrification process and this double Monod example: (1) At t=O the
concentration ofSN02 is zero. Hence, only infonnation on the kinetics of the first nitrification step is available at
t=O; (2) the two nitrification steps are linked in the way that SN02 is produced from the first step, i.e. as long as
SNH is present a 1time varying input of SNoi exists. The study of the theoretical identifiability was therefore
approached as foliows. First, t=O was considered and the identifiability of the first step was analysed. Secondly,
it was assumed that SNH was completely eliminated from the mixed liquor at a certain point t>O (in Fig. 1 about
t=60min). At this point s~o and thus SN02 is no longer produced. However degradation of SNo2 still takes
place and as a consequence the identifiability of the second nitrification step can be studied. Thus, this is an
example in which later observations (t>O) can give complementary infonnation on possibly identifiable
parameter combinat~ons [9, 11).
The full equations and solutions of the identifiability study are not given here due to their complexity
(especially in the case where growth is included) and lack of space. The complete and detailed study will be
described elsewhere (8). Here, only the final results of the study are listed in Table 2. Important to notice is that
11maxA1 and X can be separated when growth is considered. Moreover, an extra term including the parameter ixs
(incorporation of SNH during growth) appears in the parameter combinations for SNH(O) and KsAi.
lt was assumed that measurements of iro.ex and Hp are independent and measured simultaneously in the same
system. Hence, the information on identifiable parameter combinations based on ro.ex and Hp data separately, ca n
be combined in the search for possibly new and improved parameter identification with combined data. One
should remember that improved identifiability can not be expected for the parameters of the second nitrification
step since Hp measurements only give infonnaition on the first step. The important result of combining ro.ex and
Hp data is that the biomass yield Y Ail becomes uniquely identifiable. For a model including growth iXB is
assumed known. It appears that YAl is defined by the ratio bet\\l'cen the stoichiometric factors relating ro,ex and
the .first derivative of Hp to degradation of SNH. The identification of Y At will result in a unique identification of
Y A2 as well as long as SNo 2(0)=0 [8J .

!
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Table 2. Schematic overview of the theoretically identifiable parameter combinations for nitrification step land
2 , d ependi ng on the availabie measurement( s) and themode1 structure
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It appears possible to generalise the parameter identifiability resul ts listed in Table 2 based on an ASMl like
stoichiometric matrix (Table l ). lt appears that the identifiable parameter combinations can be predicted based
on knowledge of the process under study, the measured component and the substrate component that is
degraded. This generalisation is illustrated in Table 3, where v denotes the stoichiometric coefficient, j the
process and i the measured component. If i is a component that is consumed (e.g. S 0 , Ss) vij is negative whereas
vi..i is positive if the measured component is a product (e.g. Hp, X). This is indicated in Table 3 with the factor f
(f = + l or -1 ). The substrate under study is denoted k and since k is always consumed VkJ gets a negative sign. ln
case two components are measured, the parameter combinations listed in Table 3 still hold but with the
additional identifiable parameter combination vi0 >Jv;<2lj where (1) and (2) indicate the two measured
components respectively. The generalisation of Table 3 was confirmed with the identifiable parameter
combinations listed in Table 2 [8] , but also with examples from literature. E.g. in the study of Holmberg ( 1982)
[7] it was shown that the parameters µ.,,..,., K 5, S 5(0), X(O) and YH were uniquely identifiable in case Ss and X
measurements were available and biomass growth was considered. According to the generalisation (Table 3) and
the model (Table I) this means that i(l)= 1, i(2)=2, j= l and k=2 and the identifiable parameters can be found via :
1) ~, i.e. the growth rate related to process l : IJ.maxH.
2) /v;,J · X , both i( l) and i(2) can be considered : v1.1 · X = X

3) - fa ·
r.J

lv1c · ·K .: -v11
,J

J

•

/v

21• · K 1

~ (l·-f 1-)Ks =Ks
f
H

4) -/v;,i /vk ,J ·Sk (O): -v1, 1 /v 2•1 ·S2 (0) ~

H

Ss(O)
-y;-

Table 3. Generalisation of identifiable
parameter combinations.
No growth (ixs=O)

Growth

f .v,,j . µmu... j . X

µmax. j

- f.v;. i lvt.j · K i

/v;.i ·X(O)

-f.v;.; lvk,j · Sk(O) -/v;,; lvk.J ·Ki

YH

5) /v;(l).i I /v;c 2).J <::::> - vu lv2,1 ~ l· - -=YH
1

-/v;,; /vk.i ·St(O)

Thus, since the biomass yield Y H becomes identifiable (step 5) all the parameters ~. K 5 , Ss(O), X(O) and
Y H become identifiable by applying the generalisation rules, similar to the results of Holmberg (7).

Discussion
The theoretical identifiability of a two-step nitrification model was studied assuming that respirometric and
titrimetric measurements were available. The study was carried out for a model structure that did not include
biomass growth and a model structure where biomass growth was taken into account. With respect to parameter
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identifiability, the diifer'ence between the two model structures was that the no-growth parameter combination
including X, Y and µ.,,. can be split up further into µ,,...,.on the one hand and a parameter combination including
X and Y on the other hand when considering growth. Nitrification kinetic parameters have been estimated in
earlier studies {2,10) . In these studies, however, the assumed theoretically identifiable parameter combinations
were defined to lbe the ones related to no growth despite the fact th:a1t growth was considered explicitly in the
model applied during parameter estimati·on. Thus, from a theoretical point of view, a wrong approach was taken.
However, the e)l.-periments considered in these studies were all of short-term character where significant biomass
growth is unlikely to take place. Indeed, to be able to practically identify the theoretically identifiable parameters
based on a model including growth, the available data must show a significant increase of biomass, e.g. visible in
an increase of r0 ,.,.. If the data do not reflect a significant growth µ..,..,. and X will be correlated in practice.
An important result of this study was that ·the autotropltic yield, YAl, becomes uniquely identifiable by
combining respirometric and titrimetric data. It is not surprising that a unique identification of the biomass yield
requires two kinds of measurements, since the yield in fact relates two measures that link how much biomass is
produced per unit of substrate degraded. Tltis was in fact already proven in (7) where combined measurements of
biomass and substtate wer;e assumed. The :biomass yield becomes identifiable for the combined measurements
because an addiitional parameter combination becomes identifiable compared to the single measurement cases.
This additional parameter combination ap.pears to be the ratio of the two stoicltiometric factors that relate the
respective measured variables to substrate degradation.
Finally and most substantially, it was proven and illustrated how it is possible to generalise the theoretical
parameter identifiability based on an ASMI-like stoichiometric matrix. The identifiable parameter combinations
can be predicted directly based on knowledge of the process under study, the measured component and the
substrate component that is degraded. Thls generalisation is a very powerful tool since it reduces the l.imeconsuming task of assessing ·the theoretical identifiability of process models described by Monod growth kinetics
in an ASMl-like representation.

Conclusions
In this .study the them1etical identifiability of !the two-step nitrification model was studied considering
respirometric and l.itrimetric data. The result of including biomass growth in the model was, not surprisingly, that
the parameterµ,...... could be identified separately. However, more important was that the parameter identification
improves when combined respirometric and titrimetric data are available since the autotrophic yield becomes
uniquely identifiable. Finally, the .results were generahsed and it was shown how identifiable parameter
combinations could be obtained dil'ectly from an ASMl-like matrix representing the model under study.
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SIMULATION OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS
M.N. Pons, 0 . Potier, E. Olmos, J. Fougea, N. Roche, C. Prost
Laboratoire des Sciences du Genie Chimique, CNRS-ENSIC-INPL
1, rue Grandville, BP 451, F-54001 Nancy cedex, France
Abstract. A dynamic simulator of a full-scale wastewater plant have been developed taking into consideration
the hydrodynamics, the bioreactions and the physical phenomena. It is used as a platform to study different
control strategies and scenarios of the plant revamping.

Introduction.
Wastewater treatment plants are non-linear systems subject to large perturbations in flow and load, together with
uncertainties concerning the composition of the incoming wastewater. Nevertheless these plants have to be
operated continuously, meeting stricter and stricter regulations. It is therefore difficult to test on-line new control
strategies, to investigate the modifications in a plant or to train the operators. Simulators can be very useful, if
they represent sufficiently well the reality. For that purpose it is necessary to have a correct description of the
hydrodynamics, as the plants are generally of considerable size, of the biological reactions, the physical
phenomena (settlement, flocculation, de-watering, etc.), and to have access to realistic influent data files
(composition and flow rate). This paper describes the development of an in-house PC-based dynamic simulator
for a full-scale wastewater plant.

Modelling the plant
The simulator is based on the actual full-scale plant of Nancy-Maxeville (350 OOO eq. inh.) in France, that is a
ca rbon removal process by activated sludge. The plant has three lines working in parallel and one line is
simulated.
General process description
Primary settler

Clarifier

Bior<ocfor

&rit r e mowl
lnfluent
- --

-

-

- --

- --

oir

Sludge recycle
Storm tank

E>ecess sludge

•
.____

_

_

_

A:e spu·ometer

_ _ __ _ _...___ __

1

--1 ~----<1

Sludge treat - nt:
t h1Ckening
digestion
de-wat e ring

Figure 1: General flowsheet of the wastewater simulator
The flowsheet is represented in Figure 1. Most of the insoluble pollution is removed by two parallel primary
settlers (lamellar type) of 1OOO m 3 . If the incoming flow rate exceeds some limit, pa rt of the wastewater can be
stored in a storm tank (volume 4500 m\ the content of which is later treated. The bioreactor is a channel of
volume 3300 m3 and length 100 m, with gas diffusers for aeration. The circular clarifier has a volume of 5000
m 3 . The sludge treatment (thickening, anaerobic digestion, de-watering) is not mode led but some residual
wastewater coming from this section is injected between the grit removal and the primary settler . Constant flow
and composition are assumed for this residual wastewater. The respirometer is o perated batchwise: usmg
recycled sludge and influent wastewater, it enables to detect toxics present in the incoming wastewater.
Bioreactions.
The IAWQ Activated Sludge Model N° 1 [ 1] was chosen to simulate the biological process taking place in
the reactor. The removal of carbon and nitrogen components by heterotrophs and autotrophs is considered. The
pollution is divided into a soluble fraction and an insoluble fraction, each of them having a biodegradable
fraction and a non-biodegradable fraction . The biological pathway is summarized in Figure 2. Classical
inhibition functions for the growth rate have been added and the death rates are also function of the toxics
concentration, that can be biodegraded.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the biopathway

Hydrodjinamics
Due to the size of each sub-process (primary settler, bioreactor, clarifier) a careful modeling of the
hydrodynamical behavior should be undertaken. Two approaches can be used: a fluid mechanics approach based
on Navier-Stokes equations (CFD) and a systemic approach based on combinations of well-mixed reactors.
Although CFD enables a very precise description, it requires a very high computer power. A mesh of more than
500 OOO ceHs is necessary to represent the 3000 m 3 aerated ·Channel under Fluent™5. Figure 3a shows a 8m x 4m
x 4m channel with two ramps of gas diffusers on the bottom. l 2hrs of calculation were necessary to obtain the
convergence of the ve'locity field, in absence of bioreaction, on a Pentium 450 M Hz. A section of the ve locity
field is shown ·in Figure 3b. It can be shown that the recirculation loops are function of the influent flow rate and
on the gas flow rate .
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Figure 3: Mesh ofa section of the short rectangular channel (a) and the ve locity fie ld in a venical vec tical
section (b)
A more useful model for our dynamic simulation purpose is obtained by representing the bioreactor by a
series of units as shown in figure 4. This approach is classical in ·c hemical engineering. The number of units and
the back-mixing flow rate are adjusted from residence time distributions [2], obtained by injections of a inen
tracer (a lithium salt for example) .in the reactor. The back-mixing flow is a function of the in fluent flow rate and
of the gas tlowrate [2]. It is not necessarily the same for all units. For example, in the case of anox ic zone, it is
considerably reduced .
Similarly 2-dimensional models were selected for the settler and the clarifier (Figure 5). The well-mixed cells
are rectangular fo r the lamellar primary settler and concentric crowns for the clarifier [3 , 4]. Their number and
size have been dedu ced from residence t ime distributions on th e real process units.
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Settling characteristics
The settiling velocity in the primary settler is described by the Stokes' equation. T he double-exponential settling
ve locity model proposed by Takacs et al. 1[5] has been selected to describe the behaviour of the sludge in the
clarifier.

Jnjluent datafiles
Two types of influent data files are available: the fi les from the benchmark proposed by COST 624
(httpJ/www.ens ic.u-nancy.fr/COSTW WTP) and perio d ical functions, the characteristics of which have been
deduced on the Nancy-Maxeville plant [5]. The COST 624 data files are dependent of the weather conditio ns.
The average dry weather flowrate treated on one line of the Na ncy-Maxevi lle plant is about 600 m 3/h w ith an
average solubl e COD of 180 mg/l and insoluble COD of 130 mg/I. Figure 6 presents some of the experimental
data collected on the plant concerni ng the nitrogen components. T he concentrations are correlated w ith the time
of the day but also with the weather conditions : this is particularly noticeable on the nitrate data in Figure 6b :
nitrate concentration in the in fluent increases S•i gnificantly after a rain event, due to the storage of rain water in
storm tanks .in the sewage system and some oxygenation of the influent. The wastewater from the de-watering
unit represents a small fraction of the tota l flow rate (=><10%) but the pollution is very concentrated (:•d,5 g/l for
total DCO).
(a)
(b)
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Figure 6: Nitrogen component experimenta l data: (a) ammonia a nd nitrates (b) for various days and comparison
with the COST624 benc hm ark values (dry weather)
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Discussion and conclusions.
The different models have been implemented in FORTRAN and the simulator can run on a PC. No special effort
toward user-friendliness and graphical interface was made however . It is more oriented toward research than
training. Its key features are in the hydrodynamical approach and this part of the models could probably be
implemented on an existing commercial software.
The software is currently used to investigate the effect of the de-watering wastewater, as it contributes
significantly to the pollution introduced in the bioreactor, in spite of the small flow rate, to optimize the
operation of the respirometer that is used to detect toxics in the influent [6], as well as the strategy for
discharging the storm water back into the bioreactor. Figure 7 presents an example of use of the software with
the effect of the time of release (middle of the week or during a week-end) of a toxic in the influent on the
maxima l oxygen uptake rate of the sludge as measured in the respirometer.
Further work is also going on to use results from CFD simulations to estimate the hydrodynamical
parameters of the bioreactor model, to avoid to make a large number of residence time distribution experiments.
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Figure 7: Effect of the time oftoxic release{(---) Wednesday and(-) Sunday }
on the response of the respirometer
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MODELLING AND ESTIMATION OF SPECIFIC GROWTH RATE FOR
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Abstract
The aim of this paper consists in modelling and identifying biological parameters of denitrification bioreactors and essentially to develop some methods for on-line estimation of specific growth rate of cells. The
proposed model assume that the kinetics are described using Monod expressions with substrate limitation.
First, using batch experimental data, we identify the parameters of the model. Afterwards, a nonlinear
estimator of specific growth rate is proposed. Finally, the performance of the proposed estimator is tested
in simulation
Key-Words: denitrification, nonlinear systems, estimator, anaerobic fermentation

I

Introduction

In this paper, we study a particular case of bioprocesses concerning a biological denitrification processes.
This process is frequently considered to be the most feasible and cost-effective processes available for
nitrogen removal. The presence of nitrogen in the aquatic environment accelerates entrophication and
leads to worse water-quality. However, the regulation of the nitrogen (nitrate and nitrite) content of
drinkable water and their control tends to be more stringent.
In this work, denitrification was carried out for a pure culture of Pseudomonas denitrificant and was
assumed to occur with the consecutive reduction of nitrate to nitrite and nitrite to nitrogen gas without
accumulation of intermediate gaseous products .
The objective of this work is not only to develop dyn amics model that adequately describes the principal
of biological denitrification, but essentially to develop some methods for the on-line estimation of specific
growth rate (µ) from biomass and consumption of carbon . At last, we show that this estimation can be
used for the estimation of content of nitrate and nitrite. This paper is organized as follows: In second
section , we give the description of the bioreactor and we validate a mathematical model from experim ental
data. In third section, we design a simple estimator permitting to estimate the specific growth rates.

II

Dynamic model of denitrificat.ion bioreactor

Biological denitrification can convert. all the nitrate in wastewater treatment into gaseous nitrogen. Many
microorganisms can denitrify under anaerobic conditions (e.g. Pseudomonas, Alcaligenes, Bacillus ... ). In
our case, we have select Pseudomonas denitrifians . The final electron acceptor is nitrate instead of
oxygen . The carbon substrate is used as the electron donor. There is various carbon sources, acetic acid
was selected as carbon substrate in this study.
The denitrification process considered is a culture fermentor (volume lL) with complete monitoring and
control instrumentation for batch experiments. The pH measured with a glass-electrode. The fermentor
parameters (agitation, temperature, pH) were automatically controlled on to set-point values . The nitrite,
nitrate and acetic acid concentrations are measured by chromatography.
Denitrification is defined as the reduction, by anaerobic bacterias, of both ionic nitrogen oxides (nitrate
and nitrite) to gaseous nitrogen products by using organic substrates (electron donor} with the production
of intermediate compounds. From the four actual steps of the reduction, we assume that the reduction
rates of the two gaseous nitrogen oxides are sufficiently faster than the reduction rates of nitra te N03
and nitrite NO-:;, then, we consider only the following sequence:

N03 --+ NO'i -+ N2
Several models are given in the literature for pure founders ([8J,(9]) .
A mass balance dynamical model for Batch fermentation is given by:

+ µ2 )sex - kdx
S.2 = (~µ3- 2..µ2)S cX -

.i = (µ3
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where µi corresponds to specific growth rates given by Monod law :
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Where µimcu: are the maximum specific growth rates for the cells growth by reducing nitrate and nitrite.
k;( i = 2, 3, c) are, respectively, the nitrite, nitrate and carbon half saturation constants and kli are the
nitrate and the nitrite inhibition constants.
A preliminary sensitivity analysis showed that the output of the model is relatively insensitive to the
changes in the saturation constants k;(i = 2, 3, c) of the Monod model. Consequently, constant values
(calculated from experimental data) without estimation were chosen from them. Therefore four parameters are identified: µ;mar, k;(i = 2,3) and y;:

= 0.065h - 1 , µ3max = 0.28h-l
= 0.02gL- 1 , k3 = 0.0149£- 1 , c2 = 0.05gL- kc3 = 0.059£- 1 ,
Yc3 = 0.26, Yc2 = 0.82,
Y2 = 0.66, y3 = 0.23, a= 0.61
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Figure2: Experimental and theoretical profi les of biomass, nitrate, nitrite and
acid acetic concentration for Bat.eh culture of P. denitrificant
In the sequel ,the model( I. 1) will be used to the mathematical model a.s simulator permitting to validate
our estimator methodology.

III

Estiination of Kinetic rate in bioreactors

III-I The reduced model and observer syntheses
Since, we only deal to estimate the kinetic rates, the considered model can be reduced to the first and the
end differential equatio ns of (1. I).In the sequel, µ:r (t) , and µ,(t) are considered a.s unknown vari ables
and twice differential with bounded derivatives. The reduced model takes the fo rm:

= µrX Sc = µr

:i:
µr

kdx - Dx

µ~,., = €x(x, t)sc

µ., = µ,

= µcXSc -

kmx - D(sc -

( 1. 3)

,i, =c,(sc,t)
y(t) = (

Sein)

~~~g ) = ( ~\?}

)

where y 1 (t ) and y 2 (t) are the on-line output measurements.
And using the following notations:
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System (1. 3) takes the form:

(1. 4)

Theore m : The f ollowing system:
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is an exponential estimator for (1. 4):
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this result can be obtained in a similar way as in [3]
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where B > O The proof of

IIl-2 Estimation of the µi
JJ2

and

Ji3 have been deducted from /ix andµ,:
Ji2

=
(1. 6)

The following figures illustrate the performances of observator ( 1. 5) in simulation in the batch and
continuous modes.
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Two sets of simulation results are given in fig.3 and fig.4 and they respectively correspond to the batch
and continuous modes. We have reported on these figures the comparison of µ:r, µ$, µ 3 , µ 2 estimates
wi th the truth values (computed using equation (1. 2)). The value of B was chosen equal to 5 in the
batch mode and to 3 in the co ntinuous m ode.
We rema rk the good agreement between estimated and simulated curves. The obtained results are quite
satisfactory.

IV

Conclusion

The identification of biological parameters is often a complex problem due to the fact that on-line measurements of state variables are neither reliable nor very accurate, and not available for nitrate and nitrite
concentration ; furthermore a mathematical m odel derived from m ass balances with estimation of specific
growth rate. The main characteristic of the proposed estimators lies in t he ease with which they are
implemented and calibrated . Indeed. the gain of these estimators does not necessitate the resolution
of any equation and is explicitly given . Moreover, its tuning is ach ieved through the choice of a single
constant parameter .
Sim ulation results were given and t hey d emonstr ated the good performances of the given es timators in
coping with non-linearities and in tracking the parameters abrupt variations.
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Abstract. The micro-organism Microvirgula aerodenitrificans has a particular behavior with respect to the
oxygen. Indeed, it is able to simultaneously reduce nitrate and oxygen. The aim of this study is to model the
growth rate of this bacteria in order to analyze the possibility to .maintain its activity within a complex
ecosystem. Two models are identified according to the specific conditions of aeration (anoxic or aerobic
conditions). The identdied models are presented and confronted to experimental data. Some conclusions and
perspectives are then drawn.

In trndu ctiion
Nitrogen compounds such as ammonium and N-oxides ar,e now considered as an important and crucial
environmental problem. In natural ecosystems, ~hese compounds ar;e normally removed microbiologically in two
steps. Anunonium is first oxidized by aerobic, autotrophic microorganisms into nitrite and/or nitrate. In the
second step, the N-oxi·d es are reduced into dinitrogen gas by anoxic, generally heterotrophic microorganisms.
The conventional biological nitrogen removal plants are also based on either space or time separation of
these two phases. However, for the last ten years, many studies have reported existence of atypic strains that are
able ofheterotrophic nitrification [11], aerobic denitrification [12] , [7], anaerobic conversion of ammonium into
nitrogen [5], anoxic .reduction of N-oxides into nitrous oxide or nitrogen by nitrifiers [ 1), (3). Existence of these
atypic behaviours might be an attractive alternative for wastewater ·treatment plants. In this way, Microvirgula
aerodenitrificans, has been isolated in our laboratory. It has recently been established that this strain can stably
maintain the abiliity to co-respire oxygen and N-ox~des and to produce simultaneously dinitrogen gas [8] and [9).
Several additional studies have pointed out the feasability of combining this pure strain with a complex
nitrifying micro flora in a singLe aerobic continuous or sequencing batch reactor for n itrogen removal [ 10).
Mor·eover, in order to monitor the pure strain in 'this ecosystem, molecular tools such as fluorescent in situ
hybridization with rRNA-targeted nucleic acid probe has been used (4]. However, some problems remained,
such as long term strain maintenance or aerobic denitrifying activity maintenance. Then, the idea to model this
strain in order to better understand its specific behavior has grown. Indeed, mathematical modeling of this strain
could be more valuable to estimate the potential application of such microorganism, to predict its behavior in a
complex system and to answer these maintenance questions. In this study, the kinetic modeling of this strain is
reported. Simulation results are compared with experimental data before some perspectives are drawn.

Structural analysis
Structure of the mass balance model
In this study, the stra'in Microvirgula aerodenitrificans has been modeled both in complete anoxic and aerobic
batch conditions. In both cases, the structure of the model used was defined as in ( 1) in which X is the pure strain
concentration, S 1 the acetate ,c oncentration Si the nitrate (N-N0 3·) concentration and S3 the ammoniac (N-NH/)
concentration. The fiunction µis the specific growth rate of the biomass while YX/Si are the yield consumption
coefficients associated with each of the substrates.

'Actually with the "Autoroute du Sud de la France" company.
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dX
dt=µX
dS1 =-_f!_X
dt
YX I SI
dS2
dt

(1)

=_ _!!_X
YXIS2

dS, =-_f!_X
dt
YXISJ

Structural analysis of the growth rate function
During experiments, it was noted that growth irate of the biomass was limited by the three substrates while
inhibited by high concentrations of acetate (S 1). For the limiting influence of the substrates, Monod structures
were used while the inhibition by the acetate was modeled using the expression proposed in [6], that is:

µ,.,.,b

=1- (~I )"

(2)

I

with a a real scalar and K, an inhibition constant to be identified.
Furthermore, using experimental data, it was pointed out that the maximum growth rate is a polynomial
function of the pH. As a consequence, the final growth rate structure was chosen as :

µ

= µ.,.,(pH)µ(SJµ(S2 )µ(Si}µ;.~1b

sl
s, (i-c~r)
• .,.
S1+Ks, S1+Ks2 S,+Ksl
K,
where µmax(pHJ =apH'+bpH3 +cpH2 +dpH +pH with a, b, c and d some real scalars to be identified.

= µ (pH)

SI

(3)

The expression of the growth rate given in (3) is valid in anoxic conditions while, in aerobic conditions,
the limitation term by the nitrate disappears. Indeed, if ni·trate is not present, oxygen is used instead by
Microvirgula aerodenitrificans for its growth. Furthermore, in aerobic conditions, the experiments were not
performed at differ·e nt pH. As a consequence, the pH influence under these conditions could not be taken into
account. Finally, the following expressions were used :
Under anoxic conditions µ

=µ

Under aerobic conditions µ

=µ

....

(pH)
SI

S Sz
1

s, +KSI

s)

s2 +K:n

S,

s) +Ks,

(1-(~)°)
K,

(1- (~)")

'"" S1 +Ks, S, +K5, .
K1
Identification of model parameters
Before identifying the model parameters, the study of the theoretical identifiability of these parameters was
realized [2]. It was concluded that, under specific operating conditions - both in aerobic and in anoxic conditions
- all parameters of the models could be identified. For anoxic conditions, the yield coefficients were computed
using the simple formula Yx;s;=dX/dSi. However, in aerobic conditions, due to the fact that nitrate is less
consumed in the presence of oxygen, a function of oxygen was used:
Yx1s2 = af(o.)
(4)
For identifying the other model parameters, a standard nonlinear optimization algorithm was used. The
criterion to be minimized was chos·en to be the Sum of Square Error (SSE). The identification of the model
parameters led to the following values :
Under anoxic conditions: µmax(pH=6.5r0.25 h· 1 , Ks1=l mg/I, K52=5 mg/I, K53 = lOO mg/1, Kt =35000 mg/I,

a= I.
Using the data plotted in Figure 1 an.d the function expression given in (3) allow us to compute the
parameters as :
µ,,,u =·0.39pH4 +10.89 pH 3- l l2.78 pH1 +518.34 pH-891.55
(5)
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~

Table 1 : Values ofµmax as a function of the pH
under anoxic conditions
7.5
8
PH
6
6.5
7
µmv. 0.1 0.25 0.25 0.3 0.01

~

0.2

l

0.1

8

7

6

5

9

pH

Figure 1 : µmax as a function of the pH under
anoxic conditions
Under aerobic conditions : µmax=0.4 h· 1, Ks1 =80 mg/l, KSJ=5 mg/), Kl =35000 mg/!, a=l.

Experimental data versus simulation results
In order to evaluate these models, the results of simulations were confronted to the experimental data. Due to the
large number of different experiments performed (more than 30 batch experiments), it is not possible to present
all validation curves. The reader can refer to [2] for further details. The most significant results are presented
hereafter for different initial conditions in both anoxic and aerobic conditions.
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From a global point of view, the results obtained were quite satisfying. Indeed, less than 15% difference
bel\veen the data and the model simulations are observed whatever the experimental and initial conditions
(which appears quite reasonable when dealing with the modelling of biological systems). In addition, the
limitation and inhibition phenomena are quite well visible (in particular see the limitation by nitrate in both
Figures 2a and 2b and, depending on the curves, either the inhibition or the limitation phenomena by acetate in
Figures 2b and 2d).

Condusions and pers pectives
1

A model of the particular behavior of the strain Microvirgula aerodenitrificans for both aerobic and anoxic
conditions has been proposed. The structural analysis of the models as well as the results of its theoretical
identifiability and sensitivity have been investigated. The experimental results and those issued from simulations
were confronted and discussed. The unification of these two models within one is now under investigation in
order to take into account the influence of other aeration conditions, that is comprised between the complete
anoxic or complete aerobic conditions.
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A..bstract
Many respirometry-based control strategies are proposed in literature. however only a few are applied. This is
due to a lack of insight in the behaviour of the controlled process under practical conditions. It is expected that
the evaluation of control strategies by simulations can provide useful information about the performance of the
controlled process under different conditions. With this essential information the implementation of proposed
control strategies can be supported. ln this article a control strategy proposed in the literature is evaluated by
simulations. The control strategy should be used for an SBR-reactor with P-removal and is based on respirometry. From respirometric data it is possible to detect the end of COD uptake in the anaerobic phase and the end of
P-uptake, PHA-consumption and nitrification in the aerobic phase as a sharp drop in the respiration rate. A
similar reactor was modelled using a commercial simulation platform. With different in fluent concentrations the
possibilities for implementing the controller were investigated. From this investigation it could be concluded that
the end of the anaerobic phase is hardly detectable. It could also be concluded that varying influent concentrations of COD, P and N make it difficult to detect the end of the aerobic phase. A modification of the simulation
model is needed to enable rigorous evaluation of the control strategy.
Key words: respirometry. control, simulation. P-removal, SBR, limitation knee.

I. Introduction
To remove phosphorus from wastewater the biomass should be subjected to alternating anaerobic/aerobic
conditions ( l). In the anaerobic phase P-accumulating organisms (PAO 's) store Poly-P-hydroxyalcanoates
(PI-IA 's) from soluble low molecular fatty acids (Sf! in the wastewater. For this process the PAO ' s obtain energy
by releasmg phosphate from internal stored poly-phosphate. During the aerobic phase the PAO's grow on PHA
and take up phosphate to store poly-phosphates for anaerobic or anoxic maintenance. To obtain good Premoving conditions in an SBR the anaerobic phase should be long enough to store all the Sf as PHA. The
aerobic phase should be long enough to remove all the P from the wastewater. As a consequence these two
phases can be stopped at the end of the corresponding prncesses. To reach a good N-removal the aerobic phase
should be stopped ait the end of the nitrification. Control of the phase duration is preferable to fixed phase
duration because both the treatment time and the energy costs for aeration will be minimised. Alternatively, if
the phase duration is fixed a phase can be too short to complete certain reactions, resulting for example in Sf
leakage to the aerobic phase or incomplete P-removal at the end of the aerobic period (5).
It is shown that in an SBR-reactor, the end of COD-uptake, P-uptake PHA-consumption and
nitrification are detectable from the respiration rate as a sharp drop or knee (5) . (The respiration rate during the
anaerobic phase is the potential respiration rate in case oxygen is not limiting, and it can be measure.d in a
continuously re-aerated sample from the reactor). Larose proposed to control the duration of both the anaerobic
and the aerobic phase by detecting the specific drops in the respiration rate. He also did simulation experiments
to investigate the effect of the control strategy on the P-removing process behaviour. For this a dynamic model
for an enriched bio-P culture, proposed by Smolders er al. ( 6') was used. However, in these simulation
experiments the respiration rate was not modelled and only the aerobic phase was controlled by m easuring Pconccntration instead of respiration rate. A complete evaluation by simulations of this control strategy has not
been carried out yet. The aim of this resenrch was to evaluate the described control strategy by s imulations with
the General model (3).
• Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed
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2. Methods
An SI3R with a volume of 15 m 3 was modelled in GPS-X (Version 2.3, Hydromantis, Inc, Canada, 1997).As
process model the Genera l model, developed by Dold (3). was used. The General model was derived from a
combination of the ASM I model for non-PAO 's (4) and the model for PAO's (9) and includes 28 processes.
The double exponential settling velocity model was selected for the settling process (8). In the simulation
experiments we tried to approach the conditions of the exper·iments of Larose (5) as close as possible. However,
we extended the anaerobic period to obtain COD-hmitation before the end of the anaerobic phase. The cycle
time \vas then 12 hours for each cycle which consisted of 7 hours anaerobic (first three min were used for rapid
filling), 3.5 hours aerobic. 0.5 hour anoxic and I hour settling from which the last 20 minutes were used for
decanting and wasting. With this cycle time a steady state situation was reached in, approximately, 30 days. To
show all the limitation knees in the respiration curve, the aerobic phase was prolonged to 7 .5 hours. The total
cycle time was then 16 hours. The results shown in this paper are from a 16-hour cycle which was started from
steady state reached from a 12 hour-cycle time.
Table l. Cycle times and phase duratio n in hours.
Phase duration
Experiments
(Larose, 1998)
A naerobic
3
Aerobic
3.5
0.5
Anoxic
Set.tling
1
Total cycle
8

Simulations to reach
"steady state"
7
3.5
0.5

Simulations shown

l

7
7.5
0.5
I

12

16

In each cycle, one batch of 7 .5 m 3 wastewater was treated. At the end of each cycle 0.06725 m 3 vo lume of
settled sludge was wasted,. The following influent concentrations were used to reach a steady state situation: Ss
(complex soluble substrate): 300 mg COD/ litre , Sp (soluble phosphorus): 20 mg COD/ litre. SNH (ammonium
nitrogen): 28 mg N/litre.
Table 2. Influent composit·ions used in the simulations.
l

COD (mg/ l)
NH4 (rngN/ l)
P04 (m gP/l)

2
400
28
20

400
28
20

3
100
28
20

Three different influent compositions were simulated (Table 2) The following variab les were monitored in the
simulation experiments: the potential respiration was monitored in the anaerobic and the aerobic phase. This
deduced variable is cakulated from the state concentrations in the reactor, except oxygen, which is assumed to
be non-limiting. The concentrations of ammon ium (SNH), nitrate (SNQ), PHA, Sp, Ss. heterothrophic biomass
(XBH), autothrophic biomass (..\'BA) and PAO 's were m onitored as well. To obtain similar results as Larose (5),
we changed some kinetic parameters in the model: Monod consta nts for aerobic growth of PAO's (kbtl and
kbt2) were both reduced to 0 .009 in order to increase the degradation rate of PHA by the same organisms. The
rate of the conversion of Ss to Sf (kc) was increased to 4 . For all the other kinetic and stoichiometric parameters
and waste water concentrations, the default values of GPS-X were used.
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3. Results and Discussion
Simulations were carried out to detect the end of COD-uptake in the anaerobic phase and the end of P-uptake,
PHA-consumption and nitrification in the aerobic phase. Three different influent compositions were investigated
(Table 2).The results of the simulation of the first case are plotted in Fig. I. It can be seen that the respiration
rate increases in the beginning of the ana erobic phase. This is a consequence of the absence of the
heterothrophic micro-organisms under steady state conditions (not shown). Because the remaining organisms
( XBA 's nnd PAO's) cannot grow directly on Ss and Sf the potential respiration rate on Ss and Sf is zero. The
increasing rate in the beginning of the anaerobic period is due to the increasing concentration of PHA in the
PAO' s. In the e xperiments of Larose (5), a sharp drop was observed by the end of COD-upta ke in the anaerobic
phase suggesting that there were still heterothrophs in the SBR. When the model is used with default parameters
the heterothrophs will still grow. In this case a limitation knee of COD in the respiration curve can be seen in the
aerobic phnse but the conversion of Ss to SJand the consumption of PHA are unrealistic slow. A parameter
fi tting should be done to obtain realistic modeJ1Jing results. The end o f P-uptake, PHA-consumption and
nitrification in the aerobic phase are clearly v isible from the respiration curve (Fig l.).
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In case 2 the NH 4-concentration in the influent was reduced to 20 mg NII.. The simulation shows only two knees
in the aerobic part of the respiration curve because both the NH 4 -limitation and the P-limitation appear at the
same time (Fig. 2). Such a situation complicates the identification of the separate knees. When it is unclear if a
knee appears from NH 4 - , P-, or PHA-limitation or from both P- and N-limitation, it will be difficult to design a
good controller. It may, however, be possible to identify a certain limitation knee from its shape.
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Fig. 3. Third case: I 00 mg COD/litre. 28 mg NH/ litre .and 20 mg PO/ litre Results from a low-COD influent.
In Fig. 3 the in fluent COD-concentration was reduced to I 00 mg/litre. In this situation again only two knees are
visible in the respiration rate. The first one appenrs from P and PHA and the second one appears from
ammonillm. In this situation the P- and PHA-knees appear in one knee because without PHA, P-uptake will not
take place. H ence. two oxyge n-consuming processes stop at the same time. Fig. 3 illustrates how the sequence of
different limitations influences the number of knees. Additional outp ut infom1ation fro m the process is needed to
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define a contro.l algorithm for the aerobic phase. In order to test the control strategy for the anaerobic phase, this
model should be modified in order to allow the heterotrophic biomass to develop. For a good evaluation of a
control strategy, a lot more has to be done . After the situation is modelled correctly, the controller should be
implemented and tested under different circumstances.

4. Conclusions
From the simulations the following conclusions can be made:
•
Evaluation of the aerobic phase duration control is possible with an adapted General model.
•
Control of the aerobic phase is problematic because of two reasons:
•
the number of limitation knees are dependent on the wastewater composition
•
the limitation knees cannot be identified easily.
•
For evaluation of the anaerobic phase duration control the General model has to be modified in such a way
that a heterothrophic biomass will develop and the conversion of Ss to Sjis sufficiently fast.
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Abstract: Mathematical modellimg and identification of physical systems where the structure of
some equations is Uil.known, is a very difficult task and usually has to be done manually by a human
expert. An experienced modeller will usually have a clear procedure to deduce a model. In a first
step experimental data will be analysed Oil. a qualitative level. Only those models are then tested in a
quantitative identification which pass the qualitative check. In this contribution t his efficient procedure
is translated into methods and coded in a computer program. A tool TAM-C is introduced which
automatically finds structtU·es and parameters of formal kinetics of chemical and biological reaction
systems. The main part of the contribution is dedicated to the qualitative preselection of possible model
candidates. It will be demonstrated that the qualitative reasoning methods used in TAM-C play a crucial
role for both an efficient and physically correct approach to the automated formulation of an accurate
model.

Introduction
Mathematical modelliil.g and simulation have become key techniques, central to all disciplines of science
and engineering. In the field of chemical engineering, accurate models of dynamic processes are important
for design, optimization, and model-based monitoring and control. Modelling a chemical process means
the abstract description of the real physical system in a form of differential and algebraic equations,
incorporating the concepts of mass and energy conservation, and t he laws of thermodynamics. However,
in many systems there are processes too complex or poorly understood to be purely modelled based
Oil. these principles. An example from the field of reaction modelling is the approximation of severaJ
elementary reaction steps by one formal reaction step, also called "lumping" in the chemical engineering
literature, [4].
In these cases, appropriate mathematical structures for fuil.ctions describing these processes in the
differential algebraic equation system have to be found. This is usually done by a human expert in an
iterative procedure using experience, "intuition", a priori and empirical knowledge of the system to be
modelled and measurements. An experienced modeller will have a clear procedure to deduce a model. In
a first step lte or she will analyse experimental data on a qualitative level. Only those models are then
tested in a quantitative identification which passed the qualitative check.
The focus of the work described here lies on the imitation of this human ability to reason about system
structure and system behaviour on a qualitative level. The efficient qualitative methods developed are
coded in a computer program together with well known quantitative procedures. A tool TAM-C , Tool
for the Automatic Modelling of Chemical reaction systems, is introduced which automatically finds
structures and parameters of formal kiil.etics of chemical and biological reaction systems.

Qualitative Description of Measured Data
As already mentioned, an important characteristic of the model building process done by a human expert
is that in a first step possible model candidates are proposed or rejected ba.<>ed on a qualitative analysis of
the different experiments. Only promising model candidates which can at lea.<>t explain all the observed
qualitative behaviours of the system are furth er investigated.
The very same approach is used in TAM-C. In a first step a qualitative description of the measured
data is automatically generated. To overcome measur,e ment noise which is usually present in real data
the time series are smoothed . Experimental and domain experience has to be used to choose the type
of smoothing function. 'These curves are then divided into sections of the same qualitative state or
behaviour.
In [3] a set of qualitative numbers is defined as the sign of the respective quantitative values, i.e. +,O
and -. Based on this , the qualitative state of a continuous quantitative var iable x(t) is defined as the
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Figure 2: Abstracting noisy, quantitative
measur·e ment information (•) into a qualitative form by smoothing (-) and division
into episodes (A+ B+c+).

Figure 1: Episodes

triplet of the qualitative values of the variable and the first and the second derivative of the variable, [2).
A time interval, in which this triplet does not change, is called an episode. If any of the above properties
changes value, a new episode starts. The time at wh.ich this change between two episodes occurs, is the
transition time. The temporal shape of any smooth variable can described by such a sequence of episodes,
called a history of episodes or qualitative history and associated transition times. All combinations of
the signs for the first and the second derivative, which are physically possible, are shown in Fig. 1. Thus,
all possible episodes are defined by the types from Fig. 1 and the sign of the value itself denoted by a
superscript.
In Fig. 2, as an example, the smoothed curve reaches a maximum for the transition time t 1 (first dotted
line), then decreases until it changes its curvature at t 2 (second dotted line) and reaches an equilibrium
value, i.e. the qualitative history of the sketched curve in Fig. 2 is A+ B +c+. Thus, with this procedure,
noisy, quantitative information can be transformed into a very simple qualitative representation, which
contains the important qualitative features of the original time series.

Reasoning about system structure and behaviour
Any model proposed has to explain the observed behaviour at J.east qualitatively. Those models are rejected, which do not generate behaviours corresponding to the qualitative histories of measured variables.
In an automated procedure a model generator in .TAM-C proposes model candidates with different rate
equations for the investigated reaction system, see Fig. 4.
Rule-based model 1.ibrary

A first check for any ~enerated model candidate is done with a rule based model library. The rules compare
properties of the model -candidate with the observed qualitative behaviour. These rules comprise a priori
and empirical domain knowledge as well as generated rules. The generated rules are results of qualitative
simulat ions using an algebra based on episodes, see [8, 6]. With these simulations it can be deduced,
which qualitative histories can be generated by which reaction system. The check with the rule based
model library is very fast and efficient and most obviously unsuitable models are rejected at this early
stage.
Dynamic qualitative identification

The remaining model candidates are then checked with a qualitative identification using dynamic interval simulations. Two methods are available for this: an order of magnitude identification, [5], based
on a non-interacting interval simulation algorithm, and an interval identification, [7), based on an interacting interval simulation algorithm, which is described in more detail here. The difference between a
non-interacting and an interacting interval simulator is that the later guarantees that no spurious, i.e.
physically impossible, solutions are introduced, [lj.
The qualitative interval identification method checks if the observed qualitative histories can be explained. This is illustrated with the following example. It is assumed that the model generator has
created a possible model candidate to explain the data of Fig. 2. An interval simulation based on a first
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parameter guess (= intervals) now might yield a rather large band for y; with which the model candidate
cannot be excluded, see top of Fig. 3. To identify the qualitative behaviour of the system, the envelopes
of the first and second derivatives are calculated as well : The first measured episode A+ is consistent
with the behaviour generated by interval simulation since the regions y;, y;, and Yi cover include the
correct signs of this episode. The same is true for the change from episode A+ to B+ , which corresponds
to the crossing of the abscissa by the envelopes of y; within an time interval around t 1 . However, the
transition from B+ to c+ cannot be explained, since the envelopes for y; cover only negative values for
a time 1interval around t 2 . Based on this, it can be concluded that the underlying process model which
created the envelopes y; , i;;, and y; cannot explain the observed data points ( •) in Fig. 3.
This example shows the main reason why the interval identification had to be included in TAM-C:
On this basis it is very easy to check automatically whether an identification run can succeed. On a
quantitative level it would be far more difficult to automatically rule out a nonlinear model. A "blind"
search over the whole model space may yield a model which best fits the observations, but there is no
guarantee that all important features of the system at study are captured.
Both methods also create good starting points for the subsequent quantitative identification. In the
second stage of the identification process, the substantialiy more time-consuming quantitative structure
and parameter identification, is applied only to the remaining candidates, which can at least qualitatively
describe t he measured data .

Modelling framework
All procedures depicted in t he grey box in Fig. 4 are integrated in TAM-C and run without any interaction
by the user. Therefore, the process of building adequate mathematical models of reaction systems is
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substantially accelerated. Additionally, the modelling process is transparent and comprehensible for the
user: Each method involved in the identification generates an explanation on why a certain candidate
was accepted or not.
In addition to the methods described above, TAM-C has among other the following features:
• a model generator which is based on a symbolic mathematics defined in the class library CL/MOS
[5J. It allows symbolic manipulations of all equations, e.g. analytic derivation, as well as quali tative
computations with the same differential-algebraic equation system,
• a graphical user interface,
• and comprehensive library (STaR) for quantitative calculations (simulation, optimization).

Applications and Conclusion
The original goal of TAM-C was the automatic modelling of exothermic, safety critical chemical reactions.
For most industrial exothermal batch- or semi-batch processes the thermal signal (temperature or heat
evolution rate) is the only time series measurable in practice, because often all occurring compounds are
generally difficult to analyse, highly toxic, or exist only for a very short time or under extreme conditions,
respectively. This makes modelling of such processes generally very difficult. TAM-C has been used to
successfully model several such react.ion systems with several reactions steps, [8 , 7, 5J.
The application presented from this area is a process of AGFA Gevaert N.V., Belgium , to manufacture
a speciality chemical. Recently, the scope has been extended to more complex reaction networks with
special emphasis on biological systems, results for these systems will be given as well.
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A STRUCTURED .M ODEL FOR SIMULATION AND CONTROL OF
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Abstract. Modern control of fermentation processes often includes model based control concepts where
mathematical models are formulated to predict the behaviour of the process in question. Many secondary
metabolites are produced under substrate limitation which usually cannot be described by unstructured
models. It is shown, how the application of stru.ctmed models can be supported by using a basic model
structure valid for a variety of organisms. A structured model for growth of bacteria on defined media
is used [l]. The model describes important mechanisms of bacterial metabolism and regulation and
could already be applied to a number of different Streptomyces species [2] . Because of the modular
character of the model special knowledge about the metabolism of the organism under consideration
or the consumption of other medium components can be easily integrated into the basic structure. For
identification of the parameters the model can be divided into subsystems which reduces the number
of parameters to be identified simultaneously. The experimenta l data referred to in this contribution is
obtained in fermentations with Streptomyces griseus.

Introduction
Many microorganisms produce secondary metabolites under substrate limitation. As the influence of a
changing metabolism due to the shortage of substrates cannot be described by unstructured models the
need for structured models is obvious. One of the main arguments against the use of structured models for
process control, supervision and optimization is the expertise and time needed for the step of modelling
and parameter identification . In [l] a model was presented for the description of growth and production
behaviour of the bacterium Streptomyces ten dae in defined media. The model was formulated following
the principles of molecular genetics with the intent ion to obtain a basic model structure which can be
used for a variety of organisms. In the present contribution the model is applied to fermentations with
Streptomyces griseus. It is shown how the process of parameter identification can be supported by dividing
the model into subsystems. The integration of additional knowledge about special metabolic phenomena
is demonstrated for the example of the storage of phosphate and carbon which could be observed in the
experiments with S . grise'll,s. In a last step the application of the model to media containing amino acids
is performed and an approach is present.ed for application of the model to complex media.

The modular concept of the structured model
The basic model structure as presented in [l] considers important mechanisms of primary metabolism
and cell regulation which are common to at least a great number of bacterial species. The model divides
the cell into compartments. For defined minimal medium the cell's inputs are the substrates ammonium, glucose and phosphate. Different groups of compartments can be distinguished. The precursors
aminoacids and nucleotides are synthesized from the substrates. The macromolecules DNA, RNA and
proteins are built from the precursors. The remaining cell material like lipids or fatty acids is comprised
in the structural elements. The substrates and compartments as well as the culture volume are the state
variables of the model and are balanced as follows:
• Cell compartments Ci:
• Substrates 5(

fims, {t)

• Culture volume \l(t):

= Q;n(t)c;n,S;

fiV(t)

- QvYt~t) ms, (t)

= Q;n(t) -

Q 0 u1(t)
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+ V,,(t)rs, (t)

+ Lj Q1(t)

Vx denotes the cell volume. The reaction rates re; and rs, are formulated using yield coefficients and
kinetic expressions [l]. The dry cell mass is not a state variable as it can be calculated as the sum of
the compartments. The consumption of glucose for maintenance is considered in the balance equation
for glucose.
The division of the cell into compartments is illustrated in Figure 1. The compartments of the basic
model strncture as described above are shown in white. The flow of material from outside the cell into
the compartments and between the compartments is illustrated by means of arrows. The processes of
synthesis are marked with solid lines. Dashed lines ar'e used to denote processes of decomposition. The
dotted lines mark the consumption of glucose for energy requirements.

Identification of the model parameters
For identification of the model parameters a sequential quadratic programming algorithm is used. The
substrates phosphate, ammonium and glucose, the macromolecules DNA, RNA and proteins as well as
the dry cell mass are measured (marked with an asterisk in figures 1 and 2). For each of the measured
quantities the sum of square errors between measurement and simulation is calculated .
The model as described above includes a set of 39 parameters. At first sight this seems to be a large
number and the simultaneous identification of all parameters will not give satisfactory results. Therefore
the model is divided into subsystems, that means only the parameters of the subsystem are made design
variables while the other parameters are held constant. Figure 2 shows a possible su bsystem for parameter
identification. For this subsystem the sum of square errors between the simulated and measured values
of ammonium, glucose and proteins is minimized. Like this the number of parameters to be identified
simultaneously can be reduced and the performance of th.e optimizer is improved.
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l..!x._J
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Figure 1: Division of cell ,i nto compartments

\

I

_/'

Figure 2: Division of model into subsystems

Integration of new cell compartments
With the basic model structure as presented in [1] a good fit of the experimental data could be achieved
for Streptomyces griseus. The resu lts are shown in figure 3.
Whereas the mechanisms considered in the bask model structure are common to at least a great
number of bacterial species every organism is in a way specialized . T his may be the production of
secondary metabolites such as vitamins or antibiotics or the storage of substrates for periods of shortage.
Evaluation of several fermentations with Streptomyces grise us suggested that the organism is able to store
phosphate and carbon. Two independant dynamic storage compartments were integrated into the basic
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model structure as illustrated in figure 2. With this modification a better fit of the experimental data
could be achie ved . Figure 3 shows a comparison of the simulation with the basic model s tructure and
with the modified model for a fermentation with pulse addition of ammonium.
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Figure 3 : Simulation results with the basic model structure (dashed/dotted line) and the model including
storage compartments for phosphate and glucose (solid line)

Integration of new medium components
An important argument against the use of structured models is that they are in general developed for
,growth in defined media. Whereas these media are superior in many respects and often used in the
field of research it is common practice in industrial fermentatio ns to use complex media as they a re
usually cheaper and easier to procure. If structured mathematical models shall be used for the control
of industrial processes it is therefore undoubtedly necessary that they are able to describe growth and
product ion hehaviour in complex media.
Complex media usually conta in large amounts of free aminoacids . The aminoacids are directly t ransported into the cell. There are different ways of aminoacid catabolism inside the cell. The most important
is the desamination, where the aminogroups are stripped off and the carbon skeleton is metabolized . The
approach chosen for model description is illustrated in figure 4. The external aminoacids are introduced
as additional state variable. As for process control it is usually sufficient to know when all nitrogen from
the medium is consumed the sum of all aminoacids in the medium is considered.

Some of the substrate aminoacids are directly
transported into the internal aminoacid compartment. For the rest it is assumed, that all
aminogroups are stripped off as ammonium
which is added to t he balance equation for
ammonium. The carbon skeleton is regarded
as glllcose equivalent and is added to the balance equation for glucose.

--- V
\

\
Figure 4: Amino acid consumption
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The stoichiometric coefficients for the yield of ammonium and glucose by desamination depend on
the composition of the aminoacids in the medium. For the fermentation shown in figure 5 where only
Asparagine was added these coefficients can be calculated. For mixtures of aminoacids they have to be
identified and may change during fermentation if not all aminoacids are consumed simultaneously. The
advantage of this approach is that the formulation of growth on the substrates ammonium, glucose and
phosphate can remain unchanged, so that the model can be used for defined media and media containing
aminoacids. For fermentations with asparagine a good fil of the simulation to the experimental data
could be achieved, as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Simulation and experimental results for the addition of asparagine to the culture medium

Conclusions
In the present contribution it is shown how the application of structured models can be suppor ted
by using a basic model structure valid for a variety of bacterial species. This model could already
be successfully applied for the description of growth of several Streptomyces species in defined media.
Parameter identification can be improved by dividing the model into subsystems. Additional knowledge
about the organism under consideration can be easily integrated as shown for the storage of phosphate
and carbon. Also the consumption of fur t her medium components can be integrated into the model
without changing the basic model structure. With the approach presented in this contribution growth in
definded media as well as in media containing aminoacids can be described with the same model. Like
this the time and expertise needed for the step of mo delling can be reduced drasticall y.
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Abstract. 'fhis research . is related to the computer simulation for the various kind of
phenomena that happen simultaneously in the sinter bed layer. The mathematical model is
constructed from heat exchange,reaction and mass transfer equations. These elemental equations
are solved simultaneously through numerical calculation. The effect of process gas circulation can
be caculated cleary in ideal case .
[ n trod u ·c tiion.
This report is coocemed with the sintering machine of iron ore process illustrated in Fig_ 1. RflCe!1tJy the exhaust gas
cirrulation process reported[ I} but the mathematical analysis la{ IJlackes. In the sinter bed , many phenomena happen
simultaneously. These process rapidly change since ignition time and moves dowrrward of tOOhe bed . To descnbe the
sintering phenomena in details , the malhematical model is developed In .the conventional theoretical analysis, the ooke
oombustion reactions !have been tak!en into aoc.oont so far but the decomposition reactions of limestone and also the
permeability of the raw material bed have not been considered[2]. In this model the heat exchange between gas-solid ,the
ooke combustion reactions ,the vaporization of moisture,the re-condensa!ion of vapor,the thermal decomposition of
lim~one ,the melting proces.s of iron ore and the solidification process of molten ore are based previous model[3). These
are consisted of simultaneous non-linear partial diffenentiaJ 1equations including several unknowns. Performance of the
si.ntering machine is affected by various factors, &idh as blend ratio of coke, the moisture content of raw material, blend ratio
of limestone, melting properties of raw material, atmosphere conditions in ignition furnace . N. first, the high temperature
gas from the ignition furnace flows downward through the packed layer- of raw materials ,then the heat exchange occurs
lbctween solid and gas.Then the volume of air pas.5ed through the sinter- bed markedly affects the rate of heat transfer and the
reaction of coke combustion in the packed bed. The moisture condensation mne fonns at a high rate and reaches the bottom
of the sinter bed in a sOOrt time. The gas flow resistance of the moisture conderaation zone is larger than that of the initial
raw sinter bed, so these phenomena affect each other. Therfure the raw materials are melt down and agglomerate each other.

E l e m e .n t at ·e q u a t i o n s.
The ·most fu.00amenta1 phenomena in this process is the heai exchange between gas flow and solid. Here it can be
discribed as the following equations
from enthalpy bal~.
a(V•C·1)/ aX + 8 · a(f-t)
=a ( E V·C·T)/ a e· ····CD
The enthalpy balance on solid side,
8 · a(f-t )+Re•· LlHc+Re*·
ilHe=(1- E )o(c·tya e+

(1 - E)p,·aHJae·····®
The enthalpy change of melting,

aH/a e=-caH/ ot)·
(ot/ a e)··· ·······®
The function of melting material,

r <d i-vd t )

d t=

f • ( ti-t,) LlH,,, ... ·©

'

Dun cGllector
h h1 Induction Fun

Fig. I The model ofthe process gas rcirculating system
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f =liH,,,/(ti-t1) .•.. ··@
The co~e romoostion msinter bed is the most important reaction The main reaction of coke is the formation equation of
the carbonic dioxide gas, .it ·can be discribed as followings,
'Y 0
4 1t r 2 • Kc• ·Cai··········@
-ar/ae= 4 '!Cr.2( ,p /M.)·'Yc• ··········(])
- CJ r./ e = 4 1t r.2 ( p ./M.) · 'Y e* • • • • · • • · .. @
The reaction coefficient of carbon combustion ; K, is expressed ,
Kr= Kc*· ft·Coz · exp(-44000/R:t) . ... · ... · •
The overall reaction roefficient; K c• could 1be expressed,
Kc• = 1 / K f + 1 / K r • • .. • • .. •
From .c.aiboo dioxide balance in the flow gas the next is discribed as following:
-a01·Cc.o/ P)/ a x +Rc*+Re*= acE ·CcoJ/ a0· · ·· ·· · · ·®
The decomposition rate of lime stone,
'Ye*=4 ttr.2 · ke·ceroi•-Ccoi) ········®
Equation of the continuation on the flu.id Side,
-a V/ a X+Mc·Rc·/ pc+Me·Re*/ p e= iJ( E. p )/a 8· ....... ""®
Material balarx:e on ·oxygen gas can be wscribed as
-.iJ<Y·Co/ p)/ X-Rc*= .iJ( E ·Caj/ 8·· .••..... ·@
In the case ofdeveloping the fi.mia:mental equations relevant to the drying process, the first stage of the drying process and
the second stage of the railing rate period. Moisture condensation. and drying ,process can be expressed from the material
balance .on the fluid. In wet zone,there are additional vapor condemsation;then the ratio of the water in the solid raises
gradually. Therefore,ithe conden.5ation of moisture can be suppressed by reducing the tumidity of the gas or raising the
temperarure ofthe raw sinter mix.
-iJ(V•W)/ a X= R,..* ··········@
Fromd'ie material balance ofthe water rontent in the raw materials,
(1-E) ps·iJw/ae=R,..• ........... ®

•=

a

a

a

Enthalpy balance in the wet zone,
V·C·1)/ a x+ f3. a:(T-t)=
R,..*· liH,, + (1- E )iJ ( c·tYo 8· ...... ·@
Dryirlg ~ in the coratant rate period.
R,.* = {.3 ·a·( T - t YliH,, · • .. · · .... · · ·@
For the falling rate period is ·expres.sed,
R,..*={ .{3 ·a•( T-t YliH,..}·(w-w.Y( w0 -w,)·®
Through this drying prooess.,the water in the upper
solids move into the gas bulk flow as the vaper.
The moistw"e condensation z.one furms at a high
rate and reaches l:he bottom of.the layer in a short
time. Then this vapor from the flow gas attac.h to
the down oflayer and are cooled by the 1lower part
of solid, then the vapor coo.dences again on the
solid surface. Moisture oondensation rate ,can be
expressed as following,
R,..* = V· (CJWs/ aT)·( iJT/ a X) . ·@
aws/ iJT =O.OOS·exp(0.057·T) • •• • • • ··®
Here Ws is the saturation humidity of suction gas.
Ga:s fiow resistance ofthe moisture c.ondensation
zone is larger than that of the initial raw bed.
Pessure changes; P of each zone are the followings,
P/ iJX = r;. 1 .µ ·V+r.. 2 ·p · '\/2 ···@

tlllile.1--a 1l>e 1Qpti.,. ol l'OC7Clhic 1173t.. calculatlan (lnpat data)
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Here

1t 1 , tt 2

are pressure drop coefficients.

Caluculated result.
In general,partial diffrentiai equations
are classified in three type. This
mathematical model belongs to
the second order hyperbolic type.
,_ ...
This type partial ditTerencial equation
has two characteristic arrve. On these
curve,the equations of this model Can
be treated as the ordinary differential
equations. It becomes more easier to
be solved. The numeric.a.I solut·ion are
obtained on the integnill curve. It was
fowxi from the computations that
there existed a maximum step size of
' t I • s I '
I
I
,. "
,, n. N "
.. 17 I I It • n n D It JI JI If •
•
•
the differenc.e as required for obtaining
1._.i. c....i
stable solutions and that the solutions
Fig. 2 Variation of temperature oftransverse section oflayer
could be expressed on the two WIVes regan:ling time and distance variables. On the basis of this model having
manyoperation parameters,the numerical solutions can be obtained by computer based step by step calrulation Then the
virtual operation can be achieved ,it was carried about eleven miUion stepS for one operating case. Using the initial operating
conditions only,this mathematical model which includes empirirical formulas of the pressure drop in each zone can predict
the change in the suction air volume with the movement of moisture and the progress of sintering after ignition As a result.it
can be clarified that the temperature distribution in non steady state. The Wmidity concentration in the flow gas causes to
decrease die partial pressure of oxygen concentration The amount of moistere condensation largely depends on the
difference between the wet bulb temperature offlow gas passing through the sinter bed and the temperature ofthe raw sinter
mix. Using this mode~ the changes of the temperature distribution with the oxygen concentration were theoretically
investigated. The critic.a.I concentration can be ·estimated as the changes of the temperature distribution of the bed layer
with operating time. It is oo.nsidered that the .sintering reaction will not take place wider this value. Tin.ts,with the other
operating conditions kept unchanged, the value is considered the lower limit of critic.a.I oxygen conceniration. It can be also
obsereved that there the same hesitation to rise solid temperature. 11 caused .the coke reaction rate were not enough, the
maximum temperature of solid can not be developed. While the concentration is raised over critical value.the temperature
distnbution expands along distance
from the bed surfuce.This describes
the mathema!ical model fur sintering
phenomena and analyzing clerly the
inner situation of the sintei- bed.
Here caluculated three typical cases
shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.
The maximum temperature of solid i ~ 1---1---+-~~"!.+~~-4-.........~--1f---"o,..--f-~-t-~~~_,c-1
tends to increase .as the distance
~ ~~--l..J-~~-1-->..---1-~~~~~~t-~-t-~~-......~c-1
from the bed surfuce.

e
:i

Summary.
The effects of operating factors
on the reaction rates and the
temperature distributions of the
sinter bed can be quantitatively
evaluated by simulation model.
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Fig. 3 Variation oftemperatureoflayer in operation time
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On the basis of the findings obtained by use of
the mode~ there are some limitting condition
• Ori1in
7
• Root2 t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : = - - - - 1
to develop heat pattern in the bed. Here,it is
clearly decided the critical concentration in
~I t----------------the suction gas. The effects of these factOfS on
~-~ '5 ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
the reaction rates, the temperan.ire distribution
1
4 t---------------~
of the sinter bed and ,critical conditions fur the
1::
·;;
~ 3 !---------------tlue gas recirculation can be quantatively
•
·evaluated.his seemed that high vapor
"
~2t-------------:i:
existance decreases the coke combustion
reaction. As a result, the waste gas recirculating
method will increase the .amount of moisture
l
3
4
5
•
condensation in the sinter bed and dec:rea.se
Zone No
the max.imum temperature in the bed.
Fig. 4 Relative oomperison ofcirculation effect
Then it should be paid enough c.omp~ for'the high temperature gas By this virtual simulation technics developed
here, the optimum condition can be dicided cleared for every cases. The resuhs of these analysis have been utiliz.ed in
developing the new tevhnics for the sintering process as well as improving the machine.

..

Norn enda .t ure.
Ccoi ,C : carbon dioxide coocentration, specific beat of gas,
Coi : -oxygen coocentration , c : specific heat of solid
H :melting variable , Mc : molecular weight of carbon •
Me : molecular weight of limestone ,
r : radius of coke particle , r. :radius of limestone partide,
Rc• :coke reaction rate, Re•:limestonereaction rate
R.. • :moisture moving rate,
T :gas temperature, tsolid temperature,
V :suction gas volume ,
w, :critical moisture content , W :moisture content of gas, Ws :saturated moisture conten1,
w. :equilibrium moisture content, w :moisture content of solid,
X :distance from bed surface ,
a: :heat transfer ooefficient, f3 :specific surface area,
'Y . • :coke reaction rate for particle , 'Y.•:limestone reaction rate for particle,
D. He:heat of coke reaction, D.He:heat of'lime stone reaction
D. H.. :latent heat of vaporization,
E :voidage of bed , 0 :time since ignition ,
p • ;density of coke,
p :density of gas , p. ;deMity of bed
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Abstract. A systematic approach is presented for the on-line control and monitoring of chemical processes, Predictive control and nonlinear estimation techniques are employed to achieve the required
control performances while providing on-line estimates of the reaction rate. The main features of th is
approach are illustrated throw a typical chemical pr.acess.

1

Introduction

in the present paper, we present an approach for the on-line monitoring of chemical reactors. The control
scheme of the proposed approach is based on a predictive control one. It makes use of a parametric
Controlled AutoRegressive and Integrated Moving Average (CARIMA } model of the system [2]. While
controlling the process, the proposed approach also provides on-line estimates of the reaction rates which
constitute key para meters of the process. These estimates are issued from nonlinear observers which
are designed on the basis of the process balance models. Two main fea t ures of the resulting monitoring
approach are worth to be mentioned:
• The control design is carried out using the long range predictive control culture [2]. Of fundamental
interest, the design parameter specification is carried using an iterative procedure that provides au appropriate shaping of the usual sensitivity functions, ensuring thereby the underlying robustness [5].
• The estimation procedure makes use of recent results on nonlinear observers' design [4]. The corresponding observers are synthesised on the basis of t he process mathematical balance models. They do
not assume or require any model for the reaction rates and are very successful in accurately estimating
these variables.
We now propose to illustrate the main features of the proposed approach throw a typical chemical process.
Indeed, the considered proci:.ss deals with a chemical reaction with a single reactant A , held in a batch
jacketed reaction calorimeter. The mathematical model of such a process is :

(1)

where r is the reaction rate, CA is the reactant concentration, t:.HT is the reaction enthalpie, TR (resp.1j) ,
Pn (resp. pj) and CpR (resp. Cpj) are respectively the temperature, the density and the specific heat of

t he reaction bulk (resp. the coolant/heating fluid), Fjis the coolant/heating fluid Aow rate and
its inlet temperature. The heat Aux Q is given by the following equation :
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Tjin

is

(2)
where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, A is the heat transfer surface area and \IR is the
reactor volume. Our control objective consists in tracking a desired profile for the reactor temperature.
The plant input and output are Tjin and TR respectively. vVhile controlling the temperature, our aim also
consists in obtaining an on-line estimate of the reaction rate r from the sole temperature measurements.
Both control and ,e stimation simulations have been carried out using SIMART package [6].

2

Control of the reactor temperature

For control purpose>, we have identified a linear model of the system described by ( 1). Using a poly nomial
approach, the plant to be controlled was assumed to be approximated by a CARIMA model. Ident ification
ha.s been carried out around the usual setpoint TR(O) and in a le-ast squares met hod sense using a pseudcr
random binary sequence. One should notice that the heat production inside the reactor induced by the
exothermic reaction is considered as an output perturbation.
A generalized predictive control law ha.s then been synthetized on the basis of t he obtained parametric control model. The remaining design parameters, namely the different horizons and the observer
dynamic have been specified from an iterative procedure based on the shaping of the usual sensit ivity
functions. Such a procedure ensures a satisfying performances-robustness compromise (5] which is of
prior importance to deal with the non-modelled dynamics such as the reaction heat production.
For comparison purposes, a PID controller has been synthesized using the relay method [l ]. Figure
1 shows the Bode plots of the usual sensitivity functions corresponding to the robust predict ive control
and PID control systems. This figure clearly shows the great sensitivity of PID towards output noise
measurements. This fact is confirmed by the temporal input behaviour. Indeed, Figures 2 and 3 show
the input-output performances of both controllers submitted to two types of disturbances, namely noise
output measurements and the exothermic reaction. Though both control systems provide acceptable
controlled outputs, performances of the robust predictive controller are better according to the input
behaviour.

3

Estimation of the reaction rat,e

While controlling the process output, on-line estimates of the reaction rate r have been provided by a nonlinear observer which was synthetized on the basis of the mathematical balance model. The corresponding
equations are [3] :

(3)

e

where > 0 is the sole d esign parameter. In order to illustrate the performances of the propo.sed estimator, we have compared corresponding results with data issued from simulation, i.e. we have simulated
the process model (1) by considering the following expression for the reaction rate :

(4)
where ko is the reaction rate constant, E the activatiou energy and R the ideal gas constant. Estimation
results are compared to data issued from simulations on figure 4 (corresponding curves are s uper imposed!) .
We remark the good performances o f the observer in dealing with noise rejection a nd in tracking abrupt
parameter variations.
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4

Conclusion

An approach is presented for on-line control and observation of batch reactors. A generalized predictive
control law is synthetized on the basis of a procedure which ensures an appropriate shaping of the
usual sensivity functions. The control scheme is coupled with a nonlinear observer synthetized from the
mathematical balance model of the process . The proposed approach provides an on-line estimate of the
reaction rate while ensuring the control of the reactor t emperature.

5
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ON THE IMPORTANCE OF TAKING SPACE INTO ACCOUNT WHEN
MODELING MICROBIAL COMPETITION IN STRUCTURED FOODS
E.J. Dens and J.F. Van lmpe
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Katholieke Universiteit Leuven - Kardinaal Mercier!aan 92, B-3001 Leuven (Belgium)
Fax.: +32-16-32.19.60; e-mail: jan.vanimpe@agr.kuleuven.ac.be
Abstract. Most of the models discussed up till now in predictive microbiology do not take into account
the variability of microbial growth with respect to space. In structured (solid) foods, microbial growth
can strongly depend on the position in the food and the assumption of homogeneity can thus not be
accepted: space must be considered as an additional independent variable. In the current paper, a
continuous time - two species competition model (proposed in previous work by the authors) is extended
to take space into account. The spatio-temporal behavior of the spatially extended model is observed on a
coupled map lattice. The smaller motility of the micro-organisms in solid foods allows spatial segregation
which causes pattern formation. Evidence is given for the fact that taking space into account indeed has
.an influence on the behavior (coexistence/extinction) of the populations, which is very important in the
field of predictive microbiology, where microbial safety is of major interest.

Introduction
As food safety is a growing concern in modern society, the scientific discipline of predictive microbiology gains worldwide more and more interest. The concept of predictive microbiology is t hat a detailed
knowledge of the growth of micro-organisms in food products enables objective evaluation of the microbiological safety and quality of foods. If this microbial ecology is well understood, survival and / or
growth of an organism of concern may be predicted on the basis of a mathematical relationship between
microbial growth rate and environmental conditions. During the las t decade, a large variety of predictive models for microbial growth have been developed. However, most of these models do not take into
aocount the variability of microbial growth with respect to space. In homogeneous environments, like
broths and fluid foods, this variability does not exist or may be neglected. In structured (heterogeneous)
foods, microbial growth can strongly depend on the position in the food and the assump tion of perfect
mixing can thus not be accepted. [n consequence, space must be considered.
In the field of ecology, [4] already pointed out that the spatially extended counterpart of an ecological
model can lead to quite different behavior. The coexistenoe of two competitors is demonstrated although
they have high interspecific competition coefficients. This coexistence implies the formation of structures
over space with local segregation. A possible mechanism to control the level of pathogens in food products
is to add an antagonist. Adding Lactobacillus plantarum could ,for example, be a way to inhibit the
growth of Escherichia coli in a food. Obviously, when describing this system, it is of great importance
to be able to accurately predict coexistence or extinction between these species. The knowledge that
taking space into account has implications for population extinction urges researchers working in the
field ·o f predictive microbiology to consider this issue.
In this work, a continuous time - two species competition model (developed in a previous paper [2])
is extended t o take space into account. The concerned model can be represented by a system of two
non- autonomous differential equations :

=

(1)

=
with
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Figure 1: In order to take space into account, space is considered as a rectangular grid or lattice with
k and l the spatial coordinates. Transfer of biomass from the current site (k,l) to the neighboring sites
((k, l - 1), (k, l + 1), (k - l, l), (k + 1, l)) -and vice versa- is possible.
ln these equations, N 1 and N 2 [number of cells per unit of volume] are the cell densities of species 1 and
2 respectively. The variables Q1 and Q 2 represent the internal physiological state of the cells of species
1 and 2 respectively. They grow according to a,n exponential la:w and allow the description of a lag
phase for each of the two species. µma::; [I/time] indicates the maximum specific growth rate of species
i (i = 1, 2), Nmax, [number of cells per unit of volume] represents the maximum population density of
species i when no other species is present and a;i [-] is a coefficient of interaction measuring the effects
of species j on species i. In the cited paper, a stability analysis of the equilibrium points in function
of these interaction coefficients is performed. However, the model as well as the results of the stability
analysis ar,e only valid for homogeneous food products sinoe th.e model does not take into account the
variability of microbial growth with respect to space. In heterogeneous foods, a different behavior is to
be expected.

Introducing space
In order to take space into account, space is considered as a rectangular grid (or lattice), like presented
in Figure l. As such, in fact two-dimensional space is considered. The reason to adopt this twodimensional configuration is in the first place because of the feasibility of experimental validation. Each
lattice si.te is presumed homogeneous, such that the cell densities N 1 and N 2 at each separate lattice site
grow according to model (1). At the separate sites, however, working with a number of cells per lattice
site is more obvious. Therefore, the state variables n 1 and n·2 [number of cells/lattice site volume] are
introduced at each separate lattice site. Transformation from the cell densities N; to the number of cells
per lattice site n; depends on the unit of volume attributed to a single site. The state variables n 1 and
n 2 still foUow equations fo the same type:

=

(2)

=
with nmax, [number of oells/lattice site volume] the ma:ximum number of cells of species i at a lattice
site when no other species is present.
While at each separate lattice site, the number of cells of species 1 and 2 grow according to equations
(2) transfer of biomass n 1 and n 2 from the current site to the neighboring sites -and vice versa- is
possible (see also Figure 1). In situations of high cell density differences between the neighboring sites,
this movement occurs in the direction of the site with the least dense concentration of cells. Indeed,
a classical balance model for the accumulation of biomass at a certain site in a lattice is composed of
two parts. On the one hand we have biotransformation (or evolution) of the cells at the lattice site in
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T = 10°C
µmax;

[l/h]

Nmaz;

[cells/mlJ

Q;(O)

[- J

species 1: E. coli

species 2: L. plantar-um

0.05

0.06

5.4. 109

2.4. 109

0 .0425

0.0425

•

Table 1: Numeric values for the maximum specific growth rate, the maximum population density (3][5)
and the initial physiological state of the cells [l] for species 1 and species 2 at a temperature of 10°C.

function of the environmental conditions at that particular site [equations (2)J, and , on t he other hand,
there is transport of cells between neighboring sites:
accumulation(k, l)

=

biotransformation(k, l)

+

transport((k,l), (k -1 , l) , (k + l,l), (k, l - l }, (k, l

+ 1))

Using an Euler approximation (discretization interval t..t) for the discrete solution of model (2) , the
extended model can be represented by the following set of difference equations:
t.t [µf (k, l) · n1 (k, l}]

n~+~ 1 (k,l)

ni (k, l)

+

+

otD\7 2 nf (k, l)

n~+ ~t (k, l)

n~(k, l)
,___...,

+ 6t [µ~(k,l) · n~(k,l)] +

t.tD\7 2 n~ (k , l)

previous state

biotransformation

transport

(3}

in which the transport of t he cells of species 1 and 2 in one time step 6t from / to the current site (k, l)
is defined as the diffusive operator \7 2 , which matches the following rule:
\7 2 n1 (k , l)
2

\7 n2(k, l)

n 1 (k + 1, l )

nz(k

+ n 1 (k -

1, l )

+ n 1 (k , l + 1) + n 1 (k , l -

1) - 4n 1 (k, l)

+ l,l) + n2(k -1,l) +n2(k,l + 1) + nz(k,l -1) -

(4)

4n2(k ,l)

The diffusion coefficient D [surface unit/time unit) is a measure for the firmness of the food. It matches
infinity if the food is very fluid, and zero if no movement of micro-organisms is possible. In our application
D is chosen to be very small, referring to a solid food.

Results
Consider, for example, a gel of 10 by 10 cm and 1 mm thick, in which micro-organisms grow. This
surface is then superimposed with a grid of 100 times 100 sites, each site covering 1 mm2 (and 1 mm
thick). The unit volume attributed to a single site ( lattice site volume) is thus 1 mm 3 • Implementing the
extended model equations (3) on this randomly initialized coupled map lattice (with Neumann boundary
conditions), t he spatio-temporal behavior of the extended two species competition model is observed.
The model parameters necessary for model (2) are inspired by typical values for the pathogen Escherichia
coli (Ni) in presence of t he antagonist lactic acid bacterium Lactobacillus plantar-um (N2 ) (Table 1).
The steady state solution for a particular combination of interaction coefficients (o 12 = 3.5 and 0 2 1 =
0.6) and a very low diffusion coefficient (D = 16.7µm 2 /s, referring to a solid, structured environment) is
shown in Figure 2. As one can observe, there is pattern formation, making global coexistence of species
1 and 2 possible. This pattern formation is caused by spatial segregation, due to a very low diffusion
coefficient like is the case in solid foods. In [2] however, it was shown that for t he same combination of
interaction coefficients, no coexistence of species 1 and species 2 is possible in a homogeneo us medium.
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Figure 2: Steady state solution for microbial growth at a 100 x 100mm3 lattice following equations (3)
(a 12 = 3.5, a 21 = 0.6 and D = 16.7µm 2 /s). The plots represent the density of species 1 (left) and species
2 (right) [#cells/lattice site volume] at each site of the lattice. The bar at the right maps the different
shades of gray to its corresponding cell density.
This is because in fluid foods, no spatial segregation can persist. This is an example of fundamentally
different behaviour in structured versus homogeneous foods.

Summary
In this paper, an illustrative example is given for the fact that microbial growth on a medium that is not
perfectly mixed results in fundamentally different behavior than in homogeneous media, since spatial
segregation causes pattern formation and .has an influence on coexistence/extinction of populations. In
the field of predictive microbiology, a correct prediction is crncial, e.g., when dealing with pathogenic
micro-organisms in foods. The main message of this work is that, when modeling microbial growth in
a structured environment, a more extended model structure which takes space into account is necessary
for reli:a ble predictions. This structure will certainly involve two parts: on the one hand local m i crobial
growth in function of the local environment, and on the other hand transfer of biomass (and possibly
other components, such as nutrients, metabolites, .. . ) between neighboring sites. More extensive review
and exploration of suc!h models applicable in the field of predictive microbiology will be reported in future
work.
Author E. Dens is a research assistant with. the Fund for Scientific Research-Flanders. Work is supported
by the Research Council of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven as part of projects COF / 98/ 008 and
OT /99/24, the Fund for Scientific Research - Flanders as part of project G.0267.99, and the European
Union as part of project EU FAIR CT97-3129. The scientific responsibility is assumed by its authors.
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Abstract. Th·is paper presents a mathematical model of the colorant mixture colour sensitivity to the
concentration errors. The 1items "recipe sensitivity" and "recipe correctability" are introduced as numerical
quantities. The method of calculat,ing the numerical estimates of the above quantities is developed. The results of
a number of numerical experiments are used to illustrate the features of the theoretical model. In conclusion, a
possible link between the predicted sensitivity values and the repeatability of the recipe colour is discussed.

I. fotroducticm
The prescribed target colour of a material can be achieved by the application of each one of a set of recipes
(mixtures of various colorants in appropriate proportions). Not all recipes which match the prescribed target
colour ar·e equaUy appropriate for use in the production. Colourists prefer recipes which are the least sensitive to
small random concentration errors and other inevitable small random variations in the coloration process.
Another desired property is the sufficient r·ecipe correctabit.ity (tha,t means·: small corrections of the recipe colour
in any direction in colour "space" can be achieved by small adjustments of colorant concentrations). Colourists
in industry select less sensitive (but still enough correctable) ones among various recipes using their knowledge
gained from experience. In order to enable a quantitative comparison of the above two properties of various
recipes in advance (i.e. alfeady at the time of computer recipe formulation), a theoretical model of the sensitivity
and correctability of the recipe co.lour is developed.

2. Theory
According to the needs of the coloration practise the items "sensitiv·ity" and "correctability" o f the recipe colour
are introduced as numerical quantities. Let tiE denote colour difference according to the formula CMC(/: c). The
explanation of the colour difference formulae and the representation of colour by triplets of numbers cylindrical coordinates L • (lightness, the level on the vertical axis), c• (chroma, the distance from the vertical
axis) and h (hue, angle of rotation around the vertical axis) can be found e.g. in [I]. For the sake of simplicity,
only the case of the recipe c = (c 1 , c2 , c3 ) consisting of the concentrations of three colorants will be considered.
The application of the recipe c = (c 1 , c 2 , c3 ) produces colour position v

=(L •, c•, h).

A small concentration

change L\c = (L\c 1 , L\c 2 , L\c 1 ) produces a small colour change L\v =(AL • !{IS L ), L\C • l (cSc), L\H • IS H

) •

Note

.that the colour difference tiE is the length of the vector L\v.
Let us introduce the directional sensitivity of the recipe c in the direction of a nonzero vector
L\c = (L\c 1, L\c 2 , L\c 3 ) (in concentration space) by:

st.c

=

. U(t L\c)
hm II t L\c II
1 ~0+

=

. llL\v(t L\c)ll
IIm ~-___,,...c.
t->0+

II / L\c II

The sens1t1v1t1·es s 1 , s 2 , s 3 of the recipe c =
directional sensitivity in directions (t.c 1 ,0,0),

(I)

(c1 , c2 , c 3 ) to the particular colorants
(o, L\c1 ,0) and (0,0, L\c1 ), respectively.

are special cases of the

The overall sensitivity of the recipe c = (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) is defined as the biggest directional sensitivity across all
possible (nonzero) directions L\c = (L\c 1 , L\c 2 , L\c 1 ) of a move from the recipe position
concentration space:

s

=

sup s L\c
6c>'0

. M(t L\c)l
I1m
~c~O ( HO+ II t L\c I

c = (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 )

in the

sup

(2)

The correctability of a recipe is defined according to the conc·entration change L\c needed to produce the
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c = (c 1 ,c2 ,c3 ) in the direction of a

colour change Av requested. The directional correctability of the recipe
non~ero vec~or

Av = (M •/(IS L ), AC• /(cSc ), AH• IS H) (in colour space) is the number:

=

corr!!..
v

(

.
. Ac(t Av
hm II .
HO+ Jj t Av II

~IJ

- 11

.

(3)

lf the mov·e in the direction Av is impossible, we set corrAv = 0. When opposite, note that !!..v * 0 implies
!!..c(!!..v) ~ 0. Special 1cases of directional ·c orrectability in the (nonzero) directions
lo,AC•/(cSC),O),

lo,o,Af!•/sH),

(AL• /(/SL), 0, 0 ),

paralilel to 1the L* axis and ~o the chroma and hue lines, result in the

correctabi\iities ~o the (CMC(/:c)-scaled) L", c•, and h values. We do not present them in detail.
The overall correctability of a r·ecipe is then defined as the lowest possible directional correctability across all
possible directions Av = (M • /(IS L ), !!..C • l(cSc ), AH • IS H) of the move from the actual colour position in
colour space:

corr = inf corrtlv

. f [
m

l"1m l\!!..c(t !!..v)jll- 1

6 v ..i>

6v;t0

HO+

(4)

II t Av IJ

It is useful to note that for a corresponding pair of (nonzero) vectors !!..c=(Ac 1 ,Ac 2 ,Ac3 ) and
tlv

=(AL• /(IS L ), AC• l(cSc ), Ml* ISH) , the following relation is valid:
_ . ll!!..v(t Ac)lj _ [ .1.
,jlllc(t !!..v)jjJ-I _
s Ac - 1tm
tm .
- corrtlv
HO+ II t !!..c II
HO+ ·~ 1 tlv j]

(5)

'

Therefore, the value of the directicmal sensitivi1ty in the dir·ection Ac in concentration space is equal to the value
of the directional correctabiHty in the direction !!..v in the colour space. Using the Eqn. (5), we see that the
overall sensitivity of a recipe can. also be interpreted as the biggest possible directional correctability:

s

=

sup s!!..c

sup corrAv

6c;t0

llv-.t.O

(6)

and that the overall correctability of a recipe can also be interpreted as the lowest possible directional sensitivity:

corr =

inf corrAv =
llv-.t.O

inf s.!!..c

(7)

6c-.t.O

The AUen's iteration equation [2], [31 used .in the recipe formulatiion a:tgorithms has been transformed [4] in the
form which links (smaH) concentration errors (changes llc 1, !!..c 2 , !!..c 3 ) with the visually relevant (small) changes

M * /(IS L), AC• /(cS, ), Ml• IS ff of the perceived colour of the object. The resulting linear approximation
formula:

(AL. /(IS L ), !!..C. /(cSc ), Ml• 1s ff

v=

J CMC B(lk1, Ac2 'llc3 )T

(8)

is therefor·e approximately valid in a small volume around the recipe c =

0

(c 1 , c2 , c 3 )

in the concentration space

and a small volume around the colour position v = (l *, C*, h) of the recipe in the colour space. This formula is
then used ~o develop the numerical estimates of the above newly int roduced quantities [4], [5]. Among other
interesting results, it turns out that:
the sensitivit·ies s 1 , s1 , s3 of the rec1ipe c = (c 1 , c 2 , c3 ) to particular colorants are the lengths of
particular ·c olumns ofithe matrix J cuc iB , and that
the overall colour sensitivity and overall colour correctabi[i,ty of a recipe are the maximal and the
mi nim al sin.guitar value onhe matrix J cMc B , respectively.
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Usually, a larger number of recipes is treated. In order to reduce the amount of computation the following
computationally simpler upper bound
(9)
for the overall sensitivity can be used 'i nstead of the exact value. Also a lower bound for correctability can be
developed and calculated.

4. Numerical experiments
A series of numerical experiments involving the calculation of rncipe sensitivities and correctabilities (in a
particular case of textile dyeing) for a larger set of target colours has been carried out.
The optical data of 8 basic dyes (2 yellows, 2 reds, I brown-red, 2 blues and I black) applied to textile fabric
made of PAN fibres was used for recipe prediction. The target colours were chosen from the EUROCOLOR
colour atlas, from 8 different L *C"'-(half-)planes with hues 0, 125, 250, 350, 500, 650, 800 and 900 (per
thousand), respectively. Targets have been spaced regularly by I 0 units in L •and c• values.
For each taTget colour sensitivities to particular colorants, the upper bound (9) for overall sensitivity and the
lower bound for correctability of all possible three-colorant recipes were calculated. The triplets consisting of the
sensitvity upper bound (9), the correctability lower bound and the ratio (low. bound)/(upp. bound) for the recipes
(containing the same combination of a yellow, a red and a blue colorant) for targets from the blue-green L •c•plane of hue h = 500 are presented in Table I.
Table I. The triplets consisting of the p~edicted
upper bound (9), lower bound (of overaH
correctability) and the quotient (lower bound I
upper bound) of the recipes (containing the same
combination of a yellow, a red and a blue colorant}
for each of the blue-green targets indicated in
L*C*-plane h=500 (EUROCOLOR 500.xx.xx) .

Table II. The predicted upper bounds (9) of overall
sensitivities of the first 10 least metameric recipes
for each of the blue-green targets indicated in the
L *C*-plane h=500 (EUROCOLOR 500.xx.xx).The
asterisk following some numbers in the table means
that the average upper bound has been obtained
from less than I 0 values (at least from 4).

L*=80

4701
3862
2590

3109
1740
1010

1139
73
0.06

L*= 70

2660
2001
1211

1811
1080
580

1516
768
404

732
55
0.08

636
44
0.07

L* =60

1436
1117
645

1020
621
352

849
433
229

507
37
0.07

402
32
0.08

372
26
0.07

391
21
0.05

L* =50

747
575
330

610
350
194

497
252*
132

525
250*
117

l*=40

2T1
21
0.08

214
18
0.08

199
14
0.07

235
12
0.05

L*=40

406
311
179

334
190
99

267
134
70

317
150
66

l* =30

141
12
0.09

112
10
0.09

L*=30

215
163
93

181
105
60

C* =O

C*=lO

C*=O

C*= IO

C*=20

C*=30

L*=BO

3404
190
0.06

2370
152
0.06

L*=70

1884
110
0.06

1272
91
0.07

L*=60

994
63
0.06

l*=50

. ..sens. upp. bound
.. . corr. low. bound
. . . low. b./ upp. b.

... max.
... aver .
... min .

I

Targets:
h = 500

c•=20

Targets:
h = 500

C* =30
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In addition, the upper bounds (9) for the sensitivity of the first I 0 least metameric recipes per target were
considered. These exhibited the same general trends as observed in the cases of recipes consisting of a single
three-colorant combination treated above. To illustrate this, the triplets consisted of the maximal (above),
average (in the middle) and minimal (beneath) of the mentioned I 0 sensitivity upper bounds for targets in L •c•plane with hue h = 500 are presented in Table II .
In the TabJes I and II presented it can be seen that the lightest-shade recipes are the most sensitive ones (they
generally have the biggest predicted upper bound of sensitivity) and that the recipe sensitivity rapidly decreases
when the target gets darker. Furthermore, the predicted (upper bound of the) overall sensitivity is almost halved
when we make a 10-\llnit decr:ease along each line parallel to the L •-axis. The same trend was observed also for
target colours in L •c•-planes for the 7 other hues considered. As higher lightness of a target in most cases
(except e .g. for very saturated yellows) implies lower colorant concentration(s) in the recipe, the above
observation is somewhat in accordance with the results of Alman 's computer simulations [6].
The (upper bound of the) overall sensitivity of recipes varies less when the chroma c• of the target is
increased at the constant lightness :level L •. When the target is moved radially from the L *-axis the recipe colour
sensitivity moderately decreases in most directions, it can be almost halved at the border of gamut (see Table I) .
This feature is in accordance with the observations that, generally, neutral shade recipes are more sensitive than
others [7]. In our experiment but, in .some of such radial directions (e.g. hue 650 of I OOO) the recipe sensitivity
can also moderately increase.
in Table 11, it 1can be seen that for some targets the sensitivity bound of the most sensitive among the l 0
recipes treated is up to 5-times higher than the sensitivity bound of the l\east sensitive one. The question arises
whether such a distinct difference in predicted sensitivity to concentration errors also results in a significant
difference in the repeatability of the (two) recipes considered. As concentration errors are only one of several
sorts of small random errors that affect the repeatability [8]., a simple and generally valid answer does not seem
to exist. In situations whel'e the relative contribution of concentration error to the total colour error is higher,
such ,i nformation .c an be useful. A series of experiments involving laboratory dyeing of textile fabric is being
carried out with the aim to find a possible link between the predicted sensitivity to concentration errors and the
repeatability of a recipe.
1

Summary
The items "sensitivity of the recipe colour to concentration errors" and "correctability of the recipe colour" are
introduced as numerical quantities. Some interesting links and interdependence between sensitivity and
correctability are noticed. The numerical estimates of the above quantities are presented. The results of a
number of numerical experiments ar1e used to illustrate the features of the theoretical model. A possible link
between predicted sensitivity values and repeatabHity of the recipe colour is to be investigated in future work.
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Abstract: Mechanical alloying is a process for the production of new materials. It takes place in a high energy
mill where two powders of different origin are mixed. By the conversion of mechanical into chemical energy
nanocrystalline structures emerge that cannot be produced by thennic alloying. The composition, physical properties and fine structure of the alloy can be influenced by various process parameters. However the chemical
mechanism of the alloying process is currently not well understood. In order to study the influence of the process
parameters on the product properties a general phenomenological model for mechanical alloying based on particle distributions is presented. It extends classical grinding models by an additional description of particle fusion.
Some general considerations concerning the choice of breakage and fusion laws are undertaken and mathematical
properties of the model like its transfonnation behavior and mass conservation are studied. Finally, simulation
runs and a comparison with experimental data show that the alloying model is able to describe the main process
characteristics.

Introduction
By mechanical alloying new materials like amorphous powders, interrnetallic materials, solid solution alloys and
metal matrix composites can be produced [5]. It takes place in a high energy shaker, planetary or ball mill where
two powders of different origin are mixed (Figure I). As an example an Al-Fe alloy with Fe particles of 10
run diameter within an Al matrix can be produced which is not possible by classical thennic alloying [7]. The
nanocrystalline fine structure of the product strongly depends on the physical and chemical properties of the raw
materials. In particular the hardness of the materials plays an important role.

a)

b)

Milling Balls·. o :.__
c ...-~_ c- •
-....... • : .;:; • • ,

~

... ., .,, ........
.. . '· .-

..

Mixture of
two Powders

.,,.. _
r

Abbildung 1: a) Process of mechanical alloying in a high energy ball mill [4}. b) Nanocrystal/ine strnctures
emerge by high energy impacts ofparticles.
To understand the chemical mechanism of mechanical alloying the nanocrystalline structure of the alloy must
be known at the atomar scale. The milled powder consists of particles that are composed from homogeneously
structured crystallites (Figure 2b). These crystallites in tum belong to the different chemical substances which
were present at process Startup. The two different starting powders might already have a heterogeneous crystalline
particle structure but the crystals are composed from the same chemical substance. Typical particle sizes of the
milled powder are in the I 0 µm scale while crystallites are in the range of I 0 run.
The space between the crystallites is filled by irregularly arranged "glueing" atoms from the two initially
supplied sources (Figure 2b). These atoms connect the crystallites by chemical bonding. The chemical reaction
mechanisms driven by the high energy particle collisions in the mill are currently not well understoo d. An established theory postulates that a high energy impact of two particles produces a local instable plasma that exists
for only a few nsec [8]. In the plasma all atoms are deallocated from their original crystal position and establish
temporary bonds to the other crystallite species. This state is quickly frozen by energy dissipation so that the
thennodynamical equilibrium is not reached and a metastable intercrystalline phase remains.
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Abbildung 2: Fine structure ofa) the initially supplied powder and b) an alloyed particle. Nanocrystallites of type
A and B are connected by intercrystallite bonding atoms C.
Clearly, the propenies of the alloy can be influenced by the initial amounts of materials, the initial panicle
size distribution, the milling time and the milling parameters. The investigation of these dependencies takes great
experimental efforts [4). For this reason mathematical modeling and simulation can be a helpful tool to obtain a
deeper understanding of the process and to predict the product properties from the process parameters. However,
no mathematical models for the mechanical alloying process are currently available. Consequently, this is a new
demanding field for modeling and simulation.

Particle Distributions
In principle different modeling scales might be used to describe the mechanical alloying process. I ) A molecular
dynamics approach on the atomar scale might help to understand the chemical mechanisms. 2) A crystallite
interaction model on the mesoscopic scale can possibly describe the evolution of the particle fine structure. 3)
A rough macroscopic particle distribution model can describe the overall composition of the particles. However
because too few is currently known on the atomar scale and the mesoscopic scale requires to many modeling
assumptions and parameters a first phenomenological approach is taken here at the macroscopic scale. Such a
model can build on classical particle grinding models. On the other hand standard models for milling processes
are not suited here because the most important event, the fusion of particles, is not taken into account.
Starting with classical grinding models and powders that consist of only one chemical phase the powder
is described by a particle size distribution u(x). The precise definition ofu(x) is obtained from the cumulative
distribution function U(x) = J0" u({) d{ which is the total mass of all particles with a size smaller than x. Thus not
the number of particles is counted for each particle size x but their total mass. This is a reasonable choice because
the mass is conserved when particles break or fuse but not the number of particles. Particle size distributions are
well established in classical grinding models. In panicular, the available measurement instruments for particle
distributions directly produce size distributions. However the concept of particle size is problematic because it
depends on the definition ofa size for any (not necessary spherical) particle shape.
As will become clear later the difference between size, volume or mass is not important in the classical milling
models. However when particle fusion is taken into account the use of size distributions will lead to unnecessary
complications. The reason is that volumes and masses are conserved when particles break or fuse but not the particle sizes. Assuming spherical particle shapes the transformation from size x (interpreted as the sphere diameter)
to volume y is given by

y

= f (x) = rr/6·x 3

( I)

The transformation from volume y to mass z is less problematic if the mass density p is known: z
g(y ) =
p·y ~ y
g- 1 (z)
z/ p. However, if the intercrystallite phase in an alloy is considered (Figure 2b), its mass
density can only be estimated due to its irregular chemical strucrure.

=

=
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Given the transformation ( l) between size and volume the transformation between the corresponding panicle
size distribution u(x) and the particle volume distribution v(y) is given by the well known transformation formula
for densities:

v(y)

= ;,~~~~~~/) = 2/rr · (6/tr. y)- 213 • u ( y/6/rr. y)

(2)

Using this formula the classical models for the dynamics of particle size distributions can be transformed to
volume distributions. Likewise the transformation to mass distributions w(z) takes place which poses no problem
because g(y) is a linear function.
ln the case of mechanical alloying a particle is composed from different chemical phases. lf only two chemical
substances A and B are considered and C denotes the intercrystallite phase (Figure 2b) the distribution u(x) has to
be extended to a three-dimensional distribution u(a, b, c) where the vector (a, b, c)T specifies the composition of
a particle from A, B and C. From this viewpoint tbe geometry of particles is neglected so that a particle composed
from a few large crystallites may be characterized by the same vector (a, b,
as another particle with many small
crystallites. For this reason the particle composition distribution approach is not completely satisfying because it
cannot explain the particle fine structure.

cf

Classical Grinding Models
The classical grinding model describes the time dependency of a particle size distribution u( t, x) by an integrodifferential equation [2). Two phenomenological functions are required to describe particle splitting:
The selection function s(x) specifies the probability per time unit that a particle of size x is selected for breakage.
In reality this means that the particle is caught between two milling balls.
The breakage function b(x, x') specifies the probability that a fragment of size x' is produced when a particle of size x breaks into parts. Clearly, it must hold b(x , x')
0 if x < x'. Moreover the condition
fox b(x, x') dx' = 1 is necessary for mass conservation, i.e. b(x, x') is a probability density function for
each fixed x .

=

Knowing s and b the grinding equation is obtained by mass balancing:
u(x) = -s(x)u(x)

+

i

00

s(x') b(x',x)u(x' ) dx'

(3)

Clearly, this breakage model neglects the influence of particle shapes on the grinding process. Moreover the
time dependency of s and b is usually not considered. It can be easily shown that this model is mass conserving.
Many different parametric and nonparametric approaches to obtain reasonable selection and breakage functions
can be found in the literature [9, 3). For the sake of brevity the simplest approach assuming an exponential la w for
s and b is reproduced here:
s(x) = A·x0
b(x, x') = B · (x' /x)f3
(4)
Here the breaking model assumes that only tbe relative size of x' compared to x determines the breakage probability. The parameter B cannot be freely chosen because it is already determined from the requirement that b is be a
probability density for fixed x . Consequently, the complete system dynamics is governed by only three parameters

A,0t,/3.
From the considerations given above it is interesting how the model transforms from size to volume distributions. Applying the transformation formulas it turns out that for the volume distribution v(y) it holds

v(y)

= -s(y)v(y) +

£
00

s(y')b(y',y)v(y')dy'

with the transfonned selection function s(y) = s(/- 1 (y)) and the similarly transformed breakage function
b(y, y')
b(f- 1 (y), 1- 1 (y')). This means that the transformed model has the same mathematical structure
as the original model. Moreover ifthe exponential laws from Equation (4) are assumed the transfonned selection
and breakage models are also of the exponential type with constants: A= A· (6/tr) 0 13 , 6 = 0t/3 and p = /3/3.
Figure 3a presents an example simulation for the pure grinding process. The numerical implementation is
based on a standard discretization of the particle distribution leading to a discrete particle class model [6]. If the
integral in Equation (3) is replaced by some quadrature fonnula the mass conservation law need not hold for the

=
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discretized equations. This has been enforced by an appropriate correction of the discretized breakage function.
This discretization scheme is fully satisfactory for a first exploration of the parameter space. If the breakage and
selection functicms pennit the spHtting of arbitrary small particles the particle distribution will move towards
smaller and smaller sizes with time and in the theoretical limit all the mass is concentrated at size 0.

b)

a)

40 40

=

Abbildung3: Time course ofa) a pure grinding process without particle fusion (A = 1.25· 109 / min , a
2, {3 = 4)
and b) a grinding-fusion process (A= 1.25·109 /min, a= 2, f3 = 4, C = 0.03) with identical initial distribution.

Grinding with P.artide Fusion
The crucial step towards a general particle distribution model for mechanical alloying is the incorporation of
particle fusion into the classical grinding model which has not been done before. Only fusion of two particles
ar,e considered because fusion of more than two particles are extremely rare and can be considered as a sequence
of several fusion pmcesses. As opposed to particle splitting where a probability density function b is required to
describe the variety of possible fragment sizes, particle fusion is a purely detenninistic event. Clearly, the target
particle volume is determined as the volume sum of the fusion partners. This strongly suggests to use volumes or
masses and not sizes 1to formulate the new equation.
A new ·law has to be introduced to describe the fusion probability. Particle fusion can happen when two
particles are sufficiently close to each other and at the same time are situated between two colliding milling balls.
If this geometrical constellation takes place the two particles fuse with a certain probability that depends on the
colhsion ene1rgy of the balls. The probability that two particles of volume y and y' are sufficiently close in space
is proportional to the product v(y) · v(y'). The fusion probability is then expressed by the new symmetric welding
function w(y, y' ) = w(y', y) and the mass balance for the case of pure particle fusion is
v(y)

= -v(y) ·

1=

w(y, y') · v(y') dy'

+

1"

w(y', y - y') · v(y - y') · v(y') dy'

(5)

It can be proven that mass conservation is fulfilled. At the current state nothing precise is known about the
dependency of the fusion probability w(y, y') on the particle sizes. The simplest assumption is that the fusion
probability of two pa·rticles tr:apped between colliding milling balls is independent of their size, i.e.
w(y, y')

= const = C

To motivate this assumptton it shall be interpreted in tenns of particle numbers. Let there be n particles of size
y and n' particles of size y 1 with a welding probability of w(y, y'). Assume for simplicity that v(y/2) = v(y),
i.e. the total volume of the y /2-sized particles equals the total volume of the y-sized particles. It follows that
there are 2 n particles of size y /2. Consequently, there are twice as many collisions of y /2-sized particles with y'sized particles than there are collisions between y-sized particles with y' -sized particles. Assuming that the fusion
probability is independent of the collision partner sizes the total volume of y /2-sized particles consumed by fusion
with y' -sized particles is exactly the same as for the y-sized particles, i.e. w(y , y') = w(y /2, y') = const.
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Obviously, the easiest way to fonnulate the fusion model is by using volume or mass distributions. In fact it
turns out that Equation (5) does not behave well under the transformation to particle size distributions, i.e.:

ti.(x) = -u(x) ·

fo

00

w(x, x') · u(x') dx' +

fo-z F(x, x') · w(x', Vx 3 -

x' 3 ) · u(

Vx3 -

x' 3 ) · u(x') dx'

Although the structure of the first integral from Equation (5) is conserved with the transformed welding function
w(f- 1 (x) , 1- 1 (x') ), the second integral changes and requires a correction tenn F(x, x'). In the simplest case of constant welding F(x, x') = (1- (x' /x) 3 )- 2! 3 • Consequently, grinding-fusion models should always
be formulated with volume or mass distributions. Nevertheless Figures 3 and 4 are rescaled to size distributions
by using Equation (2) for better comparison with published results.
Figure 3b shows a simulation for a mixed grinding-fusion process according to Equations (3,5). The grinding
parameters are exactly the same as in Figure 3a and a constant welding function is used. As can be seen the
particle distribution now tends to a stationary limit distribution in which the grinding and fusion processes are
in equilibrium. The asymptotic distribution does not depend on the initial distribution if the same total mass is
taken. The model does not behave linear with respect to the starting mass because welding increases quadratically
with the number of particles. In general if the fusion probability is increased the distribution mean moves towards
higher values.
A milling experiment with 40 g Ag3 Sn powder was carried out to obtain a realistic particle distribution from a
grinding-fusion process. A stable limiting distribution was observed [6) and by parameter fitting it could be shown
that the simple model with exponentials and b functions and a constant w function can reproduce the experimental output. Moreover the corresponding parameters were determined with significant sensitivities. i.e. with good
statistical quality.

w(x, x')

=

A simple Model for Mechanical Alloying
A general model for the mechanical alloying process based on particle distributions must extend the concepts for
splitting and fusion of particles presented above to a multidimensional mass distribution v(t, a, b, c) where a, b
and c denote the volume of the two crystallite phases A and B and the the inter-crystallite phase C (see Figure
2). The concepts of the selection, breakage and welding functions must then be extended to the multivariate case.
Because the sum a+ b +c is the particle volume y the concept of selection, breakage and welding functions can be
reused with y replaced by a+ b +c. The only difference is that the target of a particle fusion between an (a, b, c) T sized particle and an (a', b', c')T-sized particle does not necessarily have the composition (a+ a', b + b' , c + c')T
because this would mean that no alloying takes place. Thus the details of mechanical alloying must be specified
by a suitably defined generalized welding function w(a, b, c, a' , b', c').
Although this will lead to a general model in a rather straightforward way this approach will not be followed
up in the present contribution because the computational effort is quite high. Instead a much simpler model is
favored here by taking an idea from [I). It might be considered as a very coarse discretization of the (a, b, c)T
space. All particles are collected into three groups. The first group is characterized by at least 90 % A crystallites,
the second by at least 90 % B crystallites and the third group C collects all other particles. Corresponding to these
three groups there are three volume distributions v A (y), v B (y), vc (y). Breakage takes place within each of the
groups separately so that there is one selection and breakage function si(y), bi(y) , i
A, B , C for each group.
Welding is more difficult because the group membership of a fused particle does not only depend on the group of
the collision partners but also on their size. The following fusions are possible:

=

A+A
B+B
C+C

-t
-t
-t

A

B
C

A+B
A+C
B+C

-t

-t
-t

A
A

B

or
or
or

B
C
C

or

C

For each of these cases a welding function Wi+j-+k is defined. If multiple targets are possible the corresponding
welding functions are appropriately weighted. The resulting lengthy model equations are not reproduced here.
Figure 4 presents the outcome of a simulation run where the A and B powders have been supplied with the same
initial distribution. The distribution of the alloy C finally becomes stable and A,B are completely used up.

Conclusions
Clearly, the three species particle distribution model is only a rough approximatio n to a general multidimensional
distribution model. However it qualitatively reproduces the basic features of the alloying process. Based on the
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Abbildung 4: Simulation of mechanical alloying with same parameters A = 0.31 · 109 /min, o = 2, /3 = 4, C =
0.05 for all particle species A,B, C and 1-1-stoichiometry for the formation of C. a) Identical initial distribution
for both powders A,B. b) Formation ofthe product C.
implemented simulation tool the deveiloped model must now be fitted to different sets of experimental data. To
this end a multi-stage identification procedure is advisable which firstly characterizes the two initial powders of
mechanical alloying separately from each other and then deals with the complex alloying process.
On the other hand the multidimensional distribution model sketched above is much more demanding from a
computational viewpoint and an efficient numerical algorithm bas to be developed to obtain reasonable computation times. To this end a reasonably class of generalized welding functions w(a, b, c, a', b', c') has to be specified
based on chemical and physical considerations. This is the goa.! offutme work.
1
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On a mathematical 1nodel for a problem of gas
absorbtion in a liquid
Nicholas Batens and Roger Van Keer
Department of Mathematical Analysis, Faculty of Engineering, Ghent University, Belgium

Abstract. In this paper we deal with a problem of gas-liquid interactions, viz. a problem
of gas absorption in a liquid by an instantaneous and irreversible reaction, taking into account
a gas phase resistance. For simplicity we consider an absorption process with a single reaction.
In contrast to similar problems in the literature we allow the reactor length to be la rge but
finite and we allow a time varying unknown interface concentration of the gas component for
time values t > t• , t* being the moment that the reaction plane starts moving through the
liquid. This time point is determined by means o f the solution of a transient diffusion problem
which can be solved exactly. The evaluation of the interface concentration and the resulting
mass flux requires a mathematical model for the concentration profiles in the liquid. T his
diffusion problem, presented in the paper is a moving or free bou ndary problem. We briefly
indicate how this FBP can be solved numerically.
Keywords: Gas absorbtion , diffusion process , free boundary problem.

Introduction
Jn the chemical and processing industry absorbtion processes, in which a gaseous component
dissolves in and reacts with a non volatile component in a liquid , are of primary importance. In
particular, the absorption of S0 2 into aqueous alkaline solutions has received much attention
because of its relevance in pollution abatement.
When gas absorption and desorption is accompanied by one or more instantaneous , irreversible chemical reactions, the liquid phase is divided in two or more zones where reacting
components cannot coexist. Therefore, only diffusion of the component s has to be considered
in the respective regions. The reactions will take place at the boundaries of these diffe rent
zones, see (.5), and during the chemical absorpton process, these layers move through the liquid
phase, giving rise to a free boundary problem fo r the evaluation of the involved concentration
profiles.
In our model, we consider only one instantaneous and irreversible reaction A + B -t C in
the reactor, where B is the non-vol atile component intially present in the reactor at a fixed
concentration, and A is the gaseous component that is dissolved into the liquid . Further, as is
the case for diluted gas phases, we suppose to be confronted with gas phase resistance 1 . It is
assumed that, see [3] and [l], close to t he liquid interface, there is a stagnant film of thickness
5 through wh ich the transport process takes place by molecular diffusion only, giving rise to a
Robin-cond ition at the interface for the absorbed co mponent (see further).
By the instantaneous and irreversible character of the reactions, t he time interval must be
divided into two subintervals . During the first interval 0 < t < t• the concentration of the
gaseous co mponent at the interface remains zero , wh ile the concentration of the liquid phase
1

ln the literature this phenomenon is referred to as gas.film resistance
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reactant decreases. The time point t = t•, which has to be determined, is precisely the moment
at which the concentration of the B-component at the interface becomes zero and the reaction
plane starts moving through the liquid. Subsequently, the concentration of both components
at the reaction plane remain zero. The component A diffuses in the first zone, the component
B di~uses in the second zone.
The concentration profile of the B-component has to obey a standard one dimensional BVP
in the time interval (0, t*), of which the analytical solution can be obtained. The mathematical
model for the two concentration profiles for t > t* is a complex ID-free boundary problem
(FBP). We also derive an auxiliary, approximate, model during a time interval t* < t < t .. ,
in order to provide suitable initial data, from which a numerical approximation method may
start.

The n1odel for 0 < t < t*
Interface

Edge

0

x
Gas phase

Liquid phase

Fig. 1 Situation for 0 < t < t•
Up to a certain moment t*, which is still to be determined, only diffusi on of component B h as to
be considered while the interface concentration of component A remains zero, (cf. Figure 1). We
define t* as the moment at which the concentration of B vanishes at the interface, CB(O, t*) = 0.
The mathematical model for the concentration profile CB(x, t) of the B-component in the
reactor, depicted in Fig. 1, is the following BVP:

DBOxxCB = OtCB,
DBoxCB =kg PAb'
DBOxC'B = 0,
CB (x, 0) = C'Bb'

0

0

< t < t*
x = 0, 0 < t < t*
x = L , 0 < t < t*
< :r < L, t=O
< x < L,

0

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Here, DB is the diffusion coefficient of the B-component in t he liquid. Moreover, kg is the gas
phase mass transfer coefficient and PAb is the partial pressure of the A-component in t he bulk
of the ·g as phase. Finally, CBb represents the bulk concentration of the B-component in the
liquid.
The Neumann BC at x = 0 corresponds to the fact that the fluxes of the components A
a nd B are equal at the gas-liquid interface, while the BC at x = L reflects the reactor edge to
be impermeable for the B-component.
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The analytical solution of (1-4) is found by means of Laplace transformation:

Consequently, t* will have to be obtained from the trancendental equation

(6)
2

As the series L::'=r :~ , 0 < x S 1, converges very fastly, even if x is slightly less than or equal
to l, we may approximate t• from the equation
(7)

where N is a small integer. We may set up a Newton-Rapson iteration procedure , starting
. h t he ...
o) .
wit
1111t1a1 guess t * = max (3CabL-kgPAb[,2
k P
,
3

g

Ab

A model for the initial profiles.
We consider an auxiliary, approximate, problem for the interval t• < t < t .. , where flt= t 0 -t*
is small. The position of the reaction plane at t = t and the respective concentration profiles
of the A- and B-components at this time point will be taken to be the initial data for the FBP
for t > t**. The situation at t = t* and the approximate situation at t = t are depicted in
Fig. 2-3.
0

0

Interface

Edge

5

x
Gas phase

Liquid phase
Fig. 2 Situation at t = t•
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Edge
reaction
plane

6x

0

2 6x

Gas phase

x
Liquid phase

Fig. 3

Approximate situa tion at t = t**

We choose a small space-interval b.x and suppose that after a small time interval 6t the
reaction plane is situated in b.x, so s(tw + .6.t) = .6.x. We further suppose that CB (x , t"' + .6.t) =
CB(x, t"') for x ~ 2 b.x. Next, a t t = t* + b.t, the concentration profiles of A and B in the
respective zones 0 < x < b.x and b.x < x < 2 .6.x a re taken to be linear functions of x , with
CA( 6x,t*+.6.t) = CB(.6.x,t*+b.t) = 0, CB(2 .6.x,t*+6t) = CB(2.6.x,t*), see Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. The interface concentration CA (0 , t* + .6.t) has to be determined.
The total amount of material B that has reacted away in the time interval (t", t• + .6.t) is

R=

{2 6. x

lo

CB(c,t*)dx - b.xCB(2.6.x,t'")
2

(8)

Consequently, the same a mount of component A has reacted away in this t ime inte rva l. Hence,
the total amount of A that has entered the reactor d uring this time interval is equal to

R + b.x CA (0, t'"

+ b.t)

2

(9)

Imposing the equality of the flux of the A and B-components at the reaction plane we get

C.-1(0, t*+.6.t) =

~:CB(2.6.x,t*)

(10)

Finally, to relate 6t to .6.x, we assume a constant flu x F'.4 of component A at the interface
during the small time interval (t*, t* + b.t), viz t he average of the flu x: at t = t'" and the one at
t = t* + b.t. From (2) the former flux is

( 11)
The flux at t = t*

+ ~t

reads
(12)

where His Henry' constant, relating the unknown pressure of the A-component at t he gas side
of t he interface with its equilibrium concentration at t he liquid side. T hus we take,

F = -k (
A

b PAb

- H CA(O,t*+b.t))
2

( 13)

Noticing that FA fit is exactly the total amount of component A that has entered the
reactor during the interval (t*, t* + .6.t), which is given by (9), we arrive at .6.t in terms of .6.x,
when still taking into account ( 10) .
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The n1oving diffusion proble111 for t > t**
Interface

Reaction plane

Edge

§

Ca
x

s( t)
Gas phase

Liquid phase

Fig. 4 Situation for t

> t**

From t = t• onwards, the reaction plane x = s(t) started moving through the liquid. The
typical situation is shown in Fig. 4.
The two component diffusion problem for t > t•• can be described by a FBP in lD for the
concentrations CA(x, t) and Ca(x, t), consisting of the two governing DEs,

O<x<s(t),

DAOxxCA = OtCA,
Da8xxCa = 8tCa,

s ( t)

< x < L,

t>t .. ,
t > t••,

( 14)

along with the respective BCs,

DAf)xCA = - kg(PAb - H CA),
Da8xCB = 0,

x = 0,
x = L,

t
t

> t**'
> t** ,

(15)
(16)

a.nd along with transmission conditions (TCs)

x=s(t),
x = s(t),

CA= Ca= 0,
- DA8xCA = DaDxCa,

t>t**

(17)

t>{* *

( 18)

and starting from the initial data,
s(r*) = .6.x

CA ( x , t'".)
Ca(x, t'"*)

= f A ( x)
= fB(x)

0 '.S x $ .6.x,

.6.x $ x $ L

( 19)

Here, Da, k 9 , PAb and H have a sim il ar meaning as above, while DA stands for the diffusion
coefficient of component .4 in the liquid phase. Furthermore , the initial profi les f A (x) and
f a(x) are the concentration profiles at t = t* + .6.t, obtained in the previous section.
The TC (17) reflects the fact that components A and B cannot coexist, while (18) ensures
the diffusion fluxes of the reactants to satisfy the stoichiometry of the reaction. Finally, the
BC (15) a.rises from the gas phase resistance at the gas-liqu id interface as mentioned above.
while (16) expresses the impermeability of the reactor edge.
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On the numerical solution
We now briefly comment on a numerical method for the FBP {14-19), starting from the evaluated init ial data at t = t** . A detailed outline of the method, even for t he case of two moving
reaction planes, and a numerical example can be found in (2].
First, a fixed domain transformation is performed, mapping each zone onto the interval
[O, l] to eliminate the moving character of the internal boundary. This resu lts in a highly
non linear, nonloca.I BVP, the underlying DEs of which now explicitely contain s (t) and s(t).
Secondly, having deliberately choosen a fixed (nonuniform) grid for each of the zones, the
new DEs are discretised by means of a nonstandard finite difference method, to obtain a system
of difference-diffe rential equations {DDEs) for the concentration profiles at the grid points as
function s of time.
Using the transformed version of (18), it is possible to s uitably approximate s(t) as a function
of the concentrations of the reacting components in gridpoints near the moving reaction plane
and, similarly, to approximate s(t) as a function of the same concentrations, but also linearly
depending on the time-derivatives of these concentrations. This allows us to eliminate s(t) and
s(t) from the DDEs.
This leads us to a highly nonlinear initial value problem (IVP) for a system of 1 st order
ODEs, for the time continuous approximate concentration profiles at the relevant grid points.
Here the initial data at t = t•• a re evaluated by the fi xed domain transformation of the initial
profiles fA(x) and fB(x), determined above. By manipulation of the system of ODEs, taking
profit of the structure of the coefficient matrix, the IVP can be reduced to a standard form

X(t) = F(t, X(t)),
X(t*•) = G ,

t

> t*"' '

where X (t) is the vector of the values of the concentration profiles of the A- and B-component,
arranged in a suitable order.
This IVP can be solved numerically by an Adams-Moulton Adams-Bashforth predictor
corrector method, [6]. As an example of an advanced computer package we may refer to [4] .
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Abstract. This paper presents a part of our research on the mathematical modelling of processes. It
concerns the problems that can arise when the elementary systems (lumps) that constitute the model
of the process contain equilibrium reactions. When equilibrium reactions are considered, the kinetic
equations , which describe the dynamics of the reactions, are often omitted, because the equilibrium
reactions are assumed to have very fast dynamics relative to the time scale of the process. This results
in a high-index DAE for the model, because the reaction rates of these reactions occur only in the
differential equations. By making linear combinations of the component massbalances one can eliminate
the undefined production terms and consequently reduce the dimension of the or iginal system.

Declaration of Symbols
!!

N
o::
!!

A
~r,A;

i
S.

§.,q
~r

:=species (component) mass vector in moles
:= molar mass flow matrix:= (!!i ih ....ftm ), with Ern = molar mass flow m
:= vector of unit direction of reference co-ordinates, with O:i E { - 1, +1}
:= procuction rate for all species
:= species vector, containing all 'reactive' species of the system under consideration
= (A i A z ...... An)T for n species
:= normalized rate of formation of species A3 by reaction r
:= normalized reaction rates vector = 1 2 ..... Zm)T form reactions
:=stoichiometric matrix = (~ 1 ~ .....~m) form reactions. (dimension: n x m)
:= part of the stoichiometric coefficient matrix~ that pertains to the equilibrium reactions
: = part of the stoichiometric coefficient matrix ~ that pertains to the remaining reactions

(Z Z

Introduction
We are concerned with the mathematical modelling of macroscopic (bio-) chemical processes as they
appear in general when modelling chemical or biological plants. The ultimate goal of our research is to
implement a structured modelling methodology in a set of computer programs, the first of which is t he
9JtoDeUet, all aiming at effectively assisting in the development of process models.
A (mathematical) model of a process is usually a system of mathematical equations, whose solutions
reflect certain quantitative aspects (dynamic or s tatic behaviour) of the process to be modelled. More
often than not, the time spent on collecting the information necessary t o properly define such a model
is much greater than the time s pent by a simulator program in finding a solution. During the last
decades the demand for models is increasing fas t . At the same t ime, the complexity of the models also
in creases, which makes the model constru ction even more time consuming and error-prone. Moreover,
there are many different ways to model a process: different time scales, different levels of detail, different
ass umptions , different interpretat ions of (different parts of) the process, etc. Thus a vast number of
different models can be generated for the same process.
All this calls for a systematization of the modelling process, comprising of an appropriate, wellstructured modelling methodology for the efficient development of adequate, sound and consistent process
models. Modelling tools building on s uch a systematic approach suppor t teamwork, re-use of models,
provide complete and consistent documentation and, not at least, improve process understanding and
provide a foundation for the education of process technology.
It is generally known that often high-index DAEs arise in process models due to "simplifications"
that impose additional constraints on the differential variables. For example, the assumptions of phase
equilibrium, reaction equilibrium, negligible dynamics or st eady state of parts of t he process can lead
to high-index DAEs. In all cases. a high-index DAE implies that the differential variables in t he model
are not independent and cannot all be assigned arbitrary initial values. The general approach to solve
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the problem of t he high index is to either change the assumptions such that no high-index problem
arises or reduce the index by differentiating some of the equations a sufficient number of times. This is,
however, not always necessary because sometimes it is possible to prevent the high index from occurring
by applying algebraic approaches that utilise modelling insight and respective algebraic procedures.
This paper presents a part of our research on the mathematical modelling of processes. It concerns
the problems that can arise when the elementary systems (lumps) that constitute the model of the
process contain equilibrium reactions. The problem we present here is not a new one ( e.g.:(1], [2]. [3], [4])
nor is the solution in its basic thought, though new is the generality wit h which the problem is solved
and thus the extensive width of problems that fall into this category. We present the problem in a very
general form such that it can be a pplied for virtually every (bio-) chemical process, without the need
for any additional (constraining) assumptions (such as: constant volume, constant density, constant
temperature, etc.). The approach taken can be seen as an application of the simple index reduction
algorithm as presented in [3]

Modelling of Reactive Systems
The behaviour of a system is characterised by the evolution of its state with time. The choice of t he
elementary system is driven by the choice of t he time-scale in which the dynamics of the system is to be
resolved. This choice is fundamental to the analysis.
The natural state of a system can be described a set of fundamental extensive quantities. These
fundamental extensive variables represent the "extent" of the system c.q. the quantities being conserved
in the system. The conservation principles describe the fundamental dynamics of an elementary system.
In modelling reactive systems, the conservation of component masses is the obvious choice of fundamental
extensive quantities. Their accumulation in the system is balanced by the transfer across the system
boundary and the internal conversion through reaction:
(1 )
The production term ft may be written in the form:
(2)

where ~. the stoichiometric matrix, describes the molar balances of the reactions only. Each row in
this m.rtrix gives information of t he molar equivalent reacting (negative integer equivalent) and being
produced (positive integer equivalent) . \Vith A being the sp ecies vector, the reactions are:
(3)
The production term sums for each species the effects of each of the reactions. For each reaction, a
quantity~ can be defined that is a normalized rate of reaction and which can be shown to be the time
derivative of the ex tent of reaction.
Modelling systems in a range of time scales, the capacity terms are chosen accordingly but also the
transport and the production terms. For parts being outside of the time-scale in which the dynamics
are being modelled, a pseudo-steady state assumption is being made. For example, (very) fast reactions
- fast in the measure of the considered range of time scale - are assumed to reach the equilibrium (for
all practical purposes) instantaneously, and very slow ones do not appreciatly occur and may be simply
ignored. For the effects of small and large capacities, the singular perturbation theory is applicable.
For the reaction , we split the set of reactions into three parts, namely the very slow ones for which no
reaction occurs, one that occur in t he time-scale of interest and one part which is very fast and for which
we assume t he equilibrium to be reached instantaneously, t his all in an element ary system defined as a
single, uniform phase piece of the spatial domain. As the non-reactive parts do not further contribute to
the discussion, they are left out in the sequel. W ith the two parts being labelled as eq for the fast part
and r for the parts wit h dynamics in the relevant time scale, the production term (2) reads:
(4)
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Consequently, the component mass balances will take the following form:

n = Na+ ii =Na+ ~q~ + ~;'t_r
The normalized reaction rates

~r

(5)

of the reactions in the relevant time scale must be defined by

e

kinetic rate equations. The remaining fast (equilibrium) reaction rates -"-'!q are not defined, because the
equilibrium reactions are considered to have very fast dynamics relative to the time scale of the process.
For these reactions only the reaction outcome has to be given in the form of an equilibrium relation, which
should hold at every time instant. This is usually a nonlinear, algebraic relation that relates the masses
of the involving species to each other (e.g.: K = _£4_).
Consequently, unlike the situation where no
CB Cc
equilibrium reactions occur, the initial values of the m asses of the involved species cannot be arbitrarily
chosen because the quantities of some species in the system are now directly related to the quantities of
some other species in the system. This results in some differential equations of the system being directly
related to each other, which reduces the actual dimension of the system. Also, the production terms
of the equilibrium reactions occur only in the component mass balances and cannot be determined
-eq
directly from system equations. Since these terms are not ~ally of interest anyhow, we can resolve
the problems by eliminating the undefined production terms ..:.eq by forming linear combinations of the
component mass balances. This can be achieved by multiplying (5) with a matrix fl, of which the rows
constitute a basis for the nullspace of ~q' (i.e:.n~q = 2)· This results in:
-

e

e

gn = ~ N ,a + g~qi,q + ~~;ir
=

(6)

~Ng+~~;t

If we now define new variables:
(7)

the condensed representation, which is minimal, results:

..

n

et + nsTe
= =!1N
= - ==r-r
f(n)

(8)
(9)

By multiplying the component massbalances (5) by ll and introducing the algebraic relations (9)
which describe the outcome of the equilibrium reactions, -;e have reduced the dimension of the original
system and eliminated the undefined production terms. So, for a system which consists of n components
among which k independent equilibrium reactions are occur ing, the condensed representation of the
system comprises (n - k) differential equations (8) and k algebraic equations (9) , which describe the
dynamics of the system.
T his is a semi-explicit DAE system of index one which can be solved with standard algorithms. T he
only differential variables are t he terms n•, so if we specify n* (O) and properly define all additional
variables (such as N, a , ~q ' ~r and 't_), all quantities n of all species can be calculated.

Example
As an example we consider a CSTR with 6 components A , B, C, D, E and F. The reactor has a constant
volumetric in- and outflow V and there are three reactions taking place in this reactor. Two of these
reactions (the first and the third) are considered to equilibrium reactions.
A

~1

A +=B+ D ]( l = £..U.E..U.
CA
B;:::±C+D ~2 = (k2aCB - k2bccc v )V
D+E ;::! F K 3 = cocg
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Normally one wolil.ld expect that the dimension of the .state space of the system equals the number of
components which are associated with the system (when energy of the system is not modelled! ) and that
the model of the system would include 6 differential equations (one for each component). But since two
of the occurring reactions are considered to be equilibrium reactions, two of those differential equations
are replaced by algebraic relationships and the actual dimension of the state space of the system is
reduced to four:
-1
1

gT

=eq

0

=

1

0
0
0
-1

gT =

=r

0 -1
1
0
Q

= [

:~

0
-1
1

1 1 0
0 0 1
-1 0 0
1 0 0

1
0

0 0
0 0
-1 1
1 0

0
]

[ -

~];

N

= [

n

fi1

c - -·
!12 ) = [ £ 1V £V ) ; v'

The model of the system can be written as follows:

fiN
+ -ns_Tr-~r
- O£ilE.J2
11

t•

\

W

~

~

~

~

~

M

~

1(1)

Figure 1: pH of the contents of the CSTR as funcion of the elapsed time .

This model can be easily solved with a DAE solver when the matrix N is appropriately defined
and appropriate initial conditions are given. Figure 1 is the result of a simulation of the system (with
A = H2C03,B = HC03,c = co~-,D = H+,E = OH-,F = H 20)

Conclusions
This method of calculation has been possible only because we did not insist on determining all the
variables in the original system; in particular, we decided that r was of no interest and we eliminated it
using purely algebraic (i.e. no differentiations) manipulations.
In doing so, we have reduced the dimension of the original system and introduced the new variables
n.* defined by equation (7). n* Have an interesting physical interpretation: They are quantities that
remain unchanged by the equilibrium reactions and are called "reaction invariant s". Equation (8) can be
interpreted as the balances of these quantities and, as might be expected, these balances do not involve
reaction terms of equilibrium reactions.
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.M ODELINGAND COMPUTATIONALLY EFF.lCIENT SIMULATION OF
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Abstract. Chrnmatographic separation processes are an emerging technology, especially in the field of fine
chemicals and pharmaceutical products. As an alternative to conventional batch chromatography, the simulated
moving bed (SMB) process gained more and mor;e impact recently. Because of the complex dynamics, the automatic control of chromatographic separation processes is a challenging task, the solution of which requires reliable and computationaUy efficient simu:lation models. The purpose of this contribution is to give an overview
about tile generation of dynamic models both for single chromatographic columns and SMB processes. We here
distinguish chromatographic processes by the type of adsorption isotherm and proceed from the ideal model for
chromatographic columns while increasing the model complexity as far as necessary in order to build a simulation model which on. the one hand is computationally effective and on the other hand correctly describes the
dynamics of the process which is rdevant for on-~ine optimization and control purposes.

lntrodudion
Chromatographic separation processes provide a powerful tool for the separation of mixtures in which the components have different adsorption affinities, especially when high resolutions and purities are required and/or
when ·Conventional thermal unit operations hke distillation ;me not desirable due to the thermal instability of the
substances inv.olved. Typical applications :rre found in the pharmaceutical industry and in the production of other
life scienoe products. The different components are separated by their different speed of propagation in a two
phase system. There exist two different modes of operation in preparative scale separations. Batch chromatography is today's standard operating mode but is a discontinuous proc·ess resulting in highly diluted products. To
increase the separating power of the system, a continuous countercurrent operation is desirable, but the real
.countercurrent of the solid leads to serious operating problems. l:n this context, the Simulated-Moving-Bed
(SMB) technology is becoming an important technique for large scale continuous chromatographic separation
processes. The SMB process is reahzed by connecting several single chromatographic columns in series. The
countercurrent movement is approximated by a cyclic switching of the inlet and outlet ports in the direction of
the fluid stream. Thus, this process shows complex. mixed continuous and discrete dynamics.
Because of the complex dynamics, optimal operation and control of chromatographic separation processes
with regard to safe and economical operation and meeting ·~he product specifications at any time is a very challenging task. For this, accurate and reliable dynamic models are necessary which include the continuous dynamics of tile single columns as well as the discrete events resulting from the cyclic operation. The purpose of this
contribution is to expose a framework for the modSwiuol
eling and simulation of chromatographic separation
lksort>e~::·-- .. ·.:.::··--A+[) t-:.Xrracl
processes, incorporating recent own r;esults and
-~~ ···· j : 1.

~~;h~~~~~~; g~:7 isn~om~;~c~~e a:::~:~:~s~i!~~a~~~~

~·':, --..~·~· ,

mode!ls for modd-based control, computational
efficiency is a crucial issue. We propose a modular
approach where the simulation model of the mor•e
complex SMB process is assembled by connecting
dynamic models for the single columns incorporating the cyclic port switch·ing. This modular approach allows the use of any dynamic column
model required and utHizes the same ma tbematical
acoess to the generation of the simulation model for
batch processes and SMB processes as well. Because of the fact that there is increasing intei;est in
the more complex SMB process, we focus in this
condensed exposition on generating simulation
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Figure 1: Scheme of a SMB process
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models for simulated moving bed chromatography processes. The next section supplies a brief introduction into
this certain type of process.

The Simulat·ed Moving Bed Process
The simulated moving bed chromatographic process is •the technical realization of a countercurrent adsorption
process, approximating the countercurrent flow by a cyclic port switching. It consists of a certain number of
cllromatographic columns in series (see fig. 1) while the countercurrent movement is achieved by sequentially
switching the inlet and outlet ports one col limn downwards in the direction of the liquid flow after a certain time
period i: In the limit of an infinite number of columns and infinitely short switching periods, the SMB operating
mode comprises a real countercurrent process. By means of the relative position of the columns to the feed and
draw-off nodes, the process can be divided into four different sections. The flow rates are different in every section and each section has a certain function in the separation of the mixture. The actual separation is performed
in the two central sections where component B is desorbed and component A is adsorbed. Component A is
desorbed in the fu~st section to reg.enerate the adsorbent, and component B is adsorbed in the fourth section to
regenerate the desorbent. The net flow rates of the components have different signs in the central sections II and
IU, thus components B and A are transported from the feed inlet upstream to the raffinate outlet with the fluid
stream and downstream to the extract outlet with the "solid stream", respectively.
For economic reasons, a small number of columns is often desirable. The stationary regime of this process is
a cyclic steady-state (CSS), in which in each section an identical transient during each period between two valve
switches takes place. The CSS state is practically reached after a certain number of valve switches, but the system states are still varying over time because of the periodic movement of the inlet and outlet ports along the
columns.

Modeling and Simulation
The mathematical modeling of single chromatographic columns has been extensively described in the literature
by several authors (see [ 1) for a recent review}. From a mathematical point of view, it is useful to distinguish
chromatographic processes by the type of adsorption isotherms. The type of isotherm describing the thermodynamic behavior of the modeled system influences the structure of the resulting mathematical problem substantially. Processes with linear or simple Langmuir isotherms lead to systems of uncoupled differential equations
which ar•e easier to solve than those with coupled non-linear adsorption behavior, e.g. competitive Langmuir and
Bi-Langmuir isotherms. Moreover, the modeling approaches can be classified by the physical phenomena they
include and thus by their level of complexity. Fig. 2 shows this classification schematically.
There ar·e two different approaches to built a
I"'..,.,.) '""' .00.1 J
mathematical model for the SMB process. The
cca~ + aa. dispc:n.i~-+ film a .s
+ pettide LlitTu.sK. • mlsorptioadyMmics
one tries to appr·oximate the SMB process by
I
the equivalent continuous ·true moving bed
process (TMB model). The TMB model is
e.twt,'IC(t.itm • u.. dL~pcrsMxl • r*'t liwitina '1tp
fairly suitable for describing the steady-state
....'l"••
dom.,.... "j'..,....,.......,.
operation of processes with three ore more
columns in each section (2], but for processes
equilillnurn
l TI1om;,. imc.lol j
b"anspJrt mndcl
with fewer columns (which are more and more
can~.K.a + docn
utilized in industrial applications in order to
mass lranifcr ftfflC
reduc·e the investment costs} the conformity
I
becomes poor. Furthermore, the TMB model
I i.lr.ol rrodcl I
does not describe the dynamics of ~he process
which ·is mandatory for model-based control
Figure 2: Classification of column models
purposes. Therefore, we here follow the second
approach which is building a realistic model of
the SMB process by connecting dynamic models of the single chromatographic columns while considering the
cyclic port switching. In this context, the respective fluid velocities and the inlet concentrations for each section
are calculated by mass balances around the inlet and outlet nodes (node model, see {3]} .
Most dynamic SMB models reported in the literature so far use an equilibrium transport dispersive column
model. It is based on the adsorption equilibrium isotherm and a linear driving force approach for the mass transfer from bulk to so~lid phase. This results in a set of PDEs for the bulk phase and ODEs for the solid phase. They
use finite difference, finite element or collocation methods to solve the system of model equations (see e.g. (2];
nN.(tt

T. . . . . -

-

1~::=~1 1
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(4} and [5J). The computation times of these approaches are often wiithin the range of the real process time,
which is several minutes per switching period. Thus, they are not well suited for on-line optimization and control
applications. The purpose of the work presented here was to generate computationally more efficient simulation
mode.ls by a bottom up strategy for the single column models. We proceed from the ideal model which only
includes convection and adsorption phenomena and increase the complexity as far as necessary to achieve sufficient accuracy .
The ldeal Mode/for linear Isotherms

Neglecting both mass ·transfer resistance and axial dispersion results in the following balance equation for the
bulk phase concentration of each component

de·

1-Edq·

de ·

- ' +----' =-u-' '
dt

E

dt

(1)

dX

where u is ,the fluid velocity in each section of the process. The solution of this hyperbolic PDE yields in the case
of a linear adsorption isotherm (q =K -c) a constant speed of propagation for each single species
u
(2)
w·=-----1
l + K; (1- E)/E •
Based on this expression, a dynamic SMB model was proposed in [6J which only contains algebraic equations to
calculate the location of the adsorption and desorption fronts over time. The computational time is almost negligible. However, from fig. 3 it is obvious that this model gives an insight into the qualitative behavior but shows
unrealistic shock fronts and is not accurate enough w.r.t. the crucial control variables (product concentrations).
Tiie Dispersive Model for Linear Isotherms

In order to o vercome the shortcomings of the ideal model we include mass transfer resistance and axial dispersion in the next step. In [7] it was shown that in case of a linear isotherm these two effects are additive and can
be incorporated into a single parameter, the apparent dispersion coefficient Dap. This results in a quasi-linear
parabolic partial differential equation for
each species:

ck; _

') cki
D
(1 + k . - + u - r

dt

dx

oo.sl -

2

ae;
ap dx 2

<>--<> .....

.

(3)

.i.e 0 .036 ,o
~

o

1 1..Cf

0 03

!0025

A closed form solution of this type of equa~ 002
tion for a set of general .initial and boundary
~0015
equations by double Laplace transform can
•0 0 1.
0005
be found in (8). From this, we generate the
dynamic SMB model by connecting the
· 1'15
0
solution for each single column by the reDesor~nl
!Ralllnaw
FHCI
spective node model (see (9) for details of
Figure 3: Axial concentrntion profile at CSS (Fructose/Glucose)
the implementation). Fig. 3 shows the
simulation results for a sugar separation in
an 8 column SMB plant. The DU model shows promising correspondence with the more complex LDF simulation model proposed in (4} which has been experimentally verified, while the computation times could be reduced by two orders of magnitude.

i

i

The Nonlinear Wave Model

Neglecting all non-ideal effects but assuming nonlinear adsorption equilibrium, the balance equations are similar
to eqn. (l), but because of the competitive adsorption isotherms the hyperbolic PDEs are now strongly coupled.
In the case of competitive Langmuir isotherms this system can be solved by using the theory of non.linear wave
propagation. The solution for standard Riemann problems as they occur in batch operation has been widely
documented in the literature. Because of the more general initial and boundary conditions in the SMB operating
mode, we extended this solution procedure by incorporating the front tracking approach ( 10] (see ( 11) for details
of the implementation).. This results in a computationally very efficient simulation model which however shows
the same lack of accuracy as the ideail model for the linear case (see fig. 4) .
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The General Rate Model
In order to generate both an accurate and computationally efficient dynamic model also in the
case of general nonlinear adsorption isotherms
we first followed the same approach as in the
linear case by lumping the non-idealities into a
single parameter. However, a closed-form solution is no longer possible in the nonlinear case
and the numerical solution using standard techniques for the spatial discretization did not
improve the computational efficiency substantially. Fortunately, there exists a very effective
numerical solution for the complex general rate
model
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-f.-... i._
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Figure 4: Axial concentration profile al CSS (Aromatics)
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de;
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- =Dax ----u-\C; -cpi(rp)
; 1-Ep :1 ' + Ep---;- = EpDp,i -,
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E 'P
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a

(4)

incorporating arbitrary nonlinear isotherms, proposed in [12) for a single batch column. A finite element formulation is used to discretize the convection-dominated parabolic PDEs of the fluid phase, and orthogonal collocation for the solid phase PDEs. We extended this approach to SMB processes and the simulation results are completely consistent with those of the complex dynamic SMB models reported in the literature so far while again
reducing the computational time by almost two orders of magnitude. Fig. 4 shows the simulation results for a
SMB aromatics separation compared to the wave theory model.

Conclusions
We have presented a modular approach for the .simulation of chromatographic separation processes examining
dynamic co4umn models of different levels of complexity. The dispersive model for linear isotherms and the
particular implementation of the general rate model represent very efficient and accurate dynamic simulation
models. Their implementation in an on-line optimization and control scheme is subject of our current work.
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IDENTIFICATION OF LABORATORY CHEMICAL REACTOR IN CLOSEDLOOP VIA YOULA-KUCERA PARAMETERISATION
S. K·ozka, J. Mikles., F. Jelenciak, J. Dzivak,
Department of Process Control, Facul.ty of Chemical Technology, Slovak University
of Technology, Radlinskeho 9, 812 37 Bratislava, Slovak Republic,
e-mail: koika@chelin.chtf.stuba.sk
Abstract. This paper deals with a development of mathematical model of the laboratory continuos stirred tank
r·eactor for decomposing exothennic reaction. This model can be used as an initial model for system
identification e.g. identification method based •On Youla-Kucera parameterisation and control design.

Introduction
The li.teratur·e contains a large number of papers that discuss the design and control of chemical reactors.
Textbooks such as [2] and [3] present the fundamentals, but the emphasis is primarily on steady-state aspects.
The study of ithe examples, by direct ·c omputer experimentation, has been shown to lead to a positive
improvement in the Wlderstanding of the physical systems and confidence in the ability to deal with chemical
rate processes. Quite simple models can often be shown to give quite realistic representations of process
phenomena. The me·t hods, described .in [5], are applicable to a wide ran,g e of differing applications, including
process identificat-ion, t he analysis and design of experiments, process design and optimisation, process control
and plant safety, all of which are essential aspects of modem chemical technology.
In this contributi·o n, we prnpose a nonlinear model of c<mtinuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR). This model can
be used for parameter estimation of the plant and contro.ller design. A codlection of recently developed feedback
controller design methods founded on plant model identification are presented in [4] and [9].
Feedback contr·ol ·Of chemical reactors is a problem, which is made difficult by the inherent nonlinear nature
of the involved mechanism. One of the particular control problems, which were most commonly investigated, is
the temperature control of an exothennic irreversible reaction in a cooled ·c ontinuously stirred tank reactor. T he
reaction and the r•e actor considered in .this paper a re quite simple.
The paper is outlined as fo.llows. Ln the next section of this contribution, we briefly describe the laboratory
chemical r·e actor. Further, we discuss the modeHing technique for nonlinear mathematical model of laboratory
reactor. Then, the data obtained from 11onlinear model with the experimental data is compared and the final
section contains some conc'luding remarks.

Desc;r iption of the reactor
The illustrative scheme of CSTR is shown in Fig. 1 [I]. In the reactor an exothermic reaction, dissociation of
hydrogen peroxide to oxygen and water 2 H 2 0 2

KiCrp7

2 H 20 + 0 2 is studied. As the catalysator of this

reaction K.1 Cr 1 0 7 has been used. The function of catalysator is to accelerate the chemical reaction. The influence
of K 2Cr 20 7 is pr·e sented in [6]. The te.n n "exothermic reaction" means, that during process the reaction heat is
generated by the reaction.
The reactor, Fig. 1, (liquid volume approximately 0.95 l) consists of a glass tube closed by two gas-tight
stainless steel lids. The glass coil 9 with heat ,t ransfer area 0.065m2 represents the cooling system of reactor.
Water has been 'used as a coolant. Two peristaHic pumps 1, 2 meter both r·e actants (H20 2 and K 2Cr20 7) and feed
reactor near the mixer 5. The reaction products are taken away by an. overflow 10, which also provides constant
liquid volume, Products are divided into gas 7 and 1liquid phases 8. The thermometer 6 protected from corrosion
by polyethylene shield measur·e s the temperature in 1the reactor. The temperatures of inlet 3 and outlet coolant 4
are also measured. The pneumatic valve continuously controls the coolant feed .
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Fig. I: Laboratory reactor system

The nonlinear mathematical model of CSTR
Although CSTR normally operate at steady-state conditions, a development of the full dynamic equations for the
system, is necessary to cover the instances of plant start up, shut down and the application of reactor control. Our
mathematical model of laboratory CSTR consist of mass and enei;gy balances respectively.
For steady-state operation of CSTR, there is no changes in conditi·ons with the respect to time, and therefore
the accumulation t•e rm is zero. Under transient conditions, the fuH form of the equation, involving all four terms,
must be employed. In our case, the model has one mass balance of hydrogen peroxide in the following form

-dcA = -J (qAcAI' -(qA +qs)cA ) -v(cA,CB,.9)
di
v

(/)

where
£(9-90 )

v(cA,c 8 ,8)=2kc~c~e

RSSo

Based on the law of conservation of energy, energy balance is a statement of the first law of thermodynamics.
The internal •e nergy depends, no1t only on temperature, but also on the mass of the system and its composition.
For that reason, mass balance is a1lmost always a necessary part of energy balancing.
In this case, the energy balance for 1lhe reactor can by written as
k,Aa
-d.9 =-1- qA +q 8 {8y -8)+ ( -&f )v(cA,CB,8)- -Aa
- ( 9 - 8CH )---(9-f}OU/ )
(2)
dt

Cpp

V

C pVp

CpVp

Third equation of mathematical model of CSTR describes the heat transfer to and from reactor. Heat transfer
is usually effected by coils or jackets, but can also be achieved by the use of external loop heat exchangers and,
in certain cases, by the vaporisation of volatile material from the reactor. In this reactor the heat transfer is
realised by the jacket.
In simple cases the jacket or cooling temperature may be assumed to be constant. In more complex dynamic
problems, however, it may be necessary to allow for the dynamics of the cooling jacket, in which case
temperature becomes a system variable. Under conditions, where the reactor and the jacket are well insulated
and heat loss to the surroW1dings and mechanical work may be neglected we can write
d9CH
Aa
- =-qCll ( 9rnv -9rn) +
( 9-9rn)
(3)

dt

VCH

C pCHVCHPcu
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Notation
CA
CAv
Ca
C8 v
qA
qa
qcH
v
V
V CH
p
p cH
Cp
CrcH

9
90
9v
,9 CH
9 CHY
.9 our

H20 2 concentration [mol.m"3)
inl,e t H 20 2 concentration [moLm"3 ]
3

K1Cr 201 concentration [mol.n1" ]

3

inlet K 2 Cr2 0 7 concentration [moLm" ]
3 1
H20 2 feed-rnte [m .s" ]
3
1
K2Cr20 7 feed-rate l[m .s" ]
1
coolant feed-rate [m;.s. ]
3
1
specific reaction rate fmol.m" .s" )
3
liquid volume ofthe reactor [m ]
3
volume of coolant in the rie actor [m )
3
density of r eactor contents [kg.m" )
density of the coolant [kg.m"3J
1
heat capacity of the reac~or contents [J.kg" 1.K" )
1
1
heat capacity of the coolant [J.kg" .K" ]
1

1

reacto.r temperature '[K]
defined temperahrre for constant k, y and z [K]
inlet temperature of reactant [K]
outlet temperature of the coolant [K]

inlet temperature of the coolant [K]
outer temperature i(K]
2
A
heat transfer area 1[m ]
a
heat transfer coefficient :{W.m"2 .K- 1]
k
reaction rate constant i[s"1)
k1
loss of heat coefficient [ l J
y, z
the orders of the reaction [ 1]
R
gas constant [J.mor 1• K" 1l
E
activation energy l[ l.mor 1]
-t1H
heat of the reaction [J.mol" 1]
For the development of mathematks model of CSTR the following assumptions are made: neglected heat
capacity of wall of the reactor and glass coil, constant density and specific heat capacity of liquid in the reactor,
1the constant overall heat transfer constants and constants -$, k,, E. As the reactor is well mixed, the outlet
str,e am concentrations and temperature are identical with those in the tank.

ResuUs from the laboratory r·e actor
In this section, the presented non.linear model of the continuous sfrrred tank reactor will be compared with real
Iaboratory reactor in the situation where reactor ~emperature is the controlled output. The nominal reactor
tempera~e from the safe steady-state point of view has been chosen as the lowest possible temperature. The
value of this temperature is 31.8 degree ofCeJs,ius approximately.
Our aim is to compare 'the transient responses of the 1laboratory chemical reactor and its nonlinear model
during transition from the nomina l to the new steady-state. In this experiment, the new steady-state operating
temperature ofreact·o r was 35.8 degree of.Celsius.
As shown in Fig. 2. for this experiment the nonlinear model provided similar results as the original
represented by the laboratory reactor. As stated in the introduction this model of CSTR can be used as initial
model for system identification based on Youla-Kucera pararneterisation. The theoretical principles of this
identification method can be found e.g. [7] and [8].
rf the identification of laboratory chemical reactor based o.n Youla-Kucera parameterisation is used, we can
obtain transfer function of reactor (around steady-state) in the following form

G(s) =

bo +b,s 2
l+a 1s+a 1 s

(4)

where s is operator of Laplace transformation and coefficients bo. b 1, a1, ai are functions of physical and
chemical parameters of non.linear mode1! (! ), (2), (3 ).
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Fig. 2. Transient response ·Of chemical reactor, exper.iment (solid), simulation (dotted).

Condusions
This contribution examined the development of nonl.inear mathematica.I model for laboratory continuous stirred
.tank reactor. The experimental data collected during experiment are compared with data from simulation. From
Fig. 2 is clear, that the simple mode:! can approximate the real process for given conditions.
The results show that presented model of chemical reactor can be successfully applied for closed-loop
identificati-on and control design respectively.
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Abs·t ract
In this paper the problem of disturbance rejection by measurement feedback (DRM F) is solved with
the bond graph modelling. This tool gives the possibility to prove graphically if the DRM F problem is
solvable or not, usin.g the concept of causal paths. Thus it enables to place the sensors for measured
outputs in suitable places in order to satisfy the condition for solvability and then obtain a solvable
problem. Then, a control law for measurement feedback using a compensator is introduced. This
control faw is completely computed in bond graph models thanks to causal manipulations and allows
pole assignment.

Introduction
The so-called disturbance rejection problem via measurement feedback has been extensively studied in the
automatic control literature using several approaches such as geometric [l], [2] and [3] and structural one
[4]and [5]. The purpose is to annul the influence of the disturbance inputs in the regulated outputs using a
feedback loop with the measured outputs.
When some state variables are not available for measurement, disturbance rejection can not be a chieved
with static state feedback control law, that is why another technic is pointed out : measurement feedback.
In this technic, only measured states are used in the feedback loop.
The computation of the control law for disturbance r·e jection problem by measurement feedback can be
made with the geometric approach using the concept of (C, A, B)-pairs [l]. A (C, A, B)-pair is constituted
of an (A, B) invariant subspace and of a (C, A) invariant subspace. This concept allows the computation
in two separated problems: the computation of a state feedback matrix and the computation of an output
injection matrix. After that, the control law for meas1uement feedback is deduced. Then using these two
invariant subspaces, a compensator is introduced in order to reject disturbance and to assign free modes.
One part of the problem has already been solved [8] with the bond graph approach. The state feedback
matrix is characterized using tlte supremal (A, B) invariant subspace. The second one (dual notion of the
first problem) is carried out using the infirnal (C, A) invariant subspace which is easily determined with bond
graph representation. In this paper, it is shown how the bond graph representation contributes in making
the disturbance rejection problem easy, with only causal mani pulations. First, some useful notations are
recalled, then the formulation of the problem is hig'hlighted using transfer matrix and geometric approach.
In the second part, the geometric condition is given. Th.en, a bond graph method to compute the two sets
of row and column essential orders is emphasized. These sets enable the determination of the structural
necessary conditions or of the struct ural sufficient condi tions for solvability.
A bond graph example is given to highlight the proposed methodologies which can be decomposed into
several steps : first verify the structural conditions for solvability, second compute the supremal (A, B)
invariant subspace and the infimal (C, A) invariant subspace of the bond graph model, and third compute
the full order compensator with the determination of the fi."Xed and free modes.
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Notations and problem formulation
Consider tbe linear time invariant systems (A, B, C, D. E) described by equation (1)

{

x (t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
z(t) = Ex(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)

+ Dh(t)
(1)

where x(t)E X ~Rn is tbe state, u(t)E U;::::: Rm is the control input, h (t)E 1i;::::: Rq is the disturbance input,
z(t)E Z;::::: Rm is the output to be controlled and y(t)E Y;::::: Rq is the measured output, and A : X --+ X,
B: U1-+ X, C: X--+ Y, D: 1i--+ X and E: X --+ Z. Bis the image of B, D the image of D, C the kernel
of C, [, the kernel of E, Bi the jtl' column of B and ci is the it/' row of C.
Only squafe (right and left invertible) systems (E, A, B) and (C, A, D) are considered here, with A
invertible. The Disturbance Rejection problem by Measurement Feedback is denoted as DRMF.
.
.
{ u(t)
w(t)== Lw(t)
Nw(t) + My(t)
Consider the followmg measurement feedback processor [l]:
+ Ky (t) where w(t ) E

W

~

Rw is the state of the compensator. Tbe system (1) witb the measurement feedback compensator

in the extended state space Xw = X GJ W is described by: { x·w (t) = Awxw(t)

BKC BL]

z(t)

[ D]

=

Ewxw(t)

+ D,.,h(t)

where Aw =

A+
N
, Dw =
O , and Ew = [ E 0 ] .
[ MC
ORMF Problem formulation: Find if possible a feedback compensator for (1 ) given such that in
the closed loop system, the controlled outputs z(t) does not depend on the disturbance inputs h (t) i.e.
[ D

0 ) .(sl - Aw)- 1 •

[

~

= 0

]

Geometric approach
In our approach, the geometric tools are used in order to give the conditions for solvability and to characterize
the control law. It can be easily determined using the geometric s1.tbspaces like the (A, B ) invariant subspace
or the (C, A) invariant subspace. In this part, necessary tools for the bond graph approach are recalled.

Solvability conditions for DRMF
Let us recall some geometric concepts. A s11bspace V of X is called (A,B) invariant subspace if AV c V + 6 ,
or .if there exists a matrix F E F(V) stich that (A+ BF)V C V. A subspace S of X is called (C, A) invariant
subspace if A(S nC) c S, or if there exists a mat rix GE 9(S) such that (A + GC)S c S.
In this paper, the following geometric notations are used [6]: V(l3,£)' the supremal (A ,B) invariant subspace
contained in [is the limit of the non increasing algorithm (2) and S(c,V) ' the infimal (C, A) invariant subspace
containing D, is the limit of the non decreasing algorithm (3).
vf13,£J = x
= EnA- 1 (V(13 .£)

+ !3), i = 0, ..., n - 1

(2)

A(Stc.v) nC) + V, i = 0,. .., n - 1

(3)

{

V(;}J

S~C,V}

= 0

{

S(t b)

=

Definition 0.1 {l}A pair of subspace of X , say (S. V), is called a (C , A , B)-pair if:

1. S is a (C, A) invari ant subspace.
2. V is an (A,.[3) invariant subspace.

3. S c V .
Schumacher [l] has proved that the DRMF problem can be formulated by using (C, A , .B)-pairs. Let us
give the geometric solvability condition for the DR.M F problem:
Theorem 0.2 [2}The DRMF problem is solvable if and only if: S(c,V) C V(L3,£)
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Control law for DRMF problem
After analysis, the control law consists of finding the full order feedback compensator.Using this kind of
control law, it can be noticed that the fixed modes can be decomposed in two parts [3) , the first one deals
with the fixed modes computed with state feedback matrix F and the second one deals with the fixed modes
computed with output injection matrix G [2].
Full order compensator for measurement feedback
The particular control law used in this section has some spectral characteristics, because it allows the free
modes assignment [2] according to the following property:
Proposition 0.3 [J]For a given (S, V) a (C, A, !3)-pair soluti.on to the DRMF problem, there exists a set of
0

poles of the closed loop system with the associated feedback compensator given by: O'fi:e(S, V) = O'Jix(V) U
<7Ju(S)

Definition 0.4 [2}0bserver-Based Full-Order Compensator. Given the resolvent pair (S , V}, determine the matrices Li , L 2 , F , G such that:
'

N := A + GC +BF L2
M:=BFL1-G

(4}

{ L

:= FL2
K := FLi

where GE Q(S) is an output injection matrix, and F E F(V) is a state feedback matrix, and Li, L 2 are
such .that
(5}

After the control law determination, let us now determine the fixed modes of DRMF problem.
Proposition 0.5 Given a system (A. B , C , D . E} described by (1), and given (S(c,'D)' V(G,£)) a (C, A, !3)-pair.
0

Then the fixed modes of DRMF problem in closed loop are given by <7Ji:e(S(c ,'D) • V(e,£ )) = <TJix(V(8 ,£i) U
a Ji:e(S(c.v))O'Ji:i:(V(e,£)) = invariant zeros of (E , A, B ) [BJ and rr1;x(S(c ,v)) = invariant zeros of (C, A , D).

Bond graph approach
In this paper, the bond graph approach is emphasized for (A, B) controllable and (C, A) observable models.
From the bond graph representation, it is possible to point out graphically the solvability of the DRMF
problem. First, some basic concepts, needed in the disturbance rejection problem by output feedback are
recalled.
The disturbance rejection problem can be solved with the cansal path concept on a bond graph model
[7). Some results about infinite zero order for bond graph models are recalled [7]. It is supposed that each
dynamical element has an integral causality assignment if the preferential integral causality assignment is
chosen.
In this paper, the following structural elements are needed: {
the global infinite structure, {n;} the
row infinite structure and {nj} the column infinite structure [8].

na

Proposition 0.6 hiJ• the (i,j)th in.finite structure of a system (c;,A,BJ), is equal to the length of the
shortest causal path between the ith output detector and the j1h input source.
Now, let us recall a structural met hod to determine the row essential orders. Consider a system (C, A, B )
and a subsystem (Ci, A, B) obtained by removing the i 1h output detector from the model of system (C, A, B).
Let {ni} be the global infinite structure of the system (C , A, B) and {n;k} be the global infinite structure
of the subsystem (C1.:. A, B).
Proposition 0.7 The

ith

row essential order denoted

n;e

verifies:

n;e

= L n~
k
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L n ;'k..
k

The column essential orders for a given system ( C, A, B) is obtained with a dual formulation. Consider
a subsystem (C, A, i/) obtained by removing the /It input source from the bond graph model of (C, A, B )
then:
.
3
Let {nj').J be the global infinite structure of the subsystem (C, A, B ).
Proposition 0.8 The

/h

column essential order denoted nje verifies: nje =

L n~ - L n'f1c.
k

k

These structural sets give us the possibility to determine graphically the conditions for solvability of the
disturbance problem by measurement feedback.

Structural necessary condition and sufficient condition [4]
[n this section, first a neoessary condition, then a sufficient condition for solvability of DRMF are recalled.
Theorem 0.9 [4} Consider the system described by (1), the measurement feedback disturbance rejection has
a solution only if
h;j 2'. Yi+ nj for i = 1, ... , m, j = 1, ... , q

where hij is the infinite zero order of the (i,j) entry Hij(s) i.e. the subsystem (Ei, A , D1 ); Yi is the infinite
zero order of "the ith row of G( s) i. e. the subsystem (Ei, A, B); nj is the infinite zero order of the /h column
of Q(s) i.e. the subsystem (C,A,Dj).
A sufficient condition is recalled here.

Th.eorem 0.10 [4} Consider the system described by ( 1), the output feedback disturbance rejection has a
solution if
hij 2'. Yie + nje for i = 1, ... , m , j = : 1, ... , q

where h;1 is the infinite zero order of the (i, j) entry Hij (s) i.e. the subsystem (E; , A, D J); Yie is the ith row
essential order of G(s) i.e. the subsystem (Ei, A, B); nje is the /h column essential order of Q(s) i.e. the
subsystem (C, A, Di).
The following theorem gives the condition to obtained necessary and sufficient condit ions:
Theorem 0.11 The necessary condition and sufficient condition turn out to be necessary and sufficient
conditions if and only if
In the following section. the control law is deduced in bond graph models.

Control law in bond graph
In the sequel, it .is shown how bond graph modelling contributes to solve and to determine the control law
for DR.MF, using only causal path concept. The invariant subspaces S(c,v) and the othogonal complement
V(i;c) are easily characterized in bond graph models, and the ·c ontrol laws are deduced. The determina tion
of the invariant subspaces Vts,£) and S(c,v) in bond graph model allows the calculation of the feedback
matrix F and the measurement injection matrix G.
The state feedback matrix F is determined with bond graph methodology according to [8]:

(6)
In the same way, the output injection matri...x G, is determined thanks to bond graph characterization of
Sfo,v)= G(C.Stc ,vi l = - AS(c,v) + LC(S(c,V)), where LC means the linear combination of vectors forming
the subspace.
Thanks to these matrices and to invariant subspaces, the full order compensator is deduced.

Remark 1 Th e symbolic expression of S(c,vj) for the/" disturbance input is given:
Stc ,v

)
1

= vect{Di,AvJ, ... ,An~Di} .

For the DRMF using a full order compensator, only the two m atrices F and G are needed. They can be
pointed out from bond graph models as seen previously.
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Example
Consider the bond graph model of figure 1 in integral causality assignment. The state vector is x =
[p11 ,ph,Pf 3 ,P1,,qc1 ,qc,,qc.,qc.,qcsl 1 • This model has 2 control inputs Mse: ul and A/sf: u2 and 2
controlled outputs df : zl and df : z2 and 1 disturbance input Se : h and 1 measured output <let: yl.

·~J

rr-r-r--.r---··
r

··~~
C.CS

\t'91C

W

figure 1: Bond graph in integral causality
The necessary condition for solvability of DRMF problem is: h;j ~ g; + nj for i = 1, 2, j = 1.
Let us determine the integers hij. For this objective, the subsystems (E;, A , Di) are considered, then
h 11 = 7 and h2 t = 4. The two corresponding causal paths are: df: zl - I3-Cl-Il-C2 - I2 - C4 - I4 - Se: h
and df: z2 - R3 - C2 - /2 - C4 - 14- Se: h. For the integers 9i, the subsystems (E;, A , B) are considered,
then 91 = 3 and 92 = 2. The two corresponding causal paths are: df: zl - !3 - Cl - Il - MSe : ul and
df : z2 - R3 - C2 - Il - M se : ul. And at last, for the integer ni, the subsystem (C , A, D1 ) is considered,
then n~ = 1. The corresponding causal path is: df : yl - I 4 - Se : h. Thus, for i = 1, 2, j = 1, the condition
h;j ~ 9.; + nj is verified and it is a necessary and s ufficient condition because n~ = n~e • t hen t he DRMF
problem is solvable.
As it has known, thanks to the separation property, the computation of tbe control law for DRMF
problem can be divided in two problems: the computation of state feedback matrix and the computation of
output injection matrix.

Computation of state feedback matrix F
The state feedback matrix: is computed by considering only the system ( E , A, B ).The global infinite structure
of the system [G(s)] is {3, 3} because the two different and shortest input-output causal paths are: df :
zl - !3 - Cl - Il - MSe: ul and df: z2- R3 - C2 - /2 - C4 - MS!: u2 [8]. The global infinite structure
of [s - 1 G(s)] is obtained by adding a causal path of length one to control inputs, thus it is equal to {4, 4}.
i=2

In [8J , it is seen that dim(V(J,.q)
•.l
V (13,t
)

= i~l n; = 6,

the bond graph modelling allows the formal computation of

.
•

Using this formal expression , the control law is deduced from equation (6), and it contains 12 parameters
for pole assignment.
After applying this control law with V(C3,t) as geometric support, the fixed modes become the invariant
zeros: C1Jix(V(8 ,t) = invariant zeros of (E,A ,B)
The control law allmvs the introduction of 6 degrees of freedom because of dim (V(i,t) = 6, theu
there exists 3 fixed modt>.s which are at the same time invariant zeros: 2 stable invariant zeros: (-C5 +
Jc52 - 4!4C5Rl2)/ I4C5RI and (-CS - Jc52 - 4l4C5RI2 )/ I4C5Rl and 1 null invaria nt zero {inst.able)
[8]. These invariant zeros are obtained with the Smith form of the matrix system.

Computation of output injection matrix G
In order to compute the output injection matrix G, consider only the system (C, A. D ), the invariant subspace
S(c.P) must be determined. For t his. consider t he column infinite structure of the system (C, A, D ) : nj = 1
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and thanks to causal path the expression (7) is obtained:
S(c.v ) = V =vect{ (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,

on.

(7)

Then according to (8):

G.[CV]

= -AV+ LC(V).

(8)

where LC means the linear combination.
After applying this control law with S(c, 'D) as geometric support, the fixed modes become the invariant
zeros: o fi:z: ( S(c,v)) = invariant zeros of (C, A , D)
The control law allows the introduction of 1 degree of freedom because of dim(S(c.P)) = 1, then there
exists 9 fixed modes which are at the same time invariant zeros: 8 stable invariant zeros and 1 null invariant
zero (instable).

FuH order compensator for measurement feedback
in order to do pole assignment, the control law is introduced, using a feedback observation. This compensator
seen in definition 0.4 uses the matrices F and G already determined in bond graph models. The bond graph
methodology is used here because it allows us to determine the symbolic expression of matrices constituting
t.he compensator. Then the matrices Kand N and Mand Lare calculated formally thanks to (4) and (5).
In this example, the order of the extended system is n + dim(W) = 18. Using this control law based on
(S(c,'IJ)' V(s.c)) as a resolvent (C, A, B)-pair, the fixed modes become the union of fixed modes of V(B,£) and
S(c,'D)' t hen the system has 12 fixed modes: 10 stable invariant zeros and 2 null invariant zeros (instable).

Conclusion
In this paper, the DRMF problem is highlighted in bond graph models, it has shown that bond graph
modelling contributes easily to study the so!V'ability of this problem and to make it solvable with choosing
the right position for detectors. For sake of place, .t he problem of DRMF with stability is emphasized in an
another article where new conditions for stability are proved and the control law which insnres stability is
given with the bond graph approach.
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Abstract
In this paper we discuss an object oriented description of bond graph models of hydraulic components by means of the unified modelling language Modelica. A library which is still under development
is briefly desnibed and models of some standard hydraulic components are given for illustration. In
particular we address the modelling of hydraulic orifices.
Keywords: Hydraulic components, orifices, bond graph models, unified modell ing language, object
oriented modelling, model exchange.
1

I

Introduction

For modelling and simulation of hydraulic systems a number of special purpose simulators (propriet a ry
simulation software) a.long with th.eir comprehensive model libraries can be used. Moreover, for some
general purpose simulators like EASY5, Saber, or Dymola hydraulic libraries are available. Commonly
hydrau lic systems are described as a network or as a b1lock diagram. In the first case component models
are interconnected according to the physical structure of the system by applying Kirchhoff's cu rrent law
generalized to volume flow rates. For a graphical representation of hydraulic circuits standard symbols
are used. On the other hand bond graphs are well suited for modelling multi ene rgy domain systems
and have been u sed for a long time especially for modelling hydraulic systems [l], [5]. [8j . In both worlds
considerable engineering knowledge has b een accumulated in model libraries. Unfortunately, since the user
interface of simulators has been designed to support either ge neralized networks or bond graphs, models
developed in one world can not be easily used in the other world. With the advent of the new modelling
language Modelica[6] the situation has changed. Modelica has been developed in an international effort
aiming at combining the concepts of various present object oriented modelling languages. A major goal of
its design has been to promote the exchange and reuse of models between different (proprietary) simulator
packages and to introduce in that way a new de facto standard. Concerning the modelling of energy flows
Modelica also relies on the concept of generalized networks, but due to a small modification performed
in the course of the design of the language, it may be used for the description of bond graph models as
well. A description of the basic bond graph elements and of their interconnection in Modelica is rather
straightforward [41, [3]. Moreover , bond graph modelling can be viewed as a special form of an objec t
oriented modelling approach [3], [2]. On the oth er hand a Dymola model library fo r hydraulic components
for connection to hydraulic ci rcuits has been developed by Beater and a translation to Modelica has been
announced [6j . In this paper we do not pursue the network based modelling approach. Inspired by the
fact that bond graph models in principle can be described in the object oriented modelling language
Modelica, and by the fact that this language is going to become a widely accep ted neutral exchange
format, this paper offers a small a library of bond graph models of hydraulic components described in
Modelica. Since bond graphs have been used for a long time for describing hydrau lic systems, the idea
of a bond graph library for hydraulic components is not new. To our knowledge a Modelica description
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of bond graph models of hydraulic components however has not been undertaken so far. The advantage
is that, depending on what is more suitable in regard to the design task, either a circuit or a bond graph
model of a hydraulic (sub)system can be composed from library models and processed by a modelling
and simulation package like Dymola if the software supports the new language either directly or by means
of a translator. On the other hand since future versions of b ond graph modelling tools are expected to
su pport Modelica, our hydraulic component library under development will be of genera l use and not
just another add-on to a particular program.

2

Hydraulic component bond graph models in Modelica

Once the basic bond graph elements have been described in Modelica and stored in a bond graph library, it
is an obvious step to use them for the description of bond graph models of standard hydraulic components
and to store those descriptions in a hydraulic library. A straightforward way of impleme nting such
a libra ry is to keep the Modelica description of bond graph models of hydraulic components in a file
that is added to a high level model of a hydraulic system containing essentially only a description of
t he connectivity between component models. Normally a number of models of different complexity are
provided for standard componen ts so accounting for differe nt aspects. This is a way to make models as
accurate as needed in a context under considera tion and to keep them as simple as possible at the same
time. If the library is just a file or a set of several files containing the Modelica code, good documentation
is required in order to enable the designer to select an appropriate model for the actual design task. The
next step towards better user support would be to provide a librarian procedure which accepts functional
model specifications and allows for navigation through the library to find a model that meets given
requirements. So far our implementation is just a collection of Modelica code for a growing number of
bond graph models for standard components. Modelica 's ability to define model classes a nd to support
inheritance enables users to develop a suite of models for a component by starting from a rather simple
mod el then adding other features. To illustrate how the models in the hydraulic component library are
built, consider a small example. A constant displacement pump where the transformation of the delivered
energy into hydraulic energy is not of concern, the pump may be represented by a modulated flow source
and a hydraulic resistor accounting for internal leakage as shown in Fig. 1. The little square indicates the
-,
p

f(t )

0

~Q,
Constant Pump

L

Q

$~

outlet

R : R1
_J

Figure 1: Simple bond graph model of a constant displacement pump
power port of the pump model labeled outlet. The time history of the volume flow rate, Q delivered by
t he pump at the hydraulic outlet port may be determined by connecting a corresponding functional block
to the signal input port of the pump model. In Fig. l f(t) may b e a co ns tant, a sin function or a table.
A Modelica description of this simple model is given in Fig. 2. In the list of submodels the entry in the
first column denotes the model class of which the submodel is an instance of while the local name of the
submodel is given in the second column. In the equation section each connect statement corresponds to a
bond. The simple model of Fig. l can be easily adapted to account for the trans formation of mechanical
into hydraulic power if the flow source is replaced by a power co nserving two-port transformer bond graph
element turning the component model into one with two power ports. Moreover, compressibility of the
fluid in t he outlet port may be accounted for by attaching a C-element to the 0-junction. By adding a
signal input port and by replacing the transformer by a displacement modula ted transformer (MTF) , we
obtain a bond graph model of a variable displaceme nt pump controlled by t he angle of inclination of the
swashplate. A Modelica description of the bond graph model of t his variable displacement pump is a
simple extension of that in Fig. 2.
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model ConstantPump
/*This bond graph model has
- one power port Jabcled outlet which provides the volume ftow rate Q,
- a signal input denoted by u controlling the magnit ude of t he modulated source MSf,
- one parameter accounting for losses due to internal leakage
The time behavior of the ftow delivered by the pump may be speci fied by
connecting a corresponding signal generator block to the signal input.

*I
PowerPort outlet ;
input u;
parameter Real Rleak (unit=" Pa slm3 "} = .2el2 ;

11 default

value for pump leakage

/*Type and local name of submodels used • /
MSf
source;
p;
/I 0-junction represents the load pressure
zero3P
Rl (R = Rlcak); // accounting for losses due to internal leakage
linR
/* connectivity of power ports according the bond graph */
equation
source.in = u;
connect( source.outlet, p.port!);
connect(p.port2, Rl.inlct);
connect(p.port3, outlet);
end ConstantPump;
Figure 2: Modelica description of a bond graph model of a. constant d isplacement pump
Having modelled a hydraulic pump as a power transducer the next step is to set up shaft models.
The most simple model may be just a bond - t hat is, a ny losses and energy storage in the transmission
are neglected .

3

Modelling hydraulic orifices

Hydraulic orifices are frequently described by the well known square root law

Q =cd·A·J~IL:.pl

· sign(b.p}

(1)

derived from Bernoulli 's energy equation for an incompressible steady state flow. While A denotes the
cross sectio n of the restriction, t he coefficient cd accounts fo r energy losses. It depends on t he geometry of
the restriction and of the Reynolds number Re which characterizes the mode of the flow. Often a constant
value holding for turbulent conditions is adopted . However, it is known that the d ischarge coefficient cd
is a non-linear function of .J& [7]. If the scrcalled hydraulic diameter Dn of the orifice is known , the
Reynolds number can be expressed by the volume flow rate Q.

Dn

R e= A ·v· Q

(2)

In equation (2) the kinematic viscosity v depends on the temperature and on the pressur e. Often a11
avera.g e value is used . Obser vin g that cci is a func tion of Re by combining equat ions ( 1) and (2) we see
that the volume flow rate through a n orifice is given by a n implicit non-linear equation o f t he for m

Q = f (Q) ·A · J~ l b.p I · sign(L:.p)

(3)

A calcu lation of the volume flow rate based on s uch an equation is cost ly in regard to computational time
since iteration is required. For small R ey nolds numbers t he relation between t he discharge coefficient and
the Reynolds number may be approximated by
Cd

= k · .JRe
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(4)
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Figure 3: Bond graph model of a variable displacement pump
in which k is a constant. By substituting (4) into (2) and the result into (1) we obtain a linear relation
between the volume flow rate Q and the pr·e ssure drop l:lp .aero.SS the orifice, fo r laminar ftow.

Q

= k2 2A · D1t

. l:lp

(5)

p·v

Consequently assuming Cd a constant for the sake of simplicity, there is not only a deviation from the
linear r·e lation for small pressure drops. Moreover, for small pressure drops the slope of the square root
characteristic is very steep tending to infinity as 6.p ---> 0 which may cause problems for the numerical
integration.
One possible remedy to this problem, a nd to more accurately encompass a larger range of flows, is
to use a linear characteristic for Reynolds numbers below a critical value Recrit and the square root
characteristic or even a constant for Re > Recrit. The problem with this obvious approach is that the
value of Recrit can only be ·estimated and that there is no unique tangent point, where this relation changes
from one equation to the other. An alternative we are using for our orifice model is t o approximate the
non-linear relation Cd = Ji (./&) by a simple relation for all Reynolds numbers.
Ca =

CcJma:r

·.,/Re

(6)

../Re + VRecrit

For small Re values this approximation reduces to cd::::: CcJmaz/~·./& . For large Reynolds numbers
we have Cd::::: Camax := 0.61. Substituting equation (2) into (6) and substituting the result into equation
(1) yields a quadratic equation for JfQJ instead of an implicit non-linear relation for Q of the form g iven
by equation (3).

{¥,; · ( JfQi)

2

+

VRecrit · ./iQi -

Cdmax

·{¥,;·A·

J~ Il:lp I = 0

(7)

T his quadratic eq uation for JiQ1 has one unique solution. This solution, defined as z, is used in the
Modelica description of t he bond graph model of an orifice as given in Fig. 4. The model class orifice
has been derived from the superclass passiveOnePort. More precisely it can be seen as a specialization
of a class OnePortResistor which is specified by the requirements that the relation between the port
variables is an algebraic one and that t heir product is positive at any time inst ant. Howe ver, such general
properties are h ard to express in a modeling language. The model Orifice can be easily modified so t hat
it describes an orifice in a spool valve with a cross section area that varies with the spool displacement.
We just need to add a signal port for the displacement and a formula for the cross section area. The
result can be considered a specialization of a general class modulatedOnePortResistor.

4

Conclusion

Insp ired by the fact that bond graph e lements can be desc ribed in Modelica straightforwardly by exploiting
the object oriented features of the language and by the fact that Ivlodelica is going to become a widely
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model Orifice "hydraulic orifice"

f*

This model describes a steady state fluid flow through an orifice of fixed cross section Area.
The non-linear constitutive law for the discharge coefficient is approximated by:
cd(Re)

= cdmax •

sqrt{Re)

I

(sqrt(Re)

+ sqrt(Recrit))

This approximation holds for turbulent as well as laminar fiow.
The possibility of cavitation is not taken into account.

·1

extends passiveOnePort ; 11 makes power variables p.e and p.f of port p available
11 inherit constants describing fluid properties like density rho and kinematic viscosity nu
extends Modelica.Constant ;
parameter Real Area ; I I cross section area
parameter Real Dh ; 11 hydraulic diameter
parameter Real cd max = 0.611 ;
parameter Real Rccrit = 9.33 ;
parameter Real K = sqrt(Dh I Area I nu) ;
parameter ReaI kl = sqrt{Recrit)l2IK ;
parameter Rca'I k2 = cdmax * Area • sqrt(2lrho) ;
Real Q
"volume flow rate through the orifice" ;
Real dp " pressure drop across the orifice"
Real z
" auxiliary variable" ;
equation
Q
p.f;
dp
p.c;
z = sqrt(kl -2 + k2 • sqrt(abs{dp))) - kl ;
Q = z-2 * sign(dp) ;
end Orifice
Figure 4: Bond graph model of an orifice in Modelica
accepted neutral exchange format promoting the exchange and reuse of models we have been m;ing
Modelica to describe bond graph models of hydraulic components. The advantage is that the language
Modelica is not bound to a specific (proprietary) modeling tool. Either it can be understood d irectly o r
processed by an import facility. In any case, Modelica although not primarily designed for supporting
bond graph modeling may help promote the exchange of bond graph models. A particular issue in this
paper has been an appropriate model of hydraulic orifices accounting for the change from turbulent to
laminar flow conditions while t he pressure drop across the orifice tends to small values.
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MOD.E.L LING AND SIMULATION OF HYDRAULIC STEPPER CYLINDER
BY BOND GRAPH METHOD
.R . Dindorf
Kieke University of Technology
Al. Tysiaclecia Panstwa Polskiego 7, PL-25-314 Kielce, Poland

Abstnct. The present paper describes dynamic modelling and results of simulation investigation of a hydraulic
stepper cylinder. The method of bond graph is used in modelling dynamics of the considered cylinder design.
The dynamic model of a hydraulic step.p er cylinder has been extended by conduits and supply pipeline. For this
purpose a new e1eme0t of bond graph defined as doubLe bond - DB is suggested. The application of bond graphs
with a new element DB in modelling of pulsating flow in supply pipelines is described.

lntrioducti0n
Hydraulic stepper cylinders make it possible to obtain some precisely definite positions of piston. These
cylinders find application in moving ports of industrial manipulators and robots or they can perform auxiliary
functions in the drives of technological machines [2.]. Stepper cylinders have to satisfy such requirements, as
high reliability and speed, precision of performance, irrespective of the properties of working fluid and the rate
of piston movement. The piston moves in the desired direction to reach the point precisely opposite this port. In
steady state pressur:e on both sides of the piston is equalized,. and fluid flows through wrifonn holes to the tank
In order to secure proper dynamic model of the stepper cylinder conduits and pipeline is introduced. Bond
graphs [4) are used for modelling of the dynamics of the stepper cylinder. In selecting a method of dynamics
modelling it is taken into consideration that the dynamic structure of bond graphs is closely identifiable with the
functional structure of ·t he hydraulic system P ~.

Bo:o d gtaph of dynamic model of stepper cylinder
Schematic representation of a hydraulic stepper cylinder is presented in Fig.la. In the adopted design of a
hydraulic stepper cylinder, presented in a simplified way in Fig. I b, four positions of the piston are obtained. The
stepper cylinder is fed from the source -o f constant pressure. In the inlets to the right and left chambers of the
cylinder throttle ¥alves (the capillary and orifice type) -of constant diameter are fixed. In the cylinder a sleeve
with properly made grooves and holes is fixed. Turning the sleeve by angles 0 and 180 one obtains positions 1
and 3. Turning it by angles 90 and 270 positions 2 and 4 are obtained. In each position of the piston the cylinder
is connected with the rerum line to the tank through four holes. The piston assumes left position l or 2 when
control s'hutoff V'.alve I is open .and control shutoff valve U is closed, and it assumes right position 3 or 4 when the
,control shutoff valve I is closed and control shutoff valve is open. for example, opening of the control shutoff
valve I and closing of ·t he shutoff valve lI cause decrease of pressure p 1 and quick displacement of the piston
from the .right to the left position. As the result of volume increase in chamber l and volume decrease in chamber
2 pressure p 1 increases ·a nd pressure Pi decreases. The pressure in the left and right chambers of the cylinder
increases .a nd decreases alternately until the steady position of the piston is achieved. The piston position is
established after achieving equilibrium state of forces acting on the cylinder piston.
The method of bond graphs is used for modelling of dynamics of a stepper cylinder. In creating a bond graph
of the cylinder the following denotations are introduced: SEP - energy effort source wl.Jich corresponds to
pressure p,,. SE. - effort source which corresponds to Coulomb friction. C,, C1 - hydraulic capacitances in
cylinder chambers, A - piston area, TF - transformer of hydraulic energy into mechanic energy, I - inertance
which corresponds to masses of piston and external loads, R 1, R 2 - hydraulic resistances of throttle valves, Rv resistance corr:esponding ~o viscotic friction between piston and cylinder barrel, proportional to piston velocity
v, R 11, R 11 R:u, R11 - hydraulic resistances dependent on variable flow slots between piston and cylinder sleeve. In
bond graph integration component INT are also included. The bond graph of a hydraulic stepper cylinder, for
previously determined parameters, is represented in Fig. 1c.

n
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Fig.t Model of hydraulic stepper cylinder: a) schematic representation, b) experimental model: c) bond graph..
1 - cylinder, 2 - sleeve, 3- throttle valves, 4 - control shutoff valves,
After .analysing the created model of 1the dynamic stepper cylinder it has been decided to extend it by conduits
'between throttle valves and cylinder. Such extension is justified by the fact that conduits can have significant
lengths. The phenomena which occur during damping of piston vibrations and are accompanied by return flow to
conduits should be also :tik;en into consideration. In the extended dynamic model the following parameters of
conduits will be taken into account: Cu and C12 - hydraulic capacitances, lu and la - hydraulic inertances, Ru and
R11 - hydraulic resistances. The bond graph of such an extended model of the dynamic stepper cylinder is
represented in Fig.2.
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.B(md gra1ph. of dy1
n amic model of st~pper cylinder with ·a new element of DB type
In hydrostatic drive system pulsatory flow a connected with self-excited pressure surge, opening and
dosing of valves, elasticify of ,elements and operation of ge·merators. In pulsation flow in pipelines constant
distributiGn Gfparameters takes place. In fuar~ network theory the wave equation is solved by four-pole
'equations in 1he matrix form:
p 2 (s}l = ,. [Pi(s)l
[ Q (s}

G •. Q (s)

2

l

.

=[

cosh(,/N(;)

-

Zt

Ts)

}Nw
N(s} sinb.(JN(s} Ts)

-Z1

JN(s} sinh.(JN(s) Ts1[p (s}l
oosh(,/N(;) Ts)
Q (s}
1

(l}

i

where: G, -transfer function, T- delay time, Zr - characteristic impedance, 11 - an intema etr~ Cr - hydraulic
rcapacitance,
frequency dependent friction factor.

N(s) -

Model:Lin,g .o f pllsating flow in ppelines by means of bond graphs ,causes difficulties as the graphs have been
.adapted for modelling the dynamics of coBCelllrated parameter systems.. In order to include constam distribution
of ~ts in Pipelines a new element of bom.d graphs caned double bond - DB is introduced. To make it
distinct from :the graphic ~l used for ,simple bond, double bond DB is designated by double line. Along DB
<element the dhanges .o f pressure p and :flow Q depending upon G, - functions take pJace. For this case at the
beginning of the ,elemem DB is 1-junction with impedance Z1, and .a t the end O - junction with impedance Z1.
Fig.3 .~nts ,a bond gtapb .o f :stepper 1cylinder with new elem~ts. DB.
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Fig.3. Bond graph of dynamic model of stepper cylinder with a new elements DB:
1,2 - cylinder and sleeve, 3- throttle valves, 4 -supply pipelines
From equation (1), after takin,g into consideration the direction of wave reflection and resistance R,,. at the end of
pipe'lines (p1 = R,,. Q1 ), the impedance Z1(n<».} in pipelines for 1he 111h harmonic wave (n = 0,1,2, .. .,oo} is obtained
for rth ,pipelines:
(2)

where: k - wave propagation coefficient, and; - resistance coefficient of the pipe (for R,,. > Zr k =pi/p1 > 0 and
4>=Zr'Rt < l~ for R,,. < Z1 k = pi/p1 < 0 and;= ZYR,,. > 1).
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Digital simulation
The dynamic clwacteristics of a stepper cylinder can be determined by the method of digital simulation on the
basis of the dynamic model represented by means of bond graph in Fig.3, using one of the available simulation
p rograms, e.g. CSSL. In digital simulation the following i;nrameter values were introduced: A = 0.77 10·3 m 2 ,
I = 12 kg,
SEc = 100 N,
p0 = 15 MPa.,
R1 =R2 = 0.41 10 9 Pa.s/m3 ,
17 = 0,052 Pas,
£ ,, = 895 MPa,
3
14
13
C1= C2 =0 .85 10 + 0.42 10 rn /Pa, p= 850 kg/rn , 11 = 1.1 MPas2hn5, C 1 0.8 10·14 m 3/Pa, R1 1.28 109 Pas/m3.
After i:;everse control of shutoff valves I and II, when the cylinder piston changes its position dynamic
characteristics are determined to show runs of pressur:e difference pi(t) - P2(t) in cylinder chambers and
displacements z(t) of cylinder piston. The exemplary dynamic characteristics are presented in Fig.4.
Requirements for a stepper cylinder involve a hlgh precision of piston positioning and strong and possibly shorttime damping of its vibrations.
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Fig.4. Dynamic characteristics of hydraulic stepper cylinder: a) pressure difference, b) displacement

Summary
The design solution of a hydraulic stepper cylinder presented in this paper allows to obtain many different
positions of piston by exchanging the sleeve with properly made outlet slots. Bond graphs, applicable to digital
simulation, are used to modelling of the dynamics of a hydraulic stepper cylinder. The dynamic model of a
stepper cylinder has been 'e11."tended by conduits and supp1y pipelines. The dynamic properties of a hydraulic
s~epper cylinder are confirmed ex-perimentally [lJ . The application of bond graphs with a new elerne.n t called
double bond - DB in modelling of pulsating flow in supply pipelines is described. The method used in modelling
of the pulsation flow with DB element enables detennining of transmittance, impedance and frequency
characteristics of single pipelines. Double bond DB can be linked to other elements of bond graphs.
1
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IMPACT OF PHYSICAL ANALOGIES ON CHOICE OF POWER CO-VARIABLES
A.C. Fairlie-Clarke
The University of Glasgow, Glasgow Gl2 8QQ, Scotland.
Department of Mechanica1l Engineering. E-mai1l: tonyfc@mech.gla.ac.uk
Ahstracit. The paper shows that the choice of power c0-variables is not arbitrary, but has physical significance.
Force is the flow variable, not velocity. The potential/flow description is presented and its advantages are
demonstrated. H allows a single procedure to 'be used to create bond graphs for systems in all domains, and an
understanding of its principles helps to remove the ,c onfusion often caused by bond graph semantics. Bond
graphs from all domains can be descrilbed as comprising 'c ommon potential junctions that define the flow path
and common flow nodes to which all elements of the system are attached.

Introduction
Two primary graphical schemes for modelling dynamic systems in terms of energy flow are linear graphs and
bond graphs [l). The fonner are drawn using the terms 'across' and 'through' to describe the power co-variables,
while bond graphs have commonly adopted the descriptions of 'effort' and 'flow'. The two descriptions are
equivalent, with the across variable corresponding to the effort variable, except in the mechanical domain where
velocity is the across variable but force, not velocity, is taken as the effort variable. There is mathematical
symmetry between the power co-variables, so the assignment of a particular name to a variable does not affect
the validity of the solutions. However, th.e semantics do affect the generalised representation of systems across
different domains, and this is significant because an advantage of bond graphs is that they can be used to model
multi-domain systems, so analogies are important. The effort/flow pairing is well established as the convention
with bond graphs. Some authors [2,3) h.ave recognised advantages for the across/through co-variables, but bow
to the convention and take refuge in the mathematical symmetry.
This variance in the definition of the power co-variables in the mechanical domain serves to confuse many
who might otherwise adopt bond graphs as an aid to system modelling. It is desirable to resolve the issue and
bring bond graphs into the mainstream of approaches for modelling of dynamic systems. However, arguments
continue to be put forward for both ,conventions [4,5]. This paper provides a weight of argument in support of
the across/through co-variable pairing, and for naming these the potential and flow variables. The mathematical
symmetry between co-var,iables is not matched by a physical symmetry, and the use of force (or torque) as the
effort co-variable and velocity as the flow co-variab[,e involves an incorrect description of the physical behaviour
of mechanical systems, which is accommodated in bond graph methods only at the expense of increased
complexity.
In the paper, the main features of the potential/flow description are reviewed. The principal arguments that
have been made in support for force as effort are answered.• and it is shown that the potential/flow description
also alllows a single common procedure to be used to create bond graphs for systems in all domains. To support
the argument, it is shown that incompressible fluid systems can be modelled in terms of the force/velocity covariables, and that these can be viewed as primary variables, with a gyration being used to derive the pressure/
volume flow co-variables commonly used in tluid systems.

The Potential I Flow Deswiption
Fairlie-Clarke [41 defines the dynamics of various system domains in terms of power co-variables described as
the potential varia'ble and the flow variable. For a translational mechanical system these are velocity and force
respectively. In an electrical system they are potential diff:eI1ence (voltage) and current, and in an incompressible
fluid system they are pressure and volume flow. To ac~ieve consistency in descriptions in the various domains,
the flow variable must be associated with the .flow of s•o me matter that can divide between parallel parts of the
circuit, can have a source and a sink, and can be stored. Velocity quite clearly fails this test and cannot be
described as a flow variable, whereas force fully satisfies the test if vi,ewed as the rate of flow of a mechanical
charge, where the mechanical charge stored in a mass is equal to its momentum. However, velocity is not readily
v,iewed as an effort. Thoma [3] presents potential as an alternative view of effort, and this tennis preferred since,
if two masses travelling at different velocities are connected by, say, a spring, then a force will flow between
them. Thus a difference in velocity provides a potenNal for force to flow.
With this description, the basic system elements ar,e flow stores having capacitance properties, potential
stores having compliance properties, and energy dissipaters having resistance properties. Fairlie-Clarke [4]
distinguishes between the absolute capacitance of mass elements, which absorbs flow, and the difference
capacitance of electrical capacitors, which builds up through the passage of flow. The resistive property
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diminishes the flow rate resulting from a given potential difference. The intuitive interpretation is that the greater
the resistance the more the effort needed to sustain movement In the mechanical domain this interpretation
relates to force as the effort variable. In adopting the force as flow description, a new interpretation is needed
that relates to resistance to force. In this case low damping creates high resistance, with a high relative velocity
necessary to establish a force across the damper. This is not a 1comfortable viewpoint, but it results in a good
analogy between the electrical, mechanical and .fluid domains in that a void between elements equates to infinite
!'esistance. The compliance property is descriptive of die reversible response of an element to a potential
differenc·e whereby it ent·ers a stressed, or defonned, state in which the flow across the element depends on the
level of stress, and not on the potential difference across the dement.

The above arguments should suffice to settle ithe matter in favour of force as flow, but historically they have not
done so. Many bond graph practitioners argu.e that the math.ematical symmetry makes the choice arbitrary, while
Hogan and Breedveld [5] present a number of arguments in support of pressure as an effort variable (which
,implies that velocity is a flow variable). These arguments are addressed by Fairlie-Clarke [6], but only a few
issues raise serious points ..
l. The principal argument by Hogan and Breedveld is that pressure is intuitively analogous to force, and
therefore both should be effort variables. For many people this is true, but it is only a point of view. An
equally valid view is that pressure is caused by ,compression, which is a consequence of velocity. Viewing
pressure and velocity as potential variables reinfowes this vi.ew.
2. The argument for force as ,effort also cites the fact that the kinetic energy of a solid mass and a fluid mass are
analog·ous. Of 'c·ourse this is true, and it presents a quandary when viewing force as flow since the kinetic
energy of a solid mass is then derived from an accumulation of flow, while the kinetic energy of a fluid mass
is derived from an accumulation of potential. The answer \i.es not in the nature of kinetic energy, but in the
assumptions made when modelling fluid systems. The behaviour of a fluid system is determined by the
conservation of mass and energy, and by Newton's second law, just as for a system of solid elements. Thus
incompressible fluid systems can be modelled at a fundamental level as lumped mass elements acted on by
forces .and moving with a certain velocity. Pressure and volumetric flow can then be derived by a gyration
uslng 1the inverse of area as the constant of proportionality. The physical behaviour of the system does not, of
course, gyrate, so the convenience of using ithe derived variables comes at the cost of some loss of analogy.
3. A physically valid description of systems should distin,guish between elements providing steady state storage
of energy as opposed to equilibrium storage. The potential/flow description has a mass as analogous to an
electrical capacitor, and both exhibit steady state storage of energy since both will retain their stored energy if
disconnected from the circuit. Hogan and Breedveld's argument that an inductance exhibits steady state
storage of energy does not stand up under this test.
A farther argument in support of the potential/flow description stems from the next section. Use of the
·effort/flow model means that bond graphs for mechanical systems must be drawn using slightly different
procedures to electrical systems [I]. However, if the potential/flow model is adopted, then a single procedure can
be used to draw bond graphs for any system, and bond graphs are then amenable to a single rational explanation.
1

Construction of Bond Graphs
l.
2.

Place one harpoon pointing into the system to represent the start of the flow of energy at a boundary point.
Trace the flow through ithe circuit Place a 'O' junction and attach a harpoon to show the flow of energy
diverted to ·each absolute capacitance element. Place a 'O' junction and attach a harpoon to show the flow of
ene.r:gy diverted along each tributary of the circuit that tenninates at a boundary connection. Place a 'O'
junction and attach a harpoon to show the flow of energy diverted along each byway, and add another 'O'
junction when it rejoins the ci~cuit.
3. Place a '1' junction and attach a harpoon to show the flow of energy associated with each element that is
not an absolute capacitance.
The bond graph now represents a direct mapping of all the properties of all the elements in the system. This is
the fuill bond graph, but it can be reduced. However, a reduced bond graph may not provide a good visual
.representation of the system, and it cannot be used to reproduce the schematic.
I. Any harpoons showing the flow of energy to a point of common ground potential can be removed because
there will be no energy flow.
2.
All e lements through which there is a common flow can be attached to a single 'l' junction.
3. 'O' junchons that serve to join the flow along paraUel paths back into the main circuit can be removed,
provided that there are no remaining elements attached to the circuit downstream of the junction.
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4.

Parts of the system that run along parallel flow paths can be treated as a sub-system and attached to a 'l'
junction on the main flow path, where the flow is equal to the total flow through the parallel paths.
Redundancy in the annotation of bond graphs can be avoided by replacing the 'l' and 'O' junction symbols with
the symbol repr,esenting the variable that remains commo.n through the junction. This also enables a more natural
visual interpretation of the bond graph since no menta.l transilation has to be made of the meaning of the
junctions. With the potential/flow description, bond graphs can be described as comprising common flow nodes,
to which are attached all the elements on a rc·o mmon flow path, and common potential junctions from which the
flow paths emanate. Flow paths must terminate either a't ground (which need not be specifically represented) or
at another common potential junction. Any boundary points not at the ground potential must be shown as sources
of energy.

Examples
The application of this procedure, and the good representation of analogies given by the potential/flow
description, is illustrated by the bond graphs developed for the analogous electrical and mechanical systems
shown in Figures I and 2. The analogy is not exact because there is a flow to ground through the electrical
capacitors, but not through the mechanical mass elements. This differ·ence is represented in the full bond graphs
shown in the centre of the figures, but the distinction is lost in the reduced bond graphs on the right, which are
exactly analogous for the two systems. The parallel flow paths have been retained in the reduced bond graphs
because they provide a better visual representation of the system and an economy of notation. Use of the symbol
for the 'c ommon variable to replace the 'O' and 'l' junction symbols means that identical bond graphs could be
derived using the effort/flow description. However, trying to represent velocity as the flow, when it cannot
define a flow path, defies logic and complicates the procedure for drawing the bond graphs.
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Figure 3 shows a pictorial view of a series of mass elements being pushed along the ground. The schematic in
Figure 4 shows the capacitance and compliance properties of the mass, and the damping due to friction against
the ground. The same schematic can also 11epresent lumped mass·es of fluid flowing along a parallel pipe. Thus
the bond graph in Figure 5 represents either a mechanical or a fluid system. In the case of the fluid system, the
pressure and volumetric flow can be derived directly from the velocity and force at any point by using a gyration
with the inverse of the pipe cross section ar•e a as the operator. Figure 6 shows a fluid pipe with varying cross
section, whi'le its bond graph is shown in Figure 7. In this case a pair of gyrations are used at the boundary of
each 1 umped mass to give incremental ·c hanges representative of the continuous variation in force and velocity
caused by the varying pipe section. The increment in force that occurs tAfough the gyrations is the longitudinal
component of the pressure reaction force exerted by the pipe wall.
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Figure 4. Properties of the Lumped Mass System

Figure 3. Lumped Mass System
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Conclusions
The choice of the power co-variables is not arbitrary, but has physical significance. Velocity is not a flow
variable, and representing it as such leads to complications and confusion. The force as flow description is
logical. It allows easier preparation of bond graphs and clarifies the analogies between system domains once the
concept of this flow, and of resistance to it, become familiar. It helps if it is recognised that gyrations and
transformations between power co-variables in different domains are usually descriptive rather than causal.
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Abstract. In this paper, a bond graph interpretation of the generalized characteristic polynomial of (sE-A)
which plays a key role in solvability of the generalized system, is provided. This graphical method is based
exclusively on causality handling and causal cycle families gains. Next, a method applied directly on bond graph
model who gives structural rank of generalized state matrix is developed. Based on this previous results, a
procedure for the fonnal determination of the infinite modes number who singular system can exhibit. is
proposed. Otherwise, starting from known algebraic criteria, the structural r-controllability is derived only on
bond graph model.

Introduction
Let us consider the general linear time invariant multivariable system, described by the state equation (I)
&(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
( I)
{ y(t) = Cx(t)
with the state vector x E l.R", the input vector u EI.Rm and the output vector ye IJlP.
Generalized systems of the form (1) with E singular matrix, currently appear as models of large scale systems,
circuits, economics ... In literature, we find lot of synonymous terms used to define this type of state space
model: singular system, generalized state space system, implicit system, differential/algebraic system or
descriptor system. The analysis of their structural properties has received great attention. Several approachs
works were done to study structural controllability. The first one is the graph approach: Reinschke [7] gave from
known algebraic criteria, graphical conditions for the different types of structural controllability. The second one,
the geometric approach, has been extended to descriptor systems by Wonham [9].
In this paper, a procedure which allows an easy detennination of impulsional modes of a descriptor system is
presented. Structural analysis by bond graph means of ge neralized system rank and of R- contro llability property
is studied. Then, some conclusions are derived directl y from bond graph model topology without actually
deriving state equations but by using the causal coupling concept.
This paper is organized as follows: first section is devoted to the recall of pre liminary results concerning bond
graph models with dynamic elements in derivative causality. The main result is given in second section, which
is gathered with the fonnal calculus of generalized characteristic polynomial of (sE-A) based on causal cycle
families gains. The theorem gives the rank of generalized state space matrix and analysis of structural
controllability is developed in section 3. Finally, an example illustrates the application of the results.

I - Generalized state space or implicit model : bond graph approach
A unified re presentation such as the bond graph model leads to the calculation of the state equation whatever the
physical domain . Algebraic loops between R-elements or derivative causalities in a bond graph model involve
some problems which may induce manipulations on the equations to avoid simulation difficulties.
The junction structure of a bond graph model contains infonnation on the types of elements which compose it,
and on the manner they are interconnected. The different vectors involved in a bond graph are linked through
the junction structure equation as:

[~ )=
Elementary laws are associated with components:
1
z, = F, x,, xd = (F,J)' ZJ and
D,, = L D,
x, and Xi1 are the state vectors assoc iated with the I and C elements respectively in integral and derivative
causality. z, ,Zi1 are the complementary state vectors. and F, (resp. F,1) is a d iagonal matrix composed of
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parameters associated with I and C elements. These matrices ar'e always invertible for bond graph models
without multiport elements.
D, and D 0 denote the vectors composed of variables flowing respectively into and out of the R-components ; l is
a diagonal matrix composed of resistance and conductance parameters.
•
In a minimal representation, where the state vector is composed only of(/, C) elements in integral causality
(x =x,), the matrix E is non singular. The system is said to be regular.
•

In a comp!lete representation, the state v.e ctor can be chosen as:
with n = n, + nd ,

n; (resp.

x=~/ x/

J,

x, E Rn, , xd E R11" ,

and

nd) the numbers of(/. C) elements in integral (resp. derivative) causality when

an integral causality assignment is perfonned on the bond graph model.
A particular representation with E not full rank is imposed by the bond graph model. Equation ( I) can be
decomposed as follows:

In.
(Ou,~n;

E;d

)(x;J (A;
id

On,•n,

=

(2)

Adi

Some hypothesis are tak·en in consideration :
- two dependent (/, C) elements in derivative causality are not directly causally connected (it is possible to
simultaneously change their causality to obtain two dynamical elements in integral causality), S 22 = 0 .
- it is impossible to have a derivative causality on elements I or C causally connected to linear R- elements (it is
possible to exchange the causalities), S 23 = 0 .
The expression of submatrices in proposed fonn (2), are deduced from the junction structure matrix built from
the bond graph model and elementary physical laws. For I-port bond graph model, the formal procedure to
obtain different matrices in the form (2) directly on bond graph are already developed explicitly in [8]. For sake
of simplicity, we recall the following expressions:

r£:~--~·~s::··-··-··~··--:4:··~·=F~-··-··-·i-··-~~·:·cs:;·:·s;~i<·1·=·s;;[)"~1·s~~1F;1
I

(3)

I

t~~ =::..~2:.5. _____:__ ~d_-~-~:z~.--·· -·· -.:__--~~-~-~-1-~ -~-~!.~~sL~-~1~~r.~~~----··-·.J

.

II - Struc,t ural Solvabili1ty of .genera:lilled systems .arising from bond graph models
The solvability is one of the main structural properties which every study must begin with, their important role
appears precisely when studying infinite structure from the transfer function. It has been discussed for
( B = I) in Gantmacher (4] and Wilkinson [5], and Luenberger [6] generalises the ir results to arbitrary B.

1.

Explaining

The solvability of model (I) is defined as the existence of a unique solution for any given control function
sufficiently differentiable u(t) and any given admissible initial condition corresponding to the given u(t). The use
of Laplace tran sform leads to write from (I): (sE-A) X(s) = EX(O) + BU(s). A necessary and sufficient condition
of the existe nce and unicity of the sol ution is that the characteristic polynomial det (sE - A) is different from zero
for almost every s E C.

2.

Formal calculus of det (sE-A)

The characteristic polynomial is equal to the denominator of the transfer function T(s) = C(sE -

"

expressed as: Pr( s) = ls£-AI = L,p,s',_, . The

formal

calculus of parameters

Ar' B,

p,,i = O,.. .,nis based

1=0

exclusively on causality handling and causal cycle famiHes concept. Hence, it requires a new definition of causal
cycle family order and gain.

Definition the causal cycle family is a set of disjoint causal cycles. This family is said to be of order t, if it
contains 111 independent dynamical elements and nd statically dep endent elements wirh I = n; - nJ. The causal
cycle family gain is equal to the product of the different causal cycle gains which composed this f amily. ft is
denoted G' when t is their order.
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Theorem every coefficient p, of Pt(s) is given by the following expressions:
r-----------··--------~-- ---------------

'

!• for

each i = 0,1, ... ,n and i

I

!

r

:

j

j

(-I) d 1

p, =

•

* nd

G '. -•·

n i<xd)

(4)

J

.I. .----------------------- --------··------- -------------.,'
1 • If i = nd, the expression of coefficient p is re lated i
"'
i
i to causal cycle families of order zero:
!
I
i

I

t+~(-1/ ;

•GJ

i

!I
I:
P••
Jn -g ( x, )
(5)
!
""---..-------··------------------·------------------------------------...I -----·-----------• -------------------·
----------------·----·----------Ji
='

where ''}" is the jth causal cycle family of order i- nd •

jth family and

G~-n,

~

is the number of disjoint causal cycles constituting the

is the gain constant term ofjth causal cycle family of i- n, order.

g(xd) is the constant term in transmittance of elements {!, C} affected with derivative causality in the bond

graph model: g(ld) =Id

and g(Cd) = Cd .

III - Structural properties of generalized systems arising from bond graph models
The structural analysis of the properties of linear generalized systems such as structural controllability found an
interest for automation of control design. These properties can be pointed out before calculating mathematical
representations. By using these concepts, we may reflect the difference between singular systems and regular
ones (classical systems).

I. Rank ofgeneralized state space
In order to show how a bond graph model of a descriptor system is a good tool for the symbolic calculus and
structural analysis of the associated mathematical model, we begin by studying the generalized rank of the state
matrix A which allows the detennination of the minimum number of inputs sources necessary for control and the
optimisation of their positions to simplify state feedback control laws.

Property I the bond graph rank of the generalized state matrix A denoted by bg-rank (A) is equal to
(n ; - q) + nd. with n, (resp. n0 ): the number of dynamical I,C- elements in integral causality (resp. in derivative
causality, q : the number of l,C elements staying in integral causality when a derivative causality is applied on
the bond graph model.

Proof The matrix theory (formula Schur [4]) gives the following equality : det(A) = det(At10). det{A,), the Add
matrix is invertible because it is equal to ·Fd, diagonal matrix composed of the parameters associated with / and
C elements in derivative causality for a system modelled by bond graph without multiport elements. Hence
degeneracy of A i.e. its rank less than n, is due to degeneracy of the matrix A , which is classical state matrix
associated with bond graph without dependent elements.

Property 2 the structural rank of the singular matrix E (noted r) is equal to the number of dynamical elements
{l,C) in integral causality when an integral causality assignment is performed on bond graph model: rank(E) = n,
2. Structural Controllability
For generalized system, the controllability property is decomposed in :
R- controllability : related to the capacity to control the finite dynamical modes (traditional controllability of
exponential modes for regular system). It is associated to the differential part composing the state space.
Impulse controllability which shows the ability to remove the infinite modes.
The reachable set is defined as a subset of 'Jln comprising all consistent initial values x(O) [2]. The different
kinds of controllability have been defined as follows (cf. [2, 7]):
Definitions a generalized system is said to be:
• R - controllable if it's controllable within the reachable set,
• Impulse - controllable if all impulsi ve modes can be excited by suitably chosen no-impulsive inputs.
• Completely - controllable if it is controllable within 'Jln .
Necessary and sufficient conditions for conrrollability have been proved (see [ 1OJ):
Lem ma a generalized system ( 1) is said to be:
* R - controllable iffrank (sE - A. 8) = n for all s e C
• impulse· controllable iffrank (E 0

0

) =

A E B

n +rank£
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• completely - controllable iff rank(£, B)

= n and rank (sE - A, B) = n for all s.

The objective is to present a method using bond graph methodology to derive information on structural
controllability. Currently, we restrain the study to R-controllability which is expressed in bond graph terms by
the following theorem:
Theorem A generalized model is structurally state R-controllable iffthe two conditions are verified:
(i)
all (/,C) elements are connected with a source.
(ii)
no dynamical element remain in integral causality when :
a derivative causality assignment is perfonned , and
a dualisation of the maximal number of input sources is performed in order to suppress these
integral causalities.
Proof. this theorem is an extension of the one associated with regular model.
Before studying the impulse controllability property, it is necessary to show if a model presents or not impulsive
modes. For that, we developed a procedure which derives from previous results:

3. Infinite modes:
In the case where the pencil (sE-A) is regular, the output and the input under null initial conditions (Ex(O) = 0)
are related by the non strictly proper transfer function, as follows: Y(s) = [C(sE-A)B ]U(s). But in generalized
case, the choice of the initial vector x(O) must be not arbitrarily and must verify some condit ions of consistency.
The response of the system can exhibit d exponential modes where d is equal to degree of det(sE-A). Let r =
rank(E), the actual order of system hence d ~ r, the equality occurs in the regular case (i.e. E is not singular).
The free- response of the descriptor system, i.e., x(t) for t ~ 0 when u(t) = 0, consists of combinations of d
exponential modes, characteristic frequencies for which (sE-A) is singular (d = degree of characteristic
polynomial). [n addition, however, it contains (r- d) infinite-freq uency modes : impulsive modes corresponding
essentially to (sE-A) losing rank at s = oo hence to poles at infinity (see [I], [2),(3)).
Calculus procedure of infinite modes number
This algorithm allows us to formally determine the number of impulsive modes the system response highlights,
without any complex calculus:
Step I : Detennine the rank (noted r) of the singular matrix E .
Step 2: Determine d, degree of the characteristic polynomial (finite modes number) linked to the first non null
coefficient p,, J e {o ···n} ; it corresponds to considerthe causal cycle families of order i - n,. Hence, this degree
is d = n - i.
Step 3: if d < n, , there has n, - d infinite modes.
Theorem In I -port bond graph models, it is impossible to have impulsive modes.
Proof. Let us apply the decomposition method by the Smith form which clearly reflects the physical meaning of
singular system and gives two independent parts. The first equation is a differential one and the second is an
algebraic equation that represents the connection between subsystems.
From

matrix

theory,

there

exist

non-si ngular

matrices

P

=diag(l n , 1n ) and Q=('"· s,~)such
'·J
'

J

that

0

PEQ = diagUn, ,o,,...11d). By taking the co-ordinate transformation Q - 1 x =[ ;~], x 1 e R"• , x 2 e Rnd the system
is restricted system equivalent to followed form :

In,
( o,,.xn,

On,xnJ )
0,1,,xn•

(xx2

1)

(

A,

= - S12' F,

In this case, si nce ( S 12 ' F,S12 + Fd) is also a non singular matrix because (FJ , F, ) are strictly defined positive
matrices.
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IV - Application
The bond graph model presented figure2 contains one dependent storage element.
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Fig. 2 : BG with one dependent storage element
Generalized state space : all terms of matrices A, B and E are obtained by formal expressions (see [9 ])
developed for bond graph model with dependent elements :
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Solvability : the characteristic polynomial coefficients are calculated by applying previous theorem

is£ -Al= - [s
1
Id

3

(1

+.!/. t~. _ )+

s•(-

1
1
+/ 1C
12 C

+--.!..L__)]
1 / C
1 2

•

R- controllability :
Rank of A : when assigning a derivative causality, all the (/, C) elements in integral causality change their
causal stroke position expect 12 which keeps its integral causality. Element Id is a dependent storage element, bgrank (A)= (3- l) + I = 3 . Then, one control source in suitably position is sufficient to control system.
~ The system is not R- controllable by input source MSr because the element Ii stays in its initial causality
(integral) when applying a derivative causality on bond graph model and when the flow source is dualized.

~

Remark lfwe place the control input (effort source) at the junction 1, the system is R-controllable.
•

Impulsive modes : p 1 = 1 + I d I 12 , the first parameter of polynomia l characteristic is .structurally non null,
then no infinite mode is pointed out.

V- Conclusion
This paper gives rules to extend the methodology of symbolic calculus and structural analysis by bond graph,
developed for regular system to descriptor system. Symbolic calculus of characterist ic polynomial and rank
procedure for singular system modelled by bond graph are given. Then, a structural analysis of R- controllability
property by bond graph tools is studied.
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Modelling Gravitational Wav,e Detector Suspensions using Bond Graphs
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Abstract: Michelson interferometer based gravitational wave detectors are currently being constructed
by groups throughout the world. Ground isolation is achieved by using a series of pendulums suspended
beneath each other. This paper discusses modelling of these pendulums using bond graphs, emphasises the advantage of using bond graphs as a core representation from which specific representations
can be automatically generated, and considers the appropriate number of lumped elements needed to
approximate a continuous system.

Introduction to gravitational waves and detectors
The existence of gravitational waves were predicted by Einstein's General Theory of Relativity (1916).
The effect of a gravitational wave is to produce a strain, h , in space. For two masses separated by a
length L a suitably polarised wave will produce a strain given by
h

= 2t::.L
L

(1)

where t::.L is the change in length. The waves are produced by asymmetric acceleration of mass. Unfortunately, due to the weak nature of the gravitational force, only astronomical events (such as supernovae)
produce strains that an Earth based detector could measure. We expect these strains to be in the region
of 10- 17 to 10- 18 . Hence the need to build highly sensitive instruments. Laser interferometry is ideally
suited to the measurement of small displacements and as such a number of detectors based upon the
Michelson interferometer are being developed. A Michelson Interferometer is formed by a beamsplitter
and two mirrors. Coherent light split into two beams by the beam splitter is incident on the mirrors.
Recombination of the light , at the beamsplitter, results in an interference pattern, the form of which
depends on the phase difference between the two beams. This phase difference is introduced through
the interferometer having unequal arm lengths. When in operation the detector is configured to have
a null output. That is, it is maintained on a dark fringe. A gravitational wave passing through the
detector causes the relative arm length to change, thus phase modulating the laser light. The effect of
this modulation is to produce sidebands about the laser light frequency (carrier frequ ency). The gravitational wave information is contained within these sidebands. It is this signal, by feedback to one or
more of the test masses, that maintains the detector on a dark fringe. This feedback loop is known as
the Global control. Since we wish to detect extremely small strains, the components that make up the
interferometer must be isolated from all potential noise sources. These include seismic, acoustic, thermal
and laser noise. Enclosing the interferometer in a vacuum isolates it from acoustic noise. Filtering of
seismic noise is primarily achieved by hanging the optics as a pendulum. Above its natural frequency
each stage of pendulum affords a (JJ / /2) attenuation from seismic noise. Where Jo is the pendulum 's
natural frequency. The effect of using mechanical systems to attenuate high frequency motion results
in an amplification of the seismic motion at the mechanical resonant frequencies. Hence these modes
need to have low Q factors (high energy loss). However to minimise the effects of thermal noise, within
the detection band of the interforometer , materials of very low energy loss (high Q factors) are used,
which, if undamped, lead to unacceptably large motions of the suspended optics. As a result there is
a requirement for active control. The implementation of feedback to individual pendulums is known as
local control. To facilitate the design of multiple pendulums , explore the effect of parameter changes and
to develop robust control laws requires accurate system modelling.

The modelling philosophy
For any physical system there are many different models that can represent it. Naturally no model can
exactly replicate the physical system . The type and complexity of a model will depend upon its end use.
The key factor in the development of a model is the level of complexity needed to answer the modeller's
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Figure 1: Schematic and Top Level Bond Graph of a Double Pendulum
questions. Too detailed and it may be impossible to analyse and extract essential information from they
array of parameters. Too simplified and the model will not reveal essential system information. The aim
of the modeller should be to produce the simplest model capable of suppling the relevant information.
For example, in the gravitational wave detector, the violin modes are irrelevant in the design of the local
control feedback. To include them would produce a higher ordered model/controller than is necessary,
making them more sensitive to parameter change. Yet, not to include them whilst developing the global
control would result in an unstable controller. ldeally then, a core model of a system from which various
representations can easily be extracted would facilitate the development of system models of various
complexities and for different purposes. Obviously if the core model is hierarchical it enables subsystem
oomponents to be changed without having to re-model the whole system. Furthermore, if the modelling
technique is unambiguous it can be understood by a computer programme and hence the power of
modern computers can be utilised to extract, via model transformations, specific model representations.
Hence the use of bond graphs in modelling gravitational wave detector suspensions.

Bond graphs
Bond graphs are an energy based methodology. By using a sma'll set of idealised elements, system
models in domains such as electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic can easily be produced. Moreover, since
these same elements are used across all domains, multiple domained systems can be readily constructed.
Further, it is possible to use the Bond Graph as a core representation of the system from which other
representations, such as state space equations and transfer functions, can be generated. Also since the
bond graph representation is unambiguous a computer can be utilised to carry out these transformations.
The use of bond graphs enables the modeller to construct complex systems in a hierarchical manner.
Thus the reticulation of a system into its component parts allows the system model to be constructed
from simple subsystems where the physical laws are understood.

Double pendulum modelling
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic and bond graph model of a double pendulum. The bond graph is the
top level representation and is itself comprised of some eleven different sub components each of which can
be changed independently. From this one model, state space matrices, ordinary differential equations,
transfer functions and simulation code etc can aU be extracted in formats such as reduce (symbolic
algebra), MATLAB and C code. The software package MTT(l] is able to causally complete an acausal
bond graph and produce any of these representations.
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The benefits of hierarchical modelling will now be demonstrated by examining the sub component
Wire. This wire component is itself hierarchicaHy constructed. This facilitates the inclusion, as necessary,
of bending and/or violin mode dynamics. Referring to the bond graph of Wire {Figure 2a) the section
enclosed by the dashed box determines the angle and linear extension (at that angle) of the wire. Any
associated restoring forces are determined by the subcomponent Beam: wire. Depending on the nature of
this subcomponent either restoring forces, solely due to linear wire extension or, both linear wire extension
and wire bending, may be included. Figure 2b contains the subcomponent FourUndamped:violin which
models the violin dynamics .
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Figure 2: Bond Graph of a Wire (a) without (b) with Violin Modes
Margolis [2] demonstrated that Longitudinal vibrations of a bar maybe represented by the bond
graph shown in Figure 3. In the bond graph the number of l umped elements sets the parameters of I
and C; C = t:lx/EA and I = pAt:lx) , where t:lx is the length of the beam divided by the number of
lumps, E is Young's modulus, p is the mass density and A is the cross sectional area. The accuracy of
this method depends on the number of included elements. In the limit, as the number of elements tends
to infinity, i.e .6x --+ 0 the bond graph model tends to the continuous model 2.

(2)
Equation 2 is the 1-dimensional wave equation. Transverse waves on a string can, with E and p
replaced by T and m respectively, be modelled by this equation and hence a bond graph of the same
form as Figure 3 can be used to model these modes. T is the wire tension and µ is the mass per uni t
length .
C: kl

l:m 1

C: k2

l:m2

C:k3

I :m3

C:k4

l:m4

I I I I I I I 1

SS :linj~ o~ 1 ~0~

1 __..::,. o ~1~ o ~ 1~ SS:[oul]

Figure 3: Lumped Bond Graph Replicating Violin Dynamics

(3)
The question arises as to how many elements should a model include. By increasing t he number of
model elements the accuracy of the lower frequency increases at a cost of an increase in the number of
inaccurate higher frequency modes. However increased accuracy in mode frequencies results in models
with a large number of states; a sixteen element wire has 32 states . In Table 1 the number of model
elements and the resulting mode frequencies are compared with experimental results and the solution to
(3) with fixed end boundary conditions (4)[3] .
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4 elements
196.93
363.88
475.43

16 elements
201.76
401.58
597.53

simple equ
202.08
404.17
606.25

expt
193.1/205.0/207.6/219.9
not measured
not measured

Table 1: Comparison of mode frequencies produced by a lumped wire bond graph model

(4}
The key points here are:
,. The bond graph mode frequencies were determined from the A matrix of the state matrices (:i; =
Ax + Bu, y = Cx + Du). These state matrices were generated from the non linear, causally
complete, bond graph model. The model is non linear due to the presence of component constituent
relationships containing sines and cosines. Lineraisation was taken about the steady state, i.e
state derivatives equal to zero. All transformations were achieved using the software package
MTT [1]. This is just one possible use of the bond graph model others include Model-Based
Observer Controller design [4] and the generation of C code for model simulation.
• The experimental results were taken from the "four" wires between the upper and test masses. In
fact the test mass sits in the bottom of two loops of wire suspended from the upper mass. This
accounts for the spread of frequencies.
• Changing the model from 4 to 8 and then 16 elements demonstrates that as the number of elements
increases, the bond graph model tends to the continuous model.
• As for how many elements should be included, obviously it is necessary to demonstrate that the
bond graph model tends to the continuous model as the elements (theoretically) tend to infinity.
However, as is demonstrated by the experimental results, there is some variation in the actual
frequency of an individual wire. Therefore, for the purpose of control (as currently envisaged) it is
only necessary to include enough elements to ensure that the model's mode frequency lies within
the range of the real system mode frequencies .

Conclusions
In this paper it has , through the modelling of a double pendulum and specifically the sub componant

Wire, been demonstrated that the bond graph methodology is the ideal tool for system modelling. By
using a small number of elements, complex systems, across all energy domains, can be systematically
constructed . The hierarchical nature of bond graphs enables small changes to be made without the need
for a total re-model. Further, since it is unambiguous, the full power of modern computers can be utilised
in the t ransformation of bond graphs into more recognisable formats. Future work on violin dynamics
modelling includes an investigation in to the suitability of the finite-mode model.
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Abstract. This paper introduces the Sensitivity Bond Graph, which is a special pseudo Bond Graph associated
with a system. The efforts and flows in the sensitivity bond graph represent the changes in the efforts and flows
in the original, or Parent Bond Graph, of a system, whose R. C and I parameters are themselves subject to
variation. The sensitivity bond graph is pseudo because it contains not efforts and flows, e.g . voltages and
currents, but the partial derivatives of these variables with respect to some parameter, e.g. T for temperature.
Thus the product of 'effort' and ' flow' for a bond in ithe sensitivity bond graph represents a quasi-power
quantity. There are rwo possibilities : large-scale parameter changes and small-scale parameter changes. The
latter case is discussed in this paper, and is charact·e rized by evaluation of the derivatives of the effort and flow
functions with respect to the parameters of the elements, including sources of effort and flow. The variations in
effort and flow can be caused directly by changes in the parameters of the elements, or indirectly by external
changes. For example, the values of R, C, and I elements can be functions of ambient temperature, humidity, or
pressure, or they may themselves vary over time. The paper indicates the relationships between the parent bond
graph and the sensitivity bond graph for a variety of cases, and gives simple practical examp les.

lotrndudion
It has been amply shown that there is a direct and one-to-one correspondence between the bond graph model of
any system, and the linear graph model of the same system[ 1,2,3,4,5]. Additionally, it has been known for a
long time that sensitivities to small changes in parameters can be calculated using the sensitivity graph approach,
in which these sensitivities are obtained from the solution of a l.inear graph model which is topolog ically
identical to the original graph model of the system. The variables associated with the edges in the sensitivity
graph are the partial derivatives ofithe variables in the or,iginal graph with respect to a particular parameter.
lt follows immediately that there is a bond graph model that has one-to-one correspondence with the
sensitivity linear graph, and that its solution wUI indeed be the same as that of the sensitivity graph model.
Moreover, since the original linear graph and its sensitivity graph are topologically equivalent, so the original
bond graph and its corresponding sensitivity bond graph are topological identical.

Sensitivity modeling
In this section we review the mathematical relations involved in calculating sensitivities, which are assumed to
be the partial derivatives of variables with respect to parameters other than time. A II physical systems are made
up of components with specific characteristics.
Components
We consider only R, C and I elements, along with sources of effort and flow . For illustration, consider the
electrical case. R elements are electrical resistances, C elements are capacitors, and I elements are inductors.
sources of effo rt and flow are voltage and current sources, respectively. Clearly, the components are
characterized by:

=Ri

R element

( 1)

i = Csv - Cv(O) C element

(2)

= Jsi v =E

I element

(3 )

Source of voltage (Eis a known function of time)

(4)

Source of curren,t (J is a known fun ction o.ftime)

(5)

v

v

i

=J

li(O)

Note that we have written these equations in the La'Place domain, so as to distinguish clearly derivatives
with respect to parameters as opposed to time.
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Now assume that all of R, C, I, E, J can be functions of some parameter, p. p can be one of the
eilements itself, or some other external parameter. We find the partial derivatives of equations (1) to (5) with
respect top. For convenience, we use the notation:

q: fP

(6)

cp

and we obtain, for example , from (1 ):
= RPi +Rip

vP

(7)

Similarty, for a voltage source, we obta,ffi:
=

vP

£P

(8)

and similarly for a current source.
Now suppose, for simplicity, that the parameter , p, is exactly the k'h R element, Rk. Then RP in (7) is
always zero, except for the kth element, and we have:
vP
)

= Rip
J J

(9)

for} ;t-k, and
(I 0)

Note that ( 10) has the same fonn as (3), in the sense that there is an additive term which in (2) is an
initial condition, while in (! 0) is the value of a variable obtained from solution of the original system. For
sources.• in this simple case.• note that vP = 0 and iP = 0.
It is worthwhile to point out that when the parameter, p, of int·e rest is not one of the elements, there is
no 'c onvenient, general reduction in equation (7) for any element, and all the elements will be characterized by
equations like ( 10). The reader can easily fill in the detai1ls.
Additionally, if p is one of the sour·c e functions, E or J, all the other parameter equations are reduced to
the type of (9). There will !be one 'Source of effort or flow, whose partial derivative leads to an equation like:

vC

=I

( 11)

Constraints
Constraints are the relatiion.s implied by the junction structure of the bond graph of a system, or the topology of
the l·i near graph of th·e system. They are therefore in the fonn of two sets of equations, one a set of linear
combinations of efforts, the other a set of linear combinations of flows. They are thus of the form:

"

L)kvk = 0

(12)

k=l

with the bk = ± I or 0. The sum is over all the bonds. or all the edges. For the flows, we have equations of the
fonn:
II

Iqkik = o

( 13)

k=l

with the qk = ± 1 or 0. Again the sum is over ai!I the bonds in the system bond graph or all the edges in the
system graph.
There is ·o ne equation of the type of (l2) or (13) for eve.I)' junction in the bond graph, and for every
v,e rtex (cut set) and circuit in the linear graph model.
We now differentiate (12) and (13) with respect to the chosen parameter, p. This yields:
It

Ib*vr =o

(14)

k =l

,,
'Lqkif = o

(15)

k= I
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Equations (14) and (15) are the same as (12) and (13), exc·e pt that the efforts and flows have been
replaced by their partial derivatives with respect top. Thus, they can be taken to represent the j unction strucrure
of a (pseudo) bond graph which has these derivative functions as its efforts and flows.
On the other hand, we have a set of component relations which are altered only slightly from those of
the original system. As seen above, all the relat·ions for the R, C and I elements are unchanged save one, and this
one is readily identified. The sources of efforts and flows are reduced either to zero or to 1.
The one element that has hs characteristic changed now satisfies equation (I 0). Here, ik is given by the
solution of the original system under the assumption that no variations will take place. This becomes a known
quantity in (I 0). Hence, The sensitivities of all the variables of the origina I system with respect to' the parameter
p can be calculated recursively using either the bond graph or the linear graph technique by the following
process:
l . Find the solution to the original system, using bond graphs or linear graphs.
2. Replace the efforts and flows in the original bond graph by their derivatives with respect to the parameter, p.
3. Obtain a new linear graph, or a new bond graph. These have the same topology or junction structure as the
originals.
4. Replace the component characteristics from the original R, C and I elements by those given in equations (7),
( 8), (9), (I 0) and the like.
5. Solve using this bond graph (or linear graph). This is recursive because the new I, C and R elements contain
parameters found in the original system.
The bond graph in this process is the sensitivity bond graph of the original system, with respect to the
parameter, p . Several things are noteworthy:
1. A different sensitivity bond graph appears for every parameter, p. ln the event that one wishes to establish
the sensitivity of the outputs of a system to changes in aU its component parameters, there will be as many
sensitivhy bond graphs as there are external bonds in the original system.
2. The method is not restricted to bond graphs with R, C and I elements only. Gyrators, transformers,
modulated transformers, etc., can be included, and the parameters of these components can be among those
with respect to whose changes output sensitivities can be obtained.
3. The method is recursive. Second and higher order sensitivities can be found by obtaining the sensitivity
bond graph of the sensitivity bond graph, and so on.
4. Since all the sensitivity bond graphs have the same junction structure, and since most of the components
have unchanged charact·eristics, i.e., the external bonds are unaltered, the computation beyond the first, or
original, level is considerably reduced. Space consideratio ns will not permit us to furnish the details here.
1

Example
Consider the simple example of an e lectric circuit shown in Figure I . The Bond graph is shown in Figure 2,
while the Linear Graph is in Figure 3.

Figure l . A Simple electric Circuit

-

s --.,_--

p

4

Figure 2. The bond graph corresponding to Fig. I.
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3

Figure 3. TheLinear Graph corresponding to Fig. I .
The bond graph in Figure 2 and the linear graph in Figure 3 have the same structure as their sensitivity bond
graphs and sensitivity graphs. If we wish to find the sensitivities of the currents and voltages in the system to
changes in the resistance, R3, the voltages and currents in the bond graph and linear graph models are replaced
by their derivatives with respect to R3, and the constituent relations for the components (the external bonds of
Figure 2 and the edges of Figure 3 ), become :
0

(16)

ifi = Cisvf1

( 17)

·R1 '1 -

R1

V3

= R313.R, + 13.

( 18)

R1 = I 4Sl4·R1

( 19)

Y4

The solution proceeds by first fmding i3 through normal bond graph or linear graph techniques[6,7,8), and
using this in Equation ( 18). Then relations (16) through (19) replace the original component equations, and are
solved for the first order sensitivities.

Conclusions
We have shown that there is a simple, recursive bond graph modeling method for obtaining first and higher
order sensitivities of system variables with respect to any parameter variation. The method involves repeated
solution of a given bond graph model with changing component constituent relationships for each order. It is
mathematically equivalent to a linear graph technique that has been reported in the past.
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MULTI-INPUT MULTI-OUTPUT MODELS FOR AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
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Abstract. This paper .addresses problems of developing robust reduced-order multivariable models of aircraft
for cases in which strong inter-axis coupling exists. Attention is focused particularly upon helicopter modelling
and the associated problems of helicopter flight control system design. In that particular case a priori
information about parameters of the vehicle model, especially parameters associated with certain types of crosscoupling, is usually limited. System .identification techniques, and frequency-domain methods in particular,
offer potential benefits for helicopter model parameter estimation and for external validation of models.
Frequency-domain methods also offer an effective approach to model reduction for multi-input multi-output
models and for some aspects of control system design. The helicopter case is used to illustrate how frequencydomain tools can be combined to provide an i ntegrated environment for both model development and control
system design.

Introduction
Mathematical models used for aircraft flight control system design and for the development of realtime piloted flight simulators are usually obtained by the application of fundamental physical laws and the
principles of aircraft flight mechanics. Such models are generally nonlinear in form and involve a number of
different control surfaces and actuators (e.g. elevator, ailerons and rudder in fixed-wing aircraft or the mainrotor collective pitch, main-rotor longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch and tail-rotor collective pitch in the case of
conventional helicopters). There are also several different output variables which are of primary interest for
flight control system design. Parameter values for these physically-derived models of aircraft may be obtained
from theoretical analysis, from wind-tunnel testing or from flight test data [1 ).
For the purposes of contro1 system design the underlying nonlinear model is usually linearised for
selected flight conditions (e.g. forward speed, altitude etc.) and aircraft configuration (e.g. mass, position of the
centre of gravity etc.). Following control system design based upon linearised descriptions the overall
performance of the resulting sys.tem may be evaluat·e d through simulation studies involving the full nonlinear
aircraft model [2]. Modifications may be necessary in the control system following these simulation-based
investigations.
This paper describes the development of an integrated set of frequency-domain tools for aircraft
modelling and control purposes, including system identification and parameter estimation, the reduction of
linearised multi-input multi-output models and flight control system design. Emphasis has been placed upon
frequency-domain methods because of the physical insight which such approaches offer for modelling and the
importance of the frequency-domain in the context of classical single-input single-output control system design
techniques which still provide the basis for many practical flight control laws even when used as part of a
parallel process which brings them together with multivariable techniques (3).

System ld·enti.ficatioo for Aircran .Model Development
System identification techniques have been used with considerable benefit for the development of aircraft
models for use in the development of high bandwidth flight control systems [4} and for the external validation
of flight mechanics models ofl:>oth fixed-wing aircraft and rotorcraft [5). The level of difficulty encountered in
the practical application of system identification methods to helicopters is, however, recognised as being
significantly greater than in the case of fixed-wing aircraft due to the high level of measurement noise and the
more complex aeromechanics of these vehicles, particularly in terms of the strength of inter-axis coupling [6).
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Experiment design for system identification is also more difficult in the case of helicopteTs due to the inherent
instability of such vehicles in some flight conditions and the a priori model uncertainties.
In recent years increasing emphasis has been placed on the use of frequency-domain methods for
aircraft system identification. A number of successful approaches have been developed which have been
evaluated in flight with several different vehicles [7-1 OJ.
The flexibility of the frequency-domain approach in tailoring the structure and parameters of the
identified model to a restricted range of frequencies is one attractive ieature of these methods. A second useful
feature is the ease with which time delays can be incorporated into rdatively low-order descriptions to account
both for actual physical delays and unmodelled higher order dynamics. These features have been shown to
result in improved model fits and more physically realistic values of model parameters in cases where estimates
obtained by more conventional time-domain methods ar,e known to be adversely affected by rotor modes which
are associated with features not included in the model [8]. Measures of accuracy and linearity of identified
frequency responses which can be provided from coherence functions are also of considerable value in the
interpretation of frequency-domain identification results [ 10).
The validation or empirical improvement of a theoretical nonlinear model derived using classical flight
mechanics modelling methods can be approached by comparing a series of linearised descriptions derived from
the nonlinear model for different flight conditions with equivalent empirical models obtained using system
identification methods for the same selected flight conditions [ 11]. Theoretical linearised descriptions of this
kind will normally be of th,e same order as the original nonlinear model and some form of model reduction is
often needed in order to make meaningful comparisons with models obtained by system identification.

Mod,el Redudion in the Fr,equency Domain
The estimation of the structure and parameters of an appropriate multi-input multi-output (MIMO) model which
has dynamic characteristics which approximate those of a given model of higher order is a familiar problem
which can be approached in a number of ways. One frequency-domain approach is based upon an extension of
a complex curve-fitting method first published by Levy in l959 [12] for the single-input single-output case
(SISO) and subsequently refmed by others [13,14].
In its original form Levy's method used a modified least-squares approach to fit a SISO transfer
function to measured r,esponse data. The method was based upon minimisation of the sum of squares of errors
between the absolute magnitude of the measured frequency 'response data and the corresponding quantity from
the model for a range of frequency values. Such an approach is readily applicable to the model reduction
problem where the frequency Tesponse of a giv,e n high order description is substituted for the measured
response data.
Modifications subsequently introduced for the SISO case allow the technique to be used with greater
confidence over a range of frequencies which covers several decades and allow the errors in chosen parts of the
frequency range to be given particular emphasis [13,14). More recently Levy's approach has been extended to
the single-input multi-output (SIMO) and the MIMO cas,es by Gong and Murray-Smith [15]. Transfer functions
of reduced order models of a given system in state space form obtained using this MIMO approach are
constrained to have the same denominators since the poles of the various different transfer functions linking
inputs to outputs must be the same and must relate to eigenvalues of the given system matrix.
The SIMO and MIMO versions of the Levy method have been applied with success to the development
of reduced order models of an advanced fighter aircraft and a large four-engined passenger jet transport [ 15].
The approach has also been used successfully in deriving 8th order reduced models of a Puma helicopter for a
number of different flight conditions from equivalent state space descriptions of fourteenth order [16].
Although MIMO ,transfer function descriptions are useful for many purposes the traditional starting
point for flight control system design involves a vehicle description in linear state space form. The frequencydomain reduction method outlined above provides results in the form of a set of transfer functions and it is
useful to be able to translate this back to a reduced-order state space description. One approach to this problem
is provided by R.T. Chen's nonlinear inverse formulation [17,18]. Chen's inversion procedure provides a
unique description because the relationship between model states and the chosen outputs is known. Tischler
[ 18], in a system identification contex.t, has proposed use of an iterative procedure to resolve any physical
lnconsistencies arising from the application of Chen's inverion method and to determine an appropriate model
struc ture.
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F1requency-Domain .Methods for MuUivariaMe Control System Design
The highly coupled nahne of helicopter dynamics introduces major difficulties in applying 'one-loop-at-a-time'
control system design methods based on conventional SISO techniques. Recent research on helicopter flight
control has concentrated largely on techniques such as H.,. [19], eigenstructure assigrunent (20] and linear
quadratic Gaussian/loop transfer recovery (21]. The difficulty in using such methods arises from the fact that
they do not provide the level of physical insight and 'visibility' of the classical approaches used for SISO
applications. A further difficulty with techniques such as H., is that they can give rise to controllers of relatively
high order.
The techniques of individual channe.1 analysis and design (ICAD) which have been developed by
Leithead and O'Reilly (22] as the basis of a general frequency-domain approach to multivariable control system
analysis and design have been shown recently to offer potential for rotorcraft flight control system applications
(23,24]. Dudgeon and Gribble (24] have demonstrated through their work that ICAD is a convenient approach
to use to obtain multivariable control Jaws that meet the revised helicopter handling qualities requirements
ADS-330 (25]. They have shown that ICAD is parti.cularly suitable for the helicopter flight-control problem
because many ADS-33D performance requirements are expressed through frequency domain measures and are
presented in terms of the response of specific outputs to specific reference inputs which is central to the ICAD
methodology.

An Integrated Computiing Environment for Modelling and Control Investigations
Within the Centre for Systems and Control at the University of Glasgow a considerable amount of experience
has been built up over the last decade in tenns of helicopter modelling and control. More specifically a
considerable amount of effort has gone into the development of frequency-domain techniques for system
identification, for model reduction, and for flight control system analysis and design. Software tools have been
developed in each of these areas.
Efforts al'e now being made to bring all the different elements together in the form of a properly
integrated suite of software with a we11-defined and carefully designed user interface. The chosen computing
envirorunent for this is based upon general purpose personal computers and MATLAB software.
Separate routines for identification, model reduction and controller design will not only be brought
together but will also allow use of nonlinear simulation models in a convenient and user-friendly fashion. The
choice of MATLAB as the software envirorunent allows use to be made of other relevant specialist software,
such as the MATLAB handling Qualities Toolbox developed by Howitt (26] and also ensures compatibility
with research collaborators on other sites.

Conclusions
Frequency-domain techniques can provide insight which is of particular value for the development of models of
helicopters and other aircraft which display strong inter-axis coupling. This is true both at the system
identification stage and in the development of reduced order models. Frequency-domain techniques for the
analysis and design of multi variab.!e control systems also provide physical understanding and 'visibility' in the
design process which is not so directly av.ailable in other multivariable design approa ches . An integrated
computing envirorunent for modelling and fllght control system design, based on frequency-domain methods, is
a potentially useful development.
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Abstr.a ct
The selection of an appropriate representation for linearisation-based analysis and design of integrated systems is
considered. lt is shown that, in contrast to conventional linearisation-based representations, a velocity-based
representation supports the modular analysis and design methodologies required with complex integrated systems.
1. Introduction
ln response ito increasingly stringent performance requirements, the trend in a wide range of engineering systems
is towards tighter integration of the elements constituting the system. Whilst this frequently leads to increased
dynamic interaction between sub-systems, the design of a complex system in an efficient and flexible manner
necessitates .a modular methodology whereby each sub-system has a well-defined interface to the rest of the system
which is insensitive to the implementation details of the system. Such :an approach enables the detailed design and
implementation of each sub-system to be carried out separately and .this is particularly important in projects where
sub-contractors are involved.
There is, of course, a corresponding requwement for a representation which supports the analysis and design of
systems in a modular fashion. Depending on the task .at hand, a number of different representations are typically
utilised for the analysis and design of -complex systems; for example, Bond Graphs, Ordinary Differential Equations
and Transfer Fwictions. Each representation possesses particular advantages and disadvantages which make it
more, or less, sui1table for a particular pwpose. Traditionally, linearisation-based representations are often employed
for the analysis and design of nonli.near systems. The system is approximated by a suitable linear system which, in
the vicinity of an equilibrium operating point, exhibits similar dynamic characteristics (typically, the series
expansion linearisation about the equilibrium operating point). Whilst conventional linearisation-based analysis is
only valid locaHy to a specific equilibrium operating point, it has !he considerable advantage that it maintains
·continuity with established linear analysis techniques for which a substantial body of experience has been
accumulated. In order to determine appmpriate linear approximations to a particular sub-system, knowledge of the
equilibrium ·operating points is required. However, specifying a priori the relationship between the equilibrium
inputs and cutputs of a sub-system imposes, in general, a very strong restriction on the characteristics of the sub·
system. For example, consider the nonli.near .syst·em i = F(x, ·r ). y = G(x, r). The functions, F(•,•) and G(•,•), are
not independent since, F(x r = 0, G(x,,,r = y. must be jointly satisfied for all equilibrium input-output pairs (x.,,
r Indeed, when F(•,•) is inver·tible so that the equilibrium state, x.., is detennined by r it follows that the output
function, G(•,•), is, essentially, completely specified by the equilibrium input-output relationship and the choice of
F(•,•). Consequently, in practice, a flexible equilibriwn specification is required. However, since the equilibrium
operating points are no.t those of the isolated sub-system but rather those of the sub-system when it is embedded in
the ov·e ran system, .the equilibrium operating points of a sub-system are, in general, strongly influenced by the
characteristics of the overaliJ. integrated system and may change considerably as a result of even relatively small
changes in other sub-systems. Hence, conventional linearisation-based representations do not readily support
modular analysis and design approaches.
Whilst, in the context of integrated systems, the foregoing is perhaps the primary deficiency of conventional
linearisation-based representations, it should lbe noted that 11..here are also a number of other difficulties with such
techniques. Firstly, ll1e l'epreselltations are only accurate in the vicinity of an equilibrium operating point whilst the
requirement is usually to design a system which functions well not only when operating in the vicinity of a single
equilibrium point but also during transitions between equilibrium operating points and periods of sustained nonequilibriwn operation. Conventionally, this requirement is addressed by employing extensive simulation studies to
iteratively refine the design, lbut this quickly becomes extremely time-consuming and inefficient for any but the
simplest nonlinear systems. There is, the11efore, a considerable ~ncentive to directly incorporate, into the analytical
part of the design procedu11e, knowledge of the plant dynamics during transitions between equilibriwn operating
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points and during sustained non-equilibrium operation. Secondly, a number of distinct linear representations are
typically employed dwing analysis and design (Leith & Leithead l 998a) which are not equivalent and which can
make it difficult to incorporate insight obtained from the analysis into the design procedure. Thirdly, and at a more
practical level, the determination of 1the equilibrium operatiing point is time-consuming and highly non-trivial for a
complex nonhnear system. Similarly, the numerical differentiation associated with conventional numerical
linearisation about an equilibrium point is an undesirable ill-conditioned operation.
The velocity-based representation recently proposed by Leith & Leithead (1998a) rigorously generalises and
extends the conventional series expansion Iineari·sation at an equilibrium operating point and associates a linear
system with every operating point, not just equilibrium operating points . An alternative description of a nonlinear
system in terms of a family of linear systems is thereby established; namely, the velocity-based linearisation family.
It is emphasised that tl1e velocity-based formulation involves no loss of information and, in particular, does not
involve either an inherent ·s low variation I'cslriction nor is it confrned to equilibrium operating points alone but
instead encompasses every operating point, including those far from equilibrium. TI1e velocity-based approach
thereby relaxes the restriction to near equilibrium operation whilst maintaining the continuity with linear methods
which is a principle advantage of the conventional linearisation-based analysis techniques. The velocity-based
representation therefore resolves many of ·t he deficiencies ·o f conventional linearisation-based representations.
However, the literature on the velocity-based representation is confined to "monolithic" systems for which there is
no requirement to consider a decomposition into component sub-systems. The aim of this paper is, therefore, to
investigate the application of the velocity-based repfesentation to integrated systems and, in particular, consider the
support, if any, provided by this representation for modular analysis and design .

2. Velocity-based representation
Before considering integrated systems, the velocity-based analysis and design representation is briefly
summarised. Consider a nonlinear system
i = F(x, r), y = G(x, r)
(l)
where F(·; ) and G(·;) are differentiable nonl~near .functions and rel.Rm denotes the input to the plant, y e IJlP the
output and x e IR" the states. It can be shown (Leiith & Leithead 1998a) lhat the solution i to the linear system (the
"velocity-based linearisation")
j =
~ = V 1 F(x1, r 1) w + V,F(x1 , r 1) r
(2)

w,

~ = V1 G(x1, r 1) w + V,G(x 1, r 1) r
(3)
approximates the solution .1 to the nonli.near system Locally to •the opetating point (x1 , r 1 ). Since a linear system (2)(3) is associated with every operating point of the nonlinear system, there is a family of velocity-based linearisations
associated with the nonlinear system. Whilst ·ilie solution to a single velocity-based linearisation is only a local
approximation to the solution of the nonlinear system, the solutions lo the members of this family can be pieced
together to obtain an arbiuarily accura~ely global approximation to the solution of the nonlinear system. Indeed, the
family of velodty-based Unearisations embodies the entire dynamics of the nonlinear system, (I), with no loss of
information and provides an alternative representation of the nonlinear system.

3. lntegnted systems
The velocity-based representation resolves many of the defi.ciencies of conventional linearisation-based analysis
and design techniques.
However, the existing literature ·o n the velocity-based representation is confined to
" monolithic" systems for which there is no requirement to consider a decomposition into component sub-systems.
With regard to integrated systems, the velocity-based representation, in contrast to conventional linearisation-based
representations, is not restricted to near equitibrium operation and does not require the equilibrium operating point
of a system to be determined before linearisation-based analysis is possible. Rather, application of velocity-based
analysis and design techniques only inv<llves the much weaker requirement that the largest operating e nvelope of a
system is known. As noted previously, it is non-trivial to determine the equilibrium operating point of a sub-system
when it is embedded in the overall system and, furthermore, the equilibrium operating point is, in general, strongly
influenced by the characteristics of the overall integrated system. Since the requirement to determine an equilibrium
operating point is relaxed in the velocity-based framework, this framework resolves one of the principal difficulties,
in the conitext of integrat·e d systems, with conventiona1l hnearisa,tion-based techniques. Of course, whilst this is
necessary in order to de-couple the analysis and design of the sub-systems, it is not sufficient to support modular
analysis and design. It is, in addition, also required that the analysis and design results obtained with a specific sub-
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system can be int·egr.ated in a direct and transparent manner with those obtained for other sub-systems. In order to
investigate the integration of analysis and design results obtained for di'fforent sub-systems, it is sufficient to consider
the series, parallel .a nd feedback combination of sub-systems since these are the principal classes of interconnection
in widespread use.

3.1 Series combination
Consider the nonlinear system i: 1 = F1( x Pr., z 1 ),
y 1 = G 1( x" rP z 1 )
for which the velocity-based form is
il = w ,, wI= v •. F1(Xi,r1,Z1)w1+ v '• F1(X1,r1,Z1) z.. + v,, F i(X1,ri,z1) r.

y1 = V, 1 G 1(x1,r.,z,)w,+ V11 G,(x1,r1,z 1) z1 +

(4)
(5)

V,, G .,(x1,r1,z1)r1

andthenonlinearsystem i: 2 =F2 (x 2 ,r 2 , z 2 ) ,
y 2 =G 2 (x 2 , r 2 ,z 2 )
for which the velocity-based form is
i 2 = Wz, w1 = V 12 F1(x2.ri.Zi)W2 + v., F2(x2,r2,Zz) :i 2 + v., F2(x2,r2,Zz)r2

y2

(6)
(7)

= V 11 G1(X2,r2,Zi}W2 + V,, Gz(x2.rz,Zz):i 2 +V,, G1(X2,fz,Zi)i'2

The systems, (4) and (6), are cascaded together by set.t ing :ii=y 1. TI1e resulting system is
i = F(x, r , z),
y = G(x,r,z)

[Ii} ['i}

where x=

r=

Xz

12

(8)

[

z=z.,y=y2,l\x,r,z)=

li;(:ti,lj,Zi)
} Q:x,r,z)=~(Xz,r ,G(Xi ,1j ,11)) , for which
.
.
the velocity-based
2
IS<:1:z. 12.C~<Xi.fi,71))

form is

. {""}. [w,}{- v.,F,(x.,.r,.~)v
V.,l\(x,.r,.r,)
o
T""•H v.,F,(x,.r..i,> l J v,,1\(1,.r,.i,>
o
Tr·]
..q(x,,lj.r,,) V.,F,(x.,.r,.i..)1"'1 v.,F,(x,.r,.i,)V" q(l,,r,,r,,)f 1V.,F,<x..r,.i,)V., G(x.,,lj.7,) V.,F,(x.,,r.,i,)j_r,

. x=w "> w= w,

y=y. ={v.,G,(x,,r.,i,)'V"q(x,.r..i,) v.,G,(x.,.r,.i..{~}v" q(x.,,r,.~)V.,GCx,.r..i,)1 ~v.,q(x,,r,.i,)V"GCx..r..r,,) v'l q(x.,,r;.i..{~]

9
( )

i.. =y, =GCx,.r,.r,,)
Evidently, (9) is just the system obtained when the systems, (5) and (7), .a re cascaded together. It follows that the
velocity-based form of a system consisting of two cascaded sub-systems is identical to the system obtained by
cascading together the velocity-based forms of the two sub-systems.

3.2 .P .ar.aHe1 combinattion
The systems, (4) and (6), are combined in parallel by setting Zi=z.1. The resulting system is
i = F(x,r, z),
y = G(x,r, z)

[Y•}

[F

1
1(x"r.,z1 )]
1
1 1
where 1= x } r= [r'],z=z1,y=
F(s., r,z)=
, G(x,r, z)= [G (x"r ,z )]
[ X2
r1
Yi
F1(1.z,r2 ,Z1)
G1(X2 , r2 , Z1)
for which the velocity-based form is

. [w•} . [w'] [
I='W=

'Yz

'Ill'= W2

-l

l

I"V•]{

V.,.J\(x,,'i.7,)
O
= V.,li;(x.,,r2,f.:z)V.,, G<x..r1.7,) V.,J\(J!,_,rl>r.,)

I"V•l{V'"G<x,.lj,z,)l

. =[Y·]Jv., G(x,,r••i,>
o
y,
0
V., G,(ll,_,r1,~)

Y

w,J v.,G,(x.,,r2,z,)f

(10)

"t'2

(11)

T'•]

V.,J\(x,.r,,r,)
{V... Ji'(s,.r,,i,)
O
V.,l';(ll,_,r2,r.,)V., G(s,,r,,z,)f
0
v... F;<x.,.r2.11)li; (12)

Tri]

{vri G<x, ·'i·11)
o
0
V., G,(x,,r2 .~)lr.

Evidently, (12) is just the system obtained when the systems, (5) and (7), are combined in parallel. Hence, the
velocity-based form of a system consisting of the parallel combination of two sub-systems is identical to the system
obtained by combining in parallel the velocity-based forms of the two sub-systems.

3.3 Feedback combination
Conside.r the nonlinear system with inputs, r and z,
i = F(x, r , z),
y = G(x,r,z)
for which the corresponding velocity-based form is
i = w, w= V,F(x,r,z)w + V.F(x,r ,z)i +V,F(x,r,z)r
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(13)
(14)

y

= V1G(x,r,z)w + V,G(x,r,z) :i + V,G(x,r,z) r

Assuming that y=G(x,r,y)
has a suitable solution y=N(x,r)
tlie system, (13), is enclosed in a feedback loop by setting z=y. The resulting closed-loop system is
i=M(x,r), y=N(x,r)

with M(x, r) = F(1., r, N(x, r)). The velocity-based form of (17) is
i =W, w= V,M(x,r)w +V,M(x,r) r

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

y = V1 N(x,r)w +v.•N(x,r)r
Combining (15) and (16), N(x,r) =G(x,r,N(x,r))
(19)
Hence,
V1 M(x, r) = V1 F(x,r,N(x,r)) +V1 F(x,r, N(x,r))V1 N(x,1r), V,M(x,r) = V,F(x,r,N(x,r))+ V1 F(x,r,N(1.,r))V,N(x, r) ( 0)
2
V1 N(x,r) =v.G(x,r, N(x,r))+ V1 G(1,r, N(x,r))V1 N(x, r), V,N(1., r) =V,G(x,r, N(x, r))+ V1 G(1.,r,N(x,r))V,N(x,r)
and, by substituting (20) into(l8), the closed-loop system, (17), can be directly reformulated as
i = w, w= V 1 F(x,r,z)w + V,F(x,r,z):i +V.F(x,r,z)r
(21)
y = V1 G(x,r,z)w + V,G(x,r,z):i + V,G(x,r,z)r, z = y = N(x,r)
Since N(x, r) satisfies ( 19). it is clear that (21) is the system obta.ined when the system, (14). is enclosed in a feedback
loop by setting z=y. Consequently, the velocity-based form of the closed-loop system is identical lo the system
obtained by enclosing the velocity-based form of the open-loop system in a feedback loop.

4. Conclusions
It is shown that 1he velocity-based ~presentation supports modular linearisation-based analysis and design of
integrated systems ln particular, and in contrast to conventional linearisation-based representations, the velocitylbased representation
• does not require an equilibriwn operating point to be detennined in order to analyse a system; rather, application
of velocity-based analysis and design techniques only involves the much weaker requirement that the largest
operating envelope of a system is known. Trimming, which is highly non-trivial for complex nonlinear systems,
is not required.
• does not require numerical differentiation; rather the velocity-based linearisation is obtained by simply "freezing"
the velocity form of the nonlinear system.
• is not confined to near equilibrium operation but rather accommodates both transitions between equilibrium
operating points and sustained non-equilibrium operation.
• provides a unified framework for analysis and design which employs a single linearisation, namely the velocitybased linearisation.
Furt11ermore, the velocity-based representations of the series, parallel and feedback combination of two nonlinear
systems .are identical to the series, parallel and feedback combination of the velocity-based representations of the
individual nonlinear systems. Hence, in addition to de-coupling the analysis/design of sub-systems, analysis and
design results utilising the velocity-based representation of a specific sub-system can be integrated in a direct and
transparent manner with those obtained for other sub-systems. The velocity-based representation therefore resolves
many of the difficulties associated with conventional linearisation-based representations and provides direct support
for the modular analysis and design methodologies required with complex integrated systems.
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Alb stract. 1n the paper a mathematical model of slab reheating in gas heated pusher furnace is presented. Heat
transfer inside the slab is calculated by finite difference method in two space dimensions. The heal exchange
between ,the charge, the furnace gas, and the fumace wall is described by three temperature model. The model
was implemented in indusitrial network system for real-time operation.

Introduction.
Modern computer automated hot rolling mill systems need quality reheated charge. Quality reheating means
both that every slab satisfies optimum temperature trajectory as it is moved along the furnace and that the correct
slab temperature for hot rolling dependent on steel grade as well as the minimum temperature difference in the
slab is achieved at discharge from the furnace. A pusher furnace shown in Figure I a can be used for the slab
reheating. The material flow through the fomace is carried out by the pusher at regular intervals. However delay conditions in the material flow are often present. There are scheduled delays e.g. mill roll changes, meal
breakes, etc. and unscheduled delays e.g. mill breakdowns, inadequate steel discharge, etc. All delays significantly affect the reheating process and demand appropriate zone temperature set points before, after and during
these periods. Another influence on the reheating process have the slabs of different dimensions and steel grades
that can simultaneusely reside in the furnace and can demand even various discharge temperature requirements.
Standard procedures and rules for furnace temperature settings may be difficult to apply when described complex
heating schedules are encountered and do not provide the furnace operator with the information needed to achieve
quality reheating. By use of computer-based control system the operator is equiped with a valuable helping and
decisioning tool.
The first computer control systems for slab reheating appeared in the early seventies.[4],[5] They were based
on the mathematical model of heat conduction in the slabs and measurements of their surface temperatures. Improvements followed that rendered models to perform supervisory and regulatory control by combining feedforward and feed-back algorithm.[2] However, computers of that time could not cope with large off-line models
to be implemented for on-hne conlrol. Therefore, relationships were derived from off-line models which formed
the basis for on-line computer control.[9],[6],[l] These simple computer aided systems provided instructions on
desired furnace settings during normal throughput and delay conditions.
observed crossection
slab

Figure 1: a) Pusher furnace; b) Observed slab crossection
Discussion of relative advantages and disadvantages of the different types of control strategies recommended
a type of control stra,tegy which matematicaBy models the heat ,transfer process within the furnace from the first
principles and is capable of tracking material thro ugh the furnace and on-line simulation of the thermal state of
each slab.[ l 0] By modern personal computers with their huge memory and computing capacities this approach is
feasible . The sophisticated con trol system has been developed to bring the actual slab temperature on-line to the
optimized refe rence trajectory. [ 11] The monitoring and control system can be connected to lower and hi gher level
of informatization process via the plant Ethernet local area network (LAN).[7]
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The supervision system for pusher furnace shown in Figure la in Acroni steelwork in Jesenice, Slovenia has
been developed. For real-time operation the supervision system was implemented in industrial network system.
The supervision system provides calculations of temperature field of each slab residing in the furnace as well as
the calculation of heat balance, specific heat consumption and instantaneous thermal efficiency of the reheating
process. The calculations mentioned base on the mathematical model which includes main physical phenomena
appearing during the reheating process in the pusher furnace.

Modelling
In the model the cross section of the slab shown in Figure 1b is chosen, which is the compromise between the
information of reheating quality and the calculation time. The observed cross section is of rectangular shape;
therefore a finite difference method can be applied to solve heat transfer partial differential equation (1).
(1)

The cross section is divided by rectangular mesh with M elements in x direction and with N elements in y
direction. Their width is 6x and height is 6y. For each small element energy balance is derived under assumption
ofhomogenious temperature field in the element. In the paper just three different types of elements are presented :
the inner elements (Figure 2a and Equation (2)), the upper edge elements (Figure 2b and Equation (3)) and the
upper left angle element (Figure 2c and Equation (4)). Equations for other elements can easily be derived by
analogy of these three types of elements. In equation (2) denotes a thermal difusivity, >. thermal conductivity,
i index on x axis (i is integer on interval [O, N - I]), j index on y axis (j is integer on interval [O, M - l]), ii
temperature of element located dependent on indexes i and j. The recursive equation (2) enables calculation of
temperature 19!;jAt of inner element i,j at time t + 6t by use of known temperatures: 19L 1 ,1 , ii~+l ,j• 19L_ 1
and 19~,j+l of neighboring elements at time t. The recursive equations as e.g. (3) and (4) of outer elements
have additional thermal fluxes e.g. tite from left and Qup from upper side dependent on the position in the cross
section. This outside thermal fluxes represent heat exchange between the observed cross section and the furnace
enviroment; their un it is (W/m2 ) .
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yf2
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b
Figure 2: a) Inner elements; b) Upper edge elements; Upper left angle element
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To evaluate the heat exchange between the charge, the furnace gas and the furnace wall, basic algorithms (3)
of Heiligenstredt are used. The length of furnace is divided into small sections which are equal to the slab widths.
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For this small section of the furnace, homogenous temperature field and homogenous furnace gas temperature
field is assumed. The total heat transfer to the charge can be estimated by evaluation of partial mechanisms of
heat transfer which can be seen in Figure 3. The furnace gas, which has the highest temperature in the system,
emits heat to the charge and to the furnace wall. The heat is transf:ered from furnace gas to charge by radiation
clrad ye (t99 , 19c) and convection ciconv gc (t9 9 , t9c), and also from furnace gas to wall by radiation cirad 9 w(199 , 19w)
and convection Qconv 9 ..,(19 9 ,tJw). The furnace wall gets the heat from the furnace gas. Under the steady state
condition a part of this heat cicond w(t9w) is lost outside through the furnace wall, another part of it is emited to
~he charge by wall radiation cir ad we( t9w , t9c) being partly ciab• 9 ( t9 9) absorbed in the furnace gas. The significant
factors in heat flux calculations are: the gas temperature{} 9 , the inner wall temperature t9w and the charge surface
temperature t9c. If two of the three mentioned temperatures are known, the third can be calculated from the
equlibrium expression on the inner furnace wall surface (5)(3). In the expression (5) A represents the area of wall
surface which surrounds the area of heated surface a.

0

cirad gw(tJg, iJ-w) ·A+ ciconv gw(tJg, t9w)' A - cicond w(tJw) ·A ciradwc(iJw,iJc) ·a +ljabq(iJg) ·a

(5)

By the Heiligenstredt model inner furnace wall surface temperature was chosen to be unknown. If this heat
furnace wall

,f urnace gas

qoon<I.,.
~·· ·· · ·

Figure 3: Heat exchange between the furnace gas, the furnace wall and the charge
.transfer model is used for real -time aplications of industrial furnace monitoring, it turns out that it would be more
suitable to treat the furnace gas 1temperatur,e as the unknown variable [8], because the inner furnace wall surface
temperature is more stable and can easier be measured than the furnace gas temperature. The charge surface
temperature is also known since it is calculated step by step by finite difference method. The only unknown temperature is furnace gas temperature which can be calculated from expression (5). The unknown gas temperature
iJ 9 can not be expressed explicitly from equation (5), therdore, it should be calculated numerically by finding 19 9
at given t'Jc and iJw for which the expression (5) is fullfiled. When all three temperatures are known the total heat
Hux to the charge surface can be calculated using expression (6).

(6)
The calculation of the above mentioned heat fluxes is described in detail in [8].

Simulation experiment
The simulation experiment was implemented in industrial network system as shown in Figure 4a. The main
process computer Dec a collects both the measuring data from the furnace through th e PLC network TPL and
the slab tracking parameters which ewe entered by the furnace operator. It is connected to Ethernet LAN. The
real-time supervision system, which is also connected to LAN, transfers data at sampling intervals from the main
process computer and then calculates the temperature fie ld in the slabs. The calculated data are avai lable through
internet for real-time graphical representati on. The supervision system operates under Debian Linux operatin g
system running on a personal computer. It provides stable and fas t environment for real- time operation of the
supervision system.
The simulation parameters were: the sampling interval 60 s, the cross section of every slab was divided on
(M = 21) x (N = 11) elements, the calculation ,i nterval was D.t = 1 s, the average slab dimensions were:
length 6 m, width I m, height 0.2 m. During the simulation many other parameters have to be known like the
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Figure 4: a) Implemen tation in industrial network sys tem; b) Comparison between measurment and calculation
lhennal properties of slab materials, the furnace dimensions, the thermal properties of furnace wall materials,
which depend on each individual furnace and its charge .
The supervision syste m was verified by measurements on the real object. In the center of the slab the trail
thermocouple was mounted. Figure 4b shows results of parallel simulation and test measurement during the slab
reheating in the furnace after tuning of the model. The tuning of the model is necessary because of simplifying
in the modelling phase. It is important that after the tunn·ing all the values were inside the expected intervals for
individual physical values.

Simulatiion results
The model gives many simulation results. Every reheated slab has its own reheating history file with te mperature
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Figure 5: a)Short reheating of slab 4 9575 ; b)Long reheating of slab 50396
fields (M x N) on e ve ry position during the re heating process in the furnace. Slab reheating process can be
completely different for the same types of materials and dime nsions. The comparison of re heating processes
between the slab No .49575 and the slab No .50396 is shown on Figure 5. Slab No.49575 is cold at the beginning;
its initial temperature is 20 °C and reheating process lasts 330 minutes, while slab No.50396 is at the beginning
still hot (440 °C); its re heatin g lasts 520 minutes. Short vertical lines in the bottom of the diagrams represent
times of pushes at which slabs change their position in the furnace. During the reheating of slab No.50396 there
were two long delays which can be recognized by longer spaces between short vertical lines.
The model allows calculations of accumulated heat in each individual slab. Figure 6a shows accumulated heat
diagram dependent on position in the furnace for the reheating processes of two slabs described earlier. There
can be seen the d iffere nce irt accumulation for cold and hot ch arged slabs. If the sum of accumul ated heat in all
slabs residing in the furnace in the sampling interval is div ided by the che mical heat which e nters the furnace by
fud, the insta ntaneo us thermal efficie ncy of the furnace can be calculated . Figure 6b shows typical diagram of
instan taneous thermal efficiency. There is strong correl atio n be tween pushing intervals and the efficie ncy. Durin g
very lo ng delays, the efficiency can lower up 'to 0 %.
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Summary
The described supervision system based on the mathematical model has been developed as a helping tool to the
furnace operators. It a'l!ows monitoring of slalb temperature fields in real-time during the reheating. It was implemented in an industrial network system. The informations produced by the monitoring system can be acquired on
the Internet For real-time calculation of heat exchange in the furnace, the Heiligensta:dt simple three temperature
model [3] is chosen. The heat transfer inside the slabs is calculated by two dimensional finite difference method.
The model is stable even at long delays when sometimes charge temperature t9c can exceed the inner furnace wall
temperature t9w. In the future the model is going to be accomplished by remote user friendly graphical interface
for Windows platform.
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Abstract. In the paper an integrated environment for design of robotic controllers is described. It is based
on the Planar Manipulator.s Toolbox for dynamic simulation of redundant planar manipulators. To be able to
test the developed algorithms on a real robot, our system includes also a planar robot manipulator with four
links and low gear actuators. The paper gives a short description of the Planar Manipulators Toolbox and the
experimental system. The main advantage is the flexibility in fast prototyping of different algorithms in the
field of control of robotic systems. especially for redundant manipulators. The tools are fully integrated in the
MATLAB/SIMULINK and hence, a lot of standard tools are available for the analysis and control design. Using
the real-time simulation it is possible to apply the develo ped contro llers to a real robot without any additional
coding.

l

IntroducHon

Simulation has been recognized as an important tool in designing new products, investigating its performances
and also in designing applications of these products. Simulation allows us to study the structure, characteristics
and the fu nction of a system at differ·ent levels of details each posing different requirements for the simulation
tools. As the complexity of the system under investigation increases the role o f the simulation becomes more
and more important. Ad vanced robotic systems are quite complex systems. Hence, the simulation tools can
certainly enhance the design, development, and even the operation of robotic systems. Augmenting the simulation
with visualization tools and interfaces, one ·can simulate the operation of the robotic systems in a very realistic
way. Depending on the particular application different structural attributes and functional parameters have to
be modelled. Therefore, a variety of simulation tools has been developed for the robotic systems which are
used in mechanical design of robotic manipulators, design of control systems, off-line programming systems, to
design and test ·o f robot cells, etc. T he majority of the robot simulation tools focus on the motion of the robotic
manipulator in different environments.
A very important part of the robotic system is lhe control system. From the control viewpoint there are
different control levels. The lowest level is the close-loop control and the nex t higher is the trajectory planning.
The path planning and other more global con trol tasks are performed at higher levels. In the past, a lot of work
has been done in the simulation of higher levels of control like path planning. For example, there exist different
tools for planning of collision free paths, for teaching assembly operations [4], sensor-based operations ( 1). Furthermore, almost all commercial robot systems are equipped with off-line programming systems [5]. For these
pmposes, .the simulation of the kinematics and the structur·e of the robotic manipulator is important. However,
when the lower levels of the control system are under investigation, also the dynamics of the robot manipulator
becomes important.
For robotic systems, several simulation too:ls have been developed which can be used for control design:
"A Robotic Toolbox" [2] and "A Toolbox for Simulation of Robotics Systems" [6] are implemented in MATLAB,
and "Robotica" (3] is based on Mathematica. All these packages support general manipulator structures and as
such they are rather complex and not appropriate for the real-time simulation. Furthennore, testing of different
control algorithms on a real robotic systems is in general not very user friendly: the algorithms have to be rewritten
fo r the real-time execution and the implementation details have to be considered. Therefore, we have developed
a tool for analysis, design and testing of contro l algorithms for robotic manipulators especially for the redundant
manipulators. The system consists of a simulation software and a real redundant robotic manipulator.

2 Structure of the integrated environment
In general, in the process of controller design different steps have to be performed. First o f all, the system has
to be modelled. In the next step, the control algorithm is developed . The first results are then obtained by the
si mulation. Uthe results are satisfactory, then in the final stage the control algorithms are tested on a real system .
For this, a real-time code should be generated and implemented on the real system. The integration of all these
steps, allhough essential, is very difficult. Namely, the different steps in the development of the controller require
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the use of different methods for which different tools are needed. Hence, the results from one step to another
have to be 1transferred often by hand. This bottleneck can be overcome if control design and testing is done in an
integrated environment.
Our system consists of ·two major parts. The first one is a simulation package Planar Manipulators Toolbox
for dynamic simulation of robotic manipulators and the other is an experimental planar robot manipulator wilh
fo ur links, revolute joints and low gear actuators. Fig. l shows the block diagram of the robotic system which has
been developed.

Task
plannmo

T rajectoiy
generation

Sirn<ilated robOt
Controller

sensors
"'"'
en.,;ronment
Vi rtual

Wo~d

Real robOI

sensors and

environment
Real Wood

Figure 1: A functional block diagram of the integrated environment
As it can be seen from the figure, a very imporita nl feature of ithe ·environment is that it supports two modes
of operation : "pure" si mulation, where the robot, senso rs and the environment are simulated , and "manipulatorin-the-loop" simulation, where a real robot with sensors working in the real world is included in the simulation
loop.
The purpose of the " pure" simulation is to help the user in lhe design process to examine lhe behaviour
of the system performing a particular task before it is carried out on a real system. In this way, the efficiency of
lhe design is increased and the safety of the real robot .is insured in greater extent. The other advantage of lhe
simulation mode is that special situations ·can be examined which a re hardly realized experimentally. Of course,
the simulation has also some drawbacks. One of the drawbacks are errors due to the inaccurate modelling and
the errors in the identification of model parameters. Although careful modelling can minimize these errors, a test
on a real system is necessary for the final approval. This step is usually done separately using another control
system. Hence, rewriting the developed algorithms into another 1language and/or for a different platform may
be needed. For the implementation on the real system it is also necessary to consider different implementation
details like interfaces, sampling frequencies , etc. As a consequence, the development time can be significantly
prolonged, especially if the design process has to be repeated. A promising concept to overcome these problems
and to integrate lhe design phase and the testing on a ~eal system in one environment is the hardware-in-the-loop
si mulation. The main idea is to substitute one part of the si mulation model by a real system during testing. We do
this by using the "manipulator-in-the-loop" mode. Which part of ~he simulated system is substituted by a real one
depends on what the user wants to test. Anyway, to have an efficient design environment the switching between
simulation modes should be fast and without additional coding.
Prerequisites for the "hardware-in-lhe-loop" simulation is the ability of real-time simulation and additional
hard ware components which ar'e needed for linking the real system and lhe simulation system togelher. In our
case " hardware-in-the-loop" means "manipulator-in-the-loop" , i.e. the model of the ma nipulator and its sensors
are replaced by a real manipulator.

3

Planar Manipulators Toolbox

The Planar Manipulators Toolbox is a itoolbox for simulation of n-R planar manipulators in MATLAB and
'SIMULINK '[7]. MATLAB has been selected mainly due to its capabilities of solving problems wilh matrix
formulations, easy extensibility, and because of the possibility to simulate in real- time, and to automatically
generate real-time code. The toolbox is based on a kinematic and dynamic model of a planar manipulator with
revolute joints. The detailed derivation of the manipulator models for this type of manipulators is given in (8 ].
As the complexity of the model for this particular type of manipulators increases slower with the number of DOF
than in the case of general manipu1lators, th e deri ved toollb ox pennits simulation of manipulators with many DOF
within reasonable sim ulation times. The toolbox consists of several M-files for the calculation of the model and
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other fonctions for planar manipulators which can not be created using the standard ones. The M-file functions
are written in a straightforward manner to gain the understanding of the functions.
As an extension to MATLAB, S1MULINK adds many features for easier simulation of dynamic systems,
e.q. graphical model building and selection of the integration method and parameters. To exploit additional features, we have developed several blocks and functions needed to create kinematic and dynamic models and to
simulate the motion of n-R planar manipulators in SIMUUNK. Combining these special blocks with other blocks
subsystems representing kinematic or dynamic models are obtained. To enable the real-time simulation of manipulators with real manipulators in the loop using the Real-Time Workshop all S-functions have been rewritten into
CMEX S-functions. In the Toolbox some common manipulator subsystems are prepared as simulation subsystem
blocks. To gain the transparency the system is represented by the block structure with several hierarchical levels.
Fig. 1 shows the typical robot system at the top level (from the control point of view) and Fig. 2 shows the
dynamic mode.I of a manipulator and a sensor detecting the object in the neighbourhood of the manipulator, and
the task space and the null-space controller for a redundant manipulator.

(a) Model

(b) Conirol

Figure 2 : A block diagram representing (a) the dynamic model of a manipulator and a sensor detecting the object in
the neighbourhood of the manipulator, (b) the task space and the null-space controller for a redundant manipulator

4 Experimental system
The main part of our experimental system is a laboratory manipulator (see Fig. 3) developed specially for testin g
of different control algorithms for roboti c manipulators. The manipulator has four revolute DOF acting in a
plane. As the task space is two-dimensional (x-y plane) the manipulator is redundant. Such configuration of the
manipulator enables the testing of algorithms for redundant systems. We have selected the configuration with two
redundant DOF because in our opinion one redundant DOF is not enough to test all important characteristics of
redundant systems.
The link lengths are approximately 0.25m each. The manipulator is driven by AC motors and gears with
low gear ratios (12 and 6). The servo drives have different control modes: the torque mode and the speed mode.
Actually, the flexibility of the servo drives determines how the real manipulator can be included into the simulation
system. For example, if a controller includes compensators for manipulator dynamics, then the control signals
should represent joint torques and servo drives must be able to work in torque control mode. On the other hand,
when control signals correspond to joint velocities servo drives must be in speed control mode. The motors
are equipped with incremental encoders with 2500 pulses/rev. Note also that when using the hardware-in-theloop additional gains should be included in the system. They aim is lO obtain correct signal values for/from the
interfaces and to make available in the simu lation model the signals which can be measured on the real systems
used. In this way the transparency of the system is very good.
The interface between the simulation systems and the manipulator consists of VO boards with the corresponding software drivers at the control computer and servo drives at the manipulator side. For the control we use
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Figure 3: Experimental 4-R planar manipulator and a force sensor

a PC computer (Pentium Il/200MHz). For linking the manipulator with the computer we have Lab-PC+ board
(National Instruments), CYDDA06 board (CyberResearch) and for int,erfacing the incremental encoders our own
PC-board based on LM628 (National Semiconductor). Wjth this equipment sampling frequencies more than 1kHz
can be achieved depending on the complexity of the control algorithms.

5

Conclusion

In the paper we present an integrated environment for controiller design for a robot manipulator. The system
consists of two subsystems. The first one is a simulaticm package Planar Manipulators Toolbox for dynamk
simulation of n-degree of freedom planar manipula tor based on MATLAB/SIMULINK and the other subsystem
is an experimental planar robot manipulator with four links, revolute joints and low gear actuators. The paper
gives a short description of the Planar Manipulators Toolbox and the experimental system. The emphasis is given
to the connection of both subsystems into an integrated environment for the design and the testing. We show that
the "manipulator-in-the-loop" simulation is a promising concept in the process of controller design for robotic
manipulators as it enables the simuilation of different control schemes and immediate testing on a real system.
The Planar Manipulators Toolbox has proved tobe a very useful and effective tool for many purposes: kinematic
simulation, dynamic simulation, analysis and synthesis of control systems, trajectory generation, etc. It is very
easy to extend and to adapt the simulation package to differenl requirements. Thus, it should be of interest to the
researchers involved in the development of advanced robot control systems.

6
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Abstract. In the paper we investigate and compare the efficacy of different modelling approaches where
special attention is devoted to hybrid modelling possibilities for real multivariable plant. It is well known
that for control design usually good models are needed which is especially true when we are dealing with
multivariable systems and demanding design goals which can involve also fault detection aspects. So
we can expect that the reachable or achieved control quality is in the great measure dependent on the
quality and the reliability of the model. Such situations can also involve considerable changes in system
operation regarding open-loop and different closed-loop configurations. Due to this we are presenting
and evaluating step by step model improvement starting from open-loop operation and theoretical modelling, while in further steps different controller structures are used for improvement and verification of
modelling results. Obtained results are analysed and compared with measurement data.

Introduction.
Modelling procedure can be regarded as a complex one as usually in cyclic procedure a set of models is
obtained for description of system behaviour. Each model can of course be informative in certain design
step. Design steps are usually closely related with the purpose of model usage. When building the model
input and output signals are usually compared with measurement data and on the basis of these results
evaluation price is obtained. This is quite often the case also when the model is to be used for closed - loop
design. But when the matching of model with system behaviour is not good, this difference can in the
close - loop be hidden regarding input - output relations due to the controller action. Even quite different
controllers can from input - output point of view produce similar signals. The most important difference
can in this case be observed through control signals. In general we can expect that more demanding
controllers would cause greater difforence between the system and model control signals. This difference
can be important from different points of view. It can be used for (step by step) model improvement . If
mismatching between the model and the system is smaller the quality of reachable controller action can
be improved as the needed robustness limits can be smaller. If the matching of all signals is better also
fault detection can be improved as different algorithms can in great measure be dependent also on this
information.
We are presenting the described ideas for the system of three coupled tanks (made by AMIRA [1]) as
they are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the process
In the first step nonlinear model (NM) was built through theoretical approach where some frequently
used assumptions have been introduced, like: the water flows through the valves are square root functions
of pressure difference and activators and sensors have linear characteristics in the whole operating range.
The obtained nonlinear description was tested in open and closed - loop, where first only the controller
which consists of two SISO - PI was used :

GPI(s) = [

- 3.6230 +
0.

- 0 .0181
s
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o.

- 10.9200 +

- O.lO!l2

s

(1 )

Further modelling steps
Additional modelling efforts were realised in the following directions:
l. Recurrent (two-layer perceptron) artificial neural network (ANN) was tuned (time delay units are

used to learn a system's dynamic), which in neural network terminology means that future network
inputs will depend on present and past network outputs. First only open-loop signals were included into
learning set and in the next step the model was evaluated using closed-loop control signals. We have to
point out that learning open loop signals were simply the set of step signals as are frequently used for
theor,etical approaches. The system was driven first to the operating point, then the properties around
this point were investigated and finally the shut down was realised . As such signals can be problematic
from identification aspects (but more demanding signals can be problematic in process industry) , in the
second step also closed-loop signals were added in learning set and the behaviour of the network was
further improved.
2. For the improved model more demanding controller was designed in the following form (2]:
E;f+g ~

y
!:!:!.

E.

=

0/

[ 1+
0.

[ 0.824~

o.

(2)

1 + 0 .1 ] (r -1!:)

•

1.3846
1.3043

-0.130~ ] ,

G

= [ -2. 197~

-2.173~ ]

Further evaluation and improvement steps were realised with this controller (considerably faster closedloop system) and very demanding reference signals.
In the next steps we have investigated the possibilities of different neural networks to improve nonlinear analytical and obtained ANN model properties. In these steps the learning signals were realised
on the basis of the difference between the existing model and measurement signals, again for open and
closed-loop realisations. Here additional difficulty arises as these differences are relatively small. But
such situations are of practical importance also in the cases where through longer operating time the
system can slightly chang•e and the model accuracy is not satisfactory any more. To avoid the modelling
from the very beginning the existing model can be improved in such a manner that additional structure
is added to the existing one. In t his paper the following situations are inspected.

3. Non-recurrent ANN (NANN) structure was added. The regressors in this step consist of inputs and
outputs of existing model (nonlinear model or ANN model from the second step), where the number
of delayed units must be at least as large as is the order of the process. The structure is multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) with ten hyperbolic tangent hidden neurons (in average depending on combination)
and a linear output neuron. Each of the three MISO structures was trained with Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [3] and realised in the parallel with the existing one.
4. Recurrent ANN (RANN) structure was added in parallel so the network has feedback through the
choice of regressors meaning that Lo regressors from the third step the delayed network predictions are
added. Recurrent MLP structure makes neural model much more powerful so for all three MISO models
around five hidden neurons wer·e sufficient.
5. Gaussian Radial Basis (GRB) network structure was added in parallel where hidden layer consists of
locally-tuned activation functions . It is constructed by first using k-means clustering and determination
the widths of GRB units. The output linear layer weights are obtained with least square calculation.
Around forty hidden neurons were enough to capture behaviour of the existing model uncertainties. This
type of ANN has like perceptron good interpolation abilities but its extrapolation is much worse beyond
its region of t raining data (4). This makes them less useful when the existing model uncertainties are
noticeable over the whole operating range. The reason lies in the local hidden units and learning algorithm.
6. Non-recurrent ANN structure was added in serial (SANN) to existing model. The MLP was trained to
perform the transformation between process and existing model outputs, where the only condition was
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equality of process and existing model inputs. This condition is more or less satisfied in a close-loop with
controller action. The network architecture was MIMO with four hidden and two output neurons.

Summary
All the mentioned structures and additional structures were tested in combination with analytical nonlinear and ANN model in open and closed-loop and compared with the measurement data. Evaluation
results ar·e presented in Fig. 2. For each structure Theil's inequality coefficients (TIC) were first defined
due to the measurement data and then they were normalised on the fitting result of nonlinear model.
This means that the values which are smailer then 1 are better then the fitting of nonlinear model while
the others are worse.
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Figure 2: Evaluation results
On the bases of the obtained results and analysis we can conclude the following. Non-recurrent ANN
structure can in parallel realisation be successful in open-loop operation (fault detection) but is unsuitable
for the closed-loop operation as it can't cover the needed dynamics of additional outputs. Such situation
is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the combination with ANN in closed-loop with the more demanding controller
as is described with (2). Simulation results of nonlinear model and measurement data are compared with
this structure. In the upper two figures the control signals ar·e presented, while in the three lower figures
we observe the level changes in all the tanks. We can see that the reference signals are very demanding as
control signals are covering the whole operation range. Better behaviour can be expected if it is used in
serial with the existing model. GRB network structure has advantages in parallel combination to existing
model, when its uncertainties are not noticeable over the whole operating range but only locally. Recurrent ANN has great potential in open and closed- loop behaviour, as self-standing or additional model.
As additional stru cture it was tested in combination with previously tuned ANN and nonlinear model.
The last situation is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the combination with nonlinear model in closed-loop with
the more demanding controller. This hybrid structure was also very successful in step by step tuning
where further combinations with control design and fault detection are of great interest. It seems that
such approach can be very effective in all situations where the lack of measurement possibilities disables
theoretical definition of all system properties.
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Fuzzy modeling and model based .c ontrol wi01 use of a priori knowledge
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Abstract. In order to solve the problem of model based control arising from the process model has to be obtained
by ·using small amount and different type of available information, a fuzzy modeling framework has been developed for the utilization of a priori knowledge. The proposed modeling approach transforms the different types of
information into the structure of .the model (fuzzy rule base), constraints defined on the parameters and variables,
dynamic local model or data, and steady-state data or model This modeling step is followed by an optimization
procedure based on these transformed information. The paper describes one element of this framework that was
developed to use prior knowledge in constrained adaptation of the rule consequences of Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy
models. Experimental results hav.e been obtained for a laboratory setup consisting of two cascaded tanks. It
has been shown that by using constrained adaptation, good control performance can be achieved for a nonlinear,
time-varyi ng process.

1

Introduction

A critical step in the application of model-based co ntrol algorithms is the development of a suitable control relevant model. These difficulties stem from a lack of information about the process to be controlled due to the
complexity of the system. ]n order to solve this problem, there is a tendency to blend information of different
nature: ·e xperience of operators and designers, measuremenits and first principle knowledge formulated by mathematical equations. The aim of this paper is to present a fuzzy modeling framework that is suitable for the use of
such information to generate control-relevant process models.
The paper is organized as follows . .In Section 2 the developed fuzzy modeling framework is reviewed . Section
3 describes one elemen•t of this framework developed to use prior knowledge in constrained adaptation of the
rule consequences of Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy mode'ls {6) . An application of the proposed method to real-time
predictive control of liquid level in a tank is also presented in this section. Conclusions are given in Section 4.

2

Using .a priori know'ledge in control relevant fuzzy modeling

Prior knowledge can be used both implicitly and explicitly in identification for control. During a general identification procedure, the prior knowledge is used implicitly in the desig n of the excitation signal and the determination
of the model structure.
The explicit use of a priori knowledge means the direct integration of the knowledge into the model. The
relevant a priori information can be obtained from different sources: mechanistic knowledge obtained from firstprinciples (phys.ics and chemistry), empirical expert knowledge expressed by linguistic rules, and measurement
data obtained during normal operation or identification experiment.
In general, different modeling paradigms should be used for an efficient utilization of these different sources of
information. This means, if we have good mechanistic knowledge abou,t the process, this can be transformed into
wlhite box model desc ribed by analytical (differential) equations. If we have information like human experience
described by linguistic rules and variables, the application of rule-based approaches like fuzzy logic is more
appropriate. There may be situations, where the most valuable information comes from input-output data. In this
case, the application of black box models is the best choice. These black box models are especially valuable,
when an accurate model of the process dynamics is needed.
Unfortunately, the real situation is clearly not any of the previously mentioned approaches, but rather a combination of them. For instance, fuzzy identification is an effective tool for the approximation of uncertain nonlinear
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systems on the basis of measured data [4]. However, data-driven identification techniques alone sometimes yield
unrealistic models in terms of steady-state characteristics, local linear behavior, or physically impossi ble parameter values. Typically, this is due to the insufficient information content of the identification data set, errors in the
data, and experiments of limited duration. This example shows, the modeller has only small amount and different
type of information to build the model. Therefore, in order to be able to employ as much knowledge as possible, there is a need for a modeling environment where different modeling paradigms can be used simultaneously
to attack different sides of the problem. Hence, incorporation of a priori knowledge into the fuzzy identification for contTO'I is a challenging and important task, which motivated the development of the proposed modeling
framework depicted in Figure 1.
•i:nowll!d.le i•
h•1\lutic- form

f£1.ptrt

,,..,., ··~··
Figure 1. Framework for a prion· knowledge based control relevant fuzzy modeling.
As Figure 1 shows, the proposed modeling approach transforms 'the available information into the structure
of the model (fuzzy rule base), constraints defined on the parameters and the variables, dynamic local model or
data, and steady-state data or model. This modeling step is followed by an optimization procedure what is based
on these transformed information.
As a combination of a fuzzy model that represents the stationer behavior and a priori knowledge based gain
independent impulse response of the syste m Hybrid Fuzzy Convolution Model (3) and Wiener Convolution Model
[ 2) have been developed. This block-oriented approach is useful, if the modeller has a priori knowledge about the
steady-state or the gain-independent dynamic behaviour of the process.
For the incorporation of prior knowledge into data~driven identification of dynamic fuzzy models of the
Takagi-Sugeno type, a constrained identification algorithm has been developed (1) . This approach is based on
the transform ation of the a priori knowledge about stability, bounds on the stationary gains, and the settling time
of the process into 1)inear inequalities on the parameter set of the fuzzy model, similar to [8, 7). This constrained
identification is usefu'l, because the TS fuzzy model is o ften overparnmetrized, hence explicit regulari zation, like
penalties on non-smooth behaviour of the model and application of a priori knowled ge based parameter constraints can dramatically improve the robustness of the identification a'lgorithm, eventually leading to more acc urate param eter estimates [5].
As the next section will show, this constrained idenhfication algorithm can be successfully applied in the
on-line ad aptation of fu zzy models.

3

Example: adaptive model predictive ,c ontrol of a laboratory liquid level process

The dynamic Nonlinear AutoRegressive with eXogenous input (NARX) model is frequently used within many
nonlinear identification methods, such as neural network models and fuzzy models. The NARX type TS fuzzy
model interpolates between local linear, time-invariant (LTI) ARX models as follows :
ny

Rj : U z1(k) is A1,j and ... and zn(k) is An,j then yi(k

i= l
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nu

+ 1) = La{ y(k- i) + L IJ.u(k i= l

i -nd) +d.

where j denotes the rule index. z(k) is a scheduling vector that usually a subset of the previous outputs y(k - i)
and inputs u(k - i - nd), and A.i,i is the fuzzy set in jth rule for the i th input.
The output of the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model is linear in its consequent parameters. Hence, the model can be
formulated as:

s

y(k +I)=

L </JT(k){Jj91 + e(k),

(1)

1=1

where Sis the number of the rules, {Ji is the validity of the local model, cf>(k) is the regressor vector,
</J(k) = [y(k), ... , y(k - n 11 ) , u(k - nd), ... , u(k - nu - nd), 1), 9; is the parameter vector of the j-th local

d],

[a{, ... ,

model (rule), 91 =
a~_, b{ ,. .. , bt,",
and e(k) is a zero-mean white noise sequence.
The unconstrained weighted recursive least squares (RLS) estimate of the parameters is:

Pi(k - 2)cf>(k - l)/31 [y(k) -</JT(k -1)91]

= 9i (k- I)+

=

1
O:j(k - 1)

T

o:i(k - I)+ J3icP (k - l )Pi(k - 2)</J(k - 1)

[P ·(k- 2) _
1

/3jP;(k- 2)cf>(k- l)cf>T(k - l)Pi(k - 2)
O'j(k - 1) + fJ;cf>T (k - l)Pj(k - 2)cf>(k - I)

l

(2)

(3)

where P j is a matrix proportional to the covariance matrix, and o:; is a scalar forgetting factor of the j-th rule
adaptation. Fo r time varying systems, in order to give greater weighing to more recent data, RLS with exponential
data weighting (0.8 < O:j(k) ~ 1) is used.
As it was mentioned in the previous section, the proposed framework transforms the a priori knowledge is
into inequality constraints, formulated as:
(4)

The constrained solution of the recursive least squares identification can be obtained by the optimal projection of
the unconstrained solution [7]:

(5)
where 9; denotes the unconstrained RLS solution (2), while 9j denotes the constrained solution. The Aj vector
of Lagrange multipliers associated with the equality and inequality constraints [7].
This approach has been applied in real-time model predictive control of liquid level in a two-tank system. The
laboratory process, consists of two cascaded tanks. The description of the setup is given in [I] .
As model-based controller, a model predictive controller (MPC) was employed to control the process. The
prediction and the control horizons of the MPC controller are selected to be H p1 = 3, Hp2 = 8, and H e = 2. The
move suppression coefficient is Aw = 0.05. The constraints on the control signal are set to 6.umax = -6.umin =
0.25, Umax = 1, Umin = 0.
The fuzzy model has the following structure. The input variables of the model were selected on the basis
of prior knowledge. Since the process can be modeled approximately as a second-order system with a time
delay, the regressor of the model is chosen to be </J(k) = [y(k ), y(k - 1), u(k - 2), 1]. Because the source of the
nonlinearity is the level-dependent outflow from the tank, the antecedent variable of the fuzzy model is chosen
to be z(k) = y( k) . Five fuzzy sets were defined on the antecedent universe, y(k). This means, the fuzzy model
consists of five local linear models. Based on the range of the liquid level and after some manual tuning, the cores
of the fuzzy sets were selected to be {0.06 0.2 0.35 0.5 0.82}.
The fuzzy model was adapted in two ways. (1) No prior knowledge was involved during the adaptation,
i.e., standard recursive least squares technique was used. (2) Prior knowledge o n process stability, minimal and
maximal gain and the settling time of the local model were assumed, and the proposed constrained adaptation
method was used.
In order to illustrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm, the following experiment was designed. At the
75th second of operation an unmeasured process disturbance introduced by opening a bypass valve. Standard and
constrained RLS were applied for the adaptation of the fuzzy model. Because, the constrained adaptive algorithm
forces the parameters of the local models to be in the desired ranges given by the prior knowledge, by using a
priori knowledge in the adaptation, the achieved control performance improves more than with the standard RLS
used (Figure 2). Hence, the resulted control signal is more smooth (Figure 2(b)).
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Figure 2. Performance of the adaptive predictive controller

4

Conclusions

A critical step in the application of model-based control a·lgorithms is the development of a suitable model of
the process dynamics. These difficulities stem from a lack of knowledge or information about the process to be
controlled due to the complexity of the system. In order to solve this problem a new modeling framework has
been introduced for control relevant fuzzy modeling. The approach transforms the different type of information
into the structure of the model (fuzzy rule base), constraints defined on the parameters and the variables, dynamic
local model or data, and steady-state data or model. This modeling step is followed by an optimization procedure
what is based on these transformed informat·ion.
As an example of this approach, a model-based adaptive control algorithm has been presented. The advantage
of the algorithm is that by con.straining the parameters of the local linear models, it is possible to speed up the
adaptation and avoid unrealistic model parameters that could result in a poor control performance. Experimental
r·esults have been obtained for a laboratory setup consisting of two cascaded tanks. It has been shown that by using
constrained adaptat.ion, good control performance can be achieved for a nonlinear, time-varying process.
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Abstuc1L The paper addresses the proolem of the informali..on required to rune the parameters of a fixed controller,
typically PIO, for a single loop system. Examples show the value of using the plant critical point Its estimation by a
relay autotuning test followed by the use of either the approximate describing function or exact limit cycle analysis is
disoussed. Situations where use of the describing function .analysis may give poor results are also mentioned.
1

l. Introduction.
Analysis and design of control systems is typically taught to students assuming that a linear mathematical model,
usually a ,transfer function initially, is available for the plant. This is, of course, a major assumption since in many
practical situations it is not easy to find a good mathematical mooel and further if one could it would almost certainly
be nonlinear. The linear approach, despite its deficiencies, is adopted because one can develop sound mathematical
theories for the controUer design so that the closed loop system behaviour meets certain specifications.
Given .therefore that meeting given specifications is the objective of control system design the question which
needs to be answered is what do we need to know about the plant in order to achieve them? What therefore is good
infonnation aboot ·the plant which can be de.termined easily so ·that a controller can be designed to achieve a
satisfactory ·result?
Another major difficulty in design is translating the desired system properties, which may refer to process
efficiency or emissions, into perfonnance criteria applicable to control system design. The criteria which typically
result usually relate ·to ste.ady state performance and ·the response to input set point or disturbance changes.
Interestingly two of the most widely used .Linear design approaches, namely open loop frequency response shaping
and pole placement, only address these problems indirectly. Neither, for instance, change if the controller is moved
from the forward path to the feedback path yet, since the closed loop zeros are different, the closed loop step
;response changes. Thus when using these design approaches iterative techniques have to be used to meet precise
performance on step response criteria.
1

lo the next section the relay autot:uning approach is outlined and the merits of using limit cycle analysis based on the
descnbing function .and exact approaches discussed. Section S discusses controller tuning based on critical point
information .and is followed by .a n example and some conclusions.

2. Autotuning.
The advent of microprocessor based controllers has meant that the controller can contain not only a relatively
complex c.ontrol algorithm but that it can also perform additional tasks. These include features such as procedures
for fault diagnosis or controlling an e~ent which will enable it 1to obtain good controller parameters. This latter
task may be referred to as autotuning and a simple procedure is relay aut~wting. The approach may be regarded as
an automated Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) test with the proportional mode of the controller replaced by a relay. This test,
which for most process control type plants will produce a limit cycle in the loop, has advantages and disadvantages
1compared with the Z~N approach. The major advantages ~e the relay ouput 'levels control the limit cycle amplitude
and !. here is no trial and error to obtain the value of the proportiona1l gain. The disadvantage is that the simplest
procedure ·to get information is typically .to use lhe approximate describing function (DF) method for the analysis. If
the relay is ·ideal with output levels ±Ji then DF analysis yields the equation
(l)

I + (4hl a'IC)G(jw) = 0
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where 4hla1C is the OF of the relay and G(jw) the plant frequency response. Since the OF has no phase shift this
equation yields a frequency we. whe~ = - 180°, for the lirnil cycle frequency, and the critical gain, K... of the
plant, namely the gain margin expressed as a linear gain .rather than dB, is 4h/a7C. Strictly speaking based on OF
theory ·a' is the amplitude of the fundamental frequency of the .limit cycle but for ease of measurement is usually
taken to be half the peak to peak limit cycle amplitude, A . Thus from this simple test and the measurement of two
limit cycle parameters, namely the ampliilllde ·a nd frequency, one can estimate We and Kc. Th.is result raises two
questions, namely how accurate are die estimates for Kc and W e and how well can one design a controller based on
these two parameters?
Since the accuracy of the describing function approach depends on how near the limit cycle is to being sinusoidal
it is worth considering a first order plus dead time (FOPDT) process with transfer function Ke·sTdl (l +sT), since this is
a poor filter and the actual lUnit cycle consists of two exponentials with a discontinuous derivative al the changeover.
From the transfer function the critical frequency is given by
WeTd + ,laJl- 1WcT = 180"

(2)

which ,can be written

p

=

(180° - 1an·'weT)lwcT

where p

=

(3)

T/I'. An exact analysis for the 'l imit cycle frequency, which is discussed later, gives

p = log [Jl (J-tanh(7rl2w 0 T})

(4)

The difference between wa and We is always positive and as p varies has a maximum value of approximately
4.5% when p - 2.5. For p .large the limit cycle is approximately a square wave and for p small approximately
triangular, so measurement of the amplitude A can overestimate or underestimate the fundamental component ( l ).
Use of this infonnation can be useful in correcting the measured values of w 0 and A to give better values for use in
the describing function expressions. Since, for example, when p tends to zero the limit cycle is near triangular,
which is the situation for a pure integrating plant Ke"'Tdl s, if a is taken as BAi i?, which is the fundamental of a
triangular waveform. for use in eqn ( l ), exact results will be obtained for K., and we- The latter situation results
because all the harmonics in a triangular waveform are in phase, so that the fundamental does not undergo a phase
shift through the relay, and we = w.o. For a second order plus dead time process (SOPon because of the additional
filtering more accurate results are given by the OF method for Kc and w.. It can probably be argued, bearing in mind
!hat more sophisticated measurements, :Lime or data processing would be required for other procedures giving more
.accurate information, ·the autotuning approach is justifiable for practical applications to processes with transfer
functions similar to the FOPDT
There are, however, situations where the OF approach can give large errors in the estimates for K. and We and the
method should therefore not be used ' blindly'. For example. if the ,process has an unstable FOPDT transfer function,
Ke·sTdl (sT-1), the critical frequency is given by
1

p = (taif wcT)lweT

(5)

,a nd the so'lution for the exact limit cycle frequency is given by

(6)

p = log[/ + tanh (7rl2woT))

An important point is that eqn (5) bas solutions for p < l but equation (6) only has solutions for p < 0.693. Thus
estimates for K, and we deteriorate as T/I' increases and for this ratio even as low as 0.4 the error in approximating
we by wo is around 8%. Similarly describing function analysis applied to a limit cycle in a system with an unstable
SOPOT ,transfer function can result in large errors for some combinations of the parameters (21. It is possible to do
additional relay autotuning tests, with the relay which may include hysteresis, either replacing the controller or being
placed in series with it. For example, a tuned filter at the approximate limit cycle frequency can be placed in the
loop to obtain an almost sinusoidal l,irnit cycle, so that OF analysis wiH produce accurate results, or by adding
hysteresis to the relay more points on the plant frequency respoRSC can be found [3) . Another point worth mentioning
is that if the measured critical point values of Kc and We change with the amplitude of the limit cycle, which can be
changed by adjustment of the relay heights., this indicates nonlinearity in dte process. Nonlinear PID controllers can
be designed based on this information to provide responses which do not change significantly with amplitude (4).
Since two measurements .a re made on the limit cycle if a iplanit model with two unknown parameters is assumed
then :these can be estimat,e d froru the relay autotuning test if desired, rather than w, and Kc. For example, for the
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FOPDT plant if K is known then appropriate equations are easily found using OF analysis so that Td and T can be
estimated.

3. Exact Limit Cycle Analysis.
It is possible to evaluate the exact limit cycle wavefonn given a specific plant transfer function, G(s), using methods
based on either of the approaches suggested initially by Tsyp.kin and Hamel [5]. The exact frequencies have already
been given for the limit cycle with an FOPDT plant in the previous section, so this together with the expression for
the peak amplitude could be used to calculate exactly T and TJ, assuming K known, if exact measurements of the
amplitude and frequency could be obtained. If two such tests, say for a zero and fuUte hysteresis in the relay were
conducted, then four plant parameters could be found. Th.is can also be achieved from a simple asymmetrical limit
cycle test if the relay output frequency, on-off ratio and limit cycle positive and negative peak amplitudes are
measwed (3). The disadvantages of this approach are the need to solve nonlinear algebraic equations and also that
the calculated values can be quite sensitive to mea.surement errors. However, for those cases where the DF analysis
gives very inaccurate results, for example as it would for an unstable FOPDT process with p = 0.55, it is the onJy
reasonable procedure.

4. Critical Point Design.
The question of bow well a controller can be designed based on critical point data was raised in section 3. Although
a precise answer is not possible all indications are that if used sensibly the approach can be very successful. For
example, if one considers the transfer function
G(s) = 320 (s + J)/ (s + 0.5)(s + l)(s + 4)(s + 8)

(7)

then a 'reasonable' reduced order model would appear to be
G.(s)

= 35.9J! (s1

+ 6.537s + 3.591)

(8)

since the difference between the unit step responses of the two transfer functions has a maximum error of just over
3% and this discrepancy is such that the step response of Grfs) would be regarded as a 'good fit' to an experimental
(noisy) step response of G(s). However, G(s) has a gain margin of 4.94dB and Grfs) an infinite one. Clearly
therefore G.(s) is not an acceptable reduced model for controller design. On the other hand controllers designed on
critical point infonnation usually prove quite robust to errors of up to 100/o in We and Kc.
There are several approaches to designing (tuning) a controller given we and Kc for a process. Perhaps one of the
simplest and most logical is seen from further consideration of the Z-N approach. Using their suggeste.d tuning
parameters for an ideal PID controller K(l + (ll sTJ + sT,P of K = 0.6K.,, T; = 0.5Tc and T; = 4Td where Tc "' 2TC.lwc.
it is yasy to show that on the compensated frequency response locus the frequency we is moved to the point
0.6~. In general We on the compensated locus can be 'moved armmd' by varying two controller parameters
and as suggeste.d by Z-N this is probably best done by fixing the ratio T/fJ and varying Kand T.t. It is normally not
too difficult to select an appropriate value for the compensated frequency response at the frequency We to give good
controller performance if some idea of how the process gain frequency characteristic behaves for frequencies above
me since this gives an indication of the gain margin of the compensated system. A model often used for a process
plant is the first order plus dead time (F0PD1) transfer function Ke·"dl (l + sT). In [6] PIO controller parameters
were found for this transfer function to optimise an integral. performance criterion for a step input Formulae were
then given to set up these controller parameters based on measurements of W e and Kc for this transfer function,
assuming K known. Although the formulae were derived for a specific transfer function they were shown to work
well for values of w. and K. of other transfer functions.
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6. E·x amples.
Example l: In this example a plant with a transfer function G(s) = Ke-DJsl(s+ I / is considered with K = l. The
objective is to show lhat good tuning can be obtained for a PID controller based on an autotuning test. Using a relay
of unit height the measured values of A and (J)o from a simulation with no noise are A = 0.287 and (J) 0 = 1. 90. Using
eqn (l) this gives We= l.90 and Kc= 4.44 which compare wi'th the actual values of l.92 rads/s and 4.69 for the
known plant transfer function. The normalised gain K= KKc and assuming K has been fowtd by other measurements
" = 4.44. The .tuning formula suggested in (6) which gives oplimum parameters for ISTE tuning of a FOPDT plant
based cm K, Kc and We, gives K, = 2.55, T1 = 2.61 and T4 = 0.40. The unit step set point response for these twting
parameters in the controller is shown in Fig. 1 together with that for controller parameters of K, = 2.42, T1 = 1.99 and
T11 = 0.63 obtained by minimisation of the lSTE criterion for the known plant transfer function. The results are very
similar considering the approximations involved and the simplicity of the autotuning approach.

••
••
o.z

••

10

12

u

16

~·

2l

Fig 1 Step response comparison for autotuning (1) and ISTE minimisation (2)

7. ·C onclusion.
The paper has attempted to show by way of examples that _good contl'oller design can be achieved in many instances
from a knowledge of 1the -c ritical point of the process '\ o be controlled. This is only a small amount of model
information on the process but it can prove far more important for good controller design than more sophisticated
and possibly more accurate models, when 'based on open loop step response criteria, if they should fail to give a good
estimate for the critical poi01S.
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Abstract. The simulation, analysis, and controller-design of technical systems are frequently complicated by the
order and complexity of the corresponding nonlinear system models. With the order reduction method from [I},
[2], systems of lower order (but high complexity) can be calculated. In order to achieve low order and low complexity t!his paper presents a genetic algorithm approach which generates complexity constraints to be fulfilled by
I.he order reduction method. This results in models with low order and simple structure with physically interpretable state variables.

System representation, order reduction and model complexity
Starting point of the order reduction [I], [2] is a non.linear time invariant system
x(t)

=

/(x, u),

(I)

where x is the state vector of dimension n, and u is the input vector of dimension p. An equivalent description of
I.his nonlinear system is:
x(t)

~

Ax(r) + Bu(t) + Fg(x, u) .

(2)

The vector g(x, u) exclusively comprises the nonlineac summands of the elements of /(x, u). Starting from (2)
I.he task of order reduction is to find a system
.i(t) - j(i,u)-Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Fg(Wx,u )

(3)

of lower order ii which delivers an approximaition of the essential or dominant states. These dominant states are
chosen by the designer and ar'e combined in the vector xdo, which is related to the original vector x by
(4)

Based on the given system (2) .a nd on the user-defined matrix R, the method presented in [l), [2] calculates
optimal matrices E - [A, iJ,
and W based on system simulations. A disadvantage of this method is the fact
I.hat typically atl elements of the matrices E and W are non-zero. This corresponds to a high model complexity,
since each non-zero ,e lement represents one internal coupling within the system.
It ,js therefore appr"opriiate to not on'l y reduce the system ord,e r but also to keep the reduced system simple
by aiming at a significant number of zero elements in E and W
In order to achieve this, we first formulate complexity constraints on the reduced model (3). These are
expressed by secondary conditions

FJ

(5)

with prescribed matrices L, K and H. Conditions of this type can be integrated into the optimization procedure (by
first vectorizing and then expressing .these equations with the help of the Kronecker Product [ 1]). For example, the
choice HE - [ 1, 0 , .. ., O]T, KE - [O, 1, 0, ... ,OJ, LE - [O] forces a zero as first element in the second row of
E • hence the corresponding element of matrix A becomes a 21 = 0 . Details of the reduction method can be found
in [l ), [2]. For the subsequent considerations it is sufficient to summarize: lf the complexity constraints L, Kand
H , the original model (2), and the ma,trix Rare given, the reduction method delivers optimal matrices E and W
fulfilling the constraints and approximating ,the :b ehaviour of I.he original model.

Genetic optimization of comp.lexity constraints
Obviously the choice of appropriate complexity constraints is a crucial task! Because of the huge numbe r of possible choices K and H, the use of Genetic algorithms appears to be reasonable. When we assume, that for signifi-
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cant parts of the parameter space small changes in the complexity constraints cause small changes in the
approximation quality of the reduced model, we may hope that a Genetic algorithm leads to satisfactory results
within reasonable time.
Genetic algorithms are stochastic search methods that mimic the metaphor of natural biological evolution operating on a population of potential solutions applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce better and
better approximatiions to a solution (3]. At each generation, a new set of approximations is created by the process
of selecting individuals according to their level of fitness in the problem domain and breeding them together using
operators borrowed from :natural genetics. This process leads to 1the evolution of populations of individuals that are
better suited to their environment than the individuals that they we~e created from, just as in natural adaptation.
Genetic algorithms model natural processes, such as selection, recombination, mutation, and insertion. They work
on populations of individuals instead of single solutions. In this way the search is performed in a parallel manner.
1

Generate Initial
Population

Evaluate
Fitness f ,unction

Breaking Condition
Fulfilled?

yes

Distribute Best
Individual

Solution

Fiig. 1: Structure of the Genetic algorithm
1

At the beginning of the computation a number of individuals (the initial population) are randomly initialised.
The fitness function is then evaluated for these individuals. If the breaking conditions are not fulfilled the creation
of a new generation starts. Individuals are selected according to their fitness for the production of offspring. Parents are recombined to produce offspring. All offspring will be mutated with a certain probability. The fitness of
each offspring is then computed. The offspring are insened into the population replacing the parents, producing a
new generation. This cycle is performed until the breaking conditions are reached.

Individuals
Every possible choice of K and H is a candidate for the solution of the optimization problem. To use a Genetic
algorithm, we must store ,this solution in an individual. [n this case, an individual is build up with ones and zeros.
A one signs that a ze ro is insened in E or W. For example, a desi~ed matrix E
E

=

[ox ol

with x: non-zero element

x 0 xJ

causes the individual I

1~[101

010]

with 1: zero element in E , 0: non-zero element in E

'--.,,.----' '---v--'
) 51

row of E

2°d row of E

The number and the positions of zeros in the matrices E and Ware computed by the Genetic algorithm, the nonzero elements are then computed by the reduction method.

Fitness Function
When using a Genetic algorithm, a performance measure is requ·ired in order to assess each reduced system model
calculated from a set of complexity constraints. This so called " fi,tness function" F is calculated by simulation of
each reduced model with different typical inputs u(t) and by comparison with the behaviour of the original system
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(2), rated by the area between the curve of every state of the original system. This area is an indicator for the quality
of the approximation the reduced system gives of the original one.

n

..,

~ J(x;(t)- W;X(t))2dt
F=

0

model approximation

k · sum(/)

with

w;

is the i-th row of W

(6)

model complexity

Optional, the model complexity of the reduced system is also considered in this fitness function. The number
of zero-elements in E and W (multiplied with a factor k) is substracted from the value of the model approximation,
so that systems with less complexity are ranked better than systems with the same approximation quality and a
higher complexity.
Starting population
To start a Genetic algorithm, a population of individuals is needed. The number of ones in an individual is fixed,
the positions of the ones in the individual are created randomly. While the Genetic algorithm is working, both the
number and the positions are varied.
Sometimes, alternative system models a:i;e available from theoretical modelling, e. g. by neglecting some physical effects. The structure of such models.• gained from the engineer's know-how, can be formulated as individuals
and be added to the starting population.
Genetic operations
Four genetic operations are used for creating offspring of the current population: selection, recombination. mutation, and insertion. Individuals for the recombination are seilected depending on their fitness. The recombination
produces two offspring of two individuals. A position is sd ected at random and the bits exchanged between the
parents about this point:
parent 1:
0 l0Il 00
10 l I0 0 I
parent 2:
recomlbination point: 3
offspring l : 0 I 0 I 0 0 1
offspring 2: I 0 1 I 1 0 0
This recombination is also called one-point-crossover. After producing the offspring they will be mutated with a
low probability. Once an individual is chosen for mutation, a randomly selected position will be changed from one
to zero or vice versa.
The new offspring build up the new population. Opt,ional, a less number of the fittest individuals of the old population can replace the worst in the new one.
Breaking conditions
The Genetic algorithm produces new generations with better and better individuals as long as the breaking conditions are not fulfilled. In our implementation, the condfrion is the number of produced generations.
Best solution
After the Genetic algorithm has stopped producing new generations, the best one is proposed as the solution.
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Example
The algorithm is tested on the system shown in fig. 2. It is a test lbed for a combustion engine linked on an eddy
current break with a flexible shaft. The break stator is hnked with a spring damper unit to the foundations.

shaft
engine

eddy current break
Fig. 2: Test bed

For comparison, the system is modelled in two ways:

w,

w, (t)

W3
W4

x -

M4
M1
W2

M2

13

Fig. 3: Model 7th order
The first model is shown in fig. 3 (see [ 11 for parameters). It is 7111 order and is used as the reference model in
,the fi,tness function and for the order reduction. A model of 3rd order can be found without the order reduction
method when the shaft is modelled with only a flywheel without any spring damper unit instead of the complex
modelling with three flywheels and two spring damper units. The corresponding model is shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Model yd order
The matrices

00

0
-2

l

2000 -100

B

-[H]

~

F ~

[6,135
-6,135]
0
2
0

(7)

100

are describing the model of 3rd order with 14 zeros in A, B, F.
Starting the order reducition method without any secondary conditions delivers also a model of 3rd order, but
with a higher complexity (5 zeros in A, B, F ):
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-44
-0,1

-33,31
-2

2000 -100

il ""

l

-20 -0-20]1
-0,4 -2:2

i< -

l-~,I l~j
6

-2

61

(8)

The order reduction with secondary conditions .and genetic minimization of the model complexity computes
the following result 1:

- [ 60 -2,7J
0

0

F

0

0

(9)

=

0

100

'The matrices A, iJ, F contains 16 zeros, so this model is of lowest complexity and is only 2nd order, since the second state ·Can be removed.
The simulations of the three reduced models compute the following values for the approximation quality:
Approximation

Complexity

Fitness F

Model 3rd order, manual reduced

303

14 zeros in E

303 - ( 1 . 14) "" 289

Model 3rd order, computed

210

5 z;eros in E

210-(1. 5)"" 205

Model 2nd order, computed

100

16zeros in E

100-(1 · 16) - 84

Table I: Overall view of tlhe fitness F of the reduced models, k - I
Beside the good approximation quality, the model 2nd order ·Can aJso be interpreted physically: The state .i 2 of
the reduced system is the rotation of the stator. In steady state, the rotation is zero - the value the order reduction
computes for .i 2 • Simulation proves that this simpli.fication, found by the Genetic algorithm, is acceptable!

Summary
The order reduction me·thod computes a model of a nonlinear system with reduced order but high complexity. The
Genetic algori.thm produces secondary conditions without any knowledge about the possibilities of complexity
reduction. Wi1th these secondary conditions, a significant number of zero elements is aimed in E and W and a
model of reduced order and low complexicy is computed. Simulations of an illustrative example show that the secondary conditions produced with the Genetic algorithm provide understandable results. The complexity is much
lower and the model approximation is better than without the secondary conditions.
Possibilities of also simplifying W .a!'e to be studied, as weII as the behaviour when treating technical systems
of higher order.
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I Only the matrix E is considered. The complexity of W is not reduced.
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MODELLING THE MOTIONS OF A FAST FERRY
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Abstrad. Models suitable for control analysis afe found for a particular fast-ferry. A replica of the ship has
been employed to get experimental data. Another set of data has been obtained with the program PRECAL. The
models are transfer functions. Genetic algorithms have been employed to explore the best data adjustment, for a
set of candidate models. Satisfactory results have been obtained for 20, 30 and 40 knots.

Introduction.
Fast ships are of increasing importance. But 'there are several problems that arise against speed: for instance,
those related with the vertical motions of the ship (heaving and pitching motions) due to ocean waves. Passenger
comfort is degraded by vertical motions. To counterac·t the effects of waves, our ship has two flaps below the
transom, 1that we can move under cont:ml. Our pt'oblem is to move 1the flaps in an adequate way: this is a matter
of control design. From the point of view of automatic control, is most convenient to have a good model of the
plant to be controlled. And what is more, the model should be suitable for mathematical analysis. This is the
objective of the present work.
If possible, the good way to obtain a model is by first principles: in this case, to reason with the physics of a
moving ship. The scientific literature helps in this sense. The main phenomena are studied in the books {l,2,3).
Focusing on ·the dynamic response to waves, the article [4] analyse the case of regular waves, and [5] completes
the view for more general situations. In addition, the article [6] presents several curves describing the behaviour
of some fast ships.
Since linear transfer functions are very convenient for automatic control study, the modelling effort has been
directed to such objective. This has been not easy. But, by means of a vast exploration, with the help of genetic
algorithms, satisfactory results have been obtained.

The Problem.
The research deals with the ship "Silvia Ana", a fast-ferry working now in La Plata (south summer) and in
the Bal,tic Sea (north summer). References ,(7, 8] ,contain technical descriptions of the ship. To increase speed, the
ship is aluminium-made. The main characteristics of 1the ship are the following: llOm. length, 14.696m. beam,
2.405m. draught, 4 7 5tons. deadweight , 1250 passengers. Our work contemplates the heaving and pitching
motions, which take place in the vertical plane. The ship is moving, with a speed V b. against head waves of
puisation W 0 ta· The pulsation of encounter is: w • =w 0.. + w!11 .Vb I g
Both the measured inputs (the waves) and the outputs (heaving and pitching motions), can be processed to
obtain an approximation of the frequency response of the ship (as required by the transfer function approach),
related to the pulsation of encowiter. Once the frequency .responses are plotted, the problem to be solved is to
get 1two transfer functions in agreement with the data: one for heaving motion, and the other for pitching motion.

The.Data.
To ·Obtain the pertinent data, a scaled down replica of the ship has been built, and employed for experiments
in a towing tank institution (CEHIPAR, Madrid, Spain). By means of a wave generator, in a big pool,
experimental data have been measured, with the replica, for speeds of 20, 30 and 40 knots, and for regular and
irregular waves. The experiments with regular waves have been performed for 15 different wavelengths. The
irregular waves have been generated according with STANAG 4194 (Standarized Wave and Wind
Environments and Shipboard Rq>orting of Sea Conditions), for sea states 4, 5 and 6, with JONSWAP spectra.
The data have been sampled, .and saved as 'computer files. From this information, some identification studies
have been done in terms of time-series (9], and a pre-conditioning of the data has been accomplished.
The mentioned institution (CEHIPAR) can also provide with simulated data, generated by the program
PRECAL, which uses a geometrical model of the ship to predict her dynamic behaviour. With this program, a
complete set of data tables have been generated, reproducing the same conditions of the experiments with reg ular
waves. The data generated by PRECAL can be displayed as Bode diagrams, representing the frequency response
of the ship. Figures 1 and 2 show the Bode diagrams for heavin,g and pitching motions, at 30 knots.
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From the Bode diagrams, and reasoning about the physics of the ship motions, some clues and criteria can be
exitracted for modelling in the fonn of transfer functions. For instance, at low frequencies the transfer function of
heaving must have unity gain, IG(jw)I .....o = 1
and ,the transfer function of pitching must have zero gain and a phase of90 °: IGUw~w-+0 =0

IGGw()=90°

Modelling wi th th,e Help of Ge:netic Algorithms.
1

Starting from the acquired experience, and from 1the study ,o f experimental data, the following general
expression of the .transfer flltlctions of heaving and pitching can be written:
2
2
1
3
G(s) = Heave(s) =
k -(s + s · p 0 + p 1 Xs + s · p 2 + p 3).......
= k 1 .s"' + k2 .s"'- + k 3.s"'- + ..... + k.,+ 1
2
2
1
Wave(s)
(s + p 4 ) • (s + s · p, + p 6 )·(s + s · p 1 + p 8 ).......
r 1 ..r" +r2 .s•- + r 3 .s•-3 + ...... r ••1
G(s)= Pitch(s) =
Wave(s)

2

2

1

k·s.(s ;s·p +p1 Xs + S·p 2 +p 3 )......
_ k 1 .s"' +k 2 .s"'- +k 3 .s•-l + ..... +k.. +1 ..r
2
(s + p~)·(s +s· Ps + P6)·(s + s. P1 +Pa) ....... - r1.s" + '2·s·-1 +r3.s•-2 + ...... +'••I
0

These ·transfer foncti•o ns must agr•ee, as much as possible, with the experimental data (the Bode diagrams).
Our problem is lo determine the best ·c ombination of m and n, and the values of the numerator and denominator
coefficients, for such purpose. To measure how good is the agreement, the following adjustment criterion is
defined:
n

JReal

=~)Realoa111-Rea1Modd)2

"

Jimag

= ~)rmagData -JmagModcl)2
i=2

The data ofthe Bode diagrams are complex numbers. After adding squared errors, the above equations get a
final value J: the higher J, the better the adjustment.
At t.his point, OW' main idea is to define a set of combinations ofm and n values, and apply genetic algorithms
for each ·c ombination to determine the value of the numerator and denominator coefficients that gets the best J.
Th.is idea has been implemented in two stages: .first am exploration of value ranges for the coefficients (here to
have some clues from :p hysics are important), ,and second a complete study getting the best J for each valid
combination ofm and n, with m and n taking values from 2 to 7 (always m <= n).

Specifications of it he Genetic Algorithm.
There are many books and articles explaining genetic algorithms. For instance [10,11]. A very important
application field where genetic algorithms )prove to be useful, is optimisation. ln particular, the adjustment
problem (between model and experimental data) is an optimisation problem.
The key for the application of genetic algorithms to a problem, is to be able to represent the problem in terms
of chromosomes and a fitting function. In our case, the fitting function will be the J of the adjustment. Regarding
to chromosomes, one of the important features of genetic alg.o rithms is that they allow to incoq>orate the
knowledge of the pmblem to the code. We take advantage of that in our codification. Instead of looking directly
for the values of the numerator and denominator 1coeffici•ents, we wiU look for their roots, in order to reduce the
searching space. The coefficients can have values belonging to [-co,+oo], but, as we know the plant is stable, the
value of the denominat·o r roots must belong to f-oo, 0), so we haYe eliminated a half of the searching space.
Moreover, since the module of the roots must be of the same order than the maximum pulsation of encounter, the
range of values mllSt be inside l[-4,0). With that, we ha\.le delimited a reasonable searching space. Similar
reasoning ·Can be applied to the numerator roots, with the only diffe.t'ence that they can be positive.
Suppose that the combination m==4, n=S, has been selected. In that case, we have to find the roots of the
following functions:
1

(s 2 + Po s + p 1)(s 2 + p 2 s + p 3 )
in [-4,4)
(s + p 4 ), (s 2 + Ps s + p 6 ), and (s 2 + P7'S + p 8 )
in [-4,0)
The roots of these polynomials ar·e 'c omplex numbers. We will d·enote them as z1+zi.i, z3 +7.\i,d 1+di.i,d3+d.J,
and d 5 +~ l'espectively. An individual will 'be represented by .a chromosome with 10 genes, as follows:
[z1 z2 Z3 ~ d1 d2 d3 d4 ds .~]
A dir·e ct codification by integer numbers has been chosen, to improve implementation performance. Thus, for
a precision equal to 0.001, the alphabet is Q = [-4000,4000], where 4000 represents 4.000, 3999 represents
3.999, and so on. For instance, if we have .a solution represented by the following individual:

[243 -1325 1019 -2681 2386 0 -2912 -1283 --601]
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the roots of the numerator and denominator are: 2.43±1.325j, 1.019±2.68lj, 2.386±0j,-2.419±2962j, and
l .283±601j, and the model represented by the chromosome is:
2

G(s}=

2

(s -0.486 ·s+ l.8147)(s -2.038 · s+8.2261}
(s + 2.386}(s 2 + 4.838 · s + 14.33 IJ)(s 2 + 2.565 · s + 2.0073}
Taking advantage of our previous experience with genetic algorithms, the specification of the genetic
operators has been the following: probability of mutation: 0.008; probability of crossover: 0.8; initial
population: 10 individuals; parent selection by roulette-wheel, 4 substitutions/generation.
Each evolution encompass 10000 generations, along 40 epochs. A superindividual is created, by local
optimisation, at the end of each epoch.

Results.
The following table shows part of the results obtained for heaving and pitching. For instance, the entry
w3pl416 means 30 knots, pitching, 1 real zero, 4 complex zeroes, 1 real pole, 6 complex poles. Each case
(entry) included in the table means a study with genetic algorithms, repeating five times a complete evolution of
10000 generations.
Model
Zeroes
Poles
J
7033.31
w2h0406
(-0.384 ± 0.556j)
(0.562 ± 1559j)
(-1.086 ± 0.045j)
(-2.797 ± 0.706j)
(-0.368 ± l.085j)
w3h0406

(0 .732 ± 2.026j)
(-0.636 ± 2.959j)

w2pl214

(2.048 ± Oj)
(0.482 ± l.824j)

w3p1416

(4.01 ± Oj)
(-0.704 ± 3.023j)
(1.029 ± 3.018j)

6202.35

(-3.032 ± 3.977j)
(-0.489 ± 0.855j)
(-0.286 ± l.514j)
(-4.784 ± Oj)
(-0.256 ± l.360j)
(-0.347 ±0.817j)
(-6.009 ± Oj)
(-0.276 ± l.708j)
(-0.582 ± 1.202j)
(-3.465 ± -0.l45j)

1008.93

2090.48

From the results obtained, the best transfer functions can be selected for 20, 30 and 40 knots. For instance, at
30 knots, the best models are the following:
4

5

3

2

G(s} = Heave(s) = 16.52s + 7.518s + 75.75s + 95.37s + 0.466s + 301
Wave(s) s 6 +23 .27s5 +163.ls4 +353 .6s3 +605s2 +543s+301

Gs
( )=

Pitch(s)

s6

-

4.148s 5 + l l .89s 4 - 48.22s3 + 60. l 7s2

-

l 92s

=-=-~~--:~~~--:-~~---,-~~~,,.-~~~~~~~~-

7

5

6

4

3

2

Wave(s) s +13.l ls +60.09s +159.9s +282.ls +374.9s +284.2s+162.3
Figures l and 2 show how good is the agreement between data and models .
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Once the best models have been found, we can validate them by a comparison between the motions measured
by CEHIPAR with the replica, and the motions predicted by the model. Figures 3 and 4 show the results at 30
knots for regular waves. Figures 5 and 6 for irregular waves, also at 30 knots.
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figure 6: Validation of Pitching with Irregular Waves

Conclusions.
This paper dealt with the modelling, for control purposes, of the vertical motions of a fast ferry. The study
started with an e~ensive experimental work, to obtain relevant data.
By means of genetic algorithms.• a large set of candidate models have been explored. The results allow us to
select good models for heaving and pitching motions at 20, 30 and 40 knots, with beading seas. The transfer
functions obtained are mo11e complicated than the simplifications published in the scientific literature (for
conventional ships). Since the set of evolutions is large, the genetic algorithm has been parallelized [ 12] for
cakulation .speed up. w ,e think the method established is 'c onceptually simple, and that can be easily applied to
other modelling pmblems. In the future, we plan to model other sea conditions (not only heading waves) and
other motions of the ship.
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Abstract. The major problem of the supervisory control is the extension states of the system. This paper
describes a method that handle state explosion in large systems by combining both hierarchical (vertical} and
decentralized (horizontal) supervisory control concepts. In this case we show that the normality of
decentralized supervisor of the low level (of the hierarchical structure) is preserved at the abstraction high
level (hierarchical High level). So, the non conflicting (if it is checked at the low level} is also preserved at the
high level without disturbing the hierarchical consistency of the proposed structure

I- Introduction
Different researches propose solutions that solve the complexity problem of supervisory control of discrete event
systems (DES) by offering an optimal legal behavior of a system. Among these researches we quote the modular
supervision of Ramadge and Wonham [6], the decentralized supervision of Lin and Wonham [2][3] and the
hierarchical supervision of Zhong and Wonham [9][ l 0].
The application of the decentralized supervision is based on the achievement of a control task which requires only
the management of a local events subset Lioc of the global event labels l:. At the global level, the legal behavior K of
G is obtained from local supervisors S10.. K will be then optimal.
The hierarchical supervision considers two levels of hierarchy and consists of obtaining a simplified and abstracted
models. The efficiency of this approach depends on the hierarchical consistency of the two levels. Once hierarchical
consistency has been achieved for the bottom level and the first level up, say (G 0 , G 1), the hierarchical constructions
may be repeated on bringing in a next higher level G2 • However in order to bring in other higher hierarchical levels
G;, we propose the hierarchical-decentralized supervisory control concept which, allows to enrich the theory of
supervision of DES already developed by Ramadge and Wonham then expanded by many works. Our idea consists
of combining concepts of hierarchical and decentralized supervisory controls in order to limit the extension of the
system to other hierarchical levels, then to reduce the risk of the state explosion. This concept consists of dividing the
high level model of the process to several small subprocesses. Each one of these subprocesses possesses its own local
supervisor. we show that the presence of the decentralized supervisors in the hierarchical structure does not disturb
the hierarchical consistency of the two levels and then the legal behavior at each level is optimal.

II - Decentralized approach
The decentralized approach consists of decomposing the system into many sub-systems and then the global
specification will typically be a conjunction of a number of component specifications [2] [3] [5] [6].
In this case the accomplishment of a given controlled sub-task may only need the management of certain subsets of
the event alphabet I, hence the interest of this architecture where each subsystem or process Gi observes and
controls only event symbols belonging to the corresponding l:;. For this, [2, 4] have introduced the natural projection
notion P; witch, consists simply of erasing events that do not belong to l:;.
A local supervisor S;100 controls only events in l:;10t according to L(Gi) = Pi (L(G)) and synthesize (for G;) the
language Kilo< = SupC;100 (P;(L(G)) n Eiloc) c L;• , the global effect of S;1oc ( -S;) synthesis L(G)) n P;- I K;1oc
Now let S 11oc, S 210,, ... , Sn1oc n local supervisors witch, control individually G. the Concurrent action of their global
supervisors is modeled by the conjunction of S1, S2 , ••• ,Sn .that is L( "

iEI

S;, G) = SupC(L(G)n E) and E =

I P;- 1E;1ot

ie)

L( " S;, G) synthesizes the same language than those of centralized supervisor[4]. For extra information about the
iel

decentralized supervisory control see [I] [2] [3] [5) [6].
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Ill - Hierarchical approach
This approach is based on obtaining simplified models ofthe process. The model of Zhong (7] (8] [9] [JO] considers
two levels of hierarchy consisting of a low-level plant (GL) 1 and its controller CL along with a high-level model GH
(abstract model of GL) and its controller CH. These two levels are coupled as the shown in the following figure.
ConH

CH

···-·~·······

.. ···················..

·-·~·····-··-·········

GH

···-···-·--............

High-level

GL = ( Q, L, T, 8, CO , qo, Om)GH = ( Q', T, 8', q'o, O'm)-

lnflohl = e

r--C~L--. ................_Jn.f.1... _ ..-...............-.....-G~L~

Low-level

We say that the low-level hierarchical consistency is achieved when L(CL, GL) = (EI )
Gtt) will be said to possess hierarchical consistency when EI

=

2

=

{9" 1(EH)) t _ The pair (GL.

(9" 1(EH))t =EL, then 8(9" 1(EH))t = EH.

VI- Hier.archical-decentralized supeniisory control
The concept of hierarchical-decentralized supervisory control is based on two fundamental theories : the
decentralized and hierarchical supervisory controls. The hierarchical-decentralized supervision combines these two
concepts and presents a structure, which is divided vertically and horizontally while checking consistency, optimality
.and nonnality notions for these two levels . This approach is based on obtaining simplified local models. It consists of
dividing the system into two hierarchical levels:
- the low level consists of a model GL of the plant and two or several local controllers (supervisors) CLi·
- the high level contains an abstract model of GL and two or several local submodels. Each submodel is supervised
by a local manager (supervisor) CHi· The two levels are coupled as shown in the following figure :

Gt represents the Moore generator model of •t he plant and GH represents the abstract hierarchical model of Gt. Let
Gtt; = PH;(GH) be a local model of GH obtained by the projection ofGH over an alphabet T;. We suppose that:
(1) local mod·e ls are not necessarily disjoints: L: ri L: ~ 0 or L: n L: = 0
(2) GL is an SOCC, that is T = T. u Tu and GL does not contain any partners;
(3) KH; = L(CH;, GH) is normal i.e. KH; = L(GH)

n Piil PH;(KHJ Then KH; = K Hi with KHi = L(GH) n Ptil (KHi,ioc) and

KHi. then GH is locally controllable;
1
(4) GLm = GL then 0(LLm) = Lttm and e- (Lttm) = LLm·
KHi.loc = L(CHiloc. GHiloc); since KH; =

1

GL is a Moore automaton where L,T,8 and co are respectively the input and output event sets and the input and
output transition maps of GL.
2

K I Represents the supremal conotm llable lan guage of a language K
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our aim is to equip local models GH; with local managers( supervisors), then to find the local appropriate low level
controllers. Let CH; be a local manager for Gtt· CH; is defined by a map
Ctt; : LHi x Tei ~ {O,l} such that CH;(t;, T) =I'<:/ t; E LH; and t E Tue or CHi(t;, T) = 0 ift E T;c and t must be disabled
Let AH be the set of all high level events to :be disabled following the generation of any string t of LH and define Au
the set of .local 1low level events to be disabled following the generation of a string S; of Pu(LL) and t; of Ltt;, by a map
Au: Lux LH; ~ Pwr(Le;) with Lei= Le 11 l:;
AL;(S;, t;) = (a E Lei I (3 s) sa E L(GL) & Pu (s) = S; & 0(s) = t & PH; (t) = t; & ro(sa) E AH(t) & ro(Pu(so)) E AH;(t;) }.
When the hierarchical loop is closed ,through 8, the application of e on the string s E L(GL) leads to a high-level
string t = 8(s) e LH such that Pu (s) = S; and 8(s;) = t;. Then the control of Cu on GL will be defined by a map
0 if 0 E Au[Pu(s), 0(Pu(s)]
Cu[Pli(s), 8(Pu(s)), cr] =
otherwise
A·ccording to the definition of Cu we note that when cr E Le;, cr can be authorized or disabled by Cu, but when cr EL
- Le;, wiU be it authorized or disabled ? The following theorem replies to this question while being based the
theorem.3.2.
Theorem 4. 1 :Let Li c L(G).Then 'V j -i:- i, Li c L(C;, G).
For proofs of Theorem 4.1 and the following propositions see (I] .

{

Now, suppose that KHi.loc is nonempty, closed and controllable sublanguage such that K~i.loc =

e·1(KH;,1oJ.

Kl.uoc

may be not controllable. In this case it will be then necessary to determine its corresponding supremal controllable
sub1language which is given by Kaioc = [0" 1(Ktt;,1oc))t = Ku,100• Moreover knowing that Ktt; is normal (from the
assumption.3), then Ktt; = K Hi and GH is locally controllable with respect to the family oflocal sublanguages {EH;}.
However, when passing at the low level, is normality preserved? this is, 8" 1(KH;)
locally controllable?

=

Kl_; , is it normal? and is GL

Proposition.4.1 : Suppose that KH; is normal with respect to (L(GH), PH;), then Kl_; = e· 1(Ktt;) and Kj.J = KL; are
also normal with respect to (L(GL), Pli)
Q
Suppose that the global specification of GL is given by the language EL

=

I

Pi} Eu ,loc c L

0

with Eu.Ioc c

L~ .

i= I

When acting alone, a controller Cu synthesizes the optimal sublanguage Ku = SupC(L(GL) 11 PL/ EuiocJ. If Ktt; is
normal, then the corresponding low level Ku is also normal (proposition.4.1). In this case, we can determine
KL;

=L(C Li , G L)

by the followiRg proposition

Proposition.4.2: Let KHi =L(G H) 11 P,8} (K Hi,loc), then KLi = (8" 1( K Hi ))t = Kl.1 = L(C Li, G d
0
When all controllers Cli act together , we ·can determine through the proposition.5.3 that the concurrent action of all
Cu synthesis ./\
I El

KLi = L( /\ CLi, G L)

Proposition.4.3: Let KH

with K Li representing the global effect of Kli,loc·

1eJ

= ./\ KHi =
1e l

L(GH)11; PH]KHi.loc and
i=I

K~

= _/\
1el

K~ = e-1(KH), then

The proposition.4.3 guarantees the low-level hierarchical consistency even in the presence of the concurrent action of
all local controllers Cu. The behavior of the corresponding high level satisfies the constraint
8(L(/\
1el

<\;, GL)) ~ KH.

(4. 1)

lfthe equality of(4.l) holds, GL and GH will be said to possess hierarchical consistency. The hierarchical consistency
of(GL. GH) will be achieved when 8(KL) = KH, but before checking this equality, we must check first that when CL;
acts alone, we obtain 8(K Li)

= KHi .
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Proposition.4.4.: Suppose that Gt is an SOCC. Let KHi be nonempty, closed and controllable with
-1
-l 1'
KH; =L(GH)nPHi(KHi.Joc) and Ku =(0 (KHi)). Then, 9(Ku)=KHi

a

When CL; acts alone on GL the equality

6(K Li) = KHi

is validated. However, when all local supervisors act
-

?

-

(4.2)

simultaneously on GL, Is this equality always validated? namely 8( /\ K Li)= /\ K Hi
iel

Proposition.4.S : Suppose that GL is an SOCC and let
control'lable and

iel

KH = 1el
./\ KHi s;;;; L(G H)

KLi = ce-• (KHi)) t. Then 9(Kd = KH with KL

= /\

with KH is non empty closed and

a

KLi

iel

According to the proposition .4.5, the hierarchical consistency of (GL, GH) will be achieved when 0(K L) =

KH

V- Conc.l usion
In general the model of a production proc·e ss •c ould be very lar~e, containing a great number of states, the
corresponding supervisor also could be complex . The hierarchical-decentralized concept aims to reduce the
complex·ity of supervisors by .injecting decentralized supervisors at the high level. The formal contribution of this
approach has enabled us to check that the presence of the decentralized supervision in a hierarchical structure does
not modify the hierarchical consistency notion and the obtained decentralized supervisors of the different levels are
optimal. The normality of languages is conserved in the hierarchical structure
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Abstract. A new method to attenuate repeatable runout (RRO) is presented in this paper. In our
scheme, notch filters are used to extract the harmonics to be attenuated from the output signal and then
feed the extracted signals back into the input to reduce the harmonics. The effectiveness of the proposed
method was verified by experimental results. An advantage of our approach is that we can design the
frequency response of the filters according to the characteristics of RRO. Another advantage is that only
the phase characteristics of the plant is needed in the proposed approach.

1

Introduction

Periodic disturbances are inherent in any rotating machinery. In disk data storage technology, the
periodic disturbances appear in the position error of the hard disk head following a data track. This
repeatable runout (RRO) in the position of the hard disk head with respect to the track center can be
a considerable source of tracking error. Hence some control effort is usually taken to compensate for at
least some of these periodic disturbances.
RRO compensators can be broadly classified into two classes: internal model based ones and external
model based ones [3). The most widely used internal model based compensator is the Q-filter algorithm
developed by Chew et al. [2] and Tsao et al. [6). An important class of ext ernal model based compensators (EMBC) is adaptive feedforward cancellation (AFC) [1, 5], by which selective runout harmonics
can be cancelled. In this paper a new method to compensate RRO is proposed. In our scheme, we use
notch filters to extract the harmonics to be cancelled from t!he output signal and then feed the extracted
signals back into the input to attenuate the harmonics.

2

RRO Compensation Scheme

The basic idea for the compensation of only one harmonic is illustrated in Fig. 1: where P(z) and H(z)

u +d

~

~

lv'------<:QJ-•

-T.........,

I~

P(z)

----<

f.-J

H(z)

Figure 1: Basic structure for compensation of one harmonic
are t he transfer functions of the plant and notch filter in z-domain, respectively, G is the gain of the
amplifier, u is the control command signal, y is the position error signal, and d represents disturbance.
Notice that the dynamics of the hard disk drive, servo , observer and tracking-following controller is
included in P(z). It is obtained from Fig. 1 that

Y( jw) _
e

P(ei"')

- 1 + G H(ei'-')P(e1"')

(U( jw)
e

+

D( jw))
e
'

(1)

where Y(eiw ), U(ei"') and D(ei"') denote the discrete Fourier transforms of y, u and d, respectively.
Assumption 1 The frequency spectrums of the disturbance and control command signal are separated:
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Remark 1 The condition implied in Assumption 1 is too strict. From engineering point of view it is
sufficient to define separability as follows:

where

f1

and Ez are small positive numbers.

The ideal frequency response of notch filter is as follows:
when w = wo
otherwise,

(2)

where w0 represents the frequency of harmonic to be compensated. Suppose that
IG P(eiw 0 )1 » 1. From Assumption 1 we have

IG Hid(ei"' 0 )P(eiw0 )1 =

when w = wo
otherwise.

(3)

It is shown by equation (3) that in ideal case the amplitude of the relevant harmonic of the disturbance
times its original value, while the useful control signal remains invariant.
One kind of practical notch filters to approximate ideal notch filter (2) is as follows [4]:

is reduced to

rbr

H

l-sin92
l-z- 2
(z)=
2
l+sin9 1 (1+sin02)z- 1 +sin02z- 2 '

(4)

where 81 and 82 are two parameters relevant to the central frequency and bandwidth of the filter.
Practical notch filter (4) is a narrow bandwidth filter. Let We and B denotes the central frequency
and -3 dB attenuation bandwidth of the notch filter. Then we have [4]:
B

sin82
= 2 arctan 11 -+sm
.
.
82

It is shown that the central frequency and bandwidth of the notch filter can be adjusted independently
by regulating the parameters 81 and 82, respectively. This fact facilitate the design of the filter.
To overcome the roundoff noise accumulation in the state vector loop of the notch filter, its lattice
form realization is used, which is realized by the following recursive form:
v 1 (k)

= cos82 y(k) -

x1(k + 1)
v(k)

sinl'J2 x2(k),

= cos81 v1(k) -

G
= 2(y(k)
-

v2 (k)

sin81 x1(k),

= sin82 y(k) + cos82 x2(k),
x2(k + 1)

= sin81 v1(k) +

cos81 x1 (k),

V2(k)j,

where x 1 and x2 are the state variables of the notch filter in the above realization, and y(k) and v(k)
are the input and output of the filter. There initial values are set as x 1 (0) = x 2(0) = 0.
The multiple harmonics compensation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2

u+-d

..P(z)

Eli (z)

~~--.~-'Y__

r---1

r- ~(z) r-

F:l2_(z)

Figure 2: Compensation scheme for multiple harmonics
where
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and it is supposed that Wei '/;We]> for i '/; j, where Wei is the central frequency of the filter H;.
If all the H;(z), i = 1, ... , M, are ideal notch filters and suppose Assumption 1 holds, we have
jw

..:.. {

IY(e )I -

ra:r .

when w =we;, i
otherwise,

jD(eiWci )I
IP(ei"')l · IU(ei"')I

= l, ... ,M

(5)

where it is supposed that jG, Hi(ei"'ci)P(eiwci)I = jG; P(ei"'ci)I » 1.
It is shown again by equation (5) that the amplitude of the relevant harmonic of the disturbance is
reduced to ~ times its original value, while the useful control signal remains invariant

3

Experimental Results

Our experiments were made on a test stand, which mainly consists of a 3.5 inch form-factor magnetic
disk drive, a 16-bit fixed point DSP plus peripheral circuit, position sensing circuit, and a host PC .
Seeking and tracking controllers are already built in the test stand. The position error signal is read
directly from the position signal demodulator. The disk drive rotates at about 55.4 Hz. The sampling
rate is 3436.4 Hz.
Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of the test stand, which is identified by the experimental data.
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Figure 3: Estimated frequency response of the test stand
First , we applied four filters to the lst, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th harmonics. Secondly, we applied four
filters to the 7th, 8th, 9th, and lOth harmonics. The corresponding parameters of the notch filters are
as follows:
• central frequencies: 811 = -1.4695, 821 = - 1.3682, 831 = -1.2669, 841
8s 1 = -0.7604, 891 = -0 .6591, and 810 ,1 = -0.5579;
• frequency bandwidth: 8;2 0.49rr, i
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10;
• gains: G1 = G2 = Ga G4 = 10, G1 = Gs G9 = G10 = -30.

=

=

=

= -1.1656, 811

= -0.8617,

=

Notice that the gains of 7th , 8th, 9th and lOth notch filters are set to be negative. This is due to the
fact that the phase of the loop transfer function is almost shifted 180° relative t o the input, which is
shown by Fig. 3. The experimental results are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
The power spectrum densities (PSD) of the PESs are shown in Fig. 4. It turns out that the
corresponding harmonics is greatly attenuated. It is also observed that other harmonics are not amplified
by this method, which is not the case for some ot her methods [l].
Note that there is a big resonance at the frequency of 290Hz in our test stand. The cause is unknown.
Due to this resonance, the effect of compensation for the '5 th harmonics is not clear.
The PESs in time domain are shown in Fig. 5. Due to the existence of the big resonance at
the frequency of 2901-lz and other harmonics which is not compensated, it is not easy to det ermine
convergence rate. However, we can roughly see that the system undergoes track seeking mode before
t = 0.02 seconds, and it is in transient phase between t = 0.02 seconds and t = 0.04 seconds. That is to
say the convergence time of the notch filters is approximately 0.02 seconds.

4

Concluding Remarks

In this paper a new method to a ttenuate RRO is presented. The effectiveness has been verified by the
experimental results. An advantage of our approach is that we can design the frequency response of the
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Figur·e 4: Power spectrum density of PES. (a) with no compensation; (b) with compensation notch filters
applied to harmonics 1, 2, 3, 4; (c) with compensation notch filters applied to harmonics 7, 8, 9, 10.
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Figure 5: Time domain response. (a) with no compensation; (b) with compensation notch filters applied
to harmonics 1, 2, 3, 4; (c) with compensation notch filters applied to harmonics 7, 8, 9, 10.
filter according to the characteristics of RRO since the t wo parameters of notch filter have direct relations
to ·t he parameters of the harmonic to be attenuated. Specifically, we can first determine 8 1 according
to the rotation frequency of the disk drive. T hen we can determine 82 according to the range of the
variation in the rotation frequency of t he disk drive if any. By a suitable choice of 82, we can achieve
robustness in some degree against small variations of t he harmonic frequencies. Another advantage is
that exact model of t he plant is not needed in the proposed a pproach.
It is worthy to note that other harmonics are not amplified by this method.
Acknowledgment: We would like to acknowledge Dr. Tony Huang and Dr. Tony Huang and Dr.
Guoxiao Guo of Data Storage Institute, Singapore for t heir fruitful help in our experiment.
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MODELLING A CLASS OF NONLINEAR PLANTS AS LPV-SYSTEMS
VIA NONLINEAR STATE TRANSFORMATION
S. Sommer and U. Korn
Institute of Automation, Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg
PF 4120 , 39016 Magdeburg /Germany
Abstract. We present a new approach to model a class of nonlinear systems as LPV-systems via a
nonlinear state transformation. In the sequel this reduces the controller design for input-affine nonlinear
plants to linear parameter-varying systems (LPV-systems), where the varying parameters are functions
of the state variables. This practice allows us to use LPV-controller design methods. Not yet solved is
the right choice of a linear state dependent like structure. The mentioned nonlinear state transformation
enables a more systematical way without an intuitive action. In this paper we design a static output
feedback controller with pre-compensator that ensures Quadratic Stability. The proposed conception will
be demonstrated on a bio reactor model.

Int:roduction
One limitation of controller design methods for nonlinear plants via local linearization is the aspect that
the controller guarantees stability only close to a single operating point. Gain scheduling can extend the
validity of the linearization technique to a range of operating points but there are stability problems in
the case of fast changes of the input signal.
Another technique is based on reducing controller design for input-affine nonlinear plants to linear
parameter-varying systems (LPV-systems), where the varying parameters are functions of the state
variables p(t) = p(x(t)). The strategy can be found in many publications, for instance [6, 7] and will
be named often as quasi-LPV approach. This practice allows us to use efficient LPV-controller design
methods for nonlinear control systems with guaranty of stability for a set of possible state variables
x(t) f M., respectively a class of nonlinear plants. Given the following nonlinear input-affine SISOsystem:

:i:(t)

= J (x(t )) + g(x(t)) u(t),

y(t) = h(x(t )) .

(1)

First step is the choice of a state dependent representation of the nonlinear system (1 ):

x(t)

= A (x(t))x(t) + B (x(t))u(t),

y(t)

= C(x(t))x(t).

(2)

The parameter functions Pi(x(t)) replace all nonlinearities of the state space matrices in (2) and will
be collected to the state dependent vector p(x(t)) = ( p1 (x )
Pm(x) )T. In further statements we
abbreviate p(x(t)) with p(x). Now we obtain

:i:(t)

= A(p(x)) x(t) + B(p(x)) u(t),

y(t)

= C(p(x)) x(t)

(3)

and define it as a formal linear parameter-varying system {FLPV-system), also called as quasi-LPV
system. Both, LPV-system and FLPV-system have the same general properties. The difference between
both forms consists in the state dependence of the parameter vector p(x) in FLPV-systems.
One problem in this strategy is choosing a suitable state dependent structure (2) and defining the
parameter functions p;(x) , because there exists a infinite number of feasibilities to built a FLPVrepresentation (3) from the nonlinear plant (1). Therefore we s uggest a new approach for a more
methodical way, th.at realizes a nonlinear state transformation which converts the nonlinear plant (1)
into a FLPV-system (3) with a special normal form. Thereby, the controller design will be done with a
FLPV-system that al ways has the same structure.
The paper is organized as follow. ln the next section we introduce the nonlinear state transformation
and derive the algorithms for computing the transformation vector and parameter functions. It follows
the presentation of a controller design method for LPV-systems. Afterwards the transformation in
connection with controller design will be demonstrated on a bio reactor model. The paper concludes
with a summary.
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Nonlinear State Transformation
The main topic of our contribution is a new approach to model a class of nonlinear plants as linear
parameter-varying systems via the nonlinear state transformation:
z = T(x) = ( T1(x)

(4)

Our goal is the conversion of the nonlinear plant (1) into a FLPV-system (3) by using the state transformation (4). Firstly, we want to receive a state dependent form (2). With the new state vector (4) we
get:

z=

A(x) z

+ B(x) u = A(x) T(x) + B (x) u.

(5)

The derivative of the state vector (4) in combination with the original nonlinear plant (1) results:

. = ar
(x) . _ ar (x) [f ( ) ( )
a;;-x - a;;- . x + g x u1.

(6)

z

By equating (5) and (6) we obtain:
8T(x)

[f;- [f(x) + g(x) u]

= A(x) T(x) + B(x) u.

(7)

The equation (7) will be split into:
f)T(x) f (x) = A(x) T(x)

oT(x)
)
[j;-9 ( x ) -_ B( x.

and

OX

(8)

With the special structure of the matrices

~

A(p(x)) = (

1

0

0

PB1(x) )

~

0

, B(p(x))

=

)

PAI (x)

(

PAn ( x )

:

(9)

PBn~)

equations (8) simplifies to

a~~z) f(x)
aT"ax1(zl

=

T2(x)

f(x)

aTa~z) f(x)

8T1 (z) ( )
az 9 x

and

Tn{x)

=

PBI (x)
(10)

8Tn(z)

PA1(x)T1(x)

ax

+ · · · +PAn(x)Tn(x)

(

9 x

)

=

PBn( x).

The differential equations (10) form the algorithm for computing of the new state variables
T2 (x), ... , Tn(x) and the state dependent parameter functions PB1 (x), ... ,PBn(x) directly and
f(x) = U1(x) · · · fn(x)f allows the computation of the parameters PAi(x), ... ,PAn(x):
( )

PAI x

The use of z 1

=

8Tn(x)J (x)
az,
1
)

-

8:z:2

PA2 x -

Ti(x)

= T1 (x) = h(x)

8Tn(z)
(

j ( )
2 x

(11)

T (x)
2

res ults in a constant output matrix of the transformed system:

C = (l

0 ...

0).

(12)

This is an advantage for the application of output feedback control, because the outputs of original
nonlinear system and transformed system are .identical. Furthermore, it is a necessary requirement that
the state dependent parameter vector p( x) is bounded
p(x)

= ( PAdx)

···

PAn(x),

PB1(x)

···

PBn(x)

)T

t:

(E, P]

(13)

for all possible values of the state vector x(t) t: Mz· With (9), (12) and (13) we obtain a FLPV-System
which can be used for LPV-controller design. Thereby, two advantages exist. An affine parameter
dependent representation of the matrices A(p(x)) and B(p(x)) is achieved. Additionally we have a
normal form representation of the matrices A(p(x))., B(p(x)) and C. The controller synthesis is always
put down to a FLPV-System with the same configuration .
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Controller Design
In connection with controller design we regard the FLPV-system as a LPV-system. That means, design a
controller for the system (3) respectively for the transformed system (9), (12) which stabilizes the closed
loop for all p(x) E [E, p]. Afterwards, the received controller can be applied to the original nonlinear
plant (1). For design a state feedback law
u(t)

= -K x(t)

the following problem was adapted from (5].
Find a matrix y

f:

lRJ>Xn and a matrix

A(p)

w f: lRnxn

w + w AT(p) -

(W

= wr > 0) such that

B (p) y - yT BT(p)

<0

for all p E P, then the state feedback controller

u(t) =

-Yw- 1 x(t)

stabilizes the LPV-system:

= A(p(t)) x(t) + B (p(t)) u(t).

:i:(t)

This LMl-condition is based on Quadratic Stability [l] of a LPV-system. In combination with the
transformed system (9), (12) we have to use u(t) = -K z(t). If A(p) and B (p) are affine functions
of the parameters Pi (i = 1, ... , m ) and the parameters Pi E (p.,
_, p;) are varying in the parameter set
P := {Ild~:;m with the corners Ili then the stability t·est can be reduced to a finite number of LMl's:

A(l1;) W

+ W AT(IT;) -

B(ITi) Y - yT BT(Il;)

< 0,

W = WT> 0

i = 1, ... ,r.

(14)

Let there are m parameters, then the parameter set P has r = 2= corners Il;. The corners result from
the parameter bounds p_, and P;· LMI conditions for output feedback could be fouud in (3]. A lot of
design procedures for LPV-systems respectively FLPV-systems has been developed in the last years,
such as (1, 4, 6, 7].

Example
The proposed transformation in connection with controller design will be demonstrated and applied to
a bio reactor model (2]
1

f(x) = (

_

k,:'.~~~:
k~;~ ) , g (x) =
1

Y

Y.mn

km

%)

"'2

+:r~+A:1 Z~

(

-xi

X2 - X2/

) , h (x) =

x2

(15)

with the biomass concentration x 1 (t) , substrate concentration x 2 (t) and dilution rate as input u(t). The
characteristic values are x21 = 4 g/l, Y = 0.4, krn = 0.12 g/l, k 1 = 0.4545 l / g , µmaz = 0.53 · I / h,
x 1 (0)
1.48g/l, x2(0) = 0.3g/l. A reasonable working range will be assumed as x1 E [l.48, 1.568] and
x 2 t (0.08, 0.3] . The control objective is the reduction of the substrate concentration to x 26 = 0.1. The
transformed system will be computed with (10) and (11). By choosing T1 (x) = h(x) = x 2 and inserting
the working range we obtain:

=

:i ( t)

=

Z1

=

(x)

=

PA2(x)
PB1 (x)

=
=

PB2(x)

=

PA1

(

0

PA1 (x)

t
1
)
PA2(x)
z()

+

(PB1 (x ))
PB2(x) u(t),
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y (t)

=(

1 0 ) z(t),

(16)

p(x)

= ( PA1(x)

PA2(x)

PBi(x)

PB2(x) )T t(E, pj.

(17)

The resulting transformed system will be used for a controller design . We have to find a controller
u(t) = -K z(t) that stabilizes the system (16) for all p(x) t [p, pj (17). Due to four parameter functions ,
there are r
24
16 corners of the parameter space henc; a set of r
16 LMl's (14). One possible
solution that satisfies the set of 16 LMI's was calculated:

= =

K = y

w- 1 = (

=

K(l)

K(2) ) = ( 6.75 · 10- 3

0 ) (

0.1985
O

0
_
0 2844

)-l = (

0.034 0 ) .

(18)

Here the control law results in a static feedback of the output z 1 = h(x) = Xz . To obtain steady state
accuracy we constructed a pre-compensator concerning X2s = 0.1:
F(x,)

= (c(B(p(x

5 ))

K - A(p(x,)))-l B(p(xs)) ) - I

= K(l) + k

µmaz

m

+ x2,, +

k

2

I X7,,

= 2.4.

(19)

The resulting controller (18) and pre-compensator (19) are connected with the bio reactor system (15).
The simulated step responses will be shown in the figures below.
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Summary
We have shown a new approach to model a basic nonlinear plant as a linear parameter-varying system
via a nonlinear state transformation. So we have a systematic way to reduce the controller design for
input-affine nonlinear plants to LPV-systems. This procedure in combination with a controller design
method for LPV-systems was verified on a bio reactor model.
The transformation can extend a quasi-LPV approach to achieve a more systematical process. Against
conventional controller design via linearization of nonlinear plants locally to equilibrium operating points
the transformation in connection with LPV-controller design creates an alternative design approach.
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CONTROLLABILITY VIA AN APPROXIMATION PROBLEM
St·e fan Wolfgang Pickl
Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany
Schlossgartenstrasse 7, 64289 Darmstadt
pickl@mathematik. tu-darmstad t.de
Abstract
This paper is concerned with a nonlinear time-discrete dynamical system whose dynamics is described
by a system of vector difference equations involving state and control vector functions. It can be seen
as a contribution to the investigation of problems of controllability via the solution of an approximation
problem. The motivation comes from an actual interdisciplinary research field in the area of environmental systems [4]. The special structure of the developed TEM-model permits two transformations
which lead to a solution of the problem of controllability within the smallest number of time-steps, if
the problem is solvable [3]. Founded upon these results, the presented algorithm can be determined.

Introduction
The TEM-model (Technology-Emission-Means-model) is a non-linear time-discrete model which describes the economical interaction between several actors. These actors intend to optimize their objective
function E; (reduced emissions which are caused by technologies T;) by means of expenditures of money
or financial means M,, respectively. The index stands for the i-th player i = 1, ... , n. The TEM-model
was developed to simulate an economic Joint-Implementation Program. Such a process plays a central
role in order to fulfil the environment treaties of Rio or Kyoto, respectively. Simulating this economic
situation, the actors are linked by technical cooperations and the market. This behavior is expressed by
the parameter of the em-matrix which is the central element of the TEM-model:
n

Ei(t + 1)

=

Ei(t)

+ L:emii(t)M;(t)

(1)

i= l

M;(t

+ 1)
E;
M;

A;
cp;

=

M;(t) - .XiM;(t)[Mt - M;(t)]{E;(t)
reduced emissions of actor i
financial means of actor i
growth paramet·e r
memory parameter

+ 'Pi~E;(t)}

The em;rparameter describes the effect on the emissions of the i-th actor, if the j -th actor invests
money. We can say that it expresses how effective technological cooperations are, which is the kernel of a
Joint-Implementation Program. If we let emij (t) = emi;, t = 0, ... , N , i.e. the economic relationships
are constant over a long period, we are able to determine the fixed points of the dynamical system and
they are not attractive , even chaotic behaviour is observable:

_,

DI
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-250'--~
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For a detailed analysis of the TEM-model see [4].
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In order to reach these steady states, an independent instituHon may influence the trade relations between
the actors. Mathematically, the control parameters have -to be determined:

The Control Problem
Let us represent the time-discrete dynamical system in ( 1) by general difference equations added with
control vector functions of the form :

x(t)

Xi(t+ 1) = Xi(t) + fi(x(t),u(t))
= (x1(t), ... ,xn(t)) u(t) = (u1(t), ... ,un(t))

(2)

No -+ IR.m• for i = 1, .. . , n are state
n
and control vector functions, respectively. Furthermore, Ii : IT R'; x IT ]Rm; -+ JR'; , i = 1, ... , n are
for i = 1, ... , n and t E ~ =Nu {O} . Here Xi : No -+

JR'; and

ui:

n

i=l

i=l

given vector functions. In addition we assume, for every i = 1, . . . , n , non-empty sets Xi ~ JR'; and U; ~
!Rm• tobegivenandrequirecontrolconditionsoftheform ui(t) EU; for all i = 1, ... ,n and t E No
as well as state constraints of the form x;(t) E X; for all i = 1, ... , n and t E No. We assume
X; = JR1• for i = 1, ... , n to hold and choose some NE N.
Then we consider the following approximation problem:
Find control functions u; : No -+ !Rm• with u,(t) E Ui for t
under the conditions

xi(t
for i

+ 1)

= x;(t)

+ f;(x(t), u(t)), t =

= 0, ... , N

- 1 and i = 1,. .. , n such that

0, ... , N - 1 and

x;(O) = x 0 ;

= 1, . .. , n the function value
n

'PN(u) =

I:< llx;(N) - x;ll~ + llu;(N -

1) II~)

j=l

is as small as possible. If the problem of controllability has a solution, then there is some N E N such
that for every solution of the above problem it necessarily follows that ui(N -1) = 0m, and Xi (N) =
for i = 1, . .. , n, 0m, is the zero vector of !Rm•. Hence by solving the above problem, one also

x;

obtains a solution of the problem of controllability. The solution of the above problem can be achieved
with the help of an algorithm [3]:

The algorithm
We choose control functions u? : No
u?(t)EU;

(for instance u?(t)

-+ !Rm•
for

= 0m,

with

t=O, ... ,N - 1 and i=l, ... ,n
for

t

= 0, . . . , N

- 1 and i = 1, ... , n)

and calculate

x?(t + 1) = x?(t) + /i(x0 (t), u 0 (t))
for t = 0, . . . , N - 1 with x?(O) = xo; for i = 1, ... , n .
Then we construct a sequence

(il).r.ENo in

{u:{O, . . . ,N-1}-+TIU;}
J=l
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and a sequence
(xkhENo

fr JR';}

{x: {0, · · ·, N} -t

m

]=1

as foHows: If u"' and xk are given for some k E
u~+ 1 (t)EUi

No,

then we determine

t=O, ... ,N-1 and i=l, ... ,n

for

such that under the conditions

xk+I(t+1)=xk+1 (t)+f(xk(t),uk+ 1 (t))
and xk+ 1 (0)

= x0

t=O, ... ,N -1

for

the (modified) function value
n
1

<p~(uk+ )

'L:)llx:+l(N) - xiii~+ llu:+1 (N - 1 )11~)

=

(3)

i=l

becomes minimal. The following figure may reflect this:

'd

~ <P~cx:t+I (N).u(N-1 ))

r--·-~--------~,

'\'··-.--/@'}/._
I

I

I

I

-t•'(N),
~

•

~--

._._,:·:>_ '·
d'

·ma1'·

1screteopll

-----------,
-~

.

Now we obtain the following transformed objective function taking advantage of the special structure of
the discrete dynamics which can also be illustrated on the next page.
N - 1

n

<p~(uk+ 1 )

=

.Em L
i =l

fi(x"'(t),u"'+ 1 (t))

+ Xoi

-

x;ll~ + llu~+l (N - 1 )11~)

t= O

If uk+ 1 (t) has been determined for t = 0, ... , N - 1, then we calculate
xk+

for

1

t

(t

+ 1) = x"'+l(t) + /(xk+ 1 (t),u"'+I(t))

= 0, ... , N

- 1 where

xk+ 1 (0)

= xo.

= xk+ (t) for all t = 0, ... , N, then we have found a solution of the above problem. Otherwise
we proceed with u k+l and xk+ 1 instead of uk and x"', respectively. Let us make the assumption that all
functions
n
n
1

If xk+ (t)

1

fi :

II ur; x II

j=l

for i

IR.m; -t

j= l

= 1, ... , n are continuous. Then we have the following
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nr·

Euclid. Space ofu"1(1 1): lR•'

Euclid. Space ofu'•'(t,): R •'

- - - - + - - -·········- - .........................
0

1,

N-2

N·I

Theorem 1 If for every t E { 0, ... , N - 1}, there is some
n

u(t) E

11 Vi

with u(t)

j=l

= k-+oo
lim uk(t)

then ui(t) fort = 0, . .. , N - 1 and i = 1, ... , n solve the above problem.

Condusion
The dynamics of the so caUed TEM-model decribe an environmental system which contains additionally
a technical dimension. In order to reach steady states of the TEM-model which are comparable to the
C0 2 -values m entioned in the Kyoto protocol the problem of controllability has to be formulated. Via
the solution of an approximation problem the problem of controllability can be solved. Taking advantage
of the special structure of the discrete dynamics a new algorithm based on a proved existence theorem
can be determined .
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A NEW ALGORITHM FOR UNKNOWN-INPUT SI.l\'10 FIR IDENTIFICATION
U. Soverini, P. Castaldi, R. Diversi and R. Guidorzi
Dipartimento di Elettronica, lnformatica e Sistemistica
Universita di Bologna
Viale de! Risorgimento 2, 40136 Bol ogna, Italy

Abstract. A new method for estimating 1the transfer function of single-input multi-output finite impulse response
systems driven by an unknown input is proposed. The method is based on the geometric properties of an
identification approach originally developed for errors-iil-variables models. This technique can be used for
systems whose output measurements are affected by additive white noises characterized by different variances.
Montie Carlo simulations, performed on models al.ready described .in the literature, confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed technique.
1

1

Introduction

Identification problems where the available data can be modeled as outputs of multiple parallel systems driven
by ao unknown input, arise in many important applications such as data transmission, seismic deconvolution,
biomedical data analysis, deblurring i0f distorted images etc. These problems are usually referred as "blind
identification" problems [l]. In most of these applications the unknown system is described by a single-input
multi-output (SIMO) finite impulse response (FIR) model witb outputs affected by additive noises.
For this problem, two different approaches are usually considered: methods based on second-order statistics
of tbe processes [2], f6], [9]-[11] and approaches based on higher-order statistics [8). The latter ones arc
based on optimization technique employing gradient-based algorithms and are characterized by the drawbacks
of slow convergence and local minima. Many second-order based methods rely on the so called "cross-relation"
property [1], [6], (11]: in a SlMO system, a single output convolved with the impulse response of another FIR
equals the output of the first model convolved with the impulse response of the second one. These identification
methods are not based on assumptions on the input sequence and yield the true FIR models when the data are
noise-free.
It is worth observing !bat the major part of existing approaches is based on the additional hypothesis that
the output noises have equal variances. The identification method proposed in this work relies only on secondorder statistics and deals with SIMO FIR systems whose outputs are affected by different unknown amounts
of additive white noise. This technique is based on the geometric properties of an identification procedure
originally developed for errors-in-variables (EIV) models [3].
The organization of the paper is as follows . Section 2 describes the mathematical setup of the identification
problem for unknown-input SIMO FIR models. A solution for this problem is proposed in Section 3 while
Section 4 reports the results obtained in the identification of a model already described in the literature. Some
short concluding remarks am reported in Section 5.
1

2 Statement of the problem
Let us consider a linear, discrete, time-invariant, single-input multi- output FIR system, whose noiseless output
vector :i:(t) = [.x 1(t ), ... , .xM(t)f is linked to the input u(t) by the transfer function

(1)

where

H,(z ) = h ,(O) + h; ( l ) z- 1 + · · · + h,(L - 1) z-L+l + h;(L)z-L

(i = 1, 2, ... , M )

(2)

and z is the forward shift operator . The measurements of th e processes x(t ) and u(t) are not available and we
can only measure the noisy output vector
y(t) =x(t) + n(t),
(3)
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where n(t) = [n 1 (t), ... , nM(t)f is the noise vector. With reference to this model, we introduce the following
assumption.

Assumption 2.1 - The vector process n(t) is a zero-mean white noise with unknown covariance matrix D
diag[ui, erz, •.. ,u"M] and is uncorrelated wilh !he unknown input u(t).

=

The problem under investigation is the following.

Problem 2.1 - Starting from the knowledge of the noisy output sequence y(O), y(l ), ... , y(N - 1 ), estimate the
transfer function H(z) and Hie covariance matrix of the noise D.

In the sequel, it will be shown that Problem 2.1 can be r;eformulated as a set of single-input single-output
(SISO) problems. For this purpose, let us consider a pair of FIR models H;(z ), H;(z), with i, j E { 1, ... , M}
and i :f j. For the noiseless output signals :r1 (t), :r;(t) tile following relation holds
:r;(t)

=H,(z) u(t)

:r;(t) = H;(z) u(t),

(4)

H;(z) :r,(t) = H;(z) x;(t).

(5)

i.e.

Relation (5) shows that the M-dimensional SIMO FIR identification Problem 2.1 can be partitioned into M (M 1)/2 SISO problems of the following type.

'Problem 2.2 - Given N noisy observations of the outputs y;(t), Y;(t), determine the noise variances er;, uj and
the transfer functions H;(z), H;(z).
Problem 2.2 has been solved in ,(5) on the basis of the following considerations. Let us define the coefficient
vectors

and the Hankel matrices

:tm (O)
Xm(l)

Xm(L)

Xm(~ + l)

l

(6)

(7)

[

Xm(N - L - l )

Xm. (N - l)

with m = i, j. On the basis of (5) it is then possible to determine the system parameters by means of the
following relation
[ X;(L)

I

X;(L) ] [ -~:] "'O .

(8)

By introducing the covariance matrix of the bivariate process [:r,(t) I x;(t)]r, defined as
(9)

relation (8) leads to

~L [-c,
Cj]

"'0 .

(10)

Remark 2.1 - ll is well known [7], [11) that the coefficient vec.:tors cm (m "' i,j ) can be uniquely determined
(up to a scalar factor) by means of (8) or (10), if and only if !he transfer functions Hm(z)(m "'i, j) do not
share common zeros and u (t) is persistently exic.:iting of sufficient order.

3

Identification of unknown-input SIMO FIR systems

In presence of additive noises on the data, only the covariance matrix Ei of Hie noisy bivariate process
[y,(t) I Yi(t )]T is available. Under Assumption 2.1 and with N-+ oo, the positive definite covariance matrix
.Ih can be decomposed as follows
( 11)
where

Ei, = diag [u~ h+1, erj h+i]
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( 12)

is the unknown covariance malrix of the noise process [ni(t) I n;(t)]T. In this case, the solution of Problem
2.2 can be obtained by analyzing the properties of the sequence of increasing-dimension matrices (E1 , E 2 , · · · ).
These malrices are related to FIR models with diff;erent orders l ( l
I, 2, ... ) and are constructed on the
basis of relations (7) and (9). Let us now consider the family of non-negative definite diagonal mauices
Et= diag[a; lt+l• qi lt+il such that
(13)

=

Note that every matrix Et can be associated with a point Pi; = (<7;, q,-) belonging to the noise plane .R 2 +.
These matrices satisfy the following properties [3]:
a) for every l , the sel of points associated with matrices Et satisfying relation (13), describes, in .R2+, a convex
curve whose concavity faces the origin;
b) every point P;; (<7;, C7j) of this curve is related to the FIR models c;(P;;), c;(Pt,.) satisfying the relation

=

( 14)

where
( 15)

P,;.

= (o-i, <7j). corresponding
c) every rnrve includes all curves associated with higher values of land the point
to the actual variances of the noises, belongs to all curves associated with orders l ~ L;
d) the AR models corresponding to
are characterized by the actual coefficients (up to a scalar factor)
c;(P;~·), c,-(P;;·).

P,;.

In this theoretical context the search for the solution of Problem 2.2 may thus start from the determination, in
the noise plane, of the common point Pi;. [3].
When Assumption 2.1 is not satisfied, and/or the 'l ength N of the sequences is finite, the curves corresponding
to orders l 2: L do not exhibit any common point. Their distance should however decrease in the neighbourhood
of P,;.. This property can be used to obtain an estimate for the order L of the FIR models. Once the order L has
been determined, a singJ.e solution for the identification problem can be obtain~ by introducing a suitable model
selection criterion (4), [5]. It is thus possible to solve the M-climensional SIMO FIR identification Problem
2.1 by considering M(M - 1)/2 scalar problems of type 2.2. This method leads, however, to M - 1 different
estimates of the noise variances and of the associated FIR transfer functions. For this reason, we now introduce
a new methodology leading to a congruent solution of the M(M - l )/2 scalar problems in the noise space, i.e.
to a single estimabe for each noise variance
(i
1, ... , M).
When Assumption 2.1 is fulfH!ed and N -+ oo, the procedure for the determination of P* (qi, o-2, ... , q_M)
E .RM+ can be formulated as will be done in the following with refer,e nce to a geometric representation that,
for the sake of simplicity, will refer to a multivariable problem with M
3. Figure 1 reports the curves of
order L related to three possible SlSO problems of type 2.2.

u; =

=

=

- ,' I

I

I

'

,

,

,"

,/

u~':

/

I

,

/
/

Figure 1: lllustralion of the criterion
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The convexity of the curves and the fact that each solution of a SISO problem shares a coordinate with the
subsequent one, allow the simultaneous treatmem of all scalar problems by means of the algorithm described
below.

Algorit'hm 3.1
l) Choose a value u~ for u l;
2) From u~ determine u 2 so that P 12 = (u~, u 2 ) is a possible solution of the first SISO problem;
3) From u 2 determine ua so that P23 = (u2 , u 3 ) is a possible solution of the second SISO problem;

4) From u 3 determine a~ so that P 31

= (a3 , un is a possible solution of the third SISO problem;

5) If ur > (T~ consider the intervals =]u~,an; if (T~ <a~ consider the intervals =]ar,aH. Choose a new
value u~ E S for a1 and go to step 2).
6) Repeat steps 2), 3), 4) and 5) until a 1 converges, i.e when

( 16)
where

i::

is an appropriately small positive number.

Remark 3.1 - Because of the convexity of 1the curves, when Assumption 2.1 is satisfied and N -+ oo, Algorithm
3. l converg,e s toward the true values ai, a2,
of the noise variances. Three relations of type (10) can then be
used in order to obtain (up to a scalar factor) the actual transfer functions H,(z) (i = 1, 2, 3).

u;

Remark 3.2 - When assumption 2. l is not satisfied and/or the length N of the sequences is finite, points
Pi2 , Pj3 , P;1 do not belong to the curves; neverthless, thanks to their convexity, Algorithm 3.1 still converges
to a single estimate of the noise variances.

Remark 3.3 - Note that the previous algorithm can be easily extended to the case of M outputs and will require
the solution of only M - 1 SISO EIV problems rather than M(M - 1)/2.
Remark 3.4 - Note that the congruence of the solution in the noise space is not present in the parameter space. In
fact, in correspondence of each scalar problem, a pair of estimates of the transfer functions H1(z) (i = 1, ... , M)
are obtained. A single estimate for the FIR models can be achieved by performing a suitable clustering, e.g by
meaAs of an average operation.

4

Experimental results

In this section the performance of the proposed approach is illustrated by meaus of a numerical example. A
coloured stochastic process of l OOO samples has been used as input for three FIR models, taken from the
literature (2] and defined by the following transfer functions
H 1 (z) = - 1.1836 + 0.4906 z- 1

-

0.3093 z- 2 + 0.4011z- 3 +0.1269 z-•

H 2 (z) = 1.2965 + 0.0525 z- 1 + 0.3410 z- 2
H 3 (z)

=0.9097 -

0.2021 z- 1

-

0.4401 z- 2

-

l.8522 z-s

0.0260 z- 3 + 0.3991 z- 4 + 0.8817 z-s

-

1.0153 z- 3

-

0.5364 z-•

-

0.08 17 z-s

Note that H 1 (z) has four unstable roots and H 3 (z) has one unstable root. The noiseless output sequences x 1 (t),
x 2 (t) and x 3 (t) are characterized by the following standard deviations: std(xi) = 25.07, std(x2 ) = 15.99 and
stdx3 (t) = 11.28. TI1e output sequences have been corrupted by adding white noises n 1 (t), n 2 (t) and na(t)
with standard deviations ranging from 10% to 30% of the standard deviations of the noise-free signals. Note
also that the same percent of noise actually corresponds to different amounts of noise on the outputs. The
Normalized-Root-Mean-Square- Error (NRMSE)
1

NRMSE =

(17)

Uc;ll

has been employed as a measure of the perfonnance of the proposed method. R is the number of Monte Carlo
tri als and
is the estimate of the coerficient vector
obtained in the k-th trial. Figures 2-4 show the NRMSE
versus the percent amount of noise for each pair of model estimates for R 100. These figures show that the

£7

c,
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=

proposed identification method gives a reliable estimate of the model parameters when the amount of noise is
not greater than 20%.
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Figure 2: NRMSE associated with the pair of models obtained for H1 (z)
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Figure 3: NRMSE associated with the pair of models obtained for H 2 (z)
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Figure 4 : N.RMSE associated wi th the pair of models obtained for H3(z)
Table I shows the estimates of the noise variances obtained in the Monte Carlo simulations in five different
conditions of signal-to- noise ratio . Good results can be obtained for noise levels up to 30 %.
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I

IT~
I

u•2
u•3

true
' idenl.

true
ident.

'

10%

I

6.29
6.27 ± 0.23
2.56
2 .54

±

1.27

idenl.

1.27 ± 0.06

20%

25%

30%

25.15

39.29

56.58

24.'99 ± 0.96

38.92 ± 1.60

10.22

15.97

23.00

±

22.84 ± 1.21

14.15
I

14.10 ± 0.53

I

5.75
5.71

0.13

true

)

15%

I
I

'1
I

± 0.29

10.15

2.86
2.85

± 0.51

I

5.09

± 0.14

5.05

± 0.26

15.84

0.84

7.95
'

7.86

± 0.43

55.74

±

2.39

11.45
11.28

±

0.62

Table 1: True, estimated values and standard deviations of the noise variances

5

Condusions

In ·this work a new blind identification method for sing1'e-input multi-output FIR systems has been discussed.
The approch is based on the geometric properties of an identification procedure originally developed for errorsin....:variables models. The main advantage of ·this approach, which is based on second-order statistics, consists in
its applicability also in environments where ,t he outputs are affected by different amounts of additive noises. The
performance of the proposed technique has been illustrated by means of a numerical example taken from the
literature. The simulation results show that it gives good estimates of the system parameters for additive noises
up to 20%. These resulits are comparable with those ro btained by other approaches which deal with balanced
amounts of noise on the channels [2], 1[11].
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FILTER-CHAIN MODELS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF
NONLINEAR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
K. Voigtllinde1r and B.-B. Wilfort
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Zeunerstr. 38, D-01069 Dresden
e-mail: voigtlae@ivi.iitb.fhg.de
Abs·tiract. The modeting of nonlinear dynamical systems is considered in this paper. It is assumed that only
sampled input/output data of the system under investigation are available. The most popl.llar way for creating a
black-box-model is a common nonlinear difference-equation-approach. Some basic features of such an
approach are related to the corresponding properties of a filter-chain model consisting of a linear dynamical
sy.stem followed by a nonhnear r·eadout map. The filter-chain model has some very good structural
characteristics but needs to be optimized with respect to its approximation efficiency. So the construction of a
suitable filter system • which enables an efficient modeling - and the construction of an adjusted nonlinear
readout map from a given data set is considered.
To illustrate the relation between a pro.per filter seleclion and an efficient modeling some theoretical reflections
concerning an optimal filter design for an approximation of a given nonlinear system are presented afterwards.
The both discussed methods are based on a VOLTERRA-Kernel representation and a state space description of
the plant and yields to an adjusted filter-chain model and a bilinear filter model respectively.

1. The nonlinear difference-equation-approach and the fil·t er·- chain model
Within this section both models ar·e established and compared witlh ~espect to some basic features arising from
its structural properties.
Concerning the assumed time-continuous character of the process it is fair to ask for an appropriate timecontinuous model. To deal with the acquired sampled input-output data a corresponding time-discrete version
of the continuous model is necessary. In general it is impossible to obtain an analytic discrete version of a timecontinuous differential model and so a quasi continuous simulation (with a numerical integration) is necessary.
To avoid such a Lime consuming approximation i1t is common practice to cancel the request for a timecontinuous model and to establish a time-discrete difference-equation model structure a priori (Fig. l).
Unfortunately, once the parameterization is done the model cannot be re-mapped into a continuous form.

u[k]
A

u[k]

u[k-1]
u[k-nu]
"' static nonJineari,ty

y[k- .l ]

Fig. l

y[k-ny]

Fig. 2

I

Nonlinear difference-equation model

Xt

u(k]

y(k]

-

linear dynamical
filter system

X2

X3

k;

_ 1

kl
kl

---

0
0
0

A

static
non1inearity

y[k]

~

General form of the nonhnear filter-chain-model

On the contrary the time continuous filter-chain model - its general form consists of a linear dynamical system
followed by a nonlinear readout map - can be exactly mapped into a time discrete analytic equivalent by
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assuming a hold element for the interpolation of the input signal between two samples. So the continuous
model can be parametrized by using the fitting properties of the time-discrete equivalent (Fig. 2) .
Considering stability properties, aspects of parameter estimation and occasions for a structure selection within
the static nonlinearity one has to admit that the filter-chain model offers excellent features (Table l). Especially
the parameterization of the difference equation model with respect to an equation error is critical because - in
contrast to linear theory - ther,e is only a mysterious I.i nk between equation and output error. Even the output
error can become .infinite (caused by an instable model) while die equation error is sufficient small rs1.
Table 1 Comparison of difference-equation model :and fil,ter-chain model
:foalllre
re,latfon betw,een time
continuous and time discrete
model
guarantee of global
asymptotic stability
parameterization of the
nonlinearity
structure selection
oonsider,ed prncess dass

differenc·e-equation model
no anal}1ic discretie equivalent 'existing;
:1 numerical integration with respect t,o a
selected interpolaLion element neoessarv
an a posteriori proof generally impossible;
an a priori guarantee yields to unfeasible
approximation restrictions
feasible with respect to an insufficient
equation error; very difficult with respect lo
the output error
only possible with respect to an insufficient
eouation error
I nonhnear state space descrip:t~on with a
unique and always defined solution
!

1

1

1

I

filter-chain model
analytic calculation with respect to
a selected interpolation element
possible
stability of the linear dynamic part
sufficient and easy to guarantee
feasible with respect lo the output
error
possible with respect to the output
error
fading memory systems ( l] :
a unique stationary solution has to
be reached asymptotically for any
bounded input

While a lot of structural advances of the filter-chain model have been recognized, where is the drawback of this
approach? The answer can be found very easily by checking some aspects of approximation efficiency. In the
case of the difference-equation model the number of delay elements determining the input dimension of the
difference model is strongly related to the order of the process oonsidered. It has to be increased only if the
output-map has not a unique inverse map. Unfortunately in the case of the filter-chain model the number of
filters and so the input dimension of the readout-map must generally tend to infinity for an exact
representation. But with an appropriate chosen filter system the input dimension can remain small while the
accuracy of the approximation is sufficient. So the construction of a suited filter-system is a milestone within
the estimation of a filter-chain model.

2. Identification of Ii.Iler-chain models
The identification process involves the suitablie determination of the eigenvalues of the filter and the
construction of an adjusted r;eadout map.
The construction of a suited filter-system from measured input/output data
The most popular example of a simple not adjusted filter system (a simple tapped delay line) is involved in
VOLTERRA ' s famous approach. Consequently a large nwnber of delay-filters is required for a reasonably weU
approximation and yields to a huge number of parameter to estimate within the polynomial readout map. One
can ameliorate this problem by replacing the tapped delay fillers with other fillers. li these filters are well
adjusted a reasonable reduction of the required number of states is possible. WIENERS' s model with
LAGUERRE filters or the use of KAUTZ filters (9] are examples of such well known filter systems. Recent
papers discussing the problem of a suited filter paramcterization for an efficient approximation of linear system
(6] reco1TUTiend adjustments based on the impulse response of the plant. For nonlinear systems only rules of
thumb concerning the transition time of the nonlinear plant are available [4]. Obviously such recommendations
are only helpful when the plant has dominant linear parts .and weak nonlinearities. To deal with the crucial
problem of a suitable filter parametrization in a more general way a geometrical approach is suggested now.
One possible approach for a filter-design based on measured process-data can be derived according to
geometrical reflections. The filter-operators of the model perfonn an embedding (7] of the input series into the
state-space of the model. The followed readout map provides a static mapping of this state-space to the model
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output To make tl1e model output equal to the plant ol!ltput one has to establish such an embedding which
allows a static mapping from state-space of ithe model ,to the plant outpl!lt (apart from some measurement
disturbances). Hence a plot of the plant output versus the state-space of the model is useful to judge lhe
embedding quality because it has to pmve a static dependence of'lhe data. Fig. 3 shows embeddings with a firstorder low-pass-filter. While a low and a farge time con:stant result in a very poor embedding a proper chosen
time constant yields to an appropriate arrangemenit of the data. For :a further separation an embedding with two
filters is necessary. Similar the parame,tcrs of these filters have to be tuned in such a way that the embedded
data form a surface as fl.at as possible.
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Summary, a model state-space must be created whkh yields 1to a unique assignment of the embedded input data
to the measmed process output. The optimal model filters can be fot1.nd by an optimization of the filter
pru:ameters with respect ,~o the ,,roughness" of embedded data. Two proposals for the measurement of this
,,roughness" are shown in Fig. 4. Whde .the box~counting method provides a cumulative estimation of local
variances a parametric measurement calculates the .r esiduum ofthe embedded data with respect to a smooth
parametric approach.
Bo)(-counting measu re

Parametric measure

.ll

~

E

"'(;;

Cl.

a
20 30

100

.20 30

Fig. 4.a
Cumulative local (I 00 boxes) variance

TFITa

100

Fig. 4b
Residuum of a 3•d order polynomial approach

In praxis the demonstrated optimization might be hmited 1lo about two eigenvalues. A further suited embedding
can be achieved by a repeated use of the optimized eigenvall!les in the sense of a filter-chain.
1

1

The construction ofan adjusted readout map
After a suited filter system has 'been chosen or optimiz.ed an adjusted model output (readout map) must be
,established. A simple but universal approach for an Ol!ltpu.t map is given by

Ylk~ = Ipiq.ii(xfkJ)
I

were {cp,} is a specific approximation basis, Personal preferences are crucial for the actual choice of a basis
(polynoms, radial basis functions , sigmoidal functions, wav,elets, splines, walsh functions, .. .)and further
discussion is superfluous without any a priori information of the funchon to be approximated.
Although the choose of a suited filter system reduces the number of required states enormously (e.g. in
comparison wiitt-1 the classkal VOLTERRA model) any nonlinear expansion will still yield to a large number of
p-parametcrs for an accuirate approximation. Unfortunately the estimated number of parameters must be limited
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for a good regr1ession because of output disturbances. So an optimal collection of regressors finally to represent
the model has to be ,e stimated using structure selection methods [3]. For the stepwise choice of most important
,i;egressors fmm the basis-pool a forward regression algorithm [2] has been proved to be a suitable one. The
algorithm is useful to establish a ranked orthogonal regressor sequence. Finally the optimal number of
orthogonal r1egresso!r which has to be incorporated ,jn the model must be detennined. The recommended way of
cross-vaHdation is a special general.ization of PRESS-algori1thm 1[2] where parts of the data are sequential
1excluded from the parametrization process. The resulting parameter-sets will be applied on the removed data
part respectively. The partitioning of the data has to be done with respect to the excitation of the process and
includes disturbances. By monitoring this cross-validation error w'hile the forward regression is in progress an
optimal model complexity can be found. So it is poss 1ible to establish an adjusted readout map with respect to
special signal considerations (measurement time, excitation, disturbances).

3. Derivation of suitable filter systems for the approximation of nonlinear systems
The previ·ous given approaches for a filter design are based on measured input/output and arc therefore suited
for an identificafion :process. But for a gooo understanding of the relation between a proper filter
parametrization and an efficient modeling some tJheoretical ~eflect·ions concerning an optimal filter design for
an effective approximation of a given noruinear system are very useful.
Within tltis chapter two 1d itferent approaches for ilie construction of an optimal filter system are presented. The
first method is based. on a VOLTERRA kernel representati-on of the plant and results in a proper adjustment of
a first -order filter for the approximation of the plant with a filter-chain model. The second calculation yields to
a bilinear filter system which eigenvalues are related to the eigenvalues of the linearized plant at the
equilibrium point.
Kernel approach
Starting with .the LAPLACE representation of the VOLTERRA kernels of the plant
l
2
3
K (s 1) ; K (s1 ,s2 ) ; K (s 1,s2 ,s 3 ) ; ...
one can replace the complex variables s with a filter operator F of a considered first order filter F(s). An
expansion of the resulting kernels as a TAYLOR series yields to
,I (
)
00
i
00 00
i
.
K F(s 1) = :[ ciF (s1 ) ; K F(s1).F(s2 ) = .L .L . c1-F
1J (s 1)F1 (s 2 ) ; ...
1=0
1=01=1

2(

)

which. have a simple filter-chain representation. (F.ig. 5) (8). Further the coefficients c 1,c,J• ... represent the
TAYLOR expansion of the required ,readout-map to be established.

filter-chain
A.

f(t)
f(t)

-1--~--""'0'-'----'~

static
nontinearity

y(t)

0

0

Fig. 5

Special fonn of the non.linear fiHer-chain-model

Mainly the c-coefficients depend on the pa:tameters of the applied filter F resp. its impulse response f(t). Hence
the goal is a filter parametrization which yields to a fast decrease of the c's towards zeros. This ensures a
feasible approximation quality even with only a few filters invo.lved in the final model. Even though an analytic
estimation of an adjusted filter-set requires knowledge about the VOLTERRA kernels of the system to be
modekd this method yields to a good understanding of the rellation between filter characteristics and
approximation efficiency.
CARLEMAN approach
The second approach is based on the state-space description of the analytic linear system
T!_ = !!.(~:) + Q(!)u(t)
y(t)

=~

T

!
0

The introduction of a new state vector :! which contains products of the original state up to a specific order
yields to a bilinear description
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T~® = A! + N/" u(t) + Bu(t)
0

T

y(t) = (f

0

...) !

®

of the above system. From this representation it is now possible to derive a kernel representation (8) which can
be realized as a junction of filter systems S; with a linear output map (Fig. 6). The eigenvalues A1 of the systems
S, must be equal to the eigenvalues of the linearized plant at the equilibrium point. The system S2 consists of
filters equal to those of system S 1 and contains filters whose eigenvalues A 2 can be calculated by swnming the
eigenvalues of S 1 in pairs. The additional eigenvalues A 3 within the system S3 result in a further pair-wise
summation of the eigenvalues A 1 and A 2.
bilinear junction of filter-systems
A

linear
map

Fig. 6

0

0

0
0

0
0

y(t)

Bilinear filter model

While the merely linear output map is an advantage of this model the number of state signals inflationary
increases from one of filter system to the next. This is because every input signal of a filter-system has to pass
each filter-element. Compared with the simple calculation of a time discrete equivalent of the filter-chain
model (Fig. 5) it is still possible but time conswning to get a time discrete equivalent of the bilinear model for
the use with sampled data since an exponential matrix must be calculated within every time step. But at least
with this approach an exact representation of the first N kernels is possible with N filter-systems parameterized
in relation to the eigenvalues of the linearized plant.

Summary
The superior structural properties of the filter-chain model have been worked out. The analysis of the
approximation task yields to suggestions for a suitable filter parametrization. Considering the importance of a
proper filter parametrization for a high approximation efficiency two different approaches are given for the
identification of a filter-chain model from sampled input-output data.
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MODELLING, IDENTIFICATION, AND SIMULATION
OF A HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION
G. Hametner
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University Vienna
Wiedner Hauptst.rafie 8- 10, A- 1040 Wien
Tel: *43-1-58801-30311 , e-mail: Gudrun.Hametner@tuwien.ac .at
Abstract. For the identification of dynamic systems from measu red data, various standard procedures
a're available. In engineering apphcations, these procedures may have to be adapted and extended for
several reasons. Apart from the measured data , there may be some additional knowledge about the
system that should be incorporated into the identification. If there is a large amount of measured data,
it must be decided which part of the data shall be used for the identification; it can be expected that the
identification result improves as the amouut of dat a is increased. If there is noise in the measured signals,
they may be filtered before the identification is carried out. For a hydrostatic transmission system, all
these problems have been dealt with including the identification of time-varying load parameters. The
quality of the identification result is proved by a comparison of measured signals and simulation results.

1 Introduction
A common approach to system identification based on measured data is to estimate the coefficients of a
difference equation ; apart from the system order , no further information about the system is utilized [3J.
The dynamic behaviour of hydrostatic systems can be modelled by ordinary differe ntial equations.
These contain some parameters that can directly be m easur ed, like masses, cylinder cross-sections, etc.
Knowing the structure of an ordinary differential equation and even some of its coefficients means having
additional information apart from the system order. Chen [2] does not make use of this fact, resul ting
in multiple solutions when he calculates the differential equation coefficients of a hydrostatic positioning
drive from identified difference equation coefficients. Pollmeier et al. (6) present an identification method
for condition monitoring in hydrostatic systems, which is based directly on the system differential equations.
In the present paper, the unknown model parameters of a hydrostatic transmission are to be identified
from measured data. The m easured signals are rather noisy, which makes it difficult to find reliable values
for the unknown model parameters. It is therefore esse ntial to use all the information available about
the system. This results in an approach similar to P ollmeier et al. (6J; moreover, various ways of data
and model validation are presented.

2 Hydrostatic transmission model
As opposed to a hydrodynamic drive, where a pump drives a turbine, a hydrostatic transm ission consists
of a pump and a hydraulic motor (1]; the motor is driven by t he potential energy of the oil pressurized by
the pump. Figure 1 shows a simplified hydraulic circuit diagram of the hydrostatic transmission under
consideration.
_.., pressure pipe

adjustable

pum~

•(tleakage K1p · p
L!J- - _

tank

----L!J

""" hydraulic motor

Figure 1: Simplified circuit diagram of hydrostatic t ransmission.
The pump produci>s an adjustable oil flow Q. The leakage is modelled by the product of a constant
leakage coefficient Ktp and th e pressure p in th e press ur e pipe. The oil flow passing through the hyd raulic
motor is equal to (\/,wvi/27T) ·w , where w denotes th e angular speed of t he motor shaft and VMot is the
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oil volume passing the motor during one revolution of the shaft. With the hydraulic capacitance CH of
the pressure pipe, the continuity equation reads

. Q
C HP=
where dp/ dt is denoted as

p.

VMot

1,-

(1)

IitpP- ~w,

The equation of motion has t he form
.

V111ot

(2)

fw+dw= --p-ML,

271"

where I is the m ass moment of inertia of the machine driven by the motor, dis the damping coefficient,
(VM 0 t/2rr) · p is the torque transmitted through the motor shaft, and ML is the torque exerted on the
machine by external loads. The measurement of the angular speed w can be approximated by a first-order
delay, such that the relation between w and the measured value w is described by

Tw+w = w.

(3)

Equations (1), (2), and (3) contain two well-known coefficients, I and VM 0 c/ 21T . The coefficients CH,
I<1p and T are constant with unknown values; they shall therefore be called the unknown constant model
parameters. The coefficient d and the torque ML shall be denoted as time-varying load parameters since
they depend on time-varying extern a l loads.

3 Experimental setup and measurements
In the practical application considered, the hydrostatic transmission operates in closed loop, and the
angular speed w is controlled. Using this configuration, experiments have been carried out and the
quantities Q , p , and w have been measured. A MATLAB/SIMUUNK block diagram of the experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 2. Jn the block diagram, the unknown values and functions have been replaced
by question marks; the signals that have been measured during the experiments are indicated by scope
symbols.

Q

w

Figure 2: Dlock di agram of hydrostatic t ransmission in closed loop.

4 Identification of unknown constant model parameters
For the id entification of the parameters CH, K 1p, and T, Eqn. (:l) is inserted into Eqn. (1). Q, p , p, w,
and warc su bstituted by discrete- time values according to t he bilinear Tustin-approximation [4] . This
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yields the difference equation
(4)

where
xT(k)

= [Pk - Pk-I
Ts

Pk+ P1<- 1
2

VMot . W1< - W1<-1]
2nTs

(5)

with the time step Ts = 0.4 ms and Pk = p(kTs ), the parameter vector

(6)
and

y(

k) = Q,,

+ Q1<-1

_ VMot . W1<

2

2tr

+ W1<-1
2

(7)

.

Equation ( 4) can be applied for k = 1, 2, ... , n, which can be written in matrix notation as

X(n)B = y(n).

(8)

Using the least squares method [3], the estimate {J of the parameter vector is given by

(9)
A way of validating the estimate is to check the convergence of the results for n = N, N + 1, . . . , N +M . If
O(n) were calculated from Eqn.(9) each time, M+l matrix inversions would have to be performed. To save
computation time, only the initial estimate B(N) is calculated from Eqn.(9). For B(N +1). .. . ' e(N +M),
the recursive least squares algorithm is used, which is given by the following equations [5]:
1

i(n}
e(n

= 1 + xT(n + l)P(n)x(n + l)P(n)x(n + l) ,

+ 1) = e(n) + 1(n) (y(n + l) -

XT (n

( 10)

+ 1)9(n)) ,

(11)

P(n + 1) = {I - 1(n)x7' (n + 1)) P(n);

(12)

the matrix P(N) is given by
P(N)

= (X7 ( N)X (N))- 1 .

(13)

When carrying out Eqns. (10), (11), and (12), various sets of measured data from different experiments
are available. One of these data sets has to be seleded for the calculation of the final estimation resu lt.
This can be done by the convergence check as mentioned above; another indication for suitable data is
the presence of significant vibrational amplitudes, i.e. there is no problem to identify the coefficients of
the signals' derivat·ives. To red uce the influence of noise, all signals are filtered by using a first-order
lowpass filter with a time constant of 100 ms before the identification is carried out . Figure 3 shows the
convergence of the estimated values of CH , f{zp , and T from the most suitable set of measured data.
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Figure 3: Estimation results for n = 10, 11 , ... , 70000 .
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n

70000

5 Identification of time-varying load parameters
Using Eqns. (2) and (3) and the values of CH , K 1p , and T as identified in section 4 , the load parameters
d and ML may be identified by a similar procedure. However, in this way only the mean values of d
and ML can be obtained. To estimate the functions d(t) and ML(t), a forgett ing factor >. = 0.99 is
introduced into the recursive least squares equations according to [3]. The measured signals must not
be filtered in this case.

,6 Simulation of the closed-loop system
Having determined the unknown constant model parameters and the t ime-varying load parameters, the
closed-loop system in Fig. 2 can be simulated. The simulation results for Q, p, and w should match the
measured signals; this fact has been used for model validation and for the choice of the forge t ting factor
>.. In Figs. 4 and 5, measured signals and simulatio n results are compared for two different experiments.
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Figure 4: Comparison between measured (a) and
simulated (b) angular motor speed w, experiment
near the s tability limit.

ti me in s

60

Figure 5: Comparison between measured (a) and
simulated (b) angular motor speed w, forced vibrations experiment.

7 Conclusions
There is a good ag reement. between the simulation results and the measured sig nals, even though the
identification was based 011 rather noisy data. The m odel is now ready to be used for the desig n of a
state controller and for the simula tion of the closed-loop system under various operating conditions.
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Abstract. The issue of modelling non-hnear systems using Hammerstein and Wiener type models is
investigated in this paper. Both models involve the computation of a linear dynamic part and a static non-linear
element. The multivariate subspace projection technique of Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) is used to identify
the parameters of the state space model which is used to approximate the linear dynamic element, whilst the nonlinear static element is described in terms of polynomial functions. Initially, a published CV A-Hammerstein
model is reviewed. The methodology is improved by proposing a more efficient way to calculate the orders of
the system. In addition a novel Wiener model is proposed based on a CV A state space model representation. The
two model types are compared using a benchmark pH neutralisation process under various levels of noise. The
proposed CV A-Wiener model gives improved modelling perfonnance compared lo the equivalent Hammerstein
model in terms of providing predictions that are more accurate.
1.

fo,t roduction

Non-linear behaviour becomes much more common as processes are operated closer to their operational
constraints. Describing non-linear systems using empirical models is a difficult and challenging task. This is due
to the complexity of these systems and the fact that in many situations there is no a priori knowledge of the
nature of the system dynamics and the form of the non-linearity. Many model forms and solution algorithms
have been proposed for ~he identification of non-linear systems. This paper focuses on the development of block
oriented models. This family of models is popular because of their structural simplicity and the fact that they are
representative of a wide range of non-linear systems. Block oriented models are described in terms of a series of
linear dynamic and non-linear static blocks. Where the linear dynamic block follows the static non-linear block,
the model is termed a Hammerstein model. If the static non-linear block follows the dynamic block then the
representation is known as a Wiener model. In the literature, the non-linear static block has typically been
approximated by a polynomia'l function, although other types of non-linear functions can be used, e.g. neural
networks. The linear dynamic element may take the form of any linear dynamic model such as a transfer
function. a s tate space model or an autoregressive with exogenous inputs (ARX) model. Traditionally, non -linear
block oriented models have been developed for single-input-single-output (SISO) systems. The main limitation
of these approaches is that the order of the dynamics and the non-linearities are assumed to be known a priori.
In this paper, both Hammerstein and Wie ner type models are proposed for describing non -linear systems.
The Hammerstein model using CV A, based on the work of Lakshminarayanan et al. [ 1], is first reviewed. The
methodology is extended to select without any a priori knowledge the order of both the dynamic and non-linear
element. A novel Wiener type model is tben proposed based on a state space representation. The linear dynamic
element is approximated by the subspace projection 1technique of C V A, whilst the static non-linear block is
calculated using polynomial functions. The approach is multivariable, with all model parameters being
calculated without any a priori knowledge of the system orders. Both Hammerstein and Wiener type of models
and solution algorithms are validated and compared using a popular benchmark system, the pH neutralisation
process ([S]).

2.

Hammerstein ModeUing in State Space using Canonical Variate Analysis

The static non-linear element transforms the actual inputs u(t) to non-linear measures, un1(t). whilst the d ynamics
are modelled by a linear transfer function G•(z. 1) resulting in the calculation of the system output y(t). Two
approaches to calculating the non-linear element have been reported in the literature, separate and combined
parameterisations, [6j and [I]. In separate parameterisation, the number of non-linear elements is equal to the
number of inputs. 11,,, with each non-linear clement u01, being a weighted sum of the powers of the input u, :
(I)

where

ny is

the order of the polynomial and 11, are the coefficients of the polynomial.
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In combined parameterisation, the non-linear ·e lement u"1 is a weighted sum of the powers and products of
all the inputs. For example, given two inputs (n.=2) and a polynomial of order two, the non-linear input Unt.i is
calculated as:
2

""'• =Y,1u1+ Y; zll1

2

+ Y;3U2 + Y;,u2 + Y;sU1 U1

(2)

In Eskinat et al. [6) the number of non-linear inputs, u 111 , is set equal to the number of system inputs whilst
in [I], it is set equal to the number of outputs. Combined parameterisation provides a more powerful tool for
capturing the non-linearities in a system than separate parameterisation, but the computational load is higher
since mor·e parameters require to be estimated for the same polynomial order.
Various algorithms have been proposed to identify the parameters of a Hammerstein model for singleinput-single-output (SISO) systems. Most have been based on the pioneering Narendra-Gallman algorithm
(NGA, (2]) . Here the linear dynamic element and the non-linear gain polynomial are updated separately and
sequentially . A major drawback with all the existing parametric methods is that the order of the dynamic part is
assumed to be known a priori. Lakshminarayanan et al. ( 1] proposed a Hammerstein model identification
procedure based on Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA). They made use of the iterative algorithm of Narendra
and Gallman for two reasons: (a) robustness to high noise contamination and (b) ease of adaptation for the case
where no a priori assumption of model order can be made. Lakshminarayanan et al. developed their
Hammerstein model using the 'linear platform of the CV A state space model:
x(t + l) Fx(t) + Gu(t) + w(t)
(3)

=

=

y(t) Hx(t) + Au(t) + Bw(t) + e(t)
(4)
where x, y and u are the states, output and inputs of the system, respectively. The noise in the system states and
outputs is represented by the terms w and e, which have covariance matrices Q and R respectively. The state
space model matrices ·F, G, H A and B and the noise covariance matrices can be calculated using a least squares
solution if the system states, x, are known.
T he approximation of the system states using Canonical Variate Analysis (CV A) was proposed by
Larimore [7] who introduced the notation of the past, P
' , and the future, f , of a process at time t:
p(t) =

~T (t -1),y T (t-2), .... UT (t-1),ur (t-2), ...
f(t ) =[yr (t),y T (t + }), ....

.r

(5)

f

(6)

The past vector, p, may include past values of both inputs and/or outputs associated with time t . The
future vector, f, includes future values of the outputs associated with time t. The canonical variables
corresponding to the vectors p and f .are ca'lculated such that the correlation between them is maximised. The
computational steps are as follows. SVD is first performed on the product of the covariance matrices:
I: -1/lr. r.-in = v SVT
pr rr

PP

1

2

(7)

The past canonical variables arc the n given by:
j
= V IT,.--1/2
'°'pp p = p
where J is the canonical variate transformation matrix. The canonical variables,
approximate the true system states:

(8)

Xp

x=x
.
p

Xp,

can then be used to

(9)

The matrices F , G, H and A in equations (3) and (4) represent the system dynamics . The transfer function of this
state space model is given by :
(10)

In the Hammerstei n model, it is assumed that the non -linearities enter the system through the static non-linear
functions of the inputs. To develop the CV A-Hammerstein model, the actual inputs are substituted by their nonlinear functions un1. For separate parametcrisation, the coeffidents 11i of the polynomial of the inputs are
calculated as follows. The non-linear element can be written in matrix format:

u~1 (t) =["t .;~r) .~
0

i ]r =

O

0

U°(t)f

u:"

0

(11)

(t)

where u;(t) (lxnr) and f (11,.p><I) arc given by:

rr =lr11

... Yi,,

Yn,. I
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.. •

r.,"r J

( 12)

u; (t) = [u;(t)

2

u;

(t)

···

u;r (t)]

(13)

=

( 14)

Combining equations (10) to (13) gives:
y(t)

=G'(z)U . (t) f

or y(t} C(t)f

where C(t) is given by:
C(t)=[H(d-F)- 1G+A)U.(t)

(15)

Equation ( 14) represents a linear system of equations with the well known least squares solution:

r

=[cct>r C(t)J1[cctl yCt)]

CI6)

Since the non-linear e lement, u. 1 , is kno wn, the system matrices F, G, H and A can be updated using the last
value of r . The C V A-Hammerstein algorithm can be summarised by the following computational steps:
1. Construct a linear CV A model between the actual inputs, u, and outputs, y . Obtain matrices F. G , Hand A .
2. Calculate r from equation (16)
3. Calculate the non-linear element Uni from (I I).
4. Obtain better estimates of the state space model matrices using u 01 instead of the actual inputs.
5. Check for convergence. If.c onvergence occurs, stop, otherwise go to step 2.
For convergence, Lakshminarayanan et al. [ l] normalised the coefficients r. of each input by dividing by the
maximum coefficient, max( r,) . The Euclidean norm of the difference of the y,1 coefficients of the current and the
1
previous step is calculated and is driven to a value of 10· .
The parameters to be estimated in CV A-Hammerstein modelling are the system dynamics, K, i.e. the order
of the past vector, the order of the state vector, k, and the order of the polynomial, n,. Lakshminarayanan et al.
[ l J proposed using A/C to select the order of the past vector based on the Augmented Upper Diagonal
[dentification algorithm, [9]. This procedure compares .the values of AIC from the developme nt of
AutoRegressive with eXogeneous variables (ARX) models for increasing orders of the past vector. The major
drawback of the approach in [ l] is that the same time lag is assigned to each input and output included in the past
vector. Thus, a restriction is imposed in terms of capturing 1the true system dynamics. To overcome this problem,
Simoglou et a l. [ 101 proposed using AJC in a similar way but allowing each input a nd output lo have a different
time lag. In this paper, the developme nt of an ARX model is used to identify the order of the past vector.
However, a wide variety of information and fit-error criteria are applied including, Akaike Information Criterion
(A/C), Final Predic tio n Error ( FPE), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), Law of Iterated Logarithms Criterion
(LILC), Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient ( R~) and Overall F-test of the Loss Function (OVF).

The state order k, and the polynomial order n"I' are calculated separately and sequentially in accordance
with NGA. For a given state order, k, various Hammerstein models are developed for increasing polynomial
order, ny- The optimal model is then selec ted by consulting the above mentioned criteria.

3.

Wiener Modelling in State Space using Canonical Variate Analysis

Various non-linear system representations have been proposed based on the framework provided by the Wiener
model. Norqu ay et al. [I lJ proposed a SISO Wiener model where the linear element was approximated by either
an ARX or a step-response mode l. T he no n-linear element was approximated by a polynomial functio n. The
SlSO Wiener model was then applied co develop a Model Predictive Control (MPC) scheme for a pH
neutralisation process. Patwardhan et al. [4) developed Hammerstein and Wiener multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) models using the statistical framework of partial least squares (PLS). They described the non-linear
behaviour of the system by identifying the PLS inner relationship between the input and the output PLS latent
variables using Hammerstein and Wiener Models. The linear dynamic element was approximated by an ARX
model whilst the non-linear element was approximated using a polynomial func tion.
In tbis paper, a novel Wiener model is pmposed. The intermediate transformed variables (output o f the
linear dyna mi c e'l emenl) .are calculated usi ng CV A. A state space model is then developed where the states of the
system are approximated by polyno mial functions of the intermediate transformed variables. The whole
identification procedure is automated with the various orders of the system being calculated us ing well-known
criteria.
The state space representation for developing the Wiener model is of the following form :
x(t +l ) =Fx(t) +w(t) with w(t) =Be(t)
(17)
y(t) = Hx(t) + e(t)

( 18)
The state ~ pace and noise covariance matrices arc computed using least squares. The states of the system are
approximated using CV A. CVA calc ulat es as intermediate variables, x, the states that arc linear combinations of
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past values of the inputs and/or the outputs, with the total number of states being k . At this stage, the linear
dynamic element of the Wiener model is identified. The non-linear element is then developed by calculating
non-linear states that are polynomial functions of the linear states obtained by CV A according to the separate
parameterisation technique presented in section 2. In matrix format, this is given by:
x~(t)

0

0

0

x;(t)

0

o

o

0

0

x~1 (t) =

0

0
0

r = x·(t)r

(19)

0

where X; (1 X k) and

r

(kp

x I) are given by:

rr =lr11 ···

... r*" r J

Yi,,

x; (t) = [x;<t) x,2 (t)

(20)

(21)

The above non-linear states replace the original linear states in the state space model:
y(t) :::Hx"1 (t)+e(t)

(22)
The advantage of the proposed model is that it introduces the non-linearities not in the static inputs but in the
dynamic states, which contain the important past system information. To c alculate the coefficients r ,j of the

polynomial in equation (20) a computational procedure, similar to that of the Hammerstein approac h, is
followed. Equation (22) can be written as :
y(t)::: Hx 01 (t) + e(t)

=HX. (t)r + e(t) =er+ e(t)

The matrix of the polynomial coefficie nts,

r

where C = HX. (t)

(23)

r, is then obtained by the least squares solution:
1

= [C(t)r C(t) J [qt)r y (t)]

(24)

The Wiener state space algorithm involves four computational steps:
I. Calculate the transformation matrix, .J that transforms the past vector, p, to the linear system states using

2.
3.

CVA.
Calculate the sta.te space model matrices, F and H.
Obtain the coefficients Y ;j using equation (24).

Check if r converges. If yes, stop, otherwise go to step 2. The same convergence criterion as described for
Hammerstein modelling is again used.
As for Hammerstein modelling, the parameters to be estimated in Wi·e ner state space modelling are the system
dynamics, K (i.e. the order of the past vector), the order of the state vector, k , and the polynomial order, nr.

4.

Patwardhan et al. [4] in the ir PLS approach do not mentio n how they select the various system orders and
they do not give details of the Wie ner mode l algorithm. They refer to [3) where only the PLS Hammerstein
model was originally proposed . However, in [3] no specific criteria were mentioned for model order selection.
Norquay et al [ 11] in their SISO Wiener approach calcu lated the order of the linear dynamic element (ARX or
step-response model) using the forward-regression orthogonal e stimator [ 12] and the method of Lipsc hitz
numbers [ 13], whilst no specific procedure was suggested to select the order of the non-linear element. In this
paper, the order selection procedures applied in Hammerstein modelling are applied to Wiener modelling as
well.
1

4. Case S.tudy of a pH Neutralisation Process
A s imulation of a pH neutralisation process is used to validate and compare the previously described methods
([5]). The process was se lected since it is characterised by stiff dynamics and strong non-linearities. The process
consists of a tank where an acid (HN0 3) is neutralised by a stron g base (NaOH). A reference (6000 samples) and
a validation ( 1000 samples) data set were generated to build and validate the various models. To make the
comparison more robust various levels of noise were used to investigate the behaviour of tbe various mode ls in
the presence of noise. Random white noise was added to the previously generated refere nce and validation data
sets. Three sig nal to noise ratios were considered, SIN=!O, 3 and I. The range of pH (3.5 to 10.5) was selected to
be wide enough so that the data was suhject to strong non-linearities and to make the identification task more
challen gi ng. The wider the ra nge of pH, the greater the non-linearity . To predict the system outp ut (pH) two
inputs were considered (acid and base flow rates) .
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The results are sumarised in Table l . For each model, the first column (MJ shows the number of identified
parameters, i.e. total number of state space parameters and polynomials, respectively. The second and third
column show the Mean Squared Error ( MSE) for the reference and the validation data set. The residuals used in
the calculation of the MSE are defined to be the difference between the model predictions and the actual values
without noise. Therefore, the metrics, MSE,_ 1 and MSE •.1 , show not only how well the various methods can
predict the data but also how well they filter the noise. The last two columns are calculated in the same way as
the previous two. The only difference is that the residuals are calculated as the difference between the model
predictions and the actual noisy data values. From inspection of the results, the following conclusions can be
drawn:1 Wiener modelling provided better results than either types of Hanunerstein modelling in terms of lower
Mean Squared Error, for the data where the SIN was 10 and 3. However, for a SIN equal to l the results for
the two model types become comparable. The superioricy of the Wiener modelling stems from the way it
describes the non-linearities in the data. In rnntrast to Hammerstein modelling, the Wiener models introduce
the non-hnearities in the dynamic part, i.e. the sta tes that include all the important information from the past
inputs and outputs of the process. In contrast, the H ammerstein model describes the non-linear behaviour of
the data by calculating static non-linear functions of the current process inputs.
2 In general, combined parameterisation deals with the system non-linearities in a more advanced way than
separate parameterisation. However, if the static non-linearity is of simple struc ture, then both types of
parameterisation are expected to exhibit similar performance. This is the reason why combined and separate
parameterisation performs in a similar manner for all levels of noise. However, combined parameterisation
alway s provides more accurate predictions.
3 Model predictions become worse as the level of noise increases in the data. MSE ,,1 and MSE •. 1 values are
always much smaller th<in MSE,_ 2 and MSE•.2 v respectively. This means that the distance of the
predictions from the noise free data is smaller than that from the filtered data. Thus, all models manage, to
some degree, to filter the noise. This was expected, since by projecting the data onto new lower dimensional
spaces, CVA exdudes the noise from the data. Examples of how the noise is filtered through CV A Wiener
modelling is given in F,igure I and Figure 2 where the validation predictions are plotted along with the
actual and noisy values for a S/N=3 and 1 respectively.
Table l : Results for Hammerstein Modelling using Separate Parameterisation
Hammerstein Model
Separate Parameterisation

,I

SIN

10

Hammerstein Model
Combined Parameterisation

Wiener Model

Mkj MSE,_1 MSE._ 1 MSE,_ 2 MSE •. Mt MSE, _1 MSE.,1 MSE, _ MSE•. Mk MSE ,.I MSE •.1 MSE,_ 1 MSE •.
t5 I 0.108

0 .103 0.141

0.143 20 0.107

0.102 0.141

0.142 179 0.073 0.071

0 .106 0.111

3

'15 1 0.204

o .,J 99

0.528

20 0.203

0 .197 0.557 0.526 67 0.160 0.151

0.518 0.486

I

15 j 0.603

0 .630 3.917 3.792

16 0.603

0 .628 3 .917 3.790 19 0.614 0.626

3.917

1n

0.557

3.766

~ . ~,.,~~~

=..

+
I

...

...

S 1uwpk Numh•r

~Ill

...

...

Figure I : CV A Wiener Predictions (SIN=3)

~

-

-
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~

~

Figure 2 : CVA Wiener Predictions (S/N=l )
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5.

Conclusions

In this paper the issue of non-linear system identification was investigated. The Hammerstein modelling was
based on the work of Lakshminarayanan et al. [ 1] In this paper, their approach has been extended to allow the
selection of the order of the non-linear block in contrast to previous approaches where selection was based on a
priori knowledge. Moreover, additional information and error criteria such as the Bayesian Information Criterion
( BIC ) and Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient ( R; ), were considered to realise more reliable order
selection.
A new approach for deve'1oping Wiener type models was also proposed. The dynamic linear block was
approximated using the subspace projection technique of CV A. The static non-linear element was then
calculated as a polynomial function of the linear states using the separate pararneterisation. The approach is
multivariate with all the parameters are calculated without any a priori knowledge of the orders of the system.
Both Hammerstein and Wiener type models and solution algorithms were compared using a benc hmark pH
ne utralisation process. It was found that the proposed Wiener model was superior to the Hammerstein approach
in terms of providing more accurate predictions for signal to noise ratio up to three. The only disadvantage of the
Wiener model is that it requires the identification of more parameters.
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Abstact. The extentioo of the sequentiel detection of the rupture poiot for the case of the MA and ARMA
process proposed by Sasseville and Benveo.istc [lJ seeming impossible to be used, we suggest [SJ, a detection
strategy from a mobile fixed sized window. However, the limits c:f the statistic used to test the position of the
sliding window itsdf were not exactly etablished. Despite this, as shown by simulations [7], the test statistic still
provided good approximations using the x!' law. In the present papec, we develop this statistic through another,
whoae limit law is a X:, and justify the former statistic's approximations.

Introduction.
Let (Xt ; t E Z) be a real and Gaussian stochastic process satisfying an ARMA(p,q) model :

z:

z:
;.o

p

•

Ii Xc-i =

i-O

b; Et-; ;

lo

=bo = 1

Let: 9 = ( ai, ... , a,,, b1, ••• , b11 )t being the parameter vector and the pertwbations
distributed with mean zero and varianoe u 2 • \1k may write :
00

Xc =

L
m1
i=O

Let:

m8 = 1.

Et-; ;

Z: d1 Xt-; ;

Et=

~ = 1.

j=O
00

L m1 zi and hf (z) = L d! zi .
;=0
;=o
L d! Xc-; , where : obs(t)= {1, ..., n}n {a E Z, s ~ t}; ifO~ is an initial estimatcr

b, (z) =

'1 (t,8) -

assumed to be normally

00

00

~note :

Et

1

t-jE<IN(t)

of 9, we recall that the function :
n

L~·J (x,0:.)

L rt

=-} Log 2oo - b
2

2

(t,8~)

.

t=l

is the approximation of the likelihood function given by Box Jenkins [2] and the function given by Whittle [3):

I[
1f

L~ (x.8~) =- ~Log 2nu2 - '~

1

(8~, .x)I.. (..\) cU .

-tf

where the spectral densityf(B,.X) of'Xtiswrittea:

Xt :

I..(.\) = 2!n

We note :

EX, ~>.t I: Xc
"

n

t=l

t=l

G,.(8)=-!i

"
°E11

2

(>.)"'~I hB (e'6 )l and I..(.\) theperiodogramm rL
2

f9

e-iAt .

(t,8)

t:::l

and
s..,; (8) = 1'; (-n- 1 L~·J (6)) ;
J
We recall that :
p-n-+oo
lim s,.;
1r (8,.) = p- lim
~ ,
n-+co

j • 1•...• p+q.

(4-- (-n- 1 L~·J (8,.))) = S;,. ;
at1;0fli1r

1f

where :

S;,r. =

~

j

/ij hi 1 {e'A) f(..\,6) ~ h; 1(e1A) d.X .

- tf

and 8" is a consistent estimator of80 i.e : p- lim 6,. = 80 [4] .
n - oo
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•

j)c ..

1,...,p+q

~ oow consider the question ·o f testing the null hy1
pothes'is of change, Ho : 8 "" 80 , against H1 : there exists
n• E Zsuch that: r E (n• -k.n• -k+t •.... ,n•) whereristhecliangepointdefincd by: 8 = Oo ift ~ r; 8 ~
81 if t>- r.
X1 ,x2, .... ,xa, .... XN . being observed ,-we bave used the maximwn oflikelihood method, but this method needs
the computa:tion ofN reports corresponding to the possible values of r, which is expensive. So, we propose an
.algorithm elaborated using a mixed method. At first. we ti~e the window and then we use the likelihood report to
estimate r among the kpossibilities of the chosen window ( kbcing the length of the window ).With the help of the
techniques based lJ:poD the maximum ·o f likelihood method, we have built two estimators of 80, let OH: and 8a from
obserwtioos (x 1, ....,X11-t) and {x1.,. .. ,_X;n) repectlvely, accOAling to the formula :
On= On-•· S;; 1 Sn ( 8n-• ) .
Yk start by movi1'gthe .sliding window in suclla way 1thatobservations {x1, .....~t) allow a 8o-t estimation fairly
close to 80 ·to be calculated. Thus :
'V E >- o. 'V n ~ no E N • p ( 8H E B ( Bo • E ) ) = I - E •
whi~h indi·cates that, the point change, if any ·there may be. only occurs once the 8a< estimation of 80 is stable;
i.e. that: no-< r -<N.
To determine the position of:the siidi1'g windoV< we compare the 8n and 8.t: estimators. If they do not differ
from each 'other .significantly, we reject H 1 , and increase n in steps of 1. If, on the other hand, 8n and 8rH: do differ
from eaob other ,significantly, we l!Cjcct Ho, and decide that the ~bange point is located within the sliding window
(n•-k, n•).
1

Main results
Under Ho. assuming that Xc satisfies the hypothesis of st.ationarity. ergodicity and regularity, the following applies

ifMa

= ./ii .~G.a

( 8.11) - Ga (tln-t)J ; we show ·that : p - lim Ma = 0.
n-...oo

Vk intr1oduce the function: Fa (8) - n (8 - 8,..ly S., {8 - 8.a-k) and we give the following theorem:
Theorem : Undedhe hypothesis ffo, the statistic: Ra - sup (Fa (8a) ~ 8a E V(8o-t) ) , where V (811-t) is the
nei:ghboumood ,o f 8a.:1c. ~exists and verifies:
Rn= Fm (80). Hence, Ra ;js asymptotically distributed as x2 v.ith p+q df.

The test
Ho is rejected as soon as: Ro>- ta (1), whef'e·ta i·s the critical .thresold of the x2 lawwith p+q dfc.orresponding
to the given level of significance .er • Howevei; constructin,g Rti is not simple. A sufficient condition for satisfying
(l) is :
F. (811) = Z:, S., Z.a >- ta
(2)
1n practice [6], to reduce the 1delay in detection, it is :possible to choose the critical region of:
~ So Zn +Ma >- 'l a
(3)
Moreovei:, if n• is the first n wbiCb verifies 1inequality (J) :
we decide that: r E (n•- k, n•).
1

Parameten estimations under hypotbes·is H 1 •
Let8~ (resp.8!) theestimaorof8o (resp.9i) obtainedfromthesetofobservations(x1, ....,x...-11;} (resp. (xn..... .,x..)).
Now, .let l E (n* - k+ l, ..•,n• -1) ; we note 8?(resp.8n the estimatorof8o(resp.81) obtained from the set
of ob.seIVations A= (x1, ... ,x1) (resp. B = (xt+i. ..• ,x..)).
\\\:: write then :
1
on the .set A:
= u?. (O~) s1 1(8~)
and on the set B : 8~ = 8r - s;;::.1 (8~) S..-1 (8~).
The estim·ator .r- of r is obtained bt minimizing the exp.C1es8ion :
0 1 - 8r0) + t '( tlr+a
l - '1.1)
l - 8r1)
>.1 = t ('80
1-1 - Or0) :((Jtr , '(8z+i
and we write : r" =arg mio ( >.1 ) .

8?

sT
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Simulation
We ·consider the simula6oo [6], of a first order MA u&ing lOOO observations under the following model :
JC. = 80 Et-1 + E:t . if 1 ~ t ~ f
,91 e._1 +Et
if r+l $ t ::; 1000

whcfe r"" 600 , ·O,o = -0.4 ; ,()1 =0 .9 ; a2 =1 and 'k = 200.
\ISing the critical regioo,gefined by (3), and with a =0.05; the x2 table with 1 df gives tea =3.841. The simulation
results are made ·out on computer DPssno. We obtain. for five calculations, the following values of n• :

n•
699
712
196
749
641

91r

...

;:..

9~.

-0.408

0.844

551

-0.433

-0.341

0.902

582

-0.358

0.849
0.902

-0.387
-0.461
-0.341

0.903
0.915
0.:8 96

599

-0.901

606

-0.388
-0:460

600

-0.402

0.894.

90r

-0.913
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Abstract In order to solve the double-talk problem in the echo cancelling for teleconference system,
the authors have proposed the extended correlation least mean squares (ECLMS) algorithm. However,
this algorithm does not give a fast conver·gence. The purpose of this paper is to derive an orthogonal
ECLMS with the laUice strucure in order to speed up the convergence characteristics and to reduce the
computational load for the adaptation.

Introduction
In bands-free set mobile radiotelephone or teleconference systems, where acoustic feedback exists between
the loudspeaker and microphone, the quality of communication is degraded severely, because of the acoustic
echo impulse response of the car or the teleconference room. Then the adaptive finite impulse response
(FIR) fi[ters with the least mean squares (LMS) and the normalized least mean squares (NLMS) algorithms
[3] are utilized for the echo cancelling . However, in the double-talk environment when both the near-end
and the far-end signals exist at the same time, these algorithms do not give a sufficient performance.
In order to obtain an acceptable performance even in the presence of the double-talk, the authors
proposed the correlation least mean squares (CLMS) algorithm [l], in which the gradient was obtained
from the correlation function of the input signal .instead of the input signal. This algorithm gives a better
performance than the NLMS algorithm, however, it does not present a sufficient performance yet. In
order to overcome the weak point, we have proposed the Extended CLMS (ECLMS) algorithm [2] . In this
algorithm, a sum of lagged squared errors has been considered .a s the cost function. Then, this algorithm
shows a better performance compared with the CLMS algorithm but still does not give a fast convergence
characteristics.
The purpose of this paper is to derive au orthogonal ECLMS algorithm with the lattice strucure
in order to speed up the convergence characteristics and to reduce the computational load for the adaptation. The validity of this algorithm is e\o'.aluated by computer simulations in the echo cancelling problem.

Theory

ECLMS Algorithm

Fig. L

Echo cancelling system.

First of all, we present the ECLMS algorithm [2] for the teleconference system shown in Fig. I. The
correlation functions for the input signal x(j) called the far-end signal are defiened by
n

ef>z:z:(n,k) = I:x(j)x(j- k)
j=O
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(1)

and the correlation functions between the desfrcd signal d(j) and x(j) are defined by
n

L d(j)x(j - k)

</>dz(n, k) =

(2)

i=O

where
d(j)

= s(j) + y(j)

with.
N-1

y(j)

= I: h;x(j -

i)

i=O

Here s(j) and y(j) show the near-end and the echo signals, respectively, and h; is the impulse response
of the loudspeaker enclosure microphone system (LEMS). Since s(j) and x(j - k) are two independent
speech signals, the correlation between s(j) and x(j - k) is almost zero. Therefore, the correlation function
<i>dx(n, k) between d(j) and x(j - k) signals becomes
N-1

</Jdz(n, k) '.:::'.

L h;</Jxz(n, k - i)

(3)

i=O

Then, on the basis of eqn.(3), the estimated correlation function ~di:(n, k) is defined by
N-1

J;dx(n, k) =

L

(4)

h;(n)<Pu(n, k - i)

i=O

Next, the cost function is defined by a sum of lagged squared errors as follows:
MSE = E[eT(n)Re(n)j
where R is a positive semidefinite diagonal matrix with

r;

(5)

as weighting factor on the error e(n, i) and

e(n) = [e(n, 0), e(n, 1), · · ·, e(n, N - l)]T
with

e(n,k) = </Jdz(n, k)- ~dz(n,k)
Using the normalized LMS algorithm to minimize MSE with respect to each coefficient h;(n), we obtain
2µ
T
h(n + 1) = h(n) + 1 + tr[cJJx(n)R4>xx(n)J c)xx(n)Re(n)

l

where 0 < µ < 1, tr[·J means t he trace operator and

h(n)

4>xx(n)

=

=

[ho(n)

h2(n)

<Pxx(n, -1)

~,.(n,O)

hN-l]T
<Pu(n,1)
<Pu ( n, 0)

<P:u (n, N - 1)
<Pu(n, N - 2)

<Pu(n, :1 - N)

<Pxx(n, 2 - N)

<Pu(n, 0)

(6)

l

Orthogonal ECLMS Algorithm
In order to ensure the superior convergence and reduce the computation load for adaptation, we propose an
orthogonal ECLMS (OECLMS) algorithm with the Lattice structure. First, based on the lattice structure,
the forward prediction error f;(n) and the back prndiction error r;(n) at the stage m are given by

f;(n) ]
[ 1
[ r;(n) =
Ki

Ki ] [ f;- 1(n)
]
1
r;_ 1(n - 1)
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(7)

where

Ki __ E[h-1(n)r;-1 (n - l)]
E!ff_ 1(n)]

with the initial condition as

/o(n) = ro(n) = x(n)
where Ki is lattice parameter which is called the reflection coefficient. Then, when the reflection coefficient
is set to be optimal in the sense of minimizing the mean square prediction error, the backward prediction
,e rrors r;(n)(i = O, · · ·, N - 1) are orthogonal to each other. This means that the successive stages of
the optimal lattice predictor are decoupled from each other at the modeling process. This ensures the
optimization of a multistage lattice filter may be accomplished as a sequence of local optimization process
at each stage. Furthermore, the transformation of x( n - i}( i = 0, · · · , N -1) to r; ( n )(i = 0, · · · , N -1) gives
one-to-one correspondence between the far-end signal vector and the backward prediction error vector.
Therefore, in spite of y(n) in eqn.(2), we use y(n) with the filter coefficient h; given by
N-l

y(n) =

L

(8)

h;r;(n)

i=O

Similar to the ECLMS case, the correlation functions for the backward prediction error r;(n) and between
the desired signal d(n) and rk(n) are respectively defiened by
n

=

<Prr(n,k)

I:r~(i)

(9)

i=O
n

=

</idr(n, k)

Ld(i)r1c(i)

(10)

i=O

Since the near-end and the far-end signals are two independent speech signals, s(n) and rk(n) are indepen·
dent to each other. Therefore, the correlation between s(n) and rk(n} is almost zero and the correlation
function </idr(n,k} between d(n) and n,(n) signals becomes
(11)
Then, on the basis of eqn.eqn(ll), the estimated correlation function is defined by

~dr(n, k}

= hk(n)<Ji,.,.(n, k)

(12}

Next, the cost function is defined by a sum of lagged squared errors as follows:

(13)

MSE = E{eT(n)e(n)]
where

e(n, k) = cPdr(n, k) - ~dr(n, k)
Using the normalized LMS algorithm to minimize MSE with respect to each coefficient h;(n) , we obtain

h;(n + 1} = h;(n)

N-;µ

+
1+

e(n, i)c/>,.,.(n, i)

(14)

E ct>~.. (n, i)
i=O

The rapid convergence for eqn.(14) may be attained, because the orthogonal backward prediction errors
are used for adaptation.

Simulation results
To demonstrate the sufficient improvement of the proposed method, we perform the computer simulations
which is the comparison of the OECLMS algorithm with the NLMS [3] and the ECLMS (2] algorithms.
The echo impulse response hi is assumed as follows:

h;

= Randn(exp(-Bi/N)]
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(15)

To measure the performance of the algorithm , we use D(n) defined by the following equation:
D(n) = 10log 10

[E [{y(n) -

jj(n)} 2) /E [{y(n)} 2))

(16)

Figure 2 shows tne convergence of D(n) for the NLMS, the .ECLMS and the OECLMS algorithms in the
double-talk situation. The NLMS algorithm hardly converges and is totally blown up in the double-talk
situation. The ECLMS algorithm gives a better convergence than the NLMS algorithm but does not
give a fast convergence. However, the OECLMS algorithm shows the fast convergence compared with the
ECLMS algorithm. In another simulation shown in Fig.3, first starting is the single talk situation, then
we change the echo path impulse r·esponse after BOO iterations and impose the double-talk situation at
the same Hme and we return the system to the single-talk situation at 1500 iterations. It can be seen
from Fig.3 that D(n) of the NLMS algorithm goes up to above OdB during the double-talk situation,
but the ECLMS and the OECLMS algorithms have a satisfactory convergence characteristics in spite of
changing the single-talk situation to the double-talk situation. Moreover, the OECLMS algorithm has a
fast convergence compared with the ECLMS algorithm.
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D(n) in the double-talk situation.
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D(n) under changing the echo path and imposing double-talk.

Conclusion
We have presented the OECLMS algorithm which is an expansion to the ECLMS algorithm. In the
simulations, we have compared the OECLMS algorithm with the ECLMS and the NLMS algorithms.
Then, the sufficient improvement of the proposed algorithm was achieved through computer simulations
and we found that this algorithm has fast convergence and robust performance in echo canceller with the
double-talk sit uation, comparing with the NLMS and the ECLMS algorithms. This work was supported
by a Grant in Aid for Science Research from t he Ministry of Education in Japan.
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Abstract .
This paper discusses the dynamic characteristics of a single-mass rotor with speed synchronous unbalance excitation supported by an active radial magnetic bearing. The mathematical model includes
nonlinear force-to-displacement and force-to-coil current relationships. Nonlinear saturation effects of
the magnetic materials as well as limitations of the power amplifier and of the control current are considered in the presented model. Effects of coil inductance combined with an underlying current controller
are also taken into account.
Two different numerical approaches are used to solve the system equations. Steady-state solutions are
obtained by formulating and solving a boundary value problem, non-periodic solutions by using numerical
simulation. For large rotor eccentricities the model shows nonlinear phenomena like coexisting stable
and unstable solutions as well as bifurcations and symmetry breaking.

Introduction
Active Magnetic Bearings (AMB) show various significant advantages over conventional bearing types.
These advantages have contributed to an increasing interest in 't his relatively new technology. No need
for a lubrication system, no material wear and almost no friction losses are consequences of the contactfree wo rking principle of an AMB, that results in high life span and low maintenance costs. Moreover,
stiffness and damping characteristics of an AMB can be modified and adjusted since they are primarily
determined by the parameter setting of the feedback control device, see [lJ. Consequently AMB are
already used in a number of different applications in rotating machinery.
A successful design of a mechatronic system like an AMB is heavily based on mathematical models
to study the system behavior in the planning stage and to optimize system parameters. Mainly linear
models but also models including certain nonlinearities have been studied and used in the past [4] .
However, maximizing the performance of AMB will also result in operational ranges of the bearings that
reach further into the nonlinear regime. This creates the need for sophisticated nonlinear mathematical
models, including all important nonlinearities as detailed as possible. The presented model should
contribute to an increasing understanding of the dynamics of rotating machinery using active magnetic
bearings.

Model of the AMB system
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the axial view of an active magnetic bearing. The shaft is
plotted in the center position (x = 0, y = 0, g = g0 ). The magnetic bearing consists of two pairs
of orthogonally oriented actuators (electromagnets) . Each pair is controlled independently, based on
sensors measuring the rotor position and velocity in the x- and y-direction, respectively. These signals
are the input signals for the main PID-current controllers . An integral feedback gain eliminates steady
state deviations from the center position of the rotor. According to the output of the controller the
amplifier supplies the voltage to produce the appropriate magnetic force within the actuator. Figure 2
shows a principle schematic of the feedback control loop of one axis.
Since the model includes the effects of coil inductance it requires additional state variables for the
magnetic flux in each actuator. Due to the coil inductance the coil current does not instantanously follow
the voltage applied by the power amplifier. Consequently, the voltage drop in each actuator coil has
to be calculated. In order to achieve a better dynamic behavior of the magnetic bearing an underlying
current controller is implemented. For that task a simple P-controller is employed, see Fig. 2.
Any power amplifier has upper and a lower limits on the output that can be applied to the actuator.
If the underlying current controller determines a voltage exceeding the limited voltage range of the
amplifier, the required voltage cannot be fully supplied. This results in a reduced slew rate of the coil
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currents and consequently in reduced amounts of the magnetic forces, causing poor dynamical behavior
of the magnetic bearing.
The rotor (shaft) is represented as a single mass with two degrees of freedom supported by two
opposed magnetic actuators in both directions x and y, see Fig. 1. The rotor is excited by speed
synchronous unbalance forces , which are caused by the mass imbalance eccentricity e.
y

1n

Amplifier

.underlying ·

1 bias

CUrrent

Uai-----~

Controler

Actuator

x
I coil

Rotor

x
Maill ..

PIO ,_'
ControHer
magnely·

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of an active magnetic bearing with 4 actuators (electromagnets).

x. i. fx dt ~........-~

Figure 2: Schematic of the feedback control loop
of one axis of the active magnetic bearing model

System equations
The mathematical formulation of the model consists of a pair of second-order differential equations,
each of them describing the motion of the shaft in the x - and y-direction, respectively. They can be
x / go, Y y / go in the form
represented in terms of the non-dimensional rotor displacements X

=

X"

= ( 211'
n)

2
[

1

=

+ L Lmi,O
{ 2
2
)
4 [GPN (1 + L Lm;,o) - 1) <l>N,:i:+ - <l>N.~-

+En

2

]

cos (2n) ,
(1)

2

Y"

=

271')
( nH

[

4

,0
{ 2
2
)
2 · (
]
[G P N 1(1++LL:Lmi
Lmi,O) - 1) <l>N ' y+ - <l>N 'y- +En sm 27rT) .

Additionally, a set of four first-order differential equations is used for the magnetic fluxes 4> N , 2 ±, <ft N,y±
in each of the magnets x± and y± (see Fig. 1)

<f>N,z+

= ~RN [ ( 1 + L Lmi,O) UCl,z+ -

4>N,z+ ( 1 - Z +

2
4>N,z- = ; RN [ (1 + L Lmi,O) Ua,z- -

L Lmi,z+)],
(2)

<f>N,z- (

l + Z + L Lmi,z-)]

1

where z, Z have to be substituted by x, X and y, Y, respectively. The symbol(') denotes the derivative
With respect to t he dimensionless time

T

=

nwot With
271'

1

n as the dimensionless rotor speed and WO

as

the natural frequency of the linearized system at the shaft's center position. The constant E represents
the non-dimensional unbalance eccentricity of the rotor, RN is a combined material and design constant
and Gp N is the proportional gain of the PID-controller.
The magnetic reluctance of an actuator (electromagnet) along the path of the magnetic flux is represented by L: Lmi ,z± the sum of i non-dimensional reluctance values in the stator of the magnetic bearing
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and in the lamination of the rotor. Each single rell!Jctance Lmi,z± is represented by a non linear function

as
.
_ L . µr ,mi,O
L mt,z±
- ma,O
,
µr,mi

1-

. _
µr,m1 -

µr ,mi,O t

a an

7r

(KM,mi. 1~ N,z±I
- -Ii N,mi,moz) + 1 + µr2 ,mi,O ·
x..

(3)

"'j!N,mi,moz:

The linear range of function (3) is determined by Lmi,O· Magnetic saturation is taken into account by
introducing the relative permeability µr ,mi as a function of the magnetic flux 4> N. By using the atanfunction and a shape factor KM,mi the relative permeability µr,mi(4>N) can be approximated such that
it decreases smoothly to almost one for values 4> N > 4> N,mi,maz of the magnetic fiux.
The actual voltage U0 ,z;± that is used in Eqs.(2) is calculated from
Ua ,z±

=

Gp,1 (/c,a,z± - lz;±) + 1 +

+

1 + 1 t an (Ku Gp,1 (/c,a ,z± -U lz,+) + 1- Umoz)]
[ -2 -a
W

[.!.2 _ _!_W atan

(K

U

[uma:i: _G
+ Umaz)] [u
U lz±} + 1
+G
maz
m=

Gp,1 (/c,a,z ± -

maz

(4)
P,l

(I C,a,z:± _Iz±) _ 1]

P,l

(IC,a,z± _Iz± )

+

1] ·

Note that Uz,+,a is limited to a maximum value of Umaz· Parameter Gp,1 represents the proportional
gain of the underlying current controller. The coil currents needed for this controller are given by
lc,a,z±

= lc,n,z± +

lc,n,z± - Ic,maz)] (
]
1
1
(
lc,maz
lc,maz - lc,n,z± [ 2 + ;atan K 1

I
1
(
I cnz:± )]
Ic,n,z±
[ 2 - ;atan Kr Ic'.~a z

(5)

and
1T Z

+ LLmi ,z± ~

1 + "L,, L mt,0
.

N,z± '

(z=x,y).

(6)

The nominal coil currents in Eq.(5) are calculated by the main PID-controller as
lc,n,z±

=

n

r

2w
l=fGpNZ=fGvN w Z'=fGrn fi' Jo Zdr
2

(7)

with G PN , G DN , and G 1 N as the proportional, differential and integral feedback gain, respectively. A
more detailed discussion of the system equations can be found in [5].
To sum up the presented model is described by a system of non-autonomous, nonlinear differential
equations with a total of 10 state variables. The mathematical functions to realize magnetic saturation
or to limit maximum amplifier output were carefully selected in order to keep the system equations
differentiable and to avoid discontinuities. This is especially important for the chosen numerical solution
methods.

Numerical solution methods
Since an analytical solution cannot be found for the presented mathematical model numerical methods
nave to be employed. Numerical simulation is a well-known tool and is frequently used for this kind of
problems. However, the simulation approach, based on the Initial Value Problem (!VP) is rather slow, in
particular close to stability limits of the system. Furthermore, unstable solutions of limit cycles cannot
be calculated by numerical simulation. However, a positive aspect of the simulation approach via IVP
is that it is not restricted to periodic solutions, and any kind of quasi-periodic or even chaotic solutions
can be found .
In this investigation the numerical simulation method is an additional tool only, primarily used for
verification and for calculating time response plots. It is obvious that the steady-state response of the
system is basically periodic with the period T of one rotor revolu tion. Therefore, numerical integration is
used and formulated as a Boundary Value Problem (BVP). By introducing periodic boundary conditions
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z(O) = z(T) and solving the BVP numerically any kind of stable or unstable periodic solutions can be
calculated (2). To track solutions for a certain parameter variable, which in our case is the exciting
unbalance frequency n, a continuation (path-following) algorithm can be employed. This becomes very
important if so-called turning points occur during the continuation process.
The following results were obtained using the subroutine collection BIFPACK, see (3]. BIFPACK uses
a multiple shooting routine to solve boundary value problems. It has implemented a path-following
algorithm and it can investigate the stability of a periodic solution. Beside other useful features the
package offers a branch switching option to calculate new starting points on solutions branching off at a
bifur·cation.

Numerical results
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Figure 3: Response of the AMB-supported rotor
due to imbalance excitation. Zero integral feedback gain. (BVP-result}

Figure 4: Time history of rotor displacement at
!1 = 3.2 for AMB-system without integral feedback gain.
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Figure 5: Response of the AMB-supported rotor
due to imbalance excitation. Integral feedback
gain GIN = 0.01. (IVP-result)

Figure 6: Time history of rotor displacement at
!1 = 3.2 for system with integral feedback gain
GIN= 0.01.

Solving the BVP for the system equations, bifurcation diagrams can be generated with the rotor speed
!1 a:s the selected bifurcation parameter. Numerical simulation is used for verification and interpretation
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of the obtained stable or unstable periodic solutions. Since a fully symmetrical problem is discussed, all
diagrams are valid for both directions x and y.
In the following, system responses are discussed for certain parameter values in order to show a few
of the most interesting results of this research. The system response without integral feedback is shown
in Fig. 3. This result is obtained by the BVP-approach using BIFPACK. Stepping from low to high
values of the excitation frequency, at n = 0.67 a turning point occurs. Because of the softening spring
characteristic of the system the resonant curve leans to the left until a second turning point at n = 0.64
is reached. For frequency values between these two turning points three coexisting periodic solutions
exist, i.e. two stable solutions and one unstable solution.
LO symmetry
Increasing the frequency far beyond the eigenfrequency of the linearized system at f2
breaking occurs at n = 2.75. At this bifurcation point the symmetric periodic solution becomes unstable,
when stable unsymmetric solutions emanates. The maximum and minimum values of the rotor vibrations
are not equal in the case of a nonsymmetric solution. To verify these results, additional numerical
simulations are carried out. Figure 4 shows the time history of the rotor deflections for an increasing
unbalance eccentricity from zero to maximum within 100 time units at a constant excitation frequency of
f2 = 3.2. The nonlinear behavior of the system is clearly shown when the symmetric oscillations become
unstable for large deflections and a nonsymmetric oscillation is developed.
With an integral feedback gain G1 N = 0.01 stable periodic branches could not be found anymore
beyond the speed threshold of n = 2.75. Instead, a quasiperiodic motion of the rotor occurs, which is
detected by numerical simulation results, see Fig. 5. Because of symmetry breaking the integral part of
the PID-controller tries to compensate the offset of the position signal. However, due to saturation within
the control loop the system toggles between two (now unstable) solutions beyond the symmetry breaking
bifurcation point. Figure 6 shows the corresponding time history at a constant excitation frequency of
n = 3.2. The quasi-periodic nature of this oscillation can easily be recognized.

=

Conclusions
An active magnetic bearing consists of several nonlinear components which have to be represented in a
comprehensive mathematical model. Saturation of the magnetic flux as well as saturation of the amplifier
output are among the most important nonlinearities. Such limitations of system variables have to be
modelled carefully with respect to the numerical solution method and the physics the effect is based on,
to obtain reliable results. The presented model leads to unexpected results which are not predictible by
a linear model. However, further improvements are necessary to include some more nonlinearities as for
example geometric coupling of both actuator axes.
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Abstract. In this paper we deal with. the problem of designing a controller for a three-dimensional
overhead crane. We consider a linear model of the crane where t he length of the suspending rope is a
time-varying parameter. The set of models given by frozen values of the rope length can be reduced to a
single time-invariant reference model using suitable time scalings. A controller for the reference model can
be designed by assigning the desired closed loop eigenvalues for the system. The time scaling relations can
be used to derive a control law for the time-varying system that implements an implicit gain- scheduling.
1. Introduc1tion
The swinging of an object suspended from an overhead crane is an undesirable result of the crane movement
and serious damage could occur during the load transport. Therefore, a satisfactory control scheme is
desirable in a crane design to suppress the load swing.
Several control methodologies have been proposed in the literature [l , 3, 4, 6]. However, in quite all
these cases planar cranes have been considered, i ..e., it has been assumed that the movement of the load
lies within a plane. On the contrary, in this paper we deal with a tluee-dimensional overhead crane and we
propose the design of an observe r~controller that aims to minimize the load swinging, while moving it to
the desired position as fast as possible.
We first develop a non-linear model of the overhead crane which takes into account simultaneous travel
and transverse motions. Then, under appropriat·e simplifying assumptions (namely, small angles, constant
rope velocity, force applied by the rope equal to the weight of the load and no external force acting on the
load) a linear time- varying model of the crane is obtained, where the time- varying parameter is the length
of the rope that sustains the load. The hnearized model has order eight and its dynamic can be described
as two decoupled fou rt h~rder systems.
The controller design is realized by first considering the set ·o f frozen models given by different constant
values of the rope .length. Using two s uitable time scalings, one for each sub- system, all these models can
be reduced to a single time-invariant reference model that does not depend on the value of the rope length.
Then, the pole placement technique enables us to design a satisfactory controller for the reference model.
fi11ally, by inverting the time--scalings , these constant feedback gains give the corresponding time-varying
gains that implement an implicit gain- sched11ling.
In this paper we introduce a further improvement wrt previous works [3, 6] where a gain-scheduling
approach has been adopted: a double gain-scheduling has been introduced. h consists of a variation of the
desired eigenvalues of the reference stationary system depending on the load mass and on the lowering/lifting
movement .
An important aspect in the approach we propose has to be mentioned: the state-feedback gains are
expressed in a parametrized form, as a symbolic function of the desired closed-loop dynamics (i.e., the
eigenvalues of the reference closed-loop system), rope length, rope velocity, trolley and load mass. As these
parameters vary, the gains need not be recomputed by reapplying the whole design procedure but can simply
be obtained by function evaluation.
A final remarks, concerning s tability, needs to be done. As it is well known, gain- scheduling does not
guarantee the stability of the closed-loop time- varying system. However, there exist appropriate methodologies 1
[3], based on a Lyapunov- like theorem [7], that enables us to find upper bounds on the rate of change
of the varying parameter to ensure stability. In [5] it has been shown that in the applicative case examined,
this approach gives sufficiently large bounds on the rope velocity to ensure stability of the time-varying
system in all nominal conditions.
2. Lh1ear time-varying model and time scaling

A three-dimensional overhead crane is constituted by a bridge and a trolley: the trolley moves on the bridge
rails and contains the motor and all the other mechanisms necessary for the movement of the load; the bridge
moves in the orthogonal direction thanks to appropriate wheels located on the end truck. In this paper
we will consider a three-dimensional overhead crane, whose model is sketched in figure 1. The following
notation is used : mr, mB are the mass of the trolley and that of the bridge, respectively; me = mr + mB is
total mass of the crane; mi is the mass of the load; Lis the length of the suspending rope; xr, zr denote the
displacement oft.he tro'lley with respect to ( wrt) a fixed coordinate system; x L, ZL denote the displacement of
the load wrt a fixed coordinate system; x c = (mTXT + mLxL) / (mr+mL), zc = (mczr+mizi)/(mc +mi)
denote the displacement of the center of gravity of the overall system wrt a fixed coordinate system; cp is
the angle between the suspending rope and the vertical; 9 is the angle between the oscillation plane of the
load and the XY plane, taken as positive when clockwise; xv = xr - xi = L sin<p cos9, zv = zr - ZL =
L cos<.p sinfJ denote the displacement of the load wrt the vertical; f x and f z are the control forces applied to
the trolley and to the bridge, respectively; g is the gravitation constant.
If the load is heavy enough, it is possible to consider the suspending rope as a rigid rod. Under appropriate
simplifying assumptions (namely, small angles, force applied by the rope equal to the weight of the load and
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Figure 1: Model of the SD crane.
no disturbance acting on the system) we obtain :(5) the linearized model described by
..

xv+

..

xc
..
zv

.

ze

g(mr + mL)
f :r.
L
xv=-,

mT

ffiT

f~

= mT+mL '
+

(1)

g(mc+mL
fz
L
zv = - ,

me

me

r.
= mc+mL

Choosing the following state variables:

x 1(t) = xv(t),
x 5(t) = zv(t),

x2(t) = xc(t)
x 6 (t) = ze(t)

x3(t) = .Xv(t), x4(t) = ic(t)
x1(t) =iv(t), xs(t) = ic(t)

(2)

and denoting

w.,(t) := w.z(L(t))

=(

g ( mT + mL )
mTL(t) )

0.5

(

, w,(t) := Wz(L(t)) =

g ( me +mi ) )
mcL(t)

0.5

,

(3)

we get from (1) the following state variable equation:
(4)

with
Xt=

[

x,~,T

- [ /.z(t) ]

Ut -

f,,(t)

1

Xg(t)
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

oz

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

-w;

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
- w2

Ac =

0

0
0
0 0
0 0

B,=

1
0
0

0
0

0
0

lfmT
l/(mT +mi)

0

0
0
0

0
l/mc
1/(mc + mL)

0

The subscript t has been introduced to recall that the variables are functions of time. The model given by
(4) is time-varying because both w., and w,, are functions of L(t) . If we consider a given constant value of
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both W-z and w.,, i.e., if we consider the system (4) for a frozen value of L, we can consider the following
transformations:
'T:r = Wxt,
i z = w.,t.
(5)
These transformations define a time scaling that enable us to rewrite (2) as:

(6)
where

N

x,.

= diag { 1,
= ( X1 (r:r)

1,

W:z,

X2(r:r)

Wx,

1,

X3(iz)

1,

w.,, w., }

X4('T:r)

X5(rz)

X1(rz)

X5(r.,)

Xe(rz)

(7)

f.

Moreover, we may also write

(8)
where ±,. is the derivative of x,. wrt 'Tz for the first four components and wrt r" for the remaining ones. It
has been assumed
{9)
Using (6) and {8), it is possible to rewrite the equation (4) as

(10)
with

1

0

w2

u, = [

z

1

0

w2

%

A,.= N- 1 n- 1 AtN

B,. = N- 1 n- 1 B tNu = [

~

0

0

lLmT
0

=

l

u,

N~'u, =[ ~

=

l

(11)

%

0
0
-1
0

0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0

0
-1
0

0 0
0 0
0 0

1
0
0

0
0

. 0
1/mc

lL{mT + mL)
0

I0
0

0
1/(mc + mL)

(12)

]T

(13)

The representation given by {10) is time- invariant and does not depend on the frozen value of Lin (4).

3. Controller design
Let us consider a linear and time-invariant system of the £orm (10). If the couple (A,.,B,.) is controllable
[21 , then a regulator can be designed by imposing the closed loop poles to system (10), finding a control law
o( the form
u,. = -K,.x,.
(14)
where K,. is a constant matrix and does not depend on the value of L. The above equation can be
transformed, using (6) and (11), into a corresponding law for the frozen system (4) that gives:

(15)
The feedback laws (14) and (15) lead to closed loop systems whose characteristic matrices are:
{16)

Note that also the above matrices can be rewritten as

For a stationary system it is easy to find a feedback control law by imposing the closed loop eigenvalues
following the procedure presented in [2] . Let us denote as s 4 +a.,,3s3 +a:r,2s 2 +a:r, 1s +a.,,o and s4 + a,, 3s 3 +
a:, 2 s 2 + a:i,l s + a:i,o the open loop characteristic polynomials relative to matrices A,.,., and A ,.,z, respectively.
Then, let s4 + Px,3s 3 + P:r,2s 2 + P:;,1S + Pz,O and s 4 + Pz,JS 3 + Pz,2s 2 + Pz,1S + P z,O be the desired closed loop
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characteristic polynomials relative to matrices
control law is [2]:

K

K T,:z:
K

T,Z

= [ P:z:,o = {Pz,O -

and

- [ K.,.,:z:
T

where

A.,.,z
01,4

-

A.,.,z,

01,4

KT,%

respectively. Therefore, the time-invariant

J p-1

{17)

c

ax ,O

P:z:,l - a:z:,l

P:z:,2 - a,,,2

Pz,3 - a:z:,3

J,

a,,o

Pz,l - a,,1

Pz,2 - a,,2

Pz,3 - az,3

J,

(A;,.,+ a:z: ,3A;,., + a:z:,2Ar,:r + a.,,1I)B.,.,.,
(A; ,:z:

T

+ a:z: ,3 AT,Z + a.,,2I)BT,:Z:
+ ax,Jl)B.,.,:z:

(A.,.,.,

B.,.:z:
(A!,z + a.z,3A;,, + a,',2Ar,z + a,,1l)B.,.,z
(A;,, + a,,3A.,.,, + a,,2I)B.,.,z
(A.,. ,z + a,,3/)B.,.,z
B.,.,,
and B.,.,,, and BT,r are the two non-null sub- matrices of Bn i.e.,

Note that, Pc is an equivalence transformation that brings the initial system into a controllable canonical
form [2].
Using equation (15), we get the time-varying control law:

K _ [ Kt,x
I -

(18)

01,4

where

Kt,:z: = [ (Pz,2 - P:z:,o - l)mTw;
Kt,z

= [ (Pz,2 -

Pz,o - l)mcw;

Pz,o(mr

+ mL)w;

Pz,o(mc

+ mL)w; P: ,3 - p, ,i)m cWz Pz.1 (me+ mL)w, ] .

Pz,3 - P:i:,1)mrw.,

Pz,l (mr

+ mL)w., ]

4. An applicative example
In this section we show how the above procedure can be applioed to a real overhead crane. We consider a
model produced by Munck Cranes Inc., Ontario- Canada whose load capacity varies from 1 to 50 ton. In
particular, in this paper .we consider an overhead crane whose trolley mass is mr = 403 7 Kg and whose
bridge mass is ffiB = 4112 Kg. We assume the length of the suspending rope to be: L(t) E [Lmin •Lma:r],
where Lmin = 2 m and Lmru:
10 m. To deduce the controller and observer gain matrices we assumea
that the rope length has a constant derivative IL(t)I = 0.5 m/s. Clearly this is not true during a real
movement. Therefore during numerical simulations, we have removed this assumption and we have imposed
an acceleration of ±0.5 m/s2 at the beginning and at the end of the hoisting and lowering movement , while
in the central part of the movement the velocity is constant and equal to ±0.5 m/s.
During the simulations, we have also removed the assumption of linearity thus we used a nonlinear model
of the crane derived in [5J. Numerical simulations have been carried out with the SIMULINK toolbox of
MATLAB.
An important remarks needs to be done. The physical realization of such a gain-scheduling controller
requires 1the knowledge of all state variables (centre of mass position and velocity, load displacemeut with
respect to (wrt) the vertical and its rate of change) , of the rope length and of the load weight. During
numerical simulations we assume that only the trolley position and the rope length can be measured by
appropriate sensors as discussed by several authors [8} and we also design a time-varying observer via gainscheduling and pole-placement to provide an estimate of the unknown state vector. The design procedure
adopted is the same as that already presented for the observer, with the only difference that in this case,
desired poles are assigned to the closed- loop stationary error system that is defined by means of the same
time- scaling relations used for t'he controller design. Details are not reported here for brevity's requirements.
An interested read can look at [5] for a precise description of the problem.
Note that in pr·e vious works the authors used the gain- scheduling technique to derive a satisfactory
control law for a given planar crane [3, 6). In those works, even in the second one where also an observer has
been designed, a single set of eigenvalues for the controller and a single one for the observer has been used.
[n this paper , we ma1"e a different choice motivated by the greater complexity of the system at hand. In
particular, we divided the whole range of possible values of the ioad mass in three different intervals and. we
further distinguished among lowering and lifting m ovement . Then, we associated to each r ange a different
set of eigenvalues for the reference stationary system and the error system. In this way we introduced
a double gain- scheduling, thus producing a significant improvement in the performance of the controlled

=
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Figure 2: The results of numerical simulation.
system. Note that, from an applicative point of view, this does not introduce any amount in the cost of
realization of the system, being the load mass assumed known (8J during each operation. These values are
not reported here for brevity's sake, but are available in [5].
Now, Jet us present the results of a numerical simulation. We considered a load mass equal to the
maximum load capacity, i.e., equal to 50 ton. The simulation was performed for a lifting movement from
L 0 = lOm to Lt= 2 m. The initial state of t'he crane was xv(O) = zv(O) = 1.5 m, xc(O) = zc(O) = -5 m,
:i:v(O) = i:c(O) = zv(O) = zc(O) = Om/s, while the initial state of the observer was xv(O) = 1 m, xc (O) =
-4.5m, iv(O) = 2m, zc(O) = -5.Sm, tv(O) = tc(O) = iv(O) = ic(O) = Om/s.
In figure 2 the results of this simulation are reported . Figure (a) shows the displacement of the load
wrt to a fixed coordinate system; (b) shows the displacement of the load wrt the vertical and enables us to
conclude that quite no oscillation occurs during the load movement; in (c) the curves representative of the
coutrol forces are shown.
S. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a general methodology for controlling three-dimensional overhead cranes. This
work is an extension of previous ones where the authors limit to consider planar cranes.
Time scaling relations have been used to reduce the original time-varying system to a stationary one.
T he controller design for the reference system has been carried out via pole-placement. Then, the timescalings inversion enabled us to deriv·e in a parametric form the time-varying gains for the controller. Note
that in ·t his paper we implemented a double gain-scheduling, being the eigenvalues of the closed- loop system
dependent on the load mass and on the lowering/lifting movement.
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Abstract. A modular approach to the modelling and simulation of a gripper for space robotics applications is discussed in this paper. The key features allowing modularity are a new model of the point
contact and the adoption of the modeHing and simulation environment MOSES [5], based on the concepts
of Object-Oriented Modelling.

Introduction
In this paper, a modular approach to the modelling and simulation of a gripper, designed for space
robotics applications, is presented. In particular, the attention is focused on the model of tendons and
on a new model of point contact, based on an extension of the LUG RE model of friction [3] . The modular
approach is indeed allowed by the new model in that it is local to the point of contact, i.e. it does not
consider the grasping system as a whole, as in ·t he case of the classical approach, and it is applicable to
an arbitrary nwnber of contacts.
The model of the gripper has been built by aggregation of several submodels in the MOSES environment [5] , a generai purpooe envirorunent developed at the Department of Electronics and Information
of the Politecnico di Milano. MOSES implements the basic concepts of Object-Oriented Modeling [7]
such as: 1) declarative definitions of models; 2) standardization of the interfaces among (sub)models;
3) Object-Oriented design and data management. Another specific feature of MOSES is the symbolic
manipulation step, described in detail in [6], which generates an ·efficient DAE (Differential Algebraic
Equations) system through symbolic manipulation of the raw assembly of submodel equations, to be
solved by the numerical solver.

Description of the ,g ripper
The gripper considered in this work (described in more detail in [8]) has been mainly designed for
space robotic manipulation, to achieve large workspace and high grasping versatility in micro gravity
conditions. It is made up by three independently actuated fingers (Fig. 1), moving radially with respect
to the wrist center along lines spaced by 120°. In turn, each finger is made up by three phalanxes (Q, B
and Fin Fig. 2), connected by tendons Tl, T2 and T3 and by pulleys Pl, P2, P3, P4 and P5. Pulleys
Pi and P3 are fixed to the wrist and the radius of PI is twice that of P3, pulleys P2 and P5 are fixed
to phalanx Band F respectively, while pulley P4 is idle.

F

p~
P3
Fig. I One finger of the gripper

TI

T2

P2

~P4 D

Fig. 2 Tendon linkage

ib PS
Fig. 3 Tendon tenninal frames

Each finger is therefore a serial chain of three links connected by rotary joints and additionally
constrained by the tendons, which maintain the last phalanx parallel to the wrist (approach) axis while
moving; the moving torque is applied to phalanx Q. Since the dynamics of the serial chain has been
described through the well knovm Newton-Euler approach, widely considered in the literature, attention
will be focused on the tendon model and on a new model of the point contact.
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The tendon model
In a modular approach, models should be written in terms of the variables associated to the terminals,
conceived .as the only mean to establish an interaction among models. In particular, each mechanical
terminal has associated a reference frame i , with O; being the origin and Xi, Yi , z., being the unit vectors,
and the following terminal variables: p ; = vector position from the origin of the absolute frame to
O;; Vi = absolute linear velocity of Oi; ai =absolute linear acceleration of 0;; R; = rotation matrix
between frame i and the absolute frame; w; = absolute angular velocity of frame i; ci = absolute angular
acceleration of frame i; f.; =force acting at Oi; 11\ = torque acting at Oi. All vector quantities are defined
with respect to frame i. In the case of the tendon model one mechanical terminal is associated to each
pulley Pl and P2 in Fig. 3, with the origin Oi in the center of the pulley and with the Zi axis along the
axis of rotation of the pulley.
Since the elastic behavior of the tendons may be important, particularly in determining the grasping
force dynamics, a model accounting explicitly for the tendon elongation has been developed. If an elastic
tendon is asswned, the torque component along the rotation axis applied to one of the two pulleys, say
P2, can be defined as a known (linear) function of the elongation e and of its time derivative e':

with z = [ 0

0

JT and e, e' given by:

1

=

W; · Z -

(R2v2 - Riv1) · [R1z x (R2p2 -R1p1)}
2
llR2p2 - Ri Pl II

i = 1,2

de
dt
where r 1, r2 are the radii of the pulleys and w 1 , w2 are the relative angular velocities of the pulleys with
respect to their support. The forces f 1 and f 2 , exerted by the tendon on the pulleys are internal forces
and do not have any influence on motion or grasping, therefore it may be set: f1 = f2 = 0 . The same
holds for the torque components normal to the rotation axis of the pulleys, while the balance of the
components along the said axis gives:
D1 · Z

n2 · Z

r1

r2

--+ -

-= 0

The point contact mod·e l
The contact force exerted by the fingers on the object surface is resolved into a compressive normal
force, acting along the common normal to the contacting surfaces, and a tangential force, attributed to
friction. Moreover, if a compliant contact is assumed, an elastic strain o may be defined, together with
a relative velocity between the surfaces, Vr = [ Vr:r Vr11 Vr.i JT' Vrz being the component along the
common normal and Vr.,, vr11 being the components of the relative sliding velocity.
In order to model the energy dissipation at the contact, the normal force f cz cannot be defined as a
function of the strain a only, it i.s necessary to consider also the strain rate Vrz· Moreover, the energy
dissipation appears to be correctly described by assuming a different force-strain characteristics during
compression and release, defining a higher normal force during compression and a lower one during
release, thus introducing hysteresis. The following model has been therefore assumed for the normal
force:
I
J cz

=[

K nmax + Kmin
n
2

+

(Kmax
_ Kmin)
n
n
2

]

"()
Vrz O
sign

defining a linear characteristics during both compression and release but with different spring constants,
K:ax and K:in, respectively.
The model of the tangential friction force adopted here is actually a 3D extension of the LUCRE
model [3], slightly reformulated to explicitly account for the normal force le~ :

v=Jv;..,+v?.Y; z=Jz';+z~;

g(v)=µc +(µ.-µc)e-(~)~

g(v)zx = Vr., [g(v) - sign(z.,)sign(v,.z)aoz] ; g(v) iy
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= Vr11 [g(v) -

sign(zy)sign(vry)aoz]

(1)

(2)

(3)

where fez, fcv .axe the components of the tangential friction force and z may be interpreted as the average
deflection of elastic bristles, deflecting under the action of a tangential force and generating the friction
force. The parameters µ.. and JJ.c are the static and dynamic friction coefficient respectively, while the
viscous friction term has been assumed proportional to both sliding velocity and normal force, through
the parameter <12.
The LUCRE model was proved to be effective in modeling some effects not accounted for by the
classical discontinuous model, such as the rising of preslicting displacements during stiction, the frictional
lag, the varying break-away force and the Stribeck effect [1). On the other hand, it was shown in (2] and
[4] that the classical Coulomb friction model can be recovered from {1-3) as an asymptotic behavior, for
high values of the parameters <lo and <11 .
However, the main advantage of the model is the fact that it is local to the point of contact. The
friction force depends only on the relative sliding velocity and not, as in the case of the classical model,
on the whole system of forces acting ou the contacting bodies. This property saves modularity, allows
distributing the model of grasping over the contact points and, above all, avoid hyperstatic redundancy
in the case of mo11e than three point of contacts. Model (1-3) applies in fact to an arbitrary number of
contact points between fingers and grasped objects.

The modular model of the gripper
Figure 4 shows the MOSES [5] scheme of the aggregate model of one finger, where the chain structure is
clearly recognizable. Note that three mechanical terminals a:re available for connecting the finger to the
wrist submodel (a) and for representing the interaction of the finger with the grasped object submodel,
respectively (b,c) .

...

a)

Fig. 4 Aggregate model of one finger

These external connections are established, for each finger, in the whole system model at an outer
level, built by the aggregation of several suhmodels, including the wrist, the grasped object, the modules
implementing the contact model, the finger position control (controlling the approach phase of each
finger with the object to be grasped), and the force control (controlling the grasping force).
To point out the importance of the symbolic manipulation, consider that the number of differential
algebraic equations of the original model (obtained by crude assembly of submodules) was more than
3000, reduced to 90 differential equations and 900 assignements after the symbolic manipulation process.
The following grasping task has been considered as an example ; 1) the gripper moves initially toward
a sphere, leaned on a horizontal plane and subject to gravity; 2) the gripper grasps the sphere while
controlling the total grasping force; 3) the gripper lifts the sphere; 4) the grasping force set point is
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decreased, the contact force on the three fingers exits from the friction cone and the sphere falls down,
bouncing on the plane.
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A quite soft groWld is assumed, which explains the initial penetration of the sphere, having a radius
of 5 cm and a mass of 0.5 kg, and the deep first bounce after release (see Fig. 5.a, where the vertical
position of the center of the sphere is plotted). Since the sphere is centered with respect to the gripper's
workspace and the fingers move with the same approach velocities, the contacts hold simultaneously,
and the grasping force is the same for each finger: Fig. 5.b and Fig. 5.c show the normal and the
tangential force amplitudes respectively. The contacts are established nearly at t = 3.6 s, then 0.4 s are
left to achieve the force set point f. = 10 N. At t = 4 s the v·ertical motion starts while at t = 5 s the
force set point is abruptly decreased to f. = 1 N. Consider now the release phase: initially the normal
force decreases, while ,t he tangential force keeps being nearly constant. The ratio friction force/ normal
force increases to 0.7, which is the value assumed forµ •. At about t = 5.04s the contact force is going to
exit from the friction cone, and the sphere starts sliding from the .fingers. As soon as the sliding velocity
becomes appfeciable the ratio decreases to 0.5, the value assumed for µc (Fig. 5.d)).

Conclusions
A modular approach to the modelling and simulation of a gripper bas been presented in this paper.
Modularity is achieved through a new local model of point contact, applicable to an arbitrary number
of contacts, and through the adoption of the modelling and simulation environment MOSES. Based on
the model, a grasp control strategy has been designed and tested, and some simulation results have been
reported.
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Abstract
In this paper we present an identification algorithm for the rigid-body parameters of an industrial

ABB robot wrist. The main contributions of our work ar,e 1) the demonstration of rigid-body dynamic
identification algorithms on large industrial robots, for which we handle complex internal couplings of
the manipulator wrist, as shown in the experiments. 2) the use of the part icular non-linear structure
of the wrist model to solve a larger number of physical parameters than what is possible from general
linear algorithms presented in the literature, given the measurement constraints on industrial robots.

Notation
Lowercase character (n, a, b, c), (q, r), (v, {3)
Boldface uppercase character (I)
Uppercase character (N, A, B, C), (M)
Boldface lowercase character (r, v ), (n 1, a 1, b i, c ;)

1

triads, scalar and vectorial matrices
dyad
reference frames, dyadic matrix
vectors, mut ually perpendicular unit vectors
generalised coordinates, velocities, speeds
mass of rigid body i
components of moment of inertia dyads, body k
length, direction i, body j
linear t ransformation matrix, motor to link

Introduction

The demands for path-tracking accuracy of modern industrial robots are extremely high. Current applications such as spray painting, waterjet cutting, laser cutting, plasma cutting and assembly typically
demand maximum pat h errors of only a few t enths of a millimeter while the manipulators carry loads
from less than a kilogram up to several hundred kilograms. To achieve the path t racking performance
required by such applications, an extremely accurate model of the robot dynamics and the payloads
of the manipulator are vital. In this paper we demonstrate a method for identifying and verifying the
dynamic robot model of an industrial manipulator wrist including payload parameters.
T he identification of ~igid body robot dynamics h as received a significant amount of attention in the
literature, see for example 12, 5, 9, 11 J. For most of these papers, only a subset of the physical para.meters,
such as mass centres, arm inertias, etc., can be identified. The remaining unknown parameters appear
as linear or non-linear combinations in the identification a lgorithms, see section 2. Atkeson, An and
Hollerback [2] describe one ide ntification concept where 6-dof force/ t orque sensors are located at every
single joint of the manipulator. For t his case it is possible to identify all the physical parameters.
However, the mounting of a 6-dof force sensor at every single joint is cumbersome and highly undesirable
from a practical viewpoint.
The main contributions of our work are 1) the demonstration of rigid-body dynamic identification
algorithms on large ind ustrial robots, for which we also handle complex internal couplings of the manipulator wrist, as shown in the experiments. 2) the use of the particular non-linear structure of the wrist
model to solve a larger numb er of physical parameters than what is possible from gene ral linear a lgorithms presented in [2, 11]. The wrist model contains 25 physical parameters. From these, 18 physical
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parameters can be identified directly. The remaining 7 parameters can be verified through linear and
non-linear combinations. In our work these 7 parameters are verified against mechanical data obtained
through CAD modelling at ABB Robotics. Mechanical data can also be obtained by measuring the individual parts of the wrist before assembly. However, some of the parameters will change after assembly
due to the addition of oil and bearings. Hence, verification of the model after assembly of all parts is
highly desirable.

2

Analytic Wrist Model

Figure 1: Specification of wrist coordinate system and physical parameters for the 3 urrist axes, 1-3. The
wrist model contains 32 physical parameters, of which 25 appear in the dynamic equations of motion.
In this section we derive a 3-dof wrist model in which no internal couplings are considered. Then we
add internal couplings, and this model we use for identification after transforming the motor variables
to the arm side. The transformations of motor variables are described in section 5. The derivation of
equations of motion was done in Sophia, developed by Lesser[B], with Kane's method [6). Sophia is a set
of routines to derive kinematics and dynamics in Maple. In section 2.1 we describe the kinematics of an
ABB industrial robot wrist. In section 2.2 the analytical equations of motion are derived.

2.1

Kinematics

We introduce n = ( n1 n2 n 3 ) as a reference triad and an origin (0) for t he inertial reference frame
N. The configuration relative to the reference frame N can be written in terms of a set of independent
generalised coordinates q = ( q1 92 q3 ) T. We introduce the reference triads, see Figure 1, as

• a rotated relative n an amount 91 about the common n 1 -direction, a is attached to rigid body a,
• b rotated relative a an amount 92 about the common a 2 -direct ion, bis attached to rigid body b,
• c rotated relative b an a.mount q3 about the common b 1-direction, c is attached to rigid body c.
The position vectors relative N of the contact points between the rigid bodies are
r

0

P

=" l1a1,

r

0

Q

= r 0 P +b l1b1

where 0, P and Q are the points shown in Figure 1. The position vectors relative N of the centre of
mass for the rigid bodies are
rOCMa

=a ( "t1

"t2

at3 )T'

rOCMb

= rOP +b (

bt1

bt2

bt3 )T,

rOCMc

= r OQ+c (

ct1

ct2

ct3 )T

The rigid body velocities for each body's centre of mass and the angular velocities for ea.eh body, all
relative to N , are given by
t3<jia2 + 11 t2Q1a3
</ia1
(-bt2S2Q1 +b t31h) b1 + (btl S2Q1 _b t3C2Q1) b 2 + (bt2C2</J _b t11/2) b3
Q1a1 +q2b2
b[l S2Q1 b 2 _b l1 Q2 b3 + (ct2 (S3Q2 - S2C3qi) +c t3 (s2S3Q1 + C3Q2)) C1 +
(ct1 (s2C3Q1 - S3Q2) _c t3 (C2Q1 + q3)) C2 + (ct2 (C2Q1 + q3) _c t1 (c3q2 + SzS3qi)) C3
QI a1 + Q2b2 + Q3C1
4

-

vCMc
NWA

y CMb

v=

NwB

vCMc
NWC

=
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where e; = cos(qi) and Si = sin(qi )- With the t rivial kinematic differential equations Qi
inspection) the matrix {3, with tangent vectors as elements, as

{3

11

t 3a2 +a t 2aa
a1
_bt2 s2b1 + (bt1s2 _b tac2) b2 +b t2c2ba
a1
bl1 s2h2 + (-ct2s2c3 +c tas2sa) C1 +
(ct1 (s2c3) _ c tac2 ) C2 + (ct2C2 _c t1s2sa) C3
a1
-

=

= ui we find (by
0
0
0
0

0
0

bt3b 1 _b tiba
h2
_bl1 ba + (ct2s3 +c taca) C1
_ct1S3C2 _c tiC3C3
h2

_ ct3C2 +c t2 c 3
C1

For a detailed explanation of tangent vectors, see [7, 8).

2.2

Dynamics

To develop the dynamics, the velocity vectors (v) and tangent vectors ({3) from t he previous section are
used. The momentum is the row matrix
p =VT• M

= { 11mv CM11

J CMa • N wA

bmv CMb

1CMb • N wB

cmvCMc

J C Mc • N we ) ,

where M is a matrix with each rigid body along the diagonal and im and J C Mi are t he r igid body mass
and moment of the inertia dyad, respectively. The first coloumn vector of p equals the linear momentum
of body a, and the second coloumn vector of p equals the angular momentum of body a. The following
ele ments of p describe the same momentum for body b and c. The applied forces on the system are
generated by t he gravitational acceleration and the motor tor que in the joints

By differentiation of t he momentum with respect t o time relative to N , we obtain the equations of
motions (projected onto the tangent vector space) as

(F11 -

Ndp)

dt • {3 = ( 0

O 0 )

Above, we have used d'Alembert principle of virt ual work on the constraint forces which gives Fe• {3
( 0 0 0 ) . The projected equations of motions are written as

=

{l)
where we used free and dummy index notation and t he summation convention, see Fung [4). The
individual terms in t he equat ion above are given as follows:

+ PG2s1c2s3 + PGas1c2C3 + PG4s1c2 + PGss1 + PG5c1 + PG1c1s3 + PGsc1c3
+ PG12c2c1
= PG1as1c3 + PG14s1s3 + PG1sc1c2sa + PG15c1c2c3
Ju = PJ1s~s~ + PJ2s3c3s~ + PJas~ + PJ4s2c2s3 + PJsc2 s2ca + PJ5c2s2 + PJ1
J12
PJss2s~ + PJ9SzS3C3 + PJ1os2 + PJ11c2s3 + PJ12C2C3 + PJ13C2
J13
PJ1 4SzS3 + PJ1ss2c3 + PJ15c2
122 = PJ17c3s3 + PJ1sci + PJ1g, J23 = PJ20S3 + PJ21C3 , }33 = PJ22 , Ja1 = J1a, J32 = J23
91

=

PG1s1 s2

92
93

=

PG9s2sac1 + PG1os2c1c3 + PG11 s2c1

S111
S 112

= S1a1 = S1a2 = S212 = S221 = S222 = S22a = Sn1 = S232 = Saia = Sa21 = Sa2a =
Saa1 = Saa2 = Sa3a = O
= PS1s3c3s2c2 + PS2c~s2c2 + PSas2c2 + PS4c~s3 + PSsc~c3 + PS5c~ + PS1s3 +
S121

S11a

=

S122

=

S123

PSsca + PS9
PS1osas2c2 + PS11cas2c2
PS15c; + PS11

+ PS12S3 C3c~ + PS13c~c5 + PS14C~ + PS15S3C3 +

+ PS2os2 + PS21s3c3 + PS22c~ + PS2ac2
PS24S3C3s2 + PS2sc~s2 + PS25s2, S133 = PS21s2s3 + PS2ss2c3
PS1ssas2 + PS19c3 s2
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8211

+ PS3oc5s2c2 + PS31s2c2 + PS32~ s3 + PS33~C3 + PS34~ +
+ PS36CJ + PS31
= PS3as3c3s2 + PS39c5s2 + PS4os2, S233 = PS41S3 + PS42C3
= PS43s3s2c2 + PS44Cas2c2 + PS4sc3s3 + PS45C~~ + PS41C~ + PS4gS3C3 + PS49c5 + PSso
PS29s3c3s2c2
PS35S3

S21a
S311
S312
S322

=
=

PSs1s3c3s2 + PSs2c~s2 + PSs3S2 + PS54c2s3 + PSssC2c3
PSs6s3c3 + PSs1c;

+ PSsa

The 96 para.meters (PG, PJ and PS) above are d efined by a set of physical para meters introduced in
the model (see kinematics and dynamics above}. The following 18 independent equations were found :

PG1
PG2

=

=
=
=

=
=
PJ10

=

=
3

(cmbl1 +c mct1 +b mbt1}
_cmc t2, PG3 = _cmct3 1 PG4 = _bmbt3, PCs= _a.m 4 t3
amat2 +b mbt2
cJ22 _c lJ3 +c m(-ct~ +c t;), P h = 2(cJ23 _c m't~t3)
b J33 _c J11 _b Ju + c lJ3 +b m(bti _b t5 } +c m(2blft1 +b Li +c t~ _c t;)
2(c J12 _c mct2(bl1 +c t1)) , P Js = 2(c J13 - c mct2(bl1 +c ti)), P J5 = 2(b Ji3 _b mbt~t3)
a. J11 +b Ju +c Ju +a m("t~ +at~) +b m(bt~ +b t~) +c m(ct~ +c t~)
bJ23 _c mct~t3 _b mbt~t3 +c J23 , p Ji3 =b J12 _b mbttt2, p Jl6 =c Ju +c m(ct~ +c t~)
bJ22 +c lJ3 +b m(bt? +b t5) +c m(bli +c ti +c t~ + 2blfti)
2 (-b Ju +b )33 _c Ju +c J22 + 6 m(bti _b t~) +c m(bli + zcttl1 +c ti _c t~))

Verification of Physical Parameters

Several authors have developed methods for identifying mechanical parameters, see for example (2, 5,
9, 11). These papers, however, identify parameters of the type defined by the equations above, eg.
PG1 to PSa, or the methods require force/torque sensors to be located at the robot's joints. In the
following sections we describe the identification procedure in a practical setting at an industrial robot
manufacturer. For most ind ustrial robots, no external force/torque measurements are available. For
the results presented here, only the motor torques and positions are measured. The joint velocities and
acceleration data are obtained afterwards by filtering. Special care is taken to avoid phase shifts in
velocity and acceleration, by using both forwards and backwards filtering of the position data.
As seen in section 2, the wrist model contains only 18 independent parameter equations, while 25
physical model parameters appear in the same equations. Hence, all these 25 physical parameters can
not be solved simultaneously. However, the 18 independent equations can be used to verify linear and
nonlinear combinations of the wrist's physical parameters obtained from CAD data. For example, if the
identified parameter PG 2 and the corresponding estimated value from CAD data show large differences,
the mechanical engineers get important feedback that either the value of cm or ct2 (or both) is wrong.
The CAD data can then be mod ified or individual parts in a disassembled wrist can be measured more
precisely using external measuring devices in an attempt to make t he correspondance better. Having
accurate CAD data is important for many reasons, including robot simulation studies and optimisation
of motors and mechanical arm structures.
Note that the original wrist model illustrated in Figure 1 contains as many as 32 physical parameters.
\Vhen modelling the wrist, 7 of these parameters (at1, 0 li," Jn, a ]33,a. J12,a J1 3 and a}z3) disappear from
the dynamic equations of motion. Hence, these 7 para.meters are impossible to identify with the three
motors configured as illustrated in Figure 1. When considering t he complete 6-dof robot dynamic model,
these 7 parameters appear in the equations and can potentially be identified. The problem of "invisible"
parameters does, however, not disappear when considering the complete dynamics. As for the 3-dof
dynamics, physical parameters belonging to the first axis of the robot will also disappear for the 6-dof
dynamics.
The robot's control system uses the dynamic equations of motion to improve the wrist's path tracking
accuracy. The 7 physical parameters which disappear from the equations will have no effect on the motion
characteristics when only wrist motions is considered.
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4

Identification of Model Parameters

In the previous sections we showed that it is possible to verify identified parameters against mechanical
CAD data to discover errors in the modelled equations of motion. In this section, we identify 18 physical
parameters by assuming that 7 of the physical wrist parameters are known in advance, for example by
measurement before the wrist is assembled. The selection of these 7 parameters is not random. The
physical parameters can be divided into three groups: 1) Masses and link lenghs, which are easy to
measure, 2) mass centres and 3) inertia terms. When choosing the physical parameters which need to be
measured before assembly, as many as possible should be from category 1) and 2) and as few as possible
from category 3). In order to identify inertia terms before assembling the wrist, dedicated rotating
machinery is required.
G iven am,bm, bl 1, bt2, ct 1, the following solutions were found:

cm

=

Pla - ~PS3 + Pl1
PG2 c
PG3 b
PG4 a
PGs
cm , t3 = --cm , t3 = --bm , t3 = - -am
1
1
-0 -(PG6 _b mbt2). bt1 = -b (PG1 - 0 mbl1 -"m 0 t1)

ct2
Qt2

Given

m

m

m(ct~ + t~),

= ~Pl2 +

c1l1

Pl16 -

b123

Pl1 0 +c mct2t3 +b mbt~t3_c

c112

~p 14 +" mbl!t2 +

b112

P 1 13 +b mbttt2

bl33

and

c J22

=

b J22

=

c 1 33

b Ju

=

'1Jll

=

0

0

0

c123

123,

mctit2 , cJ 13

we find the remaining

4

0

b113

mct2t3

= ~P16 + bmbttta

= ~PJs +" mctita +c mbli t 3

para.meters:

Pl1 +cha _c m(-ct~ +c t~)
Pl19 _c l33 _b m(bti + b
m(bli +c t? +0 t~ + 2bl!ti)
-P Ja +b l33 _c 111 +c l33 +b m(bti _b t~) +c m(2bllt1 + b lf +c ti _c t~)
- Pl1 +b Jn +c Ju +o m(at~ +at~} +b m(bt~ +b t~ ) + c m(ct~ + c t~)

tD - c

T he general solution given above, requires 2 masses, 1 link length, 2 mass centres and 2 inertia terms to
be measured before assembling the wrist. The remaining 18 physical para.meters can then be identified
by excitation of the wrist motors on the final assembled wrist.

5

Experiments

Figure 2 shows measurements taken from the wrist motors which are transformed to link angles. To
transform from motor variables to link side variables the following linear transformat ions are used
Ta=GTrm ,

G=(g~~ G~2 ~)

qm = Gqa

G31

G32

G33

where Tm is a 3 x 1 motor torque vector, ra is a 3 x 1 torque vector transformed to the link side and
and q0 are the corresponding motor and link angles, respectively. The mat rix G is t he transmission
matrix. For a detailed description of the physical design of such wrist transmissions, see C raig [3] , Figure
8.8, page 271. In addition to the rigid-body parameters which we have modelled as a function of the link
variables in this paper, the friction appears and needs to be modeUed and identified as well. Friction
identification, however, is outside the scope of th is paper. A good reference on friction modelling is
Armstrong-Helouvry!l]. If we include a simple friction model on the motor side consisting of Colournb
friction only, the motion dynamics on the arm side in (1) must be modified as follows.

Qm

JijQj

+ S;i ki/iiJk + g, + Giici ksgn (qk}
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= r;

Figure 2: Measurements from a 3-dof wrist of an ABB industrial robot. The figure on the left shows
the measured twque for the first axis in Nm (noisy) and the corresponding modelled torque, given by
equation {1}. The figure on the right shows the mea.sured position, velocity and acceleration for a ramp
response in axis one.
where Gp, is a diagonal 3 x 3 matrix with the Coloumb friction elements on the diagonal.
The identification of the physical parameters is divided into two steps. First, gravity, Coriolis,
centripetal and inertia terms are identified for a given configuration of the wrist. Second, a series of
identification results from step one are joined together to solve individual terms of the type PJ1, PJ2 ,
etc. Some other solutions, for example [11], combine these two steps into one and perform the entire
identification in one step. The advantage of dividing the identification into two steps, is that we can
isolate individual physical terms, such as inertia, and check that we have persistent excitation for each
of these terms.
The second step of the identification is a linear identification problem, and is well-known in the
literature. Here we give a brief example of the identification of J 11 in section 2.2. If we define the
following vectors

P

= [PJ1

PJ2 PJ3 PJ4 PJs PJ5 PJ1f and <P

= [s~s~

S3C3s~ s~ s2c2s3

C2S2C3

c2s2

l]

(2)

then we can write J 11 = <{JP. Let <I> be a matrix consisting of rows of different <P's from different excitation
trajectories of the wrist. Then, tile identification of P is simply given by P = <I>+ J 11 , where + denotes
the pseudo-inverse given by A+ = (AT A)- 1 AT, see [10, 11). To get correct values for the parameter
vector P, it is important to have persistent excitation in the trajectories. In other words, the matrix <I>
needs a full rank, in this example a rank of 7. In our experiments, we defined 8 different wrist trajectories
for the identification of J 11 and computed the singular values of the matrix <I>. The si ngular values were
found to be 3.63,1.28,0.86,0.73,0.59,0.31 and 0.30. From experimentation , we fou nd the path trajectories
to be acceptable when the smallest singular value of <I> was within approximately 10% of the largest
singular value.
Figure 2 shows some of the final identified parameters. For example, the inertia of first axis of t he
wrist is identified as

which gives 7 of the 25 parameters appearing in the 18 linearly independent equations, ie. PJ1 = 0.0398 ,
P J 2 = 0.0332, PJ3 = 0.0370, PJ4 = - 0.0660, PJ5 = -0.0367, PJ6 = 0.0245, PJ1 = 0.5104. In addition
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to these 7 parameters, the following parameters can also be identified by running experiments on the
wrist: PG1, PG2, PG3, PG4 , PG5, PG6, PJ10, PJ13, PJ16, PJ19 and PS3. Together wit h 7 physical
parameters estimat·ed before assembly of the wrist (am,bm, b[ 1 , bt 2, cti, bJ33 a nd cJ33 ) , t he remaining
18 physical parameters can all be identified.

·6

Conclusions

In this paper we have demonstrated rigid-body dynamics modelling and methods for verification and
identification of an industrial ABB robot wrist. The derivation of the equations was done in Maple using
Sophia and Kane's method. With these tools, even the equations for complex 6-dof manipulators can be
derived quickly.
For verification, linear combinations of the wrist parameters can be identified and compared with
CAD data of the wrist. If the identified parameters and the CAD data show large differences, then the
CAD data can be modified or individual parts in a disassembled wrist can be measured more precisely
using external measuring devices in an attempt to make the correspondance better.
For identification , 32 physical parameters were included in the original model, where 25 of t hese
appear in the dynamic equations of motion. Of these 25 parameters, we are able to identify 18 parameters, given initial estimates of the remaining 7 parameters. The methods presented in the paper have
been tested with experiments on an ABB industrial wrist with internal t ransmission couplings. The
identification methods are used at ABB today to improve a) the robots path tracking performance, b )
the input data to dynamic simulation tools c) drive system optimization and the mechanical design of
the arm structures.
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Abstiract. The aim of this work is the determination and developing of mechanical model parameters for time
dependent materials. Time dependent materials are those which do not have a unique response when the acting
deformation or load changes its duration, amplitude or frequency. In most real cases the materials are the socalled visco-elastic materia1ls. In this work we deal with textile materials and their basic carrying element, the
thread. For modelling and simulation purposes of tile textile structure the knowledge of the mechanical
properties of the thread is very important. The developing of the mechanical model parameters for the thread is a
combined experimental and numerical procedure. In the experimental part the real thread is analysed. Afterwards
the results are used in an optimisation process for model parameter determination. In the last stage, the model's
response is compared with the response of the real thread. The difforence between these two responses is the
measure for the accuracy of the developed model.

Introduction
Time dependent materials are materials with mechanical properties that respond differently to the change of the
duration, amplitude or frequency of loads or defonnations. Jn the field of mechanical engineering, materials that
are most often used do not articulate the time dependency of mechanical properties. For this materials, in most
cases metals, simple Hook's rheoilogical material model is suitab'le [1] . Modem engineering materials and
materials used in the textile industry are fibre structures like textiles or for more complex purpose composites.
To use these materials as carrying structures the mechanical behaviour must be well-known. In the first stage the
mechanical model of the real material must be chosen. In the theory of rheology [ 1-2] there are many different
mechanical models. They can be divided into models for solids and models for fluids. Both can be further linear
or non-linear. The purpose of models is to describe and simulate the real mechanical properties of the real
mate·rial as well as possible and to be the connecting element between the real material and the mathematical
abstract model. Mathematical models are in most cases ordinary or partial differential equations with parameters
which must be known bef:ore in the simulations the model can be used.
In this work we try to obtain the mechanical properties of threads which are the basic carrying elements in the
textiles. Thread is a special heterogen anisotropic one d imensional structure developed from fibres in a spinning
process. Thread is also undertaken to special chemical tr,eatments to achieve the required properties.
For the iUustration let us introduce a special case for thread usage. In the vehicle production an interesting
requirement for a seam on the seat cover appears. On seats with built-in side air-bags the side air-bag is mounted
under the seat cover. In the case of an accident the side air-bag has to blow up to protect the passenger. To
guarantee the protection the s·eam of the seat cover in front of the afr-bag must tear. But in normal use the same
seam should hold the parts of the seat cover together until the end of the vehicles life. For this reason it is very
important to define exactly the strength of ·the used thread for the mentioned seam. To predict the strength of the
thread and the seam the mechanical properties of thread must be known. In the first step the rheological model,
that best ·c overs the mechanical properties, must be chosen and then the parameters of the chosen model, which
represents the mechanical properties of the material, are developed through an experimental and mathematical
procedure.
In this work the Kelvin-Voigt rheological material model was chosen (I), Fig. I. The parameters of this viscoelastic solid mat·erial model ar,e the Kand D. K is the elasticity constant and D is the damping constant of the
material. E is the specific deformat ion (the strain) and i ,is the spec ific deformation rate (the strain rate). F(t) is
the resistant tension force which appears in the thread when applying tension on it.

Stress-strain prope:r ties with respect to different strain rates
Because of the visco-elasticity of the thread the tear experiment must be done with different strain rates. With
respect to the ability of the measuring equipment ,jn our laboratory the strain rates (relative deformation of the
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specimen in percent per second) arie chosen 0,2 %/s, 13,0%/s and 26,0%/s. The stress-strain behaviour for the
mentioned strain rates is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. I Kelvin-Voigt's rheological model

DeveJopment of model 1paramete,r s
The procedure is shown in the flow chart Fig. 2. After the experimental analysis of the real thread the data
obtained are used in an optimisation procedure to compute the model parameters. The data used in the
optimisation procedure are obtained from the stress-strain diagram given with respect to prescribed strain rate.
The measured tension force in the real thread is the response of the thread on the acting deformation Fig. 3. The
used strain rate is shown in Fig. 4. A standard routine (a non-linear optimisation procedure) from the numerical
library lMSL, (3], which is ·connected with the Power station FORTRAN for PC computers under Windows 98,
was used. The optimisation procedure uses the quasi Newton method. The gradients, which are used in the
sensitivity analysis are computed with numerical finite difference method automatically. The cost functional (2)
is chosen as a quadratic area under the curve which represents the difference between the real thread deformation
and the response of the thread model (I) when the force F(t) is given with respect to time.
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Fig. 3 Measured resistant tensile force with respect to the prescribed strain rate
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Fig. 4 Applied deformation with respect to time

Practk.al application
To illustrate the shown procedure a real thread with 28,9 7 te.x was chosen and the Kelvin-Voigt model
parameters Kand D were calculated. The computed constants are D=21,0 Ns/% and K=0,01 N/ %. Differences
between the real tRJ"ead response and the model are shown in Fig. 6 for the strain rate 0,2 %/s.
To show the suitability of the developed mathematical! model (I), it was treated as a dynamic system. From Fig.
3 the response of the real ·thread on the applied defonnation (Fig. 4) is known. A direct solving technique for the
dynamic systems was used Fig. S. If we know the applied defonnation conditions on the real thread, the
resistance tens·ion force of the real thread, and the differentia1t equation of the mathematical model (I), the
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diagram in Fig. 6 can be drown. To solve the inital-value problem of the ordinary differential equation, Fig. 5,
the Runge-Kutta-Vemer fifth-order and sixth-order method, 3] was used.

Dynamic system

F(t)

F(t) = 21.i(t) + 0,0 l.e(t)

i:(t), E(t)

Initial values
E(l=Os) =0,00
E(l=Os)

= 0,00

Fig. 5 Direct dynamical model for accuracy verification
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Fig. 6 Calculated relative deformation of the model, (I), with respect to
the real resistant tensile forces F(t), for deformation rates i'(t) =0,2 %/s

Conclusions
lf we take in mind that thread is the carrying element of the seam, it becomes important to get mathematical
model of it with the aim of better prediction and understanding of the stress-strain behaviour and the response of
thread in the seam on applied loads or deformations. To get well improved mathematical models, the
development must increase from simple, easy-to-understand and linear models to complicated, non-linear
models. In this work the connection of experimental work with numerical methods is shown. The b asis is the
experimentally obtained deformation rate dependent stress-stain behaviour, that is connected with numerical
methods (polynomial approximation, numerical optimisation and numerical solving of the initial value problem)
to get a simple mathematical model in the form of ordinary differential equation.
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Abstrad. An object-oriented framework for hybrid control systems modelling is presented. The proposed
approach is based on a basic hybrid module, that can be recursively aggregated. Particular attention is paid to the
formal definition of such a module, classifying its discrete state transitions in apparent, instantaneous and actual
transitions. As an illustrative eJCample, the modelling of some relevant mechanical hybrid phenomena is
d,iscussed.

1. Introduction
Mechanical systems show .a dynamic behaviour that is typically affected by discontinuities and abrupt changes.
Among the most common ones, there are the impact of a body on a rigid surface, friction phenomena in a
rotational joint, or the passage from free motion to sliding motion and viceversa [4,8,9). Other industrial areas
encompass a large number of sub-systems with similar behaviour [ 1,7]. In order to properly model such hybrid
phenomena, i.e. determined by the interaction of continuous and discrete-event dyna mics, in the last years
different techniques have been proposed. Moreover, in the vast majority of industrial plants, there are examples
of discontinuities induced by the interaction between a physical process with its control system. To deal with this
kind of phenomena a hybrid control system (HCS) model is needed :[2,3, 10].
In recent years, many modelling techniques have been proposed and used for different applications to deal
with HCS [l ,2,5,6,7]. In particular, it has been recognised in the technical literature that modularity with
standardisation of interfaces, aggregation of simpler models with abstraction, model-ware reuse through
inheritance, and strict correspondence of model objects to real objects, are the main features by which objectoriented modelling is superior in dealing with the complexity of real-size HCS [6,10,12]. In the present work,
object-orientation is recognised as a key element for efficient modelling of a real-world HCS, a nd formal models
are considered a crucia 1
l point to properly describe the hybrid
phenomena dealt with [3]. Specifically, an object-oriented ,
modelling technique is presented in sections 2 and 3. Furthennore,
Swilched
Ph ysica l
DAE Syslem
Term ina Is
it is shown that important hybrid phenomena characterising the
behaviour of mechanical systems can be clarified and formally
described by means of the intrnduced framework (section 4 ).
Output
Finally, some concluding remarks concerning the be nefits of the
lnpul
Local
Control
Conirol
proposed technique and future work are drawn.
Au1oma1a
Te rmin als
Term in als
I

2. The hybrid module

Evenl

The proposed modelling :framework is based on the hybrid module
shown in Fig. l [3,5]. The following three types of terminals
constitute the module interfaces:
•
•
•

· · · ·i ·~ ~~·;·· · · · · ··· 1

~----~

Monitoring
functions

. ...!.~.r.111.i.~.~-~-~.] ..______,
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Output
1 Event
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Fig. I. Hybrid module for HCS modelling .

physical tenninals: (acausal physical connections through which ,p ower eJCchange takes place);
control terminals: (causal connections through whiich .information eJCchange takes place);
event 1lerminals, (causal propagation of events from one component to another component).
The formal description of the internal components of the module is given in the sequel.

Switched DAE system. This submodule holds a set of conditional DAEs with the following fo rm, for a
Fk (t, Yk· Yk) = 0; Skt (t. Yk· Yk)
where Ski (t. n , Yk)

=0; Sk2 (t. Yk· Yk) =0; ... ; Skn (t, Yk· Yk) =0

=0. I s; i s; n' is defined by:
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In this system, yk(t) is a generally continuous real-valued vector function, Fk (t, Yk· Yk) = 0 is the subset of.fixed

equations of the module that always hold, f kij (t, Yk· yk) = 0 is a (conditional) vector equation of the module lhat
holds as long as {Mki = j}, and Mki is an integer variable whose value represents the current state of the i-th
local automaton LA ki .

Local automata. For each S1ki (t, Yk· Yk) = 0, a discrete-event model is defined: the local automaton LAki ·
whose discrete states are numbered from I to w ki and whose current state determines the vector equation that has
to be consider·ed among 1the set fkij (t, Yk· Yk) = 0, I !>j!>wki.
More precisely, a local automaton LAki is a discrete-e vent model characterised by:
• a set of states, each of which is associated to (let the generic state be 'j"): a (conditional) vecto r equation
fkij (t, Yk· yk) = 0, describing the dynamic behaviour of the subsystem corresponding to state j; and a self-loop
with an associated invariance condition, mutually exclusive with a'll the transition conditions from that state,
expressed by means of inequalities of the form v{t, Yk· Yk) ~ 0 and Boolean operators;
• directed edges connecting different states, each one associated to: 1) a mapping vector function
gk'ij(t , Yk(t-), Yk(t-), Yk(t+), Yk(t+ )) = 0 to reinitialise the variables of the module when state m is reached
from slate j, if jumps of the variables are enforced by the event responsible for the state transition; 2) a
transition condition and 3) a backstep condition, both expressed by means of events, inequalities of the form
v(t, Yk· Yk) ~ 0 and Boolean operators; condition 2) represents the conditions that enable the state transition
between the current state and the connected one, while 3) is to be used with the new values of the variables
Yk(.t+) computed with the mapping function gk~· in order to evaluate the admissibility of the new state.
For a local automaton LA ki and for 'ii l ~ l o an equilibrium state is defined as a state whose invariance
condition is true at time t, with the assumption that there is always one (and only one) equilibrium state 'ii t ~to.
The behaviour of lhe local automata can be described as foHows. Consider an automaton LAki· whose current
equilibrium state is e, and suppose that the invariance condition of e becomes false. Then, all the directed edges
stemming from the sta te e whose transition condition is true are co nsidered. If the backstep condition for o ne of
those directed edges holds, then the state lransition associated to the directed edge does not occur. In lhis case, a
"backstep" is said rn happen. On the contrary, a new equilibrium state n is reached when the transition condition
lead,ing to it is true , and when the backstep condition results false. The first is expressed in terms of the variables
at a time instant immediately before the event enabling the transiti on condition occurred (a priori values), and the
second is expressed in terms of the variables computed through the mapping function g ~ (a posteriori values).
The complete and formal algorithm defining the automata evolution will be illustrated in detail in the ne xt subsection, when dealing with the global mode l automaton. This will be done because the composition of hybrid
modules can be described as a hybrid module as well, as shown in the following.
Mo11itor.i11g functions : conditions involving events, inequalities of the form h (t, Yk· yk) ~ 0 and Boolean
operators, which generate an event whenever any of their values changes.
In the described framework an event is generated whenever a transition condition, an invariance condition or a
monitoring function change value, and is mathematically represented by means of a variable that is nonzero at its
occurrence time instants.

3. The globa·J model
Once all the modules describing the different subsystems of a HCS have been defined, the terminals of the
different modules can be properly connected. The glo bal model for the whole system can be described in turn
through a hybrid module, without terminals, characterised by: the variables vector, given by the union of the
variables of a1U the modules: y =Uk Yk: a set of fixed equations: the union of the sets of fixed equations of all the
component modules : F =Uk Fk ; the local automata (LAki) of all modules; the binding equations Fb deriving
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from 1lhe terminals connections; and a set of monitoring functions obtained by collecting the monitoring functions
of all the component modules [3,5] .
Now, since the local automata are all finite, 1Model evolution algorithm
the set of all the LAki is equivalent to a unique ' beginalgo
global model automaton, whose generic state ex is
initialisation
defined by a combination of the states of all the
be.g in
II begin initialisation
local automata LAkr ex = <M 11 , M 12 , ... ,
find first state no;
Mki , ... , M nm>. For .e ach discr•ete state ex of the
solve the consistent initialisation problem for exo;
global model automaton the set of conditional
a := a 0 ;
equations associated to a, and an invariance
FOUND :=true;
condition TJa can be defined. Moreover, for each
end;
II end initialisation

repeat
II begin main cycle
directed edge from ex to P the following elements
can be introduced: the mapping vector functions ,
while { TJa(Y)=true} de: II continuous evolution cycle
{system evolves according to the set of equations fa};
g ~( ... )=0 to reinitialise the variables of the
FOUND :=false;
model when p is reached from a; the transition
while {(there are edges from a to be considered) AND
condition y~(y(t)) and the backstep condition
(NOT FOUND)} do:
II new state searching
{ if {yg =true} then
II transition condition
Once the mentioned elements have been
{ compute y + through g
II variable reinitialization
introduced, the set of equations fa describing the
behaviour of the whole system in state ex is given
if {µg(y+) =false} then II backstep condition
by: the fixed equations F, ,(he binding equations
{
y = y+;
II variables updated
Fb. and the set of •c onditional equations
a := P;
II discrete state updated
associated to a . In particular, the evolution of the
FOUND:=true ;} II evolution in new state
global model can be described by the algorithm
}
II may start
reported in the box, written in pseudo-Pascal
};
(comments after the symbol II).
until {NOT FOUND};
II end main cycle
According to the illustrated algorithm three
error;
II no equilibrium found
distinct modes of operation can be distingu.ished:
end a Igo..
apparent transition, when 1the transition and .the
backstep conditions are true, in this case the new state P is said ·to be explored but not reached; instantaneous
transition, when the transit·ion condition is true, the backstep condition is false, and the invariance condition of
the new .state is false; in ·t his case ·13 is reached, the variables y are updated, but no continuous time evolution
according to the new states equation occurs; whenever instantaneous transitions occur, more discrete states are
"investigated" at the same point in time; and actual transition, when tbe transition condition from ex to 13 is true,
the backstep condition is false and the invariance condition for P is true; in this case the new state ~ is reached,
the variables y ar.e updated, and the system evolves according to the new state equations as long as the invariance
condition of 13 holds. Phenomena involving a change of the systems equations are mathematically represented by
actual state transitions, while phenomena involving var·i ables jumps are mathematically described by
·instantaneous or actual state transitions. Apparent transitions do not represent a phenomenon characterising real
HCS. since such transitions take place only in the model, and are typically due to imperfect knowledge of
physical behaviour.

g;

4. Illustrative example: modelUng of hybrid mechanical phenomena
In [3] robotic system models are studied according to the presented modelling framework, since many examples
can be found where hybrid problems arc present and critical [4,8,9]. In particular, a robot arm is considered,
which is realised through a six degree-of-freedom tree-structured multibody system, whose bodies are connected
through rotational joints. The hybrid models for both the robot arm and its controller are discussed in detail in
[3]. In Fig, 2 the modules and their co nnections for the whole HCS model are shown. In the following only the
hybrid module for the generic link is discussed.
Consider a generic link composed of a rotational joint and of a rigid body. For the hybrid module
representing the 'link, the following terminals can be defined: physical terminals to which horizontal and vertical
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forces in the extremities, and the torques due to the joints motors are associated; an input control terminal to
which the external torque 'tj is assoc iated; an output control terminal to which the angular position of the body 0i
is associ.a:t,e d.
Controller

't6

06

f

Base

Fig. 2. Model for the whole HCS.
The classical dynamics equations describe
T.C.: lmpact
the motion in the free space CErree). If impacts
B.C.:False
have to be considered for the link, then the
False
equations of the impulsive mechanics are
necessary (l:imp). Now, the hybrid module
T.C.: True
describing the free motion and 1the impact
dynamical behavi our of the i-th link can be
B.C.: False
defined through the local auto maton LAdyn
Fig. 3. Local automaton LAd yn for the link dy namics.
depicted in Fig. 3. Moreover, for the considered
module the following equations and functions can be introduced .

Conditional equations for LAdyn :

l::rree while {M = f }; or empty set while {M = i}

Mapping function s for LAdyn:

gr : l:jmp;

i

i

'g f : Yf =Yi

As it is shown, the impulsive dynamics equations constitute the mapping function g ~ of LAdyn . Notice also
that the transition fro m f to i in LAdyn is instantaneous (since the invariance condition of i is false), which is in
accordance with the impulsive mechanics.
Suppose now that it is required to introduce the joint fri cti on in the link model. According to the proposed
approach, the fri c tio n model can be easily introduced in t'he above defined hybrid m odule. Clearly, this enforces
the modularity at the modelling level.
To describe the frictjon torque tf acting on the joint within the link module, the friction mode l represented in
Fig. 4 is us ed [9] . In the model tf is 1the friction torque, ts is the
s tic1tion torque, t c is the Coulomb friction and vm = tg (<p) is the
viscous friction coefficient. ff the applied torque acting on the joint
is given by t a the n the model of Fig. 4 establishes that the fri ction
torque can be computed through the following equations: l:t: tf =
'Tc
ta while the 1;i nk is motionless and ltal $; l't~ I ; ~: tf ='Tc s ign(0) +
vm 6 while the link is moving; 2:3: tf = tc s ign(t a) when 'the link
is motionless and 'ta becomes greater than 'ts. Such a model can be
0
represented with the hybrid module for the link by simply adding
the friction torque tf in the free motion dynamic equations. and by
- t
adding a new ·local automaton for the friction model. Such a local
c
automaton, call ed LAfri c. and ill lustrated in Fig. 5, all ows lo
- t
s
compute the fric tion torque according to the model of Fig. 4. For
this automaton lhc conditional equations and the mapping functions
Fi g. 4 . Friction model.
are the following ones.

Conditional equations : 2:1 while {M ~ric = ~I}· or 2:2 while {M fri c = ~2}. or 2:3 while {M fric = ~3}
'
.
. (
131' : tf =ta; g1313 2: tf = t c sign
. <e'
13 3 : '!f = 'tc s1gn(ta)
.
. fiunctt011s:
Mapprng
g1313 J : tf = tc sign
t a); g13
+ vm 0· ; g13
1

2

3
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2

Notice that in LAfric a n
apparent
transition
ts
represented,
which occurs
when
becomes zero whi1le
s tate ~2 is active, and the
corresponding
backstep
condition re sults true.

TC : 0

0

a

t I <!t
a

0

re:

·0 ;t 0

=0

't l<t
a

BC : Fal se

5. Conclusions
In the paper a new objectoriented modelling technique

=0

I 't

a

t

0

a

I>t

l ~t

s

s

=0

for HCS representation is
Fig. 5. Local automato n LAfri c for the friction model.
pr·e sented.
The
proposed
framework is not conceived only for specific application domains, or for specific analysis or simulation purposes,
like other known approaches [ 1,6,7]. Moreover, in [3,5.J it is highlighted that all the diffe rent phenomena
affecting HCS classified by Branicky et al. in (2) (autonomous switching, autonomous jumps, contro lled
switching, and controlled jumps) can be accurately described. In particular, a new classification o f hybrid
transit·i on is given and formali sed in apparent, instantaneo us and actual transitions. In addition, the proposed
technique allows to deal with the complexity of real-world HCS by exploiting the main features o f the obj ectoriented approach. Actually, many of the existing object oriented modellin g languages, e.g. Dymola [6), Omola,
Modelica [ 12], MDL [ 1 I]. provide syntax and semantics to represent HCS, but the formulation of automata a nd
the propagation and management o f events throughout the model have not yet been given a unified and coherent
framework, though there are some proposals in literature [10] . In the model introduced here these aspects are
studied in detail. Moreover, the proposed framework s upports powerful abstraction m echani sm s, si nce it is
possible to (hierarchically) aggregate mod u~ es by properly connecting m ore modules. and model-ware re use is
strongly enforced, since it is easy to define new modules by specialising or refining previously defined models.
The actual work o n the subject includes the applicatio n of the modelling approach to other complex industrial
fields and the extens ion of the hybrid module definition in order to include m ore features of the control systems.
On the other hand , future work will be the s tudy of a nalysis and synthesis techniques for the proposed models,
and the realisation o f tools implementing s uch m ethods for control system design purposes.
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Abstract. This paper desc:ribes lhe kinematics and dynamics of multiple robotic arms mounted on a mobile
base and co-operatively handling a common object. The p11esence of closed kinematic chains along with a
mobile base of ,comparable mass and inertia with l1est of the system makes the whole system dynamic analysis
ememely complex. An attempt has been made to derive a complete unified dynamic model and the simulation
algorithms for a general type of co-operative robotic :system, with maximum emphasis on space robotic systems.
All the de,rivafrons have been made in relation to space &ee-fiying and free-floating robot manipulators.

1 lntrnduction and definition of notation
Co-operative rdbotic systems are an increasingly popular area of r()ootic systems research as they can perform
tasks that ,c annot be 1easily handled by single manipulator. These tasks include handling large, heavy or nonrigid objects, assembly together of two or more sq>arate components and space robotic applications. Analysis
and c·ontrol of co-o:r;dinated systems is very c·o mplex due :to t:he presence of inherent kinematic and dynamic
interactions during .execution of co-operative strategies.
In the rcase of fixed base co-operating manipulators, much work has been carried out (2, 4, 6). However,
many potential tasks in manufacturing and space robotics require the base to be mobile, and this makes the
system even mo·re complex. A mcibile base with co~plete moli·o n freedom, where the attitude can rotate about
three axes as well as translate along spatial x, y and z axes, can be :modelled as a six degree of freedom sysrern
in either free-flying o.r free~flmiting form. In the case of free-flying space robots, both the spacecraft and
manipulator system are controUed simultaneously, whereas, once the spacecraft is positioned correctly, the
spacecraft thruster s' ystem can be shut ,off to sav'e fuel, and this is then known as a free-floating space robot.
The control of mobile.:base robots is particularly challenging because of dynamic coupling when the mass
and inertia of the base is comparable with that of the rest of the robotic system comprising the manipulators and
the object handled. Past research on mobile~base systems has usually only involved a single manipulator, but
some work has been reported t1ecent1y ,on multiple manipulator systems (3), although this only covers the freefloating case and not the free~flying one.
This paper describes the derivation of a unifred generalised dynamic model for a co-operating robotic
system mounted on a mobik base of comparable mass and inertia, where the latter is subject to an external
force. Unlike previous work, the model cov·ers both the free-floating and free-flying cases. Simpler models can
be .readily derived from this generalised fonntilation. For example, for a fixed-base co-operating system, the
base has zero mobility and infinite mass and inertia, and insertion of the appropriate base parameters produces
a simplified model.
The general model of a co-ordinated robot manipulator system with m-robots, each with n1 links, installed
on a moving base, is shown in Fig. I. The end-effectors hold a common object rigidly and it is assumed that the
total mass and inertia of the robotic manipulators and the object is comparable with that of the mass and inertia
of the base. To make the system more generalised, the model includes an external spatial force fb applied to the
base to repr,e sent .the spacecraft thruster force that is met in free-flyin,g space-robotics applications.
The co-ordinate frames are defined .according lo a modified form of the Denavit-Hartenberg convention
such that the co-ordinate frame of a particular link is attached to that link with frame origin at the near end of
the link. The spatial velocity, acceleration and force vectors of the ith link of the jth .robot resolved in the ith
link frame are denoted by ( 6 x1) vectors i V j , i Vj and i f j . The 6 x 6 spatial transformation matrix

i-} X j

transforms a spatial vector from (i-l)th co-ordinate frame to the i1th co-ordinate frame of the jth robot and is
defined as [ l ] :

-pz
where:
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1

0

Py
·Px

Px.

0

and

i-~ Rj

is a 3 x 3 rotation matrix from the (i-l)th link frame to the ith link frame for the jth robot; i-{P j is a

3 x 1 vector from the origin of the (i-l)th link frame to the origin of the ith link frame for the jth robot.

Object

mth manipulator
1th manipulator

z
x

;:.Yw
w

Fig 1: A c1>-0perating robot system
The 6 x 6 spatial inertia matrix of the ith link of the jth robot is denoted by ; M j and is defined as [ 1]:

[-i~/i~

iM. =
)

I

lj

.i mjE
I
cmj i lj

l

where imj is the mass of the ith link ofthejth robot; ii j is the inertia tensor of the ith link ofthejth robot at
the ith frame origin;
robo~

jIj

is the distance from the ith frame origin to the centre of mass of the ith link of the jth

and E is an identity matrix.

2 Development of generalised model
Using orthogonal vectors i <I> i and '<I>j to represent the matrix of free and constrained mode vectors of the ith
joint of the jth robot, the spatial velocity of the ith link of the jth robot represented in the ith link frame can be
expressed in terms of the velocity of the base V b as [5) :
i

i

;v-;x
v b +"""'ix
k.T>
k q· j
j-b
j
"""'k
j
'6-'j
l<=l

+"""' ; x
"""'k
le=!

l

J

k~~j-b
_i x j v b

+"""'
"""'I:;x )<k .T>

The spatial velocity of all links of all m robots can be expressed as:
where V =[ V1T V'f ... V~

r.

'6-' j

k·Q; +k~)
~j

(1)

k=l

V = X b V b + X ( <I>

Xb = ( b X{ b XI ... b X~]r, X =diag(X 1 X 2

. ...

q+

~)

X,,, ), <I> =diag( <I> 1 <D 2

(2)
. •..

<l>m),

q = [ q{ 4I .... q~ ]r, and ~ = [ ~t ~J .... ~~ (
The end-effector velocity of the jth robot, denoted by

v; , can be expressed in the base frame as:
(3)

where

b

R i = diag( n+~ R, n+~ R j) with n+~ R ; is a rotation matrix from the end-effector frame to the base

fran1e, k; =

b

R; n+~ X i Li , J

qj =

b R; n+~ X; Li <l> j, and J

Forallthem-robots, Eq.(3)canberepresentedas:

bj

= b R i n+~ X j .

v• = Jb V b + J q q + k ~

(4)

The momentum of the entire system with respect to the inertial reference frame can be expressed as
P =( wMb+wM o J l, +M wT X b) Vb +(M wT X <l>+wM 0 J ~) q + (MwT X +w M o k ' )C::
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{5)

For a free-floating space robotic system, the total momentum of the system P will be zero, therefore from Eq.(5)
the base velocity can be expressed as:
vb =-c., Mb +WM 0 Jt, +MW T xbr' <<MwT x ·Ill +WM 0 J~)<i + CMw T x+WM 0 k' )~}
=J,q+k , ~

(6)

where J,= -Cw Mb +WMO Ji, +MW T xb )" (Mw T x Ill+,.. M o J~) and
1
k I= -( w M ,b + w Mo JI,+ MW T x.b (MW T x + w Mok').
Them end-effector velocity vector of a free-floating robotic system can be derived using Eqs.(4) and (6):
1

r

v• = ( J b J r + J q) q + ( J b k 1 + k) ~ = J q + k • ~

(7)

For free-flying robotic systems, the above relationship is not valid since momentum is not conserved, and the
external force f b becomes very important. This •Can be •expressed as the rate of change of total momentum P :
fb=P=(wMb+ ... M 0 Ji,+MwTXb)Vb+(MwTXlll+wM 0 J~)q+b,

(8)

where b, is the net bias force acting on the system, which is a function of position, velocity and time.
The accele.ration of the manipulators links can be obtained by differentiating Eq.(2) to give:

v

= .x ~ q + xb v b + xb \\ + '
where ' = x ( $
The force exerted on 'the ith link of the jth robot is expressed as:

q + ~) + x ( ci> q + ~ ).

n

i f J. = n+Iix J. n+1f J. + ~
£..J kix J. <"M J· kyJ. + "b J·)

(9)

k=i

Nowtheforccvectorforthcjthrobotcanbedescribedas:
~

· iT ... nv'iT]T ,
f i -- [lfT
i 2fT
i ... nrT]T
i , v·i -- (lv' jT 2v

fJ

= Xf(Di

- (lbTi 2bT

uj -

1 ...

n+tr i + M 1 V1 + bi), where

nbT]T , D i -- (0 . .. 0 nTln x i ]T and M
1
1

= diag( 1 Mi 2 M 1 ••• n Mi ). For all the m robots this force relationship can be expressed as:

r - xT D r. = xT cMq v + b)
_TT
whe11e f - ( f 1 f 2

.. .

M q = diag( M 1 M 2

(10)

Tr'_'T ' T
' TT · _ , TT
TT_.
f m ] , V - [ V 1 V 2 . .. V m] , lb - 1[ b 1 b 2 . .. b m] , D - diag( D 1 D 2
.. .

••.

Dm

),

Mm), and f. is the force exerted by the end-effector on the object, which can be

expressed by the relationship f 0 = (n+lflT n+I([ .. . n+l f~ )1 .
From Eq.(9) the force exerted by the base on the first link of the jth robot can be expressed as:
n

'fj -- n+lix J n+l f j + ~
£..J le'X j (kM j kv· j + kb)
j

( 11)

k=I

The force equilibrium equation of the base with .an external force acting on it, can be represented as
.

T

.

.

fb = M ,b Vb + bb + Xb ( D fe + Mq V + b)

(12)

Now so'lvi.ng Eq.(12) for the base acceleration and substituting ·t he value of \\ , the acceleration of the
manipulators can be expressed as
V =(E+Xb M;;' xr Mq)' 1{X <l> q+Xb Vb-Xb M;;1 XJ (D f 0 +b)+Xb M ;; 1 (fb-bb)+(}
(13)
Eliminating V from Eqs.(10) and (13) gives:
f - xT (M~ +Xb M;;' x~r M~ Dr. = x T (M~ 1 +Xb M ;;1 x~r1 {X <l> q + Xb v b
1

1

1

1

1

where ( M~ + Xb M ,i;

1

xr r'

+M~ b+Xb M'b (fb-bb)+(}
1
1
= Mq ( E+Xb M;; xr Mq .
1

(14)

r

Multiplying both the sides of the Eq.(l4) with Ill T and rearranging I.eads to a concise representation of the joint
torque vector as:
T - JT r. = M q + C
(1 5)
whereM= <l>T XT (M -q 1 + X b M-•x
rb ). 1 X<l>
b
1

1 M - 'D
JT = <l>T XT (M q- 1 +X b M -b 1 xT)b
q

'
1

C = ~T XT (M ~ +Xb M ;; xrr {Xb Vb+M ~ b + Xb M ;; (fb-b b )+( }, and T = <l>T f.
1

1

1

The inversion ·of the matrix in the Eq.(14) can be simplified using a matrix inversion lemma:
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'

(M~ 1 +Xb Mt;1 x:r1 = Mq - Mq Xb(Mb +

x:

M b xbrt x! M q

If the object is assumed to be held rigidly by m manipulators, then the force at the centre of mass of the object
due to all the end-effector forces acting On it, Can be represented as (7) : f 0 = W T f 0
(16)
The force balance equation for this object can be represented as: f 0 = M 0

v

0

+ b0

(17)

where b 0 is the bias force on the object. Combining Eqs.(16) and (17) now leads to the following dynamic
equation for the object:
M 0 v0 + b 0 = WT f •
(18)
The forward dynamics analysis of the co-operating manipulators on a mobile base can be described with
reference to Eq.(15), which involves the computation of the joint accelerations q with the knowledge of the
input torques and forces, T, current state of the manipulator, q, q and motion of the base. Simplifying Eq.(8)
for

Vb

and carrying out further simplification leads to the following expression for the end effector

acceleration

v"

ve :
1

1

={Jq-JbMb x: Mq(X<I>-XbGH)}q +(jb.JbM;; x: MqXb)Vb
1

+ Jb Mt;1 (E- x! MqG) fb+ Jb Mt; CX! M qGb,-b b·X! b+()

+ {iq q + k ~ + k ~) - J b M t; x: D f 0
1

· e
·e
V open • V conslrained

(19)

Hence, the system can be modelled as a superposition of open chain part and a constrained part due to the
presence of Cupertino. The following explicit relationship between the end-effector force and object
acceleration can now be obtained :

v~onSIIained = v~pm - W V

0

-W

v

0

~f. =(Jb M ;; X ! D)" [v ~pcn - W
1

1

v

0

-W

v

0
]

(20)

}

(21)

Then, substituting the value of f. from Eq.(20) into Eq.(18) gives:

v

0

= [ M 0 + w T ( J b M ;; I

x

r D rt w rt {w

T (

J b M;; I

x!

D

r

1

(

v~pen

-

wv

0
) -

b0

Once the spatial acceleration of the object v is known, Eq.(20) can give all the end-effector spatial forces.
Similarly from Eq.(15), q can be represented as: ii = M-t (T- C) - J T f 0 = <iopen - <iconstcained
(22)
0

Hence, the joint accelerations of the entire system can be computed with the known open chain joint
accelerations and end effector forces.

3 Conclusions
In this paper, a unified approach for the kinematics and dynamics of a co-operating robotic system on a mobile
base has been presented, with special emphasis on space robotics. In the presence of closed kinematic chain
constraints, the kinematics and dynamics of space robots become increasingly complex. Both inverse dynamics
and forward dynamics of these systems have been addressed. In addition, it has been shown that the simulation
of this type of system can be carried out using any efficient multi-arm unconstrained analysis approaches.
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Abstract. An identification approach of manipulator dynamics by means of a neural architecture is presented. In
a structured model approach, a RBF-like neural network is used to represent and adapt all model parameters with
their nonlinear dependences on the joint positions. The neural architecture is hierarchically organised to reach
optimal adjustment to the common structural knowledge about the identification problem. A fixed, grid based
neuron placement together with application of B-spline polynomial basis functions is utilised favourably for a
very effective recursive implementation. That way an online identification of a dynamic model is submitted for a
complete 6 joint industrial robot with reasonable effort and good results.

Introduction
It is well known, that best results in control of 6 joint robot arms are achievable by using an (inverse) model of
robot dynamics due to the not negligible nonlinearities and couplings in the dynamic behaviour of the individual
axes. However, preparation of such a model applicable in the control loop is still problematic, because on one
hand even very complex analytic arrangements do not cover all occurring physical effects but on the other hand
an exact estimation of all the particular parameters is very complicated. As an alternative to these methods,
some approaches of modelling based on different supervised trained neural networks are discussed in recent years
[ 1,3,5]. Based on these works, this ,contribution proposes a special neural Radial Basis Function (RBF)-like
architecture for the modelling with good capabilities for both, a close estimation of the real phenomena and a
continuous adaptio n of the performing model without difficulties. Available knowledge from theoretical process
analysis is applied in a structured model, whose parameters ar,e represented by the outputs of a neural network.

Robot Dynamics
Expression of ,the common inverse dynamic equations of a manipulator describes the relation between the torques
in the robo1tjoints t and the current mov·e ment state consisting of the joint positions and its derivatives t

e

:r =

A(e )e + qe, e) + G(eJ+ F(e,e)

(1)

A(S) is the inertia matrix, qej) the matrix of centrifugal and coriolis terms. and G(S) is the vector of gravity
terms. F(S, ~) represents all friction effects, which are modelled by F (S) · ]F(a) with Coulomb, viscous, and declining parts [3]. Jn a comparable manner to the friction model, also the velocity-dependent part of the term C(e, ~)
can be written split off in C(S) · fc(~). Thus, the complete state space equation is converted to a configuration
space equation si nce the matrices are (nonlinear !) functions of manipulator posi tion only [2):

t

= A(O)O + C(S)fc(S) + G (S) + F (O)fr(S)

with: fc{S)

= [diag{S} T. e)T; ]F(S) = [sig11(0 ), e, e213JT

(2)

I.e., the nonlinear dependences of C and Fon the current state [8, ~ T are separated into the analytical couplings
resp. functions of 0 and purely 8-dependent nonlinearities. They should be represented by a neural network,
because this is abl,e to take also further, unexpected effects into consideration by its error-minimising learning
abilities. It is appropriate to consider the overall model error, because then Least-Square-based methods become
applicable for the parameter estimation. Hence, the following summarised, parameter-linear function is proposed:

(3)

Model Reduction
A lot of reductions in the matrix ACGF(e) are accessible by general reconsideration. This simplifications effectuate, that particular parameters depend only on a subset of all joint positions up to constant or disappearing
parameters. M oreover, there are some parameters. which can be calculated immediately from other ones:
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As a physical fact the inertia matrix A is symmetric. Furthermore, the serial chaining of arm segments implicates, that any rotational inertia A ij. which affects along axis i, is not depending on the position of axis i and all
axes before it k < i. Thereby not only the symmetric A-matrix is strongly reduced. but also matrix C by analysis
using the universally valid relationC;,Jk(S) = t{ClAjj(S)/Cl0k + cMik (S)/Cl0j -dAj.t(S)/d0;) [4].
Additionally, the following specificities of the utilised SIEMENS manutec r2. representing common industrial robots, require further consideration: {i) The mass distribution of the last segment is considered as rotational
sy mmetric. Hence, there is no dependence of ·inertias on the position of them. {ii) The vector G(S) is reduced,
because the first axis is oriented in vertical d irection and the last axis is a rotational symmetric one. (iii) In the 3
matrices F. , which are of diagonal type, only the gravity effects of the 2nd and 3rd arm segment are regarded to
cause (also with respect to the load) notably position dependent friction parameters. (iv) Because of the orthogonal
posture of the axes some elements of A are (exactly or approximately) disappearing (A 1,3, A2,4, AJ,4 , A4 ,s, As,6) ·
(v) As a typical construction feature of todays articulated robots all dri ves of the wrist joints are mounted on the
3rd ann segment. So they are mechanically coupled and appear as a closed kinematic chain. To keep the symmetry
of A unaffected, only the rotor inertias of the motors 5 and 6 are regarded concerning the high gear transmission
ratios. But in the matrices of F . parameters also appear outside of the diagonals Fi,j; if. j; i , j ~ 4.
0

A,,,
A,,2
F.;;!_
F.,,,
Au
F.;.1
F••.s
A;.'
A1,5
A.,6
F••. s
/ (2,3,4, S)
/ (2.3,4, 5)
/ (2, 3,4,5)
0
/(2,3, 4,5)
/( 2,3,4,5)
/(2, 3)
0
0
0
0
2
sym.
/ (3, 4, 5)
/ ( 3,4,5)
0
/ (3,4, 5)
/(3,4,5)
0
/ (2,3)
0
0
0
3
0
sym.
/ (4,5)
0
/(4,S)
/(4, S)
0
0
/(2,3)
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
const.
coost.
sym.
/ (5)
5
sym.
sym.
sym.
0
coo st.
0
0
const.
0
coost.
0
6
sym.
sym.
sym.
0
0
0
const.
coost.
0
const
0
Cl, II
c,,12
C;,16
Cr, 11
C1,l4
C;,ZJ
C1,1J
C.,tl
C1,1l
C r. 2•
0
/(2,3, 4,5)
/(2, 3,4,5)
/(2,3,4,5)
/( 2,3, 4,5)
0
/(2,3, 4,5)
/ (2, 3, 4,.S)
/ (2,3, 4,!i)
/( 2, 3,4,5)
0
/(2, 3,4,S)
/(2,3,4,5)
/(2,3, 4,S)
/(2,3,4,5)
0
calc.
/(3, 4,S)
/ (3,4,.S)
/ (3,4,!i)
calc.
c..ic.
0
/(2,3,4,5)
calc.
/(2,3,4,S)
/(2, 3,4,S)
/( 3,4,!i)
/ (3,4, 5)
0
ea.Jc.
c~Jc .
calc.
0
/(2,3, 4,S)
/(2,3,4,5)
calc.
ea.le.
0
/ (3, 4,S)
calc.
calc.
calc.
cak
/(2,3,4,5)
calc .
calc.
0
calc.
0
calc.
calc.
0
calc.
calc.
0
0
0
0
0
c,,36
C;,31
C,,ll
C;,. c.....
c..•s
C1.a
C ;,55
C 1,s..
c....
/ (2,3, 4,5 )
/ (2,3, 4,S)
/ (2, 3,4,S)
/(2, 3, 4,.S)
/(2,3,4,!i)
](2,3,4,.S)
/(2, 3, 4, 5)
/ (2, 3,4,5)
/(2, 3,4,.S)
0
/(3,4, 5)
/ (3 ,4,5)
/(3,4, 5)
0
/{3,4,.S)
/ (3,4,5)
/ (3,4, 5)
/ (3,4,!i)
0
/ (3, 4, 5)
/(4,5)
0
0
/ (4,!i)
0
0
/ (4, 5)
/ (4,5)
/ (4,S)
/ (4,5)
calc.
0
/ (4, 5)
/ (4,S)
0
0
0
0
/ (5)
0
calc.
calc.
0
/ (4,5)
calc.
C-dlc .
0
0
0
0
calc.
calc.
0
0
calc.
0
0
calc.
0
0
I

1

F.,,6
0
0
0
const
const.
const.
C;,26

/(2, 3,4,5)
0
/(3,4.S)
/(3, 4,S)
/(3, 4,!i)
0
G

0
/(2.3,4,.S)
/ (2.3,4,5)
/ (2,3,4,5)
/ (2,3,4,5)
0

Table 1: Dependences of ACGF(S) (f(i) "'"' f(6i), F. appears tripled, the order is changed fo r better reading).
Table I shows, that there are no remaining dependences on 0 1 or 06 and there are only a few different ascending
cases off(*). These characteristics are consequently used by representation of each coefficient merely within the
according subspace of e under advantageous utilisati on of a the networks grid-based architecture.

The Neural Network Archiitectu.r·e
The multi-dimensional nonlinear function ACGF{S) ca n be mapped suitably by the sensory-motor transformation
of a RBF-like neural archi1tecture (6). Because the neural network is utilised within a control loop, a sufficiently
exact representation of the whole input space has to be guaranteed. Therefore the neurons are attached to regular
positions in a right-angular grid. The architecture proposed in this work takes important advantages from this
orthogonal and invariant neuron placement, because the hierar·c hical structure is build up by means of recursive
implementatio n. That way it is managed to represent every parameter o f ACGF(S) within one network exactly
in a 8-subspace of its depende nces. Thereby the fact is utilised, that all different cases of parameter dependence
occur in an ascending series from [ (0.s ) to [ (02, 03 , 04, 65) (beside [(02, 03), see Table 1).
Any neuron consists of its usual output weights W and of a second vector, which defi nes the input weights 0; of
the accessory dimension in the subsequent hierarchical layer (Fig. 1, I.). The hierarchical structure of the network
is build up based on single neuron in the first layer, that represents all constant parameters. The second vector
of this neuron defines the one-dimensional confi guration of the chosen number of neurons fo r the first parameter
dependence. So the neurons of the followin g lay er at these positions represent the 6 5 -dependent parameters
and, agai n, arrange the neurons of the next layer with an added dimensionality and so on (Fig. 1, m .,r.). For such
parameters, which have [(62, 63)-dependence, an ex tra network is used with usual two-dimensional grid structure.
h is necessary that a co ntinuous map is generated from the support nodes at the neuron positio ns. This is do ne
in RBF-networks by a weighted supe rposition of radial-symmetrical basis functi ons, which are centred at the
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~-J~---------------+)
Figure l: Exemplary demonstration of the hierarchical multidimensional network structure
(from 1left to right: N = l, 2, 3).
neuron positions. In contrast to the this common REF-approach, the basis functions are developed independently
in univariate dimensions in our strategy. Linear coefficients for the units of one dimension are calculated in a way,
which fulfil the Partition-of-unity-condition: Based on this condition, the network output W(s) is calculated as
weighted sum over all (participant) neumns K without normalisation.
K

L lk(s) = l

K

=> W(s) =

k= l

L h(s)Wk

(4)

k=I

Higher dimensional basis functions, which fulfil this condition again, are formed by taking the tensor product
from the univariate ones. This enables a recursive cakulation of the basis functions of all network layers for the
determination of their merged output values W(S) (5). Because no multi-dimensional norm has to be calculated,
this strategy is very effective. However, the produced basis functions do not have an ideal radial-symmetric form.
with:

k = (k1, .. . ,kN)

(5)

The B-Spline polynomials are applicable as such a basis function, because they fulfil the partition-of-unitycondition and have the following further properties (8) :
Recursion:
Positi vi·t y:

~'.

s-0;
0i+p+1-s
if s E [0;, 0;+ t)
.
. li+l ,p(s)
.Ii,p(s) + .
li,l (s) = {
otherwise
0 t+p - 0 I
0 t+p+I - 01+1
for all s
Local support: li,K = 0 if s rt (0;, 0i+d

l;,p+1 (s) =
l;,K ~ 0

The Neural Network Training
The model equation (3) is catcu:lated after determination o f the network output ACGF(0) = W(S) at the current
robot positions= 0 by subsumption of the output vectors ifN (S) E ACGF(S) (5), which represent the elements of
ACGF in all layers of the network according to Table 1. Because the input weights of the neurons are invariant as
well as the form of the basis functions, only the output weights are subject of the network training. It is intended
to perform this supervised training online. so that also an adaption to drifting parameters (e.g. changing friction)
is ·enab1led by a continuous learning process. Therefore, the learning of the correct parameters is managed by
stochastic gradient descent utilising the recursive Widrow-Hoff-'learning rule (7). During the training, successive
patterns consist·i ng of a measured input vector ha; and a teacher vector of torques measured too i; are used. A new
parameter matrix w• is estimated, which minimises the squared error over all training patterns. All neurons k.r.
which contributed to the merged network output W(S). are adapted towards the individual estimation
E w·.

wN

w.new
= w__old
+ l1 . /~k, (s) (wN _ w_old)
k,
k,
k,

with:

l
(w· = W (S) + ---'ti 2

llhe;ll

)-T

W(S) ·ha;
lzai•

(6)

The step size is determ ined by the individua1l coefficient of contribution 11:,(S) and a learning rate 11, which can be
chosen in a range 0 to l due to the normalising term l / ll"hedl2 in (6).

Experimental Application and Results
As mentioned, an industrial robot SIEMENS manutec r2 is utilised for the experimental evaluation of the proposed identification strategy. This manipulator is additionally equipped with an open control system, implemented
on a modular dSPACE-computer including multiple DSPs and ALPHA-processors. This system permits a realtime implementation of the whole neural architecture together the control of arbitrary robot trajectories .
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The maximum network size, which can be realized with the available hardware, is a size of 9 x 9 x 9 x 9
neurons arranged in equidistant spacing (l neuron per 20°). The required processing time is less than lms, so that
a synchronous execution with sample frequency of the trajectory controtlers lkHz is possible.
Unsynchronised PTP-movements of the axes are the system excitation during the network training, which has
to comply with the following requirements: (i) All neurons of the network ought to pass through comparable
numbers of training steps. By stochastic movement distances, which change direction only on the borders of
the represented configuration space. all appearing joint positions are uniformly distributed. (ii) An uniformly
excitation of all parameters can be verified .as in common LS-identification by a low condition K of the information
matrix <IJ. However, because of the multi-model approach and the open data set an analytic optimisation of K is
very complicated. Therefore, trajectories of minimal valued hitc h rare chosen for the training (Fig. 2).
The presented architecture was tested with two different B-spline orders K = 2 and 3 at a period of 60min after
beginning. The diagram of Fig. 3 shows, that the version of piecewise linear interpolation K = 2 achieved lower
RMS-errors than 1the version of piecewise quadrat·i c appmximation K = 3. Apparently the occurring nonlinearities
are not n~produced improved by quadratic approximation with the applied, unmodified low resolution.

,

'

.. ....

.

,

·.

0

o~~--=T,-----=2"==
T--~
3 T=--~---4 T

Figure 2: (left)
History of a trajectory with minimum hitch (solid: e. dashed: 8,
dashdot: •S; dotted: r) .
Figure 3: (right)
Comparison of the RMS-errors
during network traming (above:
K ·= 3; below: K = 2).

g...
..
::::!: •••
u

~·

0:

A comparison of neural estimated and real measured torques resulted in significant errors only at signal peaks
in the higher axes, but also qualitative differences in the lower ones certainly caused by the stronger couplings [4) .
Therefore beyond extended training an experimental optimisation of the trajectories is required in future work.

Conclusion and Outlook
The presented architecture is able lo model the dynamics of an industrial 6-joint robot online from experimental
data. The neural technology solves by means of an optimal structural and architectural adjustment two problems:
firstly, a .ft·e xible representation of nonlinear parameter dependences. and secondly. the experimental determination
of all parameters from individual robot behaviour.
Future work is focused on synthesis of the total robot control system consisting of a ne ural network based
linearising slate feedback and individual joint controllers. An exact estimation of the unmodeled dynamics is very
important lo permit an adequate controller design, which is robust in respect of remaining model errors.
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ROBUST ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF ROBOTS BY MEANS
OF STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
K. Marti and A. Aurnhammer
Federal Armed Forces University
Aero-Space Engineering and Technology
D - 85577 Neubiberg/Munich, Germany
Abstract. The standard proced ure in optimal control of robots, or more general dynamic systems,
is replacing unknown parameters in the system equations, dynamic and kinemetic equation, resp., by
nominal values. Due to the deviation between actual and nominal values, the resulting controls can be
very sensitive to parameter variations. By introducing probability distributions for the modelling of the
unknown parameters, stochastic parameter variations are incorporated in the optimal control process.
Thus, more robust controls are obtained. In this paper especially the influence of different probability
distributions in the modelling process of a Manutec r3 industrial robot with uncertain payload mass is
studied.

Introduction
In adaptive optimal control of industrial or service robots the problem can be described at each stage j,
after a time-path parameter transformation s : [t;, tY>J ~ [s;, sf J and a path parameter transformation
s: [s;,s1] ~ [so ,81 ] onto a given fixed interval [so,81], by means of a variational problem , depending
on parameters like length of links, mass of links, payload mass, etc .. These parameters are not exactly
known, but must be modelled by probability distributions, which are updated recursively whenever new
information, obtained e.g. from parameter estimation algorithms , about the unknown parameters is available. This leads t o a variational problem under stochastic disturbances. Using stochastic optimization
techniques, this stochastic variational problem finally is replaced by a deterministic substitute problem
of the following type [2]:

(la}
subject to
(lb)
P(Tmin,i

s a;.8 (8} :~=!: + b;/3(s) + Ci s
1

Tm<>z,i

I Ai;) ~ a,

so

s s s sf> i = 1, 2,. .. , n, (le}
(I d}
(le}
( If)

(l g)
Here, the a-Algebra At; represents the information available up to time t j, q = tie(s} is the vector of
configuration or robot coordinates, f3 = /3(s) the velocity profile and p := (pD,PKiPJ)T the vector of
unknown dynamic, kinematic and objective model parameters. The coefficients i'l; = a;(qe, q~ , Sj,PD) ,
b; = b;(qe,q~,q~,si,PD) and c; = ci(<le,s;,PD), i = 1,. . .,n, are obtained from the dynamic equation of
the robot [3], where n is the number of degrees of freedom equivalent to the number of joints. Moreover,
(1 b) are the initial and terminal values for the velocity profile f3 = /3(s) , (l e) represents control constraints ,
which restrict the forces and moments in the robot joints, and (ld ,e) are position and velocity restrictions
for the robot path in confignration space. Finally, a is the prescribed reliability, and the objective function
(la} can describe different optimization criteria like minimum-time or minimum energy consumption.
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Hence, the solution depends on the available information At; at stage j and on the chosen probability
distribution that models the initial uncertainty about the parameter p.

Solution techniques
Approximating the unknown functions ii (s) and <le(s) by linear combinations of known basis functions ,
e.g. B-splines, and demanding that the restrictions that depend on the path parameters, so $ s $ s,,
are fullfiHed in certain knots Si , i = 1, ... , m, problem (la-g) is reduced to a ordinary nonlinear parameter
optimization problem. Another possible solution technique is applying calculus of variation techniques
that provide necessary and somtimes sufficient conditions in terms of differential equations [3] .
Once optimal solutions q~i), fJ(i) are derived from {la-g), feedforward controls are calculated using the
inverse dynamics approach:
a·(q(i)
qUl' s . PD)·[J(i)'(s)· Sf - so+b·(q(i) q(i)' qW" s. Pn)·fJCil(s)+c·(q(i) s. PD) t.
e > e
' J'
1
e ' e
' e
' J>
' e ' 1'
Sf -

Sj

T·

tJ

i -- 1' 2 ' ·

• ·'

n•

(2)

Numerical example: Manutec r3
The industrial robot Manutec r3 has 6 revolute joints, where for path planning [4] only the first three
joints are taken into account.
Let without loss of generality (so, s I] = [so , sI] and consider the following time-optimal point-to-point
problem under position and velocity constraints at the initial stage j = 0:

qe(so)

=(

-2.4 )
1.2
, qe (s1 )
0.6

=(

-1.3 )
0.2
,
-1.0

(3)

= 1,2,3,

(4)

where the following restrictions have to be fullfilled [4]:

P(-7.5 $ T;(s) $ 7.5 I A t0 )

~

o:, i

- 2.97 $ q1(s) :5 2.97,

(5a)

- 2.01 ::; q2(s) $ 2.01,

(5b)

- 2.86 $ q3(s) $ 2.86,

(5c)

- 3.0 $ q1' (s)./7I(S) $ 3.0,

(6a)

- 1.5 $ q2'(s)./7I(S) $ 1.5,

(6b)

-5.2 $ q3'(s)./7I(S) $ 5.2,

(6c)

with a = 0.99.. Using the software OSPP [1] developed a t the Federal Armed Forces University, we
study three possible probability distributions for a single random model parameter: the payload mass
m,. Additionally, the solution of the deterministic problem is given, where the payload is assumed to be
exactly known with a mass of 5 kg. Furthermore, in the cases of a stochastic payload we assume that the
payload has expectation E(m1) = 5 and variance Var (m1 ) = 25. Hence, for the uniform , exponential and
gaussian distribution we get the following results, where we took the inverse of the time-path parameter
transformation to plot the results in time domain :
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Obviously, in case of an exponential distribution the most cautious controls are obtained, see Fig.
7-9. Comparing the support of the uniform and exponential distribution, we have that:
SUPPuni(mi)

= [5 · (1 -

¥3) , 5 · (1 + /3)] , SUPPexp(m1)

= n+.

(7)

Hence, in case of the exponential distribution a payload m ass greater than 5 · (1 + ¥3) contributes with
positive probability to the calculation of the optimal control. Additionally, examing the distribution
function F,;.~P(z) = P(m1 ~ z), we have still a probability for the payload to be greater than 5 · (1 +
/3) of about 0.065. Thus, the exponential distribution incorporates a much wider range of possible
payload masses (assumed that expectation and variance are equal for both distributions). Similar relations
between the other distributions can be obtained.
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Abstract. By a suitable description of the considered system dynamics, different tracking approaches for
controlling single link-flexible manipulators are presented in this paper. First, on the basis of a distributed
parameter model, stabilizing feedback with additional use of nonlinear strain feedback signals, for counteracting
destabilizing disturbances following the open ioop control [ 1], is introduced. Second, on the basis of a discrete
nonl.inear flexible model, a robust nonlinear con,trol law is derived using continuous sliding mode techniques.
The performances of the presented control strategies are demonstrated by simulations and experiments carried
out with the flexible robot arm of our Institute.

1. Introduction
The topic "Dynamics and control of flexible-link robots " represents a pretentious and challenging problem. In
order to be able to counteract the undesirable effects of flexibility, advanced robot control techniques should be
investigated on the basis of a more complete dynamic. For control design, different approaches exist for the
description of dynamics of flexible-link manipulators. Exact solution approaches as in [I], which deal with the
partial differential equations of system dynamics, are available as well as approximation approaches such
assumed modes methods [2]. Due to the inherent unstable zrero dynamics behavior of the end-effector position of
flexible-link robots, the simultaneous achievement of high level performance and robustness is not
straightforward. A variety of control policies have been used by researchers to control flexible manipulators. In
this paper we present, by a suitable description of the considered system dynamics, different control approaches.
First, we present a controller, which is obtained from the distributed parameter model of the flexible robot
am1. In an algebraic framework using Mikusinsk:i operational calculus (4], the authors in [I] have investigated
the trajectory tracking problem for a flexible robot ann. Note that this methodology leads to exact solutions
without integration of any differential equation. In order to improve the performance of the passivity based
concept in [ 1], we examine here the additional use of noniinear strain feedback signals. Performance
improvements relative to the trajectory tracking, which are demonstrated by means of simulations and
experiments, are obtained.
Second, we propose, on the basis of a discr,ete n.onhnear flexib!'e model, a robust control law, which is derived
using a sliding mode strategy. Unlike distinguishing properties such robustness to modeling uncertainties and
disturbances, the use of switched control is even associ.ated with negative effects such as chattering phenomenon
(5]. In ot'der to overcome the undes1red control chattering (due to the high frequency switching), the considered
approach satisfies the sliding condition using a :strategy, which avoids the discontinuity in the classical sliding
mode techniques. Our approach is based on the continuous sliding mode control, which is illustrated in (6]. Two
alternative system outputs (tip postion or joint variable) cam be considered for trajectory tracking. By a suitable
choice of t he sliding surface, we show here, that the tracking problem can be solved by considering the joint
variable as the minimum phase system output. Simulations srudies with a considerable amount of parametric
uncertainties are to demonstrate 1the robustness of the proposed tracking controller.

2. Modd1ing
The single hnk flexible robot
a:nn
under
consideration,
presented in figure I , ts
modelled as an Euler-Bernoulli
beam. The mot,ion occurs only
in the horizontal plane and the
arm does not undergo torsional
deformations.

M,

Figure 1 : Flexible-link robot ann
The motion of a point along the beam, is given by

y(x,t) = x· B(t )+ w(x,t )
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( I)

Using Lagrange's Fo1mulation or Hamilton's Principle, we obtain a fourth-order partial differential equation:

El a4 y(x,t))
·

ax

4

+ pA ·

al y(x,t)

at

2

=

0

. h bo
'. .
undary cond1ttons as given in [3],
, wtt 4

(2)

This partial differential equation of the system dynamics can be either directly solved (exact solution approach
such in [ l]) or using approximation approaches such as assumed modes methods (see section 4 ).

3. Control based on an ·e xact solution approach
3.1 Open loop control
In .an algebraic framework using Mikusinski operational calculus [4], the authors in [l] have investigated the
trajectory tracking control problem of a flexible robot arm py;esented by an Euler-Bernoulli beam. The
methodology presented in [ 1] leads to an exact solution without integration of any differential equation.
In order to transfonn the flexible robot arm as Mikusinski system, we set

from (2):

2 (- - )

a y x2, t
aT

4 (- -)

=

a y x'4 t

t = ~ p AL2 · t, x = Lx
El

y(x, 0) = 0 and j1(x, 0) = 0, the transformation

• Wilh the initial conditions

a:x

of this linear partial differential equation using Mikusinski operational calculus yields:
where

y

denotes the operational function corresponding to

and obtain

y . Let yd

s2 .Y(x, s) = - y(4 )(x, s),

be the tip position (system output

variable). From the boundary conditions and after some calculations, the input control torque

r(t) = u(t}

can be,

u(s, yd).

with the Mikusinski derivative operator s, formulated as

The back transformation to time scale requires some restrictions relative to the output function Yi1(t) , which
must be an analytical function involving an infinite number of derivatives. It has been shown in [ 1], that if y t1 (t)
appertains to a specific class of functions, the fo llowing series, which corresponds to the input control torque

u(t), is abso lutely convergent:
Jm [
u(t)= Lal 1

where

211 1
211
~
2 +
1 ( d J] .
£1 [
2 + I 2 ( d J] .
+ 11~0(4n+4)!1f11 dt ·yd(r) - 7} n~o(4n+4)!1fn dt ·yd(t)
00

4
3
lfl(.!!_J
= ((l+A.µ)~+(4n+4{
µ+ n+ A.)] c/
n dt
d
2
d

If 2( - d
n dt

1i n

\.

12

211

(3)

2
+

+2

and

J
J=((4 n+ 4 { -2I +A.µ)
- -d -+ 4 n+ 3{ µ+ (4n + 1X4n + 2} "''J] - c1 - , with A. = __
2
t
2
2

2

(

n

d 2

d t 2n

L_
3

ML
and µ = - - .

pAL

pAL

3.2 Passivity based co:ntrnl with .additional non1
1'inear strain feedback
In order to counteract destabilizin g disturbances and to achieve asymptotic stability following lhe open loop
control (5), stabilizing feedback is necessary. By assigning a reference trajectory denoted by ((}d .
passivity based feedback can be introduced:

u=Td(t)-K

{.

p

. )

El a2

( )

·8
( - 0 1) +K,·\8-8d ,wherer 1 t = - (
'
c
L2

~ 0, ~ J isthereferencetorque,
o~ x 2

(}tl ) ,

a

(4)

Following the preceding regulation, we introduce, in addition to ( 4), a nonlinear strain feedback [7] for
perfonnance improvements:

u = -K p ·

(o - 0d )+ K (o -Od )-(f K f
, ·
1

J• I

· w"(xs ,t

)f~&(~)w'(x, ,,;}c1,; - r d(r))

where K P, K,. and K r are positive parameters and x si

E

[o, L] 1s

represents the number of strain gauges on the fle xible robot ann.
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(5)

the location of the ith-strain gauge and D

3 .3 Experimental results
The physical parameters of the considered flexible robot system .are: L = L J 55m, p A = 2660x 3.210-4 Kg I m ,
£/=710'10 xl.7110'""'9 Nm 2 ,
... .... . .................................................................................
~

3

J m = 3.2 I 0- Kg m

2

'

Ml

~

}e·l~)·w"(x_,.~ )J!;

= 5Kg'

0
Reference T rajectory

!y,,

Let Yd be the desired reference trajectory:
yd (t)

h(t)

=K ·(h • gXt ),
represents

-(

step

function

control

cal culaiion

and

~(1-~)r

with u = 1.1, t E p,r[,
the so-called Gevrey-Roumieu function.

g(t)=e

................. ...................!

opc:n ·ovp

-a.igTereru-at

where K is constant,

the

Strain
Sib'Tlal

~

T

T

e.

,

Figure 2: Control plan (by one strain feedback signal)
Compared to the design in ( 1], we can ascertain performance improvement by simulations and experiments as
shown in the following figures 3 and 4 (and Cor more details, see [3 ]).
Passivity based control with additional nonlinear strain feedback:(-··) simulated and(-) measured values
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Figure 4: Input control torque (Nm)

4. Robust nonlinear tracking control
4.1 Model descr,i ption in state space formulation
In the following, the flexible-hnk manipulator under consideration (see figure 1), is now modeled by an
approximation approach using assumed mode methods. By consideration of a finite number m of modal tenns,
the system dynamics are derived using Lagrange Formulation (see (3]):

M(of ~J= ( -C11(8.o.&~+u
\ o - cAe.o)- F ·o- K . ,fi
where

M(o)

J.

<6>

the posit ive definite symmetric inertia matr·ix,
1

e the joint variable, o =[01

• ••

t5m ]T the vector

of modal amplitudes, CH and C,; coriolis and centrifugal terms respective ly, F the structural damping matrix,
K the stiffness matnx and 11 the input torque at the joint.
For the purpose of design, we will transfom1 the above system into the nonnal fonn, using differe ntial
geometric methods. I3y choosing the motor position angle as output variable, the precedent flexible-link robot
system has a relative degree of 2, (i.e. there exists an unobs ervable subsystem, the so-called zeros dynamics). It
can be easily shown. that the zeros dynamics associated with ~his output is stable, i.e. the above system is

(o ilY , =(ii &Y

minima l phase. With x =
ll
and the joint angle as the alternative system output
system eq uation (6) ca n be represented into the so-called Bymes- Isidori normal form [3] :
x = f(x, rt)+ g(x, ri) · 11
1

~ = '1'(11)
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y=x 1

,the

(7)

4 .2 Tracking Cont.rot using continuous sliding mode approach
An input control torque , which is capable of exactly reproducing a given trajectory xd (t), can be derived by
means of continuous sliding mode techniques. The sliding mode control forces the system trajectory to reach and
stay on the sliding surface. We select the sliding surface as follows: s
tracking error and c

= (c 1

tY

=cT e,

where e

=x -

xd represents the

with c 1 > 0. Let V{x) be a Lyapunov function: V(x) = _!_s 2

(8)

2

The sliding condition is folfilled by the choice of the control law
u

=-(c r g

tc

rf +

(c r gt c rid - a · s · c r g =-cp(x )- a · a{x), a> 0

(9)

such that the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative definite, i.e. v(x)

*

=-a· (s e r gJ < 0,

'r:/ x x R, where x R represents the steady state.
Robustness to modding uncertainties: In order to co unteract the inherent chattering phenomen in classical
" r-----;;:=========i
sliding mode control, Slotine [5] have introduced the concept of
.,boundary layer". According to this approach and in order to deal
explicitly with parameter variations and disturbances, the concept of
boundary layer equivalence for the continuous sliding mode control
is .illustrated in [6). Here, the boundary layer is imposed on the
••

switching curve s · c T g

=0

instead of directly on the sliding mode

s(x) = 0. In the presence of bounded modeling errors in r(x) and

••
••
02

g{x) of equation (7), equation (9) yields:
up

= - _!_(supcp(x)+infcp(x))- a{x)(2a+supcp(x) - infcp{x)),
2~

2

(10)

where 2 represents the width of the boundary layer.
Simulations resuUs: The sliding mode control law (10) has been tested
by means of simulations using a two-mode nonlinear model (6) of the
single link flexible robot am1. We choose the reference trajectory
denoted by xd(t) =

0d (0) = 0
iJd (t) =

(B,1(t) Bd(t)f

0

>O

Figure 5: Joint angle (rad)

as an angular motion from

to Od (T) =!:._,with the velocity profile
2

:;.

(I -

2
cos( ; t

J) .

Simulat ions results. which are shown in

figures (5-6), demonstrate the effectivness of the proposed approach.

•

lu"No:l•1

10

Figure 6: Input torque (Nm)

5. Conclusion
Different approaches for the trajectory control of the robot have been investigated in theory, simulation and
experiments. By introducing an additional nonlinear strain feedback to the passivity based control, performance
of the closed loop system is improved. A nonlinear robust control strategy (based on the concept of continuous
sliding mode) was proposed and tested by simulation studies. The presen ted methodologies form in each case an
efficient and robust tool for solving the trajectory tracking problem for single link-flexible manipu lators.
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MODELLING AND S™ULATION OF LINK AND JOINT FLEXURE IN A
LIGHTWEIGHT ROBOT MANIPULATOR
Alan S. Morris
University of Sheffield, Sheffield Sl 3JD, UK.
Abstract. The paper is concerned with a robot manipulator having two lightweight links. This is modelled as a
composite system of two flexible links and four rigid ones. Rigid link models have been widely reported and
hence this paper is only concerned with the modelling of the flexible two link system which can be
subsequently integrated with the rigid link part of the system. The approach taken is to develop models of a
single flexible link and joint and then consider the relevant dynamic coupling parameters when the single jointlink model is extended to a two joint-link system.

l Introduction
Much interest has been shown recently in lightweight, flexible robot manipulators made from composite
materials, since these avoid the large and problematical inertia forces associated with traditional heavy, largesection, rigid-link manipulators. However, the introduction of flexibility, and the consequent tendency of the
links to oscillate during motion, creates a control problem for which a very accurate model of the flexure
mechanisms is required. Such a model must not only describe deflection and oscillation of flexible links but
also describe flexure and oscillation in the actuated joints that connect the links together.
Robot manipulators that are currently in use commonly have six degrees of freedom. However, analysis
reveals that it is only the motion of two of the links in a typical manipulator, as shown in figure 1, that cause
the problematical inertia forces. In consequence, only these two links need to be lightweight and hence flexible.
Thus, if the motion of these two flexible links can be modelled accurately, this sub-model can be combined with
a model of the dynamics of the other four degrees-of-freedom modelled as a rigid-link system in order to obtain
a composite model of the six-degree-of-freedom system.
Flcxihlc link

Non-flexible lin.lcs m
Non-tlexible colunm

rohol wrist and
end-effector

-

Fig 1: Robot system with two lightweight, flexible links
This paper therefore describes the modelling of link and joint motion in a two-flexible-link system, after which
the addition of a model of the other rigid links in the manipulator is relatively simple. The paper concentrates
particularly on optimising model accuracy and computational efficiency. The starting point for such a model is
the large volume of work reported previously on modelling the deflection of single links. However, all of this
previous work makes approximations that involve limiting motion to small displacements and omitting
consideration of shear forces. Such approximations are valid for a single link but they are invalid for multiple
links, where dynamic coupling exists between the links and modelling errors are cumulative from one link to
the next. Previous work at Sheffield has resulted in the development of a model that avoids small-displacement
approximations, includes the effect of shear forces and also includes the dynamic coupling between links in a
two-link system, thereby providing a model of a two-link system with much improved accuracy. This will be
briefly reviewed before the more recent addition of flexible joint modelling is described. Simulation of the
performance of the combined flexible link and joint model will then be described in the paper presented.
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Finally, the combination of the two-flexible-link model developed with a model of the other four rigid links in a
typical six-degree-of-freedom robot manipulator will be explained.

2 Modelling of single flexible link
Whilst there has been a large volume of work reported on modelling single flexible links, these generally make
approximations that render the model invalid for use in a multi-link system. Such approximations usually take
the form of assuming that flexural deflections of the link are small and that shear deformation is negligible.
When a single-link model is to form part of a multi-link system, inter-link coupling becomes very important,
and therefore very accurate modelling of the end-tip slope and velocity as well as its position is required. This,
in turn, requires that account is taken of shear deformation effects and that small-angle approximations are not
made.
The static slope du!dx and deflection u at a distance x from the actuated end along a flexible link with
distributed mass m and end-tip load m" neglecting the shear deformation effect and assuming small
deflections, are given by [ 1] :
2

2

3

du dum dumt
g
f x
!x
x
- = - + - - : : : : - - - ((m+2m)
- - (m+m 1 ) -+m - )
1
dx
dx
dx
2Ell
2
3
6
u::: u

m

g
12x 2
fx 3
x4
+umr = - - - ((m+2m1) -2-- (m+m1) -3-+m -12)
2£//

(I)

(2)

where I is the length of the beam, EI is the flexural stiffness of the beam and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. The maximum static slope and deflection of the flexible link occur at the free end, where x = f, i.e.
I 2g

du

! 3g

- - (ml3+m 1 )
28

~= -

dx

;

umax =- -

(m/4+2m 1 /3)

28

(3)

As these equations only assume small deflections, correction is required when the deflection is not small. The
deflection of the link end-tip is calculated above on the assumption that the end-tip moves vertically downwards
instead of in a circular arc. This is clearly only valid if the magnitude of flexure is low. This condition is
unlikely to be satisfied in typical industrial flexible manipulator links. Previous work has shown that the case of
large magnitude flexure can be handled by adding a correction factor to the basic equations. This is calculated
by considering the link as a body composed of n equal sections and applying finite element analysis. The
corrected co-ordinates of the link end-tip are then given by [ l]:
Xe

=I -

s

Y. = u(I- s)

and

(4)

wn
u( I - s- w")==- u(J- s)

where :

v"
s='E:wi

; v"= L - 1/n ; w" ==

:~;

L=

~[u(l-s)-

u((n-l)// n-s)] 2 + [ // n] 2

The equation of motion of a flexible link is given in [I] as:
2
2
2

P

a

u(x,t) __ __a_(El
a t2
a x2

a

u(x,t))

u(x, t)

a x2

= ~(x)q(t)

(5)

where p is the mass per unit length of the link, u(x,t) is the deflection of the link, <p (x) is the assumed mode
shape function and q(t} is the modal function. Assuming that EI is a constant, equation (5) can be written as:
I d 2 q(t)
q(t)
=

dT

EI

l

d4 ~(t)

-P ~(x) d;4

(6)

which leads to the two following differential equations:

d4~(x)
f34~(x) = 0
4
where Cil is a constant and f3
~'

4

:::

di qy) +ro 2q(t} = 0
dx
dt
pCil 2 I EI. The solution is given in [ l] as:

(x) :::: C, (cos f3;x - cosh f3;x) +(sin f3;x - sinhf3,x}
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q, (t) ::: A; cosc:u ;f + B, sinc:u ;t

(7)

(8)

where Ai• Bi, Ci, and roi are constants, i denotes the number of modes of vibration. The deflection is then given
by:

'

~

(9)

u(x,l) =:E4>,(x)q,(t)
i=l

By applying boundary conditions (u(O,t)= u(/.t)=au(O,t) I ax= iiu(I, t) I ax 2 = 0) and including just the
dominant first three oscillation modes, the following e quations are obtained for the vertical displacement u(x, t),

.

the slope u'(x,t) and the velocity u(x,t) of any point x on the link at any time t:

=cp 1(x)q1(O)cos(ro 11) + q> 2(x)q2 (O)cos(ID 2t) + cp 3(x)q3(0) cos(ID 31)
a.u(x, t) = q>j (x)ql (O)cos(ID lt) +cp2 (x)q2 (0) COS(ID 2l) + q>) (x )q3 (0) COS(ID 3t)
u'( x,t) =
ax
~(x, t) = au(x,t) = cp1(x)q1(O)Cil 1sin(ID 1t) +q>2 (x)q 2 (O)ID 2 sin(ro 2t) + cp3 (x)q3 (O)oo 3 sin(ro 31)

u(x, t)

a1

~

u(x,O) = :E<J>; (x)q;(O)

subject to the initial conditions:

=/(x)

;

.

~

.

u(x,O) = L<J>;(x)q;(O) =g(x)

i=l

(10)
(11 )

(1 2)
(13)

i =I

The values of q;(O) and q;(O) can be obtained from the nonnalised flexural stiffness as explained in [l) .
The shear deformation force V acting in the link is given by V = Elp. It has been shown [I) that the effect
of this is to alter the frequency of the link oscillation modes and to reduce the slope at the end by an angle IV
given by:

ljl

= V /KAG

( 14)

where A is the 'c ross-sectional area of the link and G is the shear modulus for the link material. Kin (14) is a
function of the link cross-sec~ional shape given by K = AQ/ l 0 d, where Q is the first moment about the neutral
axis of the area contained between an edge of the cross-section of the link parallel to the main axis and the
surface at which the shear stress is to be computed, la is the moment of inertia of the cross-sectional shape of
the link 'computed with respect to its neutral axis and d is the width of the c ross-sectional area at which the
shear deformation is to be 1calculated.

3 Modelling of Uexible joint

Driven hnk

Tur~iom1I ~pri ng cunstonl $

')
08
Figure 3: Representation of joint flexure
The basis of the flexible joint model used is that presented in [2), in which the joint is modelled as a torsional
spring with spring constant S, as shown in figure 3. The kinetic energy in the joint can be written as:

LT · )

K j = 0.5~a !Sa
The potential energy due to torsion in the spring is given by:

P =O.ss(e,-s 0

'f (e 1 -ea)

The Lagrangian for the system can then be written as:

l

=K-P = o.s~/.18 }-s(e,-e 'f (81 - Sa)
0

0

The Lagrangian can then be solved to find dte equations of motion. If T is the sum of gravity and other torques
acting on the link, the static angular deflection due to torsion can be written as : (81- ea)=T I S
(l S)
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The dynamic equation of motion of the joint can be written as: I

zih = s(e1- Sa)+ T

(16)

4 Combined model for a two-flexible-link sys.tem
A basic structure for combining models ·o f link and joint flexibility for a single-link system is described in [3].
The main difficulty in modelling multi-link flexible manipulators is that the rigid motion and the elastic motion
are coupled together, and the elastic motion has direct effects on the transformation matrix between the link coordinates and the global co-ordinates. Due to the complexity of the problem, the modelling of flexible
manipulators is initially simplified by neglecting the effect of the elastic motion on the transformation matrix
and neglecting the effect of the elastic motion on the rigid motion. If the rigid motion is not affected by the
elastic motion, the ·r igid system dynamic equations can be derived using the Lagrange-Euler principle. A
furtl1er simplification can be achieved by considering only the first three flexible modes in the links, since
higher modes have negligible influence on the behaviour of the system.
3

The equation of motion of a two-link system •c an then be written as: u1(x,t)

= L ~ijqij(t) , where j denotes
i=l

the link number, i denotes the mode nwnber, u 1 (x,t) is the vertical deflection of j at distance x and time t, and
~ and .q are shape and modal functions. qij can be obtained by solving the following differential equation:
2
d qij(t) Cj dqij(t)
2
,,, 2 +--;;;-+ro;j qij(t)
UI
mij

='tj(t)

{17)

where c1 is the link damping coefficient, mif and ro;j are the respectively the normalised mass and frequency
of mode i for link j. The position vector is given by:
u j(x, t) =

[~11(x) 0 $2j(x) 0 ~3j(x) o}x [qij ti11 q2j ti2j q3j ci3j]

(18)

This can be used to give u1 (x, t) and u2 (x,t) as the dynamic deflection of links l and 2 respectively at time t.
For link l , the total flexure-induced deflection at any point x along the link is given by u1(x,t) + u51 ,
where u 5 1 is the static deflection of link 1 due to its own mass and end-tip load plus the deflection due to the
torsion in the joint. For link 2, the total deflecti.on is given by u2(x,t) + Us2 +us12 , where u 5 2 is the static
deflection oflink 2 due to its own mass and end-tip load and u s12 is the deflection at the end of link 2 due to
the flexure-induced slope at the end of link 1. The relevant parameters in these expressions are obtained from
equations (10)-(12), (14)-(16) and (18).

5 Conclusions
The paper has explained the .limitations of previous work modelling single flexible joint-link systems and has
produced a model of improved accuracy. This has been inoorporated into a two flexible joint/link system model,
taking appropriate account of .t he dynamic coupling effects between the two links.

6 Future work
The presentation a•t the conference will show the performance of the model developed in response to various
programmed trajectory demands. It is anticipated also that the current status of controller development for the
two-flexible link system will be p~esented.
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OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE FOR NON-POINT MOBILE ROBOTS
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Abstract. The obstacle avoidance algorithm described in this paper is based on the generalized potential fields, which depend on robot's velocity as well as its position. Unlike classical potential fields , the
robot is not repulsed by an obstacle if it is not moving toward it. The key problem when using generalized
potentials is the computation of the time it would take to bring the robot moving with constant velocity
to collision with the nearest obstacle in the given direction. It is easy for mobile robots with circular
footprint, when orientation does not play a role. This paper presents new technique for computation of
time remaining to the collision based on linear programming, which can be used in the case when robot's
shape can not be approximated by a circle and rotational degree of freedom must be taken into account.

Introduction
Research in the area of obstacle avoidance may be divided into two classes : global and local. In global
methods, geometric planning is performed ahead of path execution. The description of obstacles is
assumed to be available to the path planner. The planner then produces a path from the initial state to
the goal that avoids the obstacles. In local methods, sensory information about the local environment is
used in real-time to generate a control input for the robot which brihgs the robot nearer the goal while
avoiding nearby obstacles.
In the method of artificial potentials, the robot behaves like a charged particle that is attracted by
the goal position and repelled by the obstacles. Krogh ll J introduced the important idea of a generalized
potential field that is a function not only of the robot's position, but also of the velocity. With this
concept, obstacles need not ex·e rt large forces on nearby points that are stationary or moving away from
them.
For a mobile robot, the goal is to devise a strategy that will move the robot to its desired destination
without colliding with obstacles. In addition, a robust obstacle avoidance scheme should be capable
of dealing with moving obstacles . Using of generalized potentials results in shorter paths and leads to
energy savings (mobile robots are mostly powered from the on-board batteries with limited capacity),
more precise selflocaliz.ation {precision of dead-reckoning algorithms decreases as the length of the path
increases) and time efficiency.
The following sections review the generalized potential field approach and show the difficulties encountered when applying this concept to non-point mobile robots. A solution to this problem using linear
programming (LP) is then presented. Finally, grid-type map as proper world representation is chosen
and its interconnection with. the presented algorithm is proposed.

Generalized potentials
In contrast to classical potential fields, where the repulsive potential depends on the robot's position
only and is giv.en by the shortest distance to the obstacle, generalized obstacle potential is defined as the
inverse of the reserve avoidance time, TM - Tm, where the maximum avoidance time TM is the maximum
time during which the velocity toward the obstacle may be brought to zero under constant deceleration
without hitting the obstacle and the minimum avoidance time Tm in which the velocity toward the
obstacle can be brought to zero using maximum deceleration.
The key problem when using generalized potentials is the computation of TM . Most mobile robots used
in research have circular, hexagonal or polygonal footprint that can be circumscribed and approximated
by a circle. In this case the robot's orientation is not considered and solution of obstacle avoidance
problem is simplified, because such robot can be modeled as .a point in the plane, when the contour
of obstacles is enlarged by the radius of the circumscribing drcle. This method is called configuration
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space approach and enlarged obstacles are configuration space obstacles. Computation of TM is then
straightforward.
In some cases the robot's shape may not be approximated by a circle and rotational degree of freedom
must be taken into account. In this case, the configuration space obstacles are of three dimensional forms
which are not simple to represent or to calculate.

Solution using linear program ming
In order to avoid computation of configuration space obstacles, calculations will be done in the operational
space of task-related parameters (space with Cartesian rather than joint coordinates).
The task may then be stated as follows. Define the mobile robot as convex polygon and obstacles as
constrained areas in the plane with coordinates x and y. Let the line perpendicular to this plane be the
time axe t. We will call the new space task-time space. As the mobile robot moves in time, its edges
form surfaces, which constrain thr,ee dimensional object. The same holds for the obstacles as well. If
any of these objects intersect, collision occurs. Then, the intersection Pc = [xc, Ye, tc] with the lowest
t-coordinate corresponds to the collision point, where Xc, Ye are its Cartesian coordinates and tc denotes
the time, when collision occurs. Situation is shown in Fig. la.
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Figure 1: (a) Mobile robot moving .in task-time space; (b) Robot translating with constant velocity;
(c) Original task-time space obs tacle (dashed) and its approximation (solid) - above view
Consider the simplified case, wher.e all moving objects may only translate with constant velocity.
Thus, the con.straining surfaces are planes and linear programming can be used for computation of tc.
The linear program can be expressed as 'follows :
cT x

(1)

Ax 2: b

(2)

minimize
subject to

where x = [x, y, tJT is the vector of variables to be solved for, A is a matrix of known coefficients and
c and b are vectors of known coefficients. Inequality (2) is given by cons training planes which are formed

by the mobile robot and obstacles (Fig. lb). More specifically,

(3)

where
a;x

+ b;y + c;t + d, = 0

(4)

is the equation of the i-th constraining plane in the task-time space. Because we are minimizing t,
vector c in the objective function ( 1) is given as c = [O, 0, ljT. The number of rows in matrix A
corresponds to the number of constraining planes and coefficients in (4) depend on robot's and obstacles'
shape. In order to red uce the number of constraints in (2), we will convert the primal problem to its
dual:
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maximize b TA

(5)

ATA $ c

(6)

subject to

Then the number of constraints in (6) is constant (three), while the number of dual variables A varies
depending on the number of constraining planes. The dual solution of the dual problem corresponds to
the solution of the primal problem. This way we may calculate the time to collision, re, when the robot
is moving with constant velocity. It may be shown that TM 2rc.
When considering rotational degree of freedom of the robot, situation becomes much more difficult,
since objects formed by the robot moving with constant velocity in the task-time space are generally
helicoidal-shaped and the problem is no longer linear. To avoid using of nonlinear programming we have
properly approximated these complex objects. Instead of rotation of particular edges of the mobile robot,
their movement is approximated by translation in the direction perpendicular to these edges, as shown
in Fig. le.
The linear programming approach may be used for two convex objects only. If there are more obstacles,
they must be treated separately. If either the mobile robot or obstacles are nonconvex areas, they must
be decomposed in convex ones before. The described method may be used not only for one mobile robot
moving among static obstacles but is suitable for the case of multiple moving objects as well.

=

Using evidence grids
In order to make the above described approach useful for the real system, proper world representation
must be chosen. What we need now is the analytical description of robot's and obstacles' edges which
must be gained from inaccurate sensor measurements .
Probably the best possibility is using of robot evidence grids. This approach allows to obtain reliable
data from low cost and low precision sensors (e. g. ultrasonic and infrared) . Another advantage is easy
fusion of information from various types of sensors.
The evidence grid approach represents the robot's environment by two dimensional regular grid . In
each cell is stored the evidence (or. probability), based on accumulated sensor readings, that the particular
patch of space is occupied. Given the robot's position, we increase the probabilities in the cells near the
indicated object and decrease the probabilities between the sensor and the sensed object (since it is the
first object in that direction). Detailed description of this approach may be found in (2].
The evidence grid is a binary matrix. Elements assumed to be occupied correspond to ones, free cells
are zeros. The task is now to gain from this world representation the analytical description of obstacles.
All analytically defined (AD) obstacles must be convex areas. They need not to correspond exactly to
the occupied grid cells, but should always contain them. If any occupied area in the evidence grid is
nonconvex, it must be either decomposed in several AD obstacles or encapsulated in one AD obstacle.
The simplest brute force method .is to treat every grid cell as one AD obstacle. Computing them is
very easy, but there is one main drawback: as mentioned above, our approach to computing TM using LP
can be used for two objects only. Thus, every occupied cell would have to be treated separately, which
can take a lot of time. ll is therefore desirable to collect as many neighboring cells as possible together
and consider them as one AD obstacle. The following paragraphs briefly describe the procedure.
First, we need to compute the constraining polyline (CP), which is visible from the robot's point of
view P (see Fig. 2a). We will scan the workspace by calculating all the cells lying on the line, which
connects P with every cell of the workspace boundary. (This can be done using the slightly modified
Bresenham 's algorithm, which is well known from computer graphics.) The first occupied cell on this line
corresponds to one of th.e vertices of the CP.
Then, some postprocessing follows. All possibly doubled vertices are removed . CP is decomposed
into segments corresponding to particular obstacles. All vertices which are lying on the common line
connecting two other vertices are also removed. If the grid resolution is too fine and therefore the number
of vertices is too large, approximation of CP using Sklansky-Gonzalez' algorithm may also be done
(described in 13]), see Fig. 2b. This technique measures the approximation error as the largest Euclidean
distance between the approximation and the given digitized curve and removes all vertices which are in
the given tolerance. (If set to zero, only vert,ices lying on common line are removed.)
After that, particular segments are decomposed into conv·ex polygons (if necessary). Single points
and lines are extended by two and one points, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2c.
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Figure 2: (a) Calculating CP; (b) CP approximation; (c) Constructing AD obstacles

Applying to a mobile manipulator
The above described approach was applied to the control of the kineticallly redundant mobile manipulator
{MM), which roonsist of a 6 DOF man,i pulator arm mount,ed on a 3 DOF mobile platform. The task
considered in this study is that the hand of the MM is guided by a human operator while the platform
is avoiding obstacles. Because the motion of the harrd and interactions with the world are unknown a
priori, the redundancy resolution has to be made locally (in real time) rather than globally. Redundancy
is resolved at the velocity level (see [4j for details):
· ' · ..
(7)

where q and x are vectors of joint and task variables, respectively, J is manipulator Jacobiau, J ;t its
weighted pseudoinversion (Jacobian is not square matrix in this case), I is the identity matrix and h is
the generalized potential. This equation is then integrated in real time. As the robot approaches the
obstacle, the reserve avoidance time decreases and total force eventually points away from the obstacle.
When the platform turns away from the obstacle, the repulsive force goes to zero (because there is no
component of velocity in the direction of the obstacle) and the direction of the total force changes abruptly
to point directly towards the goal. In order to avoid these oscillations, generalized potential h(q) in (7)
is smoothed using low pass filter. Presented algorithm was simulated using Matlab.

Conclusions
Collision avoidance of the omnidirectional mobile platform moving in a plane was solved. The described
method is very fast, suitable for real-time applications aud may be used with robot evidence grids. The
presented technique may be extended to multiple moving objects and 3D world representation as well.
New issues arise when considering mobile platforms with nonholonomic constraints. This.is the subject
of future work.
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MODELING OF ION BOMBARD.M ENT OF SOLIDS USING MOLECULAR
'DYNAMICS
G. Betz*, C. Dandadu *and H.M. Urbassek**
• Institut fiir Allgemeine Physik, J:ecbnische Univ·ersi:tat Wien, Wiedner Hauptstta6e 8-10, A-1040 Austria
•• Fachbercich Physik. Uni.vemtat Kaiserslautem, Erwin-SohrOdinger-:Strafie, D-67663 Kaiserslautem, Gennany

Ion bombardment of a solid :and the consequent emission of atoms from the solid (sputtering) is
typically modeled by Molecular Dynamics(MD) simulations. The only physical input in such a
model is the atomic interaction potential. Two independently developed :MD codes (TB-KL and
TB-W) are used to ·Check the sensitivity of the .results on ithe different computer-implemented numencs.
The ·codes IB-KL and IB-W are based on the same physical input (crystal size and geometry, ion
impact points, interatomic potential, boundary conditions, etc.). Bombardment for 5 keV Ar ---)>
Cu( 111) was compared in the pres ent investigation.
The simulation crystallite ·Consists of 6714 atoms aaanged in 9 layers. 400 individual Ar ion impacts are investigated; the ions impinge in normal direction onto randomly selected impact points.
Each simulation proceeds until 1 ps after the ion impact.
1

1

For the av·erage quantities, like sputtering yield (number of emitted atoms from the solid per impinging ion), abundance distribution, energy distributions and yield of emitted clusters the agreement is very satisfactory between the two codes. ·
However, wh.en considering individual trajectories, considerable discrepancies between _the two
codes could be detected. The 1correlation between the sputter yields, calculated for the same ion
impact point, with these two codes is .astonishingly poor. When calculating the linear correlation
coefficient between these two data sets, it is only 0.61. We find that this disagreement is due to details of the integration routine used.
Using only the TB-W code, the ·correlation between 11esults obtained when the time step in the integraior is halv·ecl is also quite poor (correlation coefficient 0.86). Note that in spite of the poor correlation, av~age results obtained by the two simulations agree very closely; as an example the
sputter yields obtained are 14;03 and 14.16. Evidently st1ch a detail in the integration routine as the
exact choice of the time step can be responsible for a large :part of the absent correlation between
the TB-KL and TB-W results. We note that TB-KL used a second-order Verlet, while TB-W uses a
fourth-order Gear integration algorithm.
It must be concluded that - while agreement between th·e.

avert~ges

over a large set of impact data is
found - the correlation between the results of individual traj.ectories calculated with different codes
may be not convincing.
The physical ·caus·e for this is the sort of chaos which is intrinsic to a classical mechanical manybody system in a multiple-collision situation. Thi:s disagreement may stem from details of the integration routine, which are hardly discussed ev·e n between closely cooperating research groups.
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NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT BY ARTIFICIAL AGENTS
T. Fent
University of Vienna
Briinnerstra6e 72, A-1210 Wien
Neoclassic approaches assuming that there exists a stable equilibrium play a major role in today's
business administration. Such approaches typically assume
1. perfect information about the analysed problem and its structure,

2. diminishing returns, and
3. only perfectly rational individuals.
However, in reality the individuals lack complete information and different participants interpret the same
information in a different way. A dynamic market makes it difficult for the participants to maintain their
competitiveness and survive in the long-run. A market built up by many individuals can be seen as a
complex adaptive system (CAS). The main characteristics of CASs a.re:
open and dynamic: Only a closed system without external (exogenous) influences can tend to a stablestate equilibrium and persist there. In a CAS the individuals are always aware of unpredictable
changes and adapt their behaviour whenever such shifts are encountered.
interacting agents: Decisions taken by one agent have an impact on the environment of all the agents
and, in turn, they all have to adjust their strategy to the new situation. Thus, when one agent,
due to evolution, changes her /his main strategy, this does not only effect the environment but also
the evolution of the other agents. This causes the inherent dynamics of a CAS which makes it so
unlikely to arrive to a steady-state. A typical example are the huge changes of stock prices. In a
typical classical model they can only be explained by external perturbations, while in fact they are
just a result of the investors' manners of trade.
emergence and self-organisation: There is no central planner deciding what and when to happen,
but there are many intelligent individuals taking their own decisions. Only the whole bundle of
actions and reactions can determine the behaviour of the system.
Practical examples of CASs are cities (not located in a dictatorial country), ecosystems, the internet,
economies, and firms with a fractal structure.
Designing new products (and selling them) is often a process that involves several departments of
a company. Moreover, the people dealing with all aspects of launching a new product have varying
educational backgrounds and, therefore, do not speak the same technical language. In some organizations it can indeed be a big challenge to manage the communication required to capture all aspects of
product development. However, nowadays decreasing product life-cycles require an efficient communication in order to launch new products before the competitors do it. An efficient information-flow is an
indispensable prerequisite for a high speed of innovation.
The objective of the departments is to find decision-rules that yield low costs (also including opportunity costs). As a first approach the fitness of a rule is assumed to depend only on those costs that arise
in that particular department . That means, all the departments try to find a strategy that minimizes
their own costs without considering the indirect effects of their decision. However, in a more advances
setup we also consider what happens if the fitness assigned to a certain rule is also influenced by the
costs in subsequent departments.
In the simulation we tried 432 different parameter settings. It turned out that that modelling the rulebase as a classifier system and using a genetic algorit hm to train the rule base indeed led to remarkable
reductions of development costs. Certainly, it would be possible to implement a CS which always finds
the optimal solution by increasing the population size until one rule for each possible input is available.
However, the purpose of a CS is finding a generalization among the encountered inputs, and establishing
a simple policy with satisfying results. Obviously this also conincides with a real-world situation where
even the most intelligent individuals only use a limited number of thumb rules to take their decisions.
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Genetic Portfolio Optimization in .M odels for Financial Markets
Gunther Grohall, Siegfried Wassertheurer
Technical University Vienna, Dept. Simulation Techniques
Wiedner HauptstraJle 8-10, A-1040 Wien

Abst~act

The aims of thls short paper are to show the reader the importance of portfolio management in
financial applications, t.h e difficulties in assembling them and our way for a solution.

Introduction
In financial engineering, the problem of creating a portfolio is a very challanging one. The thing about
it is to pick a few stocks out of a "pool" of financial titles which work together in an especially harmonic
way. The two properties, which are looked at in this work, are mean and variance of the built portfolio.
It is rather easy to get the mean; it is just the weighted average of all the means of the stocks within
the portfolio. To calculate the variance is slightly trickier due to mutual impacts of the stocks, which
makes it possible that the random changes of the courses are at least partly extinguished. Because of
this effect, the risk of the portfolio sinks below the weighted average risk of the single stocks!

Problem Description
Since all stocks have different impacts on each other, one has to try out every possible combination to
find the best. The effort of calculation rises polynomically with the number of stocks in the pool and the
portfolio. Due this fact one reaches the maximum capacity of today's computers' calculation power immediately, even small samples selected. In principle, an algorithm having smaller expenses is to be preferred.
At this point Genetic Algorithms enter the scene. This method, invented some 25 years ago, tries
to apply natural evolution's operations on the problem to be solved. It can be used universally and has
its best performance when used on discrete problems. Finding an optimal portfolio is such a discrete
problem, since certain stocks have to be taken out of a finite number of stocks.
Within a short amount of time even a huge solutionspace can be searched efficiently. Applied on
certain problems, they can find the optimal solution long before a stochastic or analytic method will do.
Applied on large problems, results near the global optimum will be found soon.

Conclusion
The issue of this work is not a big surprise but anyway very fine to be seen. Compared to the pure
stochastically working Monte-CarlcrMethod Genetic Algorithms deliver significantly better solutions.
Tests on several problems showed that Genetic Algorithm's perform astonishingly high.

References
[lJ Jochen Heistermann, Genetische Alogrithmen - Theorie und Praxis evolutionarer Optimien.mgen ,
B.G. Teubner Verlillgsgesellschaft, 1994
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Ker.n el Methods for Gene!rati@n of Pseudorandom Numbers in Models of Discrete
Processes
M. Klug
Department for Simulation Techniques, Vienna University ofTe<:hnology
Wiedner Hauptstra.Be 8-IO, A- 1040 Vienna, Austria
mklug@osiris.tuwien.ac.at

In Discr;ete-Event Simulation a modei is based on a given sample of individual identically distributed data
from an observation. Basing on the central limit theo.r em of statistics, these values of the sample have been prepr;ocessed and implemented into the simUlation model by cakulating mean and variance of the sample and using
the implemented distribution function. Distnl>uted and online .simulation increases the demand of a new,
preferably nonparametric computation method for those parameters.
Investigating Ke.me! Method,s for densi.ty estimation, an ·e stimated density function can be calculated directly
from the sample

xj

j = (1,...N) using a.Kernel Function Kand a smoothing factor h through:

'£

f(x) =_I- K(x-x;).
Nh i=I
h
The formula above might be used, if for all X E [xmin -

h, Xmax + h], f (x) will be calculated and a new

random number is computed by using table loolrup :method. Depending on the size of the sample and the length
of the interval, this will take a long time, for pre-processing and is not useful, if the values for the given sample
X; are dynamically changing.
Therefore two easy to use methods are developed in the statisbcs for calculating a new random nwnber y, the
Order Statistics Method and ithe Rejection Method.
1.

2.

{l, ..., N}

Compute a uniform distributed discrete random number z E
Compute a .n ew random variable w by
2a. Rejection Method:
2b. Orider Statistics Method:
·•
Compute a uniform random variable
Compute three independent uniform random

u

E [ 0,1] and an independent uniform

variables w1 , w 2 , w 3 E

distributed random v:ariable w E [-1,1].
•

If :u ::;:; 1- w

pair
3.

2
,

•

[-1,1].
then

w= w 2 , else

take w, dse compute a new

(u, w).

The new random number y is giv,e n by:

y = xz + hw

Both methods are implemented in SLX and original samples are calculated with different size (N = 20, 50,
100, 500). Those samples .a re tai:Jen to calculate new samples with various different smoothing factors h. Taking
each new sample, the mean and the variance is calculated again, -and the differences between mean and variance
are stored. Mean and -v.ariance of the differences ,are cakulated a:gain for both methods.
It can be shown that the given sample might be taken as basis for the new random numbers, if the smoothing
factor is specified·correctly.
A problem arises :i f the density function is limited at least at one ,e nd (like the Poisson Distribution, or the
Triangular Distribution for both ends). Then the kernel methods still calculate also numbers outside the valid
interval, which doesn't arise using the original density function. lt is not a matter of choosing the right value for
h, instead. Additional checks have to be implemented to avoid such problems. This point has to be investigated
further on.
Swmnarising ,fue results, Kiemel Me.t hods 'c an be used as an efficient alternative for computing
pseudorandom variables. Implementing them the mentioned problems (choosing the smoothing parameter and
exceeding the limitations) might arise and have to be kept an eye on.
References:
Devroye, L.; Gyorfi, L.: "Nonparametric Density Estimation, The L 1 View'' 1985, John Wiley & Sons
Silverman, Bernard W.: "Density estimation for statis.tics and data analysis" 1996, Chapman and Hall
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ABSTRACT

A problem of reconstruction of approximate large-scale 3D structure of an RNA
molecule from its secondary structure and latest experimental and theoretical data on
thermodynamic stability of its structural elements is considered. Both a new
mathematical model and its computer implementation are presented. An RNA
molecule is treated as a set of basic structural elements (dangling ends, stems and
loops of various types) modeled by elastic rods with different elastic parameters
depending on the primary structure of the corresponding structural element. A
numerical procedure is developed for computation of shapes of the RNA elements and
for assembling the whole molecule. The comparison of the available X-ray diffraction
analysis results (yeast phenylalanine tRNA) with the proposed rod model reveals a
good correspondence of the overall tracing of the polynucleotide chain.
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IMPLICIT SOLUTION OF KINETICS IN HV CffiCUT BREAKERS
J. Kunovsky, P . PospiSil and P. Sezemsky
. Department of Computer Science
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Brno University of Technology
Bozetechova 2, 612 66 Brno, Czech Republic

Introduction
Improving the function of high-voltage (HV) circuit breakers filled with SFs consists of modelling phenomena that come into play during arc quenching after current zero. One of these phenomena is the
kinetics of chemical reactions in a system S of dissociation and ionization products of the quenching
medium during a sudden drops in arc temperature from the plasma state to the gas state at low temperature.
Kinetic reactions in S are mathematically modelled by a stiff system of nonlinear ordinary differential
equations.

Implicit Modern Taylor Series Method
A new modification of the Modern Taylor Series Method - Implicit Modern Taylor Series Method has
been developed especially for stiff systems (Figure 1).
Using the forward method (from the previous samples) the derivatives up to the n-th order at the
point A are cakulated. Knowing the higher derivatives, it is now easy to perform the calculation with
an integTation step H.
The obtained value of of the solution (point B) is used as the starting point of a new calculation.
Using the backward method (from the subsequent samples) the derivatives at point B are calculated.
Knowing the higher order derivatives, a calculation is performed with the integration step (-H).
If the obtained value (at point C) has a larger computation error than the required accuracy e , a
new calculation is started from point A with the integration step H/2.
y

Figure 1:
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Conclusions
A detailed description of the problem will be presented during the conference.

[l] Kunovsky, J.: Modern Taylor Series Method, Habilitation work, TU Brno, 1995
The project was supported by the GA 102/99/1499 and research program CEZ: 122/98: 262200010
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Approach to Combined Modelling and Simulation
at Algorithmic Level
M. Lingl, EVVA-Werk, Vienna
As today's computers have by far enough calculation power to simulate large models
with diffetient levels of modelling packed together, combined models with continuous and
discrete elements :ar<e no longer special cases but rather normal. But most simulation programs
wer:e initially design to solve only one kind ·Of model. Features for handling different models
were added later with some difficulty, which made their use rather complicated. This
distinction was supported by the fact that most simulationists were experts for either kind of
models and regarded the "other side,s" work with suspicion.
By observing both kinds of models at the algorithmic level, at least some technical
problems can be solved. Maybe a new view of the problem can even overcome some biases.
The Simulation Step
The concept that both kinds of simulation have in common is the simulation step. There
is no other way to proceed by means of a digital .computer.
Discrete models rely heavily on this concept, although the corresponding object is
normally called event there. Ev·e nts are written into an event list, they are sorted there by the
simulation time they are to take place (.sorting algorithms may only differ in the way they treat
concurrent ev·ents) and finally they we executed. New events may be added at any time, and
events that were not yet executed may be deleted. It is easy to see that the same method works
if the word ~ent is simply replaced by simulation step.
Continuous modelling and simulation is based on the numerical solution of differential
equations. Usually, algorithms are used which move fmward in time, carefully stepping from
one integration step to the next one, in order to generate (discrete) data points as close to the
continuous function as possible, thereby maintaining the impression of a smooth function.
Events in continuous simulation are normally considered as something weird, which disturbs
the (imaginary) "flow'' of the integration algorithm.
The integration algorithm drives the simulation, which not only makes it very difficult
to implement discrete elements, but also to combine two different integration algorithms to
one model. lt is possible to split the algorithm into two parts, one determining the step sizes,
the other one performing the summation, so that the first part .schedules the steps into a list of
simulation steps, which is worked out by the second part.
This strategy makes it possible to let different kinds of simulation algorithms, both
continuous and discrete, write .into the :same list of simulation steps. As any simulation step,
independent of its origin, is allowed to alter or remove any of the other scheduled simulation
steps, any range of interaction between the different submodels, as well as any kind of
hierarchy among them, is feasible. As a side effect, submodels being combined that way are
automatically synchronised, as their respective events are always executed in the correct
order.
1

Although a simulation program fully supporting this concept (an object-oriented
approach seems to be fit) is yet to be implemented, only little effort is needed to transform
existing models in a way that event lists following these guidelines are generated in a
simulation system. This method was applied successfully when creating a model of a
biological waste treatment plant at the Austrian Research Cent-er Seibersdorf.
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THE ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF THE SPINAL CORD:
COMPUTER MODEL FOR ELECTRODE POSITIONING
Ka11en Minassian, Frank Ra~y and Harald Markum

lU-BioMed, Vienna University of Technology, Austria
The electric field .a s applied in epidural spinal c:·o rd s1'im tdation for paralyzed people is calculated with the
Finite Element Method using ANSYS software. In a second step 't11e excitation of selected target neurons is
com puted with ACSL by evaluat'ing a c:.o mpartment model for myelinated nerve fiben. The simulations
demonstate that the ,r elative location of implanted electrodes w1ith respect to the segments of the spinal
cord can be identified.
1

1

1

1

Clinical application of the electrical stimulation of the spinal cord with implanted electrodes cause a great
variability in muscle responses including single twitches, ronstant tooos, suppression of spasms or generation of
thythmic activities. The stimulating electric fields for these applications are usually generated by implanted
multichannel electrodes that 1can operate in different modes.
this study we develop a model that investigates 'the influences of electrode position and different stimulating
monophasic and biphasic pulses on the excitation process and on the order of the excitation of the target neurons.

[n

The estimation of thresholds for a selected ensemble of target neurons is done in a two step procedure: The first
step is to compute the electric field generated by the electrodes, using the Finite Element Method. In the second ·
step the calculated voltage profile along a tar:get neuron is used as input data for an electric network model that
represents the spatial form of the neuron including the noolinear membrane conductance for ion currents.

The

Finite
Element
geometry of the spinal CGrd
is modeled by .creating
volumes from ,several cross
section pictures of the
'Visible Human Male'. The
electrical excitability was
evaluated. for 1tar:get neurons
representmg ventral and
,dorsal root fibers of the L2,
L4 ,attd Sl segments.
The upper figure exptains
the electrical stimulation of
nerve fiben arising from
the lumbar portion of the
spinal cord (L2) and the
correspon~
muscle
response.
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The lower figure shows
activation of spinal root
fibers for an electrode at U
spinal level with 210µs
pulses. Arrows mark the
entry levds .into the spinal
cord of the 6 .simulated
target fibens with the
threshold values given 1in
0 2 • • 9 10 t2 ,. 18 111 :io 22 2#'1
the corresponding right
pictures. The upper and the lower black bar of each segment mark the computed excitation range of the dorsal
and ventral roots, respectively.
Tbe simulations demonstrate a strong relation between electrode position and the order of muscle twitch
r,e sponses. Thus, we· sup,p ort tbe surgeon with an additional ~ool to identify the relative location of
'i,m plimted electrodes with res,p ect to the segments of it he spinal cord. For lumbosacral spinal cord
stimulatio:n we found the following rule: Dorsal root fibers hav·e the lowest threshold values, ventral root
fiben are more difficuh to excite and dorsal columns are n-0t excitable within the clinical range of 10
Volts.
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An ext,ensioo of Grodin's model for the pulmonary system
N. Popper, A. Pdikan (Wien, A), I. Krocza (seibersdorf, A), B. Bracio (Univ. ofldaho, USA)
Part ,o f PhySim
Simulation of physiologicat events
Within the project PhySim, a cooperation between the Austrian research center Seibersdorf - department
for medicine and rehabilitation technology - and the tec.hnical university of Vienna - working group
simulation News - the physiological ·ev.en:ts of the human body al'e modeled and simulated in different
1programming languages.

Physiology examines the interactions between cells, tissue, or:gans, organism and the environment. Life of
every organism is determined by various processes like diet, growth. development, propagation and dying.
Basics for these events are the synchronisation of energy or substance transport, signal transfer and control.
Because of these reasons the organism is possible ~o maintain inner, dynamic balance. This condition
described as bomoostasis depends on various environmental influences which have effects on the
organism, and therefore have to be considerated in the modeling process.
Resp.i r:atioo
The first dynamical model of the human respiration
was described in an article by Grodins (1954). This
model was .improved over the years, using the newest
knowled,ge ,o f simulation and medicine.
Main Issue of the respiratory system is the transport of
oxygen. Corresponding to this function the model
consists of 4 parts
•
•
•
•

convection within the lung
diffusion from alveols to blood
c·onvection from lung to tissue
diffusion from blood to sells

The structur:e of the respiratory system,, with two
compartments, brain and tissue, is shown on fig. 1. The
2nd part of the model is the controller, using different
parameters to create a specific pattern of breathing.

.fig. 1: structure or the res1p .• system

Extensions
Using MATLAB, the newest
implementation substitutes the
original continous breathing
flow by a realitstic pulsatile
flow. The implementation
using MATLAB Simulink is
shown on figure 2. Every part
of the model shown on figure 2
represents a part
of the
windpipe. Another extension is
to divide the lung in different
parts,
following
the
phsiological struclUiie of the
fig. 2: SIMULINK Bloc.k representing a part of the windpipe
lumbs. This segmentation is useful!
because of the influence of the perfusion within the lung.
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Modelling of Dynamic Systems by means of Relational Databases
Thomas PreiB, Felix Brieibenecker
Technical University Vienna, Dept. Simulation Techniques
Wiedner Hauptstra.Be 8-10, A-1040 Wien
Abstract

Within this short paper we introduce a concept, which embeds dynamic modelling in a tuple
calculus. We combine the theory of relational databases with our calculus to get mechanisms for the
joining of models. Also a fonnal language to use this tuple calculus is described.

1

Introduction

In data processing sophisticated systems are developped, which store and manage large amounts of data.
DataBase Management Systems (DBMS) are able t.o creabe relations between special kinds of sets, and
can access data directly. A model of continuous simulation based on the theory of sets is presented. The
different object types are formed to tuples and stored in the tables of the DBMS.

2

'The concept of the Data Based Model Relation

We define a kind of hierarchy of the elements of the tuples. The basic elements are called elements of
atomic sets. The tuples of these elements are elements of state sets. Within a cartesian product these
sets form the state space. We say, that models are unique functions of a tuple of elements of atomic sets,
which is called the model parameter set, to elements of the state space.
Two other functions are also part of the concept. The equation selection function cpm makes a selection
of model equations dependent on the assignment operations of the model parameter set, which are
represented by the domain of cpm. A selection by parameters is also possible with the set selection
function a-.

2.1

The Model Query Language - MQL

A formal language is defined to calculate the model building operations, which consists of joining models,
building models, exporting models and calculating simulation results. The algorithms are based on the
tuple calculus joined with operations done by relational databases.

2.2

The calculating mechanism data based integration/data based calculation

Due to the usage of a DBMS the results of a model simulation are stored in the tables. It is now possible
to examine the structure of a simulation problem and then to look for results of similar problems . These
results can be interpolated to achieve solutions for our problem.

3

Conclusion

Relational database management systems are widly used and available. With the concepts of DBMR
and DBI/ DBC a method is shown, how to use RDBMS as a fundamental part of continous modelling
and simulation.

References
[Il F. Breitenecker: Models, Methods and Experiments - a new structure for simulation systems. Mathematics and Computers in Simulation Bd. 34, 231-260.
[2] F. Cellier: Continuous System Modeling. Springer 1991.
[3] E.F. Codd: A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks. Communications of the ACM
13, 377-387, 1970.
l
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An SLX - Toolbox for Enhan,ced Coloured Petri Net Modelling
S. Rahmi, M.Klug
Department for Simulation Techniques, Vienna University ofTechnology
Wiedner Hauptstralle &- I0, A - I040 Vienna, Austria
shaby@osiris.tuwicn.ac. al; mklug@osiris.tuwien.a.c. at

The goal of this project was to create a toolbox for working with Petri Nets in SLX. SLX itself is a new textual
based discrete event simulation environment. Because of its flexibility and extensibility the library could be
implemented with a calculable amount of effort and time. Developing the toolbox was an additional test of
possible shortcomings of this state of the art simulation toot
Conunands are defined in statement definitions, where each of them calls a procedure handing over the
parameters. The implementation of the procedure directly as a statement raised unsolvable problems, caused by
it's complexity, so d1e co.rrunands themselves al'e defined in statement definitions, their functionality in the
procedures called there.
The commands "create_transition" and "create_place" with their individual required parameters
generate places and transitions. These may be connected via an arc using the function "create_arc".
Additionally, not ar,cs are also implemented. All events taking place in a Petri Net are implemented in
procedures, i.e. ''mark_place" offers the possibility to place to~ens into a named place.
Using the toolbox for Petri Nets turns out to be working in two steps: First the user creates a Petri Net using the
commands the toolbox offers . This information is stored and the Incident Matrix is calculated in a second step,
where the whole model runs widlout affecting the user.
One main problem during the implementation was the need of an internal structure, where all places, transitions
and arcs get their own unique identity that can be used in all functions further on, without the user having to
worry about it. That was solved on two levels with arrays. All places, all transitions and all arcs are written into
arrays, therefore each element is assigned a lower ievel index to be ·called on. That means i.e. a place called
junction! by the user is internally called place[4}.
The Incident Matrix of the Petri Net is cakuiated in two steps: Each transition is checked for a connection to
each place. If there exists an ar'c pointing from transition to place the weight of this arc is written into the
corresponding place in a matrix called " cminus", else 0. In the case of enhanced Petri Nets, non arcs are also
considered. In step two each place is checked for connections to each transition, the result is written into a matrix
called "cpl us". Both matrixes are stored for further us·e during the run.
"Fi r e _ transition" offers the possibility to fire one chosen transition, "fire" starts a repeated discrete
distributed firing. After each time a transition is fired the current marking is written into a vector with size =
number of places. These changes are easily determined by using cplus and cminus: subtracting cplus[i}, where i
is the 1index of the fired transit·ion, from the marking_ vector and adding cminus[i} to it results to the updated
marking_ vector. This vector is generally used to check if any transitions are enabled or not.
Of great interest is the recognising and treatment of Deadlocks. Deadlock means the system is in a condition
where not any event can take place anymore, concerning Petri Nets it means, that no transitions are enabled. For
this case a function exists that checks each transition of being ena:bted or not. Into the corresponding places of a
vector of size == number of transitions, one or zeros are written. If the norm of the vector is equal to zero the
system has reached the state of deadlock.
Tbis check is made by default every time a transition is fired, but the us·er is free to use it himself.
If a deadlock is detected the execution of the program is stopped and an error is reported.
Another check that is done every time a transition is fired is for repeated marking. If the marking of the system
has occurred once before a message is put out, telling the user so. It is for the user to decide to continue the
simulation or to stop it.
After the library for Petri Nets was completed, one started to extend the functionality to enhanced coloured Petri
Nets. Basically adding colours means to extend each element with one additional dimension.
A problem that occurred is that SLX does not support dynamical arrays in the way C does. Arrays must have a
fixed dimension at the time of initialisation. That brings about that either the user has to change the dimensions
in the library as needed, or very big dimensions are given beforehand what causes a lot of wasted memory and
the creation of huge matrixes causing to slow down the speed of calculation.

THE ELECTRICALLY STIMULATED HUMAN COCHLEA:
CALCULATION OF THE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE INNER
EAR AND THE EXCITA'T ION OF THE AUDITORY NERVE
F. Rattay*, P. Lutteri' and R_ Na¥es Leao**
*Vienna University of Technology, Austria
*"'Medical School Uberlandia, Brazil
frank.rattay@ruwien.ac.at
The potential distribution in .a simplified spiraled model of the
elertrically stimtUbted. human cocblea is calculated with the
·froite ·e lement technique. Jo a :second step the :artificially

,generated

~p:ikin.g

acrivifies in selected target nearoos are

simu.bted with ,c omp.a rtment models. Com;p ut·e r simulations
demonstrate that the ,r ather long •p eriphenl ,p rocess or the
cocltlear neuron (which is cypical in ma n but not 1in animals)
cawes fi.r st ncitation in tb·e peripberal part of the bumm
cochlear neuron; ncitation of ·,t he cen.t nd pa.rt needs :h igher

stimuli. This r:esutt is jnst the opposite ·o f single fiber
measuriements in an:i mats.

1

In patients with complet·e hearing loss auditory sensations can
be resto.r ed by electrical stimulation of the cochlear ·nerve.
Stimulation via muhi...channel electrodes inserted into the cochlea
(auditory part of the inner ear) leads to a quite different nerve
spiking pattern compared to the natural case. The development of
new speech processing strategies calls for a tool to predict the
~piling pattern in the ielectricaUy stimulated human cochlea.
In animal experiments measw«ements with micmelectrodes
1nserted i nto .~gle fibers of the auditory nerve show ithe relation
betweea stimulation parameters and the generated spiking pattern. Our study demonstrates the importance of modeling
work and computer simulations because such experiments cannot be done in cochlear implant patients - and the unique
human cochlear morpbometry does not allow to generalize the ava:i:Jable animal data.
We reconstructed the spiraled cochlear sha,pe from a picture of the central cross section. The gray tone intensity in
the tigure is proportional to the resistivities of tihe different cochlear regions. In the first step the electric field was
determined by a finite element pmgram. In the second step the voltage profiles along selected target neurons were used
as input data for a compartment model of the h.uman cocbJ.ear neuron. All subunits of a single neuron were individually
described by connected electric circuits. The :ion channel dynamics in the neuron's membrane were simulated with a
modified Hodgkin Huxley model: Tenfold ion channel density was assumed in the nodes of Ranvier and the gating
mechanism was speeded up by :a factor k=l2. For additional information see [1 ,2]. The electric field was evaluated for
l 8 target neurons, each of them separated by a tum of 30 degrees along the cochlea.
The simulations demonstrate tihat in man the peripheral parts of neur:ons close to the electrode are most excitable.
Incr,e ase of stimulus intensity causes a second point of spike generation in the central part of the neuron. Another
essemial d.ifference in the hwnan :spiking pattern is caused by the unmyelinated region around the soma that is typical
for man only. A .peripherally initiated sp.ike a:rri¥es in the central nervous system with a time delay of about 400 us
compared ·t o a spike already g1enerated in the ·c entral process, which is in good agreement with data from human
screening techniques. The explanation fur this phenomenon is ,that spikes already generated at the central side do not
have to pass the time consuming way across the unmyelinated soma 111egion. The human cochlear implant user will
obtain a temporal pattern far difFerent from what is see.n in animal experiments. Consequently, it is questionable to
apply data about the t emporal firre structufie in the spiking pattern measwied in animals to human patients.
The first successfu.l .combination of tlte simulated human potential distribution in the cochlea with a nerve model
including r,e oent morphometric .h uman data demonstrates essential. differences between the spiking behavior in humans
.and animals. The proposed method is of use for the p1'1ediction of electrically generated spiking patterns for arbitrary
electrode configurations.

[IJ F . Rattay. 1999. The basic mechanism for the electrical stimula tion of the nervous system. Neuroscience 89, 335346
1[2] F . Rattay, R. Naves Leao and P. Llttter 1999. The electricaUy stimulated human cochlea: a simulation study of the
po~ential distribution and eXccitati.on of the spiral ganglion. Med. & Biol. Eng. & Comp. 37, Suppl. 2, 802-803
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MECHANICAL MODEL FOR A FLAT STRUCTURAL INHOMOGENEOUS AND ANISOTROPIC
TISSUE
Reibsner, R., Beer, R.J., Gingerl, M. & Millesi, H.

a(a)= F(a)/(AFlkr · ~a))

1. INTRODUCTION

( 2)

Peca! tissues are usually composed from different materials, pieces of
threats randomily distr.ibuted ·in a homo,geneous matrix. The distribution
of the threats may .lead to a isotropic or gene-rally anisotr.opic behavi0ur
of me !:issue. Generally, the distriboti0n of me t!uteats .and ,the properties
of !hem are unknown. A determination of ~is dislribution by, eor
instance optical, inspecti0n is usually often far some reas·on Mt possible.
Even in the case that •t:he microstructu~e is known, we need for a
continous-mechamcal 1reatment die develpoment of a continaus model.
Instead of suc.h an .inspection, in this paper a continous model is
determined directly from :the deformation analysis applying a radial
symmettical deformation to 'the flat s_pecimcn.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCE.DURE

Fig. 3: Typical graph of the F, - t relationship. Region I. increasing
number of strained fibers; region II: all fibers arc strained.

Figure I shows a scetch of the measurement procedure. The forces
necessary to apply a radial symmetric deformation are measured in six
directions by special load cells (Reihsner et al, 1998).

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the result of the modelling in the described
way for two specimens of human skin taken from the abdominal region
and the forearm (palmar, I0 cm distal from ell bow), respectively. At
e•=!2.5% the linear region (Fig. 3) was reached in both cases.
90

..

Foig. l_Sce~ch ?fthe loading device Hg. 2. B'iaxial testing equipment fo
The s1tua~on 1s shown for the mam
soft tissues.
d1rect1on 2 (LC: load cell).
For .the case of a viscoclastk behaviour ·o f the specimen a ~elaxation of
the applied forces occurs. This relaxation can be measured until it is
practically over (that means the relaxation phase is observed until
changes of forces carinot be resolved anyrnore. The time necessary for
this process is of course different for different specimens.). Only the
initial and the final values of these forces are mentioned in this paper.
The final values are regarded as the elastic response ·o f the specimen
(Dunn & Silver, 1983, Reihsner & Beer, 1995}. The forces F; measured
in any directions i {ij=l, .,6) is the resultant of all forces fj, acting in the
diffCl'ent directions (1).
(I)

represents a set of 6 equations for 6 unknown values fj.
Figu~e

2 shows a photo of the biaxial t.csting equipment (Reiihsner et al,
1998). The equipment (Fig. 2) consisrs of 12 halfaxes, in each of which
is a 1load cell integrated. The process is d·isplacement-controlled by
computer.Figure 3 shows a t)pica! measurement F1 (e=CY/r;J. !Y deno~es
the increase of the .radius; r0 denotes the refe~r:ice value o'f the radillS.
The 1f1 - & relationship shows a nonlinear starting reg.ion which indi·cates
that at the begining not all trueatS (fibers) are loaded. With increasing
strain the number of loaded fi"bers is increasing, too leadiflg to ·a mo.r·e or
less linear response to further deformations. For each .graph (i=I..6) a
value t;* can be determined to devide the nonlinear and the linear
region. For strains e~ max (£;*) we may assume that a! 1 threats (fi bers)
are participating on the process.
3. INTERPRETATION OF 11IE MEASUREMENT
The interpretation ·Of the measurement is strongly ·influenced by the
structure of the specimen itself. ln case ·o f1living tissues we may assume
that lhe threats (tibers) are embedded iD a high viscous ground substance
matrix. That means 1that we may in this case assume ,that the forces
acting in the single fiiibers ·are n0t inHuenced by those ·o f the other fibers
and ·they may move through the .ground substance independently from
one another. Under :this assumption, the values of 1fj ~presents the
stiffness distribl!ltion ~!'I ·the .specimen under consideration. With the
.additional assumption that the mechanical :p.roperties {Youn.g's modul·us)
of the different fibers a11e more or !less equal this ·rcs11lt repr:esents the
network of fibers lby :the density v and the cross-sectional area of a singe!
'flber Afiw of .a ·theorticall network of s!!:aieihtemeil ·fibers in iliiforent
directions·.
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Fig. 4.1. density distribution
l..(q>) of the fibers as a
function of the direction in
skin from the abdominal
region for the radial strain
level r/ro= I.I 0.

Fig.4:2. density distribution
A.(q>) of fibers as a function of
the direction in skin from the
forearm or the radial strain
level r/r0=1.10.

A comparison between these two results shows that in case of skin from
the abdominal region (Fig. 4.1.) we have a fiber distribution with a
preferred orientation whereas in case of the specimen from the forearm
(f.ig. 4.2.) we have a more or less uniform distribution of fiber
d·irectkms. In terms of Young's moduli skin from the abdominal region
shows a pronounced orthotropic behaviour whereas skin from the
forearm display nearly isotropic behaviour.
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DYNAMIC MODELS OF LATVIA RURAL COMMUNITIES
l Rllia
Latvia University of Agriculture
Liela iela 2, Jelgava, LV-3002, Latvia
e-mail: inguna@cs.llu.lv

National and international authorities must rriak!e difficult policy decisions regarding socio-economic
problems, which are complex, highly interrelated, and subject to uncertainty and external disturbances.
Analytical and simulation models have proven useful in helping decision-makers to understand the processes
involved in these complex problem/policy contexts.
The aim of study is to investigate the behaviour of communities, the factors what influence changes in this
system and these changes under different local government and state policies. Community system is complex
and i.ts state today depends from yeste.r:day'.s policies. It is robvious that not all well-thought policies rich the
goal. In fact - most of them do n@t brin,g desired cban,ges and some of them even make situation worse.

Latvia's sore point is rural regions. Young and educated people are leaving home villages and moving to
urban regions. Rural area becomes older, land is abandoned and from the other hand unemployment rises. To
show these dependencies and casua1s is used the theories of Systems Thinking and System Dynamics
System dynamics methodology uses computers' simulation models to relate the structure of a system to its
behaviour over time. It is a non-linear, dynamic, feedbad::-based technique that is able to portray syst.e m
behaviour as it aotually occurs - i.e., in disequilibrium, with decisions being made by imperfect humans using
imperfect information. System dynamics models are powerful ·tools to help understand and leverage the
feedback interrelationships of complex management systems. The models offer an operational methodology to
support decision-making. Decision-makers can use the models to test "what-if' scenarios and explore what
might have happened - 'Or what could happen - under a variety of different past and future assumptions and
across alternative decision choices. Regional development requires a system-oriented treatment.
To create the dynamic model of a rural community for simulating its development over time is set five
levels - Population, .Local budget, Welfare, Capital and Land Each of these levels represents the principal
v.uiable in a major subsystem of·c ommunity structure.
For ·developing simulation model is important to interconnect aU these different sectors of a region and
reflect their cross linkage, interfacing in reality and their feedback behaviour. To make a basis of the whole
model are made several assumptions: community is closed system hence it is possible to select main factors
what influence behaviour ofthe system; community is small part of state so there is not independent problem of
food self-sufficiency and pollution and hence we omit them; the main recourse is arable land and main capital agricultural capital. There are such main ~ariables: population shift, population economical structure, available
land resources, land for agriculture uses, community budget division, income per capita, employment,
industrial capilal, service capital, agriculture capital, trade flows, etc.
For the basic model are ·chosen average characteristics ·o f parameters. The problem in creating the model

is lack of ,statistical data from near past on the ,~ of political changes in our country so some of parameters
have to :b e estimated. From this basic model are not expected to get exact prediction of different policies
outcome nor exact numbers about population, capital, etc. in concrete year. It is made for increasing knowledge
about system behaviour mode under different circwnstanoes. It is made as base what is possible adapt to create
concrete communities models.
The model is created using software - Powersim Constructor.
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Comparison of implementation models for fuzzy relations
J. Scheikl, F. Breitenecker, M. Wibmer, Dept. Simulation, Vienna Univ: of Technology
Since its development in 1965 the theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic has become an acknowledged method of engineering.
Especially the use of fuzzy controllers is wide spread. Fuzzy logic quickly found its way into control engineering and
·
thereby into modelling and simulation of control systems.
A controller can be described as an m-dimensional function of an n-dimensional input parameter, which means that the
· controller has n inputs and m outputs. If we describe the relation between the inputs and the outputs by means of fuzzy
logic, we will get a fuzzy function (fig. 1). Because fuzzy functions like the one described above have up to now been used
mainly in control engineering, they are normally called controllers.
The evaluation of a fuzzy function is done in three steps
according to the membership functions of the linguistic
variables (fuzzy sets) and the operations defined
fuzzification, interference, defu.zzification (fig. 1).
n,

m=-··

Fig.2: Fuzzy Control in C9- Two Tank System
ARGESIM features a series on comparisons of simulation software
in the journal Simulation News Europe (SNE) and on the WWW.
u
Based on simple, easily comprehensible models special features of
fuzzy
plant
controller
modelling and experimentation within simulation languages are
compared. Comparison 9 (Fuzzy Control of a Two Tani< System,
fig. 2) asks for modules for fuzzy control or how such modules can
be implemented efficiently.
Up to now 11 solutions have been sent in,
rc1..showing all differences in the quantitative
behaviour in the transient (but resulting in the
same stationary value in nearly equal times (fig.3
control surface, fig. 4 states and control)
At present an evaluation of the comparison
solutions is under investigation, which tries to
0
0
find the reason for the different transient
behaviour - classifying different implementation
models for fuzzy modules.
In these 1 l solutions
i) either modules for fuzzy control were used, which support fu.zz.ification,
p1
p2
nl
inferenz and defuzzification by means of predefined algorithms
- numerical model ii) or the fuzzy control was programmed directly (because of the lack
of a fuzzy module) - analytical model -

=

While solutions type ii) showed nearly the same transient behaviour, solutions
type i) showed a different one, also within this type.

Careful investigation found a possible reason: fuzzification and defuzzification is
calculated "purely" numerically by using a grid discretisation for representing
membership functions. Intermediate values were calculated by interpolation.
This method may fit well for membership functions of e.g. Gaussian curve type,
(ly·
~be h' fun"' et' but in case of the widely used rectangular, triangular or trapezoidal membership
t1
. ?
1g.5:1n erpo1at1on error mem rs 1p
ion functions,
.
th. ese gn"d s cause Iarge ·mterpo1atton
·
errors. F.1g. 5 sbows the
interpolation of a membership function p I by a too big grid, resulting in the dashed line.
As not all phenomena could be made clear with the interpolation error in fuzzification and defuzzification, further
investigation were necessary. A comparison of the simulation times brought some clearness: some simulations in the time
domain (fig.4) were very fast, faster than the calculation of the control surface (fig.3). As the solution of the differential
equations together with calculation of the control must take more time than the calculation of the surface, these solutions
must work in simulation with a precalculated control surface, so again two kind of implementation models can be found:
a) Algorithmic fuzzy model: the new control is calculated on demand by fuzzification, inferenz, and defuz.zification
b) Fuzzy data model: After definition of the fuzzy control and setting of maximal values for the inputs a control surface is
calculated in advance. A new control is
interpolated from the control surface.
anal 'cal model
numerical model
It is quite interesting, that the solutions sent
algorithmic
nearly exact, slow, to be
medium interpolation error, not
in used different mixes of the implemen- i-:m=-=-od::.e;;.l_ _ --4...<;.;;..ro;;..i;z:.;=::.ed:;.::__ _ __ _~to:....:s;;.lo:;.;w..:...,....:m::.o;;..;;d:.;;;u;;.;:le:.::.s..::av.;.;ai::.·1:.:::a::.
bl:.::.e_~
tation models, which all have advantages,
data
medium interpolation error, large interpolation error, very
but
also
disadvantages
(Table 1). L..;m: ::od::.e;;.l
.::. _ __.....:fas
=
t,-"to;:...::.be::...L:r..::o==:::cd
.::.-_---L...::fast.
:::..:z..;.:.m:::od
-=u
::.l:.::.
es=-a::.v:..::aJ=
·1::.ab;;.le::.__~
Improvements for the future could be made
Table l: advantages I disadvantages of implementation models
by means of symbolic approaches.
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A GEOMETRIC MODEL FOR COMPUTER-BASED ANALYSIS OF
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2.Patter

PATh'TING TRADITION IN THE 18m CENTURY
In Ba!'oque Times the Artists learned their ,profession'
according to strict rules. He11eafter they added their
personal style and art! For the depiction of human beads
the rules demanded ellipsoid alikie representations. Within
this model the location of eyes, ears, the .mouth and nose,
etc. was clearly specified.

good starting value can be constructed. The direct
analytical method is based on solving a generalised eigen
system.
Both methods yield similar results where the analytical
method is reasonably faster.

\

Today this ellipsoid .model can be retrieved from the
pictures. The art historians investigating these paintiD:gs
1can use this reconstructed modeI for their analysis.

Figure 2: Face Ellipse
Figure 1: Painting Scheme

3-D MODEL OF THE PORTRAITS

MODELLANSATZ
The m odel is based on the assumption that the artists
painted according to the elliptical scheme. The portrait of
the human head arises form a parallel projection into R2.
The location of the resulting ellipse is determined by some
fearure-points (chin, lower and upper end of ears, left and
right nd of e yes etc.). These points also allow to determine
the position of the depicted head in R3.

Asswning that the face model is based on a rotating
.ellipse the 30 model can be obtained. For that certain
foature points are used. The nose always lies in the
vertical symmetry plain, top end of ears and left and right
end of,eyes can be found on an horizontal plain.

REKONSTRUKTION

The resulting 30 model allows to extract specific regions
of the paintings. For example one might want to compare
ar'eas of the paintings which show a right cheek which
points towards the vie wer. These areas can be extracted of
all paintings and analysed by the art historian.

The reconstruction of the ellipsoid model is based on
Datafitting. In .a first step the 'face-ellipse' is calcul:a~ed.

LITERATUR

Two methods are used: First a direct leas squares
approximation second the analytical method described by
Pilu 1[1]. The least squares method minimises the distance
of a set of points on the contour of die face ito a general
ellipse. This can be done with sufficient results since a

[I] M. Pilu; A.W. Fitzgibbon; R.B. Fisher;"EllipseSpecific Direct Least-Square Fitting; !CPR; 1996;
VoL A ; S. 253-257
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SIGNAL COMPUTING IN SMALL BIOLOGICAL NEURAL NETWORKS
P. Slowik, L. Mehnen and F. Rattay
TU-BioMed, Vienna University of Technology, Austria
slowik@mail.zserv.tuwien. ac.at

Simulating the flow
of information in neural
networks is a novel tool for naturally and artificially
evoked spike trains. The prediction of neural
activities generated via implanted electrodes are of
highest clinical interes~ e.g. for sensory prostheses,
spinal cord stimulation or deep brain stimulation in
case of Parkinsons disease.

Results
The NeuronNet was tested on a spinal cord reflex ar-c
consisting of 36 neurons and a small retina neural
network model. The simu1ated firing patterns are
comparable with experimental resu1ts. The present model
for the soma does not account for individual ion gating
mechanisms that are respoDSlble for specific properties
like pacemaker activities. However, such properties can
be included in the model system by introduction of
additional neurons.

Introduction
The high degree of neural interconnections within the
central nervous system has been a major obstacle for the
development of signal flow theories.
Material and Methods.
Our NeuronNet simulator was built to handle problems
of temporal coding in biological neuron structures. The
NeuronNet is based on interconnected model neurons
the infonnation is transported in form of electricai
potentials. Every neuron consists of four components:
dendrites plus soma, initial segment, axonal pathways
and synapses (see Fig 1). Specific 'synapses' represent
the natural or artificial input. For every component of the
system, the reaction is simu1ated as a delayed and
weighted function of the input signals. Inhibitory effects
are simulated by a time dependent shift of the signal
amplitude.
The user has to design the neuron - structure (geometric
and electric parameters) and the input data (neural
impulses specified according to location, time and
amplitude) of the NeuronNet, both acting as program
and data simultaneously. Due to this fact. the classical
way of linear programming is not possible any more. The
program I data has to be established as "a whole and in
action", because every single part acts in parallel. The
combination with other simulators, e.g. to model nervemuscle interactions is of special interest for applications
in functional electrical stimulation, but it has to be taken
care of the parallel character of the data Other fields of
application are retina or cochlear implants. Action
potentials can be generated or blocked in excitable tissue
by extracellu1ar electrodes or magnetic coils. New results
about artificial excitation are based on a compartment
model and on the theory of the generalized activating
function.
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Conclusion
Artificial neural networks, which have some similarities
to fundamental structures in the brain, are highly
established in many technical applications. Nevertheless,
there are some essential features in the biological system
that cannot be modeled with the conventional
techniques. Adding a local I temporal component results
in a fundamental redesign, yielding in NeuronNet, a
novel computational tool that simu1ates spiking actions
in a biological neural network.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES TREATED AS
DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER DYNAMIC SYSTEMS.
N:asta Taoasescu·, Ad·r ian Filipescu·, Ovidiu Tanasescu•
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Abstract: The paper presents the Jatest researches on the modelling of the Distributed Parameter Systems
and the simplification of these models in order to design the automatic control systems. The description by
transfer matrices having complex variable Laplace as transcendent functions is regarded by the authors as
the most complex and significant
The process mathematical model can be obtained under two representations: a non parametric
representation, as for example ( Bode or frequency characteristics diagrams [Sidman, M., D., et aJ., 199 l] )
and a param_etric representation as a transfer function multiplied by a transfer function of a dead time
element.
3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF A HEATER REGARDED AS A DPS
3.1. Determining the beat balanc·e and material ba lan·ce equations.
a. The stream balance equation
4

1

Ti

1

aa1.a(c;,t) + y,I a31oc;(c;, t) =am (".,, t)- al (".,, t)+ K··'"
t)
"""'

(4)

b. The metal balance equation

80m(q,t) = q(t)+1 [a (;,r)-Bm(q,t)}-~Kw(;,t)
1

(5)
1-m
c. The model output equation is a material balance equation and connects the velocity to the state variables

a

Tm

b ~~,t) +~i;,t)=-c a3~,t) +a a3~,t) _ eB(t;,t)

(6)

The parameters to be found in the heater model given by the equations from (4) to (10) have the
following meaning:- e•• em, q, w, p are the fluid temperature, tihe metal temperature, the heat inflow
density, the velocity and the fluid pressure, respectively; T1, Y1, K, Tm, m, a, b, c, d, e, a 1, Cli, k 1, k2 , k3, a 1
and a 2 are constants calculated depending on the heater constructive characteristics and the nominal
values of the physical parameters.
The heater described by the above equations can be .regarded as a multi - variable system.
01 (c;,s) =Hi (s) · ~0 (s)+ H 2(s ~w0 (s )+ H3 (s ~q(s)
Similarly the output equation w(L, s) processed
w(L,s)=M I(s)0+M2(s).q(s)+M3(s).w0 (s) where, for example:
l

M1(s)=

()

PI s

i

+d

[cp1(s)+as-elf11(s)e

Table l
Non parametric model
H 1(s) - equation (21)

'

b

+

I
()

P2 s

+d

[-cp2(s)+as-elf12(s}

[Pz(s~~]L
b

Parametric model
h 1(s)=
02 + 2.123s
I+ 0.6'929 9s + 0.0228s 2

• H 2(s) - equation (22)
I
I

[p,(s~~Jl

H3 (s)- .equatiion (23)
M 1(s) -equation (25)

h 2(s)= -0.1173 - 0.0 J 62s
I + 0.5124s+ 0.14s 2
h 3(s)= - 0.696 + 0.118 Ss e -o.4336s
1 + 05226s + 0.465s 2

m1(S)"" ·9.9~84

-

"-"•
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Expert System for Vascular Surgery based on a Stationary Blood Flow Model
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1
Technical University of Vienna
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2
Austrian Research Centers Seibersdorf
A-2444 Seibersdorf, Austria
Abstract. The .aim of this project was the development of a user-friendly software package for physicians that
·can be used as .an advisor in vascular surgery and as a training tool for medical students. The program consists
of a graphical user interface, a mathematical model ·t hat describes the relationship of morphology and hydraulics in human arterial networks and an expert system for managing automatic parameter identification and bypass optimization.

INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of the model of the human arterial network is to describe the relationship of the morphology
and the hydraulics. This model offers methods to calculate mean flow velocity, mean flow, flow direction and
blood pressure in the arteries.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Graph theory is used to get a mathematical representation of the network topology. The pipe network is translated into a direc~ed graph and the s•ttuctures is stored in a node-edge-incidence matrix.
The nonlin:ear hydraulic equations are based on three conditions (node, mesh , hydraulic condition), which
lead to a system of non-linear equations. The number of unknowns depends on the number of nodes in the network (usWllly between 150 and 300). In most cases when a arterial system is modeled, only laminar flows occur
in the whole network. Then the resulting equation system is linear and sparse. If turbulent flows or flows in the
transition range occur, the solution of the system is app11oximated using a fix-point iteration. (1 ,2]

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The implementation of the mathematical model is the basis of the software package, but some other modules
are necessary so that the program can be used easily.
1. Expert System
The expert system controls the mathematical module. It automates the parameter identification and adapts
the standard networks to measurements. Another task of the expert system is the processing of simulation
experiments. So automatic bypass optimizations can be performed to find an optimal operation method.
2. User Interface:
Our prime dir·ective in user interface development was ~o implement a workplace that allows complete
intuitive software usage, even the user is a '"Non-Computer-Expert".
The us·e r interface provides two main parts: a patient database, which is designed to manage the personal
data and ·the different vessel models, and a graphical editor for supporting a corresponding visual descrip·tlon of real live vessel systems. [3]

CONCLUSIONS
The presented software 1'ealiza.tion of the model is already in use by physicians for scientific investigations.
Those tests have sbmvn that a good prediction is possibly based on few flow and pressure measurements.
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The Concept of Extended Data Models for Representation of
Simulation Experiments
M.Wibmer*, J.Scheikr, F . Breitenecker*
P. Kr·ejsa**, R.Rybin ..
*Vienna University of Technology, Wiedner Hauptstrasse 8-10, 1040 Vienna, Austria
**Austrian Research Centers, A-2444 Seibersdorf
Within simulation experiments it is often necessary to obtain the solution of the underlying differential
equation between mesh points. This is particularly significant when, as a part of a longer calculation,
the solution of the problem is required at various locations. Important examples are the use of an
automatic plotter that frequently requires interpolation at a many intermediate points and the development of a simulation environment whiCh is useable in computernetworks, especially the World Wide
Web. Such environments must therefore be implemented in a client-server architecture. Most of the
simulation environments, sucih as MATLAB/SIMULINK or ACSL cannot be used within a client-server
simulation environment because of their license politics. So one bas to search for a simulation language
independent representation of the solution of a simulation experiment. One concept is the Fieldmodel
(lJ, which provides a discrete I'epresentation of the dependent variable space of differential equations.
Due to interpolation one can achieve a continous representation of the dependent variable space. The
Fieldmodel ·c onstruct a representation of numerical data resulting from the solution x(xo, t,p) of an ordinary differential equation ±(t) = f(x,p), x ER", p E m_m with inital conditions x{O) = x 0 • The
definition of a Fieldmodel is as follows:
A Fieldmodel space S is the cartesian product of the basis manifold
ables Y,
S = DxY,
and is defined by adding ,a mapping 4> : w ~
is a pair of mapping

n,

n

and the set of dependent vari-

where .w E jRk and a description for Y. A Fieldmodel F

F = (~, w),

which share the s ame domain w of <P.
y

The Fieldmodel reflects the structure of the function, wbich gives
the datapoints. It is also constructed to reflect the dynamic behavior
of the differential equations.
The Fieldmodel is implemented in a simulation environment, 'called
WSim Vl.O. WSim is implemented in JAVA 1.2. If one bas calculated
a discrete representation of the solution of the underlying differential
equation, including solutions for different values of the par.a meter
vector p, the datapoints can be stored in an Orade database with
help of WSim Vl.O. WSim then calculates the Fi.eldmodel .F. This
Fieldmodel can now for example be used in the field of visualisa..tion.
WSim Vl.O uses the JAVA-package VisAD, a tool for visualisation
of numerical data. WSim Vl.O provides a JAVA-Applet, so one can
simulate the existing models over the World Wide Web.
This work is only a first attempt for the efficient representation of Figure 1: Structure of a simple
solutions of ordinary differential equations. Jn future work it will be Fieldmodel
useful to introduce approximation methods i.n the fieid of simulation
to have an anallytic representation of the solution, i.e. with help of
taylor series expansion or approximation iby splines.
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Modelling of the Seasonal Snow Cover
Karl Kleemayr, Sigrid Wieshofer
University of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Torrent and Avalanche Control
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Abstract

In this short paper we present a finite element model to calculate the forces and displacements
:in the snowcover and the problems occurying within this context shall be announced.

Introduction
The objective of the investigations is to develop a tool which enables to quantify the movements, deformations and stresses of the seasonal snow oover. This is of practical importance in order to optimise
technical supporting structures to control and prevent avalanches, to analyse the influence of the soil
roughness and the conditions in the snow-ground interface ·layer and to analyse the stabilising effect of
mountain forests and technical supporting structures.

Problem Description
The system study distinguishes two movement components in a snow cover, creep (internal deformation) ,
dependening on gravity load and snow parameter as well as snow gliding (gliding of the entire snow
cover), caused by factors such as free water in the junction region and lack of macroscopic roughness.
The formation ofa snow cover model, above all the development of an universal material model is difficult
on account of the multiple appearances of snow. The snow model is based on the simplification that the
snow cover is an isotropic and homogenous material whereby the weight of snow is the only factor acting
from the outside on the system. The calculations and analysis had been done with ABAQUS which
is a standard Finite Element program used for engineering applications. Using continuum elements,
the assumption of a continuous medium for the snow cover could be realised. Two components were
relevant for the modelling with finite elements: a two dimensional (plain strain elements) model has been
established to determine the ·effect of soil roughness onto the displacement of the snow cover. A three
dimensional model has been made to analyse the spatial stress distribut ion within the snow cover and to
get information on how the tr·ee population and also technical constructions interact with the snow. In
t!he first place the interaction between snow cover and ground surface was defined by the Coloumb dry
friction law. To include drag forces caused by macroscopic ground roughness the surfaces was modelled
by a sinusoidal wave with respect to McClung.

Conclusion
The comparison of the simulation results, obtained by the two-dimensional model through variation of
the soil wavelength and amplitude, showed that increasing snow depth does not necessarily lead to higher
gliding velocities because the interlinking of the snow cover with the ground surface affects higher normal
resistance forces.
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Method SP Add for the decision of inverse tasks on models the
sustainability development.
Zagoruiko N.G ..
ofMathematics SB RAS
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Institu~e

The models intended for search the strategy of transitions in system of sustainable
development, differ by a high degree of complexity. So, subsystem, developed by us,
"POPULATION" simulating the transition processes of human resources, has 9
blocks and 31 control parameters, which determine influence of blocks against each
other. The direct task (task of the analysis) consists in imitation of processes in system
at the given values of ,c ontrol parameters. The inverse task (task of synthesis) consists
in search the values of control parameters ( ), which would provide the given quality
(Q) the functioning of system. For the exact decision such np-complete problem 10 in
14 degrees of years working the modem computer would be required.
The method dil'leCt·e d look through (SP Add), using the modified methods of
random search with adaptation (SPA) and consecutive choice (Add) is described. In a
method SPA the choice n most informative parameters from initial set q is carried out.
In the beginning all q parameters have equal probability to be selected for optimum
combination. By a random way gets out n of parameters and the function of quality it
combination Q is estimated. Such random combinations get out and are estimated r
times. Then the procedure of adaptation is carried out the parameters including in
structure of the best combination, "ar1e encouraged" (probability of their choice is
increased), and the parameters from the most unsuccessful combination "are
punished" (probability of their choice decreases). Such cycles of a random choice and
adaptations repeat up to one of stopper criteria. In result a decision obtained usually
close to optimum. In our case the set of control parameters does not vary and it is
necessary to adapt a method SPA for searching a good combination of their values.
The method of a consecutive choice Add consists in .a serial rating the influence of all
control parameters on one. Most influential parameter is fixed, and all other
parameters join it on tum, therefore there is a most influential pair parameters. It is
fixed and by the same way third most influential parameter joins. The procedure
repeats up to a choice of the given number the most essential parameters. In our case
it is necessary to choose and to estimate not sets of parameters, but combination of
values of their given set. The association the opportunities of these two algorithms has
allowed creating an effective method the decision of inverse tasks in models of
complex systems.
Refe11ences:
1. Lbov G.S. The Selection effective systems depending features. Proc. of Institute
Mathematics SB RAS "Computer Systems", Novosibirsk, 1965. Vol.19 pp. 2134.
2. Barabash Yu.L. et. al. Automatic Pattern Recognition. Edition KV AIU, Kiev,
1963.
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DETERMINATION OF AR PART'S ORDER (pl'p2 )
OF A 2-D ARMA (pl'p2;q.,q2 ) MODEL
B. Aksasse, L. Badidi, and L. Radouane
LESSI, Departement de Physique, Faculte des Sciences,
B. P. 1796 Atlas Fcs, 30000 Morocoo
E . mail: baksasse@yahoo.com
Abstract. In this paper, we make some investigation on two~ensional autoregressive moving average (2-D
ARMA) model order estimation problem. As the AR order (Pt, p 2 ) is usually of more practical importance

compared with the MA order ('1J,q2 ). We will now concern ourselves only with resolving this crucial problem
of estimating (PJ,p 2) . We develop an approach to estimate the (PJ,pz) order via the SVD method. The
algorithm is based on the computation of three corre~tion matrix ranks. We will show tha1 these ranks implicitly
contain the information on the (PJ., p 2 ) order.

1. Introduction
Random field models have been succes.sfully utilized in many applications for image processing and analysis,
requiring: 2-D spectral estimation (3), (8), (14), (16), image synthesis, classification and modeling (10], (11),
(12), image enhancement and 2-D Kalman filtering (7), (13]. The problem of model order selection is of utmost
importance. For the pupose of analysis, it is assumed that the data y(i, j) can be modeled by a stable and

minimum phase 2-D ARMA model of the form (3)

!L P2
L L
"1 =0 k2 =0

a1q,kiy(i -k1, j-k2 ) =

A q::z
L Lbq,k2 e(i-k1 ,j -

k2 )

(1)

ki =0 k2

where { e(i, j) } is a 2-D Gaus.9.an white noise sequence whose elements have zero mean and variance cr; .
{ a.q ,k::z }, { bk1,1c2 }, and (PJ.,pz;qhqz) stand for the AR parameters, the MA parameters, and the model's order,

respectively. It is widely appreciated that the ARMA model of order (PJ.,pz; '1J ,qz) as specified by equation (1),
is generally the most effective quarter plane (QP) causal and linear model. From a parameter pll'Simony
viewpoint, this general 2-D ARMA model usually provides the most effective linear model of a homogeneous
field and is therefore preferable over its 2-D AR model counterpoint (3). In practice, most applications
employing 2-D AR and ARMA pmunetric models assume that the model's order is known a priori or rather
choose an arbitraiy order. However, this model's order is not known and is a crucial problem. In some situations,
we have only interest on 2-D AR parameter [3], (14), [16). In (3) e.g., Cadzow and Ogino have developed an
effective method for generating 2-D QP-ARMA spectral estimation model. This method consists specifically in
two steps:
+ A spatial domain approach. which it consists on minimizing a model error criterion for estimating the
ARMA model' s AR parameter values.
• This is tum followed by a frequency domain approach of estimating the effects of the MA coefficients on
the overall spectral estimate. Which is done by the use of the well-known Welch method for obtaining
smoothed periodogram estimate.
Therefore, the estimation of (PJ. ,p 2 ) is enough to estimate the ARMA model's AR coefficient values. From
one-dimensional (1-D) time series analysis, it is well known that the use of an appropriate model leads to good
results in forecasting, process control or spectral estimation. A lower or upper model's order affects heavily the
result quality. An upper model's order adds to the computational burden can potentially degrade the overall
performance of the model as an additional source of noise. Moreover, the problem of model-order determination
has received considerable attention during the past decades, which has resulted in a lot of order determination
approaches. These approaches can broadly classified into two main categories, namely, information theoretic
criterion (ITC) awoaches and linear algebraic (LA) methods. The AIC criterion [I] developed by Akaike and
MDL criterion (9] of Rissanen are well examples for the first class. The determinant testing algorithm of Chow
(6} and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of Cadzow et al. [4], (5), [15) are well examples for the
second category.
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SIMULATION OF COMPLEX PIPE SYSTEMS AS THE SYSTEMS WITH LUMPED
PARAMETERS
Arkady A. Atavin 1 .a nd Vladimir V. Tarasevich2 ,
1
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Novosibi:rSk State University of Afchiteoture and Civil Engineering (NGASU)
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Abstract. The large complex piping systems under unsteady operating mode are considered. Such systems can
exemplify the typical systems with distn"buted parameters. General mathematical model is demonstrated The

process on the base of :spatial averaging, for replacement the .system with distributed parameter by the system
with lumped parameters is described. The example ro f specification of this process for the piping system is
given. The system with lumped parameters consisting from inertial and elastic blocks are used for substitution
the .system with di·striblliied parameters. The procedure of .s ystem •COllVOlution into the node is described. The
comparison "thorough" system with simplified one was I'eali.red for some models.

.lnitroductio:o
Many widespread systems with the distributed parameters (for example, network of water supply, thermal
networks etc.) contain the thousands of elements and have ·very large sizes. The calculation of such systems
requires significaBt computational resources .and occupies a rather long time. But many problems arising in
practice, for example, the problem of on~l:ine control, require fast calculation and forecast of a system state.
Increase of computer perfonnance and the improvement of computational algorithms, results in reduction of
computational time of course. However the creation of "fast" simplified models seems more perspective way.
One of main ~endencies for ,creation suC:b simplified models consists in replacement the "original" systems
with the ·distn"buted parameters by the systems with the lumped parameters. The problem is to match the
characteristics of thls new system so that pa:ramete,rs of process in it were "nearer" to parameters of process in
basic simulated system as possible.

Mathematical formulation ofp.roblem in common ,case
The notion "system" will mean some :set of "elements" and "relations'" between them: S = {M,R), where Mis
the set of elements, R is the set of binary relations ("links") between the elements. Let consider the system
where the set of elements may be diricled into two subsets: M = CuN, where C is the set of currents in the
system; N is the set of system nodes (i.e. the points of junction, branching, transformation of flows etc.).
The system structure can be described by graph I', whose vertexes correspond to nodes (N) and arcs
correspond to currents (C).Assume that k is index (subscript) of arc and) is index (superscript) of vertex.
The flow parameters are d~ribed by vector iit(r,t) where .r is. spatial variable and t is time, i.e. the
elements of Care the ~stems with clistn"buted parameters. The flow parameters should satisfy the equation
Ft(iiPr,t)= 0, where 0::;; r:s; Lt'
(1)
describing ilhe current along the arc, where Li is the k-th arc length. Here the operator

f" represents by itself

the system of partial differential equations ~th respect ~o unknowns ii t ( x, t ) .
Each node is simulated by the system with lumped parameters:

il 1 (ii 1 , K1 , t) = o,
.
ff is the system of ordinary differienitial equations

c2>

where
and/or algebraic equations, A is the vector of
intrinsic node parameters, 1 is the vector composed of all parameters of input flows and exit streams at node.
It is oecessa:ry to assign the ~nitia!l data under t=O for :the unambiguous solution:
1

ii

iii(r,0)= uu(r), A.J(o)= A10

(3)

Thus the problem of :flow modeliog is reduced ~o the so-called graph-defined initial-boundary value
problem [4] for the system (I) with the boundary ieonditions (2) and the initial data (3).
The solution of this problem by computer requires significant computational resources, especially for large
and complex systems containing the thousands of elements. The procedure of calculation acceleration is a
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PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED S'TATE - SPACE MODELING FOR
COMPUTATION OF TIME SERIES USING REALIZATION THEORY
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School of Electrical a.nd Computer Engineering - State University of Campinas, UNICAMP,
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Abstract. Based on previous works by Kalman, Akaike, Aoki, Verhaegen, Dewilde, De Moor and Van
Overschee, among others, the objective of this paper is to present an algorithm for state-space modeling of
time series using realization theory for linear discr·ete-time systems. By exploring the matrix structure for
the state-space model via basic techniques of nwneric analysis: Householder rotations, Givens rotations,
QR decomposition and singular value decomposition, a paralleli'lled and distributed computation proposal
for the the algorithm is presented.

Introduction
A central problem in systems analysis and design including, for example, economic systems analysis and
control, is state space modelling of time series based on multiple-output data sequences.
An approach to this problem is to determine an association between output data sequences and state
space model of unknown parameters.
In a proposal by Aoki, the parameters estimation problem is solved through a.n Algebraic Riccati
Equation solution. Such a:n approach to this problem yields strong computational burden.
In this work, inspired on Aoki's and on Ver.haegen and Dewilde's algorithms we propose an alternative
algorithm for linear time invariant sta:te space modelling of multivariate time series. The main characteristic of Verhaegen and Dewilde's, (1992), method is an approximation of a vetor subspace defined by the
column and rnw spaces of matrices constructed from system state space model matrices. This approximation is made through output data samples. The linear time invariant state space model is calculated
from an approximate knowledge of these subspaoes. Aoki's method benefits from the formulation of an
optimal filtering pwblem for the calculation of the input matrix.

State Space Method For Tim·e Series
State space modeling of time series consists in determining a realization of a dynamic system which
posseses similar dynamic behavior to an implicit model we suppose is generating a stochastic process
y(l) , y(2) , y(3) , .. ..
We are interested in the construction of a linear time invariant stochastic dynamical system of the
form:

x(t +I)= Ax(t) + Be(t)

(1)

y(t) = Cx(t)

(2)

+ e(t)

where:
• y(t} E R 1 is the output vector;

• x(t) E Rn is the state vector ;
• e(t) E .RP is white noise vector.
In order to calculate matrices A, B , C, only y(t) is available and the white noise vector e(t) must
satisfy the following conditions :
(3}

(4)

Eei(t) = 0

Ee(t)e(t)T = Ot ,sLl,

.::l

>0

The only information available is the mea.surnd :sequence y(l) , y(2) , y(3) , ... , y(N ), of the weakly
stationary stocha.stic prooess. Under this r·easoning9 the innovation model we are intending to construct

Single-Stage Linear Approach for Fitting Motion Parameters of 3-D Point Sets
B. CHAOUKJ, Lh. !v!ASMOUDI AND L. RADOUANE

LESS/ DEPARTEMENT DE PHYSIQUE
FACULTE DES SCIENCES BP. 1796
ATLAS-FF,S 30000MOROCCO
e_.mail: cbaouki_bk@hotmail..com

ABSTRACT-The problem of estimation 3-D .rigid motion from point correspondences over two views has
been formulated .a s a linear least square solution. In the classical .a pproaches, the unknown transformation
(Rotation matrix and tt:ansl.ation vector) is obtained in a two-stage linear approach. In this paper, based on the
single-stage linear method for fitting rotation and translation paramete.r s given two sets of 3-D points, a noise
robust .a lgorithm is presented. It takes into account the reliability of noisy measurement by introducing a weight
matrix. The corresponding algorithm is noniterative and the unique solution is guaranteed. In this method, a set
of intermediate puameters containing complete information about the uriknown transformation is solved from
measured data points. From these parameters, the rotation and translation can be uniquely determined. The
simulation results show that the _IrOPOSed solution is significantly more reliable than both the unweigbted singlestage linear a~h and the singular value decomposition (SVD) method which require two-stage.

1- INTRODUCTION
The estimation of three-dimensional parameters of a rigid body is an important problem in motion analysis. It

can be useful in many applications such as scene analysis, motion prediction, target tracking, and so on. In
general, to solve the problem requires 1he matching of two or three-dimensional data of feature points on the
object at two time instances. After the matching of cor:re~p<mding points has been accomplished, the motion
parameters can be estimated by solving the equa1tion, which go"ems the co~nding points at these two time
instances. Linear .l east squares solution methods for solving the motion parameters were proposed in computer
vision literature [l,2,3,4,5,6). These approaches have a common feature; the unknown transformation is obtained
in a two-stage process. The rotation part of the unknown transformation is solved in the first stage, using the two
given sets of point measurements. 1be solved rotation, together with the same sets of point measurements, is
then used to solve the tranSlation part of the unknown transformation. On the other hand, Zhuang [7] was
proposed a single stage linear method for fiUing rotation and translation puameters given two sets of 3-D points.
Unlilce the existing approaches, six intermediate parameters are linearly computed in a single stage, using two
sets of measurements. The rotation and the translation are then directly obtained from these intermediate
parameters without reuse of the measured data However, all these algorithms are constructed on the assumption
that all .the data are exact. Hence, they are all fragile in the sense that inconsistencies arise in the presence of
noise, :and the corresponding solutions are not optimal in 1tha1 it equally trusts all components with different
reliability. In this paper, .a linear .approach is proposed .to solve the pose determination problem. Furthennore, the
correlation between errors in the components of a three~ensional point can be taken into account by using the
covariance matrix as a simple weighting matrix. Indeed, due to the noise, it is reasonable to measure the
reliability of each feature points. Reliable dala h<we small covariance matrices and are thereby assigned large
weights, whereas umeliable data have large covariance matrices aod thereby assigned small weights.

ID- A Single-Stage Uoear appf\oacb
In the camera-<:entered coordinate system, we consider a set of corresponding three-dimensional points { P;1}
before motion and { I>f } after motion, with i

=1,2, .. , m . They are related by:
P;2 =RP;1 + T

(1)
where R is the rotation matrix and T is the translation vector. The 3D-3D pose determination problem is to infer
Rand T from the sets of corresponding points. From (l):

RP/= P,2 -T
1

(2)

1

Recall that RP; ::;:q ®P; ®q• [8}, where "®"denotes a quaternion product and"•" denotes the Hamiltonian
conjugate of the quaternion. Using this relationship,

we obtain:

q®Pl ® ·q · ::;:p? -T
Equation (3) can be rewritten .into:
Expanding (4) ·provides:

q ®Pl

-(Pi2 -T)®q• = 0

(3)
(4)

(5)
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MODELING THE CHEMICAL SYSTEMS FROM NEURAL NE1WORKS
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Abstract. The paper describes a method of modeling the chemical systems from neural networks. lt means the
determination of dependencies the properties of chemical system on some factors. Structure of modeling neural
network and concrete algorithm of training are considered. After completion of training on quite power- training
set the behavior of chemical system is reflected by internal structure of neural network. lt allows us to detenni.ne
the properties of the system, depended on factors, which were not included into the training set. An example of
mode!ing is described.

Introduction
Let the controlled factors of chemical system (e.g. composition, conditions of production) be descnl>ed by vector
X, and the properties corresponding to X by vector P. It may be supposed that some functional relations between
factors and qualities are existed, i.e.
p = G(X).
(1)
Some set of pairs of vectors (X(i),P(i)), i=I •... .M is usually selected to build the mathematical model

(Eq. 1) of the system, and on the base of this set the approximating functions
trying to minimize the error

G for properties are determined,

M

E= L~P(i)-G(X(i)l

(2)

i =I

Tasks of this class belong to the problems of global multidimensional optimization. The complexity of its
solving is explained as follows:
1. Formation the approximating functions (Eq. 1) is difficult in most cases, because chemical systems
may be quite complex and its chemical and physical processes may be unknown.
2. Hypersurface of objective function (Eq. 2) may have a complex structure with a number of local
minima, i.e. traditional algebraic approaches of minimization may be e.ffectless.
One of the ways to solve the problem may be modeling such systems based on neural networks. This
releases the experimenter from necessity of building the explicit models. Application the special methods of
training the neural networks allows to avoid the problem of local minima of objective function (Eq. 2). Below
the technique of building and training these networks is considered.

Collecting the experimental data
A set of pairs of corresponding vectors (X(i), P(i)), i=l, ... ,M is obtained by means of practical experimentation
with a real chemical system. M is a power of training set. All vectors should be normalized, i.e.
X(ij), P(ij) e [0, 1] for all possible values of i and j.
To obtain the adequate results it is recommended to distn"bute the elements of training set over the space
of factors. The more training components will be obtained the better neural network will model the chemical

system.

Building the multilayer neoraJ network
Based on the analyses of the problem's complexity, the structure of the network and links between its units are
selected. General structure of L-layer neural network is shown at Fig. l.
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Abstract. In this work, a direct model reference adaptive control algorithm for continuous time non-minimum
phased systems is considered. First, we use an exponential input output data filtering to handle the non minimum
phase assumption. Then, we introduce the delta operator to transfonn the continuous time (MRAC) into the
discrete time one. The stability in the sense that the input and output of the plant are bounded is established. It is
shown that the proposed data filtering pennits also to reduce the effects of the unmodeled dynamics and noise.
The performance of the control algorithm is illustrated by numerical and real examples.

Introduction.
The direct and indirect model reference adaptive control (MRAC) of linear continuous time systems has been
successfully developed in the last decades. However, the various algorithms proposed in the literature are all
based on the minimum phase assumption [l-1 l,14,18,20] and usually, introduce various modifications to
enhance the robustness of the (MRAC) approach in presence of the unmodeled dynamics. The major available
techniques include normalisation with parameter projection: The robustness of a direct (MRAC) with parameter
projection is established in [3J. However, a prior .knowledge on unmodeled dynamics is still required. Jn (10] the
robustness is considered for a restricted class of unmodeled dynamics and extended in [9] by projection. Praly
[ 18] introduced the device of using a nonnalising signal in parameter estimation. Recently, for the continuous
time systems, the minimum phase assumption has been eliminated in [12) by relocating the poles and zeros of
the controlled system by periodic feedback control with multirate sampling. The system is seen as a MISO plant.
The stability and the convergence of the output error are established. However, the number of parameters to be
estimated increases and sometimes it becomes so difficult to construct multirate-sampling systems for large
orders. The problem in continuous time systems is generally, at fast sampling rates, the sampling zeros appear
outside or on the unit circle (13,21], and then the model reference adaptive control (MRAC) method that
1
involves cancellation of unstable zeros, cannot be used. To avoid such situation, the delta operator ( = q -

o

6.

where q is the shift operator in the time domain and 6. is the sampling interval) represents the simple and more
direct way of overcoming the unstable sampling zero problem [I, 14 J. The introduction of delta operator has been
given in [l, 11, 14-17}, it has significant advantages in digital control and estimation compared with the simpler
shift form and offers the same flexibility as does the shift operator q in the description of discrete models, and
gives a better correspondence between continuous and discrete time descriptions.
In this paper, we consider the robust stability problem for continuous time direct model reference adaptive
control for non-minimum phase plants in presence of unmodeled dynamics. We apply an exponential input
output data filtering to handle the problem of non minimum phase and to reduce the effects of the high frequency
modes of the unmodeled dynamics. We use the delta operator to approximate the derivative operator
(D =di dt). Thus we transform the continuous time problem into the discrete time one. The proposed data
filtering with the application of the Delta operator to the original system model permits to define a new system
model which is minimum phased. The stability in the sense that the input and output of the system are bounded
for all time is established. Note that the proposed scheme to handle the non-minimum phase is more simple and
direct that multirate sampling [12]. To prove the effectiveness and robustness of this new strategy, we will apply
it to simulated and real systems.
This paper is organised as follows : In section II, the description of the system is given and the input output
data filtering is applied. This data filtering with the application of the operator Delta allows to define a new
system model which is minimum phased. In section III, The robustness of the proposed scheme against
unmodeled dynamics and noise is established. In section VI, a number of simulation examples and a real
application are considered to illustrate the effectiveness of the theoretical results.

II The data filtering
11-1 Problem statement
We consider a continuous time-invariant system input-output pair U(t), Y(t) which are related by:
A'(D)Y(t) = B'(D)U(t-d)+~(t)
where the A'(D) , B' (D) are polynomials in the differential operator
and dis the time delay. This model has been considered in (13]
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(I)

D = (d I dt), of order n, m respectively,

DET.E·C TION IN THE DIAGNOSTICS PROBLEMS
A. Naumov, L. Fahrmeir and M. Daumer
Institute for Medical Statistics and Epidemiology,
Ismaninger Str. ,22 ,81675 , Munich ,Germany
Abstracts. This paper is a continuation of investigations of authors in the area of elaborating and modelling new
effective methods for detection of change-points and diagnostics. In this paper we propose methods for
estimation of diagnoses on the basis of the ideas of opinions functions and detection of characteristical elements
by a moving window algoritlun and a fixed coordinate system approach.

1.Tbe prob'lem.
Let
S1{t)=/;(t)+c;(.t),

i=l,2,..., Tic•

Si : R--? R , are

signals of

nc

channels . f,{t) are nonlinear functions

Ei (t), c; :R~R are noise signals . We have the set D of diagnoses:

D=DdYDa ·

Where Da-{ Dd,;}.

i=l,2, .., nd, is the set of object diagnoses and Da

=

set of apparatus (measure devices, channels and so on) diagnoses. We must
signals Si(t) . In this paper we consider 1the methods with small time for th~
the corresponding algorithms in real-time systems. These problems arise in
economics, physics and so on ( see Bar [l], Basseville [2], Chan (3], Daum<
2. Th·e formal descri1ption of the diagnostical ,p:roblem.
Let the sets of (corresponding to sets Dd and Da) cbaracteristical element
He,d

= {TJf:f

He ,a

=

<t)}, i = 1,2,..., nc , j

{,,'!·'!(r)},
l ,)

i

= 1,2,..., nf;

= 1, 2,..., nc , j = 1,2,. .., nf ; He

In practice may be useful, for example,

e
TJ . ( t )
l ,1

= He , d Y

so basis element of

I a11

~ a1 ~ a 12, a21

Here

atle

L\TJ={L\TJl!.(t)}={L\TJl!.. a ( t) } Y{~TJ i!_, d(t )} is the set of the perm'
/}

lJ

/}

is the set of the

B 17

ij

of the ,e lements TJf j t) .
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Abstract
A multi-phase composite is considered in this paper. The composite component materials are
anisotropic linear viscoelastic and aging (described by t!b.e non-convolution Volterra integral operators) and are subjected to isotropic shrinkage and mechanical. loads including interface jumps of
dispfacements and tractions. The paper describes some t!b.eoretical results about solvability and
uniqueness of solution to this problem, asymptotic homogenisation, and 2-scale convergence in appropriate function spaces.

Introduction
Assumption 1 (on the geometry) The non-homogeneous solid n c lRn is composed of s iaotropic or
anisotropic viscoelastic materials n1, l = 1, ... , s, where n, are generally non-connected disjoint Lipschitz
domains, and &n1 denotes the boundary of flt. We denote by Eik = &n1 n ank the interfaces between
the domains f!.1 and nk. Evidently, :E11c = :Ek1. If S11 and S11o have no common boundary, then :Ekz = 0.
The net interface is E = Uj=1 U~=l+l Eo, and S1 = Ut=1 S11 U !:, with a Lipschitz external boundary
&f! = Uf= 1 &S11\E. Furthermore, each &S11 \ 8n has a positive Lebesgue measure on 8S11. Let &un C &n
be a subset of the external boundary .and &ufl 1 = &0.1 n 8uH· Let &<Tn = &n \ 8un. Suppose the set of
points, that belong to boundaries &nz of more than two different subdomains, or two subdomains and the
part of boundary aun, has zero measure on each &n,.
Let the suscripts i, j, h, k = 1, 2, ... , n, and summation from 1 to n over repeating subscripts is
assumed hereafter. For a solid n, we consider the equilibrium equations:

0 ([g_ihjk(x) 01Lj(X,
OXk

OXh

with boundary conditions:
ui(x, t)

·)1 (t) -

f;.h(x, t)

) = f;o(x, t) ,

= Xi(x, t),

( [!!ihjk (x) Ou~~:' .)] (t) - fih (x,

x E

x En\~

(1)

oun,

t)) nh (x) = Wi(X, t),

(2)
(3)

x E &<Tn,

and transmission conditions:
ui (x, t)

h::+

-ui(x, t)

lr:- = Xi(x, t),

(4)

x EE,

([£ihjk(x) 0u&~:· ·)] (t) -fih(x,t)) nh(x)li;+
+ ([g_ihjk(x) ou~~:,.)]
holding for any t E [O,T] . Here !!ihjk(x)

:=

(t) - fih(x,

aih1,.(x, t)

(5)

t)) nh(x)lr:- = wi(x, t), x

E

~'

+ aihjk(x)*, see e.g. [l] ; the out-of-integral term

aihik presents the instant elastic coefficients; the Volterra operator (aihjk (x)

t

* eik)(t) := Jaihjk (x, t, r) ·
0

e11o (x, r)dr presents the viscosity with ageing (for isotropic materials g_~/ =

tior.ioki + !!:_Oi;Ohi. + f!:.OikOh j );
are components of a vector of external forces; fih := {!ihjkeik ar·e components of the so-called shrinkage stress tensor, where eik(x, t) is a free shrinkage strain; Xi(x, t) := { {x~" (x, t) H=i+i H=o• where

r.o
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Abstract: On the basis of really accepted and critically clarified assumptions mathematical model of
disc·o ntinuous conductive<onvectiv.e atmospheric dryer bas been developed, in engineering sense, sufficiently
correct. The model has a form of partial difference equations sy.s tem, with coefficients variable in time. This
complexity of mathematical model is a result of the fact 1tbat nominal values of process variables are changeable
in time. Using the simulation of acquired results there bas been presented dynamical behavior of this dryer,
wbicb is similar to real plant bebavior.
Key words: mathematical modeling, diyer, dynamical analysis.

1. Introduction
Nowadays drying system construction is connected with many requirements concerning final product
quality and economic parameters, as well as some dynamic characteristics of the system. In order to fu1fill all
these demands it :is necessary to 1develop a sufficieatly correct mathematical model of drying process. In the
process of mathematical mode) formin,g, it is very important to define the control boundary, by which it is
possible to write balance equations o'fthe process.

2. Process description
Zeolite powder conductive-convective atmospheric diyer symbolic-functional scheme is shown on Fig. 1.
This diyer is working under atmospheric pressure, and is consisted of aluminum plate, which is put on a heater
(electrical heater). Control boundary is shown by doted line. The material is separated. geometrically, in 4
layers (marked Ml , M2, M3, and M4), as it is shown on Fig. 2. Layers are equal in height Relevant process
variables are medium temperatures of material for all four layers (0oMl· eDM2• eDM3· eDM4), as well as
medium material humidity in all four layers (xMl• xM2, XMJ. xM4). as it is shown on Fig. 2. Space above free
surface is se,parated in two layers (Al, A2), in which the medium temperature (0DA1• 0oA2) and medium
:moi.snue content is measured (xAI• xA1). Heater is markied by P, and heater temperature is the control variable
iin drying process. Distwbance variable is environment temperature(0E), marked with 0 .
Wet material (zeolite powder) is carried into plate, before the drying process. Plate is made of
aJuminum, for better heaMransfer coefficient. Its dimensions are 200 mm x 80-mm. Wall thickness is l mm.
Plate is placed on the heater, and there is no mixing included, so there is no hornogeniz.ation during the
process. Heat and mass transfer are taking place between the layers (temperature and humidity field is not
homQgenizing), and that is appl!oved by experimental results. Plate is not insulated. It is necessary to diy 864 g
of wet material, whose wate.r content is aprox. 30% in the beginning, and approx. at the end of process.
Material is heated from 20 °c to 160
According to drying curve, wbich is obtained by experimental results,
drying process is about nine hours long.

°c.

3. Experimental measurement
Four measurements have been carried out on the plant described in the prcceeding chapter. Their aim
was ito determine the changes in temperature and moisnwe content in wet material, as well as, in the air above
the free 'Surface of material. On the basis ,o f measured va!lues of these variables for the first measurement, during
which is not perfonned temperature regime change, temperarure change rate, and humidity change rate have
been determined for wet material and for air, and also the first differential of temperature on space coordinate TJ
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Abstuct 1n this paper, a robust direct model refe.rence adaptive control for linear discrete-time non minimum
phase multivariable systems is proposed Based on a filtering method, the global stability and robustness of
closed-loop control system are achieved even when the unmodelled dynamics are present Furthermore, the
nonsingularity problem is considered. Finally, a simulation study is given for illustration.

1. Introduction
The problem of adaptive control of multi-input. multi~tput (MIMO) linear time invariant systems has attracted
the attention ·Of researchers for several years. While some new and sophisticated control algorithms are being
developed, already established ones are being e:uended to the multivariable case one by one. In the extension of
the model reference ad<qnve control to the multivariable case, time delay proved to be the key issue. Thus, in the
Ml.MO case, the delay structure is defined by a polynomial matrix known as the interactor (6). It was pointed out
in [3] that assuming knowledge of the interactor matrix is tantamount to knowing the full system. An alternative
model reference adaptive control (MRAC) is proposed in (4, l3], and consists on estimating the interactor
malrix. One of the main problems in the design of MRAC for MIMO linear systems are the singularities that
may arise in the control law. The parameter modification !procedure allows the problem of the nonsingularity in a
different perspective to be dealt with 1[12). lo the point of view robustness, undesirable transient responses and
·t racking ·p erfor:mances have been frequently observed in traditional MRAC problems, especially for
multivariable plants with unmodelled dynamics and output disturbances. An important step was taken in (1 , 14]
where the robustness of l'vfIMO MRAC schemes is .s tudied by using the variable structure design. In [2], an
.adaptive variable structure scheme for solving robustness problems in MRAC scheme for MIM:O systems is
presented. However, the prior knowledge «!If the interactor matrix is used A Ml.MO robust adaptive control using
the factorization approach were proposed in {15]. However, this method is restricted to class ofMIMO systems.
In this paper, we deal with a robust MR.AC for discrete-time non minimum phase MlMO systems with unknown
interactor matrix, the associated .a daptive ·c ontroller must be robust in the sense that for any unmodelled
dynamics, the adaptive closed-loop system is BIBO stable. To avoid the cancellation of non-minimum phase
zeros, we will introduce in this paper an inpui-output data filtering. The latter method permits to ensure the
robustness against a large Class of unmodelled dynamics. Therefore, the formulation of unmodelled dynamics in
this paper, leads to an explicit extension of the modified parameter estimation addressed in (12].
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present the problem formulation. Section 3 is devoted to data
filtering. In section 4, we present the one step ahead control law. Section 5 is devoted to adaptive control law. In
section 6, a numerical example is given for illustration. Finally, section 7 gives the conclusions of this work.

2. Problem formulation
The class of controlled plants we consider can be modeled as in the equation :
-1
-1
A(q )y(t) = B(q )u(t) + 'V(t)

(1) .

where y(t), u(t) e 91r are the outpit and input vectors. 'V(t) e 9ir it represents the unmodelled dynamics.
A( q- l), B( q- l) are polynomial matrices in the unit delay operator q-1 and are defined as:
-1

A(q

) =I+ A q
I

-I
B( q )

-1

+ ... +A q

-n

n

=B l q -1 + ... + B nq -n

W..~ make the following assunlJltions:

A. IThe transfer fu\lction.N(q) between y(t) and u(t) is strictly propre and has full rank
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(2)
(3)
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